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EDITOR'S PREFACE.

Since the Fifth Part of this work was published, the hand that wrote it has become still. After

thirty-four years of labour at the Lexicon, Mr. Lane died, on the tenth of August, 1876.

It was his special wish that the work which had occupied so large a part of his life should

be completed by me, and that wish absolves me from the charge of presumption to which I

might otherwise be exposed. To complete it as it has been begun is indeed beyond the power

of any living Orientalist : but I hope that, so far as knowledge of my Uncle's methods of work

and jealous love for his memory may avail, I may not prove altogether unworthy of the great

trust he reposed in me.

Informed of my purpose, Her Grace the Dowager Duchess of Northumberland immediately

offered to continue to the work that generous support which she had given during my Uncle's life.

A careful examination of the manuscripts and notes which my Uncle had accumulated convinced

me that there was more to be done than I had at first supposed. I found articles in three

different stages : some consisting only of Mr. Lane's own notes, without any reference to the

original authorities ; others written, but needing to be collated with one or two manuscripts acquired

later ; and some completely written and ready for the press. The difference is explained by the

fact that Mr. Lane was of necessity obliged to write in the order of the Sihah, and that as the

printers gradually approached him he finished those articles which were likely to be speedily

wanted : for he began to print when he had written rather more than half the work. The notes

of his own were simply the results of his long experience in the language, and were to be inter

woven with the translations from the original authorities when the articles came to be written.

At the time of his death my Uncle was engaged on the article joj . Up to this point every

article is ready for the printers. Of the rest the majority are written, but some need collation.

In these circumstances I think it best to publish in Part VI. only to the end of the letter u-J

A part of the following letter is not completed, and to fill the lacunae would delay the publication

of the volume. The present Part therefore contains only i and ui • Up to p. 2386 the proofs

were corrected by Mr. Lane ; after that, by myself. The next Part, which I shall bring out so soon

as is compatible with sound work and careful printing, will contain {j, C*J , J , * ; and the last,

to ? & > 4 ? cf • After the publication of Part VIII., I shall begin to prepare Book II., comprising

the rare words and anai; \ey6fieva, which Mr. Lane estimated as two Parts, or one thick Part.

The appearance of this Part has been delayed by the difficulties presented in the composition

of the Memoir which is prefixed. I have had to tell the story of a life spent, partly on account
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of ill health, but mainly for the sake of work, in seclusion. Few men knew Mr. Lane personally in

his later years, and as time went on and the improbability of his living to finish his work became

more and more apparent, his unwillingness to see anyone beyond his family circle and a few special

friends became stronger than ever. Thus I have had no assistance from the recollections of friends.

Nor have I derived the smallest help from letters. Mr. Lane had a deeply-rooted objection to

the publication of letters meant only for private friends, and he took care to have all his own

letters from Egypt destroyed ; whilst after his return to England he hardly ever wrote one

except on questions of scholarship which he was asked to decide.

Thus the only materials I have had for the foundation of the Memoir have been (1) the MS.

of the " Description of Egypt," which contains a certain amount of personal incident ; (2) certain

note-books kept by Mr.. Lane during his first and second visits to Egypt; (3) his published works;

(4) his sister's journal, kept during the third visit to Egypt, and certain passages in her " English

woman in Egypt." I should add that Mrs. Lane, my Grandmother Mrs. Poole, and my Uncle

Reginald Stuart Poole, have aided me greatly with their recollections. For the last ten years

I can of course write from my own intimate relations with my Great-Uncle.

The diary of Mr. Lane's second visit to Egypt I have thought it well to reproduce almost

in extenso. As the daily jotting-down of what he called his " idle moments " it reveals something

of himself, and as the record of the changes which nearly ten years had brought about in the

country it will be acceptable to students of the history of Europeanizing in Egypt.

STANLEY LANE POOLE.

July, 1877.



EDWARD WILLIAM LANE.

1801—1825.

The life of a great scholar should not be suffered to pass away into forgetfulness. The Arabs have indeed a

proverb, • He who has left works behind him dies not ' : but although so long as there are students of the life

and the literature of the East, the memory of Lane cannot die, the personality of the great Orientalist is

rigidly excluded from his writings ; they reveal almost nothing of himself. If to stimulate the endeavours

of others by the example of a chief of their kind, to encourage fainter hearts by telling them of the strength

and devotion of a master, be one of the ends of biography, this brief and inadequate memoir of perhaps the

truest and most earnest student this century has seen will not be deemed superfluous. As the record of

half a hundred years of ceaseless labour, crowned with a perfection of scholarship to which even Germany

avowedly yields the palm of undisputed supremacy, the life of Lane must needs be written.

Edward William Lane was born at Hereford on September 17th, 1801. He was the third son of

the Rev. Theophilus Lane, LL.D., a Prebendary of Hereford ; and his mother was Sophia Gardiner, a niece

of Gainsborough the Painter. At first his education was conducted by his father, after whose sudden

death in 1814 he was placed successively at the grammar-schools of Bath and Hereford, where he

distinguished himself by his unusual power of application and by an almost equal mastery of classics and

mathematics. The latter formed his principal study, for his mind was bent upon taking a degree at

Cambridge, and then entering the Church. This desire to devote himself to a religious profession may

have had its origin in the training of his mother, under whose influence his education was completed.

Mrs. Lane was a woman of no ordinary mould. Gifted with high intellectual powers, which she had

spared no pains to cultivate, she possessed a strength and beauty of character that won not only admira

tion but affection from all who were privileged to know her. It is easy to understand how great and

how good must have been the influence of such a mother upon Edward Lane. He was wont to say

that he owed his success in life to her teaching, and the saying, characteristic in its modesty, was doubtless

partly true. His success was the result as much of character as of intellect.

The Cambridge project was never carried out. Lane indeed visited the university, but did not enter

his name on the books of any college. A few days' experience of university life as it was in the first

quarter of this century was sufficient to show him that in living in such society as he was then intro

duced to, and in conforming to its ways, he would be sacrificing what was to him dearer than all

academic distinctions. That his mathematical training had been thorough is shown by the fact that im

mediately after giving up the idea of Cambridge, Lane procured a copy of the honour papers of the

year and discovered that he could without difficulty solve every problem save one ; and, as he has often

told me, going to bed weary with puzzling out this single stumbling-block, he successfully overcame

it in his sleep and, suddenly waking up, lit his candle in the middle of the night and wrote out the

answer without hesitation.

b 2
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The plan of Cambridge, and with it the Church, being given up, and his later training being too

exclusively mathematical for him to think of Oxford, Lane joined his elder brother Richard (afterwards

renowned for his skill in lithography, which was recognized by the Eoyal Academy in the election to

an associateship) in London, where he spent some time in engraving. Although this profession was also

shortly abandoned, the years devoted to it were not thrown away. The taste for art which he had

inherited with the Gainsborough blood and which his mother, who had spent a great part of her girlhood

in her uncle's studio, spared no endeavour to foster, aided by the mechanical training of the graver,

was afterwards turned to admirable results in Egypt. Side by side with his engraving, however, was

the growing passion for Eastern things. Lane could not by his nature be idle for a moment, and the

hours unfilled by his art were given up to hard reading. To such an extent was this zeal for study

carried, that he began to grudge the time necessary for food and exercise. The result of inattention

to the ordinary rules of health was a state of weakness that could offer but a faint resistance to the

attack of typhus fever which now assailed him. With difficulty escaping with his life, he found his

health unequal to the sedentary habits of the engraver. A man who was so weak, partly from the

exhaustion of chronic bronchitis, and partly from the effects of the fever, that he sometimes could not

walk along a street without clinging for support, was not fit to bend over copper-plate all day. He

therefore determined to adopt some other way of life.

As early as 1822, Eastern studies had more than merely attracted Lane's interest. A manuscript

grammar of colloquial Arabic in his handwriting bears this date : and he must have been studying some

time before he could attempt a grammar of Arabic, even though it is only an abridgement of other works.

From this year or earlier dates that severe devotion to the language and character of the Arabs which

for more than half a century filled every moment of his studious life.

It was this taste for Oriental matters, seconded by his weak health, which could ill withstand a

northern winter, that determined Lane to visit Egypt. Another motive may have been the hope of a post

in the service of the British Government, which, he was informed by those who were qualified to speak, he

stood a good chance of obtaining if he made himself well acquainted with Easterns at home. Whatever

the motives, in 1825 Lane left England for the first of his three visits to the land of the Pharaohs.



1825—1828.

THE FIRST VISIT TO EGYPT.

The "Description of Egypt."

On Monday the 18th July 1825 Lane embarked on board the brig "Findlay," 212 tons, bound for

Alexandria, and on the 24th he lost sight of the coast of England. The voyage, which occupied two

months, was not altogether uneventful. On the 2nd September the "Findlay" nearly foundered in a

hurricane off Tunis. The master seems to have been an incapable person, and no one else of the crew

understood navigation. The night was starless; the sea ran so high that the heavy storm-compass in the

binnacle could not traverse and was unshipped at every lurch; and, driven along between a lee shore and

a dangerous reef, without compass, and the main topmast carried away, the ship seemed doomed to destruc

tion. It was at this critical moment that the captain entreated Lane to take the helm. Fortunately

navigation had formed part of his mathematical studies : but he was little more than a boy and this was

his first voyage ; he might well have shrunk from the responsibility. But he went at once to the

wheel, where he had to be lashed, or he had been washed overboard by the seas that swept momently over

the deck. He had noticed the bearings of the lightning, and by the flashes he steered. At last the moon

rose, and by her light the wreck was cleared away and steering was less hazardous. As day dawned the

wind abated, and Lane was able to bring the ship safely into Malta harbour on the morning of the 4th.

Here she remained six days for repair; and meanwhile the crew mutinied, seemingly not without reason;

and Lane was aroused one morning with a shot through his pillow. He had come prepared for

dangers in Egypt, and these accidents by the way did not discompose him. On Monday the 19th September

the shores of the Delta came in sight : first the ruined tower of Aboo-Seer rose above the horizon ; then

"a tall distant sail," which proved to be the Great Pillar of Alexandria; then high hills of rubbish,

crowned with forts ; and at last the ships in the Old Harbour. The " Findlay " was ordered to enter the

New Harbour, and there cast anchor in the midst of a shoal of Rosetta boats.

Although it was late in the afternoon and little could be seen before dark, Lane was too impatient

to wait for the next day. He landed filled with profound emotion, feeling, he writes, like an

Eastern bridegroom about to lift the veil of his as yet unseen bride. For his was not the case of an

ordinary traveller. "I was not visiting Egypt merely for my amusement; to examine its pyramids and

temples and grottoes, and after satisfying my curiosity to quit it for other scenes and other pleasures:

but I was about to throw myself entirely among strangers, among a people of whom I had heard the

most contradictory accounts; I was to adopt their language, their customs, and their dress; and in order

to make as much progress as possible in the study of their literature, it was my intention to associate almost

exclusively with the Muslim inhabitants."

The first sight that met his eye was singularly impressive. It was the time of afternoon prayers, and

the chant of the Mueddin had just ceased as they landed. Muslims were performing the ablutions at the

sea, or, this done, were praying on the beach, with that solemn gravity and with those picturesque and

striking attitudes which command the respect of all standers-by. Lane always felt a strong veneration for

a Muslim at his prayers, and it was a singularly auspicious moment for an enthusiastic Englishman to set
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foot on the Egyptian soil. As he walked on, till he reached one of the principal streets, his delight and wonder

grew at every step. The peculiar appearance of the narrow street and its shops, the crowded passengers

of every nation hordering on the Mediterranean, the variety of costume and countenance, the " bearded

visage of the Turk, the Moor, and the Egyptian,—the noble and hardy look of the sunburnt Bedawee

enveloped in his ample woollen sheet or hooded cloak,—the mean and ragged clothing of many of the

lower orders, contrasted with the gaudy splendour or graceful habit of some of their superiors,—the

lounging soldier with his pipe and pistols and yataghan,—the blind beggar,—the dirty naked child, and

the veiled female," afforded a picture beyond even what his dreams of the land of the Arabian Nights

had conjured up. It is true the shady side of the scene was somewhat forcibly disclosed a few paces

further on, by a brawl, a murder, and a decapitation, all occurring in the space of a few minutes

before the eyes of the young traveller. And as he examined Alexandria at leisure, he began to feel

disappointed with it, and to long for Cairo. Notwithstanding the characteristic sights that first greeted

him, the city was not Eastern enough, and he would have found his stay there wearisome but for the

kindness and hospitality of Mr. Salt, the British Consul-General, who received him like an old friend,

although they were strangers to each other, and gave him a room in his country-house near the Bab-

es-Sidr. Lane found a "delightful retreat" in Mr. Salt's garden, and plenty of entertainment in the

company that visited the Consul. One of these friends, M. Linant, the indefatigable cartographer of

Egypt, proposed that Lane should join his party to Cairo, an offer which, as a stranger and as yet

unprovided with a servant, he gladly accepted.

On the 28th September the Reyyis and crew chanted the Fat'hah, the beautiful prayer which opens

the Kur-an, and M. Linant and his party, accompanied by Lane, set sail on the Mahmoodeeyeh canal

for the " El-Kahirah the Guarded." The voyage was in no wise remarkable. Lane made his usual

careful. notes of every thing he saw, from the sarab to the creaking of the sakiyehs and the croaking of

the frogs. He described each village or town he passed, and observed the ways of the people working on

shore or bathing in the Nile; and watched the simple habits of the boatmen, when the boat was made

fast and their day's work was over, grouped round the fire on the bank, smoking and singing, and blowing

their terrible double-pipes and making night hideous with their national drums; and then contentedly

spreading their mats, and, despising pillow and covering, falling happily asleep. On the 2nd October Lane

had his first distant and hazy view of the Pyramids, and about five o'clock the boat was moored at Boolak,

the port of Cairo, and the Reyyis thanked God for their safe arrival—"El-hamdu li-llah bi-s-selameh."

They rode at once to the city to tell the Vice-Consul of their arrival, that rooms might be made

ready for them in Mr. Salt's house. The first view of Cairo delighted Lane even more than he had

expected, and here at least, where all was thoroughly Eastern and on a grand scale, no after disap

pointment could be expected. When he saw the numberless minarets towering above the wilderness of

flat-roofed houses, and in turn crowned by the citadel, with the yellow ridge of El-Mukattam in the back

ground, Lane took heart again and rejoiced in the prospect of his future home. The next day he took

up his quarters at the Consulate, abandoned his English dress and adopted the Turkish costume, and set

out to look for a house. He soon found one near the Bab-el-Hadeed, belonging to 'Osman, a Scotsman in

the employ of the British Consul, who proved a very useful neighbour and a faithful friend. The furniture,

after the usual native pattern, always a simple affair in the East, was quickly procured and the house

was soon ready for his reception.

These matters took up the first five days in Cairo: but on the 8th October, every thing being in a
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fair way to completion at the house, a small party of Europeans, with Lane among them, made an

excursion to the Pyramids. It was only a flying visit, to take the edge off his ardent curiosity, for he

meant to go again and make careful drawings and measurements. He explored the Great Pyramid, and

then in the night climbed to its summit and enjoyed a sight such as one hardly sees twice in a lifetime.

The cold wind sweeping up the sides, with a sound like the roar of a distant cataract, echoed the weird

feeling of the place and the time, with which the vaguely vast outline of the Second Pyramid, faintly

discernable, and the wild figures of the Bedawee guides were in full harmony. Then the moon rose and

lighted up the eastern side of the nearer pyramid with a magic effect. Two hours more and the sun had

revealed the plain of Egypt, and Lane had been already amply rewarded for the dangers and trouble

of his journey from England by one of the most wonderful views in the world.

After two months spent in Cairo, in the study of the people and their language, and in seeing the

thousand beautiful things that the most picturesque of cities could then show, Lane again visited the

Pyramids, this time for a fortnight, armed with stores and necessaries for living, and with materials

for drawing and surveying, above all the camera lucida, with which all his drawings were made.

He took up his abode in a tomb of an unusually luxurious kind. It had three holes for windows,

and was altogether about eight feet wide by twice as long, with a partition wall in the middle.

Before the door was the usual accumulation of bones and rags, and even whole bodies of mummies :

but the contemplation of these details gave Lane no unpleasant sensations; he merely observed that

the skulls were extraordinarily thick. Into this cheerful habitation the baggage was carried, and though

at first the interior looked "rather gloomy," when "the floor was swept, and a mat, rug, and mattress

spread in the inner apartment, a candle lighted, as well as my pipe, and my arms hung about upon

wooden pegs driven into crevices in the wall,"—the paintings had been effaced long before,—" I looked

around me with complacency, and felt perfectly satisfied." He was waited on by his two servants, an

Egyptian and a Nubian, whom he had brought from Cairo, and at the door were two Arabs hired from the

neighbouring village to guard against passing Bedawees. All day long he was engaged in drawing and

describing and making plans; and then in the evening he would come out on the terrace in front of

the tomb, and sit in the shade of the rock (at Christmastide), drinking his coffee and smoking his long

chibook, and "enjoying the mild air and the delightful view over the plain towards the capital."

"In this tomb I' took up my abode for a fortnight, and never did I spend a more happy time,

though provided with fewer articles of luxury than I might easily and reasonably have procured. My

appearance corresponded with my mode of living; for on account of my being exposed to considerable

changes of atmospheric temperature in passing in and out of the Great Pyramid, I assumed the Hiram

(or woollen sheet) of the Bedawee, which is a most convenient dress under such circumstances; a part

or the whole being thrown about the person according to the different degrees of warmth which he may

require. I also began to accustom myself to lay aside my shoes on many occasions, for the sake of greater

facility in climbing and descending the steep and smooth passages of the pyramid, and would advise others

to do the same. Once or twice my feet were slightly lacerated; but after two or three days they were

proof against the sharpest stones. From the neighbouring villages I procured all that I wanted in the

way of food; as eggs, milk, butter, fowls, and camels' flesh; but bread was not to be obtained anywhere

nearer than the town of El-Geezeh, without employing a person to make it. One family, consisting of a

little old man named Alee, his wife (who was not half his equal in years), and a little daughter, occupied

a neighbouring grotto, guarding some antiquities deposited there by Caviglia. Besides these I had no
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nearer neighbours than the inhabitants of a village about a mile distant." The solitude, however, was

broken two days after his arrival by the appearance of a young Bedawee, who frankly confessed he had

deserted from the Pasha's army and could not enter the villages, and claimed Lane's hospitality, which was

of course immediately granted. The young fellow used to amuse his host in the evening, while he

smoked his pipe, by telling the famous stories from the romance of Aboo-Zeyd, all the while exciting the

indignation of the Egyptian servant by his contempt for the Fellaheen. He stayed till Lane left, and

when the latter asked him where he would find protection now, he replied with characteristic reliance

upon providence, "Who brought you here?"

After a fortnight in his tomb at the Pyramids of El-Geezeh, spent in making drawings and plans of

the pyramids and the surrounding tombs, Lane returned to Cairo on New Year's Eve. Here for two

months and a half he devoted himself to the study of the "Mother of the World" and her inhabitants.

Already possessed of an accurate knowledge of the modern Arabic language; being conformed to the

customs of the people in all such external matters as dress and manners and outward habit of life; and

being of that calm and self-possessed nature absolutely necessary to one who would be intimate with

Easterns, and moreover of a cast of countenance resembling so closely that of a pure Arab family of Mekkeh

that an Egyptian, though repeatedly assured of the mistake, persisted in his belief that the reputed Ingleezee

was a member of that family ; Lane was able, as scarcely one other European has been, to mix among

the people of Cairo as one of themselves, and to acquire not only the refinements of their idiomatic speech

and the minute details of their etiquette, but also a perfect insight into their habits of mind and ways

of thought. The Spirit of the East is a sealed book to ninety-nine out of every hundred orientalists.

To Lane it was transparent. He knew the inner manners of the Egyptian's mind as well as those of his

outer life. And this was the result of the many years he lived among the people of Cairo, of which

these few months in 1826 were the beginning.

His life at this time, however, was not wholly spent among Easterns. There was still a European

side. He was one of the brilliant group of discoverers who were then in Egypt : and young as he

was he was received among them with cordial welcome and unfeigned appreciation. Within the charmed

circle to which Lane was now admitted were men such as Wilkinson and James Burton (afterwards

Haliburton), the hieroglyphic scholars; Linant and Bonomi; the travellers Humphreys, Hay, and Fox-

Strangways; the accomplished Major Pelix, and his distinguished friend Lord Prudhoe, of whose noble

appreciation of Lane's work much will presently be said. With such friends and in such a city as Cairo,

the life of the young orientalist must have been enviable.

But the time had now come for* the first Nile-voyage. The journey from Alexandria to Cairo had

not damped the enthusiastic longing with which Lane looked forward to the upper country—Thebes and

Philae and Denderah. He determined to ascend to the Second Cataract, a limit further than most

travellers then ventured and beyond which travelling was almost impossible. In March 1826 he hired a

boat, for twenty-five dollars a month, manned by a crew of eight men, who were to find their own

provisions, and on the 15th he embarked, set his cabin in order and sailed.

Lane's plan was, in the up-voyage to see in a cursory manner everything that could be seen, and in

the down-voyage to make the notes and drawings from which he intended to construct his "Description

of Egypt." In the up-voyage we see him sailing from one place of interest to another, with as little

delay as possible; spending the whole day in walking to some ruin at a distance from the bank, and so
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the next day, and every day, so long as there was anything worth visiting on shore. As a sightseer in

Egypt Lane was indefatigable. He would walk on the hot plain, with the thermometer at 112° in the

shade, till his feet were blistered, and he had to throw himself on his back to relieve them from the

burning of the sand. When there was nothing to take him on shore, he would smoke his pipe on deck,

and watch the people in the villages as he passed, or rest his eyes on the long lines of palms and dom

and nabk trees that fringe the bank. Sometimes a compulsory variety was made by the wind dropping,

when the boatmen would turn out and drag the tow-rope. Or the boat was kept for days in an un

interesting place by a wind against which towing was vain labour. A sandstorm would now and then

cause an unpleasant diversion, and not only keep Lane in his cabin, but follow him there and fill every

crevice. It was quite another matter, though, with the sand-pillar; which was the work of an 'Efreet, who

stirred up the dust in his flight, and, being an 'Efreet, might be amenable to persuasion. Lane en

countered one of these pillars of sand in one of his walks, and following the instructions of his guide

he accosted the 'Efreet with the cry of "Hadeed" ("iron"), and the sprite passed at a respectful distance.

The modern life of Egypt claimed the traveller's attention no less than the ancient. He visited the tombs

of the Sheykh El-Hareedee and the Sheykh 'Abd-el-Kadir El-Geelanee, and went through the usual cere

monies with a precision in which no Muslim could find a fault; he received the calls of the various

dignitaries on the way with the utmost courtesy, although he was obliged to decline the presents of Abys

sinian girls and nargeelehs which they were fond of offering; and he seldom missed an opportunity of

strolling through an Arab town, or watching an encampment of Bedawees, and learning something more of

the ways of the people.

r

At Denderah, near the end of April, Lane met James Burton, and together they suffered from the

Khamaseen winds, and found they could make no drawings nor leave their boats. On the 6th of May the

great Propylseum of Thebes came in view ; on the 15th at Philae, they found Linant, who had left Cairo

a couple of days earlier. After going on to Aboo-Simbel, and then to the Second Cataract, Lane turned

his boat and prepared to descend the Nile. Lane seems to have spent his time during the whole

of this return voyage in drawing and measuring and describing, often sitting under an almost vertical

sun, his thermometer occasionally bursting at 150°, and with no other protection from the scorching heat

than a single tarboosh. At Philae he again found Linant, waiting for the rising of the river to pass the

Cataract, and during the eight days they spent together there Strangways made his appearance, went to

Wadee Halfeh, and then came back to them; and in company with him Lane continued his way down

the river. Seventy-three days (July 30 to October 11, 1826) were spent at Thebes, where he met Hay,

in making a minute survey of the tombs and temples. Here he lived in three different houses. The first

was Yani's house, among the tombs on the western side ; then he moved to a ruined part of the first

propylseum of El-Karnak; and for fifteen days he lived in one of the Tombs of the Kings, for the sake

of its comparative coolness. In the former abodes the thermometer ranged from 90° to 108° in the

shade; but in the Tombs of the Kings it did not rise above 87°.

Coming back to Cairo, Lane went among the people as before, busy in preparing his account of their

manners and customs, and his description of their city. After several months thus spent, he again started

for the Nile, again ascended to the Second Cataract, and stayed forty-one days (November 1 to December 12,

1827) at Thebes, completing his survey of the temples. And, having accomplished the great object of his

travels, having prepared a complete description of Egypt and Lower Nubia, the country and the monuments

and the people, he came back to Cairo in the beginning of 1828, and after a short stay at the capital,

c
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and a final visit in the spring to the Pyramids of El-Geezeh and Sakkarah, in company with Hay, he

returned to England in the autumn of the year.

These three years of the first visit to Egypt had not heen years of idleness. Lane was not the typical

traveller, who travels for amusement, and perhaps writes a hook to record his sensations for the gratification

of an admiring public. Lane's object was a far different one. He travelled, so to say, to map the

country. And his was a propitious time. Egypt had but recently been opened up to explorers, and

no one had yet fully taken stock of her treasures. Hamilton, indeed, and Niebuhr had broken the

ground with their books; but no systematic account of the country, its natural characteristics, its people,

and its monuments, had yet been attempted. Successfully to perform such a work demanded long and

unceasing labour and considerable abilities. Lane never shrank from' toil of any kind, and he possessed

just those natural gifts which were needed by one who should do this work. Lord Brougham once

said, " I wonder if that man knows what his forte is ?—Description : " and Brougham was right. Very

few men have possessed in an equal degree the power of minutely describing a scene or a monument,

so that the pencil might almost restore it without a fault after the lapse of years. This power is eminently

shown in the "Description of Egypt." Every temple or tomb, every village, every natural feature of

the country, is described in a manner that permits no improving. The objects stand before you as

you read, and this not by the use of imaginative language, but by the plain simple description. Lane

had a vehement hatred of "fine writing," and often expressed his dislike to those authors who are

credited with the habit of sacrificing the truth of their statements to the fall of the sentence. He

always maintained that the first thing was to find the right word to express your meaning, and then to let the

sentence fall as it pleased. It is possible that in his earliest work he carried this principle a little too far ;

and in his most finished production, the notes to "The Thousand and One Nights," considerable care may

be detected in the composition. But in every thing he wrote, the prominent characteristic was perfect

clearness, and nowhere is this more conspicuous than in the "Description of Egypt." But further, to

prevent the scant possibility of mistaking the words, the work was illustrated by 101 sepia drawings,

made with the camera lucida, (the invention of his friend Dr. Wollaston,) and therefore as exact as

photography could make them, and far more pleasing to the eye. Those whose function it is to criticise

artistic productions have unanimously expressed their admiration of these drawings. And though Lane

would always say that the credit belonged to his instrument and not to himself, it is easy to see that

they are the work of a fine pencil-hand, and could not have been done by any one who chose to look

through a camera lucida. Altogether, both in drawings and descriptions, the book is unique of its kind.

It has never been published. And the reason is easily seen in the expense of reproducing the

drawings. Lane himself was never a rich man, and could not have issued the book at his own ex

pense, and no publisher was found sufficiently enterprising to risk the first outlay. An eminent firm,

indeed, accepted the work with enthusiasm, but subsequently retracted from its engagement in consequence

of the paralysis of trade which accompanied the excitement of the Reform agitation. It is needless,

however, to refer to affairs that happened nearly fifty years ago, although they were a cause of much

annovance and disappointment to the author of the "Description of Egypt"; who naturally was ill-

disposed to see the work of several years wasted, and who could not forget the high praises that had

been passed upon the book and the drawings by all who were competent to form an opinion. There

can be no doubt in the mind of any one who has studied the manuscript and the drawings, that

travellers in Egypt have sustained in this work a loss which has not yet been filled up, and is not

likely to be, unless the "Description of Egypt" should yet be published.
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We have seen Lane in a phase of his life distinct from all the remainder. The years 1825—28 are

the only time in which he could he called a traveller. Even then the traveller hent on the enjoyment

of the wonders of a new land is swallowed up in the student intent on understanding the monuments

of a marvellous antiquity. But after this first visit all traces of the traveller disappear, and the serious

laborious student becomes everything. Once again in after years did Lane ascend the Nile as far as

Thebes, and live the old life in his tomb; but it was to avoid the Plague, and his visit there was still

devoted to study. Henceforward we shall see, not the enterprising and often daring explorer, climbing

flat-faced cliffs, swinging down a mummy-pit, crawling in the low passages of tombs and pyramids, but

a scholar at his desk, a learned man honoured in learned circles, the highest authority on matters

Arabian to whom England or Europe could appeal.



1828—1835.

THE SECOND VISIT TO EGYPT (1833—5.)

For some time after his return to England, Lane was occupied in working his Egyptian notes

and diaries into the form that the manuscript of the " Description of Egypt " now wears. It has

already heen said that the negotiations with the publishers for the production of the book fell to

the ground. But before this happened, Lane had separated from the body of the work his

account of the modern inhabitants of Egypt, which it was thought would appear to greater advantage

and be more widely read as a distinct book. This part of the "Description" was shown to Lord

Brougham, who at once recognised its high merit, and recommended it to the Society for the Diffusion

of Useful Knowledge, of which he was a Member of Committee. It was in consequence of the accept

ance of the work by the Society that Lane determined to visit Egypt again, in order to enlarge

and perfect his account of the people. This is an instance of that thoroughness which is shown in

every work of his. "Whatever came to his hand to do, he did it with all his might. He would never

condescend to anything approaching slovenly work; and thought little of crossing the Mediterranean and

staying two years at Cairo in order to bring nearer to perfection a sketch of the manners and customs

of the inhabitants of Egypt, which to an ordinary writer would have seemed to stand in need of no

revision. Without hesitation he went over the whole ground again, verified each statement, and added

much that had been omitted from the earlier and more concise work. During the two years he spent

in the Egyptian metropolis, scarcely a day passed without his going out among his Muslim friends and

accustoming himself more completely to their manners, or witnessing the various public festivals of the

year. Every day's experience was carefully recorded in a little library of note-books, all written in his

singularly clear and neat hand, except where here and there an Egyptian friend has scribbled his own

statement in Arabic. One of these note-books appears to have been kept for recording the more im

portant scenes that Lane witnessed, and is fortunately dated, so as to form an intermittent diary. As

this is this is the only journal he ever kept, to my knowledge, except a brief account of his first Nile-voyage,

it is here reproduced. Besides the necessary suppression of a few passages relating to family matters, certain

long passages have been omitted, since they occur verbatim in Lane's published works. It is not

often that the pages of a diary can be transferred to a finished book like "The Modern Egyptians"

without even verbal alteration. But it was the same with everything Lane wrote. If he was asked a

question by letter, his answer was always fit for publication, both in style and in accuracy of matter.

London, 25th Oct., 1833.—Engaged my passage to Alexandria

on board the merchant brig Rapid, Capt. Phillips, 162 tons, for

30 guineas, to be found with all necessary stores, poultry, &c.—

6th Nov. Embarked at St. Katharine's Dock.—7 th. Sailed.—

25th. Passed Gibraltar.—5th Dec. Passed Malta.—13th (1st of

Shaaban, 1249). Arrived at Alexandria.

It had rained almost incessantly, and very heavily, during the

three nights previous to our arrival at Alexandria ; and the streets

were consequently in a most filthy state. The general appearance

of the people was also far more miserable than when I was here

before. The muddy state of the streets doubtless confined most

well-dressed persons to their houses ; but it is rather to the severe

oppression of late years, and to repeated conscriptions, which have

deprived many parents of the support they received from the

labour of their sons, that I attribute the difference which I

remarked in the general aspect of the population of this place.

A few days before my arrival, some parsons from Constantinople

had brought the plague there. They were put into quarantine ;

and the disease had thus been confined within the Lazarette, which

was surrounded bjr a cordon of soldiers. There had been 87 cases,

and 23 deaths.—I dined and slept at Mr. Harris's country-house,

which is in an angle of the garden in which the house that
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Mr. Salt resided in is situated, where I stayed during my first

visit to Alexandria. A part of this garden is converted into a

burial-place for the English. Mr. Salt is buried there.—Alexan

dria is rapidly increasing towards the site of the old city : several

large and handsome buildings have lately been erected in that

quarter.

14th. Removed my luggage from the brig to a boat on the

Mahmoodeeyeh ; and in the afternoon set sail for the Nile.

Paid 45 piasters for the voyage to the Nile.—15th. Arrived

before sunrise at the Foom, or the mouth of the canal, where it

communicates with the Nile. A bridge with gates has lately

been constructed across the mouth, to retain the water in the canal

during the season of low Nile.—I here had to engage another

boat, on the Nile. Bargained for 80 piasters for the voyage to

Masr (or Cairo). Proceeded to Fooweh ; but could not continue

our voyage in consequence of a violent contrary wind. The air

was very thick ; and I could hardly fancy myself in Egypt. The

river still very turbid. There were many boats here conveying

Turkish pilgrims on their way to join the Egyptian Caravan to

Mekkeh. Fooweh seems to be falling to utter ruin and to be

inhabited by the most squalid miserable people I ever beheld.

I am told that I shall remark the same at all the villages we have

to pass ; and the reason is this:—all the best-looking young men

have been picked for the army or navy, and their wives and lovers

have mostly followed them ; but being parted from them on their

arrival at the metropolis have there betaken themselves to prosti

tution ; and Masr now absolutely swarms with prostitutes. Thus

the villages have been half desolated ; and seem to be peopled in

general with the most wretched, ugly, old, and haggard paupers.

I see scarcely one good-looking young woman among a hundred ;

or scarcely one where I used to see a score ; and almost all are in

rags.—16th. In the afternoon, though the wind was still very

high and from the S.W., we proceeded. Stopped for the night

under the west bank, a little below Shubra Kheet. Several

heavy showers of rain fell, accompanied with violent gusts of

wind, which obliged many boats, loaded with Turkish pilgrims, to

stop at the same part. From a boat next above ours, during a

shower of rain, there poured forth a number of these pilgrims,

each with his ewer in his hand, to perform the ablution prepara

tory to prayer ; and some of them aged and decrepit. While

meditating on their zeal and the hardships which awaited them

and admiring their grave and venerable aspect, I was surprised to

see six of them, and among these some of the most aged, run to a

taboot (a kind of water-wheel used for irrigation), and, with shouts

such as their children would have used on a similar occasion,

amuse themselves by exerting what little strength they had to

perform, all the six together, the work of one cow ; and turn, which

they could only do very slowly, the stiff and creaking wheel. A

few minutes after, they performed their devotions, all of them

together, with the utmost solemnity and decorum, ranged in ranks,

four abreast, under the partial shelter of some durah about 12

feet high : one acted as Imam, in the first rank ; and having

previously chanted the addn, recited the prayers, chanting the

fard-prayers in a high key and loud voice.—To-day I began to feel

the effect which is often produced by first drinking the water

of the Nile, and by the cool air of the night ; my cabin being

only furnished with blinds, like those of an English carriage,

to the windows, I was much exposed to the night-air.—17th.

Advanced to Shubra Kheet. The weather being boisterous and

rainy, and my reiyis determined to proceed, I made a new agree

ment with him ; to pay 20 piasters a day, and to stop when and

where I desired. Accordingly I remained the rest of this day,

and the following night, at Shubra Kheet.—18th. Of the pru

dence of the new arrangement which I had made for my boat I

received a strong proof in information brought me to-day that a

boat which I had first hired at the Foom, about the same size

and on the same terms as that in which I now am, but afterwards

left for the latter boat in consequence of an order that vessels

there should take their departure according to the order in which

they lay, had been capsized in the night : the crew and passengers

were saved ; but remained shivering in their wet clothes for many

hours ; no village being near. Had this been my case, in my pre

sent indisposed state, I should probably have lost my life ; or, if

not, my books &c. would have been lost or spoiled. My informant

thanked God for my preservation ; and I most heartily joined him.

—19th. Proceeded to Shaboor : the wind still very violent and

contrary: on the 20th, to Nadir; 21st, to Zawiyet Razeem, by the

tow-rope ; having scarcely a breath of wind.—22nd. Calm. Pro

ceeded, by towing, to Wardan.—23rd and 24th. As the wind was

violent and contrary during the greater part of each of these days,

my reiyis absented himself from the boat. I punish him by deduct

ing two days' pay.—25th. Arrived within five miles of Boolak.

26th. Arrived at Boolak about noon. Sent for a janisary from

the Consulate to pass my luggage at the custom-house, and rode

up to my old friend 'Osman, who had made preparations for my

reception in a house belonging to him and next to that in which

he resides. This house I have engaged for the period of my

intended stay in Masr. It is situated in the most healthy part of

the town, near the N.W. angle ; and to me, who have suffered

from ophthalmia, it is a desirable residence, as it has glass windows.

I have no doubt that ophthalmia in this country is generally the

effect of suppressed perspiration, which is most commonly induced

by the night-air (the windows of almost all the houses in Ma9r and

the other towns being merely of wooden lattice-work) ; and that it

is aggravated by the habit of keeping the head too warm, and the

feet too cool.

The aspect of Masr, as seen in the approach from the port, has

been much improved since the period of my last visit by the re

moval of many of the mounds of rubbish which rose along that

side, and by most of the space which these unsightly objects occu

pied being converted into gardens. A short time ago, European

travellers, if habited in the Turkish or Egyptian dress, were not

allowed to enter the gates of Masr without a passport (called

tezkereh), which was shown to the guard. This custom is now

dispensed with. It was adopted in order to ascertain the number

of the population ; and to insure that no one of the natives might

be unknown, and so escape paying the firdeh or poll-tax. In

the interior of the metropolis I observe more ruined houses than

when I was last here ; and in the appearance of the lower orders,

more wretchedness. No change has taken place in the style of

the costume of the natives; but the military officers, and the

Turks in the employ of the Basha, have adopted the Nizamee dress,

which was becoming common among them before I last quitted

Masr. The head-dress (being merely a tarboosh, without the

muslin or Kishmeeree shawl wound round it) has lost its elegance ;

and the whole dress is less becoming and graceful than the Mem-

look costume which it has superseded ; though it is more convenient

for walking and any active exertion. Formerly, a grandee of

Masr, with his retinue of twenty or more well-mounted men, clad

in habits of various and brilliant hues, and with splendid accoutre
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ments, the saddles covered with embroidered velvet and plates of

gilt and embossed silver, and the bridles, headstalls, and other

trappings ornamented in a similar manner and with rows of gold

coins suspended to them, presented a strikingly picturesque and

pompous spectacle. Sights of this description are no longer wit

nessed in the Egyptian metropolis. Even the Basha, when he

occasionally rides through the streets, is followed by only three or

four attendants, and is not more distinguished by the habits than

by the number of his retinue. As dark colours, and particularly

black, are now fashionable among the Turks, and their dresses are

generally embroidered with silk, instead of gold lace, there is much

less contrast and variety observable in the costumes of the pas

sengers in the crowded streets ; but at present there is a little

more variety and bustle than is usual, from the number of Turkish

pilgrims resting here on their way to Mekkeh.

My old acquaintance the sheykh Ahmad (or set/d Ahmad, for

he is a shereef) called on me as soon as he had heard of my arrival.

He has resumed his old habit of visiting me almost every day ;

both for the sake of getting his dinner or supper, or at least

tobacco and coffee, and to profit in his trade of bookseller. I wish

I could make a portrait which would do justice to his singular

physiognomy. For many years he has been nearly blind : one of

his eyes is quite closed : the other is ornamented on particular

occasions, as the two great festivals, &c, with a border of kohl ;

though he is a shocking sloven at all times. He tells me that he

has taken a second wife, and a second house for her ; but that he

is as poor as ever ; and that my usual yearly present of a dress

will be very acceptable.* He has a talent for intrigue and cheat

ing, which he exercises on every opportunity ; being lax in

morals, and rather so in his religious tenets. Notwithstanding

these defects, and sometimes in consequence of his having the

latter defect, I find him very useful. Much of the information

that I have obtained respecting the manners and customs of his

countrymen has been derived from him, or through his assistance ;

as he scruples not to be communicative to me on subjects respect

ing which a bigoted Muslim would be silent. He has just

brought me a mushqf (or copy of the Kur-an), which he wishes

me to purchase ; but he thinks it necessary, as he did on former

similar occasions, to offer some excuse for his doing so. He

remarks that by my following or conforming with many of the

ceremonies of the Muslims I tacitly profess myself to be one of

them; and it is incumbent on him to regard me in the most

favourable light. "You give me," says he, "the salutation of

' Peace be on you ! ' and it would be impious in me, and directly

forbidden by my religion, to pronounce you an unbeliever ; for He

whose name be exalted hath said in the Excellent Book,—' Say

not unto him who greeteth thee with peace, Thou art not a

believer' (ch. iv., v. 96)—therefore," he adds, "it is no sin in

me to put into your hands the noble Kur-an : but there are some

of your countrymen who will take it in unclean hands, and even

put it under them and sit upon it ! I beg God's forgiveness for

talking of such a thing : far be it from you to do so : you, praise

be to God, know and observe the command ' None shall touch it

but those who are clean.' " (ch. lvi., v. 78 : these words are often

stamped upon the cover.) He once sold a mushaf on my appli

cation to a countryman of mine, who, being disturbed just as the

bargain was concluded by some person entering the room, hastily

* Here follows the story of Sheykh Ahmad's mother, told in the pre

face to The Modern Egyptians, p. xviii. (5th Ed.)

put the sacred book on the deewan and under a part of his dress,

to conceal it : the bookseller was much scandalized by this action ;

thinking that my friend was sitting upon the book, and doing so

to show his contempt of it. There was only one thing that I had

much difficulty in persuading him to do, during my former visit

to this country ; which was to go with me to the mosque of the

Hasaneyn, the burial-place of the head of the Prophet's grand

son, El-Hoseyn, and the most sacred of the mosques of Masr.

On passing with him before one of the entrances of this building,

one afternoon in Ramadan, when it was crowded with Turks, and

many of the principal people of the metropolis were among the

congregation, I thought it a good opportunity to see it to the

greatest advantage, and asked my companion to go in with me.

He positively refused, in the fear of my being discovered to be an

Englishman, which might so rouse the fanatic anger of some of

the Turks there as to expose me to some act of violence. I there

fore entered alone. He remained at the door ; following me with

his eye only (or his only eye), and wondering at my audacity ;

but as soon as he saw me acquit myself in the usual manner, by

walking round the bronze screen which surrounds the monument

over the spot where the martyr's head is buried and then going

through the regular attitudes of prayer, he came in and said his

prayers by my side.—The principal subjects of the conversations

which my other Masree acquaintances have held with me since

my return to their country have been the oppression which they

suffer under the present government, the monopolies of the Basha,

and the consequent dulness of trade and dearness of provisions, &c.

The sheykh Ahmad is less querulous: he praises the Basha for

including booksellers among persons of literary and religious pro

fessions, from whom no firdeh is exacted. He and another book

seller, who is his superior, are agents for the sale of the books

printed at the Basha's press, at Boolak. They have a shop in

the principal street of the city (nearly opposite the entrance to

Khan El-Khuleelee), which will be a convenient place for me to

repair to on the occasions of public processions.

Friday, 10th of January.—Last day (29th) of Shaaban.—In the

afternoon of this day I went to the booksellers' shop to see the

procession of the Leylet er-Rooyeh, or Night of the Observation of

the new moon of Ramadan, the month of abstinence. Soon after

the 'asr, the shops were mostly shut, and the mastabahs occupied

by spectators, old and young. The foremost persons in the pro

cession, a company of Nizam infantry, passed the place where I

was sitting (within ten minutes' walk of the Ka\lee's house,

whither they were destined) about an hour and a quarter before

sunset. The whole procession consisted of nothing more than

several companies of Nizam troops, each company preceded and

followed by bearers of mesh'als, to light them on their return,

together with small parties of members of those trades which

furnish the metropolis with provisions : a group of millers follow

ing one party of soldiers ; a group of bakers, another : after all of

whom came the Mohtesib, with attendants. The soldiers were

accompanied by drummers and fifers, and one band. The members

of trades who took part in the procession, with several fakeers,

shouted as they passed along—" 0 ! En-saldh ! Es-saldh ! Salloo

'ala-n-Nebee ! 'aley/ii-s-seldm ! " (0 ! Blessing ! Blessing ! Bless

ye the Prophet ! On him be peace !). After every two or three

companies there was an interval of many minutes : so that about

an hour elapsed before the procession had passed the place where

I sat. After waiting some time at the Kadee's, the information

that the new moon had been seen was brought there ; and the
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soldiers and other persons who had formed the procession thither

divided themselves into several companies, and perambulated dif

ferent quarters of the town; shouting Yd ummata kheyri-l-andm !

Siydm ! Siydm ! (0 followers of the best of the creation ! Fasting !

Fasting!). The mosques were all illuminated within ; and lamps

hung at their entrances, and upon the galleries of the mad'nehs.

—When the moon is not seen, the people are informed by the cry

of Ghadd, min shahri Shaabdn ! Fitdr ! Fitdr ! (To-morrow is of

the month of Shaaban ! No fasting ! No fasting !).—The people

seem as merry to-night as they usually do when released from the

miseries of the day's fast.*

11th of January.—1st of Ramadan.—Instead of seeing, as at

other times, most of the passengers in the streets with the pipe in

the hand, we now see them empty-handed, or carrying a stick or

cane; but some of the Christians are not afraid, as they used to

be, of smoking in their shops during this month. The streets in

the morning have a dull appearance, many of the shops being

shut; but in the afternoon they are as much crowded as usual,

and all the shops are open. A similar difference is also observable

in the manners and temper of the people during the day-time and

at night : while fasting, they are generally speaking very morose :

in the evening, after breakfast, they are unusually affable and

cheerful. As Ramadan now falls in the winter, the fast is com

paratively easy ; the days being short, and the weather cool :

therefore thirst is not felt so severely. The period from the com

mencement of the fast (the imsdk), which is at this season within

two hours of sunrise, to the time when it ends, or sunset, is now

(in the beginning of the month) 12 hours and 12 minutes : at the

end of the month it will be 12 hours and 47 minutes. Servants

who are fasting (as mine, and most others, are), if they have to

bring a pipe to a person who is not keeping the fast, will not draw

the smoke as usual at other times, but put a live coal upon the

tobacco, and blow upon it, or wave the pipe through the air ; and

then present it. I take my principal meal now at sunset, in

order that it may serve as a breakfast to any friend who may call

on me in the evening, at or before that time. Towards evening,

and for some time after sunset, the beggars in the streets are now

more than usually importunate and clamorous. I often hear the

cries of Fatooree 'aleyh yd Rabb ! (My breakfast must be thy

gift, 0 Lord !)—Ana deyf Allah wa-n-Nebee (I am the guest of

God and the Prophet !) —and the following, which exhibits a

union (not uncommon in similar cries) of the literary and popular

dialects of Arabic—Men fattar sa'im luh agrun ddim (Who gives

breakfast to a faster will have an enduring recompense). The

coffee-shops are now much frequented by persons of the lower

orders ; many of whom prefer to break their fast with a cup of

coffee and a pipe. Parties assemble at these shops a little before

sunset, and wait there to hear the evening call to prayer, which

announces the termination of the day's fast. Some of the coffee-

shops offer the attraction of a reciter of tales, or poetical romances,

during the nights of Ramadan. It is also a custom among some

of the 'Ulama of Masr to have a Zikr performed in their houses,

by a numerous company of fakeers, every night during this

month.f My almost daily visiter, the sheykh Ahmad, the book

seller, tells me that he cannot spend much time with me this

month ; as he sleeps half the day, and breakfasts, and takes part

in a Zikr, every evening, at the house of the late sheykh

El-'Aroosee, who was one of the four great sheykhs of Masr,

• Cp. Mod. Eg. p. 472. t Cp. Mod. Eg. pp. 474—G

presiding over the Hanafeeyeh, of whom he was also the

muftee.—As I was sitting at the booksellers' shop to-day, the

Basha, Mohammad 'Alee, rode by, on his way to say the after

noon prayers in the mosque of the Hasaneyn, followed by only

four attendants ; the first of whom bore his seggadeh (or prayer-

carpet), in an embroidered kerchief, on his lap. The Basha was

very plainly dressed, with a white turban. I should not have

known him, had I not been informed that it was he; for he

appears much older than when I was last in Egypt ; though he

looks remarkably well. He 6aluted the people right and left as

he passed along : all rising to him.—It is the general fashion of

the principal Turks in Masr, and of many of their countrymen,

to repair to the mosque of the Hasaneyn in the afternoon during

Ramadan; to pray and lounge ; and on these occasions, a number

of Turkish tradesmen (called Tohafgeeyeh, or Tohafjeeyeh)

expose for sale, in the court of the meyda-ah (or tank for ablution)

of this mosque, a variety of articles of taste and luxury suited to

the wants of their countrymen ; such as porcelain, glass, gold,

silver, brass, and copper wares ; cutlery ; mouth-pieces of pipes

and pipe-sticks ; and many other commodities, chiefly from Con

stantinople, or other places in Europe. The interior of the

Hasaneyn during the afternoon in Ramadan is one of the most

interesting sights in Masr ; but from the circumstances which

render it so, and particularly from its being the most sacred of

all the mosques in Masr, none but a Muslim can enter and

witness the scene which it presents, unless accompanied by an

officer of the government, without imminent risk of being dis

covered, violently turned out, insulted with scurrilous language,

and perhaps beaten or spit upon. I only once ventured into this

mosque on such an occasion ; and then was careful to perform all

the usual ceremonies. Many persons go to the mosque of the

Hasaneyn to offer up their petitions for particular blessings, in

the belief that the sanctity of the place will ensure the success of

their prayers.

A man was beheaded to-day, for stealing several pipes and

drinking-cups, belonging to the Basha, in the Citadel.

Feb. 9th.—Last day (80th) of Ramadan.—Ramadan has passed

away with scarcely any incident to relieve its dulness, excepting

the usual merry-making of the lower orders of the people at night

in the coffee-shops, where smoking tobacco or hemp, playing at

some kind of game, or listening to a story-teller, were their ordi

nary amusements. I have not observed funerals to be more

numerous than usual during the latter part of the month, as is

the case when Ramadan falls in the warmer seasons ; but the

people have not seemed less out of humour with the fast. Weari

ness and moroseness are the predominant effects of the observance

of Ramadan ; and if people are seen at this time more than

usually occupied in mumbling portions of the Klur-an, I think

their motive is rather to pass away the time than anything else.

I am told that many more persons break the fast now than did

when I was last here. Even the Kadee told an acquaintance of

mine, a few days ago, that it was his custom only to keep the first

two and last two days of the fast. By the poor, in general, it is

still rigidly kept ; and, by them, most severely felt, as they can

seldom relax from their ordinary labours. There is now living

in this city an old man who fasts every day in the year, from

day-break to sunset, excepting on the occasions of the two 'Eeds

(or festivals), when it is unlawful for the Muslim to fast. At

night he eats very sparingly. He keeps a shop in the shoe-market

called Kasabat Rudwan, where he is generally seen occupied in re
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citing the Kur-an and handling his beads. It is said that there are

several other persons here who fast in the same austere manner.—

The weather during the month which is just expiring has been of

an unusual kind : several very heavy showers of rain have fallen ;

and the streets have seldom been dry more than two or three days

together.

In the afternoon of this day (at the hour of the 'asr) the guns

of the Citadel announced the termination of the period of the fast :

the new moon having been seen. The fast is, however, kept till

sunset. In the evening, the guns fired again. With sunset, the

' Eed commences. The people are all rejoicing : swings and

whirligigs are erected in many parts of the town, and in its

environs ; and several story-tellers and reciters of poetry have

collected audiences in various places.

10th.—First day of the 'Eed.—At day-break, all the mosques

were crowded with worshippers, to perform the prayers of the

'Eed ; and now, every minute, friends are seen in the streets con

gratulating, embracing, and kissing, each other. Many of the

people (all who can afford) are seen in complete new suits of

clothes : others, with a new 'eree, or tarboosh and turban, or, at

least, a new pair of red or yellow shoes. Most of the shops are

shut, excepting those where eatables are sold. The people are

mostly occupied in visits of congratulation ; or repairing, particu

larly the women, to the tombs of their relatives. Donkeys laden

with palm-branches, for the visiters of the tombs, obstruct the

streets in many places. The guns of the Citadel are fired at noon

and in the afternoon (at the 'asr) on each of the three days of the

'Eed.

12th. —Last day of the 'Eed.—This day I accompanied my

neighbour 'Osman to visit the tomb of the sheykh Ibraheem

(Burckhardt), in the cemetery of Bab en-Nasr, on the north of the

city, to see that the monument was in good repair, and to pay to

the memory of the lamented traveller that tribute of respect

which is customary on the occasion of the 'Eed. The principal

part of the burial-ground, directly opposite the Bab en-Nasr, was

occupied by dense crowds of persons who had collected there for

their amusement, and presented a most singular scene. Vast

numbers of tents were erected ; some, for the reception of idlers ;

but most, for the visiters of the tombs ; many of whom, conspicu

ous by their palm-branches, were, like ourselves, making their

way with much difficulty through the multitude. A woman who

had fallen down here on the first day of the 'Eed was trodden to

death. Being mounted on donkeys, we got on better than some

others ; but our palm-branch, borne before us, and showing our

pious intention, had not the effect of inducing any one to move

out of our way. A large space was occupied by swings and

whirligigs, all in rapid motion, and loaded with boys and girls :

the principal objects of attraction to persons of maturer age were

conjurors, musicians, dancing-girls, and dancing-men. Having

passed through the most crowded part of the cemetery, we soon

arrived at the tomb of the sheykh Ibraheem. It is a plain and

humble monument of the usual oblong form, constructed of the

common, coarse, calcareous stone of the neighbouring mountain-

range ot Aiukattam, with a stela of the same stone, roughly cut,

and without any inscription, at the head and foot. Numerous

fakeers resort to the cemeteries during the three days of the 'Eed,

to perform, for the remuneration of a piaster or two, the service

usual on those occasions when visiters arrive ; consisting of the

recital of, at least, one of the longer chapters of the Kur-an, and

afterwards of the Fat'hah, which latter the visiters recite with

him. One of them was employed to perform this service by my

friend. He did it very rapidly, and without much reverence,

seated at the foot of the tomb. This being finished, and the palm-

branch broken in pieces and laid on the tomb, a fee was given to

the guardian of the tombs, and we returned.—'Osman performed

the pilgrimage in company with the sheykh Ibraheem. He pre

sented me a few days ago with the certificate of Ibraheera's

pilgrimage. It is a paper of the size of a small quarto leaf: the

greater part occupied by a representation of the temple of Mekkeh,

drawn with ink, and ornamented with red, yellow, and green, and

with silver leaf : beneath which picture is written the document

of which the following is a copy.—" Praise be to God, who hath

made the pilgrimage to be rightly accomplished, and the intention

rewarded, and sin forgiven. To proceed.—The respected hagg

Ibraheem hath performed the pilgrimage, according to the divine

ordinances, and accomplished all the incumbent ordinances of the

Prophet, completely and perfectly. And God is the best of wit

nesses. The halt was on the 9th day of the month of El-Heggeh,

in the year 1229."

15th.—Witnessed the procession of the Kisweh, which I have

described in one of my note-books.*

17th.—The Magician 'Abd El-Kadir came to me. His per

formances unsuccessful.

18th.—A man was beheaded yesterday; and another to-day.

One was for entering a house to rob, and for attempting to murder

the owner. He locked the latter in one of the rooms, and then

proceeded to rifle the house. On descending, he saw the owner at

a window, calling for assistance ; and fired a pistol at him.—The

crime of the other, who was a Turk, a kowwas of the Basha, was

robbing and murdering a Turkish pilgrim. He arrested the pil

grim on the canal of Alexandria, under pretence of his being

required to answer some charge preferred against him before

Moharram Bey, the Governor of Alexandria. After conducting

him some little distance towards Alexandria, he murdered him,

and threw his body into the pit of a sakiyeh. The companions

of the unfortunate man, some days after, being surprised at hear

ing no tidings of him, applied to Moharram Bey ; and finding

that he knew nothing of the circumstance, searched for and appre

hended the murderer.—Robberies have become very frequent here

of late: crime, as might be expected, increasing with the oppres

sion and misery of the people.—News arrived to-day of a number

of Ahmad Basha's horses having been stolen, by a party of

Bedawees, from the Feiyoom, where they had been sent for the

clover season.

20th.—The Magician came again, in the evening. His per

formances I have described in one of my note-books.f

27th. — Went to the Hasaneyn, to see the Kisweh, the

Burko', &c, previously to their being packed up and dispatched

with the caravan to Mekkeh. The sewing of the Kisweh was

not quite completed : several men and women were at work upon

it in the great hall, or portico. I asked for, and obtained, for a

trifling present, a piece of the Kisweh, a span in length, and

nearly the same in breadth. In sewing the several breadths

together, it is necessary to cut off some small strips ; and these

are sold, or given, to persons who apply for them ; being con

sidered as amulets. In the saloon of the tomb, I found several

pious visiters ; and, among them, a poor man, standing before the

bronze screen which surrounds the monument, and praying aloud,

Cp. Mod. Eg. p. 480. t Cp. Mod. Eg. pp. 268, ff.
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with uplifted hands, for food ; saying—" Bread, 0 Lord ! I pray

for bread : I do not ask for dates : I only pray for bread."—After

I had recited the Fat'hah, according to custom, at the shrine of

Hoseyn, I went to a small apartment adjoining the mosque, in

which were placed the Burko', the covering for the Makam

Seydna Ibraheem, the covering of the Mahmal (which were

partly unfolded for me to see), the Hegtib (or Mushaf), of

the Mahmal, and the embroidered green silk bag in which is

kept the key of the Klaabeh. As soon as I had gratified my

curiosity by inspecting these sacred objects, and again recited the

Fat'hah, by desire of the persons who showed them to me, and

who did the same, I was overwhelmed with applications for pre

sents by about a dozen ministers and inferior servants of the

mosque. Three or four piasters satisfied them ; or at least silenced

them. — On my way to the Hasaneyn, I passed through the

great mosque El-Azhar. I was obliged to send my servant by

another way because he was carrying my pipe, which could not

with propriety be taken into the mosque, though several persons

were carrying about bread and other eatables in the great court

and in the place of prayer, for sale to the mugawireen (or

students) and the other numerous frequenters of this great temple

and university. The weather being not warm, the court was

crowded with groups of students and idlers, lounging or basking

in the sun ; and part of it was occupied by schoolmasters with

their young pupils. The interior of this mosque always presents

a very interesting scene, at least to me, from its being the prin

cipal centre of attraction to the votaries of religion, of literature,

and of other sciences, throughout the Muslim world. The

college has just been disgraced by one of its members having been

convicted of a robbery ; and this morning several of the learned

community, having heard that eight men were just about to be

hanged, were in a state of alarm lest their guilty associate should

be one of that number. A brother of this culprit was pointed out

to me, conversing, with apparent apathy, with another person,

who, turning to me, asked me if I knew of any case on record of

a member of the 'Ulama being hanged.—Shortly after I had

quitted the Hasaneyn, the eight men above-mentioned were

hanged ; each in a different part of the town. The member of

the college was not among them. In crossing the principal street

of the city, I saw one of them, hanging at the window of a sebeel,

or public fountain. He was a soldier. His crime was robbery

and murder. Another of the eight was hanged for a similar

crime. He entered the house of a rich Jewess, ostensibly for the

purpose of taking away the dust ; murdered her, by cutting off

her head ; put her remains into a large zeer (or water-jar), and

having thrown some dust in the mouth of the jar, carried it away ;

but it was broken at the bottom, and some blood dripping from it

attracted the notice of passengers in the street, and caused his

apprehension. Some jewels which had belonged to the murdered

woman were found upon his person.

3rd of March.—22nd of Showwal.—Saw the procession of the

Mahmal. It differed from the last which I saw, seven years

ago (in 1827), in being attended with less pomp. First, about

two hours and a half after sunrise, a small field-piece (for firing

the signals for departure after the halts) was drawn along. This

was followed by a company of Baltageeyeh (or Pioneers), and the

Basha's guards, with their band at their head. Then came a

train of several camels with large stuffed saddles, upon the fore

part of which were fixed two small flags, slanting forwards, and

a small plume of ostrich- feathers upon the top of a small stick

placed upright. These camels were dyed red, with henna ; and

had housings ornamented with small shells (cowries) : some were

decorated with palm-branches, fixed upright upon the saddle :

some had a large bell hung on each side ; and some bore a pair of

the large kettle-drums called nakakeer, with the man who beat

them. The takht'rawa'n of the Emeer El-Hagg (or Chief of the

Pilgrims) followed next, borne by two camels. Then eame

numerous groups of darweeshes, with the banners of their several

orders (flags, poles, nets, &c.) : some of them repeating the name

of God, and nodding their heads ; and some beating, with a

leather strap, a small kettle-drum, which they held in the left

hand. Among these groups were two swordsmen, who repeatedly

engaged each other in a mock combat ; two wrestlers, naked to

the waist, and smeared with oil ; and the fantastical figure

described in my account of the procession of the Kisweh,*

mounted on a horse, and clad in sheep-skins, with a high skin

cap, and a false beard. The darweeshes were followed by the

Mahmal ; which has but a poor appearance this year ; the

covering being old, and its embroidery tarnished. The people

crowded to touch it with their hands, or with the end of a shawl ;

several persons unwinding their turbans, and women at the

windows taking off their head-veils, for this purpose. I had been

freely allowed to examine and handle it when it was deposited in

the mosque of the Hasaneyn. The half-naked sheykh whom I

have mentioned in my account of the procession of the Kisweh,

and in that of the former procession of the Mahmal, followed

the sacred banner, as usual, mounted on a camel, and rolling his

head. Some soldiers, with the Emeer el-Hagg and other officers

who accompany the caravan, closed the procession. In less than

an hour, the whole procession had passed the place where

I sat.

Many of the shop-keepers in the principal sooks (or bazars)

are painting their shops in a rude kind of European style,

decorating the shutters, &c, with flowers and other ornamental

devices, painted on a light blue ground. The appearance of these

streets may now be compared to that of an old Oriental garment,

remarkable for the peculiarity of its form and work, patched over

with pieces of European printed calico. I am sorry to observe

that Masr is not only falling to decay, but that it is rapidly losing

that uniform and unique style of architecture which has so long

characterized it. Most of the new houses of the grandees and

even of persons of moderate wealth, are built in the style of Con

stantinople; with shelving roofs and glass windows.—One of my

friends here remarked to me that the painting the shops blue was

a sign of some heavy calamity being about to befal the city : blue

(but really of a very dark shade) being the colour of mourning.

Another observed that these shops resembled the person who

recommended their decoration (the Basha) ; being fair without,

but mean and dirty within.

There has been much talk here for some weeks past (ever since

my arrival) of a project which the Basha is about to put in execu

tion, and which was at first said to be nothing less than the

obstruction of the river by a dam to be thrown across it a few

miles below the metropolis, in order to throw the whole tide of

the river into the canals, and so to irrigate Lower Egypt more

effectually : but latterly the real intention of the Basha has

become better known. The two branches of the Nile which

enclose the Delta are to flow under two bridges, to be constructed

• Cp. Mod. Eg. pp. 481, ff.
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a little below the point where the river divides, each in the neck

of a peninsula formed by a bend of the river ; across which neck

or isthmus a new bed for the water is to be made as soon as the

bridge is completed ; after which the old bed surrounding the

peninsula is to be filled up. These two bridges are to be connected

with each other, and with Es-Suweys (or Suez) on the one side

and Alexandria on the other, by a rail-road. The difficulty of

the undertaking is immense ; for these bridges are to withstand

the tremendous tide of the inundation, and occasionally to be

closed by flood-gates, so as to increase the height of the river

above sufficiently to cause it to fill all the small canals by which

the Delta and the adjacent provinces are irrigated. A similar

undertaking was projected by Bonaparte, when here.

18th April—9th Zu-1-Heggeh.—This is the Day of the Pil

grimage ; that is to say, of the six-hours' journey from Mekkeh

to Mount Arafat, which gives to each person who performs it the

title of Pilgrim, and without the performance of which he would

not obtain that title even if he had journeyed to Mekkeh from

the most remote part of the Muslim world. The halt upon

Mount 'Arafat happening this year on a Friday, the Sabbath of

the Muslims, has made several of my friends express great regret

that they have been unable to perform the pilgrimage under such

a propitious circumstance.

19th.—The 'Eed el-Kebeer.—Nothing unusual to remark upon.

May 25th.—We were somewhat alarmed to-day, about an hour

after noon, by a shock of an earthquake. I was three times, with

Jess than a moment's intervention, rather violently shaken on my

seat; and several long cracks were opened in the walls of the

house in which I am living. I have heard of no house having

been thrown down or much injured by it. It is supposed to

have shown its greatest violence (that is, to have originated) in

Syria.

June 7th.— During the week which is now closing all classes of

courtesans, including the ghaicdzee (or public dancing-girls), have

been suppressed in the metropolis and its neighbourhood. This

measure has been talked of, as about to be put in execution, for

some months past. The courtesans had become extremely

numerous, and were scattered in every quarter of the town ; some

of them living in houses almost fit to be the residences of

grandees ; and acquiring considerable wealth.

July 29th—Went to the Pyramids of El-Geezeh. Stayed in

" Caviglia's Tomb."

30th.—We again experienced a shock of an earthquake, more

violent than the former, at about half-past nine p.m. Heard of

no injury done.

Aug. 2nd.—Returned from the Pyramids.

5th.—The dam of the Canal of Masr cut. I have given an

account of this in another note-book.*

12th.—Last night, Seleem Bey, a general in the Basha's service,

hired a large party of fikees, to perform a recital of the Kur-an,

in his house in this city; and then went up into his hareem,

and strangled his wife. He had written to Ibraheem Basha,

accusing this woman (who was the daughter of a Turk in high

office) of incontinence ; and asking his permission to punish her.

He received for answer, that he might do as he pleased. He then

sent Ibraheem Basha's letter to Mohammad 'Alee, asking the

same permission of the latter; and received the same answer.

The case presents a sufficient proof of Mohammad 'Alee's ideas

* Cp. Mod. Eg. pp. 493—8.

of justice and humanity. Had he wished to indulge his creature

with permission to exercise the utmost severity of the law, he

could only have said—" If you can produce four witnesses against

your wife, or if you can swear that you have witnessed her crime

by the oath ordained in cases of this kind, and she will not take

the same oath that the accusation is false, let her be stoned to

death."

Sept. 17th.—My 33rd birth-day. I have completed, as far as' I

can see, my notes on the manners and customs of the Muslims of

Egypt. I have only to look over them ; and to ask a few ques

tions respecting the Copts.*

Oct. 27th.—I generally pay a visit to the shop of the Basha's

booksellers on the mornings of Monday and Thursday, when

auction-markets are held in the street where the shop is situated,

and in the neighbouring bazar of Khan El-Khaleelee (the chief

Turkish bazar) which occasion the street above-mentioned to be

much crowded, and to present an amusing scene : but I am often

more amused with the persons who frequent the shop where I

take my seat. When I went there to-day, I found there an old

man who had been possessed of large property in land ; but had

been deprived of it by the Basha, and been compelled to become a

member of the university, the great mosque El-Azhar. This

man, the Hagg , is a celebrated character. He

rendered great assistance, both by his wealth and by active

service, to Mohammad 'Alee, in his contest with his predecessor,

Khursheed Basha, when the latter was besieged in the Citadel.

The greater part of his property was confiscated by the man he

had thus served, through fear of his influence. He thus shared

the fate of most of those who had rendered eminent services to

Mohammad 'Alee ; but he contrived to hide much of his wealth ;

and has since employed friends to trade with it privately on his

account, so that he has still a large income ; but the third part of

his receipts he always gives to the poor. The elder of the two

booksellers was relating his having just purchased a house. There

lived next-door to him, he said, a fikee, a member of the Azhar,

and of some repute ; to whom 1 4 keerats (or 24th parts) of the

house in which he (the fikee) lodged belonged: the other 10

keerats of this house belonged to a tailor. The bookseller's house

was entered, from the roof, and plundered, three times, of wheat,

butter, &c. The fikee was accused by the bookseller of having

committed these thefts ; and confessed that he had ; urging, in

palliation, that he had only taken his food. The bookseller caused

him to be imprisoned in the Citadel ; and, after he had been con

fined there many days, offered to procure his liberation if he would

sell him the above-mentioned share of his house. This was done ;

it was sold for six and a half purses. The bookseller then wanted

to procure the tailor's share ; and proposed to him to repair or

separate or sell : for the house was in a ruined state. The tailor,

refusing to do either, was summoned to the Kadee's court, and

compelled to sell his share ; for which he demanded five purses.

Having received this sum of money, he met, on his way home, a

friend, whom he told what he had done. " You fool "—said his

friend—"you might have asked ten purses, and it would have

been given." The tailor threw down the purse in the middle of

the street ; kicked off his shoes ; and for several minutes continued

slapping his face, and crying out, like a woman,—" 0 my sorrow 1 "

* Here follows an account of the nine days' festival which took place

on the marriage of the sister of Ahmad Basha ; ep. Mrs. Poole's English

woman in Egypt, vol. iii. pp. 61—77.
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He then snatched up the purse, and ran home with it, crying in

the same manner all the way ; and leaving his friend to follow

him with his shoes.—Soon after the bookseller had told this story,

there joined us a Persian darweesh, whom I had often met there

before, and a fat, merry-looking, red-faced man, loaded with

ragged clothing, showing the edge of a curly head of hair below

his turban, and carrying a long staff. Everybody at the shop,

excepting myself, kissed his hand : he offered me his hand, and,

after taking it, I kissed my own, and he did the same. I was

informed that he was a celebrated saint. He took snuff; smoked

from my pipe ; and had a constant smile upon his countenance ;

though he seldom spoke : almost the only words he uttered were

a warm commendation of an answer which I gave to the Persian :

on his (the Persian's) asking me why I had not already departed

from Masr as I had intended, I said that the servant of God was

passive and not elective; and this sentiment, though common,

seemed much to please the welee : he repeated it with emphasis.

—There next joined us a man of a very respectable and intelligent

appearance, applying for a copy of the sheykh Rifa'ah's visit to

France, lately printed at Boolak. Asking what were the general

contents of this book, a person present answered him, that the

author relates his voyage from Alexandria to Marseilles ; how he

got drunk on board the ship, and was tied to the mast, and

flogged ; that he ate pork in the land of infidelity and obstinacy,

and that it is a most excellent meat ; how he was delighted with

the French girls, and how superior they are in charms to the

women of Egypt ; and, having qualified himself, in every accom

plishment, for an eminent place in Hell, returned to his native

country. This was an ironical quizz on the sheykh Rifa'ah for

his strict conscientious adherence to the precepts of El-Islam

during his voyage and his residence in France. The applicant

for this book had a cataract in each of his eyes. I advised him to

seek relief from the French surgeon Clot Bey ; but he said that

he was afraid to go to the hospital ; for he had heard that many

patients there were killed and boiled, to make skeletons : he after

wards, however, on my assuring him that his fears were ground

less, promised to go.—While I was talking with him, there began

to pass by the shop a long funeral-train, consisting of numerous

fikees, and many of the 'Ulama. On my asking whose funeral

it was, I was answered, " The sheykh El-Menzelawee," sheykh of

the Saadeeyeh darwceshes. I was surprised ; having seen him a

few days before in apparently good health. Presently I saw him

walking in the procession. I asked again ; and was answered as

before. " Why," said I, " praise be to God, the sheykh is walking

with you, in good health :" I was then told that the deceased was

his wife. Some Saadeeyeh in the procession were performing a

zikr as they passed along ; repeating " Allah ! " When the bier

came in view, I heard the women who followed raising their

zagha'reet, or cries of joy, instead of lamenting. The deceased

was a famous saint. She was the sister of the late sheykh of the

Saadeeyeh ; and it is believed that her husband, the present

sheykh, derived his miraculous powers from her. It is said that

she prophesied yesterday the exact hour of her death this day.

The women began to lament when the corpse left the house ; and,

as usual when this is done at the funeral of a saint, the bearers

declared that they could not move it : as soon as the lamentations

were changed to the cries of joy, the bearers pretended to find

their work quite easy*

Nov. 6th.—To-day, as I was sitting at the booksellers' shop, a

reputed welee, whom I have often seen, came and seated himself

by me, and began, in a series of abrupt sentences, to relate to me

various matters respecting me, past, present, and to come. His

name is the sheykh 'Alee el-Leysee. He is a poor man, sup

ported by alms : tall and thin and very dark ; about thirty

years of age ; and wears nothing, at present, but a blue shirt

and a girdle, and a padded red cap. " 0 Efendee ! " he

said, "thou hast been very anxious for some days. There is

a grain of anxiety remaining in thee yet. Do not fear. There

is a letter coming to thee by sea, that will bring thee good

news. [He then told Lane that all his family were well except

one, who was then suffering from an intermittent fever, which was

proved afterwards to be true.] I wanted to ask thee for

something to-day ; but I feared : I feared greatly. Thou must be

invested with wilayeh " (i. e. be made a welee) : " the welees

love thee; and the Prophet loves thee. Thou must go to the

sheykh Mustafa El-Munadee, and the sheykh El-Bahaee ! "

(These are two very celebrated welees). " Thou must be a welee."

He then took my right hand, in the manner which is practised on

giving the covenant which admits a person a darweesh, and

repeated the Fat'bah ; after which he added, " I have admitted

thee my darweesh." Having told me of several circumstances

relating to me, some of which he had doubtless learned of persons

acquainted with me, and which I could not deny, and some which

time only will prove true or false, he ventured at a further pro

phecy and hazardous guessing ; and certainly his guessing was

wonderful ; for he informed me of matters relating to my family

which were perfectly true, matters of an unusual nature, with sin

gular minuteness and truth ; making no mistake as far as I yet

know. He then added—" To night, please God, thou shalt see

the Prophet (Mohammad) in thy sleep, and El-Khidr, and the

seyd El-Bedawee. This is Regeb ; and I wanted to ask of thee—

but I feared—I wanted to ask of thee four piasters, to buy meat

and bread and oil and radishes. Regeb ! Regeb ! I have great

offices to do for thee to-night." Less than a shilling for all that

he promised was little enough. I gave it him for the trouble he

had taken ; and he muttered many abrupt prayers for me.*—

It is just a year, to-day, since I embarked in London for this

country.

7th.—I saw, in my sleep, neither Mohammad nor El-Khidr

nor the seyd El-Bedawee ; unless, like Nebuchadnezzar, I cannot

remember my dreams. The welee, therefore, I fear, is a cheat.

11th.—The Turkish pilgrims are beginning to arrive, in con

siderable numbers.—Four men were beheaded to-day, for repeated

robberies and murders.

18th.—Went to the Moolid of the Seyyideh Zeyneb ; which I

have described in note-book no. 3.f

20th.—About a hundred boys, from about 11 to 14 years of

age, were conducted by my house this evening, to be enlisted.

The mothers of many of them followed, screaming, and with their

heads, faces, breasts, and the fore part of their clothing, plastered

with mud.

22nd.—The government has given orders, which are being put

in execution, to pull down the mastabahs and the sakeefehs, or

coverings, of matting, in almost all the sooks, or bazars, and

most of the thoroughfare streets. The former are not to be

rebuilt in the more narrow and more frequented streets, and in

• Cp. notes to the Thousand and One Nights, 2nd ed., ii., p. 64. j • Cp. Thousand and One Nights, i., p. 212. t Cp. Mod. Eg. pp. 467,S.

d2
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most other parts are only to be made about two spans wide. The

sakeefehs are not to be replaced unless constructed of wood. The

reason for pulling down or altering the mastabahs is to afford

more room for the passengers, and particularly for the Basha's

carriages, and for carts which are to be employed to remove dust

and rubbish. The appearance of the city is rapidly changing,

and losing its Arabian aspect.

24th.—The sheykh 'Alee told me to-day that I should not yet

■set out on my voyage home. In the evening news arrived of the

plague having broken out in Alexandria, which prevents my going

as I had intended by a ship now loading. I was packing to leave

Masr. I fear I shall be detained here until next spring or

summer.

28th.—Witnessed the festival of the Mearag, described in note

book no 3.*

1st December.—The shopkeepers are decorating (as they call it)

their shops ; and most of the larger private houses, and many

others, in the thoroughfare streets, are undergoing the same opera

tion, by order of the government, in honour (it is said) of Ibraheem

Basha, who is soon expected in Masr, from Syria. Most of the

shops and houses are daubed with red and white, in broad, hori

zontal stripes ; which, being very ill done in general, must be

called in truth the reverse of decoration. Others are daubed in

a more fanciful and more rude style, with lines, spots, &c, of red

upon a white ground ; and some, with grotesque representations

of men, beasts, trees, boats, &c, such as very young children in

our country would amuse themselves by drawing.

26th.—I have been in Cairo just a year. I begin now to write

out the fair copy of my work on the Modern Egyptians. The

plague continues at Alexandria.

4th January, 1835.—The plague has spread beyond Alexandria,

and to-day a Maltese, from Alexandria, died here, in the Frank

quarter, of this disease. I prepare immediately to go to Thebes,

to be secure from the plague, as it is expected now to spread in

Cairo. Mr. Fresnel is to accompany me.

5th.—Engaged a large boat to take us to Thebes, for four

hundred piasters.

8th.—Embarked for Thebes, in the afternoon. Proceeded to

Masr el-'Ateekah.

9th.—Contrary wind. Remained at Masr el-'Ateekah.

10th.—Fine wind. Passed Rikkah in the evening-.

11th.—High N. wind. Arrived at Benee Suweyf at noon.

Here some fakeers, thinking us Turkish pilgrims, came and

recited the Kur-an, for alms, by our boat. Proceeded.

12th.—Passed El-Minyeh after sunset.

13th.—Stopped before the grottoes of Benee Hasan at night.

Early next morning landed to walk to the Speos Artemidos, which

I had not hitherto seen. Took with me one of my servants

(Khaleefeh, a young man), a Copt whom we had taken as a

passenger to Thebes ('Abd el-Mellak), and two boatmen ; one of

these two boatmen was a very fine man, the other an old, fat,

inactive fellow. Put my pistols in Khaleefeh's girdle ; and

myself carried nothing but my sword. A little above the grottoes

above-mentioned is a ruined and deserted village by the river.

About a mile further is another ruined village partly inhabited ;

and about the same distance beyond this is a third village, wholly

inhabited, with palm-trees. We passed the first and second

villages. A little beyond the latter we turn towards the moun-

Cp. Mod. Eg. pp. 468—70.

tains, and find a wide ravine or valley, in the right or southern

side of which are several grottoes along the lower part of the

rock. As we approached this ravine, several groups of people

came out from the second village, with nebboots ; and some with

guns and pistols : two groups, about a dozen altogether, followed

us : we saw that we were in danger, but it was too late to retreat.

The men came to us. Some went back ; others came ; and soon

there came another group from the third village, with a man in

a clean blue gown, melayeh, and white turban : these sat a while

at the entrance of the ravine, while we were within, with the

other men, who spoke civilly to us, but looked exceedingly

treacherous and savage. A boy who accompanied them whis

pered to my servant and the younger boatman to keep close to

me; for that the men with him had come to take them for

soldiers. As it was now impossible to escape, I began to examine

the line of grottoes, and prepared to make a drawing ; merely

that they might not be deceived by my dress, and take me for a

Turk; as Europeans are more protected now in Egypt.— Soon

after I had begun to make a sketch of this excavation, for the

purpose before mentioned, the party that was at the entrance of

the ravine came to us ; and while my back was turned, they seized

my servant and the younger boatman : the pistols were snatched

from the servant and discharged and carried away and one of

them broken, and the two prisoners were hurried off, while two

men held me to prevent my drawing my sword, which, as they

truly enough said, would have been the cause of my being imme

diately killed. As soon as the men who had taken my servant

and boatman had proceeded a few hundred yards towards the

principal village, the others left me with my two remaining

attendants. As quickly as I could, I gathered together my

instruments, and then pursued the party who had taken my two

men. On my approaching them, three of them turned back

(one of these, the chief, with the white turban, &c), and desired

me to return. I said I should follow them to the village, and

there liberate the prisoners. Upon this, they attacked with their

long staves ; and I received from the chief a blow on my chest,

which obliged me to retreat, or I should without doubt have been

killed. A boy who was with them followed me ; brought back

my pistols ; kissed them twice, and, kneeling on the ground,

presented them to me. The flints were taken out. My servant

and the boatman, as I learned afterwards, were taken before the

governor of the district that same day. A woman followed my

servant, with feigned lamentations, crying, " Why do you say you

are not my son ? Is not that decorated house the house of your

father ? and arc not those palm-trees your father's palm-trees ?

and have not you eaten the red dates ? " This was to make the

governor think that he was a young man of the village, and not

stolen : for a number of men had been required from the village

for soldiers ; and the people of the village had been employing

themselves in taking passengers instead. They took five others

that same day ; and one of these, who attempted to escape, they

shot, in the presence of my servant.—I returned to my boat, with

the intention of applying immediately to the governor (ma-moor)

of the district. We were informed that he was at the village of

Sakiyet Moosa, a few miles higher up the river, on the opposite

(or western) bank. On arriving there, we found that he was at

the opposite village of Esh-sheykh Timaee. The wind was so

violent that we could not cross over with safety until the evening.

We then landed there, about an hour after sunset. Accompanied

by Mr. Fresnel, I went to his house. He was sitting with a
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number of attendants, in an open-fronted room (a mak'ad) facing

a court, and, after the day's fasting (it being Ramadan), was

amusing himself by listening to the chanting of a public reciter

of poetry. We entered with an abrupt and consequential manner,

necessary to be assumed on such an occasion ; and the governor

rose to us, returned us the Muslim salutation, and gave up his

own place to me ; for I, having to make the complaint, was fore

most. He handed me the snake of his sheesheh ; and coffee was

brought. I then made my complaint, with an air of assumed

pride, shewed our firmans, which nobody present could read, and

demanded the restoration of my servant and boatman, and the

punishment of the men who had assaulted me ; particularly of

him who had struck me. The ma-moor did not confess that the

servant and boatman had been brought to him that day at Benee

Hasan, which was the case ; but promised that they should be

restored, and that he would soften the feet of the men who had

assaulted me. — On the following morning the servant was

brought and given up to me ; but the persons who brought him

declared to the ma-moor that the boatman had made his escape,

and that the men who had assaulted me had fled. So that I

failed in my object of punishing them and gained but half what

I wished. I found afterwards that the man who struck me was

the sheykh of Benee Hasan : had I known this before, I could

have insisted upon his being punished ; as they could not have

had the impudence to say that the sheykh would run away from

his superior officer.

14th.—Having obtained the liberation of my servant, proceeded

to Mellowee. Remained there the following day.—15th. Pro

ceeded to Gebel El-Kuseyr. — 17th. Becalmed under Gebel

El-Kuseyr. Towed a little. — 18th. Passed Menfeloot after

sunset.—19th. Arrived at Asyoot at 1 p.m. Proceeded in the

evening.—20th. Passed Aboo Teeg at 1 p.m.—21st. Passed

Akhmeem in the afternoon.—22nd. Arrived at Girga. This

town is much ruined since I was last here : it has suffered much

from the river. Proceeded about noon. Made but little way.

Saw a crocodile.—23rd. Calm. Thermometer 73°. Proceeded by

towing. Approaching the neighbourhood of Farshoot, saw nine

crocodiles together, and shortly after, nineteen more.—24 th. Ar

rived at Hoo at sunset.—25th. To Dishneh.—26th. Saw nine

crocodiles on two sand-banks opposite Dendara. Arrived at Kine

at night.—27th. Passed Kuft at night.—28th. Saw about forty

vultures (most of them rakhams, but many nisrs) on a sand-bank,

in the morning, near the skeleton of a crocodile : afterwards, many

pelicans and cranes. Proceeded a little way by towing, and after

wards by sail.—29th. Last day of Ramadan. Arrived at El-

Kurneh about 1 p.m.

It was our intention to take up our quarters in a tomb which

had been converted into a convenient dwelling by Mr. Wilkinson

and Mr. Hay. We found Mr. Gosset occupying one apartment of

it : I have taken possession of another apartment, separated from

the former by a low wall with a door ; and Mr. Fresnel has

settled in a tomb just below, which was occupied by Bonomi and

other artists in the employ of Mr. Hay. Our abode is in the Hill

of the Sheykh, overlooking the whole plain of Thebes. A man

named 'Owad has the charge of it ; and Mr. Gosset and I pay him

each 15 piasters a month for his services.

April 3rd.—The Basha has paid a visit to this part of Egypt ;

went as far as Isnaj and has just passed us on his way down.

It is said that he came to inspect the state of the agriculture and

to inquire into the conduct of the local governors ; which he has

not done. He has caused the villages of Erment to be destroyed ;

and the sheep &c. of all the inhabitants and of strangers who

had sent their cattle &c. thither for pasture to be confiscated ;

because many of the peasants of these villages could not be made

to pay their taxes.

17th.—Good Friday.—A man of this place died to-day of the

plague, taken by wearing the clothes of a Nubian boatman, who

was landed here five days ago, ill of this disease, and placed under

the sycamore at the landing-place to die ; where he did die very

soon after. The man of this place who died to-day was a relation

of my guard ; whom, as he has had intercourse with the family of

the dead man, and, I am told, attended the funeral, I am obliged

to dismiss for a time. Put ourselves in strict quarantine.

M. Mimaut, the French Consul-General, who is staying at Luxor,

put a stop next day to all communication between this side of

the river and the opposite ; but is to send us meat &c. every two

days.

20th.—Another man of this place, a relation of the one above-

mentioned, and father of Mr. Gosset's guard and water-carrier,

died of the plague to-day, taken by wearing the clothes of the

Nubian boatman.

May 9th.—No more deaths by plague having occurred here, we

gave up our quarantine this day ; having confined ourselves three

weeks. The plague is said to be very severe in Alexandria ; and

becoming so in the metropolis.

June 25th.—The plague is said to have almost ceased in the

metropolis and Alexandria in the beginning of this month. The

French Consul has received intelligence that 75,000 persons have

died by it in Masr ; and that 6000 houses are completely desolated

by this disease, and closed. We sent yesterday to Kine, for a

boat to convey us to Masr,—and Mr. Gosset left yesterday.

Our messengers came back from Kine without having pro

cured a boat; finding the demands for boat-hire very high, on

account of the number of pilgrims on their return from the

Hegaz. We sent again ; and procured a large dahabeeyeh to

convey us to Masr, for 630 piasters ; of which I am to pay half.

30th.—Our boat arrived last night. We embarked to-day, and

commenced our voyage at about 1 p.m.—1st July. Arrived early

at Kine. Went to the remains of Dendara : found the first

little temple destroyed ; a great portion of the portal before the

great temple, and part of the great temple itself, the upper part of

the middle of the east side. In and about the temple were many

fellaheen, hiding themselves, in the fear of being taken to work

in making a new canal, or of being pressed for the army. Two

or three cases of cholera had occurred at Kine : I heard of three

deaths by this disease here: it is said to be also in the Hegaz.

Continued our voyage in the afternoon.—3rd. Arrived at Girga

in the forenoon.—4th. Passed Akhmeem, at night.—5th. Stayed

most part of the day at Gezeeret Shenduweel.—6th. Stopped

at Tahta.—7th. To Aboo Teeg.—8th. Arrived at Asyoot, at

10 a.m.—9th. Arrived at Menfeloot, at 9 a.m. Proceeded at

noon. Menfeloot has lately been much ruined by the inundations,

towards the river.—10th. Passed Tell el-Amar'neh at sunset.—

11th. Passed El-Minyeh after sunset.—12th. To Aboo Girga.

—13th. Passed Benee Suweyf, at night.—14th. Saw the Pyra

mids of Dahshoor in the evening.—15th. Arrived at Masr el-

'Ateekah, at 8 a.m. : landed, and took up my abode in my former

house.

A few deaths by cholera have happened in the metropolis and

its neighbourhood. Some persons say that the plague has not yet
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quite ceased here. It has destroyed a third, or more, of the popu

lation of the city ; ahout 80,000 persons ; chiefly young persons,

between 10 and 25 years of age ; and most of these females. It

has also been particularly fatal to Franks and other foreigners.

6000 houses here have been desolated by it ; and are closed. In

riding through the whole length of the metropolis, from south to

north, I saw so few people in the streets compared with the

number I used formerly to see, and so few shops open, that I

should have thought that more than half the inhabitants had been

destroyed. This is partly to be accounted for by the fact of many

persons having fled to the country to escape the plague.—Last

Friday, a number of persons spread a report that many of the

victims of the plague had been buried alive (in trance), and

numerous women, children, and others, went out to one of the

great burial-grounds to disinter their relations and friends, taking

with them bread, water-melons, &c, for them. Several tombs

were opened. Some ignorant people even believed that the

general resurrection was to take place on that day. The plague

is still in Alexandria ; but slight ; two or three cases a day.

16th.—To-day, being Thursday, when lamentations are renewed

for persons not long dead, I was awoke early from my sleep by

wailings in several houses around me. A few persons still die of

the plague here. These cases are of persons attacked by the

disease some days ago ; a week or more. No new cases are

heard of.

20th.—Exaggerated reports are spread respecting the cholera

here. It makes but little progress : the deaths not ten a day.

The plague is very severely raging at Dimyat.

The journal ends with two stories of the Plague noted on August 1st and 2nd. Shortly after

this Lane returned to England, carrying with him the manuscript of certainly the most perfect picture

of a people's life that has ever been written, his " Account of the Manners and Customs of the Modern

Egyptians."



1835—1842.

" The Modern Egyptians."

"The Thousand and One Nights."—" Selections from the Kur-dn."

The first thing that occupied Lane's attention on his return to England was naturally to put the final

touches to his book and to see it through the press. What with the ordinary delays of printers, and the

time needed for the preparation of the wood-cuts, which he drew with his own hand on the blocks, the

work was not published till December, 1836, by Mr. Charles Knight, who had bought the first edition from

the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge.

Those who had advised the Society in the matter had no cause for disappointment in the success of

the book. The first edition, in two volumes, was wholly bought up by the booksellers within a fortnight

of its publication. The second, the Society's, was to be much cheaper, and was therefore held back until

the market was entirely cleared of the first. In 1837, however, it was brought out and stereotyped, with

a first impression of four thousand copies, which were speedily disposed of. Two thousand five hundred

copies in addition were struck off from the plates, and continued to be sold long after other and better

editions had been issued. A third and revised edition, also in two volumes, was published by Mr. Knight

in 1842. In 1846 the book was added to the series of " Knight's Weekly Volumes." Five thousand copies

were printed, and half this large issue was sold by 1847. In 1860 my father, E. Stanley Poole, edited the

work again, in a single volume, for Mr. Murray, with some important additions ; and from this, which must

be regarded as the standard edition, a reprint in two small volumes was produced by Mr. Murray in 1871,

and is now almost exhausted. Altogether, nearly seventeen thousand copies of the "Modern Egyptians"

have been sold, a sufficient evidence of its popularity in England. If it is added, that a German trans

lation was almost immediately produced, with the author's sanction, and that editions have been published

in America, some idea will be formed of the European and trans-Atlantic repute of the book.

The reviewers, who do not always echo the popular sentiment, were in this case singularly unanimous

in their praise. A feeble but well-meant critique in the "Quarterly Review" could find no fault except

with Lane's way of spelling Oriental names, which the reviewer travestied and then pronounced pedantic :

the substance of the book met with his unqualified admiration. So it was with, I think, all the criticisms

that appeared on the work. It was universally pronounced to be a masterpiece of faithful description.

Oriental scholars, it need hardly be said, received it with acclamation. The distinguished Arabist, Eresnel,

after a long residence in Egypt, wrote to Lane from Cairo in 1837 : " I have read with a great deal of interest

some of your chapters on the Modern Egyptians and felt immensely indebted to you for making me

acquainted with so many things of which I should have remained eternally ignorant, had it not been for your

Thesaurus." The following extract from my father's preface to the fifth edition explains very clearly in what

the value of the work lies. If they are the words of a near kinsman, they are also those of an accomplished

Arabic scholar and one who had lived long in Egypt.

" Of the Modern Egyptians, as the work of an Uncle and Master, it would be difficult for me to speak,

were its merits less known and recognised than they are. At once the most remarkable description of a
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people ever written, and one that cannot now be re-written, it will always live in the literature of England.

With a thorough knowledge of the people and of their language, singular power of description, and minute

accuracy, Mr. Lane wrote his account of the " Modern Egyptians," when they could, for the last time, be

described. Twenty-five years of steam-communication with Egypt have more altered its inhabitants than had

the preceding five centuries. They then retained the habits and manners of their remote ancestors : they now

are yearly straying from old paths into the new ways of European civilization. Scholars will ever regard it as

most fortunate that Mr. Lane seized his opportunity, and described so remarkable a people while yet they were

unchanged.

' ' A residence of seven years in Egypt, principally in Cairo, while it enabled me to become familiar with the

people, did not afford me any new fact that might be added to this work : and a distinguished English as well

as Biblical scholar, the Author of * Sinai and Palestine,' not long ago remarked to me, ' The Modern Egyptians

is the most provoking book I ever read : whenever I thought I had discovered, in Cairo, something that must

surely have been omitted, I invariably found my new fact already recorded.' I may add that a well-known

German Orientalist [Dr. Sprenger] has lately visited Cairo with the express intention of correcting Mr. Lane's

descriptions, and confessed that his search after mistakes was altogether vain."*

After the " Modern Egyptians " had been published, and his time was once more his own, Lane employed

himself in that favourite amusement of learned men, attending the meetings of societies. These bodies,

however, had more life in them forty years ago than now, and their proceedings had not yet approached

that debatable border line between learning and futility which has now been successfully crossed. The

Asiatic Society, which still produces some good work, was then under the inspiriting influence of

the Earl of Munster, and the Oriental Text Committee and the Translation Fund were bringing out

that long series of works of which many are still most valuable, although some have deservedly died the

death. At the meetings of these societies Lane was a prominent figure. Lord Munster regarded him as

his right hand and would have his advice on everything connected with the work of the Committee and

the Asiatic Society; and any problem in Arabic literature, any inscription that defied Prof. Shakespear

and the other Orientalists of the Society, was referred to Lane and generally decided on the spot. But he

was not a man to remain long contented with a sort of learned kettledrum-tea existence. He was

wishing to be at work again ; and the opportunity came very quickly. In the " Modern Egyptians "

he had referred to the "The Thousand and One Nights," or "Arabian Nights" as they are commonly

called, as forming a faithful picture of Arab life : and the remark had drawn more attention to

the work than when it was merely regarded as a collection of amusing and questionably moral tales

to be given to children with due caution. Lane was asked to translate them afresh. In his prospectus he

showed that the ordinary English version was taken from Galland's Erench translation, which abounds

in perhaps every fault which the most ingenious editor could devise for the destruction of a hated author.

It is thoroughly inaccurate in point of scholarship; it misunderstands the simplest Arab customs and

turns them into customs of India or Persia; it puts the whole into a European dress which destroys the

oriental glamour of the original; and it mixes with the true Arabian Nights others which do not belong

to the collection at all. Our English versions, based upon this, only magnified each vice and extinguished

the few merits the work possessed in the Erench.

E. Stanley Toole, Editor's Preface to 5th [Standard] Ed. Modern Egyptians.
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In these circumstances there could be no question that a new translation was necessary; and

there was no man better able to translate a work illustrative of Arab life than the author of "The Manners

and Customs of the Modern Egyptians." Cairo in Lane's time was still emphatically the Arab city. It

had become the sovereign centre of Arab culture when the City of Peace was given up to the Tatar

barbarians and Baghdad was no longer the home of the Khaleefehs. Under the Memlook Sultans, Cairo,

and with it Arab art, attained the acme of its splendour; and the kings who left behind them those

wonderful monuments of their power and culture in the Mosques of El-Kahirah left also an established

order of life, stereotyped habits of mind, and a ceremonious etiquette, which three centuries of Turkish rule

had not yet effaced when Lane first visited Egypt. The manners, the dwellings, and the dress ; the

traditions and superstitions, the ideas about things in heaven above or in the earth beneath, of the actors

in " The Thousand and One Nights " were those of the people of Cairo under the Memlook Sultans :

and Lane was fortunate enough to have seen them before the tide of European innovation had begun

to sweep over the picturesque scene.*

Lane resolved to make his translation of " The Thousand and One Nights " a cyclopaedia of Arab

manners and customs. He added to each chapter a vast number of notes, which are in fact monographs

on the various details of Arabian life. Never did he write better or bring together more happily the results

of his wide oriental reading and of his long Eastern experience than in these Notes. The translation itself

is distinguished by its singular accuracy and by the marvellous way in which the oriental tone and colour

is retained. The measured and finished language Lane chose for his version is eminently fitted to re

present the rhythmical tongue of the Arabs: and one cannot take up the book without being mysteriously

carried into the eastern dream-land ; where we converse gravely with wezeers and learned sheykhs, or join the

drinking-bout of a godless sultan ; uncork 'Efreets and seal them up again in tbeir bottles with the seal

of Suleyman, on whom be peace ; follow Haroon-er-Rasheed and Jaafar in their nightly excursions ; or die

for love of a beautiful wrist that has dropped us a kerchief from the latticed meshrebeeyeh of the hareem.

Those who would know what the Arabs were at their best time, what were their virtues and what their vices,

may see them and live with them in Lane's " Thousand and One Nights."

The book came out in monthly parts in the years 1838 to 1840. It was illustrated profusely by

"W. Harvey, who succeeded in some slight degree in catching the oriental spirit of the tales ; though

his work is decidedly the least excellent part of the book. After the first edition, in three volumes,

1840, two others were produced in which the publishers sought to popularize the translation by

restoring the old ignorant spelling of the heroes' names. All recognized the value of Lane's work,

but they still had a prejudice in favour of their old acquaintances Sinbad and Giaffer, and could

not immediately get used to the new comers Es-Sindibad and Jaafar. Moreover they missed Aladdin,

who even under his reformed name 'Ala-ed-deen was not to be found in Lane at all. To obviate

these objections, the publishers produced an emasculated edition reviving all the old mistakes and adding

the inauthentic tales. Lane, however, immediately made a strong protest and the edition was withdrawn

from circulation. In 1859 my father brought out the second and standard edition of the work, and

• I do not wish this to be taken as a defence of oriental abuses. There always comes a time when picturesque rottenness must

jrive way to enlightened ugliness. But surely it is possible to reform the Turkish misgovernment of Egypt without pulling down the

mosques and the beautiful palaces of Memlook Beys which are still to be found in old corners of Cairo. Is it really a matter of necessity

for a reforming Turk to wear a tightly-buttoned frock-coat ? But Easterns seem to be able to copy only those peculiarities of Europeans

which rightly make us a laughing stock to the judicious savage.

e
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this has since been several times reprinted ; a new issue having been required this year. Although

from the size and cost of the book,—a cost due mainly to the illustrations, which (as Lane himself

thought) might well be dispensed with,—it cannot in its present form entirely drive out the miserable

versions that preceded it, and that still live in the nursery: yet it is on all hands acknowledged to be

the only translation that students of the East can refer to without fear of being misled. Every oriental

scholar knows that the Notes are an essential part of his library.

After this translation was finished, Lane, since he could not be idle, arranged a volume of " Selections

from the Kur-an," with an introduction, notes, and an interwoven commentary. The book did not appear

till 1843, when its author was in Egypt and unable to correct the proofs. Consequently it is defaced

by considerable typographical errors, and its publication in that state was a continual source of annoyance

to Lane. The notion was an excellent one. He wished to collect together all the important doctrinal parts

of the Kur-an, in order to show what the religion of Mohammad reaUy was according to the Prophet's own

words : and he omitted all those passages which weary or disgust the student, and render the Kur-an an

impossible book for general reading. The result is a small volume which gives the ordinary reader a very

fair notion of the contents of the Kur-an and of the circumstances of its origin. In this latter part of

the subject there is, however, room for that addition and improvement which thirty years of continued

progress in oriental research could not fail to make needful: and such alteration will be made in the new

edition which is presently to be published.

The " Selections " were but a irapepyov. Lane was already embarked in the great work of his life, a

work to which he devoted thirty-four years of unintermitting labour. -



1842—1849.

THE THIRD VISIT TO EGYPT.

Lane had seemingly exhausted modern Egypt. He had described the country, drawn a minute picture

of the people's life, and translated their favourite romances. But there remained before him a still

greater work, one indeed not bounded to any one country but concerning the whole Mohammadan world,

and yet, like his other works, having its roots in Egypt. It was no longer a popular book that

he was engaged upon : it appealed only to the narrow circles of the learned. But it is the work by

which his name will ever be remembered, and by which England may claim the palm of Oriental scholarship,

even above Germany, the home of Eastern study in Europe.

It was impossible for Lane to acquire his intimate knowledge of Arabic without perceiving the lamentable

deficiencies of the materials for its study then existing in European languages. Especially weak were the

dictionaries: for Grammar could boast the magnificent works of De Sacy and Lumsden; whereas in the

dictionaries of Golius and Ereytag, if there were signs of learning and industry, there was also a dearth of

material and a want of scholarship to interpret it, still more a lack of knowledge of Eastern minds,

which resulted in statements calculated as much to mislead as to instruct the student. So long as the

young Orientalists of Europe were reared upon the meagre food thus afforded to them, the standard of

scholarship would be low and the number of students limited. Lane was well aware that it was not

necessary to submit to this state of things from a want of the means of reforming it. On the contrary he

knew that in Cairo there existed the richest materials the Arabic lexicographer could desire; and he

determined himself to work the quarry and to produce a thesaurus of the language, drawn from original

sources, which should once and for all supersede the imperfect productions of Golius and Ereytag and bring

the labours and learning of the Arab lexicographers within the reach of European students.

The field into which Lane was about to throw all his energy was a peculiar one. The materials for com

posing such a work as he contemplated were singularly perfect. Eor the exceptional history of the Mohammadan

Arabs had produced a nation of grammarians and lexicologists. The rapid spread of the tide of Muslim

conquest had threatened the corruption and even the extinction of the language of the Kur-an ; other

tongues were beginning to intermix with the pure Arab idiom; and it was foreseen that, were the process

suffered to continue undisturbed, the sacred book of the Muslims would soon become unintelligible to the

great body of the Eaithful.

" Such being the case, it became a matter of the highest importance to the Arabs to preserve the knowledge

of that speech which had thus become obsolescent, and to draw a distinct line between the classical and

post-classical language. Eor the former language was that of the Kur-an and of the traditions of Mohammad,

.the sources of their religious, moral, civil, criminal, and political code, and they possessed in that language,

preserved by oral tradition,—for the art of writing in Arabia had been almost exclusively confined to the

Christians and Jews, — a large collection of poetry consisting of odes and shorter pieces, which they

esteemed almost as much for its intrinsic merits as for its value in illustrating their law. Hence the vast

collection of lexicons and lexicological works composed by Arabs and by Muslims naturalized among the

Arabs ; which compositions, but for the rapid corruption of the language, would never have been undertaken.

e 2
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In the aggregate of these works, with all the strictness that is observed in legal proceedings, .... the

utmost care and research have been employed to embody everything that could be preserved or recovered

of the classical language, the result being a collection of such authority, such exactness and such

copiousness as we do not find to have been approached in the case of any other language after its

corruption or decay." *

The earlier lexicographers and commentators constitute the authorities from whom all later

writers have gathered their facts. They speak either of their own authority or they cite a statement—

a word or a signification—illustrated often by a proverb and more frequently by a couplet, for all

of which they produce what may be called a pedigree, so rigidly do they seek to exclude chance

of error. " Most of the contents of the best Arabic Lexicons was committed to writing, or to the

memory of students, in the latter half of the second century of the Flight, or in the former half

of the next century From these and similar works, either immediately or through the

medium of others in which they are cited, and from oral tradition, and, as long as it could be done

with confidence, by collecting information from the Arabs of the desert, were composed all the best

lexicons and commentaries on the classical poets, &c."t The information these lexicons impart is conveyed

after the strict rules of the science of lexicology. Probably no original authorities are so thoroughly original

as the works written in accordance with its rules. The writer of such a dictionary frequently says,—"I

have heard an Arab of such a tribe say so-and-so," in support of a word or phrase. If he quotes from

contemporaries, or from what constituted his original authorities, he always gives the source whence he

gets his information. He is scrupulous not to assign undue weight to a weak authority. An authority

was weak either because he lived after the classical age, or because he belonged to a tribe who spoke

a corrupt dialect ; or he might, if otherwise qualified, be known to be careless or otherwise inaccurate.

The chronological limit of classicality was easily fixed. The period of classical Arabic does not extend

much beyond the end of the first century of the Flight, except in the case of isolated tribes or rarely

gifted men ; but such are always quoted with caution. They were post-Mohammadan. Even poets (and

poetry is the mainstay of the Arab) born during the Prophet's lifetime were of equivocal authority.

The unquestioned Arab—he who spoke the pure and undefiled tongue—was either a contemporary of

Mohammad's (i. e. born before but living during his time), or he altogether preceded him and belonged

to the " Times of Ignorance." The purest of the recognized tribes were generally considered to be those

who dwelt between the lowlands of the coast tracts and the inhabitants of the mountains, or as Aboo-Zeyd

somewhat vaguely expresses it, "the higher of the lower and the lower of the higher."*

Thus the great Arabic dictionaries were gradually compiled. To enumerate them or to attempt to

distinguish their several merits is beyond my present object. § It is enough to say that rather more than a

hundred years ago a learned dweller in Cairo, the Seyyid Murtada, collected in a great lexicon, which he called

the Taj-el-Aroos, all that he deemed important in the works of his predecessors. He took for his text

a celebrated dictionary, the Kdmoos of El-Feyroozabadee, and wrote his own vast thesaurus in the form

of a commentary upon it, interweaving the results of all the great authorities (especially the Lisan-el

'Arab) and adding from his own wide learning much that is valuable. The Taj-el-'Aroos is, in fact, a

* Preface to Lexicon, viii. + Preface, xi., xii.

X Cp. an excellent review of Lane's Lexicon, Part I., in " The Times " of March 26, 1864, written by a known hand.

§ A full account of them is given in the Preface to Lexicon, Part I.
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combination of all the leading lexicons, and as such, and being compiled with great care and accuracy,

is unquestionably the chief and best of native Arabic dictionaries.

During his former residence in Egypt Lane had become aware of the existence of copies, or portions

of copies, of this Thesaurus in Cairo ; and the thought had come to him that herein lay the opportunity

for constructing an Arabic Lexicon of a fullness and accuracy never yet dreamt of. To compose a work

in English from the Taj-el-Aroos would be, he saw, to provide the scholars of Europe with an authority

once and for ever, from which there could be no appeal. But to attempt such a work would require

another residence in Cairo, tedious and expensive transcribing of the Taj, long years of toil, and the

wearisome labour of proof-sheets. And when done, who could be found to venture to publish so vast a

work, involving peculiar printing at ruinous cost ?

The days of patronage were over : authors no longer waited in the vestibules of great men with

odes and dedications. But the spirit that prompted the finest patronage still existed. There were

those among the noblemen of England who were ready to devote their wealth to the cause of

culture and learning, and who were emulous of promoting a great work that could not advance

without their help. In his first visit to Egypt Lane had met Lord Prudhoe and from that time

. something closer than mere acquaintance had sprung up between them. Eew could know Lane

without seeking to be his friend : and his worth was not that of an uncut diamond ; the courtesy and

grace of his manners were conspicuous. Lord Prudhoe found a delight in his society which did not vanish

when they returned to England. He would constantly come to the house in Kensington, bringing some

choice tobacco—the only luxury Lane indulged in—and there he would sit in the study, talking over old

Eastern scenes they had witnessed together, and discussing the work then going on, "The Arabian Nights,"

and Lane's plans of future study and writing. It was during these frequent meetings in London that

the idea of the Lexicon was talked over. Lord Prudhoe entered zealously into the project; offered to

provide Lane with the means of collecting the materials in Cairo, and eventually took upon himself the

main expense of the production of the work. To understand in any degree the generosity and public

spirit evinced in this, it must be remembered that it was no ordinary book, costing a few hundred

pounds, that was thus to be produced. It involved the employment for thirteen years of a learned

scholar in Cairo, to transcribe the manuscript of the Taj-el-Aroos; it required peculiar type to be designed

and cast; it demanded skilled compositors of special acquirements ; and finally, it was not a work of ordinary

size, but one of eight large quarto volumes with three columns in the page, reaching when completed

probably to four thousand pages. To give more precise details of the expense of the work would be an

impertinence to the princely generosity that took no count of the cost. Erom first to last the Lexicon

was the care of Lord Prudhoe. In 1847 he succeeded his brother as fourth Duke of Northumberland, but

the serious addition to his duties caused by this and by his acceptance of a place in the Cabinet brought

about no change in his interest in Lane's work. He would come almost yearly to "Worthing to see my

TJncle and learn from himself how " the great book " went on. Of the many who regretted His Grace's death

in 1864, few lamented it more deeply than Lane. It was the severing of a long friendship, and a friendship

which the generosity of the Duke, instead of destroying, as is the manner with the meaner sort of men, had

cemented. But the bright example of the Duke created its own reflection. That support which for nearly

a quarter of a century, "with a kindness and delicacy not to be surpassed," he had accorded to Lane's

great undertaking was at once and at her own express wish* continued by his widow, Eleanor, Dowager

Duchess of Northumberland; and to Her Grace's munificence it still owes its further publication.

• On the death of Duke Algernon, his successor, formerly Lord Beverley, expressed a strong wish to continue the support of

the work; and his son, the present Duke, has shown an equal interest in it.
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The financial difficulties of the work being now overcome, Lane resolved on an instant departure for

Egypt. His two previous visits had been solitary: but now he went surrounded by his family,—his wife,

a Greek lady whom he had married in England in 1840, and his sister, Mrs. Poole, with her two sons,

to whom he ever bore himself as a father,—just as he did twenty-five years later to two nephews of

the next generation. A great sorrow had lately come upon them in the death of Lane's mother. In

old age her intellect was as bright, her character as firm and tender, as they had ever been. To her

sons and daughter she was as an angel from heaven. Over her youngest son, though he had lived among

strange peoples and passed through dangers by sea and by land and was now a man on whom the

eyes of the learned waited, this gentle woman still exercised that supreme influence which had inspired

him when a boy with the noble principles and pure aspirations of the Higher Life; and to the last he

rendered her the same love and obedience he had given as a child. It was this sore trouble that decided

Mrs. Poole, who had lived in late years always with her mother, on accompanying her brother to Egypt,

and from this time to his death she never left him for more than a few days at a time, unless sum

moned by the illness of her own sons.

In June 1842 the little party of five returned to London from Hastings, whither they had removed

in the autumn of the preceding year; and on July 1st they sailed for Alexandria in the Peninsula and

Oriental Company's Steamship "Tagus," in itself an agreeable contrast to the small sailing vessels in

which Lane had hitherto travelled, but still more pleasant in consequence of the special instructions of

the Directors of the Company as to the comfort of their distinguished passenger. On July 19th they

reached Alexandria, whence after a day or two they sailed up the Mahmoodeeyeh for Cairo. At first the

whole party, but especially the two boys, then only twelve and ten years old, were so ill that it became

doubtful whether a return to England were not the only remedy. The seasoning sickness, however, passed away,

and on arriving at Boolak on July 27th Lane began again to look for a house, taking up quarters mean

while at the General Consul's residence, which Col. Barnet (like Mr. Salt on a former occasion) had courteously

placed at his service. It was not till three weeks later that a suitable house could be found, and from

the one they then entered, in the Darb-el-Gemel, their servants, and therefore themselves, were driven,

after a determined resistance of two months, by a series of extraordinary sounds and sights, which the

Muslim servants attributed to the haunting of the place by a Saint and an 'Efreet, and which have

not yet received a satisfactory explanation.* Being at length fairly expelled, like many people before

and after them, they took refuge (in January 1843) in a house in the Harat es-Sakka-een, where they

remained till the beginning of 1845, when they once more removed, to the Kawadees, where they lived

till their return to England in 1849.

It was a pleasant little society they entered into, for the seven years of their stay in Cairo: but

it was too changing for strong friendships. There were it is true some kindly people always living in

Cairo : such as the English Missionary, Mr. Lieder, and his good-natured wife ; the English physician

Dr. Abbott, to whose friendly services Lane owed much, and not least the Consul Mr. Walne. And for

a long time Eulgence Eresnel was in Cairo and constantly with his fellow Orientalist, for whom he felt

the affection of a brother. Mr. James Wild, too, the greatest authority on Arab art, was a very welcome

addition to the little circle of friends, and it was perhaps partly his long association with Lane that

opened his eyes to the beauty of Arab, as distinguished from Moresque, architecture. And the latter part

• For an account of the really curious phenomena exhibited in this house see Mrs. Poole's Englishwoman in Egypt, i. pp. 70—78, 199—204 ;

ii. pp. 1—2.
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of their stay was brightened by the accession of two special friends,—Sir James Outram, the Bayard of India,

who was never tired of coming to the house in the Kaw&dees ; and the Hon. Charles Murray (now the

Rt. Hon. Sir Charles Murray, K.C.B.), who had succeeded Coh Barnet as Consul-General, and who from

the moment of his arrival exerted himself in every way to shield Lane from the importunate visits of passing

travellers and to find amusement for my father and uncle, to whom he showed unvarying kindness.

Among the Alexandrians, too, who constantly visited Cairo, Lane had found good friends, especially

in the late Mr. A. C. Harris, Mr. Alexander Tod and his wife, and Mr. and Mrs Batho.

But with these exceptions the society around them was ever on the ebb and flow, as the season for

visiting Egypt went and came again. Of the many travellers who came to see the country, or passed

through it on the way to India, not a few had introductions to Lane, and the acquaintance once made

was not likely to be dropped so long as they remained in Cairo and the Friday receptions at Lane's

house continued. This day, the Sabbath of the Muslims, was set aside for receiving the calls of

his Muslim and other friends, and his wife and sister used to see the Europeans who came, in the

Hareem rooms; so that on this day there was always a double reception. On different Fridays many

of the most distinguished Orientalists of Europe and learned Easterns might be found in Lane's study—

Lepsius, Wilkinson, Dieterici, DAbbadie, Eresnel, Pruner, and others; with Sheykh Mohammad Eiyad,

the Sheykh Bifa'ah, Haggee Hasan El-Burralee, the poet, and other literati of Cairo, who delighted

to converse with the Englishman who had more than once decided the moot-points of the Ulama of the

Azhar; whilst the less exclusively Oriental friends, and the few ladies who visited Cairo, such as

Harriet Martineau, would betake themselves to the other side of the house, where Mrs. Lane and Mrs.

Poole were "at home."

Except on Fridays Lane denied himself to everybody, unless unusual circumstances made the inter

ruption a necessity. On Sundays he never allowed himself, however much pressed for time, to continue

his week-day work; nor did he like Sunday visitors. On all other days he devoted himself uncom

promisingly to the preparation of his Lexicon. From an early breakfast to near midnight he was always

at his desk, the long hours of work being broken only by a few minutes for meals—he allowed himself

no more—and a scanty half-hour of exercise, spent in walking up and down a room or on the terrace

on the roof. For six months together he did not cross the threshold of his house ; and during all

the seven years he only once left Cairo, and that was to take his wife and sister for a three days'

visit to the Pyramids. At first he used to devote a short time every day to the classical education

of his nephews, but even this was taken off his hands after a time by the kindness of the Rev.

G. S. Cautley and the ready counsel of Mr. Charles Murray. But Lane continued to direct their

studies, and it was by his advice that the elder devoted himself to the subject of modern Egypt and thus

became a distinguished Arabic scholar, whilst the younger turned his attention to the ancient monuments,

and, twice ascending the Nile and annotating Lane's earliest work, laid the foundations of his

reputation as an Egyptologist.

The Lexicon was indeed begun in earnest. The first thing to be done was the transcription of

the Taj-el-'Aroos, and for this purpose Lane before leaving England had already consulted Fresnel, who

was then living in Cairo, and who, after careful investigation, recommended the Sheykh Ibraheem Ed-

Dasookee for the work. The copyist must be able to do more than merely write the Arabic character,

it need scarcely be said; he must understand the original as a scholar, and he must hold such a

position among the learned of Cairo that he can be trusted with the manuscripts from the Mosques.
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Such a man was the Sheykh Ed-Dasookee; ill-tempered and avaricious, but still the right man for the

work. Lane at first hoped to obtain the loan of at least large portions of the manuscript from the

Mosque of Mohammad Bey. The Pasha himself, Mohammad Alee, was anxious to further the work by

any means in his power, and the Prime Minister, Arteen Bey, called upon Lane with the view of dis

covering in what manner the Government could assist him. But the loan of manuscripts from the Mosques

was a request beyond the power even of Mohammad 'Alee to grant ; and Lane had to submit to the

tedious process of borrowing through his Sheykh a few pages at a time, which were copied and then

exchanged for a few more. Thus the transcription went on; and much of Lane's time was occupied in

collating it with the original and in reading and annotating it in the company of the Sheykh Ed-Dasookee.

But meanwhile there were other materials to be collected. It is true the main basis of the coming work

was to be the Taj-el-Aroos : but this was founded upon many other lexicons, and Lane determined so far

as might be possible to verify its quotations and to take nothing at second-hand which could be obtained

from the original source. Hence it was a matter of great consequence to gather together any manuscripts

that could be bought in Cairo. Fresnel gave him three most valuable manuscripts, Mr. Lieder another;

and by a careful watch on the book-market, by means of his old ally Sheykh Ahmad, he was fortunate

enough to accumulate more than a dozen of the most renowned lexicons ; and thus he was able to

test the accuracy of the Taj-el-Aroos, and to add greatly to the perfection and authoritativeness of his

own work.

After a preliminary study of Arabic lexicology,—a science complicated by technical terms of varying

meaning,—and so soon as a portion of the Taj-el-'Aroos was transcribed, Lane began to compose his own

Lexicon from the Taj and from the other dictionaries he had collected. Thus from year to year the

work went slowly on; collating, collecting, composing filled each day, each month, each year. At length

the materials were gathered, the Taj was transcribed up to a sufficiently advanced point, and Lane felt

he need stay no longer in Egypt. So leaving Mr. Lieder to keep the Sheykh to his work of copying,—

which, now it is finished, fills 24 large volumes,—Lane and his family bade farewell to the friends who

had risen around them, and reaching Alexandria on the 5th October, 1849, sailed on the 16th for England,

where they arrived on the 29th.

Such is the brief account of Lane's third visit to Egypt, and the beginning of the Lexicon. It was

a time of unremitting exhausting labour : but it was a happy time. Lane had his wife and sister with

him, and his home was brightened by two young faces, full of the excitement and delight of their new

and marvellous surroundings. A cloud had fallen upon them, indeed, in 1844, when they heard of the

death of the eldest brother, Theophilus Lane; and some days of deep anxiety had befallen Lane when

both wife and sister lay dangerously ill with cholera and typhus fever. But on the whole the seven years

had been years of happiness. His sister had gained for herself a place in literature by her "Englishwoman

in Egypt," his two nephews had each marked out for himself a career as an Orientalist ; he himself had

accomplished his purpose and gathered together the materials and begun the composition of the great

work of his life.
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The Arabic Lexicon.

Lane returned to Europe in 1849 the acknowledged chief of Arahic scholars. As the author of

"The Modern Egyptians" his fame as the authority upon Egypt had heen established; and his translation

of the Arabian Nights had gained him the well-earned repute of accurate scholarship. But when it

became known on what work he was now engaged and when specimens had shown how thoroughly that

work would be done, all who had a care for learning were eager to offer their homage. As early as

1839 the Egyptian Society had enrolled him among their honorary members. In 1846 the German Oriental

Society elected him a corresponding member, and in 1871 raised him to their highest rank, that of Ehren-

Mitglied; and the example of Germany was followed, at a distance, by England, in the elections to the

Honorary Membership of the Royal Society of Literature (1858) and of the Royal Asiatic Society (1866).

In 1864 a vacancy occurred in the Academie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres of the Institut de France,

by the promotion of De Witte, and Lane was unanimously elected a Correspondent,,in his place ; and in 1875,

on the occasion of its Tercentenary Festival, the University of Leyden accorded to him the degree of

Honorary Doctor of Literature (Philosophiae Theoreticae Magister, Litterarum Humaniorum Doctor)—the onlv

University degree he ever accepted, though not the only one offered to him. Those singular decorations,

chiefly of military origin, which learned men are sometimes pleased to receive from their Sovereign, were

by Lane decidedly though respectfully declined.

■

It was not, however, only in the matter of diplomas that a strong interest was shown in the great

work my Uncle was preparing. So soon as the immense cost of the production was known, and before

Lord Prudhoe had taken upon himself the expense of printing it, efforts were made, though not by

the author, to obtain for it the support it needed. The Chevalier Bunsen exerted himself in a most

friendly manner to gain the help of the English Universities : but it need hardly be said in vain. On

the other hand, Germany was anxious to obtain the distinction of supporting it. At the instance of

Bunsen, Lepsius, and Abeken, seconded by many others, it was agreed to offer to publish the Lexicon at

the joint expense of the Prussian Government and the Berlin Academy of Sciences; and in 1846 Prof.

Dieterici was sent by the King of Prussia to Cairo to consult Lane's wishes. There were, however, con

ditions named to. which Lane "could not willingly accede"; and moreover the arrangements for publishing in

England were, by the zealous exertions of his brother Richard, nearly completed. In 1848 Lord John Russell,

then Premier, made the first of a series of annual grants from the Fund for Special Service, which Lord

Aberdeen continued in 1853 ; and in 1863 the grant was changed into an annual Pension on the Civil List.

On his return to England Lane soon settled down into his old routine of work. The composition

went slowly on, and the manuscript of the Taj-el-Aroos was gradually completed and sent over. At

last, when he had been twenty years at the work Lane felt he might begin printing. In 1863 the

First Part appeared, and in two years' time the Second followed. The Third was published in 1867,

and the Fourth was printed in 1870, but the whole edition of one thousand copies was unfortunately

/
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burnt before it reached the publisher, with the exception of a single copy, and the entire Part had

to be printed again, and therefore did not appear till 1872. After the necessary two years' interval

Part V. was published in 1874. The Sixth Part was half-printed (as far as p. 2386) when its author died ;

and it has taken me a year to finish it (1877). Two Parts remain to be published, besides the Second

Book, which may be estimated at one or perhaps two Parts more.

The publication of the Lexicon more than confirmed the high expectations that had been formed

of it. As Jules Mohl well said, each article is a perfect monograph recording all that can be recorded

on the subject. Each statement is followed by initials indicating the authorities from which it was

derived, except where Lane has interwoven, within brackets, his own remarks and criticisms. Thus the

work is, in point of authoritativeness, as sufficient for the student as if he possessed all the original

manuscripts from which it is compiled. And whereas in the native writers method is unknown and

meaning follows meaning in no settled sequence, Lane has succeeded in arranging each article in

logical order, distinguishing between primary and secondary meanings, and making the various significations

of each root a connected whole, instead of a chaotic congeries of inexplicable contradictions. The value

of the manner as well as of the matter was instantly recognized by the Orientalists of Europe. There

was no question of rivalry: all and each were agreed absolutely to submit to an authority which

they saw to be above dispute. The greatest Arabist of Germany used to send Lane from time to time

monographs of his own inscribed with the words " Unserem Grossmeister " and the like ; and his homage

is but an example of the reverence felt by all for the " Schatzmeister der arabischen Sprache."

But this universal appreciation of his work did not induce Lane to slacken for a moment the severe

tension of his monotonous toil. He never rested on his laurels _ for a single day. He felt that it was

a work demanding more than one lifetime, and he determined to leave as little undone as he could.

After a year at Hastings he moved to the milder climate of Worthing, and during the twenty-five years

he lived there he left the place but once, going to Brighton to see his old friend Outram ; and nothing

but severe illness could compel him to take a day's rest.

These years at Worthing were a time of constant unvarying labour,—" Of toil unsever'd from tran

quillity, Of labour that in lasting fruit outgrows Par noisier schemes, accomplished in repose, Too great

for haste, too high for rivalry." My Uncle would go to his desk after an early breakfast and work

for three or four hours in the morning. An early dinner then made a necessary interruption, but

afterwards he would begin again without a moment's delay, and continue writing till about four o'clock,

when if the weather were fine and he in fair health he would walk with some of his family for an

hour or so. Then he would come back to tea, and from six to ten would again bury himself in

manuscripts, when a simple supper would end the day. At first his afternoon walk extended to three

or four miles ; but as his strength waned he gradually shortened the distance, till in his last year he

could only saunter gently up and down some shady road for half-an-hour, and even then found himself

exhausted. So too he was at last induced by the entreaties of his family to close his books at nine

o'clock instead of ten ; but even then he accomplished eight hours of study in the day. Nothing was

allowed to interfere with these hours of work. Visitors who asked for him were strictly denied, and

it was only by calling on his wife or sister that it was possible to see him, and then only if he was

at a point in his composition where interruption would not entail a serious delay. Yet these rare
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moments were sufficient to win for him the lasting affection of a small circle of friends, who were never

weary of offering him every attention in their power, and far from taking amiss his rigid seclusion

endeavoured in all ways to shield him from the intrusion of strangers. He never called anywhere ; but

sometimes he would take his afternoon stroll in the gardens of Warwick House, where the bright

society of his kindly hostesses was a delightful relief after his arduous hours of study.

One day in the week Lane closed his hooks. His early training had led him to regard Sunday as

a day to be set apart for the things of religion, and his long sojourn in the East had in no wise

weakened this feeling. In Egypt he had frequently attended the prayers at the Mosques and there

comported himself in all outward appearance as a Muslim : but this was only because without thus

conforming to the ways of the people he could never have acquired that knowledge of their character

which he afterwards turned to so great an account. To the last he preserved the simple earnest faith

of his childhood. His acquaintance with the original languages of the Old and New Testament and his

insight into Semitic modes of thought had certainly modified his views on some of the minor points, but

in the essential doctrines of Evangelical Christianity his belief never changed. But his religion was not

a mere matter of intellectual adhesion to a given series of dogmas : he carried it into his every-day life.

The forms of grace at meals, to most people purely ceremonious, were to him realities, and he never

began his day's work without uttering the Arab dedication Bismi-lldh—" In the name of God." No one

who came within the reach of his influence, however great the disagreement in opinion, could fail to

be impressed with the earnestness of Lane's convictions ; and few talked with him without going away

better men than they came. His high and pure soul shone in his countenance, in his manner, in his

every word. In his presence a profane or impure speech was an impossibility : yet no one was ever

more gentle with that frailty for which the world has no pity. He was a Christian Gentleman, of a fashion

of life that is passing away.

Sunday was to Lane a day of religion rather than a day of rest. In the morning or afternoon he

would, if he were well enough, attend the office of the Church of England. The remainder of the day

he spent chiefly in Biblical study, for which as a Hebrew scholar he possessed a critical knowledge that

most of our divines might have envied. But it was not as a philological amusement that he pursued

his researches. To him the Bible was the guide of his life; and he used his every endeavour to

understand each doubtful passage, to emend each ignorant rendering, to interpret by the light of

Semitic thought those dark sayings which the Aryan translators comprehended not, and not least to discover

the harmony of Scripture and science. Thus his Sundays were not a time of thorough rest, such as the

severe character of his week-day work required them to be. His Biblical reading often tried him more

than a day's work at the Lexicon, and the parallel lines of ordinary print weakened eyes accustomed to the

flexuous writing of Arabic manuscripts.

So the years wore on. Day followed day, and year year, without seeing any change in the monotony

of Lane's life. Manuscript was written, proofs came and went, volumes were published, with unvarying

regularity. The Lexicon was Lane's one occupation. The review and the essay, the offspring of the idle

hours of learned men, had no attraction to a man who could not boast an idle moment. The only con

tributions he ever sent to a journal were two essays that appeared in the " Zeitschrift der deutschen

/2
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morgenlandischen Gesellschaft." * With these exceptions Lane never allowed any literary pursuit to divert

him from his work. Even the revision of new editions of his earlier works demanded more time than

he would spare, and he therefore left it to his nephews.

In 1867 Lane experienced one of the great sorrows of his life. He had seen both his sister's sons

well advanced in their several careers : but he was destined to lose the one whom he had regarded as

his own successor, the continuer of his life-work and the heir to his fame. My father's early death

struck a heavy blow at Lane's love and hope. It was as the loss of an eldest son. Twenty-seven

years before, he had taken to his home his sister and her sons ; and now, with the same unselfish

readiness, he opened his door to the three children whom my father's death had left orphans. From

this time my Uncle's house was home and he was a second father to me. It was no slight sacrifice

to admit three children to his quiet life : but he never let us know that it was a sacrifice at all. I

can never forget the patience with which he suffered all our childish waywardness, the zealous sympathy

with which he entered into our plans and pleasures, his fatherly counsel and help in our boy troubles,

his loving anxiety in sickness. The few moments that he could spare from his work, which he

might well have devoted to his own recreation, were given to us. He delighted to lead us to the studies

he had loved himself, and would bring from the stores of his memory that scientific knowledge which

had formed the favourite pursuit of his boyhood. And when I had chosen for myself the same field

of study to which he had devoted his life, he gave me daily that help and advice which no one could

give so well; read and revised everything I wrote; and at length, when his health was failing, gave

me a last proof of his trust by confiding to me the completion of his own work.

The life of the great Orientalist was drawing to its close. Frequent attacks of low fever, added

to the exhaustion of chronic bronchitis, had seriously weakened a frame already enfeebled by excessive

study. I seldom left my Uncle for a few weeks without the dread that I should never see him again.

It was a marvel how that delicate man battled against illness after illness, never yielding to the

desire of the weary body for rest, but unflinchingly persevering with the great task he had set before

him. His own knowledge of his constitution, acquired by long residence in places where medical help

was not to be had, served him in good stead ; and his life was ever shielded by the devoted care of his

wife and sister, and the friendly attention of Dr. Henry Collet, who for many years afforded my Uncle

the great advantage of his constant advice ; a service of love which was continued after Dr. Collet's

death, with the zeal of long affection, by his son, Mr. A. H. Collet.

But the time came when there was no longer strength to withstand the approach of death. At

the beginning of August, 1876, my Uncle was suffering from a cold, which presently showed signs of

a serious nature. He went on with his work till Saturday the 5th; and then a decided change came

over him. The weakness increased to such a degree on Sunday that he allowed me to support him about

the house, though never before would he accept even the help of an arm. That evening we induced him

to go early to his bed : and he never again rose from it. Two days passed in anxious watching. Everything

* The first of these is entitled " Ueber die Lexicographie der arabischen Sprache," and appeared in Bd. III. SS. 90—108 (1849). It is in the

form of a letter to Prof. Lepsius, and treats of the principal Arabic Lexicons, and gives specimens of Lane's own work. The other article was

" Ueber die Aussprache der arabischen Vocale und die Betonung der arabischen Worter," an excellent treatise on the pronunciation of the Arabic

Vowels and on the accent (Bd. IV. SS. 171—186, 1850).
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that love could prompt, or the affection and skill of the doctor could suggest, was done. On Wednesday-

evening he seemed better : it was hut the last effort. Early on Thursday morning the brave loyal spirit

fought its last battle, and the mind that had endured the strain of fifty years of ceaseless toil, and yet

had never known decay, at last found rest.

So ended the Scholar's life. It was begun, continued, and ended, without hope of reward. For fame he

cared little ; money, beyond what sufficed for his modest wants, he desired not. Pure love of knowledge

was the motive of his work, and to learning, unsoiled with baser aims, he dedicated a long and studious

life, rich in fruits. To the world Lane must be the ideal scholar. With us who knew him his memory will

live in the sweeter thought of the noble and pure heart that wrapped us in its love.
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[Book I.]

The nineteenth letter of the alphabet : called l>ee.

It is one of the letters termed &.J&M. [or faucial],

(L,TA,) its place of utterance being the upper

part of the fauces, near to that of •., (TA in art.

&t£,) the same place as that of »-, (L, TA,)

[from which it differs in being pronounced with

the voice, for] it is of the letters termed 5j>y»~«

[or vocal], (L, TA, and K in art. £nk,) and of

those that are termed a^uL,* [q. v.] ; one should

not reiterate the voice in uttering it, so as to ex

ceed what is right, nor neglect exactness in respect

of its place of utterance, so as to render it obscure,

but should make it thoroughly distinct, and clear:

it is not an augmentative letter : and [it is said

that] it is not substituted [for another letter]:

(EL in art. ,j-fi :) [but this is a mistake ; for] it

is substituted for two letters ; for »-, in aj-j »*»*,

aor. jJajij, meaning jia**., aor. j «■..», mentioned

by IJ and several others, (MF, TA,) and in

a-jJo Jja£ for jLL ; (TA in art. jia*. ;) and for

c, in J>A) for sj*i, mentioned by Ibn-Umm-

Kasim and others, (MF, TA,) [and in cyli for

* *' *t"' » ■?"• . ' •?,,

cyii,] and in Ji*)\ for J*«jl, and also in l>4*Ji

as signifying " thirst " and " the clouds." (TA

in art. k>4i.)aK:[A8 a numeral, it denotes A

tliousand.]

1. Jtfl <^i, (S,) or i^O», (Msb, K,) aor. -,

inf. n. wi (S, Msb, K) and v*£, (Mfb, K,)

The camels, (S,) or cattle, (Msb, K,) came to

mater, (S,) or drank, (Msb, K,) on alternate

days ; one day and not the next day. (S, Msb,

K.) Hence, (IAth, TA,) ^ said of a man

means He came visiting at intervals of some days,

or after some days. (AA, IAth, TA.) [See also

*,*&. : and see w*&.] —And >syUt (j-fc s^*>

(Ks, S, Msb, K,) aor. i , the verb in this case

being of the class of JH, [but this is contr. to

analogy, as well as to the derivation,] inf. n. ^«fc,

with kesr, He came to the people, or party, day

after day: (Msb:) or, as also^ejilt ♦ *—*'> '"-'

came to the people, or party, on alternate days,

coming one day and not the next : (Ks, S, K :) or

he came to them once in two days or more. (TA,)

Bk. I.

It is said in a trad., ^iuj^i] ejUc J ♦ l«-il

'**Ob v**t Ve the sick on alternate days and

after intervals of two days : (S, TA :) not every

day, lest he find your visits to be troublesome.

(TA. [See also art. *—>)■]) And you say,

▼ (C.uj.1, inf. n. wiUil, meaning I visited him

[once] in every meek. (A.) — And hence C**

said of a fever. (Msb.) 0 - » c-JLc and

**'*... ' • *■

TC»*I signify the same: (S:) you say, o~c

^^•Jl *JLft, The fever came upon Aim, (Msb,)

or attacked him, (K,) one day and intermitted

one day; (Msb, K;) as also ♦ aixf and * C~il

aJ*. (K.) [See also w^c.] — You say also,

Ujie 4^, (?, L, K,) and * 4-fel, (L, K,) He

passed the night, or a night, at our abode. (S, L,

K.) Hence the saying, «^ob jjiill jy«j [so ac

cord, to the TA, ^j^. being understood, accord,

to the explanation of Meyd, but in the Cl£, and

in one of my copies of the S, and in Freytag's

i

Arab. Prov. i. 522, >^*i,] (S, K,) i. e. Leave

thou the poetry until some days shall have passed,

that thou mayest see what will be its result,

whether it will be praised or dispraised : (Meyd,

TA :) or it may be from C~c said of a fever, and

may thus mean, leave thou the poetry to be kept

back from people, [or to be intermitted,] i. e. do

not repeat it to people in an uninterrupted manner,

lest they become weary. (Meyd. [See also art.

>3i.]) And [hence] ^1, (T, S, L, Msb, K,)

aor. - , (L, Msb,) inf. n. w~e and «_->c and wj«^c

and i>>*c, (L,) said of food, (L, Msb,) and of

dates, or especially of flesh-meat as some say,

(L,) It remained throughout a night, whether it

became corrupt or not : (L, Msb :) and, said of

food, it became altered [for the morse] in its

odour : (L :) or, said of flesh-meat, it became

stinking; (T,S,K.;) as also tjLfch (T, K:)

and it (a thing) became corrupt. (TA. [See also

til z*

2.])—jyc'i)! w-vjc means T/ie affairs, or events,

came to, or arrived at, their ends, conclusions,

latter or last parts or states, issues, or results. (S,

TA.)— And <t—aJ j-s i -iJI w^, aor. -, inf. n.

w*, [app. meaning The thing came into his

mind,] is a phrase mentioned by Th. (TA.)

2. alWJI J> ^t, (S, O,) inf. n. ^Jj, (K,)

He mas remiss ; or did not exert himself, or act

vigorously or strenuously; (S, 0, K ;) in the need

ful affair: (S, O :) [and] so \S L»*i [if not

a mistranscription]. (Thus in a copy of the A.)

[Hence,] ^^^JU-oJI ^LU ^y> w--iu aJJ ^..tft,

(TA,) or o«A~dJI iJ^A O*, (thus in the O,)

X He wrote to him not acquainting him with the

great number that had perished of the Muslims :

(O, TA :) a metaphorical mode of expression ;

as though he were remiss, or fell short, in making

known the essential state of the case. (TA, from

a trad.) — And w>*c signifies also It (a thing)

became very corrupt. (TA. [See also 1, last

sentence but two.])= 5l£jl *J^£, (O, L,*) inf. n.

as above, (L, K,) He (a wolf) seized the sheep,

or goat, by its throat, (O, ]£,) and fixed, his

canine teeth in it: (O :) or attacked the sheep, or

goat, and broke its neck : and also left it with

some remains of life in it. (L.) And ^JJt w~*

jtjj&\ ^j» The molf made, or did, mischief among

the sheep, or goats. (TA.) —And [hence, app.,]

j>^H\ ^ v***; (S, O,) inf. n. as above, (K,) He

repelled from, or defended, the people, or party :

(S, O, K. :) so say Ks and Th. (TA.)

4 : see 1, in seven places. — Tou say also,

sjLUc Lou ^ His gift mill not come to us on al

ternate days, but will come every day. (S, O,

K.*) And iL^JUJI cJLcl The milch camel

yielded milk on alternate days. (A.) And C**fcl

Jv^l The camels did not yield milk every day.

(TA.)— See again 1, last sentence but two. =

JjNI w>£I He watered the camels on alternate

days: (S, O, Msb:*) from ^i [q.v.]. (S, O.)

= And ,«~*l is said by Th to signify j «3j

[app. meaning He fell upon me in fight]. (TA.)

[5. «_~JJ is app. from wdUt in the sense of

<u»UJI, and thus syn. with wi*J signifying He.

bolted to the consequence, end, issue, or result, of

an affair : see its part. n. ^^Ju*, below,] __ See

[also] 2, first sentence.

8. jliJI c4^< : see cJ»t.

R. Q. 1, yjuc ife acted dishonestly in buying

and selling. (AA, TA.)

280
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8 j

*,** A sea dashing so that it goes far, or runs,

upon the land: (JK,EL,TA:) pi. J&. (TA.)

< / 0 i

__ And Depressed land : pi. [of pauc] vW*'

and [of mult.] 4>j** (K, TA) and &&. (TA.)'

S •

^^ [a subst., like £«fe,] -d coming (of camels,

S, O) to water on alternate days; coming to the

water one day and not the next day : (S, O, EL :)

or after [being keptfrom it] a day and two nights:

or pasturing one day and coming to the water the

next day ; and this is the *^*& of the ass. (TA.)

[And v«xJt ij* signifies The coming of camels to

the water in the second of two nights (as is shown

by the context of a passage in which it occurs in

the S and 0 and K voce Ji£»), or in the second

of two days.] But the saying of a rajiz,

& &tt»t9*£t*

means And hummarahs [a species of birds] wliose

drinhing is every hour or every little while dJ£»

icL). (S, 0.) — Also [for sr-c j->-] .4 journey

of two days [whereof one is wit/iout any watering

of tlte camels ; i. e. in the case of which they are

watered only on tltefirst and third of three days],

(TA in art. «~>J.) •—■ And A visiting once in every

week : (S, O, EL :) so says El-Hasan : (S, 0 :) or

at intervals ofsome days : after some days : (AA,

IAth : [see also its verb :]) from the same word

used in relation to camels. (IAth.) One says,

it »,»* • »j 5

Lo. ) jp Li- jj [or, accord, to common usage, U».,

to assimilate it to Le, Visit once a week, or at in

ternals ofsome days; not frequently, or not every

day : so thou shah have more love : a prov., re

specting which see Freytag's Arab. Prov. i. 587;

It s>

where L> is put for Li]. (S, 0.) [See another

ex. voce J»->3, last sentence.] The saying of

Zeyd-el-Fawaris

means [The enemy will see me] after the day of

meeting with him by a day. (Ham p. 732.) ——

And The coming, or attaching, of a fever one day

and intermitting one day : from the same word

used in relation to camels. (S, O, Msb.) _ And

A tertian fever ; that attacks one day and inter

s' s t

mits one day : (EL, TA :) you say >^*£ (-£*»- [«■

tertian fever] ; using it as an epithet : (TA :) and

4~*J1 j£-. (Msb in art. »£JU.) And The

end; conclusion; latter, or last, part or state;

issue ; or result ; syn. i-iU, (S, A, MA, O, Msb,

EL,) and ]if\ ; (S,« O,* TA ;) of an affair, (S, A,

O, Msb,) of any kind, (S, 0,) or of a thing ;

(K ;) as also t it*;, (MA, O, Msb, EL,) and

♦ , Jut. (MA.) And [hence] ^«i means After;

syn. jj^ : thus in the phrases ^li^l v* [After

the call to prayer] and >OJLJI w/«£ [After saluta

tion or the salutation] : and one says,

* i t •* * * • * * a a

* (jTj-JI ^o^iJI .»»■»■j ~L«aJI s_-i *

[4/ier daybreak, the party commend night-

journeying : but more commonly, ».UoJI ju« :

j ^ vc '

see art. \jj~i]. (TA.) — w-i *U means Distant

water : (A, TA :) and vW*' •£• rfwtan/ waters.

(A,EL,TA.)

***

i«£ 4 sufficiency of the means of subsistence :

(O, EL, TA :) and so Hi. (TA.) = And £l,

(S, O,) without Jl, (EL,) [and imperfectly decl.,]

is the name of An eaglet that belonged to the

Benoo-Yeshkur, (S, O, EL,) and to which a certain

story, or tradition, relates. (S, O.)

v^c and "wJui The flesh that hangs down

under the part beneath the chin and lower jaw :

(EL:) or what hangs down beneath that part of

an ox or cow [i. e. the dewlap], and beneath the

beak of the cock : (S, O :) and the wrinkled skin

of the part where the lower hairs of the chin grow:

and the former word, what hangs down under the

part beneath the lower jaw of the ox or cow and

of the sheep or goat: and the vJui is [what

hangs down under the part beneath the lower

mandible] of the cock and of the bull [i. e. the

wattle of the cock and the dewlap of the bull] :

(Lth, TA:) and this is also used in relation to

an old woman : (Ks, TA :) and, metaphorically,

in relation to the chameleon : and in like manner

in relation to the stallion-camel, [as meaning the

part below the underjaw,] as the camel has really

no yic : (TA :) [the pi. of ^b is »_iLtl : see

y.^ : see w>lc. ss Also A small and narrow

water-course, from the hard and elevated part of

a mountain, or of a tract of land : or in plain,

or level, land : (TA :) and a watercourse that is

not deep, and in which are [trees of the species

ft * M t

called] -JU» : pi. [of pauc] <L£I and [of mult.]

• it *- '

^Li. (JK.) =s [And An affair or a business

(" res, negotium "). (Freytag, from the Deew&n

of Jereer.)]

Il«i Milk (S, 0, K) of slurp or goats (S, O)

drawn in the early morning, upon which other is

milked at night, and which is then churned (S, O,

K.) on the morrow : (S, O :) [and] accord, to

IAar, carneUs milk such as is termed V.9J-*

[q. v.] : and the milk that is termed <^\j [q. v.] :

(TA :) A'Obeyd is related on the authority of Sh

to have assigned this last meaning to i-^i. (TA,

voce fLgjC)

i~£ and A~i : see <L~», in art. w-£.

8 ^ ■ r M * •

^It [part. n. of i^*]. You say A^lc J^l and

wjt^i Camels coming to water, or drinking, on

alternate days. (As, S, 0, KL.) _- And Flesh-

meat that has remained throughout a night : (S,

O :) or stinking flesh-meat : (TA :) or food, and

dates, and, as also V w-*-^, flesh-meat, that has

remained throughout a night, ' whether it have

become corrupt or not : (L :) and applied also

to bread. (S and K in art C—j.) —. And ^aJ>

8 -

^U means A fixed star [app. because of its

twinkling, or shining with intermitted light]. (A.)

see w~c.= Also A place wliere victims

t * **

are sacrificed : (O, TA :) or ^.A-AJI, (S, O, EI,

TA,) particularly, (TA,) a small mountain, (S,

O, K,TA,) which is the place of sacrifice, (8, O,)

in Mine : (S*, E^. :) or the place in which was El-

Ldt, at Et-Tdif: or tlie place where they used

there to sacrifice to Kl-LAt : or v.».c is an

appellation of any place of sacrifice in Mine.

(TA.) __ And v.i..xll is the name of An idol

{jt^-o), (O, K., TA,) which they used to worship

in tlte Time of Ignorance, and upon which (<uJL»)

they used to sacrifice ; (O, TA ;*) and IDrd says

t 'O'

that some called it >_.jLotJ1 [q. v.], with the un

pointed c : (O :) or a stone which was set up

before tlie idol, for, pr [dedicated] to, Mendf,

opposite the corner of tlte Black Stone [of tlie

Kaabeh] ; and there were two [whereof each was]

thus called. (TA.)

3 f ' **
,] from wJJJI sr-^-

signifying " it became

very corrupt." (IAth, TA.)

8 » • j *

t^Jbt ^Jfcj [A man having a tertian fever, as

is indicated in the TA,] is mentioned on the

authority of AZ, in the form of an act. part. n.

.Ju False testimony : (EL, TA :) of the measure

i, [being originally

j£j&\ [J, or from

(TA.) = And ^i«JI means The lion. (O, $.)

, last sentence but two.

<LJu:)

666 i

A ewe, or goat, that is milked on alternate

* Z' t

days. (IAar, S, K.) = And ^Ju A bull having

a ^Jb. [or dewlap], (Ham p. 293.)

[^. .,.».'< app. A man looking to the consequence,

end, issue, or result, of an affair ; like yJJCU : see

a verse in the Ham p. 154, and the verse next

preceding it : and see its verb, above.]

1. ^, (S, O,) aor. i, (TEL,) inf. n. ^-fc, (S,

O, K,) He moistened, and beat up, or mingled,

[the preparation of curd called] Ja»l with clarified

butter. (Fr, S, 0, EL.) [See also &*, of which

it is a dial. var. ; and a\^\ C*.;f., and £~c

iu»^i.]

9. w-»cl, inf. n. «£AJLct, ife, or ?V, was, or 6a-

came, «£•*•£!, (S, O, E!,) i. e., o/"a colour inclining

to that of dust, (S,) or dust-coloured. (O.)

<LLc [formed by transposition from iliy] A

colour inclining to that of dust : (TA :) or dust-

colour. (0.)

[The preparation of curd called] JaJ)

moistened, and beaten up, or mingled, with clari

fied butter. (Fr, S, O, EL.) [See also *£**, of

which it is a dial, var.] —. And I. q. <£~e in its

[other] meanings. (O,* EL.)

M i. q. w«a/l, (S, O, K,) from which it is

formed by transposition, (S, O,) Of a colour in

clining to that ofdust : (TA:) or dust-coloured, (0.)
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1. '£., (S, Msb, K,) aor. i, (S, M?b,) inf. n.

j^lfc, (Msb, K,) He, or it, (a thing, S) remained,

lasted, or continued: (S, Msb, TA:) and (Msb)

he (a man, JK) tarried, stayed, or waited. (JK,

Zbd, Msb, £.) __ And .He, or it, passed, passed

away, or went away. (Msb, K.) It is sometimes

used in this latter sense ; (Msb ;) and thus it has

two contr. significations. (Msb, K.) — And It

wasfuture. (KL.) = See also 9. =a j*c : see 5,

last two sentences. — Also, this last, aor. - , (S,

K,) inf. n. J£, (S,) said of a wound, (S, K,) It

was, or became, in a corrupt state: (K:) or it

became in a healing state, and then became recru-

descent : (S :) or it was always recrudescent : and

it became in a healing state upon, or over, corrupt

ness : (IKtt, TA :) or it healed externally while in

a witltering state internally. (L.)_ And [hence,

perhaps,] j-ft said of a man, + He bore rancour,

malevolence, malice, or spite ; or hid enmity, or

violent hatred, in his heart. (IKtt, TA.)

2. aSUI jle. : see 5. — [Hence,app., as inf. n. of

the pass, verb,] j-JtiJt signifies The milk's be

coming drawn up or withdrawn [from the udder].

(TA.) a «j4-e, inf. n. >~*i-3, He sullied, or

sprinkled, him, or it, with dust. (K.) — See

also 4, in two places. — [Hence,] ^-£3 signifies

also A reciting ofpoetry, or verses, in the praising,

or glorifying, of God, in which the performers triU,

or quaver, and prolong, the voice; whence the

epithet Sjlib* ; as though the persons thus called,

being affected with a lively emotion, danced, and

raised the dust : thus accord, to Lth : (TA :) or

the saying ibt •§[ 4\ % (IDrd, IKtt, K, TA,) in

the praising, or glorifying, of God : (K, TA :) or

it signifies, (IDrd, TA,) or signifies also, (IKtt,

K, TA,) the reiterating the voice in reciting [the

Kur-dn] $c. (IDrd, IKtt, K, TA.) Esh-Sha-

fi'ee is related to have said that, in his opinion,

this ;-*A3 was instituted by the iijUj [pi. of

JjjJj, q. v.], in order that they might turn away

[others thereby] from the [simple] praising, or

glorifying, of God, and from the reciting of the

J£ur-an. (Az,TA.)s=B<ti«-s>j-i, inf. n. as above,

He gave his guest, to eat, 0[p* [meaning dates

thus termed] : (TA :) the verb thus used is like

^' [and £3 &c.]. (L, TA.) = % £»£ U

gljeJI s_JJaJ is a saying mentioned by AZ [app.

meaning She did not oppose and then acquiesce

savefor the purpose ofobstinate disputation] : see

> (TA.)

4. j»i\ He (a man) raised the dust ; (S, Msb,

£;) as also tjlc, (S, K,) inf. n. *jJJi. (S.)

[Hence,] Ay^-j ^ T^e [so, evidently, but written

in the TA without any syll. signs, lit. He raised

the dust in hisface ; meaning,] t he outwent him ;

outstripped him ; went, or got, before him. (TA.)

__ And *J*\ m H >-~X±> l«-» J-!-*' t He strove,

laboured, exerted himself, or employed himself

vigorously or diligently, in seeking after the thing

that he wanted; (ISk, S, K;) he hasted, made

haste, or was quick, in doing so ; as though, by

reason of his eagerness and quickness, he raised

the dust. (TA.) t^i\ J> C>£l 1 1 <*>t about^

or commenced, doing the thing. (IKtt.) — «i>>«*>

&l)l UJ* + The sky rained upon us vehemently.

(S,* K,» TA.) = See also 9.

5. &UI Jju He milked the camel, drawing

what remained in her udder ; (Z, Sgh, ~K., TA ;)

as also t LijJli. (Ham p. 527.) — Hence the

following saying, of a people who had increased

and multiplied, on their being asked how it was

that they had increased : ^jj ^e*«a" £**"*■' > ***

^*iDl^Aa f We used not to take the first seed of

the young, nor the remainder of the seed of the old ;

meaning the marrying them, from eagerness to

procreate. (TA. [But ^ is there omitted in both

clauses, and ,^-jilJ is put by mistake for ^^Xi.])

[See also art. U.] _ And hence, (TA,) £y>j**i

jj^ SlJ^JI (S, K) t He got offspring from the

woman [she being old]. (K.) It is related that a

certain man, (S, K, TA,) an Arab of the desert,

(Z,) 'Othman, accord, to the K, but correctly, as

in the Genealogies of Ibn-El-Kelbee, Ghanm

{^£) with gheyn moved by fet-h, and a quies

cent noon, (TA,) the son of Habeeb (K, TA) the

son of Kaab the son of Bekr the son of Yeshkur

the son ofWail, (TA,) married a woman advanced

in age, (S, Z,) Rakashi the daughter of'Amir, (K,)

and it was said to him, " She is old :" (S,» K*

TA:) whereupon he said, tjJj lyi« j**j\ ^*i

(S, K) May-be I shall get from her offspring :

(TA:) and when a son was born to him, he

named him J+t, (S, K,) like ^i* ; (S ;) and he

became the father of a tribe. (TA.) =sj*i3 also

signifies He, or it, became sullied, or sprinkled,

with dust ; (TA ;) as also t^ji. (L.) You say

also j^i\ *j+z The dates, or dried dates, became

dusty. (TA.)

9. 'j^\, (S, K,) inf. n. jlj-it, (S,) It was, or

became, dust-coloured ; of a colour like dust ; (S,

K;) as also ">«fi, (K,) inf. n. jy*k and Sj*z;

(TA;) and f^fcl, (K,) inf. n. 'j&U (TA.) —

It (a day) became very dusty. (Aboo-'AIee, K.)

j-e. A remain, remainder, remnant, relic, or

residue, (S, K,) of a thing; (K;) generally, of

the blood of the menses, (K,) and of milk in the

udder : (S, K :) as also t^ : (Msb, K :) or

♦jj£. is a pi. of j** : [but if so it is extr. :] (TA :)

or the pi. of j»c is jllil : (S, K :) and *jlfc is pi.

of ♦ jj(c- [used as an epithet in which the quality

of a subst. is predominant]; (A'Obeyd, TA ;)

and signifies remains, &c. : (A'Obeyd, S, TA :)

and " Olj-fi is a pi. pi. ; 1. e., pi. of T^**.

(A'Obeyd, TA.) You say Jj £>**£ \t In her

(the camel) is a remain of milk. (S.) And ^j**

^cuaJt signifies Tlie remains [of the blood] of the

menses; (S ;) as also e>»e. (Ham p. 37.) And

txi/oJI ''j»* Tfie remains of tlte disease. (S.) And

in like manner, JJJI "j+s- (S) The last part, and

the remains, of the night. (TA.) It is said in a

trad, of Amr Ibn-El-As, ^ jUNI ^j~£lV U

^C" * Ol^e ^j* blilll ^;iU^ [Female slaves

did not carry me under their armpits,] i. e., female

slaves did not have the office of rearing me, nor

did prostitutes carry me in the remains of the rags

usedfor the menses. (TA.) And in another trad.,

.jUXJI Jil ^ T c>\^b. ^1 Jrf jji, or ^Jit Tj«e.

wiUJUl, accord, to different relations, i. e. And

there remained not save remains of the people of

the Scripture, or the remains &c. (TA.) And in

a trad, of Mo'awiyeh, j-c C>*p >*' i»jUi^ [In

the court of his house were some she-goats whose

flow of milk was a mere remain of what it had

been,] meaning, little. (L.) [See also^jli.]

00

yJz t Rancour, malevolence, malice, or spite ;

or concealed enmity and violent hatred : (K, TA :)

like^p. (TA.)

• * *

j^i. A remaining, lasting, or continuance;

(TA ;) and so *JXi. (Ham p. 225.) [And

by some of the grammarians it is used as signify

ing Thefuture: see also^jU.] = Also A certain

disease in the interior of Hue foot of a camel. (K.)

—- And A morbid affection in a vein, tluxt will

hardly, or in nowise, be cured. (TA.) [See also

j-ji.] _->«*M 4-Atj (said by A'Obeyd to be from

the phrase j-i p-ja. [q. v.], TA) means A cala

mity, or misfortune, (JK, S, K,) ofgreat magni

tude, (S,) which, (JK, S,) or tlie like wliereof, (K,)

is such that no may of escape therefrom will be

found: (JK, S,*EL:*) or a trial, or an afflic

tion, that will hardly, or in nowise, depart : (TA :)

or a person who opposes thee, disagreeing with t/we,

and then returns, or lias regard, to thy saying ;

(K, TA ;) whence the saying, mentioned by AZ,

sTj^JI ^&l <)t t c££ U. (TA. [See 2, last sen

tence.]) _jJtlt *U«e, occurring in a verse of El-

Hirmazee in praise of El-Mundhir Ibn-Jarood,

to whom it is applied, is expl. by Z as meaning

The serpent that dwells near to a small water in

a place where it collects and stagnates, and that

will not be approaclied. (TA.) And [it is said

that] jJt)1 signifies Water little in quantity. (0.)

= Also Dust, or earth ; syn. ^i\j3. (K.) [See

alsojUc.]

» - i 0 j

j*s. ~jtf A wound in a corrupt state : (K :)

or that becomes in a healing state upon, or over,

corruptness, and then becomes recrudescent after

having healed. (TA.)_ Hence, j-c JjA A vein

constatitly becoming recrudescent ; (S, TA;) called

inPers. [and hence in Arabic] jyJb [q.v.]. (TA.)

s=;S^c ijJz. Sjjkc 4$U A sfie-camel that remain*,

or lags, behind tlte other camels in being driven.

(L in art, jj£.)

jti A kind [or species] offish; as also t _jj$£.

(0,'K.)

5^fc A sullying, or sprinkle, of, or with, dust.

(TA.)

»j«* Dust-colour ; a colour like dust : (S, L,

K :) and a dusty kue of complexion arising from

280*
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grief or anxiety and the like. (L.) — See also

oj+e : sco jUe : = and gee also j-il, latter half.

l\)-e. : see /lj-~c. [For other meanings, see the

masc.,j*£t.]

* ' * '

&[)-*& Two ripe dates upon one base; pi.

(jjjLc : (EL, TA :) so says A'Obeyd : or two,

or three, full-grown unripe dates upon one base ;

and it has no pi. of its own radical letters : or,

accord, to AHn, several small green dates tliat

comeforth upon one base. (TA.)

• *$■>

)}r& A certain small bird of the passerine

kind, (O, L, El, TA,) dust-coloured: (O, L, TA:)

so says AHat in the " Book of Birds:" pl.^j jlli:

(O :) it is the same as is mentioned in an earlier

part of this art. in the ]£ by the name of t OiJ^t

which is a mistranscription. (TA.)

sj^j^ '■ 8ee wna* next precedes.

jCc. and * Sj-i signify the same, (S, L, K,) as

also t ij&", (IAar, K;) i.e. Dust; syn. ~_a, :

(L :) or the first, dust railed and spreading :

(L :) or what remains of dust raised and spread

ing : (B, TA :) and the second, the moving to

andfro of dust. (L.)__You say Ci U^ ^Sie

OjLt ££i + [He pursued after such a one but did

not cleave his dust ;] i. e., lie did not overtake

JJ *J m* t * jj *j it * J '

him. (TA.) And ojLc JJ~> U, and ojLc Jao»j U,

+ He m no< to oe outgone, outstripped, or ^o< oe-

/ore. (TA.) [See also o£ £rf ^ 0# fW,

•** * ...» ..

in art. :*-o.] _ aJjs jLc *^J f [There is no dust

upon it; meaning, it (a phrase or the like) is

clear, or perspicuous, or freefrom obscurity ; like

the saying A-i/it ^J, or ajjie *^]. (TA, in many

places.)

,£ ^1 sort of dates. (K, TA.)

<'l^t [dim. of itj«p] : see j-el, in two places.

Alsu .4. certain plant [or free], (E>,) we#

known, (S,) growing in the plains; (TA;) [the

service-tree, or «w& : or itsfruit : so called in the

present day : as is also the " inula undulata : "]

and so ♦ l\j*e. : (EL :) so called because of the

colour of its leaves ; the fruit of which, when it

appears, becomes intensely red: (TA:) or the

former is the tree, and the latter is the fruit : or

the converse is the case : (K :) the sing, and pi.

are alike: all this says AHn, in his "Book of

Plants." (TA.) = Also A kind of beverage,

(<_)ljw, S, K, or j*J, Msb,) which intoxicates,

made by the Abyssinians, (S,) from 5ji [or

millet] ; (S, Msb, K;) also called 2£>°£*: (Mgh,

Msb, K :) or wine [or cider] made from the well-

knownfruit of the same name [the service-apple].

(Th, TA.) [See also jj*.] It is said in a trad.,

J&\ ^ Vli .T^iSTj^Wl (S,Mgh,TA)

Avoid ye the beverage called »tj~« ; for it is like

the wine that is commonly known of all men :

there is no distinction to be made between the two

drinks (Mgh, TA) with respect to prohibition.

(TA.) In another trad., it is called £j\ l\£k ;

to distinguish it from a kind of »1>~* made of

dates, or dried dates. (Mgh.)

til • ,3 J ..J

jJe. and Olj-c : seej-c, passim.

ji\i Remaining; lasting; continuing: (Az,

S, IAmb, Mgh :) this is the sense in which it is

used by the Arabs: (Az:) or it is the meaning

most commonly obtaining among them: (IAmb:)

tarrying; staying; waiting: pi. j-i : (EL :) and

the pi. of S^lc is^l^c. (TA.) You say ?*■ >y

3 Jit

[A people remaining, See]. (TA.) And ^Lll y£

* J * 0 J

The later ofmankind. (TA.) And ^i _^U yk

fj^j He is the relic of the sons of such a one.

(TA.) And ^1 0*Jji\i!\ What remains ofttie

night. (TA.) And J*lill J$t S^i The last

division of the night. (Mgh.) And >>|>«JI >i*J1

^Uui jya r*» The remaining, or last, ten nights

of the month of Mamaddn. (TA.) And » In I

'^>i "j^ ^ [May God cut off the last, and

what remains, ofhim, or it : or may God extirpate

him]. (TA.) See also j-c. = Passing ; passing

away ; going away : past : syn. ^U ; (Az, S,

IAmb, Mgh ;) or %r**>\J : (^ :) so accord, to

some of the lexicologists : (Az :) or so used some

times, as, for instance, by the poet El-Aasha:

(IAmb :) thus it bears two contr. significations.

(S.) You say, WI^U i^is Ijij*U oJI [Thou

passest away to-morrow, but thy fame remaineth

for ever]. (TA.) as [Future time. See an ex.

JO,

in the first of the verses cited voce w,-^*-. The

meaning of " remaining " seems equally appro

priate in that verse : but j*\k is often used by

grammarians in the last of the senses expl. above.]

•«»« *'j

jtjk: see^fc.

j, * **m *

Sjjtill means tLSUI [The lasting, or everlasting,

state of existence] ; (]£, TA ;) i. e. ij-i-^S [the

latter, or last, state], (TA.)

yi.\ Dust-coloured; of a colour like dust: (S:)

[fem. i\j£ : and pi. ^-fc.] __jlc^l f The wolf;

(BL, TA;) because of his [dusty] colour: like

jS^I. (TA.) And iljlill f ?%« /eroafe o/ the

Jjli. [or partridge], (K..) Also (iTpdt) t-7%e

earth; (S, IAth, Msb, K ;) because of its dusty

colour; or because of the dust that is upon it:

(TA:) opposed to iljJLaJI, which means "the

sky," or " heaven." (IAth.) __ And you say,

Jfa\ s1JIi Jis. eU. + He came onfoot: (Z, TA:)

[i. e.] he came upon the earth, or ground; and so

£&\ t fei ^jie. i\L : (M, TA :) or the latter

means, he returned without his having obtained,

or attained, anything: (T, TA:) or he returned

without his having been able to accomplish the

object of his want. (El-Ahmar, TA.) And *£»p

^yJaJt " ft^*c ^c t He left him in the possession

of nothing: (M, TA :) accord, to Zeyd Ibn-

Kethweh, it is said by one who has contended in

an altercation with another and overcome him so

as to become master of all that was in his hands :

in all the copies of the K, [probably in conse

quence of an omission by an early transcriber,] it

is expl. as meaning he returned disappointed, or

unsuccessful; and so jyJaJI »T^«i ^JLc *£>jj. (TA.)

__ tl^jilt yj f The poor, needy, or indigent; (S,

IB, KI, TA ;) [to which is strangely added in one

of my copies of the S and the guests;] so called

because of their cleaving to the dust : (IB, TA :)

and ^Ul i\j*b likewise means the poor of man

kind: or, as some say, the former means strangers

from their homes: (TA:) or strangers, (K,) or

persons, (TA,) who assemble together for [the

drinking of] beverage, or wine, without mutual

acquaintance : (EI, TA :) or persons who contri

bute equally to the expenses which they have to

incur in journeys : all of these meanings have

been assigned to it in explaining a verse of

Tarafeh : [see EM p. 85 :] and it is also expl. in

the A as meaning persons of whom one knows not

to whatfamily, or <rt6e, they belong: (TA :) and

[it is said that] sl^-c ^1 signifies the thief, or

robber. (T in art. (>yi/.)_it^e also signifies

t Land abounding with coverts of tlie kind termed

J**- [•!• T>] : (TA :) and land abounding with

trees; (K;) or so i\j*k uAjl; (TA ;) as also

» ij<fi. (K.)_ Also f Herbage in plain, or soft,

land. (Sgh, K..) [This is said in the TA to be

more probably with ^» ; but I do not find any

meaning like this assigned to l\ji£.] — And t A

species of plant. (S. [App. that called it*-*,

q. v.]) — i\j^e- Slbj tAfootstep, orfootprint, that

is becoming obliterated, or effaced: (S, A, Kl :)

or such as is recent. (EL [See also jC*j, voce

J'X J'tt t

^il.])^ Andx*tj* i Might departing; (K,

TA ;) becoming effaced. (TA.) i£i & +A

year of drought ; (IAth, K;) a year in which is

no rain: (TA in art. w-yw:) pl.^: so called

because of the dustiness of the tracts of the

horizon therein from paucity [or want] of rain,

and of the ground from there being no herbage.

J - ol 9 J

(IAth.) __ And >*-cl P>-*- t Severe hunger or

famine. (TA.)

V.

: see yj&, first sentence.

A camel the interior of whose foot is in a

withering state. (As, TA.)

•'■■'.>

ij^o A party of men praising, or glorifying,

' J\ * 3 *\ *

God, by saying all I "s)t a) I n), and reiterating the

tlie voice in reciting [the Kur-dn] tj-c. : (Lth, Ei,

TA :) accord, to Zj, (TA,) so called because of

their exciting men to be desirous of the 5^£,

which means the 3,31^ [or lasting, or everlasting,

state of existence], (K, TA,) and to be undesirous

of the evanescent, which is the present, state.

(TA.) [See 2.]

jUi-o A palm-tree (3JUJ) that becomes over

spread with dust. (AHn, K.) ss And A she-

camel that abounds with milk after the abounding

therewith of those that have brought forth with

her. (El.)

• j» j i j»j

jyJb« i. q. jy*< [q. v.] : (Kr, K. :) the latter is

the more approved term. (TA.)

1. J-i, (K,) aor. '-, (TK,) inf. n.^ ; (TA ;)

and cr~*c, aor. -, inf. n. SJm^ and i—*c ; (IKtt,
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TA ;) and t J^\, (K,) in Borne copies of the

K, erroneously, y-Jil ; (TA ;) and * ,^-Lfct ;

(As, K ;) It (the night, TA) was, or became,

dark. ( K. ) [See also Ji-fc.] = <V>-J Lr-f* -^e

blackened his/ace. (TA.)

4: see 1 4-&I w-«*'i inf. n. JaJ*}, [Z%«

rooy was, or became, of the colour termed >j~£-,

andil£.] (TA.)

11 : see the first paragraph.

u—c The darkness of the end, or last part,

of the night ; as also JL«i : (Lth :) or the dark

ness of the beginning, or first part, of the night ;

and cA-t, that of the end, or last part, thereof:

(TA :) or the former has the first of the above-

mentioned significations ; as also u.. I fc ; and

i£*c, the second of those significations. (El-

Khattabee, MF.) [See also u^i.] And Darkness

[absolutely] ; as also t i_-c : or ♦ both signify

whiteness in which is a duskiness or dinginess:

(K:) or the former, (S,) and * the latter, (A,)

a colour like that of ashes ; (S, A ;) i. e., white

ness in which is a duskiness or dinginess: (S :) or

♦ the latter, a hue between dust-colour inclining to

black and dust-colour properly so called: (IDrd:)

or a colour between black and yellow. (TA.) [See

also tj-U-.]

• »•■» •" . ,

i_-i : see w~£; in four places.

Uc U .iJLyl *i) means J wi« not co?ne to

<Aee ewer ; (S, K :) but the origin of thiB saying

is unknown: (K:) IAar said that he knew it

not : (S :) or, accord, to him, it means, while

time lasts : it seems that he did not know it at

first, and then thus explained it : (T, TA :)

accord, to some, krete is an abbreviated dim. of

is~»cl, and means the wolf; (S, K;*) and Li is

originally «_^e, the I being substituted for one of

the letters of duplication, as in ^j-bju for

(S ;) and the saying means I will not come to thee

as long as the wolf comes now and then (Cc j^W)

to the sheep or goats. (S, K.*)

u^\ Ash-coloured ; (Mgh ;) of a colour like

that of ashes; (S ;) of a dingy, or dusky, white;

applied to a wolf: (S, K :) or it is an epithet

applied to any wolf: or, applied to a wolf, light,

or active, and greedy : fem. <l,.....,fc : (TA :) pi.

,^-e. (K.) — Applied to an ass, Black. (TA.)

«._ Lr~s-\ >)}, applied to a horse, [app., Of a

dusky bay colour ;] i. q. Jl^_* ; (Mgh, K ;) what

the Persians call by the latter term : (S, TA :) it

is [a colour] desired by them. (TA.)

1. JL-_fc, aor. : , (inf. n. J~i. ; TK) and

t (^Ljftl ; It (the night) had somewhat remaining

of it : (K, TK:) or was dark in its end, or last

part, (O, K, TK,) with a darkness intermixed

with whiteness : (TK :) or both of these verbs ;

(TA ;) or J&, (aor. - ; TA) and * j£\ ;

(A'Obeyd, O, TA ;) it (the night) was, or be

came, dark, (A'Obeyd, 0, TA,) in its end. (0.)

[See also t^-c, below : and see u~«fc.] ^ *^*>

j * * * *

(aor. - , TA) t. q. Acr,.c. [He wronged him, &c.].

(Aboo-Malik, O, TA. [See also 5.]) And

He deceived him, <u»-l». ,j* [of the object of his

want]. (Lh, 0,TA.)

4 : see 1, in two places.

5. -**;"" He wronged him : (O, K : [see

also 1:]) or he made afalse claim upon him: (K,

0 0 0 9 0 J 9t

TA :) or bo aJU»Li i<>tju ojLJJ : (O :) so says

As : (O, TA :) and xtLso is a dial. var. thereof.

(TA.)

is^b The darkness [or duskiness] of the end, or

last part, of the night ; (S, K ;) as also " ULi. :

(K, TA :) or of the part next to daybreak : or

wlien daybreak commences: and sometimes in the

beginning, or first part, of the night: (TA:) or

the remains of darkness mixed with the whiteness

j 0t$ j « 0

of daybreak, so that the true dawn (t^w^JI iuaJI )

f *0

becomes distinguished from thefalse dawn (JouaJt

j 0» t * 00 % 0 ^

}y*)\) ; as also y-.* and ^JLc : (Az, TA :) or

a remaining portion of the night; (S, K;) as

also ■». ;.fl)l \£~a : (Mgh :) or intense darkness : pi.

• . 00% ,„_,. *5 j 0 »t * i 0»t

wiUl. (S, Mgh, K.) jljbl ySUil and a-UI

both signify The remains of the night. (Yaakoob,

TA.) [See also JLi.]

• 0 »,»t

yl-c : see L£~c.\.

• 0»J * 00

lL)i. : see J~£-. — Also Intense blackness with

• 0 »j

smoothness ; like &*)} ; in the colours of beasts or

horses and the like. (TA.)

• 0 • 0

^L>U A wronger, &c, syn.^U, (AZ, O, TA,)

in the K, erroneously, \J-J^, (TA,) of others :

(AZ, O, TA :) and a dishonest adviser, syn. ^>(k,

(K, TA,) of them : (TA :) and a deceiver.

(K, TA.)

i^t^l'A dark night; as also * ui-*. (IDrd,

K.)^ A beast or horse or the like of the colour

termed ii-i : fem. ililk (TA.)

1. Akli aor. -, (S,K,) inf. n. ili, (S,) He

0>t

felt with his hand his (a ram's) <LH [i. e. rump,

or tail, or _/«(< o/ <Ae tail,] in order to see if he

werefat or not : (S, K :) and hefelt it (his back)

with his hand in order to know whether he were

lean or fat : (Lth, K :*) and in like manner the

verb is used in relation to a she-camel. (TA.)

— *M ;■&, aor. -; (ISk, Az, S, Msb, K;) and

0 0 0 " " 10-

rth:c, aor. - ; (Ibn-Buzurj, Sgh, K ;) inf. n. Ja*i

(ISk,Az,S,Msb,K) and Ikli, (S,K,) or the

latter is a simple subst. ; (Msb;) He regarded

him [with unenvious emulation, i. e.] with a wish

for the like of his condition, (ISk, Az, S,) mean

ing a good condition, (Az,) orfor tlie like of that

which he had attained, (Msb,) or for a blessing,

(K,) and that it might not 2>ass away, (ISk, K,)

or without desiring that it sliould pass away, (Az,

S, Msb,) from tlie latter person: (ISk, Az, S,

Msb, K:) the doing so is not j ..,*., (Az, S, Msb,)

for this implies the desire that what is wished for

may pass away from its possessor; (Az, Msb;)

or it is a kind of ju», of a more moderate

9 0 » 900

quality: (Az:) or itlv.c and Ja-i have the signi

fication shown above, and are also syn. with

ju-a.; (K;) this latter meaning is assigned to

Jalc by IAar ; and it is said that the Arabs use

9*0 . • 0 0

Ja-c in the sense of j>..,a. metonymically ; (TA ;)

* 0 00 100

[so that iUs.c and ajaufc may also mean J he en

vied him ; &c. ; see an ex. in a prov. cited voce

(jJaj ; but it is said that] j* .-.»., when it is for

• 0 1

courage and the like, is syn. with HW,.e., and then

it implies admiration, without a wish that the

thing admired may pass away from its possessor.

(Msb in art. J....Q-.) You say, a/ itiyfc, (S,) and

<uU, (IAth,) and *J, (Msb,) He regarded him

with a wishfor tli£ like of it, meaning a thing or

state which he had attained, without desiring that

it should pass away from the latter person. (S,

IAth,* Msb.) Mohammad was asked, " Does

Jk)l injure?" and he answered, "Yes, like as

I injures : " or, accord, to the relation of

A'Obeyd, "No, save as h.L)\ injures the [trees

called] tlLzi" (Az,TA:) [see k^.:] by iuiJI

meaning, accord, to some, ju-^Jt : (TA :) or a

kind thereof, of a more moderate quality ; in

jurious, but not so injurious as ju ■»)! whereby

one wishes that a blessing may pass away from

his brother ; Ja^aJI meaning the beating ofi the

leaves of trees; after which they become replaced,

without there resulting any injury therefrom to

the stock and branches: moreover, JxJUl some

times occasions the smiting of its object with the

evil eye. (Az, TA.) [See also iL^i., below.] as

Accord, to IKtt, Jaue signifies also He lied;

but perhaps it is a mistranscription for Jx-c, which

has this meaning ; for it is not mentioned by any

other. (TA.)

2. It is said in a trad., JjuLi Oi^i J*} £W-

«j ; thus it is related, meaning, [He came

to them while they were praying, and he began] to

incite them to wish for the like of that action : if

9 J J 0 0

related without teshdeed, [^hjti,] the meaning

is, to regard them with a with for the like con

dition, because of their forwardness to prayer.

(Nh,K.)

o - 00 0 • a

4: see 8.=^ ^ JU J-^l J^t, (S,)

or ijl jJI .jl*, (K,) He kept the saddle constantly

(S, K) upon t/ie back of the camel, (S,) or upon

the beast, (K,) not putting it down from him.

* 0*

(S.) — l»Utl also signifies The continuing con

stantly riding. (ISk.) And ^oW^j \J* 'j1-/!

• St 000 *^

^Jl ^j They kept the saddles on their travelling-

camels night and day, not putting them down, in

journeying. (ISh.) __ Hence, (A, TA,) oJbJct

3 i 000

^^oJI aJLc \ The fever continued upon him; (S,

K, TA ;) as though it set tlie Ja~i upon him, to

ride him; like as you say, [y»»JI *i^j, and

J»0,» J 90 0 0» ^

«utuol, and cuXaJjl : (A, TA :) or clave to him :

(TA :) or did not quit himfor some days; as also

9 0 r Ol O 0 0 9% 9.0 J ^ 0 9 %

C-ix„il, and C~Oj1. (As.) And iU>~)l cJb^cl

X The sky rained continually. (S, Msb, K, TA.)
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And jia«JI Lie Ja-it J 77ie rain continued upon

us incessantly, rain following close upon rain.

(Aboo-Kheyreh.) ^_ And oCljl Llil 13%e

herbage covered t/te land, and became dense, as

though it merefrom a single grain. (K, TA.)

8. Lulct He mas, or became, regarded [with

unenvious emulation, i. e.,] with a wishfor the like

of his condition, without its being desired that it

should pass away from him : (S :) or he was, or

became, in such a condition that he was regarded

with a wishfor tlie like tliereof, without its being

desired that it should pass away from him : (Taj

el-Masadir, TA :) or he rejoiced, or became re

joiced, in being in a good condition; (K ;) or in

blessing bestowed upon him : (TA :) or he was

grateful, or thankful, to Ood for blessing, or

bounty, bestowed upon him: (L:) and the same,

(EL,) or t lalcl, inf. n. Lllct, accord, to the L,

(TA,) he was, or became, in a good state or con

dition ; in a state of happiness ; (L, EL ;) and of

enjoyment, or wellbeing. (L.) You say, Co .JU

a~U \a^iu [He met with, or experienced, that for

which one would be regarded with unenvious emu

lation, i. e., with a wish to be in the like condition,

without its being desired that it should pass away

from him]. (TA in art. jy.)= The saying,

cited by Th, but not expl. by him, is held by ISd

to mean [He (referring to a camel) lay down, or

did so making his belly to be separated somewhat

from the ground], not resting upon a wide Ja^-c

[q. v.] ofground, but upon a place not even, and

not depressed. (TA.)

laic [originally an inf. n.] : see it-Li; c. = Also,

and t iue, Handfuls of reaped corn or seed-pro

duce : pi. i^c, (EL, TA,) and, it is said, laic :

or [rather] accord, to Et-Taifee, Ly^t signifies

the handfuls which, when the wheat is reaped, are

put one by one; and la«c is the sing. : or, as AHn

says, Lyki signifies the scattered handfuls of

reaped corn or seed-produce; one of which is

termed Jkl*. (TA.)

laic : see the next preceding paragraph.

■£ A strap in the [leathern water-bag called]

i's\y,, (Ibn-Abbad, O, EL,) like the j£i [of the

sandal], (Ibn-Abbad, O,) which is put upon the

extremities of the two skins [wliereof the S}\J* is

mainly composed] and then strongly sewed. (Ibn-

Abbad, O, EL.).

iLlc A good state or condition ; (S, L, Msb,

K ;) a state of happiness; (L, EL ;) and of enjoy

ment, or wellbeing ; (L ;) as also • iklc, in the

saying, UaJk •$ Usui J^l, meaning, 0 Ood, we

ask of Thee a good state or condition [&c], (S,

EL,) and we put our trust in Thee for preservation

that we may not be brought down from our state,

(S, TA,) or that we may not be abased and hum

bled : (TA :) or place us in a station for which

we may be regarded [with unenvious emulation,

i. e.,] with a wish to be in the like condition with

out its being desired that it should pass awayfrom

us, (K,* TA,) and remove from us the stations of

abasement and humiliation : (TA :) or [we ask

of Thee] exaltation, not humiliation; and in

crease of thy bounty, not declension nor diminu

tion. (TA.) [See also 1, second sentence.]

^jklc ?U_i \A sky raining continually (Jm, K)

during two or three days ; (Jm ;) as also jk«t.

(TA.)

• j*

l»3-c A she-camel whose fatness is not to be

known unless she be felt with the hand. (EL,

TA.)

A [earners saddle of the kind called] J-a-j,

(S, Msb,)for women, (S,) Upon which the [vehicle

called] p-iy* is bound: (S, Msb:) or an elegant

kind of J*-j, depressed in its middle : (TA :) or

a vehicle like t/te pads (ut£>l [in the CK, erro-

ueously, t_ifbl]) of the [species of camels called]

.JILL/, (EL,) which is tented over with a [frame

work such as is called] jlsl-i, and isfor women of

birth : (Az, TA :) or, as some say, of which the

pad (y^S) is made not in the [usual] make of

pads (w>Uil) : (TA :) or a ,J*.j of which the pad

(^L») and the [curved wooden parts called] «L>.I

• jj

are one [i. e., app., conjoined] : (EL :) pi. la-c. (S,

Msb, EL.) The pi. is also applied to the pieces of

wood in camels' saddles ; and to such are likened

Persian bows, (S, TA,) because of their curva

ture. (IAth.)_ [Hence,] \ Depressed land or

ground : (S, El :) or a wide and even tract of

land of which the two extremities are elevated,

(EL,) like theform of the cameVs saddle so called,

of which the middle is depressed: (TA:) also t a

channel of water furrowed in a tract such as is

termed \ji, (EL, TA,) like a valley in width,

having between it and another such channel mea

dows and herbage : pi. as above. (TA.)

Jault act. part. n. of 1, (S, K,) as expl. in the

first sentence : (S :) = and also as expl. in the

second sentence : (K :) pi., accord, to the K, laic,

like w~^» ; but correctly, iuc, like jSLt, as in the

L. (TA.)

iJbbl lxJi« ^ji I A horse high in the withers;

likened to the form of the k~c ; accord, to Lth :

in the A, as though he had on him a lu*c. (TA.)

_ ikJu> kjijl, with fet-h, (K,) i. e., in the form

of the pass. part, n., not with fet-h to the first

letter, (TA,) Land covered with dense herbage,

as though it werefrom a single grain. (AHn, EL.)

_ JaJLo ww f Journey continued without rest ;

as also k»xo. (ISh.)

t Continualfever. (TA.)

hyJua and " kJio Regarded [with unenvious

emulation, i. e.,] with a wishfor the like condition,

without its being desired that it should pass away

from him : (S, TA :) in a good state, or condi

tion; in a state of happiness; and of enjoyment,

or wellbeing ; as also t iajau. (TA.)

jus and hkj'ix : see the next preceding para

graph.

J^

1. 4i-c, (S, 0,K,) aor. i (S, O, TA) and :,

(TA,) inf. n. Jlc ; (O, TA ;) and t jJLc, inf. n.

J!*<£3 ; (TA ;) He gave him to drink an evening-

draught, or what is termed a JS^c. (S, O, EL,

TA.) *5u % 4*\ C^M J^l ^, in a trad, re

specting the companions of the cave [to which

allusion is made in the ELur ix. 40], in which the

verb is thus written by El-Yooneenee with kesr

to the «_>, means / did not give to drink to any

one [of family nor of cattle] the share [of the

evening-draught] of milk oftliem two. (TA.)

2 : see the next preceding paragraph. One

says also J^SI ^J^c, and^o-iiJI, He gave to drink

to the camels, and the sheep or goats, in t/te even

ing: or he milked them in the evening: and

isUI f Ji^cl he milked t/ie she-camel after sunset.

(TA. [See also 5.])

5. Ji(A3 He milked in the evening. (Lh, O,

EL. [See also what next precedes.])_And He

drank in the evening. (TA. [See also what next

follows.])

8. JJcl, (S, O, EL,) inf. n. jCit, (TA,) and

(>:.T*« may be an inf. n. as well as a n. of place,

(O, EL,) He drank an evening-draught, or what

is termed a Jy-i. (S, O, EL. [See also what

next precedes.])_ And 1^11) J>-^cl He drank

her (a camel's) milk in the evening. (TA.)^

See also 2.

• >•'

ajus- A single case of the evening-drink, or of

what is termed J^*c. (TA.)

Ai-i A string, or cord, (IDrd, O, EL,) or a

plaited thong (aS^c), (IDrd, 0,) which is tied to

the transverse piece of wood upon the hump of the

bull [in the TA of the camel, or, accord, to the

T, of the bull,] when he [draws t/te plough that]

turns over the ground for cultivation, or is used

for tlie drawing of water [to irrigate land in the

manner expl. voce i^iC], in order that the piece

of wood may befirm. (IDrd, 0, K.)

^lijc, applied to a man, and t-i-c [for which

the CK has *Uu£], applied to a woman, (O, K,

TA,) epithets similar to pla. .«? and ^j* ,:,o, (0,)

irregularly formed, for O^** is not to be formed

from JjCsI nor from J**3, (TA,) Who has drunk

an evening-draught, or what is termed a Ji^«c. (EL.)

• i *■

Jj---c An evening-draught ; i. e. a draught,

drink, or potation, [and particularly of milk, but

also applied to one of water, and of wine, #c.,]

that is drunk in the evening, or the last, or latter,

part of tlie day. (S, O, K. [See also «.^e.])

See an ex. in a verse of Khuzaz Ibn-Lowdhan

cited voce *->j£s. One of the Arabs said to a

companion of his, l»j»c c>j/'.i bjl=> CU& q\

'*jW [If thou De tytyt ^en mayest thou drink a

cold evening-draugkt] ; meaning, may there not

be milk for thee, so that thou shalt drink water

not mixed with anything; this being called by

him (J3*« by way of comparison : or meaning,

may that be to thee in the place of Jxc. (TA.)
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And one says, J^-i |J i^J [lit. I met him at a

time of drinking the evening-draught], meaning,

in the evening ; a phrase used only adverbially ;

like ^o 13: (TA:) and J^AJI olj [which has

a similar meaning]. (T in art. ^J.) Also, and

with S, A she-camel whose milk one drinks in the

evening : or, accord, to Lh, that is milked after

sunset : epithets like 9-*r° and X'n-yJ^. (TA.)

J-^o an inf. n. [of 8, q. v.] : and also a n. of

place [signifying A place in which one drinks the

draught termed J^Ii]. (O, K.)

1. a£&, (S, MA, Msb, K,) aor. :, (Msb,K,)

inf. n. i^yi. (S, MA, Msb, K, KL) and &i., or

the former is [the inf. n. used in this case, i. e.] in

selling [and the like], and the latter is in judg

ment, or opinion, (K, agreeably with a positive

statement in the S,) He cheated, deceived, over

reached, or defrauded, him, (S, MA, £, KL,

TA,) in selling ; (S, MA, K, TA ;) he endamaged

him, or made him to suffer loss or damage or

detriment, (Msb, KL, TA,) in selling, (KL, TA,)

&c, (KL,) or in the price, or otherwise: (Msb:)

[or] he overcame him in selling and buying.

(Mfb.) And ^i. He was cheated, or deceived

[&c. in a purchase]: (S, K,TA:) a„d ♦ i>-*'1

[in like manner signifies] he became [cheated or

endamaged or] overcome in selling and buying.

(Msb.) And it is said that *lj| ^J ^&., inf. n.

0**> signifies He was unmindful, or inadvertent,

[or perhaps &*£■ is here a mistranscription for

0*t, signifying thus, and therefore meaning he

was made to suffer loss,] in selling or in buying.

(TA.) And one says also, ,jUli)l JLil J4j!)l

[The man was cheated or deceived &c. with the

utmost degree of cheating &c.]. (Ibn-Buzurj,

TA.) ji*yj {j^t [A petty overreaching or en

damaging] is one of which the rate is such as has

been estimated [as allowable by custom] by one es

timator, not by every one : and Jla-d ^li. [An

exorbitant overreaching or endamaging] is one of

which the rate is such as has not been estimated

[as allowable by custom] by any one. (Diet, of

Technical Terms used in the Sciences ofthe Musal-

mans.) [,>jA)lj ,^Ab\ mentioned by Freytag as

occurring in the Fakihet el-Khulafa, and expl. by

him as meaning " Fraus omnimoda," should, I

doubt not, be O-^'j i>iJI, the two inf. ns. men

tioned in the first sentence above.] __ '* '•■ "r

aor. : , mf. n. £,*&., signifies also He passed by

him (i. e. a man) inclining, or leaning, [or bending

down, so as as to elude his observation, i. e.] so

that he [the latter] did not see him, and was not

cognizant of him. (TA.)— [Arid it is said in the

TA that ^LJI lyuc means None but they obtained

it: whence it appears that <us or the like has

been omitted after J*£i\ -. with this addition, the

phrase may be rendered, they overreached, or

prevented, the other people in respect of it, by ob

taining it themselves.]— jJUii ^ij |ji, 8ajd t0

a man whom another had cheated (£*L) in a

sale, means This [man] attributes defect, or im

perfection, to thy intellect. (TA.) tyui jj

U**., and lyji, aor. of the former verb i , and of

the latter :, i. e. £L \£&± % [meaning They

have not known her case or state or condition, or

her qualities], (ISh, K,»TA,) is a phrase relating

to a she-camel, of which it is said that she is

what one would desire a she-camel to be as a

beast for riding and in generousness of race, but

she is t ii^iU, [i. e.] one of which the qualities

are not known to be as above mentioned. (ISh,

m . t V * *****

LA-) — Alb C~u£ [if not a mistranscription for

- » j tit, , .

C»ije (see ajIj ^. in what follows)] means

T/tou hast hst, and forgotten, thy judgment, or

opinion. (TA.)__gJjijt ^ and s^t)| ^i,

aor. : , inf. n. ^ and ^1, signify He forgot

the thing: or he was unmindful, neglectful, or

heedless, of it; (K, TA;) and ignorant of it :

(TA :) or lie made a mistake in respect of it; (K,

TA ;) as in the saying, jj* 4IL J^ Ij£» ^

0*ili [he made a mistake in respect ofsuch a thing,

ofhis right, or due, to be required at the hand ofsuch

a onel (TA.)_ Z\j^, inf. n. *£b (S, Msb, K)

and iJUe, (S,*K») means He was, or became,

deficient in his judgment, or opinion : (S :) or he

was, or became, weak [therein] : (K :) or his in

telligence, or sagacity, and his sharpness, or acute-

ness, of mind, went away: (Msb:) the parsing

of this phrase has been [fully] expl. voce liL

[q. v.].^ (0.)= J£\ ^ (S, Mgh, Msb, TA,)

inf. n. J^., (K,) from JJU [q. v.], (Msb,) He

folded, or doubled, the garment, (T, Mgh, Msb,

K,» TA,) it being [too] long, (T, TA,) and then

sewed it; (Mgh, Msb;) like ill [q. v.] (S,

Mgh) and iZ±>. (Mgh.) And yjjl 'J£ He

folded, or doubled, [the edge of] the leathern

bucket, to shorten it. (TA : but only the inf. n.

of the verb thus used is there mentioned.)

And t^A\ ^yi. He hid, or concealed, t/te thing

in the ^>U [or armpit or groin or the like];

(TAO^as also t^|. (K, TA.) J.U1JI ^

is like AUi. [i. e. He concealed, kept, or stored,

wlieat, or food, for a time of dearth, or ad

versity]. (S.)

2227

transcription for <v,] signifies jit/LJ [i. e. jieUJ

y, meaning He did not pay him his due,] .JL

(J** [so that he was cheated or endamaged or

overcome]. (TA.)

7 : see 1, second sentence.

8 : see 1, last sentence but one.

10. rt ; . Tr,.w) and t 4^00 [app. signify He

esteemed him &*£, i. e. weak in judgment, and

therefore liable to be cheated or endamaged]. (TA

in art. ^j : see 10 in that art.)

3 : see 6, first sentence.

5 : see 10.

6. ^U3 signifies Mutual ^b [i. e. cheating

or endamaging or overcoming in selling and buy

ing: and * A^li* signifies the same; or mutual

endeavouring to cheat &c : see 3 in art ^>jj]. (S,

MA,K,KL,TA.) Hence, JlAiJI ^'[in the

Kur Ixiv. 9], an appellation of The day of resur

rection; because the people of Paradise will then

overreach (^i5) the people of Hell, (S, K, TA,)

by the state of enjoyment in which the former

will become and the punishment which the latter

will experience ; or, as El-Hasan says, because

the former will attribute defect, or imperfection,

to the intellects of the latter by reason of the pre

ferring infidelity to faith. (TA.) And ^\Ju

a) [i. e. aJ, but this, I think, is probably a mis-

[mentioned above as an inf. n.,] Weak

ness: mdforgetfulness. (K.)=And What is cut

offfrom the extremities of a garment, and thrown

down, or letfall. (TA.)

• -

0*f Weak in his judgment, or opinion; (S,

K, TA ;) and in intellect, and in religion ; (TA ;)

and t ,j^** signifies the same. (K, TA.)

ajLi [mentioned above as an inf. n. (see lL-i

<ulj),] Weakness ofjudgment, or opinion. (S.)

i^jft [The act of cheating, deceiving, over

reaching, or defrauding; or of endamaging; in

selling or the^ like ;] a jsubst. (S, Msb, K) from

[the *?£n-] o£> lik«^ from 'J*, (S,) [or]

from 4^i (Msb,K) used in relation to selling,

(KO or in relation to a price &c. (Msb.)

&M Remiss, or languid, in work. (K.)

£>£» «ng. of ^lii, (Mgh, M?b, K,) which

signifies The £lijl, (S, Mgh, Msb, K,) and

the hC\, (Mgh, Msb, K,) [i. e. the groins and the

armpits, and the like ; (see £ij ;)] or the places

offlexure, or creasing, of the skin : the sing, is

expl. by Th as signifying any part upon which

onefolds his thigh. (TA.)

• JO *

Ox** Pass- part. n. of 1 signifying as expl. in

the first sentence of this art. [q. v.]. (S, Msb

K.)__See also o*-A—aj^U* applied to a she-

camel : see 1, latter'half.

1 ** ** •**" ■*** %* **

1. (j**, aor. jj-fct, inf. n. Li and S^Ut, [the

latter of which is the more common,] He had

little [or no] intelligence. (Msb.) And ',„ t

lt5fJI (v> ?» TA, in the CK [erroneously] ^J^.,)

or £j)|, (Msb,) and f°Jl\ ^ V^ (S, K) or

• s - ** ' ,

^•^1 O*, (Msb,) aor. as above, (S,) inf. n. i'^Q.

(S, K) and U>, (K,) He did not understand (S,

Msb, K) the thing (S, K) or the affair. (Msb.)

And jpLi\ ^ j^jc He was ignorant of the in

formation. (Msb.) — And in like manner,

0 a a ,, . , ,, '

^LS^' «^* ls**' inf- n- We. [The thing was not

understood, or not known, by me ; or] I knew not

the thing : (S :) [or] 4I0 •^1)1 ^i i. e. /-*L

[the thing was hidden from him], (K, TA,) so

that he did not know it : (TA :) and Ci is used

in the dial, of Teiyi for Jj-c in the sense of JjA. :

(A and TA in art. ,^-c :) or it is for ^i, like
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r"' for uaueij. (S in that art. [See y---*:

and see also 4«c, in art. j^.J)

5. ICio : see 10.

6. ^W i.?. JJUJ, (S,MA,TA,) i.e. He

was, or hefeigned himself, unmindful, &c. (MA.)

So in the phrase die ^1*3 : (TA : [see J3U3

and Jli3:]) and one says »^U3 [also, app. in

the same sense]. (IAar, TA in art. cA**-)

10. «Uu-l and * tlisu [app. He esteemed him

unintelligent, or one having little intelligence].

(TA in art. ^j : see 10 in that art.)

\'£e. aJ and * f£ and * ^ In him is un-

mindfultiess, forgetfulness, neglectfulness, heedless

ness, or inadvertence. (K.)

[l£L Stupidity. (Freytag, from El-Meydanee.)]

"Xi. Low, or depressed, ground. (K, TA.) And

A thing that is hidden, or concealed, from one.

(TA.) And Earth, or dust, that is put over a

thing to conceal it from one. (TA.) [See also

art. ^.]

^i. Saving little, (S, Msb,) or no, (K,) intel

ligence : (S, Msb, K :) or one who does not under

stand deceit, or guile, and the like : (T, TA :) or

unmindful, forgetful, neglectful, heedless, or in

advertent: (TA:) and ignorant: (Msb:) pi.

iUil (IAth, Msb, TA) and SUI: (IAth,TA:)

accord, to J and others, (TA,) it belongs to this

art. ; (S, TA ;) but Aboo-'Alee derives it from

l\^£. IjaJ*, [see yJ*£\ in art. ^g-i,] as though his

ignorance hid from him to whom it is applied

what is plainly apparent to others. (TA.) —

[And A hunter, or sportsman, concealing himself

(Freytag, from the Deew&n of the Hudhalees.)]

^jac : see iyA.

t3Q. an inf. n. of ^ [q. v.]. (S, Msb, El.)

_ SgCi. «i yk means He is one to whom things,

or affairs, are unapparent, or obscure ; or from

whom they are hidden, or concealed. (TA.)

lyA : see e^-c.

^lil : see the next article.

2. £L\ c* iCfc, (TA,) inf. n. tjt, (K,TA,)

He covered, veiled, or concealed, (EL,* TA,) him,

or it, from the thing. (TA.) _ And 'J^\ ^

He covered the head [or mouth] of the well, and

then put over it earth, or dust. (TA.) =s ^j-c

^ii, (TA,) inf. n. as above, (EL, TA,) He short

ened his hair : (EL,* TA :) of the dial, of Abd-el-

Keys, and sometimes used by others : (TA :) and

he eradicated it (EL, TA) at once. (TA.)

4. il^Jjl »i~£1, inf. n. tLct, The shy rained such

rain as is termed i~£ [q. v.]. (AZ, S.)

?'_■} A rain that is not copious, (S, EL,) but

exceeding such as is termed UJy [q. v.] : (S :) or

a vehement shower (EL, TA) of rain : (TA :) pi.

oCiL (S.) __ [And app. f A shower of arrows.]

J*JI i-i Ol^aJI jw [which seems clearly to

mean \The worst of showers is the shower of

arrows] is a saying mentioned by As. (TA.)

_ Also An abundant pouring of water : —_ and

likewise t of J»C—/ [i. e. strokes of the whip, or

lashes]: (K,TA:)' thought by ISd to be thus

termed as being likened to the OLi of rain.

(TA.) — And, as being likened to the rain thus

termed, I A running after anotlier running : [but]

A'Obeyd says, it is like a leap in pace or going.

(S. [In three copies of the S, I find S^Jtfe i-AJt

Jljl , J as the explanation given by A'Obeyd :

in one of my copies of the S, i-jpl£> <L~*)I : and

in the TA, >-Jt ^ *Uj>JI£> il^AJI : I have fol

lowed the first of these readings, as I cannot

doubt its being the right.]) — Also Dust of the

earth, that has risen, or that has spread, or dif

fused itself; (EL, TA ;) as also * iCt ; thus cor

rectly ; but in [some of] the copies of the EL «l»fc,

like .life ; [and accord, to other copies Ce ;] it

is like dust in the sky : or, as some say, it is the

earth, or dust, with which the head [or mouth] of

the well is stopped up, upon tlie cover. (TA.) [See

also art. yi.] = One says also, a^e ^s. Ij^U.

i^o^DI, meaning lyi-i [i. e. TAey came a<, or tra

<Ae time of, the setting of the sun] ; (EL, TA ;) in

which instance it is thought by ISd to be formed

by transposition. (TA. [See also 1 in art y>t.])

iCs. : see the next preceding paragraph : _

and see also art. $*ft.

«*cl i>«&ft, and *U*c es*-^ -A branch, and a

tree, tangled, confused, or dense. (K.) = J*ol

iu ^Icl <til4 ^Ul .J means [J5w<er <Aom among

the people, for it will be] most concealing for thee.

(TA.)

if*** 2U-< A s% raining such rain as is termed

a£[q.r.]. (AZ,S.)

• a, j *.*'■' .i . J.B; ■* *J*

5Uio t. 9. SLUM : so m the saying, eUi-o ^*o-

[^e rfu^ a pitfall which he afterwards covered

over with earth] : and [hence] one says, ^J ^y

\s\\e- ;,Lf- jg> 5UU o^* L^11, "MC'4 a one

covered over a pitfallfor me, then urged me to go

upon it], meaning \such a one caused me to fall

in [or by means of] a stratagem that he had con-

cealed. (TA.) = Also i. q. Sl^io [A land U/ojl)

abounding with 5y i. e. madder]. (TA.)

*

1. 'Ji, (S, K,) aor. i, inf. n. oi, (TK,) He

* A * at

fatigued, or wearied, him, (»•*£»,) >*^W [6y> or

wi<A, <Ae affair]. (S, K.)— And Heforced him

to do a thing against his will, so that he afflicted,

distressed, or oppressed, him. (TA.) And you

say, 0**»P* J1 ^^ ^,jJI c"* •ffe fatigued, or

wearied, the beast by urging it to run a heat, or

two hints. (K, TA.) — Also He grieved him;

(£, TA ;) and afflicted, distressed, or oppressed,

a 1

him. (TA.) And C*& He was grieved [&c.].

(Sh, TA.) —_ And He overcame him, or silenced

him, j>y£i\j [by speech, i. e. by what he said],

(]£, TA.) [Hence] it is said in a trad, respecting

prayer, ^>seljJI JU> <LjL> "^ t>« U O 2%o« toAo^w

fAc praying of those who pray does not overcome.

(TA.) And [hence, perhaps,] one says, c«-c

AUn rfJI, (aor. and inf. n. as above, TA,) ZTe con

cealed laughter, (S, K, TA,) by putting his hand,

or his garment, over his mouth. (TA.) _ Also

He squeezed his throat, or throttled him: (EL:)

and he squeezed his throat for the period of one

breath, or of two breaths, or, as some say, more

than that. (TA.) It is said in a trad, respecting

the mission [of Mohammad], ,Jj>~»- ^Jj-».L»

i-iiij And Gabriel took me, and squeezed me

vehemently, so that I experienced distress as when

i .

one is forcibly plunged into water : inf. n. ex :

and ia£ signifies the same. (TA.) __ ^J <JLc.

gl-oJI, (S, K, TA,) aor. and inf. n. as above,

(TA,) is syn. with <dac ; (S, K, TA ;) meaning

He immersed, or plunged, him, or it, into the

water. (TA.) _ And one says, <till ^ t * >

w)l JoJLi, inf. n. as above, God plunged them, or

way God plunge them, with consecutive plungings,

into punishment. (TA.) — And C*c, aor. and

inf. n. as above, He took successive draughts,

keeping the vessel to his mouth. (AZ, TA.) And

&J1 oi, (K, TA,) and eU^l ^ oi, (TA,) He

drank, taking draught after draught, or gulp after

gulp, without removing the vessel from his mouth.

(K, TA.) And *^l)l i{Ji\ oi He made one

part of the thing to follow another part thereof,

(K, TA,) whether in drinking or in speaking

[&c.]. (TA.) —— It is said in a trad., respecting

Mohammad's pool, 0WI/4-9 *e» C »■»..» i.e. JW

spouts were pouring forth into it with an uninter

rupted pouring : or it is said to mean, two spouts

were running into it with a murmuring sound ;

accord, to which latter explanation we must read

i ' . . -

c~kj : and some say that it is laJu. (Az, L, TA.)

[See also another reading voce <^*c.] —— And one

says, <t»«^ ,» aIc J7e </»•«» /«« breast upon him.

(TA in art. j^f^) as O*, aor. ; , J< was, or

became, bad, or corrupt ; said of food ; and like

wise of speech. (Aboo-Bekr, TA.) [See also

2. >>laiaJI w»Ic, inf. n. C«gflO 7/c inflrfc thefood

bad, or corrupt ; as also ▼ <Uel. (Aboo-Bekr,

TA.)

4 : see what next precedes.

1 ,

C*£ [inf. n. of 1, q. v. — And] The interval

between two draughts, or gulps, while the vessel is

kept to the mouth. (TA.)

1. j^i; aor. -, inf. n. j£k, He had an im

potence, or an impediment, or a difficulty, in his
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speech, or utterance; and a barbarousness, or

vitiousness, therein, especially in speaking Arabic;

i. e., a want of clearness, perspicuousness, distinct

ness, chasteness, or correctness, therein. (Msb.)=

j£k, said of food (>U&), It was, or became, whole

some, or beneficial (TA.)

4. SjC^Jt^l, (g, TA, in the CK [erroneously]

j*Zi-\,') He visited much, so as to weary. (K, TA.)

One says, J^3 SjCjJI ^i3 "^ [Do not thou visit

muck, so as to weary]. (TA.)_ And they said,

>*£M^3y -»-U~*JI O^ •• e- ELAjjdj used to make

poetry came much wearying : and it is said in the

A, j^Jll *UJ»JI Jl^i£l i. e. The family of El-

'Ajjdj recited muck poetry of the metre termed

ja?) ; and he among them. (TA.)

8. ^Icl He sufferedfrom indigestion (K, TA)

in consequence ofmuch eating; and became affected

by what is termed 1j£b [aPP- meaning heat of the

stomach so intense as to take the breath] arising

from the distress occasioned by repletion. (TA.)

j^i. Intense heat that almost takes away the

breath. (S, Kl.) A rajiz says, (S,) namely,

Mes'ood Ibn-Kleyd [?] El-Fezareej (TA,) de

scribing camels, (S in art. Ji,)

Jii*

[TJie pasturage termed ±/b+m- of tracts ofcountry

not rained upon and not havingfresh herbage ren

dered them thirsty, and the intense and almosU

suffocating heat of a star not high (above the

horizon), i. e. not having become high so as to

be concealed by the rays of the sun] ; . i. e. [a

star] not high (aaj^o^**) because of the constancy

of the heat attributed to it [at the time of its

auroral rising] ; the heat becoming intense only

at the time of the [auroral] rising of (jijjiiJI,

[meaning Sirius, the star to which allusion is

here made,] which is in [correctly after] ctj^aJI.

(S. [See ^jilll.]) See also 8.

j^k Thick pieces [or clots or lumps] of milk.

(TA.)

rtc:j An impotence, or an impediment, or a

difficulty, in speech, or utterance ; and a barbarous-

ness, or vitiousness, therein ; i. e. a want of clear

ness, perspicuousness, distinctness, chasteness, or

correctness, therein ; meaning, in speaking Arabic;

svn. i^Ls.. (S, Mgh, Msb, K.)

v_y0^c : see jj*\. — Hence, applied to milk,

[and so, accord, to Reiske, as stated in Freytag's

Lex., \^£l,] Thick; the pouring forth of which

is without any sound. (IAar, K.) — And One

who is heavy in spirit : from j£b signifying as

expl. above. (TA.)

fem. gender] ; so says Z ; and, accord, to Lh,

ja^H\ signifies the same, but ISd says, " I know

it not save as from him." (TA.) One says, oj^l

^ w*W*' [He brought him to death] : and in

like manner, j^Jje. <jo\y*\ ^ *5j [He fell into

death], expl. by Lh as meaning he died. (TA.)

'j£\, (S, Mgh, Msb, K,) and t ^S, (S,« K,»

TA,) [and T^^ftl, occurring in the.UJUJI iyfeU,

p. 151, 1. 18, as mentioned by Freytag, who ex

plains it as meaning " barbarus,"] One who does

not utter anything with clearness, perspicuousness,

or distinctness, or with chasteness, or correctness ;

(S, Mgh, Msb, K1,TA;) Lq.^Jfi: (TA:) fem.

of the first, l\^A, applied to a woman : (Msb,

TA :) pi. of the first^U (S, Mgh, Msb, K) and

>»L£1, (Mgh,) or this latter is pi. of the second.

(TA.) _ See also ^jifc.

8 -.«

,_j*^l : see the next preceding paragraph.

• jo -

j>y**, Burned by the heat. (TA.)

ff>^ + He said that in which was no good. (A,

Msb.)a=AndJ^JUI 2+&\ He bought the flesh-

meat lean. (S, O.)

o. o^—•' ,J~- aJx lit U ^i-Jut means f I do

what is ofan inferior kind that Imayfind much ;

as also 1<Jj£L* :' (A, TA :) or *<i Ul U »*Ji5l

0»' '"■■'l i^r"-»"> meaning f I deem my doing to be

little that I may obtain thereby much recom

pense. (0.)

8. J*L)I c^ct (as also OJ£i1 and o£il, O)

7%e horsesfound, or %Afe<f wjoow, somewhat oftfie

[herbage called] ^Jj, (O, EI, TA,) and ftecame

/a* in consequence thereof after having been lean.

(TA.)

10.

1. »i*, aor. : ; and £*£, (originally »£«2fc, TA)

aor. ; ; (S, O, EL ;) said of flesh-meat ; (S, O ;)

and C~^ ; said of a Sl£ [i. e. sheep or goat] ; (S,

O, Msb ;) inf. n. S5& and Sj£, (S, O, Kl,) or

i-i ; (Msb ;) and t &M, (K,) or cifct, (S, O,)

or both; (TA;) It was, or became, lean, or

meagre : (S, O, Kl :) or C-2fc, said of a Sli., ft

wos, or became, weak. (Msb.) __ [Hence the

saying,] «£~>jkaJI ^»i J2%e <att, or discourse,

was, or became, [meagre, or] tad, or corrupt;

(S, A, O, Kl ;) as also t &&, (S, K.) [See

•£*£.] — And l^i a& s£*k^ ^ + [Nothing is

bad in his opinion ; so that] he does not say of

anything that it is bad, and therefore leave it.

(S, K.) And jj».I <uJLc »tou U t [No one is to

be disregarded in his opinion ; so that] he does not

leave any one unasked by him. (T, A, O, K.)

And fcj>A. O-f l-J Js? !5L» «LC« UJU c^ic

t [Mekkeh has become unpleasing (as though in

sipid) to us, so that there is for us no avoiding

going forth]. (A.) _ And &-1, (S, O, K,)

aor. - , inf. n. »£«c and »£«*££, (S, O,) is said of a

wound, meaning It flowed with thick purulent

matter, as also * 3*i\, (S, O, K[,) and with dead

flesh. (S and O in explanation of the former

verb.)

r m m •■

»-j^JI w« » V kI Jffc extracted from the

wound the thick purulent matter therein, (S, K,)

anrf </te deadflesh, and treated it curatively. (S.)

^s See also 5.

R. Q. 1. ^iik, (O,) inf. n. aiiii, (K,) ^e

remained, stayed, dwelt, or a&oae, (O, K,) in a

place. (O.) = [And it seems to signify also He

washed clothes without an implement of the kind

called Zjlak* (q. v.) : for —] ££& signifies also

t Weak fighting, wit/tout a weapon: (0,K1:)

likened to the &juc of the garment, or piece of

cloth, [which is] when it is washed with the

hands [app. meaning with the hands only]. (O.)

S ' T

«^i Lean, or meagre; (S, A, O, El ;) as also

* w«-** ; (S, 0, Kl ;) both applied to flesh-meat ;

and the former, with 5, to a Sli [i. e. sheep or

goat]: (S,0:) pi. i»&. (MA.)_ Hence, i. e.

as being likened to flesh-meat thus termed, J^ia

w-i t Speech, or language, that is [meagre,] with

out grace, or beauty. (Ham p. 757.) One says,

t^H'j ^' >>*^JI Jl t [In speech, or the

speech, is what is meagre and what is vigorous ;

or] what is good and what is bad [or rather what

is bad and what is good]. (Mab.) And^&Lj^

^>j sf*-'%'S *i*6 t [Your talk, or discourse, is

meagre, or bad, and your weapons are old and

worn out]. (A.) And &&J^ t [A people, or

party, meagre, or bad, in speech : i£& being pi.

of^i, likeas S^isof^']. (A. [The meaning

that I have given is there indicated by the

context.])

Si

,^oUfc., like jtfj, (so in copies of the K,)

[or^o-^ uoLs»-> for it is] a proper name forigioJI,

(TA,) meaning Death, (I£, TA,) like ._>>*■-'> *m"

perfectly decl. [as being a proper name and of the

Bk. I.

2. Off s, (El-Umawee, O, TA,) inf. n.

w<tt«j.~, (El-Umawee, O, K,) The camels became

/a<'(El-Umawee, O, K, TA) by little and little:

(O, KL, TA :) [or became somewhatfat ; for] one

says, w~* jt> \Jj**i w* My camel became lean;

then he became somewhatfat. (A, TA.)

4 : see 1, in three places._You say also, w«£l

*«ii»« ^» I He [was meagre in his diction ; or]

spake badly, or corruptly. (S, TA.) And ^ «i*l

A lean, or meagre, 5Li [i.e. sheep or

goat]. (TA.) [See also Cfc.] = And A suffi

ciency of the means of subsistence : (O, K :) like

&a£ and Sue. (().)

iJiJI and * i-iUiJI Z%e Zw>n. (0, Kl.)

,£»Uc [if not a mistranscription for the inf. n.

SJUi] leanness, or meagreness, of a camel [&c.].

(A,TA.)

• «- a '

w"fr»* : see «£*£ : = and see what here follows.

li^i, (S, O,) or t i^, (A, K,) The thick

purulent matter, (S, A, 0, ]£,) and dead flesh,

281
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(S, O,) of a wound. (S, A, 0, K.) — And

[hence, probably,] the former word, f A corrupt,

or disordered, state of mind. (S, A, O, K.) So

in the saying, aJ> li£i. .J* ai-J [meaning f 7

consorted with him (see J~«J) notwithstanding a

corrupt, or disordered, state of mind in him]. (S,

O, L, TA. [In a copy of the A, alJSe ,-U cJj,

meaning + / am not in a corrupt, or disordered,

state of mind : but the former, I doubt not, is

the right reading.]) ass Also A palm-tree (iU»i)

that produces ripe dates without sweetness. (O,

K.)_ Ami Foolish, or stupid, in whom is no

good : (O, K :) or foolish, or stupid : and also

one who speaks that in which is no good. (TA.)

j ,i • -

w-iliaJt : see

I. Ol~Jy sjbffi £>j*£ i. q. 0>U (thus m the

JK [app. meaning The land became flourishing

andfresh with herbage]) : or OjU (thus in the O

and K [i. e. without « ; but the former, I think,

is evidently the right: the meaning which I have

given may be from _f-S-e, q-v., and therefore

tropical : and it may be inferred from what here

follows that the verb is correctly, or originally,

oj-fc, fern, of t \Jj5&.]). The epithet applied to

such land is t %£&. (JK, O, K.)

4. >£-*! It (the [species of tree, or shrub,

called] w~oj [&c.]) exuded what is termedjyXc

[q.v.]; (K;) as also jii.\. (TA.)— See also

j*?*, last sentence.

II. jlict It (a garment, or piece of cloth,) had

muchjjL* i. e. nap, or villous substance, (K,TA,)

and wool. (TA.)

*•*

Q. Q. 1. \^yt : see the first paragraph.

Q. Q. 2. jJJLqJ He gathered jyl.iln [q. v.].

(K.) You say, OSJ-"-* «-♦■- tr',-iJl ?>*"' ^e

^^uLftij, The people went forth to gather j+>\x*

[plofl^U]. (TA.)

j-Lfe The wap, or villous substance, of a gar

ment, or piece of cloth ; (K, TA;) and the woo/

thereof. (TA.)

i^JLi Abundance : (TA :) [and particularly]

abundance of herbage, and of the goods, conveni

ences, or comforts, of life; ampleness [thereof].

(K, TA.)_ And A portion of property. (TA.)

SjJLc ^1 dust-colour inclining to oj-aa. [which

here app. means a rf««jfy a.«/t-cofowr] : (S, TA :)

or, as some say, [simply] dust-colour : (TA :) or

it is #Ae duskiness (A.t..fc) mixed with redness.

(K,TA.)

Sjic : see j»£t, last sentence.

jUft, or jUc, accord, to the CK jLc : see j2£\.

yyV\ and .py&M : see yi\, former half.

SJLi A threatening. (K.)_ And Fight, or

conflict ; and commotion, or tumult : so in the

saying, SjJLe ^ >$*JI O-sap and i»~c [/ left

£/w people, or party, in fight, &c] : (As, TA :)

or, accord to IAar, it means the treading, or

trampling, of the people, or party, owe ttpow

another, (Laaj^-^sj^&jiJI i-ytjuc,) infight, or

conflict: you say, Sjujw S^Lc^syUI 1^*j [Amongr

tf^e people, or party, is a vehement treading, &c.].

(S, TA.)^See also ^JLel, last sentence, in two

places.

_J±i1, (S,) and [the fem.] ijJJLe, (K,) Dust-

coloured : (K, TA i) or of a dingy, or dusky,

colour : (TA :) or [o/ <Ae colour termed ojJLa,

which is] nearly the same as dust-coloured. (S,

K,TA.) 'Omarahsays,

j o , .» o -? &*

* - ---ii* ^^f

or a mixed assemblage ofpeople of various tribes :

or the unknown common people : or the common

alty, or generality, of men. (TA.)

see what next follows.

[Until I attired myself with a dusky turban of

Iwariness, tlie colour of which I concealed with

hair-dye]. (TA.) jlc\ is applied as an epithet

to a ram That is not red [or brown] nor black

nor white ; (IAar, TA ;) meaning of a dusky, or

dingy, colour. (TA.) And it is so applied to a

wolf. (IAar,TA.) And jJi^l signifies The

wolf; (TA;) asalso_j4-^^1- (TA in art. >-^.)

_And [in like manner] l\j—k II signifies The

hyena, or female hyena; (K, TA;) because of

its colour; (TA;) as also t^Lii, (O, K, TA,)

like^UU, (O, TA,) determinate; (K, TA ;)

[accord, to the CK jLl*, which is wrong ;] and

accord, to IAar * jti_e, imperfectly declinable.

(TA.)__And^ift"^l signifies also The lion; and

so *jjj£i)t : (K :) or the latter, as also ~jj^ii\,

the lion that is in a confused, or perplexed, case.

(O.)—.And A certain bird, (K, TA,) having

confused, or disordered, plumage, (TA,) long in

the neck, (K, TA,) in tlie colour of which is

SjjLc [q. v.], and which is of tlie aquatic kind.

(TA.J— il^JAJI^^X&l [which may be rendered

The hyena, or female hyena, devoured them]

means + they perished. (Z, TA.)_ l\j2t applied

to [garments of the kind called] £~«£>l [pi. of

ids,] (K, TA) and ti5lb5 [pi. of. IuJa5] and

the like, and to an SsLe, (TA,) signifies Having

much wool (L,K,TA) and nap, or villous substance.

(L.)^j^e'^l also signifies T/ie [green substance

that overspreads stale water, called] >,JUJ». (S,

TA.) —— Also t The ignorant man : and the

stupid man : likened to the hyena, or female

hyena, which is one of the most stupid of beasts,

and of which one of the appellations is tlj,.. «■ H.

(IDrd,TA.)_And iTjJiJI and^l,(S,K, TA,)

which latter is the pi. ofjjfc% (S, TA,) + TAe

tow, base, vile, ignoble, mean, or sordid, or </te

refuse, or rabble, of mankind; as also * 5jJL*JI>

(S, K, TA,) said to be originally * SJJU-*-M» (S,

TA,) which signifies the same: (S, K, TA:) and

l\jjL£ is also expl. as meaning a mixed assemblage

of people (K, TA) of tlie low, base, vile, ignoble,

mean, or sordid, or of the refuse, or rabble, of

mankind; (TA;) and so t IJjLli: (AZ, TA:)

J3£u> (S, M) and t^*L (Yaakoob, S, K) and

"jlii* (TA) [J. «or< of manna;] a thing [or

substance] which is exuded by the [species of

tree, or shrub, called] <£~»j, (S, K,) and by the

iaij-t, (S,) and the j>0, and tlie jlc, (K,)

resembling gum, and sweet, (S,) like honey : (S,

K :) it is eaten ; (TA ;) and sometimes it flows

upon the ground, like ^j ; and it has an un-

pleasant smell: jy&o is a dial. var. of j^Aa-o

[q. v.] : (S, TA :) the pi. is j*3lii. (K.)

j, j-^ «te »,, t i, j m, ,, ,

*ij2k* ^0,1: see 1 <t~U tj^o :IJI J»^

means He found the water to be thronged : (K,

TA :) or, accord, to Sgh, (TA,) you say, Oj»j

>j^ to-** fUll Ifound tlie water to be thronged

by tlie coming thereto. (0, TA.)

yt and ^jic

1. ^3l^» Ui, (Msb,K,) aor. _^, (Msb,)

inf. n. yi.; (Msb, K;) and LJii, aor. ^Ju,

inf. n. ,^c ; (K ;) the latter mentioned by IJ, but

the former is that which is [commonly] known to the

lexicologists ; (TA ;) Tlie valley, or water-course,

was, or became, full of cU& [q. v.] : (Msb : [and

the like is indicated in the K:]) or had in it

abundance of camels' or similar dung (jjy) and

leaves and reeds or canes. (TA.) _>ffttJiJI Ui,

inf. n. yt, Tlie flesh-meat was bad by reason of

its leanness. (IKtt, TA.) JJLLtl oJLi, (S,

Msb, K,) aor. ,J&, (S, Msb,) inf. n. {J£ and

^Qc ; (S, Msb, K ;) and, accord, to Lth, C;,?c,

aor. ^j^m, inf. n. Uc, but Az says that this is

post-classical; (TA;) i.q. «i£*- ; (?, K, TA;)

and CwU ; (TA ;) i. e. [The soul, or stomach,

heaved; or became agitated by a tendency to

vomit; or] became agitated so that tlie person

nearly vomited, by reason of a mixture pouring

forth to tlie mouth of tlie stomach : (Msb, TA :)

or, as some say, ^Cift signifies a flowing of the

mouth which sometimes, or often, occasions vomit

ing. (TA.) jUjjW lU^JI cJk, (K,TA,)

aor. iJju, (TA,) The sky was, or became, clouded,

or covered with clouds : (K, TA :) or began to be so.

(TA.)= sjj^JI J~JI lit, aor. eyiu, inf. n. yi. ;

thus accord, to J, [in the S,] but accord, to the

K and ISd, ^£i., mentioned in art. ^e. ; and in

[some of] the copies of the K, %ij+l\ is erro-

neously put for *3^»JI ; (TA ;) The torrent drew

[or washed] togetlier tlie pasture, and deprived it

of its sweetness; as also * «Ucl. (S, K.)__And

hence, by way of comparison, (TA,) j>'§£}\ ^jk,

aor. A^i; (K, TA;) and ilic, aor. «uL'; (K,»

TA ;) the former verb of the class of ^j,

^ * it.

and the latter of tlie class of l>J^j ; inf. n. .-it ;
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(TA;) I He mixed, or put together confusedly,

the speech, or language. (K,* TA.) — And .Jii

JO', and ,^-UI, He beat tlie cattle, and the

people, and dealt blows among them. (K,* TA.)

*A J of * *

__ oUdl^ k^J1!!" C-;-tc 7%e land became abundant

in herbage: (K, TA:) or began to be so. (TA.)

—- And oj*i ^jic, inf. n. ^yi, His hair became

matted, or compacted togetlier : mentioned in art.

jjlc by IKtt : perhaps a dial. var. of ^Je, with

the unpointed c ; mentioned before. (TA.)

4 : see the preceding paragraph, latter half.

'U* (S, Msb, K) and flSfc (S, K) The rubbish,

or small rubbish, or particles of things, or refuse,

and scum, and rotten leaves mixed with the scum,

(Zj, S,* Msb,* K, TA,) borne upon the surface

(S, Msb, TA) of a torrent : (Zj, S, Msb, K, TA:)

or dried-up [or decayed] and brohen pieces [or

leaves and stalks] of herbage, that are seen upon

* O I

a torrent : so in the Kur lxxxvii. 5 : [see \^^-\

in art. j..:] (TA:) pi. Jlifcf. (S, TA.)

[Hence,] one says, "U*. <u*wj *Cib cUUtj ftffc aJU

+ [jffis property is as rubbish borne by a torrent

(see Kur xxiii. 43), a»rf his work is as »io<es that

are seen in the rays of the sun (see Kur xxv. 25),

and his labour, or earning, is a thing that is un-

apparent]. (TA.) _ [Hence, also,] ,^-UI i\&

+ The low, or vile, and tlie refuse, of mankind.

(TA.)

ijify The lion. (K.)

1. «xc and jlc, said of a camel : see 4.

2. aj* : see 4. as »Sk, inf. n. jjjjtf, He took

S J

/tis [Sjl*, i. e.] to<, portion, or sAare. (K.)

4. ail (?, A, O, L, Msb, K) and jA, (0, L,

K,) and * ^, (Az, O, L, K,) this last heard by

Az from the Arabs, (L,) [in the CK * jl, but

(though the phrasej^M CjjJ. occurs there after-

a* •»

wards) a* may be less correct than j£, for the

part. n. of the former was disallowed by As,l and

T >±t, (Az, O, K,) He (a camel) had the disease

termed ijl [q. v.] ; (Az, S, O, L, Msb, K ;) or

Aarf ijl£ [pi. of 5jlc] between tlie flesh and the

skin. (L.)— Hence, (A,) Jkil signifies also I JTe

(a man, As, S, A, O) was, or became, angry, (As,

?, 0, L,) or swollen by reason of anger, as though

lie were a camel having tlie disease termed ojl. :

(A:) and 4j* jL*t /«e was an<7ry rortA Aim; (K;)

or /ie swelled against him and mas angry with

him. (L.)_And>yijt jkit The people, or party,

had their camels affected with tlie disease termed

iU. (S,0,L,K.)

am/ ms/i hoook* Zemp (»jie) in <Ae 6oa*y (IDrd,

0, L, K) q/"a wan, (IDrd, O, L,) surrounded by

fat: (IDrd, O, L,K:) pi. aji [properly pi. of

Sji, and also a coll. gen. n. of which S^js. is the

n. un.] : (S, O, L, Msb, K:) sjU [is applied in

the present day to a ganglion : and a bubo : and

a wen : and all these may be meant by its being

said that it] also signifies a [swelling such as is

termed] aiL, (L, K,) overspread by fat. (L.)

— And Sj& signifies likewise The plague, or

pestilence, (Oi^^,) in camels; (As, S, O, L, K ;)

as also * j.xc : (K :) or the same in camels as the

0^*U» in man: (Msb:) it attacks tliem in the

groins, and seldom do they recover from it : (L :)

or it is only in the belly ; (K, TA ;) and when it

extends to the camel's j«J [or part where he is

stabbed, or stuck, when he is slaughtered], and

to his groin, or arm-pit, the epithet ^tj [so in the

TA, but in the O &/>, which I believe to be the

right reading,] is applied to him : so says IAar :

(TA :) or it is also in thefat parts ; (Lth, O, L ;)

and between the flesh and the skin. (L.) __ And

What is between the fat and the hump [of the

camel]. (K.) = Another signification of Sj& is

A part, or portion, of property; (L, K;) as in

the saying, JU ^ 5ji£ aj& [He owes a part,

or portion, of some property] : (L:) pi. jkSlji,

(L, K,) and, in some of the copies of the K, jIjlc.

(TA.) And [these two pis.] j^lji; and jtj*

signify also Lots, portions, or shares: (L, K:)

thus, accord, to Fr, the former of them means in

a verse of Lebeed cited and expl. voce 5juja ■

but the reading better known is jj\jjs. -. accord,

to Az, jjla* in this instance signifies redun

dances. (L.)
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(O, L, K,) much, or often, in anger : (S, O, L,

K :) or always angry : (O, K :) or angry in dis

position or nature. (O, L.)

JijJJto:

see

J-^

jh« : see art. jjic.

lU (IDrd, S, O, L, M9b, K) and * IS^i (S,

0,L, K) [A ganglion; i.e.] any hard lump in

the tendinous parts ; (L, K ;) [a lump of] flesh

arisingfrom disease, between tlie shin and theflesh,

which may be made to move about : (Msb :) and

w + +

iji. : see the next preceding paragraph.

l\*i. : see sjU [The pi.] h\>£ is expl. by

AHeyth as signifying Redundances offatness:

and redundances ofgoodly [fur, such as is termed]

yi. : see jdu, in two places.

ji-o : see the paragraph here following.

^*<9 A camel having the disease termed 5j£ ;

3 - *
(As, Az, S, O, L, K;) as also tjuuo (L) and

▼ J).xx«, (Az, L, K,) or this is not said, (As, O,

K,) but it was heard by Az from the Arabs, (O,

L,) and *>jJu (Az, L) and t^U: (0, L,K:)

1. »jj£, (K,) and [more commonly] &j jjl,

aor.- (S, M, IKtt, Msb, K) and i; (M'.'iKtt,

K ;) and jji, aor. - , (Lh, K,) but ISd doubts the

correctness of this last; (TA;) inf. n. jji, (S,

M?b, K,) of '/£. ; (S, Msb, TA ;) and jji (TA,

and so in the CK in the place of jJl-S) and

Ob***, (K, TA,) which are both of Jji ; (TA ;)

He acted perfidiously, unfaithfully, faithlessly, or

treacherously, to him ; (M, K ;) he broke his com

pact, contract, covenant, or the like, with him;

(Msb ;) lie neglected the performance, or fulfil

ment, of his compact, &c, with him : (S :) JJi

is the contr. of Ju£, (K,) or of j£t* Vi3 -. (M :)

or it signifies the being remiss in a thing, and

neglecting it. (B.) mm '/jl, aor. - , (T, O, K,)

inf. n. jji, (T, O,) He drank tlie water of tlie

jiJ^ [q. v.] : (T, O, K :) and, accord, to the K,

jjjc, lie drank the water of tlie shy ; but this is a

sheer mistake, occasioned by a misunderstanding

of a saying in the T ; here following : (TA :) Az

says that jJlc meaning as expl. above should

accord, to analogy be jj£, like c^s» meaning

"he drank the fj&," i. e. the water of the sky :

(O, TA :) moreover, a distinction is strangely

made in the K between the water of the jj^k

and the water of the sky. (TA.) = lijjj ojji,

said of a woman, is like ajji-y [q. v.]. (TA.) =

jJ&, [aor. - , inf. n. jj*,] He remained, or lagged,

behind; as also ^jjJkJ, accord, to As, who cites

the following verse of Imra-el-Keys :

without 5, is also applied to a she-camel :

and its pi. is ali* : (L :) the pi. of t jU- is j|j^H.

(O, L, K.*) — [Hence,] J An angry man : (As,

S, L :) or swollen by reason of anger, (A, L,) as

though he were a camel having the disease termed

eo*. (A.) One says, tjuuo \J%s CUjIj and

" U it ■» J I saw such a one swollen with

anger. (L.)

see the next preceding paragraph.

[In the evening when we passed beyond Hamdh,

and our journeying was laborious, we not waiting

for such as lagged behind] : but accord, to one

relation it is jJju, which means [the same, or]

" held back, or withheld himself, for a cause ren-

0 ' - *

dering him excused." (TA.) You say ,j« jji

ajUmoI He remained, or lagged, behind his com

panions. (TA.) And J/jJI sjs. S5UI ojji, (S,

K,) and ^yJtll i>* 5UUI, (S,) The slie-camel re

mained, or lagged, behind the other camels, (S,

K,) not coming up to them., (TA,) and so the

sheep, or goat, behind the other slieep, or goats.

' O * 0 * 9 sir**

(S.) And a3^A.I j.*j ,j^b jj* Such a one re

mained after the death of his brotliers. (TA.

[But jjki, here, is app. a mistake for jj^c, unless

both forms be allowable.]) as JJLII jjki ; (K ;)

al»*io f A man, (S, O, L, K,) and a woman, | or oJuAJt djjkfi, aor. J , inf. n. jj& • and t Ojji«l ;
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(S;) Tlie night became dark: (£ :) or became

intensely dark. (S.) ssa_>A)t Ojji, (£,) inf. n.

*£*., (TA,) The sheep, or #oafc, fcecame satiated

in the place of pasture in the first of the growth

thereof (K.)= J£f)\ C>jJ& The land abounded

with jji [q. ▼.]. (K.)

2. jjkft He cast men, or made them to fall, into

what is termed jji [q. v.] ; and * }J*\ may sig

nify the same. (O.)

3. ijiU, inf. n. Iplii (S, K) and jU£; (K;)

and * ijj^l ; (S, $ ;) He left him, or it ; (S, K ;)

Ae left him, or ft, remaining. (KL.) It is said in

the JjfLur xviii. 47, S^> *$3 £**•» ji^*i *$ -^

mill not leave, or owift, or ft mill not fall short of,

(TA,) a small sin nor a great sin. (Jel.) And in

a trad., J-»JI u^»-i w>U»*pI ** Op^c ^s3 y

rFowZd that I had [been left behind, and had] suf

fered martyrdom with tfte people of the foot of the

mountain of Ohud, who were slain there, and the

other martyrs : said by Mohammad. (A'Obeyd.)

[See also a verse of Antarah cited voce j>ijU ;

and another, of Kutheiyir,.voce v,--*.] Tj^fcl

also signifies He left behind. (TA.) You say

iSUI t jjkftl, and St^JI, He (the pastor) fe/J: </«e

she-camel behind the other camels, and the sheep,

or 0oa(, behind the other sheep, or goats. (S.)

And 3>yo ^ Ji «iUj <d *j.*ftl» 0^» ^^t

i. e. [Such a one aided me, and that] left remain

ing [in my heart a lovefor him], (Lh, TA.)

4 : see 3, in four places : sa and see also 1 : =

and 2.

5 : see jji.

10. jjXLt\ It (a place) had in it pools of

mater left by a torrent or torrents. (K.) —- And

xji. i)U» CjjVnf1 Pools of mater left by a torrent

or torrents becameformed there. (S.)

j'jb ; pi. j)j£ : see Sjjkfi, in three places. _

[Hence,] one says, Ujji iSUII oil TAe *Ae-

ca>reeZ cast forth what her momb had left remain

ing in it of blood and foul matter [after her
J " , » it j a -»t

bringing forth]. (TA.) And Ujj.** SliM C-iM

The erne, or she-goat, cast forth the mater and

blood and other remains in her momb after bring

ing forth. (TA.) — And ]jS £i\ ^» In the

river, or rivulet, is slime remaining when the mater

has sunk into the earth. (TA.):=j.ifc signifies

also A place such as is termed w*U» [app. as

meaning hard, and that does not show a foot

mark, or rugged and hard], abounding with

stones : (S, O, TA :) or a place abounding with

stones, difficult to traverse : (TA :) or any difficult

place, through which the beast can hardly, or in

nowise, pass : (]£ :) or soft ground, in which are

[trenches, or channels, such as are termed] J-SUJ :

(TA :) or burrows, (Lh, S, K, TA,) and banks,

or ridges, worn and undermined by water, (Lh,

TA,) and uneven JeSUJ in the ground; (Lh, S,

K, TA : [and the like is also said in the TA on

lie authority of As:]) and stones (K, TA) with

trees ; thus accord, to AZ and I£tt : (TA :) and

anything that conceals one, and obstructs his sight :

pi. jl jkcl. (TA.) — [Hence,] one says, c-yl U

*' * ' . * ' J**££ f __ - .

»jj>&, meanmg jjddt ^ a^iI u [Mow firm is

he in traversing the rugged and hard and stony

place ! &c] : this is said of the horse : and also

f of the man when his tongue is firm in the place

of slipping and of contention or litigation : (S,

TA :) or, accord, to Lh, it means f kow firm,

or valid, is his argument, or plea, and how seldom

does harm in consequence of slipping and stum

bling befall him ! or, accord, to Ks, how firm is

what remains of his intellect or understanding !

but ISd says that this explanation did not please

him. (TA.) And jjk\ <c£> ^ A horse firm,

or steady, in the place of slipping. (Ibn-Buzurj,

TA.) And jjJUt O^ ji-j I -^ man firm> or

steadfast, in fight, or conflict, (S, g, TA,) or in

altercation or disputation, or in speech, (S accord,

to different copies,) or and in altercation or dis

putation, (K, TA,) and in speech; (TA;) and

also in everything that he commences. (K, TA.)

And accord, to Ibn-Buzurj, one says, C*»J ail

jjJUl, meaning f Verily he is strong in talking,

or discoursing, with men, and in contending, or

disputing, with tliem. (L.) [See also C«*J.]

jji [part. n. of jji] See jjli, last sen-

tence but one. ^ And see also jjjl*.= You say

also Sjjii iU and * Sjjdus (S, K) meaning A <far&

m^*; ($;) as also » iTJji : (IKtt,TA:) or an

intensely-dark night, (S,) in niAtcA /A« darkness

confines men in their places of alighting or abode,

and their shelter, so that they remain behind : or,

as some say, such a night is termed " 5jjuu< be

cause it casts him who goes forth therein into the

JJAP.8.JJ4]. (L,TA.)

jji and jji* : see j»\i, in six places : s= and

• » j • '

forjjkC, see also jjJ^c.

Sjji [an inf. n. un., signifying An act of per

fidy, unfaithfulness, faithlessness, or treacltery] :

see two exs. voce jiU.

ojjl and t ijjs., (K,) or * 5,j^, (ISk, Az,

TA,) and * 5Jji and ♦jji, (Lh,TA,)and tsjl^c,

with damm, (£,) or ♦ sjlic, (as written in the L,)

Aportion that is left, or left remaining, of a thing ;

(K,* TA ;) a remain, remainder, remnant, relic,

or residue : (Lh, ISk, Az, L :) the pi. of 5,jkfc is

Otjj* (K) [and accord, to analogy Oljji* and

OljJkt] and app. jj* ; (TA ;) and that of * S>js.

[or t ijjkt] is jj* and OljJ* ; (ISk, Az ;) and

that of 'jjki is j^Jl*. (TA.) You say, ^^Xe

5ijua)l ^>« *jJ* O^* ^MC't a ora* on!e* arrears

o/ <A« poor-rate. (ISk.) And o^> t5^ u^*

aJjudJI ^« ♦ SjjLft and *j.*c 2%e «on« o/" «tcA

a one owe an arrear of the poor-rate. (Lh, L.)

And \jbjA ±y» 1j>& *-i In him is a relic of

disease; likej^lfc. (TA.)

Sjj£, and the pi. jj^ : see SjJlc, in three places.

Sjj* : see Sjjrf, in two places.

5jjki, and the pi. jJ* : see Ijj^c, in three places.

f\jjJe. Darkness. (§,) — See also jj^e. =

iljj-c ^il Land abounding with places of the

kind termed jjifc. (IKtt, TA.)

* ■» • ^

jl,** : see jjU.

jjjk« : see jjti, in two places. = Also A she-

camel that remains, or &z#s, behind the other

camels : (5, TA :) in some of the copies of the

K »})»*£, with S; but the former is the right.

(TA.) And Sjot 5>jc T»jJ* 430 .4 she-camel

that remains, or fo#s, behind the oilier camels, in

being driven. (Lh.)

jjJlc ^ ^ooZ q/" wa<er left by a torrent:

(A'Obeyd, S, M, K :) of the measure J«« in the

sense of the measure J^UU, from »j^U, or J*i«,

*' ' • f /» i *i "

from a;j* I ; or, as some say, of the measure ,J-*s

in the sense of the measure J*U ; (S ;) because

it is unfaithful to those who come to it to water,

failing when much wanted : (S,* TA :) but it is

a subst. ; [not an epithet ; or an epithet in which

the quality of a subst. predominates, and only

used as a subst. :] you do not say jj j^c *U tjJb :

(Lh:) or a place in which rairirmater stagnates,

whether small or large, not remaining until tlie

summer: (Lth:) or a river: (Msb:) [but this

is extr. :] pi. [of pauc. SjJlcI, (occurring in a verse

a ' i 'ij

cited voce ^1, &c.,) and of mult.] Ob"** (§» Msb,

K, TA) and Jji (S, Nh, L, TA,) which last is

sometimes contracted into jJ*: (TA:) in the K,

the last pi. is said to be of the measure of

ij*o; [i.e. *jJ*;] but this is inconsistent with

what is said in other lexicons, as shown above :

and it is also said in the K that jju signifies the

same as jjjte, in the sense first given above ; but

it appears that this is a pi. of Sj juc ; and that, in

the BL, we should read, for_>jjJuife,;jjJotj, and

place this before, instead of after, its explanation.

(TA.) Hence, \ A piece of fterbage ; (TA;)

as also ▼ »jiJ± : pi. Ole** : (?> TA :) this is the

only pi. (TA.)— Hence also, (TA,) J A sword;

(K, TA;) like as it is called «J. (TA.) And

♦ iyi jkc also signifies A she-camel fe/^ &y <A«

pastor (S, K) behind the other camels; and in like

manner, a sheep, or goat. (S.)

•* * » %* * •* • j

3jtj£ or 3jljx : eee SjjA.

ijij£ : see >>•*&, last two sentences. ^ Also

jl portion, or toc/i, or plaited lock, of hair, hang-

ing from the head; syn. i)l$3 : (S, K:) accord,

to Lth, every <l*>.ic is a Sjj jic ; and the ^jU^jjx

are the <tpo portions, or Zocfo, or plaited locks, of

hair (oW'iS) whichfall upon the breast : (TA :)

pi. j5tji : (S, K :) or jjIjlc pertain to women,

and are plaited; and J>\&*b, to men. (TA.) =

2CUJI «>>>xp means T/ie hollow, in the ground,

in which the weaver puts his legs, or feet : also

called SjJk^JI. (Mgh in art. JJkj.)
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• ■ . I see jili : the first and third, in two

1 places.

JjUfc: )

jiU and ♦ jji [respecting which see below]

(S,g) and *Jjji and *JU* and t^»JU (K)

are epithets applied to a man [and signifying, the

first, Perfidious, unfaithful, faithless, or treache

rous ; or acting perfidiously, &c. ; and the rest,

very perfidious, &c.]:; (S, EL:) and * jjJ& and

"jljii and " Sjljkc are epithets applied to a

woman [and signifying as above] : (EL :) but

♦ jjic is mostly used in calling to a man and

reviling him : (S :) you say to a man, jSt L> [O

very perfidious man] ; (S, K ;) and in like manner,

" jjuue b, and " jjkio l^, and " j.vi* ^1 l^, and

♦ jjJU ^t I,;, all determinate ; (EL, TA ;) and to

a woman, t j|ji 0, like >oUb£ : (EL :) [accord, to

some, ▼ jJk« is only used in this manner, and is

therefore without tenween ; for] it is said that

jjut J*., is not allowable, because jjh£ is deter-

» .* j • * * .

minate : but Sh says jjM J*-j, writing it, says

Az, with tenween, contr. to what Lth says ; and

this is correct ; a word of the measure Jaw being

imperfectly decl. [only] when it is a determinate

subst., like j«ft and jij : and IAth says that jjki

is altered from its original form, which is jiU, for

the sake of intensiveness : (TA:) in the pi. [sense]

you say jji Jb, (S,) or jJlAJ b, [for jj* Jl b,

(see the letter J, and see Jl, in art. Jjl,)] like

^LiJ C. (TA.) It is said in a trad., * jji. U

" JljjjkC jV ,c3Uil w-Jt [app. meaning, O thou

very perfidious : am I not striving, or labouring,

in respect of thine act of perfidy, to rectify it ?].

* * » *

(S: but in one copy, Jiajji.,) And in another

trad., relating to EI-Hodeybiyeh, Jaj " jj* b

u~o^)L^ "^1 " JJUjJla cJU.c [6> <Aom «ery perfidi

ous : and didst thou mash away thine act of perfidy

save yesterday ?] : said by 'Orweh Ibn-Mes'ood

to El-Mugheereh. (TA.) And in another trad.,

♦ tji JJUht [Sit thou, 0 very perfidious]; for

jji^: said by 'Aisheh to El-ELasim. (TA.)

[Hence,] * S.l jie <jy-t I Years in which is much

" to*

rain and little herbage; from [the inf. n.] jJjUI ;

i. e. that excite people's eager desirefor abundance

of herbage, by the rain, and then fail to fulfil

their promise. (TA.) __ [And *jjuc is app.

syn. with j>U ; for] Sjji occurs in a trad, applied

to land ((_>ojl)» as though meaning •(■ Not pro

ducing herbage bountifully; or giving growth to

herbage, and then soon becoming blighted, or

blasted; wherefore it is likened to the jiU, who

acts unfaithfully. (TA.) si See also ijj^, last

sentence.

jjJb* and jjJU : see jjU, each in two places.

ojjdu> iU : sec jjki, in two places.

1. sUaaJt ^ «J ojuc, (aor. - , inf. n. w»Juc;

TK,) He was profuse to him in giving. (Ibn-

Abbad,0,B:.)

4. lytUi c-ijkcl Me (a woman, S) 2e< (fo/c;/,

or let fall, her [head-covering called] cU5 upon

herface. (S, 50 Antarah says,

ugf 't£x\ jfi jJS '0\

(S,) i. e. i/", O my beloved, <Ao« fef down before

me the head-covering, meaning if thou veil thyself

from me, / am expert in capturing the mail-clad

horseman : then how should I lack power to

capture thee? (EM p. 236.) [Hence,] yjji\

J^JUI J The night let down its curtains [of dark

ness]. (S, K.) And .41)1 ,jLc i£ln Jj«l

He (a sportsman, or fowler, or the likeO let fall

the net upon the object, or objects, to be captured.

(S, K.) Hence, (TA,) it is said in a trad., ,jt

<^ uijJy J«». jyUuJI (S, TA,) i. e. [Verily the

lieart of the believer is more vehemently agitated

in consequence of the offence that he purposes than

tlie sparrow] when the net is made to cover it, where-

upon it struggles to escape: (TA:) or oLiaaJI ±y,

[i. e. in consequence of the sin that he is tempted

to commit]. (So in the O, instead of ^JJt ^_y>

4-~oj.)— \i vJJ^il t He compressed Iter, (Ibn-

Abbad, O, £,) i. e., a woman : (Ibn-Abbad, O :)

or, as in the A, he went in to her. (TA.) —

Ojkfil said of the sea [app. from the same verb

said of the night] J It became confusedly agitated

11 1 J J *ot • "S*

in its waves; expl. by the words *»>>1>el Oj&£l.

(TA.) — And f He slept. (AA, TA in art.

«-iJuj.) — And, accord, to Lh, (0,) oj^ct said

of the circumciser (O, ]£> TA) of a boy (O)

means He cut off entirely the prepuce; (O, K,

TA;) like o^-lf; (0,TA;) but ISd holds

that the latter has this meaning, and the former

means he left somewhat thereof : (TA :) one says

to the circumciser, c.—»..»J ^jj ojju y, (0, TA,)

but this means Leave not thou much of the skin,

nor cut off entirely. (TA.)

8. <Ue ojutl 2Te (a man, O) took from him

(another man, O) much. (Ibn-Abbad, 0, KL.)

— And «_jjI)I OJy^t 7/e cut the garment, or

^iece o/ cloth. (Ibn-Abbad, O, Bl.)

12. ojjj>£l /< (the night) came with its dark

ness. (TA.) "

• * *

ojtfr A state of ease, and plentifulness, or aw-

: so in the saying, ^>o Jj« ^ >»yUI

i-c (O, K») or Jj^-Jti (TA) [Tlte people, or

party, are in a state of ease, &c, in respect of

their means of subsistence] : thus in the O and

TS : but in the L, ^yULou ly^o ♦ otj^-c ^y.

(TA.)

isjkc -4. thing in theform of the [head-covering

called] cU£, worn by the women of the Arabs of

tlie desert. (TA.)

iijM The apparel of the king. (TA.)

olji The crow, (S, 0, 5, TA,) or, as some

say, the large crow, (TA,) of the summer, or hot

season : (S, O, K, TA :) or, accord, to some, in

an absolute sense, the crow : (TA :) or the large

crow tliat is full in the wings : (JK :) or the

black crow: (MA:) pi. ,jlij*. (S, O.) And

A vulture having abundant plumage (S, 0, 5) is

sometimes thus called: (S, O :) pi. as above.

(K.)— And Long, (S, 6, 5, TA,) abundant,

(TA,) black hair. (S, O, K, TA.)_ Also A

black wing. (S, E., TA.) And Anything in

tensely black is termed \J\j&, and t ,j|.ii \'J*\.

(TA.)sas See also Jji.

S. ,,

^l^fi : see the next preceding paragraph.

l-,«***> [app. wijjco, or perhaps taken from a

mistranscription for JjAo,] as an epithet applied

to means of subsistence (^A-ft), signifies Smooth

and ample. (TA.) [Freytag mentions >JjJu

and Jjjlc, each having the fem. with », as sig

nifying Copious, applied to rain : both from the

" Fakihet el-Khulafa," p. 141, 1. 3; where the

word is iSjJto, evidently Hjjlo, and rhyming

with AJ.Ja.0.]

^ 1. o««JI oiji, (S, O, Msb, EI,) aor. : , inf. n.

i$j£, (Msb,) 2%« spring, or source, abounded

with water; (S, O, Msb,K;) as also * C^jlcI,

inf. n. Jljit. (Msb.) And j£il Jji, inf. n.

as above; (Msb;) and * JjLfil, (0,Msb,K,)

inf-n.yL>ll; (Msb;) andtj^jj^i; (Kl ;) and

* J*£; (Abu-l-'Omeythil, TA;) 2%e ratn «j«m,

or became, copious. (O, Msb, K, TA.) And

l**""* C«Sj* [Owr year 7Ba«, or became, rainy].

(O.) And (JJ*, aor. and inf. n. as above, There

was abundance of rain, or dew, or moisture, or o/*

water, in the place. (Zj, TA.)— J,ii is also

used in relation to herbs, or herbage, as meaning

The being plentifully irrigated, or flourishing and

fresh, juicy, or moist. (En-Nadr, AHn, TA.)

— And you say, u*)^' w-5jl*, and * C-»j*l,

meaning Tlie land abounded, or became abundant,

with herbage, or with the produce of the earth.

(TA.)_And u»ji" cJjlc, aor. -, being of the

class of wy-i, 77/c /«/«/ became moistened by

abundant water. (Msb.)

4 : see the preceding paragraph in three places.

12 : see 1, second sentence.

Q. Q. 1. (Jj*c : see 1, second sentence. __

Also XHe (a man, Ibn-Abbad, O) had much

saliva ; (Ibn-Abb&d, O, EL, TA ;) or, accord, to

the L, much slaver. (TA.)

• " *

Jjkc [an inf. n. : and used in the sense of the

part. n. " (3>c, meaning] Abundant, or copious;

applied to water ; (S, O, Msb, EL, TA ;) not re

stricted to rain; (TA;) as also t ,JjuLo and

. S */JJ -

~ <j>3*y*-«, both applied to rain, and the latter

[or both] applied to water [in general]; and

♦ Jljuc likewise, applied to water, and, as AA
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says, to rain: or Jjie is applied to rain as

meaning abundant, or copious, [so as to be]

general in its extent. (TA.) It is said in the Kur

[Ixxn. 16], iU ^LJL^ Si Jdl .ic t^U&J J

»*•»* [If they should go on undeviatingly in the

Kay which they are pursuing, me would water

them with abundant water] ; (O, TA ;) to try

them thereby ; the <Ub_jfe here being that of in

fidelity ; so says Th, and in like manner Fr ; but

others say that it is that of the right direction :

(TA:) Asim Ibn-Abi-n-Najood read ttfji. (O,

TA.) In the saying, in a trad., ISji U£«,t J^JJI

" 8>*»«, the last word is used as a corroborative

[the meaning being O God, water us very abun

dantly]. (TA.) __ See also Jlj^fc.

i '. * "
Js** : see Joe, in two places. You say also

Si '* * •'

asjx ^a A spring, or source, abounding with

water. (Msb.) And 2iji. ^o3\ Land that is

moist and irrigated in the utmost degree ; abound

ing with water. (TA.) And Jj^ l^ Herbs,

or herbage, plentifully irrigated, or flourishing

andfresh, juicy, or moist. (En-Nadr, AHn, TA.)

paragraph.

see (j-c, near the end of the

• -0-

see each in two places in the next

paragraph.

Jljuc : see Jjut. _ [Hence,] Jljuc ,_£_c ^l

/;/e ample in its means, or circumstances ; plenti

ful; as also * Jj»*c: and ,>• t Jj^ J ^

i£«aJ1 and Jljuc [Tliey are in an ample, or a

plentiful, state of life], (TA.) And Jtj^i >U

A year abounding in herbage, fruitful, or plenti-

ful ; and so Jlj^c iw, without S [to the latter

word]. (TA.)— And ^£jLi\ JlJ*i5 lit and

3»xaJI Verily he is wide-stepping in respect of

running. (TA.)—And Jljui Jxi> A vehement

running. (TA.)— Jlj^ applied to a horse

signifies Jj^o [app. meaning Long-bodied]. (O,

K.) — And, applied to a man, (S, O, TA,)

Generous; (S, O, K, TA;) bountiful; large, or

liberal, in disposition; munificent; (TA;) and

so * Q&J~& > (?>* TA ;) or this, some say, sig

nifies abundant, ample, as applied to anything.

(TA.) ___ Also, and t jjili, (S, O, K,) and

* (jlijuc, (O, K,) Soft, or tender; applied to a

youth, or young man ; (S, O, K ;) and to youth,

or youthfulness, (O, K,) as also ^ylj^e [app. a

mistranscription for t /"jljue] : (TA :) and it is

said that Jjtjuc applied to a boy signifies that

has not attained to puberty. (TA.)__And Jlj^

signifies also The young one of tlie [lizard called]

<~~e, (AZ, S, O, K,) after the state in which it is

termed Jl*. [q. v.]. (AZ, S, O.) And [the

pi.] JijUft signifies Serpents. (S, O, L, K.)

S. ,,.

^Ijui : see the next preceding paragraph.

• ••> • " ii.j

JjJu> : see J.*e, in two places. [JjJU men

tioned by Freytag as signifying " copious," ap-

plied to rain, is a mistake : see the last paragraph

of art. ojlc.]

;»'»» * , ,

ijijjXe : see Jj£, first sentence.

1. tJ£, (S, M, Msb, K,) aor. 3!&>, (S, M,

Msb,) inf. n. Jii (S, M, Mgh, Msb, El) and]J£

9

(M, TA, and so accord, to the CK instead of jji

[which is the only inf. n. commonly known]) and

«j»xc, (K,) .He roeni, or roeni away, in the time

called aj.x*, (Mgh, Msb,) i. e. [the early part of

the morning,] the period between tlve prayer of

daybreak and sunrise: this is the primary sig-

nification: (Msb:) or i. g1.^ [A<? went forth

early in tlie morning; in the first part of the

day ; or between the time of tlie prayer of day

break and sutirise] ; so in the phrase <ul« Iji

[he went forth early in tlie morning, &c, to him,

or it] ; (El ;) as also t K£jJLe.\ ■. (S,* El :) and

♦ ebU signifies the same as aJLt Iji ; (S ;) or

the same as »>^W [which is syn. with <sule ^X; as

expl. above ; and signifies also, like <ilic ^, Ae

hastened to it, or to rfo tf, at any time, morning

or evening] : (ISd, K, TA :) jjJJI is <Ae conir.

- * ' •* * *

°f rbjJ* [inf- n- of f-'j]' (?•) Hence, in the

Klur [lxviii. 22], J^jji. ^ I^JJT Jl [Saying,

Go ye forth early, &c, <o yowr land's produce] :

and the saying of a poet,

[And sometimes, or o/ien, / </o forth early, &c,

ro/tife <Ae birds are in t/ieir nests]. (TA.) _

Afterwards, by reason of frequency of use, it

became employed as meaning Me went, or went

away, or departed, at any time. (Mgh,* Msb,

TA.) Hence the saying, (Mgh, Msb,) of the

Prophet, (Msb,) in a trad., (Mgh,) J^\ C jll,

(Mgh, Msb,) meaning Depart thou, O Uneys.

(Msb.) _ [Freytag has erroneously assigned to

it another meaning, i. e. " Nutrivit ;" misled by

his finding _}Jow put for jjdu in art. ^yUs in the

CK.] ss J^jkc : see 5.

2. i£>ji, (S, Msb, K,) inf. n. LjlS, (Msb,

K,) I fed him with the meal called »ljA [q. v.].

(S,* Msb, K.)

3 : see 1, first sentence. One says, ajj&I Ul

jj ,1,

**"itys exPk m ^ie ^rst paragraph of art

5. ^jjJu [He ate tlie meal called J jtc, q. v. ;

properly,] Ae ate i'm thefirst part of the day; (S,*

Msb,* K ;) as also t ^ji, (IKtt, K, TA,) inf. n.

I^i. (TK : but in the TA written .1jlc.) When

it is said to thee, juu [ L\it thou the eljuc], thou

sayest, jJu i>o [j U [7 Aace no desire for eating

</te «Ijl*] ; and not !lj* ^ U, for [the] >ljkfi is

the meal itself. (S, Msb. See also 5 in art.^lc.)

»* *+ e* 0 a * + 0 m 0 0

,jUuij j^i ^£j>Ju means ja. .. j [i. e. 2fe ate </ie

wea^, or drank tlie draught of milk, called jya~>,

q. v.]. (TA.) — And J/^l ojdj means The

camels pastured in the first part of the day.

(AHn, TA.)

8 : see 1, first and second sentences.

[10. ij.\ » 7 ml accord, to Freytag is syn. with

l^gjJu ; but for this I do not find any authority.]

ji, meaning The morrow, the day next after

tlie present day, (Msb,) is originally tjj£, (S,

Msb, K,) the j being elided, (S, Msb,) without

any substitution, (S,) and the i being made a

letter of declinability. (Msb.) And one says

l>c meaning [I will do such a thing, &c.,] to-

0 ' 60

morrow : and j£ jji^ the day after to-morrow.

(MA.) See also Slji. __ And its signification

has been extended so that it is applied to a remote

time that is expected, (Msb, TA,) and to a near

time. (Nh, TA.)— It is not used in its complete

form except in poetry: (Nt, TA:) Lebeed,.(S,

TA,) or Dhu-r-Rummeh, (TA,) has thus used it

in his saying,

[And mankind are no other than the like of dwell

ings, the occupants thereof being in them during

the day in which they have alighted in them, and

to-morrow they are vacant] : (S, TA :) or, accord,

to the M, one says, 4)ja \jj» and " 4JjjA IJuk

[This is thy morrow], (TA.) _ It has no dimi

nutive. (Sb, S in art. tr-»t.)

jjA : see the next preceding paragraph, in three

places.

SIjlc : see 5j>«, in four places : though [pro

perly] fem., and not heard as made masc, it may

be made masc. if meant to be understood as sig

nifying the "first part of the day:" (IAmb,

Msb :) it is originally oj«xc, because its pi. is

Oljjl. (IHsh, TA.) One says, t ji s\j& i^T

[/ will come to thee in the early part of tlie morn-

ing, &c, of to-morrow]. (S, TA.) ^ji-ai^ SljJUb

in the Kur [vi. 52 and xviii. 27] means After the

prayer of daybreak and [after] the prayer of [the

period of tlie afternoon called] the j -r c : or,

accord, to some, [it means in the morning and tlie

evening, or rather in the forenoon and tlie after

noon, for they say that] it denotes constancy of

religious service : Ibn-'Amir and Aboo-Abd-er-

Rahman Es-Sulamee read J^£»>l.} T SjjJdit ; but

the former is the common reading ; and A'Obeyd

says, we think that they read thus following the

handwriting, for it is written in all the copies of

the Kur-an with j, like SjLo)) and i»Js>p\, and

this is not an indication of the reading [which

they have adopted], as the j in S^Uall and SjfejJI

is not pronounced [otherwise than as an I of pro

longation except that it requires the fet-hah that

follows to be uttered with a somewhat broad

sound]. (TA.) — o-5lji J^l yk means He is

a son of two days [i. e. lie is two days old]. (TA.)

— The dim. is * 3l»jlc : (TA :) or this is the

dim. of T S^jLi : (EM p. 66 :) one says, *,•%!
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"i**6 *^\ [I mill ride to him, or it, in a short

period of an early part of a morning, &c] : and

one says also, ToUbj^ <^\ [I came to him, or

it, m short periods of early parts of mornings,

&c] ; an anomalous [pi.] dim. like OULit •

both of which are mentioned by Sb. (TA.)

Sjj* .4 journey in the frst part of tlie day :

[an inf. n. un. of Iji :] opposed to sU3i. (TA.)

— See also the next paragraph. __ And see \\'S±..

h<**> (?, Msb, K, &c.,) and * Ijji, said by

MF to be well known, and t JjJ^? said by him

to be rare, or disapproved,. (TA,) The early part

of the morning ; the first part of the day ; (EL;)

or the period between the time of the prayer of

daybreak and sunrise ; (S, Msb, K;) as also

*,*]"**' and * *****' ($' TA>) the last [in the CK

a^j*, but correctly] a dial. var. of Ijji, like

*-»-fi> a dial. var. of I^Li : (IAar, TA :) or

' ai^c is syn. with t)M [meaning the early

part of the forenoon, after sunrise ; accord, to

some, when the sun is yet low; or, accord, to

others, when the sun is somewhat high] : (Msb :)

[it may therefore be generally rendered morning,

before, or after, sunrise :] the pis. are {Jji, which

is pi. of 8^4; (S, Msb, TA;) and b\£b, (S,

Msb, K, TA,) which is pi. of tllji; (S, Msb,

TA ;) and »jji, (K, TA,) which is a pi. of £i£,

formed by rejecting the » [of the sing.], or, accord.

to the M, an anomalous pi. of t Z\j&, or, as J

savs,Jin the S,] referring to the phrase jJJuV

JU%, in the Kur [vii. 204 and xiii. 16 and

xxiv. 36], j)J*ilt there means OljjjUl^, and is

a verb [i. e. an inf. n.] used to denote the time,

as [is £j&] in the saying ,^£11 »>i£ i&l

meaning um+X\ ^L ^J^ ^j . (TA .) and

oCj*, (IAar, K, TA, [in the CK, erroneously,

Ob^*,]) which is pi. of *i^; (TA;) and

W'^, (K, TA,) which is likewise a pi. of t £ji,

accord, to IAar, and, if so, regularly formed from

>ilj*, in the same manner as has already been

expl. in the case of bUi [pi. of llic, q. v. voce

yjfc*]', by some said to be a pi. of Ijji, but this

has been controverted by IHsh in the Expos, of

the " Kaabeeyeh" and by its commentator [Abd-

El-Kadir] El-Baghdddee ; (TA ;) or UUi is

not used except in conjunction with bile. ; (K,

TA;) one says, bliillj bUAJb *& Jil [Verily

I come to him in the early parts'of mornings and

in the late parts of evenings], for the purpose of

conformity. (S, TA.) Zj says that when »•ji

"Si*

means The ijfa [or early part of the morning,

&c.,] of the present day, or of a particular day,

it is imperfectly decl. : and AHei says that it is

thus accord, to the opinion commonly obtaining

as is also 5j£j, each as being a generic proper

name, like i«U ; and that when you mean to

generalize, you say, J»lii cjj l'3j£ [An early

part of a morning is a time of briskness, liveliness,

or sprightliness] ; and when you mean to par-

ticularize, sjoc ^'t iU)| ij^J^ [I will assuredly

journey to-night until the early part of the morn-

*"#]: (TA:) [in the latter case also] one says,

»jji tCgj) [I came to him in the early part of the

morning of this, or of a particular, day] ; Sjjkc

being here imperfectly decl. because it is deter

minate, likej*J*; but it is of those adv. ns. that

may be used otherwise than as adv. ns. : you sav.

*>** «**■*>* ^y* j--/ and Sj.xe [i. e. Journeying

was performed on thy horse, or mare, in the Sjjl

of this, or of a particular, day, and in a l\jl,~\

ana *sj& and Sjjlc [i. e. the journey of the Sjj*

of this, or of a particular, day, and the journey

of a Sjjsi, was performed (lit. was journeyed) on

thy horse, or mare, 5«j£ and S«j& being for £1U.«

flj^c and Sjj* Sj~~e, like as jyi in the Kur

xxxiv. 11 is for ji,! in?**] ; what is with ten-

ween, of these, be'ing indeterminate, and what is

without tenween being determinate. (S. [In one

of my copies of the S,'^, is put in the place ofJ*w :

that the latter is the right is shown by the addi-

tion ot »jj* and 5jjlc ; for each of these must be

what is termed ^li ^i ^5\j i. e. a substitute for

an agent.]) See also S\jl, in two places.

ejji : see the next preceding paragraph.

VjfS•** : see ij?**^-— Also Whatever [offspring]

is in [any of] the bellies ofpregnant animals (AO,

?> TA) of camels and of sheep or goats : (AO,

TA :) or peculiarly of sheep or goats ; (K, TA ;)

thus in the dial, of the Prophet : (TA:) or it

[virtually, in a trad, mentioned in what follows,]

means the selling a camel, or other [animal], for

what tfie stallion begets : or the selling a sheep for

the offspring begotten by the ram : (K :) in all of

which senses ljji and ^j^ are [said to be]

syn. : (K in art. 3jk :) or ^Ji, (TA,) or ^jji,

or, as some relate a verse of El-Farezdak in which

it occurs, ijj^k, (S in art. ^j£,) means the sell

ing a thing for the offspring begotten by the ram

[or, as appears from what follows, by the stallion-

carneX] in that year : ^ji. being a rel. n. from

J*: as though they rendered one desirous by

saying, " Our camels will bring forth and we

will give thee to-morrow (Ijii) :" (S in art. 3ji.,

and TA :) what is thus termed is forbidden in a

trad. : a man used to buy, for a camel or a she-

goat or money, what was in the bellies of preg

nant animals ; and this is a hazardous proceeding

and was therefore forbidden. (Nh, TA.) See also

art. ^^i. _ And see ajj.**, in art. ^Jlc.

2235

of the S^U; (K;) or of the Slji; (Msb;) the

meal, or repast, that is the contr. of the „Uc :

(S :) [it may therefore be rendered breakfast :

but it is now commonly applied to dinner, which

is eaten soon after the prayer of noon, and which

is a lighter repast than the XLk, i. e. supper :]

Sj^AJI [app. t i£*}\] as meaning iljjj | is vulgar:

(TA voce TjL :) the pi. of foi i8 ZJ?\. (K.)

And The [meal, or the draught of milk, called]

iSP~* is thus termed; because it is to the person

fasting the like of what it is to him who is not

fasting. (TA.)_ Also The pasture of camels in

the first part of t/ie day. (TA.)

}J* : see Sj js..

2 -

l£«*-* Of, or relating to, the morrow; the

rel. n. from ii; as also * Zsp'ji.; (S, K;) the

latter allowable. (S.) _ See also Jujji, in art.

}<>*■

&i±e. : see its syn. 5jjlc, in three places.

, last sentence.

ijoc : and/ • -,

. - a,, f see SUA,

tfiUJI 7%e lion: (K,TA:) because he goes

forth in the early part of the morning against the

prey. (TA.)

•~ -

&ii\& A cloud that rises (S, K) in the -.L^, (S)

or in tlie Sjji (K) [i. e. in the first part of the

day] : or a rain of tlie period of the morning

called] i\'j± : (K, TA :) thus says Lh : the pi. is

■>!>*• (TA.) [See a verse in the Ham p. 429.]

\JJ** and T S\jjt4 [A place to which people go,

or to which they return, in tlie period of the morn

ing called ijjl. ; opposed to L\j+ and <L.£]. _

[Hence] one says, ^jJU aJ\ ^ jfc j^ u

U.1^. %, and iL£» n£ t s\£», expl. in art,

£3J- (s in art. ^3j, and K in the present art.)

I ' '.'
e\j±e : see the next preceding paragraph, in

two places.

JM

1. Ji, aor. : (S, 0, L, K, &&) and i, (K,)

but the former aor. only is known, (MF,) inf. n.

O^iJ* Eating the meal called »U£ : (S, K :•)

fem. Ljj*, of the measure LSi«J, applied to a

woman ; (S ;) or ibji : (so in copies of the K :)

they are originally with j [in the place of the {j],

on the ground of preference, as is said in the M :

and iCji is mentioned by Z, as applied to a

woman, coupled with aillic. (TA.)

Jlji The morning-meal, that is eaten between

daybreak and sunrise; i.e. the meal, or repast,

-, (S, O, L,) It (a wound) flowed with what

was in it; as also ♦ Xfcl : (K:) or flowed with

thick purulent matter; (S, O ;) as also * lei Tand

C-e] and ^i\ : (O, L :) or flowed with purulent

matter, thick or thin : (Az, O, L :) or became

swollen: (Lth, L, K:) or this is a mistake; the

true signification being that next preceding. (Az,

O, L.) You say, Jil Z^L oi»p [I left his

wound flowing with thick, or thin, purulent mat

ter], (S.) — Also It (a vein) flowed with blood

without stopping ; (O, L ;) and so t Si\. (L.)

_ [And, accord, to Freytag, as on the authority

of Meyd, He delayed, or loitered, and remained

behind, in (,jj) a journey.] = And \%1 He

diminished, or impaired, to him ; or made him to
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fo*e ; syn. <Lk-J ; (O, K ;) as also <U» * Si-ji.

(O, K.) You say, Ci iujji U i. e. iuii3 U

[J did rw« diminish to thee, &c, or I have not

diminished to thee, &c, aught], (O.)

4. J»*1 : see 1, in three places. — ^-Jt ^ JA',

(S,* 0,» L, K,) inf. n. iljit ; (S, O, L ;) and $i\

j * .". n ; (L, K ;) jffe hastened in the pace or

journeying; (S, O, L, K;) and Ae hastened the

pace orjourneying. (L, K.)_And Abu-1-Hasan

Ibn-Keysan thinks, from the use of the phrase

JXo j~>, that one says also, j~J\ J^l, meaning

The pace, orjourneying, was quick. (L.)

R. Q. 1. jtk»& : see 1, last sentence but one.

R. Q. 2. J^JJtf He leaped, sprang, or bounded.

(O, K.)

5Jl>ji TAicA purulent matter (S, O, L, K) of a

wound ; as also l^fc. (S, O, L.) Yaakoob says

that the J of the former is a substitute for the «1>

of the latter; (L;) and so says Ibn-es-Seed.

(TA.)

}U [act. part. n. of 1, q. v. : as such signifying

A vein incessantly bleeding. (L.) _ Also A re

crudescence («->j£ [inf. n. of «r»>ft], so in the 0, in

copies of the K ^*, and in the CK vj*> taPP-

a mistranscription suggested by another explana

tion of JU which will be found in what follows,])

in any part of the body. (L, K.) AZ says, what

we call iyiM, the AraD8 term i^1- (0#) 0ne

says of a camel that has had a gall on the back

which has healed but is, or becomes, moist [or

exuding], ili a/ [He has a gall which has healed

but is moist, or constantly discharging, or exuding].

(S, O, L.) And A vein, or duct, in the eye,

[also called w>j*>] whichflows incessantly. (L, K.)

In this sense, and in that immediately preceding,

it is a subst. like J*l£> and w>jU. (L.) =s And

JU11 signifies ^-^Jl : one says, 0$ >■* **" &*

i. e. rt*V [app. meaning May God cause to cease

the sound of such a one]. (Ibn-Abbad, O.)

SiVAJI The part that is in a state of commotion,

[or that pulses,] of the top of the head ofa [young]

child ; as also ijUM [which belongs to art. >**].

(IAar, K, TA.) '

Ji\ More, or most, or very, quick, and brisk,

or sprightly. (L.)

Jju6^j«* A quick pace orjourneying : a phrase

like ^U JJ. (!■• [^ee also * : ai>d see an ex-

voce ±y>, in art. >_>.])

i\io A camel that loathes water. (S, 0, L, K.)

1. iijji, (S, Msb, K, TA,) aor. i,j&l, (M?b,)

inf. n. jj&, (K,) //ed Awn, or nourished him, (S,

Msb, K, TA,) [for instance,] a child, (S, TA,)

with milk ; (S, Msb, TA ;) and <CJSi. signifies

the same, unknown by J, and therefore disallowed

by him, (K and TA in art. \jS£,) but known by

ISd ; (TA in that art. ;) and so ♦ iiJj£, (S*

Msb, K, TA,) inf. n. £jjtf, (S, TA,) [but, accord,

to SM,] in an intensive sense. (TA.) And olj*

j>\ » h II, aor. and in£ n. as above, The food

[nourished him, or] had an agreeable, a whole

some, or a beneficial, effect upon him, and sufficed

him; namely, a child. (Msb.) And [hence,]

j*jjb\ oW^ J«** + [They were fed, or nourished,

by sucking the milk of generosity ; meaning they

derived generosity from their parents]. (TA.) =

Jiyi IJlc, and <hj \j&, (K,) aor. and inf. n. as

above, (TA,) He (a camel) interrupted his urine ;

(K, TA ;) as also lUji, (S, K, TA,) inf. n. Ljjtf.

(S, TA.) And ■ *,& ^J£\ Iji [or IJJy] The

dog emitted urine in repeated discharges. (TA.)

= IJ£, said of urine, It became interrupted : (S,

K, TA :) the verb being intrans. as well as trans.

(TA.) And, (S, M, K, TA,) aor. jjdb, inf. n.

l& and ot^U, (M, TA,) It flowed; (S, M,

5, TA ;) said of water, (S,) or, as some say, of

anything, [or] of water or blood or sweat. (TA.)

[Thus,] as IKtt says, the verb has two contr. sig

nifications. (TA.) Itflowed with blood; (S, KL;)

aor. as above, inf. n. }j£ ; (S ;) said of a vein ;

as also ♦ ^£Xt, inf. n. ajJou. (S, K.) And It

flowed continually; aor. as above; said of a

wound. (TA.) __ And f Se went quickly, or

swiftly; (S, M, K, TA;) aor. as above, inf. n.

_S Jut and \jljJ£ ; said of a horse. (TA.)

2 : see the preceding paragraph, first sentence.

[Hence,] ^JLjlj (jliS ;UI t [Thefire isfed

wi<A firewood]. (TA.) And <ujduJI signifies

also tcojlll [app. as meaning TAe rearing a child

&c. : though it also means " the feeding, or

nourishing "] : (S, Kl :) or in an intensive sense.

(TA.) = See, again, 1, in two places.

Hi

5. ^£JM quasi-pass, of 2 : (Msb, K :*) see 8.

_ [Hence,] one says of a man, J^ ^£S*uj »»».

^i^j J 2fis goodness increases every day. (TA.)

8. i£jM&t He was, or became,fed, or nourished;

(S, Msb, £;) as also t^jdu. (Msb, Kl.) You

say, Aj ^Juftl J?c was, or became, fed, or «ou-

rished, with it ; (S, Msb ;) namely, food, and

beverage, (S,) or milk. (Msb.)

10. olJJtlwl He threw him down on the ground

with vehemence. (]£.)

\js. or i£Jt£ [accord, to different copies of the

K, the former agreeable with a general rule,

though the latter is said in the TA to be the

right,] The urine of the camel, (K, TA,) and of

the dog. (TA. [Seel.])

i)ljj£ [an inf. n. of IJk£ said of water, and of

a horse, and hence, app.,] t Swift: (TA:) or

brisk, lively, or sprightly, and swift ; applied to a

horse : (S, K[, TA : [see also ols**-6 0) or that

interrupts his urine, or emits it in repeated dis-

charges, (*)>tf 3<**4y) when he runs. (TA.) —

And (applied to a man, TA) f Long-tongued, or

clamorous and foul-tongued ; foul, unseemly, or

obscene [in speech] : fem. with 5: (K, TA:) the

latter, applied to a woman, expl. by Fr as signify-

ing iio-ls [i. e.foul, &c, as above]. (TA.)

s .. s ,

i^jJkc : see i£J£, in four places : _. and see

also du^js., in art. j >c.

JIJlc Aliment, or nutriment ; consisting oifood

and of drink ; (S, Msb ;) the means of the growth,

or increase, and of the sustenance, or support, of

the body: (K :) pi. Ljll. (KL.) [One says ji-J

»l JkiJI v>«fc A man ^rood in respect offood ; i. e.,

who feeds on good food : and CIJJ()I «>w bad in

respect offood; whofeeds on bad food.] _ It is

also applied, by the poet Eiyoob Ibn-Abayeh, to

t The water for irrigation of palm-trees. (TA.)

= Also pi. of {jj&. (S, &c.)

^J^ A Zam6, or kid; syn. a-U.-^; (S, Msb,

K ;) or, as some say, a lamb (j4»-) ; (Msb ;)

and the pi. is *IJ£ : (S, Msb, K :) and syn. with

8 " . ' . . , * s --
(^j jki in senses expl. in art. _j jwt : as also " ^j«xc :

(K :) or JLoJI t5«*-* an(^ *-i3J*^ signify tAe

younglings of cattle, such as lambs or kids and <Ae

KAe; (S, Msb;) accord. to Khalaf EI-Ahmar, (S,)

or IF ; so that they are of camels and ofkine and

of sheep or goats: (Msb:) accord, to IAar,

8 "

L^jJ* is »yn. w#A j^ [an evident mistran-

scription for j^, q. v.] : and signifies such as is

fed : (TA :) and he was told, he says, by an

Arab of the desert, ofBelhujeym, that the t^jJM

is the lamb (j4*-), or the kid, that is not nourished

with the milk of its mother, but with another's

milk ; accord, to which explanation it is different

from the ijj& ; and so it is accord, to Az ; but,

i ,.

as IF says, some imagine ^jjoUt to be from

8 ' I... .« * * *

^JJOt, which signifies //<e JlU...* [as expl. in the

beginning of this paragraph]. (Msb, TA.) The

dim. of^Jkc is ♦ (jJJyc. (S.) __ Sec also ajjJ*,

in art ^jlc.

1 -j I .

^Jlc dim. of (Jj*, q. v. (S.)

JL« (_^iLi f A good manager or tender [of

cattle] : (I£, TA :) as though he fed them, or

reared them. (TA.) = And ^JliJI signifies also

The wound that will not cease to bleed. (TA.)

2u'}\£}\ A certain vein; (K, TA ;) so called be

cause of its flowing with blood. (TA.) __ And

The part that it in a state of commotion, [or that

pulses,] of the top of the head of a [young] child,

as long as it continues soft ; for when it becomes

a

hard, and becomes bone, it is termed »-yC : pi.

^Jl^iJI : mentioned by AZ : (TA :) also called

JjUdl. (IAar, K in art. j*.)

IJuaJt, of the measure Jjus [when indeter

minate], from tjkfi " it flowed," occurring in a
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trad, aa meaning The clouds, is said by Z to be

the only word of this measure having the final

radical letter infirm except l^bt, [which I do not

find in its proper art,] meaning " the large, or

bulky," she-camel [like lQ» and ?£&]. (TA.)

1. aSjJ>i. : see 1 (first sentence) in art. j.»*.

1. »ji, aor. jii, inf. n. j^k (Ft, S, Msb, K)

and^e, (Az, K,) which latter is preferable to the

former, [though less common,] because the inf. n.

of a trans, verb is scarcely ever of the measure

Jj«i, (Az,) and sjc (Lh, K) and Jji, (IKtt,

TA,) He (the devil, TA) deceived him ; beguiled

him; (S, K;) made him to desire nhat was vain,

or false. (K.) You say yjJI ajji. The world

deceived him, or beguiled him, by its finery, or

show, or pomp. (Msb.) It is said in the Kur

[lxxxii. 6], &iji S)jt U What hath deceived thee,

and led thee into error, so that thou hast neglected

what was incumbent on thee to thy Lord? (Aboo-

Is-h&k :) or what hath deceived thee respecting

thy Lord, and induced thee to disobey Him, and to

feel secure from his punishment ? (TA :) or what

hath deceived t/iee, and emboldened thee to disobey

thy Lord? (Bd. [But see w» as syn. with &k.])

fj*^s\j i)ji. U signifies [What hath deceived thee,

and emboldened thee against such a one ? or] hmv

is it that thou art emboldened against such a

one? (A?, S, Msb, TA.) [See also 4.] And ^

O'Ui 3%k, (TA,) and <J& t>?> (§, TA,) Who

liath made thee to pursue a course without being

rightly directed, or a course not plain, (i)l£>jl ,j*

ty^e-, S, TA,) with respect to such a one, (S,) or

with respect to the case ofsuch a one? (TA. [See

again 4.]) [Also g^i ^ji, i. e. IpLo tjjji "jk

O*^ t>*> -2e was deceived by such a one ; he was

deceived with deceit proceeding from such a one.

bee^e, as syn. with jjj**.] And \i*$i &"£» ji.

Such a one exposed such a one to perdition or de

struction [app. by deceiving him]. (TA. [See

also 2, and 4.]) Also Such a one acted with such

a one in a manner resembling the slaying with the

edge of the sword. (TA. [See 3 in art. >lae.])

= il^i >, (S, O, K,) aor. i, (S, O,) inf. n. \k

(S, O, K) and jl^c, (O, K, [or the latter is inf. n.

of }\k only,]) It (a bird, S, 0, K,* or a pigeon,

TA) fed its young one with its bill : (S, O, K :)

and o£\ tJu, (As, S, K,) inf. n. \<jk (S) or Ijlii,

(TA,) he (the [collared turtle-dove called] ^£/^i)

fed his female with his bill. (As, S, K.)__

Hence, in a trad., &* "Ju ^,l=> (O, TA) ^JUjl.

(TA) f He (the Prophet) used to nourish 'Alee

with knowledge like as the birdfeeds its young one.

(O, TA.*) And one says,^,) U^JUJI ±y> cj&\L

ut. >i., - - - ^

*j& *j*i t Such a one has been nourished, and

instructed, with that wherewith other than he has

Bk. I.

not been nourished, and instructed, of knowledge.

(TA.)=Jli, aor. jiJ, (S, Msb,) with kesr; (S;)

or>, sec. pers. ojji, aor.jjb; (K, TA;) inf. n.

bfc » (?, Msb, K ;') He (a man, S, Msb, or a

youth, or young man, K) was inexperienced in

affairs; (S, K;) he was ignorant of affairs;

negligent, or heedless, of them. (Msb.) You say

J?^l Jjf* Jl M 0&, i-e. J* J>,

That was in [the time of] my inexperience and

youth. (S.) [See also 8.] And j_fc, (EI,)

sec. pers. i£i, (IAar, T, TA,) aor. %, with

fet-h, (IAar, T, K,) inf. n. Ijlji, (IAar, T, TA,)

He acted in a youthful or childish manner:

(IAar, T, TA :) or he so acted after having

soundness of judgment, produced by experience.

(?gh, K.) But this is at variance with what J

cites from Fr, in art. j£, that the aor. of an

intrans. verb of this class of the measure Jii,

should be of the measure JjJj, with kesr to the

£. (TA.) =>, (IAar, IBItt, K,) in one place

written by IAar J^£, to show that it is of the

measure Jai, and that the sec. pers. is CJjjk,

(TA,) aor. JiJ, (IAar, IKtt, K,) inf. n. *jjl

(IAar, K) and %1, (IAar, IKtt, K,) or the

latter, as ISd thinks, is not an inf. n., but a

subst, (TA,) and I'/jk, (K,) He (a horse, IAar,

IKtt, and a camel, IAar) had what is termed a

Sji upon his forehead: (IAar, IKtt:) it (his

face) had what is so termed : (K :) it (his face)

became white. (IAar, K.*) "jk, aor. j&j, He

(a man) became eminent, or noble. (TA.)_

And Sji signifies also A grape-vine's quickly be

coming tall. (K.)= See also R. Q. 1. s=<^k^k

sUll He poured upon him, or it, tlie water: like

>»• (TA.) And oL^». ^ ji, Pour thou into

thy watering-trough. (TA.) And ilSliw ,-s "^k

Fill thou thy shin by putting it into the water and

throwing the water into it with thy hand, not ab

staining until thoufdlest it : thus as related by Az

accord, to the usage of the desert-Arabs. (TA.)
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hence, (TA,)^£)t Cj'/jk The birds desired, or en

deavoured, to fly, 'and raised their wings. (K,

TAOrssaiJiJt^ (Sgh, K, TA) and t\ili\ (TA)

Hefilled Hie water-skin. (Sgh, K, TA.)'

t 3. i5UI OjlA, (As, ISk, S, K,) aor. jli5, inf. n.

jl>i, (ISk, S,) T/te she-camel became scant of

milk: (As, S,KO or deficient in milk: (TA:)

or she took fright, and drew up Iter milk, (ISk,

S,) after yielding milk freely : (ISk, TA:) or

the she-camel, having yielded milk abundantly on

her teats' being stroked, and not being promptly

milked, drew up her milk, and would not yield it

plentifully until it collected again in tier udder in

the interval before tlie next period of milking.

(Az.) [This signification of the verb is said in

the TA to be tropical : but I rather think it to be

proper ; as the next is derived from it.] _

Jjlll cju, aor. jU5, (AZ, S,) inf. n. y>, (AZ,

S, K,) t The market became stagnant, or dull,

with respect to traffic; (AZ, S, K;) contr. of

£>;*. (AZ, S.)— [See also jlji, below.] =jl*

•Lit, said of the ^^3 : see 1.

at

4. »jt\ He, or it, emboldened him, or encou

raged him; [by deceiving him;] syn. tj\ t; so

says AHeyth j and he cites the following verse :

i < * «.' i,t

.1 ^h> UUa jl\

2. dJl^ £i, (S, K, TA,) and 4JL^, (TA,)

inf. n. jjjij and Sjij, (S, K,) He exposed himself,

(K, TA,) and his prajmrty, (TA,) to perdition,

or destruction, or loss, (K, TA,) without knowing

it: (TA:) he endangered, jeoparded, hazarded,

or risked, himself, (S, TA,) [and his property,]

and was negligent, or heedless, of the end, issue, or

result, of an affair. (TA.) [See also 1.1ns

jj* He (a horse) was marked with a S^e. [i. e.

a star, or blaze, or white mark, on the forehead

or face] : you say iuji J>^ With what kind

of l^i. u thy horse marked? and the owner

answers, With a 4i»jU, or with a i^ij, &c.

(MubtekirEl-Aarabee, TAOssr^^il U^3 ojji

Tlie central incisors of tlie boy showed their points

for the first time: (S:) or^^illjji tlie first

of the teeth of the boy showed its point; as though

the Sji, i. e. whiteness, of his teeth appeared : and

^^jt-oJI (jLwl <Z)jjh the teeth of the boy were dis

posed to grow, and came forth. (TA.) And

meaning [The teats of sheep that have yielded

abundance of milk and of young, and spring

herbage, i. e.] the abundance of his sheep and

their milk, have emboldened Hishdm against his

brother, tlie son of his mother, [to pursue a wrong

course towards him, and] to forsake him, thinking

himself independent of him: the poet makes^aty

to belong to sheep, whereas they properly belong

to the udders of camels, using the word meta

phorically. (TA.) [But I incline to think that

the I m^cl is the interrogative particle, and that

its explanation is j—*.t, with the same particle ;

and the more so as I have not found any autho

rity, if this be not one, for j—a-l in the sense of

>~fc : so that the meaning of the verse is, Have

tlie teats, &c. ? and it shows that <Uo eji, not

»jt\( means <suAt °j~*r, like <o ojb. See 1.] _

Also He caused him to fall into peril, danger,

jeopardy, hazard, or risk. (TA.) [But perhaps

this meaning is also derived from a misunder

standing of the verse quoted above. See again 1.]

8. jlcl He became deceived, or beguiled; (S,

K. ;) made to desire what was vain, or false ;

(K;) *ly*by a thing. (S.) [See also 10.]

He was negligent, inattentive, inadvertent, incon

siderate, lieedless, or unprepared; (S, K;) lie

thought himself secure, and therefore was not on

his guard. (Msb.) [See again 10.] = o^tt He,

or it, came to him when he was negligent, inad

vertent, heedless, or unprepared ; (T, S, TA : ) as

also ~ »jau~,\ : (T, \%, TA :) or he sought to avail

himself of his negligence, inadvertence, heedlessness,

or unpreparedness ; as also <v>£l. (TA.)

i'l
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10. ji£*i\ i. q. j&\ [which see in two places :

but in what sense, is not said] : (K, TA :) said of

a man. (TA.) = a^uwl : see »j&\.

R. Q. 1. >>» (I?tt.) inf- n- *>>> (?») He

gargled with water; (IKt$, K;) and in like

manner with medicine; (IKtt;) made it to re

ciprocate in hit throat, (IKtt, K,) not ejecting it,

nor suffering it to descend easily down his throat ;

(IKtt;) as also 1ji-j&. (K.)_jjJUl £>j£j*

The cooking-pot made a sound in boiling. (TA.)

And ^eaJUl jtjt The jlesh-meat made a sound in

broiling. (K.) [See an ex. in a verse of El-Ku-

•* » o* .

meyt cited voce iiyay>.] —j£jk He gave up his

spirit, [app. with a rattling sound in the throat,]

at death; (K;) as also ♦ jk. (TA.)—jcj*

ajj-oj He (a pagtor) reiterated his voice in his

throat. ($.)^a»jjj& He slaughtered him by

cutting his throat with a knife. (K,*TA.)—

He pierced him in his throat with a spear-head.

(IKtt, K.) = And «f-cj-c signifies also The

breaking of the bone of the nose, and of the head

of a flask or bottle. (K.)

R. Q. 2. jzjj& : see R. Q. 1. — hj^o j£j*i

aiim- j-J His (a pastor's) voice became reiterated

in his throat. (S.)^g»*jJb <t^e O^ijiJ The

water came and went repeatedly in his eye.

(TA.)

]k, (S, O, K, TA,) with fet-h, (S, O, TA, [in

the CK erroneously said to be with damm,]) A

crease, wrinkle, ply, plait, orfold, (S, O, K, TA,)

in skin, (O,* S,) accord, to Lth, from fatness,

(TA,) or in a skin, (K,) and in a garment, or

piece of cloth; (S, 0, K ;) syn. J-1&, (S, O,) or

ijHJ> *jl&>, (K,) and 'jJu : (S,» O :) pi. ^>.

(S, TA.) [Hence,] ^jjuiJui '^ji. The furrows

[or creases or depressed lines'] between the muscles

of the thighs. (TA.) And o*p\j5i\ jj> The

duplicatures [or ci'eases] between the [sinews

called] JL»- [pi. of yj+m. q. v.] of the fore arms.

a - A'

(TA.) And^yJaJI^* The duplicature [or crease]

of the yjSU [or flesh and sinew next the back-

... i,

botie] : or, as ISk says, ^>i«JI ji- signifies the line

* * t » j

of the &Z». (TA.) And j>j£1\ jjjt\ The creases

of thefoot. (TA.) And one says, ^jyJ\ <^i^°

tji. jJlft I folded the garment, or piece of cloth,

according to its first, or original, folding. (S, 0,

TA. [In the TA said to be tropical ; but for

this I see no reason.]) And hence tyc. ,-U A-j^i

meaning 1 1 left him as he was, without making

known his case: a saying proverbially used in

relation to one who is made to rely upon his own

opinion. (Har p. 233. [In Freytag's Arab.

Prov., ii. 38, it is not well rendered nor well ex

plained.]) Hence also the saying of 'A'isheh,

respecting her father, mentioned in a trad., )ji

tji -Xc^b^uiNI jiJ i. e. t And he reduced what

was disordered of El-Isldm to its [primitive] state

[of order] : (O :) meaning that he considered the

results of the apostacy [that had commenced], and

counteracted the disease thereof with its [proper]

remedy. (TA.) __ Also A fissure, or cleft, in

the earth or ground. (K.)— And A rivulet:

(IAar, TA :) or a narrow stream of water in

land : (K, TA :) so called because it cleaves the

• jj • j j

earth: pi. jj;*. (TA.)_«j3j^ signifies also

The streaks, or lines, of a road. (TA.)—And

£lji)1 signifies Two lines by the two sides of the

lower part of the _j»c [or ridge in the middle of the

iron head, or blade, of an arrow &c.]. (AHn,

TA.)— See also jlji, last sentence Also, the

sing., The extremity of a tooth : pi. as above.

(O.) = And The food wherewith a bird feeds its

young one with its bill: (K, TA:) pi. as above.

(TA.)— Its pi. is used in a verse of 'Owf Ibn-

Dhirweh in relation to the journeying of camels,

in the phrase lyjbj^ j»* ,«—*»■'> meaning

t Hejaded their objuc [an appellation given to

certain excellent she-camels] ; as though he supped

their j^. (TA.)

S

js. Inexperienced in affairs ; (S, K ;) ignorant

of affairs; negligent, or heedless, of them; (Msb;)

applied to a man, (S, Msb,) or to a youth, or

young man ; (K;) as also ♦jU (Msb) and *>»>*;

(S, K ;) and applied to a young woman ; as also

iji and ♦ »jij& : (S, K :) or these three epithets,

applied to a girl, signify young, inexperienced in

affairs, and not knowing what women know of

love : (A'Obeyd :) the pi. ofjk is jl^il (S) and

jlji ; (TA ;) and of *^>i, JJJfcf (S, K) and Sj&l

[which is a pi. of pauc.]. (K.) [And $]& is also

used as a pi.] Paradise says, ^-Ut Sji. J±±.ju

The simple, of mankind, who prefer obscurity, and

discard the affairs of the present world, and pro

vide themselves for the world to come, enter me.

(TA, from a trad.) — Also Youthful, or childish,

in conduct ; applied to a man, and to a girl, or

young woman. (IAar, T.)^And One who

submits to be deceived. (K.)

Sj-ti Whiteness; clearness of colour or com

plexion. (L, TA.) So in the phrase Sj£ t jc\

[app. meaning More, or most,fair-complexioned] ;

occurring in a trad, applied to virgins: or the

phrase is " ijb. "jit, meaning more, or most,

remotefrom the knowledge of evil. (L.) [. t star,

or blaze, or white mark, on theforehead orface of

a horse;] a whiteness on the forehead ofa horse,

*»

(S, Mgh, Msb.K,*) above the size ofa^aji ; (S,

Msb ;) or oftlie size of a ^Mji ; (Mgh ;) as also

■ oj&jt : (S, K :) or it is a general term [for a

star or blaze], including different kinds, as the

i»>.ji and the f-\j+£' and the like : or, ;'/" round, it

in termed »j~>3; and if long, ii-iLi: or as, ISd

thinks, the space itself, of theface, that is occupied

by whiteness ; not the whiteness : pi. jj*. (TA.)

[See also jt).] — In a dog, A white speck, or a

small white spot, above each of the eyes : so in a

trad., in which it is s,aid that the black dog having

two such marks is to be killed. (TA.)= Also

t The first, or commencement, of the month;

(Msb ;) the night, of the month, in which the new

moon is first seen : (K :) so called as being

likened to the Zjtz on the forehead of a horse :

(AHeyth:) pi. jj* : (AHeyth, Msb:) which is

also applied to the first three nights of tfte month.

(A'Obeyd, S, Msb.) One says ^1)1 sji C-^>

\j£a I wrote on thefirst of the month thus. (TA.)

__ [And hence,] t Thefirst, or commencement, of

El-Islam ; (TA;) and of anything. (S.) The

whiteness of the teeth ; and the -ffirst [that

appears] of them. (K.) — t The head [app.

when first appearing] of a plant. (TA.) —

t [The sight, or spectacle, or] whatever appears

to one, of light, or daybreak: you say thereof,

<u3j_& Oju [The sight, or spectacle, thereof

appeared]. (K.) — f The aspect of the new

moon : (K :) because of its whiteness : (TA :) or

the phasis of the moon in tfte first night [of the

month]. (TA in art. Ja.) f The face of a

man : (K :) or his aspect ; syn. ZaXb. (TA.) —

t [And The forehead of a man. So used, as

opposed to U», in the Life of Teemoor, i. 170,

ed. Mang., cited by Freytag; and so used in the

present day; but whether in classical times, I

know not.] — SyJDI ^JeJ, in performing the

ablution termed tyoj, means f The washing of the

fore part of the head with thejace, and the wash

ing of the side of the neck : or, as some say, the

washing of somewhat of the fore arm and of the

shank with the hand and the foot. (Msb.) __

And iji. also signifies + A noble, or an eminent,

man, (K,) or a chief, or lord, (S,) of a people :

(S, K :) pi. j'ji. (S.) And t The best, (K,)

and chiefest, (TA,) of goods, or household fur

niture : (K :) pi. as above : (TA :) the best of

anything : (S :) the best, (Mgh,) or most precious

and excellent, (Aboo-Sa'eed,) of property ; as,

for instance, a horse, and an excellent camel,

(Aboo-Sa'eed, Mgh,) and camels, (TA,) and a

male slave, (Aboo-Sa'eed, S, Mgh, Msb, K,) and

a female slave, (S, Msb, K,) or a clever female

slave : (Aboo-Sa'eed, Mgh :) its application to a

slave, male or female, [among articles of pro

perty,] is most common. (TA.) It has this last

signification (a male or female slave) in a trad, in

which it relates to the compensation for the de

stroying of a child in the womb : (TA :) as

though this term were applied, by a synecdoche,

to the whole person ; (S ; ) the word properly sig

nifying the " face ;" in like manner as the terms

Sl3j and v*\j are employed : (Mgh :) Aboo-'Amr

Ibn-El-Ala is related to have said that it there

means a white male slave or a whitefemale slave :

but this is not a condition accord, to the doctors

of practical law ; for they hold the term to mean

o male or female slave whose price amounts to the

tenth part of the whole price of blood : (IAth :)

or to the twentieth part thereof: (K, T :) or it

means a slave of tlie best sort. (Mgh.) The Rajiz

says,

Oil 0* J * i J

tJb v^3 ^ J*i5 Jib

0m * '- j o *

•j* Jl JiAJI JUj J±

Every one slain in retaliation for Kuleyb is as a

slave, until tfte slaying reach the family of Mur-
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rah. (TA.) _ Also f Goodness, and righteous

conduct: bo in the saying, lyili SjU-oJIj yr^A

»j*}\ jvl^5 ?>*" O*^ [Avoid ye contention, or

disputation, for it hides goodness, &c, and mani

fests what is disgraceful]. (TA.) = [It is also

an inf. n. : see 1, latter part.]

ijjt. Negligence; inattention; inadvertence, or

inadvertency; inconsiderateness ; heedlessness; or

• s

unpreparedness : (S, Mgh, Msb, EL :) [pi. d\j-z

and jjh : see an ex. of the former in a verse cited

voce >«*£, and exs. of both in a verse cited voce

{£)>.] It is said in a prov., SjjJI wJl=»-3 SjAJI

Inadvertence brings the means of subsistence :

(TA :) or paucity of milk causes to come abun

dance thereof: applied to him who gives little

and from whom much is hoped for afterwards.

(Meyd. [See Freytag's Arab. Prov. ii. 179 : and

see also »U*.]) [Hence,] ijt ,jLc [On an occa-

sion of negligence, &c. ; unexpectedly]. (K in art.

^jojc- ; &c.) [And S*c ,j* In consequence of in-

advertence : see an ex. in a verse cited voce j>Jj.]

Also Inexperience in affairs. (S.) 5>e and Sj\ji

signify the same. (A'Obeyd.) [The latter is an

inf. n. : see 1.] See also Sji, second sentence.

__ <uib a^c means Boldness against God. (Mgh.)

i= [See alsoj£.]

{£j& : see jil, near the end.

•"

j^ PeWZ ; danger ; jeopardy ; hazard ; or

rwA. (S, Mgh, Msb, K.) It is said in a trad.,

jjjdl *& £f» tgti lie (Mohammad) forbade the

sale of hazard, or risk ; (S, Mgh, Msb ;) of

which it is unknown whether the thing will be or

not ; (Mgh ;) suck as the sale offish in the water,

and of birds in the air : (S, Mgh :) or, accord, to

Alee, in which one is not secure from being de

ceived: (Mgh:) or of which the outward semblance

deceives the buyer, and the intrinsic reality is un

known : (TA:) or that is without any written

statement (ij> t-e), and without confidence. (As,

Mgh.)___j^ft J-*. means <ni JyJj^o jJt [i.e.,

app., A bond, or compact, in which trust, or con-

fidence, is not placed], (TA.) = See also jij£.

j\ji Paucity of milk of a camel: (EL:) or

deficiency thereof. (S.) [See 3.] It is said in a

prov., respecting the hastening a thing before its

time, «jl>c AJp Jiw [lit., His abundant flow of

milk preceded his paucity thereof] : (As :) or ,J*~i

6j\jJc. aJjj [lit., his paucity of milk preceded his

abundance thereof; agreeably with an explanation

of Z, who says that it is applied to him who does

evil before he does good: see Freytag's Arab.

Prov. i. 613: and see also Sji]. (So in my

copies of the S.) — Hence, f Paucity of 6leep.

(As, A'Obeyd, S.) __ [Hence also,] in prayer,

J A deficiency in, (EL,) or an imperfect performance

of, (S,) tlie bowing of the body, and the prostration,

(S, K,) and the purification. (EL.) And in salu-

tation, The saying (in reply to _^£-Jle >>^JuJl)

^U*3, not J>£j»!£& : (T, TA :) or the say-

»J»" • - .

ing J&s. ;>%> (EL) or AJ*jy~> (M) [with

out Jl prefixed to jt*$~i : as though it were a

deficient form ; but it is the form specially sanc

tioned by the ELur-dn] : or the replying by saying

iCie, not JUsi*- (EL.) This is said in explana

tion of a trad., ^o-Jlli N* »%o J jlj* ^ [There

shall be no deficiency in prayer, nor in salutation] :

but accord, to one relation, it is V$~o \jb jlf-*^

^eJL-5 *)}, meaning, that the person praying shall

not salute nor be saluted : in the former case,

jgX 3 is an adjunct to S"%o : in the latter, it is

an adjunct to j\ji, so that the meaning is, There

shall be no deficiency nor salutation in prayer.

(TA.) Also I Little sleep (S, EL) &c. (EL.)

El-Farezdak uses the expression jt^-e ^y^^J

Their sleep is little. (TA.) — And particularly

t Littleness of consideration; denoting haste.

(TA.) You say, j£* j_jic UUt \ He came to us

in haste. (S.) And Ijl^fc a^JU 1 1 met him tn

haste. (TA.) And ijtjjfc •$) o^le o«Ul U

t [/ remained not at his abode save] a little while.

(TA.) And j^'/jt i~J He (a man, S) tarried

the space of a month. (S, O, TA.) And^o^JIC-eJ

j^Jii jtj* i.e. [Would that tlie day were] of the

length of a month. (So in some copies of the S,

and in the 0 : in other copies of the S, >syUI w««J

j^i, jl^e [like the phrase immediately preceding].)

_ And, accord, to As, j\jb signifies A way,

course, mode, or manner. (S, O, TA.) One says,

**a-G j'i* lJ* J*r*s ^-^ ***J [^ ihot three

arrows] in one course. (S, O, TA.) And <Z)j-i^

^1> J£^ X-ti &$>, (S,) or j^\'i ft J^,

(TA,) i. e. [Such a woman brought forth three

sons,] one after another, (S, TA,) without any girl

** a i, >> to * "

among them. (TA.) And ^^U ^yJ^rf j>^ ^

j~-U Sj* [app. The people, or party, reared their

tents, or, perhaps, their houses, in one line, or

according to one manner]. (S, O.) — Also The

model, or pattern, according to which iron lieads

(S, K) of arrows (S) are fashioned, (S, K,) in

order to their being made right. (K.) One says,

j*-lj ,lj_e ^Jjs. ijUi L>j^> (S, TA) i. e. [He

fashioned his arrow-heads according to] one model,

or pattern. (TA.) And The j^. [app. mean

ing point, or perhaps the edge of the iron head or

of the blade,] of a spear and of an arrow and of a

sword : [see also w>Cj :] and *Jft also signifies

the ii. of a sword : (K, TA :) or 0\)^ signifies

the two sides of the [arrow-head called] &Lx«:

(AHn, TA :) or the two edges of the sword : [see,

again, «_>bi :] and j£e, the ji- of anything that

has a j» : (S, O :) and the pi. is Sj*l. (S.)

jjji Very deceitful ; applied in this sense as

an epithet to the present world ; (Msb ;) or what

deceives one ; (K ;) such as a man, and a devil, or

other thing; (As, TA;) or such as property or

wealth, and rank or station, and desire, and a

devil: (B, TA:) and ♦ j-yji signifies a thing by

which one is deceived, of worldly goods or advan

tages : (S :) or the former signifies the devil,

specially ; (Yaakoob, S, K ;) because he deceives

men by false promises and by inspiring hopes ;

or because he urges a man to do those things

which are causes of his being loved but which

are followed by that which grieves him : (TA :)

and this last sense it has, accord, to ISk, in the

Kur xxxi. 33 and xxxv. 5 : (S :) also the present

world; (EL;) as an epithet in which the quality

of a subst. predominates : and this sense is assigned

to it by some as used in the passages of the Kur-an

to which reference has just been made. (TA.) [It

is niase. and fem., agreeably with analogy.] =s

Also A medicine with which one gargles : (S, K :)

a word similar to j^jj and Jiyd and hyt^i (S)

and o^iw. (TA.)

jjjb False, or vain, things ; vanities : (Zj, K :)

as though pi. ofji, inf. n. of tjs. : (Zj :) or pi. of

♦jU ; (Zj, KL;) like as .jjyi is pi. of jukli, and

jjjw of «**l» : (Zj :) or what is false, or vain ; a

deception ; a thing by which one is deceived. (AZ.)

See also )$j£.

jjji Deceived; beguiled; made to desire what

is vain, or false; (A'Obeyd, K ;) and so ♦j^*o.

(K.) And you say likewise, >iUo "jje. lit, in the

sense of jjji-t [I am deceived by thee]. (TA.)

. • j » *

And "j3j*« signifies also A man who marries to

a woman in the belief that she is free, and finds

her to be a slave. (TA.) _ See alsoj£, in three

places. __ It is said in a prov., IJjb i>« ^jjjc- Ul

j^\, meaning / am one possessing knowledge in

this affair so that when thou askest me of it I will

inform thee respecting it without being prepared

for it and without consideration : so says AZ :

and Z says the like ; i.e. I [am one who] will

answer thee if thou ask me unexpectedly respecting

this affair by reason of the soundness of my know

ledge of the true state of the case : or [it means

I am a deceived informant of thee respecting this

affair; for] as As says, the meaning is, thou art

not deceived by me, but I am the person deceived ;

the case being this, that false information came to

me, and I acquainted thee with it, and it was not

as I told thee ; I having only related what I had

heard. (TA.) And one says, Aio Jijij^ lil i.e.

I caution thee [or / am thy cautioner] against

him ; (K, TA ;) [i. e.,] &*$£ ^y> [against such a

one] ; (S, O ;) meaning, as Aboo-Nasr says in the

" Kitab el-Ajnds," [that] there shall not happen

to thee, from him, that whereby thou shalt be

deceived; (S, O, TA ;) as though he said, I am

thy surety, or sponsor, for that. (AM, TA.) _

[Hence, app., it is said that] jj^e signifies also

A surety, sponsor, or guarantee. (K, TA.)

And jiji ^-c t A life in which one is not made

to be infear : (S, K, TA :) like iijl JLI* : (TA :)

9 S »

pi. Ol>-*' (?>•) — Hence, perhaps ; or from

Sjii\ [app. as meaning "inexperience"], which is

sometimes approved; (Harp. 607;) or because

it [sometimes] deceives ; (TA ;) j-i^t also sig

nifies I Good disposition or nature. (S, O, K,

TA.) One says of a man when he has become

old, and evil in disposition, tjjjt, J-31^ *y.jf f>}\

*1
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I His good disposition has regressed, or departed,

and his evil disposition has advanced, or come :

(S, Meyd, O, TA :) or what deceived and pleased

has gone from, him, and what is disliked on his

part, of evilness of disposition $c, has come.

(Meyd.)

lj(jii, (S, Msb, EL,) not lj[ti, (EL,) for the latter

is vulgar, (TA,) A sack, syn. Jjl^i., (EL,) for

straw fyc, (S,) resembling what is called Jjj* :

(Msb:) [J says,] I think it is an arabicized

word: (S:) pLjj£*. (S, Msb.)

2 -
jli Deceiving; beguiling; causing to desire

what is vain, orfalse; a deceiver. (TA.)— See

also j.5>A. = And Negligent ; inattentive ; in

advertent; inconsiderate; heedless; unprepared.

(S, EL.) See also jt.

ij£j& A sound with which is a roughness, (EL,)

like that which is made by one gargling with water.

(TA.) — The sound of a cooking-pot when it

boils. (EL.) — The reciprocation of the spirit in

the throat. (S.) _ A word imitative of the cry

of the pastor (EL, TA) and the like. (TA.) [See

also R. Q. 1.]

Sf£j£ : see »ji : _- and see jt\.

ji.\ More, or most, negligent, inattentive, in

advertent, inconsiderate, heedless, or unprepared.

(Mgh.) See also 5ji, second sentence. = And

White ; (S, K ;) applied to anything : (EL :) pi.

*-> 9 At 9*3

ji. (TA) and £lj* (S) [and perhaps jji, as in

an ex. voce ejji : but see what is said of this pi.

in a later part of this paragraph]. You say

a_»-^JI j-cl J-orj A man white of countenance.

(TA.) And o>> "^, (?,) and "ji, (TA,) White

people. (S.) And l\jb i\y>\ A woman [white of

countenance : or] beautiful in the front teeth.

(TA voce i[j».) See, again, »j&, second sentence.

il 3 it

And jiiS >»b*^l The days of which the nights are

white by reason of the moon ; which are the 13th

and 14th and 15th; also called J±»J\. (TA.)

• a , i i,t tt* i*ta

And y)af,MM,<ijk.\j>y) : see art. Jj»-»>. And <UUUt

jTJill f The night of [i. e. preceding the day called]

Friday. (O.)— Also A horse having a Sjt [i. e.

a star, or blaze, or white mark, on the forehead

A J

or face] : (S, Mgh, Msb, EL :) or having a S^-c

larger than a^hji, in the middle of his foreltead,

not reaching to either of the eyes, nor inclining

upon either of the cheeks, nor extending down-

wards; it is more spreading than the a».j3, which

is of the size of a^jj, or less : or having a Sji. of

any kind, such as the im-ji or the f-\j-»Z or the

like : (L, TA :) and in like manner a camel

A J *»S '

having a S^e: (IAar:) fem. Jljjfc. (Msb, ELL)

[See an ex. in a prov. cited voce ^.•■\j : and

t a * j

another (from a trad.) voce J*«a~o.] —— [Hence]

ilpU! \A certain bird, (EL, TA,) black, (TA,)

white-headed : applied to the male and thefemale:

It

pi. ja ; (K, TA ;) which is also expl. in the EL as

signifying certain aquatic birds. (TA.) — And

jAf, (EL, TA,) applied to a man, (TA,) t One

whose beard occupies the whole of his face, except

a little : (EL, TA :) as though it [his face] were a

[horse's] Ijb. (TA.)_ And \ Generous ; open,

or fair, or illustrious, in his actions; (EL ;) applied

.9*3 0 3

to a man : (TA :) eminent ; noble ; as also " ij&j* :

(S, K:) orfair-faced : or a hrd, or chief, among

3 >

his people : (Msb :) pi. j-c, (T, M,) accord, to

the K /j£, but the former is more correct, (TA,)

and d)l>. (T> M, EL.) And ♦ \j£ signifies \A

woman of rank, eminence, or nobility, among her

tribe. (Sgh, EL, TA.) —j-*1 >»>-> means I An

intensely hot day : (EL, TA : afterwards expl. in

the EL as meaning [simply] a hot day ; TA :) and

in like manner one says i\jt ijtf^, and l\jb ij^o,

(EL, TA, expl. by As as meaning, white by reason

of the intense heat of the sun, TA,) and i\ji aajjj.

(EL, TA.) — And l\jt iw f A year in which is

no rain. (L in art. w«v-'-)

jj^io : see jij*, in two places.

3 ' i iS *>

jlii (S, EL) and 5jl*« (TA) A she-camel fiaving

little milk : (S, EL :) or having lost her milk by

reason of some accident or disease ; as some say,

on disliking her young one, and rejecting the milker :

(TA :) or takingfright, and drawing up her milk,

(ISk, S,) after yielding itfreely : (TA :) pi. jUU,

(S, EjL,) imperfectly decl. [being originally jjU-»].

(S.) _— Hence, (TA,) I A niggardly, or tenacious,

hand: (EL:) but accord, to the A and the TS, you

m * A * * * > *

say UDCJI jUU y)^j> meaning a niggardly, or

tenacious, man. (TA.)

1. Jjl, aor. i , (TA,) inf. n. l£i, (EL, TA,)

He, or it, went, went away, passed away, or

departed. (EL,* TA.) —- And He retired, or re

moved, (EL,* TA,) (^.Ul i>* [from men, or from

the people]. (TA.)'_ And 'Jjl, (S, EL, TA,)

aor. and inf. n. as above; (TA;) and ^^fji;

(A, TA ;) and * SjX ; (EL, TA ;) He, or it, be

came distant, or remote; or went to a distance.

(S, A, EL, TA.) One says, ^yc. w^cl Go thou,

or withdraw, to a distance from me. (S.) __

And w»>t and ' w»>fc 5e, or «'<, became absent,

or hidden. (EL.) The former is said of a wild

animal, meaning He retired from view, or hid

himself, in his lurking-place. (A.) _ And C-oji

J^ilt, (S, Msb, TA,) aor. i, (Msb,) inf. n. L>^

(S, Msb, TA) and *->/** [which is anomalous]

and ^I^Juo [which is more extr.], (TA,) The

sun set : (S, Msb, TA :) and ^JL^\ L>& The star

set. (TA.) s= w>^* [aPP- as an inf. n. of which

the verb is «->j*] signifies also + The &etn^ brisk,

lively, or sprightly. (EL.) _ And f The ^>er-

severing (EL, TA) in an affair. (TA.) = C^/ji

(^(OUI, inf. n. w^, The eye was affected with a

tumour such as is termed •_»>* [q. v.] in the inner

angle. (TA.) = w^-c, aor. '- , inf. n. i#t>* or

aj>c and «-Jji, said of a man : see 5. — «_>J^> (¥->

TA,) inf. n. if\jt, said of language, (A, TA,) It

was strange, or far from being intelligible; diffi

cult to be understood ; obscure. (A,* EL, TA.)

And in like manner, you say, iJlOl C^c [which

also signifies The word was strange as meaning

unusual]. (A, TA.) = i>jl, aor. '- , (EL, TA,)

inf. n. w>c, (TA,) Zfe, or it, was, or became,

black. (EL, TA.) = Ooji said of a ewe or she-

goat, She was, or became, affected with the disease

termed w»ji meaning as expl. below. (S.) = See

also w^i in another sense.

2. w>>&, inf. n. wo^jJ : see 1, in two places :

and 4, likewise in two places : — and see also 5.

_ Also He went into tlie west : (TA in this art. :)

he directed himself towards the west. (TA in art.

JLA) One says, Jp ^ji [Go thou to the west :

go thou to the east: meaning go far and wide].

(A, TA.) [See also 4.] = He made, or caused,

him, or it, to be, or become, distant, remote, far

°ff, or aloof: (Mgh :) he removed, put away, or

put aside, him, or it ; as also t ^jkS, (TA.) __

And wj^, (Msb,) inf. n. as above, (S, Mgh, Msb,)

He banislied a person from the country, or town,

(?,* Mgh,* Msb,TA,) in which a dishonest action

had been committed [by him]. (TA.) __ And

He divorced a wife. (TA, from a trad.) And

jo A j * **, *

jAjJI AJji, and <UL» ,_>,£, Fortune left him dis-

tant, or remote. (TA.) = s^jiu signifies also,

accord, to the EL, The bringing forth white chil

dren : and also, black children : thus having two

contr. meanings : but this is a mistake ; the mean

ing being, the bringingforth both white and black

children: the bringing forth either of the two

kinds only is not thus termed, as Saadee Chelebee

has pointed out. (MF, TA.) ass Also The collect

ing and eating [hail and] snow and hoar-frost ;

(EL ;) i. e., v1>. (TA.) = See also !.>.

4. «->!/^i signifies The goingfar into a land, or

country; as also * ^■ijiu. (EL.) And you say,

^•$£11 t c^fi The dogs went far in search, or

pursuit, of the object, or objects, of the chase. (A,

TA.) — See also 5. — And ,_>>cl signifies He

made the place to which he cast, or shot, to be dis

tant, or remote. (A.) _ Also, (TA,) inf. n. as

above, (EL, TA,) He (a horse) ran much : (EL :)

or Ajjo. ^j wJ>*l, said of a horse, (A, TA,) he

exceeded the usual bounds, or degree, in his run

ning : (A :) or he ran at the utmost rate. (TA.)

— And .iUJat ^ w.^1, (A, EL,) and * j££l

a-», (S, A,* EL,*) and * JJ& (EL, TA) i. e. ^i

<&W*aJI, and l£o««6 * «_yju->t occurring in a trad.,

and A*. <JI uuic- * «_)jjJLj1, and Jla-cJl »_jj-cI,

(TA,) yHig exceeded tlie usual bounds, or degree, in

laughing; (A, ?., TA;)or lie laughed [immode

rately, or] violently, or vehemently, and much:

(S,TA:) or ». j. ii^5 [q. v.] : (TA:) or w^cl

signifies A« laughed so that the *->$>* [or *harp-

ness and lustre &c] of his teeth appeared: (L,

TA :) or ■tW^ail ^ v^*' means Ac exceeded the

usual bounds, or degree, in laughing, so that his
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eye shed tears [which are sometimes termed <y>ji],

(Har p. 572.) In the saying, in a certain form of

prayer, ">_>>w.r... * ^jUa-i J^ ^yo <ikf J«*l [J seek

■protection by Thee from every devil Sec], the

meaning of «■,>*.:.. .« is thought by El-Harbee to

be exorbitant in evilness, wickedness, or i/je KAe;

as though from «iX*~cdl ^ji ^jAi^l : or it may

mean sharp, or vehement, in the utmost degree.

(TA.) — And v>»> (?, Msb,) inf. n. as above,

(EL,) He did, or said, what was strange, or

extraordinary. (S, Msb, EL.) You say, ^JL&J

wyili 2Te apofte, ana sata7 what was strange, and

wsea* extraordinary words: and <lo^l£» . j w>Jy

[He uses strange, or extraordinary, words in

his speech]. (A, TA.) — Also, (TA,) inf. n. as

above, (K,) He came to the west. (EL, TA.) [See

also 2.] = w>j£l also signifies He had a white

child born to him. (TA.)_ And ^»\jt\ signifies

Whiteness of the groins, (EL, TA,) next the flank.

(TA.) You say, of a man, w^*l meaning He was

white in his groins. (TK.) = See also w>>£. =

+j>j£\ as trans. : see 2. — *->!>*l said of a rider

signifies His making his horse to run until he

dies : (EL :) or, accord, to Fr, one says, .JLe »_i>el

A~iji meaning " he made his horse to run ;" [or

4~>ji <_j>c1 has this meaning : (see 4 in art. *_>j* :)]

but he adds that some say w^t. (O in art. <^j».)

— And «_>>!, (S, TA,) inf. n. as above, (EL, TA,)

He filled (S, EL, TA) a skin, (S, TA,) and a

■watering-trough or tank, and a vessel. (TA.)

Bishr (Ibn-Abee-Khazim, TA) says,

ft* * * * * j i * o j At**

4 ' • ■» - Is** * 11

[jlno* a* though their women's camel-vehicles, on

the morning wlien they bound the burdens on their

beasts and departed, were ships inclining forwards

(or movingfrom side to side like the tall palm-tree)

in a filled river (or canal)]. (S.)_ Hence, (TA,)

w>jj£t signifies also Abundance of wealth, and

goodliness of condition : (EL, TA :) because abund

ance of wealth fills the hands of the possessor

thereof, and goodliness of condition fills [with

satisfaction] the soul of the goodly person. (TA.)

[Therefore the verb, meaning He was endowed

.(as though filled) with abundance of wealth and

with goodliness of condition, is app. «_»j*l ; not (as

is implied in the TEL) CJj£\ : the explanation of

the verb in the TEL is, his wealth was, or became,

abundant, and his condition was, or became,

goodly.] _ One says also (of a man, S) w>*l

(with damm, EL) meaning His pain became in

tense, or violent, (As, S, EL, TA,) from disease or

some other cause, (TA.) — And <*~JLc ^>jt\,

accord, to the EL, signifies Afoul, or an evil, deed

was done to him; and [it is said that] <*j ^jit

signifies the same : but in other works, [the verb

must app. be in the act. form, for] the explanation

is, Jte did [to him] afoul, or an evil, deed. (TA.)

__ And w>cl said of a horse, II is blaze spread

(S, EL) so tfiat it took in his eyes, and the edges of

Am eyelids were white: and it is used in like

manner to Bignify that they were white by reason

of what is termed jjj [inf. n. of Jjj, q. v.]. (S,

TA.) See its part, n., «-^A«.
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0. ^>jk* : see 1, third sentence. _ w>>i3 and

f T'^t are syn., (S, Msb, EL,) signifying He

became [a stranger, a foreigner; or] far, or

distant, from his home, or native country ; (S,*

M?b, EL ;) [he went abroad, to a foreign place or

country;] and so *\Jjl, aor. i , inf. n. £tj£,

(Msb,) or iije. (MA) [and app. l^k, this "last

and Bjji. being syn. with ^tjjj and «_jI>£I, and

being like &/j} and v^» inf- ns. of ,1>jS] ; and

?";-*-i-f T <->>, (Mgh,* Msb,) inf. n. <^~ij& ;

(Msb ;) and t Cj>jb\, (Aboo-Nasr, S,) or this last

signifies he entered upon i^AJt [the state, or con

dition, of a stranger, &c.]. (Msb.) And «_jji3

signifies also He came from the direction of the

west. (EL.)

8. «_j>JLcI : see 5. — Also He married to one

not of his kindred. (S, EL.) It is said in a trad.,

\iyio % IjJjSfct (TA) [expl. in art. ,J^o].

10 : see 4, in four places. =s <*j>i^,1 He held

it to be, or reckoned it, v«jj* [i. e. strange, far

from being intelligible, difficult to be understood,

obscure; or extraordinary, unfamiliar, or un

usual; and improbable], (MA.)

«_»j6 [an inf. n. of «-^*, q. v., in several senses.

—— As a simple subst.,] Distance, or remoteness ;

and so * Ifji. (A, EL.) (J!>In 1 lijb [in one of

my copies of the S &jj£] means The distance, or

remoteness, of the place which one purposes to

reach in his journey. (S, TA.) _ [And hence,

used as an epithet, Distant, or remote.] You say

9-0 * $+ 9+9*

i(fi j_£y [in one of my copies of the S a^c] A

distant, or remote, place which one purposes to

reach in his journey. (S, A.*) And ,j^ jli

Ajf£ The house, or abode, of such a one is distant,

or remote. (TA.) And i^c^tjj Distant money

[so that it is not easily attainable], (TA.) And

ijji. ^.6 A far-seeing eye : and j>t«JI «-if«J *j'

Verily he is far-seeing ; and of a woman you say
• -■ l'»* It*

^^jOI A^i. (TA.) =a And w>>*-" '8 *yw' **<A

* wJji^JI, (S, M, Msb, EL,) which latter is also

pronounced "wjjJLoJI, with fet-h to the j, but

more commonly with kesr, (Msb,) or accord, to

analogy it should be with fet-h, but usage has

given it kesr, as in the case of Jji^JI ; (TA ;)

[both signify The west;] vjAJI is the contr. of

y}jh\ ; (M, TA ;) and ♦ 1>JlJ\ [is the contr. of

Jj-Lo)t, and] originally signifies the place [or

point] of sunset, (TA,) as also Lr*ll\ t ^jCjLc ;

(EL ;) and is likewise used to signify tlie time of

sunset; and also as an inf. n. : (TA :) and

" (JL^»*^JI signifies the two places [or points]

where the sun sets ; i. e. thefurthest [or northern

most] place of sunset in summer [W. 26° N. in

Central Arabia] and the furthest [or southern

most] place ofsunset in winter [W. 26° S. in Central

Arabia] : (T, TA :) between these two points are

a hundred and eighty points, every one ofwhich is

called «_>>*« ; and so between the two points called

0»>i«»JI. (TA.) = ^jc. signifies also The first

part (S, EL) of a thing (EL) [and particularly]

fof the run of a horse. (S.) And The juL

[or edge] (S, EL) of a thing, as also ♦ l>\£, (EL,)

or of a sword and of anything ; (S ;) and thus

[particularly] the* w>l> of the^li [or adz,&c.].

(S, EL.) — And t Sharpness (S, A, Msb, TA) of

a sword, (TA,) or of anything, such as the ^\i

[or adz, &c.],and of the knife, (Msb,) and (Msb,

TA) fof the tongue : (S, A, Msb,'TA :) and [as

meaning + sharpness of temper or the like, passion-

ateness, irritability, or vehemence,] of a man,

(TA,) and of a horse, (S, TA,) and of youth :

(A, TA :) [from the same word signifying the

" edge " of a sword &c. : whence the saying, JUtl
*. ii .'. '. * ' »<■ -J

Jyl UJ ilJk3 w^ (mentioned in the A and TA

in art. uUjI) meaning J Sharpen the edge of thine

intellect for what I say :] and t a^i signifies

the same. (TA.) And Vehemence of might or

strength, or of valour or prowess, of men ; syn.

i£»3_i. (TA.) [And hence, app., f Briskness,

liveliness, or sprightliness : and f perseverance in

an affair : see the first paragraph.] _ Also,

[used as an epithet,] f Sharp, applied to a sword

[and the like], and to a tongue. (TA.) And,

applied to a horse, \That runs much : (S, EL:)

or that casts himselfforward, with uninterrupted

running, not desisting until he has gone far with

his rider. (TA.)=And A large £\ [or leathern

bucket], (S, Mgh, Msb, EL,TA,) made of a buWs

hide, (Mgh, TA,) with which one draws watar on

the [camel, or she-camel, called] <LiG [q. v.] :

(Msb :) of the masc. gender : pi. ^>j£. (TA.)

So expl. in the following words of a trad. : Jii.1

bji cJUJLli ^s. yjJI ['Omar took the ^t, and

it became changed into a «j^i] ; i. e. when he

took the j)> to draw water, it became large in his

hand : for the conquests in his time were more

than those in the time of Aboo-Bekr. (IAth

TA.) _ And A [camel, or any beast, such as is

called] lylj, (EL, TA,) upon which water is car

ried. (TA.)_ And accord, to the EL, A day of

irrigation : but [this is app. a mistake : for] Az

says that Lth has mentioned the phrase J^> ^

>r>jb, meaning thereby in a day in which water

is drawn with the [large bucket called] *_£, [for

irrigation,] on the [camel, or she-camel, called]

S^C. (TA.) as And Tears (EL, TA) when they

come forth from the eye : (TA :) or y^i sig

nifies tears; (S;) and is pi. of +j>j£. (TA.) A

poet says,

• *' 8I *i Ki. i " '

iSjiJ Viy* ^k^ *5i **

[What aileth thee, that thou dost not mention

TJmm-Amr but thine eyes have tears flowing ?].

(S, TA.) And it is said of Ibn-Abbas, in a trad.,

fa* i * m * * *

Wj* \}vf. \f^o q\£» i. e. J [He was an eloquent

orator, flowing with] a copious and uninterrupted
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stream of knowledge, likened to vj^ as meaning

" tears coming forth from the eye." (TA.) And

\ -fl0?^' (J<f"j •> K,) or vehement flowing,

(J^M, A, ]£,) in one copy of the ]£ JU-jJl

[which means a flowing], (TA,) of tears from

the eye : (A, K :) and a single flow (iili) of

tears, and of wine. (K.) _ And A certain vein,

or duct, (Jjt,) in the channel of the tears, (S,

Mgh,) or in the eye, (A, K,) that flows [with

tears] uninterruptedly ; (S, A, Msb, K. ;) like

what is termed j$-»U. (S, Mgh.) One says of

a person whose tears flow without intermission.

>r*jA fy*4- (As, S, Mgh.) And [the pi.] vj>)l

signifies The cliannels of the tears. (S.) Also

The inner angle of the eye, and the outer angle

thereof (S, A, K!.) — And A tumour in the

inner angles of the eyes ; (Mgh, K ;) as also

♦wj^i. (Mgh.) — And A pustule (i&) in the

<?/"> (K, TA,) which discharges blood, and the

bleeding ofwhich will not be stopped. (TA.)

And Abundance ofsaliva (K, TA) in the mouth;

(TA ;) and the moisture thereof, i.e., ofsaliva : (]£ :)

P'- VJ^*- (TA.) And The place where the saliva

collects and remains : (K, TA :) or the >Sjk in a

tooth is the place where the saliva thereof collects

and remains: (TA :) or 1^1, (TA,) or its pi.

VJj** (?> TA,) signifies the sharpness, and .to

[meaning lustre], (S, TA,) of the tooth, (TA,) or

of the teeth : (S, TA :) accord, to the T and M

and Nh and L, pUw'sJI ^ji. signifies the places

where the saliva of the teeth collects and remains :

or, as some say, their extremities and sharpness

and »U [which may here mean either water or

lustre] : or the "C that runs upon the teeth :

(TA :) or their .U, and shining whiteness: (A,

TA :) or their fineness, or thinness, and sharp-

ness : or «-»3>* signifies the sharp, or serrated,

edges of the fore teeth • it is also, as pi. of <Jjk,

expl. as signifying the .U of the^ [by which may

be meant either the water of the mouth or the

lustre of the teeth, for^t properly signifies " the

mouth " and metonymically " the teeth "], and

the sharpness of the teeth : and accord, to MF, as

on the authority of the Nh, [but SM expresses

a doubt as to its correctness,] it is also applied to

the teeth [themselves]. (TA.) [See also L^l>,

in two places.] = «!jj*>orw <oLol and " ^tjk^^,

and ^>ji. ^^ and ▼._>;£ j^, (S, Msb,* K,) the

second of which, i. e. ♦ ^j^t^l,, accord, to IKt,

is the most approved, (MF,) mean An arrow of

which the shooter was not known [struck him] :

(S, Msb, K :) or, accord, to some, w>£ _,^w sig

nifies an arrow from an unknown quarter ; j^*

" w'j*, an arrow that is shot and that strikes

another. (TA.) = And w>ji signifies also A

certain tree of El-IIijdz, (K, TA,) green, (TA,),

large, or thick, and thorny, (K., TA,) whence is

made [or prepared] the Jf»~fa [i. e. tar] with

which [mangy] camels are smeared: [or it is a

coll. gen. n., for] its n. un. is with S : so says

ISd : J*k*> is o!P»5» of the dial, of El-Hijdz :

and he [app. ISd] says also, the J^l [q. v.] is

Or

the same as the —^, because Ol^** *s extracted

from it. (TA.) Hence, as some say, (K, TA,)

the trad., (TA,) ,-U Chj*&> J&\ jit j£i <)

tJaJI [The people of the wy* will not cease to be

attainers of the truth, or of the true religion] :

(If, TA :) or the meaning is, the people of Syria,

because Syria is [a little to the] west of El-Hijdz :

or tlie people of sharpness, and of vehemence of

might or strength, or of valour or prowess ; i. e.

the warriors against unbelievers : or the people of

the bucket called «_»»£ ; i. e. the Arabs : or the

people of the west ; which meaning is considered

by 'Iyad and others the most probable, because,

in the relation of the trad, by Ed-Darakutnee, the

word in question is ^>jt\o)\. (L, TA.)

w>c : see t^jt.

^ji Silver : or a [vessel such as is termed] j>\j*.

of silver ; (S, K ;) [i. e.] a [drinking-cup or bowl

such as is termed] ~-j3 of silver. (L, TA.) A

poet says,

cited in the S as being by El-Aasha ; but it is

said in the L, IB says, this verse is by Lebeed,

not by El-Aasha, describing two torrents meeting

together ; meaning, And they filled the middle of

the valley of Er-Reka, also, but less correctly,

called Er-Rika, like as the cup-bearer of the

>o»-'-ftl [or foreigners] fills the silver -.JJ with

wine : the verse of El-Aasha in which [it is said

that] *t>j£ occurs as meaning " silver" is,

' o- J* of A ..0.0

i. e. When a white wine-jug is turned down so as

to pour out its contents [among the cup-bearers],

they hand it, i. e. the wine in the cups, one to

another [while it resembles silver or gold] : (L,

TA :) \jji is here in the aeons, case as a denota

tive of state, though signifying a substance : [and

so tjUu :] but it is said that «,^ft and jUu signify

species of trees from which are made [drinking-

' Of

cups or bowls such as are termed] ~.\j3\ [pi. of

9~J&] : and it is said in the T that jUoi signifies

a species of trees from which are made yellow

Cljit. (TA.) — [In explanation of the last of

the applications of «_>j* mentioned above, it is

said that] it signifies also A species of trees (T,

S, ISd, TA) from which are made white [drink-

ing-cups or bowls of the kind termed] s-ljil ; (T,

- a * 0

TA;) called in Pers. jtj J^-it [or jlj^t] : (S:)

[generally held to mean the willow ; like the

Hebr. DO"TJ^ ; or particularly the species called

salix Babylonica : a coll. gen. n. :] n. un. with a.

(ISd, TA.) [Avicenna (Ibn-Seena), in book ii.

p. 279, mentions a tree called *~>ji-, but describes

only the uses and supposed properties of its bark

&c, particularizing its f-**e ; whence it appears

that he means the «_>>c, not the «*j>c.] — It also

haps such as is made from the species of trees

above mentioned]: (K, TA :) and its pi. is t_>tiil.

(TA.) _ And Gold. (K.) — And Wine. (S,

£0 — And The water that drops from the

buckets between the well and the watering-trough

or tank, (S, K,) and which soon alters in odour :

(S :) or any water tlvat pours from the buckets

from about the mouth of the well to the watering-

trough or tank, and that soon alters in odour : or

the water and mud that are around the well and

the watering-trough or tank: (TA:) and (as

some say, TA) the odour of water and mud :

(K:) so called because it soon alters. (TA.)

[Hence] one says, ^tjiij •$, [thus in the TA, so

that it may be t ^tji3 *$ or * ^»jk> •} or 1 4»>«J "^,]

meaning Spill not thou tlie water between the well

and the watering-trough or tank, so as to make

mud. (TA.) = Also A certain disease in sheep

or goats, (S, K,) like the yjai, in the she-camel,

in consequence of which the hair of the j>£>y*-

[i. e. nose, or fore part of the nose,] and tfiat of

the eyes fall off. (S.) — And [A colour such

as is termed] Jyj [q.v.] in the eye of a horse,

(?» TA,) together with whiteness thereof. (TA.)

— See also ^ji, latter half, in five places.

V>: see^y;.

2jji : see >~>j£, former half, in three places.

Zjjs- (S, K) and * w>j* (K) [as simple substs.

The state, or condition, of a stranger orforeigner;

but originally both are, app., inf. ns. of ^jjL, like

4^5 and w^S of »_^i, signifying] the being far,

or distant, from one's home, or native country ;

(K ;) t. q. l>\r±\ (S, K) and Zj£i. (£.) =

Also, the former, Pure, or unmixed, whiteness.

(IAar, TA.) [See !>£».]

j-j^e [Of, or relating to, the west, or place of

sunset ; western] : see wJ;U. __ [Also,] applied

to trees (^»>w), Smitten, or affected, by the sun

at the time of its setting. (K..) [Respecting the

meaning of its fern, in the Kur xxiv. 35, see

3 • - -,

j—»j-**0 "^ ^-n^ A sort of dates : (K. :) but

accord, to AHn, the word is ^t^c [q. v.]. (TA.)

— And The [sort of] JuJ that is termed i.*<6

[i. e. a beverage made from crushed unripe dates

without being put upon the fire] : (K., TA :) or

[a beverage] prepared onlyfromfresh ripedates;

the drinker of which ceases not to possess self-

restraint as long as the wind does not blow upon

him; but if he goes forth into the air, and the

wind blows upon him, his reason departs : where

fore one of its drinkers says,

O iji 0- o J- o -

* -o - 1 »» j 0 , ..

[If your gharbee be not excellent, we (put our

trust) in God and in tlie wind]. (AHn, TA.)__

And A certain red k~& [i. e. dye, or perhaps

sauce, or fluid seasoning], (K.)

5 0

^rttji One of the most excellent kinds ofgrapes ;

signifies A [vessel of the kind termed] ~j£ [per- (K ;) a sort of grapes growing at Et- Tdif, in-
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tensely black, of the most excellent, and most deli

cate, and blackest, ofgrapes. (TA.) [See an ex.

in a verse cited voce <l...^g.] _ Applied to an

old man, Intensely black [app. in the hair] : or'

* whose hair does not become white, or hoary :

(TA :) or, so applied, who blackens his white, or

hoary, hair with dye : (K., TA :) occurring in a

trad., in which it is said that God hates such an

old man : pi. w-jlji. (TA.) _ .-t-o* i^wt

means Intensely black : but if you say w~jtji

iya, you make the latter word a substitute for

the former ; because a word corroborative of one

signifying a colour cannot precede ; (S, ]£ ;) nor

can the corroborative of any word : (Suh, MF:)

or, accord, to Hr, *yj *~~J>ji- [in the Kur xxxv.

25], relating to mountains, means Streaks having

black rocks. (TA.)

^>\j£ A certain black bird, (TA,) well known ;

(1£,TA ;) [the corvus, or crom;] of which there

are several species ; [namely, the raven, carrion-

crow, rook, jackdaw, jay, magpie, &c. :] and it

was used as a proper name, which, as is said in

a trad., he [i. e. Mohammad] changed, because

the word implies the meaning of distance, and

because it is the name of a foul bird : (TA :)

the pi. [of mult.] is tj\{jt (S, Msb, K) and ^ji.

(K) and (of pauc, S) L^il (S, Msb, K.) and

IJjJA; (Msb, £;) and pi. pi. O^ifc. ($.)

When the Arabs characterize a land as fertile,

they say, lyvl^c >Jx> *n) ^jl ^j £»5 \ [He lighted

upon a land of which the crow will not be made to

fly away ; because of its abundant herbage: see

also j£o] : and vlr^' °j+5 «*^5 t [He found the

fruit of tlie crow] ; because that bird seeks after

and chooses the most excellent of fruits. (TA.)

They also say, ^/jjti wjlji /h I [The crow of such

a oneflew away], meaning the head of such a one

became white, or /wary. (A, TA. [See also a

o j * at • * j

similar phrase below.]) Also, ^><o j-cul q1^

w>ljc [Such a one is more sharp-sighted than a

S J ' 6 l *0t

crow] : and jju»-l [more cautious] : and u*j1

it a t ^

[more proud] : and _>»Li1 [more inauspicious] :

Sec. : they say that this bird is more inauspicious

than any other inauspicious thing upon the earth.

(TA.) In the phrase * <->)(& «-->!/&, the epithet is

added to give intensiveness to the signification.

(TA.) v>>JI w>\ji- has been expl. in art. ,j*j. —

w>1jiiJt is the name of t One of the southern con

stellations, [i. e. Corvus,] consisting of seven stars

[in the enumeration of Ptolemy], behind AJeUt

[which is Crater], to the south of Jj*"^l JU-Jt

* * t* at

[i. e. Spica Virginis]. (Kzw.) — w^' *0*' 's

an appellation of f The blacks [lit. crows] of tlie

Arabs; the black Arabs: (K, TA:) likened to

the birds called aj>cI, in respect of their com

plexion : (TA :) in all of them the blackness was

derived from their mothers. (MF, TA.) The

ajjt\ in the Time of Ignorance were Antarah and

Khufaf Ibn-Nudbeh (asserted to have been a

Mukhadram, TA) and Aboo-'Omeyr Ibn-El-

Hobab and Suleyk Ibn-Es-Sulakeh (a famous

runner, TA) and Hisham Ibn-'Okbeh-Ibn-Abee-

Mo'eyt; but this last was a Mukhadram: and

those among the Islamees, Abd-Allah Ibn-Kha-

zim and 'Omeyr Ibn-Abee-'Omeyr and Hemmam

[in the CK Humara] Ibn-Mutarrifand Munteshir

Ibn-Wahb and Matar Ibn-Abee-Owfa and Taab-

bata-Sharra and Esh-Shenfara and Hajiz ; to the

last of whom is given no appellation of the kind

called " nisbeh," (El, TA,) in relation to father,

mother, tribe, or place. (TA.) __ w>l>Jijl J^-j

signifies t A certain herb, called in the language

of the Barbar J^jJ^t, (TS., TA,) and in the

a t i m

present day 4JL»V^I jj, (MF,) resembling tlie «£**£>

[q. v., variously written in different copies of the

K,] in its stem and in its &*•» [or node whence the

flower grows] and in its lower part, or root,

except that its flower is white, and itforms grains

like those of the ^*jiu» [app. scandix cerefolium

or apium petroselinum], (K, TA,) nearly : (TA :)

a drachm of its seeds, bruised, and mixed with

honey (K, TA) deprived of its froth, (TA,) is

a tried medicine for eradicating [the species of

leprosy which are called] the ^ojj and the J>^,

being drunk ; and sometimes is added to it . a

quarter of a drachm of U»>» /5U, (K, TA,) which

is [commonly] known by the name of &-jii\ >$*

[i. e. 9-ji)\ ij£, both of these being names now

applied to pyrethrum, i. e. pellitory of Spain, but

the latter, accprd. to Forskal (Flora ^Egypt. Arab,

p. cxix.), applied in El-Yemen to the cacalia son-

chifolia, or to a species of senecio] ; (TA ;) the

patient sitting in a hot sun, with the diseased

parts uncovered : (K, TA :) [see also J*.j : now

applied to the chelidonium hybridum of Linn.,

chelidonium dodecandrum of Forsk. : (Delile's

Florae jEgypt. Ulustr. no. 602:) in Bocthor's

Diet. Francais-Arabe, both the names of J^rj

wjl/*3l and J^^l»l are given to the plants called

cerfeuil (or chervil) and come de cerf (or buck's-

horn plantain, also called coronopus).] — Also

(l. e. w«!/*JI J*y) A certain mode of binding the

udder of a camel, (S, ]£,) tightly, (S,) so that tlie

young one cannot suck; (KL;) nor will it undo.

(TA.) [Hence] one says, «_>ljiJI J^-j <i~U j-o,

meaning J The affair was, or became, difficult, or

strait., to him : (A,* K :) or his life, or subsistence,

was, or became, so. (TA.) [And in like manner

a '*

one says also^l, accord, to the TA : but this I

think doubtful ; believing that jlo\ is a mistran-

senption for _^», meaning that one says also yo

w>ljjt)1 J*»j aJIs i. e. He bound him with a bond

not to be undone, or that would not undo ; or he

straitened him. See, again, J*y ; and a verse

there cited as an ex.] = o^lA" signifies The

two lower extremities of the two hips, or haunches,

that are next to the upper parts of the thighs :

(K, TA :) or the heads, and highest parts, of tlie

hips, or haunches : (TA :) or two thin bones,

lower than what is called the <L£>tjJ [or, app.,

u&jji, q. v.] : (K, TA:) or, in a horse and in a

camel, the two extremities of tlie haunches, namely,

their two edges, on tlie left and right, that are

above the tail, at the junction of tlie head of the

haunch, (As, S, TA,) where the upper parts of

the haunch, on the right and left, meet : (TA :)

or tlie two extremities of the haunch that are

behind the »Lki [or fore part of the croup] :

(IAar, TA :) pi. O^h* : Dhu-r-Rummeh says,

referring to camels,

meaning j i\ A .11 ^>c L^Jl^c Cyj-iui [The pro

minences of their haunches were excoriated from

the lashing with the tails], the phrase being in

verted, for the meaning is known ; (S in this

art. ;) or w>^aj may be for .^y* [i. e. the saying

means the lashing with tlie tails excoriated the

prominences of the haunches] : (S in art. jJsu*. :)

or (J^^ signifies the haunches themselves, of

camels : and is employed [by a synecdoche] to

signify camels [themselves]: (IAar, TA:) and

[the sing.] ^>\jt is also expl. as meaning the

extremity of the haunch that is next the back. (L,

TA.) _ w>!/-«■ signifies also The whole of the

back of the head. (If., TA.) You say, <y^i ^>\i»

The hair of the whole of the back of his head

became white, or hoary. (TA. [See a similar

phrase above in this paragraph.]) — See also

• * *

^jz, former half, in two places. = And A bunch

of jJj-i [or fruit of the Jljl, q. v.]: (K:) or a

black bunch thereof: pi. ok>*: (TA:) or oW*

jij^\ signifies the ripe fruit of the j)\j\. (S.) sss

And Hail, and snow, (K, TA,) and hoar-frost :

from w>^-*< signifying the "dawn;" because of

their whiteness. (TA.)

ViJ* pl« °f *r^ [<!• v0- — [Golius assigns to

it the meaning of >Ujj, which he renders "Depres-

siores terra ;" as on the authority of J : but I do

not find this in the S.]

4~J>i (S, Msb, K) and t ^i (S, K) and

3" ',
t ^ftji. (AA, TA) signify the same, (S, TL, TA,)

[A stranger, or foreigner ;] one far, or distant,

from his home, or native country; (Msb ;) a man

not of one's own people : (TA :) a man not of one's

own kindred; an alien with respect to kindred;

(S in explanation of the first;) pi. of the first

lifji. ; (S, TA ;) and ^iji [also] is a pi. of^ji,

like as ^ji is' of %r^ji : (TA in art. oUj :) fern,

of the first Lj> ; pi. 4-5'>- (L> TA0 *=-*'i^

^5\jii\ ,J Q>*, a phrase used by a poet, means

S/ie distributed her thread among the strange

women : for most of the women who spin for hire

f • m

are strangers. (L, TA.) And one says <»-»>j

ioj±}\ el^o^> [A face like tlie mirror of her who

is a stranger] : because, the 2«jj£ being among

such as are not her own people, her mirror is

always polished ; for she has none to give her a

sincere opinion respecting her face. (A.) And

J/^t itiji ^j^ygfLt***) J [i" will assuredly beat
f * & " * **

you with the beating of the strange one of tlie

camels] is a saying of El-Hajjaj threatening the

subjects of his government ; meaning, as a strange
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camel, intruding among others when they come

to water, is beaten and driven away. (IAth,

TA.) And [hence] J^J^i ^J^» means f [An

arrow, without feathers or head,] such as is not

of the same trees whereof are the rest of the

arrows. (TA.) ^*ij£ signifies also Language

that is strange; [unusual, extraordinary, or un

familiar;] far from being intelligible; difficult

to be understood; or obscure. (Msb, TA.) Hence,

v^jAII Jlt^ [The composition on the subject of

the strange hind of words #c.]. (A, TA.) [Hence

also jiijii\ The two classes ofstrange words $c,

namely, those occurring in the Kur-an, and those

of the Traditions.] And *L> £ %*&> A word, or

an expression, that is [strange, fee, or] obscure:

(A, TA :) itijt applied to a word [and often

used as an epithet in which the quality of a subst.

is predominant] is opposed to immf-ei : and its pi.

is 4-5l>. (Mz 13th cy.)— [And' hence it often

signifies Improbable.] — Applied to a trad., it

means Traced up uninterruptedly to the Apostle

of God, but related by only one person, of the

(jy^tf or of those termed v>s»vLJI pW31 or °f

those termed dx^UJI pUI £#!. (KT.)= [The

fem.] Xfijt, in a verse of Aboo-Kebeer El-Hu-

dhalee, as some relate it, is expl. by Skr as mean

ing Black; syn. i\>yl». (TA voce »>j>* [q. v.

1 ** • .

It is perhaps used by poetic license for *«£/*,

fem. of v<e£f-])

tfijk fem. of ^~>> [q. v.] — [Hence, as a

subst.,] al>>)1 signifies J The hand-mill : so called

because the neighbours borrow it, (A, K, TA,)

and thus it does not remain with its owners.

(A, TA.)

'^"jk A sort of dates. (AHn, K, TA. [See

also )J£-]) IQ 8ome copies of the £, for ^*3 is

put j+j : the former is the right. (TA.)

3 - • -.

l>j\i. [The western side of a mountain fee.].

You say, J^Jl L>j& »J* and * *s£* i^is is

the western side of the mountain], and [in the

opposite sense] J^Jjl JijVA IJA and <*«5p. (TA

in art. Jji..) mt Also The J*l£> [or withers],

(A, K, TA,) of the camel; (TA;) or the part

between the hump and the neck ; (S, A, Msb, K,

TA ;) upon which the leading-rope is thrown when

the camel is sent to pasture where he will : (Msb :)

pi. 4>jl^- (Msb, K.) Hence the saying, (S,

&c.,) j^ji ^ <**&• lThy r0?e " uPon thy

withers]', (S, A, Mgh, Msb, K, TA ;) used (Msb,

TA) by the Arabs in the Time of Ignorance (TA)

in divorcing ; (M?b, TA ;) meaning 1 1 have left

thy wayfree,or open, to thee; (TA ;) go whither

soever thou wilt, : (S, A, Mgh, Msb, K, TA :)

originating from the fact of throwing a she-

camel's leading-rope upon her withers, if it is

upon her, when she pastures ; for when she sees

the leading-rope, nothing is productive of enjoy-

ment to her. (As, S, TA.) — OWj&l signifies

The fore and hind parts of the back [and of tlie

hump] : and Oirfjtfc ji j**rf, A camel whereof the

part between the oWjl* [or fore and hind parts]

of the hump is cleft ; which is mostly the case in

the J_j3UL/, whose sire is the -Jli [or large two-

humped camel of Es-Sind] and his dam Arabian.

(TA.) And ljj\i signifies also The fore part

of tlte hump : thus in the following saying, in a

trad, of Ez-Zubeyr : w>jli)l$ SjjJJI ^ J3L> Jlj \+i

RAJ*-" lPI ^-^ A^W-I (j*- >« e- + \.And he

ceased not to twist the fur of] the upper part and

the fore part of the hump [until 'A'islieh gave him

her consent to go forth] ; meaning, he ceased not

to practise guile with her, and to wheedle her,

until she gave him her consent : originating from

the fact that, when a man desires to render a

refractory camel tractable, and to attach to him

the nose-rein, he passes his hand over him, and

strokes his «^ile, and twists its fur, until he has

become familiar : (L, TA :) or ^l* signifies the

upper portion of the fore part of the hump.

(Lth, TA.) __ Abo I The upper part of a wave :

(Lth, TA :) fXoi\ l>/^t means J the higher parts

of the waves of water; (S, Bl, TA;) likened to

the w>j\>c of camels : (S, TA :) or the higher

parts of water. (TA.) And f The highest

part of anything. (Msb, TA.) mm See also <_>tjfi,

first quarter.

w>Jto and w>>*-*: see «r!^> "rst quarter, ln

- t> a * », a *

four places. You say, ^^o-^JI t!**0 ***** (£>

TA) and * <&£* (K,*TA) and <?<&£* (TA)

and *l^l^X (8, K) and <fi(/J£» (S,*K) I

met, or found, him, or it, at sunset. (K, TA.)

[It is said that] ▼ ^C^JU is a dim. formed from

a word other than that which is its proper source

of derivation ; being as though formed from

t (jLJii. (S, L. [Hence it seems that this last

word as given above was unknown to, or not

admitted by, the authors of these two works.])

__ *,>jiU signifies also Anything [meaning any

place] that conceals, veih, or covers, one: pi.

4»jU<, which is applied to the lurking-places of

wild animals. (Az, TA.)

Zj£» : see 4, latter half. — Also White ; (S,

K. ; ) as an epithet applied to anything : or that

of which every part is white ; and this is the

ugliest kind of whiteness. (K.) And White in

the edges of the eyelids ; (S, K ;) as an epithet

applied to anything: (S:) a camel of which tlie

edges of tlie eyelids, and the iris of each eye, and

the hair of tlte tail, and every part, are white :

(IAar, TA :) and a horse of which the blaze upon

# Of

hisface extends beyond his eyes. (TA.) And £*&

Xi£L An eye which is blue [or gray], and ofwhich

the edges of the lids, and the surrounding parts,

are white: when the iris also is white, the ▼ vl>*l

is of the utmost degree. (TA.)— Also The dawn

of day: (K, TA:) so called because of its white

ness. (TA.)

JLi^Lo julc (A, K) and 5^*0 and «-jj*«, and

w>ji»JI iULaUl, (K,) A certain bird, of which the

name is known, but the body is unknown : (A, K:)

or a certain great bird, that goes far in its flight :

or they are words having no meaning [except the

meanings here following]. (A, L, Bl.) [See also

art. (J-*-6-] — Calamity, or misfortune. (K.)

w>ji« itiie aj OjU» means Calamity, or misfor

tune, carried him off, or away. (TA.) [See,

again, art. Jm-£.] — And The summit of an

[eminence of the kind called] A t fel : (K :) or

w)ja«JI 2ULaJI signifies the summit of an <L„£i\ on

the highest part of a tall, or long, mountain : so

says Aboo-Malik, who denies that it means a

bird. (TA.) —— And [The people, or the woman,]

that has gonefar into a land, or country, so as not

to be perceived nor seen : (K. :) thus is expl. in the

T wJ/**JI i&jJI, as transmitted from the Arabs,

with the S suppressed in like manner as it is in

JmoU <LaJ meaning*" an intensely white beard."

(TA.) '

<j\jj**» ; pi. OUbj*o : see «—>J*> "rst quarter :

and see also •t^m, in two places.

Z o * & *•*

[irtji-o and ,—j^w, or, accord, to some, the

former only, but the latter is now common, Of

the west ; western : now generally meaning of the

part of Northern Africa west of Egypt, or of

North-Western Africa : as applied to a man, its

pi. is iijUx.]

*jja* jUi and »_>/*• [A term, or limit, &c.,]

distant, or remote. (S.) —— And w^-*-* >-«-»■

Fresh, or recent, information, or' news, from a

foreign, or strange, land or country. (TA.) One

says,j-». A>j3uej£si\*. Jjk Has any information,

or news, come to you from a foreign, or strange,

land or country ? (Yaakoob, S, TA :) and J*

S^jJu» (>» (A'Obeyd, A, Msb, TA) and

ZLifJut (A'Obeyd, Msb, TA) 2* there any

information from a distant place ? (A ;) or any

occasion of such information? (Msb;) or any new

information from a distant land or country ? or,

accord, to Th, j*jk. «\ij»* means neiv, or recent,

information. (TA.) [See an ex. voce v—;-J!- :

and see also w>»io.] —Oyj*^1) mentioned in a

' - s

trad., (Hr, Nh, Kl, TA,) in which it is said, ^1

o*$" J4*» (Hr» Nh» TA») i8 exPL tapp- bv

Mohammad] as meaning Those in whom the jinn

[or demons] have a partnership, or share: so

called because a foreign strain has entered into

them, or because of their coming from a remote

stock: (Hr, Nh, g, TA :) and by the jinn's

having a partnership, or share, in them, is said

to be meant their bidding them to commit adul

tery, or fornication, and making this to seem good

to them ; so that their children are unlawfully

begotten : this expression being similar to one in

the Kur xvii. 66. (Nh, TA.)— And IS£* sig-

nifies also One going, or who goes, to, or towards,

the west. (S.) [See an ex. voce cj-**-]

• ' • " , • .'.,' ''.' * '.'

(JLj^jJU; pi. Obb^jvo: see v^»*> ln two

places.

: see 4, former half.
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Jo*

Q. 1. X£i, (S, MA, O, EL,) inf. n. ii->Ji,

(TA,) He sifted it; (MA;) i. q. '<0±J ; (EL;)

namely, flour, &c, (S, O,) or earth, or mould.

(MA.) _ And [hence, app.,] He dispersed it,

or scattered it. (Sh, TA.) And He cut it, or

severed it; syn. iiki : (S, O, and so in the CEI :)

or he cut it in pieces ; syn. <uda3. (So in several

copies of the EL and in the TA.) And J^e.

j>j£l\ He slew, and crushed [lit. ground], the

people, or company of men. (EL.) Hence the

saying, in a trad., ,jU*j ^J, °J&t I3I JJ:, Ju£>

aJ> ^»lLl j£y (0,» TA) i. e. [How will it be

wttA you when ye shall be in a time wlien men]

shall be slain, and crushed? (TA:) or the mean

ing is, when the best of them shall be taken away

and tlie worst of them shall remain; like as is

done by the sifter of wheat ? (O, TA :) or, in the

opinion of Suh, as he says in the B, when they

shall be searched to tlie utmost, and pursued one

after another ? agreeably with the saying of Mek-

Jnool Ed-Dimashkee, «U^e [yZjJjii j>\Jj\ c-JUo

*-!$*• *$\ v*U £jl V yjr»- SJ entered Syria, and

searched it to the utmost in suck a manner that I

left not a science but I acquired it]. (TA.)_

And ^Ji-SJI ^j)G. The slain man became swollen,

or inflated, and raised his legs. (TA.)

* -•

Jl^fi [A sieve;] a certain thing well known;

(S, O ;) the thing with which one sifts : (EI :) pi.

J-^lji. (O.) _ And (O, EL, TA) hence, as

being likened thereto in respect of its circular

shape, (TA,) A tambourine : (O, EL, TA:) whence

the trad., JW>JW *e>* ^^3 >-^l '>^t [Pub

lish ye the marriage, and beat for it the tam

bourine]. (O, TA#.) — And I One who makes

known what has been told him, in a malicious, or

mischievous, manner, so as to occasion discord, or

dissension. (EL, TA.)

• •

0~-tj& a word said to signify A sparrow :

occurring in the saying, in a trad, of Ibn-Ez-

Zubeyr, J-^t J£>'&> _*&lyl ^j^Ji Lsi**^1

[Ye came, or have come, to me opening your

mouths as though ye were the sparrow]. (TA.)

J^ji-o [Sifted. _ And hence, app.,] Dispersed,

or scattered. (TA.)_ And The low, base, vile, or

mean, (EL, TA,) of men ; as though he had come

forth from the Jt^i [or sieve]. (TA.) __ And

Slain and swollen or inflated. (A'Obeyd, S, O,

•K-) — And J^/&« >iUU Dominion passing away.

(O, EL)

wronged me, and hast left, or neglected, thy

right]. (0.)

2. ^>, (S, A, O,) inf. n. i^jJu, (S, A, 0,

EL,) He made hungry ; made to hunger. (S, A,

O, El.) You say, a/jLSb £>jk He made his dogs

hungry. (S, O.)

£)Vj& Hungry: [or, accord, to some, tn the

slightest degree: and accord, to some, vehemently:

(see the verb:)] you say ^^e. j>£ [using the

fern., i. e. a hungry people or party], (S, A,* O,

KI,) and ^y\jk, (S, O, EI,) and also with ke6r to

the «i> [i. e. £>\jb] accord, to a copy of the S,

(TA,) and h\jb : (S, A, O, El :) the fern, is Jfr ;

(S, A, O, EL ;) pi. b\*i. (S, 0, EL.) And you

say £l£yl ^jj* S]y>\, meaning \A woman slender

in tlie waist : (S, A, 0, K :) because she does not

fill her -.lij [q. v.] which is therefore as though

it were hungry. (S, 0.)

1. j^e : see the next paragraph, in three places.

2. >>i, inf. n. jlj^JlJ, It (a bird) sang, or

warbled, or uttered its voice ; as also ▼ >j£ : (As,

L :) it, or he, (a bird, S, A, EL, and a man, S, as

is implied in a verse there cited, and L,) pro

longed its, or his, voice, and singing, and modu

lated it sweetly, or warbled; (Lth, S, A, Msb;)

and so t j»ji, inf. n. ije. ; (S, L, Msb ;) and t>]ju :

(S :) or raised its, or his, voice, and prolonged it,

modulating it sweetly, or warbling; (L, K ;)

- j>*, aor. ^ ; and so * )jj£, and ♦ jjil :

(K :) and it (a pigeon) cooerf : it (the [bird

called] .l£o) whistled: it (the cock) crowed: it

(the fly) buzzed, or hummed : he (the ass) uttered

a hoarse, or rough, sound; as also ♦ >j&). (L.)

ij* is trans, as well as intrans. ; or it may be

rendered as though trans, by the suppression of

the preposition [J]. (L.)

4 : see 2. = ^j-oj-il, said of a turtle-dove

means It gladdened me by its cooing. (El

Hejeree, L.)

5 : see 2, in three places.

3> : see \jt. = Also, (Ks, AHn, S, £,) and

* s>j*, (AHn, El,) or ]£e and I'^c are like rjj

and a~j [the former a coll. gen. n. and the latter

its n. u'n.], (S,) and t£ (pr, AHn, S, K) and

♦ -""'•/ATT T7-\ * •" #'©' f«^
T »V*, (AHn, K.,) or >ji. and ii^c are like j^i

and 5^3 [the former a coll. gen. n. and the latter

its n. un.], (S,) and * '£b (K) and t s£k, (AHn,

L,) [or this last is the n. un. of that next pre

ceding it, which is a coll. gen. n.,] and * \\j£.

(AA, K) and t srfjb, (AHn, K,) or this last is

the n. un. of that next preceding it, [which is a

coll. gen. n.,] (AA, L,) and ♦ 1/jJJ*, (Fr,

AHeyth, K,) with damm, (§,) of the measure

J>**-», which is a measure very rare, (Fr,

AHeyth, TA,) or this is * \S£U, (L, and thus

in my copies of the S,) with fet-h to the>, accord,

to As, (L,) A species of «Ci> [or truffles] : (Ks,

AHn, S, K :) or small 5to^ : or bad Sl^o :

(AHn, L :) pi. (of "j>, S, or of'£k, Fr, S) li>,

(^rj s> ?>) lite as i'3J is of "j, (S,) or %+. of

"■&•> (Ft, S,) [or, accord, to some, this is a

quasi-pl. n., (see l^L,)] and (of both of these, S)

*'>» (s> $,) like as v^i is pi. of ^Jj, and

1"% of ^J£», (S,) and (of \5'}U [or \/jU\,

§)JoUU (§,?.)

- .'i

1. i«>, aor. - , (S, A, O, K,) inf. n. L>, (S,

O,) He hungered : (S, A, O, K :) or, as some

say, in the slightest degree : and some say, vehe

mently. (TA.) = And accord, to Aboo-Amr

Esh-Sheybdnee, one says, ^^U J^l/ \y>j&, mean

ing T/iey took the camels of such a one wrongfully:

and a man says to another, <cJaJi) ^ cJ^i ilJUj

-a. [app, meaning Woe to thee: thou hast

Bk. I.

10. w>l/JJt v0$j}\ Jt/Julwl T^e meadows, or

gardens, by their luxuriance (&«ju, as in the L

and in some copies of the EI, in other copies of

the EL i^ij, TA), excited the flies to buzz, or

Awm. (L, EL.)

Q. Q. 3. iljjjil, (EL,) and 4ic ^jJ^I, (AZ,

S, EL,) inf. n. l\jjjt\, (AZ, S,) 2T« overcame him ;

(A'Obeyd, EL ;) he set upon him, or assailed him,

or overcame him, with reviling and beating and

violence ; (AZ, A'Obeyd, S, EL ;) like — .1/',

(AZ, A'Obeyd, S,) and ^Jjjlt. (TA, [See the

last of these verbs, in art. }j*i, and the verse there

cited.])

• i- ••

ijb : see }j£. = Also ^4 [6oo<A o/" reeda, or

canes, &o., ^«cA a* is called] J!oA., (Ibn-'Abbad,

0, EL.)

90*

ijb : see the next preceding paragraph.

>> (Lth, As, S, L, Msb, EL) and t Jji, (M, L,

EL,) which is thought by ISd to be a contraction

of the former, (L,) and t Jjli (L, EL) and t JL»>,.

(L, TA,) or t^ji, (TA,) and * l^t [which has

an intensive signification], applied to a bird, (As,

?, A, EL,) and to a man, (L,) Singing, warbling,

or uttering the voice : (As, L :) or prolonging the

voice, and the singing, and modulating it sweetly,

or warbling : (Lth, S, L, Msb :) or raising the

voice, and prolonging it, modulating it sweetly, or

warbling. (L, EL.) [See also 2.]

O^fi and S^i and Sj^i : see i^c.

ij^ft and «iij* : see >^e.

• ' •'• • ,

jjji, or juj* : see jj*,

• s,

}\j£. an appellation applied by the people of

El-'Irak to A maker of [the booths called] ^^tal.1

[pi. of yai, with which j^i is syn.], and q/" [the

fabrics of reeds, or canes, called] ^jljo. [pi. of

\jsj*- or iii^.]. (O.)

juj£ : see j^c.

^>t and »ij>l [i. e. ijjil and Sjjjil, in

measure like wiy-" an<i *yJu*,'i] ^4. son^ or a

singing [or a warbling, of a bird, &c] : pi. J^jiil.

(Har p. 445.) One says jujU^I Lx£..U ^5li

[A 6trd wAose songs, or warblings, are esteemed

sweet]. (A.)

dj-vo : see a^*.

jj>* act. part. n. of Q. Q. 3 [q. v.]. (S.)

283
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}jj*-» and i^jj" : see jj*.

»- j • . '•[ , ,

i\ijjjLA ^jl Zand abounding with [the species

of truffles called] *ji : (EL :) or having in it JkJjU*

[pl.of^]. (0.)

3jj_;...o ^ojj Luxuriant meadows or gardens

[that excite the flies to buzz, or Amto: see 10].

(TA.)

1. j^i, aor. - , (S, EL,) inf. n. *j'jl, (S,) ITe

pricked a thing with a needle, (S, EL,) and with

a stick or the like. (EL in art Lr-a-J-) — -Efe

inserted a needle into a thing; as also ^jji:

(TA :) he stuck, (TA,) or fixed, (Msb, TA,) a

thing, (Msb,) or a stick, (TA,) into the ground ;

(Msb, TA ;) he inserted andfixed a stick into the

ground ; (Mgh ;) he planted a tree ; [like ^ji ;]

(TA ;) with the same aor., (Msb,) and the same

inf. n. ; (Mgh, Msb ;) as also ♦jj*l. (Msb.) _

[Hence,] ^_L)I ^ LLLj j'ji, (S, EL,) or ^

w>LfeJjt, (A,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (S,)

t He put his foot into the jji, (S, EL,) or stirrup;

(A ;) as also ^jjH\ [alone, from jji meaning a

kind of stirrup]. (A, EL.)_ [Hence also,] CjjjL

i}\jLi\ ; and *Ojj*> (TA,) or (^j-i £>jji, inf. n.

jij*3; (S;) The locust stuck her tail into the

ground-to lay her eggs. (S, TA.) _ And hence,

*«5i jj&j U^>jl/ j>\3\ J [He stayed, or abode, in

our land, and remained fixed, or] did not quit it.

(A and TA in art. v^O —jj^ and * jji are

also said of anything when one means It mas

tucked up (j+£>) into a thing. (TA.) It is said

i. h *■ «3' 0 **>

in a trad, of El-Hasan, A-»tj ji-b *jji jij, i. e.,

And he had twisted [the locks or plaits of] his

hair, and inserted its extremities into its roots.

(TA.) ='jji, aor. '- , (Sgh, EL,) inf. n. j'jS,

(TEL,) t He obeyed the Sultan after having been

disobedient to him : (Sgh, K :) as though he laid

hold of his jji [or stirrup] and went with him.

(TA.) = oj>, (S, A, EL,) aor. i, (§,) inf. n.

*j(ji (A, EL) and j'ji, (EL,) She (a camel, S, A,

EL, and a sheep or goat, and an ass, TA) had

little milk ; her milk became little. (S, EL.)

2 : see 1, in four places. = iiLJI jji He

abstained from milking the she-camel : (A :) and

jtiAi\ jji he ceased to milk the ewes or she-goats,

desiring that they should become fat : (TA :) and

4JUI Ojjx, inf. n. jij&J, the she-camel was left

unmilked: or her udder was dashed with cold

water in order that her milk might cease : or she

was left unmilked once between two milkings :

(K :) this is when her milk has withdrawn :

(TA : [see also 2 in art. jji :]) otjjjxS signifies

the sprinkling a she-camel's udder with water,

then daubing the hand with earth or dust and

slapping the udder, so that the milk is driven

upwards, then taking her tail and pulling it

vehemently, and slapping her with it, and leaving

her; whereupon she goes away for a while at

random. (AHn, TA.) It is said in a trad, of

Ata, that he was asked respecting the jijiS of

camels ; and answered, "If it be for emulation, [to

make them more fat than those of other men,]

no ; but if from a desire of putting them in a

good state for sale, yes :" and IAth says that the

jjjA3 thereof may mean their increase, or off

spring, (»-Ui,) and fatness; from >LiJI jji [the

planting of trees] ; but that the more proper

explanation is that before given [which appears

to be one of the explanations here preceding],

(TA.)

4 : see jji.= ^p\£ I jji I The valley produced

the plant called j'ji. (EL, TA.)

8 : see jji. _^~JI jj&\ J The journeying, or

J# fl J **

time ofjourneying, (j&J\, EL, orj^i,...<JI, S,) drew

near: (S, K:) or hisjourneying, or time ofjour-

neying, drew near : (TA :) from jji [meaning a

kind of stirrup]. (S, TA.) [But the reading

adopted by the author of the TA is app. j~J\ ;

agreeably with what I find in a copy of the A,

jI_JI Ojj^&l, expl. by i>j-~« lo.] __ It is said

in a trad., that a man asked him [meaning, app.,

Mohammad,] respecting the most excellent war

ring against unbelievers, and that he was silent

respecting it until &3UJI omaJI -» ij*^i '• '-■>

t He entered upon [the period of] the third oj^e^ :

[meaning, that the most excellent is when the

weather has become hot ; because warring is

then the most arduous : see Sj+tf. :] like as the

foot of the rider enters into the jji [or stirrup].

(TA.)

jj& The stirrup (S, Mgh, El) of the cameTs

saddle, (S, Mgh,) made of skin, (S, E[,) sewed ;

(TA ;) that of iron [or brass] or wood being

called w>^>j ; (S ;) the cameCs stirrup : (Msb :)

IAar says that it is to tlie she-camel like the

j>\j^ to the horse : but others say, that it is to

the camel like the v^»j t0 the mule. (TA.) Tou

say, ij^j jji j>ji\ [lit. Keep thou to the stirrup

of such a one ; meaning,] X keep thou to the com

mands and prohibitions of suck a one. (EL, TA.)

And tjj*i J*i^i J«xi> t Cleave thou to him, (A,

EL,) and leave him not. (A.) And it is said in a

0 - 0 0 - o m

trad., tjjxt Mm^tJS, meaning, \ Cling thou to him,

and follow what he says and does, and disobey

him not; like as one lays hold upon the stirrup

of the rider and goes with him. (TA.) = Also

sing, of jyfi, which signifies Sprigs ingrafted

upon the branches oftlie grape-vine. (EL.)

jji A species of panic grass (j»U->), (EL, TA,)

small, growing upon the banks of rivers, having

no leaves, consisting only of sheaths (w^Ut) set

one into another; and it is of the plants called

ua«» : or, as some say, the [kind of rush called]

Jul: and spears are so called as being likened

thereto : As says, it is a plant which I have seen

i?i tlie desert, growing in plain, or soft, tracts of

land: (TA:) or its growth is like that of the

[sweet rush called] ji.i\ ; of the worst of pasture :

(EL, TA :) AHn says, it is an unwholesome pas

ture; for when the she-camel that pastures upon

it is slaughtered, the jji is found in her stomach

separate from the water, not diffused ; and it

does not beget the cattle strength : the n. un. is

with 5 : it has been erroneously mentioned as

being called j^c, with the unpointed c. (TA.)

Ijji A single puncture; syn. ijj±. (TA in

art.j>..)

S-flJ *v 0 » ■

Sjji [i. q. »jj± ; q. v. : see Freytag's Arab.

Prov., i. 626 : in the present day applied to A

stitch: expl. by Golius, as on the authority of

Meyd, as signifying " sutura sen consutio vestis,

quae densioribus fit punctorum interstitiis :" the

pi. is jji ; not jji, as in the Lex. of Golius.]

Sjiji Nature; or natural, native, innate, or

original, disposition, temper, or other quality or

property ; idiosyncrasy ; [of the measure aJUxj

in the sense of tlie measure aJjjuU ; as though

signifying a disposition, &c, implanted by the

Creator ;] syn. Oju^Jo, (Lh, S, Msb, EL,) and

iLiJ, (S,) and slm^,, (TA,) and J-41 ; (Lh,

TA;) whether good or bad; as, for instance,

courage, and cowardice : pi. }Aji. (TA.)

[^Sjiji Natural, native, or innate.]

jj\i S>\j*. A locust that has stuck her tail into

the ground to lay her eggs; as also Sjjli, and

♦ ijjiLo. (EL.) __ [Hence the saying,] «-JUb U

ij^ ^j duj'j \jj\l ^l hS ill41)l [t Es-Simdk has

never risen aurorally unless in conjunction with

cold] ; meaning Jj-fi^l Jl > . 11, a well-known

star in the sign of Libra, [a mistake for Virgo,

for it is Spica Virginis, the Fourteenth Mansion

of the Moon,] which rises with the dawn on the

5th of Tishreen el-Owwal, [or October O.S.,

nearly agreeing with my calculation, accord, to

which it rose aurorally in Central Arabia, about

the commencement of the era of the Flight, on

the 4th of October O.S.,] (A,»TA,)when the

cold commences. (TA.) — [Hence also the say-

ing,] «i..:,.w ^ a«»ij jjU yb \He is ignorant,

(Sgh, EL,) and departs from that care of himself

which is incumbent on him and pertaining to him.

(Sgh, TA.) = Also jj\i A she-camel, (S, EL,)

[and a ewe or a she-goat,] and an udder, (TA,)

having little milk : (S, EL, TA :) or a she-camel

that has drawn up her milk from her udder :

(As, S :) pi. j'ji (TA) [and jj£i, for] you say

also j/ji J^l. (AZ, TA.) [Hence,] o**

jjlj* J Eyes that shed no tears. (AZ, TA.) _—

[Hence also,] jji applied to a man, t [Parum

seminis habens ; and hence,] that seldom indulges

in -jlXi : pi. j'ji. (TA.)

jjjju, sing, ofJjjU3, (EL,) which signifies Off

sets ofpalm-trees, tyc, that have been transplanted.

(KLt,S,EL.)

}j*a The place of growth, [or of insertion,]
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(J-ol,) of a feather, and the like, [such as a

tooth, and also of the neck,] and of a rib, and of

the udder ; [of which last, and of the neck, and

the like, it means the base, which is also termed

J*>1 :] pi. jjlii. (TA.) [Hence,] The place

in which the locust lays its eggs. (TA.)_ [Hence

also the saying,] ojjli* ^ j-aJI v~Usl X [Seek

thou good in the persons in whom it is naturally

implanted] ; as also <t-iUu> LJ. (A, TA.)

JjJl* )\$ A valley in which is the, plant called

fr. (EL,TA.)

jjju> yiu A shoulder-joint stuck close to the

J*t£» [or wttAw*]. (TA.)

ijj*-» S*W : see jjU, first sentence.

1. A-y*, aor. ; , (S, A, Msb, ]£,) inf. n. ,^-je,

(S, Msb,) He planted it, or fixed it in the

ground ; (A, EL ;) namely, a tree ; (S, A, Msb,

EL;) as also ti->l, (Zj, A, EL;) inf. n. J-lJlt.

(A.) _ [Hence,] <Uxi i^"*** O^ wit* t ^McA

a one established, or settled, in my possession, a

benefaction, or toon. (TA.) And ojjJioJI ^ry*

I //<; </<</ good, or w/taf was beneficent or /«'«</.

(IELtt,TA.)

4 : see the preceding paragraph.

yj-Ji, [originally an inf. n.,] i. q. t ^j^i*, (S,

Mgh, Msb, EL,) i.e., A tree planted; [and used

as a subst., meaning a &<;] (A, K ;) as also

t Jjfc, (A,) and t Jjji: (Mgh, Msb, K :) pi.

[of pauc] ^-l^fit and [of mult.] ,^-y* (EL) [and

accord, to general analogy ^ry^*: see J^~*]-

And A twig that is plucked from a garden and

then planted: (TA:) and ^-\jt, (S, A,) which

is its pi., (A,) shoots, or offsets, of palm-trees,

which are cut offfrom the mother-trees, or plucked

forth from tlie ground, and planted ; (S, K ;) as

also t i-Jj* : (TA :) or ♦ this last signifies one of

such shoots or offsets from the time when it is put

into the ground until it takes hold : (IDrd, K :*)

or a palm-tree when it first grows : (S, EL :) or a

palm-tree recently planted: (A:) and the same

word also signifies a grape-vine whenfirst planted :

(TA :) and a date-stone that is sown : (Abu-1-

Mujeeb and El-Harith Ibn-Dukeyn :) and its pi.

is ir5lj£ (A, TA) and ^\jt, which latter is extr.

(TA.) — [Hence,] i)ju ^Ijs. Ct and iU> t ^.j*

\ [I am the creature of thy hand] : and ^jb i>=»~>

Jju and i)jL» ^ri'jil X [We are the creatures of

thy hand] ; ^>ja being an inf. n. [used in the

sense of a pass. part. n. both sing, and pi., agree-

ably with a general rule] ; and ^-Ij^l being pi.

of ^tjk in the sense of y-jjj**. (A.) And ,j^»

^Jb \ [Such a one is the creature of his

(another's) beneficence], (TA.)

yrfji : see u*j&, in two places. = Also The

membrane that encloses the child; syn.

(IAar, S in art. ^^i :) or the membrane, or thin

skin, that comes forth with the child from the

belly of its mother : (Az, TA :) or that is upon,

or over, the head of the new-born child : (A :) or

what comes forth upon, or over, theface : (TA :)

or what comes forth with the child, resembling

mucus : or the membrane, or thin skin, that is

upon, or over, the face of the young one of a

camel at the birth, and which, if left upon it, kills

it: (S, EL:) pi. J.#l. (EL.)

^Ij-fc The act of planting trees. (A.) —

[Hence,] <u>tj£ o^*3 *-»b M—• '•** t [This is

the place of his birth, (lit., of the fatting of his

head,) and the place of his plantation], (A.) =

The time of planting : (S, EL :) or this is termed

tj-ljiJt cJj, (A,) or ^(fhJX 'J^j. (Msb.) =s

See also ^^i [of which it is a syn. and a pi.]. —

Accord, to Kr, Abundance of the trees catted

k£. (TA.)

*'' • •* j* *

imjji : see ^ji, in two places. _- a~jj£ is a

proper name for Thefemale slave [as being planted

in a family]. (Sgh, EI.)

BO* J **

is>jk* A place ofplanting : pi. ^.ylxo. (TA.)

_ Hence, metaphorically, X A woman, or «>j/e.

(Har p. 502.) _ [Hence also the saying,] wJLkl

Awjlio [J >«^Jt t [SecA <Aom good in the persons

in whom it is naturally implanted] ; as also, ,J

»jjU*. (A and TA in art. jj*.)

(j^jjjlo : see u>»j£.

1. Jbjk, aor. r , (S, EL,) inf. n. ^ji, (S, A,

EL,) Me was vexed, or disquieted by grief, and by

distress of mind ; he was grieved, and distressed in

mind: he was disgusted; he turned away with

disgust. (S, A, EL.) You say, <U« v°j& He was

vexed by, or at, him, or it, and disquieted by grief,

and by distress of mind; he was grieved, and dis

tressed in mind, by him, or it : (Mgh in art. u^j^,

and TA :) he was disgusted with it, or at it ; he

turned away from it with disgust : (Mgh :) and

hefeared him, or it. (Ibn-Abbad, EL, TEL : but the

first and second mention only the inf. n. of the

verb in this last sense.) And >»UJW u*y*> aor-

and inf. n. as above, [He was vexed, &c, by con

tinuance, stay, residence, or abode, in a place : lie

was disgusted with it, or at it.] (S.) And I3I

sjojii\ <CL» ue/U\ <Jjli i.e. /%»A)1 [When the

object of aim, or endeavour, escajtes him, so that

he cannot attain it, vexation, or disquietude by

grief, and by distress of mind, or disgust, crushes

him]. (A, TA.) —_ And hence, (A,) aor. as

above, (EL,) and so the inf. n., (A, TA,) He

yearned, or longed : (S, A, EL :) or he yearned,

or longed, vehemently, or intensely : (TA:) 4-gJI

for him, or it : (S :) or ajlLs jJI for meeting

with him : the verb in this sense being made

trans, by means of ,JI because it imports the

meaning of JULil and ,>». [which are made

trans, by the same means] : (A, TA :) [for]

accord, to Akh, aJI u»/ signifies ^yt <Z~bj&

4-JI 6^)}_8) [I turned with vexation, or disgust,

from these, to him, or it] ; because the Arabs

connect the verb [with its objective complement]

by means of all these particles [mentioned above ;

namely, ^> and sj^ and ,JI]. (S.) Mbr reckons

u°j£, as meaning both " being disgusted " and

" yearning" or "longing," among words having

contrary significations ; and so does Ibn-Es-Seed ;

(MF;) and in like manner, IELtt. (TA.) [Per

haps these derive the latter meaning from ^jijt

signifying " a butt," or " an object of aim," &c]

= *ift Jo'jc., (TA,) [in the TEL *^>,] inf. n.

Jo'ji, (Ibn-Abbad, EL,) He (a man, TA) re

frained, forbore, abstained, or desisted, from him,

or it ; left, relinquished, or forsook, him, or it.

(Ibn-Abbad,* EL,* TA.) = Ji>% aor. '- , inf. n.

\jbjt, It (a thing) was fresh, juicy, moist, not

flaccid. (S, EL.) = f^LlI ui)i, aor. - , (EL,)

inf. n. uoj-b ; (TA ;) and * *-°j-i-, (EL,) inf. n.

ucljjju; (TA;) He plucked the thing while it

was fresh, juicy, moist, or notflaccid : or he took

it (eJk»-l, in some copies of the EL s«*»., which is

a mistake, TA) while it was so. (EL.) ^t He

did tlie thing hastily, or hurriedly, before its time ;

syn. «cij J>6 iLLel- (lbn-'Abbdd, 0, TS, EL.*)

__ J-i-JI v°j-z, (S, EL,) aor. and inf. n. as

above ; (TA ;) and * \-oji. ; (EL ;) t He weaned

the lambs, or kids, before their time. (ISk, S, K.)

__ LfcsUi—i c.-g>c, (S, K,) aor. and inf. n. as

above, (S,) fShe (a woman, S) churned, or

agitated, the contents of her milk-skin, and when

its butter had formed in little clots but had riot

collected together, she poured out the milk, and

gave it to people to drink. (ISk, S, EL.*) __

Uujjj ai £~£>j£ X I gave him to drink fresh milk.

(TA.) Uyji uuJxU C-4i& J I fed the guests

with food that had not been kept through the

night : so in the A : but in the EL, ^) t u«j*l

tkjj* X he kneaded for themfresh dough, and did

not feed them with food that had been kept

through the night. (TA.) s: ^-ojt, aor."; , [inf. n.

,_^y_c,] also signifies He fitted it, namely, a

vessel, (S, EL,) and a skin, and a watering-

trough ; (TA ;) and so t LijtW. (EL.) __ And

He stopped short offilling it completely. (S, ]£.

[See also 2.]) Thus it has two contr. significa

tions. (S, EL.) A rajiz says,

(S, TA,) i. e. Verily the yi»^ and tlie i»b [the

pure milk and tliefatness andfulness so that there

is no deficiency in their skins] have ransomed them

from being slaughtered and sold. (TA.) [But see

i^oja below.] __ Also, aor. - , inf. n. ^jojt, He

broke it (i. e. a thing) without separating it. (TA.)

= 1*4)1 Jb'l, (S,) or iitLlt, (EL,) [aor. :, as

* *' r
appears from the word ijoj**, for otherwise, by

rule, it would be u*y*«>] '"'• "• u°j*> (?>) Hg

bound the \jt>j* upon tlie camel ; (S ;) as also

283*
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* <uc^il ; (TA ;) or he bound the she-camel with

the ii>ji, (K,) or ^iji. ; (TA ;) as also * l^cl ;

(K ;) and in like manner, ^jjUb j-*Jt i^o^c.

(TA.)

meat. (K.) — See also i_^c, in two places, ss

One says also, .iiJUL ^ ±jbjk Fill not thy shin

[completely; leave a portion unfilled in thy shin],

(S.) __ And vo^iu ^ j»^i O"^* '• e- [Such a one

is a sea] that mill not become exhausted. (S, A,TA.)

s= And \jOfA signifies also xSJlS, (K, TA,)

[meaning He affected jesting, or joking, for it

is] said in the L to be from iJbULAJt signifying

£j£l. (TA.)

3. *Ll u*)'* t -He brought his camels to the

watering-place early in the morning ; in the first

part of tlie day. (A, O, K.)

4. t~bj£.\ Me made him to be vexed, or disquieted

by grief, and by distress of mind; to be grieved,

and distressed in mind : he made him to be dis

gusted; to turn away with disgust. (S.) = See

also 1, latter half, in two places. = isUt ^ijil :

see 1, last sentence. =: ^eje\ He (a man) hit, or

attained, the ^jbjb. [i. e. the butt, or object of aim,

&c.]. (IKtt.)

5. ijej-aJ, (K, TA,) thus in the O, on the

authority of Ibn-Abbad; but accord, to the Tek-

mileh, ♦ t^e***' > (TA ;) said of a branch, It broke

without breaking in pieces : (K, TA :) or, accord,

to the L, the latter signifies It bent and brolie

without becoming separated. (TA.)

7 : see what next precedes.

8. sjoj£-\ : (so in a copy of the A : [and if this

be correct, the primary signification seems to be

It (a thing) was plucked, or taken, while it was

fresh, juicy, moist, or not flaccid : quasi-pass, of

^j* in the first of the senses assigned to it as a

trans, v. above :]) or \jojZ&\ : (so in the JK and

TA : [and if this be correct, it is app. formed

by transposition from j*i£k\ :]) I He died in his

fresh state ; (JK ;) [i. e.] he died a youth, or

a young man : [the latter reading seems to be

" J 0 J

the right, for it is said to be] similar toj A 7 - I

[evidently a mistranscription for j p " r '] (A,

• a '

TA.) ass *!«■-■) I u«r**l He made the thing his

^jeji. [i. e. butt, or object of aim, &c.]. (TA.)

== j-otJI u6j^i-\ : see 1, last sentence.

ijoj* and ▼ SLeji The appertenance of a cameFs

saddle of tlie kind called J*>.j which is like the.j>\j*.

of tlie «.j-i (S, K) and tlie (jlL^ of tlie ^Si ; (S ;)

i. e. girth, or fore girth, (jjjua3,) thereof; (S;)

the j>\jm- of tlie J».j : (A :) pi. of the former,

sjo\t*\ [a pi. of pauc] (S, K) and u^il [also a

pi. of pauc] (IB) and u»j> [a pi. of mult.] :

and of the latter, ▼ ubjz, [or rather this is a coll.

gen.n.,] (S, K,) like as j-^ is of 5^, (S,) and

^ojk. (S, K.) [Hence the saying of Moham-

mad,] u^j* sna'l n°t be bound [upon camels by

pilgrims] except to three mosques ; the sacred

mosque [of Mekkeh], and my mosque [of El-

Medeeneh], and the mosque [El-Aksa.] of Beyt-

el-Makdis [or Jerusalem]. (TA.) = Jije. also

signifies (accord, to some, in the verse cited in

the first paragraph, S, TA) The place of what

thou hast left {tZZaji U £*>y>, not .U [i. e. not

jl«] as written in the S [and K], TA,) and not

put into it anything : (S, K, TA :) and is said

by some to be like the >Z~o\ [q. v.] in a skin.

(TA.) And A state of folding. (AHeyth,

K.) And A man's having folds (w»Jj*) in the

bodywhen he has beenfat and then has become lean.

(Sgh, K.) And you say, <t*i>3j£. ^Jjt L>yi\ cJ>£>

i. e. »j^ji [Ifolded tlie garment, or piece of cloth,

according to itsfirst, or original, foldings.] (Ibn-

'Abbad, Z, Sgh, K.)

*"

uoj* : see the next preceding paragraph.

voj* A butt, a mark, or an object of aim, at

which one shoots, or throws; (S, O, Msb, K;) a

thing tliat thou settest up (aULLoI U) to shoot or

throw at : (IDrd :) pi. Jb\j*. (Msb, K.) It is

said in a trad., Li>J& «-j^JI aj> uli tjiaLii ^ [Ye

shall not take a thing in which is the vital prin

ciple as a butt]. (TA.) And hence one says,

du^i\ uo\ja\ ^rfUl t [Men are the butts of destiny,

or of death] : and .f»07„ul lijb ^Zljut. f [Thou

madest me, or hast made me, a butt for thy re

viling]. (TA.) __ And hence, t An object of aim

or endeavour or pursuit, of desire or wish, or of

intention or purpose : (Msb :) a scope ; or any

end which one endeavours, or seeks, or intends, or

purposes, to attain : (B :) an object of want, and

of desire : (TA :) the advantage, or good, which

one seeks, or endeavours, or purposes, to attain, or

obtain, from a thing : so much used in this tro

pical sense as to be, in this sense, conventionally

regarded as proper. (MF.) You say, \J£a **lyb

X His object of aim or endeavour or pursuit, &c,

is such a thing : (Msb :) or his object of want,

and of desire, is such a thing. (TA.) And JJii

*»<■—a u°ji& X He did, or acted, for a just, or

right, object of aim &c. (Msb.) And C~*yi

^Liji i I understood, or have understood, thine

object of aim &c, or thine intention ; syn. &j*a&.

(S.) [See another ex. voce ^ojt, of which it is

also the inf. n.J

* ' •

u°jt, when followed by ,j*, Vexed, or dis

quieted by grief, and by distress of mind; grieved,

and distressed in mind: disgusted; or turning

away with disgust. (TA.) __ Also, when fol

lowed by ^jJI, Teaming, or longing: (S, TA:)

or yearning, or longing, vehemently, or intensely.

(TA.)

• s 0 J

«

see \j6ji.

\jo->j^ A thing that is fresh, juicy, moist, or

notflaccid : (S, A, K :) also applied to flesh-meat.

(S.) [See also 1, in three places, in the latter half

of the paragraph.] ~- Fresh, orjuicy, dates. (TA.)

_ Rain-water ; as also * ^jojjiun : (S, K :) be

cause of its freshness. (S, TA.) __ Water to

which one comes early in the morning ; in thefirst

part of the day. (TA.) _ See also JLiji\, in

two places. _ Also Any new, or novel, song.

(IB, TA.) _ And hence, A singer ; because of

his performing new, or novel, singing : (IB, TA:)

or a singer who performs well, (K, TA,) and is

of those who are well known ; and so called be

cause of his gentleness, or softness. (TA.)

Lijlc tl^JI sj_j t -ffe came to tlie water early in

the morning ; in the first part of the day. (S,

K.*) And UiyU aJLl SJjl f He brought his

camels to tlie watering-place early in Hie morning ;

in the first part of the day. (TA.) And i^3l

Lijli / came to him in the first part of t/ie day.

(TA.)

* * mi • • *

^jcujiX The spadtx of a palm-tree ; syn. aJUb ;

(S, K ;) which some call iojjil ; (TA ;) as also

' yJHj? '• (?, K :) or the spadix of a palm-tree

(*il») when it bursts from its jyl£» [i. e. spathe,

or envelope] : (IAar :) or what is in the interior

' 0 '

of the iutUa [or spathe of a palm-tree] : (Th :) or

the thing [i. e. the spathe] from which the spadix

of the palm-tree (*iib) bursts : (Ks, A :) to which

a woman's garment is likened. (A, TA.) __

t Anything white and fresh or juicy or moist ; as

also t ^iujj-* : (S, K :) or anything white like

milk. (Ks') — X HaU : (Lth, Th :) as being

likened to what is in the interior of the 3jdS>.

(Th.) __ f Large rain, or large drops of rain,

appearing, when falling, as though it, or they,

were arrow-heads, from a dissundered cloud : or

the first of what falls tliereof (TA.)

00,

voj** The part of a camel which is like the

0 " A *

juJM^t [or place of the girth] (S, 0, K) of a if\),

(S,) [i. e.] of a horse (O, K) and mule and ass ;

(O;) which is the sides of tlie belly, at tlie lower

part of the ribs ; for tliese are the places of the

sjbjA, in the bellies of camels : (S :) and t ^ji^aU

signifies [the same ; i. e.] the place of the <U>Ji,

(IKh, TA,) or ,>Ji ; (TA ;) and also the belly:

(1Kb, TA:) or the former signifies the liead of

the shoulder-blade, in which is the yttiLo [or pro

minent part], beneath tlie cartilage: or the inner

part of wliat is between the arm [and] the place

where the (J^rl^i [or cartilages of the ribs] end :

(TA:) pi. J,j&t. (S,TA.)

*i"

txjji-o : see the next preceding paragraph.

^jojjjlo : see iJcuJc..

\jyoje. and Ojj^oc [A cartilage ;] any soft

bone, (T, S,* O, K, TA,) such as is, or may be,

eaten : (T, O, K, TA :) pi. JUl>* (O, K, TA)

and Ji^Ui. (O, TA.) The ^U (O, K, TA)

i. e. [the soft, or cartilaginous, part,] the firm

part that is harder than flesh and softer than

bone, (TA,) of the nose, (O, K, TA,) is thus

called. (O.) And [Any one of] the heads of the
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ribs [i.e. of the costal cartilages], (0,50 And

The a^U; [or ensiform cartilage] of the chest. (O,

K.) And The [fibro-cartilage or] part nn'<Ain <Ae

vijl [or helix] of the ear. (O, K.) And The

^aii [q. v.] of the shoulder-blade. (O, EL) And

jjUj-ojjJI signifies The borders, or extremities, of

the upper parts of the two shoulder-blades of the

horse ; what is thin, of the hard substance (lit.

of the hardness), of the bone. (TA.) And they

(U&3 [i. e. the O^y^*]) are Two sinews, or the

like, (ijUj.-ac, [perhaps, by a somewhat-strained

license, applied here to the two tarsal cartilages,]

in the borders, or extremities, ofthe inferior parts

of the two eyes. (TA.) _ And ^U^^All signifies

[also] The two pieces of wood that are bound on

the right and left between the JawIj [orfore part]

and the lja-\ [or hinder part] of the [camel's

saddle called] ji.'j. (Q,K.) '

1. fo\ J>, (Msb, K,) or t^f *UJI Jji, (S,

O, TA,) aor. : (S, 0, Msb, K)'and i , (EI,) inf. n.

J> ; (S, O, Msb ;) and * ,<xiJ^\) (Msb, K,) or

2* <J^t\, (S,) or both of these ; (0, TA ;) He

took [or laded out] the water with hit hand [as

with a ladle] : (K, TA :) and in like manner,

aj£i»JV [*>itk the ladle]. (JK.) = e^l)| Jjji,

(S,0, £,*) aor. i, (TK,) inf. n. J>,(TA,) Re cut,

or cut off, the thing. (S, O, K.*) _ And JIJ_£

aZmoU 2fe clipped his forelock ; (S, O, K ;) i. e.

a horse's^ (S, O.) as Jj^JI JJi, (S, 0, TA,)

inf. n. o^e, (TA,) He tanned the skin with ij£i

[q. v.]. (S, O, TA;) =^JI J>, aor. i and ; ,

(O, TA,) inf. n. *Jj£, (TA,) He put upon the

head of the camel a rope, or cord, called iiji.

[q. v.]. (O, TA.) mm See dso 7. = j^t »ii>,

aor. '- , (S, O, K,) inf. n. Jji, (S, O,) The cancels

had a complaint (8, 0, K) of their bellies (O, EI)

from eating \J^L [q. v.]. (S, O, K.)

5. ^yL^Ju ife tooA everything that was with

me : (K, TA :) so in the Tekmileh. (TA-)

7. wijiJl 7t (a thing) became cut, or cut off.

(S, O, K.) _ And It bent, or became bent :

(Yaakoob, TA :) and some say, it broke, or be

came broken : (TA :) [and ♦ <*3jk, inf. n. oji,

app. has both of these meanings; for] OjJut,

accord, to IAar, signifies The bending, or be

coming bent ; and the breaking, or becoming

broken. (TA.) *Jj*i\ said of a bone means It

broke, or became broken : and said of a branch,

or stick, or the like, it became broken, but not

thoroughly. (TA.) And He died. (TA.)

8 : see 1, first sentence.

<jijk and *wJ/fi, (S, K,) the latter mentioned

by Yaakoob, (S,) A species of trees, (j»~Z,,) with

which one tans; (S, K») when dry, [said to be]

what are termed j\*i : (TA : [but perhaps this

statement applies particularly to <J>j£, which see

below : and see also^Cv :]) accord, to A'Obeyd,

called yjji. and JSi [q. v.] : AHn says, the o>

is a species of trees from which bonis are made ;

[see »Lac ;] and no one tans with it ; but Kz says

that its leaves may be used for tanning therewith,

though bows be made of its branches : and Aboo-

Mohammad mentions, on the authority of As,

that one tans with the leaves of the t \S£, and

not with it* branches : EI-Bahilee says that \J^e.

signifies certain skins, not such as are termed

Z*Mj», [i. e. not tanned with hjS, but] tanned, in

Hejer, in the following manner : one takes for

them sprigs (wijJk) of the ^jtjt, and puts them in

a mortar, and pounds them, then throws upon

them dates, whereupon there comes forth from

them an altered odour, after which a certain

quantity is laded out for each skin, which is then

tanned therewith ; and the term >_*>£ is applied to

that which is laded out, and to every quantity of

skin from that mash, to one and to all alike : but

Az says, tfie sjji with which skins are tanned is

well known, of the trees of the desert (iaQt), and,

he says, I have seen it ; and what I hold is this,

that the skins termed «&>£ are thus termed in

relation to the species of trees called the \J^t, not

to what is laded out : As says that U>jii\, with

the j quiescent, signifies certain shins that are

brought from El-Bahreyn. (TA.)

^j^, (O, K, TA,) accord, to AA, (O.) or

IAar, (T, TA,) f. q.*j,<j [Panic grass] ; (O, K,

TA ;) not usedfor tanning therewith ; and accord,

to Az, this that IAar says is correct : AHn says

that when it becomes dry, and one chews it, its

odour is likened to that of camphor : (TA:) or

>»C» while green : (EI :) or one of the species of

JtA-u-J, which resembles rushes (J-ll,) of which

brooms are made, and with which water-bags of

leather are covered to protect them from the sun

so that the water becomes cool : (A'Obeyd, TA :)

the n. un. is with. ». (AHn, O.) And, (O, K,)

accord, to Skr, (O,) The JLi,, and JjCili, and

j^j [thus (correctly) in the O, but in the EI

j&\, and jUft [in the CEI jUt], and J&, and

>^e, and *-»., and ^-O, and J^L [or jli.],

and j^a, and jtyi [thus in the O and in some

copies of the EI] or jiyb [thus in other copies of

the K] : every one of these is called \J>\b. (O, EI.)

— See also Oj-c, in two places. __ Also The

leaves of trees (EI, TA) with which tanning is per

formed. (TA.)
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(IAar, TA in art. £>..) as Also i. q. %& ; (S,

O, Msb, K ;) i. e. [An upper chamber ; or] a

chamber in the upper, or uppermost, story : (Har

p. 325 :) pi. JjJ and oU£i (S, O, Msb, K)

which latter is held by some to be a pi. pi. (Msb)

and Oli^i and Oliji. (S, O, Msb, EI.) And

Zij±}\ signifies Tfie Seventh Heaven : (S,« 0,» EI:)

or the highest of the places of Paradise : or it is

one of the names of Paradise. (Bd in xxv. 75.)

Accord, to the S [and O], the phraBe *iji £,£

<&je. occurs in a verse of Lebeed, as applying to

the Seventh Heaven : but what is [found] in his

poetry is 6±Ja Ijs. jjjj. (IB, TA.) B Also A

lock (aIH) 0f hair. (O, EI.) — And A rope,

or cord, tied with a bow, or double bow, (jyU*

f J el

Zl>y£j[t, O, K,) which is put upon the head, (O,)

or kung upon the neck, (K,) of a camel: (O, K :)

of the dial, of El-Yemen. (TA.)

•<•

Zijc. A mode, or manner, of taking [or lading

out] water with the hand [as with a ladle]. (EI.)

ss And A sandal: pi. Sjk : (EI :) of the dial, of

Asad. (TA.) [See also libji.]

ls?> applied to a »UL, [or skin for water or for

milk], (S, 0,K,) and *£& applied to a Jjlji [or

leathern water-bag], (S, O,) Tanned with the

species of tree called oji : (S, O, EI :) Aboo-

Kheyreh says that the [skins termed] Ciji. are

of El-Yemen and El-Bahreyn: and accord, to

AHn, one says * S^k i>\£ and \\£k Ifji ; and

the pi. oLij* occurs in a verse [in which the 3

cannot be quiescent], cited by As. CTA. )

a«i^ liSj* signifies also [A leaf/tern water-bag]

full: or, as some say, tanned with dates and [the

tree called] ^jt and salt. (TA.)

it "

Z*ij& : see the next preceding paragraph.

isji A single act of taking [or lading out]

water with the hand [as with a ladle: and in

like manner also with a ladle: see 1, first sen

tence]. (S* Mgh,» Msb,* K.) = And A single

act of cutting, or cutting off, a thing: or of clip

ping the forelock of a horse. (K,* TA.)

*'" mi

4tf£ The quantity of water that is taken [or

laded out] with the hand [as with a ladle] ; (JK,

S,* Mgh,* O, Msb,* K ;) as much thereof asfills

the hand; (JK ;) and ♦ ii\jt signifies the same :

(O, K :) before it is so taken it is not termed &£i :

(S, K :) the pi. is Jl>. (S, Msb, K.) __ And

[hence, app.,] Somewhat remaining, of milk.

\J\jk A certain large measure of capacity;

(S> K >) l^e iJlJ*. ; (S ;) also called Jilj [q. v.].

(?, K.) _ And pi. of iijj; in the first of the

meanings assigned to it above. (S, Msb, K.)

i-ijj* A well (jXt) of which the water is taken

[or laded out] with the hand. (O, L, K.)

And A large bucket («_>>i) that takes up much

water; (O, K ;) as also *JL^i; (K ;) and

4*j>e is applied [in the same sense] to a [bucket

termed] ^S. (Lth, TA.)

• -

\juji. : see what next precedes. = Also i. q.

il~o5 [i. e. Reeds, or canes ; or a collection, or

bed, thereof; or a place where reeds, or canes,

grow] : and [the kind ofhigh, coarse grass called]

«UU- [q. v.] : and i. q. <L«ufi [i. e. a collection of

tangled, or confused, or dense, trees; &c] : (AHn,

O, K, TA : [but for ii^i, which is thus in the

K accord, to the TA, as well as in the O, many

(app. most) of the copies of the K have *h'jr, a

mistranscription :]) and water [in such a collection

of trees, &c, i. e.,] in an 2^L\ ; (S, O, K ;) thus

expl. by Lth ; (TA ;) said to have this meaning
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in a verse (S, 0, TA) of El-Aasha; (O, TA;)

but pronounced by Az incorrect: (TA :) and

numerous tangled, or confused, or dense, trees, of

any kind; (S, O, EL ;) as also * litjk : (ISd, EL :)

or a dense collection (*♦»■') ofpapyrus-plants and

oj *UA». [mentioned above] (5, TA) and of reeds,

or canes; (TA;) and sometimes o/" fAe [frees

ca&rf] Jli and >ju, : (AHn, K, TA :) pi.

J>. (O.)

kii^i specie* of trees, (Aboo-Nasr, S, O, EL,)

o/" a so/if, or weak, kind, (Aboo-Nafr, 0, EL,) like

the »_>jft : (Aboo-Nasr, O :) or the papyrus-plant.

(AHn, O, EL.)

i»lj* : see aj^e, first sentence.

•'' '.

Aij^i -4. piece of leather, about a span in length,

and empty, in the lower part of the [receptacle

called] ^»\ji of a sword; dangling; and [some

times] it has notches cut in it, and is ornamented.

(S, O, EL.) — And A sandal, (S, O, EL,) in the

dial, of Benoo-Asad, (S, O,) and used also by the

tribe of Teiyi : (Sh, TA :) [see also SJji. :] or an

old and worn-out sandal. (Lh, K.) = See also

• i-

olji A river, or channel of running water,

having much water. (O, K.) — And A copious

rain : occurring in this sense in a verse : or, as

some relate it, the word is there \j\j» [q. v.],

(TA.) _ And A horse wide in step; that takes

much of the ground with his legs. (AZ, O, EL.*)

4»jU, applred to a she-camel, Swift ; pi. kJjj^ :

and one says also " w»jUue J^A. [Swift horses ;

app. likened, in respect of the action of their fore

legs, to men lading out water with their hands ;

for it is added,] (jgj*JI O/iJ £il£» : and ^jU

^ t* • . * ^

▼ \jjju» [A swift horseman], (O, K.) = SijUJI

which is forbidden by the Prophet is a word of

the measure iieli in the sense of the measure

-JO, 0 - # *

jjyubo, (O, K,) like &~£>\) in the phrase &i~e

*s-o'j» (O,) and means W7ia< a woman cuts, and

makes even, or uniform, fashioned in. the manner

of a ijh [q. v., but for Sjjia*, the reading of the

K given in the TA, the CEL and my MS. copy of

the EL have »JjJ&<o, and thus too has the O but

without the teshdeed], upon the middle of her

i>,:,,;„n- [here meaning forehead] : (O, EL, TA:)

thus says Az : (TA :) or it is an inf n., meaning

w>>JI, like a^^ll (O, K,TA) and a^iUI and

•LclDt ; (0, TA ;) or, accord, to Az, it is a subst

similar to <Lctj and ifi^ ; and the meaning is,

the clipping of the front hair, fashioned in the

manner of a Sjb (Sjjla*), upon tlie £*-»■ : or,

accord, to El-Khattabee, the meaning is, the

clipper of her front hair on the occasion of an

afiiiction. (TA.)

*'* » * *

^Jjjuo, and the pi. OjU* : see the next pre

ceding paragraph, first sentence.

iijju> [A ladle ; i. e.] the thing with which ii

" ■*+*)* +

performed the act of lading out (<y t-iji^ U, S,

0, Msb, El) [water $c, or] food : pi. o^£>. I (TA.) And il^Jt iljjU I [Death became near

(Msb.) to Mm}. (TA.) And iilyi cJjU \The

onslauaht was. or became, nhli/tntrmi. t

1. J>, (S, Mgh, O, Msb, EL,) aor. '- , (Mgh,

Msb,) inf. n. Jji, (S, Mgh, O, Msb,) He, or it,

(a thing, Msb,) sank, syn. j\i, (Mgh,) or <^~>>j,

(TA,) »l«JI jj* [in mater, or in the water] : (S,

Mgh, O, Msb:) primarily [he drowned; i.e. he

sank under water, and] the water entered the two

apertures of his nose so that it filed its passages

and he died. (TA.) [Hence,] }^Ul .J Jjk,

inf. n. as above, f He (a man) went downwards

and disappeared (ywj) in the lands, or tracts of

land. (TA.) = Jjji, (thus in the O,) or Jjji,

like m-ji, (thus accord, to the EL,) He drank a

[draught such as is termed] 33ft : (O, K :) so says

IAar. (O.) And ^JJI '±y> oiji, (O, and thus

in copies of the EL, in the CK. cJji,) or wijf

23ji &*U\ &a, (TA,) I took a [draught such as

is termed] <u£i> of the milk : (O, EL, TA :) so

says Ibn-Abbad. (0, TA.) = And j>j& He was,

or became, without want, or need. (IAar, O, ]£.)

:= I5ji used in the sense of 151/cJ, see under 4.

9 b*

2 : see 4, first sentence. _ Hence ijjjio be

came used to signify I Any killing : the origin of

its being thus used being the fact that the midwife

used to drown the new-born infant in the fluid of

the secundine in the year of drought, (S, O, EL,

TA,) whether it were a male or a female, (S, O,

TA,) so that it died: (S, O, E1,TA:) or it is

from the phrase jJjJI &LUUI >zJji meaning | The

midwife was ungentle with the child [at the birth]

so that the [fluid called] ,C^C entered its nose and

killed it : or, accord, to the A, i^>«Jt aJIjUJI C«3j£

means the midwife did not removefrom out of the

nose of the new-born infant the mucus, so that it

entered into the air-passages of the nose and killed

it. (TA.) Hence the saying of Dhu-r-Rummeh,

ZjSii ^ i^Wji oJj* lit

onslaught was, or became, obligatory. (TA.)

4. i»ji.\, (S, 0, Msb, EL, TA,) inf. n. Jl>l ;

(TA;) and ti>,(S, Msb, EL, TA,) inf. n. JiJ> i

(T-A- ;) [primarily, He drowned him : (see 1, first

sentence :) generally expl. as meaning] he sank

him, or it, (TA, [see again 1, first sentence,])

sUJI fji [in water, or in the water]. (S,» 0,

M?b,» EL, TA.) _ [Hence,] iilUt j^t t He

annulled his [good] works, by the commission of

acts of disobedience. (TA.) — And J-LJI a5jt\

t The people multiplied against him and overcame

him : and in like manner, cUJI &Z3jX\ t [The

beasts of prey multiplied against him &c] : so

says IAar. (TA.) __ The saying of Lebeed,

describing a horse,

0 J 0* -,0s

i. e. When her ropes [with which her saddle is

bound] kill a youthful she-camels second young

one, [and she casts it in consequence, in a desert

in which one loses his way,] she [who is bereft of

it] does not become one that shows affection for

her offspring, by reason of the fatigue that has

come upon her : (S, 0, TA :) for, as is said in

the T, where this verse is cited, when the saddle

is bound on the she-camel that has been ten

months pregnant, sometimes the foetus becomes

drowned in the fluid of the J&d, and she casts

it. (TA.) _ Jjk, said of a bridle, [and of the

scabbard of a sword, as also ' Ji>cl, (see JijiU,)]

signifies J It was ornamented, or was ornamented

in a general manner, with silver. (TA.) __ See,

again, 4. = <LeuJI Jji He removed the iV/*

fa r.] of the egg. (TA.)

3. \j£s ^^jU t Such a thing was, or became,

near to me; drew near to me; or approached me.

is said to mean f He outstrips the ^Jbu [i. e. the

fox] in his sprightliness, and leaves him behind :

[see also 8 :] or he causes tlie part of the spear-

shaft that enters into its iron Jtead to disappear in

him who is pierced therewith by reason of the

vehemence of his running. (O, TA.*) _ JSj-cl

iptl&l means I He filled the ^jJ^s [or wine-cup].

(O, EL, TA.) See also 2, near the end

u«f>*" ^ Jj*' L«—" being understood] \ He

(the drawer of the bow, i. e., of the string of the

bow with the arrow, S, O, EL, TA, or the shooter,

Msb) drew the bow to the full: (S, O, Msb, EL :)

accord, to ISh, Jl^c'^l signifies the sending the

arrow far by vehement drawing [of the bow] :

accord, to Useyd El-Ghanawee, the drawing of

the bow so that it brings the sinews that are

wound upon the socket of the arrow, as far as

the iron head, to the part that is grasped by the

hand ; which is termed oU»Jll ^yilt ^jjL ; and

one says of him who does so, *Jjili ^L. cjij

ii '" " " "

kjlojiil : (TA :) " Jjt, also, signifies the same,

(0> ?>) ™f- n- (iij** '• (0 :) and one says, j£c

J^iJt, meaning he drew the bow with the arrows

to the utmost extent. (TA.) In the saying in the

ELur [lxxix. 1], t \3j£. oUjlIjTj, the last word is

put in the place of the proper inf. n. of Jj^AI, for

^'j-6! ! (Fr>* Az> 0> K ;*) the meaning being

By those angels that pull forth the souls of the

unbelievers from their bosoms with a vehement

pulling. (Fr, 0.)_ Hence, i. e. from ^!i\ Jjil

[or y.^\ ^J J^cl], one says, jyjl ^ J^if,

(TA,) or ,^|j| J>, (Msb,) I He exceeded the

usual bounds, degree, or mode; exerted himself

much, beyond measure, or to the utmost ; or was

extravagant, or immoderate ; (Msb, TA ;) in the

saying, (TA,) or in the thing. (Msb.) [See

also 10.]

* • *

8. J-»JI Jijiftl t He (a horse) mixed among

the [other] horses, and then outstripped them, or

outwent them. (S, O, EL, TA.) And iliL Jj^l

jliJt I He (a horse) outstripped, or outwent, the

collection of horses started together for a wager
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that were preceding. (AO, TA.) And [hence]

one says, «U^Jla» CJjJLiLi ^^W, meaning

t [.He contended with me in an altercation, or Ae

disputed, or litigated, with me, and] I overcame

him in the altercation, &c. (TA.) __ J . " »»

^^iill, (O, ?, TA,) or ol^JI, (O, TA,) I He

(a camel), his beUy being large', (O, £, TA,) arcrf

Am tides being swollen, (O, TA,) took up the whole

of the breast-girth, (O, K., TA,) or the belly-girth,

(O, TA,) so that it was too strait for him ; as

also t i^tt-i. (O, K, TA.) And Judt J>2I

t He took in the whole of the breath in drawing

it in, or back, with vehemence. (S, O, TA.)

Accord, to the copies of the K, yLijI CJJM,

meaning c.jcyLd : but this is a mistake: the

i . ' ' ' a

correct phrase is ^JcJI J>^», the latter word

* Si * >

tf-'jm,* [and in the accus. case] ; and the expla

nation, jJ>j)\ ^ *££,\. (TA.) And JjZS

j&j&>, said of a woman, t [She engrosses their

look ; i. e.] she occupies them in looking at her so

as to divert them from looking at other than her,

by reason of her beauty : (0, E[, TA :) and in like

manner one says, opaM Jipu t [slie engrosses the

look]. (O, TA.) [See also what next follows.]

10. i5j*2-»l I He, or it, took, took in or com

prised or comprehended or included, or took up or

occupied, altogether, wholly, or universally ; took

in the gross; engrossed; syn. -*-»j" 1 (S, O, EL

TA.) Hence the phrase of the grammarians, "^

ipj^jl Jlj&L/^ t [^ denoting the universal inclu

sion of the' genus]. (TA.) [Hence also several

other conventional usages of the word]. See

also 8 [with which it is interchangeable in several

cases] iUjjl ^ j^iill is like, (O, TA,) or

syn. with, (EL,) wjjii-l J [.He exceeded the usual

bounds, or degree, in laughing ; was immoderate

in laughing]. (O, EL, TA.) [And in the same

sense the verb is used in other cases. See also 4,

last signification.]

nifies sinking in water [like as does Jj\i] ; and

i , *
i£>j£, <fcad therein; or, accord, to Aboo-Adnan

J>x signifies overcome by the water but not

having yet sunk ; and Jjji, Aa«% sunk [therein] :

(TA :) the pi. of Jjji is J?Jk. (Mgh, O, Msb,

£•*)— It is said in a trad., £>£>] ^Ul .«** .Vti

i^AJI «lcj Uj ^>i -^1 j».l du» 3^ ^ [^. time wt«

come upo» men tn which no one will become safe

but he who prays with t/ie praying of the drown

ing] ; app. meaning, but he who is sincere in

praying, as is he who is on the brink of destruc

tion. (TA.) — And j±lj\ ^ liji oU, in

another trad., means J He died going to the

utmost point, or degree, in the drinking of wine.

(TA.) _ a»ji ^iji means Land in the utmost

state of irrigation. (IF, A, O, EL.) _ j> and

* Ji> also signify J A man much [or deeply] in

debt : and overwhelmed by trials. (TA.) __ And

one says, OjJaJt J^AJ 4j|, meaning f Verily he is

frightened so that his voice is stopped short. (Ibn-

Abbad, O, EL.)

45,6 ^. s%fe draught faji [in the CK *££])

of milk, &c. : (A'Obeyd, S, O, K :) or o matt

quantity of milk, and of beverage, or peculiarly

of the former: (TA in art. J>6:) pi. J^i.

(A'Obeyd, S, O, K.)

• • »

£»>« : see art. \$jk •. its hemzeh is augmenta

tive (6, El) accord, to Fr : (O, TA :) and Aboo-

Is-hak [i. e. Zj] held it to be so : (IJ, MF, TA :)

but in the opinion of MF, there is no probable

reason for this, either on the ground of analogy,

or of derivation. (TA.)

j '»* • "» '•

12. oL-c C5)»*M His eyes shed tears (S, O,

EL, TA) as though they were drowned therein :

(O, EL, TA :) or pyojlij «U*e cJjj^el his eyes

filled with tears but did not overflow. (ISk, Az,

TA.)

Q. Q. 1. Ol»>c, as said of a hen, mentioned in

this art. in the K (as being Q. Q.) and also in the

TA as said of an egg, see in art. \Sjt.

ifji and t jgifc and ♦ Jj^c part. ns. of Jy£,

(S, O, Msb, K,) the first and second signifying

[Drowning ; or] sinking in water without dying ;

(S,* Msb ;) and the third, [drowned ; or] dead by

sinking in water; (Kh, Msb ;) i. q. Jj** or Jjpw ;

(so in different copies of the S ;) and accord, to

the Bari', the third may have both meanings

agreeably with analogy ; (Msb ;) [see an instance

of its usage in the former sense voce ^i»A5 ; and

the first is sometimes used in the latter sense;

for] it is said in a trad, that the Jji is of those

who are [reckoned as] *tjLj_S. [or martyrs : see

^syi] ; (O, TA ;) though it is said that Jji sig-

i)-ly* : see J^t, in two places. __ One says

also, iLjiL^t Jj>i Lit, meaning t [I am the

drowned in the flood] of thy favours. (TA.)

£\jj± A certain bird: (IDrd, 0, JjL :) so they

assert : but it is not of established authoritv.

(IDrd, 0.)

».< • -

4,jjle : see Jjc., first sentence.

0>i^)U, (Mgh, $,) or O^LjUl, (5,) an

ancient Greek word, [ayapucov,] (TA,) A cer

tain medicine; a thing [or substance] resembling

OUt»»i1; [seeo^U.;] male and female ; in the

bitterness of which is a sweetness : (Mgh :) or the

root, or stem, (J-ol,) of a certain plant : or a

certain thing [or substance] which originates in

worm-eaten trees; an antidote to poisons, (K.,

TA,) an attenuant of turbid humour, exhilarant,

(K.,* TA,) and good for sciatica ; and [it is said

that] he upon whom it is suspended will not be

stung by a scorpion. (K, TA.)

&j*>o : see Ji>ie.

4V**> [as though J^io, but I think it more

probable that it is correctly t J^ii,] applied to a

she-camel, That casts her young one, in a perfect

state or otherwise, and will not be made to incline

to it, or to affect it, nor will be milked ; not suck
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as yields her milk copiously, nor [such as is termed]

a*li.[q.v.]. (TA.)

•1,3

0J**> applied to a bridle, J Ornamented, (S,

0> £>) or ornamented in a general manner, (TA,)

with silver ; (S, O, £, TA ;) as also t jjii . (£ :)

and likewise applied to the scabbard of a sword

(TA.)

If'.' ••»

^jj** : see Jj**.

OJ1** 0^*J [The observance of Ramadan is

obligatory]. (TA.)

Q. 1. Oliji, said of an egg (ii^), It came

forth having upon it [only] its thin integument

[or pellicle, called {£b]. (K..) And, said of

a hen, [in the K. in art. Jji. (in which the hemzeh

is said to be augmentative) t^ chji] She laid

her eggs in the state described above. (K.) [But

see what follows.]

• •

tfjs. The integument [or pellicle] (S, K) that is

beneath the^ [i. e. shell], (S,) adhering to the

white, (£,) of the egg. (S, K.) But Fr says its

« is augmentative, for it is from j£ui. (S.) Or

The white [of the egg], which is eaten : (EL :) but

this explanation is of weak authority. (TA.)

jSjk A species of tree, (S, 0, L, BI,) of large

size, (L, £,) of the kind termed «Loe, (L,) said

by some to grow in tlie ground termed Jtf : (O,

L :) or the species of tree called -j£c [or box-

thorn], when it has grown large: (AHn O L

El :) a species of thorny tree: (L :) [a coll. gen. n.:]

n. un. with S. (L, O, K.) = It is said in the El

to signify also The white of an egg : but as thus

expl., it is app. a mistake for *2jb. (TA.)

Q. 1. a-iuJt cJJji The egg became rotten ;

(S, O ;) the interior of the egg became corrupt :

and thus jJjl signifies said of the f . ^ ,- [i. e.

melon, or water-melon]: (K.:) or, said of the

^t&l, it became hard. (0.) ea And j£)fc He

poured water upon his head at once; (IAar, O,

E:, TA ;) inf. n. 2ju£i. (TA.)

• •

JSji The white of an egg ; as also 1 jjp.

(Az,'TA.)

• _»

Je»/c : see what next precedes.

1. Jj*, aor. :, inf. n. J^i, He was uncircum-

cised. (Msb.)

Jj-*> A man flaccid, lax, or uncompact, in

make. (S, O, K.) __ And A long, (£,) or an

excessively long, (TA,) spear. ($, TA.)
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l5ji The iiii [or prepuce]. (S, O, Msb, K.)

Hence, in a trad, of Aboo-Bekr when he was a

boy, alljc. ^e. J*ij| C^Ssj, meaning He rode

horses when he was small in age, before he was

circumcised. (TA.)

• * • • '0

Jjj* and v>jj* signify the same ; (AA, AZ,

As, S, O, K ») [Silt, or alluvial deposit, left upon

tlte ground by a torrent;] i. e. (S, O) earth, or

mould, borne by a torrent, and remaining upon

the ground, (AZ, S, O, K,) much cracked, (K,)

whether moist or dry : (AZ, S, O, K :) or fine

earth or mould, which is seen to have dried upon

the ground, (As, S, O, TA,) and become much

cracked, (As, TA,) when a torrent has come and

remained some time upon the ground, and then

sunk in and disappeared : (As, S, O, TA :) or,

accord, to AA, (S, O, TA,) what- remains of, or

from, water, (S, O,) or of earth, or mud, (TA,)

in a watering-trough : (S, O, TA :) and a pool of

water left by a torrent, in which remain [animal

cules termed] ^a^At} [pi. of ^o^o**, q. v.], and

which one cannot drink. (AA, S, O, K, TA.)

And The sediment remaining in the bottom of a

flask, or bottle: (AA, S, O, K, TA :) and the

sediment of a dye. (TA.) And (the former)

Dust ; syn. jLi. (O, K.) And The mucus of

the nose of a solid-hoofed animal of any kind.

(0,K.)

J^il, with which Jijl is syn. in all of the

following senses, (TA,) applied to a boy, (S, 0,)

i. q. utlil [i. e. Uncircumcised] : (S, O, Msb, K :)

fern. i*$jb : and pi. Jji. (Msb.) _ And ^A**

Jjil A life ample in its means, or circumstances.

(S, O, K.) And Jj*1 j>\& A fruitful, or plenti

ful, year. (K.)

>»>

1. jy-fc, (JK, S, Msb, K,) aor. - , (JK, K,)

inf. n. >> (JK, Msb, TA) and Ll> (Msb, TA)

• * t> '

and v6ja«, (TA,) 2fe pafrf, or discharged, (JK,

S,* Msb, K,*) a thing that was obligatory upon

him, (JK,) or a bloodwit, (S, Msb, K,) and a

responsibility, and the like thereof, after it had

become obligatory upon him : (Msb :) [or, accord,

to an explanation of ieljiJI in Har p. 36, he gave

property against his will: or the meaning in

tended in the S and K (in both of which it is

very vaguely indicated) may be, he took upon

himself to pay, or discharge, a bloodwit, &c. : for,

sometimes,] jtjb and j>jk*> and Su»\jt signify the

taking upon oneself that which is not obligatory

upon him : (Mgh ; and the Ksh gives this expla

nation of j>jk* in Hi. 40 :) [or the taking upon

oneself a fine or the like : for, sometimes,] j>jju>

signifies jtjs. j>\jSS\. (Bd in lii. 40. [See also 5,

and 8.]) And you say, ^y> <u>jJ U> ajs. c~«j£

ij jJt [I paid for him, i. e., in his stead, what

was obligatory upon him, of t/ie bloodwit]. (Msb

in art. Jie.) —. And <i3;l»J ^ j>jt He lost, or

suffered loss, in his traffic ; i. q. j—a. ; contr. of

«^j. (Msb.) ■■ Uul j>jk : see^j [from which

it is app. formed by transposition].

2. <L«o>j i. q. 4*j£\, q. v. (S, Mgh, &c.) ——

[Hence, app.,] «_>U—Jl >^c \ The clouds rained:

[as though they were made to discharge a debt

that they owed :] Aboo-Dhu-eyb says, describing

clouds,

* I ' ' *f '"I* ". ' *
\m~Jj~o tie ys/tj <Ui-« »_)

t [7%e clouds that were the first thereof in rising

and appearing became rent, and such of them as

were suspended beneath other clouds were looked

at in order that it might be seen whether they

moved, and they discharged clear water], (TA.)

4. <w>jil and " 4i»ji, (S, Msb, K,) inf. n. [of

the former j>\^\ and] of the latter ^ijiJ, (TA,)

both signify the same ; (S, Msb, K ;) i. e. I made

kim to pay, or discharge, [a bloodwit, and a

responsibility, and the like, (see 1,)] after it had

become obligatory upon him : (Msb, KL :*) [or the

meaning intended in the S and K (in the latter of

which it is vaguely indicated and in the former

more so) may be, Imade him to take upon himself

to pay, or discharge, a bloodwit, &c. : for, some-

J * J

times,] du>ji and <uj-cl signify he made him to

incur the taking upon himself that which was not

obligatory upon kim : (Mgh :) [and sometimes

the inf. ns.] j»\ji\ and j*>j*i signify the making

to be fined ; and, to be indebted : (PS :) <LU,js.\

eUl in the copies of the K is a mistake for <u-o^cl

lit. (TA.) —j>\jt\ also signifies The throwing

[one] into destruction. (KL.) __ And The ren

dering [one] eagerly desirous [of a thing ; fond of

it ; or attached to it]. (KL.) You say, j>jM

• a '

iiJSJv He became eagerly desirous of the thing ;

fond of it; or attached to it; syn. <y «J«I. (S,

Msb, TA.)

5. j>jij [app. He took upon himself an obliga

tion, such as the payment of a fine, fyc.]. (Ham

p. 707. [See also 1, and 8.])

8. >>l/i*l The making obligatory upon oneself

what is termed &*\j£, which signifies difficulty or

trouble, and damage or detriment or loss, and the

giving of property against one's will. (Har p. 36.

[See also 1, and 5.])

>> an inf. n. ofJi> [q. v.]. (JK, Msb, TA.)

_ And A thing that must be paid, or discharged;

(K, TA ;) and so t Ll>, and »J$U, (S, K, TA,)

and IjtjJut : (S, TA :) accord, to Er-Raghib, a

damage, detriment, or loss, that befalls a man, in

his property, not for an injurious action, of his,

requiring punishment : (TA:) a debt: (S, TA :)

a fine, or mulct : (MA :) the pi. of 1j>^Jla is

>jli«, agreeably with analogy ; or this is pi. of

j>jk, anomalously, like as yj—U-o is of v>-»..

(TA.) [See exs. voce &u : and see also^^c.]

,j^* A woman heavy, or sluggish ; syn. ZXJu :

(K :) or, accord, to IAar, t, q. iLb&U [that makes,

and is made, angry : or that breaks offfrom, or

quits, one, in anger, or enmity]. (TA.) = It is

'*

also syn. with Ul, as a word denoting an oath [or

used in swearing] : one says i)«*».j ^j*- [Verily,

or now surely, by thy grandfather, or by thy

fortune or good fortune] ; like as one says Ul

iijf?} : (AA, K, TA :) and ^j* and yj»j*- are

dial. vara, thereof. (TA.)

j>\jt A thing from which one is unable to free

himself: [a thing] such as cleaves fast. (Bd and

Jel in xxv. 66.) Lasting evil. (IAar, S, K.)

Perdition : (K :) in the Kur xxv. 66, (S, Ksh,)

accord, to AO, (S,) it means perdition, (S, Ksh,)

persistent, (Ksh,) and such as cleaves fast. (S,

Ksh.) And Punishment, or torment : (S, K :)

or, accord, to Zj, the most vehement punishment

or torment : and accord, to Er-Raghib, hardship,

or difficulty, and an affliction, or a calamity or

misfortune, that befalls a man. (TA.) Also

Eager desire [?LJi^ for a thing] ; fondness [for

it] ; or attachment [to it] ; syn. l^ : (S, 1£ :)

or love that torments the heart. (Har p. 36.)

[See 4, last sentence.]

jrtf* A debtor: (S, Msb, K :) one says, Jl».

* + * + 0 A +0

£—w U 5>~)l >»o* v>« [r«Ae thou from the evil

debtor what has become easy of attainment] : (S:)

and ">sjlc signifies the same as^^ ; or one upon

whom lies the obligation of a bloodwit or the like;

or [it virtually signifies thus, but properly] it is a

possessive epithet signifying y»'j* ji [or iol^i] or

jaijXi. (TA.) And (sometimes, S) it signifies

A creditor also : (S, Msb, K :) thus having two

contr. meanings : (K :) Kutheiyir says,

\++4jf* tr^-*-0 Jy*«-* 'i-^j *

[Every debtor has paid, and fully rendered to

his creditor ; but as to Azzeh, her creditor is put

off, and wearied]. (S.) The pi. of^.ji is *U>

(IAth, Msb, TA) and jt\ji, which is a strange

[i.e. an anomalous] pi.; (IAth, TA;) or this is

pi. of t^jU as syn. with^^i [and thus is agree

able with analogy] ; or it is pi. of *>»^U [signify

ing "burdened with debt"], formed by the rejec

tion of the augmentative letter [of the sing.].

(TA.)—. And hence, An adversary in contention,

dispute, or litigation ; an antagonist ; a litigant :

because, by his pressing upon his adversary [like

the creditor upon his debtor], he becomes one who

cleaves, or clings. (Msb.)

y»,U : see^^fc, in two places.

•'•' i ■* i" • •*

-*J** > P'> J>y*« : see j>ji., in two places.

«^» »

j>fiu> Shackled, (K,) or burdened, (TA,) with

debt; (K ;) an epithet applied to a man from j*ji&\

and ^>jjJI. (S.) See jstje-. _ And -4 captive

of love; (K, TA ;) i. e., of the love of women :

(TA :) or one to whom love cleaves : (Ham

p. 558 :) or you say 4-»JW>>>i-o J*-j [« man to

whom love cleaves, or clung to by love] ; from the

love of women: (S:) and tlll)^ j£L £ He is

one who clings to women, like as does the ^ji [or
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"creditor" to the debtor]. (Er-Blghib, TA.) And

%iJ^i j»j** Eagerly desirous of a thing ; fond of

it ; or attached to it ; syn. aj *-}$*» ; (Msb, K,

TA ;) and <uJLc ^jojy- ; (Har p. 685 ;) not having

patience to refrain from it. (TA.) s See also

• •j

^>-

J>o^c The penis, (S, O, ]£,) m an absolute

sense : (TA :) or a large and flaccid penis before

its prepuce is cut off; (1£ ;) thus says AZ : (TA :)

or it is said to be of a solid-hoofed animal : but

mention is made in a trad, of the J-<lj* of men

[in relation to whom, however, it may perhaps be

used in this instance by way of comparison].

(TA.)

Jijk

ttiji An amorous playing with the eyes. (Ibn-

'Abbdd, O, £.)

I,-.*. \*i*i ,
,jUfC : see &jj£, last sentence.

ijyj* is held by the author of the EL to be

wrongly mentioned by J in art. Jj-fc, on the

ground of the saying that the <•> is radical ; and

IJ says that Sb has mentioned J~>j& among

quadriliteral-radical words : but there is a dif

ference of opinion on this point ; for AHei

asserts that the ^ in Jyji and in all its dial,

vars. is augmentative. (TA.) —— See J-Jj*, in two

places. _ Also sing, of JJtj-c, which signifies

+ Certain trees : (Aboo-Ziyad, O, K :) or, as also

♦ i£Jl/&, sing, of jyi^i, which signifies the tender

sprouts at the root, or lower part, of the »—<>*

[or box-thorn] : (AA, O, K :) likened to a tender

youth, because of their freshness and beauty:

(TA :) or Jyjt- signifies a tender and concealed

plant ; (EL, TA ;) or, accord, to one copy [of the

EL], a tender, spreadingplant : mentioned by AHn.

(TA.) __ And f A lock of hair much twisted :

(Lth, O, EL :) or, accord, to IAar, a forelock : so

in the phrase <*fy>£ V«*4» [Se pulled his fore-

lock] : and i$}j*i signifies the " hair of the back

of the neck." (0, TA.)

Jyjc : see the next paragraph, in two places.

J2J* (?, EL) and * $& and * t3^J* (°» S)

A certain aquatic bird, (S, O, K, TA,) long in

the neck (S, O, TA) and in the legs, (TA,) white,

(0, EL, TA,) or black : (EL, TA :) [app. the white

stork, ardea ciconia ; or, accord, to some, the black

stork, ardea nigra :] or, accord, to IAmb, the

males [or male] thereof: (TA :) or the first, (O,

K,) as also the second, (EL,) signifies the {^>j^=>

[or Numidean crane, ardea virgo] : (As, O, EL,

TA :) or a certain bird resembling this : (ISk, O,

$,TA:) pi. JeitJA. (O, TA.) It is related of

the Prophet that [when he was reciting the words

of the ELur (liii. 19 and 20), " Have ye considered

El-L&t, and El-'Ozza, and Menah, the other

third ?"] the Devil put into his mouth the say

ing .JlaJt JJjiljiJI iUJ [Those are the most high

JJIj£, as though meaning cranes, for the Numi-

Bk. I.

dian crane is remarkable in the East for its

superlatively-high flight] ; referring, as IAar

says, to the idols, which were asserted to be

intercessors with God, wherefore they are likened

to the birds that rise high into the sky : (O, TA :*)

or J*Jlj& may in this case be a pi. of one of the

sings, expl. in what here follows [but applied to

females]. (O.) _ J!^c (O, EL, TA, and so in

copies of the S) and ♦ ^ji (IJ, TA, and so in

some copies of the S in the place of the former)

and t jiyj^i and * J>i^* (S, O, EL, TA) and

▼ J*>j* (EL) and * JU>£ and " J3j>fc (0, EL) and

* &\& (?, EL) signify fA tender youth; (S;) or

a white, or fair, and comely, or beautiful, youth ;

(O, K ;) or a youth white, orfair, tender, having

beautiful hair, and comely : (TA :) pi. tjwtjc and

LLlji (S, 0, K) and Jjtji, (S, EL,) which last

may be pi. of \jj\jk, agreeably with analogy,

(IAmb, TA,) or it may be a contraction of

Jsil^i, as such used by a poet. (TA.)

<jw/fc and jy^fc : see the next preceding sen

tence.

JJJI>*, applied to a youth, (EL, TA,) and to

youthfulness, (TA, and so in the CK instead of

a youth,) Perfect, or without defect. (EL, TA.)

And, applied to a woman, as also &ii\j*, Youth-

ful and plump. (EL.) ___ See also JhHj*, last

1 ' * J 9 2 ^ 92 *»

sentence. __ iJLJIj_c i_oJ and "iJJIji [Hair

descending below the lobe of the ear, or descend

ing upon the shoulders,] sleek, such as the wind

puts in motion. (Sh, 0, EL.) — See also Jiy^i.

•i.e., *a*oj

&$js. : see Jeij*, last sentence,

iuijlji ij : see JiUz.

1. jJLfJI l>, (El,) first pers. o]>, (S, Msb,)

aor. i , (Msb, TA,) inf. n. )>, (TA,) He glued

the skin ; i. e., made it to ad/tere with *\jk. (S,

Msb, K.) And ^1)1 Coji signifies the same as

<ujji [i, e, I glued the feathers upon the arrow :

see the two pass. part. ns.]. (TA.) [And accord,

to present usage, " »\jt, inf. n. &tjj&, signifies He

glued it.] __ aJS fj^li] l^i, (K, TA,) aor. and

inf. n. as above, (TA,) Fatness adhered to his

heart, and covered it : (£, TA :) mentioned by

ISd. (TA.) = <ni ^ji It adhered to it [a* glue

or the like]. (Ksh and Bd in v. 17. [And used

in this sense in the S and K as an explanation of

<V p-P']) — -A-nd [hence], aor. \Jj*i, (S, Msb,

$,) inf.n. iji (Abu-1-Khatt4b, Msb,K,TA) and

%*, (K, TA,) like ids, but in the M like VUJ,

[i..e. »!/*], which J [in the S] pronounces to be a

subst., (TA,) He became attached to it, or fond

of it ; was eagerly desirous of it ; lie adhered,

clung, or clave, to it ; or loved it ; syn. a/ «J«I ;

(Msb, K,TA;) and iip; (TA;) without his

being incited thereto by another; (Msb, TA ;) and

\Jj*\ signifies the same, (Msb,* K, TA,) as

also y t [££, (K, TA,) each with damm, (K.,)

and the latter with teshdeed, as is stated in the

M. (TA.) See also 3 And otM '^jl

Such a one persisted, or persevered, in his anger.

(S, TA.)^ ^£jb. said of what is termed jut, [i. e.

of the water thus termed,] (M, and so in some

copies of the ]£,) or of a jijus, [or pool of water

left by a torrent,] (so in other copies of the K.

[but the former is said in the TA to be the right],)

It became cold, or cool, (M, TA,) or its water

became cold, or cool (K.) ss O^ji, (inf. n. jjk,

S,* Msb,) also signifies i" wondered. (S, Msb,

TA.) [See ]>, below.]

2. o\jc. : see 1, third sentence. __ [The inf. n.]

&ijA3 is syn. with SJJaJ [The daubing, smearing,

or rubbing over; perhaps particularly, or origi

nally, with Ajb. i. e. glue]. (K.) __ A/ o\js. : see

4. And <v \£jb : see 1, latter half.

3. o££)t & jjJj^ (9, ?»)' inf- n. % (S,)

He made no interruption between the two things :

(S, If:) mentioned by A'Obeyd, from Kh&Iid

Ibn-Kulthoom : and hence the saying of Ku-

theiyir,

• UJV v>s*)l O-oli yLl C-X5 lit *

[When thou sayest, " I will be forgetful," or

" unmindful," the eye overflows with weeping,

uninterruptedly, and copious flowings of tears

pour into it and replenish it] : AO says that the

verb is from %^j2J\i w~>j*. (S, TA.) __ And

CjU ijjte, (K, TA,) inf. n. Iljlii and »T^, (TA,)

He wrangled, quarrelled, or contended, with such

a one : (K, TA :) mentioned on the authority of

AHeyth, who disallowed aj t yj^i, inf. n. .Iji.

(TA. [Whether AHeyth disallowed the latter in

this sense or in one of the senses mentioned in

the first paragraph is not stated.])

4. <v oljjfc! He made him to become attached to

it, or fond of it ; to be eagerly desirous of it ; to

adhere, cling, or cleave, to it; or to love it;

(Msb, K ;) syn. <udj : (K :) one should not say

cu ♦ «Uc. (TA. [But one says <v l£j£ • see 1.])

And aj (J>cl : see 1. _ He incited, urged, or

instigated, him to do it. (MA, and Har p. 355.)

• S * t' * 0 fit

You say, ju-olb w-JJJl w«jj*I (S) I incited, urged,

or instigated, tlie dog, to, or against, the object, or

objects, of the chase. (Kull.) _ AikI_/0vj t\ji.\ He

set him upon them, or over them; or made him to

have mastery, dominion, or authority, over them.

(Jel in xxxiii. 60.) — JjIjjOI j^iS* (_£>! \ He

occasioned enmity between them: (Jel in v. 17:)

he cast enmity between them, as though he made it

to cleave to them: (K,TA:) a tropical phrase.

(TA.) And jf^ti C-Jjil [m which an objective

complement is understood] (S, Msb) t. q. Oj>_»I

[meaning fi" excited disorder, disturbance, dis-

284
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agreement, discord, dissension, strife, or quarrel

ling, or I made, or did, mischief, between them,

9 S

or among them]. (Msb.)s= *\JiA\ \Jjb\, said of

God, He made, or rendered, the thing goodly, or

beautiful. (IKtt, TA.)

6. w~ii)l ^ OW^^'J W* [app. 2V(ry /wo

wrangle, quarrel, or contend, in anger]. (JK.

[See 3.])

jji "^ signifies ^rie *9 [meaning There is no

case of wonder], (Msb, K, and Ham p. 603,) the

enunciative of *$ being suppressed, as though the

,9 A , 9 , , . j.

saying were UjJI jj $jb y [there is no case of

* ' * *

wonder in the present world] or }yey» [existing] ;

(Ham ;) as also ♦ \£})£ *): (K :) or <^ ■*•■*} J41

[meaning it is not a case of wonder]. (S.) One

says, 1jJ& ^y> 3j& *9 i.e. >y>.c»c *£ [meaning

7%ere is no case o/ wonder arising from such a

thing, or, using ^jt\ as an inf. n., (see 1, last sig

nification,) there is no wondering at such a thing].

(Har p. 488.) And the saying

••ills J*** k^1 .J«*"-i o' >>* *23 *

means A»Z /'/ u no/ a case ofwonder (w -» -; J-l)) ,

i. e. /Aera is no wondering (y.».c "9), /Aa/ /Ae

[^own^] man should follow the example of his

father, doing the like of his deed. (Har p. 86.)

[ft : see <Sjb, in two places. __ Also The ^

[q. v.] that descends [from the womb] with the

child. (TA.) _ And The young one of the cow :

(K, TA :) or, as some say, peculiarly, of [the

species of bovine antelope called] the wild cow :

dual o'j>: and pi. »U*I. (TA.) It is also

applied to The young camel whenjust born : and,

some say, it signifies a youngling that is very

sappy or soft or tender : (TA :) and anything

broughtforth (K, TA) until itsflesh becomesfirm,

or hard. (TA.) — And (K, TA) [hence], by

way of comparison, (TA,) as also ♦ Sl^e, + Lean,

meagre, or emaciated, (K, TA,) in a great degree :

(TA:) pi. tTjil. (K,TA.) Hence the trad., •}

_yf-> \Jr»- " 5lji »^o^JJ f [Do not ye slaughter it

while very lean, &c, until it become full-grown].

(TA. [See 4 in art e>».]) an Also Goodliness,

or beauty. (S, EI- [See i^>e.])

• ,,

Slji [Z&rcj/emen/ o/" disorder, disturbance, dis-

agreement, &c. ;] the subst. from _/^~rf wojil

[q. v.]. (S.) = See also \^t, in two places.

* 9,

^j^c : see the next paragraph : a and see

'•' '

also j^c *^.

!lj* [A state of attachment, or fondness, &c. ;]

the subst. from aj Jg^c [q. v.] as meaning iui

•V: (S, Msb, TA:) or, accord, to the M, this is

an inf. n. ; and the subst. accord, to the K is

1j£b. (TA.)

tf> and * \jl (S, Mgh, Msb, K) [Glue;] a

substance with which a thing is made to adhere,

(S, Mgh, Msb, K,) obtained fromfsh, (S, Mgh,)

or made from skins, and sometimes made from

fish: (Msb:) or the substance with which one

smears ; (Fr, EL, TA ;) and thus the former word

is expl. by Sh : (TA :) or a certain thing that is

extracted from fish : (EL :) [and mucilage, which

by concretion becomes gum ; the former word is
% • ,

used in this sense in the K voce *«-«, q. v. :] and

it is said that the trees [app. that produce the

mucilage termed »!.*, otherwise I know not what

can be meant thereby,] are [called] (_£>-£ [or

* \jk] ; but AHn says that certain persons pro

nounce the word thus, but it is not the approved

*, • t ,

way. (TA.)= "\jc. J*y means A man who has

not a beast [to carry him] (a) ajIj ^). (EL.)

\^jt Made to adhere ; syn. £cla. (TA voce

jjjA.)^ [And hence, \ Anadlierent. (See^j^c.)

__ Hence also, Daubed, smeared, or rubbed over ;

as will be shown in the course of this paragraph.

1,9,

(See also ^ji-c.) —] And The goodly, or beau

tiful, (S, K, TA,) in respect of face, (TA,) of

mankind, (S, K, TA,) and the goodly, or beautiful,

of others than mankind : and [particularly] a

goodly building : (K, TA :) and hence, —— Ou>*M

Two well-known buildings, in El-Koofeh, (K, TA,)

at Eth-Tliaweeyeh, where is the tomb of Alee, the

Prince of the Faithful, asserted to have been built

by one of the Kings of EUHeereh : (TA:) or two

tall buildings, said to be tlie tombs of Mdlik and

Akeel, the two cup-companions of Jedheemeh El-

Abrash; thus called because En-Noaman Ibn-

El-Mundhir used to smear them (i^jjiu O^)

with the blood of him whom he slew when he

went forth in the day of his evil fortune [or ill

omen, the story of which is well known]. (S,

TA.)— (j;>«Jt is also the name of A certain idol

[or object of idolatrous worship, app. from what

here follows, a mass of stone, like as O^UI is said

to have been by some, and like as were several

other objects of worship of the pagan Arabs],

with which [probably meaning with the blood on

which] one used to smear himself, and upon

which one used to sacrifice [victims]. (TA.) —

3 ,

And ijjb signifies also A certain red dye. (TA.)

^{jk i.q. Y& [i.e. Froth] : (EL,TA : [^.IjAJI

in the CK is a mistranscription :]) app. formed by

transposition ; for l&Uj has been mentioned [in

art. ybj] as syn. with Sjij : (TA :) pi. with fet-h

[i.e.^l>]. (K,TA.)

999,1 1 ,9t ,

aj \^j*-o jh, from <u »\ji.\ [q. v.], He « made

to become attached to it, orfond of it ; &c. (TA.)

2jiu> [pass, part n. of Ijrf, q. v. ; Glued, &c.

& 9 9 , 99,

_ Hence, for .jj-a-o j^, lit. A glued arrow,

meaning an arrow luiving the feathers glued upon

it, i. e.] afeathered arrow. (Meyd in explanation

of what here follows.) It is said in a prov.,

d3j». , t 9„ 9 9 £

jjj^jjtoJI ju>.l^ ^3 ^£sji\, meaning [Reach thou

me, tliough] with one of the two [feathered]

arrows : or, as Th says, with an arrow or with

a spear: (S :) El-Mufaddal says, there were two

brothers, of the people of Hejer, a people to

whom the Arabs ascribe stupidity, and one of

those two rode an intractable she-camel, and the

one that did not ride had with him a bow, and

his name was Huneyn ; so the one that was

riding called to him, and said, .ILL) i>~* C

9i 39 , , I 9,, 9 9*

(Jjj>**)I «»«>-W ^i i^Lr*'* [in which ^^Jpt seems

to be a mistranscription for ■«•£>),) I,] meaning,

with his arrow; whereupon his brother shot at

him and laid him prostrate; and his saying

became a prov., applied on an occasion of neces

sity, or difficulty, and of the utter failing of

stratagem. (Meyd.) One says also S^jiua ^^

[A glued bow] (S, Msb, K) and ♦ ZJCo. (S, K.)

9S 9 , * 9,

&ijjb* ytfjs : see what next precedes.

L£>

- 9 2 9 9,

1. JOV~i\ <Z*4jb : see 1 in art. $jb.

IS 9 , §9 1,9,

a-!j-«-o \j*y* '■ see jjjui (last sentence) in

art. ^.

0*9* %* *9*

1. jji, aor. i , inf. n. ij]ji (S, Mgh, Msb, EL)

and j}b (Mgh, L, Msb, K) and jji, (L, EL,) or

jji. is a simple subst, (S, L, TA,) 2/ (a thing,

S, EL, or water, Mgh, Msb) was, or became, much,

abundant, or copious. (S, Mgh, Msb, EL.) _

<Z>jj* She (a camel, S, Msb, or a beast, EL) had

much milk ; abounded in milk ; became abundant
9, , ,

in milk ; (S, Msb, EL ;) *>M3I {jtifrom the herbage ;

0, ,

(TA;) or <uU [by feeding] wpon it; (EL;) as

also t Oj^cl : (IKtt -.) and it (a well, and a

spring,) abounded in water : and it (an eye)

abounded in tears. (EL.)

C 9 ,

2. j-i)Jui signifies The omitting a milking

between two mUkings, when the milk of the camel

is backward. (S, EL, TA.) A similar meaning

is mentioned in art. jj£ : see 2 in that art. (TA.)

9 *,, , 9 ^^

3. ojjLc, inf. n. SjjUtvo, He gave him a small

and mean thing in order tfuit he might give him in

return twice as much : he sought to obtain from,

him more tlian he gave. (IAar, TA : but only the

inf. n. is mentioned.)

9, , 3X19 , ,9t

4: see 1. = <0U olfl jj&l [God caused his

camels, or sheep, or goats, to have much milk],

, 3 9,

(TA.) _ o«j*«3l jjil He made the beneficence
39 ,

to be abundant. (K.) = >»>*JI jji\ The people's

camels, (S, EL,) and their sheep or goats, (TA,)

became abundant in milk. (S, K, TA.) _ And

Tlie people became in the state of having muck

rain. (IKtt.)

jj£ [Abundance in milk : or abundance of

9,2 , 9 ,

milk : of camels &c. :] a subst. from a»UI Ojj& :

9 93 § J 9 9, 993

pl. jj*; like as O**' is P»> °^Oi^> and >-*• °f

^ia-. (S.) = Also A vessel made of [the coarse

grass called] >UJL and ofpalm-leaves: (IDrd, K :)

a well-known Arabic word. (IDrd, TA.)

,9> 9,9t

\£)i* [as though fem. of jj£l] is applied to a

she-camel by Honeyf-El-Hanatim [as meaning
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Surpassingly abundant in milk]. (IAar in TA in

ICfljJb mentioned by Freytag as an epithet

applied to camels, meaning Abounding in milk,

on the authority of the K, is a mistake ; it is

mentioned in the K only as the name of a place.]

jjjS; and the fem. Sjjji, Much ; abundant ;

copious : (S, Msb, EL :) applied to water, (Msb,)

and rain, (KL,) and beneficence, (S,) and know

ledge, (TA,) and anything. (S, KL.) — A she-

camel, (S, Msb, K,) and a sheep or goat or other

beast, (TA,) having much milk; abounding in

milk : (S, Msb, K :) a well, and a spring, (KL,)

and a subterranean channel for water, (Msb,)

abounding in mater : (Msb, K :) and an eye

abounding in tears : (EL :) pi. jlj*. (S, Msb.)

jtj jJ*o>o)5, in the pass, form, A people having

abundance of milk ; whose camels abound in

milk. (K.)

ojj**», (as written in the L, [and so agreeably

with analogy, as meaning A cause of abounding

in milk ; similar to 3JUwyo and £;..»>■» &c. ;]) or

Sjjm, (accord, to the EL>) a thing [from thefeed

ing of a beast] upon which the milk becomes abun

dant. (L, EL.) And, (EL, TA,) hence, (TA,)

A certain plant, the leaves of which are like those

of the o>»- [q. v.J, (EL, TA,) dust-coloured, and

small, and which has a red blossom, like that of

the pomegranate : (TA:) it pleases the cows (EL,

TA) much, (TA,) and they become abundant in

milk [by feeding] upon it : (KL, TA :) it is of tlie

[season called] *«jj ; and is mentioned by AHn,

who says that all cattle pasture upon it. (TA.)

j\jk* [Abounding much in milk ; applied to a

she-camel &c.]. (The Lexicons passim.)

t- in, tut

Sjjjjao ^ojl Land upon which much rain has

fallen. (EL.)

jjlx« and "j[jju...c One who gives a thing in

order that he may obtain in return more than he

gives. (EL.) One of the Tabi'ees says ^JUJI

AlJk {^y> w)Uj ~jJJLLm^\ The stranger who seelcs

to obtain more than he gives shall be rewardedfor

his gift : meaning, when the stranger, who is not

related to thee, gives thee a thing, he seeks to

obtain more than it ; so do thou requite him for

his gift, and exceed it to him. (TA.)

• O - 0 t

jjjuim» : see jjlii, in two places.

1. o±Jut cjji, (S, MA, 0, EL,) and J&\

Ca^, (TA,) or »5»-5j »-»>-sdt> (Msb,) aor. -,

(S, O, Msb, EL,) inf. n. J>, (S, MA, O, KL,)

She spun the cotton, (MA, KLL, PS,) and theflax,

fyc, (TA,) or the wool, and tlie like; (Msb;) and

t *2JpLil signifies the same, (S, EL>) ^ Jj^,

(S, O, EL, TA,) aor. - , (K, TA,) inf. n. jji, (S,

O, TA,) lie talked, and acted in an amatory and

enticing manner, with a woman, or with women ;

he practised Jjb [meaning as expl. below, i. e.

the talk, and actions, and circumstances, occurring

between tlie lover and the object of love ; &c.].

(S,» 0,» KL,* TA.) as And J> is also said of a

dog, meaning lie flagged, or became remiss, in

the pursuit of a young gazelle ; i. e., when he had

come up to it, the latter uttered a cry by reason of

its fright, whereupon he turned awayfrom it, (S,

O, K, TA,) and became diverted; (S, O, TA ;)

or, as IAar says, when it became sensible of the

presence of the dog, it became confounded, or per

plexed, and clave to the ground, and he (the dog)

became divertedfrom it, and turned away : (TA :)

or he was confounded, or perplexed, in pursuing a

young gazelle, by its uttering a cry in his face

when lie came up to it. (Meyd in explanation of

a prov. : see Jj£\, below.)

3. Q)lA, (S, MA, TA,) inf. n. ajjui, (S, O,

K, TA,) He tallied with Iter, (S, 0,» K* TA,)

and acted in an amatory and enticing manner

with her ; (S, TA ;) and in like manner one says

of a woman with a man : (S :) or lie played,

or sported, [or dallied, or wantoned,] and held

amorous talk, with her. (MA.)__ [Hence,] one

says, \fj}\ sjoCj cJJU lit U&J1 ^iLt ^ *r^»l

I [More pleasant, or delightful, than the breaths of

tlie east wind (which is to the Arabs like the

zephyr to us) when it has wantoned with the

wt

meadows of\fji\, (app. 1^)1, the name of a place,

mentioned in the K in art. y>j, there written

lc^H, and in the TA in that art. said to occur in

poetry,) so as to have brought with it the odours

of flowers]. (EL.) And tAgjJt ,>o Ijkij Jj^v >A

t [app. meaning He plays the wanton with ample-

ness and easiness and pleasantness of the means of

subsistence]. (TA.)— And &t*i/$\ Jjl* f -His

approached [the age of] forty [years]. (Th, EL.)

4. J>l, (EL,) or cJj*t, (S, O,) He, or she,

turned round, or made to revolve, [or rather

twirled,] the Jjao [or spindle] : (S, O, KL :) [or

so Jji+i\ J>*l> or ouJjt), for] one says of the

^Jjio [or spindle], Jj*l, i. e. it was turned round

[or twirled]. (Fr, S.) = cJj£1 She (a gazelle)

had a young one. (S, O. [See j|>«.])

5. JljJu He affected, or attempted, as a self-

imposed task, (iJuiO,) what is termed Jjk [mean

ing as expl. below, i. e. the talk, and actions, and

circumstances, occurring between the lover and the

object of love; &c.]. (S, O, K, TA.) And

sometimes it means He made mention, or spoke,

[generally in verse,] of what is termed jj*. (TA.)

[See also w~£, inf. n. y~-.-J ; and «-—->, inf. n.

fl * Co .. *

>_..».. j.] One says, 5|^«JW J>*5 meaning He men

tioned the woman [in amatory language, as an

object of love,] in his poetry. (TA in art. jV*.)

6. IjJjUlJ [They tallied, and acted in an

amatory and enticing manner ; or they played,

sported, dallied, or wantoned, and held amorous

talk ; one with another : see 3] : (S, O :) from

J>)l[q.v.]. (TA.)

8 : see 1, first sentence.

dj-*) applied to cotton, (S, 0, KL» TA,) and

flax, &c, (TA,) or wool, and the like, (Msb,)

i. q. JjjJLi [i. e. Spun] : (S, O, Msb, K, TA :)

[or rather spun thread, or yarn of any kind; for]

it is an inf. n. used as a subst : (Msb :) of the

masc. gender: pi. JJjji. (TA.) And accord.

to ISd, The web of the spider. (TA.) And

C>£jt Jji is applied in Egypt to The sort offood

called £jo\. (TA in art. Sj3o, q. v.)

jU J)j£ A follower and lover of women; as

also gLJ t Jjji : (JK :) [or both may be ren

dered one who talks, and acts in an amatory and

enticing manner ; or who plays, sports, dallies, or

wantons, and holds amorous talk ; with women :]

" iJiJ* is of the measure J«x» in the sense of the

measure J*UU ; like w-jjt*> and jg^>. (TA.)

Jjl, as expl. by Abd-El-Muttalib El-Bagh-

dddee, in his Exposition of the jJLiJI juu of

Kudameh, signifies The talk, and actions, and

circumstances, occurring between the lover and tlie

object of love ; differing somewhat from >,...;*,;,

which is a celebrating of the person and qualities

of the beloved; and from >-■■;■■■.'', which is a men

tioning of the state, or condition, of the w~~>Li

[himself], and of the object of the *-~—3, and of

all the affairs, or events, occurring between them

two, [in the prelude of an ode,] thus including

the meaning of ^^,,3, and being a mentioning of

Jj_c: accord, to ELuriumch, it signifies an in

clining to foolish and youthful conduct, or a mani

festing of passionate love, and becoming notorious

for affections to women : (TA :) or it is the subst.

from 3 [as such signifying talk, and amatory and

enticing conduct, with women; or play, sport, dal

liance, or wanton conduct, and amorous talk, with

women] ; (S, EL ;) as also t Jjk* : (EL :) or play,

sport, or diversion, with women : (ISd, TA:) or

the talk ofyoung men and [or with] young women :

(Msb :) or, accord, to the leading authorities in

polite literature, and those who have made the

language to be their study, [or rather accord, to

a loose and post-classical usage,] it signifies, like

w-~..j, praise of what are apparent of the mem

bers of tlie object of love : or the mention of the

days ofunion and of disunion: or the like thereof.

(MF.)

Jljz [is, by rule, the part. n. of Jj*, as such

signifying Talking, and acting in an amatory and

enticing manner, with a woman, or with women ;

&c. : but it is said that it] signifies Jjc w^*-lo ;

(S, O ;) or tUi>W Jj£> ; (K, TA ;)"by which is

here meant making mention, or speaking, or one

who makes mention, or who speaks, [generally in

verse,] of what is termed Jji [signifying as expl.

above, i. e. the talk, and. actions, and circum

stances, occurring between tlie lover and the object

of love; &c] ; thus used as being a possessive

epithet, [not as a part. n. of Jj*, because this

differs in meaning from Jj*3,] i. e. it signifies

[properly] Jji jj : (TA:) or it means displaying

amorous gestures or behaviour, and foolish and

284*
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youthful conduct such as is suitable to women, with

the love, or passionate love, that he experiences

for them, in order that they may incline to him :

(ELudameh, TA :) or it is applied to a man as

meaning a companion of women because of his

lacking strength to be otherwise : from what here

follows. (IAar, TA.) __ Lacking strength, or

ability, to perform, or accomplish, things ; (IAar,

EL, TA ;) remiss, or languid, in respect to them.

(IAar, TA.)

8 •'

»J>* [Of, or relating to, spun thread, or yarn;]

the rel. n. from Jj* used as a subst. (Msb.)

Jlj* A young gazelle, i~l> jJj : (Msb :) or a

£ili [or young gazelle], (T, S, O, Msb, EL, TA,)

or, as some say, the female, (TA, [but see what

follows,]) when it becomes active, or in motion,

(T, S, O, Msb, EL, TA,) and walks; (T, Msb,

EL, TA ;) to which the girl, or young woman, is

likened in [the commencing of an ode by what is

termed] w.-:?...T.H, wherefore the epithet and the

verb [therein] are made masc. ; (TA ;) after the

becoming a ,-tf [q. v.] : (T, Msb :) or in the stage

after that in which lie is termed tW» [q. v.] :

(A I Lit, Msb, TA :) or from the time of his birth

until he attains to the most veliement running;

(EL, TA ;) which is when he puts his legs together,

[app. meaning his fore legs togetlier and so his

hind legs,] and puts them down together and raises

them together : (TA :) or i. q. ^o [i. e. a gazelle,

of any age] : (M in art. ,«*1» : for .Jj&lt is there

expl. as meaning JljiJI : [but this seems to be a

loose rendering :]) the female is called t 3i\jb ;

(Msb, MF, TA ;) though it seems from what is

said in the K [&c] that JljJdl is applied pecu

liarly to the male, and that the female is called

only <uJ», as several of the lexicologists have

decisively asserted : (MF, TA :) the pi. [of pauc]

is S&fc and [of mult.] o^jfc. (?, O, Msb, EL.) =

,jUxi Jlj* A certain insect (i«jja), (EL, TA,) a

species of the [locusts, or locust-like insects, called]

^»CL [pi. of v^4»]- (TA.) = JI>iJt Jo'j A

JO'

certain plant, resembling tlie ^jy».jia [or tarragon],

(O, EL,) which is eaten, (O,) burning, or biting,

to the tongue, (O, If,) green, and having a red

root, like the roots of tlie Slfcjl [n. un. of-Jajl,

q. v.], (0,) with tliejuice of which girls, or young

women, make red streaks like bracelets upon their

arms : (O, K :) thus AHn was informed by some

one or more of the Benoo-Asad : (0 :) and Aboo-

Nasr says, it is of the [kind called] j^>i. [See

also JjjAM^o and 0*S*" J» an(* O^J*" *e*>

voce j>* m art. y* or .«*,> ; and see likewise

<Ulj_c fern, of Jl>c, q. v. = SJIjJUl, also, sig

nifies The sun ; (S, O, K ;) because it extends

[what resemble] cords, [meaning its rays,] as

though it were spinning : (EL :) or tlie sun when

rising ; (Msb, EL ;) [therefore] one says C~aJU»

ajtjJtJI, but not 3J\jii\ cj> : (TA :) or the sun

wlien high : (M,* EL, TA :) or the ^e [meaning

the disk, or, as it sometimes means, the rays, or

* i > , , *

beams,] of the sun. (EL.) — And ^*~cJ\ SJIj*

means, (S, O, EL,) as also 43^'lji, (EL,) [or 0^tj£,]

The beginning of the ^« [or early part of the

forenoon, after sunrise] ; (S, O, EL ;) [whence]

one says, ,-a. «aJt iJlj-c ,y sU. [lie came in the

beginning of the ..» .?»] ; and Dhu-r-Rummeh uses

dJIj-iJI, in the accus. case, as an adv. n., (S, (),)

meaning in the time [or in the beginning] of the

^ja^s ; (O ;) or, accord, to IKh, this is for c^Xia

iJljiJI, meaning at the rising of the sun : (TA :)

or the meaning of the phrases first mentioned in

this sentence is after, or a little after, (accord, to

different copies of the EL,) the spreading of the

sun, [i. e. of the sunshine,] and its entrance upon

the ^j*~° : or tlie first part of the ^j»~£, until

the passing away of afifth (or about a fifth, TA)

of the day. (K.) sss Also (i. e. alljiJI) A certain

herb, (Aboo-Nasr, O, K,) of the [kind called]

s j

p-Ua—>, spreading upon the ground, with green

leaves, having no thorns nor branches ; from the

middle whereof comes forth a tall ^..o » [or

shoot], which is peeled and eaten, (Aboo-Nasr,

O,) and it is sweet, (Aboo-Nasr, O, EL,) and lias

yellow blossoms from its bottom to its top ; and it

is a pasture : (Aboo-Nasr, O :) every thing [i. e.

animal] eats it; (Aboo-Nasr, O, EL;) and the

places of its growth are the plain, or soft, tracts.

(Aboo-Nasr, O.)

Jlje A vender [and a spinner] of Jje [i. e.

thread, or yarn]. (TA.)

Jjje : see »LJ Jj£, in two places.

JjLc [act. part. n. of Jfyk ; Spinning], The

pis. Jji and Jjl^e are applied as epithets to

women : (EL, TA :) but the former is also applied

to men, and is of a measure more usual as that

of the pi. of the masc. act. part. n. than of the

fem. (TA.)

J^9^ 0 J*Ot

Z>y&* ,>« Jj*l, from the act of spinning,

(Meyd,) or from the act of weaving [the web],

(O,) is a prov. [meaning More practised, or

skilled, in weaving than a spider] : and so £y»

&j* [than a *ij*>, q. v.]. (Meyd.) __ And one

says also, tr-ejUl (£>-»! O-f Jj*'» (s> Meyd, O,)

likewise a prov., meaning [More practised, or

skilled,] in the celebrating of the person and quali

ties of the beloved in verse [than Imra-eUKeys].

(Meyd.) _ And [hence,] ,, , - II ,j_« J>-*l

t [More frequent in visiting, or more habitual,

and more recurrent, than the fever] ; a saying of

the Arabs, by which they mean that it [the fever]

is a frequent visiter of the sick person, recurrent

to him ; as though passionately loving him : thus,

correctly, as in the L : in the K it is said that

Jji^l applied to the fever (,j!»»JI [though this

is fem.]) means such as is a frequent visiter of

tlie sick person ; recurrent. (TA.) — And Jji\

J&ji (J-* [More confounded and perplexed than

a young one of the hyena] ; from JjiJI as signify

ing " the being confounded and perplexed " like

as is the dog (Meyd, O, EL) when pursuing the

young gazelle; for it may be that the Jeyi

becomes in the like state in pursuing the object

of its chase : (Meyd :) or i)*j& was a man of

ancient times, and this saying (which is a prov.,

Meyd) is like ypJUl ^^T ,>• J>t. (Meyd, O,

TA.)

* ' ° " • '•

JjXo : see Jjaa, in two places : sss and see

also Jji, latter half.

Jj*c : see Jjio, in three places.

9 • J

Jji* A doe gazelle having a young one. (K.)

Jjkt and t jjii (Fr, Th, S, O, Msb, EL) and

" Jja», (Th, O, EL,) the first as pronounced by

[the tribe of] Temeem, the second as pronounced

by [that of] ELeys, and the last the most rare,

(TA,) or the second as pronounced by Temeem,

(Msb,) A spindle ; i. e. the thing with which one

spins : (S, MA, O, Msb, EL, KL :) Fr says that

* Jj*» is the original form, from J)j*| " it was

made to turn round " or " revolve " [or " was

twirled "] ; (S, TA ;) but the dammeh was deemed

by the Arabs difficult of pronunciation, and there

fore they said JjJ", and in like manner v»^. jh

. * ' » •'» » •'•

and cjo—o and J>...ai * and OjJxo : accord, to

• ^«"

IAth, JjitA signifies the instrument [with which

one spins] ; and ▼ JjA-o, thq place of the Jji

[which means the act of spinning and the spun

thread or yard] ; and * J>i», the place in which

(*4» [or this may here mean upon which]) the

Jji [i. e. spun thread or yarn] is put : (TA :)

j * * ' o a * of

pi. JjU-o. (MA.) Jji* ±y, ijj£\ is a prov.

[meaning More naked than a spindle], (Meyd.)

And one says, Jji* jC ^c J-il JjiJI 4-*-U»

[The practiser of the talk and actions $c. usual

between the lover and the object of love is more

erring than the shank (i. e. pin) of a spindle], of

which the error is its [aiding in] clothing mankind

while it is [itself] naked. (A, TA.) It is

said in a book of certain of the Jews, IJ£s °s'\c

Jj*^1 Mj) lj^5> meaning [Upon you lie as due

from you such and such things and] the fourth

part of what your women have spun. (TA.) __

And [the pi.] JjU* signifies The j^e. (O) or j^a

(EL) [app. meaning the upright wooden supports

of the seat] of the [machine called] J.^ [q. v.]

with which the reaped grain heaped together is

thrashed. (O, EL.)

\Jj±-* (MA) and tt^j^ (S and EL voce

j>^o*) A parer of spindles. (MA.)

Jje*-* A slender cord (J«i> J^-) [so in copies

of the EL, and in the CEL, but in the latter Jj^JI

is put for Jjji t II : in my MS. copy of the EL,

<3-**i J*>- J>j-*»JI> and this I think to be the

correct reading, meaning EUMugheyzil is a cer

tain slender mountain] : ISd says, I think it to

be likened to the J>«*, because of its slender-

ness; adding that El-Hirmazee has mentioned

it. (TA. [A verse cited by El-Hirmazee is there
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given as an ex. ; mentioning the day of JjU^",

app. as the day of the separation of a lover from

his beloved ; and it is a common custom of the

Arabs to call the day of an event the day of the

place where it occurred.])

(Jjli« : see /Jji-o.
I ** w,. ^

He had such a one peculiarly to himself from

among his companions: (K, TA:) like «v Jill.

(TA.) A poet says,

1. •£*, [aor.i,] inf. n. Jji, He wiUed, or

desired, it; he sought it; and he aimed at it,

intended it, or meant it ; syn. oU ; and Z& :

and ejveS ; [the first of which is often used in

the same senses as the second and third ;] as also

*»tj_Lcl; (5, TA;) this last mentioned by ISd

as syn. with »j^>3. (TA.) One says, U cJji

J^SJ\ 1.x* ,>* ijjXL, i.e. [/ knew, or,

emphatically, I know,] what is willed or desired

(i\ji U) [from this speech]. (S.) And ^jl

\i£» My aim, or intention, or meaning, is such a

thing. (K.) — [Hence, app.,] "3jilt £*, inf. n.

Sjfi (?, Mgh^Msb, El) and objt, (K, TA,) or,

as some say, gfjj*, mentioned by 8b, (TA,) and

blr^f (S>) [°ut see what is said of this last at

the close of this paragraph,] He wentforth, (Er-

Raghib, TA,) or repaired, or betook himself,

(Mgh,) to wage war, (Er-Raghib, TA,) or to

fight, (Mgh,) with the enemy; (Er-Raghib, Mgh,

TA ;) or he went to fight with, and plunder, the

enemy; (K, TA;) in the country of the latter.

(Msb.) [And £i alone, the objective comple

ment being understood, often signifies the same ;

or He engaged in a warring, or warring and

plundering, expedition, or in such expeditions.]

And dJt \ji,, inf. n. as above, He tended, repaired,

betook himself, or went, to, or towards, him, or it;

Byn. tj^S. (TA.) = l's\ji, mentioned above, is

of a measure which in most instances is that of an

inf. n. of an intrans. verb, and it seems to be an

inf. n. of which the verb is jji, meaning <£j& 'S\L

[i. e. Excellent, or how excellent, is his engaging

in a warring, or warring and plundering, expe

dition, or in such expeditions!] ; and to be similar

to ^.oS meaning tiU6 jU., and «jj c-jjj, mean

ing l^ 'jU. (TA.)

2 : see what next follows.

is

[Sometimes, or often, the cutting offfromfriendly

intercourse has the accusation of that which is a

crime, or afault, or an offence, peculiarly assigned

to it (as the cause)] : j>^J\ here meaning lU^I

j^i\. (TA.)

f «■<■

»!>£ : see the next paragraph, in three places.

•»•» «*

5jje The act of [jjAJt i. e.] repairing to fight

with [or to fight with and plunder] the enemy [in

the country of the latter] ; as also t l\y£, and

t SIjA* : (Mgh :) or the first signifies a «n^rfe ta'we

[or act] ofjji)\ [i.e. a single warring, or warring

and plundering, expedition] ; (Th, Msb, TA ;) as

also t i\jjU : (Msb :) and t l\ji is the subst. from

>x*)l C»«j>* [as such meaning as expl. above, i. e.

the act of3jii\] : (S, TA :) or this signifies [a

campaign, i. e.] the work [or operations] of a

year: (Th, TA:) the pi. (of Ijji, Msb, [and of

* t\j&, for this is originally \'3jk,]) is Ol}>i, and

(of t s\j&t Msb) jlii, (Mgh, Msb,) which latter

pi. is applied to the Otjji of Mohammad. (TA.)

Sjjfc «. y. iJJa [app. as meaning 4 moofe, or

manner, ofseeking, fyc.]. (TA.)
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the former a pi. of which the sing, is not men

tioned, and the latter a quasi-pl. n. like J*-)4jt

from ji.ji\,] The offspring (»JUJ [more properly

^Uj, which agrees with the context,]) of the

[season called] uu4, on the authority of IAar,

[meaning such offspring ofcamels, for it is added,]

which are discommended, the young camel thereof

being always weak. (TA.)

K£}** The intended sense of a saying; the

meaning thereof; syn. Z*£* [as an inf. n. used

in the sense of the pass. part. n. of its verb], (S,

K ; in the CE. written juaio.)_ See also l\j±*.

s And see the paragraph next preceding this.

4. «\ji\ He fitted him out, equipped him, or

furnished him, (S,) or he sent him, (Mgh, Msb,)

or he urged, or incited, him, (EI,) to engage in a

warring, or warring and plundering, expedition,

(S,* Mgh,* Msb,* K,) in the country ofthe enemy;

(Msb ;) and * t\ji signifies the same. (R )

0>l, said of a woman, (Mgh, K,) Her husband

was absent [engaged in a warring, or warring

and plundering, expedition, in the country of the

enemy] ; (Mgh ;) or her husband went [or had

gone] tofight with, and plunder, the enemy. (K.)

_ And, said of a she-camel, Her impregnation

was, or became, difficult. (S, EI.) = And iljil

He granted him some delay, and deferred [the

exacting of] the debt that he owed. (S, K.)

8. t\fb\ : see 1, first sentence. = C)^t l<*&I

Obj*»il [°rObJ* •] The cat: because it is ever

making war upon the mouse. (IjlJi JUII jjJu).

(Harp. 663.)

s .,

\j5jz, accord, to [many, app., of] the copies

of the S ; or ^ji, accord, to ISd, [and so in

some copies of the S,] said by ISd to be altered

from the regular form [which is \Js}t] ; (TA ;)

Of, or relating to, j>JUI [or the making a

warring, or warring and plundering, expedition],

(S, ISd, TA.)

{jjb : seejU.

.lj* One who engages muck, or often, in warring,

or warring and plundering, expeditions; syn._JeJ&

jjML (TA.) "'

jlc One going, or who goes, to fight with, and

plunder, the enemy, (S,* Mgh,* Msb, K,) in the

country of the latter; (Msb;) [one engaging, or

who engages, in a warring, or warring and plun

dering, expedition : and a warrior, in a general

sense :] pi. Il>i (S, Mgh, Msb) and ,J}1 (S,

Msb, Kl, TA, in the CK1 jjjk) and f\ji (S) and

Csj*> (£>) [originally jj^>*,] of the measure

Jj*&, (TA,) and t^ji i8 pi. 0f [the pi.] S\ji,

(S, Msb,) or [rather] a quasi-pl. n. ; (K ;) and

* ijjLi signifies a company, or body, of »\jS.

(TA.)

•' ■:

ijjU : see what immediately precedes.

ol^l and ijj*+i\ [app. ij^fc^l and ? jyAJI,

[act. part. n. of 4, q. v.]. _ i^jJJa A

woman w/tose husband is absent; (Mgh ;) [mean

ing] one whose husband has gone tofight with, and

plunder, the enemy. (S,* TA.) See an ex. in a

trad, mentioned voce jj\£s. = Also, SjjJJt, A

she-camel that has exceeded the year [from the

time when she was covered] without bringingforth;

like jr!;^-* : (El-Umawee, S :) or a she-camel

that has exceeded the year by a month, (K, TA,)

or the like thereof, (TA,) in pregnancy : (K, TA :)

so in the M. (TA.) And A she-ass that is late

in bringingforth, but does then bring forth. (S.)

>r^l Of l£HW' means Those that are late in

bringing forth, by a month, or two months, after

the others, of the sheep or goats, because of their

having conceived at a late period. (TA.) And

Jx* signifies A she-camel whose impregnation is

difficult : mentioned by Az. (TA.)

• •* 0 * •* 0 *

«>«-• : see «j>*, in three places. Also A

place of y}i. [meaning making a warring, or

warring and plundering, expedition] : pi. jLi*.

(TA.) __ And (j^UJt signifies also The memo

rable deeds of the Z\jb [meaning those who engage

in warring, or warring and plundering, expedi

tions, pi. of jli] : (EI, TA:) in which sense, some

say, it has no sing., but others say that its sing,

is St>*i or * (^jii. (TA.)

3 »-

(jyi-o [as pass. part. n. of 1^*] was used as an

epithet applied to a man : it is properly with ^

3 j o *

[l. e. .}j*«] ; but there are many instances of the

former kind. (TA.)

1. i>~A, said of the night, aor. - , (S, 0, K,)

inf. n. Jjyli (O, El,* TA) and Jli and Jlfe and

OU^-t, (?,) It became dark ; (S, O ;) as also

* JUfcl, (Th, O,) said by Z to be of the dial, of

the Benoo-Temeem : (TA :) or both signify it be

came intensely dark. (K.) Hence, in a trad., ^li

.yjljJaJt (^yU JfrUI i. e. The night poured down

upon the small mountains and covered them with

its darkness. (TA.) — And, said of the moon,

It lost its light, and became black and dark. (TA.)

_ And '£& c-Li, (S, O, El,) aor,, - ; (O, El ;)

and cJLfc, aor.:; (£;) inf. n. Jlfc, (S, O,) or
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j^, (K,) or both, (TA,) and o&± ; (K, TA ;)

t -fft» eye became dark : (S, 0, K, TA :) or + sited

tears : (K, TA :) or J pouredforth [tears] : (TA :)

or yj~*M \Z-S ■ * means f the eye overflowed with

water. (AZ, TA.) — And £>*JI J^fc, inf. n.

J&1& (S, O, K) and Jli also, (TA,) The wound

had yellow mater flowing from it ; (S, O, K ;)

and so J—i. (K, by implication.) And c-5...c

il^fjl, (0, 5, TA,) aor. - , inf. n. jli and o&-*>

(K, TA,) The sky rained ; or let fall a little

rain, such as is termed ^j : (0, K, TA :) and

[the rain] poured forth; syn. C<.;.«>1 : (TA:)

[and in this latter sense J>_c is app. said of any

fluid ; for,] accord, to Th, (0, TA,) &&!■ is

syn. with wjU-oit. (O, K, TA.) [Hence,] J>~e

^1, (K,) inf. n. Jlfc (TA) [and app. cA^l

The milk poured forth from the udder. (TA.)

4. Jm~&I : see 1, first sentence. — Also He

entered upon the J ... c, (O, K, TA,) i. e. the

beginning of the darkness. (TA.) And, said of

the OiJ"°> He delayed, or deferred, the [call to

prayer of] sunset to the J>—c of the night. (S,

0,K.)

• * *

Ji—c The beginning of the darkness of night :

(Fr, S, O :) or the darkness of the night: (Akh,

TA :) or the darkness of the beginning of the

night: (K:) or [the time] when the J> i i§ [or

redness in the horizon after sunset] disappears : or

the time of the blending of the (jtliLc, [see !li«,

last sentence,] which is when the darkness becomes

confused, and obstructs [the view of] the aspects of

things : or, accord, to Sh, the entering-in of the

beginning of the darkness. (TA.) = Also Refuse

that is found among wheat, such as O'^J [°r

darnel-grass, #c], and the like. (Fr, O, K.)

JjlLc and ♦ &\~*, (S, O, K, TA,) occurring in

the Kur [xxxviii. 57 and] lxxviii. 25, accord, to

different readings, (S, O, TA,) The ichor, or

watery matter, (O, TA,) and thick purulent

matter, (TA,) that will flow and drip (0,* TA)

from the skins of the inmates of tliefire [ofHell] :

(O, TA :) or the washings of them : or their tears :

(TA :) or, as some say, the latter of the words

has the first of these meanings : (O, TA :) and

the former word signifies cold, (O,) or intensely

cold, (TA,) that burns by reason of its coldness

(O, TA) like the hot wind: (TA:) or, accord, to

Lth, stinking : (O, TA :) the latter word is expl.

by IAb and Ibn-Mes'ood as signifying intense

cold: (TA:) or both signify cold and stinking.

(9,0.)

OU.....& Intensely red ; [applied to she-camels;]

thus expl. by Skr as occurring in a verse of

Sakhr [?] El-Hudhalee. (TA.)

JU-i : see Jjl—e : — and see also the paragraph

here following, near the end.

J-AiUt signifies The night; (Zj, TA;) and

[hence] ^j Ijl Jm& j-> &*} (in the Kur [cxiii.

3], S, O) means [And from the mischief] of the

night when it cometh in ; (S, O, K ;) accord, to

El-Hasan (S, O) El-Basree : (O :) or the begin

ning of the night ; as El-Hasan is related to have

said : (TA :) or the night wlien the JAii [or red

ness in the horizon after sunset] disappears : (S,

O, K :) and the night is said to be so called

because it is colder than the day : (0, TA :) [for]

J_l i,)l signifies [also] the cold (jjLJO [like

j * *

JL-AJI] : (TA :) or what is meant in the verse of

the Kur-an cited above is the accident in the night :

(Er-Raghib, TA :) or JL>UM signifies the moon ;

(K ;) and this is said to be meant in the verse of

the Kur-an ; (S, TA ;) so the Prophet is related to

have said to 'Aisheh ; i. e. the verse means, [tlie

mischief of ] the moon when it is eclipsed: (Th,

O,* TA :) or what is meant in that verse is, Upl

[i. e. the asterism called the Pleiades] when it sets

a,j

[aurorally (see L>jj)], because diseases and pes

tilences are frequent at that period, (O, K, TA,)

and become removed at the period of its [auroral]

rising [in the opposite season of the year], (O,

TA,) as is related in a trad. : (TA :) or the sun

when it sets : or the day when it enters upon the

night : or the serpent called ij-^l when it smites,

or turns over : or, accord, to Suh, Iblees when he

suggests evil : (TA :) or, accord, to I'Ab and

several others, from the mischief of thej^S when

it becomes erect; (K, TA ;) a strange explanation :

and ▼ JU-*)I is like JiwUJt ; [but in what sense

or senses is not said;] each is an epithet in which

the quality of a subst. is predominant. (TA.) _

JLjU also signifies Flowing ; applied by a poet

in this sense to a source, or spring ; and having

no relation to darkness. (Sh, TA.)

J—*

1. ali, (S, MA, O, Msb, K,) aor. ; , (Msb,

K,) inf. n. jli, (S, MA, Mgh, O, Msb, K,) and

JLi. is the subst., (S, Msb,) or a subst. (Mgh,

K, TA) from JL-li^l, (Mgh, TA,) or, as some

say, the latter is the inf. n. and the former is the

subst., (MF, TA,) He washed it ; with water

(»WW) : (MA :) s^ylH J—e signifies tlte removing

of dirt, or filth, and the lilie thereof, from tl\e

thing, by making water to run over it. (Mgh.)

You say, dSio jJUJt J—c [He washed the skin,

all of it], and c4i)l [^ dead body] : and ▼ jli

has the like, but an intensive, meaning. (Msb.)

See also 10 a^ *J&t TC^ ,^-^5 [lit. And

wash Thou me with tlie water ofsnow and of hail],

in a trad, relating to [forms of] prayer, means

t and cleanse Thou me from sins. (TA.) And

one says, S£j^ 4*11 .lie i. e. t May God cleanse

theefrom thy sin. (TA.)— O^^**-15J '>**«* **

J^aJI s>y_ [lit. They did not wash tlieir heads &c,

as one does in cleansing himself from impurity,]

means \^ij» U and l^aJUJ U [i. e., app., t they

did not become free from the consequences of the

Day of the Camel (the famous engagement

between the forces of Alee and those of 'Aisheh)].

(TA.) — And one says of a horse, J—t, like

^le, meaning He siveated; [or became suffused

with sweat ;] (Sh, 0, K ;) as also t jlifcl. (K.)

[See an ex. of the former in a verse cited in art.

jjjs, conj. 3.] _ St^oJI J—e. signifies \ He com

pressed the woman (ly««W) ; (Az, Mgh, O, TA ;)

like lyi~£, with c ; (Az, Mgh, TA ;) much or

little ; (TA ;) and ▼ I t,L.fc signifies the same :

(Mgh, 0, TA :) or both signify he did so much.

(K.) It is said in a trad., (Mgh, O, TA,) re

specting [preparation for the prayers of] Friday,

(Mgh,) J—2£tj y)~b j^e, as some relate it, or,

as others relate it, J—1*1$ t J-l* ^>e ; the latter

of which is said to mean Whoso compresses his

wife [before his going to the mosque] ; (Mgh, O;)

and El-Kutubee says that most hold this to be

the meaning; i. e., lest he should see in his way

anything that might divert his heart [from devo

tion] ; (Mgh;) [and then washes himself;] and

Az held jli, without teshdeed to be correct

(Mgh, O) in this sense : (Mgh :) or the meaning

accord, to the reading of J-«fc is, whoso performs

the [ablution termed] fyb$ fully, washing every

member [qf tltose that are to be washed] three

times, (Mgh, O,) and then washes himself for the

[prayers of] Friday; (Mgh;) and accord, to

IAmb, it means whoso washes himself after cl«aJt

and then washes himself for the [prayers of]

Friday : (0 :) accord, to the K, T Jj...i,:)l sig

nifies the exceeding the ordinary bounds in wash

ing the members : (TA :) he who explains it as

meaning the causing a woman to become under

tlie obligation of performing a total ablution, ^fe

\y^°2, says what is improbable, and departs from

the authorities respecting it. (Mgh.)_ One says

also, SJUJ1 J^iJl J~£, meaning X The stallion

covered the she-camel much. (K, TA.) [See also

4.] And jll, aor. - , (K, TA,) inf. n. jli,

(TA,) t He beat, and caused to suffer pain, (K,

TA,) i^JW [with the whip], (TA.)

2 : see the preceding paragraph, in four places.

4. J—el [said of a stallion, and intrans.,] f He

covered much, or often ; syn. wjl^l ji=>\. (Fr,

O, K.) [See also 1, last explanation but one.]

7. J—iil said of a thing is quasi-pass, of aJLLc

[i. e. it signifies It became washed, or washed off].

(0,TA.) [Seeoellfe.]

8. J-i*l (S, O, Mgh, Msb, K) He washed

[himself, i.e.] Aw whole person, (Mgh,) £0W [with

water]. (S, Mgh, O, K.) And Z.*°<,Lh J-Lfcl

[lie washed himselffor tlie prayers of Friday].

(IAmb, O.) And v*i»>W J-JLil He daubed,

or smeared, himself, or did so copiously, so as to

cause a dripping, (~.»«a!i, Lh, TA,) or he sprin-

kled himself, {mJoi ">, K,) with perfume. (Lh, K.)

__ J—lit said of a horse : see 1.

10. It is said in a trad.>>alU.«.wl Ijjs ^Jo. I^tal\

* I5V mite [The evil eye is a truth ; so when ye are

asked to wash, wash ye] : i. e., when he who was

smitten by the eye of any one demanded [the per

formance of what is here meant], he brought to
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the smiter therewith a bowl in which was water,

and he [the latter] would put his hand into it,

and rinse his mouth [with some of it], then spit

it out into the bowl ; then he would wash his face

in it ; then he would put in his left hand, and

pour upon his right hand ; then he would put in

his right hand, and pour upon his left hand ;

[then he would put in his left hand (a clause

omitted in my original),] and pour upon his right

elbow ; then he would put in his right hand, and

pour upon his left elbow ; then he would put in

his left hand, and pour upon his right foot ; then

he would put in his right hand, and pour upon

his left foot ; then he would put in his left hand,

and pour upon his right knee; then he would

put in his right hand, and pour upon his left

knee ; then he would wash what is termed iX».lj

jlj^l [expl. in art. J»a] : and he would not put

the bowl upon the ground : then he would pour

that used water upon the head of the person

smitten with the eye, from behind him, with one

pouring ; and he would be cured, with the per

mission of God. (TA.)

jl* inf. n. of AJili : (S, MA, Mgh, 0, Msb,

K :) or, accord, to some, this and ♦ J»«& have one

and the same meaning ; and the saying that this

is the case is ascribed to Sb : (Msb :) or, as some

say, the latter is the inf. n., and the former is the

subst. (MF, TA.) See also the next paragraph.

J—c the subst. from <d...fc [i. e. a subst. sig

nifying A mashing] : (S, Msb :) or a subst.

(IKoot, Mgh, Msb, K, TA) from Jl 14%

(IKoot, Mgh, Msb, TA,) and [as such] signify

ing a complete washing [of oneself, i. e.] of the

whole person : (IKoot, T, Mgh, Msb, TA :) it

is in consequence of iuL [q. v.], and of child

birth, and for [the prayers of] Friday, and is the

washing of the dead ; but in other cases, the

word * J-li, with fet-h, is used : (Ham p. 30 :)

and one says ♦ J-le as well as jli, (S, O,) the

former being a dial. var. of the latter : (TA :)

El-Kumeyt says, describing a wild ass,

' 0 ' '

{Beneath the (tree called) St*}\, in two sorts of

washing that continued during the night upon him

with much pouring and much dropping] ; meaning

that the water that was upon the tree poured upon

him at one time ; and at one time, that of the

rain : (S, TA :) the pi. of Ali is j"tlfcl. (Msb.)

See also J~£. _ And see Jy~£.

# »

J—i A preparation for washing the head, con

sisting of u<M*- [or marsh-malloms] and other

things (S, Mgh, O, Msb, K) of a similar kind,

(Mgh, Msb, K,) [with water,] as [leaves of] the

[species oflote-tree called] .jui, (Msb,) and r*Js,

(TA,) or y>\ji\ 3-*J», [meaning fullers' earth,

which is often used in the bath and elsewhere

instead of soap,] (Mgh,) and &l&\ [or potash] :

(TA:) [and app. any wash for the head:] and

♦ aJLfc signifies the same: (Mgh, K:) and also

(this latter) leaves of the myrtle : and perfume ;

syn. w~J? : and what a woman puts into Jier hair

on the occasion of combing and dressing it : (K :)

«!>-la-o <i itn.fc being myrtle [-leaves] rendered

fragrant with aromatic perfumes, used in comb

ing and dressing one's hair : one should not say
• - 0 , J

* * ■■■ fe» (S, O.) IAar cites the following verse

(S,0) of Abd-Er-Rahman Ibn-Darah El-Ghata-

fanee, (0,)

[And, 0 Zeyla, (J% being a contraction of ^jJU,

but in the O it is j^. L> 0 Juml,) verily the

wash for t/ie head, as long as thou remainest

husbandless, shall be unlawful to me: the wash

for the head shall not touch me] : i. e. I will not

need the wash for the head by my eli*. of other

than ber : [he says thus] in eager desire of taking

her in marriage. (S, O.) See also J*li. =

And see also 3JUA.

• ' • ■» »

J~^ J^y t-4. man who compresses his wife

much. (TA.) [See also ali.]

*' ' *' * ■»

J—c : see <UUx.

J—c : see J—c.

[-4. single act of washing : pi. o^LLfc]. __

[Hence,] one says, C/JLJy ILj^JI «jJk llJLS

» »f ' ' *^

j**rl<y>S t [They built this city] by means of their

earnings. (TA.)

iX~fc : see J>~e : _ and see also jLe. ^

*-*—* fv^-5 Lf** means His face is beautiful,

with no fat, or fatness, upon it. (TA.) _£\

it«6 is an appellation of The wolf: (O, K :) and

so iLx ^f\, with c. (TA.)

lili (S, Mgh, O, K) and * Jlfc and t J^

and * jJLi and * jlL (0, K) and * Jlc, (K,)

all, except the last, mentioned by Fr, (O^ TA,)

applied to a stallion [camel], J That covers much :

(Fr, Mgh,* O, K, TA :) or that does so muck

without impregnating : (Ks, S, K, TA :) and in

like manner applied to a man. (K.) [See also

J-i.]

i>J«liJI : see SJllit AjtliJI (in the Kur

[lxix. 36], TA) What is washed off of the flesh

and the bteod of the inmates of the fire [of Hell] ;

(Akh, S, O ;) [for] what comes forth from any

wound, or sore, when it is washed, is termed

cfeL"*£: (TA:) what is washed off from the

bodies of the unbelievers, in the fire : (Msb :) or

what flows from the skim of the inmates of the

fire, (K, TA,) such as thick purulent matter tj-c. ;

thus expl. by Fr and Seer ; (TA ;) as though it

were washed from them : (Sb, TA :) accord, to

Mujahid, a certain food of the inmates of the

fire; and El-Kelbee says that it is what the fire

has cooked, of theirfiesh, and has fallen off, and

u eaten by them : (TA :) and, (K,) accord, to

Ed-Dahhak, (O, TA,) a species of trees in the

fire; (O, K, TA ;) and so he says of L^Jjl :

(0, TA:) and, (K,) accord, to Lth, (0,TA,)

wjtat is intensely hot : (O, K, TA :) the ^ and 0

are augmentative. (S, O, Msb.)

J*~* (?, O, K) and t jj^ (0, K) and t jli

(Mgh, K) and t jli and t uli (IAth, K)

Water with which one washes himself; (S. Meh

n v \ i • *i * ss *v, iSi) as also t J-^ao, occurring [in this sense]

in the Kur xxxviii. 41: (S:) or the words pre

ceding this signify water little in quantity, with

which one washes himself: (TA:) and \^

[or marsh-mallows], (K, TA,) and o^-il [or

potash (see also J*l£)], and the like thereof,

and certain of the [plants termed] uo^i. : (TA:)

or Jy^t signifies a thing [or substance] with

which the hand is washed, suck as ^Uit fyc. :

(Har p. 86:) or, accord, to the M, anything with

which one washes a head or a garment and the

like. (TA.) [See also the pi.o^ voce h&.]

Jtrf lq.1 JjrJu, [i. e. Washed] ; (S, O, Msb,

K ;) applied to a thing, (S, O,) and to a dead

body; (Lh, M?b,TA;) and the former is also

applied as an epithet to a fem. n., as is also

*^* > (?, 0, K ;) or this last is used after the

manner of substs., like iLjai and iLJ^ ; not as

is said in the S [and O]' after the manner of

epithets: (IB, TA :) the pi. of j^ is JUU

and &Lk ; (Lh, K, TA ;) and the pi. of SJ^Jk

[and app. ofJ-~e used as a fem. epithet] is .JCfe

or JUc. (K accord, to different copies.) Han-

dhaleh Ibn-er-Rdhib was called iib'i&l J-'r

[The washed of the angels], because he died a

martyr on the day of Ohod, and the angels

washed him, (S, O, Msb,) accord, to the Pro

phet, who said that he saw them washing him.

(0.) — See also ailfc. __ [It is now used as

meaning Clotftes, or the like, put together to be

washed.]

a'UAJI, (S, 0, Msb,) or ,^ljt &£i, (K,) That

with which one has washed the thing: (S, O, Msb :)

or tlw water with which the thing is washed. (K.)

[Hence the latter often signifies The infusion of

the thing ; i. e. the liquid in which the thing has

been steeped, and which is impregnated with its

virtues.] — Also, the latter, What is extracted

from the thing by washing. (K.) And ajlLJUl

also signifies What is washed from the garment

and the like; and so t ^JUiJI. (K.)

*i *'
Jj>~c A certain plant, growing in places that

exude water and produce salt: (O, K:) said by

IDrd to be a species of trees. (O.)

9 2*

JL* [A washer of clothes, and also of the

dead : fem. with J]. (TA.) [See also J-U.]

•, &' * t,

Jj-x : see J>~c.

• - t, , i

J-~£ : see aJL-c.

• -

J-tte. A washer of the de&d. (Msb.) [See also

JUfc.] = And A species of trees. (TA.)
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Jj«iU i. q. {fiitS [i. e. Potash : and the plant

from which it is prepared; hali, or glasswort;

or mesembryanthemum nodiflorum (Forskil, Flora

./Egypt Arab. pp. lxvii. and 98), a species of glass-

wart]. (TA.) [See also JyLi.]

J-Jw (S, 0, Msb, K) and jlL* [which is

anomalous] (S, 0, K) and " JuJA* (5) A place

in which the dead are washed : (S, O, Msb, K :)

pi. of the first (S, Msb) and second (S) J—ti* :

(S, Msb :) and one says also ^y>^t J—*■«■ (S,

O, Msb.*)

J-Ju> A i/tin^r [i. e. flewc?] tn wiAicA (so in the

M, in the K with which,) a thing is washed.

(TA.) = See also lili.

i >•/ •» it*,

J^-Juo : see J~~c.— Hence one says, **>£>

* * * ' • ' T»-

Jj JLo, meaning f .Hw speech, or language, ts

devoid of nice, or subtile, expressions or allusions ;

as though it were washed from such ; or deserving

to be washed and obliterated : or it may mean

I trimmed, or pruned. (TA.)

A place in which one washes himself:

(O, Msb, TA :•) dim. t jJii : and pi. J*-.lio

[which, if correct, is anomalous]. (TA.) Ami

it is said to signify also what is called in Pers.

£f4 « \joya* [or t^jMi.o \joj»- app. meaning A

tani, or the like, of copper], (Mgh.) — See also

J—i*. _ And see J^~c.

• •"*

J..mA.« : see the next preceding paragraph.

1. j^b It (the night) was, or became, dark;

(As, S, K;) as also *.^-fcl, (JK, K,) like ^1*1.

(JK.)

4 : see what precedes.

^Ll The darkness (S, ISd, TA) of night;

(ISd,TA;) like Jli : (S,TA:) or blackness:

(Kr, K :) and (K) accord, to En-Nadr, (S,) the

confusedness, or blending, of the darkness : (JK,

S, K :) and the first rising of the dawn. (JK.)

_ And Dust,.or dust rising, or spreading, like

smoke; syn. »y>* and S^c (K) or SjJ- [which

sometimes signifies the same as »»*£]. (CK.)

• y 3 § * 0 I

sr-c-: sce^L-ct.

J^>1£ JJ Dark night. (TA.)

vol—tl tl«-JI .v and \

<w>tw of clouds. (K.)

/« </ie sfo/ are por-

5—c and ij—c

1. Jjbt Ci, (S, K,) aor. yLii, (S,) inf. n.

.,,r ; (S, K ; accord, to some copies of the K

^li ;) and iJ-l, aor. ^^i ; (U, TA ;) and

^k, aor. JX, (?, K,TA,) inf. n. Ui; of

which last form, '^gLt is a dial. var. ; (TA;)

T/ie night was, or became, dark; as also t ^^-el.

(S, K.) [See also lie.]

4 : see what precedes. —— ^j—*l also signifies

i?e (a man) entered upon the time of, or a little

q/iter, sunset. (TA.) _ And J«JUI £y» j,^'

Journey thou not in the first part of the night,

until its darkness depart. (TA.) = And »L-cl

JJUI The night enveloped him in its darkness.

(Sgh, K.)

1. Lll, (S, A, Msb, K,) aor. '-, (S, Msb,)

I. 8

inf. n. JLfc, (Msb, TA,) or JU, with kesr, (S,)

or the latter is a simple subst., (Msb, K,) He

acted towards him, or advised or counselled him,

dishonestly, or insincerely : (A, Msb, K :) and

he dressed up to him an affair [in false colours] :

(Msb :) or lie acted towards him with dissimula

tion ; pretended to him the contrary of what he

conceived in his mind : (A, K :) but this is a

needless addition, for it is the same as the first

explanation: (TA :) as also U'mt, (K,) inf. n.

jt*±Ju: (TA:) or this latter has an intensive

signification : it is said to be derived from J^Lc-,

signifying " a turbid drinking-place." (TA.) It

is said in the story of Umm-Zara, accord, to one

relation, ▼ U>Jjju Li^ ^L»3 *^, said by some to be

i

from (^jUI, and by others to be from [a usage of]

jt.i.'i.AUl as signifying <U««JI [app. here meaning

the embellishing speech withfalsehood] : but accord,

to the approved relation, it is [l£Jt*3,] with the

unpointed letter. (IAth.) [See art. jt*.] _

[Also He made it to seem what it was not ; fal

sified it ; counterfeited it ; adulterated it : so as

used often by post-classical authors; and so, pro

bably, in classical times also : see its pass. part, n.,

below.] = »jjuo ylc, aor. - , [inf. n., probably,

c£*j I- v->] -Htt bosom concealed enmity and vio

lent hatred ; or bore rancour, malevolence, malice,

or spite. (TA.)

2 : see the preceding paragraph, in two places.

3m <i . i

4. *vtb\, inf. n. yilifcl, He made him to fall,

into dishonest, or insincere, conduct, or advice or

counsel ; into dissimulation ; or the pretending the

contrary of what he conceived in his mind. (TA.)

_ And <fu».U. ,jx <C,t..t.£l I prevented him from

obtaining the object of his want; syn. rtVi^cl.

(IKtt, K.)

8 : see the next paragraph, in two places.

10. X,?,»7.„l (S, K) and * *L&\ (K,TA) He

reckoned him, or deemed him, dishonest, or insin

cere, in action, or advice or counsel; contr. of

*m, „ffl;7..il (S, K) and <to» ^u'il ; (K ;) or, [which

means the same,] i. q. lilc cjs- : (TA :) or he

imagined in him dishonest, or insincere, conduct,

or advice or counsel; dissimulation; or the pre

tending the contrary of what he conceived in his

mind. (K.) A poet says,

honest in action, or advice, is honest therein to

thee; and (many a) one who is reckoned honest

in action, or advice, in that which is beyond the

reach of perception, is not faithful]. (TA.)

yi*, (K, TA,) of the measure Jjw, or it may

be originally of the measure Jjw, (TA,) applied

C j(/ c-0 * 0 ^ 0 J *

[0 man, mony a one whom thou reckonest dis-

to a man, (K, TA,) i. q. eJJ\ _#&£■ [i. e. Very

a£ .

greedy] ; not Sj-JI ^e«^> a8 m some copies of

the K ; nor ojLLjl ^ihc, as in other copies : a

rajiz says,

' ' '

[He is not one who is very greedy ; whose care, or

solicitude, is in respect of what he has eaten],

(TA.)

3

ij& Dishonest, or insincere, conduct, or advice

or counsel: (Msb, K:) and the embellishment of

an affair [with false colours] : (Msb :) or dis

simulation ; pretence of the contrary of what one

conceives in his mind. (K.) [See also 1.] —_

And Rancour, malevolence, malice, or spite. (K.)

• * b 3

—. [Also Adulterating alloy in coin. (See O^-*^-)

_ And Adulterated, or counterfeit, coin. (See

J±j.)]

A turbid drinking-place : (Az, IAmb,

Sgh, TA :) wjJLjl jjjbl in the K is a mistake ;

the right explanation of Juti-.W being <_jjioJI

jjijt, which is that given by Az and IAmb and

Sgh. (TA.)

yiLic : see the next paragraph.

yiLLi, applied to a drinking (»,>£>), Zittfc in

quantity, (K, TA,) because of turbidness : (TA :

[in which it is said to be applied in like manner

to a day, j>^> ; but I think that this is a mis

transcription for j>y, i.e. sleep:]) or hasty: or

not wholesome ; (K, TA ;) because the water is

not clear. (TA.) ^ And The beginning of the

darkness : and the end t/iereof. (K.) ass jJLSJ

dlic, (T, S, K,) and ▼ LiUii, (K,) J met, or

found, him, or it, in haste; (T, S, K ;) and so

willi ^JLc: (T,TA:) or at sunset; (Lth, K;)

but Az disallows this : (TA :) or in the night ;

(K ;) which is nearly the same as what Lth says.

(TA.)

a ,
JiU Acting, or advising or counselling, dis-

lionestly, or insincerely ; or acting with dissimula

tion ; pretending the contrary ofwhat one conceives

in his mind : [see its verb :] pi. ii-ic and [quasi-

pl. n., like as 2L]\LSo is of ^«.U>,] iilli. (TA.)

Jiiyuitt, t_£ [A thing made to seem what it is

not ; falsified ; counterfeited ; adulterated] ; (S,

K;) a thing that is not pure; not genuine; or

not unadulterated. (K.) You say, £!%i j>\xb

tnyi^s aXju>\^ j^-vb »^UI ,Jiy£Ju» [The wheat of

such a one is made to seem what it is not : its

upper part is dry, and its lower part is sprinkled],

(A.) And Ji.yS,%a ^^J Milk mixed with water.

(Mgh, Msb.) And * iiytJu Suia Silver mixed

with copper or brass. (TA.)
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1. jfi>b signifies The acting, or treating, wrong

fully, unjustly, injuriously, or tyrannically: (S,

K :) or the taking another's property wrongfully,

&c, or by force : and the taking a course, in

journeying [£cJ], at random, without direction

and without knowledge. (JK.) One says of a

governor, iucjjl ^2-&, aor. ; , [accord, to the TK,

the aor. of the verb in the sense here following

is - , but this I think a mistake,] inf. n. j^-k, He

struck, or beat, with vehemence, the people under

his government, wrongfully, unjustly, injuriously,

or tyrannically, and took [from tkem] what he

could. (TA.) And J*UM J*£± He asked wliom

he could of t/ie people. (Z,TA.) And J^l^i

He performed affairs, or the affairs, [in a ran

dom manner,] confusedly, without discrimination.
j + * +

(Ham p. 37 : by implication.) __ And <t i *■ c,

aor. - , He smeared him [i. e. a camel] with tar

so that he left nothing [or no part of him] without

tar, pouring it upon what was sound tliereqf and

what was diseased thereof: and *,*££ [perhaps as

an inf. n., but accord, to the TK it is a simple

subst, and the inf. n. is _^£*,] signifies the act of

so smearing. (K.) __. And jgi-k X He collected

firewood by night, cutting whatever he could get,

without consideration, (K, TA,) or, as in the A,

without discrimination. (TA.)

• * ..

ja^i- : see the preceding paragraph. = Also

Blackness [of night: app. a dial. var. of^—«;

or, perhaps, a mistranscription], (Ham p. 163.)

j>*ri-b A man who strikes, or beats, people vehe

mently, [and wrongfully, (see 1,)] and takes [from

them] everything that he can get ; as also "^oll*

and V^wl*^ [except that the first and second art,

app. intensive epithets and the last is a simple

part, n.] : and it is likewise applied to a fern., as,

for ex., to a hand (jy) : and to a striking, or beat

ing, (w>j*i,) [app. as meaning wrongful,] as is

also *JU^- (TA.) [One says,] J._j>£fc ^>jLi\

[War is wrongful], because it reaches other than

the committer of a crime, or an offence deserving

punishment. (S.) __ Also A she-camel that will

not be turned backfrom her course, or way. (R,

TA.)

• ..

ji* it.fr, meaning [Ignorant ofaffairs,] not know

ing anything, is a word of the vulgar. (TA.)

rti,ojMi6, meaning Ignorance of affairs, is a

word of the vulgar, like that next preceding.

(TA.)

•> i, -

* ' I

VH*:

seej>yi&.

ji . t * ft : see ^,.:.«<i. Accord, to some, it sig

nifies One who acts with much wrongfulness, in

justice, injuriousness, or tyranny. (Ham p. 104.)

__ ^n'n'^ iib A she-camel strong, resisting, or

indomitable, in spirit. (I J, TA.) And >t»„>.tx

is applied to a he-camel as meaning «JU [i. e.

Excited by lust]. (Meyd in explanation of the

Bk. I.

prov. here following.) 'jLh\ yJjij l££s.,

i. e. This, or it or he, is a torrent [wild in its

course,] that overwhelms the trees, so that it

crushes tkem and uproots tkem, J4-» preceded by

IJu» or yk being meant to be supplied, is a prov.

applied to a man who cares not what wrong he

does. (Meyd.) _ See also^sjii.

*o"o f ^JJ aj\ and S^+L+Zb Verily he is one

who possesses boldness, or daringness, and pene

trative energy. (IS..)

jtH\ [More, and most, wrongful, unjust, in-

. " ' ■» * t

jurwus, or tyrannical: &c. : see 1]. ±y* ^-a\

OS '

J--JI [More wild in course titan the torrent] is a

proverb. (Meyd.) =: IAar cites a verse in which

it is applied to a plant as meaning Dry and old;

but accord, to one relation of that verse, the word

is^JLel. (TA.)

One who goes at random, Jieedlessly,

or in a headlong manner, without consideration,

whom nothing will turnfrom that which he desires,

(S, K,) by reason of his courage ; (S ;) as also

">»"■■»"* : (S, K :) or, accord, to Aboo-Riyash,

one who performs affairs [in a random manner,]

confusedly, without discrimination : or, as some

say, one who, when the road is unapparent to

him, goes at random, without direction and with

out knowledge. (Ham p. 37.)

yLi and .y-*

1. <u££, aor. ij£-*i, inf. n. SjU*, It covered,

or concealed, him, or it ; (TA ;) as also t oUJu.

(MA.) And one says, J*UI yj£t, i. e. .j4"&

[The night covered me, or concealed me: or the

meaning may be that which next follows]. (JK.)

__ <uie, (K, TA,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (TA,)

is said of an event (>•!), [and of heat, (S and K

in art.^j,) and of cold, (K in that art.,) and of

an affection of the mind or body, and of various

things, sometimes in like manner of a man, and

of a company of men,] in a similar sense ; and so

♦ tlZJu ; (K, TA;) both signifying It came upon,

[or invaded, so as to surprise, and so as to over

whelm, properly meaning] as a thing that covered,

him, or it. (K,* TA.) Hence, in the Kur [liii.

16], ^yiiJ U SjjuJI ^yiij J I [When there was

coming upon the lote-tree so as to cover it, or over

spread it, what was so coming], (TA.) And in

the same [xx. 81]>>ov*ie U^l (j-»>wJLAi [And

there came upon them so as to overwhelm tfiem, of

the sea, what so came upon them]. (TA.) And

J J * a * •

in the same [viii. 11], ^^»UJu Jl [followed by

j *A**

t^UJI, i. e. When it (drowsiness) was coming

upon you, or overcoming you] ; accord, to one

reading ; other readings being ^ C . .f■ j,t and

'J>i£s\l [followed by J-UjT]. (TA.) See also

5-wU, in three places. _ [A somewhat similar

signification of Ag.t>c will be found below.] __

One says of the night, ^j U J£» <U»Jllx» ^iJu

\j0jy\3 tW—)l [-« covers, or conceals, with its

darkness, everything that is between the heaven

and tlie earth], (Jel in xcii. 1.) And [hence it

is said that] J^JUI .^ic means The night was, or

became, dark ; as also t ^Jt^l. (Msb, TA.) —

[And xJLc, and »^y ^yii and ♦ »l£c, signify /<,

i. e. light (lyo), came upon him, and upon his eye,

with an overpowering effect, so as to obscure, or

dazzle, his sight.] — nti,k also signifies »eU. (S)

or «UI (Mgh, Msb, K) [which have two mean

ings, i. e. He came to him, and he did it ; both,

perhaps, here meant, for both are well-known

meanings of <y..t,c] ; and, thus used, the aor. is as

above, (TA,) and the inf. n. is J&, (S, TA,)

or 0*e~*» (so in one of my copies of the S,) or the

subst is t ^jUle, (Msb,) with kesr, (Mgh, Msb,)

syn. with jLJI. (Mgh.) You say, U^i (_yic He

came to such a one ; syn. «UI ; as also allc, aor.

JjiJb. (K.) [Hence,] Qii, (S, MA, Msb,

K,) inf. n. ^jl^ii or oW^> (accord, to different

* 9 9*

copies of the S,) or the latter and ,_«££, (MA,)

or t ^Uli is the subst. in this case also, (Msb,)

and syn. with Q\t?\, metonymically used in the

sense of cU»-, (Mgh, Msb,) J He compressed her;

(S, MA, Msb, K ;) namely, a woman ; (MA, K ;)

as also t UUJy. (MA, Msb, TA.) And ^U

****** o* *i

tjfca* 0 a^\ He did to him (aJI ^1) a forbidden

action. (TA in art. j**j».) [Hence,] 1 sj\tLi.

j>j\a^0i\ [The doing offorbidden things]. (Mgh

0 s * *

and Msb and K in art. J*j.) And <kB^±J1 1>^ic

ife occupied himself with the thing, engaged in it,

or personally managed or conducted it ; syn. *l/j

and »j^pI/. (JM.) [And * ^i«3 has a similar

meaning ; for it is said that] l?IJlDI and .■*£.<!

j^« » * * * t

primarily signify ^yNI and i-^'iUJI: and they

took an extended range in using the former, so

that one said, Jjut)l^ "^liii or j>oJb [app.

meaning He ruled them with equity or with in

justice]. (Ham p. 27.) [And one says, --ft;

uj>aJI (see Ham p. 27), meaning He plunges

into wars, or battles : see ,_^«oLi«, and its verb.]

02 * * *

— One says also, Js^b A^ix, (K, in which it

is said to be like a*^;, and so accord, to some

copies of the S, the phrase in these being Cm*c

J»j-Jl,p Ja^JI,) or iu » oUx, (accord, to other

copies of the S, the verb in these being written

Cyif, and thus accord, to an explanation of a^i

i»y-Jl/ Awlj in art. «j3 in the K,) JJe siracA Atm

(i. e. a man, S) rot<A tlte whip ; he flogged him.

(S, K.) = *& C&> (S» MA> Mgh' M?b» K>)

inf. n. ,yi, (S, Mgh/ K,) or Jjli, (MA,) or

both, (Msb,) and oW^> (K, TA, and so in some

copies of the S,) or ij\eLb, (so in other copies of

the S,) and ▼ i~it, (S, Mgh,) or this last is an

inf. n. of un., (Msb,) or it is the subst., (K,) He

swooned, i. e. became senseless : (MA, PS :) or i. q.

&■ 1^' [q- v.] : (K, TA :) or ^iiJI, or 'J&\y

285
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is a state of inertness (JJbuu, Mgh, Msb) of the

motive and sensitive faculties, (Mgh,) or of the

motive faculties and of the sensitive will, (Msb,)

on account of the weakness of the heart, (Mgh,

Msb,) and the souTs becoming drawn togetlier

thereto by a cause that suppresses it (■* 1 1 A ;)

within so that it finds not a place of passage, and

of the causes thereof is a strangling [or stifling], or

hurtful, cold repletion, or veliement hunger, (Mgh,)

or vehement pain, (Mgh, Msb,) or cold, or exces

sive hunger, (Msb,) or an evil affection in some

associate, or participating, organ, such as the

heart and the stomach : (Mgh :) some say that

it is the same as jC*N|I [for which see its proper

art.] ; (Mgh, Msb ;) thus say the scholastic theo

logians : (Mgh :) others (the physicians and the

lawyers, Mgh) make a difference between these

two terms. (Mgh, Msb.)

2. t^ii\ c^U, (S, Msb,) inf. n. **£*!, (S,)

I covered the thing; put a cover, or covering,

upon it, or over it. (S, Msb.) One says, Si.

«j-x> ^jXe m, inf. n. as above ; and '^^lel ; (K,

TA ;) i. e. God put a covering upon, or over, his

eyes. (TA.) And hence, (TA,) it is said in the

K.ur [xxxvi. 8], CiiJ^fi *$ j*t *^*l4ifcU And

we fiave put a covering over them [so that they

sltall not see]. (S, TA.) [See a usage of the

inf. n. voce ,>£.] — »llc said of light : see 1,

former half. __ See also 4. — i»_^J^ »U£: see

1, latter half. — One says also, ulw a\ Zb. or

i 0 *

Uvyw, [in my original *:.».£, without any syll.

sign, but app. as I have written, for I do not

find any instance of ^^ic as doubly trans., mean

ing I equipped him with a sword, or a whip,] like

the saying U*w xiy-£a, or ULw rtTt)&. (TA.)

4. »bl eliil and * oLii. He made it to cover it;

or to be a cover, or covering, upon it, or over it.

(MA,* TK, and Bd« and Jel» in vii. 52, &c.)

_ And [hence,] both signify He made it, i. e. an

event (^-ol), to come upon, [or invade, so as to

surprise, or so as to overwhelm, properly meaning]

as a thing that covered, him, or it. (K,* TA.)

Both of these verbs are used in this sense in the

Kur-an accord, to different readings in vii. 52 and

xiii. 3, and likewise (as mentioned in the first

paragraph of this art., q. v.,) in viii. 11. (TA.)

__ Also, the former, He made him, or it, to

come to him. (8, MA, TA.) _ See also 2, in

two places. __ [Hence,] J^JJl L5-t-ftl : see 1,

former half.

5 : see 10 : _ and see also 1, first and third

sentences : _ and again, near the middle, in

three places.

10. d_^-> ^ »■ « »—I, (T, K, [agreeably with

phrases in the Klur xi. 6 and lxxi. 6,]) and (Kl)

&£i, (S, K,) and aj t^jiiS, (S,) [see an ex. of

the latter verb in a verse of El-Khansa cited in

the first paragraph of art. ^j, where it is trans,

without a preposition,] He covered himself with

his garment (S, K) in order that he might not see

nor hear : (Kl : [in the CK, %*-j and tejt are

put for **~j and ^^j :]) accord, to Er-Raghib,

jt<ri\~> Ijmfe.jl means tliey put their garments as

a covering over their ears; and is a phrase de

noting the refusing to hearken ; or, as some say,

an allusion to running, like the phrase ybj j*2>)

and iip J&. (TA.)

lie The whiteness of the head [or face], of a

horse and of other animals, denoted by tlie epithet

"l[q.v.]. (S.)

^ifc The Jiji [generally meaning the fruit at

the lote-tree called jju* ; but sometimes the tree

thus called itself] : (£ :) accord, to the M, [the

n. un.] iyLi. signifies a SjJlw. (TA.)

and iyU. and »j-tc : see SjLic.

an inf. n. of the verb in the phrase J-i*

, (S, Mgh,) or the subst. thereof, (K.,) or the

inf. n. un. thereof [signifying A swoon]. (Ms.b.)

See 1, last sentence. _— O^JI dLLi. is The cloud

ing (lit. covering) of the understanding that befalls

a man on the occasion of death. (TA.) _ And

£ j j - o -

{j9m». a^lc signifies A touch, or slight attack, of

fever. (TA.)

see ijlip.

O^^ '• see 1, near the middle, in three places.

Jlii A cover, or covering ; syn. JlLc : (S, Msb :)

or it differs from the »Uk& in being of clothing or

the like : (TA in art. ^iai :) and ♦ ojlic [q. v.]

signifies the same : (Msb:) [the pi. of the former

is iuicl and tUil ; the former regular ; and the

latter, (which occurs in this art. in the TA in an

explanation of w-l^e, pi. of 2*£i\£,) like jt\±\ as

pi. of>tjl.] The <l£e of the heart is The cover,

or covering, thereof; (£, TA ;) the ,>l>*5 thereof,

likewise mentioned in the Kl as being called the

* a*i>l« ; a covering of skin, [i. e. the pericardium^]

the removal of which therefrom causes death ; and

also called the » Sjtlfc, this being expl. as mean

ing the skin of the heart : (TA :) and so of the

horse's saddle ; (K, TA ;) which is a covering of

skin or other material: (TA:) [see also i^ili:]

and so of the sword ; (K, TA ;) which is its sSfe.

[a term applied to its scabbard, and also to a case,

or covering, enclosing t/ie scabbard, or enclosing the

scabbard with its appertenances] : (TA :) and so

of other things. (]£.)

Jjlic (S, ISd, K) and IjUi and i^ (ISd,

$) and t s'yi& and SyLc and %JU (S, ]£) and

t«L£U and ♦ iJL& and t^lifc and £uc (Kl)

signify A covering upon the eyes (S, Kl) and upon

the heart : (Kl :) you say, S^lic *^ tjlc &c.

[Upon his eyes is a covering, or film, app. used

only in a tropical sense], (S, Kl,) and aJj ^J*

[upon his heart]: (Kl:) thus the first of these

words signifies, in relation to the eyes, in the

Klur [ii. 6 and] xlv. 22 : in relation to the heart,

Az says that it is a [sort of] covering of rust {&+

gX [also termed J£]). (TA.) See also tlifc,

in two places.

3jU£ and Sulii : see the next preceding para-

graph.

Ae&U : see Jli* and SjUc. t^l^c is its pi. :

(TA :) occurring in the Klur vii. 39, meaning

0«, (Kl, TA,) i. e. Si*f [or Coverings, a pi. of

Jlii], (TA.) _ It is also [The covering, like

tlic, q. v.], of the horse's saddle. (S.) _ And,

(S,) of the [camel's saddle called] J».j, (K,) it is

The iVom (Aa< is a6o»e </te 5j*-^-* or [hinder part],

(S, K, TA,) also called the iL»b [q. v.]. (Az,

TA.) _ Also The *Am wu<A wAicA the ,ji». [or

scabbard] of a sword t» covered, from the lower

part of its ^ijli [q. v.] to tte J*i [or shoe ofiron,

or «7»er, at t/ie lower end of the scabbard] : or the

covering that is put upon tlie hilts, consisting of

[the skins called] (jULl [pi. of fc>il, q. v.] : (KL :

[for O^'j which is the reading in the M, some

copies of the Kl have jlL.! :]) or the first part,

of the sword, of what is next to thee [when hold

ing the hilt] : and sometimes it signifies its J^i.

[or scabbard], also. (Ham p. 22.) __ ililil (in

the Klur lxxxviii. 1, TA) means The resurrection ;

(S, K., TA ;) because it will overwhelm (♦ *n3)

with its terrors; (S, TA ;) or because it will come

upon mankind as a thing covering them, (♦ - w5

J&Jt,) so as to include them universally: (TA:)

and, (?, TA,) some say, (TA,) thefire [ofHell] ;

(K, TA ;) because it will cover, or overspread,

(* ^jiA3,) the faces of the unbelievers. (TA.)

[In like manner also,] «_>1jJoi {j* il^U means

Punishment that is general, or universal, in its

extent. (TA.) — And IliU signifies also A.

calamity, or misfortune. (TA.) __ And A cer

tain disease that attacks in the oy». [i. e. belly,

or chest]. (As, S, Kl.) One says, ilili^ itM »Uj

[May God smite him, or afflict kirn, with a i^Ali].

(As, S.) _ Also Petitioners that come to one (EL,

TA) seeking, or demanding, or asking, gifts : (TA :)

and visiters, and friends, that come to one time

after time; (Kl, TA;) and that resort to one:

(TA:) a man's resorters; such as guests; and

Imngers-on, or seekers of favours; servants [or

dependants] ; and others. (Har pp. 95 and 467.)

^jicl, applied to a horse, (S, K,) and to other

than a horse, (S,) Whose wliole head, as distinct

from his body, is white ; like jJLj\ : (S :) or

whoseface is covered by whiteness : (K. :) or having

a blaze covering his face, and wide : (M, TA :)

fem. l\yt±, applied to a goat. (S, Kl.)

a*U iji-i-0 Swooning; i.e. senseless; (MA, PS;)

having the affection denoted by the phrase ' ■*■»

<& [q. v.]. (S, MA, Mgh, Msb, Kl.)

1- J°-k, (M?b, MF,) sec. pers. s:. A ^ t, (S,

Msb, K,) and siJ^, (Msb, Kl,) the latter exrr.,
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(TA, [see 1 in art. u*c,]) aor. >jaki, (S, Msb, K,)

when the sec. pers. of the pret. is w~a*»£, (Msb,)

and y*»i, (Msb, TA,) when the sec. pers. of the

pret. is of the other form mentioned above, (Msb,)

inf. n. ,ja ai, (S, K,) or ^aS, (Msb,) or the

i .*

former when the aor. is ^jeJu, and the latter when

the aor. is ^joju, (TA,) His throat, orfauces, be

came choked, or obstructed, (S, K, MF,) by food :

(S, Msb, MF :) [as also, app., t Jljiel :] accord,

to some of those skilled in the science of lexicology,

you say ^ai when it is by food, and Jjji when

it is by beverage, [or by the spittle, and water,

and the like, (see art. Jjp,)] and \j*& when it

is by a bone, and ^jojt- when it is with spittle ;

but every one of these is sometimes used in the

place of any other : (MF :) and [thus] you say

also, tWW v**t meaning, Am throat, or fauces,

became choked, or obstructed, by the water; or

the mater stopped therein, and he was hardly able

to swallow it. (TA.)_ [Hence,] aaju Jek [lit.,

His throat, orfauces, became choked by his spittle ; ]

meaning, t he died. (TA.) — Hence, also, Joi

Jb^tJV X [He was, or became, choked with wrath,

or rage], (Msb.) __ [And Jai, alone, seems to

signify f-ffe became grieved, or disquieted in mind;

like as does ^j^-i (q-v.): and it seems to be

indicated in the CK that * Jkct signifies the

same : see <ilc.] _ [Hence also,] U^ .'..If-

voj^ 1 2^e land became straitened [as though it

were choked] by us. (TA.) And J '' ,'l Jli

*Jjklv t [2%« sitting-place became straitened, or

choked, or choked up, by its people] ; as also

*u^uftt. (TA.)

only seems to be intended ; for there, between it

and the explanation which is here first given, we

find intervening the pi., and also, in the CK, the

words JoZkU aLa^i] jjj ;] a thing by which one

is choked fa ^jajJi U-i, Lth, JK, TA) in the

Ijtjm. [meaning the liead of the windpipe], (Lth,

TA,) or in the throat, orfauces : (JK :) pi. J~'A
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(S^Mfb, £.) It is said in the Kur [lxxiii. 13],

i^fc IJ UUJb^ (TA) And food that sticks fast,

(Bd,) or by which one is choked, (Jel,) in the

throat, or fauces. (Bd, Jel.) And hence,

t Choking wrath or rage. (Msb.) _ [And

+ Grief, or disquietude of mind ; a signification

often occurring; and app. intended by the expla

nation UJir in the K. See what is said on this

point above.] __ Hence also, O^Jl Jn'n't- [The

chokings, or strangulations, of death : the death-

rattles : or f the agonies of death]. (TA.)

(jUo£ : see what next follows.

8 ,

cx»l* A man having his throat, or fauces,

choked, or obstructed, (S, Msb,» K,) by food ;

(S, Msb;) as also t^Ui. (S [in two copies of

which it is written O1"**], K [in two copies of

which it is written 0^]> Mfb [in my copy of

which, as well as in the TA, it is without any

final syll. sign].) __ And [hence,] ji^UI/ J^\±

+ An abode, or a place of alighting, filled (and as

it were choked up] with the company of men;

(?> A, K ;) and in like manner a mosque ; as

also * ^^iio. (A.)

force. (Msb.) _ And f^l Ji U# ^

(K, TA) and t a^euH (TA) He compelled such a

one by force to do the thing. (K, TA.) And

■*HJI 4-*^. (K, TA,) inf. n. as above, (TA,)

t He removedfrom the skin its hair and itsfur by

plucking and peeling, without subjecting it to the

process termed {jJojc., in the tan, and without

JU*{ [i. e. burying it] in moist earth, (K, TA,)

or [soaking it in] urine [to loosen the hair and

fur], and without folding it up : so Az heard it

expl. by the Arabs. (TA.)

[3. »U a~oU, accord, to Freytag, signifies He

took it from him by violence : but for this he has

not named any authority.]

8 : see 1, in three places. __ One says also, of

a woman,' 1,<1L c..^uft, meaning I She was con-

stuprated by force! (A, Mgh, Msb ;) as also

H-JU ^jl* C;.£Ufl. (Msb.)

«r"°* and " u^fliu A thing taken wrongfully,

unjustly, injuriously, (S, Mgh,) or byforce: (Mgh,

Msb :) the former originally an inf. n. (Msb.)

• -

vf^ One taking, or who takes, a thing wrong

fully, unjustly, injuriously, (TA,) or by force :

pi. ^>&L. (Msb.)

j' * j » >■

: see what next precedes.

Wyffl*

4. <ua£l, (S, Msb, TA,) inf. n. ^uil, (TA,)

He (a man, S, Msb) caused his throat, orfauces,

to be choked, or obstructed, (S,) by food ; (Msb ;)

syn. alawl [which has the above-mentioned mean

ing and also another to be found below]. (TA.)

[And It (food &c.) choked him.] _ Hence, <uacl

H^i\f \ [He (a man) caused him to become choked

with wrath, or rage]. (Msb.) __ [Hence also,]

"ff.jf *«ail [lit., He caused his throat, or fauces,

to become choked by his spittle;] meaning, f He

caused him to become grieved, or disquieted in

mind ; (A, TA ;) [like «U^il : and it seems to

be indicated in the CK that Llcl without any

addition signifies the same : see <Uac.] __ [Hence

also,] uij^l L*U jjacl f He made strait to us

the land. (K,TA.)

8 : see 1, in three places.

• a'

2~ab A thing lying across in the throat, or

fauces, so as to cause a choking, or an obstruction,

thereof; (IDrd, A,*K;) a thing by which one

has his throat, or fauces, choked, or obstructed ;

(TA;) food by which one has liis throat, or

fauces, choked, or obstructed; (Msb ;) i. q. '», '*, •

(S, K ;) [which has another meaning that will be

found below ; and both these meanings may be

intended by it in the S ; but in the K, the latter

1- **fi;,(?' A» M?b» K,) aor. - , (Msb, K,)

inf. n. 4~*»±; (?, Mgh, Msb;) and I't^aZM;

(S, Msb, K ;) He took it wrongfully, unjustly, or

injuriously; (S, A, Mgh, K;) or byforce; (Mgh,

Msb ;) *u and *J* [i. e. from him], both mean

ing the same. (S.) ^oii\ repeatedly occurs in

the traditions, signifying The taking anotfier's

property wrongfully, unjustly, injuriously, or by

violence. (L.) But as employed in law, it means

The taking property that has a price and is for

bidden, without the permission of its owner, with

out stealthiness : therefore it does not rightly apply

in the case of an animal that has died a natural

death or not been slaughtered according to the

law, because it is not property ; nor in the case

of the free person, in like manner; nor in the

case of the wine of the Muslim, because it has

not a price ; nor in the case of the property of

him with whom one is at war, because it is not

forbidden ; the saying " without the permission

of the owner " precludes the trust, or deposit ;

and the saying " without stealthiness " excludes

theft. (KT.) __ One says also, ^U - ''■_ e\- and

<->)-**■« : see y^i. _ ai «_»^-o»* and <u» A

man from whom a thing has been taken [wrong

fully, unjustly, injuriously, or] by force. (Msb.)

* » j • j * , ,

^U Ai» >r«;,<ife / took propertyfrom him [wrong

fully, &c, or] by force. (Msb.) And \^Joi.

VliJ (Msb, TA) and \-ii t tt.07r| (Msb) I He

violated her; forced her ; had connection with her

against her will; (TA;) or constuprated her by

1. Ai-ae, aor. ; , (K, TA,) inf. n. v>ai, (TA,)

He drew it to him, or towards him ; namely, a

i>li [or branch] : (K, TA :) from El-Kananee.

(TA.) _ And He took it ; namely, a thing :

(K, TA :) or he cut it off: (S, K :) or it signifies

also he cut it off, namely, a ^yci, and took it.

(TA.) — And 44.U. 'Jt\ U# ^l, (K, TA,)

aor. - and - , (TA,) He turned, or turned away,

and withlteld, such a one from the object of his

want : (K, TA :) Az says that it was thus read

to him by El-Mundhiree in the "Nawddir" of

IAar ; but that, accord, to Sh, it is [(j-ii, i. e.]

with ^6 ; and this is correct : (TA :) the former

is a mistake. (TA in art. |>Afe.)

2 : see the next paragraph.

4. ^~iH \^oi\, (A in art. «£>»,) inf. n. ^Uocl ,

The trees put forth branches. (KL.) And

^>a«l, and tj^ii, said of a bunch of grapes

(ij*i*)j It was, or became, large (jJs, thus in

some of the copies of the K, in other copies '£&,

but the former is the right, TA) in its berries:

(K :) or somewhat large therein. (TA.)

v>ai A branchfrom tlie stem, [orfrom another

branch] of a tree ; of tlie slender thereof as well

as of the thick : (K :) [sometimes signifying a

twig, or shoot :] pi. [of pauc] (jlii'l and [of

mult.] \JycJi and <U«c. (S, K.)

<Ua& [A branchlet ; and a small twig or shoot;]

a small £>&£. (K.)

285*
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l>_«3_cl A bull having a whiteness in his

tail. (EL.)

1. iiji jLi., (S, A, Msb, 5,) aor. J&., (Msb,*

TA,) [and ^joJak> may be used, in the dial, of

El-Hijdz, instead of its contracted form t^aiy,]

imp. ^^oc, (S, A,) in the dial, of Nejd, (S,) and

i^cvocl, in the dial, of El-Hijdz, (S,) inf. n. yie

(Msb, EL) and ^ilci, with kesr, (A, EL,) and

,^iLa£ and <LoU»*i, with fet-h, (K,) .He lowered

his eye, or eye* ; (S, A, Msb, K ;) as also ^joi.

asJo &* ; (Msb ;) [the k>o being redundant,

accord, to some; but see what is said on this

point below :] and he contracted his eye, or eyes ;

syn. ojl^s ; [so as to wrinkle the lids ;] or he

blinked ; i. e. he contracted his eyelids, or drew

them near togetlier, and looked: [this significa

tion is very common :] and he contracted (jL£s)

his eye, or eyes, and looked towards the ground,

not opening his eye [or eyes] : and sometimes it

indicates a state of abasement. (TA.) Also i_>ac

alone, inf. n. <uiLa£, He contracted his eyelids ;

like jj-ofcl : he bolted languishingly. (TA.) It

is said in the ELur [xxiv. 30], \ycJu ^^ic^JJ J5

J^kjLo^t ^>«, in which some of the grammarians

hold £yt to be redundant ; but the meaning is

obvious, i. e. [Say thou to tlie believers'] that they

shall abridge tlieir look, or view, from what is

prohibited to them : (Sgh :) or that they shall

restrain someivhat of their look, or view. (TA.)

_ [And hence,] t He bore with forgiveness and

silence what was disagreeable, or hateful, or evil.

(S, A, K.) _ ojya ,_*ac, (Msb,) or ajj-a o-°>

(S, TA,) or both, (Msb,) in like manner signifies

He lowered his voice. (S, Msb.) It is said in the

Kur [xxxi. 18], Mye ,>• ^iitl^, (S, A,) i. e.

And lower thy voice : or diminish the loudness of

thy voice. (TA.) _ <auyi >UJ ^>« \Jo-e. He

lowered the rein of his horse, in order to lessen his

sharpness of temper. (A, TA.*) _— «Uo i^ai., (S,

Msb, EL,) aor. JLii, (S, TA,) inf. n. ^oi (Msb,

TA) and «Li>Lac, (Msb,) JETe lowered and lessened

his estimation, dignity, or ran& : (S, EL, TA :) or

he detracted from his reputation ; or attributed

or imputed to him, cliarged him with, or accused

him of, a vice, fault, or t/ie like : (Msb :) and,

inf. n. ioLai, he disdained it, or scorned it ; as

also <U« * i^££t. (Alee Ibn-Hamzeh, TA.) ——

j s «* B *■

Also <uac, (EL,) aor. as above, inf. n. t^ae, (TA,)

2£e lessened it, diminished U, or M<f« tf defective

. j * * t *

or deficient; (K, TA;) and so " o^AAfe, (K,)

inf. n. 4-oi-ac. (TA.) You say tULJI C*«a«ac

J lessened, diminished, or made defective or efe-

ficient, [the contents of] tlie skin. (Msb.) And

cLeJt * w»oJ.<tc / lessened, &c, £/te water. (S.)

And " joMi; "^ ^»^ O^* omcA a owe w a sea,

or <yreat Weer, that will not be lessened, &c : (S :)

or that will not become exhausted. (Har p. 418.)

[See also R. Q. 1 below, and R. Q. 2.] And

[you make the former verb doubly trans., saying,]

LLi SSAab U I have not abridged thee, deprived

thee, or defrauded thee, of anything. (TA.) And

UJkji JLo&t *} I will not abridge thee, deprive thee,

or defraud thee, of a dirlicm, (TA.) You also

say, jxJjl ^y» ^joi. He shortened the hair. (M in

art. j-as.) And [in like manner] one says, yifc

<wtj ^, ». a. *«(lj ^]». (K voce ^oJs, q. v.) _

Also He brofte it (i. e. a branch, or stick, or the

like,) but did not break it tlioroughly ; (L, K,

TA ;) and so ▼ Lzlh. (L, TA.) And '&L&

also signifies I withheld, restrained, or prevented,

it ; whatever it were. (S.) [Hence the phrase in

the Blur xxiv. 30, accord, to an explanation given

above.] You say JJjdl i^oc, or «u^i)l, aor. as

I,

above, inf. n. jjie, He withheld blame. (Lth.)

And you say to a rider, in asking him to stop a

9 * * fi J 6 J 4 J

little where you are, a*L> t^j (TA,) and t^guacl

itLi ^j (A, TA,) i. e. Restrain for me thy

beast, and stop, or pause, where I am, a while.

3 * at** i *

(A, TA.) = yie, [first pers. c—cuac,] aor. ^joiu ;

(Msb ;) or the first pers. is C~fluafc and c—euac,

(S, K,) and the aor. of each is ^jojl> ; (K ;) or,

accord, to the T, some say c~o«ac, aor. ^om,

and some say c-«a-ac, aor. ^iuu ; (IB, TA ;)

but the latter of these requires consideration ;

(TA ;) inf. n. LiyLL (IAar, S, K) and liLii ;

(S, 1£ ;) or the former only, accord, to Alee Ibn-

Hamzeh ; but the saying 5-oUij and teyaj, to

8,

denote the quality of that which is termed ,jat,

strengthens what J says [in the S] with respect

to d-sLoi ; (IB;) It (a thing) was, or became,

fresh, juicy, sappy, moist, notflaccid : (S, Msb :)

orflourishing and fresh ; or luxuriant : (IAar :)

or beautiful and bright : (K :) and C~ofc, aor.

t^aJu and i^oiu, inf. n. <LsLac and i-oj-ac, said

of a woman, I */te ?«a«, or became, fine-skinned, or

thin-skinned, so that the blood appeared [through

tfteskin]. (Lh, TA.)

2. uiii : see 1, latter half. ^ Also, inf. n.

i^uoij, Zfe ate what is termed ^Jai; (K, TA,)

i. e. the %M> [or spadix of a palm-tree] : (TA :)

or he became thin-skinned, and plump, and soft,

or tender : (O, Kl :) or he became affected with

languor and abasement ; (K, TA ;) or, as in the

Tekmileh, with softness, or tenderness. (TA.)

7. OjiJI uaiil i. q. ^i^JuS : (S, TA :) [or the

former more probably signifies Tlie eye, or eyes,

became contracted : and the latter, tlie eye, or

eyes, became closed.]

8 : see 1, near the middle.

R. Q. 1. tuitktiA, inf. n. itiiuiA : see 1, near

the middle, in three places, bs ^jojuos- [inf. n. as

above] is also intrans. (TA.) See R. Q. 2. —

It likewise signifies It (for instance a sea, or a

large river, TA) became scanty, or little in quan

tity, and sank into the earth, or disappeared in

tlie earth ; or became scanty, or little in quantity ;

or decreased : (K, TA :) or went away. (TA.)

In the TS, the inf. n. is expl. by k.>, which is

an abominable mistake for ^^o-c. (TA.) __ And

• ** t* # t*

H .n » .n f also signifies A man's speaking in

distinctly. (TA.) _i And The 6oi/% of a cook

ing-pot. (IKLtt, TA.)

* * m * *

R. Q. 2. yiJumid It (water, and a sea, or

great river, S) decreased, diminislied, lessened, or

became defective, or deficient; (S, EL;) as also

▼ uiilfc, (TA,) inf. n. Iki-U. (Msb.) You

say, eLJi lyi* ^omu^ ^1 <CUJx..i ^^ki OU <S«r/£

a on« died «n'</i /«* property abundant, (S,) or

complete; nothing tliereofhaving been given away

by him ; a prov. relating to the death of the

niggard. (A'Obeyd.) And Amr Ibn-El-'As said,

alluding to the death of Ibn-'Owf, ^y» <Z^y$i.

uw ly^e fjajuaJCJ ^j MiiMf/f UijJI, meaning

77*om hast died with thy religion unimpaired:

(A'Obeyd :) i. e. he had not been occupied with

any office of authority or administration whereby

his recompense might be diminished. (Az.) You

say also ^jcJuaJCJ *$jla*e Rain that will not cease.

(TA.)

I,

^jai Fresh; juicy; sappy; moist; notflaccid;

(S, Msb, K ;) applied to a thing, (S, Msb,) what

ever it be ; (TA ;) as also * ^.^'c. (S, EL.)

Hence the trad. U3 Lot Olr*^ !/*i ij' *J- i>*

•fcjc j>\ ^1 S«1j3 1/iJi Jjj [ZTe n»/w is rejoiced,

or pleased, to read the Kur-dn freshly, like as it

descended, let him read according to the reading

of Ibn-Umm-'Abd]. (TA.) A calf recently

born : pi. ^tofc. (EL.) __ Anything (S) beau

tiful and bright; (S, EL;) as t youth, and the

like: (S:) or ,>e applied to youth, and i«ac

applied to a woman, \ t. q. SJa^ and i«aj [</<«'«-

skinned, or fine-skinned, and plump ; &c] : (A:)

or the latter, applied to a woman, t thin-skinned,

or fine-skinned, so that the blood appears [through

the skin] : (Lh :) and * ItOtfat also is thus applied

like <Lo&. (TA.) You say also, ^ofc ,/v *• «-,

and t ^oKk ^b A thingfresh, &c, and beautiful

and bright; [in a flourishing condition;] not

changed, or altered [for the worse]. (TA.) And

5 - 0 0"

,ja6 C~J A [fresh and flourishing and] tender

I, I

plant. (TA.) And ^Jai. Jii f /SAaae to/jicA the

sun has not readied ; like a plant which the sun

has not reached. (TA.) _ The spadix of a

palm-tree ; syn. «JJ» ; as also * gn.Jyk : (IAar :)

or both signify a tender «JLb : (EL :) or a tender

«JU» «>Aen t'< appears : (TA :) or the latter, a »JL*»

»w/te» ft appears : (As, S :) or the same, fruit

when it first comes forth. (TA.)

0 a j » , , -

i-ac : see <u=>Uac. a= Also A sufficiency of the

means of subsistence ; like <uc. (TA in art. <^t-)

i>u«ft6, applied to an eye, or eyes, (op»,)

Lowered: (A, TA:) contracted : having tlie lids

contracted, or drawn near together, and so bolt

ing : contracted, and boking towards the ground :

(TA :) languishing: (EL, TA :) and so *^«j-ai«,

in all these senses : (TA :) and the former, so
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applied, [and app. the latter also,] having the

eyelids relaxed, orflaccid. (TA.) You say, *J&

O/JaJI ya^ A gazelle having languishing eyes.

(S.) And Sjii\ ^ J£>\ Jxei& itfj, mean-

ingt [Verily] thou artfaithful, not treacherous; by

vi^JI being meant ijlij. (TA.) [Lowered

and lessened in estimation, dignity, or rank : (see

*U ^ofc :)] defective or deficient [in good qualities] ;

(EL;) and, in consequence thereof, (TA,) tow,

mean, or w'fe; (A, KL:) pi. i£il (K) and iUel.

(TA.) _ Lessened; diminished; made defective

or deficient.

places.

(TA.) := See also \jb&., in three

ioUsi, [an inf. n., of which the verb is not

mentioned in senses agreeing with those here fol

lowing,] (S,A, EL,) and tii,-ii and VHL&

(IAar, EL) and t ij^ (Ibn-Abbad, EL,) A defect,

an imperfection, a fault, a vice, or the like : and

lowness, meanness, or vileness : (S, A, Mgh, EL :)

and the first, [or all,] languor, or want ofpower.

(TA.) You say, iiui jfo IjJL ^ i££ Jj

There is not, or will not be, charged against, thee,

in, or with respect to, this affair, lowness, &c. ;

or any defect, &c. ; (S, TA ;) or languor, or want

of power. (TA.) And ^LL^i iuju cojl U

0>», and ▼ nl^ju,, 7 desired not, or mean* wo<,

thereby, to attribute any defect, imperfection,

fault, vice, or <Ae Zi7.re, to such a one. (IAar.)

see <Uolo&, in two places.

fierce burning of thefire upon the guichly-kindling

fragments offirewood]. (A, TA.) [See also 5,

last sentence.] =^±i, like^ [pass, in form] ;

and ^~a± ; (EL, TA ;) the former of which is the

more usual; (TA;) He had the disease termed

V^ [q. v.]. (EL, TA.) __ And £± o~a£,

with fet-h and kesr [i. e., app., cJJAfe; or "with

fet-h and kesr" may be a mistranscription for

'« with damm and kesr," so that the verb may be

C~-ai ; 77m eye Aarf in it what are termed .jLail.

(TA.) * '

3. *^«6li 7 made Ae'm anary, /<e a&o making

me angry. (EL.) __ And 7 ftrote ojf/rom him,

or yetted Aim, t'/i anger, or enme'ty. (S, EL.)

Uoli* v^i, in the ELur [xxi. 87], means 77e

went away, breaking off from his people, or

quitting them, in anger, or enmity. (S.)

4. A~oel 77e angered him, or made Aim anary.

(S,» Msb,» el.)

i^eU : see i^ai.

iUuu : see 5-oLac, in two places.

w^>«ut<o : see ^^jic.

a*U v^ufc, (S, Msb, EL,) [aor.;,] inf. n.

(S, Msb, ?*) and l^JLi, (S, EL,*) 77e was

angry with him ; (MA, EL,* PS, &c.;) and fyJidO

*eXc signifies the same. (Msb.) [See ^-^AJl

below.] And ,^1 <) ^ ^~f-fc i. e. [77e was

angry] for nothing; meaning, for no cause. (Msb.

I'ur1 *$> m a case of this kind, is regarded as one

word, and is therefore as above, not t °JL ^ : see

p. 1626, third col.]) — 4 »^ai (meaning 77e

was angry with another person for his sake, or

on his account, TA) is said when the person [on

whose account the anger is excited] is living:

and y *,~ei, when he is dead : (S, A, Msb, K :)

so says El-Umawee, and El-Ahmar says the like.

(S.) — [And you say, lift ._* ^~gj, 77e was

angryfor the sake of God.] And J-JUI ,- ' he

>••»**" (.j** t The mare champed upon the bit.

(TA.) Abu-n-Nejm says,

t [She champs, sometimes, upon the bit, like the

5. ydw 77e became angered or angry : (S :)

or he was angry somewhat after [having been so]

somewhat. (Ham p. 522.) See also 1, first sen

tence And j^iJt s-..~hi.1 t The cooking-pot

boiled fiercely yaLh\ J&. [upon the flesh-meat].

(TA.)

• » -

*r~a* (S, EL) Red (S) intense in redness : (S, ^ :)

you say 4~aijill : so says ISk : (S :) or U&

signifies iijic ji0.\ (K) i. e. red that is dense, or

deep : (TE. :) or ^4*-l [i. e. red], applied to any

thing : and L& [i. e. thick, &c.]. (TA.) = Also,

and *alafc, A hard rock (£, TA) set, or ^cea",

in a mountain, and differing therefrom : (TA :)

or the latter signifies thus : or a hard, round,

rock. (O.) = And 4~«-Wt signifies The lion :

and the bull: as also [in the latter sense, or per

haps in both senses,] * ^yoiiU (K..)

' an inf. n. of ^ii [q. v.]. (S, Msb, K[.)

AJI is The contr. of ^ijl : (K., TA :) it is

variously defined : some say 'that it is a state of

excitement of the blood of the fieartfor the purpose

of revenge : some say that pain on account of

anything reparable is ^Jak ; and for anything

irreparable, u«l.l : some say that it [is a passion

which] includes all that is evil; wherefore the

Prophet, to a man who asked of him a precept,

said, sr^ij ^ : and some say that s . JM\ is [a

passion] accompanied by an eagerness to obtain

revenge ; and J^iJt is accompanied by despair of

obtaining it : (TA : [see also j£k :]) there is a

«t^ that is commended, and a Vn^- that is

discommended ; the former being that which is

for the sake of religion and truth, or right ; and

the latter being that which is in a wrong case :

and the »^>e of God is his disapproving of the

conduct of him who disobeys Him, and whom He

will therefore punish. (Ibn-Arafeh, TA.)

see jjU*kc.

*««afi A singlejit of^Jai [or anger], (O.) i
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See also ^^ai. __ Also An [eminence of the hind

termed] j&bf, (L, TA.) And A aiuLJ (£,

TA, in the C]£ <UbL/), or protuberance [offlesh],

above, or beneath, the eyes, in the form of a

flatulent tumour, (TA, ) or in the upper eyelid, pro

duced by nature : (Kl, TA :) so in the M. (TA.)

— And A thing resembling a aip, (El, TA,) i. e.

a shield, (TA,) of the hide of the camel, (]£, TA,)

one part of which is folded over atwt/ter. (TA.)

— And A [garment of the kind called] slL,

made of the hides of camels, and worn for fight

ing. (O.) _ Also The skin of a mountain-goat

advanced in age. (£.) The skin ofa fish. (El.)

The skin of the Iiead. (£.) And The skin of the

part between the horns of a bulL (El.) And

A patch of the small-pox : so in the saying, ». \ 'p\

" ' ' II * i ' -*-•'■>•>• C
iJjJ»J\ &* 5j*.Ij <Ua« «jj^ [77« skin became

one patch of the small-pox] : (0 :) like SjJai. (S

in art. O-«*0

•'■;■' t . » ,

*~ae : see tj\~ai.

J-^l fem. of ji^b. [q. v.] : (S, Msb, K :)

and pi. thereof. (S.) [See also 4>>^-] = It

is also said by J, (E1,TA,) and [before him] by Ez-

Zeyajee, and also [after him] by ISd, (TA,) to be a

name for A hundred camels, and not to have ten-

ween, nor the article Jl : but this is a mistake for

&*■ (?1,TA.)

&e*£i}\ <yU1 [7%e irascible faculty]. (KT, in

explanation of j^£jt.)

OW-i* (S, Msb, El) [and, in the dial, of Benoo-

Asad, as is implied by the fem. in that dial, men

tioned in what follows, oCi*i] and t^^ and

*w>yai [which is both masc. and fem.'] and

* w-«* (EI) and t alii (S, El) and ti^i anii

▼ i-ai, (EI,) or the last, accord, to MF, is * alkc,

(TA,) are epithets applied to an angry man : (EL :)

[the first seems often to signify simply Angry,

like v-aft; but accord, to SM,] all these epithets

signify quickly, or soon, angry [as alii is said in

the S to signify, on the authority of As] : (TA :)

the fem. of the first word is ,JJ>£, (S, Msb, K,)

and (in the dial, of Benoo-Asad, S) liCoi, (S,

K,) which is seldom used ; (K ;) and */^'r is

also used as a fem. epithet [as stated above], (EL,)

and has an intensive signification : (TA:) pi. (of

the first word, Msb) ^U* (Msb, EL) and (like

wise of the first) lJJ>i (S) and JfUl (S, K)

and^Uii. (Msb, EL.)

» .j

ic : see the next preceding paragraph.

and and : see ,jUai.

V^ic and ^>lai Motes hjji) in the eye: (g,

TA :) or, as in one copy of the EL, [and in the O,]

in the eyes. (TA.) _ And A certain disease ;

(K, TA ;) or so the latter word ; (0 ;) an erup

tion in the skin; but not small-pox: (TA:) or

(so accord, to the TA, but in the CEL " and ")

small-pox. (EL, TA.)

% a * » * » *

<^yot : see ,jU«*. — Also Stern, or austere
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in look, or countenance ; applied to a woman : (S,

O, K :) and in like manner applied to a she-

camel : (O, K :) or thus applied to a she-camel :

and also signifying a company of women. (TA.)

— And A malignant serpent. (O, K.) — See

also

yjil&b A man (TA) perturbed (jji») in social

intercourse and in comportment. (K. [For i»JUi~«J lj

in some copies of the K, I read iilU-oJIj, "s m

other copies.])

j - o£

&•>)! The part between the penis and the

thigh. (£.)

•<- • j ».

aJLt wiyaiu [^4n ofc/eet ofanger]. By w)^,^«.»M

stfjs- in the Kur [ch. i. last verse], are meant

The Jews. (O, TA.) sss wiyiuu also signifies

Having [the disease called v^^> '• e>] *ft* small

pox. (0,TA.)

1. ^^-ic, aor. - , inf. n. JjLifc, It (anything) was,

or became, soft, or tender. (TA. [See also the

inf. n. below ; and see the part, n., jj<iz ; and

j-oc.]) — And ^j-oc, aor. - , inf. n. j-oc, -He (a

man) became rich, wealthy, or abounding in pro

perty. (Msb.) You say, JLJW >■«*> (K, TA,)

o t , * a

and in like manner, Ja^N i*-J^, aor. - , inf. n.

yos. and Sjtoc ; (TA ;) as also j-oc, like ^^ic ;

(IKtt, TA ;) ife (a man, TA) Aarf abundance of

the goods, conveniences, or comforts, of life ; (KL,

TA ;) [or he was, or became, rich in wealth and

family;] after having been poor. (K, TA.) srs

'jjt\ »j±b, (S, Msb, K,) aor. '- , (Msb, TA,) inf. n.

_/«a£, (Msb, KI,) GW made Aim to be rich, wealthy,

or abounding in property: (Msb:) to enjoy a

pleasant life : (S :) or to have abundance of the

goods, conveniences, or comforts, of life. (5, TA.)

ssa^f-ac, with kesr, said of a place, It had in it

red clay or earth : so says Az. (O.) = <ue j-oi,

aor. : , (S, O, g, TA,) inf. n. *y& [and t^iJu

likewise, accord, to a verse of Ibn-Ahmar as

cited in the O and TA, but accord, to the reading

of that verse in my copies of the S, it is "_^ai*,

app., if correct, a n. of place] ; as also j^ai. ;

(TA;) He turned aside or away, or deviated,

from it, or Aim ; (S, O, K., TA ;) and so ♦^-ai3.

(O, KL.) One says, ^tyo ^j* Cjj-bi Co I did not

deviate from my course. (TA.)^ dJlcj«ai,(K,

TA,) aor.- , inf. n. ^, (TA,) i. q. J& ($,

TA) [app. as meaning He turned against him,

for it is added] and JU. (TA.) — And \^t U

,j«w vj* He did not hold bach, or refrain,from

reviling me. (TA.) = And 'tjSaJ?, (S, EL, TA,)

aor. - , inf. n. j-oi, (TA,) /<, or he, withheld, or

prevented, him. (S, EI, TA.) One says, ^1 Ojjl

j*\ ijjtebi jJUjI [J desired to come to thee, and]

an affair withheld, or prevented, me. (TA.) =

And s^Hjl jii He cut off ttie thing, ($, TA,)

ai [for him], (TA.) You say, *JU ,>• aJ lii

He cut off a portion for him from his property.

(K.) mm And jJUJI^o* 7/e tanned well the skin.

(TA.)

2. ^-ac O J*-»- -Sis charged, and was not

cowardly, and did not fall short of what was

requisite. (TA.)

5 : see the first paragraph.

8. j*iub\ He died being a youth, or young man,

in a sound state : (EL, TA :) like 'jmsLX (TA.)

[See also 8 in art. u°j*-]

Q. Q. 1. jyob He (a man, TA) was angry.

(O, E..)

j*osJ jX> U is expl. as meaning He hardly, or

scarcely, slept ; but is said to be with c and ^o, and

has been thus mentioned before [in art._j**]. (TA.)

j*ab : see j#i&, _ One says also ^oc ^i-x

j-a* An easy and a plentiful life : (K,* TA :)

yia+ being here an imitative sequent to j*o&.

(TA.) _ And ij-oUl j-ac applied to a man,

(0, K,) and <LoUJt iyoi- applied to a beast

(£f\>), (0, Msb, ^,) Blest, fortunate, or abound

ing in good or advantage or utility. (O, Msb, K.)

=s See also l]yoi, m two places.

»^o* ^. certain plant. (K, TA.) Hence the

prov. Sjm^.^jA/jij e^oc J^aLj [He eats ghadrah,

and lies down aside], (TA. [See also S^^*..])

2tj*o£ : see SjUic, in six places, an Also Earth,

or land, (u«j'> ?>) or a piece, or portion, of clay

or earth, (iltM, s> Msb,) good, or fertile, («LJ»,

K,) green, or of a dark or an a*Ay dust-colour :

(iiJLft ilj-ai. : S, Msb, K :) and land in w/ticA i«

clay, or *oi/, o/" a good kind, without sand, or

without salt earth ; (1£, TA ;) as also » 5j--ac or

* *^c, accord, to different copies of the K, the

latter accord, to the L: (TA:) or, accord, to

IAar, '^oe [in the TA l\fak, which is a mis

transcription,] signifies a place liaving in it red

clay or earth. (O.) One says, ^j »jL\( tf)3 JxJl

ft^oi (S, TA) i. e. Such a one produced the water

of hi* well by digging in land of soft and good

earth of which the water was sweet, (TA.) ——

And Land in which palm-trees will not grow until

it is dug, (]£, TA,) the upper part tliereof con

sisting of white [soft stones, like dry pieces of clay,

such as are termed] £ljk£a. (TA.)

f * 0 " o £

jtoi Clay that is cohesive, andj~o*.l [i.e. green,

or of a dark or an ashy dust-colour], (K,)or (O)

of a good kind, without sand, or wit/tout salt

earth ; (O, EL ;) and so ♦ SJL-ki : (XL :) or the

latter signifies such clay itself: (Sh, O :) and the

former signifies baked clay (Sh, O, EL, TA) made

qfSj\J»t, (Sh, O,) green, or of a dark or an ashy

I * o I

dust-colour, (j-aA.1, O, TA,) which is suspended

upon a human being as a preservative from the

[evil] eye. (0,K,»TA.*)

jyoi Sticky clay, (K, TA,) that ad/ieres to the

foot, which will hardly, or in nowise, go into it

[app. by reason of its compactness], (TA.) =

And A species of trees [or plants], (K, TA,) dust-

coloured, that grow large : n. un. with 5. (TA.)

And (TA) A certain plant, (S, O, TA,) resem

bling the jtCi [or panic grass], (TA,) or of the

species of J™»l [or rushes], not beneficial, nor

causing increase in the cattle; (AHn,Oj) it is

said that the cattle pasturing upon it do not form

fat thereby, (O, TA,*) and that it does not dis

solve in their stomachs : (O :) n. un. with 5.

(AHn,0.)

j*i*± Soft, or tender; (TA;) applied to a

plant, or herbage; as also *>ii, and t^ili;

(O, TA ;) all in this sense : (TA:) or so the first,

applied to anything : (O, K, TA :) or this signi

fies moist, juicy, or fresh : (AA, O :) and i. q.

je^A. [syn. withj±+.\ i. e. green], (£.) = See

also i\j*o£.

SjUoft an inf. n., of 'jJai and of 'jjai. (TA.)

[Used as a simple subst.,] Ease, comfort, and

affluence ; easiness of life ; ampleness of the con

veniences of life, or of tlie means of subsistence ;

plenty; (]£,*TA;) prosperity; (TA ;) plenty

and prosperity; (S;) a plentiful and pleasant

and easy state of life: (TA:) and t/uit& sig

nifies the same. (S.) One says, S^Uai ^U J^il

J~sal\ O^ an(1 w^' k>« *»t>iA (_,», Verily they

are in a plentiful and prosperous condition [of

life]. (S.) Accord, to As, one should not say

^elj-aA. dill jtjl, but T^ktl^ae aDI jl^l, meaning

May God put an end to their prosperity, and

their plentiful condition : (S :) but Ahmad Ibn-

'Obeyd says that both of these phrases mean may

God destroy the collective body of them : and

another says, their clay of which they were created.

(TA. [See also t]fJ»L, voce j*ai.\.]) One says

also, (^-ec T jlj^aft ^ 4i| and ,^-e t\j±*. i. e.

Verily he is in a plentiful condition of life. (TA.)

And j**. &* ▼ slj-oc ^ *it [Verily he is in an

ample state of prosperity]. (TA.) = And, (O,

K,) accord, to Lth, (0,) SJLoAH is an appellation

of Tlie SLU» [or sand-grouse] ; (O, K ;) but As

disapproved this : (O :) [or] the SUsS is called

t iij-oill ; and the pi. is ^LoAJl. (Msb.) ess

See also jUxc. = Of ij\*ob meaning A certain

utensil, IDrd says, I do not think it to be genuine

Arabic : (O, TA :) it signifies a large [bowl such

as is termed] 2jua& : [app. from the Pers. «jtji :]

pl.J5lifc. (Mgh.)

^jUo* A species of locust ; also called the )\j*.

* * j

i)jU-o: a word of uncertain derivation. (Msb.)

_ Ateo pi. of tfjta* mentioned near the end of

the next preceding paragraph. (Msb.)

^iill The lion. (Sgh, K.)

j-ilt : see^i*. sbb Also Withholding, or pre

venting. (TA.) =s And A skin well tanned.

(AHn, S, O, K.) =s And One who occupies him

self early in tlie morning in tlie accomplishment of

tlie objects of his want, or in his needful affairs.

(AA,0,K1.)
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j«™» and^ubt: see the first paragraph.

• . f '

j*ak* : see the following paragraph.

* ' *'

jy**+ A man enjoying a pleasant life : (S :)

blest; fortunate; abounding in good, or advan

tage, or utility : (Msb, EL :) or in a state ofease,

comfort, and affluence ; or ofplenty, or prosperity ;

(O, EI, TA ;) and of happiness : (TA :) as also

Ijj*** : (EI, TA :) pi. of the former jfeliu, as

well as Cyj>ii*. (TA.)

J> * • * . • i*j

j^afi is #yn. wi*A ^Jy-o^t, (S and K &c. in

art JU^, q. v.,) in [all of] its meanings : (EI :)

pi. wijjUic. (0 and TA in art. Uuijt.)

1. iLii, (S, O, K,) aor. z , (EI,) inf. n. JLU,

(TA,) .ffe &roAe ft, namely, a branch, or stick,

or the like, (S, O, K, TA,) and a thing, (TA,)

but not thoroughly. (S, O, TA.) [See also 2.]

_ And *jjl uuae, (S, O, EI,) aor. and inf. n. as

above, (S, O,) He (a dog) relaxed his ear, and

folded, or creased, it : (S, O, EL, TA :) [see,

again, 8 :J or <uil uuae, mf. n. uULtic and

O**"*** /te (a dog) twisted his ear : and in like

manner one says of the wind, [l^iiii,] i. e. it

twisted it. (TA.) And SjUyt uuaa 2Te /o&ferf

tAe pillow [so as to make creases in it]. (Ham

p. 785. [But perhaps this is correctly ♦ u^r :

comp. its quasi-pass., 5.]) _ cJLki said of

[wild] she-asses, (O,) or of a she-ass, (K,) aor.

as above, (O, TA,) and so the inf. n., (TA,) sig-

nines IJ4.1 i£/*JI Z>j*~\ [as though meaning

They, or she, restrained tlie running, i. e. their, or

her, running; agreeably with what here follows] :

(0, EL, TA :) J£k, [for J£i\ '±y> JL^,] said

of a horse &a, means he lessened, lit. tooh from,

the rate of the running, ({JjmJ\ &* •£*»),) with-

out reckoning : (L, TA :) Umeiyeh Ibn-Abee-

'Aidh El-Hudhalee says,

mthe ear. (S, EL, TA.) And u&l ciii, inf. n.

t-i-oe, is said to mean The ear was, or became,

long and relaxed or flabby : or & advanced upon

the face: or & reared towards the head: or its

extremities folded upon the inner part thereof:

or, in a dog, it turned towards the back of the

neck : or it became folded, or creased, naturally.

(TA.) [See also JLLfc, below : and see 7.1 __

^JuAJI JUi ; gee 4.

2. Ai-ic, inf. n. oV-a«5, -He frroAe & (TA.)

[See also 1, first signification.] __ U^jJc gig.

nifies also The making [a thing] to hang down.

(O, EL.) __ See also 1, third signification.

4. J^-UI uuafit The night became dark and

black; (§,0, EL;) as also t J^, inf. n. J^

(S.) — iU-J| c^-oel 77(c % fiecaww clouded,

and prepared to rain. (0,»EL,»TA.) cJLiil

Jji~Jt TAe palm-trees had many brandies, and

badfruit : (EL, TA :) or became laden, or lieavily

laden, withfruit; or abounded therewith. (O, K,

TA.) — And jjjkijl uUael Tlie usual abiding-

place of camels, or cattle, or <AetV place of lying

down at, or around, tlie water or watering-trough,

had many tliereof. (K.)

It broke, or became broken ; as also

* uuMil. (TA.) — And. JLaitf signifies The

being, or becoming, creased, or wrinkled; (0, EL,

TA ;) like oi£i (TA.) And JLiA3 2Te, or &,

inclined, and 6e/tf, and 6eco»i« folded, or creased,

much, or tn several places, syn. JL«, and "?7,

and jlij, (S, O, El,*) alic wpon Aim, or it. (S,

O.) And i-aJI GMkii The serpent twisted, or

coiled, itself. (O, K.) —'jkj\ CJuWU 7%« «<fe»

q/" </te well fell in ruins, or became demolished :

(?, O, K :) <Ae weK collapsed, or firofo rfown, ^1*

u!^i «po» .wcA o«e, who had descended into it;

(O ;) as also * c-4-a*5l. (0, EI.) C$6 ouLu

j »a "a

J*UI 2Vte m«^A< covered us. (O, K.) __ ■•■»-nfi'

y^JI UJ* 27te world became abundant to us in

its good things ; and favourable to us. (O, £.)

lids, upon the eyes ; arising from anger and pride :

(0 :) and he says that, accord, to some, it is, in

the lion, abundance of tlie fur, and a folding, or

creasing, of the skin. (TA.) And one says, [app.

in relation to the lion,] * Jl±& ^uij ^ and

ou»e [app. In the edges of his upper eyelids is a

laxness, or penduhmness] ; both meaning the

same. (TA.) — Also Softness, or easiness, and

plentifulness, of life : (S :) like JUi. (O in art.

«-*fc*»)™ And A species of tree in India, exactly

like the palm-tree, (Lth, O, $,) except that (£)

it* fruit-stones are divested of covering, without a

»LJ [or pulpy pericarp], and from its lowest to

its uppermost part it has green obtl [or brandies

like those of the palm-tree], (Lth, O, K,) covered

[thereby] : (Lth, O :) AHn says, it is a plant

resembling the palm-tree exactly, (O, L, TA,) but

not growing tall, (TA,) having many JbLI», and

prickles, and [leaves such as are termed] ^e^L,

of the hardest sort, whereof are made large [re

ceptacles of the kind called] J^JU. [pi. of 111],

that serve for sacks, goods being carried in them

by land and by sea ; (O, L, TA ;) it produces

from its liead unripe dates ofdisagreeableflavour,

not eaten ; and, he says, of its uo^L are made

mats like carpets, (L, TA,) called >C-, pi. of

*♦*' [<!• v-]> (!■>) one of which may be spread for

twenty years. (L, TA.) as See also the next

paragraph, in two places.

(0, TA) meaning He (the ass) withholds some

what of his running, («u>». uoju uUu,) and they

(the she-asses) lessen, lit. takefrom, the [or rather

a] first, orformer, rate of their running, (uJlA.CJ

Ovijf- J3' u*» '•**■'>) without reckoning : (Skr :

see Kosegarten's " Carmina Hudsailitarum," p.

189 :) Skr says, in explanation of the citation

above from Umeiyeh, that ou>c signifies the act

of taking and lading out [with the hand] («i».l

and u>j£) ; and on one occasion he says, the

taking easily; [adding,] one says, (J^L» JUt

4>J >>liu> £y* [Such a one took, or laded out with

his hand, from softfood], (TA.) as (jiJdl oli*,

mf. n. o^-ai, 27«e /j/e roa» *o^, or ea*j/, a«<i

plentiful. (TA.) s= oUo*, [aor. ; , inf. n. JLi*,]

ife (a dog, S) was, or became, relaxed, orflabby,

7: see 5, in two places. _„ <ujl oJuaiil JTm

ear became folded, or creased, not naturally.

(TA.) [See also 1, near the end.] _■ oUuiil

w»UaJI TAe w>Li [or <Am clouds, like smoke,]

overlay one anotlier. (TA.) jUill ^i lyuaiil

TTtey entered into the dust, or rawe^ and spreading

dust. (S, O, El.)

>: see

juai [written by Golius UuiA] : see <Uuae.

c A certain bird: or a 5U»5 [or iawa7-

^ro!«e]: (IDrd, O, Kl:) or the »Lk3 termed

<**>>». : pi. » u»-afe [or rather this, if correct, is

a coll. gen. n.] : J says that * jLvJut [thus in

the TA, but in my and other copies of the S

T oi-aiJI, for which Golius appears to have found

uuoill,] signifies 0«-" U»*JI j but IB says that

, i ' a ^

it is correctly ^>»JI UaJUt. (TA. [See ^ij.. :

and particularly what is said at the end of the

paragraph thus headed.]) = Also An [eminence

oftlie kind called] 3&\. (O, K,TA. [For *«£>1,

in this case, the TK has most strangely sub

stituted **£>t, meaning *£>\, for it explains it

as signifying " blind from the birth ;" and this,

though an obvious mistake, Freytag asserts to be

the right reading and explanation.])

»_A«oUe : see ooil, in two places. __ Also

[applied to a man] Soft, or easy, and plentiful,

in his circumstances. (S, O, EL)

j ,»*

[inf. n. of wicLfc (q. v.) : and, as a simple

subst.,] Laxness, orftabbiness, in the ear : (S, O,

El :) or, as in the T, a laxness, or ftabbiness, of

the upperpart [of each] of the two ears, upon, or

over, the concha thereof, by reason of its width

and its largeness: (TA :) Aboo-Amr Esh-Shey-

banee says, after citing a verse of Abu-n-Nejm,

describing a lion, that it signifies a twisting, in

the ear, backwards : accord, to ISh, it is, in the

lion, a laxness, or pendulousness, of the upper eye-

I, applied to a dog, Relaxed, or flabby,

in the ear; pi. uuai; (S, O, K;) occurring in

a verse of Dhu-r-Rummeh, cited voce w>.ic; (O,

TA;) and the fem. ilLac is applied [to a bitch,

and] to an ear : (TA :) or a dog having tlie upper

part of his ear folded, or creased, backwards ;

and t^i^Ci when it is forwards. (IAar, O, K.)

And hence [the pi.] uLoc, as an epithet in which

the quality of a subst. is predominant, is used as

an appellation for Bogs of the chase. (TA.) __

Applied to a lion, Having the ear folded, or

creased; (Hr, O, K;) denoting a quality that

readers him more abominable : (Hr, O :) or re

laxed, or pendulous, in the ears : (0, Kl :) or
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whose upper eyelids are lax, or pendulous, upon

his eyes, by reason of anger or pride ; (EL, TA ;)

so says ISh. (TA.) And accord, to Lth, A

beast of prey whose upper part of his ear is

folded, or creased, and t/ie loiver part thereof

relaxed, or pendulous. (TA.) And the fern.,

iMJsa, A she-goat whose extremities of her ears

descend low, by reason of their length. (TA.) _-

Also Anything bending, folding, or creasing, and

relaxed, flabby, or 'pendulous : fem. as above.

(TA.) AndtJLbii is- like JL&il. (TA.)

And Uuob*)\ is one of the names of The lion.

J * • I 9 i "

(TA.) _ uLocI ^o-v—' An arrow of which the

feathers are thick ; (S, O, EL ;) contr. of %^o\.

(S, O.) uLifcl JJ A night that is dark (S,

O, EL) and black; (S, O ;) covering with its dark-

ness. (TA.)— ULaAl J^fi A soft, or an easy, and

plentiful, life ; as also t uuite : (S, O, K :) like

otkcl. (S and O in art. >J>lac.) And iMuai- «U-i

A fruitful, or plentiful, year. (TA.)

UirAJU : see (JLafcl, latter half. _ Applied to

* • » *

palm-trees (J**j), Saving many branches, and

bad fruit ; (0, TA;) thus without 5 ; (O ;) and

also with S, (TA. [See also its verb.]) _ And

ii-ii* 5^ A _/rw& <Aa< Aas become flaccid, but

not completely ripe: (O :) or nearly, but not yet,

ripe : (Sh, TA :) or whereof the goodness has not

become apparent : or, accord, to AA, hanging

upon its tree,flaccid. (TA.)

Q. 1. jkiLt He (a jade, or hackney, TA) was,

or became, lieavy, or sluggish. (EL, TA.)

She (a camel) e«w< Aer young one, or foetus, in an

imperfect state, (K, TA,) before the hair had

grown upon it and its make had become [per

fectly] apparent. (TA. [See also C^JJL])

[This is what is meant in the S where, after the

mention of a signification of ▼ ,^-aAJJt which

will be found below, it is said that this word sig

nifies also cU^JI (an inf. n. of C-*^»j, q. v.) :

hence, app., (though referring to the EL as his

authority,) Freytag has given to £*i£i, as said

of a she-camel, besides the signification mentioned

above, another, which is also assigned to <Uu*} ;

i. e., she falsely indicated lier being pregnant, by

raising her tail, &c] = See also 5, in four

places : = and see 4.

n *i#? "• • r * . •'

2. tSitkbf inf. n. rj^iAS, I wrinkled, shrivelled,

* 9 9'

or puckered, it ; syn. of the inf. n. **l£3. (S.)

One says, «t.7 ^ff. ,j»« ^ v>oA9 d^Xs. c-JUo [/

weni «» £o Aim anrf Ae wrinkled to me a portion of

his forehead], (TA.) __ See also 5 : = and

see 1, in two places : = and 4.

0 * a ■

see the next paragraph ; the former,

in two places.

jiitikt Big, thick, or rude, in body or person ;

(S, EL;) as also *jLa&, which is the original

form ; the ^j in the former being augmentative :

(Az, TA :) or simply, big, thick, or rude; applied

to a man : (Lth, TA :) or rude, or coarse, [in dis

position or in make,] and big, or thick ; (TA ;)

as also 'jLoii and "jiuai. ; (K ;) applied to a

man : (TA :) or big, or thick, (AA, TA,) in

make, (TA,) and wrinkled ; (AA, TA ;) applied

to a lion. (TA.) You say also ij 4 : <i.k £}!,

meaning, A big, or thick, fleshy, ear. (AO, L.)

[Hence,] ^ilidUl The lion; (Lth, S, EL;) as

also t^UiiJI. (TS, EL.)

jkthii : see the next preceding paragraph.

1. ajJai, (S, K,) aor. ; and I , (EL,) inf. n. 0-^>

(S,) He, or it, (a man, and a thing, S,) withheld,

restrained, hindered, or diverted, him. (S, EL.)

One says, Uc JJJ*c£ U What withheld, hindered,

or diverted, or has withheld, &c, thee from us ?

(S.) In the "Nawadir" of IAar, this verb,

which is correctly thus, with ^ is erroneously

with t». (TA.) bb UjJ^j c-,jj, and V

3. AiolioJI signifies o^-s^' «j~«Ui» [77te co?«-

tracting of the eyes so as to wrinkle the lids], (S,

K, TA,) by reason of doubt, or suspicion. (TA.)

One says, «I^JI i>oU, meaning i%L\s!^ QjU

v>«^«JI [i. e. He talked, or acted, with the

woman, in an amatory and enticing manner,

with the contracting of the eyes so as to wrinkle

the lids]. (A, TA.)

(S, Mgh, Msb,) and of anything, (Msb,) or in a

garment, and in a skin, (EL,) and in a coat of

mail, (S, EL,) &c. : (S :) pi. QyLi, (S, Mgh, Msb,

EL,) occurring in a verse cited in art. .^li. (TA.)

-— [Hence,] one says, g^ A.fc ^ iUi ^Lfe

1^^ [lit. That was within the folds, meaning in

the midst, of such a thing, or such an affair or

event] ; like IJ£» feu5f ^J. (TA in art. ^.J

OJ^I Oy** means Tlie places offolding of the

ears; syn. Q&. (EL,TA: in the CEL [erro

neously] ly^Ui.) =: Also (i. e. j>ii and t ^at,

TA) Difficulty, distress, or trouble; and fatigue,

or weariness. (EL, TA.) The Arabs say to a

man, in threatening him, -*1 ; ■'- 1 rjJ^h*$ or

» ..'*;Af. i. e. [/ wi'ZZ assuredly make] thy difficulty

be. [to be long]. (AZ, Az, TA.)

• - » - «

O-e* an inf. n. of v>oe. (MA. [See 5, in two

places.]) _ See also £>*&, in three places. _

On^l O-** signifies 2%e exterior, or apparent,

SjV- [app. meaning tanic, i. e. <Ae sclerotic tunic,]

of the eye. (S, TA.)

4. il«~JI c%:..gij.l TVte sAy rained continually;

(S, TA ;) as also «..;Afc [perhaps t cLc-j, but

more probably, I think, * C-iJafc]. (TA.) And

ajU~JI C*>Afel [7%c c/«»r/ rained continually].

(S and TA in explanation of C*»jjO — And

l_r»»JI aJ* i>a£l TAe yeper continued upon him

persistently. (IAar, TA.) __ jJjl <uic ,j^r|

7V(e night became dark upon him. (TA.)

5. ^^-oAS J< wo*, or became, wrinkled, shrivelled,

or puckered ; syn. pliJ ; (S, MA, TA ;) as also

' v>f*> m^ n- »>** [and app. Or^> ''^e Jy3

as an inf. n. of J-5, though this requires con

sideration, as will be shown by what follows],

said of the face as having this signification, or

as signifying it was, or became, wrinkled and

speckled; (MA;) [and so, perhaps, t^, for]

&ifidCJ\ [if not a mistranscription for ^-n^'JI],

i * * * ' * . . j A* s

as also t yjyiJCi, is syn. with ^.~r.,;j| ; and one

says
i.

ls* * 0>^ ji J^y meaning ^JL?

[i. e. a wta» having a wrinkling in his forehead ;

but Oy^ may be here used as pi. of j>-ai, and

thus meaning wrinkles] : and ♦ k>^c signifies a

bending (V>J and ^A3) of a branch or twig or the

like. (TA.) One says also, ,-Jl* cjjJI CUwaJO

ly-^*^ 2V(e coa< of mail becamefolded, [or «'< Auni;,

or sat, with folds,] upon its wearer. (TA.)

y^«ac and " ^j-oi A wrinkle, crease, fold, ply,

plait, or pucker, (S, Mgh, Msb, EL,) of the skin,

[A patch of the smallpox]. One says of

a person whose skin has become covered, or

wholly covered, (Jjl,) with the smallpox, l^o\

5^»-)j iiii Dj-U. [5"t» «Atn Aa« become one

patch of the smallpox] : and some say iLli.. (S.)

O'-af the subst. from the verb in the phrase

lA^Jy^ <£~*o£ [i. e. a subst. signifying The act

denoted by that phrase, q. v.]. (EL.)

•

Off* A. she-camel's young one, or fetus, cast

in an imperfect state, before the hair has grown

upon it and its make has become [perfectly]

apparent. (TA.)

v>act Contracting his eye so as to wrinkle tlie

lids, naturally, or by reason of enmity, or from

pride. (EL.)

yoi. and <««a£

1. Lae, aor. yau ; and ^j-ac, aor. j^^-iuu : see

4 ; the former, in three places. = Ui, (EL, TA,)

aor. jidb, thus in the M, (TA,) inf. n. j^i,

(EL,* TK,) He, i. e. a man, [and app. it, i.e. a

thing,] was, or became, such as is termed ,^oli

[q. v.]. (EL, TA. [In the TEL it is mentioned

only as said of a thing : but the context in the EL

indicates that it is said of a man, and app. of a

thing also.]) = [See also ye£ below.] as ^.-ixh

j^l, inf. n. lo«, The camels had a complaint

(M, EL, TA) of their bellies (EL, TA) from eating

of the trees called Life. (M, EL, TA.) _ And

w^j^t C.aAfc T/ie land abounded with the. trees

called tli. (IKtt,TA.)

4- v.j**l> (K,) inf. n. tLafcl, (S,) He contracted

his eyelids; drew them near together; (S, EL;)

like J&*, (TA in art. ^ ;) [and] so .^l

<u*f ; said of a man : (Msb :) or Ae c/oserf Am
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eyelids upon his iris ; so in the M ; as also ♦ Lie,

a diaLvar. of jiil, likewise mentioned by ISd;

and * ^j-oc, aor. ^yuu, is also a dial. var. thereof:

(TA :) or he made one of his eyelids to cleave to

the other, that he might not see a thing, by reason

ofshame : (Har p. 19 :) or lie put one of his eye

lids upon the other from dislike of a thing. (Id.

p. 492.) [See also 6.] __ Hence it is used in

relation to forbearance : so that one says, -orl

^Jii\ ^yU He held, or refrained, notwitlistand-

ing annoyance, spontaneously, without being asked,

or without constraint : (Msb, TA :) or .Jift ,*iftt

ijji he bore annoyance patiently. (M, TA.) And

*^ \jr°*\ He feigned himself neglectful of it; [he

closed his eyes from it ;] he connived at it ; as

also <Uc c^el. (TA in art. J*+a.) And [some

times] iLift^l means The abstaining from pro

ceeding to extremities. (Mgh in art. j*«-.) _

Hence also, S|^l)l ^s. LJ«iftt He was silent re

specting the thing ; and so t Loft, aor. yeJu. (K,

TA.) _ And eijo am ^j-iel means He closed,

or turned away, from him, or it, his eye, or eyes;

syn. YjL [in the CI£ »jl], or ijLi : ($, TA :)

so in the M. (TA.) = JJUI ^i\ The night

was, or became, dark ; (S, Msb, EL ;) and covered

everything (£, TA) with its darkness ; from ISd ;

(TA ;) as also t Lie, aor. yi^'. (K, TA. [See

also yac.])

1 means the wolf of the covert of trees : for __ Lie

signifies also 4 coeert of free* .• (TA :) and a

*«*♦* [i. e. thicket; or collection of tangled, or

| confused, or <fe»we, trees ; &c.]. (£, TA.)

U»»)l J*t is an appellation of the people of Nejd,

C£> TA,) because of the abundance of [the trees

called] Lie there. (TA.)

u** Jt^t A camel having a complaint of his

belly from eating of the trees called Lie : and

**«ifi jvj and LLic [camels having such a corn

plaint]; (S, K;) like &J and ,J£j. (S.)
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called Li* : and £*6 J^t and ^ly [camels

that eat tlu>se trees]. (S, $.) as ^l* !^i A

thing that is much in quantity, abundant, copious,

full, or complete. (£.) _ And ^U jlj ^

wan AtmV^ food and clothing; or Aaro^ a good

state, or condition, in respect offood, and having

clothing ; sufficed, or satisfied. (J£.)

cA*« : see the next preceding paragraph.

6. v>5-oli3 He contracted, or put toget/ier, his

eyelids, that he might not see an evil, or unseemly,

thing. (Har p. 473. [See also 4.]) And

[hence,] <ue ^UJ i. q. JiliJ [i.e. He was, or

hefeigned himself, unmindful, kc, of him, or it] :

(5, TA:) like <uc ^U3 : mentioned by Az.

(TA. [See, again, 4.])

Life, said by Th to be written [thus] with I ;

but ISd says, I know not why this is ; (TA ;)

[the latter, it seems, holding its last letter to be

originally ^j, not j ;] A species of trees, (S, Msb,

K,) well known, (£,) the wood of which is of the

hardest of wood, and therefore there is hardness

in its charcoal; (Msb ;) it is of the plants of the

sands, and has [sprigs, or foliage, of the kind

termed] ,_jjuk [q. v.], like that called ^jj ;

(TA ;) and its fire is of long continuance : (Har

p. 60 :) [see also »**•, : Mr. Palgrave (in his

Travels, i. 38,) describes it as a shrub believed

by him to be peculiar to the Arabian Peninsula,

"of the genus Euphorbia, with a woody stem,

often Jive or six feet in height, and innumerable

round green twigs, very slender andflexible,form

ing a large feathery tuft, not ungraceful to the

eye, while it affords some kind of shelter to the

traveller, and food to his camels:"] the sing, [or

rather n. un.] is SLie : (K :) and AHn says that

sometimes cLae is a pi. [of the n. un.]. (TA.)

_ Hence, Lac ^5i [A wolf of trees, or shrubs,

called Lac] ; (S, £ ;) or, as in the handwriting

of Aboo-Zekereeya UJut .IJj; and such is the

most abominable, or malignant, or noxious, of

wolves ; for he comes not into close proximity to

men save when he desires to attack : or this

Bk. I.

see *L-ii Also, (K, TA,) deter

minate, and imperfectly decl., like [its syn.] SJul*,

(TA,) A hundred camels : (IAar, K, TA :) held

by ISk to be so called as being likened to a place

producing [an abundance of] Lie [i. e. the trees

thus called] : AA has mentioned it with the

article Jl, saying that Uii!l signifies a hundred.

(TA.)

*L^fc A land (u»jl) abounding with the trees

called Life. (S, £.) _ And, as also * Ql, A

place in which is a collection of the trees called

*"»* > (K> TA ;) a place where they grow. (TA.)

— And the former, Rugged land or ground.

(TA.)

lij

>-ift Intense darkness oftlie night. (IRtt, TA.

[Perhaps^ in this sense an inf. n. of which the

verb is Lie : see 4, last sentence.]) = And The

eating of the trees called Lie. (I£tt, TA. [App.

in this sense an inf.n. of which the verb is Lii.])

= And A state of muchness, abundance, copious

ness, fulness, or completeness, of a thing. (K.. [See

also 1, second sentence.])

UJI <A iS*? »>■> or 5ili»l O* [A man

who refrains from taking notice of that which i*

foul, abominable, unseemly, or obscene,] may be

from Lie ; or it may be from .-ill, similar to

^osjl and £e*.j ; but the former derivation is the

better. (TA.)

l^yift a rel. n. from LiaJI [the trees thus

called], and applied to a camel [app. as meaning

That is fond of, or wont to feed upon, the trees

called Life]. (SO

iiL-ii A herd of camels ofgenerous race : (K,

TA :) mentioned by Az, from AA. (TA.)

uoM-Dark; applied to night (jlj) ; as also

▼ wo»«, but this latter is rare : (S, Msb :) and so

*t*te, (?, £,) applied to a night («U#) : (S :) or,

thus applied, accord, to Az, intensely dark. (TA.)

— And a^elc signifies also Bright, or shining

brightly; (8, £;) applied to a night, (thus in

one of my copies of the S,) or to fire ( jU) : (so

in other copies of the S and in the TA :) thus

having two contr. meanings. (S, I£.) __ And

Great; applied to a fire (jli): a signification

said by Az to be taken from the fire of the tree

called Li*, which is of the best of firewood.

(TA.) = vote j^x, A camel that eats tlie trees

ke

1. &II ^i !£*, aor. '- , (S, Msb, $,) and : ,

(K,) [the latter contr. to analogy,] inf. n. hi, (S,

Msb,) He immersed, immerged, dipped, plunged,

or sunk, him, or it, in the water : (S, Msb, KL :)

lie made him to plunge, or dive, in, or into, tlie

water: (S:) [Golius adds, as from Ibn-Maaroof,

head-downwards; but it is not so in my copy of

the KL .] and <Ue signifies the same. (TA in art.

c**0 — And <d»ft, inf. n. hi, He pressed, or

squeezed, him, or it, (ij-oc,) vehemently; and i. q.

'*& [q. v.]. (TA.) _ [And ii*. q. v., has a

similar meaning.] as &, aor. - , inf. n. jLke,

said of a he-camel, (S, Msb, K,) He brayed;

syn. j.*» : ($:) orte brayed, (jji, AZ, S,) or

made a sound, (oj^>, Msb,) in the U±j& [or

bursa faucium] : when not in the U£&&,'it is

termed ^ai: you say of the she-camel, J45;

not LkJ ; (AZ, S, Msb ;) because she has no

ii^ii : (AZ, S :) or, as some say, lie brayed, but

not in the &2J&. (L.) __ JLc, aor. as above,

(Msb, £,•) and inf. n. as above (S, Msb, £*)

and ii, (TA,) said of a person sleeping, (S,

Msb, K.,) and of one strangled, or throttled, (S,

K,) and of an animal slaughtered, (]£,) He

emitted a sound; (K;) in which sense it is also

said of a lynx, and of a leopard, and of a bustard :

(TA:) or snored, or snorted: (S, TA :) or sent

back his breath up to his fauces so that it was

fteard by persons around him : (Msb :) or emitted

a sound with his breath, reiterating his breath

where he found not an easy passage [for it].

(TA.) ^ 4^>j_JI c. U f. T/ie stone cooking-pot

boiled audibly. (TA.) — See also ii, near the

end of the paragraph.

3. \39a. £te He vied, or contended, with a fish

in plunging, or diving. (JK in art. y-«5.)

6. >$i)l J»l£* The people, or company of men,

vied, or contended, one with another, in plunging,

or diving, (l^iJCj,) in the water. (S.) And

^*~f" v_sf Oi^^-i OWI The children vie, or

contend, one with another, in plunging, or diving,

(i)3'"*l*^i!>) *» the sea or great river. (A in

art. u-oi.)

7. cUJI ^i Ja-aJt He (a man, TA) became

immersed, immerged, dipped, plunged, or sunk, in

the water; or he plunged, or dived, in the water.

(S, Msb, TA.)

R. Q. 1. jj2Jj\

[inf. n. Lixihi.} The

28G
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waves of the sea became high (cJLc), so in some

copies of the EL, or estuated (cJi*) ; so in other

copies of the EL, and in the L ; (TA ;) as also

* kikii (O, EI, TA.) And jjJUl cJziLi

[The contents of the cooking-pot] made a sound :

or boiled vehemently. (K.) __ And <uU kike,

said of sleep, It overcame him. (L, EL, TA.)

11. Q. 2. kikii : see the next preceding para

graph. _ Also It (a thing) became separated, or

dispersed. (Sgh, El, TA.)

ktkc The [bird called the] IkS [i. e. the .w W-

grotue] : (M, EL :) or a species thereof, (S, EL,)

or, as some say, a species of bird not of the lk»,

(TA,) dust-coloured in the backs and the bellies

(S, EL, TA) and the bodies, (S, TA,) black in the

inner sides of the wings, (S, EL, TA,) long in the

legs and the necks, and slender, not collecting in

flocks, two or three at most being found together :

(S, TA :) n. un. with 5 : (S, K :) it is said that

the Ik* compose two species: the short in the

legs, yellow in the necks, black in the primary

feathers of the wings, of a white hue tinged with

♦ » s o *

red (yye) in the tertials, are the Sjij£s and the

<L)£» : and the long in the legs, white in the bellies,

dust-coloured in the backs, wide in the eyes, are

the kike: AHat says that in the ^lejkA.1 [by

which is here meant, as in some other instances,

the places of the two veins so called in the neck] of

the iklkc are what resemble two decorations, two

lines, black and white; and it is slender, [but]

exceeding the Ax« : accord, to Skr, it is a bird

resembling the lk». (TA.) = See also the para

graph here following.

klkc The commencement of the dawn : (S, EL:)

or a remaining portion of the blackness of the

night : (S,* EL :) or the commingling of the dark

ness of the last part of the night with the light of

the first part of the. day : (TA :) and (EL) the

ja~-> [or period a little before daybreak ; as also

♦ klkfc. (Th, k:,ta.)

a word imitative of The cry of the [bird

called the] IkJ : (S, EL :) and of The sound of

the [veJiemently-boiling] cooking-pot. (TA.)

<Lh k h, i, o jji A cooking-pot vehemently boil

ing. (S.)

0>kc

Q. 1. <J>kc He (i. e. God) made persons to

be [ubilkc i. e. chiefs, &c, (pi. of uu/kc,) or]m* * *

noble. (Ham p. 793.) — [And He treated vio

lently, unjustly. (Freytag, from the Deewan of

the Hudhalees.)] as See also the next paragraph

Q. 2. Ojkij He sought chiefdom, or lordship ;

[&c. ;] from oujkc meaning jl*w. (O.) __ And

He magnified himself, or was proud : (El-Ahmar,

O, EL:) [and so, app., *wjjkc, for] iijLt and

\jjleM and o>ju> signify j£i : (S :) [or] he was

proud, haughty, or self-conceited, in walk (IAar,

O, EL) especially. (IAar, O.)

Ajjkc [app. an inf. n. of s-J^kt, q. v. : and,

used as a simple subst, signifying Self-magnifica

tion, or joro'de ; (see Q. 2 :) or] pride, haughtiness,

or self-conceit : and ^ay, or sport ; or *wcA as is

vain, or unprofitable. (Ibn-'Abbdd, O, El.)

\j\jiai. : see uu^kc, in two places.

**x

<-*!.
YiM-

see the following paragraph.

yjujjaa The hawk, or falcon ; syn. jlj : this

is said to be the primary signification : (Ham

p. 793 :) or the young one thereof: (Ibn-'Abbdd,

S, O, EL:) or the hawk, orfalcon, (jV,) '/'a' Aa»

been taken from its nest ; as also tkjljkc. (TA.)

_ And A «*w [i. e. chief, or lord, fee.] : (S :)

or o jw <Aa< is high-born, or nofrfe, (Lth, O, EL,)

or generous : said to be so called as being likened

to the hawk, or falcon : (Ham ubi supra :) and

liberal, bountiful, generous, noble, and youthful :

(ISk, O, EL:) or a goodly, or comely, youth or

young man: (TA:) and ♦ ^il^kc signifies the

same : (ISk, O, K :) pi. lijlkc (O, EL, TA) and

uujlkc and wijLkc. (TA.) Also Goodly, or

beautiful; and so ▼ oj^kc and " O^jkc : (Ibn-

Abbad, O, K :) or the last of these signifies a

youth, or young man, such as is <Jujk [i. e. excel

lent, or elegant, in mind, manners, and address,

or speech, and in person, &c.]. (AA, O, K.) —

Also The common fly ; syn. »_>ly$. (Ibn-Abbad,

O, K.) __ And oujJxc Ji^e A »'«/e neck : (O,

TA :) as also Juj^.. (TA.)

1. ilkfc, (S, A, K,) aor.;, (S,TA,) inf. n.

tr-kt ; (S ;) or * a....kc, (Msb,) inf. n. y~ki':> ;

(TA;) or both; (A, TA;) He immersed, im-

merged, dipped, plunged, or sunk, him or it, in

water. (S, A, Msb,» El, TA.)— [Hence,] ^{jSSi

a\+ju\jm~i ^» t [-He overwlielmed me in the sea of

Aw benefits, or /a»<«tr.»]. (A.) as u-kc, aor. ^ ,

(Msb, K,) inf. n. u. he, (Msb,) S«, or «<, 6e-

cam« immersed, immerged, dipped, plunged, or

,s7<«/(, in water ; or Ae immersed, or immerged

himself, plunged, or diuerf, in water. (Msb,* K.)

__tUNt jj l_rJoi JJe put his mouth into the

vessel and so drank. (Ibn-'Abbdd, K. ) = C-mkf.

j , &

^eaJJI <u Death took him away: (Sgh, El :) a

dial. var.'ofc.lkc [q. v.]. (TA.)

2 : see the preceding paragraph, in two places.

6. L-kUu They two vied, or contended, each

with the other, in plunging, or diving, (A, El,) in

water; ($;) syn. ^US (A, El) and l£& (A)

and lUclai. (TA.) And I^JvUu They vied, or

contended, one with another, in plunging, or diving,

in water ; syn. Ij-ClAJ. (TA.) =s= y-JaLiJ S^e

feigned himself negligent, inattentive, inadvertent,

inconsiderate, or lieedless, not being really so ; (Sgh,

EL ;) and jLh\iu is a dial. var. of the same : both

are from Aboo-Sa'eed Ed-Dareer. (TA.) You

say, djs. is»kLaJ He feigned himself negligent of

it, &c. ; (Aboo-Sa'eed, TA in art. ^iai;) and

[app. in like manner] <v~J»LaJ. (IAar, TA in

art. tA**.)

ijwlkft One who dives to the bottom of mater to

fetch the shells that contain pearls, $c. (TA.)

^^JsLc J^J Da?7i night; as also JJsLi.

(IDrd'.)

• • *•

^JdU jl p/ace iw wAfc/t o?t« plunges, or cftte*.

(TA.)

• . -»'

^^ki* and its variations, here mentioned in

the S and L and K, see in art. ^JaJu.

1. .Akfc, aor. ; , (A, K,) inf. n. Jii, (TEL,)

[or perhaps tAkc, q. v.,] // (the night) became

dark ; (A, El ;) as also ♦ Jll' : (S, El :) or Jk*

is syn. with Jj^ ; and hence JJJI ^^^JacI [app.

meaning the night became dark, or black], (As,

A, TA.) [See JLkc, below.] = Jj«i, (S, TA,)

[aor. - ,] inf. n. JLkc, (TA,) .He Aad an affection

resembling weakness of the sight, with a sliedding

of tears at most times. (S, TA.) And u. Uc.

jojll [The eye, or sight, became weak, and

affected with a. shedding of tears at most times] ;

and so ♦ ^nikcl, like jU*>t [in measure] : (TA :)

and aJ*£. " C^.»k»j JTw eye became dark, or rfim,

(IDrd, EL,) and weak-sighted. (IDrd.)

4. ^ji-kcl : see 1, in two places. — lylkfel

7%ey entered into, or «j»o», tAe darkness [of night],

(TA.) ■■ jlxil otM JLkfcl 6?od »wrfe <Ae »yA<

dark. (Fr, S, A,» EL.)

5 : see 1, last sentence.

6. Ai* (^UsUj ^e feigned himself negligent, or

heedless, of it ; (Aboo-Sa'eed Ed-Dareer, EL;)

namely, a thing, or an affair ; as also ,^-kUu ;

(Aboo-Sa'eed ;) and [app. in like manner] AlklaJ :

(IAar, TA in art. ^A«£ :) or he feigned himself

blind to it ; either in tlie eyes or intellectually ;

syn. L5-oL*J. (TA.) You say also, a^ <Z>jj-*

****** "*

^Lkliii [I passed by him and lie feigned himself

lieedless, or blind]. (A.)

11 : see 1, last sentence.

jjtkc i. q. t_»ju> [app. meaning The darkness,

or blackness, of night] : (As, A, TA :) Aboo-

Turab, (L,) or AZ, (TA,) makes it to be after

the tjLi. : (L, TA :) and t ytlkc also signifies

the darkness and confusedness of night. (TA.)

__ Also Weakness of sight, with a shedding of

tears at most times : (EL :) or an affection resem

bling this. (S, TA.)

ijtkc : see cAktl, m two places.

^ ir. h fc 5^, (As, A'Obeyd, Kr, S, A,) or

jlikc, (O, EL,) if from JUJt JJal, originally

[and properly] like iU«*, but by poetic license it

is made perfectly decl., [with tenween,] but if

puke occurred, as meaning " dark," it would
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be a fem., written [yX.Li,] with yj, (O, TA,)

or both forms, without and with medd, (TA,) A

desert, or waterless desert, that is dark: (Kr :) or

of which the ways through it are obscure; (As,

A'Obeyd, A, TA ;) where one cannot find the

right way. (As, A'Obeyd, S, EL, TA.) You say,

LJi£* yU^> ^^^jj jjikc S^i U£>j [TTe

travelled upon a desert, or waterless desert, of

which the ways through it were obscure, and we

were like its sands thirsty], (A.)

i^U&e : see J^as-.

JJoM. : see what next follows.

^^Jacl Dark ; applied to night ; as also '^Jsle

and t JJaM. : [fem. i\.h Li : see ^jiXi :] and

♦ J;,.Uij, an inf. n. [of JJae] used as an epithet,

signifies the same, applied to sight. (TA.) _

Also A man having the affection of tlie eyes

termed JJxl ; (S, TA ;) as also * JJel : (TA :)

as And J^JUI Jii, aor. -' , (EI, TA,) inf. n. Jki,

(TA,) The darkness of the night became confused.

(K,TA.)

4 : see the preceding paragraph.

fem. of the former iliiai. (S, TA.)

Jl.Ljo : see the next preceding paragraph.

* * * '

Jl< VAJLL» Feigning blindness to a thing. (S.)

[See 6.]

xc Ampleness of the means, or circumstances,

of life : (S, O, K :) like JLbi. (O.) mm And

Length, and a folding, (O, K,) in the edges of

the eyelids, (O,) or of the edges of the eyelids:

(EL :) or length, and then a bending [app. upwards]

of the eyelashes : occurring in a trad., and, as

some relate it, with c ; but Er-Riyashee knew

not this, and thought it to be <Jda£ : (TA :) or

abundance of the hair of the eyebrow : (EL :) said

by ISh to be syn. with \jS»'^ : (TA :) but by IDrd

said to be the contr. of <J^, and signifying

paucity of tlte hair of the eyebrows: (O, TA:)

and it is said to be sometimes used as meaning

paucity of the eyelashes. (TA.) [See also uLkfc.J

[^UJac, in a note to "Abulf. Ann." i. 194,

thought by Reiske to be the name of a bird, is

app. a mistake for some word relating to the cry

of the bird called Jslki.]

5 J * ' ' 0

wjjblc A Sjlwo* [or snare, trap, gin, or net] :

a dial. var. of wJjl>U [q. v.]. (TA.)

Q. Q. 1. jlLt, (0, K, TA,) with the h before

the yj, (K,* TA,) He was, or became, abundant

in his property, or cattle, and his dependents, or

relations and household, or servants, (O, El, TA,)

and his weal. (O, TA.) = And jili, (O, TA,)

thus correctly in the following senses, accord, to

the EL jiLi, but this is a mistake, (TA,) He

made his traffic to be in beasts of the bovine kind,

blll!S., °r C0WS> (°» & TA') wbicn are termed

J±4*- (TA.) — And ^J-L)l Ji J»£l\ ji£.

The people, or party, pushed on, pressed on, or

were copious or profuse, in discourse; or entered

into it ; and tlieir voices became high : (EL,* TA :)

on the authority of El-Hejeree. (TA.) [Accord,

to the EL J*£lc, which is said in the TA to be a

mistake.]

Q. Q. 4. JLLet It became heaped up, or it

mounted, one part upon another : (A'Obeyd, O,

EL, TA:) and so JLlLit, mentioned by IKtt:

(TA :) the former verb occurs in a verse of

Hassan Ibn-Thabit, said of the sea. (O, TA.)

__ And, said of the heat, It rose, or became

raised. (R, TA.)

xel A life (t^Ue) ample in its means, or

circumstances : like iJLaAI. (S, O.) ass And syn.

with otl^jl in relation to the edges of the eyelids

[Having what is termed Umt as meaning iJUm].

(TA.)

1. rUJtciiLi(JK,0,K)lJ*U^,(JK,0,)

and tc-iill, (JK, O, K,) The sky has [by its

becoming overcast] concealed the light of the sun

[in this our day] : (JK :) or its ^j.a-3 [or shade

of the clouds in a rainy day, or its abundant rain,

or its covering of cloudsfull ofmoisture, and dark,

but containing no rain,] has overspread. (O, K.)

JJa-c is pi. of " A.Usut-, [or rather a coll. gen. n.

of which the latter is the n. un.,] signifying

Numerous dense or tangled trees : (S, O :) or the

latter word signifies thus : (EL :) or it (the latter)

signifies also dense, or tangled, trees : (S, O :) or

both signify thus : and also anything confused, or

mixed: (Ham p. 213:) or the latter has this last

meaning : and signifies also a collection of trees

and of herbs ; (AHn, TA ;) and a collection of

[the common tamarisks, called] ~\->jL ; (EL, TA ;)

as AHn says on one occasion. (TA.) __ And

[the former, or perhaps both words,] The light of

the dawn when mingling with the darkness of the

night. (Ham p. 213 [q. v.].) And J £°i

<f~ei\ signifies l^^lo ^ ^^i\ 0>^-3 >£•*••

j^Jill .iJj \i)U °^c i£&, (JK, O, and so

in copies of the EL,) or JJei\ ju^, (accord, to the

text of the EL in the TA,) or jlcu&\ ^£j : (so in

some copies of the EL, as mentioned in the TEL:)

[the last is evidently the right reading ; and the

meaning, The period of the earlier part of the

forenoon, after sunrise, when the sun is distant

from its place of rising like as it is from its place

of setting at the time of tfte j-oa (q. v.) : j^ai\ is

probably an old mistranscription.] = Also Beasts

of the bovine kind, bulls or cows. (TA.) [See also

iltuc, last explanation.] And The cat : (EL,

TA :) as also J-kl*. : on the authority of Kr.

(TA.)

9 - - a * % * * *

3 Lk»fe : see J. k..fc. __ Also A company, or

collection, (Th, K, TA,) of men : (K, TA :) or

the assembling of men, and their becoming in a

dense, or confused, state. (IAar, TA.) _ And

Darkness; as also T J^i. ; (K ;) or the latter

signifies confusedness of darkness; (IDrd, O ;) or

signifies also dense (lit. accumulated) darkness.

(EL. [The Arabs describe thick darkness as

" darknesses one above another:" see ELur xxiv.

40.]) And The intricate and confused blackness

of night : (S, O, EL :) or JJUI &£££ signifies the

confusedness and denseness of the darkness [of

night] : and the pi. is J-W£. (TA.) Also

A confusion, or mixture, of cries or shouts or

noises; (S/0,*EL;) and so t j3 h * 'c . (IDrd,

°> ? :) O^i^fc, pi. of the former, signifies cla

mours of men : and the sing., the numerous cries

or shouts or noises, and the dust, of war, or battle.

(TA.) __ And The overpowering influence of

drowsiness : (O, EL :) [or so ^\j6 * I v'} : pi.

JJ»l-e :] one says, ^lillt Ji»Q dSjCj meaning

*J\ye. [i. e. The oveipowering influences ofdrowsi

ness retarded him, or made him late]. (A, TA.)

— And The means of happiness of the present

world or state of existence : (EL :) or UjJI JJ»Ui

means those means of happiness : (O :) or this

latter phrase means the consecutive means of hap

piness of the present world. (TA.) And The

eating and drinking and rejoicing, with security.

(Fr, O, EL.) — And iULiJI (accord, to Fr, as is

said in the O and TA,) signifies ,«^'," JUJI

[as though most probably meaning Property that

causes extravagance] : (O, EL, TA :) [but from

what SM remarks respecting it, I can only infer

that he holds [jida^i\ to be an epithet applied to

the cow as signifying " having a youngling,"

which is termed Lii or Lit, (like Jr>n," sig

nifying " having a calf," which is termed J L p7

and several other epithets of the same form,) and

in like manner applied to a collective number of

cows, though I do not find it mentioned in this

sense; i.e., that he understands, and would

explain, fjk&^H JUl as signifying The cattle,

meaning cows, having younglings : but his deri

vation of it seems to be far-fetched ; and perhaps

he may have been led to assign this meaning to

it by another explanation of aJULi with which it

is agreeable, and which will be found in the next

sentence:] it is not [he says] from lib, aor.^iiu,

signifying _Jii)l ^ iJJll, as it seems to be at

first sight; but from cJk£ said of the slzL'3 i^xt,

signifying c-»-Lp, the like of which is also said

of the jy. (TA.) — iikji signifies also Such

as has milk, ofgazelles, or antelopes, and of beasts

of the bovine kind [perhaps meaning of the wild

species, i. e. bovine antelopes] ; (S, O, EL ;) pi.

JJ»L> : (S, O :) accord, to AO, the al^L'5 %£

[or bovine antelope] : (S, O :) Th says that it sig

nifies the Zjl{ [or beast of the bovine kind, bull or

cow], not particularizing the wild species. (TA.)

[See also jSa^i, last explanation but one.]

J>b-* : see iUa-c, first quarter, in two places.

i)U»>c i. q. i-ojj [generally meaningA meadow].

(IAar,0,K.)

3 '»i

JJUmu> Dense, or tangled, trees. (JK.

286*
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[See also J)J&.]) And iUL'Jxi* Oy^ok Soft> or

tender, branches, (O, TA,) having dense leaves.

(TA.)

r i.

A great sea, (S, EL, TA,) abundant in

water; (S, TA;) and *j^JLi-, (EL, TA,) like

a ., .',

^-ijJ, (TA,) [in the CEL Jtkt,] signifies the

same ; as also *>oh0h& : (K, TA :) one says j*~j

jt)*£. (S.) __ And + A man large (S, EL) in dis

position (S) or dispositions ; (EL ;) [i. e.] liberal,

or bountiful : (TA :) one says ^kc J*-j. (S.)

__ And A numerous company, or collective body :

(EL, TA :) one says Jai. l^L. (S, TA.) And

l- o » S »• '

*^lke iae, like v~^> A taroe number. (TA.)

[See also Jxolkc, in art. hthfc.]

a,. .

^^.ke : see the preceding paragraph, in two

places.

ic : see the first paragraph.

"J^ Thick milk. (EL, TA.)

sea

Q. 1. ahphc [an inf. n. of which the verb is

] The dashing together of the waves of the

as also " la«K»1 : (K :) you say, " k«k», ">

~j-oJI <ui* TVte rwat«s dashed together upon him

so as to cover him. (TA.) _ And The sea's

being great in the waves, and abundant in the

water; as also kl»kc ; each an inf. n. (IDrd,

EL, TA : but omitted in the CEL.) _ And The

boiling of a cooking-pot: (K:) [or its boiling

vehemently; for] you say, jjJUt >".hati& mean

ing 27je cooking-pot boiled vehemently; as also

♦ C«k»kw3 : (TA :) and ♦ k< \M signifies also

the sounding of the boiling of a cooking-pot. (EL,

TA.) — And The sounding of a torrent in a

valley. (EL.)

Q. 2. Kphin, and its inf. n. : see the preceding

paragraph, in four places. _ The inf. n. signifies

also The making, or sending forth, a sound (S,

EL) with which, (S,) or in which, (EL,) is a rough

ness. (S, EL.)

Jbl»kc (originally an inf. n., mentioned above :

TA :) Waves (Ly») dashing together. (EL, TA.)

jLlki (S, EL) and ♦ Lk.k'c (IDrd, EL) The

sound of the sea when the waves are great and

the water is abundant : (so accord, to copies of

the EL:) or the sound of t/ie boiling of the sea;

(so [the former] in a copy of the S ; TA ;) ox of

the boiling of the cooking-pot, and of the waves

of the sea : (so in other copies of the S : TA :)

and ♦ the latter word, also, the sound of water.

(IDrd, TA.) == And JL>Ubi tdJ and 1 Lt'Jai

and " hjhohfc A sea great in the waves, and

abundant in the water. (K.) luolkc is applied

in a verse of Ru-beh to a number of men [app.

as meaning -[Multitudinous]. (TA voce^^X*,

by which it is followed.)

k«,Ur. : see the next preceding paragraph.

hlil*tlnf. : see Uolkfc, in three places.

[Accord, to J, the > in the words of this article

is augmentative.]

^kc and ,Ja*

1. t{Jl\ Iki, (EL, TA,) first pers. O^kfc, aor. i ,

(Msb,) inf. n. ^k& ; (TA ;) and *.*Jjl Jki, (EL,

TA,) first pers. c^hfr, aor.- , (S, Msb,) inf. n.

^i; (S,TA;) and^U J±; (EL;) and *.U*,

(S, K,) inf. n. <ukaj ; (S ;) or this has an inten

sive signification; (Msb;) [but it is very often

used in the sense of olki without teshdeed;] and

t »UslcI ; (Msb, EL ;) _ffe, or it, covered, or con-

cealed, the thing ; (K and TA in explanation of

all ;) and came, or became, upon it, or ot^r it.

(EL and TA in explanation of all except the first.)

rt.Lo"".1! a^Ac ls^**' a P^rase use^ by Lh, is

thought by ISd to mean Zfe covered [or enveloped]

him with the [garment called] iU«,*.«, i.e. I^j oU*c.

(TA in art. J*i.) U^i J^JJ ^ii means

Tlie night clad [or co«ererf] such a one with its

darkness; as also t iJac. (K.) [And the former

is also said of the night as though intrans. ; an

objective complement being app. understood :

thus,] J&l J±, (S, £,) aor.r; (S, TA;) as

also Lkc, aor. - , (S, Msb, K,) inf. n. ^Ja* and

ykft ; (K, TA ;) signifies 2%« night was, or 6e-

came, dark ; (S, El, TA ;) [and Freytag states

that * ijkcl is used in this sense in the Deew&n

of Jereer; like i<a*l ;] or covered, or concealed,

everything with its darkness: (Msb :) or, as some

say, rose, and covered, and clad, everything. (TA.)

__ aJl» JLc Jail ^yJUl is a saying of the Arabs,

meaning ^i\ [i. e. <? Ood, put Thou a covering

upon, or over, his heart]. (TA.) __ And one

. 'A 3 * * * i ' 2 J

says, wiUiJI oliai, inf. n. ^loc and ^jkc, [but

the latter I think doubtful, for it is of a measure

extr. as that of an inf. n. of a trans, v.,] meaning

<u~Jt [i. e. Youthfulness, or young manhood, clad

him, or invested him as with clothes] ; as also

t ol_L_e. (TA.) And [using the former v. as

intrans., one says,] «_>u£)l ^J*£, (S, IS., TA, [in

the CK, erroneously, »,»UJI,]) aor.- , inf. n. ^.i*

a >
(S, K) and ^51**, thus in the S and accord, to

ISd and IKtt and Sgh, but accord, to the K

15-tuc, (TA,) meaning ^L^ol [i. e. 7%e «ajt>, or

vigour, of youth or young manhood became full,

or mantled, in a person]. (S,* EI, TA.) _ And

?p..,t.]l cJtxc 77te <ree Aarf fon^r branches, spread

ing over the ground, (K, TA,) so tAa< it covered

what was around it ; (TA ; mentioned in art.

^jiod. ;) like * cJbLfcl. (KI, TA.) __ And Lki

jWI, (S, K, TA,) and Jk\i, (TA,) 7%e water

rose, or rose A^A, (S,* EI, TA,) and became

abundant. (TA.) And *.JiJI v_5ic Ike is said

of anything as meaning It rose, and became high,

j * * 0

upon, or over, the thing. (S, TA.) And y^Ukfc

^4\ signifies The overflowing oftlie sea, or great

river. (TA.) And ilUJI c~kfc, (K, TA,) inf. n.

^ykc, (TA,) 7%e she-camel proceeded in her course,

(K, TA,) and stretched forth. (TA.) And

slkt U <ij Jjis is mentioned in the M as meaning

4fL> [i. e. He did to him that which occasioned

evil to him ; or that which displeased, grieved, or

vexed, him] : but this may be a mistranscription,

for elkc, which is mentioned in the K in this

sense : or the two verbs may be dial. vars. (TA.

[See also a similar explanation of olkc in the first

paragraph of art. ^£ji>.])

2 : see the preceding paragraph, in four places.

4: see 1, in three places. __>j£JI icket The

grape-vine had the sap running in it, (K., TA,)

and increased. (TA.)

5. &j |—bJui (S, MA) He was, or became,

covered with it ; [or he covered himself with it ;]

namely, his garment [&c] ; (MA ;) [and so

V ^ U V h\ ; for] ^ h T c.l signifies the same as

8 : see what next precedes.

0'>^* JJJ **j Verily he is one possessing might,

and power of resistance, in his people, or party ;

and possessing abundance [of defenders, or of the

means of defence fyc.]. (K.)

tike A cover, or covering ; i. e. a thing by

which, or with which, a thing or person is covered,

or concealed : (Msb, J3L :*) or a thing by which,

or with which, thou art covered, or coverest thy

self : (S :) or a thing by which, or with which,

thou art covered or another thing is covered; so

in the M : accord, to Er-Raghib, a thing that is

put upon, or over, a thing, such as a J»J» [mean

ing cover, or lid,] and the like thereof; like as

the .tJLc is of clothing and the like thereof:

(TA :) or the cover, or lid, of a cooking-pot or

the like: (MA:) pi. S^kfc! : (Msb, TA :) it is

[said to be] from the phrase JJJI (jkc. (Msb.)

_ And it is metaphorically applied to denote

t Ignorance : whence [accord, to some] the say

ing in the Kur [1. 21], i)jiui iJjIkc iUc Uio

jujta. ^s^JI I [.But we Aot'e removed from thee

thine ignorance ; and thy sight, or thy mental

perception, to-day, is sharp, or piercing : see

jftta.]. (TA.)

Ajlkc .4. <Atn<jf, 0/ </w stuffing of clothes, with

which a woman lias covered herself, (E^, TA,)

beneath her clothes, (TA,) such as tlw W$i. [q. v.]

and the like : (EL, TA :) [it is said that] the ^

therein is substituted for 3. (TA.)

J>U [act. part. n. of 1, Covering, or concealing,

&c. —— And hence,] J»Lc J^J DorA n?V/At ; or

«/<//<< rising, and covering, and clothing, every-

thing. (TA.) —- And i-kU 5jjw A tree having

long branches, spreading over the ground, so that
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it covers what is around it. (TA.) _ And !U

J»te Abundant water. (TA.)

*ei»lc [as a subst] A grape-vine covering the

ground: (IB in art. v.»* :) occurring in a verse

cited in that art. : so called because of its high

growth and its spreading : (TA in the present

art. :) or a grape-vine having many >»£j, i. e.

branches. (T and TA in art ,_*;.) '

1 #»

la$Jax« A thing covered, or concealed, Sec. (TA.)

— [Hence] one says, ©UiJI ^aiCt _yk, meaning

t He is obscure in respect of reputation. (TA.)

»Uai»» t. q. JLi* [meaning A pitfall covered

over with earth]. (TA in art. ^k, q. v.)

5. * i i i." .He fooA /Ae iJLc [i. e. wftat was

sufficient for his subsistence] thereof. (TA.) _

See also what next follows.

8. J->l ciaM, (S,) or #Jjt, (O, ?,) inf. n.

ft " *
OUULfct, (S,) TAe ware, or <Ae Jeasf, obtained

what was sufficient for its subsistence oftlie [herb

age called] £rfj ; (S, O, El ;) as also t c-AAAJ :

(TA:) or [in the EL "and"] acquired somewhat

offatness : (S, O, K :) each of these meanings is

mentioned as on the authority of Ks : (S :) AZ

mentions the phrase JO' Calcl, (S,) or oLcl

JW, (O,) and says that the meaning is [the

cattle obtained] middling pasture, and middling

fatness. (S, O.) And «Jl&l signifies also The

taking [with the mouth] fodder, or provender.

(TA.) [See also 8 in art. &£.] == ajjuiil I

gave him somewhat, little in quantity. (O, $.)

I,

St Such as lias become dry of the leaves of

^Js, [or juicy herbage (in the CK %^£j)] : (O,

El :) as also utf. (TA.)

•Sj

iit A sufficiency of tlie means of subsistence :

(S, O, K. :) like ill and J&. (O in art. ^t.)

See an ex. in a verse cited voce «Jt. __ And A

thing [or portion of pasture or fodder] that a

camel takes with his mouth in liaste. (Sh, O, Kl.)

— And Old, and wasted or withered, such as is

the worst, of pasture or herbage. (TA.) And

A portion remaining of the contents of a vessel

and of an udder. (TA.) _ And The mouse ;

because it is sufficient food for the cat. (IDrd,*

0,*£.)

»- ,

di^ic Such as is beautiful and bright, in full

maturity and in blossom, of herbs, or leguminous

plants. (K.)

*Jl** *5** *V He came at tne time t/iereof:

(O, El :) so says Ibn-Abbad : (0 :) or (El) it is

correctly 4Jlie, with the unpointed c , (O, EL,)

s

originally <uttt. (0.)

-ffe covered, veiled, concealed, or Aid, tV ; (S, Mgh,

Msb, £ ;) i. e., anything. (TA.) This is the

primary signification. (Mgh, Msb.) [Hencel

yUuUl/ ^...tJl^ig 2jTe covered, or concealed, the

white, or Aoary, Aat'r ro&A dye; (El;) as also

♦yifcl. (TA.) __ And £l£| >U, (S, $,) ^i

s^y* (£>) -He />«< the goods, or utensils, into the

bag, or receptacle, and concealed them; ($;) as

also t ^ifc|. (^.) __ [Hence also-, ^ £^

(S, Msb,» 5,) aor. -, (£,) inf. n. S>L, (S, $,)

or this is a simple subst., (Msb,) and o\jii and

jit (S, Msb, K) and 'J9ii (Lh, EI) and ^ifc and

btr)k) (&>) -fie (God) covered, his sin, crime, or

offence; (EL;) forgave it; pardoned it; (Msb,

El ;) as also Zj\ *jJl&\, (S,) or iii U «J jJCt\

he forgave him what he had done: (Msb:) or

Ol>«e and ijiJu,, on the part of God, signify the

preserving a man from being touc/ted by punish

ment : and sometimes a) 'jit signifies [he forgave

him, or pardoned him: and also] lieforgave him,

or pardoned him, apparently, but not really; and

thus it is used in the Elur xlv. 13, accord, to the

B. (TA.) As an ex. of the last of the inf. ns.

mentioned above on the authority of the EI, the

following saying, of a certain Arab, is cited:

$$ •»&* Jt j*\> wfr *ug :>aji iuut

ojt^i <i^M [I beg of Thee (O God) forgiveness,

and a she-camel abounding in milk, and might

among tlie kinsfolk, or t» the tribe, for they are

to Thee things easy]. (TA.) [See also the para

graph commencing with S^Ai.] In the follow

ing saying of Zuheyr, the verb is used tropically :
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•jl l. e. The beasts, orK"**j [more correctly

other things, brought thither for sale, made the

market c/ieap], (£, TA.)

meaning [She lost her young one, and] her acts

of negligence with respect to her young one were

not forgiven her, by the wild beasts, so they ate

it (TA.) _ **^iiv ;#| ju, (S,* K,) and

t^«^' ff») aor' -' (§0 [lil- -fie ««w*rf the

affair with its cover,] means f Ae rectified the

affair with that wherewith it was requisite that it

should be rectified. (S, K..) [And t ',j&\ perhaps

signines the same : see wjOj*, in art. «_>!;.] :=

'ji£, aor. : , (S, KI,) inf. n. jii, (S,) 7< (a gar

ment, or piece of cloth,) became villous; as also

fjl*±l, (S, ?,) mf. n. jl^AfcL (S.) 1=^, (S, Kl,)

aor. - , inf. n. >fc, (S.) It (a wound) became re-

crudescent ; or reverted to a bad, or corrupt, state ;

(S, K ;) as also jkb, [of which see another mean

ing in what follows,] aor. - , inf. n. 'jii. (S.)

And in like manner the former is said of a sick

person : (S :) [i. e.] 'jik signifies likewise He (a

sick person) relapsed into disease, after convales

cence ; as also3*6 : (Kl, TA :) and in like manner

one says of a wounded person. (TA.) And

[hence, app.,] it is also said of an excessive lover,

meaning He experienced a return of his desire,

(K, TA,) after consolation. (TA.)__jjLfc said

of a wound signifies also It healed : thus having

. »j*s. Me said <jJ Mjii [May God cover his

sins, &c. ; may Godforgive him, or pardon him].

(TA, from a trad.)

4. jkk\ : see 1, in two places. = ojJLlt It

(land) produced somewhat of jkb, meaning small

herbage : (TA :) [i. e.] it produced herbage like

the nap of cloth. (O, L, TA;») __ And It (land)

produced itsjt&U [pi. of ^iii, q. v.]. (IAth,

0, L, TA.) And>il It (the [species of tree, or

shrub, called] iJUy, S, and the J»i>c, [&c.,] TA)

exuded, or produced, its ^ilii. (S, TA.) a Also,

1. e. <m>jt\k\, [from jks., q. v.,] She (a mountain-

goat) had a young one, or young ones. (O, TA.)

And ,>Lj| jij.\ The palm-tress had, upon

their unripe dates, what resembled bark, or crust;

(O, ?, TA ;) which the people of El-Medeeneh

term liaJI [or (J&l]. (O, TA.)

5. jii3 and t^ii^j jyc gat/tered what is called

jis\* and J9kh* [see the latter of these two words].

(S, EI.) He who says jpMu says I'/hl^j CjJfL,

and he who says >L says>i2 L*->., We went

forth to gather j^mju,', or jik»,from its trees. (S.)

6. \ji\i3 They two prayed for the covering of

sins, &c, or for forgiveness, or pardon, each for

the other. (TA.)

8 : see the first paragraph, in two places.

10. Atlt>*i,t, (Msb,) and a^J ^ AtM>UZ-l,

(S, EI,) and *£ji, (S,) and ilii, (K,) He begged

of God forgiveness, or pardon ; (Msb ;) he sought

of God the covering, or forgiveness, or pardon, of

his sin, crime, or offence, (El, TA,) by word and

by deed; for so God requires one to do; not with

the tongue only. (TA.)

11 : see the first paragraph.

Q. Q. 2. jiSi+3 : see 5, in two places.

L ijii, aor. ; , (K,) inf. n. %, (S, Mgh, Msb,) j

two contr. meanings. (IKtt, TA.) = yJLjjl ^Ai

J^1* (?> TA,) aor. - , inf. n. jii, (TA,) means

>* : see jit, in two places. = See also jit.

= Also The 6e%. (K.) = And A certain thing

like the [sack called] JJI^-. (£.) = And jiUll

is the name of 2%c *<ar [A] in </*e &/ii /00< o/-

Virgo : (Eizw in his Descr. of Virgo :) or three

obscure stars, (Ejw in his Descr. of the Mansions

of the Moon,) or three small stars, (S, K,) [most

probably, I think, (not <j> and t and k, as supposed

by Freytag, who refers to Ideler's " Untersuch."

pp. 169 and 288, but) t and k and A of Virgo,

though said to be] belonging to Libra : (S :) one

of the Mansions of the Moon, (S, E.,) namely,

the Fifteenth. (EIzw in his Descr. of the Man

sions.)

jit The young of tlie mountain-goat ; (S, EI ;)

as also tjifc ; but the former is the more common ;

(EI ;) the latter, rare : (TA :) pi. [of pauc] jUit

and [of mult.] £ifc (S, El) and j^ifc : (Kr, K :)

the female is termed ijit : and it is said that^ii

is an appellation of one and of a pi. number : the
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phrase j^Ss jii is mentioned [as meaning many

young ones of the mountain-goat]. (TA.)

•s

jii The young of the com [probably meaning

of the bovine antelope called the wild com]. (El-

Hejeree, EL.) _ And A certain i-yj [by which

may be meant a small beast or creeping thing, or

an wwec<] : (IDrd, O, EL :) so, says IDrd, they

assert. (0.)

jik (S, EL, TA) and l'jii (S, TA) and *jUi

(§, EL, TA) .Hair JtAe damn, such as is upon the

shank of a woman, and upon the forehead, and

the like thereof: (S, TA :) or the hair of the neck,

and of thejams, and of the bach of the neck; (K,

TA ;) as also tjfii accord, to the copies of the

EL, but accord, to the L and other lexicons jii :

and the small, short, hairs of the body. (TA.)

__ And jii signifies also The growth of hair in

the place of the mane of a horse or similar beast.

(TA.)_And The nap, or villous substance, upon

the surface of a garment, or piece of cloth, (S, EL,

TA,) and the like thereof; (TA ;) and ♦jii sig-

nifies the same : (K, TA :) n. un. Sjii [and app.

Sjii] : and jib is also expl. as signifying the

wijuk [app. here meaning likewise nap, or pile,

or perhaps the unwoven end,] of a garment, or

piece of cloth, and [particularly] of the thin aud

soft sorts of what are termed i-oSl**. and «JLk3

[pis. of <l«fli<A and iiJas] ; but not the extremi

st * ** i v'i /» «^"* * ' * f
ties of juijl and ^ia.%* [pis. of ;tj>* and <UaJU].

(TA.) __ And Small herbage : (EL :) [or] a sort

of small, sprouting herbage, of the [season called]

*-jj, growing in plain,- or so/i!, land, and upon the

[eminences termed] j>\£s\ [pi. of &*i»l] ; wA«m

green, resembling green passerine birds standing ;

and when it has dried up, resembling such as are

red, not standing. (L, TA.*)

> * * >

\iii\ jii ^A means He is one who has [hair such

as is termed] jii upon the bach of his neck : and

A».yt ejii .jfc, she is one who has jii upon her

face. (AHn,'K,* TA.)

Sjii A cover ; a thing with which another thing

is covered. (S.) [Hence] one says, ^•'^1 jii

dJjiJu (S, EL) and * <Of*i±J (EL) expl. above :

see 1.

, Sjii A goodmanner ofcovering,forgiving,

or pardoning, sins, 8>'c. (Lh, EL.)

jUc : see jii, first sentence.

• *

j\ii A certain brand, or mark made with a

hot iron, upon the cheek [app. of a camel]. (TA.)

jjii: seejiM, in three places.

« .. ~s *

jfii i\^j>. A helmet t/iat encloses and embraces

tlie whole Intnl. (EL.) AO says, in his " Book on

the Coat of Mail and the Helmet," that <Leu/ is

a general name for a helmet, which has plates

like the bones of the skull, fastened together,

edge to edge, by nails. (TA.) _ tl^. I5JU-

\jji£, and 'jj&\ *U«JI, (S, K,) and jjk\ tCL,

and \jfii l»», and jtiii\^mJ\) and^-AAJI^^and

iJjJuii\ tlttf, and "Sj(ii eU*-, and tl, i»JI

" Spoilt, and " S»-iiJI sl»»-, and " SjJuOl^e**, and

>-ai)l tC^-J, and T S^iill sl»ij, (EL,) are phrases

meaning TAey came all together, high and low,

none of them remaining behind, and they being

many: (S, EL :) accord, to Sb, (EL,) it («U^JI

jeii}\, S, which is the only form that he mentions,

TA, [or rather the former of these two words,])

is a subst., (S, EL,) put in the place of an inf. n.,

(EL,) i. e. put in the accus. case like an inf. n. of

the same meaning, (TA,) i. e., [as when you say]

\j£h> Uy*». J?,* C>jj» [I passed by them they

being very many] : (K :) it is not a verb, [by

which is here meant, as in many other instances,

an inf. n.,] but is put in the accus. case like an

inf. n. of the same meaning, as when you say

U~c-o- lyjjla-, and ilbla, and \Jo, and ii\£s,

[They came to me all together,] and the article

J I is prefixed like as it is prefixed in the saying

i)(jji)l Ujyjl, meaning Ifetj* lijj^l [He brought

them (the camels) to the water all together] : (S :)

Sb says that it is one of those denotatives of state

which have the art. Jl prefixed, and is extr. ; and

that j-«AiJI is an epithet inseparable from -UaJI ;

meaning that you do not say »UaJI and then be

silent : (TA :) others hold it to be an inf. n. :

IAmb allows it to be in the nom. case, on the

condition that ^ is understood [before it ; i. e.,

the complete phrase beingjJH I iU*-"^«* biV] :

and ELs says that the Arabs put >»A«M >UaJI in

the accus. case >oC£jl ^ [i. e. in the case of its

occurring after a proposition rendered complete

by the mention of the agent, as when you say

j;ff*'l f'a><U _>&3_i_H eU.], and in the nom. case

^LaiJJI ^4 [i. e. in the case of its occurring

when what precedes it is not a complete pro

position, and is only rendered complete by it as

the agent, as when you say j**xJt iWaJI *t»»].

(K.) _ It is said in a trad., that Mohammad,

being asked by Aboo-Dharr, what was the uum-

ber of the apostles, answered jLs. rt,...„a.j iiUiAj

jJJd\ j^Bf, meaning, Three hundred and fifteen :

a great number. (Nh, TA.) = See also jii,

first sentence.

SjUe : see Jiie, in three places. _— Also A

piece of rag worn beneath the 4*JL« [q. v.], by

which a woman preserves it from the oil or grease

[on her head] : (S : [accord, to one of my copies

of the S, " preserves her head :"]) or a piece of

rag by which a woman preserves her jU^- [q- v.]

from the oil or grease : (EL :) or a piece of rag

with which a woman covers the fore part and the

hind part (but not the middle) of her head. (TA.)

_ [And A cloth that is spread upon the camel-

litter. (Freytag, from the Deewan of the Hu-

dhalees.)] And A patch (iJtij) that is put

upon the notch, (S, EL,) or o piece of skin which

is upon tlie head, (TA,) upon which runs the

string, of the bow. (S, K, TA.) — And A

cloud (S, EL) that is as though it mere (S) above

another cloud. (S, EL.) — And The head of a

mountain. (EL.)

Sj+ii : see ijii, and 1._ Sjfii y^J U [There

is not in them any disposition to forgive ;] means

they do not forgive any one a sin, a crime, or an

offence. (S, EL.) And ij^i ^j ijiJG jt*JJ* U

[They have not a disposition to excuse nor a dis

position to forgive ;] means they do not excuse nor

do they forgive a sin, a crime, or an offence, of

any one. (TA.) The rajiz (Sakhr-el-Ghei, L)

said, (on seeing his companions, with whom he

was journeying, fly from the Benu-1-Mustalik,

whom they chanced to meet, L,)

ft" J" ft" " " , 4-1,

[ 0 my people, there is not in them any disposition

to forgive : therefore march ye as march the

camels of El-Heerek] : (S, L :) he mentioned par

ticularly the camels of El-Heereh because they

carry burdens ; and meant, march ye heavily,

and defend yourselves, and do not fly. (L.) =

Also Abundance, and increase, in family and

cattle or other property. (TA, from a trad.) =

See also j*ii, in five places.

<Sj*?-

* *

see^*ic.

jU* : see the next paragraph.

*ji\i (TA) and *^ (S, EL, TA) andt*dU

(EL, TA) are epithets applied to God, (EL, TA,)

the second and third of which are intensive;

(TA ;) meaning, [the first,] Covering and for

giving the sins, crimes, and offences, of his ser

vants; [or simplyforgiving ; and the second and

third, covering and forgiving much the sins, &c,

of his servants; or veryforgiving.] (S,* EL,* TA.)

The pi. of ▼ jjii is jii. (S.) And ♦ jyii is also

applied to a woman, without 5. (TA.)

jiji The autumnal ■t.-h,' [l. e. melon or water

melon] : (EL :) or a species thereof. (Sgh, EL, TA.)

It is said that the -^..iau and the ji^i are of those

things in the cases of which the giving of the tithe

is not incumbent. (Mgh.)

jii\ [Saving the quality of covering, or the like,

in a greater, or in the greatest, degree]. One says

*m, i.ijJ jii\ AJb )\$—)b Jiffi %~o\ Dye thou thy

garment, or piece of cloth, with black; for it has

the quality of bearing and concealing its dirt in

the greatest degree. (S,* TA.)

jiim : see j>i«-°, in two places.

Jiii, (O, TA,) or l^iii, (S,) or the latter also,

(O, TA,) A she-goat of the mountain having a

young one or young ones : (S,* 0,* TA :) pi.

h<j£*. (S, TA.)

a* »

j»ju> What is worn beneath the helmet : (Mgh,

Msb :) or a piece of mail, (jyj, S, EL,) woven (S)

from the ep [or coat of mail], (S, EL,) according

to the size of the head, (S,) worn beneath the [kind

of cap called] Sy.~ii$ ; (S, EL;) as also t ijOu,

and t Sjtii : (EL :) or the >J>jij [or pendent apper-

tenance] of the helmet : (TA :) or a piece of mail,
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(Ji»., or Ji»., as in different copies of the K,)

which an armed man, (K,) or a man, accord, to

some lexicons, (TA,) wears in the manner of a

cUs (tyj %iiZj) ; as also » »yuU and " ojUi : (K :)

accord, to ISh, the j«a« is a piece of mail (J>A»-)

which a man puts beneath the helmet, hanging

down upon the neck : and sometimes, he says, it

is like the oy.~;i.i, except that it is more ample ; a

man throws it upon his head, and it reaches to the

coat of mail ; then the helmet is put on over it ;

and this jix* hangs down upon the slioulders :

sometimes, also, the jJULs is [a covering for the

head] made of tfXfH [i. e. silk brocade], and of

[the cloth called] J*, [q. v.], beneath the helmet :

accord, to " the Book of the Coat of Mail and

9 " 9 . *' *

the Helmet," by AO, ***• and " iMt are names
99 •*■

applied to a portion of mail [forming a kead-

9 >■ 9 -

covering], which is also called <Uu~5 [q. v.] ; and

sometimes the rings are exposed to view ; and

sometimes they line them within, and cover them

externally, with »X^i or jA. or [the hind of silk

stuffcalled] <Jyiji ; andthey stuff it with something

(i;t& U)j UyL».) ; and sometimes they make above

'9*

it a sj~J9fl [or tapering top] of silver fyc. : (TA :)

the term jiiu* is also applied to the helmet itself.

' • J 9 J

(Mgh.) = Sec also jyuU, in three places.

•"• •'•

byuut: see jiXo, in two places.

* '*

jUubo : see the next paragraph, in two places.

jyii (AA, T, S, K, &c.) and *>L (Ks, T,

S, K) and *jjuU and tjUi« and *>«i*« (K) t. q.

i jji ' ' ' '

jyjue; (T, S, K;) [A kind of manna;] a pro

duce of the [species of tree, or shrub, called] w~oi,

'J J9 1 4

and sometimes of tfte j£e and the Ls^e. and the

j\+t and the ^Lj and the -Jii» <)V.,- (S;) the gum

of the w-oj and hijA ; (T ;) the gum that isfou?id

upon the w~oj, which is sweet, and is eaten ; (AA ;)

a thing that flows, or exudes, from the ends of the

twigs of the w~«j, resembling v»ii in its colour ;

(ISh, in explanation of the pi. ^e»Uu ;) a gum

that flows, or exudes, from Hie labjt, not of plea

sant odour; (IAth ;) a gum resembling [the kind

of sweetmeat called] tJUaO, exuded by the ia-s^c,

which is put into a piece of cloth, then sprinkled

witk water, and drunk : accord, to Lth, *jtLLo

is applied to the gum of die i»sU.t : and some say

that ♦jik* is applied to gum ofa round shape ;

j2j**o to that which is in shape like a finger ;

and «_yj to that which flows upon the ground :

and ~jkx* is also applied to a twig of a gum-tree,

from which [for <ij (with which), in the TA, I

read *i«,] is wiped a white fluid, whereof is made

a tweet beverage : (TA :) pi. [of jyuU and jUi*

• •■»'■• 9*9 '

and jt»*-»] j4>\*-«, (T, S, K,) and [of jiiut and

jaju] ji\ji» : (K :) it is also said that jeiliu is

applied to a kind of sweet honey, like *j>j, except

that it is white. (TA.) [Hence the saying,]

[7%is w gathering, not the scraping offjhk*] : a

prov. alluding to the preference of a thing ; said

to him who obtains much good. (K.) [See also

Freytag's Arab. Prov., ii. 874.]

9 6

jjjut : see the next preceding paragraph.

*' ' a * 9 o t

ilj^iio ^Ajl Land containing [trees producing]

jeilii. (IDrd, K.) [See ]&,.]

3. <vasU, (S, A, Msb, K,) inf. n. <Lo»U« and

^olii, (TA,) He came upon him suddenly, or

unexpectedly ; (A, Msb, ]£ ;) he took him at un

awares, (S, Msb, ]£,) and did an evil action to

*l 9 * l

him. (TA.) __ Hence the saying, (Msb,) <0jui.1

liilU (A, Msb, TA) I took it (a thing, Msb)

striving to overcome. (Msb, TA.)

<Lo»Lfr A sudden, or an unexpected, calamity,

of time, or fortune : (Sgh,* £,* T£ :) pi. ^I^i.

(A.) You say,>kjjl Jai^ il)T i>ll£ [J/ay God

preserve thee from the sudden, or unexpected,

calamities of time, orfortune]. (A.)

J*

1. UU J_ii, (S, O, Msb, El,) aor. '- , (S, O,

Msb,) inf. n. J^ii (S, O, Msb, K.) and SiU, (S,

O, Msb,) or the latter is a simple subst., (K,) or

it is a simple subst. as well as an inf. n., and so

• , 9 *

may be (J*5^**> Ba'^ m tne K to be a simple subst. ;

and MF says that Jii, aor. - , of which Ji£,

mentioned in the K as a subst. syn. with

4_Uc, may be the inf. n., has been mentioned

by some as a dial. var. of jii, but had not been

found by him in any of the lexicological works

notwithstanding much research, so that its cor

rectness requires consideration ; (TA;) He was,

or became, unmindful, forgetful, neglectful, or

heedless, of it, or inadvertent to it; (Msb;)

namely, a thing : (S, O, Msb :) or he neglected

it; and was, or became, unmindful, forgetful,

neglectful, or heedless, of it, or inadvertent to it :

(K :) and sometimes it is used as meaning lie

neglected it [intentionally], leaving it, and turning

away : (Msb :) and t *Ucl signifies the same as

J 3+ •* 9* + 9* * * ? ' - '

<uc J*i : or Ji* signifies *$i\* jLe [he became

unmindful, forgetful, neglectful, heedless, or in-

advertent] : and <uc JA£ and " oJUct signify J-oj

<u)l eUUc [which is app. said merely for the pur

pose of showing that the former verb is made

trans, only by means of sjs-, and the latter is

trans, without any prep.; for ^\ JjuJI J^j

J * " 9* J' * 9t ... . '.

<0yuU and oJI aXo^I, which latter phrase is the

more usual, mean " he made the verb transitive"] :

(K. :) or V aJLacI signifies he neglected it (i. e. a

thing) though remembering it. ('Eyn, Sb, S, O,

Msb.) It is said in a trad., Ja£ ju-cJI «^il jj-o

i. e. 2Zis »»Ao pursues the object of tine chase has

his mind busied and possessed by it so that he

becomes unmindful [&c. of other things]. (TA.)

2. <dic, inf. n. J-i«J, 7/c mack /(/»* to become

unmindful, forgetful, neglectful, lieedless, or in-

advertent. (Msb.) _ See also 4. _ J-AjJJI

signifies [also] The sufficing one's companion [in

respect of an affair] wlien he who is the object

thereof is unmindful, unoccupied [in mind, or

actually,] by anything. (ISk, K, TA.) [You

say, Aa^Us J-i-e- meaning He sufficed his com

panion in respect of an affair when he (the latter)

was unmindful, &c] = And aJUc, (Mgh, O, K,

but in my copy of the Mgh written without tesh-

deed,) inf. n. as above, (O, J£,) He concealed it,

(Mgh, O, K,) namely, a thing. (Mgh, 0.)

3. *JbU [app. He acted with him in the manner

of him who is unmindful, forgetful, neglectful,

heedless, or inadvertent]. (TA voce «UU, q. v.,

in art. yr*.)

4. <lUcI : see 1, in three places. _ [Hence,]

t9* * 9* t** 9l *

one says, ILJi iL* djiiil U [app. lit. signifying

How unmindful of thee is he as to anything ! and

therefore virtually] meaning dismiss doubt [from

thee respecting him as to anything]. (TA. [See

further explanations of it voce Z^Ji.]) __ And

» 9* J ^^

xis. aliil He made him to be unmindful, forget

ful, neglectful, or heedless, of it, or inadvertent to

it ; (S,» O, TA ;) namely, a thing. (S.) [Or]

aJU£I signifies He, or it, smote him, or lighted on

him, he (the latter) being JiU [i. e. unmindful,

&c] : or he made him to be JiU : or he called

him, or named him, JiU : and in like manner

* * .* r. 9 0' 9 9*

» Alii, inf. n. J-«i3 : (TA :) or J*i«3 signifies

the calling [one] unmindful, &c: and the render

ing [one] stupid, orfoolish. (KL.) __ And *JU*I

signifies also He ashed him [for, or respecting, a

thing] in the time of his occupation, not waiting

for the time of hisfreedom tlierefrom. (TA.) __

And ibljJI Jiftl He left the beast unbranded; did

not brand it. (S, O.)

5. JAJJ as intrans. : see 6, in two places. =

dJJuu He watched for his unmindfulness, forget-

fulness, negligence, heedlessness, or inadvertence;

(S, Mgh, O, Msb;) as also lie t JjU3, (S, O,)

and * aUju-I : (TA:) JiUu [as trans.] in this

sense [without a prep.] is a mistake. (Mgh.)

6. J»l«3 He feigned himself unmindful,forget

ful, neglectful, heedless, or inadvertent ; not being

so really. (Msb.) [And] He was intentionally,

or purposely, unmindful, forgetful, &c. ; as also

* JJM : (K :) or the former has this meaning :

but * ,jii3 signifies he was deceived, or circum

vented, in a state of unmindfulness, forgetfulness,

&c. (TA.) *i* JiU3 : see 5. It means [also]

He was unmindful, &c, of him, or it : or he

feigned himself unmindful, &c, of him, or it.

(MA.)

xm! : see 5.10.

Ji* Land without cultivation: (]£:) or with

out any way-mark : (Msb :) or without any way-

mark and without cultivation : (S, 0 :) or not

rained upon : (Ks, S, O :) or unknown ; in which

is no known trace, or vestige : and, accord, to the
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M, a desert, or waterless desert, that causes one

to lose his may, wherein is no sign, or mark:

(TA :) pi. JUfcl, (S, TA,) syn. with h\y* [q. v.] :

(a :) and Lh mentions the phrase JUcI ^joj\, as

though they made every portion thereof to be

what is termed JAe : and JUil j'jlb, meaning

[tracts of country] wlierein are no way-marks by

which to be directed. (TA.) _ Also A road, or

way, &c, in which is no sign, or mark, whereby

it may be known. (EI.) ___ And A gaming-arrow

(f•»») upon which is no mark [or notch to distin

guish it] ; (EI ;) such as has no portion assigned

to it, and no fine : (O, El :) [or,] accord, to Lh,

9 0 > 9 #

one says JAA ».tji, using the sing, form [of the

epithet] meaning [gaming arrows] in which are

no notches, and to which is assigned no portion

and nofine : they used to be added to give addi

tional weight to the collection of arrows from fear

of occasioning suspicion [of foul play], i. e. to in

crease the number : and they were four ; the first

[called] jj-ojl ; the next, JbLii)l ; the next,

Lt^\ ; and the next, ,1*a1)1. (TA.) And

A beast (A/tj) having no brand upon it : (S, O,

EI :) and a she-camel that is not branded, in order

that the poor-rate may not be [considered as] in

cumbentfor her : and * JAA is a dial. var. thereof,

or is used by poetic license : the pi. is Jlitt.

(TA.) The pi. (JlAct) is also applied to Camels,

or cattle, C*»3,) that yield no millt. (TA.) ._

And A o»a-«a« [or copy of the Elur-an] oare 0j

the [signs called] >J.£ft [pi. of S^ite q. v.] and the

like oftliese. (TA.) — And A book, or writing,

[that is anonymous,] of which the author is not

named. (TA.) And Poetry of which the author

is unknown. (EI.) And A poet unknown (K, TA)

and unnamed [or anonymous] : pi. JIAel. (TA.)

__ Also A man inexperienced in affairs. (S, O,

Msb, TA.) One whose beneficence is not hoped

for, nor his evilness feared ; (K, TA ;) he being

like the shackled that is neglected: pi. as above.

(TA.) And One having no grounds ofpretension

to respect or Iwnour : (J£, TA :) or, as some say,

of whom one knows not what he possesses. (TA.)

__ And The fur (lit. furs, or soft portions of

hair, jlyl, [perhaps because long left unshorn,])

of camels. (AHn, K, TA.)

JAe : see AlAc. __ Also [Such as is] abundant

and high [in estimation, app. of the means of sub

sistence] ; syn. *l&)jJ£o : (O, EI: [or the latter

word is correctly iji,, (so in the TBI,) i. e. ample,

and pleasant or good, as applied to the means of

subsistence:]) and a state of ampleness of the

means of subsistence : (O, KL :) thus in the saying,

a£*c ^yt JAA ^ }& [He is in a state of ample

ness in respect of his means of subsistence ; app.

thus termed as being a cause of unmindfulness,

or heedlessness]. (O.)

JAfc : see JAA, latter half.

AUA the subst. from JA£, (ISd, EI,) or it is an

inf. n. (S, 0, Msb, TA) and also a simple subst,

(TA,) or the subst. is t ilie, with fet-h, to the ±£,

to distinguish it from the inf. n. ; (Msb ;) as also

♦ JAe, (ISd, EI,) or this may be the inf. n. ofJAe,

mentioned above as a dial. var. outweighed in

authority ; (TA ;) and * 0$^> (?>) or tms mav

be an inf. n. like <j\ji£o, and it may be a simple

subst. ; (TA ;) Unmindfulness, forgetfulness, neg-

lectfulness, heedlessness, or inadvertence; (Msb,

K ;) [the state in which is] absence of a thing

from tlie mind of a man ; and unmindfulness, or

forgetfulness : and sometimes, intentional neglect :

(Msb :) or AAAe signifies theforgetting, neglecting,

or being unmindful, ofa thing: (Abu-l-Bak\TA:)

or the want of requisite knowledge or cognizance

of a thing : (El-Harallee, TA :) or, accord, to

Er-Raghib, negligence occurring from littleness of

consideration and of vigilance : or, as some say,

the following the soul in that which it desires.

(TA.) [AUc ^i In a state of unmindfulness &c,

,0, 0 ,

and AUc ^^* in consequence ofunmindfulness &c,

may often be rendered at unawares.]

**"

AlAe : see the next preceding paragraph.

ijy>i£, or (J^»* : Bee J*^-

• ,03 9,0,

,j*5Ufi : see AlAe.

• ''

J^ic A she-camel that does not takefright and

flee, (K, TA,) nor hold back from a young one

that she suckles, nor care mho milks her. (TA.)

Jile [and " 0^**> or 0^**> Unmindful, for

getful, neglectful, lieedless, or inadvertent : and the

former, sometimes, intentionally neglecting : pi. of

the former JjAe and JAe], (EI.)

• » j

JAAo Possessing camels not branded. (TA.)

AUA<> The Sjukis. [or tuft of liair beneath the

lower lip] ; (O, EI, TA ;) so says Th, (O,) or

Ez-Zejjajee : (TA :) not the two sides thereof as

it is said to signify by J : (K :) so called because

many men neglect [the washing of] it. (TA.) It

is said in a trad., rtUAJly .iXJlc [Keep thou to the

washing of the tuft of hair beneath the lower lip] :

meaning that one should use needfulness in wash

ing it, in the performance of the ablution termed

^y (TA.)

9 s , *

jAA-o [lit. Made unmindful, &c. ; see its verb :

and hence, a simpleton ; or] devoid of intelligence,

sagacity, skill, or natural understanding, (IDrd,

Mgh, O, M?b, EI.)

ytfi and ^jAc

1. Ufc, and Jyife : see 4 Uc, (K, TA,) inf. n.

jii. and ^Ae, (TA,) also signifies It (a thing, TA)

floated upon the water. (K, TA.) as>»U£jl ^jAfc,

aor. - , (K, TA,) inf. n. ^Afc, (TA,) He cleared

the wheat of what is termed jJiA, i. e. a thing such

as [the noxious meed called] o!3t> [•!• v-]>(¥->TA,)

and other refuse ; (TA ;) or the straw ; as also

♦ ^Afcl. (K,TA.)

4. ^yUl, (S, Msb, K, &c.,) inf. n. &UI; (S,

Msb ;) and t Ufc, (EI,) first pers. C^Afc, (S, Msb,)

9», £ 3 »

inf. n, 9fii. and ^Ac ; (K ;) the latter verb said by

ISd to occur in the trads., (TA,) but disallowed

by ISk (S, Msb, TA) and by others, (Msb,) and

said by Az to be rare; (Msb, TA;) He slept:

(S, EI :) or he slept a light sleep : (Msb, TA :) or

he was, or became, drowsy, or heavy mith sleepi

ness ; as also ♦ ^^Ac, aor. - , inf. n. A>Ac. (EI.)—

And ^jAfct He (a man, TA) slept upon what is

termed ^jAc, i. e. tlie straw, in the place in which

tlie grain thereof was trodden out : (BL :) men

tioned as from IAar by Az, and by Sgh as from

AA. (TA.) — And j>UJU1 ^Afcl The wheat

was abundant in its AJU.J, accord, to the copies

of the K, but more properly its ijlAi [i. e. refuse].

(TA.) — See also 1. =z'jLh\ ^1 The trees

hung down their brandies, (IEItt, TA.)

7. ijA-A-'I It (a thing, TA) became broken.

(EI,TA.)

>U and t »ytf and * <UA (EI, TA) and t AjAfc

and t i^ii (Sgh, TA) A »Cj [or hollow dug in

the ground], (K, TA,) in which a sportsman

lurks: the first and second mentioned by Lh.

(TA.)

^ji* The refuse that is takenforthfrom wheat,

and thrown away, (Fr, S, TA,) such as [tlie

noxious weed called] j($j [q. v.] ; (S ;) a thing

that is in wheat, such as jjtjj, (EI, TA,) and other

refuse : (TA :) or the straw [tliereof] : (EI, TA :)

accord, to IAar, the bad, that is thrown away,

of wheat ; as also * !Ui. (Az, TA.) Also,

(thus accord, to ISd in all the senses here follow

ing in this paragraph that are found in the K, as

is said in the TA, and thus in some copies of the

EI,) or t f\j&t (thus in the copies of the EI followed

in the TA,) i. q. \X& [i. e. The rubbish, or small

rubbish, or particles ofthings, or refuse, and scum,

and rotten leaves mixed with the scum, of a tor

rent]. (K, TA.) — And Fragments, or broken

portions, ofmlieat : (K, TA :) or the stalks thereof.

(TA.) _ And A blight incident to palm-trees,

like dust falling upon the unripe dates, preventing

tlieir becoming ripe, (S, EI, TA,) and rendering

them tasteless. (S [in which the word thus expl.

is ^^Ae] and TA.) And A thick crust tliat comes

upon unripe dates : [see 4 in art. jii :] or as

some say, bad dates, that become [app. in the

skin] thick, or coarse, and like the wings of locusts.

(TA.) __ And A disease incident to stram, ren

dering it bad. (TA.) __ Also Such as tliey drive

away, or expel, of their camels. (EI, TA.) _

And ^^jAc signifies also The bad of anything.

(TA.) — And The low, vile, mean, or sordid;

or the lower, viler, Sec. ; or the refuse, or rabble;

of mankind. (TA.)

ojAc A light sleep : occurring in the traditions.

(TA.) ss See also y£.

9,0, 9,03 9,0 f,^

<uAe and A>Ac and AjA : see ^Ac.

AjAi, like e\m.ji [in measure], in the phrase

AjAi Aki., [in which, app., the former word is

Ako., and the meaning of the phrase An affair,

or a case, or a dubious, or momentous, and difficult

affair, in which is something evil, or to be reiected,]
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is a possessive epithet, signifying ^j& \<a. (TA :

immediately after ,,4© expl. as meaning the "bad"

of anything.)

VjH. and *Up : see ^e., first and second sen

tences.

esliill [in the CKL SUiJI] 77/* whiteness upon

the A5jj»- [or t'ra o/ </te ey«], (KL, TA,) i. e., *Aa<

coee™ /Ac &>,»»». (TA.)

O * J -" 6

p~~a}\ Si\ii\ The sleep of daybreak, or the first

part of the day. (TA.)

J*

3-

1. <dfc, (S, O, KL,*) aor. i , (S,) inf. n. Js, (KL,)

He made it, or caused it, to enter, (S, O, KL,* [in

- o j - - o £

the CKL Ji.il is erroneously put for J»oI,]) ^

g^ji into a (Awy ; (0, KL ;) as also * sJLiie, (KL,*

TA,) inf. n. iUlc ; or this last 'word signifies the

making, or causing, a thing to ewfer a thing so as

to become confused with, and a part of, that into

a -

which it enters : (TA :) — and Je, (S, O, KL,)

aor. as above, (S,) and so the inf. n., (TKL,) sig

nifies also It entered [into a thing] ; (S, O, K ;)

being intrans. as well as trans.; (S, O;) and so

does * Jiil, (S, O, KL,) and * jl*j, and * JiiiS ;

(KL, TA ;) said of [what are termed by logicians]

substances and of [w-hat are termed by them]

jj, ,

accidents. (TA.) _- Jju said of a ram means

j- - j »j

Penem mum inserit [Aj+ii J».ju) non sublatd

cauda. (S, O,* TA.) And J£ signifies also Inivit

(I!**., in some copies of the K without the hem-

zeh,) feminam : (KL, TA ; in which latter is added

j**~o O* V 0& "$3 [aPP- meaning that this is

not said of any but such as is big, or bulky] :)

mentioned by IAar. (TA.) __ ^ ,>JkjJI J*

<ui1j He made the oil to enter amid the roots of

the hair of his head. (KL.) And <_,.tklb, ejxii J*

He made the perfume to enter amid his hair.

(TA.) _ And aJ aJLe He made it to be un-

apparent to him (<*J «suo), he [the latter] having

no knowledge of it. (TA : in which the pronoun

affixed to the verb relates to a dagger, and to a

spear-head.) —jjU«lt Je He (a man) entered

into the midst of the deserts, or waterless deserts.

(S, O.) —j\Lih\ 'JZ »Wt JA, (S, O, KL,) aor.i,

(S, O,) The water ran amid the trees. (S, 0, KL.)

And jLli\ ,J jUJI * Jil»3 The water entered

amid the breaks, or interspaces, of tlie trees. (S.)

__ iu^jlaH J£ He clad himself with, or wore, the

aj^Lc [q. v.] (KL, TA) beneath the [other] gar

ments; because he who does so enters into it.

(TA.) And l^ljl * cJUuit^ [in like manner]

signifies I clad myself with, or wore, the garment

beneath the [other] garments. (KL,) — U^ls J£,

(KL, TA,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (TA,) He put

upon the neck, or the hand, of such a one, the Jc

[i. e. ring, or collar, of iron, for the neck, or

pinion or manacle for the hand], (KL, TA.) And

Ji He had the Ji put upon him. (8,* TA.)

Bk. I.

And oJLa jjJI »ju cJLU [I confined his hand to

his neck with the J*]. (S, O.) And jjy lj*J J*

jai, <i~U_5 j3 ,j^ [J8e confined a captive with a

JA of thongs upon which was hair], (TA.) One

flj# 52 j- '

says, Jij Jt ■O U, (S, O, EI, TA, [in some copieB

of the S and B[, which have misled Golius and

_ " Si- 32

Freytag, Jij Jl ai U,]) a form of imprecation,

(K, TA,) meaning [ What ails him ?] may he be

thrust, or pushed, in the back of his neck, and

become possessed, or insane, (IB, TA in the pre

sent art. and in art. Jl,) and therefore have the

Ji put upon him. (TA in the present art.) And

<uL» ^jJI oju cJLc [sometimes] means t His hand

was withheld from expenditure. (TA.) = Ji,

(S, KL,) aor. Jij, inf. n. JJ*, said of a man, (S,)

He was, or became, thirsty ; or veliemently thirsty;

(K, TA ;) or affected with burning of thirst, (S,

TA,) little or much ; (TA ;) or with burning of

the inside, (KL, TA,) from thirst, and from anger

and vexation. (TA.) —— And J* said of a camel,

(S, O, K,) originally JU, (MF, TA,) aor. ji^ ;

and * Jlfcl also ; He was, or became, thirsty ; or

vehemently thirsty ; or affected with burning of the

inside : (KL :) or lie did notfully satisfy his thirst ;

(S and O in explanation of the former, and TA

in explanation of both ;) and cJic is said of

camels in like manner, agreeably with this last

explanation : (KL :) and * cJUcI is also said of

sheep or goats, (KL, TA,) signifying they thirsted.

(TA.) = "ijSo Jfc, aor. JiS, (S, O, KL, TA, [in

the CK, erroneously, J*>,]) with kesr, (S, O,)

inf. n. Jrf, with kesr, (O,) His bosom was, or

became, affected with rancour, malevolence, malice,

or spite : (S, O, K :) and with dishonesty, or in-

3

sincerity. (S, O.) [See also J*, below.] It is

o j JO'S *-■<• irf " " 9 * *

said in a trad., i>«>»JI *--Ji Ovs^ J*i ^ »t>*}L>

i. e. [There are three habits, (JLai. being under

stood, these, as is said in the O, being " the act

ing sincerely towards God," and " giving honest

counsel to those in command," and " keeping to

the community" of the Muslims,)] while conform

ing to which the heart of the believer will not be

invaded by rancour, malevolence, malice, or spite,

causing it to swerve from that which is right ; (S,*

O ;) a saying of the Prophet ; thus related by

i

some: accord, to others, ♦ JJLj, (S, O,) with

damm to the ^£, (O,) which is from the meaning

expl. in the next sentence here following. (S,* O.)

= j% (S, Mgh, O, Msb, KL,) aor. Ji>, (S, O,)

inf. n. JjJU, (S, Mgh, O, Msb, K,) He acted

unfaithfully ; as also ♦ J*l : (S, O, Msb, KL :) or

thus the latter, (S, Mgh, O, Msb, KL,) accord, to

ISk (S, Msb) and A'Obeyd, (S,) in a general

sense; (Mgh, Msb ;) and he became unfaithful :

(TA :) but the former verb is used only in rela

tion to spoil, or booty ; (S, Mgh, O,* Msb, KL ;)

you say, ^o***)' O*0 0^ meaning fj\k. [i. e. He

acted unfaithfully in taking from the spoil, or

booty] ; (S, O ;) or meaning he acted unfaithfully

in relation to the spoil, or booty : (Mgh :) or Jc,

(IAth, Mgh, TA,) aor. as above, (Mgh,) inf. n.

Jjic, (IAth, TA,) or Ji, (Mgh, [thus in my

copy, accord, to which it is trans., as will be

shown by what follows,]) signifies also fie stole;

and was unfaithful in respect of a thing privily ;

and such conduct is termed J>A* because, in the

case thereof, the hands, or arms, have the Ji

[q. v.] put upon them : (IAth, TA :) or it signi

fies also he took a thing and hid it amid his

goods ; and it occurs in a trad, as meaning he

took a 2X*£i privily. (Mgh.) It is said in the

Kur [iii. 155], Jiu £,1 JU1) {j£s Us and ,jt

" J«J, accord, to difterent readers ; the former

meaning [And it is not attributable to a propliet]

that he would act unfaithfully ; and ♦ JAj ^1

a , t

meaning, [agreeably with an explanation of Jet

0^ in the KL,] that unfaithful conduct should be

imputed to him ; or that there should be talien

from his [share of the] spoil, or booty; (S, O,

TA ;) [or this may mean, that he should be found

to be acting unfaithfully ; for, accord, to the TA,

- J 3 a. 8 - J - - -

J^JI Jil means *>)lc «J^j ;] but IB says that a

pass. aor. is seldom found in the language of the

Arabs in a phrase of this kind. (TA.) And it is

said in a trad. J^u.1 % ♦ J*^l ^ i.e. T/tere shall

be no acting unfaithfully nor stealing: or there shall

be no act of bribery [nor stealing] : (S, O :) or,

as some say, tliere shall be no aiding another to

act unfaithfully [&c.]. (TA.) as iiCu cJu£ I

fed the she-camel with J*A« i. e. date-stones mixed

with [the species of trefoil called] c«S. (S,* 0,

TA.) = w.l*1l Ji : see yli^l ,_,» Jit. = ji

s^jiJ\ (_jJ*, inf. n. J* ; and " Jcl ; He was silent

at the thing : and also he was intent upon the

thing. (TA.)

2. aJULc, (K,) or <u^J Jie,. (S, O,) iJliJL.,

9 0-

(S, O, KL,) inf. n. J~1*j, (K,) He perfumed him,

(KL,) or daubed, or smeared, his beard, much, (0,)

the teshdeed denoting muchness, (S,0,) with <Uli :

(S, O, K :) and iJli^ * JXiS and * Jlel and

" JJdJu He perfumed himself with <Ulc : (KL :)

Lh mentions iJUJb ^JJu, which is either from

the word <UI* or originally JJL«5, in the latter

case being like C..JA5 for C-^iiaJ, but the former

is the more agreeable with analogy : accord, to

Fr, one says, SJliJb ▼ cJUju, and not w«jJJu :

(TA :) As held *cJUi3 from iJUOl to be allow

able if meaning I introduced the <u)lc into my

beard or my mztstache ; (S, O ;) and the like is

the case with respect to ^ ■;»»-) t^ wJLU : (S :)

J 0 MS-

accord, to Lth, one says, from «UU)I, oJU* and

J OS- J 02-

C^ic and c~J^. (TA. [See also 1 in art. oU* ;

and see art. iJ*.])

4. iJUj JAI, (KL,) inf. n. J§1\, (TA,) He

watered his camels ill, so that tliey did not satisfy

their thirst : (K, TA :) or he brought, or sent,

them back from the water without satisfying their

thirst : (O, TA :) thus expl. by Az, who says

that it is incorrectly mentioned by A'Obeyd, on

287
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the authority of AZ, [in this sense,] with the un

pointed e. (TA. [But see 4 in art. J*.]) —

And J-cl signifies also rt-p-.-c Cs-ULpI (O, K)

[accord, to the TA as meaning His sheep, or

goats, thirsted : but this I think doubtful : see 8].

= Jil and its aor. and inf. n. as relating to un

faithfulness, see in the latter half of the first para-

graph, in five places. = «L*~aJI C-J*l, (Mgh,

Msb, K, [in the CK cJU,]) and £C^xJI, (S, O,

EL,) from aJUUI, (S, O,) [The estate, and estates,

consisting of land, &c.,] became in the condition

of having <Uc [or proceeds, revenue, or income,

accruing from the produce, &c] : (Mgh, Msb :)

or yielded 3$& : (EL, TA :) i. e. yielded somewhat,

the source thereof remaining, (TA.) __ And J£l

j>^ii\ meaning ^oylifr C-iJb [l. e. ZVte <Uc of <fte

people, or party, arrived; as expl. in the PS

and TA ; or tlie people, or party, had their iXe.

brought to them]. (S, O, EL.) And The people,

or party, became in [or entered upon] the time of

the ill. (TA.) And <0Lc Jfs. JjL„ J&

a"*

Such a one brings the i_Lc to his family, or

household. (S, O.) = (.ptjJt J-et Z%e va%

#ace growth to what are termed 0"^*> (?, O, EI,)

pi. of JU. (TA.)= yU-^l J> J±\, (S, 0,) .ffe

(a butcher) left some of the flesh sticking in the

hide, in stripping it off: (S, O :) or lie took some

of theflesh and of thefat [in the hide] in the skin

ning : (K :) and w>^*"^' * J^ ?ie tyft somewhat [of

tlieflesh, or of theflesh and of thefat,] remaining

in the hide on the occasion of tlie skinning : a dial.

var. of J-i-l. (TA.) __ And accord, to AA,

J^e-Nt signifies Tlie milking of tlie she-camel

wlien milk remains [app. afterwards] in her udder.

(O.) [Perhaps the meaning is The leaving some

remaining in the udder on the occasion ofmilking.]

s= y.hriJI J£l The orator, or preacher, said, or

spoke, what was not right, or correct. (TA.) as

•^ >l, (S, O,) or 'j^J\, (K,) He (a man, S,

O) looked intensely, or intently. (S, O, K.) __

See also 1, last sentence. = J^lfrl signifies also

The making an overt, or open, hostile, or preda

tory, incursion. (TA.) sss And The clothing one

self with, or wearing, a coat ofmail. (TA.)

5 : see 1, first sentence : ess and see also 2, in

three places.

7 : see 1, first sentence.

8. w>5~H oJJUcI : see 1, former half. = cJUUct

w>l^iJt J drank the beverage. (K.) = <Lajjt a)

lylixi : see 10. ess JJ^e-t said of a camel, and

cJuil said of sheep or goats : see 1, near the

middle of the paragraph. (See also the next sen-

tence but one.) = aJWLj J^cl : see 2. = cJUct

said of sheep or goats, They became affected with

the disease termed JXz [q. v.]. (0, EL.)

10. J^!UU.il signifies The desiring, or demand-

ing, or [tasking a person,] to bring iXi [i. e. pro

ceeds, revenue, or income, accruing from the pro

duce, or yield, of land, ice.]. (PS.) One says,

tjuc JjwI, meaning 7/c tasked his slave to bring

iXc to Am. (S, O, El. [In the explanation in the

CEL, Ji; is erroneously put for J*i.]) — And

The taking, or receiving, [or obtaining,] of iJbe :

(PS:) or the bringing ofsltfrom a place [or a»

estate]. (KL.) One says, l£>y&Jj\ JJu-1 2Te

took the iXt of the O^i.T...* [i. e. of the Z<zn<&, or

estates, from which ili is obtained]. (S, O, EL.)

And " lyJUu «Lsu,l a) like lyU.:,. j [i. e. To him

belongs a small portion of land ofwhich lie takes,

or receives, or obtains, tlie sli]. (TA.) _ And

[hence] one says of a hard man, <C-c Jju—-* "^)

!,jA t [Nothing, meaning «o profit or advantage,

is reaped,or obtained,from him], (L and TA in

art. u*j* : see 5 in that art.)

R. Q. 1. Jiie, inf. n. aiilc : see 1, first sen-

tence. —— ly^a-La ^t iJUy JJULc [7/e conveyed a

message, or fetter, to <Ae person to whom it per

tained : see the pass. part, n., below]. (Ham

p. 500.) ss: And ibLU signifies also A breaking

[of the bone of the nose, and of the head of a flask

or bottle], like S>U. (TA.) = [See liiiii. I

do not find any instance of the usage of jAii

otherwise than as trans. : but in the TK, and

hence by Freytag, iUJlc in a sense in which it is

expl. below is regarded as an inf. n., and con

sequently the verb is said to signify He went

quickly; which is a meaning of R. Q. 2.]

R. Q. 2. JAJU3 : see 1, first quarter, in two

places. <u)t jja 0 cJUd*3 ji, said to the y^.,<

Heet, when he described a woman, as is related

in a trad., is expl. as meaning Thou hast reached,

in thy looking, of the beauties of this woman, a

point which no looker, nor any one having close

communion, nor any describer, has readied [be

side thee, O enemy of God]. (TA.) — Also He

went quickly : (K,* TA :) one says, lyc+i I^JUdUu

[They went quickly, and passed, or passed away],

(TA.) = iJUJW J*U> : see 2.

Ji A ring, or collar, of iron, which is put upon

the neck : (Msb :) a shackle for the neck or for

the hand : [i. e. a ring, or collar, for the neck, or

a pinion or manacle for the hand :] (MA :) or a

[shackle of the kind called] ajm\L, (TA, and so in

the S and EL in art. *•»■,) of iron, (TA,) collect

ing togetfter tlie two hands to the neck : (S in art.

f-o-"?-; and Jel* in xxxvi. 7:) [sometimes, a

shackle for the neck and hands, consisting of two

rings, onefor the neck and tlie otherfor tlie hands,

connected by a bar of iron : (see SjLo; :)] and a

shackle with which tlie Arabs used to confine a

captive when tliey took him, made of tliongs, upon

which was hair, so that sometimes, when it dried,

it became infested with lice upon his neck : (TA :)

the pi. is J"$il : (S, O, Msb, EL :) which repeat

edly occurs in the ELur-an and the Sunneh as

meaning t difficult tasks and fatiguing works [as

being likened to shackles upon the necks]. (TA.)

_ [Hence] the Arabs apply it metonymically to

« - 2->

denote t A wife. (TA.) And Jv J* [lit. A lousy

shackle for tlie neck &c] is an appellation of f a

woman of evil disposition ; originating from the

fact that the J* used to be of thongs, upon which

was hair, so that it became infested with lice. (S.)

s= Also, and * iU, (S, O, EL,) and * jifc, (EL,)

or this is the inf. n. of J&, (S,) [and accord, to

analogy of J* as originally JJA,] and * JJ*,

(S, 0, EL,) Thirst : or vehement thirst : (EL, TA :)

or the burning of thirst ; (S, O, TA ;) little or

much : (TA :) or burning of the inside, (EL, TA,)

from thirst, wadfrom anger and vexation. (TA.)

3 * .

J* and * J*lfc Rancour, malevolence, malice,

or spite : (S, O, Msb, EL, TA :) or latent rancour

&c. : (JK in explanation of the former:) and

envy ; bo each signifies ; (TA ;) [and so the former

in the ELur vii. 41 and xv. 47 :] and enmity : (TA

in explanation of the latter :) and the former sig

nifies also dislionesty, or insincerity. (S, O.)

<LU Proceeds, revenue, or income, (Mgh, Msb,

EL, TA, [in the CEL, auujjl is put for jljJt,])

of any kind, (Mgh, Msb,) accruing from the

produce, or yield, of land, (Mgh, Msb, EL, TA,)

or from the rent thereof, (Mgh, Msb, TA,) [in

which sense t JjU is also used, as a subst., pi.

• St * J

O^jm,] or from seed-produce, and from fruits,

and from milk, and from hire, and from the

increase of cattle, and the like, (TA,) and from

the rent of a house, (EL, TA,) and from tlie hire

of a slave, (Mgh, EL, TA,) and the like ; (Mgh,

Msb ;) [generally meaning corn, or grain ; i. e.]

wheat and barley and rice and the like : (KL :)

the Sic- of the slave is the payment imposed by

the master, and made to him : (TA voce i«j>«i 0

pi. c/fe (S, O, Msb, TA) and J^fc. (Msb,TA.)

_ Also Dirliems [or pieces of money] that are

* ? " J \

clipped (iaulaiU), in a single piece thereof [the

> A,

quantity clipped being] a J»tjJ> or a »-fJo or a

grain; of which it is said in the " Eedah," that

one's lending alt. in order to have such as are

free from defect returned to him is disapproved :

(Mgh :) or dirhems [or pieces of money] that are

rejected by tlie treasury of the state, but taken by

tlie merchants. (KT. [Freytag has given this

latter explanation, but has erroneously assigned

it to AU.])

iU A thing in which one hides himself. (IAar,

TA.) __ See also AJ'^c, in two places : — and

JJlc. = And see J*, last sentence.

jii Water amid trees : pl.J^UI. (S, O. [See

an ex. voce w>.**.]) And Water having no current,

only appearing a little upon tlie surface of the

earth, disappearing at one time and appearing at

another : (AA, S, O :) or, accord, to AHn, a

feeble flow of water from tlie bottom ofa valley

or water-course, amid trees. (TA.) Aboo-Sa'eed

says,

[Our speech shall not pass away as a feeble flow

of water] : meaning that it ought not to be con

cealed from men, but should be made public.

(TA.) ssa Also A strainer, or clarifter : occur-
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ring in a verse of Lebeed, cited voce j_yijlj :

where it means the j>\ji (S, 0, TA) on the heads

of the JjjW'» (S,) or on the head of the Jti>^l :

(O, TA :) or, as some relate the verse, the word

is JJl*, pi. of ▼ iJLc ; (S, O, TA ;) which signifies

' [the same, i. e.] a piece of rag bound on the head

of the Jy_#t [to act as a strainer]. (IAar, TA.)

= And The flesh that is left upon the thumb

I,

when one shins [a beast], (TA.) = See also J*,

last sentence. =a Also, (O, EL,) and * &*&£, (O,

and so in copies of the EL,) or 1 2i*}£, (so in

other copies of the EL, and accord, to the TA,)

A certain disease that attacks sheep, or goats,

(O, EL, TA,) in the orifice of the teat, occasioned

by the milker's not exhausting the udder, but

leaving in it some milk, which becomes blood, or

coagulates and is mixed with a yellow fluid.

(TA.)

• j * * *

a^«JI J^Jlfc The food of the old man, which he

ingests into his belly [or stomach] : (S, 0, K :) and

likewise the beverage drunk by him. (TA.) One

says, IJub ■Uf.tJI J>U _^*j [Excellent, or most

excellent, is this food of the old man &c. !]. (S,

0,K.)

• * 2 1

jJ-A* : see Ji, last sentence. __ [Hence,] some

times, (TA,) f The burning of love, and of grief.

(EL, TA.) See also J*. = And see JjJLL.

= Also Date-stones mixed with [tlie species of

trefoil called] oi, (S, O, EL, TA,) and in like

manner with dough, (TA,) for a she-camel, (S,

O, EL, TA,) which is fed therewith. (S, 0, TA.)

as See also JU.

<U^Jic, or <U^Hc : see JJU, last sentence.

4)^L& A garment that is worn next the body,

beneath the other garment, (S, O, EL,) and like

wise beneath the coat of mail; (S, O ;) also called

tSlfc: (EL,TA:) pi. [of the former] J3$& and

[of the latter] J&. (TA.) And A piece of

cloth with which a woman makes her posteriors

[to appear] large, (O,* EL,* TA,) binding it upon

her hinder part, beneath her waist-wrapper;

(TA ;) as also t «Ue, of which the pi. is Jli.

(IB, TA.) — And The pin that connects the two

heads oftlie ring [of a coat of mail] : (O, EL:) pi.

JJ:M- (TA.) And J-S^Lfc signifies Coats of

mail : or the pins thereof that connect the heads

of the rings : or linings, or inner coverings, that

are worn beneath tliem, (EL, TA,) i. e. beneath

the coats of mail: and [it is said that] the sing,

thereof is tljyii. (K, TA.)

«CULc : see what next precedes.

0& (S, 0, EL) and t Jlfc, (EL,) applied to a

camel, (S, O, EL,) Thirsty : (EL :*) or vehemently

thirsty : (S, O, EL :*) or affected with burning of

the inside: (EL:*) and t<UU, and its pi. Jl^i,

camels not having fully satisfied their thirst.

(TA.)

ceding paragraph, = Also Low, or depressed,

ground, in which are trees, and places of growth

g. " ° * * *

of [the trees called] ^-, and -Jib : one says Jli

^o-Lw ^ye, like as one says jjw ryt \j*& and

lac ,>« <Uydl : (AHn, S, O :) or, as also " J*U,

a place ofgrowth of [the trees called] «JU» : or a

low, or depressed, valley or torrent-bed in tlte

ground, (EL, TA,) in which are trees : (TA :) pi.

J$l. (El.) And A certain plant, (S, O, El,)

[said to be] well known : (EL : [but I have not

found it to be now known :]) pi. O*^*- (?>

O, EL.)

illc [as a subst.] A part broken offfrom the

shore of the sea and become collected together in a

place. (TA.) [Expl. by Freytag as signifying

" Pars maris, qute in litore abrupta est :" and as

being a word of the dial, of El-Yemen : on the

authority of IDrd.]

JjlU, [thus in my original,] applied to the

root (J,/*) of a tree, Extending far into the

earth: pl-'jc"**. (TA.)

&U& A quick rate of going. (S, O, EL,* TA.)

[App. a simple subst. ; but perhaps an inf. n., of

* * $ *

which the verb is JAU, q. v.]

iXiU Clamour and confusion of voices. (TA.)

J • J '10 1

[Like the Pers. Jjtlc and aJJcU.]

jjla, as a subst., pi. 0>i-> : see iXi.

JJi* A man cleaving to rancour, malevolence,

malice, or spite. (TA.) __ An unfaithful man ;

one who acts unfaithfully. (S,* Mgh, O,* TA.)

Hence the saying of Shureyh, jt*,'„*\\ ^ic JZ)

iCi J^J« ^, (S, Mgh, O, TA,) JU ^

c*yL~J\, (TA,) i. e. [TVtere w «o guaranteeship

to be imposed upon the asker of a ban, except the

unfaithful, nor upon him who is asked to take

cluvrge of a deposit, meaning], except in the case

of him who has been unfaithful in respect of the

loan and the deposit : or, as some say, by the

* J .^-01

Ji< is here meant the * Jju.^.c [i. e. the person

employed to bring the ale-] : but I Ath says that

the former is the right explanation. (TA.) =

cUjm, applied to a garden (&»-), as in a verse

cited voce ij*., (S, O,) or to an estate (<uu^),

(Mgh, TA,) Having, (Mgh,) or yielding, (TA,)

SJLc [q. v. ; fruitful, or productive]. (Mgh, TA.)

J>1ju>, applied to a man, Having the [shackle

called] ,J£ put upon him. (TA.) It is said in

the ELur [v. 69], ajjiii *}& X> i^jfoJlS^ [And

the Jews said, The hand of God is shackled],

meaning, withheldfrom dispensing. (O.) ss Also,

(S, EL,) applied to a man, (S,) and * J-JLc, and

9 ' *

" JJio,(EL,) Thirsty; or vehemently thirsty; (EL,

TA ;) or affected with burning of thirst, (S, TA,)

little or much; (TA;) or with burning of the

inside, (EL, TA,) from thirst, or from anger and

vexation. (TA.)

^e>J J-^i* t /am yearning, or longing,for him, or

it. (EL,TA.)

<UJuUL« 4JLwj A message, or fetter, conveyed

from town to town, or from country to country.

(9,0, BL.)

with kesr to the second &, Hastening ;

syn. d_Cf_« [which is trans, and intrans. ; but

generally the latter, like »j>-]. (TA.)

J»v„„« A p&tce [or Janrf or on estate] from

which <U£ /.v obtained : (KL :) [thus used, as a

subst., it has for its pi. 0^».7,„« :] see 10.

3 ..j I j

J.xZ...<i : see JjU.

^i*

Jli; and its fem., with 5 : see the next pre- 1 jiii : see what next precedes. — [Hence,] 01 1

1. «JU, (S, Msb,) [and aJLc ^JU,] aor. - ,

(Msb,) inf. n. ^Ji and ^JU, (S, EL, TA,) the

former of which is the more chaste, (TA,) or the

latter is an inf. n. and the former is a simple

subst., (Msb,) and L&, (S, EL, TA,) [the most

common form,] or this is a simple subst. like

y_JLc, (Msb,) which is perhaps formed from it

by the elision of the », (Fr, S,) and wJLLo and

HjLL, (EL, TA,) which last is rare, (TA,) and

<L/^ic and [in an intensive sense] <**}■£■ and jJ*

(E^, TA) and 3jl (Lh, EL, TA, said in the S to

be syn. with 2Jlt) and AJLc, with fet-h to the A,

(EL, TA, in the CEL 5jU,) and iUU, (Kr, TA,)

He, or i<, overcame, conquered, subdued, over

powered, mastered, or surpassed, him, or r'<;

gained ascendency or fAe mastery, prevailed, or

predominated, over him, or it; or was, or became,

superior in power or ybrce or influence, to him, or

it. (A, MA, EL, PS, TEL, &c.) [See also 5.]

One says, aJLt <uJLc meaning [7 overcame him

in contending for it ; i. e.] Z took it, or obtained

it, from him [by superior power or force]. (A.)

And e^5^" j_yO> .j'ib ^J* /SmcA a one had the

thing taken from him by superior power or force.

(Mgh.) Hence the saying, S^jli ^-ic \yJJu *^

lyj^jc J-Jj t^o-'Jl cj-U^ J-J i?e not ye overcome

and anticipated by others in performing prayer

before the rising of tlte sun and before its setting,

so that the opportunity for your doing so escape

you. (Mgh.) _ And <uJu ^^U aAs. Heforced

him, or constrained him against his will. (A, TA.)

_ [And^^t aJlft The affair overcame, defeated,

or baffled, him.] — And Oj-iJb aJU. 7/r ex

ceeded Aim in _/ear. (S in art. «-»>*..) — And

>yOI ^^LJ (jU ^JU Generosity was, or became,

the predominant quality ofsuch a one. (TA.) _

And ^,h»».» O' *r*^ [-^ refused to have the

>>Ua». (or leading-rope) put upon him] ; said of a

camel. (TA in art.^ie^..)_ And^£»j»1 wJL«j1

Ij_SjJ«-o i^mUI >r.*-l^i.> ,jt meaning j>jul [i. e. /^

any one o/" you unable to associate with men

kindly ?]. (A.) ss ^Sk, aor. : , (EL, TA,) inf. n.

^Jic, (S,* TA,) He was, or became, thick-necked :

(EL, TA :) or <AfeA and short in the neck: or <AicA

287*
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and inclining in the neck : from disease or other

cause. (TA.)

2. xJlc -":'r7 inf. n. tr~JUu, [ / maoe him to

overcome, conquer, subdue, overpower, master, or

surpass, him, or it ; &c. : see 1 : and] I made

him to gain the mastery over it, or to obtain jws-

session of it, (namely, a town, or country,) by

[superior power or] force. (S.) — And «y*-Lc

4rf»-Lo ,J* He (a poet) wasjudged to have over-

come his fellow. (TA.) [See ^JUw.] __ [vJLc

^1 -tub (-ic IkAJ, a conventional phrase of the

lexicologists, means He made a word to pre

dominate over another word; as in ijlj«jUt for

3 * ' * i a Z 0ft* *9 " ' 9 * .»•

^»i]|^ ^^o^JI ; and l^ic Uj_/ for JU ^JLe U^-i

«■ 26 J ft*

ly-obb : of the former instance you say, w~Uj <u»

u^pijl .Jlcj*i)t J» i< is tlie attribution of pre

dominance to the moon over the sun ; and in the

latter, j£dl ^J* JJUI 4-e^ *a* -*» «< « '*«

attribution of predominance to the night over the

day. See more in Kull p. 115.]

3. aJlft [He vied, contended, or strove, with him,

to overcome, conquer, subdue, overpower, master,

or surpass, &c, (see 1,) or for victory, or supe

riority], inf. n. £ilii and v^- (S, Msb, TA.)

You say, <u*JUt» <t*JU [I vied, contended, or strove,

with him, to overcome, &c, a«rf i" overcame him,

&c.]. (O.) And Kaab Ibn-Malik says,

-i- •« - J « I ■> - * b Zi -

* w>*ilLiJI vJU^o ^.■U..J? *

[Sakheeneh (a by-name of the tribe of Kureysh)

proposed to themselves to contend for victory with

their Lord : but he who contends for victory with

the very victorious will assuredly be overcome].

(TA.)

5. I Jc=> jJu .J* krJlxi He gained the mastery

over such a town, or country, or obtained posses

sion of it, by [superior power or] force. (S, K.*)

6. jJLJI Jle l>0U3 [77te# »ierf, contended, or

strove, one with another, against the town, or

country, to take it]. (A.)

10. OLfc—<x)l aJLc V..L», ,:..<! Laughter became

vehement in its effect upon him. (TA.)

12. w-i*JI ^JjJlel Thefresh, or green, herbage

attained to maturity, and became tangled and

luxuriant, or abundant and dense : (S :) or became

compact and dense. (TA.)

It an inf. n. of wJlc, (S, K, TA,) or a simple

subst. (Msb.) [It is much used as a subst., sig

nifying The act of overcoming, conquering, sub

duing, &c. ; (see 1 ;) victory, conquest, ascendency,

mastery, prevalence, predominance, superiority,

or superior power orforce or influence ; success in

a contest ; or the act of taking, or obtaining, by

superior power or force.] s And pi. of ^Jii.

(TA.)

•**#

•5J J 9i>» 12* -

aJLc and AJlc and iJLc : f see what nest follows.

^jJlft and u*** :

4>& (S, O) and t tSi (O) and * lijifc and

a~Lc (O, TA) and * AOp (O) and ▼ Jli. and

T u***, (Fr, O,) [all of which except the first

and second, and app. the fifth, are originally

inf. ns.,] A man wlw overcomes, conquers, subdues,

overpowers, masters, or surpasses, much, or often,

(S, O, TA,) and quickly ; (0 ;) [very, or speedily,

or very and speedily, victorious:] or the third,

accord, to As, signifies a man who overcomes, or

conquers, &c, quickly: (S :) pi. of the first ij^i^.

(TA.)

• * • j *

v<llc J*y A man w^o overcomes, conquers, sub

dues, overpowers, masters, or surpasses ; or over-

■*** • * i •

coming, &c: pi. aJLc. (TA.)_ wJU^^I .1 noun

[iwecJ predominantly in one of its senses,] such as

i^li applied to " a horse," and JU applied to

" camels." (TA in art. <U*.) And iJU <uLo

[i. e. 1 1 7; a nl <Ulc, or i~„—i*J1 l^JU- oJLc,] An

epit/iet [in which tlie quality of a substantive is

•

predominant,] such as w-a-U. applied to " a door

keeper." (TA in art. ¥>>.) [And ^*i\Jd\

signifies also The most, or the most part; and

tlie generality : whence, UJLc and ^JLaJI ^J

meaning Mostly, or for the most part ; in which

sense * *rJLc^)l ,-i is sometimes used : and gene

rally. — And What is most probable : whence,

Ulc and wJliM ij meaning Most probably.]

* '**

wJLel [More, and most, overcoming or conquer-

?«r/ &c. : fern. iULc : and pi. s^Jlft]. One says

lULc 2JU3 A [mo*< overcoming or] mighty, resis-

live, tribe. (K.) And iUlc 5)* [Most overpower

ing might]. (S.) __ See also «^JL^. ^ Also

Thick-necked, (S, TA,) applied to a man : (S :)

[or thick and sliort in tlie neck : or thick and

inclining in the neck : (see 1, last sentence :)] fem.

jLJLc, applied to a she-camel : and pi. wJLi.

(TA.) And Thick, applied to a neck. (Lh, TA.)

__ [Hence,] ;ULc aajjk» .! [A garden, or walled

garden, &c.,] q/" tangled and luxuriant, or a&urc-

dani and </e/!.<e, <rees : (S :) or of compact and

dense frees; as also " iJJLio. (E[, TA.) In the

phrase tic J!jI.x». in the Kur [lxxx. 30], the

epithet is expl. by Bd as meaning \ Large. (TA.)

And the fem. is applied to a [mountain, or hill,

such as is termed] , (S, TA,) meaning

X Lofty and great. (TA.) __ And ^JU">)I means

The lion [app. because of the thickness of his

neck]. (K.)

[xJjco A place where one is overcome, or con

quered. (Freytag, from the Deewan of the

Hudhalees.)]

«_..JLjr.« Overcome, conquered, &c, repeatedly,

several times, or many times ; (S, A, K, TA ;)

applied to a poet : (A :) and (so applied, S, A,

TA) judged to have overcome (S, A,* K, TA)

his fellow, (S, TA,) much, or often : (A :) thus

having two contr. significations : (S, K :) an epi

thet of praise as well as of dispraise : (O :) or,

when the Arabs say of a poet that he is yJUU,

the meaning is that he is overcome ; but if they

• ** * *j

say, i/^j v^> the meaning is, such a one has

[been judged to have] overcome : thus they say,

SjjUf. ^ aju\j ^ji* A.Xa.'jl ^jJU w-JLc, for she

overcame him, and he ([En-Nabighah] El-Jaadee)

(Mohammad Ibn-Selam, TA.)

u'j' r '*■ [pass. part, of «^-J-fc, Overcome, con

quered, subdued, &c. —. And] part. n. of »r<J* in

the phrase j^lll ^J* ofc *-r^f exP1- above :

[see 1 :] (Mgh : [and the like is said in the A :])

a poet says,

ft* 9, ** >9'* * * it'

• <uLw J-ai ^Js. w>>U«£> C~X»

[And I was like one whose blade of his sword has

been taken from him by superior power or force ;

or who has had his blade of his sword taken from

him Sec.]. (Mgh.)

JdLo One who overcomes, conquers, or subdues,

another; who gains ascendency, or the mastery,

over him: (K, TA:) it is quasi coordinate to

[jestJja**, part. n. of] ^c»j^».t [which is from

'j£t»\ (TA.)

<U^JJb» aajjk»- : see ,_J*I.

1. oifc, aor. i , (TK,) inf. n. cifc, (IAar, O,

K,) 2Te rescinded, or annulled, a purchase or sale.

(lAar.O, KJ^^ai, [aor.i,] (S,0,M?b,)

inf. n. cSk, (S, O, K,) i. q. LLb [He made a

mistake, or committed an error, &c] : (As, IAar,

S, O :) or the former means in reckoning, or com

putation ; and the latter, in speech, (AA, T, S,

0, Msb, K,) i. e. he said a thing by mistake,

meaning to say another thing; (AA, S, O;) or

the latter means in reckoning and in speech.

(Lb, TA.) It is said in a trad., ^ cjl •$

>»yLiNI [There shall be no Ode in El-Isldm],

meaning, [for instance,] a man's saying "I bought

of thee this garment, or piece of cloth, for a hun

dred deendrs" and thy thenfinding that lie bought

it for less. (O.)

5. dJjJu He took him in a state of inadvertence,

or lieedlessness ; (S., TA ;) the doing of which (i. e.

J i,s

wJUuJI) is said in a trad, to be not allowable ;

(TA ;) as also * i^Uel. (K, TA.)

8 : see what next precedes.

9" * • * •

Q. Q. 3. a-U jjJ-JLcl He set upon him, or

assailed him, or overcame him, with reviling and

beating and violence : (AZ, S, O, If :) like ^ju^et.

(AZ, S, O.) [Seeifj&ll.]

HiJI, (K,) or j2bl «U, (O,) 2%e beginning,

or first part, of the night. (0, K.)

Ssii a subst. from [the inf. n.] c-it [meaning

A mistake, or an error, &c.]. (O, K.)

oJlc One w/to makes mistakes, or commits

errors, much, or o/i!en, whether in reckoning, or

computation, or in speech. (O,* TA.)
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aor. : , inf. n. iJLi, (S, O, Msb,)

which is like «*JLc in its meanings, (K, TA,) for

the most part, (TA,) He mixed one thing with

another; as wheat with barley. (S, O, Msb.)=

tiillt «£~U : see «£Jle, with the unpointed c. =

1, [aor. r ,] (S,) inf. n. UlA, (S, K.) [like

':,] .He /ow#A< veliemently. (S, K.) And

Xfe fept, or clave, to him, fighting him.

i-U and tiju; (S,0, K,TA) and t,»JU

(TA) A man who fights vehemently, (S, O, K,

TA,) cleaving to him whom he pursues [for blood-

revenge or <Ae /*'Ae : see «£J*]. (TA.)_ And the

first, Possessed, or insane. (O, K.) — And One

in whom is an odour arising from food and wine

or beverage, and an inclining of the body from

side to side, and a languor, or languidness, from

drowsiness. (O, K.)

aau : see 8.

(?> 0.) [And perhaps, as may be inferred from

an explanation of «£Jli«, one says in like manner

tOli, or <o «£Jle ; to which latter, Golius assigns

a meaning similar to this, or to that which here

next follows, as on the authority of J ; but I do

not find it in the S.] And _^ii\f L2>5i\ ■iM^

[like »£J*] The wolf kept to the sheep, or goats,

seizing them, and breaking their necks. (S, O.)

as And i«U, aor.; , (K,) inf. n. iifc, (TA,)

said of a jJj, It failed to produce fire; as also

♦ sJ-Ufcl. (K.) [Seealsolinart.*iJLc.]=And

^JLc said of a bird, it vomitedfrom its crop some

thing which it had swallowed. (O, TA.)

2. liLJtf ^j-ii ^y ja*.*^ ^jij means Verily I

find, or experience, in myself, disorder, or dis

turbance. (O.) [See also £JJt* : and see 2 in

art. siJU.]

3 : see the first paragraph above.

5. ^jt wJiAJj O^* 'Sfa^ a one devotes himself

to me, or cZin^s <o me with devotion. (L.) [See

also wJju, with e.]

8 : see 1. = IjJj AJUfel I?e cfowe a juj from

a tree without knowing whetlier it would produce

fire or not ; (TA ;) i. q. £jU*t [q. v.]. (K, TA.)

And jUpl >^Ju»j ,j>» signifies the same as lyi*-^

expl. in art. £j*. (TA in that art.) = vi-U^I

* 32&j>ji}\ He told the people, or party, a lie, or

falsehood, whereby he effected his escape, or safety.

(TA.)

Q. Q. 3. 'j*£s. Jui\ [like j£&\] He set

upon them, or assailed them, or overcame them,

with beating and reviling (O, K) and violence.

(0.) [See^jJ^K]

^JuJI .IrAF A thing that one sees in sleep, that

is not a true dream. (TA.)

£fe What is mixed: as rolieat mixed with

barley. (Msb.) [In the present day, it is used

as signifying What is mixed with wlieat <jrc, of

those things that are taken forth and thrown

away; like C-i». See also <^Jf.] — [And its

pi.] i*^ll is mentioned by Aboo-Ziyad El-Kila-

bee as a term applied to Several sorts of plants,

(0, TA,) not jXi nor ^oU- nor olie, (O,)

among which are tlie w-^ and .UU. and ~U.

and £>y>&. and uusi and J>ic and L-< and J-l

and i^ifi and JJii»- and >y5 and 9}j± (0,

TA)&c. (O.) [See also U*.]

^jili A certain bitter tree, (K, TA,) wt'tA w/ticA

one <a»w; mentioned by Kr: (TA:) or, accord,

to Az, a certain tree, the fruit of which, if given

to beasts of prey, or to vultures, kills them. (O.)

__ See also the next paragraph.

and * £>jk* Mixed. (S, O.) Wheat

(S, 0,K) mixed, (S, O,) or adulterated, (K,)

roi<A 6a»% ; (S, O, K ;) as also *£-*ie. (AZ,

TA in art. «i«JU.) Also, the first, (Msb,) and

second, (S, O, Msb,) Wheat mixed with pieces of

dry clay and with [the weed called] ^IJj [q. v.].

(S, O, Msb.) And the first, [as also <Lt&,]

Bread made of barley and wheat. (S, 0.) _

And Food having poison mixed with it, by which

vultures are killed; (O, K, TA ;) as also * LJ2i,

(O and TA in art. »£~U,) and ^Jj*. ; (TA in

that art. ;) and so £*<£}. (O.)

i-JLfc: see£J&.

A moderate pain, that does not cause the

patient to lie on his side, and of which the source

is not known. (L.) [See also 2 in this art. and

in art. «£JL*.]

£)Jx» : see sj~\£. — Also A [skin such as is

termed] »Uu< tanned with dried dates (j-*>), or

with [unripe dates in the state in which they are

termed] jl^. (ISk, S, £.) [But see &2ll iie,

in art. C-J*-]
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dawn, until it spreads in the tracts of the horizon :

as also J»*i : both signify blackness mixed with

whiteness and redness ; like the dawn. (Az, TA.)

v-Xxj In a period of the darkness so called. (S,

Msb,' El.) [See also JLli.]

u-M, (?gh, £,) or J^ii, (JK,) a proper

name for An ass ; [meaning a wild ass ;] (JK,

Sgh, K;) because he is ^JLfil in colour. (JK.)

%JJi\ [Of the colour termed JJLc; i.e., black

mixed with whiteness and redness: see u-~l*].

(JK.)

Jjjtf ,j4 «5j, (TA, and so in a copy of the S,)

or JJuLs \£}\} i5», (K, TA, and so in another

copy of the S,) and JJi3, (TA,) imperfectly

decl., like ^J (S, K) and ilp, (K,) JJe/ett

into calamity, (AZ, S, TA,) or into an abomin

able calamity, (K, TA,) and that which was vain,

unreal, nought, or the like : (AZ, S, TA :) origi

nating from the fact that Ot_,U [or hostile, or

predatory, incursions] (K, TA) generally (TA)

took place early, ^jJA^. (K, TA.)

Q. 1. 1UU, (S, TA,) inf. n. i^J£, (K, TA,)

TJe «i«, or severed, his <L*ai£ [here app. meaning

larynx, or wpper j»a?-< o/* the windpipe : compare

i^iJU.]. (S, K,» TA.) And He took hold of,

or laid hold upon, or seized, his i^aXt [here,

likewise, app. meaning as expl. above : see the

pass. part, n., below]. (K, TA.)

jJsXb : see the next paragraph.

JLiJI [The epiglottis: and also, app. by

CJU* : see >tJLc.

2. y-lt, (Msb, K,) inf. n. J^ii3, (S, Mgh,

Msb,) He, or t'<, (a company of men, Msb, K,)

journeyed in the t^«S*> or darkness of the last

part of the night : (S, K :) or went forth in the

^JJb. (Mgh, Msb.) __ l>~U, (K,) or IjJU

eUll, (S,) 7%«y cawte <o <Ac water i'» tAe ^Ji, or

darkness of the last part of the night, (S, K,) or

beginning of daybreak : and in like manner you

say of birds of the kind called Uai, and of [wild]

asses. (TA.) S^LaJW v-3* He performed tlie

prayer [of daybreak] in the ^p-Lft. (S,» Mgh,

Msb.)

4. (^Jlet He, or it, (a company of men, K,)

entered upon the ^J^, or darkness of tfie last part

of the night. (A, K.)

Jj& The darkness of the last part of the night,

(S, A, Msb, K,) when it becomes mixed with the

light of the dawn : (TA:) or the beginning of the

extension of the primary signification, tlie larynx,

or upper part of the windpipe :] the thing that

i-ises up in the uppermost part of the throat, and

is said to throw the meat and drink into the

oesophagus, or gullet : (Zj, in his " Khalk-el-

Insan :") the piece of flesh [or cartilage] that is

between the head and the neck : or the «/a»c [or

projecting thing] that is upon tlie place where the

uvula andgullet meet: (K:)or [by an extended appli

cation] the head of the j>y&m. [or windpipe], (S,

Msb, K,) with its [ducts called] ^/^> [q.v. voce

l)j&] and its »jJi^». [app. meaning pomum

Adami] ; (K ;) i. e. the projecting place [or part]

• * ...
in tlie J»X*. [here app. meaning, as it does in

many cases, throat] : (S, Msb:) or tlie root, or

base, of the tongue : (K 0 or f^e Piace where the

jtuum [or windpipe, i. e. the head thereof,] be

comes in conjunction with the Jim. [or fauces]

when the eater swallows a mouthful and it descends

from [over] the jty ILL : (TA :) pi. j*-o%k-

(Msb.) _- Also t The chiefs, lords, nobles, or

men of distinction : and the congregated or col

lective body [of a people], or the mass [thereof] ;

syn. ifrCaJI : (K :) pi. as above. (TA.) And

[hence] one says, <uy ,>o <*8<uc ^J> >* i. e. ^

ajij oJi> [meaning t He is among (such as are

distinguished by) nobility and number, of his
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people], (ISk, K, TA,) [or] meaning, accord, to

As, he is among the chief portion of hit people,

and the nobility thereof: (TA :) [and in the same

sense ^^cSi ia used, without 5, but perhaps only

by poetic license :] Abu-n-Nejm says,

cJJ0*>>- ••>

[t My father is, or was, Lujeym, and his fame

(a tropical rendering) is what Jills the mouth ;

one among the chief -portion and the nobility of

the headmen, and among headmen of a chief

portion and ofnobility]. (TA.)

9 * * a* j

pass. part. n. of Q. 1. __

means Women having the nechs bound. (K, TA.)

A poet says,

* ' a , j 3 ti 0 « * * *

[In the morning wlien I met with them having

their necks bound, (app. as captives,) they having

in every bend of a valley or the like some one

slain]. (TA.)

kit

1. iOi, (S, M?b, K,) aor. '- , (S, K,) inf. n.

ill (S, M, Msb, K) and lS>^jjt\, (JK,) He

made a mistake ; committed an error ; or missed,

or erredfrom, the right way or mode or manner :

(Msb :) or he was unable to find the right way,

(JK, M, K,) and knew it not : (M, K :) in an

affair; (S;) in anything; (JK;) in reckoning,

or computation, &c. : (K :) or in his speech, (S,

Msb, K,) ro particular ; (K ;) and c-JLi. in

reckoning, or computation : (S, and so in some

copies of the K:) but some of the Arabs make

these two verbs to be syn. dial, variants. (S.)

2. -JUi, (Msb,) inf. n. iuixi, (S, K,) He said

to him cJIlU [Thou hast made a mistake, &c] :

(S, Msb, K :) or he attributed or imputed to him

the having made a mistake. (Msb.) __ See also 4.

3. itJU, inf. n. lidlii (S, K) and V}U, (K,)

[He vied, or contended, with him, each endeavour

ing to cause the otlter to malte a mistake : a sig

nification well known, indicated in the TA, and

agreeable with modern usage.]

4. lUct, (S, TA,) inf. n. &yl\, (TA,) He

caused him to fall into the making ofa mistake;

(S,* TA;) as also title, inf. n.4s^- (TA.)

ixU [an inf. n. used as a simple subst., Mistake ;

error ; in speech ; or in that and also in reckon

ing, or computation, &c. ;] has for its pi. kyX\ •

and ISd says, " I see that IJ has made h^i its

pi. ; but I know not the reason of that." (TA.)

t rtii,U.a also signifies the same in the saying, *3j

*J*^oJI i^» O^* [Such a onefell into mistake, or

error], (TA.) _ See also \>£iu>.

9 - t'

[ilalc A single mistake, or error, in speech, or

in speech &c, : pi. OUaic.J

1 f t, 9 1*

j^Uaii yjtfj [A man making a mistake, or com

mitting an error, in speech, or in speech &c.].

(TA.)

? i" ? '° i 9 * J »l

byis. : see h'^Juc : _ and see also ibyUI.

iie^i. : see ib^JU.1.

J»^Hfc : see b"jJu>.

U,j*\ (S, K) and tSijii and tUjUi (K)

A question by which one causes to fall into the

making of a mistake: (S:) or <ui hSJu j>^£s

[which may be rendered both language in which

one makes a mistake, and language in which one

is caused to fall into a mistake] : (K :) and all,

(K,) or the first and second, (TA,) also signify a

question by which a person, (K,* TA,) a man of

learning, (TA,) is vied, or contended, with, in the

endeavour to cause him to make a mistake, (K,

TA,) in order that he may become lowered ; and

by which his judgment, or opinion, is sought to be

made erroneous : (TA :) you say, ♦ £jjU dJLu> ;

but when you make the latter word a subst., you

add the S : (El-Khattabee:) the pi. of l£jjul is

OU»yit and JaJlcl (S) and OlijJlc, which is

formed from the first of these pis. by the sup

pression of the hemzeh, and is not, as some have

said, pi. of iia^Xi. (Hr.) Mohammad forbade

Ol&jJUt, (S, TA,) or oli>U, (TA,) because they

are unprofitable with respect to religion, and

there is scarcely, or never, in them aught save

what is unprofitable. (El-'Otbee, TA.)

3 h JUL* [properly, or originally, A cause of

and eu.falling into mistake ; similar to

9 - Itl 9 ,.

&c] : see ib^Jltl : _ and hXi.

^yUn.U.0 One who vies, or contends, with others,

endeavouring to cause them to make mistakes in

their reckoning, or computation. (TA.)

see Jb^JULe.

•LyJLo One who makes mistakes, or commits

errors, much, orfrequently ; expl. by bjJd\jJ£a ;

(K;) as also * Lfc (TA) and ti^fe. (0 in

•)art.

Jb^iix A book, or writing, having a mistake,

or mistakes, made in it ; and in like manner, a

reckoning, or computation, as also tJaii; and

t&Iil (TA.)

iiii

1. &±, aor. I ; (S, Mgh, O, Msb, K ; ) and £JU,

aor- ; i (?gh, K ;) inf. n. [of the former] ili (S,

Mgh, 0, Msb, K) and * Ib^Lft and t lii* (S,«

O, K,* TK) and * itU and t aidi, (O, K,*

TK,) all are inf. ns. of iii, (O,) or the last three,

the second and third of which are mentioned in

the Bari', on the authority of IAar, are simple

substs. ; (Msb;) and perhaps Jaii may be an

inf. n. [of the latter verb] ; (ISd, TA ;) It (a

thing, Msb) was, or became, thick, gross, big,

bulky, or coarse; (Mgh, Msb, K;) it (a thing)

became isuic ; as also t JiJUu-l. (S.) You say,

*>■■'»■ JaXfc His body was, or became, thick, &c.

(Mgh.) And £j>JI tiU«I-t I q. 4ifc, (Jel in

xlviii. 29,) Tlie seed-produce became thick : (Bd :)

or strong : (Msb :) or well grown and thick : and

in like manner one says of any plant or tree :

(TA :) and iUUI o£J£, and t oJUju-I, the

ear of corn produced grain. (K.) [And £JU

w^IJI The garment, or piece of cloth, was thick,

or coarse.] And Ja'^)\ C-kte, inf. n. Jiifc, and

perhaps LAi may be also an inf. n. [of this'verb,

or, more probably, of cJ&], 2%e iinrf ttw, or

fiecawie, row^A, or t-w^erf. (ISd, TA.) [In this

sense, also, &U is used in relation to various

things.] ___ [Said of a colour, It was dense, or

deep : see .fcuU.] __ Also X He was, or became,

characterized by aJLLe, ike contr. of sJj, in

manners, disposition, action or conduct, speech,

Itfe, and the like; (TA;) i.e., rough; coarse;

rude; unkind; hard; churlish; uncivil; surly;

hard to deal with; incompliant; unobsequious ;

evil in disposition; illnatured; or the like: (S,

by its explanation of JJLLi and Lb^Lc ; and

Msb :*) and in like manner, [as meaning it was,

or became, hard, or difficult, and the like, (see

Jiislc,)] it is said of an affair: (TA:) and t Jifcj

is said of a crime; meaning it was gross, or great ;

but this is accord, to analogy only ; not on the

authority of hearsay. (Mgh.) It is said in the

Kur [ix. 74, and lxvi. 9], J^Iic iljilj And use

thou roughness towards them : (Bd in lxvi. 9 :)

and some read iajlTj, with kesr to the J. (TA.)

[See also l&ifc, below.]

2. t^b\ JiU, inf. n. JeuJUS, He made, or ren

dered, the thing JaJ* [in the proper sense, i. e.,

thick, gross, big, bulky, or coarse ; &c. : and

also, and more commonly, in a tropical sense,

i. e., J hard, or difficult, and the like] : (TA :)

and t^Li\ Ajift iili, inf. n. as above, J [he made

the thing hard, or difficult, or the like, to him ;]

and hence a4iiu> 3uy, which see below. (S,TA.)

[Hence also,] O*^1 cJbli, inf. n. as above, fl

made the oath strong, or forcible ; I confirmed,

or ratified, it ; (Msb ;) [and so t 0L&I ; for you

say>] *>*»*" ^*s£ l"^*" 1 ^e wiwc, making the

oath strong, &c.]. (TA.) And ^» aJ^ C-Mi

k>»*4)l, inf. n. as above, f -^ wa* Aard, rigorous,

or severe, fo Aim tn </ie oa</«. (Msb.) __^Ui

in pronunciation : see

3. iklUe is similar to 4^jliL> f[The act of

mutually opposing, and app. with roughness, coarse

ness, or the like] : (TA :) and signifies a state of

mutual enmity or hostility. (IDrd,K.) SeeAjiic,

below, last sentence.

4. oj3l JxLct He found the garment, or piece

of cloth, to be thick, or coarse : (K ;) or he bought

it thick, or coarse : (S, K :) the former is the

more correct : (O :) or the former only is correct.

(TS.) — (2^1 cJUil : see 2. = .feJUl [is also
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intrans., and signifies] He (a man, Ibn-'Abbad)

alighted, or alighted and abode, in a rough, or

rugged, tract of land. (Ibn-Abbad, EL.) HXc.\

JyiJI ^ 2 (S, Mgh, Msb, EL) I .fle was, or be

came, rough, harsh, coarse, rude, uncivil, or un

gentle, to him in speech : (Mgh, Msb, EL :) one

should not say JsU*. (TA.)

5 : see 1, near the end.

-I : see 1, in three places. = aJoJjuwI He

saw it to be, regarded it as, or esteemed it, thick,

gross, big, bulky, or coarse. (Msb.) He abstained

from purchasing it (namely a garment, or piece

of cloth, S) because of its thickness, or coarseness.

(?, ?.)

JxU Rough, or rugged, land or ground; (ISd,

EL ;) mentioned on the authority of Ibn-'Abbad ;

and by AHn, on the authority of En-Nadr; but

it has been repudiated : and is said to be correctly

* JxU : ISd Bays, of the former word, " I know

not whether it be [properly] syn. with Lj£, or

whether it be an inf. n. used as an epithet :"

accord, to Kr, it signifies hard land witliout

stones: Ks says that alk is syn. with tide.

(TA.)

•" ,),

ixU : [see 1 : _ and] see JxU, in two places.

<UU&:)

\ see what next follows.

UU±.)

ikU and t aixt and ♦ l£lfc : see 1 : these three

forms are mentioned by Zj, (TA,) and in the

Bari', (Msb, TA,) on the authority of IAar,

(Msb,) and by Sgh ; but the first of them [only]

is commonly known: (TA:) they are substs.

from JU& ; and signify Thickness, grossness, big

ness, bulkiness, or coarseness. (Msb.) [And Rough

ness, or ruggedness.] — Also J Contr. of £jL in

manners, disposition, action or conduct, speech,

life, and the like ; (TA ;) i. e. roughness, coarse

ness, rudeness, unhindness, hardness, churlishness,

incivility, surliness, roughness in manners, hardness

to deal with, incompliance, unobsequiousness, evil-

ness ofdisposition, illnature, or the like : (8, Msb :*)

and in like manner, hardness, or difficulty, of an

affair. (TA, as shown by an explanation of Lit.)

v t { X • * ' "*
iou say, &Ja_Lc <us J».. j A man in whom is

roughness, coarseness, rudeness, &c. ; (S, Msb ;*)

as also t dSa^b. (S.) And it is said in the ELur

[ix. 124], ikU ^^ tjjia-Jj, in which the last

word is pronounced in the three different ways

shown above, accord, to different readers ; mean

ing t [And let them find in you] hardness, or

strength, or veltemence, and superiority in fight :

(TA:) or hardness, or strength, or vehemence,

and patient endurance offight: (Bd :) or hard

ness, or strength, or vehemence, in enmity and in

fight and in making captives. (Mgh.) And you

say, ilaic Uy^-j J Between them two is enmity, or

hostility; as also * a£jUm. (IDrd, EL.)

• ,i

h"^t : see what next follows.

fem. of the former with S : (TA :) and pi. £"}U.

(Msb, TA.) Applied [to a body, &c. ; and, as

meaning Thick, or coarse,] to a garment, or piece

of cloth. (Mgh, EL.) You say also, liLu JL'f\

Rough, or rugged, land. (ISd, TA.) [And in

this sense, of rough, or rugged, kJL£ is used in

relation to various things.] __ Applied to a

colour [Dense, or deep .- see 4-4*]. (EL in art.

***•*•) — Also, applied to a man, \ Character

ized by &£&£, tlie contr. of ii,, in manners, dis

position, action or conduct, speech, life, and the

like ; rough, coarse, rude, unkind, hard, churlish,

uncivil, surly, rough in manners, hard to deal with,

incompliant, unobsequious, evil in disposition, ill-

natured, or the like: (Msb,* TA:) and so iuJU.

v-jVJI j [contr. of s-JM 0%-] (O and EL in

art. Jii :) and ^Sii\ &jl hard-hearted; (Bd in

iii. 153 ;) evil in disposition, or illnatured. (TA.)

Applied also to an affair, meaning I Hard, or

difficult. (TA.) And to punishment, [in the £ur

xi. 61, &c.,] meaning J Vehement, or severe;

(Mgh ;) intensely painful. (Msb.) And [in like

manner] to slaying and wounding. (TA.) And

to a compact, or covenant, [in the ELur iv. 25, &c.,]

meaning J Strong, confirmed, or ratified. (Mgh,

TA.) And to water, meaning J Bitter. (TA.)

ilj'ili : see 1, first sentence ; and ikJle.

JaJcl comparative and superlative of M£ [in

all its senses], (IJ.)

ija t [A bloodmit, orfine for bloodshed,

made hard, rigorous, or severe;] one which is

incumbentfor what is like an intentional homicide;

(S ;) orfor a homicide purely intentional, andfor

that which is intentional but committed in mistake,

and for tliat ivhich is committed in the sacred ter

ritory, andfor the slaughter of a kinsman; (Esh-

Shafi'ee ;) consisting of thirty camels of the de

scription termed <uL, and thirty of that termed

" " " a •* -
Z*S»-, and forty between tlie a«J and the JjC,

all pregnant. (Esh-Shafi'ee, EL.) And A - ,_■
0 f A *> J * ".•■"

<i H,LA.o f [An oath made strong or forcible, or

confirmed, or ratified.] (S.) __ iliiijt sjlijl :

see Sjy;.

J ^ 0 * 0 J

[The thick part of thefore arm].

(TA.)

«JULc

(S, &c.) 7%ic#, 07w, %, &«%, or

coarse; (Mgh, Msb, $;) as also t Ji^U: (EL:)

bL Jli, (S, O, Msb, EL,) aor. r , (Msb,) inf. n.

waii, (Q, Msb, TA,) ife put a bottle, or flask,

(S, O, K, TA,) or a knife, (Msb,) &c, (TA,)

into a *jyj> [q.v.]; (S, O, Msb, K,TA;) as

also * UJlftt,'(S, Msb,) inf. n. Jyl\ ; (Msb;) or

▼ k_iU, inf. n. ws~Uj : (El, TA :) or " the second

signifies, (Msb,) or signifies also, (S,) liefurnished

it ro&A o tJ^fc ; (S, Msb ;) or t LVr- signifies

thus : (TA :) S^jJuJI * £Jjl\ is said by Lth to

be from o^JUl ; and so t tfiSi, inf. n. UuSM.

(O.) _ And accord, to Lth, (0,) one says, J&fc

5JUJW Xi^L), (S, Mgh, O, Msb,) aor. ; , (Msb,)

mf. n. tjic, (S,) meaning He daubed, or smeared,

his beard with [the perfume called] «yii [q. v.],

(Mgh, TA,) and likewise with other perfume,

and with ,tL ; (TA ;) and * £& : (Mgh, TA :)

but accord, to IDrd, the vulgar say so : (O, Msb,

TA:) he says that the correct phrase is IVJiU

(Mgh, O, Msb, TA) aJUJl,, (0,) and l^LU:

(Mgh, O, Msb :) in a trad, of 'A'isheh, however,

«DI J^~y *efcJ " uiXel C~£» occurs as meaning Z

used to daub, or smear, the beard of the Apostle of

God with iJlc, dot'n<7 so abundantly : (TA :) and

one says, of a man, 1 UJJo (Lth, Th, S, O, TA)

rfQliJl/ (Th, S, TA) ^£j| jiC; (Th, TA) [i. e.

He daubed, or smeared, himself, or /<« oearrf,

wi(A SJlfi and the other sorts of perfume] ; and

[in like manner,] t oULLcl (Lth, O, TA) ,>o

^JUII (Lth, O) or vJLlI ^: (TA :) but accord',

to the saying of IDrd [mentioned above], these

are wrong, and should be only ^Xi3 and jli5,

and L5Aiftl^ and J^lI : (O :) or, accord, to Ibn-

El-Faraj, one says iJliJLi *»JlL«5 when it is

external ; and (^ J^ when it is internal, at the

roots of the hair. (0, TA. [See also 2 in art.

J*.]) ass «_kc, aor. i, inf. n. uiJU, He was un-

circumcised. (Msb.)

2 : see 1, first sentence, in three places. You

say also, »y-JI CAU [i 2?Mt a o"iU «/wn, or to,

<A« horse's saddle] and J»yJI [?/*e cameVs saddle :

see also its pass. part, n., below]. (O.) ^ And

0 ci Jm *■ J •-■3 —m

i^«iy I o&u iUaJI T/je cUo. [q.v.] covers the head.

(Mgh.) See also 1, second sentence, in two

places.

4 : see 1, first sentence, in three places.

6. vjtlxl, said of a J*y [or camel's saddle, (in

some copies of the EL erroneously J>»>j,) and in

like manner of other things], It had a \J%i

[q. v.], (EL, TA,) of leather or the like ; (TA ;')

as also t >J&£\. (J&, TA. [See 2, of which the

former is quasi-pass.]) _ See also 1, latter half,

in two places.

8 : see 5 : _ and see also 1, last quarter.

uU* ^. species of trees, (S, O, K, TA,) with

which one tans, (TA,) like [accord, to some mean

ing the same as] the \JjL [q. v.] : (S, O, EL, TA :)

some say that one does not tan therewith unless

togetlter with the <J>j*. (TA.)

tjiic inf. n. of Jde [q. v.] : (Msb :) [as a

simple subst.,] The state of being uncircumcised.

(S, O, EL.) — [Also, of the heart, t The state of

being v_ilcl : so, app., accord, to the TA : in the

L written iiic.] _ And + Ample abundance of

herbage, or of tlie goods, conveniences, or comforts,

of life. (TA.)

»_iU A certain plant, which is eaten, peculiarly,

by the apes, or monkeys : mentioned by AHn.

(TA.)
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AiXe. i. q. iiii (Mgh, 0, Msb, K) and a)> ;

(Msb ;) i. e. [The prepuce ;] the little piece ofskin

which t-fte circumciser cuts offfrom the o^jU [or

sheath] of the head of the penis. (Mgh .) And

OUiUJI signifies The two extremities of the two

halves of the mustache, next to the ^Ul^j [or

two sides of the mouth which are the places where

the lips conjoin]. (TA.)

o^U A thing well known; (K, TA;) i.e. a

receptacle used as a repository; and a covering,

or an envelope, of a thing : (TA :) it is of a sword

[i. e. the scabbard, or sheath; and also a case, or

covering, enclosing the scabbard, or enclosing t/ie

scabbard with its appertenances] ; (S, O ;) and of

a knife and the like [i. e. the sheath] ; (Msb ;)

and of a flask or bottle [i. e. the case thereof] ;

(S, 0;) and [likewise] of a bow; (S, O, EL;)

and of a camel's saddle (K, TA) and of a horse's

saddle, [i. e. a covering] of leather and the like;

(TA;) and is such as the enclosing membrane

(v°*cJ) of fhe heart ; [»jJL5JI o^lc signifying the

pericardium ;] and the pellicle (££jk) of the egg;

and the calyx of a flower ; and the [imaginary]

j}LC [q. v.] of the moon : (TA :) pi. JJ1 (0,

Msb, EL) and JSi (K) and J&. (0,» $.) In

the phrase in the Elur [ii. 82], uSi IjJS tyiSj,

as some read it, and, accord, to one reading pat,

the last word means t receptacles for knowledge :

(O, TA :) but others read sjli, which is pi. of

* >_iUI ; (S,* 0,» TA ;) meaning f covered from

hearing and accepting the truth ; (TA ;) or f as

though they were covered from that to which thou

invitest us. (O.)

oU*1 [Enclosed] in a o'iU [q. v.] ; applied in

this sense to a sword, as also [the fern.] /UJU to a

bow ; (S, O, EI ;) and likewise to anything. (S, j

O. [See also *JUi*.]) __ And A man having

upon him a sort of garment from beneath which

he has not put forth his fore arms. (Khdlid

Ibn-Jembeh, L, TA.) — And, applied to a man,

i. q. uUSI ; (S, Mgh, O, K ;) i. e. (Mgh) Uncir-

cumcised : (Mgh, Msb :) fem. |UU£ [see ^4j] :

and pi. .j_L6. (Msb.) Applied also to a

heart, meaning f As though it were covered with

a w»"iU, so that it does not learn ; (S, O, Msb,

?■> TA 0 or covered from hearing and accepting

the truth. (TA.) See also yj%£. [And see

*_*!*«.] —_ tMXi yjojS t A land that has not been

depastured, so that there is in it every sort ofsmall

and large herbage. (Sh, O, EL.) And Aili 111

t A year in which is abundance of herbage ; (S,

O, K, TA ;) and so Jii\Ju. (TA.) And JLIi.

iwiUI f Life that is ample in its means or circum

stances, unxtraitened, or plentiful, and easy, or

pleasant. (S, O, K, TA.)

applied to a horse's saddle and to a

camel's saddle, Having upon it a »»»^i [or cover

ing] of leather or the like. (TA.) And applied

also to a heart as meaning [As though it were]

covered. (TA,) [See also Juil.]

1. JIXc as syn. with Jyicl : see the latter. =

Also, inf. n. jJLc, He went away. (TA.) _

And vof$\ j_ji JJii, aor. - , inf. n. JAe, He went

far into the land; (Ibn-Abbad, O, K,* TA ;) as

also Jli, aor. ; , inf. n. J&. (Ibn-'Abbad, O, TA.)

= JkXc said of a door : see 7. —— [Hence,] JiJU

C&}\, aor. i, (S, Mgh, O, Msb, El, &c.,) inf. n.

Jii, (S, O, Msb,) or j^U, (IAar, TA,) or both,

(Sb, TA,) J The pledge was, or became, a rightful

possession [i. e. a forfeit] to the receiver of it (S,

Mgh, O, Msb, K) when not redeemed within the

time stipulated; (S, O, EL;) or so ^ OAji\ JjLi

^>»3>*Jt ju : (Sb, TA :) or ,j*pl Ji& means the

pledge remained in the hand [or possession] of the

receiver of it, tlie pledger being unable to redeem

it : (IAar, TA :) accord, to the Bari', it is when

a man pledges a commodity and says, " If I do

not pay thee within such a time, the pledge shall

be thine for the debt." (Msb.) This is forbidden

in a trad. (S, Mgh, O, Msb, &c.) It is said in

a trad, of the Prophet on this subject, Cj Jiii ^

<Uj£ iUlcj A+i£ dU <u» [meaning It shall not

become a forfeit to the receiver with what is

involved in it : (or, accord, to an explanation of

the first clause in the Msb, it shall not become a

rightful possession to tlie receiver for the debt for

which it was pledged :) to thee shall pertain the

regaining of it, and its increase, and growth, and

excess in value, if such there be, and upon thee

shall be tlie obligation of the debt belonging to it,

and the bearing of any unavoidable damage that

it may have sustained] : (O :) or aJLc* a^c a)

mj£. i. e., accord, to A'Obeyd, to him (the owner)

it shall return, and to him shall pertain its increase

[if there be any], and if it have become defective,

or have perished, [unavoidably,] he shall be respon

sible for it and shall pay the debt to him to whom

it is owed without being compensated by [the re

mission of] aught of tlie debt : (Msb :) or Ju

j jo j a* ** jjtj

Ajtji. a~Uj <t<ric, which means to thee (the pledger)

shall pertain tlie increase of it (the pledge), and

its growth, and its excess in value, [ifit have any,]

and upon him (the receiver of it) shall be the re

sponsibility [to make compensation] for it if it

perish [through his fault, in his possession]. (O.

[There are other, somewhat different, readings

and explanations of this trad, in the Mgh &c. ;

but what I have here given, from the O and

Msb, appear to me to be the most approvable.

See also^^ : and see art. i>*j.]) Zuheyr says,

t [And she separated herself from thee with a

pledge for which there is nothing wherewith it

may be redeemed, on the day of valediction, so

the pledge has become a forfeit to its receiver] :

(S, Mgh, O, TA :) he means that she received

his heart as a pledge, and went away with it.

(Mgh, TA.) The saying of Ows Ibn-Hajar

means -fThe owner of a pledge that has become a

rightful possession [or forfeit] to its receiver, the

period for the release of which is two nights : to

this he likens a captivated heart. (TA.) One

says also, of a slave who has received permission

to traffic, O^W «U«S) oJUc t His 4-3) [meaning

person] has become a rightful possession [or a for

feit to his creditor or creditors] by reason of debt,

when he is unable to free it. (Mgh.) And Jii

signifies also f He was unransomed, or unre

deemed; said of a captive, and of a criminal.

(TA.) — And J He, or it, stuck fast : (S, 0,

TA :) thus in the saying, &■£» ju .j aJ3 Jji

[His heart stuck fast in tlie possession of such a

woman or girl] : (TA :) and <oJL. J JJlii xi.\

[He became excited by sharpness of temper, and

stuckfast in his sharpness of temper] : (S,0,TA:)

and Jifc is said of anything that sticks fast in a

thing, and cleaves to it :' thus one says, .-» Jli

JJ»UI [He stuck fast in that which mas vain, or

false] : and the saying of El-Farezdak

iJlL, jxk Jfr\ tyl£, % •

means Had they been persons who had stuck fast

in poverty and hunger, cleaving thereto. (Sh, TA.)

— Also, (Msb, TA,) inf. n. Jjlfc, (Mgh, Msb,)

t He was, or became, disquieted, (Mgh,) or dis

quieted by grief; (Mgh, Msb ;) or angry, (Msb,

TA,) and excited by sharpness of temper. (TA.)

Hence J&UI ^^j f Tlie oath ofanger; said by

some of the lawyers to be so called because he

who swears it closes thereby against himself a

door preventing him from advancing or drawing

back. (Msb.) And hence J&£ i)U f Beware

thou of, or avoid thou, the being disquieted, or dis

quieted by grief [or anger] : or, as some say, the

meaning is, \yU (^uj -s) fj^ QU.UxUl tJii, <j

°^" t [i- e. The sentences of divorce shall not be

closed, or concluded, at once, by one's saying

" Thou art trebly divorced," so that tliere shaU

not remain of them aught] ; for one should divorce

agreeably with the <Uw : (Mgh :) [or, accord, to

the TA, t>U)lj iibt app. means betvare thou of,

or avoid thou, tlie state of straitness :] and JiiJI

signifies also the being in a state of perdition :

(TA :) and contractedness of the mind or bosom,

(Mbr, JK, TA,) and paucity ofpatience. (Mbr,

TA.) — One says also, iLLiJI cJULi, (0, K,

TA,) inf. n. Jjli, (TA,) J The palm-tree had

worms in the bases of its branches and was thereby

stopped from bearingfruit ; (O, £, TA ;) and so

jC3^l oi *cijll (TA.) _ And 'j£ Jli

j-*JI, (S, O, K., TA,) inf. n. J&, (S, O, TA,)

t The back of tlie camel became galled with galls

not to be cured ; (S, O, K, TA ;) tlie whole of his

back being seen to be two portions of cicatrized

skin, the results of galls that had become in a

healing state, and the two sides tlwreof glistening :

ISh says that in the case of the worst galls of the

camel, the furniture, or saddle and saddle-cloth,

cannot be [partially] raised from contact with

him [so as to be bearable by him]. (TA.)

2 : see 4, former half, in three places.
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3. iiiuL* signifies t The contending for a bet,

or wager; syn. <&<>•; (0,50 originally, in

the game called j~4*H : whence, in a trad., the

phrase Qu ,>Jl*J Cji Jb^5;l \[He tied up a

mare in order that he should contend upon her in

a race for a stake or stakes]. (O.)

4. vWJI cP-fcl, (S, Mgh, O, Msb, K, &c.,)

inf. n. J"£il, (Mgh, K, &c.,) He made the door

fast with a jii, so that it could not be opened

unless with a key; (Msb;) [i.e.] he lacked the

door ; or bolted it : or he closed, or shut, it :

(MA :) contr. of LLVi : (O, K :•) and * ai&,

(S, O, Msb, K,) aor. - , (Msb, K,) inf. n. Jii,

(S, O, Msb,) signifies the same ; (S, O, Msb, K ;)

mentioned by IDrd, on the authority of AZ; but

rare; (Msb;) or a mispronunciation; (K;) or

bad, (S, O, K,) and rejected ; (S ;) and J& is

[said to be] the subst. from JiXcl ; (S, Mgh, K ;)

whence the saying of a poet,

• J^iJ JUS) JU U lit vWi *

[And a door that, when it turns to be locked, or

closed, creaks] : (S, O, Mgh :•) and one says,

v'^rt'' * wile [I locked, or closed, the doors] ;

the verb being with teshdeed to denote multi

plicity [of the objects] ; (Sb, S, TA ;) [and] it is

so to denote muchness [of the action] or intensive-

ness, (O,) [for] one says also, w>CJI * li-^-S a

chaste phrase; El-Isbahanee says that *

signifies I locked, or closed, (oJUlftt,) many doors,

or a door several times, or a door well or thoroughly;

* , a i J o * e I

(TA ;) and one says also ^»\yt)\ C-iXil ; (S, O,

TA ;) said by Sb to be a good Arabic phrase ;

(TA ;) but this is rare ; (O ;) El-Farezdak says,

[/ ceased not to open doors and to close them until

J came to Aboo-'Amr Ibn-'Amm&r], meaning, as

AHat says, Aboo-Amr Ibn-El-Ala. (S, O, TA.)

__ [Hence] one says, j**)\ aJLc ^JXtl f TAe a^air

was [as though it were closed against him ; i. e.,

was made] strait to him. (TA. [See also 10.])

___ And [hence] Jj^cl signifies f The act of con

straining : (Mgh, O, TA :) whence the saying in

a trad., J^l J Jliift Nj J*£i» 3 t [There is no

divorcement of a wife, «or liberation of a slave,

tn o case o/ constraint] ; (Mgh,* O, TA ;) for the

agent is straitened in his affair, (Mgh, TA,) as

though the door were locked, or closed, against

him, and he were imprisoned. (TA.) One says,

}.-& .J* 4aUI t .He constrained him to do a

thing. (IAar, Mgh, TA.) — See also 1, last

quarter, in two places. — One says also, JU£I

,jijjl X He made, or declared, the pledge to be

due [or a forfeit to its receiver]. (IA?r, TA.)

And in like manner one says of the arrows

termed JUUU, [pi. of JiX**,] jw^ll JUju i. e..

t 2%ey maAe the stake, or wager, or <Aina played-

for, to be due [or a forfeit] ta the player (0,TA)

who wins, or is successful. (TA.) __ And JXt\

Bk. I.

JjUUI fJSe delivered, or surrendered, the slayer

to the heir, or weart q/- Aire, o/ <Ae sfai/i, <Aa< Ae

mt#A* decide respecting his blood as he pleased.

(O, TA.) And rty.yL-} i$ J^' t [Such a one
* * + * *

was delivered, or surrendered, to be punished for

his crime]. (TA.) And El-Farezdak says,

t [Captives in bonds of iron, delivered, or sur-

rendered, to be punished ,/br *A«> ftfooos that

they had shed], (TA.) And o$ i>& t &«A

a one was angered. (TA.) __ And (J^JLiNI [or

rather ^j«JI ^yi» (J*^*'] signifies f 2%e galling

of the back of the camel by heavy loads: (K,

TA :) whence the phrase a^Ji JJlfcl ,^« [meaning

t iSiMcA as Aas Iteavily burdened his back with sins],

applied, in a trad., to one of those for whom the

Prophet will intercede ; the sins that have bur

dened the back of the man being likened to the

weight of the load of the camel : [but] it is also

said that J^lftSI was a practice of the Time of

Ignorance ; that when the camels of any one of

them amounted to a hundred, 1>-*j lyllUl, i. e.

t They displaced the v>wU» [pi. of k>*--'! Q- v0

of one of the vertebra of a camel, and wounded

his hump, in order that he might not be ridden,

and that no use might be made of his back ; and

that camel was termed V_J^" [q- v. in art ys.].

(TA.)

[6. I^SJUo They contended, one with another,for

bets, or wagers. See 3.]

7. Jliil ; (MA, TA ;) and * JiA, (TA,) inf. n.

Jj£; (KL;) and » JA«.«I; (KL, TA ;) said

of a door, (MA, KL, TA,) It was, or became,

locked, or bolted; or closed, or shut ; (MA, KL ;)

or difficult to be opened: (TA:) JJlAit is the

contr. ofmSii I. ( Msb.)— See a verse cited voce

<£j)j, in art. Ijj. [And see also 10.]

10 : see 7.— [Hence] one says, j^-j AiXkSmA

*,,**»'**&
' '

iloi\ JJu jji 4iUI + [r/te she-cameVs womb be

came closed so that it did not admit the seminal

fluid]. (Lth, K in art, «->;.) —- And JUUL^il

ve"^jJl aJLc J Speech was as though it were closed

against him, (S, 0, K, TA,) so that he [was

tongue-tied, or] spoke not : accord, to the A, it is

said ofone who is straitened, and required against

his will to speak. (TA.) And ji^l JULi^l

f i. q. J4»cl, q- v. (S and O in art. J-ift.) —

And ^Li\ JJUi-l t *• 1- ja^"\ 1- v* (Msb in

art. J&-) — And ^ ^ t5t*^-',' (ISh> °»)

or <U3L~> ^j, (K,) 1 2fe made me to be without the

option of returning [in the selling to me, or in his

sale] : (ISh, O, K, TA :) — and ^J* cij&ilt

dJJuf (ISh, O, K) + His sale was to me without

the option of returning. (K, TA.)

JiXc is [said to be] the inf. n. of JJlc as syn.

with Jill : (S, O, Msb :) and (S, K) the subst.

from the latter verb [q. v.]. (S, Mgh, K.) ■■

As an epithet, (0, K,) applied to a man, or to a

camel, (K,) or to each of these, (O,) Old, or

advanced in age, and lean, meagre, or emaciated :

(O, K, TA :) accord, to the " Nawadir," it is

applied to an old man [app. as meaning lean,

meagre, or emaciated] : (TA :) or red; (K. ;) or

in this sense applied to a man, and to a skin for

water or milk, and to leather : (Ibn-Abbad, O :)

or, accord, to AA, applied to a skin for water or

milk, vitiated, or rendered unsound, in the tanning.

(O.)

Jic JU f Unlawful property : (JK :) or pro

perty to which there is no access; (TA voce

£*}>) *• 9' v^i J1*- (£ and TA ibid.) One

says JLU» J^ : [see art. JJL1» :] and [in the

«• % .,

contr. sense] Jii>j^». f [Unlawful, inaccessible].

(TA.)

S"

JU* [A lock;] a thing by means of which a

door is made fast, (S,* O,* Msb, K,*) not to be

opened save with a key ; (S and K voce •-'^j* ;)

a thing that is closed and opened with a key ;

(Mgh ;) pi. j-^l, (Sb, Msb, TA,) its only pi. :

(Sb, TA :) and t J^jiJLo is syn. therewith ; (S,

Mgh, 0, Msb, K;) pi. J^lL; .- (Msb :) so too is

t JiL : (Msb, TA :) and so t j^iii : (S, O, K :)

and so ♦ J^i. (TA.) El-Farezdak has used its

pi. metaphorically, [in a sense sufficiently obvious,]

saying,

4 0*4 0** + • *

'•* ' '

meaning jytc'iJI >»U*., the phrase being inverted

by him. (TA.) _ Also i. q. -.Oj, meaning A

great door : whence the phrase lyi^UI «^JU«, by

which are meant [the keys of] the [great] doors

thereof. (Mgh.)

JU* [part. n. ofJXi primarily signifying Being,

or becoming, locked, or bolted; or closed, or shut.

__ And hence,] J A pledge being, or becoming, a

rightful possession [i.e. a forfeit] to the receiver of

it, not having been redeemed within the time stipu

lated. (TA. [See also the verb.]) And t A .

captive, and a criminal, unransomed, or unre

deemed. (TA.) — + A narrow, or strait, place.

(TA.) —- 1 A man evil in disposition : or much,

or often, in anger ; thus expl. by Aboo-Bekr : or

narrow in disposition, difficult to be pleased. (TA.)

— And t Speech, or language, [difficult to be

understood,] dubious, or confused. (S, K, TA.)

_ And iiic iLiJ J A palm-tree having worms

in the bases of its branches and thereby stopped

from bearing fruit. (TA.) _ And Jjl£ applied

to the back of a camel, { Having incurable galls ;

tlie wltole of it being seen to be two portions of

cicatrized skin, and the two sides thereofglistening.

(TA.)

ijJLc, applied to a door, [Locked ; or bolted :

or closed, or shut :] i. q. ▼ jii* ; (S, O, K ;) of

which * JjJUU is a dial, var,, but bad, (S, O,)

and rejected. (S, TA,)

288
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iiU, (S, 0, EL,) thus as heard by AHn from

El-Bekree and others, (O,) and * liii (O, EL) as

heard by him from one of the Desert-Arabs of

Rabee'ah, the former the more common, (O,)

and ♦ ^J&i, (EL,) A certain tree [or plant] with

which the people of Et-Tdif prepare hides for

tanning by the treatment termed k>Ue : (ISk, S,

TA : [see jJUJI k>Lt :]) accord, to information

given to AHn by an Arab of the desert, (O,) a

certain small tree, [or plant,] (O, EL, TA,) re

sembling the^Sis. [q. v.], (0, TA,) bitter (O, EL,

TA) in an intense degree, not eaten by anything :

it is dried, then bruised, and beaten, with water,

and skins are macerated in it, in consequence of

which there remains not upon them a hair nor a

particle offur nor a bit offlesh ; this being done

when they desire to throw the skins into the tan,

whether they be of oxen or of sheep or goats or of

other animals; and it is bruised, and carried into

the various districts or towns for this purpose :

(O, TA :) it is found in ElrHijdz and Tihdmeh :

(K, TA :) AHn says, it is a tree [or plant] not

to be endured for pungency ; the gatherer of it

fearsfor his eyesfrom its exhalation or itsjuice :

(TA :) it is of the utmost efficiency for tanning :

(EL, TA :) Lth says, (O, TA,) it is a bitter tree

[or plant] ; (O ;) and it is a poison; a mixture

being made with its leaves for wolves and dogs,

which kills them ; and it is used also for tanning

therewith : (O, TA :) and AHn says, (TA,) the

Abyssinians poison weapons with it, (]£, TA,)

cooking it, and then smearing with it the weapons,

(TA,) and it kills him whom it smites. (EL, TA.)

[Accord, to Forskll, (Flora.33gypt. Arab. p. lxvi.,)

the names of " Harmal J-o^*., and Ghalget ed dib

w-j jJI CUJlc," by which he means J^»- and SSXt

^JJt, are now applied to Peganum harmala.]

see the next preceding paragraph.

* - 0

ajULc:

J>fi : see JiU. = It is also a subst. from the

verb in the phrase &***-( {Hi J^Lcl [q. v.]:

'Adee Ibn-Zeyd says,

\SJf \S>*\ ''j^i Jyy^ *

-* ' -9t ft g 3 ft**

[And the enemies say, "'Adee has perislied, and

his sons have made sure of being surrendered "].

(TA.)

ft ft 0 0

ifcJlcl [like j>~J3t, which is more common,] A

key; pi. JtJUI. (TA.) [jyifcl may also signify

Locks, as a pi. pi., i. e. as pi. of Jfth&l, which is

pi. Of if)*:]

0. 0 t |IJ

i£1jLo : see J»Xc.

JiL : see Jii Also, (S, O, EL, TA,) and

♦ J"}lJu is a dial. var. thereof in this sense, (TA,)

An arrow, (K,) i. e. any arrow, (S, O,) used in

t/ie game called j ... . t II : (S, O, EL :) or, (EL,)

j -- a j - i 9 2

accord, to Lth, (O,) JJli©M signifies «^LJt ^y-JI

0- 2-3

j—^^JI Juufto ^ [i. e. the seventh arrow, app.

belonging to the class, of the arrows of the game

ofj...t*}\, to which manifold portions are assigned;

for ouueuaJI as used in relation to the game called

j-~*«3l I do not find expl. otherwise than as an

appellation of " the second of the arrows termed

0 J

JjuUI, to which are assigned no portion ;" (see

art. uuuo, and see also -,tiL.;) and this cannot

be here meant, as the seventh arrow (which is

commonly called "- a H) has seven portions

2-1

assigned to it : therefore it seems that ij^iuau* is

here used, if not mistakenly, in a sense which,

though admissible, is unusual in a case of this

kind]: (O, ELr) pi. JjUui: (S, O, EL: in the

CEL [erroneously] jyi*-> :) or JjUUJt is one of

the epithets applied to the winning arrows, and is

not one of their [particular] names ; (O, K ;) they

being those that make what is played-for to be

- e * f * J 0 j

a forfeit to the player (j*\iii jJwJt j>*«3) : so

accord, to Az, who says that Lth has made a

mistake in his explanation. (0.)

9-9 m - - * - J

J*^IUu* : see J-Lt. [Hence] one says, ^J%»

r^ 3~~P^<> jt^-U «.UXo f [Suck a one is a key

to that which is good, a lock to that which is evil].

(TA.) _ And i. q. v-tij* [^ thing with which a

door is closed, or madefast, (app. a kind of latch,)

affixed behind the dooi; in the part next to the

lock]. (TA. [See art. -Jj : and see J^mm, which

seems to have the same, or a similar, meaning.])

_ And J*)Uuo J-»y, (Msb,) and JJUL* j>£,

(TA,) t A man, and a company of men, by means

* - - - - * it --

of whom («ujy ^yA*, Msb, and j^tJul ^jJLc, TA,)

the pledge is made a forfeit (JJJtj). (Msb, TA.)

m -9 J J - - - - J- « J 2-

And J'yJus ^ means -.tji »ju J* ^Uo ^cjiS

j—~oJI f [app. One by means of whom the arrows

in the game called j-*q}\ are withheld from the

rest of the players ; i. e. by his winning] : or,

ft - -- -2 > Jftj

accord, to Z)>0<iri II ^s. ia»^JI JkXx* f [app. one

who closes tfie argument against the adversary in

a dispute], (TA in art. JU*.) See also jiio.

# j • - ij j

JjXkc : see ^JU.=Also A hide in which [the

' 0 -

plant called] iiii. [q. v.] is put, when it is pre

pared for tanning by the treatment termed ^jXlc :

(ISk, S, TA :) or a hide tanned with <L2JL£.

(0, K.)

• j » 1 *--

J^Jli* : see JiXc.

1. J^U, aor. '- , inf. n. ^i (Msb, EI, TA) and

ijl ; (K, TA;) and *vJLlil, (Msb, K,) only

the latter of which, accord, to As, is said of other

than man, though sometimes said of a man ;

(Msb ;) He was, or became, excited by lust, or

appetence : (TA :) or overcome thereby : (M, K,

TA :) said of a man ; and in like manner one

says of a girl, or young woman : (TA :) or he

was, or became, vehemently affected with lust, or

carnal desire. (Msb.) And ^^JUftl said of a

camel ; (S, Mgh, Msb, K ;) and [accord, to some,

contr. to an assertion mentioned above,] j^b, (S,

9-9 3 '

K,) inf. n. i^Xb ; (S ;) He was, or became, ex

cited (S, Mgh, Msb, K) by lust, (S, EI,) or by

vehement lust, (Mgh, Msb,) to cover. (S, Msb, K.)

3

4. a^JLcI It (a thing) excited his lust, or appe

tence. (K,*TA.) And ^JLtl said of a beverage,

It strengthened in the venereal faculty. (TA in

art. Jjt.) =s See also 8, in two places.

8. jtfXSM : see 1, in two places. _ Also He

(a boy) attained to the limit of what is termed

ie^IiJI [app. meaning the seventeenth year]. (Er-

Raghib, TA.) _ 8aid of a beverage, or wine,

X It was, or became, strong in its influence upon

the head. (Mgh, TA.*) Said of the sea, f It

became stirred up, in a state of commotion, or

tumultuous; its waves dashing together; as also

t^oJUI. (TA.) And J>*£ii^l and tj&i^l

signify f The exceeding tlie prescribed limit, of

good or of evil. (TA.)

JU*, (Msb, K, TA,) and tj^i, (S, £, TA,)

but this has an intensive signification, (S, TA,)

and V^JjU, (K, TA,) [but this also has an in

tensive signification,] Excited by hist, or appe

tence: (TA :) or overcome thereby : (K, TA :) or

vehemently affected with lust, or carnal desire :

(Msb :) [or the first may generally be better ren

dered in a state of excitement, or of vehement

excitement, by lust: and the second and third,

lustful, or veliemently lustful :] the epithets applied

to a female are A«lc and ♦ <UJ&U and ♦ &+Se

and ^ejlft, (K, TA,) this last being applied to a

male and to a female, (Az, TA,) and [particu

larly] applied to a he-camel, (TA,) and t AqJjco

and t^eJlia, (K, TA,) the last [which is omitted

in the CBL] being, like ^^JLe, applied to a male

and to a female : (Az, TA :) and ^^J^ likewise

is applied to a girl, or young woman, in the sense

of a«Aau. (S, K.) It is said in a trad., tL~JI j-ji.

- ft - - - 3 - -

L(-»-jj yj-ls * »JUUI [The best of women is the

appetent to her husband]. (TA.)

933

j^b, with two dammehs, [a pi. of which the

sing, is not mentioned,] is expl. by IAar as sig-

.e . - 3 3 9 - '

nifymg ^,y«^a»« [Persons confined, restricted,

imprisoned, &c.]. (TA.)

9-9 1

ioJlfc, (S, Msb, EL, TA, &c.,) written by some

iJLc, [like a pi. of X%t,] is expl. by a number

of authors as signifying Lust, appetence, or car

nal desire : and the desire, or eager desire, of [i.e.

experienced by] ^jljie [meaning young men] :

(TA :) or it signifies veftement lust or appetence :

(Msb :) it is also of women, (EL and TA in art.

K-jfi,) meaning their lust, or appetence: (TA ibid.:)

[and] it is used [also] in relation to a camel, sig

nifying his lust to cover. (S, EL, TA.) [See also 1,

where it is mentioned as an inf. n. In the EL,

•' ' • ■

voce ijM, it is used as meaning The gratification

of venereal lust.]

9-3

y^i. [A young man, youth, boy, or male child:]

one whose mustache is growing forth or has grown
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forth : (Mgh, EL :) or one from the time of his

birth until he attains to the period termed vW-"

9" J J

[meaning young manhood (see io^JL*)] : (EL :) or

i. q. ^_wi_-o jj_>_jt [meaning a sorc </<«£ A«* ""f1

attained to puberty] : (Msb :) and also applied to

J such as is termed Jy£» [i. e. one of middle age,

or between that age and the period when his hair

has become intermixed with hoariness] : (IAar,

Msb, EL :) Az states his having heard the Arabs

call thus the new-born child and also the Jv^» :

(Msb:) the female is [sometimes] termed io^U ;

(S, EL ;) [i. e.] &*$£■ occurs in poetry, applied to

a aSjUL : (Msb :) the pi. ofJ&£ is 1JU, (S, Mgh,

Msb, EL,) a pi. of pauc, (Msb,) and i»Jlct, (K,)

[also a pi. of pauc.,] or of these two pis. they used

only the former, (S, IAth, TA,) or some of them

did so, (M, TA,) and JjCif, (S, Mgh, EL,) [a

pl. of mult.,] or this is pi. of i^Xi : (Msb :) the

dim. ofJ& is *J^U; (TA;) and that of iUi*

is f «OCcl, as if it were the dim. of i+i£\ though

[it has been said that] they did not use this last

■word ; but some of them said * i«ic, agreeably

■with analogy. (S, TA.) __ It is also used as

meaning I A male slave ; like as iyU. is used as

meaning "a female slave:" — and as meaning

J A hireling [or servant]. (Mgh.)

lijJU and * iUjilH (S, K) and * IL^Li (K)

The state, or condition, ofsuch as is termed jf$i- :

(S, EL :•) the second is expl. by Mohammad Ibn-

Habeeb as meaning the period from birth to tlie

seventeenth year. (TA voce vW^O

exciting to lust, of milks, is the milk of the preg

nant camel, or such as has completed a year after

bringing forth and has then been covered and has

conceived] ; i. e., to him who drinks it. (TA.)

A - 0 . i

d__l_j_tl a dim. of

(S,TA.)

*U*JLfc dim. of S^Xi pl. ofS&, q. v. (S, TA.)

see xa^JU.

•3 - j

l& dim. ofj&, q. v. (TA.)

j^Ss., and its fem., see jj&, in three places.

^jLi : see Jjlfi. _— Also A beautiful woman.

(TA.) — And A youth, or young man, broad,

(EL, TA,) in the M large, (TA,) in tlie place of

the parting of the hair of the head, having much

hair; (EL,* TA;) as also * J^-lfe- (Lth, EL,

TA.) —-^eJUc jljJb U> means [There is not in

the house] any one. (EL.) = Also The tortoise :

(TA :) or the male tortoise. (8, EL, TA. [In the

Msb said to be, in this sense,^ like w-jj.J)

And The frog. (EL.) [Or soJX*-] = And

The place whence issues tke water in wells. (K.

[See also ^gJL.c.]) = The word signifying " a

comb," and " a [thing with which the head is

scratched, called] ^jJ^»," is j&&, with \J, but

has been mistranscribed [^J^L (EL, TA,) by

Lth, as has been notified by Az. (TA.)

■ r»J-* '• see the next preceding paragraph.

j^tA [More, and most, exciting to lust]. It is

said that ajUULjl j>J oUfyl J^l] [Tke most

c. pl. of>»yLi, q. v.

A cause [of lusting, or] of vehemence of

lusting : such is said to be the drinking of the

milk of the J-jI [or J^jl i. e. mountain-goat],

(TA.)

« 0 0 *

^•■lv», and with 5 : see _,e^*, in three places.

jfiiiu : see its fem. voce ^JLc. __>rUi* >Uw,

(Mgh, TA,) and &3tU ll,U., (TA,) t [A afttw,

and a jar,] of which the beverage, or wine, is

strong in its influence upon the head. (Mgh,

TA.*) The ,^jU. is called JUi3u> of- 1 [A

deviater from the true religion,] an exceeder of

the prescribed limit. (TA.)

1. yifc, aor. ^iij, primarily signifies He, or if,

exceeded the proper, due, or common, limit ; was

excessive, immoderate, or beyond measure ; but the

inf. n. differs in different cases, as will be shown

in what follows : (Er-Raghib, TA :) it is said of

anything as meaning it exceeded, or was excessive.

(Msb.)—You say,^t ^ *&, (S, EL,) aor. as

above, (TA,) inf. n. J£ (S, EL, TA) and S^jl ;

as also <o T,jJl«3 ; (EL* and TA in art. ^yU ; [but

belonging to the present art., as is said in the

TA ;]) He exceeded the proper, due, or common,

limit, in the affair; was excessive, or immoderate,

therein. (S, EL, TA.) And ^JJl .J yl, aor.

as above, inf. n. ^JLc, He acted, or behaved, with

forced hardness, or strictness, or rigour, in reli

gion, so that he exceeded the proper, due, or

common, limit : whence the usage of the verb in

the ELur iv. 169 and v. 81 : (Msb, TA :) accord.

to IAth, (JjjJI tJ ^JtiJI is tke investigating of tke

intrinsic states, or circumstances, of things, [in

religion,] and [applying oneself to] the discovery

of tlmr causes, and of tke abstrusities relating to

tlie rites and ceremonies thereof (TA.) [See

also 3.] And Jjj\* ^, (S, Mgh, Msb, EL,)

* • 0 -

aor. as above, (Msb, TA,) inf. n. ^JLt (S, Er-

Raghib, Mgh, Msb, EL) and ^11 ; (EL ;) and

.vtJ\i, (Mgh, K,) and t^U, (^,) inf. n. V&

• * * *

(Mgh, EL) and S^li* ; (EL ;) He shot the arrow

to the furthest distance (S, Mgh, Msb) that lie

was able to attain : (S, Mgh :) or he raised his

arms with the arrow, desiring [to attain with it]

tkefurthest limit. (EL,*TA.) And^JI *^Lfc Tke

arrow rose in its course, and exceeded the [usual]

limit; (K, TA;) and in like manner, j*»-»>JI the

stone. (TA.) And £jt &, (S, Mgh, Msb,

K,») aor. as above, (Msb^TA,) inf. n. &i, (S,

Mgh, ^,) or this is a simple subst., (Msb,) Tke

price, or rate, at which a thing was to be sold,

was, or became, high ; (Mgh, Msb, TA ;) or

exceeded the usual limit ; (Er-Baghib, TA ;) contr.

°f J°±j- (SO _ And J& \yi & [i. e. 'Ji*,

lit. Bigness exceeded tlie usual limit in Iter;]

meaning she became plump, or fat : (TA :) one

says, ^oJi* aJjl»JW yie, and jfjJi)^, [tke girl, or

young woman, became plump, orfat, and the boy,

or young man,] in the case of their quickly attain

ing to young womanhood and young manhood.

(TA in another part of this art.) _ And tJLfc is

said of anything as meaning *ii,l [i. e. It rose in

degree; as is shown by the following ex.] : Dhu-

r-Rummeh says,

* i '. ' • i3' ' ' '»* '. - "

likJLl^ U • *bjo

[And the love of Meiyeh ceased not to rise in

degree with us, and to increase, so that we found

not what more we might give to Iter]. (TA.) __

See also 8. __ And see 6.

2 : see art. ^i.

3- «^-»l yji i^^} mf- n- S*^Li-o, signifies [the

same, or nearly the same, as a-i "JU ; i. e.] He

exceeded the usual, or proper, bounds, or degree,

in his affair; acted immoderately t/ierein; or

strove or laboured, or exerted himself or his power

or efforts, or tke like, therein ; syn. ij^ [q. v.].

(Msb.) _ See also 1, near the middle, in two

places y ^fc, and »^lc, (S, Msb, EL,) which

latter is used by a poet for *v ^jJlft, (S,) He

bought it at a high, or an excessive, price, namely,

flesh-meat; (S, Msb;) as also evT^^UI; (S;)

and *«}UI, i.e.water,and flesh-meat [&c.]: (IKtt,

TA : [see an ex. in a verse of Lebeed cited in

art. ij£»> :]) or he exceeded what was usual in

purchasing it, or in offering it for sale, and men

tioning tke price. (M, EL, TA.) A poet says,

' 0 $0 ^ 0

[We purchase at a high price flesh-meat, for tlie

guests, raw; and we make it to be low-priced

when the contents oftke cooking-pots are thoroughly

cooked] : he has suppressed the w» [after ,JUi],

meaning it [to be understood]. (S, TA.) And

J<•*-<») I ^ ^te He made tlie dowry, or the gift

to, or for, a bride, high, or excessive, in amount ;

[he was excessive, or exorbitant, therein ;] whence

the saying of 'Omar, SL_JI otljce .«» I^JUJ "^

[Be not ye excessive, or exorbitant, in respect of

the dowries of women]. (TA. [See also 6.]) _

And »"$[£, inf. n. S^lio, signifies also He con

tended with him for superiority in tallness or in

beneficence; syn. aJjlk. (TA.)

4 : see 3, in two places. t%&] also signifies

He (God) made it to be high, or excessive, (S,

Msb, EL, TA,) namely, the price, or rate, at

which a thing was to be sold ; (S, Msb, EL,*

TA ;*) contr. of iiijl. (TA.) And He

found it [a thing] to be higk-priced : or lie

reckoned it to be so; as also ▼ e^Li^t. (TA.)

_ And He lightened, or thinned, somewhat, its

288*
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leaves, (£, TA,) namely, those of a grape-vine,

in order that it might grow high, and become

[more productive, or] in good condition. (TA.)

= See also 6.

5 : see art. l_JJlc.

6 : see 1, second sentence.— Jljualt ^ 1^)1*3

They mere excessive, or exorbitant, one towards

another, in respect of the dowry, or the gift to, or

for, a bride ; contr. of IjJuCj and tjj_*L3. (TA

in art. j~i. [See also 3, last sentence but one.])

__ JUu said of a plant, or herbage, It grew

high; (M, $, TA;) it became tail. (M, TA.)

And, said of the same, It became tangled, or

luxuriant, or abundant and dense, and large ; as

also t-^Lfc, and t^UI, and *L5£j&; (£;) or

this last is said of a grape-vine, signifying its

leaves became tangled, or luxuriant, or abundant

and dense, and its branches, or its shoots upon

which were the bunches of grapes, or the buds of

its leaves and berries, (<u*1y,) became abundant,

and it became tall. (TA.) _ Also, said of the

flesh of a beast, It rose, or went away, (**3jl,)

and became upon the heads of the bones : and it

fell away on the occasion ofpreparingfor racing,

or the like, by scanty feeding Sfc. : (T, TA :) or,

said of the flesh of a she-camel, it went away ;

syn. 4«»i ; (£ ;) or £*3j1 and ^*J*'y (S.)

8. jJ^ftl He was, or became, quick, or swift ;

he sped, or went quickly ; (S, K, TA ;) said of a

camel: (K, TA:) and he rose [in the degree of

celerity] (*»3jl) so as to exceed goodness of rate,

or pace ; and in like manner one says [cJUfcl] of

any beast (i/\i) ; as also ♦ C~Xe, inf. n. ^JLc [app.

Jtf]. (TA.)

10 : see 4.

12. ^IjJlcl : see 6.

****

SjJic The limit, or utmost extent, of a shot or

throw ; (S, Mgh ;*) [i. e.] any iCcyJt : (K :)

[generally, a bow-shot ; i. e.] the measure, space,

or extent, ofa single shooting of an arrow : (Har

p. 234 :) [or the utmost measure of a bow-shot ;

i. e.] a shot of an arrow to the utmost possible

distance ; also termed «bl£ : (Msb :) said to be

from three hundred tofour hundred cubits : (Mgh,

* **

Msb :) the twenty-fifth part of a complete f-^ji

[q. v.] : (ISd, Z, Mgh, TA:) or it is reckoned

by some as four hundred cubits, and by others as

two hundred cubits: (Msb voce J~» [q. v.] :) pi.

Ol^ii (Msb, K, TA) and £jlc. (S,» K, TA.)

Hence, (TA,) it is said in a prov., ^j-»-

J^jlft oU^J^I, (S, K, TA,) or, as some relate

it, ,1»^- (TA- See **• **>*•) [Thus] 5^U is

sometimes used in relation to horse-racing. (TA.)

, a ' * * *

l£^JLc i. q. <LJLc. (K.) See the latter in

art. ,jJle.

ii^i (S, K) and J^ju, (K,) the latter men

tioned by AZ, and app. a contraction of the

former, (TA,) [and Freytag adds »iyic, for which

.1 find no authority,] Excess, or exorbitance;

(TA;) syn. with [the inf. n.] ji*. (S, £, TA.)

One says, iLSl^JLi ^Jg. JULA [Alleviate thine

excess, or exorbitance]. (TA.) _ And The quick

ness, or haste, or hastiness, and the first stage or

state, of youth, or young manhood ; (AZ, S, JL ;)

as also t ^£U. (ISd, El, TA.) One says, Jdii

cuLi jy^ ^y and <^Ui * OV* [He did it in

the quickness, or haste, Sic, of his youth, or young

manhood]. (TA.) __ And ij^JLc signifies also

The rising, or rising high, and increasing, of a

plant, or of herbage. (Mz 40th cy.)

* *•'

^l^lfc: see the next preceding paragraph, in

two places.

V&i the subst. from jjuJI %L ; [as such sig

nifying A high price, or rate, at which a thing is

to be sold;] (Msb;) or it is an inf. n. (S, Mgh,

$.) [See 1, latter half.] e Also, [i. e.] like \\*L

[in measure], (]£,) but in the copies of the M

♦ ftU, with teshdeed, (TA,) A man who shoots

the arrow far. (K.) h And A certain small,

or short, fish, (K, accord, to different copies,)

*~ *t

about a span [in length] : (TA :) pi. iJlil. (K.)

^^Xc : see Jlfc, in three places.

t"}U : see t^c.

JLfc [act part n. of ^Lfc : and hence, Acting,

or behaving, with forced hardness, or strictness,

or rigour, in religion, $0 iAatf Ae exceeds the

proper, due, or common, limit : (see 1 :) and par

ticularly] an extravagant zealot of the class of

innovators : pi. S")Jz. (TA in art. Uw.) __ And

Shooting, or one who shoots, the arrow to the fur

thest distance. (Msb.)— And High, or excessive,

(S,* Msb, ]£, TA,) applied to a price, or rate, at

which a thing is sold ; (S, Msb, K, TA ;) as also

t j^U. (K, TA.) Hence one says, ^UJt, ia^

and ♦ ^^ilLi I sold it, or bought it, at what was

a high, or an excessive, price, or rate. (KL, TA.)

A poet says,

****** * ** 5C ***

[And if we were sold the speech, or discourse, of

Selma, we would give for it a high, or an exces

sive, price]. (TA.) —— Also Fat fiesh-meat. (K..)

** *

ZJ\£- : see art. .«**.

^JLcl More, or most, high [or excessive] in

price : hence the saying, lL^j lintel «_>15/)I J^»»l

[The most excellent of slaves is the highest thereof

in price]. (Mgh.)

jJJk [in the CK OlJuo] An arrow with which

one raises the arm [in shooting] in order to exceed

with it the usual limit, or nearly to do so : (K,*

TA :) or, accord, to the M, that is used in striving

to exceed the usual limit : also termed ♦ S'^Jlo : pi.

JUl (TA.)

i

* * t ******

l*$ju* : see what next precedes. —_ V$ju* i3U

J>»y I A she-camel that goes quickly when Iterfeet

of her fore legs and of her hind legs fall in one

* »*

place : (S : [it is there expl. by .JUjJ followed

by the words t^ilJL*.! cJuffi lit which I have

here rendered accord, to an explanation in art.

i>*j in the O : but the phrase Ja^JI S^U-o is

there mentioned as an ex. of J**})! as signifying

" the lasso ;" whence it appears that the phrase

lit means that exceeds the limit of the lasso ;

agreeably with the explanation of Golius, " rapide

currens, et fugiens laqueum sibi injiciendum :"])

or [the meaning is a she-camel that steps far in

vying, or keeping pace, with another; for], in

* * » * *

explaining the phrase JS*yi V$Jm>, IB says that

j * * t ' ' a^

V$jl*.\ applied to the she-camel signifies ^JJI

* * * * ** j ** * * * *

yaaJI julJ ; and J-*>)l signifies «IjUoJI and

3jj£^.\. (TA voce w>U-j*.)

** 6* * *

SJ^Ju* ij6j\ A land having abundant, and

dense or luxuriant, lierbage ; and with e also ;

*s J *s* *-

i. q. ttyktt and a«x«. (TA in art. J^t.')

* * ** ** * ** * ***

1. j jjUI cJjs, aor. i^uu, inf. n. ^Jls and jjUJU.,

(S, MA, Msb, K,) T/ie cooking-pot boiled; (MA,

* * * * *

&c. ;) and C.«JLc, aor. ^JJu, is an unusual dial.

var. thereof, the former being the more chaste ;

(Msb ;) or Cw-lL-c is not allowable. (S.) _

[Hence .Jle said of a liquor, It estuated: it

effervesced : it fermented : see Jl ..;.'. _ And

*** ** *

hence] a<j ijXii [as though meaning t His blood

is fit to be shed] is a phrase like **>> w>tj, [q. v.],

said of one who has exposed himself to slaughter:

his blood being likened to milk that has become

thick, and fit to be churned. (A in art. w>A)-)

t M St * * * * ,

__ And J^/il Jli, like tyoj in measure [but

see what has been said of this form of the verb

above], J The man became vehemently angry.

(l£tt,TA.)

2 : see 4, in two places. = J*-/H ir^> inf. n.

<ULm, ^fe rubbed t/te man over, or perfumed him,

with «yi*. (TA.) And £L) ^jJU (Mgh, O,

Msb, all in art. USi.) aJUJL. (O, ibid.) 2?e

daubed, or smeared, his beard with JJU; as also

VUfc. (Mgh, O, Msb, ibid. [See 1 in art. uUfc.])

= And <UU3 signifies also The saluting from

afar, and making a sign. (K.)

4. jiiJI ^Ul, (S, MA, K,) and tu^, (?,)

^e w«(/n <A« cooking-pot to boil. (S,* MA, JS..*)

IDrd mentions, among some of the sayings of

the people of former ages, ♦ aitj iU ^jl [Powr

<Aom out water, and make it to boil]. (TA.)

j* » ** *'*£ * ** OS

And one says, °y~>5 <-^>^ w>*Xtl [ / made the

m**

olive-oil and the like to boil], inf. n. °^Hct. (Msb.)

5. JLi3 (S, Msb, K) aJIAIW (S, Msb) JT* (a

man, S, Msb) perfumed himself, (S,* Msb, £,)

or rubbed himself over, (K,) with SJIi ; (S, Msb,

K;) and t ^jJUel signifies the -same ; (IDrd, O
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in art. oUi;) as also JJJJ, (Msb, and 0 in art.

uU*,) and jilt. (O in that art.)

6, in all its senses, belongs to art. ^k, q. v.

8 : see 5.

ifj"fa, mentioned in the K in this art., belongs

to art. ^JLfc, being an inf. n. of the verb in the

phrase ^1^^. (TA.) '

<&y& A vessel of capper [or brass], in which

water is heated; thus called by the people of

Syria; the same that is called

(Msb voce

I,

[q. v.] and

~ and )

iJU [Galia moschata,] a sort of perfume, (S,

K,) well known; (KL;) a certain compound of

perfumes; (Msb;) musk mixed or boiled [with

other perfumes] ; (MA ;) or a perfume composed

of musk and ambergris and camphor and oil of

ben : (KL :) it is said that the first who called it

thus was Suleyman Ibn-Abd-El-Melik ; (§,TA;)

and he did so because it is a compound boiled

together upon the fire : or it was thus named by

Mo'awiyeh ; the case being, that Abd-Allah Ibn-

Jaafar went in to him, and the odour of perfume

was diffusing itself from him ; so he said, " What

is thy perfume, O Abd-Allah ? " and he answered,

" musk and ambergris combined with oil of ben ;"

whereupon Mo'awiyeh said, «yU, meaning high-

priced: (TA:) [hence some hold the word to

belong to art. $]>£ ; and their opinion is strength

ened by the fact that] tj<^ signifies the same.

(K in art. jU.)

1. i^i, (S, Msb, K, &c.,) aor. - , (Msb,) inf. n.

JU, (Msb, TA,) He covered it, (S, Msb, K, TA,)

veiled it, or concealed it ; (TA ;) namely, a thing :

(Msb, K, TA :) this is the primary meaning.

(TA.) [Hence,] one says, J^JI J^i (S, Msb,

K, TA) ^-Ull J£, (S, TA,) inf. n. ji, (TA,)

The new moon was veiled, or concealed, (S, Msb,)

to the people, (S,) by clouds, or otherwise, (S,

Msb,) or was intercepted by thin clouds, (K, TA,)

or otherwise, (TA,) so that it was not seen. (S,

***** &* t .»

Msb, TA.) It is said in a trad., ^~U ^ uli

jjjdl I5L&U, (Mgh,* Msb, TA,) i.e. And if it

[the new moon] be veiled, &c, to you, then com

plete ye the reckoning of Shaabdn, thirty [days], in

order that the entering upon the fast of Ramadan

may be with [inferential] knowledge. (Msb.) Az

says that j^i and ^^1 and ^yo* all signify the

same: (TA:) and all three occur in the trad,

above mentioned accord, to different relations

thereof. (Mgh.) [See also 1 in art. ^^o*.] —

And [hence] J^a~dl j4*" j& The moon concealed

the stars : or almost concealed the light of the stars.

(TA.)— And^»JI aAs-^ Tfte information, or

narration, was dubious, confused, or vague, to

him ; such as to be difficult to be understood ; or

- •'

such as not to be understood ; (S, K ;) like ^o*l :

(S :) or was obscure, or unapparent, to him.

(Msb.) And i^i, (S, K, TA,) aor. i, inf. n. ]

Jk, (TA,) It (i. e. J^i [here meaning " grief,"

see j£ below,]) covered [or was as though it

covered] his heart : (Har p. 637 :) or [accord, to

common acceptation] it, or he, grieved him ; or

caused him to mourn or lament, or to be sorrow

ful or sad or unhappy; syn. *ij».t. (K, and Har

p. 422. [See also 4.]) *♦*, in which the pro

noun relates to an ass, &c, (S, K, TA,) aor. i,

6*

inf. n. J,b, (TA,) means He put [as a covering]

to his mouth and his nostrils the t <UU*, (S, K,

TA,) which is a thing like thejJjt£s [or muzzle],

(so in the S and CK,) or a thing like the >lji

[which seems to be here similar in meaning to

j»U£b] : (so in other copies of the Kl :) or he put

[as a covering] to his mouth a nose-bag, or the

like, to prevent his feeding ; and this is termed a

t i«Cc : (TA :) [the verb that I have rendered

" put to" in these explanations is ^JU\, of which

I do not find in its proper place any signification

that would be exactly apposite in this case :] or

t i«Uc signifies a sort of bag for the mouth of

a camel and the like, (K, TA,) his mouth being

put into it : (TA :) pl.^U* : (?, TA :) and one

# * *A*

says, ioUillj d*£ [he covered his mouth -with the

s,

<Ul»c], aor. and inf. n. as above. (TA.) ^e-

tj-Dt, aor. i , also signifies o^ke [app.as meaning

It rose upon, or above, the thing, as though form

ing a covering over it] : mentioned on the autho

rity of IAar, who cites [as an ex.] the saying of

En-Nemir Ibn-Towlab, [app. describing a *-e$j,

or meadow,]

* UjUfcJ C~i JUJI jaiu out *

[Not depastured, the trees called JLi rising upon,

or above, the herbage of its fertile tracts, or its

tracts near to water], (TA.) See also 8. = [^t

is also intrans. : one says,] li»^j jfi., (S, K, TA,)

inf. n. j£ and j>^k ; (TA ;) and *JUt 5 Our day

was, or became, [sultry, or] intensely hot, (S, K,

TA,) so that it took away, (S,) or almost took

away, (TA,) the breath : (S, TA :) or both verbs,

said of a day, and of the sky, mean it brought

J^i [or distress that affected the breath or respira

tion], arising from closeness of heat, or clouds.

(Msb.) = u*m li\ *}-, of the class of *,**», [the

first pers. being <£«♦«*,] inf. n. j^, The person's

hair of his head flowed down so that his forehead

and the back of his neck were narrowed. (Msb.)

[See also v**fc below.]

also 1, near the end. = ^ iCil U and ^J\ is

[an expression of wonder, meaning How great

grief, or sadness, dost thou occasion to me !] from

j^iJt signifying ui^'- (?> TA.) [Accord, to

J A* l is* m t *A' .

the TK, <w*l signifies <uj*-l ; like A+& : but this

I think a mistake. _ And Freytag explains Jt&\

as occurring in the Deewan of the Hudhalees

signifying "Demersit :" but in which of its senses

he uses this word he does not specify.]

6. jteH He made a show ofj£ [or grief, &c.,]

without its being in the heart. (Har p. 126.)

7. jJo\ It (a thing, Jfc) was, or became, covered,

(S, K, TA,) veiled, or concealed. (TA.) See

also what next follows.

8. j£L\ 'He was, or became, grieved, or caused

to mourn or lament, or to be sorrowful or sad or

unhappy; (S,*K;) as also ♦>0jLil : (KL:) both

mentioned by Sb. (TA.) _ And, said of a

plant, or herbage, It was, or became, tall, (K,

TA,) and tangled, or luxuriant, (TA,) and abun

dant : (K, TA:) asalsoj^l. (TA) [And in

like manner *^fc is expl. by Freytag as occurring

in the Deewan of the Hudhalees, said of a plant,

meaning It was tall and luxuriant.] ——. And,

said of a man, He withheld himselffrom going

out, or forth. (TA.)

E. Q. 1. 'jj&, [inf. n. K£t, He (a bull)

uttered a cry, or cries, in fright ; as also *><P-t.»*j :
* - O *■ r

see i+M+b below. — And] He (a courageous

man) raised his voice in conflict with his antago

nist ; (Har p. 531 ;) [as also *^ii«3 : see, again,

<L»x«£ below.] _ And He [a man] spoke while

taking a thing into his fauces, so that the hearer,

or listener, did not understand what he was say

ing ; (Har ubi supra;) [or spoke indistinctly;

agreeably with an explanation of *+h+& below ;

as also 1jJt+M. _ And, said of a bow, It pro

duced a sound ; agreeably with another explana

tion of *«&«£ below.] _ Also, said of an infant,

inf. n. <UjLo£, He wept over the breast, desiring

the milk : [and the inf. n. is used as a simple

subst., and therefore pluralized:] IAar cites as

an ex.,

a*.» jji^

3. aio-oli signifies ^y-**} *S+*b [Igrieved him,

or caused him to mourn or lament Sec, and he

grieved me, or caused me to mourn or lament &c. ;

or J grieved him &c, being grieved &c. by

him], (K.)

4. iU-JI C^oil The sky became clouded: (K,

as indicated by the context :) or t. q. 0>s«3 [l. e.,

became altered] : thus in the S ; but some say

that it is correctly C~o-ou [agreeably with the

former of the explanations above]. (TA.) See

J3I jju oIju^JI lit

[Wlien the suckling women, after the first, light

sleep in the beginning of the night, are in such a

condition that thou hearest cryings over tlteir

breasts] ; meaning, as he says, that the milk of

these women is little in quantity, so that the suck

ing child weeps over the breast when sucking it.

(TA.)

R. Q. 2. j»iU3 : see R. Q. 1, in three places :

and see its inf. n. voce *«**«, below, in two

places. — Said of one drowning (c?J>*) beneath

the water, it signifies He uttered a cry, or cries :

or, as is said in the T, he was pressed upon by the

waves above him : a poet uses it of Pharaoh when

he was overwhelmed [in the sea]. (TA.)

j£ [an inf. n. used as an epithet in which the
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quality of a subst. predominates,] Grief, mourn

ing, lamentation, sorrow, sadness, or unhajypiness ;

syn. Oj*-> (Mfb, K ;) so called because it covers

happiness and forbearance; (Msb;) or^ in the

heart is thus called because it veils, or precludes,

happiness : (Ham p. 21 :) [it may therefore be

rendered gloominess of mind :] or i. q. <t>j=*, (£>)

which signifies &}*■> (? m art* «r{l^0 or>»*> (?»

in that art.,) [that affects the breath or respira

tion, lit.] <Aa< taAes away the breath; (S and K

in that art. ;) as also^iUi (K) and * **£, (S, K,)

the last [expl. in the S as syn. with i^jS», which

is syn. with «->£>, and] mentioned by Lh : (TA :)

[see also *ius> :] it is ^>^s> [or grief, &c.,] that

befalls the heart because of what has happened;

i -

differing from>0Jk, which is «-»>£» that befalls

because of annoyance, or harm, that is expected

to happen : or, as some say, both are one [in

meaning] : the differing is asserted by 'Iyad and

[many] others : (TA :) [see also w«ie :] the pi.

of j£ is jty*b. (S, EL.) — It is also an inf. n.

used as an epithet in the phrase^ j>y> (S, TA)

i. e. A day that is [sultry, or] intensely hot, so

• -»,

that it [almost] takes away the breath ; and iU

j£. [such a night], i. e. * i«U : (S :) or one says

jib. j>yi and ^j>\b. and *^i-», (K, TA,) the last

with kesr to the j>, (TA,) [in the CK *'>**,]

meaning a day of heat, (K.,) or of intense heat :

(TA :) or a day ofj£ [i. e. grief, &c] : and [in

a similar sense, as is implied by the context immc-

diately preceding,] ^c 4^ and <L»c and " ^b :

(K. :) [but] A'Obeyd mentions, on the authority

of AZ, " ^»c aJU and " io* <UU as meaning a

ni$r/t< in which there is over tlie sky [a covering of

clouds, or] what is termed ,-ii [a word belonging

to art. iy*«, being in measure] like .^j ; (S ;)

S' •»* _

and [in the like sense] j^.j>y)_. (So in one of my

copies of the S.) __ And one says, ,J* ^l^

jft sl«Jjt [app. j£, but this, I think, requires

confirmation, for which I have searched in vain,]

and ,_o£ [aPP- ir«*> or perhaps ^y**, a word

mentioned above,] meaning 7%ere was over the

sky a collection [or an expanse] of thin clouds, or

a 2jU~i [i. e. misf, or <Ae like], J^l^l ^.J* Jl»»-»

[and it intercepted the new moon] : and <LU «jdb

t iy»fi, and some say ▼^ 7%t» is a ny/ti [o/"

a covering of clouds, or] o/ a ij^-i [or mttf, or

*Ae like], intervening between tlie new moon and

men ; so that the new moon is not seen : (Msb :)

and [hence] * ^itXi llo-c, and * ^J^ii, (S, Msb,

K,) both mentioned by ISk on the authority of

Fr, (S,) and t£ijb, (S, $,) and *&*!), (El,

TA, but omitted in the CKI,) and * <&!), (TA,)

[i. e. TFe fasted after, or /row <Ae <tme q/j <Ae

covering of clouds, or <fe mw<, or ffte ZiAe, <Aa<

concealed the new moon ; (the prep. J being here

used in the sense of juu, or C-ij ,j»o, as in the

Klur xvii. 80 ;) virtually] meaning [we fasted]

without a sight [of the new moon] : (Msb, TA :)

a rajiz says,

* gubt 4>L^ tviJU)! *

[Jra a w^?/<i q/"a covering of clouds, or of a mist,

or </«« like, having its new moon effaced : I jour-

'* *' 9t

neyed quickly and far in it, (lyiU^I being used,

app. by poetic license, for ly*» cJU^t,) and dis

liked was the journeying so therein] : (S, TA :)

and it is said that L-»c <LU [i. e. * ,-oi and

» (-«e] signifies also <A« Za*< night of the [lunar]

month ; being so called because the case thereof

is veiled to people so that it is not known whether

it be of the coming [month] or of the past (TA.)

4«c fem. ofj£, q. v., used as an epithet

a^c : Beej,b, first sentence : —— and also in the

latter half. —_ Also, f Perplexity, and dubiousness,

or confusedness : pi. j^s. : one says, i«£ ^ yk

t -He w in a s<a<e of perplexity, and dubiousness,

or confusedness : (Msb :) and «j-ol ^>o <L»c ^ ys

t 2Te is in o state o/ perplexity and darkness [in

respect of his case or affair] ; from ^A) I signify

ing " the act of covering " [a thing]. (Ham p.

320.) [See also £«£ and 2l«&.] And one says

&o£ j«ot t -^ dubious, confused, or vague, case or

affair, (S, KI.*) [See also ^^.] It is said in

the Klur [x. 72], i^^JlftJ^ol ^ "9>r5 i- e.

\ [Then let not your case be to you one of] dark

ness, and straitness, and anxiety : (A'Obeyd, S,

TA:) or, as some say, covered, veiled, or con-

cealed. (TA.) And &*c ^ojl means t -^L strait,

or narrow, land. (TA.) -__ Also The bottom of

the interior of a skin for clarified butter (S, ]£.)

&c. (S.) [See also the first sentence in art.

J**.]

3^£ ?. (7. <u«J [app. <u*J, meaning f Obscure-

ww, confusedness, or dubiousness : see also £*£].

(TA.)

. ^^i is the inf. n. of 1 in tlie last of the senses

expl. above : (Msb:) or it signifies The flowing

down of the hair so that theforehead, (S, K, TA,)

or, as in the M, the face, (TA,) and tlie back of

the neck, are narrowed : (S, KL, TA :) or the hair

that veils, or conceals, the vl*-*- [generally mean

ing the part above the temple, but sometimes it

means the forehead,] and ttie back of the neck.

(Har p. 21.) Z says that they dislike what is

thus termed, and like what is termed cp [i. e.

baldness of the two sides of the forehead]. (TA.)

j\+z Clouds : (S, Msb, ]£ :) or white clouds :

(K :) or thin clouds : (Jel in ii. 54 :) and ♦ <ul«c

signifies one thereof: (S, Msb, K :) the former

being pi. of the latter, as also is ^Ui : (K :) [or

• * * ** * *

rather >U* is a coll. gen. n., of which <Ul»c is

the n. un. :] they are so called because they veil

the sky, or because they veil the light of the sun.

A ,

(TA.) _ [Hence,] >sl»iJt _*>». signifies Hail

stones, or liail. (TA.) [See an ex. in a verse cited

in art. (jt, p. 109.]

• * * • .. j

>»U* i. gr. >tl£9j [A rheum, such as is termed

coryza]. (£.)

j>y+b [a pi. of which no sing, is mentioned,]

Small stars, such as are faint, or indistinct. (IjL)

jt**b i. q. ir~»S (S, K,) i. e. i^resn herbage

Cilfe) beneath such as is dried up ; (S, TA ;) or

green herbage beneath such as is dry. (TA.) —

And Milk heated until it thickens : (S, ]£ :) be

cause it becomes covered over. (TA.)

<UU« : see >l»c< — Also \ Herbage : so in

the saying, \±£> ^ilj 2lA^ ^i ^j*»-\ i. e.

\ [Suck a one made to be prohibited to the

public] the herbage that was the growth ofsuch a

valley: thus called [because produced by the

water of the clouds,] in like manner as it is

called ?£r. (TA.)

ieloi. : see the next paragraph.

<ul«£ : see 1, near the middle, in three places.

—- Also A thing with which the eyes of a she-

camel are bound, or with which her muzzle is

bound : (K. :) or a piece of cloth with which the

nose of a she-camel w stopped (ju~>) [or bound

&* *

(jkij)] when she is made to incline to the young

one of another : pl.^Ui. (A'Obeyd, TA.) [See

also ia-ji : and pUuo.] — And (by way of com

parison [thereto], TA) X The prepuce of a boy ;

as also t lid. (K, TA.)

d' Z *

(j** : see j£, in six places. «_ Also Dust ;

syn. S^e. (K..) _And Darkness. (K.) __ And

t Hardship, or difficulty, or distress, [as though]

covering [or overwhelming] a party in war, or

battle. (1£.) See also the next paragraph.

^yoi : see ^^c, latter half, in four places. __

Also f A calamity, or misfortune ; and so 1 iCt ;

(K, TA ;) and • il*-fc, Ukewise, is said to be

allowable. (TA. [But this last I think doubtful.])

And t -4 Aaz-rf, or difficult, affair or case, in re-

lation to which one knows not the right course to

pursue ; as also * ^5-0-*, (K, TA,) and * iLiU*.

(TA.)

li*& [fem. of^ft\, q. v. : __ and also used as a

8, „

subst.] : see _^c, first sentence : — and also in

the latter half: —— and see also ^«c, in two

places. —y>*)\ ^>« tLo* ^ j^\ means [Verily

they are in a state of dubiousness, or confusedness,

in respect of tlie case, or affair; or] in a dubious,

or confused, case or affair. (TA.) [See also <C&

and 4«c.]

il*i : see ^^i.

3.

see^a*, latter half.

^U, and its fem. iolt : see_^fc, former half.

&o-« [mentioned above as an inf. n. (see
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R. Q. 1), used as a simple subst.,] signifies The

cries [or cry] of bulls [or wild bulls] in fright :

(?> ?, TA :) and of courageous men in conflict :

(S, Mgh, K, TA:) and so 1*£<£i: pL of the

former, in both senses, _>U*. (TA.) See also

an ex. of the pi. voce J^£* And Indistinct

speech ; (K ;) as also 'JUUS : (S, £ :) i^i is

when one hears the voice but does not distinguish

the articulation of the words ; and when speech

resembles that of the ^jt. (T, in TA, voce

35;.) «» Also The sound of bows. (TA.)

>l J*j, (?,) and \Ui\s 4-^)1 J$, (S, Msb,

K,) A man whose hair fares dorm so that the

face and the back of the neck are narrowed : (S,

Msb, K :) and in like manner [the fem.] i& is

applied to a woman. (Msb.) j£c applied to

the forelock (5*oC) of a horse means Excessively

abundant in the hair : and such is disliked. (S.)

— And jgft wjU-* means \ Clouds in which is no

gap, or interstice. (K, TA.)

and J,** : see ^s., former half. __ ^i,)

(K, TA) and i&* (TA) A land having

abundant (K, TA) and dense or luxuriant (TA)

herbage. (K, TA.)

upon his heart [or stomach] so that he became

like one intoxicated. (K.)

» * * j 0^

>o o-«-«, applied to clouds C***)> and to a sea,

Abounding with water: (K :) and in like manner,

without 5, to a well (**£>>), that flls everything,

and submerges it : (IAar, TA :) and to what is

termed ^1*. [q. v.], (IAar, S, TA,) meaning

covering. (IAar', TA.)

»>*** [pass. part. n. of a*e, i. e. Covered, &c.].

— [Applied to unripe dates (accord, to the TA

to vJ»j, a mistranscription forjIJ), like J^Xo,]

Put into a jar, and covered over until they have

become ripe. (TA.) — Applied to a new moon,

Veiled, or concealed, by clouds, or otherwise, (Msb,)

or intercepted by thin clouds, (K,) so as not to be

seen. (Msb.) —1 Applied to a man, Grieved, or

caused to mourn or lament, or to be sorrowful or

sad or unhappy. (TA.) — And Affected with

the malady termed jA+b. (K.)

1. a^*, aor.: , (S, O, K,) inf. n. c4*, (S, O,)

It (i. e. food) was, or became, heavy upon his

heart [or stomach], (Ks, S, O, K,) Ae having

eaten much thereof so that it caused him to suffer

indigestion, (Ks, O,) and it rendered him like one

intoxicated : (K :) or, accord, to Sh, it (i. e. grease)

rendered him like one intoxicated, (O, TA,) in

consequence of indigestion. (TA.) And He

covered it; (O, K ;) namely, a thing. (K.)

And 6UoJI ^g AZ+i. t. q. <Uai. [i. e. 2Te immersed,

or plunged, him, or &, into <Ae water; like isfcl.

(IDrd, O, K.) — And Lii c-^fc iTe warfe a

w^n, or motion, with his head, (O,) or Ae raised

his head, (K,) [/or the purpose of taking breath,]

in drinking. (0, K.) = o^i ZTe became like

one intoxicated, by grease [in his stomach] : (Sh,

0:) or he suffered from the heaviness of food

1. ».***, aor. - and i , inf. n. J£i ; and t».fc*ct,

(S, Msb, K,) inf. n. \Q.\; (Msb;) mentioned

by AO, (S,) or by A'Obeyd, (L, TA,) as two

chaste forms ; (S, L, TA ;) He put it (i. e. a

sword, S, Msb, K, or the like, Msb) into its j^e.

[i.e. scabbard, or sheath; he sheathed it]: (8,

Msb, K :) or he madefor it, orfurnished it with,

a J*U. (Msb.) _ Hence, \jJii JjL^i X He

covered him, or it, with suck a thing; as though

he made the latter a j^i to the former. (A.)

See also 5, in two places, as jlU, inf. n. l^i,

said of a tree of the species called JsiJ*, f It had

its branches abounding with leaves so that one

could not see its thorns; (L, K ;) as though they

were sheathed. (L.) _ i^feJl oj^i, (L, K.)

aor. - , int. n. i^i, (L,) J The well lost its water.

(L»?-)-— And 0.*-ji, (L, K,) aor.:, (K,)

inf. n. j^i, (L,) t It (a well) had much water :

(As, L, K :) or it had little water. (AO, L, K.)

2 : see 5, in two places.

4 : see 1. _ [Hence,] d$J1 ji*it J 2Te put

the things one within another. (K.) And Jt»it

J-1.JI : .He 7?w< <Ae [cloth called] ^JL 6e««o<A

<Ae cameVs saddle, to preserve the animal's back

from being galled by the saddle. (Akh, A,* L.)

s- t^' •J-o*' t -ff« p«< the garment, or piece

o/ chth, beneath him, to conceal it from the eyes

of others.^ (A.) _ And jl^JI ji^tf, (JK, L,)

^?,d. V"***' (L'^ + "^ to0* <Ae man heneath him

(dinJ, thus in the JK, in the L j£Lj [by deceit,

or guile]), to cover him over, or conceal him.

(JK, L.) __ And Uii jl^u, (S, L, K,) and

* »j-»i, (K,) I He concealed, as with a veil, what

had proceeded from such a one, or what such a

one had done. (S, L, K.) And 0)\ iju^JLJ

tr*°"Ji> (§i A> L> M?b» K,) and Q t i^& and

Lr*i * *«>-»*7 (I"i) X God covered him with his

mercy, (A'Obeyd, S, A, L, Msb, K,) as w&A a

»et7; reiferf Am therewith; (A'Obeyd, A, L,

Msb ;) c/atf* Aim, or invested him, therewith.

(A'Obeyd, L.) — sTji-v)) j^«3 f He threw him

self upon the enemies ; or came upon them, or over

them; and overwhelmed them. (L.) __ And «j^jtf

t Hefilled it, (A, K>) namely, a measure of capa

city, (A,) or a vessel. (K.)
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c (S, L, Msb, K, &c.) and * olJUi, (L,

K,) but the latter is not of established authority,

(IDrd,) of a sword, (S, L, Msb, K,) and the

like, (Msb,) The scabbard, or sheath ; [this is

well known to be the correct meaning; it is

shown to be so in the S, voce ^t\j» ; and is the

meaning obtaining in the present day;] syn. i_9^Le,

(S, O,) or ,jiL •. (L, K :) [both of these words

have the signification mentioned above ; but not

that only ; for «J*}U has a wider application ;

and it is said in the S, voce «_>£*, that the ^jJu*.

of a sword is a case, or receptacle, in which is

(put) the sword together with its jl^c and sus

pensory belt or cord :] the pi. is iCil [a pi. of

pauc] (O, Msb,K) and 0&, (O,) or \£t. (K.)

(j'«*-o* : see the next preceding paragraph.

*.'•.' , ,., •' » • .. •

>*<lc {JS»J, a phrase hke if&j <Li-c, [jl«U

• 3 e ^

meaning *y+Jut,] \ Wells having their water

covered by earth, or dust ; contr. of j~o ,«£>j.

(A.) And 5i«U J A well (^.) filed up, or

choked up, with earth, or dust. (K, TA.) __

And SjloIc and jloU f A ship (<Le»l) filled, or

/aoen; (K, TA;) as also Ij^-J (TA) and JL.7.

(K,TA.)

^c*« : see what here follows.

>£«a« and ▼ jt<Ao A sword [or the like] put

m<o its Jl<£ [meaning scabbard, or *Aea<A ; i. e.

slieat/ied]. (S, A.)

8. JJJt J 0.^1 t 2Te (a man, S, L) entered

into [the darkness of] the night; (S, A, L, K ;)

as though it became as a j4* to him ; like as one

says JjAJI ojjl : (S, L :) and simply j^fik\ he ven

tured upon, encountered, or braved, the night,

O&jt) to seek food for his family. (S, L.)

10. jJf)\ yUJjl J> iijj\ £jX3&\ + [The

sky became obscured amid the many clouds], (TA

in art. ^-iib.)

1. j^c, as in some lexicons, or j+k, aor. i ,

accord, to all the copies of the K [consulted by

SM], (TA,) or j^i, [aor. : ,] (as in the CK and

my MS. copy of the K,) inf. n. sJCi and Sjj-U,

[agreeably with analogy ifj^i be the form of the

verb, which is therefore most probably correct,]

(K,) It (water) was, or became, much in quantity,

abundant, copious, [or deep,] (K, B, TA,) so that

it concealed its bottom. (B, TA.) You say jLil U

jyii\ tjJk »j>«c How great is the abundance of

the water of this river ! (S.) _ [And X He

abounded in beneficence.] You say yj-*j tJ-4"J

Sjj-ti)\ t A man bearing evidence of abounding in

beneficence. (S, K.) = »j^i, (S, Msb, K,) aor. i ,

(S, Msb,) inf. n. j^i, (Msb, K,) It (water, S,

K, or the sea, Msb) [overflowed,] came over, or

rose above, (S, Msb,) or covered, (K,) and con

cealed, (TA,) Aim, or it ; (S, Msb, K ;) as also

* a^cI : (K 0 and Ae (a man) veiled, concealed,

hid, or covered, him, or it. (Msb.) _ Hence,

jtyU\ ej^ti f The people rose above him, or sur

passed him, in eminence, (S, TA,) and in excel

lence. (TA.)— And J^4fJo^uljl life Ji a£k

d*1y> f [-^ «"» Aim to have overtopped the heads

of others by the tallness of his stature]. (TA.) =

^jic »jj-»>»e, aor.r, (S, Msb, K,*) inf. n.^»*

(Yaakoob, S, Msb) and ^o*, (Yaakoob, S,) [or

the latter is a simple subst.,] His bosom bore con-
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cealed enmity and violent hatred, or rancour,

malevolence, malice, or spite, against me. (S,

Msb, K.) = »JJ o^i, (S, K,) aor. : , (£*,)

inf. n. j+b, (TA,) Hi* hand mas, or became, foul

with the smell offlesh-meat, (S, ]£,) and with the

grease thereofadhering to it. (£.) =j^b, aor. i ,

(S, Msb,) inf. n. ojW-c, (S, [in my copy of the

Msb written jU*> probably by a mistake of tbe

copyist,]) He was inexperienced in affairs : (S,

Msb:) Benoo-'Okeyl say j+b, aor.;. (Msb.)

You say Sjl*b aJ> and hj\jb [In him is a want of

experience in affairs], (TA.)

2. lw»-j <^->**, inf. n. jt+&J, She (a woman)

smeared her face with Sj+b [q. v.] ; (S ;) as also

lj^\i t o^£l, (5,) and t-o^«3. (S, £.) =

" -> f 0 0

j+b, inf. n. ^-.-»jui, //« (a man) roa« deemed

ignorant. (TA.) sa <urj» ^»i, inf. n. as above,

He gave his horse water to drink in a cup, (]£,)

in the small cup called j^b, (TA,) because of the

scarcity of water. (]£•) IAar mentions the

phrase Um> ,^l »j+b He gave him to drtnh some

bowls of water: making the verb doubly tran

sitive. (TA.)

3. JtLftJI fJ j*Xb and ous ^-elc signify the

same [i. e. t He plunged, or threw himself, into

the midst offight, or conflict], (TA in art. u—»*•)

[See also j*li-e.] _ And o^*U. f J/e engaged

with him in fight, or conflict, not caring for

death. (S, O.) _ And yAb signifies also f He

contended in an altercation, or a dispute. (0.)

5. Oj^ju : see 2. =j*ju 7/e drank from a

small cup such as is called j+b : (K : ) Ac drank a

small quantity of water : (TA :) lie drank less

than would satisfy his thirst : (S :) he drank the

smallest draught, less than would satisfy his thirst :

(TA:) he did not satisfy his thirst with water;

(K,* TA ;) said of a camel, (K,) and of an ass.

(TA.)= And iLiUJI <^A3 The cattle ate what

is termedj~+b [q. v.]. (K.)

7. j«x>1 He immerged, dipped, or plunged, him

self, or he became immerged, dipped, or plunged,

(S, K,) in water, (S, TA,) and in a thing ; (TA ;)

asalsoTj^l. (£.)

8 : see 1 i and 7 ; i and 2.

• • *

j+b Much, abundant, copious, [or deep,] water ;

(S, K ;) as also T^**c : (K :) or much, abundant,

copious, [or deep,] water, that drowns, or sub

merges : (ISd, TA :) or that covers over him who

enters into it : (IAth, TA :) [also used as an epi

thet in which the quality of a subst. predominates,

meaning much, abundant, copious, or deep, water;]

and " ij^c. signifies the same as j+b [when thus

used ; or a submerging deep, a deep place, or an

abyss, of water] : (TA;) pi. \\^b and j^b. (S,

• • * 9 o * 0

K.) You say j*b j*~> An abundant sea : and

0 0 9 0 111

[in the pi.] jl»£ jU^p, and J)rc. (S.) And of a

thing that has become much, you say, jfiSs IJub

"j~*b This is much. (AZ.) [See also^oU.] _

The main of the sea : (r> :) pi. as above. (TA.)

= t Liberal in disposition : (I£>* TA :) pi. as

J » »0 0

above : (TA :) and in like manner, JUUJI j+b :

(TA :) or this last, and »lj,yi^*, signify J abound

ing in beneficence : pi. as above : (S, I£ : [see also

fljy :]) and iyjjJI ^«i t a man who takes by sur

prise with large bounty. (TA.) —_ t A horse

fleet, or swift, or excellent, in running, (S,* K,*

TA.) : A garment ample, orfull. ($,* TA.)

as t A mixed crowd of men, (K,) and their

thronging, pressing, or pushing, and multitude;

(TA ;) as also t^£ and * Sj£ and *jC* and

*jUA : ($ : [in the TA, instead of the last two

words, I find S.Ui and »jU£, as from the K, and

jUt and jl^i. are afterwards there added : but

most probably these only(without 5) are correct :])

and " Sj+i and * jl^c and "jU* signify o crowd

ing, or pressing, of men, (S, Msb,) and of water:

(S :) the pi. of * S^A is JC*. (S.) You say

u-LiJI TjUi ^ cJU-S, and *Jl»jCi, (S, Msb,

TA,) and tJ^A^i, (TA,) 1 7 entered among the

crowding, or pressing, ofthe people, (S, Msb, TA,)

and their multitude ; (S, TA ;) as also^^ii ^j

[andJUjCl &c] (TA.) And t^C± ^J o^»'

t^-U-ll, meaning J «Aa// fce among the dense con

gregation of the people, occurs in a trad. (TA.)

=s See silsoj+ti. sss^i JJ means Intensely dark

night. (TA.)

)U (S, Msb, ?:) and *^i (S, ISd) and t^i

and * j-oi, accord, to the K, but this last is un

known, (TA,) and *J^i (K) and »j«i, (TA,)

originally, A boy devoid of intelligence : and

hence, (Msb,) a man (S, Msb) inexperienced in

affairs ; (S, Msb, K :) ignorant : (TA :) inex

perienced in war and in counsel; not rendered

firm, or sound, injudgment, by experience: (L:)

one in whom is no profit nor judgment : (ISd,

TA :) one in whom is no good nor profit with

respect to intelligence orjudgment or work : (AZ,

Msb :) and ♦j^x-c signifies the same as j+b ; (S,

TA ;) or deemed ignorant : (TA :) the fem. ofj+£

is with 5; (S, Msb;) and so is that of T>»*:

(TA :) and the pi. of^U is jC^I ; (S, Msb, TA;)

and this may also be pi. of Tj+£, like as w>Ull

is pi. ofy-w. (TA.) bbs See also Sj+£.

j+b Concealed enmity and violent liatred, or

rancour, malevolence, malice, or spite. (S, Msb,

5.) [See also 'j+k.] — And f Thirst : (S, Msb :)

P1.JU*I. (S.) El-'Ajjaj says,

" " « £ a* * + s +

I [Until, when they damped their thirst], (S.)

UjU*l Jj*$\ c-J^ means J The camels drank a

little. (TA.) sss See also j^i.

j+£ A drowning; being drowned: so in the

phrase j*aJ1 Oye Death by drowning. (TA.) sss

See also j^t. sbb The/ouZ «wic// offlesh-meat, (S,

Mgh, K,) awrf its grease adhering to the hand :

(K :) and the smell offish. (8.) Hence, JjjIo

^e*)l (S, Mgh) T/te napkin, or rough napkin,

with which the hand is cleansed therefrom. (L,

TA.) as See also j*£, in two places.

j+t [part. n. of^»£]. You say Sj^i jl* A hand

foul with the smell offlesh-meat, (S, K,) and with

the grease thereof adhering to it. (El.) [See also

• 0 » 0 1 90 0

^V->-] = See also ^oi, in two places, sss »^«c as

an epithet applied to a she-camel, see voce^i.

j+b A small drinking-cup or bowl, (S, ]£,) with

which people divided tlie water among themselves

in a journey when they had little of it ; and this

they [sometimes] did by putting a pebble into a

vessel, and then pouring into it as much water

as would cover the pebble, and giving it to each

man among them : (TA :) or the smallest ofdrink-

ing-cups or bowls: (K:) [see w*s ; and ^J:]

accord, to ISh, it contains twice or thrice tfte

quantity of the measure called rt^JL;*^ : [but this

seems to be a large j^b, used for watering a

horse ; and the words which here immediately

follow are app. not added by ISh, but relate to

the j+b used by a man for himself or for another

man :] the «,*«£ is larger than it, and satisfies the

thirst of a man: the pi. is jUil, (TA.) El-Aasha

of Bdhileh says, in an elegy on his brother El-

Munteshir Ibn-Wahb,

0 3 *t o b iZti »0

[A slice of earners liver, roasted, if he lighted upon

it, used to suffice him; and the j+b used to satisfy

his thirst], (S, TA.) And Mohammad is related,

in a trad., to have said, w-==fjj| >ii== ''j1**J *)

<>».tj <Ua-,jlj tUjJt Jjt ^jJU \jLe Make ye me

0 t

not like the j+b of the rider : salute me in the

beginning of prayer and in the middle thereof and

in the end thereof: meaning that they should not

make the salutation of him to be a thing of no

great importance, and to be postponed : for the

rider puts on his camel his saddle and his travel

ling-provisions, and last of all hangs upon his

saddle his drinking-cup. (IAth, TA.)

• 4 J 9 0 1

j+b: see^o*.

9000

tj+b Water that rises above the stature of a

% O 0

man. (13d in xxiii. 56.) See also j^b, first sen

tence. — Hence, (Bd^^j** ^jsj^ijji, in the

]£ur xxiii. 66, \ Therefore leave thou them in [the

submerging gulf, or flood, of] their ignorance;

(Ft, Bd ;) or in their error : (Jel :) or in their

error and obstinacy and perplexity : (Zj, in expla

nation of another reading, j/nj\J^b _» :) and in

like manner, Zj+b J, in the same chap., verse 65,

signifies in overwhelming heedlessness : (Bd :) or

in ignorance: (Jel:) and in the Kur li. 11, t»

overwhelming ignorance: (Bd, Jel :) or i^b sig

nifies [here] a state of obstinate perseverance in

vain or false affairs : (Lth, Msb, TA ;) and

£j\j*>b is the pi. (Msb.) You say hj+b ,«J j*

»yj ^yt,, and <Uj~i, and tJw, % [He is in a sub-

merging gulf, or flood, offrivolous diversion, and

of youthful folly, and of intoxication], (TA.)
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And jgiytf Ot>«« sigmfieB [The fiery depths of

Hell; or] the places, of Hell, that abound with

fire. (TA.) [Hence] i^Jjl s£i f The

main part of the contention. (TA.) [And S^i

«r>ja»JI 1 2%« »»atn part, i. e. <Ae <AicA, or thickest,

of the fight or battle. (See also -J/*-" Olj4&

in what follows.)] __ Hence likewise, 3j*b sig

nifies also J Difficulty, trouble, distress, or rigour,

(S, Msb, K,) and pressure, of a thing: (EL:) pi.

Otiii (S, Msb, EI) and JC* (?) and j^. (S.)

Hence, (Msb,) OjJI Oljii jT/ie rigours, or

pajys, (julii,) o/ oea<A ; (S, Msb :) or 3^1

C»j*JI signifies <Ae agony, i. e. *&e wAeroence of

the troubles or disquietudes, of death : (TA :) and

«_.>jaJI C>l>o£, and UjUc, + <Ae rigours of mar.

• * *■

(TA.) _ See also j** again, latter half, in three

places.

Sj+& A kind of liniment, made from [the plant

called] v*)$, (S, TA,) used by a bride, for her

person : (TA :) or [the^ton*] y-jj [itself] : (TA :)

or saffron ; as also 1j+* : (K :) orj&^s [which

also means saffron and bastard saffron] : or

gypsum ; syn. ^otf. : or, accord, to Aboo-Sa'eed,

a mixture of dates and milk, with which the face

of a woman is smeared, to render her skin fine :

and the pi. is ^c.. (TA.) [See also 5^**..]

S^ei, [thus in the TA, app. 3j*t, of the class

of a£-j~o &c.,] as an epithet applied to a man,

Valid injudgment or opinion, in cases of difficulty.

(TA.)

jUi : see j<£, latter half, in three places.

9 - J 9 6 +

jUi : see j^i, latter half, in four places.

j~ot : see j+b, in two places. s= Also A cer

tain plant : (KL :) or green herbage that is over

topped, or covered, and concealed, by what is dried

up: (S, K:*) or herbage growing in the lower

part, or at the root, of [other] herbage, (K,* TA,)

so that the first [in growth]1 overtops, or covers,

and conceals, it : (TA :) or any verdure that is

little in quantity, (L, K, TA,) either Z»->j [i. e.

2a»jj, meaning what becomes green after the tipper

parts have dried,] or Oti [app. meaning herbage

in general] : (L, TA :) or the grain of the [species

of barley-grass called] ^y^, (EL, TA,) that falls

from the ears thereof when it dries; so says

AHn : or somewhat that comes forth in the ^ey/

in the first of the rain, succulent, or sappy, amid

suck as is dry ; andjfi is not known in anything

but the j£t: (TA:) the pi. is fyjk (K.)

* 5/2«c [is app. its n. un., but] is said by AO to

mean Dry [trefoil, or clover, of the species called]

<Lfe) and oi, with which horses are foddered

when they are prepared, by being reduced to

scanty food, for racing or for a military expe

dition. (TA.)

Ij^s- : see what next precedes.

y& Much, or abundant : applied in this sense

[In a state of immersion ; immerged. (See ^151 ;

and see also a verse cited voce £l, p. 106) first

col.)] __ And [hence, perhaps,] Sj~»\S signifies

Palm-trees (J L i) not requiring irrigation:

(AHn, K :) but Az did not find this to be

known. (TA.) [See also^JI&i.] __ Applied to

land, (S, Msb, TA,) and to'a house, (TA,) [but

written with 5 when ^jl is mentioned, or jlj,]

it signifies the Contr. of*y»\z; (S, TA;) and

thus, (TA,) waste ; desolate ; in a state the con

trary of flourishing ; in a state of ruin ; syn.

^>\jL : (Msb, K, TA :) [land to which this term

is applied is thus called] because overflowed by

water, so that it cannot be sown ; or because it is

covered with sand or dust; or because water

generally exudes from it, so that it produces only

reeds and the \Jifi [i. e. papyrus or other rushes] :

i • ,'. • *' ' ... • » 3'

byj^lfc is meant>,>i^J ; like as one says ^-oU^,

meaning y^^oi <fr : (TA :) or any land that is

another, or others, to do so; like J-eliU. (Ham

p. 338.) Applied to a courageous man as mean

ing f One who incurs the rigours, or pangs, of

death. (TA.) And fOne who contends in an

altercation, or a dispute : or who enters into the

main part [or the thick or thickest] ofan alter

cation or a dispute : and some say that it is from

j*x)l, and means regarding, and regarded, with

rancour, malevolence, malice, or spite. (TA.)

j o •*« Palm-trees (J»J) imbibing water from

a copious source. (AHn, K.) [See also Sj-eU,

voce^U.] _ And + A drunken man : (Sgh, K,

TA :) as though intoxication had drowned his

reason. (TA.) = See also^io.

3, see

to property.
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(Ham p. 593.) [See also^.]

not tilled (*-ja.;„..< ^) so as to be fit for sowing

(K, TA) and planting : (TA :) or land that is

unsown, but capable of being sown : so called be

cause the water reaches it and comes over it : of
ti

the measure J-z\J in the sense of the measure

* >0' ' • - &

Jyut*; (S, Msb;) like the epithets in ^lib j-i

and Jjilj »U ; and made of the measure J«l»

only to correspond to j*U as its opposite : (S,

TA :) waste land which water does not reach is

not called jAi. ; (S ;) but such is called jii.

(Msb.) It is said in a trad., [which shows that

the last two explanations given above are correct,]

that 'Omar imposed a tax of a ^ji and a jJ>S

upon every ^Jy* [of land], both j*\s. and yt\L :

and this he did in order that the people might

not be remiss in sowing. (Az, TA.)

j+i\ [More, or most, abundant, copious, or

deep : applied to water. __] More, or most sur

passing, or excelling : so in the saying, ^«A^<Ut yk

4*jy) J>tu He is the most surpassing of them by

the taUness of his stature. (TA.)

A garment, or piece of cloth, dyed with

[3j-o-£, or] saffron. (M, TA.) __ 3j^Jla and

" 5j c «-T. o and " 5JO",ko A girl having her face

smeared with 3j*c. (TA.) as See also j^s.

: souj-sLjlo.

j^*u [Overflowed, or covered, and concealed,

by water, &c. __] Rained upon. (TA.) __ t Over

come, subdued, or oppressed. (TA.) _ f An 06-

scure man ; o/no reputation : (K, TA :) as though

others surpassed him. (TA.) You say also, £f§&

'A j j • -

V^«J1 ja o « •" t fi>ucA a owe w of obscure race.

(TA.)

j^U* f One roAo plunges, or ««A«* without con

sideration, into places of peril : (S :) one who

throws himself into difficulties, troubles, or dis

tresses ; as also Vj*jU : (K :) or one who enters

into difficulties, troubles, or distresses, and makes

*• *>**> (?» A> ?>) or »^trf »>ii, (Msb,) aor. - ,

(Msb, El,) inf. n.^i,(TA,)Hefelt him, (namely,

a ram,) to fowro j/" Ae werefat : (S, A, Msb, K :)

and U^o£ Ae /«<< Ais hand upon her (a camel's)

back, to see liow fat she was. (TA.) __ Hence,

(Msb,) «jj_e 6j^l, (S, Msb, EI,) aor. -, (K,)

inf. n. jofc, (A, K,) 2fe pressed, or squeezed, it,

[with his hand,] namely, a limb, (A, K, TA,)

and a man's back. (TA.) So in a trad, of

Umar : cjyii j+ju ^Ai. tjj*s ajJIc J*.} [He

went in to him, and with him was a little boy

pressing, or squeezing, or kneading, his back].

(TA.) And in a trad, respecting the ablution

termed J—ill, it is said, <ilj}^3 {JJ+*U meaning

Press thou, or squeeze thou, the lochs of thy liair,

in washing. (TA.) You also say, 3lli\ *Jlii)l£k

The straightening-instrument pinched and pressed

the spear. (A,* Mgh, TA.*) A poet (namely

Ziyad El-Aajam, TA) says,

j>£ su £jj+k lit c»a>j *

[Anrf / ««erf, wAe» / pinched and pressed the

spear of a people, to break its knots, or inter-

nodal portions, unless it became straight]. (S,TA.

It is a prov., respecting which see remarks in

art. jl.) =>U, (A, Msb,) and »j£, (S, Mgh,

K,) aor.;, (Mgh, Msb, K,) inf. n. >A, (Msb,

TA,) i He made a sign, (A, Msb,) and lie made

a sign to him, (Mgh, K,*) with the eye, (S, A,

Mgh, Msb, K,) or eyebrow, (A, Mgh, Msb, Kl,)

or eyelid [by winking]. (K.) So in the saying,

in a trad., ^iu J3 q\ ^yU ^jjj-** t llee made a

sign to me with the eye, or eyebrow, meaning,

Say thou Yes. (Mgh.) The people of the West

say, O^W O*^* *^«*> meaning, \ Such a one

blinked towards such a one, to instigate him

against him, or in order that he should have

recourse to him for protection or the like, or seek

a jo *

aid of him. (Mgh.) __ Hence, ^LJlf J«iJt :

(S :) you say, ^jlly £i, aor. ;, (K,) inf. n. *£k,

(TA,) J He calumniated, or slandered, the man.

(BL.) [See also 4.] _ You say also, <0>l^ 0>»£

289
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[t His testimony was suspected (see j^i*.), or

impugned]. (TA in art. j^j.) = i^l jJt O>oi,

(K,) or 4JL ^i >£, (Msb,) or <j£j ,>., (S,)

aor. : , (S, Msb, K,) inf. n. >i, (S, Msb,) f The

beast limped, or i< halted, with its hind leg ; had a

slight lameness thereof: (K,* TA :) or he had what

resembled m-jc [or natural lameness] in his gait :

(Msb :) or, as IKtt says, l^ji ajI jJI OJ-»« <Ae

?><?«*•< <?a»e an indication of a limping, or halting,

or .s%/<< lameness, in its hind leg: whence it

appears that this signification may be tropical.

(TA.) =:j**£ said of a disease, or of a vice, or

fault, of a man, It appeared. (AA, K.) sas See

also 4.

3. [This verb is mentioned by Golius as syn.

with v~i^> a verb for which I find no authority :

and Freytag renders it " Vitii arguit," and refers

to a passage in Har (p. 427 of the sec. ed.)

where (like as is done by Golius) j-iU«JI and

> ' *
w-jU<JI, as syn., are erroneously put for J*U«JI

and w«jl*Jt.]

4. C>j+±\ She (a camel) had fat, (O, K,) or

a littlefat, (ISd, IKtt, TA,) in her hump. (ISd,

IKtt, O, K.) Hence the epithet tjy«t, applied

to her. (TA.) = &*$» ^ j^il t JTe blamed, or

found fault with, such a one ; attributed or im-

puted to him, or charged him with, or accused

him of, a vice, or fault ; (S, IKtt> £, TA ;)

deemed him weak ; (TA ;) lessened his rank, or

dignity : (S; IKtt, K,* TA :) As found in him

that for which lie should Se deemed weak : (A,

TA:) and * oj^Itl he impugned his character;

blamed him ; censured him ; or spoke against him.

. % * 9 *. »** ***** 99* J 0* *

(K.) You say, o**» * »>^l* ^ cJUi X I did

a thing, and such a one impugned my character,

or found in it that by which my character was

******

impugned. (S, TA.) And A,\ *> u^~» *-*->

O' . * * * *i*>,

dJLic ^ » Khj^eM \ He heard from me a saying,.

and deemed it weak : (A, TA :) and in like man-

ner, l^i j^i\ found in it that for which it was

i, **>t

to be deemed weak. (TA.) =j^JI ^j-a*\ X The

heat remitted, or abated, to me, so that I became

emboldened to encounter it, and went upon the road:

(AA, ISk, S, IK«, K,* TA :) Az says ♦ ^j^i

^»Jt, on the authority of AA : (TA :) and AA

mentioned j—i\ ^yj-o*! in this sense, but after

wards doubted, and said, I think that it is with

(jlj. (TA in art. ^»fc.) __ And j£] f He (a

man) became gentle, so that others were emboldened

against him. (IKtt, TA.) := And j-o-tl [for

which »>o*l is erroneously put in the CK] He

acquired cattle such as are termed j+£ [q. v.] :

(0,K,TA:)like^ll. (O.)

5. [This verb is said by Freytag to have a sig

nification belonging to j+Ju.]

6. ljj-olJt_) They made signs, one to another,

with their eyes, (S, A, K, B,) or with the eye

brow, (A,) or hand, indicating something blame-

able or faulty. (B.) In this sense it is expl. as

used in the ELur lxxxiii. 30. (S, B.)

8 : see 4, in three places.

j+b Cattle (i. e. camels, and sheep or goats,

TA) of a bad quality. (As, S, 0, K.) And

** * • * • t

A weak man : (S, O, K :) like J*J : pi. jl»£l>

like Juil ofj^3. (TA.)

jytri- A she-camel of which one doubts whether

she be fat or not and therefore feels the hump :

(A'Obeyd, S, K :) pi. >& [or >U, or both ?].

(TA.) See 4, first sentence.

■ *

j^oi- : see the next paragraph, in two places.

Sj*«* \ A thing for which one's character is

to be impugned; for which one is to be blamed,

censured, or spoken against ; a vice, or fault ; (S,

A, Mgh, Msb, K ;) as also tJ-j-yi (TA) and

♦j^ju> (S, A, Mgh, K) or t »>»*■« : (Msb :) and

weakness in work, and impotence of mind, (TA,)

and ignorance : (T, TA :) the pi. of tj*x« is

j*lio, (TA,) syn. with .^olai. (S.) You say,

aj^i a*? J-,J, (S, A, Mgh, Msb, K,) and *>}**,

(TA,) and *>Ui, (A, Mgh, K,) or t !}£,,

(Msb,) I Tliere is not in him anything for which

his character is to be impugned ; or for which he

is to be blamed ; &c. : (S, A, Mgh, Msb, K :) or

there is not in it anything for which it is to be

coveted: (K:) or tj«*o <us U has both of the

above-mentioned significations. (A.) And ^i

93 * ^a * * •" * I "'

&«*• "jAi*e Zjyj X In such a woman are many
* 9 ' 6 *

vices, or faults. (A.) [See >oJu>, below.]

X " he impugned his character ; blamed, or cen

sured, him ; or spoke against him." (Mgh.) —

See also Zj*-»&, in five places.

9**9 .

Si

ajCi SjjV A girl who presses, or squeezes, or

kneads, the limbs well with the hand. (A, K,*

9* Si* 91*9 _

TA.) = SjU* S\j*»\ X A woman who makes fre

quent signs with the eye, &c. ; wlw has a habit of

9* i* 9 3*

doing so ; syn. SjUj. (TA in art. j-«j.) —•jU*

One wlw blames, orfindsfault with, others, much,

or habitually. (TA in art. J**.)

j^U [meaning Limping, or halting, &c, and

having a limping, or halting, &c.,] is like »)U» :

sometimes used as a possessive noun ; and [there

fore] one does not say oj^li. (O and TA in art.

9* » * • • ' . .

j+iA [should by rule be >«*« : its primary

signification is A place offeeling, to know if an

animal be fat : hence, a place of pressing or

squeezing a limb &c. : and a place of pinching

9 * 9 J

and pressing a spear, to straighten it]. _ *J C->

l^jUJa! cji* *$j lyJlliJ j*ao *§ X [ht. A nice or

subtile saying, the spear of which has no place

wliere it requires to be pinched and pressed to

straiten it, and the rock of which has no rough

place requiring to be beaten, or for the rock of

which tliere is no beating,] means, t that has no

crookedness : »jjL» is an inf. n., or means " a

place of beating," and SUUo is " a rock ;" and

the above-mentioned use of these two words is

borrowed from the phrase <uli-o ejS, meaning

see 9j~*z, in two places.

jy»xe X A man (A, TA) suspected (S, A,* K)

ofa vice, orfault. (TA.)

1. il^fc, (S, A, Msb, K,) aor. ; , (Msb, K,)

inf. n. J~o£, (Msb, TA,) He immersed, immerged,

dipped, plunged, or sunk, him or it, (JK, TA,)

syn. 4J&0, (S, A, K,) in water, (JK, S, A, Msb,

K,) or other fluid ; (JK,* TA ;) as, for instance,

a morsel of food in vinegar, and the hand in »L»,

(A,) and a garment, or piece of cloth, [for (jfjuJl

in the TA, I read ^>yj\,] in water or in dye.

(TA.) __ Cl^s. sLllLtl, so in the T and the

Tekmileh ; [and so in the JK ;] but in the [0
* 9 * . 9 * * * 9

and] K, U>«c * o—oiit ; (TA ;) She (a woman,

O, TA) immersed her hand, (K,) or, as in the

[O and other] correct lexicons, her hands, (TA,)

[in the »U»-] so as to dye [it or them] uniformly,

0 9*

witliout j-iyeH [or figuring], (O, K,) for which

last word Sgh [in the TS] writes >»j-a3, and for
e*

which we find in the A ^fJi [meaning the same
9 j * * *

as the word in the K]. (TA.) _ ^i >»»■■■< c

sVJI X [It (an event) plunged them into trial, or

affliction]. (A.) [See also a similar usage of the

verb below, voce ,»*»»*.] _— J I ,J lil». l_^wc

^oLaJI 7/e took a share in the compact and con

federacy of thefamily of El-As, and swore to it :

for it was their custom to bring, in a wooden

bowl, some perfume or blood or ashes, and they

inserted their hands into it on the occasion of

swearing, one to another, that their compact

might be completed by their sharing together in

one thing. (TA, from a trad, respecting the

Hijreh.) _ JJUj ^*- ^jU-JI ^~+ju [He thrusts

in the spear-head so that it maypass through,or that

» 9* * * * *

its extremity may protrude]. (A.) —<<wtU sj-*t£

j*<L)t t He concealed from them the news, or in-
.. j 9 3 * » t

formation. (TA.) _><^Jt »^-o*, (so in a copy

of the A,) or i^~»*, (so in the JK and O and K,)

The star set. (JK, A, O, K.)

C 9*

2. t^»**«3 signifies The making a drinking to

be little in quantity : (O, K» TA:) or, accord, to

Kr, a man's watering his camels and then going

(TA.)

j • * * * j

3. [a—oU, inf. n. rL..oUU, He vied, or con

tended, with him in plunging, or diving, in water:]
9** *» 9** *» 9** *»

9\m4,\iu9 is syn. with iJiU-o- (?, 1 A.)__4—ot**

also signifies J The throwing one's self into the

midst of war orfight, (S, TA,) or of an affair or

a great affair or an affliction: (TA:) and the

mixing, or engaging, infight or conflict. (TA.)

You say, JUiJI ^y j^-olfc X He plunged, or </<rew

himself, into tlie midst offight or conflict ; or A«
0 j ' ' -

rushed lieadlong into it. (TA.) And ^-ir—"*!-*

XHe mixed, or engaged, with them infight or con

flict. (TA). [See also JLolii].
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6. L~oU3 They two vied, or contended, each

with the other, in plunging, or diving, in water ;

syn. ysQ and Uilii (TA in art. „-]**.)

7. y-oJo) (S, A, Msb) and t ^^Jit\ (S, A)

He, or it, became immersed, immerged, dipped,

plunged, or sunk, in water: or he immersed or

immerged himself, plunged, or rftued, in water:

(S, A, Msb :) or he did so remaining long therein.

(TA in this art. and in art. u~oj.) [See ir>»3jt.]

__ [Hence,] *the latter also signifies, [and so

app. the former,] f He hid, or concealed, himself.

(T,0.)

8 : see 7, in two places.

see 1.

.u v̂. » n i Q

- ft

icl :

6, [like tjaiu in the sense of ^oyLU, &c,

or perhaps a mistranscription for j^-o*, like ,—»£

in the sense of ^^jXe, and many other instances,]

Immersed, immerged, dipped, plunged, or sunk.

(TA.)

• *# »*» *

fc^-j** <U*b J A spear-mound, or *Ae KAe, <Aa<

joo&se* through: (S, A, Msb, EL :) the epithet pro

perly applies to the person who inflicts the

wound, because he thrusts in (v+ju) the spear

head so that it passes through, or so that its

extremity protrudes : and it is such as cleaves the

flesh : (A :) or wide, and passing through ; that

plunges into theflesh. (ISd, TA.)_ ltj a ~j *'

I A difficult, or distressful, affair; (S, A, Msb,

K ;) that plunges people into trial, or affliction.

(A,?.*) — Hence, (A,) J*;^± O-tr*?. \An

oath that plunges its swearer (<u»*A3) into sin, (S,

K,) and then into the fire [of Sell] : (K :) or a

false oath, (Mgh, Msb,) known by its swearer to

be so; (Msb;) so called because it plunges its

swearer into sin, (A, Mgh, Msb,) and then into

the fire [of Hell] : (A, Mgh :) or a false oath

which one purposely swears, knowing the case to

be the contrary thereof, (K, TA,) in order to cut

off the rights of others : (TA :) or an oath by

which one cuts off for himself the property of

another : (K :) or an oath in which there is made

no exception [by saying M t\i ^1 (if God will),

or the like]. (TA.) [See also il^AJI.l —jL',

u-j-*-* \A strong, courageous man; as also

" y~oU-o : which latter epithet is also applied to

a lion. (TA.) And \A man who, injourneying,

does not alight to rest in the night until he enters

upon the time of dawn or morning. (TA.) __

And yj*y*B. iiU A she-camel whose pregnancy is

not plainly known (S, O, K) until she is near to

bringing forth (<^jkj ^jii.). (S, O.) And (O,

K) accord, to En-Nadr, (O,) A she-camel that

has a young one in her belly and that does not

raise her tail so that the case should become

manifest : (O, K :) pi. ijmtk [app. ^k, agree

ably with analogy, like j~o pi. of i^Jo, &&].

(TA.) And (some say, TA) A she-camel respect

ing whose marrow one doubts whether it be in a

corrupt and melting state or befat, or thick and

fat. (O.K.)

consequence of rain, in the lower parts of that

which is dry. (O.) See also J^i. And A

thing that has not appeared to men, and that is

not known, as yet : whence the phrase 2J^ol

tr^o* [an ode that has not become known : the

epithet being masc- and fern.]. (O.K.) And
*** t J\7./

i. q. 4^.1 [A collection of tangled, or dense, trees

or shrubs, or ofreeds or canes; (see also \»^J- ;)]

and anything tangled, confused, or dense, in which

one hides, or conceals, himself: (T, O, K,* TA :)

in the copies of the K, ^JtlUS^ is erroneously

ft £

written for ^iA. ;....» ^1 as in the T and O.

(TA.) _ And A water-course, or channel in

which water flows, (S, O, K, TA,) or (TA) such

as^is small, amid [plants such as are termed]

J* and o£, (S, O, K, TA,) or, as in the L,

combining (£*«) [app. within it] trees, or shrubs,

and J%. (TA.)_ Also Night : (O :) or dark

night. (K.) And Darkness. (O, K.) And

AO is related by El-Athram to have said,J^JI

is what is in the belly of the she-camel ; and the

second [i. e. the oflspring of the>Li] is [called]

i^aJI J^L ; and the third is Jl^iJI [i. e. this

last signifies The offspring of the offspring of the

see «J and J^i.]. (TA.)

A collection of dense reeds or canes ; or

a bed, or place of growth, thereof. (TA. [See

also J*t*b.])mm 4-^jAJt ^Jjt oU*. He swore a

fake oath. (TA. [See J!.^.])

ir>V»£ : see what next follows, in two places.

* * a*

a~.Wc [A bird of the kind termed divers, or

plungeons : thus called in the present day ; expl.

by Golius and Freytag as meaning "mergus

avis;"] a certain aquatic bird, (O, K,) that dives,

or plunges, much : (0 :) pi. [or rather coll.

gen. n.]^t J4*: (K,TA: [in the CK, errone

ously, y-Ci:]) IDrd says, the *\j*£i is a well-

known bird. (O.)

• * *

ym ov km* One who plunges into wars, or

' . jj * » *

battles, (^jj^»JI ^jiij,) and engages in them

repeatedly : (Ham p. 27 :) or one who enters into

difficulties, troubles, or distresses, and makes

another, or others, to do so; likej^l**. (Id. p. 338.)

See also ^^c.

w-e** Such as is termedj*X [q. v.] of herbage;

(S, O, K, TA ;) i, e. such as has become green in

1. «u»»A, (S, A, Mgh, K,) aor. ; inf. n. Jc£. ;

(S ;) and o-a*c, aor. -, inf. n. ^c^k ; and 'tJc^k,

aor. ;, inf. n. ^L; (K,*TA;) but the first is

the most chaste; (TA;) He despised him; held

him in contempt; (A, Mgh, K;) accounted him

little, or vile ; regarded him as nothing; (S ;) as

also t *«a*L«l. (S, A, K.) You say also, tZ
>*** ****** * J

<u~& it."<i<ii He saw him and his eye despised

him. (A.) _ He blamed him ; found fault

with him ; imputed to him a vice, orfault ; and

despised his right. (A, K.) You say, oj^j

* »* o* ■* o* j e* * a

losy jn&*t ijo^iu yrfUl [J found the people

blaming one another, &c.]; as also t

2295

(A.) And *y~i <C«a«j. [Thou imputedst evil to

him]. (TA, from a trad.) And -&S ^ii oJ^

<xi\5 I blamed him, or found fault with him,for

a saying that he said. (S.) And hence, (TA,)

***?• J*+*, (?, K,) and \^, (K,) the latter

is the form authorized by the f and the Deewan

el-Adab, this verb and [its syn.] Jbl»c being there

said to be both with kesr to the j>, (TA,) He

was ungrateful, or unthankful,for thefavour or

benefit ; (S, K, TA ;) he despised it, and disac-

hnowledged it. (TA.) — [Hence also, app.,]

JXLi\ dill ya^ God diminished the height, and

breadth, and strength, and might in war, or

valour, of mankind; and made them small and

contemptible : occurring in a trad, of Alee re

specting the slaughter of his brother by a son of

Adam. (TA.)==i£ C~^A, (S, K,) aor. -,

(K,) inf. n. ^o^, (S,) His eye had in it what is

termed J^L, q. v. (S,K.) __ [Hence, perhaps,]

i** j»e * \ * ,

(jAe^t ij* vc+i. This thing, or affair, turned

against me, and became attended with trouble.

(JK.)_[And hence, perhaps,] J^ic ,JxJd ^

[in the CK yajij] Be not thou angry with me :

so accord, to the O [and the JK] : but accord,

to the K, do not tliou lie against me, or utter

falsehood. (TA.)

8 : see 1, in two places.

• ** .

ija+b Fluid filth {or foul matter] in the inner

comer of the eye: (Mgh :) or what is fluid of

[the filth, or foul matter, or white filth, which

collects in the inner corner oftlie eye, and which,

w/ien concrete, is called] ^j: (S,K:) or a

thing like froth, which the eye emits; a portion

whereof is termed * L^i: (TA:) or what re

sembles white froth, in the side of the eye: but

,>a*j is in the side of the eyelashes : (ISh :) or

both these words signify dirt which the eye

emits : or ^o** is what is concrete. (M in art.

c>««*, a possessive epithet, A great imputer of

vices orfaults. (TA.)

» * **

«La»fc: see

••*?•*. • 1* * * 0 * * ** *3

He is a liar. (Ibn-Abbad, K.)= u^iJI : see

tto^AJt.

• *■ - * ft < ,

*"«««* OV-» ifi Lc There is not in such a one

anything for which his character is to be im

pugned, orfor which he is to be blamed, censured,

or spoken against ; any vice, or fault ; i. q.

5>»i. (A.)

«* <• o * J

it]. (TA.)2l^u«c dim. of jlrfi86 [fern, of

Hence, (TA,) iUlgi)l [The star Procyon ;] one
*• *■ o

of the oLjjjui, (S, K,) whereof the other is

ft 1* *6*

j>s*" (J>*~" [i,e' Sirius] : (TA :) the former is

also called t^e^JJut, (S, K,) and iLkl^Jt,

(TA,) and al«UJt ^^juiJI : (IAth :) it is one of

the Mansions of the Moon [accord, to those who

make the term "y to signify the auroral setting ;

289 •
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namely, the Seventh] ; (TA ;) and is in the ctjj ;

(S ;) i. e., it is the greater of the two stars called

l^Ul ctJjJI : (IAth :) it is called .L<n ■ a*»

because of its smallness and its littleness of light

[in comparison with the other ^£j*£>], from yja^e.

iJ&&\: (TA:) [or the reason of its being so

called is this :] the Arabs assert that the £\tj*2t

are the sisters of J*i~) [or Canopus] ; (IDrd, S ;)

and that they [three] were together; but that

J ( t ... descended into the south, and (j>*iJI

iuC^I [which is Sirius] followed it; (IDrd;)

this latter, they say, crossed the Milky way, and

' J ' 11 • ii

was therefore named j^sJI ; and »l <i g i » II

remained in her place, weeping for the loss of the

two others until her eye became affected with

yja^ : (IDrd, EL :*) they also assert that thou

seest j3--*JI when she rises as though she desired

to cross [the Milky Way] (j-f^-3 V"^)* but

JLmttti) thou seest not [as yet in any part of

Arabia], she having wept until she has become

affected with v^a*e. (S.)

^a^cl Saving, in his eye, what is termed

ijo^b, q. v. : (Mgh, K :) or disordered in the eye;

whose eyes are dim, or watery ; like l£~*£\ : (L

and TA in art. J^s- :) fem. iLa«i: and pi. yja+t.

(TA.)

dllfr ^e^u yk .ZTe is censured, or blamed, or

reproached, (S, EL,) with respect to his religion,

(S, A, K,) and with respect to his grounds of

pretension to respect. (A.) It is said in a trad.,

JlAJI aJ* u"yX» $1, meaning, Except one

censured, &c, with respect to kis religion; accused,

or suspected, of hypocrisy. (TA.)

suspicious of this information, and opining;] is

said by one when a piece of information rejoices

him but he fears that it may not be true; or

when he fears it and yet it rejoices him. (TA.)

1. ijAoC, and ^jo^t, aor. of each - , and inf. n.

of each ^o^e., It (a thing) was, or became,

unperceived, unapparent, hidden, or concealed.

(TA.)_ J»Jt J^-ot, aor. and inf. n. as above ;

and tjk+fe ; TAe way of attaining, or obtaining,

the right, or due, was, or became, unapparent, or

1 * * ' J * 9 * M »

hidden. (Msb.) -—^^siJI (.^6, inf. n. 2Ley+i ;

(S, Sgh, K ;) and Ja*£, aor. - , inf. n. sjbyt* ;

(IB, K ; [but IB seems to express a doubt of

the correctness of the latter form of the verb in

this case ;]) The speech, or language, was un

apparent to the mind, not plain or perspicuous,

obscure, recondite, or abstruse. (S, IB, Sgh, EL.)

yS)\ <i-ic i^Lfrfi The affair was not easy to

him ; (L, TA ;*) and you say also, j**)\ u«**>

• J J 9 i J»

inf. n. sjbyei- : and ^ja^c- ^ [In it is a want

of easiness] : but, Lh says, they scarcely ever, or

never, say <U>U ***• (TA.) _ q\J&\ Je**,

aor. - , inf. n. uoy*b ; and u^«&> ""• n- ^J»^

and j 'a1 a r ; 2%e pAice was, or became, low, or

depressed ; (S, EL ;) [because a place that is so is

unseen from a distance.] _— ^J) Jl it > r» 11 ,>>**

JLJI, inf. n. u»>o*, 2%e anAfet r»a«, or became,

depressed in the leg; lit., choked therein. (A,TA.)

_JljJI C «k^, aor.-, inf. n. as above, The

house was not upon a common thoroughfare-road

6 2 J 0 a r ' *

or street. (Lth, L.) —^i V 11 ^ u>c»H i>«-o*»

(Ibn-Abbad, A, EL,) aor.i, (Ibn-Abbad,) T/ie

sward became hidden in the flesh. (Ibn-Abbad,

EI.) — uoj^l ^ Ja*b, (Lh, A, Kl,) in [some

of] the copies of the £, ^t ■>, which is a

mistake, (TA,) aor. i and - , (Kl,) inf. n. i^yo*,

(A,) He went away in, or into, the land, or

county: (Lh :) or he went away and disappeared

therein : (A, L :) or he went away andjourneyed

therein. (Kl.) —_ And Ja*£, aor. i , also signifies

It (a thing) was, or became, small. (IKLtt.) =

See also 4, under -sue tA**', in wur places.

2. »}UJI ^i<*, (S, K,) inf. n. cAs^, (?,)

ife mat/e the speech, or language, unapparent to

the mind, not plain or perspicuous, obscure, recon

dite, or abstruse. (S, EL, TA.) _— j-a. ^ o fc

\Ji[")\, (A, TA,) inf. n. as above, (TA,) He made

the edge of the sword thin [so that it might become

hidden in the flesh when one smote with it] ; (A,

TA ;) as also t Ux£\. (EL.) = See also 4, in

twelve places.

4. k_ill]l «** lAo*1 : see 2- — *^? tAo^'j

(Mgh,) or O-lij', (Msb,) inf. n. t4Ui< ; (S,

Msb;) and t \££b, (Mgh,) or Vi^A, (Msb,)

inf. n. JLjJiJ; (S, Msb;) He shut, or cfoserf,

(Mgh, Msb,) [Ai» eye», or] Ai» eyelids, (Mgh,) or

[the eye, or] the eyelids. (Msb.) _ [Hence,]

*JL£\ U, (A, TA,) and t cJ4i U, (TA,) I

have not slept ; (TA ;) and " C~o«J^I U [signifies

the same] ; (JK ;) and so toL»el cJU .;^>l U,

(ISd, K,) and t UWA3 (S, Sgh, K) and d**i5,

(S, K,) [two inf. ns. of 2,] and * U>U-fc, and

t UiCi, and ♦ La<c with damm, (S, Sgh, E!,)

[and app. * liCe, and * Li^i*, and * Ux»c, for]

IB says that ua*£ and l>>*«* and t^U^ are

* ^ •.» ^

inf. ns. of a verb not used: (TA:) and o3i U

t \h\J*, [in a copy of the A ♦ U»»6,] and ♦ toU*,

/ have not tasted sleep. (JK.) [And hence,]

J^JI t ^nt "»» J 2%e lightning ceased to gleam ;

as though sleeping. (TA.) _ You say also,

^js. 'tijo u^o*1, an,i ' *^*o^ He snut, or cfoserf,

Am eye, or eyes, a<, or upon, or against, me : and

aJlc ^Aoi-I, and * yjbt »fe, Ae sA«<, or closed, his

eyes at, or wpow, or against, him, or i<. (TA.)

And [hence,] <Ue u***1, anQ ^-e-1-*, t [-ffe

sAm< Am eyes a< it, or «pow t<, or against it],

namely a thing that he had heard : a metonymical

phrase, denoting patience. (TA.) And <Uc ua**t

t He connived at it ; feigned himself neglectful of

it; passed it by; (A, Mgh, Msb, TA ;) as also

* i»A©*> inf. n. ,^<a~o*j ; and ♦ ua^i ; and

V uo«J£l ; namely a thing that he had heard ;

and an evil action : (A, TA :) and <u^c " ^ji^i

<Uc Ae feigned himself blind to it. (TA.) And

^)l ^ ^ y&^l, (S, K,) or £Sllt (S, TA,)

t J5T« acted, or affected to act, in an easy, or a

facile, manner towards him, (aJuc JjkLJ,) in

selling, (S, K!,) or buying ; (S;) as also " ^a »,f

il^, (S,K:,) aor.-. (K.) And Ut* ,«> u»aUl

iyLZJ^, (S, A, EL, TA,) in [some of] the copies

of the K like wJ>ol, [i. e.^t^^t,] but the former

is the right reading, (TA,) [though the latter is

perhaps allowable, as will presently be seen,]

meaning, (A, TA,) or as though it meant, (S,

EL, TA,) J Give thou to me more of what thou

hast sold to me, on account of its badness ; or [so

in the A, but in the S and EL " and,"] lower thou

to me the price thereof; (S, A, EL, TA ;) as also

^JtlJCf. (KL, TA.) And «II)I ^J u**i\

X He demanded that another should give him more

of the thing sold ; and that he should lower the

price [thereof] ; and he complied with his demand.

(IAth.) And JUJUI ^J j>v»*l \ He demanded

a lowering of the price of the commodity, on

account of its badness. (TA.) It is said in the

KLur [ii. 270], *«» IjApiJ ^' j| *i«**-W j*-*},

(S, A,* KL,) or, accord, to one reading, t Ij-k»i3,

(TA,) i. e. J WAen ye do not take it unless ye

lower the price ; (Lth, Zj,* KL ;) meaning, .Ji

wfW-ftl, or ,joLo-eLj. (Fr.) — [Hence also,]

>-Oll IJuk (_j-Lc ^^_» t^ ,.r. \ Such a one

executed, performed, or accomplished, this affair;

or kept, or applied himself, constantly, or perseve-

ringly, to it; (4i* ^-o-i ;) [as though he shut

his eyes at it;] knowing what was in it. (O, EL.)

And iklll t cJ^, (S, A, EL,) inf. n. uL*«,

(EL,) The she-camel, being driven away (Ojj, as

in the EL, and in some copies of the S, or Ojyi,

as in other copies of the S, and in the A, as is

said in the TA,) from the watering-trough, (S,

K,) rushed upon the driver, (julJJI, [in the CKL,

erroneously, jlSIjJI,]) closing her eyes, and came

to the water. (S, A, KL.) * )>y!<j3 also signifies

The embarking [in an affair], or undertaking [it],

blindly. (TA.) — [Hence also,] SjUjI C~^£l

jf^A* t [The desert concealed them ;] they did not

appear in the desert, (A, TA,) being concealed

by the mirage, and in the depressed parts ; (TA ;)

as though it closed its eyelids upon them. (A,

TA.) _^laJI tA^il t He considered, or judged,

well, and gave a good opinion : (M, TA :) and

jiLjt ^ i_Ao*l t he gave a right opinion : (A :)

or t Ae considered, or judged, minutely. (IELtt.)

__ U^li yj^i\ C«a«cl t T/ie eye despised such a

one: (EL, TA:) or you say fJ^fi tu^i\ meaning

J despised him : — and likewise meaning / vied,

or contended, in running with him, (*jj^U.,) and

outstripped him, after he had outstripped me:

(Ibn-Abbad, O :) or iHi J*& ,^1 means

Such a one vied, or contended, in running with

such a one, (»^e^,) and outstripped him, after
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having been outstripped by him. (EL.) _ Ja+k\

C44JI, (A, MgK,TA,) inf. n. „&*! ; (TA j)

and t Lk^k, (A, TA,) inf. n. as above ; (TA ;)

He closed the eyelids of the dead man. (Mgh.)

7. JJibl UAttiJ\ i. q. Ji&\ : (S, Sgh, K :) [or

the former more probably signifies The eye, or

eyes, became closed : and the latter, the eye, or

eyes, became contracted. See also 8.]

8. ^LLe c-ciolJl U J/y eye* sfep< »wrt, or have

not slept. (S,* Sgh, K.) See also 4, in the first

half of the paragraph, in three places. —— r«-3L5l

^l»^l ^y* iWi 1 2%a£ came <o me ea*%, roi^A-

owi trouble, or pains-taking. (As, A, El)

see i^a<olc, in four places : __ see also

4, in the third sentence, in two places.

see 4, in the third sentence ; the first

and second in two places.
• -

u*U*:

• j j

# » j j

i-i>o* : see what next follows.

(TA:) pi. of the first, ^Lol^i: (EL:) and of

♦ the second, J±£k\ [a pi. of pauc] (S, EL) and

u°f* : (S, A, EL :) and of the third, Jb*tiU.

(S.) _ An anklet depressed, lit choked, (yeU,

[in the CEL J>lfc,]) in <Ae fea : (JK, A, L, EL:)

and, applied to an ankle-bone, concealed by tlie

flesh: (TA:) or fat : (EL:) and in this latter

sense applied to a leg, or shank. (K, TA.) __

A house not upon a common thoroughfare-road

or street ; (Lth, A, L, K ;) retired Herefrom.

(A, TA.) = A young camel; the young one ofa

camel : pi. ,>wol^£ : (TA :) which also signifies

camels not accustomed to drawing water. (JK.)

fft U» ^ U, (S, O, L, EL,) and

* * * JJ

* i«j^c, (L,) There is not, in this affair, any

fault, (S, O, L, EL,) ^j) [to be imputed to me].

(TA, where this is added next after U.)

u/a*\i. [Unperceived ; unapparent ; hidden, or

concealed. (See 1, first signification.)] __ Un

apparent to the mind, not plain or perspicuous,

obscure, recondite, or abstruse, speech, or lan

guage. (S, A, K.) You say also, ,>uU ^j**

A nice, subtile, or quaint, meaning. (TA.) And

2uac\& ill—o A question in which is matter for

consideration, and subtility, or nicety. (TA.)

And tA*'^ W *U*—• [A question in which are

obscurities, abstrusities, subtilities, or niceties : the

last word being pi. of t&koLi, an epithet in

which the quality of a subst. predominates].

(A.) _ Obscure ; not well known : (A :) or not

known : (Msb, EL :) applied to rank or quality

(w—»■), (A, EL,) or to parentage or relationship

(v>J): (Msb:) pi. uelUl, like as L>\LJo\ is

A.o-«U; pi. ^iel^*: see the next preceding

paragraph.

u"o».< ; pi. l^a*Uu : see ^oute. as applied to

land, and a place.

OS J * 3* j ^^

(J*UI OUa«jbc 2%e darknesses of night. (TA.)

— See also the following paragraph.

t,(0,EL,»TA,)or

}y>*$\ OU»i«, accord, to different relations of

a trad, in which it occurs, (TA,) Sins, or offences,

which a man commits knowing them [to be such] :

(0, EL, TA :) or enormities which a man commits

knowing them [to be such] ; as though he closed

his eyes upon them, feigning himself blind while

he saw them: (TA :) IAth says that accord, to

one relation it is with fet-h to the second j>,

[" OUaoiuo,] and means small sins, or offences ;

so called because minute and unapparent, so that

a man commits them with a kind of doubt, not

knowing that he will be punished for committing

them. (TA.)

ously with speech: (O :) and (O) he overcame, and

subdued, him therewith ; (0, L, EL ;) and so

Jfi *0 j

*JaXt\. (O, L.)_And n.h,, 7f.l He vied, or con

tended, in running with him, and outstripped him,

after he had been outstripped (O, EL) by him ;

mentioned by Ibn-Abbad ; (O ;) and so ibiil ;

(TA;) and lo^Il. (Ibn-Abbad and O in art.

[Jx£ JC i. q. JL£, q. v. (IDrd, EL.)

hotjiujfmt i. q. ixoLo, q. v. (ISh.)

1- ***£, aor. - ; and Jx«i, aor. - ; inf. n. Ja^i,

(?, EL,) of both; (S;) He despised men; held

them in contempt; (S, EL ;) accounted them little,

or vile. (TA.) It is said in a trad., ilUi £»l

J.UI LtAj J^JI Ail v>i That (S, TA,) mean

ing transgression, iniquity, or injustice, (TA,) is

only (S, TA) the action of (TA) such as regards

the truth, or right, as foolishness, or ignorance,

and despises men : (S, TA :) Sgh says that accord,

to one relation, it is^ : and Az relates it thus;

or, as some say, this is pi. of i/1"1 Ja^iJj JiaJI aa-j ^jl jSi\ [Pride is thy

regarding the truth, or right, as foolishness, or

ignorance, and thy despising men], (TA.)__

Also the former, (TA,) or both, (EL,) He was

ungrateful for health, and safety, (j|L, TA,) and

a favour, or benefit, or blessing : (S,* TA :) and

both, (S, EL,) he held in light estimation, was un

grateful for, and despised, (S, K,) a favour, or

benefit, or blessing, (EL, TA,) and his life. (S,

TA.)__And the former, He denied, or disac-

knowledged, a right, or due. (TA.)

* u*«*' (TA.)_ Obscure, ox of no reputation ;

low, mean, or vile ; (EL, TA ;) applied to a man :

(TA :) such is termed * ^t £, (S, 0, TA,)

also. (TA.) [And hence, perhaps,] A man re

miss in the cliarge, or in rushing on the enemy :

(Lth, EL :) pi. ,^0*1^ [which is anomalous, like

krij'j* *°*]' (Lth.) __ Low, or depressed; ap

plied to land, (S, A, EL,) and a place; (A;) [be

cause unseen from a distance ;] as also t^q+A;

(S, A, EL ;) applied to a place : (S, A :) or this

latter signifies land very low, or very much de

pressed, so that what is in it is not seen : (AHn ■.)

J • VI * f - i '

and in like manner '^ tjue, a place more

depressed (S, TA) than what is termed Ji^i :

4. .k»cl It continued; it kept, or clave ; (EL;)

like iujil. (TA.) Heoce, (TA,) &

^jiU-JI, a dial. var. of C-JU-il, q. v. (S, TA.)

- -0 i

I

8. v»^JDW rth07cl He treated him contemptu-

1. SLfJ\ Xi, (S, O,) or^l, (EL,) aor. i,

inf. n. J^-fc, He folded the shin, or hide, and

buried it, in order that it might become soft, or

flaccid, and pliant, when its wool was pulled: (S,

O :*) if neglected for a while, it becomes spoiled,

or marred : the epithet applied to it is ♦ J^i. ;

(S, O;) and t>** also: (S :) or he spoiled,' or

marred, the skin, or hide : or he put it in the

bottom ofsome receptacle (jL^i. ^^i), [and left it

a while,] in order that its wool might become

detached: (EL :) or he buried it, (EL, TA,) having

folded it, (TA,) in the sand, (EL, TA,) after

moistening [it], (TA,) in order that it might be

come stinking, and its hair [or wool] might be

plucked off: (EL, TA :) or, accord, to AHn, he

folded it while it was moist, and left it folded

longer than it required, so that it became spoiled,

or marred : or, as some say, hefolded it after it

was tanned, then covered it a day and a night, so

that its hair, or its wool, became loose, when it

7vas plucked off: if left more than a day and a

night, it becomes spoiled, or marred: (TA:)

and * J**l signifies [the same : (see •'- - *

AX^JI :) or] he left his skin, or hide, [buried, or

put in the bottom of some receptacle, &c, while

moist,] until it became sjmiled, or marred. (TA.)

_ Andj^JI J^i, (S,) orJJ^Jt, (O, EL,) He did

in like manner to the dates, or the unripe dates,

in order that they might become ripe : (S, O, EL :)

and the epithet applied to them is t JL^aI . and

0*£*. (TA.)_And41xJI J^i, (EL, TA,)

aor. and inf. n. as above, (TA,) He put the

grapes together, in quantities one above another,

(EL, TA,) in the basket of palm-leaves. (TA.)

— M^i J4c He covered such a one, (EL, TA,)

with chtlies, (TA,) in order that he should sweat.

(EL, TA.) _ »y»JI J+ti He put pieces of rag,

one above another, upon the wound. (0, TA.)

—j-»"5)l J-»* He hid, concealed, or covered, the

affair, or case. (TA.)— And t^iH J4i, (fc,)

inf. n. Jii, (O,) He put the thing into a good,

sound, right, or proper, state. (O, EL.) = J^i.

OUI, (0, K,) inf. n. J^i, (TA,) The plants, qr

herbage, became accumulated, one, or one part,

overlying another, (O, EL, TA,) so as to become

withered, and decayed. (TA.) [See also 5.] —

C~JI J^i, the verb being like Ljk, The plant, or

plants, or herbage, became in a bad, or corrupt

state. (TA.)— And one says ^UL^JI IJuk \Jt
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c—wJb [app. meaning This place became, or has

become, in a bad, or corrupt, state by reason of

the herbage: or concealed, or covered, by herbage;

as maybe inferred from an explanation of ^j'

SXoi]. (0.) And ~^Ll\ J*£, (TA,) inf. n.

J4s (K,) The wound became in a bad, or cor

rupt, state, by reason of the bandage. (]£, TA.)

4 : see the preceding paragraph, former half.

5. oUJI J-**3 The plants, or herbage, became

accumulated, one, or one part, overlying another.

(TA.) [See also C»d)l J&.]—And J^Z, He

became, or made himself, ample, or abundant,

syn. i-j3, (O, El,) t'n wealth. (O.)

7. J»»*il, said of a skin, quasi-pass, of J^c

signifying as expl. in the first sentence of this art.

[i. e. It was, or became, such as is termed J««£,

or in the state denoted by the pass. part. n. of the

latter verb]. (El.)

jj»i A certain tree of the [kind called] u*»»>

that grows surmounted by a fruit, or produce,

white like tlie [garments Called] .*^o. (AA, O,

TA.)

jb*c [accord, to rule, part. n. of J**, q. V.J.

__<LUi vbj\ Land abounding with herbage,

having its surface concealed, or covered, tltereby.

(TA.)

J . 0 t■■• see 1, first sentence. __ Applied to

herbage, (S,* O,*) or to such as is called ^oi,

(El, TA,) Accumulated, one part above anotlier,

(S, O, K,* TA,) so as to be withered : (TA :) pi.

.JLp-fc, (S, O, TA,) [which is also expl. as]

meaning herbage tangled and dense, one part

above another. (0 voce wyji.) __ And Low, or

depressed, land. (As, O, TA.)

J>i*£ A valley containing trees, (S, O, El,) or

containing numerous trees, (TA,) and plants, or

herbage, (S, O,) tangled, or luxuriant, or abun

dant and dense : (8 :) or such as is long, of little

width, and tangled or luxuriant or abundant and

dense [in its trees] : (K :) or a narrow valley

having much of such produce: or a deeply-

depressed tract of land: or, accord, to ISh, a

tract having the form of a [road such as is

termed] SJw, in the ground, narrow, and having

two [lateral] acclivities, each acclivity two cubits

in height, extending to the measure of a bow-shot,

producing an abundance [of trees or herbage],

and narrower than what is termed a %.t L* :

(TA :) and [its pi.] J*)0 is said to signify low,

or depressed, tracts of land, covered with herbage.

(O.) — And (in like manner, S, O) Anything

that is collected together, (S, O, K,) obscure, and

accumulated, one part upon another, (K,) of

trees, or of clouds, or of darkness, (S, O, El,) or a

<Uj1j, or iy'j, (the former in the CE1, and the

latter in other copies of the K and in the TA,)

[or] so that a AjjIj, or Aytj, (the former in my

copies of the S, and the latter in the O,) is thus

called : (S, O :) [but I think that these two

words ajjIj and Aytj are both mistranscriptions

for <Urii, which is mentioned in the El as one of

the meanings of J^U*; i. e. a hill:] pi. J*Jto*'

(TA.) Also, (O, K,) as is said by AHn on

the authority of some other or others, (O,) A

certain herb, or leguminous plant, (aJJu, O, K,)

li/tewise called ljj^L3, [thus accord, to the O in

art. j—..'-J, and there said in the TA to be cor

rectly with teshdeed to the £ and with kesr to

the ^), but in the present art. written in the O

jj^U-s,] in Pers. £*mtfj ; a herb of the desert

9 Si 0*9*6'

(3 j ? *j rUL5.,i), which come forth early in the

[season called] a^j ; (O ;) eaten (O, El) by men,

(O,) cooked. (El.)

0 i 0 -

J>oju* : see 1, near the middle.— Also A

man having clothes thrown upon him in order

that he may sweat. (S, O.)— And Flesh-meat

covered over; whether cooked by roasting or the
* * J * '

like or with broth or gravy ; as also ^jai<i.

(TA.) __ And Palm-trees (J>i~i) near together.

(TA.)—Ami A man obscure, unnoted, or repute-

less. (a?,o,k:.)

1. jI*Jt 'J+k, (S, El,) aor. i, (S,) inf. n. *J£,

(TA,) i. q.A&i (El;) [see the latter;] He put

together the skin after it had been stripped off,

and covered it over until its wool became hose,

for the purpose of tanning : (TA :) or he covered

over the skin (S, TA) for two nights, for the pur

pose of tanning, (TA,) in order that its wool

might become loosenedfrom it : (S, TA :) and the

epithet applied to it is ♦ tj**ft, (?> K,) like J~»c.

(S.) _ And j^JI 'o£, (S,) or^l, (EL, TA,)

has the like meaning, (S,) t. q. aX-J. ; (K ;) He

covered over [the dates, or] the unripe dates, in

order that they might become ripe : (TA :) and

the epithet applied to them is * £)}+&*, like

j>Ui. (TA in art. Jh>£.) And iS^J o^i

[like aXo*.] He threw his clothes upon such a one,

in order that he should sweat. (EL.) = .-» ,j*£

Of 0 I

u°f$\ means 1^* J*ol [app. It, or perhaps he,

was put into t/ie earth; or made to enter into

it]. (El.)

7. t>«Jut It, or he, entered [into the earth : see

,j<i (immediately preceding) ; of which it is expl.

as denoting the consequence]. (El.)

<U«« [A mixture of] white lead (-.Ij^jiwl) and

[tlie cosmetic termed] Sj^a [q. v.] with which a

woman rubs over herface : (El :) pi. ^^t [mean

ing sorts thereof], (TA.)

ije+z : see 1, first sentence.

rsyti* : see 1, second sentence. __ Also, applied

to flesh-meat, i. q. J****, q. v. (TA in art. J-»i.)

__ And Palm-trees (J^ij) near together ; like

JyX- (TA.)

1. c~-!l Uc, aor. »j**i, inf. n. j»* : see 1 in

art. ^yo*.

L»i in the phrase aDIj U«, t. q. Ul [expl. in

art. Ul] ; (El, TA ;) as' also with e. (TA.)

l*£ ; dual o'>o* : see ^^ in art. ^*^.

*0' * 9"

1. C~JI 0**e, (S, ?, TA,) aor. a^I, inf. n.

^jo*, (TA,) / roofed the house, or chamber : (El,

TA :) or covered its roof (S, El) 7yt</t eartA fyc.

(El) or wi<A reecfe, or canes, and earth, and the

///,•(,-: (S:) and * Ai~»i signifies the same : (El:)

and c~JI C^, aor. oyv*i, (El, TA,) inf. n. £k,

(TA,) signifies he covered [the roof of] the house,

or cliamber, [in like manner, or] roeYA clay, or

earth, and wood. (K, TA.) And e,«-£Jt ,^*

iTe covered the thing. (Har p. 422.) _ ,[—«

>^JI, and J-JJI, Tlie day, and the night, was

constantly clouded, so that the sun was not seen

therein nor the new moon : so accord, to Es-Sara-

kustee : and he says that ^XlJLc. t ^yaM ,jli

means A»«f j/" your day be constantly clouded, so

that ye see not the new moon, then complete ye

[the reckoning of the days of] Shaaban : (Msb :)

otj&Ms>* Oj» an(l ^5t* an<* * LT^'» thus ^"

ferently related, all mean, and if it, i. e. the new

moon, be covered, or concealed : or and if there

be a covering [of clouds] over you : (Mgh :) [see

1 m . **0* * * ft!

also 1 in art. ^ :] or U*jj * ^yo*! means Our

day roa» one whereof the covering of clouds was

constant : and UiU " Q-.h>*I, Our n?V^A< was one

whereof the new moon was veiled, or concealed.

(El, TA.) -_ See also 4.

2 : see the preceding paragraph, first sentence.

4 : see 1, in four places. _ One says also,

^oJI a~U lyfrfil 2%e information, or narration,

was dubious, confused, or vague, to him ; such a*

was difficult to be understood ; or suck as was not

to be understood ; like^: (S:) or was obscure,

or unapparent, to him. (Msb.) — And .y-o-ct

A^ii, (S, Mgh, Msb, Bl,) inf. n. JUit ; (Mgh,

Msb ;) and aJU- * ^»i ; (S, Msb, El ;) said of a

sick man, (S, Msb, K,) He swooned, i. e. became

A > * * J

senseless, (*«A* ^ji-i, S,* K,) and then recovered

Au senses: (El:) or !l«£t is a weakness of the

faculties by reason of the overpowering effect of

disease : (Mgh :) or it is an abstraction, or

absence of mind, that overtakes a man, with

languor of the limbs, or members, or organs, by

reason of a malady ; (Mgh, Msb ;) thus it is

defined by the scholastic theologians ; and is the

9 9s

same as ,-ii : (Mgh :) or it is a repletion of the

venters of the brain with a cold, thick, phlegm ;

(Mgh, Msb ;) thus accord, to the physicians, who
1 * 9 c J

distinguish between it and .<£>&> as do the law-

9* * * J

yers : (Mgh :) [see also aJLc ^i. :] the patient

is said to be o^lc ▼ i5«J>-e, (S, Mgh, and so in

some copies of the K,) and aJLc ♦ lJ*ri-», (S, Msb,

and so in some copies of the El,) and *iy»£, which
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last epithet is applied to a single person, (S, K,)

and to two persons, (S,) and to a pi. number, (S,

K,) and to a female [as well as a male], (S,) or

(if you will, S) you say oW* U* and IU»*I j^>.

(?,K.)

^ «W-JI ^J, (K,) or ^ ,U-JI ^ o^»,

(Msb,) and T,_5»*, (Msb, K,) mean [Upon the

tky is, or was,] what veiled, or concealed, the new

jreoon : (Msb, K :) not from _^£ : (50 this addi

tion in the K is meant as an indirect slur upon

J, for his having mentioned [in this art.] the

statement of Fr that one says , -oaJU U»-e and

■ jtAJu, meaning We fasted when the new moon

was veiled, or concealed, to us; and ^j**)! iU .«*

[or j^yoAJI] ; the [proper] place of which is [the

section of words whereof the last radical is] j> :

(TA 0 [see^*, in that art. : but accord, to Fei,]

one says [also], ▼ i^uJ U^o. (Msb. [It is

* * * 9 J

there added that this noun is like &jJl* in

measure : otherwise I should think that the right

reading is i~oiJU, which has been mentioned voce

^ and * C* (T, S, K) The roof of a house,

or chamber : (T, K :) or the covering of the roof,

(S, K,) consisting of earth fyc, (K,) or consisting

of reeds, or canes, and earth, and the like; (S ;)

and Uc also signifies [the same, or] the covering

of a house, or chamber, consisting of clay, or

earth, and wood : (TA in art. yo£ :) the dual [of

the first and last] is oC«* am' 0'>o* : ai"' the

IJ* of

pi. is !l»it, (K, TA,) which is [of the same] like

Still pi. of jjli [and lli], (TA,) and l^il, (K,

TA,) which is of ♦ fu_fc. (TA.) Also, the

first, [in the CK, erroneously, »U«^fc,] A covering

that is put upon a horse in order that he may

9 0'

sweat. (ISd, K.) _ See also ^ji*. = And see

4, near the end.

#« J • - A J

&*»iJl) Uo-o : see ^^oi.

;U£ : see ^o*> in two places.

lLoU One of the entrances to the burrow of the

jerboa. (K.)

O' ' C 0 J 0' * 2 0 -

aJLc (coi-o and aJU ,j«*« : see 4, near the

end.

1. lj£, (MA, Msb, K,) originally &£, (Msb,

MF,) [sec. pers. cJt*,] aor. v>»v, (Msb, K,)

inf. n. Hi (MA, KL) and &*, (MA, [and the

same seems to be indicated in the Msb by its

being said that the verb is of the class of v**i>])

or ^, (TK, [but this I think a mistake,]) He

spoke (MA, Msb, KL) in, (MA,) orfrom, (Msb,

KL,) or [rather] through, (KL,) his nose, (MA,

KL,) or his^fjiiCA. [app. here meaning the inner

most parts of the air-passages of the nose]. (Msb.)

[The author of the K gives no indication of the

proper signification of this verb but that of its

implying what he states to be meant by ale,

which see below.] _ See also 4, in two places.

2. Aiii, inf. n. ,j.. ;j,", It rendered him y>*t

[q. v.]. (K.) One says, <u£ U ^jjl U / know

not what rendered him, or has rendered him

O-c'- (TA.) __ And <>iyo 1>-Lc //« made /<«

twice to Aa»e in it a <U& [q. v.]. (Mughnee, art

Oyi\ <->/»■. [See t>xo, voce lUi, in art. ^ifc.])

4. ^1 said of a man, He made one to hear his

3ja, i. e. soft, or gentle, plaintive, and melodious,

> ,i «

voice, in singing. (Har p. 645.) __ ^il^JJI &i\

The flies made a sound [or humming], (K.)

^ij^JI ij£\ I The valley had in it the sound [or

humming] offlies, [or resounded therewith,] being

abundant in lierbs, or herbage : (S :) or abounded

with trees ; as also t ^i. (K, TA.) _ c~Lcl

at

(jOj^l t ?%e iznrf had its kerbs, or herbage, tall,

full-grown, or of full height, and in blossom.

(TA.) __ Ji-JI ,jil 1 2%e palm-trees attained

to maturity ; as also t ^i. (K, TA.) And

flLjl ^>il J 2%e skin became filled (S, K, TA)

with water. (S, TA.)= And [it is also trans. :]

one says, rt.;«af. «{Dt t>el J Goo" maoe ite branch

beautiful and bright. (K, TA.)

iii [mentioned above as an inf. n. of ,j* but

generally expl. as a simple subst. signifying A

sort of nasal sound, or twang :] a sound that

comesforthfrom the nose ; (Ham p. 339 ; ) a sound

(S, Msb) in, (S,) or that comesforthfrom, (Msb,)

j • *

<Ae ./ij.t.go. [app. here meaning the innermost part

of the air-passages of the nose] : (S, Msb 0 or a

sound from the St^J [q. v., app. here meaning the

arches, or pillars, of the softpalate, or thefurthest

part of the mouth,] and the nose, like [that which

is heard in the utterance of] the & of Jill* and

iUc, for the tongue has not part in it: (Mgh:)

or the^win^f [or passage] of the speech in the ity

[app. here also meaning as expl. above] : (K 0 or

JO*

a mixture of the sound of thej>$Z~±. [expl. above]

in the pronunciation of a letter : (Mbr, TA 0 O

is that one of the letters in which it is greatest in

degree: (Kh, Mgh, Msb, TA:) Si*, is [a sound]

•Of

greater in degree than iii. (TA.) __ [Also The

roughness of t/te voice, of a boy, consequent upon

the attaining to puberty; or, as Mtr says,] iliJI

signifies also what is incident to the boy on the

occasion of his attaining to puberty, when his voice

becomes rough. (Mgh.) __ And A soft, or gentle,

plaintive, and melodious, voice, in singing. (Har

p. 645.) See 4. —And The sound [or humming]

produced by theflying of flies ; (TA ;) and ▼ ^UA

[likewise] signifies the sound of flies. (K, TA.)

S j i ,t tit

[See jjJto and Cjk\. And see also an ex. voce io :

and another voce iUe.] __ And the poet Yezeed

Ibn-El-Afwar has used it in relation to the sound

ing of stones : (K :) [or rather] he has so used

the epithet t ^t\. (TA.)

j^Ui : see the next preceding paragraph, near

the end.

i ,i

(j*l One who speaks [with a nasal sound, or

twang, i. e.] in [or rather through] his nose; (TAO

who speaks from his jg^X^ [app. here meaning

(as expl. before) the innermost parts of the air-

passages of the nose] : (S, Msb :) or, accord, to

AZ, (Mgh, TA,) whose speechflows, (Mgh, K,*)

or passes forth, (TA,) in his S\i [app. (as expl.

mil

voce iifc) the arches, or pillars, of the soft palate,

or thefurthestpart ofthemouth] : (Mgh, K, TA:)

fern. iUc, applied to a woman. (Msb.)— It is also

applied to a gazelle (^jJa), meaning Whose cry

issuesfrom his^ti/CL. [expl. above] : J has erred

in saying that it is applied to j<±> [i. e. birds, or

flying things]: (K :) or if by j^e he mean flies

(»_jL>J), his saying thus is not a mistake, for it is

applied to them [as meaning making a humming

sound]. (TA.)^ [Hence,] ,jjfcl alj f A valley

abounding with herbs or herbage : for to such the

flies constantly keep, and in their sounds is a <L£.

(S. [See also <>*••]) And (for this reason, TA)

one says *Lc <Lojj i. e. t [A meadow, or garden,]

abounding with herbs or lierbage : or in which the

winds pass with a sound that is not clear, [i. e.

with a confused, humming, or murmuring, sound,]

by reason of the denseness of its lierbs or lierbage.

(K, TA.) And [for the same reason one says]

&*\ syJix f Herbs, or herbage, tall, full-grown,

or offull height, and in blossom. (TA.) __ And

(hence also, S) ;U« ajj5 J [A town, or village,]

abounding with inhabitants (S, K, TA) and build

ings (K, TA) and herbs or herbage [so that in it

is heard tlie hum ofmen and women and offlies

$c.\. (S, TA.)— ,j£l Oje*. means A letterfrom

[the utterance of] which results what is termed

iii [i. e. the nasal sound thus termed], (TA.) _

See also «Uc, last sentence.

i , -

ija* jlj J A valley in which is [heard] the

sound [or humming] offlies ; these not being in any

valley but such as abounds with herbs or lierbage ;

(S 0 a valley of which the flies are abundant, by

reason of the denseness, or luxuriance, of its herbs

or lierbage, so that a iic [or humming] is heard,

produced by theirflying : the epithet being applied

to it, but being properly applicable to the flies.

(TA.) [See also Jt\.]

,(S,A,MA, 0,K;) aor. *, (K,)

inf. n. Lli (S, MA) and L.U ; (MA ;) and

i4 i i (MAO andtc^J!i3; (S, A, MA,K0

said of a girl, or young woman, (S, K,) or of a

woman, (A, MA,) She used amorous gesture or

behaviour, or such gesture or behaviour combined

with coquettish boldness, and feigned coyness or

opposition, (S,* A,* MA, O,* K,* TA,) and an
9 aj

affecting of languor. (TA.) [See mJ*S below.]

5 : see the preceding paragraph.

mji [mentioned above as an inf. n.] and " mj&

(S, O, K) and * lUi and * lu, (6, K,) in a

girl, or young woman, (S, K,) Amorous gesture
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or behaviour, or such gesture or behaviour com

bined with coquettish boldness, andfeigned coyness

or opposition, (Bkh, S,* O,* K,* TA,) and an

affecting of languor: (Bkh, TA:) [in tke present

day generally used to signify lascivious motion,

or a wriggling of the body or hips, under the

excitement ofsexual passion, or to excite such pas

sion :] accord, to some, beauty of the eyes. (TA.)

= And mjA and V »-Lc signify also Smohe-black

it * * * .

(jjyJI ^laVj [see the latter of these two nouns in

art jy] AA, O, K) which a woman performing

the operation of tattooing puts upon her green

colour in order that it may become black. (AA,

O, TA.)

•Life An old man : (S, g :) or a man : (TA :)

in the dial, of Hudheyl. (S, K.) So in the saying

■E.'fr _ii £.;■(■ (TA) meaning A man upon a

camel: (Lth, IDrd, O, all in art. «J& :) or a

man or an old man, upon a heavy camel : (L in

that art. :) a phrase of the tribe of Hudheyl.

(TA.) [See £*.]

• a ■ »i

jfji : see ~J&.

LJi, (O,) or «V£, (TA,) without Jl,

and imperfectly decl., (O, TA,) The SiJi [or

hedge-hog], (0,) or the ijJaS [or female hedge

hog]. (TA.)

iLi (Bkh, S, A, MA, 0, K) and t l^.£U

(A, MA) and [in an intensive sense] ♦ ».Ui»,

(0, K) applied to a girl, or young woman, (S,

E>,) or to a woman, (A, MA,) Using or who uses,

amorous gesture or behaviour, &c, such as is

termed J&. (Bkh, S, A, MA, 0, ~K., TA.)

* ,i • »j

~-Uc : see

»Uc : see *m£, in two piaces.

x-jj* A ontcA, or swift, camel : mentioned by

Kr, but said to be not known on the authority of

any other. (TA.)

rta-yjl .A gesture, or a» action, of the kind

termed m^i : pi. «>«iliil : Aboo-Dhu-eyb says,

• O.JV JUj .>« A-lj (J^J •

[77te amorous gestures or actions, &c, o/a *o/i!

or tender, or goodly-shaped and young, damsel,

whom he used to visit among us, turned his head

from me, and diverted his love]. (TA.)

z see *,■.,:<• .

J J 01

^juAJI : see the paragraph here following.

ijjIiJI ui hard portion offlesh [app. a gland]

in

around [or app. on eMer «ae o/] <Ac ^o^aJU-

[which seems to mean here, as it often does, the

cJ-1*, i. e. fauces, or u^per part of the throat] ;

(O, K ;) thus expl. by Lth ; as also ? wOUidl ;

(O ;) or t ^.jjlAJI : ($ :) pi. VjUfc : and it ifl

said that the ^UJjJL* are [two things] like two

ganglions {^tji. <ui) in the ^UiC ; (0, K ;) in

««•/« ii£> [q. v.] is a x/jJ^t, and between the (JUjj^i

is the place of swallowing : (O :) the *f>}£i and

theflesh that is upon them, or above them, around

tke Sly) [app. here meaning the arches, or pillars,

of the soft palate, or the furthest part of the

mouth], compose the i>JUJ [pi. of &y&&, q. v.],

** 9*101

which are also called the juuu, pi. of 3jnii [or

0 10 1

*i«i, q. v.] : (TA :) or the jjl^jui are two

- '01

glands (ijUjkic) in, or at, (^j*,) tke root of the

tongue: (El, TA:) and they are said to be the

two amygdala of the fauces ; i. e. the tonsils :

(^DjjJUi : TA :) or two portions offlesh which

are situate on either side of tke S\) [app. meaning

as expl. above, i. e. the arches, or pillars, of the

soft palate, or the furtliest part of the mouth],

(K, TA,) and between which is a space : (TA :)
0*01 "101

and t^Mpx). Ujjuc is expl. as meaning the two

things that conjoin (ijCi3 0&") **• *>**&

[above mentioned (I read v^eiliJL)l instead of

t>*)t, an evident mistranscription in my original,

for I can only suppose the description to mean

the tonsils, as lodged between, and thus conjoining,

tke anterior and posterior pillars of the soft

palate,)] on the right and left. (TA.)

1101

wjjjuill : see the preceding paragraph.

liik

1. 'J&i, aor. ; (S, O, El, TA) and '- , (TA,)

inf. n. hit, (S, O, TA,) It, (an affair, or event,

S, O, ^, TA,) and he, (a man, O, TA,) distressed

him. (S, O, I£, TA.) And It, or he, filled him

with wrath. (TA.) And It (anxiety) clave, or

kept constantly, to him ; as also t <U*.;.cl. (TA.)

[See also &lz below.]

i * *

3. <dulc, inf. n. £Lfc, lie acted with him con-

trariously, or adversely, and inimically, each

doing to the other that which was distressing,

li *

or grievous; syn. as Li. (TA.)

4 : see the first paragraph.

f 0*

Q. Q. 1. cy ^eJs. He reviled him ; made him

to hear that which was dislilied, hated, or abomin

able; (S, O ;) like ^ t5kli. (BL.)

Jilt [an inf. n. : used as a simple subst.,] Grief,

or distress, syn. VJ^> (IDrd, S, O, K, TA,) as

also »ii£, (IDrd, O,) and ilii, (TA,) [or] such

as is vehement, (TA,) [or] such as is most vehe

ment : (S, TA :) and, (K,) accord, to IF, (O,)

constant anxiety; (O, K ;) as also ♦ JsUe: (£:)

and, (£,) accord, to AO, (S, 0,) a man's being

at the point of death (S, O, EL) by reason of dis

tress, or grief, and then escaping therefrom. (S,

O.) It is related of 'Omar Ibn-'Abd-el-'Azeez,
* *» 0 0*

that he mentioned death, and said, ^.J Ji-U-

£Si\£o Jj£ lo£*'} iililLSs [i. e. Distress, &c, Mat

t« no< /tAe other distress, Sec, and grief, &c, Mat

is wo< ZtAe other grief, &c. : see &£*]. (S, O.)

[See also £&.]

■## ««^

Jsuc : see Jsue, in two places. —— Also A plant's

becoming altered [for the worse] by heat. (Ibn-

Abbad,0.)

hCi: see an ex. of its dual in the next para-'

graph.

tUe inf. n. of 3 [q. v.]. (TA.) And Dis-

• • o* 9 0*

tress; syn. -S-p-, and *->j£=> : EI-Fuk'asee says,

[of a camel,]

[ffi* two protuberances behind the ears drip with

sweat by reason of distress]. (TA.) [See also

Jilt.] iUitlc iUi jii, as also * iUbUi, (K,)

or, accord, to Lh, iJLJiUi and iCjille, with 6

and e, (TA, [in which it is implied that iCliUc

is wrong, but this I think improbable,]) means

lie did that in order to distress thee time after

time; (EL;) like iUite and i^l^. (£ in art.

iitb.)

Ja^c Unripe dates that are cut off from the

palm-trees, (AA, O, K,) after they have become

yellow or red, or that are upon the racemes when

thefruit of the palm-tree is cut off, (AA, O,) and

are left (AA, O, Bl) upon tke racemes (K) until

they become ripe. (AA, O, B>.)

&U£ an epithet applied by Ru-beh, or by El-

'Ajj'aj, to a sword [app. as meaning That causes,

or causing, much distress]. (IDrd, O, TA.)

ijl e K.; fe A man ybwi, unseemly, or obscene, in

speech ; (As, O, El, TA ;) coarse, rude, or row^A ;

(0, TA :) or who mocks at, derides, or ridicules,

others : (Ibn-'Abbad, O, TA :) and oWJii* sig

nifies the same : fem. with ». (O, TA.)

Oil *0% *1

jvJoiiX j»> He is the most vehemently grieved,

or distressed, of them. (TA.)

J^JLJu Distressed. (S, TA.) [See also 1, of

which it is the pass. part, n.]

a * l • 9 * ~<

J&iUU J**.j (S, O) A man acting, or who acts,

with another, contrariously, or adversely, and

inimically, each doing to the other that which is

3,i

distressing, or grievous ; syn. JUL*. (O.)

1. ^yb, (S, Msb, El,) aor. '- , (Msb,) inf. n.

>i (S, MA, Mfb,« El, KL) and 'Jl, (El,) or,

as some say, the former is a simple subst. and

the latter is an inf. n., (TA,) and Jt and <C~£

• * 01 '

and 0^*> (¥■>) He> 0T t^' (•■ e- a man> Msb,

or a party of men, S,) obtained, got, or took,

(Msb, K,* TBI,) spoil, (K,* TBI,) or a thing [as

spoil]. (Msb, TA.) [And He acquired, or gained, »

a thing without difficulty, or trouble, or incon-

, . . • • *

venience : or in this sense the inf. n. is <Jj,
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which see below, voce Sl^ja.] j£++& U in the

Kur viii. 42 means What ye take by force [in

war] from, the unbelievers. (Bd, Jel.) [See

also 8.]

2. inf. n. jt<~iii, I gave him spoil, or a

free and disinterested gift ; syn. aiJUJ : (S :) or

1jJ=> 4^-c, inf. n. as above, he gave him such a

thing as spoil, or as a free and disinterested gift ;

syn. »bl aJUu. (K.)

4. t.j£JI <»^ct 7/<; ■//(«(/(• the thing to be to him

spoil. (TA.)

0 : see 8. — One says also, j^^JI ^i.jLT-; jjk,

meaning .He eagerly desires the affair like as one

eagerly desires spoil. (TA.) = And >y&», (TA

in the present art.,) or Cie>6^A3, (AZ, T and TA

in art. J^l,) He took for himself, got, gained, or

acquired, sheep or goats or both : like as one says

&I jTo. (AZ, T and TA in art. J*t ; and TA*

in the present art.)

8. <Vo.£cl, as silso ♦ a^ju, He reckoned it spoil:

(8, K :) or both signify he took, seized, caught, or

snatched, it as spoil. (KL.) __ And [hence] one

says, JLejAJI jt^iA He took, or seized, or [availed

himself of] the opportunity ; or he hastened to

take it; syn. lij^ijt. (S and A and KL in

art. >yj.)

j^a : see <Uyfc, in three places. __ It signifies

also [The regaining (as is shown by an explana

tion of A'Obeyd cited in the first paragraph of

art. Jk-Lc), and] the increase, and growth, and

excess in value, of a pledge. (O in art. JXi, and

TA in the present art.) Thus in a trad., in which

it is said, a-OfC .auU) dtfric <0 <ua, ^>«J ^jJt [77/c

pledge pertains to him who pledged it ; to him per

tains the regaining of it, and its increase, and

growth, and excess in value, if suck there be, and

upon him lies the obligation to pay the debt for it,

without requiring any abatement thereof if the

pledge have unavoidably suffered damage or total

loss : see the explanation of A'Obeyd mentioned

above]. (TA.) j>^C\j J^liJI means The ^JS is

compensated (J^UU) by the j>Jb. [i. e. the regain

ing of the pledge, with tlie increase and the growth

and the excess in value thereof if such there be, is

compensated by the payment of the debt for it] ;

for like as the owner [of the pledge] is exclusively

entitled to the j^i., no one sharing it with him,

so he bears the j»jt, no one bearing it with him :

and this- is the meaning of their saying, >oJiJ I

>0i»JW )):•*<> [which may therefore be rendered

The loss suffered by the payment of the debt is

repaired by the regaining of the pledge ; app. a

phrase of the lawyers, implying that such is to

be considered as the case whatever be the state of

the pledge at the time of its being restored unless

it have suffered damage through the fault of the

pledgee]. (Msb.) [See more in the first para

graph of art. JJJlc.] _ See also ilUllc. =^^c

[app. jt&\ is mentioned by Suh as the name of

A certain idol. (TA.)

jgii. i. q. W, (T, Msb, KL,) meaning S/ieep and

Bk. I.

goats; (Msb;) [and both together;] a gen. n.,

(S, Msb, KL,) of the fem. gender, (S, KL,) applied

to the males and the females, and to both

together: (S, Msb, KL:) it has no sing, from

which it is derived, the sing, being »li : the dual

OU-^ is used as meaning two flocks or herds [of

sheep or of goats or of both together] ; (Msb, KL ;)

each flock or herd having its distinct place of

pasture and its pastor: (Msb, TA :*) and hence

it is said in a trad, that the poor-rate [meaning a

portion thereof] is to be given to him to whom

the year of drought has left a j£k, but not to

him to whom it has left o-**-^ : (TA :) the pi.

is >LLt1, (Msb, KL,) [properly a pi. of pauc.,]

sometimes used, (Msb,) meaning flocks or herds

ofjgii, (Msb and TA in art. Jyt,) and also j>y&

and^lil, (K,) the last used in an ode of Aboo-

Jundab El-Hudhalee : (TA :) the dim. is * Iplli,

with S, because quasi-pl. ns. of the class having

no sing, from which they are derived, when

applied to what are not human beings, are con-

stantly fem. ; so one says j^fcj s<r*)\ t>° w~»»-

[five of sheep, males], making the n. of number

fem., though one means rams, when it is followed

by _^ii\ lja, for the n. of number is masc. and

fem. accord, to the word, not accord, to the

meaning. (S.) __ In the saying ^jiiX^is. oJLJl ^

• t., * ,* , a, ' ' »

l. e. jJJUt jp& £+*+3 (V* [I will not come to

thee until the sheep, or goats, of El-Fizr congre

gate], jt^b [with its complement] is made to

stand in the place of j*ji\, [the meaning being,

I will not come to thee ever,] and is [therefore]

put in the accus. case as though it were an adv. n.

[of time]. (TA. [This saying with ijjj** in the

place of^ie is mentioned by El-Meydanee in his

" Proverbs," and thus in the S and KL in art. jji.

For an explanation of its origin see Freytag's

Arab. Prov. ii. 484.]) _ >Ui*^t is the name of

t Certain small stars between the legs of Cepheus

JO*

and the star ^j.^JI. (Kzw, in his descr. of

Cepheus.) [See eli (in art. «$£), last sentence.]

jH+b : see what next follows.

<Uo*fa and ">»iic (S, Msb, KL) and ~ja~& and

f>e—L-c all signify li*-i [as meaning Spoil,

booty, or plunder]: and the acquisition of a thing

without difficulty, or trouble, or inconvenience : or

tins is termed *^o*-c, and * J is termed J^Lt:

(K :) or, accord, to A'Obeyd, <L*~UH signifies

what is obtained from the believers in a plurality

of gods, by force, during war; (Mgh, Msb:)

and of this, a fifth is to be taken, [and applied in

the manner prescribed in the Kur viii. 42,] and

what remains after theffth isfor those who have

obtained it, exclusively; (Mgh;) the horseman

having three shares, and the foot-soldier having

one share: (Az, TA:) and I -&JI signifies what

is obtained from them after the laying-down of

arms, (Mgh, Msb,) when the country, or place,

becomes a country, or place, of Islam ; and this

is for all of the Muslims, and is not to be divided

into fifths : (Mgh :) or the .^ is what God has

givon, or restored, of the possessions of the be-

lievers in a plurality of gods, to the Muslims,

without war, such as the poll-tax, and that for

which peace has been made with them ; and of

this also a fifth is to be applied in the manner

prescribed by God, and the remainder is to be

expended in the purchase of horses and weapons

and other apparatus for the defence of the

frontiers: (Az,TA:) and JJLJI is what is given

to the warrior in addition to his share; and is

when the Imam or the commander says, " He who

slays one shall have his spoil;" or says to a detach

ment, " What ye obtain shall be yours," or " the

quarter of it," or " the half of it;" and it is not

divided into fifths ; and it lies on the Imam to

fulfil the promise : or, accord, to Alee Ibn-'Eesa,

i*-i«JI is more general in signification than JJUt;

and i^jiUI is more so than SL^iii,, because it is a

name for everything of the possessions of the be

lievers in a plurality of gods that becomes the

property of the Muslims : accord, to the lawyers,

everything that may be lawfully taken, of their

possessions, is .^ : (Mgh :) the pi. of l^i is

^&; and the pi. of *j^ii is>Uo, (Msb, TA,)

and j>^& occurs as pi. of ♦ jr!b. (TA.) K:"r-

i*j(l see expl. in art. }#.

9't'i %**

ie-ic dim. of^ifc, q. v. (S.)

\J£» ji£ q\ iJUU (S, KL,* TA) means The

utmost of thy power, or ability, and of thy case,

(S,* TA,) and that which thou eagerly desirest

like as one desires spoil, (S,* JM, TA,*) [is, or

will be, thy doing such a thing;] i. q. JtjL-aJ :

(K, TA : [see also iJOUc, in art. o* :]) and so

" *LK*i£ : (TA:) and [in like manner] one says,

l^& JjuU 0\ t ,31^*, Hke .jL*—.,

art.

meaning

[The utmost of his power, Sec.]. (TA in

)

j ; re* j

ojLogLc : see what next precedes.

j^\i. Taking, or a taker, of i^iM [or spoil].

(TA.) __ See also two exs. voce y»-li».

• -•- S' ' .

: see ityt, in two places.

and i+iib* Sheep, or goats, collected

together : (TA :) or many or numerous : (KL,

TA:) or, accord, to AZ, one of these two

epithets, thus applied, [probably the latter, like

iX»y» applied to J^l, as he seems to say,] signi

fies [app. divided into distinct flocks or herds,]

each [flock or herd] having its own pastor

(TA.) '

iyii : see the art, here following.

1- <j?> (S, MA, Msb, £,*) from jOl, aor.

' U, (Msb,) inf. n. Ji± (S,* MA, Msb,KL*)

and lUl, (MA, KL,* TKL, [but the latter is app.

held by some to be a simple subst.,]) He was, or

became, free from want; in the state, or con

dition, of having no wants; and also, of having

290
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few wants; or in a state of competence, or suffi

ciency ; or rich, or wealthy; |—LsJI being the

contr. of >i-Ail, as also iUJUt ; (K, TA ;) and

thus denoting the absence, or non-existence, of

wants, which is [properly, or strictly speaking,]

attributable to none but God; and also the

paucity of wants ; (TA ;) or syn. with jUJI :

(S :) and the epithet applied to him of whom

this is said is t ^l£, (S :) or * ^)Lfc, (Msb,) [or

^-**
£

both, for] both signify the same [as will be shown

below]. (K.) One says ^^i. and t lJJCLi\ and

* JLkJ and t^Utf and tJyUlAI, (K, TA, [but

wanting in the CK, and app. in several copies of

the K, though it is said in one place in the K, as

it is in the S, that ^U3 is syn. with ,,;,«.; I,])

all having one and the same meaning, and

followed by <v [as therewith signifying He was,

or became, freefrom want; in the state, or con

dition, of having no want, or need; or in a state

of competence, &c. ; by means of it, or him; i.e.

he was, or became, sufficed by it, or him ; and

hence, he was, or became, content, or satisfied,

with it, or him], (TA.) t ^ii J^J j>o li* J«J

Q\ji)\l, (Msb, TA,) a saying of the Prophet,

(Msb,) mentioned in a trad., (TA,) means^ ^

* qt"».j [i. e. He is not of us who is not content,

or satisfied, with the Kur-dn] : so says Sufyan

Ibn-'Oyeyneh ; not regarding it as meaning the

utterance of the voice [in chanting] : and A'Obeyd

says that this obtains extensively in the speech of

the Arabs ; that they say * C^M and ♦ C~Jlij

in the sense of " c-.;.x,i„rl. (Az, Msb, TA.)

And one says, <Uc ^s~*» mf. »• .«»•£ and ^jLJ-c,

meaning ife wa* in mo neerf o/ i< [or him] : as

also <tic ♦ <jljlS~i\ ; and <uc t ,,-lcI [which

seems to be rarely used in this sense] : and

» iU-Lc signifies the state of being in no need: and

* ^le, a man freefrom need. (MA.) [And U

«U£ ■ _Lil_j J/e « «o< without need, or notfree

" JO* * *

from want, of it, or him.] And <Ufc aj lj**> (?>

Msb,) i. e. tgfi IfA, (Msb,) inf. n. a^ic, (S,) or

* <Li.c is the subst., (Msb,) meaning " ,-^JuZw)

[-He was sufficed by it, or was satisfied, or con

tend, 7»j<A ft, so as <o 6e in no need, or so as fo be

freefrom want, of it, i. e. of another thing]: and

■fa "J "

the epithet is ",^-Le. (Msb.) And [in like

* o* j{o* * * o* o *

manner] ly»*j>/ St^eJI C~^t- (S, Msb, K) ojJ. lj*,

(Msb,) inf. n. o^li (S, K) and jui also, (TA,)

1 [Z%e w;o»ian was satisfied,' ormeaning

content, with her husband, so as to liave no want

0 * *

of other than him], (S, K.) And C^-c [alone],

(K, TA,) inf. n. llx [for ^ii, or perhaps a mis

transcription for IUje, as in the next preceding

sentence], She (a woman) was, or became,

swc/i as is termed i^-JLc [q. v. voce O^*]-

(K.)— Jii, (TK,) inf. n. ^ifc, (K, TK,) also

signifies i/e married, or <ooA a wi/e; [as also

▼ ^5-'-*-" ; (see Ham p. 226 1. 1, where c«.;JL.~>

occurs said ofa woman as meaning she married;)]

syn. ££j, (K,*TK. [In the K, only the

inf. n. of the former verb in this sense is men

tioned; i_i«31 being there expl. in some copies as

J i * 3 J o St

signifying ~.^JJJI ; and in others, .fjjjjjl.])

Hence the saying, w>jaU jj-aa. ^j^ill [ilfarrta^re

is a bulwark to him who has no wife ; protecting

him from the attacks of seductive women by

rendering him free from the want of them] :

mentioned by Az. (TA.) _ Also, r^t, (S, K,)

inf. n. ^y^*, (TA,) He dwelt, or abode, (S, K,)

£&.{/ in tlie place : (S :) or JUjIj ^ J>^ [^

The people, or party, dwelt long in their place of

abode: (T, TA :) or U£> £)\2U ^i [^ He

dwelt long in such a place, satisfied, or content,

therewith, so as to be in no need of any other.

(Er-Eaghib, TA.) Q> \££> J °J\£s, in the Kur

[vii. 90 and xi. 71 and 98], means As though

they had not dwelt therein. (TA.) [See also the

last sentence but two in this paragraph.] __ And

He lived; syn. ySLc. (S, K.)_And I. q.

Jjiv: (TA:) one says, S^W ^* «&U C-«ii,

meaning Cmi.i [i. e. I remained, or have re

mained, constant to tliee with my love, or affec

tion], (ISd, K, TA : in the CKL [erroneously]

J 9* + * * * * * Of »*

C«ii.) [And I. q. O^-] >r<t«a»H ^j-^1 •*»

(jiUai)), in a verse of Ibn-Mukbil, means £)j$a\

w^j-jaJt [i. e. Certainly I will be, or shall be, the

sincere friend], (TA.) And eU\3 Ujlj C-^i,

(K, TA,) in a verse of another poet, (TA,)

means Colis [i. e. Owr place of abode was

Tih&meh], (K, TA.) And one says of a thing

when it has perished, passed away, or come to

it * o ' b* o £ - a, e t *

nought, tr-o^W 0*i jJ 0^> meaning^ ^l£a

• i* '

ij£j [i. e. As though it had not been in existence

yesterday], (Az, TA.) = ir--* also signifies

IjLJ : (K :) [SM doubts this ; saying,] thus in

the copies ; but perhaps it should be ^-Sj, a

signification of ,ji£ accord, to ISd and the K

[and mentioned above] : (TA :) [it appears, how

ever, to be correct; for it is said that] Cyf. U

li^i means <xi)\ ^ [i. e. I did not meet, or meet

with, or find, or I have not met, &c, such a one].

(JK.) [Accord, to the TK, [Ji. followed by x>

signifies ljJU : but this is perhaps said con-

jecturally.]

2 : see 4. = ^j-L*, (S, MA, Msb,) inf. n.

iliitf, (KL,) as syn. with * ,«1a3, (S, MA,

Msb,*) He sang, or chanted, (S,* MA, KL ;) or

he trilled, or quavered, or prolonged his voice and

modulated it sweetly, singing, or chanting. (Msb

in explanation of the former.) You say jjtill »Ufc

[He sang, or chanted, to him the poetry], and

<u (.ic [Ae san#, or chanted, it, i. e., the poetry],

inf. n. ityJu ; and «v T l5**^ > l5**j a L5*6

having one and the same meaning. (K, TA.)

(jlyUt^ t ,-iii, in a trad, cited in the first para

graph of art. Oi'> means, as expl. by Esh-

Shafi'ee, Reciting [or chanting] the Kur-dn with

a plaintive and gentle voice. (Az, Msb, TA.

[See also that trad, somewhat differently related

voce ^p.])-—^* is also said of a pigeon,

meaning It [cooed, or] uttered a cry ; (K, TA ;)

and so * Ji*i. (TA.) — St^JV ,^t means

\i Jj*J, (K, TA,) i. e. He mentioned the woman

[in amatory language, as an object of love,] in

his poetry : (TA :) and juj^ ^i. He eulogized

Zeyd : or he satirized him : like t JJu in these

two senses: (K, TA:) in that of eulogizing and

that of satirizing : or, in the opinion of ISd, both

of the verbs are used in these two senses and like

wise in the sense mentioned immediately before

them ; meaning that he did thus after prolonging

and modulating his voice ; singing, or chanting,

the same, i. e. the Jfrk and the eulogy and the

satire. (TA.)

3 : see !ULc. [From what is there said, it

seems that »UU signifies He was in no need of

him, or it ; like <uc .«& and <u* . .:j^wl : com-

pare lyLsJ. = And app. it signifies also He

spoke, or talked, to him, i. e. to a child, or boy,

saying to him what was pleasing to him ; for it is

said that] SUuLoJI means Le-j (^,!.<JI il^JuLj

xjhi' (JK-)

4. »Ucl He (i. e. God, S, K, TA, [but wanting

in the C]£ and app. in several copies of the K,])

rendered him, or made him to be, in no need, or

free from want ; (S,* MA, K ;*) [or in a state

of competence, or sufficiency ;] or possessed of

wealth ; (S,* K,* TA ;) [or rich, or wealthy ;

(see 1, first sentence;)] and t »Uc signifies the

same ; (K, TA ; [but wanting in the CK and

app. in several copies of the K>]) or, as some

say, this latter is [used] in prayer [app. as mean

ing he said to him, May Ood enrich thee, or the

like : compare cCJL. (" I said to him, May God

send down rain to thee "), and ajjiu- (as expl. in

art,**), &c.]. (TA.) [And IJ^» ,j* «u*1 Se,

or it, caused him to be in no need, or free from

want, of such a thing. (See Ham p. 152.) And

* * * * »* 9 l 6 * 91

\j£s Jj«A3 ^1 {j* yjj-i It renders needless thy

doing such a thing : lit. it causes that there shall

be no need of thy doing such a thing.] — And

Ij£o <U£ i5*&t Such a thing sufficed him ; or stood

him in stead: whence the saying in the Kur

9* * *' *9t *

[lxix. 28], AjJU l_yic ^j±\ U [My property has

not sufficed me, or stood me in stead] : and [in iii. 8

0Jj,9t OJ9' * 9-f 9 *

and lvni. 18 of the same,] ^»*JI>« !>»*■** (j^LP

[Their possessions will not suffice them in lieu of

God] : (Er-Raghib, TA :) or this last means, will

not defend them from God, i. e. from his punish-

ment. (Jel in iii. 8.) And " (V** «iUt c~£l

OlU and t liuL, (S, Msb, K,*) and * ^1^

O^i and t isuL., (S, Mgh, K,) and J$S * tdt,

(K,) / sufficed, or satisfied, or contented, thee, or

Z Aave sufficed, &c, as swcA a one ; or I stood

thee, or served thee, or i" Aare .«/««f/ &c, in the

stead of suck a one. (S,* Mgh, Msb, K.) And

t Jjb JUt ^yUu U This does not suffice, or satisfy,

or content, thee ; or .s/« /«/ </tee, or serve thee, in

any stead; and does not avail, or profit, thee.
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(S.) AZ mentions li»i ^*^i ,«icl U, thus, and

with e, [i. e. jV*!,] as meaning /SacA a <mc ata"

no* avail, or profit, at all, in a difficult, or an

arduous, affair or caw ; and did not suffice for

such an affair or such a case, orfor tin: supply of

wltat mas necessary for subsistence. (Msb, TA.)

And he says also that he heard a man chide his

-i- 0 -- * *0 * MA fit

slave, and say to him, ibjii j^ «iV»-j ^5^ 0-*'>

meaning Free me from, and avert from me, [thy

face, nay, ratIter,] thy evil, or mischief: and

hence the phrase 4~Ju ijlw, [respecting -which

see the second sentence in art. .«&,] in the Km-

[lxxx. 37]. (TA.) [Hence also,] _^££ ^1 Uj

'^gii ±ye <u)l ,j^, in the Blur xii. 67, means But

I do not avertfrom you, by my saying this, any

thing decreed to befall youfrom Ood: the second

^a is redundant (Jel.) And one says, ^1

lj& ^jic, meaning Put thou away from me,

and remove far from me, such a thing : properly

[IJl£» ^t. ,jiitl, originally meaning render thou

me in no need of such a thing,] a phrase of the

same kind as X^\ ^1* 3jIjJI |_><»J* [for u°j*-

ijljJI ^a fl«JI]. (Mgh.) = Aic ^^-cl as in-

trans. : see 1, former half, ss »Ucl U [How free

from wants, or lwn> rich, or wealthy, is he .'] :

this and a^isl U are [said to be] anomalous ; for

their [respective] verbs are L..;.».«.<1 and jA."M,

from either of which the verb of wonder may not

properly [or regularly] be formed. (S in art. jii.

[But see -ic as syn. with (-Ju-»t ; and see also

art.>».])

6 : see 1, former half, in three places : _ and

again in the latter half: = and see also 2, in five

places.

6 : see 1, former half, in two places. —_ \y\ju

means They were, or became, freefrom want, one

ofanotfter, or, as we say, of one anotlier. (S, 1£.)

El-Mugheereh Ibn-Habna says,

<OLa-

ULxJ,

-I

«*I 0—5*

[2?acA of us is free from want of his brother in

his life-time ; and when we die, we shall be more

freefrom such want], (S.)

8 : see 1, second sentence.

10 : see 1, in seven places. = <u)t ^«wt //>

asked, or begged, God to render him, or maAe At'nt

to Z»e, tn no need, orfreefrom want ; [or in a state

of competence, or sufficiency;] or rtcA, or wealthy.

(K, TA. [But wanting in the CKL, and app. in

several copies of the K.]) Hence the prayer,>^A)1

jtL«£llj ^ejU. ji» ,>* iUiilt ^1 [O God, I

ask Tltee to render me in no need of any one who

refuses to give, and I beg thine aid], (TA.)

^Jl, (K, TA,) with fet-h, and J9^>, (TA,)

i. q. &£• ; so in the saying, ^y> ^e. \j£o ^jU-o

£/j*i [Such a place is meet, fit, or proper, for

such a one; as though meaning a place of freedom

from want] ; as also <Uo * ^j-ow. (KL, TA.)

j^jlc and t?U«i signify the same; (MA, EL;)

both are inf. ns. of ^e : (MA :) [see the first

sentence of this art. : used as simple substs., they

mean Freedom from need or want ; competence,

or sufficiency; or richness, or weatihiness :] or

ijib is the inf. n. of ^jii ; (Msb ;) and t !Utv

signifies competence, or sufficiency ; (Mgh, Msb ;)

as in the saying, zUc oju* ^-J He Aaa not com

petence, or sufficiency: (Msb:) or tUii signifies

profit, utility, or avail; (S;) and you say, J*.j

4juc sUc *n) meaning A man wAo is not profitable

to any one : (TA voce ij\)> ; [and in like manner

this phrase, occurring in the S voce jjba, is expl.

in the PS :]) and * Zyi signifies the same as ^gii

in the saying lyi- «uc ^ [I have no need of it,

or him] : (K. and TA in art. yk :) so says Ks :

but, as ISd says, the word commonly known is

♦ 3*I& ; (TA in that art. ;) which see in two

places in the former half of the first paragraph of

this art : this last word [said in the S to be an

inf. n.] and " <U£ and " iys- and " (J^e«* [which

is said in the S and in one place in the K to be

an inf. 11.] are substs. having one and the same

meaning [syn. with ^jii used as a simple subst] :

and ^c- AiA 4J U [in the CK erroneously ■*•£]

and T <u^e and » (jW-* an" ' i^*** mean [lit.

He has not freedom from need of it, or him ;

and hence,] he has not any means, or way, of

separating himselffrom-, or avoiding, it, or him ;

syn. jkj : (K :) and one says i>c " i~c --U-JI .J

p-Li-JI [J« marriage is freedom from need of

fornication]. (A and Msb in art. *Jt~i.) U

es** -M^ O* 0^> '" a trad, respecting alms,

means W7«af is over and above that which suffices

for the sustenance of the household, or family.

(TA.)

5^-c : see the next preceding paragraph, in

two places.

£~£ and a~£ : see ^s. ; the former in three

places.

^Uift : see ^jii, latter half, in two places.

?L£ : see •«•£, m two places ; and see also 4,

former half. A poet says,

• iiii ^j jyjJ ^ii yJ *

[Be nn/Z render me free from need who has ren

dered thee free from need of me: for poverty will

not always continue, nor competence, or richness] :

or, as some relate it, «Ui, meaning thereby the

inf. n. of t C--iU : [see 3, above :] but it is said

that the proper reading is *Lc ; because this has

no other meaning than that of ^e : so says ISd.

(TA.) — JsJti c& <jus U means TAere m not /'//

Aim [ability for] the setting-up of that, and

strength, or power, to bear it, or carry it, or to

rake it upon his back and rise with it. (ISd,

S,TA.)

»Uc is an inf. n. of 3. (TA. [See the next pre

ceding paragraph.]) = Also, (TA,) [Song, or

vocal music; i. e.] an utterance of the voice with

a prolonging and a sweet modulation tliereof; (K,

TA ;) or a raising of the voice, and continuing it

without interruption ; (Nh, TA ;) [a singing, and

a chanting;] it is said in the S to be cC-JI £y»

[meaning that it is a sort of musical perform

ance] : (TA :) being an utterance of the voice, its

analogical form would be with damm [i. e. fUc,

like JlJi. &c.]: (Msb, TA :) its pi. is I~£t:

(MA :) [and * la£<&o signifies the same as !L& ;

and a mode of singing ; and any particular air,

or tune ; and a song, i. e. a composition in verse

that is sung or to be sung : and its pi. is ^jli« :

but perhaps it is post-classical : the pi. occurs in

the K, in art. <_~oJ :] JUc [also] signifies [a song,

i. e.] poetry, or verse, that is [sung, or chanted,

or] uttered with a trilling, or quavering, or a pro

longing and a sweet modulation, of tlie voice ; (Har

p. 286 ;) and ♦ l^il is syn. with tU (S, Har) in

this sense; (Har;) or, as also * i--Ltt, (Fr, BI,

TA,) and * each of them also without teshdeed,

(K, TA,) as mentioned by ISd, but said by him

to be not of valid authority, (TA,) signifies a

certain sort of Xi. (EL, TA) which they sing or

' " i ,t

chant: (TA :) and the pi. is ^iUI (S, TA) [and

ijlcl, this latter being the pi. of each sing, that is

* . **

without teshdeed] *L«J I is also used by a poet

in the place of an inf. n., meaning ■.» «■?!! : he

says,

* jCLo^^iJI IJ^ tUiil ol *

[<Swi7 <Aom, or chant thou, the poetry, if thou be

uttering it : verily the singing, or chanting, this

poetry is a jt»A> (expl. in art. >o-o)]- (TA.)

i-ic and ▼ ^lc : see 1, former half; each in

two places : both signify [Free from want ; or

in a state of competence, or sufficiency; or rich,

or wealthy; or] possessing much property or

wealth : (K,* TA :) pi. of the former iCj-cf.

(Msb, TA.) See an ex. of the former in a verse

cited above, conj. 6. One says, ^jA 1»*Xj ,-£ Ul

^jc [2 am sufficed by such a thing, or satisfied,

or content, with it, so as to be free from want of

another thing], (Msb.) _ ,«i*)l as a name of

God signifies [TAe Self-sufficient ; i. e.] .ffe wAo

Aas no need of any one in any thing. (TA.)

tCi A singer ; (MA ;) [as also ▼ ,jjl« ; and

I""' ... , ' 1

<uie a female singer, a songstress :] accord, to

Ibn-Ya'eesh, a * ^^i* is thus called j>i«J eu*^

4jy^>, i. e. because he makes his voice to have in

it a cUc [or sort of nasal sound, or twang] ; the

word being, in his opinion, originally, )j:-*<>

with three ^s, the last of which is changed into

^, when one says ^yjtoJt, for the purpose of

alleviating the utterance. (Mughnee, art.

oy)i.)

290*
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£)\e : see ^t [The fern.] i^te signifies

A young woman who is sufficed by her husband ;

or satisfied, or content, frith him, (S, Msb, TA,*)

so as to be in no need, or free from want, of any

otlier: (Msb:) and sometimes, also, applied to a

woman, (S,) such as is sufficed by her beauty, (S,

ISd, EL, TA,) so as to be in no need of decoration

(ISd, EL, TA) with women's ornaments : (ISd,

TA :) or such as is sought, or desired, by men,

but does not seek, or desire : (ISd, EL,* TA :) or

such as has abode in the house, or tent, of her

father and mother, and whom captivity (»Uw)

lias not befallen; (IJ, ISd, EL,* TA ;) which is

the strangest of the explanations : (TA :) or suck

as is youthful and c/iaste, whether having a hus

band or not : (ISd, K, TA :) or, accord, to AO,

one that is married : (Ham p. 226 :) or, accord,

to Az, such as pleases men, and is pleased by w>ti

[which means both youthfulness and youtlis or

young men] : (TA :) pi. ^I^e ; (EL ;) with the

article, j-jJjjAJI ; [and also oCjU : (see an ex. in

a verse cited in the second paragraph of art. w-j :)]

in the saying of Ibn-Er-Rukeiyat,

-J 2 J .

[May God net bless those young women that are

sufficed by tlieir husbands, or by their beauty, &c. :

do they enter upon the time of dawn without their

having desire (lit. a time or place, meaning an

occasion, of seeking, or desire) ?], the \j is made

movent by a poetic license : (S, TA :) and another

poet uses o'j*" f°r ^^^ (TA.)

*L£I [a pi. of which the sing, is not mentioned,]

The Ol=>"iLol [meaning Goods and chattels, or

paraphernalia,] of brides. (Az, EL.)

95 a I

J^\ and <i~£1 , and each of them also without

teshdeed : see *Uc, latter half.

^_5~*-« : see 4, former half: _ and .-ic : _

and ^j&, near the end. — Also A place in which

were its occupants, or inhabitants: (S :) or a place

of abode by which its occupants, or inhabitants,

were sufficed, or with which they were satisfied, or

content, and from which they then departed, or

removed: or in a general sense; (EL,TA ;) a place

of abode, absolutely ; but this seems to be a dis

tinct application : (TA :) pi. ^jU-o ; with the

article, J>\±J\. (S, TA.) = See also fu.

(_yii* : see 4, former half.

0 J

yjjun [act. part. n. of 4,] A man sufficing, or

satisfying, or contenting. (TA.) __ ^&*)t as a

name of God signifies He who satisfies, or con

tents, whom He will, of his servants. (TA.) _

And ifiX* A woman who satisfies, or contents,

her husband, so as to render him in no need of

looking at other than her. (Har p. 451.)

SUi* and iUut : see 4, former half.

o**> fern. see !u£, in two places.

1. s^^k, [aor. - ,] inf. n. «^yc, He was unmind

ful, negligent, inattentive, inadvertent, incon

siderate, or heedless. (S.) You say, «ue w^t .He

was unmindful, tec., and forgetful, of him, or it;

(K,TA;) as also t ^t. (TA.) And JCJ\

Uyi tju-a //<; Att an object of tlte chase, or objects

tfiereof, inadvertently, unintentionally. (A'Obeyd,

S, K, from a trad.) _ And 4-yi .He was igno-

rant of it ; as also A»y*. (TA in art. <^>y*.)

4 : see the preceding paragraph.

8. w-v-^l -He (a man, TA) journeyed in the

darkness : (EL, TA :) and went far away therein.

(TA)

v_>U-iJI ^j-v* and ojW^c, and likewise with the

unpointed e, Z%e _/?«< pari, or tfate, o/" youth.

(EL,TA.) C

^^y-c Darkness ; (S, A, El ;) as also *^U»*c :

(EL :) pi. of the former 4*»£- (?•) And A

horse, and night, intensely black : (EL, TA :) or,

instead of J-JUtj in the EL, we may read J*Utj ;

so that the meaning may be, a horse intensely

black : and night : agreeably with the A, in

which this latter meaning [as well as the former]

is assigned to the word ; and it is added that one

says, ^-v«i3l }\y* ^ ^-fe^OI u^Lrf <J* £

[More beautiful than the whiteness of the star in

the blackness ofnight'] : (TA :) or it signifies in

tense blackness of the night and of a camel and

the like : you say <_*>*«£ J***- a deep-black camel :

(Lth, TA :) and also v*v<* >y"^ and >ovs^ : (H'>

• * »^ • j ^

TA:) and w->y-c J^-j a JiacA man; likened to

the darkness of night: and w«y«6 J-J a dark

• ^«^ j^»s • **

night: (Sh, TA:) and ^^^-.i^il ^^i a /ior.«e

intensely black : (Sh, S, TA :) and it is said in

" the Book of Horses" by A'Obeyd that ^,\\

" ^^ft-e signifies [a horse] of the deepest black

hue : that the fern, is i-y-i ; and the pi., w^feUc :

and that ^^j^a is less than y_->y-t in blackness,

signifying " of a clear black hue." (TA.) =

Also, applied to a man, Unmindful, negligent,

inattentive, inadvertent, inconsiderate, or heedless :

(K, TA:) and weak, and timid: (TA :) or (K,

TA, but in the CB1 "and,") a heavy, troublesome

man : or stupid, dull, or wanting in intelligence ;

or inert, or wanting in vigour. (J£, TA.) And

Lacking ability to seek his blood-revenge, or re-

taliation ; as also «_-y-c. (TA in art. w-yC.) as

And A [garment of the kind called] r|<s- having

much wool ; very woolly ; (K, TA ;) as also

w^Ic. (TA..)—And A male ostrich. (R, TA.)

A clamour, or confused noise, (K, TA,)

and commotion, (TA,) in fight, or conflict. (K,

TA.)

i^v**: seev^.

^Lygc : see w-y^. == A'so ^ne ^e%- (¥•)

^ior^^c

S.

1. uS>*, aor. j^yb, inf. n. ^ (A'Obeyd, S,

Msb, ?, TA) and Ll^i ; (A'Obeyd, S, TA;)

[respecting which latter see what follows j] and

,j^t (A'Obeyd, K, TA, but not in the CK,) but

.' . '»'

this is not commonly known, (TA,) aor. j_£>*i,

inf. n. i£>-6, (A'Obeyd, TA,) accord, to the M

and ^ Ajj>c, mentioned above as of ^^*, (TA,)

or this last, which is with fet-h, (Msb,) not to be

pronounced with kesr, (K,) is a simple subst. ;

(Mgb ;) He erred; deviated from the right way

or course, or from that which was right : (S,

Msb, KL :) and was disappointed ; or failed of

attaining his desire : (S, Msb :) and he laboured,

and persisted, (IAth, Msb, TA,) in that which

was vain, or false, (IAth, TA,) or in ignorant

conduct : (Msb :) or he acted ignorantly from

misbelief. (Er-Raghib, TA.) = See also 4, in

* * - a -

two places. = i^-c, aor. \£}*i ; (S, Msb, K ;)

and (^^e, aor. \^yu ; (EL ;) inf. n. [of the former]

l£^c ; (S, K ;) said of a young camel, (S, Msb,

K,) and of a lamb or kid, (S,) He suffered indi

gestion from the milk ; (K, TA ;) i. e. (TA) lie

drank the milk until he suffered indigestion; and

his belly, or cftest, became in a corrupt state ; (S,

Msb,* TA ;) or he drank much thereof, so that he

suffered indigestion : (TA :) or, accord, to ISk,

(S, TA,) he did not satisfy his thirst with the

biestings of his mother, (S,) or he did not drink

thereof, (TA,) nor satisfy his thirst with tlte milk

[after it], so that he died ofemaciation : (S, TA :)

or he (a kid, AZ, TA) was withheld from sucking

(AZ, K, TA) until hunger injured him (AZ, TA)

so that he became emaciated, (AZ, K, TA,) and

almost perished : (K. :) or he obtained not sufficient

milk to satisfy his thirst so that he almost peris/ied :

(T, TA:) or, said of a child, and of a young

camel, he found not a sufficiency of milk, so that

he did not satisfy his thirst, and was seen to be

meagre, or emaciated; thus accord, to ISh ; and

Sh says that his companions held this to be the

correct meaning : (TA :) the epithet applied to

the young camel [&c] is t^*. (K.) Z has men

tioned the reading in the ELur [xx. 119], ,j«a*j

i^£^*i &y j»}\, expl. as meaning [And Adam dis

obeyed his Lord, and] suffered indigestion from

much eating : but better than this is what Az

and Er-Righib say ; that it is ^$i£ ; and that

the meaning is, and his life became evil to him ;

or he was disappointed ; or he acted ignorantly ;

or some other of the meanings mentioned by the

expositors. (TA.)

2 : see 4 O^JLM *=4>^ (K, TA,) inf. n.

<L>5&>, (TA,) / made the milk to become suck as

is termed w-5tj [i. e. thick, or coagulated, &c] ;

(K, TA ;) as though I spoiled it, so that it

became thick. (TA.)

4. ilyil ; (S, MA, Msb, K ;) and t^ (K,)

inf. n. L'ji3 ; (TA ;) and * i£i, (K, TA,) men

tioned by El-Muarrij ; (TA ;) [but] accord, to As,

one should not say otherwise than ot^il ; (S, TA ;)

He caused him to err ; or to deviate from the

right course, or from that which tvas right : (S,
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Msb, K :) and caused him to be disappointed; or

tofail of attaining his desire : (S :) or lie seduced

him, misled him, or led him astray ; as also

t t\yxLi\. (MA.) A poet, cited by EI-Muarrij,

says,

[Sow many an ignorant dost thou see, whom,

after his knowledge, love, or desire, lias urged to

turn, in ignorance, from that which was right,

and who has turned : or has turned, in ignorance,

from that which was right, and who has suffered

himself to be turned; for,] accord, to Az, »ly

j^jyJI is most correctly rendered as meaning «iy,

and 4-9j—o ; and (jyijl is quasi-pass, thereof.

(TA.) The saying in the Kur [vii. 15], related

as from Iblees, ^jil U-» means [Then by, or

because of] thy having caused me to err : or, as

some say, invited me to [do] a thing whereby I

have erred. (TA.) But the saying in the same

[xi. 36], jfij^u ,jl juji aDI ^{Lh q\ is said to

mean If God desire to punish you for erring : or

to decree, against you, your erring [i. e. that ye

shall err]. (TA.)

6. aJie ]j<,\ju They collected themselves together,

or combined, and aided one another, against him ;

(S, TA ;) originally, (TA,) in an evil affair ; from

^_j«Jt and <biy)l : (S, TA :) or they aided one

anotlier against him, and slew him; (K;) but

this addition " and slew him " is from a trad,

respecting the slaying of 'Othman, in which it is

said, »^JUi ^J**. ulilj <uXc Ijjbui [and they col

lected themselves together, &c, against him, by

God, so that they slew him] : (TA :) or they

came against him from this quarter and from

that ; though they did not slay him : (ISd, K,

TA :) or they collected themselves together, and

aided one another, against him, as do those who

err, or deviate from the right way or course;

thus expl. by Z. (TA.) [See also 6 in arts. ^

and y.]

7. \J)*il signifies \£y^\ and JU [app. He

declined from the right way or course ; for all of

these three verbs seem to be here used in one and

the same sense, agreeably with a saying in the

JK, JlSWJ ,j^\ 'Zi. ^^j!^\] : (K :) [or

rather,] accord, to Az, [it signifies he was, or

became, or suffered himself to be, made to decline,

or to turn, from the right way or course, by love,

or desire ; for he says that] it is quasi-pass, of

t^^JI oly, which signifies a)U1 and aij^o : (TA :)

or hefell into error by yielding to love and desire.

(TK : there given as the meaning of the explana

tion in the K.) See also 4.

10 : see 4, first sentence.

R. Q. 2 if belonging to art. y, or Q. Q. 2 if

belonging to art. fey;. /UyJI aJU. ^LiJ [as

though originally .-c^xi] : 6ee art. &y.

'-' t. i

^y Thirst. (TA.)—And one says, ^y w-^,

and * Cj£, and * CyU, (K, TA,) in the T t^yU,

(TA,) [in the CK dyU,] meaning Q1U (K, TA)

[in the CK 0lS>] U*.^ (TA) [i. e. I passed the

night empty] : and so by, and bjl», and by«.

(TA.) [See also ^y.]

y : see 3U : = and see also 1, near the end.

^jfc is an inf. n. ; as also » ibty ; (A'Obeyd,

S, &c. ; [see 1, first sentence ;]) or the latter is a

.simple subst. : (Msb:) [both, used as substs.,

signify Error; &c. : T4^*> °f which the pi.

(Obi) is mentioned by Freytag as meaning

errors, from the Deewan of the Hudhalees, is an

inf. n. of un., and signifies an error, &c. :] and

m *

j_j« signifies also a state of perdition. (Ham p.

643.) See also i*c. _ Also A certain valley in

Hell: or a river [therein]: (K, TA:) prepared

by God for those who err : it is said that it has

one or the other of these meanings in the Kur

xix. 60 : (TA :) or it there means \ punishment ;

because it is the consequence of^ [properly thus

termed] : (Er-Raghib, TA :) or it there means

evil : or the recompense of ^c [i. e. of error] : or

deviation from the way of Paradise. (Bd.)

Sji- : see the next paragraph.

<Lc : see (Jc. " S^c and Sue. signify the same._

[Hence,] ill jjj, and * ilc., (K, TA,) but the

latter is said by Lh to be rare, (TA,) The off

spring of fornication or adultery; (K, TA;)

contr. of Sjuij jjj. (TA.) And one says also

C5*" C>*' [meaning The son offornication or

adultery]. (L in art. <i^j.) And iJU yk, (S,

Msb,) and " 3^*1, said in reviling a person, He

is, or was, unlawfully begotten ; (Msb ;) contr. of

Sllji. (S.)

Sue. : see the next preceding paragraph, in two

places.

w .- t **

t^jt : see ju : ^s and see also i£^c. You

say of a hungry person, «>aJI i>° Wy **i'j [J

saw him empty, or lean, from hunger] ; like as

one says by and \jy6 [or b»Us] and b *J».

(TA.)

i»ly : see ,«£, above.

J «j ' J ^ • ^

^Lfc [as though originally ^)by] : see what

next follows.

3 ,
5U, and *L5>c, (S, Msb, K,) and ♦ Jk, (S,

5 j a s

TA,) and ▼ oC^> (£>) [or tne firBt >8 &n act.

part, n., and the others are intensive epithets,]

Erring; deviating from the right way or course,

or from that which is right : (S, Msb, K :) and

suffering disappointment ; or failing of attaining

his desire : (S, Msb :) [&c. : (see 1, first sentence :)]

and the first signifies also perishing : (Ham p.

643 :) the pi. of the first is h'yk, (Msb, TA,) like

SU5 pI.of,_*»l5,(Msb,)and £)}£*• (£.) OAJ&I

in the saying 033^ ****** *lr»i"j ['" the Kur

xxvi. 224] means The devils : or those, of man-

hind, who err : (K, TA :) or those who love the

poet when lie satirizes a people, or party, (Zj, K,

TA,) by saying that which is not allowable : (Zj,

TA :) or those who love himfor his praising tliem

for that which is not in them. (Zj, K, TA.) _

And i£jUJt signifies The locust, or locusts col

lectively : (K, TA :) one says, (Jlj&lj [jfy\ t\L,

meaning The wolfand the locust, or locusts, came:

(TA :) so says IAar. (TA in art. ^y, where,

in the K, {^fy\ is said to signify " the locust "

or " locusts.") — ^U ^ij is a tropical phrase,

meaning, accord, to the K, A small fiead : but

accord, to the A, a head that turns, or looks,

aside, much, or often. (TA.)

4jjU i. q. iylj, (Sgh, K, TA,) [as meaning]

A camel that carries water : pi. bly : [the sing,

and pi. being] like «bjtj and bljj. (JK.)

cU and icli, the latter mentioned in the K in

this art. as meaning A certain plant : see art. cyi.

JUy and i\t^L : see art. cy.

<byl A [pitfall such as is termed] 3^j ; (K,

TA ;) oro hollow, or pit, dug in the ground, like

a Afij, for the wolf, and in which a kid is put ;

and wlien lie [the wolf] looks at it, he falls, de

siring to obtain it, and so is taken : (TA :) and

* tlybo [likewise] signifies a dujj, (TA,) or a

hollow, or pit, dug in the ground, like a i-jj, (S,)

for [catching] beasts of prey : (TA:) whence the

saying, (S, TA,) which is a prov., (TA,) jj-o

lye» *Ju ,j\ JL&jt »tyu» jia. [He who digs a pit

fall is near to his falling into it] : (S,* TA :) pi.

Obyu. (S.) —— And A cause, or place, of per

dition or death ; (K, TA ;) as also ♦ 51$k* : (TA : )

or a calamity, or misfortune ; thus in the saying,

<byI ,j ^Ut jtjj [27te people fell into a cala

mity, or «ii«/br/w?ie]. (S.)

u » » t i e,

yt« ; whence the phrase byi« <c~i : see j^y.

StyU : see »lyVa, in two places.

(jybt, in the phrase (^yto c-o : see (^y.

5iy« : see <byl, in two places. __ Also A

tend in wAic/t one errs from the right way; syn.

iLcU : (K, TA : in the CK *Lko ;) as also * »(£«,

like I|i4-* 5 (&, TA ; in the CK »l>i-o, like

0 • St * j *et

Sl^^-o ;) and so Sl^-i-o ^jl : (TA :) the pi. of

Sly« is Obyu ; (K, TA ;) and that of ♦ S\yu»

is5Ui. (TA.) Also Any well. (AA, TA.)

1. £>\& : see 4. = [And see also w~>y-]

2. ^fc, (S, K,) inf. n. i-»>L3 ; (K;) and

* ^jUu-1 ; (TA ;) He cried out, (TA,) a«rf said,

(S, K,) tiOy I3 (S, K, TA) [Alas! a cry for

aid, or succour! also pronounced »ljy tj (accord.
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to one of my copies of the S) and «0^c I3], You

* St* * • * J «* J

say, Ojsi ^jlHJ •_>« owcft a owe was beaten, and

cried »l3$e lj. (TA.) This is declared by the

leading grammarians to be the primary significa-

tion of C>^c : then they used it as meaning He

cried out, or called, desiring, or demanding, aid,

or succour. (MF.) := See also w*j^c.

4. iiUI, (S, Msb, K,) inf. n. IjUt (Msb, K)

and *<uyuo [which is anomalous], (K,) He aided,

or succoured, him; (Msb ;) ZZe (i. e. God, Msb)

removed from, him trouble, or affliction : (Msb,

TA :) " «ule, aor. <CL*j, is used in the sense of

<wl£1, but is rare, and is said [by some] to be

from w~xH, not &>I*NI : ajU, aor. <v$su, is men

tioned by Az as not heard by him from any one ;

but ISd mentions ajU, inf. n. 0»i and «L>Lc,

though saying that ajlct is more approved. (TA.)

And one says also, >UJI LJUl f [7%e »•««« ^ave

ws relief]. (Msb.)

[6. ty^US, accord, to Freytag, appears to be

used in the Deewan of the Hudhalees as signify

ing They said, one to another, oUjj_c. I5 : = and

w>jU3 as syn. with Olil.]

10. ijUU-|, (S,0, Msb, K,) and a, ■ZMlL.S,

(O, Msb, TA,) the latter disallowed'by some,

but used by Sb, (TA,) He sought, desired, or

demanded, aid, or succour, of, or by means of,

him, or it ; he sought, &c, [or called for,] his

aid, or succour. (O, MF, TA.) -_ See also 2.

[Hence, jydl «t>Ui-t t The lute sent forth plain

tive sounds : a modern phrase.]

C^c and " «i)ty; and " «l»t^c, (S, K,) the last

deviating from the common course of speech, (K,

TA,) with respect to analogy, as will be seen

from what follows, (TA,) A cry for aid, or suc

cour. (S, K> KL, PS.) One says, <ft\ L>\J*.\

♦ oJl^cj «U^ and * ajI^c [God answered his

prayer, and his cry for aid], (Fr, S.) t £j{y£

is said by Fr to be the only word significant of

a sound, or cry, having fet-h [to the first letter] ;

other words of this kind being with damm, as

'.Uj and Slcj, or with kesr, as JljJ and »-Ue.

(S.) See also 2 And see ijU. '

• * • • • «

w>t^c : see O^-c, in three places : _ and see

• *

also oUc. _ Iu the dial, of Himyer it signifies

t Travelling-provision. (TA.)

<£>ly; : see w>>c, in two places : __ and see also

the paragraph here following.

•l>^trt, (S, Msb, TS., &c.,) in which the ^ is

changed into ^ because of the kesreh preceding

it, (S,) a form disapproved by some of the lexico

graphers, but several others assign to it priority,

(MF,) a subst. from ls\k\, (S, Msb, K, &c.,) as

also ♦ «£>lyi, ascribed by Ibn-Hajar to the majority,

and t w>1ja', mentioned on the authority of Aboo-

Dharr, (MF,) and * «£»>* ; (Msb ;) signifying

Aid, or succour; (Msb;) or deliverance from

difficulty, distress, or adversity, and [from] re-

venge ; and aid to release from difficulties, dis

tresses, or adverse circumstances. (MF.) In the

T, oCilt is expl. as signifying That with which

God aids, or succours, one. (TA.) — And oLc

signifies also An aider, or a succourer : you say,

UiLe ^"Jli /SmcA a one is owr aider, or succourer ;

i. q. " U,;.».< : (TA in art. jy :) and God is said

-0 j j -

to be ^j,M»-Ti..Q,lt oL£ [77/« Aider of the seekers

* il

of aid]. (O.)— [Hence,] £n*± >») is a name for"

t The cooking-pot. (T in art.>Dl.)

wj^fi Food, or oi/ter succour, with which one

aids a person in necessity. (O, K.) = Also, (O,

K,) in one copy of the K t j^^jj, (TA,) [both

perhaps inf. ns., the former like w~o &c.,] Vehe-

mence of running (jj* »jti). (O, TS..)

c~** : see OUc, last sentence but one.

Ojj**, an [anomalqus] inf. n. : see 4.

OjLio IFate7\«: (O, K:) said to be one of

those plurals that have no singulars. (TA.)

Oj>j -4. certain idol which belonged to [tlie

tribe of] Medkhij: (Zj, ISd, 1^, TA:) or a cer

tain good man, who lived between [the times of]

Adam and Noah, and of whom, after his death,

was made an image, which, after a long time,

became an object of worship; like >_j and eiy*

****** ^~

and Jyu and j~j, mentioned therewith in the

£ur lxxi. 22 and 23. (Bd.)

1. Ji, (S, O, K,) aor. -.yb, (S, O,) said of

a man ; (TA ;) and ▼ ^-^u, (O, 1J,) likewise,

(TA,) or this is said of a horse ; (O ;) He affected

a bending of his body, syn. ^j^-iJ and uJojH, (S,

O, K, TA,) and inclined from side to side, in his

gait. (TA.) Aboo-Dhu-eyb says,

fit * M * Q * *• *Gt *

[In the evening when she arose, in the yard of the

dwelling, as though she were the most excellent

portion of booty, to be selected therefrom, and

affecting a bending of her body, and inclining

from side to side] : i. e. displaying herself to the

chief of the army, in order that he might take her

for himself. (S, O.)

5 : see the preceding paragraph.

0 0 -

~-^i, applied to a horse, Pliant, pliable, limber,

or lithe; syn. (JUat^l ^ : pi. «-jc. (En-Nadr,

TA.)_ And A man relaxed by reason of drowsi

ness. (TA.) —— And A broad-breasted camel.

(TA.) — And ^jLJUl «.^c A horse ample in the

skin of the breast, (S, O, K,) but not unless he

be UUmQI Jyw [i. e. pliant, pliable, limber, or

lithe] : (S, O, TA :) or a horse long in the ^~as

[or bones of the legs] : or that bends, going and

coming. (TA.) __ And mJo s-^-fc, the latter

word being an imitative sequent, A horse fleet,

or swift ; excellent in running ; or that outstrips

others. (TA.)

* s*

g-tj£ That goes with energy : an epithet applied

by Aboo-Wejzeh to a camel. (O.)

1. jlc, (As, Fr, IAar, S, Msb, &c.,) aor. j^ij,

(S, &c.,) inf. n. ]^i (S, ?:) and jjj* ; (K ;) and

tjUl, (Fr, Msb,) inf. n. tji\; (IS.;) but IAth

says that this form of the verb is of rare occur

rence, (TA,) and As disallows it; (S, Msb, TA;)

and tj^c, inf. n.^iJ; (S, JjL;) and Tj^iS; (K,

- fir

TA ;) He came to the }ik, (As, Fr, IAar, S, Msb,

*%.,) i.e., low land or country, (Msb,) [or the

region so called, in Arabia :] or j\t signifies he

journeyed in the region of the^ : (As, TA :) or

jlc and ▼ «UI signify he took his way towards the

j^p. (TA.) There is a difference of opinion

respecting the saying of El-Aasha,

[meaning, accord, to the first explanation of jlel,

A prophet who seeth what ye see not, and whose

fame has come to the low lands, by my life, or by

my religion, in the several regions, and has come

to the high lands] : As says that jlcl signifies has

gone quickly; and JaJI, has risen ; and that the

poet does not mean has come to the low lands nor

to the high lands ; holding jlfc only to signify the

coming to the low land : but Fr asserts that jltM

is "a dial. var. of j\i ; and cites this verse as

authority: and some say JkaJI^ jUI, but when

they do not conjoin the two verbs they say jle ;

like as they say ^jj^ >l»JWI ^Ua, but when

they do not conjoin these two verbs they say

v^'>*' : (? 0 -A? also mentions another relation

of the second hemistich, commencing j.\e.\ [app. a

mistake for>UII or some other word] : (IKtt :)

and there is another relation, accord, to which

the second hemistich is j>^j6^a, commencing with

j\i. (L.) You say also JukJIj Jlfc meaning f He

became famous in tlie low countries and the high.

(A in art. «*»w.) — '^ ^ ,1c, inf. n. jlii and

i& (?) and jW«, (Sb, KL,) He, or it, entered

[or entered deeply] into a thing. (EL) __ [Hence,]

j*\ jj* jlfc X He examined minutely [or deeply]

into an affair; (IKtt, Msb;) as also t.LAI.

(IKtt.) You say j^H\ j^sLt ^*jW J Such a one is

a deep examiner : (TA :) or acquainted [deeply]

with affairs : or very rancorous, malevolent, mali-

cious, or spiteful. (Msb.) [See also j^i, below.]

_ &» jU, (Lh, S, Msb, K,) u^l j^i, (K,)

inf. n. *£k (Lh, S, K, &c.) and ^JA ; (S, TA;)

and tj^fc, (Lh,TA,) inf. n. #£>; (K.;) Tfte

water sank, (S, IKtt,) or went away, (Msb, K,)

into <A« ground, or eartA : (S, Msb, K :) or went

away into the sources, or springs. (Lh.) _ OiU
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J4^\,($, K,) aor. j£i, (S,) inf. n. jl^ (S, EL)

and j&b ; (EL ;) and t Oj^c ; (EL ;) 2%e «w set :

(S, EL :) and in like manner one says [jle and

tj^c] of the moon and of a star. (TA.) OjU

*£, aor.^, (S, Msb,) inf. n. *£t (S, TA) and

JS& 5 (§, Msb, TA ;) and CyU, aor. JlAJ ; (S,

TA;) and t Oj^e ; (TA ;) ^is eye MtnA, or be

came depressed, (lit. entered,) in the head; (S,

TA ;) i. q. oiliil. (Msb.) jt^M jli f2%e

a<*y became intensely hot [app., like j^i, meaning

roAen <Ae «<» Aao" declined from the meridian] :

(KL :) hence SJSlatl [q. v.]. (TA.) See also 2.

= tj£ jlfc, aor. jj^u, ^e sought for, or q/Ver, a

thing. (TA.) = JUj^, and£ jli, [aor. J^,]

inf. n. jl^fc, fie (God) bestowed upon them i^e,

(EL,) i. e. 5j£« [a provision of corn, or wheat, &c.].

(TA.) [See also art. j-i.] fie benefited them ;

(S in art. j+i., and TA ;) and so JLLj J,ijU : (S :)

and ^Uj'li, aor. \£,, (EL,) inf. n. Jl^ ; (TA ;) or

fp-i jh*^ 5 (TA ;) He (God) bestowed upon

them abundance of tlie produce of the earth, and

rain : (EL, TA :) and Jj^ J^JkjU Me bestowed

upon them means of subsistence. (TA.) You say

also ^4*rf & Jojilt, (KL,) and ^., and. jJ£j,

(TA,) and ^Ju iJU. uji, (S,) O God, aid us,

or succour us, with rain (S, LKL) from Thee, (S,)

and with prosperity. (TA.) [See also art. «jfc.]

ss k/^v" J1*) aor- »j>«i and «>JL[, He gave the

man the bhodwit [which is termed j^c and Je] :

(ISk, TA :) and so \'£*. (TA in art. j^fc.) =

***' LJ1* J1** aor- J^j inf- n- •«* [°r rather

5»*c (see art.j-fc)] and jU, [He wasjealous of his

wife.] (IBLtt.) jli and sj*fc, (S, so in my two

copies,) or j\i and sj-e, with kesr, (EL,) signify

the same. (S, EL.) You say ^Js. ^lAM jujki £,$

aIaI i. e. S^iJI [£mcA o one is veliemently jealous

of his wife]. (TA.) See also art.j*fc.

2. j^t, inf. n. jj^iu : see 1, in five places. —

Also He slept in the middle of the day ; (S* EL,

TA;) and so tju. (EL, TA.) _ And He

alighted (Lth, S, KL, TA) to sleep (Lth, S, TA)

in the middle of the day. (Lth, S, K, TA.) And

Urf l^jji ilfaAe ye the camels to lie down with us

during the vehement midday-lieat. (Jm and TA

in art. tA*jO IAar says that * j^kc signifies

One alighting in the middle of tlie dayfor a Utile

while and then departing [i. e. resuming his jour

ney]. (TA.) And £_£« 4\ i$)l #JJk Ov U

occurs in a trad, as meaning [/ did not tarry, or

have not tarried, this night,] save in taking a nap

[lihe tlie sleep in the middle of tlie day]. (TA.)

_ Also He entered upon the middle of the day.

(EL, TA.) _ And He journeyed in the middle of

the day : (Lth, K :) or he (a rider upon a camel,

or upon a horse or other beast,) journeyed until

the declining of the sun from tlie meridian, and

then alighted. (ISh, TA.) — And Jl^llt j!J-c

t [app. The day became intensely hot when] the

sun declined from, the meridian. (Ibn-Buzurj,

TA. [See also j£jt JU.]) = l/^i, inf. n. as

above, He put it, or made it to enter, into a low,

or depressed, place : he hid, or concealed, it ; or

caused it to disappear. (Har p. 165.) _ And

}»*■> (TA,) inf. n. as above, (K., TA,) signifies

also He routed, defeated, or put toflight ; and he

drove away. (K,* TA.)

3 : see 4 ; and see also 6.
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so caused her to bejealous : see 1]. (S.) [See also

art. jtfi.,]

4. dU*c jlil [He made his eye to sink, or become

depressed, in his head: see 1]. (TA.) = .lei as

intrans. : see 1, in four places. __ Also He went

away in, or into, the country, or land. (K..) __

And, (S, EI, &c.,) inf. n. \]\1\ (S, Mgh, Msb)

and SjLfc, (Mgh,) or the latter is a simple subst,

[or quasi-inf. n.,] (Msb,) He hastened, (£,) or

was quick, (Msb,) in walking, or marching, or

journeying : (Msb, K :) he was quick, (S, Mgh,

Msb, K,) and pushed, or pressed, on, orforward,

(*ii, S,) in his running; (S, Mgh, Msb;) said

of a horse, (Mgh, Msb,) and of a fox : (S, Mgh :)

he (a horse, K) ran vehemently, and was quick,

(S, 5,) in a SjU [or raid, or sudden attack upon

a people, or their dwellings,] Sfc. (K.) Hence the

saying, (in a trad, respecting the pilgrimage, TA,)

j-ii Lo-^ J**" J>it [Enter thou upon the time of

sunrise, Thebeer, (the name of a mountain near

Mekkeh,)] that we may proceed quickly, (S, K,)

or push, or press, on, orforward, (Yaakoob, Msb,)

to the sacrifice of the pilgrimage : (S, Msb, K :)

or to the return from Mine: (Yaakoob :) or that

we may plunder the meats of the sacrifices : or

that we may enter into the low land. (TA. [See

also 2 in art. J>w.]) Hence also the saying, Jlil

^■JmJI SjUt He was quick, and pushed, orpressed,

on, orforward, like as does the fox. (S.) ,lil

jjil J£, (S, Msb,) and^>l J^, (B:,) inf. n.

SjUl (S, K) and 5,U, (K,) or the latter is a

simple subst., [or quasi-inf. n., as in the case

mentioned above,] (TA,) and ;Ui, (S, TA,) He

made [a raid, or hostile or predatoiy incursion,

into the territory of the enemy ; or] a sudden, or

an unexpected, attack [upon the enemy, or] upon the

territory or dwellings of the enemy, [with a party

of armed horsemen, generally meaning a pre

datory incursion,] and engaged with them in con

flict; (Msb,) or he urged tlie horses upon, or

against, tlie people; as also tjUi-il : (KI, TA :)

and in like manner you say jjjujl ^jjU, inf. n.

iJjUt« and j£i. (S.) See also 6. And^JJI j^t

^o^l t5» Tlie wolf made an incursion among the

sheep or goats ; (BL* and TA in art. »£ ;) as also

tjliwl. (TA ibid.) — Also x& jUI He plun

dered it ; took it by pillage. (TA.) _ And .lei

0"%» i^sTi' and 80metimes O*^ i^-i (j>!, He

came to the sons of suck a one to aid, or succour,

them : (IKtt, K :) or to be aided, or succoured,

by them. (IKtg=:jUl, (S, K,) inf. n. IjUl

and quasi-inf. n. SjLfc, (TA,) signifies also He

twisted hard (S, K) a rope. (S.) = *i*1 jlct

He married another in addition to his wife [and

5 : see 1, first signification.

6. tjj^Uj They made [raids, or hostile or pre

datory incursions, into each other's territories; or]

sudden attacks, one upon another, or one party

upon the dwellings of another party, and engaged

in conflict, one with another ; or urged their horses

one upon, or against, another; expl. bv t'iUI

uf*i i^^r^*i ■ (S, K :) and so t \j^\i, inf. n.

S^lii. (TA.)

8. jtcl He procured S^e [or provision of corn,

or wheat, Sec.]. (TA.) __1 And He derived, or

obtained, benefit, advantage, or profit. (I£.)

10. He, or it, descended : (TA :) or ke desired to

descend into a low land or country. (K, TA.) __

See also 4, in two places. = Also He became

fat ; and fat entered into him : (S, TA :) or you

say, <^s ^,1 u,JI jUtLd _/«< spread in him ; and

he became fat; (g, TA;) the pronoun referring

to a horse, which is not mentioned in the K ; but

the explanation in the S is better : or, accord, to

Az, jUZwl is said of the fat and flesh of .a she-

camel, meaning it became hard, and compact;

like the rope of which one says j:-" ; i. e. it is

twisted hard : or, accord, to some, said of the fat

of a camel, it means it entered his inside. (TA.)

— OjUi-l said of a wound, (&L-J, S, in the K

3*V»-,) means It became swollen. (S, 50 =

M j^i^l He asked, or begged, of God, S^i, (K,

TA,) i. e. Sjt+ [provision of corn, or wheat, Sec.].

(TA)

jU ^4 ca»e, or cavern ; syn. i^yfe ; (S, KI ;)

tn a mountain; (S;) as also * sjl£» and *jlii

(S, K) and * SjU-o and ♦jU* and tJ#^ : (El :

[but jlfe in this sense is omitted in the CKL :])

or what resembles a \J^£> in a mountain, [only

differing in being less large,] like a ^tjli : (TA :)

or what is hewn out in a mountain, resembling a

Sjlio : when it is large, or spacious, it is called

i^iyfe : (Msb :) or what resembles a house, or

chamber, in a mountain: (Lh, EL :) or a low, or

depressed, place in a mountain : (Th, EL :) or any

low, or depressed, land, country, or ground : (K :)

see also jj* [and j^»».] : or the hole, or burrow,

to which a wild animal betakes- itself: (EL : [see

an instance in art. j^->, conj. 8 :]) and sometimes

"jUL» is applied to the coverts of gazettes, among

trees : (S :) the dim. of Jli is jj^i : (S, EL :) [of

which see two exs. (a prov. and a verse) voce

J4J :] and the pi. (of pauc, TA) j£i1 (IJ, EL)

and (of mult., TA) 0\)s^- (S, Msb, EL.)

Also The portion of the upper part of the mouth

which is behind the iil^s [or thin bone of the

palate] : or the kollow (j*,.**.!) which is between

the two jaws : or the interior of the mouth : (EL :

[for ^ill JiSi, in the CEL, I read >lt Ji.b,

as in the TA :]) or, as some say, the two parts

whereof each is called «Xu, [app. meaning the

anterior part of tlie palate and the corresponding
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part next the lower gums,] in the ^1£» [or the

palate and the part corresponding to it below].

(TA.) _ And (jljli-M signifies The [sockets of

the eyes; or] two bones in which are the eyes.

(ISd, EL.) — And The belly and the pudendum :

(S :) or the mouth and the pudendum. (K.)

Hence the saying of a poet, ajjU) ^j*~i [-H*

works, or earns, for his belly, or his mouth, and

his pudendum]. (S, TA.) = Also (jl-*) An

army: (S, K :) or a numerous army. (TA.)

You say ^Ijlill .yUJI The two armies met. (S.)

_ And A company, or body, of men : (TA :) or

a numerous company or body of men. (ISd, K.)

s>= And I. q. i£, (S,) or Ij-i. (K.). [See 1,

last signification.] = And A kind of tree, (S,

Mgh, EL,) of large size, (Mgh, EL,) having leaves

longer than those of the O*^*-, (Mgh, TA,) and

a fruit [or berry] smaller than the hazel-nut,

which is black, and which, being divested of its

covering, discloses a heart that is employed in

medicine [that is designed to produce a narcotic

or an intoxicating effect : the berries are called

jUUI <^***] : its leaves have a sweet odour, (Mgh,

TA,) and are employed in perfume : (TA :) its

fruit is called [in Persian] c»«»<*3 : (Mgh, TA:)
' J 0 J

and it lias an oil, (EL,) which is called jUUI ,jj».> :

(S :) [it is the bay-tree; orfemale laurel-tree; the

laurus nobilis; aUo called the sweet bay; of which

there are several sorts, as the broad-leaved bay,

the narrow-leaved bay, &c. : it is commonly sup

posed to be the laurus of the ancients :] n. un.

•with S. (TA.) __ And The leaves of tlie grape

vine. (EL.)

jj* The bottom, or lowest part, of anything ;

(S, Msb, K ;) as also ♦ \Jjy-* : (EL :) and its

depth. (TA.) —- You say, aIL^JI «Jj» j^c. ci^c

t [I have become acquainted with the bottom of

this question]. (TA.) And £ii\ j^ £,$ (S)

I Such a one is deep and excellent in judgment;

one who examines deeply. (TA.) [See also 1.]

And »j3* .iJjJu *) j»~j yk t [He is a sea whereof

0 •»

the bottom shall not be reached]. (TA.) And ^y>

U^~t J-»wt ^jj \j^i jLJt-jt I [Who is deeper in

knowledge with respect to wliat is vain, or false,

than I?]. (TA, from a trad.) __ Low, or de

pressed, land, country, or ground; (S, Msb, K ;)

[like jyL ;] as also tjlfc. (K.) See also jU,

in the first of its senses expl. above. = Applied

to water, i. q. j5U [Sinking, or going away, into

the ground, or earth] : (S, K :) an inf. n. used as

• 0 * ~* *i o * o , o

an epithet, like w-Jw !U, and ^s>;j. (S.)

j^e. A bloodwit ; syn. 3b} : (EL, TA :) a dial. var.

of j*p : (TA :) or the latter is a pi., of which the

sing, is 5^vc. (AA, EL in art. j^t, q. v.)

Sjlt, a subst. from jUI ; A going away into a

country, or land. (TA.) —_ A quick running,

(Mgh, Msb,) or vehement running, (TA,) of a

horse, (Mgh, Msb, TA,) and of a fox ; (Mgh ;)

as also *jJ>£, of a fox. (TA.) _ [A raid ; or

an incursion into the territory of an enemy; or a

sudden, or an unexpected, attack upon an enemy,

or upon the territories or dwellings of an enemy,

with a party of armed horsemen, and engagement

with them in conflict ; an urging of horses upon,

or against, a people ; generally, a hostile, or pre

datory, incursion : or the making such an incur-

" '■'*
sion :] a subst. [or quasi-inf. n.] from ^1* ilcl

jjljUI. (S, TA.) _ And Plunder, or pillage.

(TA.) _ And hence, (Mgh, Msb,) [Horsemen

making a raid, or a sudden, or an unexpected,

attack, upon an enemy, or upon the dwellings of

an enemy, and engaging with them in conflict :

horsemen urging their horses upon, or against, a

peoj)le :] i. q. t S^iuo jl*. : (S, Mgh, Msb, TA :)

and one says also t SfJua J-^, with kesr. (TA.)

You say ijUJI ^eyJlft xji> i. e. He scattered, (S in

art. &2t, and Mgh* and Msb,*) or poured, (EL

in art. (>&>) upon them [the horsemen making a

raid, or sudden attack, and engaging in conflict,

or the horsemen urging their horses], (S, EL.) The

poet (El-Kumeyt Ibn-Maaroof, TA) says,

LolyJI 9-U^lj j* OJyen? *

[^nd roc gave as a morning-drink to the people of

Nejrdn a troop of horsemen making a raid, or

sudden attack, upon them, or urging tlieir liorses

against tliem, namely the tribe of Temeem Ibn-

Murr, and thepiercing spears] : he means)>vftLjL>

3j£&o *}L<». : and y» ,jj >e««3 is put in the accus.

case as a substitute for »jle. (S, TA.) = J-a.

SjUJI juai. means A rope twisted hard; or

^arrf in respect of tlie twisting ; (S, TA ;) SjU

being in this case [as in that first mentioned

above] a subst. standing in stead of the inf. n.

5JUI : (TA :) and so *jlii jli. ; (S, TA ;) ap

plied to a rope that is twisted with another. (TA

0 ' 0 J* -

voce Ja. ...■«■) = And SjUOl signifies 77<c navel:

(Sgh, K :) app. so called because of its depth.

(Sgh, TA.)

of entrance : and a p/ace where a thing is sought

* * e* * is * Si

for : you say, jbu* j^i. ^ -Z>je. JLit Verily thou

hast entered into that which is not a place of

entrance : and verily thou hast sought in that

which is not a place where a thing is sought for.

(TA.)

0 ^ j 0 , , ,

jUuo : see jU. ss Also A place ofa 5jU [or raid,

or sudden attack upon an enemy, or upon the

dwellings of an enemy, with a party of armed

horsemen, fee.]. (TA.)a See also SjU, last sen

tence but one. —— Hence, J A horse strong, or

compact, in make ; as though twisted : (Az, TA :)

or a horse strong in tlie joints : (Lth, TA :) or,

applied to a horse, i. q.j^m* [made lean, or light

offlesh; &c. : see 2 in art.^ : and see also jli«

in that art.]. (Aboo-Sa'eed Ed-Dareer, TA in

art. J**.) And A horse that runs swiftly. (TA.

[But in this last sense, the word should be,

accord, to rule, as here next follows.])

0 i

jJl* A horse swift in running : [see also what

next precedes :] and * jtyU [likewise] signifies a

swift horse : or this latter, accord, to Lh, vehe

ment in running: and its pi. is xjlii. (TA.)

_ S^jJuo ij~<*' and 5j-Ju» : see »il£.

SjjAJI The sun. (IAar, El, TA.) = See also

5»eft Abundance of the produce of the earth :

' 0'

and rain : and i. q. °j~e [a provision of corn, or

wheat, &c] : belonging to this art and to art. ys..

(TA.) = [See also 1, last signification.]

'O' 00'

0 - 0» -

^^c : see &jU, second sentence.

Sjj\i 2. 9. iblS [app. as syn. with <%J«S, i. e.

A sleeping in the middle of the day ; though the

primary signification of «U515 is that which here

next follows] ; (S, O, El ;) as also t j£i. (0, EL.)

— And The middle of the day [itself], (£.)

And one says, kJ~t!l\ ij>\s. ^e. c-ljl IJ* [^i,

meaning I [This house, or tent, was, or has been,

built, or set up,] facing the place of sunrise.

(TA.)

0 -- « ,

jU«e : see jU, in two places. — Also A place

JtJL» : see 2.

0- .j .. 0* * j 0 ,

Sjlfco and 5jl*« : see jlfc, first sentence.

0^0 * 3

jljji-o : soe j-i« Also A. fighting man ; and

so 'jili* : (S :) or the former signifies one who

occupies himself much in Otjli. [or raids, or

sudden attacks upon enemies, or wpon <Ae dwellings

of enemies, with armed horsemen, &c, pi. of Sjlii] ;

(K, TA ;) as also *j^liU : (TA :) pl.>ylii : (S :)

* * * 0^0

and j^ULo may be a contracted pi. of jl^x* or a

pi. ofjjlio". (TA.)

jjt«»o : see the next preceding paragraph, in

two places.

1. tLoJI (jj ^oU, aor. t^o>«J, (S, A, Msb,) inf. n.

• 00* •>•*• 0«-«* #«■

,^00^ (S, A, K) and uo\i^ and SueLe. and ,>>^>

(5,) -He dived in, or descended beneath, the water ;

(S, A, K. ;) or entered into the water ; (TA ;) to

fetch out what was in it. (Msb [in my copy of

which, the particle .J is omitted, app. by a slip

of the transcriber].) _ 5_«oLLc [also] signifies

The diving in the sea for pearls; (S ;) and sja^t

signifies [the same : or both signify] the fetching

out pearls from beneath the water. (Mgh.) _

[Hence,] you say also, y»^\ jJ* vo\h, (K.,)

• * *' s '

inf. n. uo)*, (TA,) \ [He dived for tlie thing, or

affair, so as to elicit it ; or] he knew the thing, or

affair. (El, TA.) And J!*l J>\&\ j^ Jet

*-*r* (3^5 V-* ""^ I* g-ja. -X.itj UUasI iJb J [He

dived for the meanings so that he reached the

uttermost of them, and elicited what was remote of

them, and the understanding whereof was subtile].

(Msb.) And ^oJUJI JmUL.* ^.Jl* Jay^t £/]S

X [Such a one dives for the verities of science].
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(A, TA.) And £ift <L^c

single diving but he fetched out what was like a

pearl, or a large pearl]. (A, TA.) __ You say

also, s,^! ^jift u»l*> aor. voyu, inf. n. ue^ft,

lie pounced, or came suddenly, or at unawares,

upon the thing. (Msb.)

2. £t_oJt ^ji a^oyi. He made him to dive in, or

descend beneath, the water; (A;) he immersed,

immerged, dipped, plunged, or funk, him therein.

(TA.)

iuojz [originally an inf. n.] : see yeUt, in two

places.

* ,»,

Sus^e- [A single diving in, or descent beneath,

water : see 1, last sentence but one]. (A.)

* s'

tjot^ft : see the next paragraph, in four places.

* -

tjoSlft One who dives in, or descends beneath, or

enters into, water ; as also " ^ja\$£- [which, how

ever, has an intensive signification, or implies the

habit of so doing] : (TA :) and * the latter, (S,

A, K,) or both, (Az, TA,) particularly one who

dives iti the sea for pearls, (S, A, K,) or for

pearl-shells, and fetches them out: (Az, TA :) pi.'

t^olyi, (A, TA,) of the former, (TA,) and i^lc,

(A, TA,) [also of the former,] and [of the latter]

^^-ol^ft. (TA.) _ [Hence the saying,] ^y, yk

jjjJI i-olij jiiJI itlo \ [He is of the moulders of

jii, lit., as thus used, ornaments fashioned in the

form of the vertebra of the bach, but here mean

ing choice phrases or sentences ; and of the divers

for, and producers of, (expressions like) pearls,

or large pearls], (A, TA.) _ [Hence likewise,]

™ cj»I>* al80 signifies X One who exercises art,

craft, cunning, or skill, in ordering the means of

obtaining subsistence. (TA.) _ And ^oSlft also

signifies One who pounces, or comes suddenly, or

at unawares, upon a thing ; (JK, S, Msb ;) as

also, (JK, Msb,) but in an intensive sense, (Msb,)

* w'** : (JK, Msb :) pi. of the former <Lelft.

(Msb.)

• **

ijoUm A place where one dives in, or descends

beneath, water ; (Lth, A, K ;) as also ♦ 1/05-ft :

(Lth, Mgh :) or * the latter signifies particularly

a place [wliere one dives and] whence pearls are

fetched out. (JK, Mgh.*) You say also, ljuk

£JjJJI l>uU-o This is the diving-place for pearls.

(A.) — Also The upper part of the JL. [or

shank, &c.]. (JK, Sgh, K.)

I U X [How (S, TA,) inf. n. J*^, (K,) signifies the same : (S, | ^U A wide, depressed piece ofground or land,

9™,dtft A^y,{°? th,e™ ']' (A' TA') And U ? :) b°th alS° 8ignify h6' °r U' heCame kidden' ' (ISh'' ?» °» M?b» ?») Jw< "»* ««cA rfqwewed, and

Sp ^11 S)l l^i ^U I [1Tb did not dive a (Ah and K in aj'- J»e*,) j" the ground. (As.) | m some instances having acclivities [bordering it] ;

You say also, aSUII £Cj| cS\k, aor. and inf. n. I (ISh;) sometimes, as they assert, a league (fS)>)

as above, The plaited thongs of the she-camel clave in extent, and having in it meadows ; (AHn ;)

to her belly, and so entered,^ or sank, therein. | and 1 fa and t ££ signify the 8ame . (0>'k ;)

(TA.) And iiUJI Jj ^ cCj-sJI c«fcU 7%e I or the last is more depressed than the 1*51* :

plaited thongs caused their impressions to be visible I (IDrd, O :) and Jajlc is also applied to a valley :

(TA :) the pi. [of pauc] is l<£\, (S, Msb, K,)

or this is pi. of L'^k, (IB,) and [of mult.] JOx,*,

(S, Msb, K,) which is pi. of both these sings.,

(IB,) and J^ft (S, Msb, K) and J»U. (K.)

Hence, X A place in ivhich one satitfies a want of

nature ; the custom being to do so in a depressed

place, where one is concealed. (S,* Msb,* TA.)

In the Kur [iv. 46, or v. 9], accord, to an extra

ordinary reading, it is written ♦ Auc, [a form now

commonly used, and signifying a garden, but

there meaning a. privy place,] the original form of

which may be J»>sft, and then l»Ift, [and then

ia^ft,] it being contracted ; or, accord, to Abu-1-

Hasan, the ^ may be originally _j, these two

letters being in this instance interchangeable.

(IJ.) You say, LsliJI Jl\, (S, TA,) and 1>JJ>

Ja5lA)t, (TA,) t He satisfied a want of nature;

(S, TA ;) voided excrement, or ordure. (TA.)

—— And hence, (S, TA,) X Human excrement, or

ordure : (S, K, TA :) because they used to cast

it away in a JaSU : or because they used to go

thither to satisfy a want of nature. (TA.)

in the side of the she-camel. (TA.) __ It (a place)

sank, or became depressed, in the ground. (ISh.)

And It (anything) descended, or sloped down

wards, in the ground. (TA.) Also, aor. and

inf. n. as above, He dug, excavated, or hollowed

out. (TA : and in some copies of the K, £^i!l is

expl. by>LLll ; but the reading given in the TA,

in that instance, is S^iaJI.) = Jai hi means Be

thou with the itCo. [i. e. the mass, or main body],

(IAar, O, K,) who are termed the J»U, (O,) [be

thou with them, not with the factious,] when ^i»

[i. e. factions, &c.,] come. (IAar, O, K.)

J**

1. ieXk, aor. i^L., (S, Msb, TA,) inf. n. Jb^i,

(S, Msb, K,) It entered, or sank, (S, Msb, K,

TA,) into (^) a thing ; (S, K, TA ;) as, for in

stance, the foot into sand ; (S, TA ; ) and a man

into mud, (TA,) or into water ; (Msb ;) and into

a valley ; (TA, in this art. and in art. Ja^ft ; in

the former expl. by tr-^Ail ;) and J»U, aor.

Bk. I.

2. J»j_e, inf. n. h-j^j-', He gobbled [food] :

(Ibn-Abbad, O, K :*) or gobbled largely, or in

large mouthfuls : (K,*TA:) from V^e- meaning

J*j3. (TA.) =s And Jx.^i5 signifies also The

making a well deep. (K. [See also 4.])

4. Jajit He made deep a well. (Fr, O, TA.

[See also 2.])

5. )epo X lie voided excrement, or ordure. (S,

Msb, K, TA. [In the CK, ^jlJI is put by

mistake for i^J^I.])

6. sUI ^ UyU3 They two vied, or contended,

each with the other, in plunging, or diving, in tlie

water. (K,* TA.)

7. J»L«j| It (a branch, or twig, or the like,)

bent. (O, K.)

l»lc : see Jtuli. = £uj| signifies also IftCi »

[meaning The mass, or main body, of the people].

(0, K.) One says, ioL LUJI ^i U [There is

not in the mass, or main body, of the people, the

like ofhim]. (O, TA.)

bji. A hollow, cavity, pit, or the like, dug, or

excavated, in tlie ground; syn. ijlL. (So in the

K, accord, to the TA, on the authority of AA :

but in some copies of the K, i^iJI in this instance

is expl. byj&Li\ : see 1, last sentence.) See also

tyb. ■■ And i. q. ju^3 [Crumbled bread mois

tened with broth], (O : in the K Sju^j.)

* a- 1 -

Ja-i : see Ioj\£., latter half.

*-»>* -4. [foro, or depressed, place, or Ao/fow,

«wcA a* t» called] 5jj*,3, in the ground. (ISh, K.)

[See also Jfculft.]

ale^e. A place comprising water and herbage :

whence Jlij &£, (Har pp. 130, et seq.,) i. e.

the city, or district, of Damascus, (K,) which is

a place abounding with water and trees. (S.)

aiy^ft^ A deep well. (TA.)

Q. Q. 2 if belonging to this art., or R. Q. 2 if

belonging to art. ^e.. iLi^ijI aJLc ^Lii [as

though originally ^^Jui] i. q. 'oylSsj [i. e. The

mixed multitude, or the low, base, vile, &c, of

men, bore, or pressed, or crowded, (as though

mounting,) upon him]. (TA in art. ^c.)

^U The £L [q. v.], (IDrd, K, TA,) a species

of sweet-smelling plants, (TA,) i. e. the *.Jj«_«,

(IDrd, K, TA,) an arabicized word from [the

Pers. aljijj: (TA:) [accord, to the TK, the

plant called in Turkishjjjjb, which is marjoram :]

♦ cUlft [the n. un.] is said by Lth to mean a cer-

tain plant resembling the ^$yj*> [a word of which

both the orthography and the application are dis

puted]. (TA.)

AftU : see what here precedes : = and see also

the paragraph here following.

•Ic^ft [i. e. Ilft^ft and 2lc^£, as will be shown by

what follows ; mentioned in this art. in the Msb

and K ; and in the S, and again in the K and

TA, in art. 3* ;] masc. and fern., [being] perfectly

and imperfectly decl., (S and TA in art. ^e.,) in

* * "

the former case like j>M-^i, the • being substituted

for j, and in the latter case like *lj>e, (S,) Locusts

after the growth of' tlieir wings, (AO, T, Msb, K,)

i. e. (AO, T, Msb) after the state in which they

are called \() or ^a ; (AO, T, S, Msb ;) before

which earlier state they are called «jj-> [or rather

291
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y-L] : (A'Obeyd, T, Msb : [see also *\j** :] or

locusts when they become light, or active, so as to

fly; thus accord, to AO, and IAth says the like

thereof: (TA:) or locusts when they have wings,

and almost fly, before they raise themselves and

fly; thus says As: (S:) or locusts, when they

have become divested of t/ie [changing] colours,

and are becoming in a state of transition to red

ness. (As, K, TA.) _ And A sort of insects

resembling ^jo^su [or gnats'], that do not bite,

(AO, S, Msb, K,) nor hurt, (AO, S, Msb,) by

reason of their weahness. (AO, S, K.)— And,

(S, Msb, EL,) accord, to As, (S,) or AO, (Msb,)

as being likened to the locusts thus termed, (S,

Msb,) applied to men, (S, Msb, K,) meaning J A

mixed multitude of men ; as also * icU- : (S and

EL in art. ^i :) or the iiiw [i. e. low, base, vile,

ignoble, mean, or sordid; or lowest or lower, basest

or baser, &c. ;] of men ; and such as liaste to do

evil : and it may be from the signification here

following, because of the muchness of their cla

mour, or confused noise, and vociferation. (TA.)

_ [Like U^£ in Pers., and probably from this

latter, if the converse be not the case,] it signifies

also Clamour, and a confusion of cries or shouts

or noises. (TA.)

J*

1. ife, (S, Mgh, O, Msb, EL,) aor. %£, (Msb,

TA,) inf. n. J£i, (Mgh, Msb, TA,) He, or it,

[accord, to the TA said of a thing,] destroyed

him; (Lth, Mgh, Msb, K ;) as also * dJULct :

(K :) and (EL) it (a thing, S, O) took him, seized

him, or took him away, unexpectedly, at unawares,

orfrom an unknown quarter; (S, O, K ;) and so

* <L)U»t : (S : [see also an ex. of this latter voce

p-jj&- :]) and accord, to IAar, \juj J(_yi)l JU

signifies The thing took away Zeyd. (TA.) One

says, " J^-£ aJJLe A [cause of] destruction de

stroyed him : (K, TA :) or [destroyed him so that

it was not known whither he had gone away ; for]

it is said of one who has fallen into destruction

(S, TA) and it is not known whither he has gone

away: (TA:) and it also signifies Death or the

decree ofdeath [destroyed him, or took him away].

(TA.) One says also when persons have perished

Jet * e o j o * *

in a land, u*/}" -^-^ j> t ■ m [That land caused

tliem, or has caused them, to 'perish in it] : and

O^t u^j'i" " C»JU*U means The land caused such

a one to perish ; and to pursue a course that led

him astray. (TA.) And one says of a land

ei * * 3 J j *

(u«jO» 2-JLjLJI J>*5> meaning It casts away the

travellers, or wayfarers; causes them to fall, or

drop down ; and removes themfar away. (TA.)

__ \j~}J j*>aJI cJlc means f The wine that he

had drunk deprived such a one of his reason : or,

of the soundness of his body : (AHeyth, TA :) [or

corrupted, or vitiated, him ; for] «0U, aor. aJ^xj,

J * * et

signifies »ju«»l ; (Ksh and Bd in xxxvii. 46;) as

well as oiJdol : (Ksh, ibid :) and a poet, cited by

AO, says,

f [And the cup of wine ceased not to deprive us of

our reason]. (S, 0.) _ Iftt^aSJi L>&\ J}*3

is said of a tall woman [app. as meaning She

exceeds the measure of the clothes, so that tliey are

too short for tier] : such a woman is said to be

* J^i Oli. (TA.) And one says, lie iUU U

i. e. What withheld, or debarred, or has withheld

j i a j

or debarred, thee from us? (O.) _ And aJJLc,

irif. n. ilLc and JL« and Jj^e, signifies J stole

it. (O and TA in art. J-c [though belonging to

art J^c].)

J -i^ t 9 * *

2. jjiu syj, inf. n. Jj^iS, [A desert, or water

less desert,] of which the roads, or ways, are un-

apparent, so that it causes the people thereof [who

traverse it] to go astray. (TA.)

••'-' ' J 9" * J

3. <UjULo is syn. with SjiUo [The hastening,

making haste, or striving to befirst or beforehand,

in doing or attaining or obtaining a thing], (S, O,

K, TA,) [or] in journeying, fyc. (TA.) Jereer

says, (S, O,) or El-Akhtal, (so in the TA,) men

tioning a man upon whom horsemen had made a

sudden attack, (S, TA,)

[I saw those that were spreading themselves of the

small parties of horsemen, as though they were

birds hastening to nests in (the mountain of)

Shemdm]. (S, O, TA.) And it is related in a

trad, of Ammar, that he was brief in prayer, and

said, .J ao-U. J^lct C~£» [I was hastening to

accomplish a want that I had]. (TA.) And in

a trad, of Keys Ibn-'Asim, [it is related that he

St * oJt'ljbi

said,] <uUUJt . J ^5^1 C»;.fr> l. e. / used to

0 J > *t

strive to be beforehand with them (^o-ApLj!) in

making a sudden attack or incursion, and in doing

mischief, [in the Time of Ignorance :] or, as some

relate it, it is with j [l. e. jtAjjW C~» I used to

make sudden attacks or incursions upon them],

(TA.)

9i" 9 &,* ii.

0. J>«3 is syn. with ,j^Aj [which primarily

signifies The becoming altered in colour; but

here, the varying in state or condition, or inform

or appearance ; or, agreeably with explanations

of its verb by Esh-Shereeshee, (cited in Har p.

480,) the becoming altered in state or condition ;

and the becoming of various sorts or species]. (S,

O, ]£.) One says, St^oJI CJjtU, meaning C-J^JL3

[The woman varied in state or condition, or ire

ybrm or appearance, &c] : (S, O, TA :) and in

like manner oJ^aj is said of the J^c [q. v.].

(TA.) And The woman made herself to be like

<Ae jyi. (TA.) And S^lAJI Jyu means T/te

dubious, and varying, state or condition, of the

desert, or waterless desert. (TA.) And one says

also, ^a^t Jyi3 t The affair, or ca*e, became

altered so as to be unknown; [for jSs^i, in my

original, I read jJLLj ;] and became dubious, or

confused. (TA.) — And 0^& o^j^1 OJ>iJ :

see 1, former half. — And Jy«Jt y^^d is said

of them who have been made to deviate from,

miss, or lose, the right way [by the Jy ; i. e. it

means TheJ^b made tliem to deviate &c.]. (TA.)

[6. tjjjlij i. q. tjjpU! i.e. Tfiey hastened togetlier;

vied, or strove, one with another, in hastening;

made haste to be, or get, before one another;

strove, one with another, to befirst, or beforehand,

(comp. 3:) expl. by Freytag as meaning "sese

invicem studuerunt capere."]

8. aJLLcI : see 1, first sentence, in two places.

— Also (S) He slew him (S, Mgh, 0, Msb)

covertly (S,* Mgh, O*) or on an occasion of

inadvertence; (S,* O,* Msb;) syn. ♦ <UL& Uii.

(S, Mgh, O.) — See also 1, latter hal'f._-$

jliH i't^Li, said of a hawk, (S, O, TA,) &c,

(TA,) signifies t Satiety will not deprive him of

his strength, (S, O, TA,) and his vehemence of

flight : meaning that he will not become satiated :

(TA :) [it is said that] it occurs in a verse of

Zuheyr, [but I do not find it in his Deewan,]

describing a hawk. (S, O, TA.) __ ^otl «ju,

^ji-jJI JUA3 means \This is a land that renders

unapparent in it the footing, or marching, [of

travellers,] by reason of its far extent and its

width : an ex. of the verb [in this sense] occurs

in a verse of El-Ajjaj cited voce LLi, in art. j»y.

(S, O.) ass [And Freytag adds, in art. J-e, the

two following significations : the former, or both,

from the Deewan of the Hudhalees: lie overtook

him in running : (compare 3 and 6 in this art.:)

=s and lie filled it so that the space became too

contracted to take, or hold.]

jy Far extent of a desert, or waterless desert;

(S, O, TA ;) because it destroys him who passes

along in it : (S, TA :) or of a land ; because it

casts away the travellers, or wayfarers, causes

them to fall, or drop down, and removes them

for away : and accord, to Lh, it is said of a land

when one journeys in it without stopping. (TA.)

One says, vof$\ ojjb J^z jj^I U Howfar is the

extent of this land! and J>«JI »J**-J lyjl [Verily

it is far in extent], (ISh, TA.) And Oli u<yt

Jjj* A land far extending, though in the vieiv of

* ■«'

the eye of little extent : (IKh, TA :) and J«*

applied to land is said to have the same meaning.

(TA in art. J-i.) And u^l Jl^il [in which

Jtyi is app. pi. of J^c] signifies The extremities

of the land. (TA.) — J^fc Oli V|^l A tall

woman. (TA.) See 1, last sentence but two.

[And see also iXft, voce J*i, in art. J**.] —

[tU~JI J^t i»U is a phrase mentioned without

any indication of the meaning in the TA : per

haps tU~JI jy «UU, and signifying A she-camel

of an exceeding degree of swiftness.] =s In the

saying in the Kur [xxxvii. 46], J$e l^ ^i

[referring to the wine of Paradise,] it means The

evil result of headache; because it is said in

another place, [lvi. 19,] ly^t ^^cjk^y y : (S, U,

TA :) or it [there] means [simply] headache : or

intoxication: (K, TA:) thus some expl. it as

used in that instance : (TA :) or, as expl. by AO,

it there meansprivation ofthe intellectualfaculties.
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(S, O, TA.)— See also J^, latter half. Also

Distress, trouble, or molestation : (K, TA :) thus

expl. by some as used in the Elur ubi supra.

(TA.)^And Unfaithfulness; or unfaithful act

ing. (TA.) — * IAjU ■&* ^1 means He did a

cunning, bad, action. (EL.) = Also Much earth.

(S, O, EL.) Hence the phrase J-eJjl £y» *)£,

[app. meaning A large quantity of sand,] in a

verse of Lebeed. (S, O.) And A collection of

[the trees called] -.JJb, (K, TA,) with which

nothing participates. (TA.) __ And A low, or

depressed, part of the earth, or of land. (]£.)

J^i A kind of [goblin,] demon, devil, or jinnee,

which, the Arabs assert, appears to men in the

desert, assuming various forms, causing them to

wanderfrom tlie way,and destroying them; (JM,

and TA* on the authority of IAth ;) but this the

Prophet denied, saying, J^e •$ ; by which, how

ever, accord, to some, he did not mean to deny

the existence of the J^c, but only the assertion of

the Arabs respecting its assuming various forms

and its being able to cause any one to go astray :

(IAth, JM,* TA :) i. q. lyJL [q. v.] : or a sort

of 5y*Mi ; (S, O, Msb :) or a male jinnee ; the

female being called S'&JLw : (Abu-1-Wefee El-

Aarabee.TA:) pi. [of pauc] Jl^-il and [of

mult.] 'o%fi (S, O, Msb, El) and 2£fc : (O, TA :)

and it signifies also an encliantress of the jinn :

(EL :) and a demon, or devil, thai eats men : (En-

Nadr, O, K. :) or any jinnee, or devil, or animal

ofprey, that destroys a man : (TA :) or a certain

beast, (K, TA,) terrible [in appearance], having

tusks, or fangs, (TA,) seen by the Arabs, and

known by them ; and killed by Taabbata Sharra :

(K, TA :) and such as varies in form or appear

ance, of the enchanters and of thejinn; (K, TA ;)

on his doing which, as is said in a trad., one

should hastily utter the call to prayer, to prevent

his mischief by the mention of God : (TA :) or

anything by reason of which the intellect departs;

as also * J^e : (EL :) and anything that takes a

man unexpectedly and destroys him : (S, O, Msb :)

* ******
[whence] one says, ^JUJI J$* ^J»U\ Anger [is

that which] destroys, and does away with, for

bearance, or clemency. (S, O.) __ Also Destruc

tion: [or a cause thereof:] and death; or the

decree of death. (EL.) See 1, second sentence.

_ And A calamity, or misfortune ; (EL, TA ;)

as also ♦ <U5U ; (TA ;) of which latter the pi. in

this sense is Jj)>* ; (EL,* TA ;) thus mentioned

by Ks. (Msb.) __ And A serpent : pi. Jl^il :

(K :) accord, to Az, the Arabs call serpents Jl^ftl ;

and thus this word is said to mean in the verse of

Imra-el-Keys,

r 3 it - 0 ' ' 'JO'

SA*c The slaying covertly, (Mgh,) or on an

f ' 3* *6

occasion of inadvertence; a subst. from aJUil :

(Msb :) originally with ^ [i. e. i£c]. (S.) See

8 : and see also art J*£.

0*$}* A- plant of the [kind called] ,>»»,

(A'Obeyd, AHn, S, O, EL,) like the ol&\ [i. e.

kali, or glasswort], (El,) or, accord, to AHn,

» J 4 J

resembling the ^Ijfe.i.r. [which is described as a

plant of the u^o»-> or, as some say, the best of

"*

the OU-'']* except that it is more slender ; and it

is a' pasture. (TA.) = Also sing, of ,j_j£ii,

which signifies [The ribs of a ship or boat, i. e.]

the things that resemble the t-^Lo in a ship or

boat. (AA, O, TA.) C

J-5Lc [act. part. n. of 1]. _ [Hence,] l>jI

«Uxdl Sdjii. A land that destroys its inhabitant by

reason of itsfar extent. (TA.) __ And iiSLfc [as

an epithet applied to a fem. n.] signifies Caused

to become absent, or to disappear ; hidden, or con

cealed: or stolen. (ISh, TA.)

9 *

ilili [as a subst.] Bad, or corrupt, conduct ;

and evil, or mischief. (Msb.) See also Jj-e,

last quarter. [And see art. J-t.] — And [par

ticularly] Wickedness, or disobedience, of a slave ;

and his running away; (Mgh in art. j«*e, and

Msb ;) and the like thereof: pi. Jj£*. (Msb.)

— And [hence, perhaps, (as denoting a cause for

reclaiming the price of a slave,) it is said that] it

signifies A right which another t/ian the seller has

to the possession of a slave, whereby the sale is

annulled, and the seller is obliged to return tlie

price to the purchaser. (TA voce <&£».) — See

also J^i, latter half. __ [Its pi.] Jj\^ also sig

nifies Places of destruction. (TA.) —_ And you

say, <UOlc JU.I, meaning I fear the result, and

the evil, or mischief, thereof. (TA.) = Also A

hole, or perforation, of a watering-trough, or

tank, (IAar, O, EL,* TA,) that causes the water

to pass away: (TA :) pi. J5l^. (IAar, O, TA.)

tO J 9' 3 0 .

[To slay me, while the Meshrefee sword was my

bedfellow, and so were sharpened, polished arrow

heads, like t/ie fangs of serpents] : (O, TA :*) but

AHat says that this is meant as an exaggeration :

(TA :) and it is said that the poet here means

devils. (O, TA.)

*S*3 m»* 3*9$

J^c ,_£-e : see Jj&l.

iXft. ,ji>jl A land far extending. (Lh, TA.)

[Mentioned also in art. J~k.]

3, It

J^cl [More, and most, destructive]. One says,

"' * 3 * it 3 3*t

■^~ax)\ i>« J^cl J^c 4jI [What destroyer is more

destructive than anger ?]. (S, O : immediately

following the explanation of the saying, w~ailt

O 3 3 J , 0 I 9 s,

^«-*-jfcJI J>jfc.) __ [Hence, perhaps,] J^cl ,J^e.

A soft, or plentiful and easy, life; (Ibn-Abbad,

O, £;) asalsotj£fc. (K.)

Jyuo [primarily] An instrument with which a

thing is destroyed. (Ham p. 648.)— And [hence]

used as meaning A knife : and in common accep

tation, a knife tliat is put in tlie midst of a whip

which is as a sheath to it : (Ham ibid. :) a knife

to which a whip is a sheath : (Mgh :) or a slender

sword, having a flat back (US <d), (S, O, Msb,)

like the knife, (Msb,) the slieath of which is like

the whip ; (S, 0 :) or an iron [weapon] tliat is

put within a whip, which thus becomes to it a

sheath : (K :) or a whip in the interior of which

is a sword: (A'Obeyd, TA :) said to be thus

called because its owner destroys with it his

enemy unexpectedly : pi. JjiL* : (TA :) and a

thing like a J^iLo [or slwrt and slender sword

over which a man covers himself with his garment],

except tliat it is more slender, and longer: (K :)

and a long J^3 [or blade], (AHn, ]£, TA,) of

little breadth, thick in the ,jJU [which generally

means the part in the middle of which is tlie ridge,

but may here mean the back] : (AHn, TA :) or

a short sword which a man wears inwrapped

beneath his clothes: (TA:) or a slender sword,

having a fat back (U5 dJ) : (K:) or a slender

iron [weapon], having a sharp edge and a flat

back (U5j), which the assassin binds upon his

waist in order tliat he may ilierewith destroy men.

(TA.) — [Hence,] J^i* oti ,^5 \ A mare

having a quality, or faculty, of outstripping : (O,

K, TA :) as though she destroyed the [other]

horses so that they fell short of reaching her.

(TA.)

O^y** tyji, occurring in a trad, respecting

the lie [that was uttered against 'Aisheh, to

which allusion is made in the Kur xxiv. 11],

means Tliey alighted [after] going far in the

journeying. (TA.)

l£>c : see ^t

1 : see what next follows.

2. <uU C~J^(S, K, TA,) inf. n. i^u ; (TA ;)

[in the CK * Ijijlc, which is wrong, unless they

said thus as well as fes-£, like as they say c4ij

ijlj as well as (£?> ;] and t (££\ ; (S, K, TA ;

but in the last as not found in the ]£ ;) I set up

the banner, or standard; (S, KI, TA;) from

A'Obeyd. (S.) — And j>yh J£ He set up a

banner, or standard, for the people, or party :

or he made it for them. (TA.) __ And C. " j

3 Q A * "

j-k)l The birds flapped their wings, or fluttered,

in tlie air, without moving from their place ; or

did thus around a thing, desiring to alight upon

it; syn. cijij. (TA.) [See also 6.] = c4i£

SjI£ signifies [also] \L^t [i.e. I made apparent,

or manifest, or known, an utmost, or extreme,

extent, term, limit, or tlie like; or I set it].

(Msb.)

3. vJ~J^ O*^* u*b Jy^^iJI UU [The people,

or party, acted with the sword above the head of

such a one] as though they shadowed him with it ;

[i. e., fiourislied it above his head;] from As ; (S,

K;*)inf.n. ICuU. (TA.)

* * *• '*£

4 : see 2. —— «_>U~JI Li. I The clouds were, or

became, stationary, (K, TA,) a^ic upon, or over,

him, or it ; shadowing him, or it. (TA.) = Utl

3 3 St

,J-»-j-JI The man attained the utmost limit, or

reach, in eminence, or nobility, and in command :

and in like manner, <>3Uw , J twJUl [the horse in

his contending in a race]. (IKtt, TA.)

291 *
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6. t -iJI ,JLe j*uxl CoUtf The birds hovered,

or circled, round about the thing. (TA.) [See

also 2.] := »>U3 ^^ <U* I^>li3 signifies the

same as tjjLiJ. (TA.) [See the latter, in

art. $e. or ^$^.]

Is-: , !3.

&~c and AjC : see art. yt or ^^*.

i^li : see the next paragraph, in two places.

i->Ui, originally 4*-^t [i. e. £*«&], (TA,) The

utmost, or extreme, extent, term, limit, point, or

reach; or the extremity; of a thing; {MA, KL,

PS ;) ire respect of time and ofplace; (MA, PS;)

syn. ^Jjii, (S, Msb, K, TA,) and (j^-ilo : (M,

TA :) pi. * Jjlfc, (S, Msb, K,*) [or rather this is

a coll. gen. n.,] and [the pi. properly so termed

0 , ,

is] oULfc. (Msb.) [Hence, A goal to which

racers run ; as is indicated in the TA. And A

scope; an object to be reached or accomplished, or

that one has in view. And The ultimate object or

intent of an action or a saying. And The ulti-

J- 0 1

mate import of a word : thus in the phrase, JtUsu

dJolc jW-^W It ** used with regard, or respect, to

* ' * '

its ultimate import: opposed in this sense to Iju4.

And The utmost degree, maximum, climax, or

acme, that is, or may be, attained.'] And The

utmost of one's power or ability, i. e., of one's

* * *• «• 5' ft £ * S * *

rfeerf; thus in the saying, IJk& ^Jjuu ,jl jLJlc

[77ie utmost of thy power or ability, or o/- <%

rfeeJ, w, or wiW 6e, *Ay aoire^ such a thing].

(Msb.) . [And A person or thing, and persons

or things, superlative, or consummate, in eminence

or baseness, in goodness or evilness ; that has, or

have, attained the utmost degree therein. And,

applied to a medicine, &c, Possessing the utmost

efficacy, or efficiency, IJJu for such a thing.] _

[Also, like (_£.K, A space </ta/ is, or that is to be,

traversed; or an extent, or the space between two

points or limits : whence ijU i'Jw'i an" *2» ^V*^

^ ' ^ * " *

The beginning, and the end, of a space between

two points or limits.] _ And i. q. SjJti, meaning

[A bow-shot ; or] a srectf o/" are arrow to the utmost

]>ossible distance. (Msb in art. ;J^-) = Also A

banner, or standard: (S, Msb, ]£:) pi. oL;U

(Msb, TA) and [coll. gen. n.] * ^U. (K, TA.)

_ And A banner (Sj'j) which the vintner used

to raise [or set up] in order that he might be

known to be a seller of mine. (TA.) [See an ex.

voce w>Uc- ] __ And A cloud that is alone ; apart

from others : or that is falling, or alighting.

(TA.) — And Birds flapping their wings, or

fluttering, in tfie air, without moving from their

place; or doing thus around a thing, desiring to

alight upon it. (TA. [See 2.]) And The i~a»

[app. i-<as, generally meaning reed, or cane, but

what is meant by it here I know not,] with

which small birds (^-iLat) are taken, or caught,

or sought to be taken or caught. (TA.)

iJ\i. [the r«L n. of SjlA]. aJlAJI ajUJI, with

the scholastic theologians, means Tree ^reaZ eawse.

(TA.)

«uLc The light of the rays of the sun; (S, K;)

not the rays themselves : (S :) or, as some say,

the shade of the sun [i. e. the shade that is cast by

the sun] in the morning and in the evening: (TA :)

pi. Ol_>Lli. (S, TA.) And Anything that

shades a man, over his head, such as a cloud,

(AA, S, K,) and dust, and darkness, and the like.

(AA, S.) And The bottom of a well ; (S, K;)

likely. (S.)

2bL£ A man heavy in spirit ; as though he were

a dark, dense shadow, in which is no brightness.

(TA.)

UxoJl That to which a limit is set, or put : so

2* J JJ »**+**

in the saying, LiJI ^ J»jJ *$ ijliJI [The limit

shall not enter into, or be included in, that to

which the limit is set], (Mgh.) [And,] as used

by the lawyers and the scholastic theologians, The

end of the <U(i [or space between two points or

limits] : a post-classical term. (TA.)

1. L>\i, (S, O, Mgh, Msb, TA,) aor. ^jLj,

(Msb,) inf. n. <L*c [the most common form] (S,

O, Mgh, Msb, K) and JLJ£ (?, O, Msb, K) and

i>Q., (S, O,) or l>£i, (Msb, K,) and 4»*» (S,

O, Msb, K) and 1^£ (O, K) and £^, (0,

K,) accord, to some of the measure ii^JUi, but

accord, to others of the measure. dJjJis-j i. e. ori-

ginally Aiy^, (MF,) and w-t** (S, O, Msb, K)

and 4j^ 5 (K ;) and * ^Zm'; (Msb, K ;) He,

or t7, was, or became, absent; w>li being the contr.

of jjaj*. ; (S and K in art. j~ao» ;) or distant, or

remote ; (Mgh ;) or hidden, concealed, or «re-

apparent ; (TA ;) [or absent from the range, or

beyond tlie reach, of perception by sense, or of

mental perception : see >-~i.] You say, cue wile,

inf.n. O (S,Mgh,TA) &c, as above, (S,TA,)

He, or i<, was, or became, [absent from him ; or]

distant, or remote,from him ; (Mgh ;) or hidden,

or concealed, from him ; [&c. ;] as also t

(TA.) And o$ O (V-

5mcA a one has made me to feel lonely] : and cJJ»t

* **0*

iJUsftfc [27<ow Ziasi wiarfe <Aine absence to be long],

. a > -» «2 * o * * * ft

(A.) And ▼>05^Ui ^^ffiato Ul [7 aw w/f/t yow :

7 wiZZ wo^ be absent from you]. (A.) And ^

$ /t { . / ****** <■ * t> l * i , a * + J

UU»I t ^^UIj^ UU..I 03«*tAi O"^ (ISk, S,

TA) i. e. [Tlie sons of such a one are present some

times] and are absent (p^-;-; •» i) sometimes : but

one does not say t ^j^JuJ [unless with ^>* fol

lowing it] : (TA :) [it seems, however, that

yjy^iCJ, here, is a mistranscription for

or the like ; for] one says, (j'jli ^s. "

[Such a one was, or became, absent from me ; or

absented himselffrom me]; (S, K.,*TA;) and

■ (jiflJW also in a case of necessity in verse, (S,

K, TA,) but not in any other case, (£, TA,)

5 1 [Tlie absence of

-' ' 3 1 J O

accord, to the generality of authorities except the

Koofees : (TA :) Imra-el-Keys says,

- Q - * * 9 0 * * * A * *

^ ^*Jl^ *

[thus in my copies of the S and in the TA ; but

tf , * I m* *J>

we should read w-eiio, whether it mean ^■•■Ji.;<»

or not, as is shown by what follows : the verse

may be rendered, So a delightful day, with ease

and comfort, betided us : and say thou, of a place

of midday-sleep whereof the ill luck was absent

from me, . . . ] : but Fr says that the word

is marfooa, [i. e. that the right reading is

, meaning simply absent,] that the verse is

t* » j

MSLe [or made faulty in the termination], and that

it is not allowable to make that word refer to

Jj.i.0, like as it is not allowable to say 0>j*

^,315 «yl J*-jj. (S, TA. [One might be tempted

to suppose that we should read ^Jii ; but this

would not suit the context, which see in Ahl-

wardt's " Divans of the six ancient Arabic poets,"

p. 119.]) — f jU, inf. n. <k~c, is also said of the

mind (>_.—LiUl), meaning -fit was, or became,

absent. The inf. n. (a~c) is often used as mean

ing t Absence of mind ; and particularly, from

self and others by its being exclusively occupied by

the contemplation of divine things : see an ex. voce

t , f * * > a * * * *

^£^i> ; and another voce ii^SLt.] _ <j_lc «_>lc U

. , , 3 t i 0* '

isla^s J\ ^1 f [Ibn-Abee-Kohdfeh was not a

stranger to it, i. e. was not unacquainted with it,]

occurs in a trad, respecting a satirical saying of

Hassan against [the tribe of] Kureysh ; meaning

that Aboo-Bekr [the son of Aboo-Kohafeh] was

skilled in genealogies and traditions, and that it

was he who instructed Hassan. (TA.) _ And

J J & t * c* #

one says also, Ja^I V^> '"'- "■ *r*e£ an<' vt»« ;

and t yw.jLJ ; The man journeyed ; and went

away, orfar away. (TA.)_ And u—o-JI <^olc,

(S, Mgh, Msb, TA,) inf. n. w>L^* and ^-^

(Mgh, Msb, TA) and i~c (Mgh) and v^e* an^

i>5-i and w-'-J-a ; (TA ;) and * C^.o«." ; (Msb ;)

7%c sure set : (S, Msb, TA :) and the like is also

said of the moon, (Msb,) and of other celestial

bodies. (TA.) — And t{JL\ ^J i{Jj\ ^U,

inf. n. ajLc and *j^s. and w>Uc and *-)Uc and

ij-c, [jTAe <Aire<jr became hidden, or concealed, in

the thing.] (K.) = See also 8, in two places.

2. Af*ft (S, Msb, TA) ^e caused him, or #, to

become absent, or to disappear ; or Ae Aia", or con-

cealed, it, <uc _/ro»i /ii/re. (TA.) See also >_jLc.

__ And see 8.

3. i-_;Li_« signifies The being absent, &c, on«

yrom the other. (KL.) See also 1, former half.

__ Also The addressing words to another [in his

absence,] not in his presence, not face to face;

(KL ;) contr. of ilillj.. (S, TA.) [You say,

a~jU., inf. n. as above, He held a verbal communi

cation with him in his absence, i. e. by means of a

letter or letters, or by a messenger or messengers.]

4. C^lftl She (a woman) had her husband, (S,
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Msb, TA,) or one of her family, (TA,) absent

from her. (S, Msb, TA.)

5 : see 1, in seven places. _ The inf. n. tT-;»~

occurring in a trad, respecting the contract for the

sale of a slave means The selling a stray slave, or

one who has been found and whose owner is not

known. (L, TA.)

6 : see 1, former half.

8. <t^Llil [He spoke evil of him ; or did so in

his absence, i. e. backbit him ; (the latter being

obviously the primary signification ;) not always,

though generally, meaning with truth :] lie spoke

evil ofhim in his absence; (TA ;) or said of him,

in his absence, what would grieve him (S, TA) if

he fteard it ; (S ;) with truth : (S, TA :) he carped

at him behind the back, or in absence, by saying

what would grieve him, (L»j t*T«I*JI <vlL> aJjUJ

»jj~j,) of what was [reprehensible] in him: (TA:)

or he spoke of him imputing to him what he dis-

li/ted, of vices, or faults, with truth : (Msb :)

when the charge is false, it is termed (jti^ : (S,

Msb, TA :) or he attributed, or imputed, to him

a vice, or fault, or the like ; and mentioned him

with what was in him of evil; (K, TA;) or said

of him what would grieve him : (TA :) and ♦ ajU

signifies the same : (K, TA :) [so does ♦ ■«,_■ "r :

(see Ksh in civ. 1 :) that <v^l does not always

signify lie spoke evil of him, or the like, in his

absence, appears from several instances, such as

the phrases ao.^1 ^ wjUji^JI (K in art.j^J) and

^ 0 ^ * J ,0 i

i^aa^k O.*^***" (1-A.ar, TA in that art.) : nor

does it always signify he spoke evil of him, or the

like, with truth ; for the verb is used in the Ksh

and by Bd and Jel in civ. 1 having for its object

the Prophet :] I Aar says that ▼ «_)l£ is syn. with

«_>U£t, and signifies he mentioned a man with the

imputation of good or of evil. (TA.) [It may

also mean He expressed, or signified, an evil

opinion of him by making signs with the side of

the mouth, or with the eye, or with the head, or

ot/ierwise ; as is indicated in the TA in arts, j+i

and >•*.]

wjU : see ajU, in three places.

w~c Whatever is absent, or hidden, from one ;

(S, A, Msb, K, TA ;) as though it were an inf. n.

used in the sense of the act. part. n. [in which the

meaning of a subst. is predominant] ; (TA ;) and

so T v>51£, which [in this sense] is a subst., like

jAlib, (K, TA,) or an act. part. n. used in the

Bense of a subst. : (MF :) anything that is absent,

or hidden, from the eyes ; invisible, unseen, or un-

apparent ; whether it be, or be not, perceived in

the heart, or mind: (IAar, TA :) [or anything

unperceivable ; absent from the range, or beyond

the reach, of perception by sense, or of mental

perception ; or undiscoverable unless by means of

divine revelation ; a mystery, or secret, such as an

event of futurity ;] a thing that has been hidden

from men, and with which the Prophet has

acquainted tliem, of the events of the resurrection

and of Paradise and of Hell Sfc. ; thus in the

Kur ii. 2; (Zj, TA;) and [hence] Zj explains

^i)l as meaning, in the Kur Ixxxi. 24, that

which has been revealed: (TA in art. ^o :) pi.

«-jj*c. (Msb.) [See also the Ksh and Bd in ii. 2.1

rTT *' J' ' *

[Hence, v-*A)l jj\& The world of the unseen ; the

invisible world.] And [hence also] one says, ^*J

v4*JW [and w^W oJu» (see art. wiji)l He

spoke of that which he did not know : (Ham

p. 494:) and v~iJl^ £Lj Jli He said con-

jecturally, [or speaking of that which was hidden

from him or unknown by him,] without evidence,

and without proof. (Msb in art. ^^j, q. v.) __

And f Doubt, or a doubting : (K :) but some dis

approve this : some regard it as tropical : and

some pronounce it correct : (MF, TA :) pi. IjCe.

and wije*;. (K.) A poet says,

Jl

[Thou art a prophet, knowing doubts, or things

doubted ; not saying a lie, nor a thing suspected :

or, more probably, the meaning is, the things

unseen]. (TA.) — Also A place, in the ground,

that hides, or conceals, one : (TA :) a low, or

depressed, place in the ground, or in a tract of

land: (S, K, TA :) or any place such that one

knows not what is in it : and a place such that one

knows not what is behind it : (Sh, TA :) pi. w>0^£.

(TA.) Hence the phrase w^j^H ^jt. in a verse

9 0'

of Lebeed cited voce <hJ», q. v. (TA.) [Hence

also] one says, <^U\ ^ ,>o \3y* c««I> i. e.

[I heard a sound, or voice,] from [behind] a

place that I saw not. (A, TA.) And aJ^LlJ

°h*~i U^*r-e*,,J^: see "■ ^nt* «^* ** ji&

s^tfi. jyio (A) or v-e*" j*J» O* (TA, and A and

O in art. j^i) [app. He spolte of it by memory ;

in the absence of a book or the like ; as one says

in modern Arabic, ^414)1 ^jic. See also J^e.]

' 0 «•

_ Also The \-o^a. [i. e. pit, or depression, as is

shown by what here follows, (thus in the A, and

in the Ksh in ii. 2, in the TA ijJuL, which has a

similar meaning,)] tliat is in the place where the

kidney is situate, (Ksh, A, TA,) and which swells

up when the beast becomes big in the belly : so says

ISh : (Ksh ubi supra:) or the 2Ux*L that is next

to the kidney : (Bd in ii. 2 : [De Sacy doubted

respecting its meaning, but conjectured that it

might be thus : see his Anthol. Gramm. Arabe

p. 55 :]) pi. w)^ : one says, LJ^. ijljjl c-ip

li^» L>)1 ojlj, (ISh, Ksh ubi supra, A, TA,)

"■ jj

meaning V*3JA [i. e. The beast drank until it con

cealed the pits of its kidneys]. (A, TA.) _ And

Fat : (K, TA :) i. e. the fat of the Sji [q. v.] of

a sheep or goat : so called because it is hidden

from the eye. (TA.) = See also ^Jli.

w~i : see w~>lc, in two places.

&i\£ is originally [i»c] of the measure iJbw,

with fet-h to the c. (Msb.) It signifies A low,

[i. e.] A bed of canes or reeds : (AHn, Msb,TA:)

and [a thicket, wood, or forest ; like 3 '„ r? I ;] a

collection of trees, (AHn, ISd, TA,) densely dis

posed; so called because it conceals what is in it:

(ISd, TA :) or a tall <U*.I, having high, or very

high, extremities [app. to its canes or reeds] :

(TA :) pi. oljli (Msb, TA) and [coll. gen! n.]

f -r^- (?, Msb, TA.) — And t A long spear

(K, TA) that has extremities like those of the 3^L.\

[expl. above] : (TA :) [but I think that this addi

tion in the TA correctly applies to %i\k signifying

a number of spears, like a bed of canes or reeds, or

like a forest; agreeably with two of the explana

tions here following:] or a spear that quivers in

the wind: (K, TA :) or J numerous spears, like

abundant and dense trees : (A :) or an assemblage

of spears; app. so called as being likened to a

i^lc meaning an <C*-I of dense trees: (ISd, TA :)

pi. Oljli and [coll. gen. n.] t ^U. (TA.) One

says, aju ^ l£l i. e. \ [They came to us] amid

numerous spears, like abundant and dense trees:

(A:) or ajU may' be used in this case in the

sense here following. (TA.)—And A company,

or congregated body, of men : (Aboo-Jabir El-

Asadee, K, TA :) pi. oUi and [coll. gen. n.]

*1>1±. (TA.)

<U«c an inf. n.

or depressed, place, or a hollow in the ground,

(El-Hawazinee, K, TA,) before which, or in the

way to which, (Vji,) is an eminence. (El-Hawa

zinee, TA.)— And (K) t. q. 1^.1 : (S, K, TA :)

[See 1, in several places.] _

Also, and * £jQ, A low, or depressed, piece of

land or ground : so in the phrases <Ui .j U«^

and ^.Li [app. meaning We lighted" upon a low,

or depressed, piece &c. ; or perhaps the meaning

may be we fell into &c.]. (S.) See also iuUi.

a-sfi the subst. from aJuIi : (Msb :) it signifies

[Evil speech respecting a person; or such speech

in his absence; not always, though generally,

meaning with truth:] evil speech respecting a

person in his absence; (TA ;) or a saying of him,

in his absence, what would grieve him (S, TA) if

he heard it; (S ;) with truth : (S, TA :) or speech

respecting a person imputing to him what he dis

likes, of vices, orfaults, with truth : (Msb :) when

it is false, it is termed ,jU^ : (S, Msb, TA :) or

an imputing to a person a vice, or fault, or the

like; and a mentioning him with what is in him

of evil; (K, TA;) or a saying of him what

would grieve him: (TA:) or it may be speech

imputing good or evil. (K,* TA.)

# * * * .«/

OW*£ or oW**> [accord, to different copies of

the K, between which the TA does not enable us

to decide with certainty, as it only states, with

respect to the ^, that it is ialsiJ,, which may

mean either the contr. of doubled or the contr. of

movent, though the former is the more general

meaning, (in the TA it is said to be erroneously

written in a copy of the K with a final O instead

of 0>)] and *o££, The roots of trees, (K, TA,)

that are hidden from view: or, accord, to AHn,

the oW^ and T OW** and * Zj£k, of plants, or

herbage, are, with the Arabs, what the sun has

not shone upon : and accord, to Aboo-Ziydd El-

Kilabee, the oW*-* and ♦ oW* of plants, or

herbage, and also of their roots, are what is con-
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cealed from the sun, so as to be not shone upon by

it. (L,TA.)

(jCIi: see the next preceding paragraph, in

three places.

»_>Ui A thing that hides, or conceals, a thing

from one : (Meyd :) and hence, (Meyd, TA,) a

grave; (S, Meyd, TA;) and so * i/Q. : (TA:)

one says, ajUc t a^e. (S, Meyd, TA) and " a^\a

(TA) meaning e^3 ^j &i> (S, Meyd, TA) [i. e.

May he be buried in his grave] : an imprecation

of death against the man. (Meyd.)

*' "

i^Uc The part of anything that veils, or con

ceals, one. (El.) And hence, (K,) The bottom of

a 4-^ [or well] ; (S, K,# TA ;) or this, accord,

to some, is the primary signification ; as also

♦ <u«c, accord, to one reading, in the Kur xii. 10 ;

(TA ;) [and i.U ;] and of a valley ; (S, TA ;)

&c. : (TA :) pi. OLU. (KL, TA.) [And A covert,

or place of concealment, of birds. (See il^Ji.)]

See also wilji, in two places : and i~u;. __ And

see o^«*'

w^U. act. part. n. of 1 [signifying Absent ; dis

tant, or remote; and hidden, concealed, or un-

apparent ; or absent from the range, or beyond

the reach, of perception by sense, or of mental

perception] : pi. (applied to men, KL, TA) «^e-c

and 4»Ci (?, Msb, El) and O^A}± (K) and

♦ w \ %7 (S, Mgh, K,) or rather the last is a

quasi-pl. n., (TA,) and ♦ v~>-c, [which is also

properly speaking a quasi-pl. n.,] like w-^<^ :

(Msb [in which w^e is not mentioned] :) the ^

in **-«-£ remains unchanged, notwithstanding the

two fet-hahs, because it is likened to j~e, and,

' * *

although it is a pi. [in signification] and j*o is

an inf. n., it may be used as meant for an inf. n.
0 0^

(S, TA.) See also ^^c, first sentence Also

A run in which a horse reserves [somewhat of his

force for the time of need]. (A in art. jyi : see

jjbli.)

i-^JU [an inf. n. : __ and also a n. of place and

of time, signifying] The place [and the time] of

setting of the sun and of the moon [&c.]. (Msb.)

C and aljti, (Mgh, Msb, EL,) or you say

[only], with 5, and [in the contr. sense]

£U, without 5, (IDrd, S,) and ^^U (EL) and

tv^ (TA,) A woman having her husband (or

one of herfamily, TA) absentfrom her. (S, Mgh,

Msb, EL, TA.)

» : see the next preceding paragraph.

1. yWI 2&1 i&i (?, O, Msb, EL,) aor. i

inf. n. w4^> (?, O, Msb,) God watered tlie coun

try, or countries, with rain. (O, Msb, TA.) And

U5li He (God) *en< «fon>» rain upon us. (TA.)

And ^j^l w**i" «W*» (aor. and inf. n. as above,

Msb,) TVte rain fell upon the earth. (S, 0, Msb,

K.) And ^^1 ci»c, aor. iliS, (S, O, Msb,

EL,) inf. n. as above, (S, O,) The land was watered

with rain. (S, O, Msb, EL.) _J»yU» £~*£ The

people were rained upon ; rainfell upon the people

[or upon their land]. (TA.) And Uii U LUc

[ We were rained upon as much as we desired] :

(S, O, Msb, TA :) originally \lil. (TA.)

jyll £te X The blossom slwne. (6, K, TA.) =

See also 4 in art. *£>>£•

2. «£~>c, said of a blind man, He sought, or

searched, [or groped, with the hand,] for a thing :

(Kr, TA :) also written [siJle] with [the un

pointed] c, and thus correctly, though ISd

thought this latter to be a mistranscription.

(TA.)

5

camel.

He became fat : (K :) said of a

(TBI.)

,£-£ inf. n. of ilc [q. v.]. (S, O, Msb.)

And [a subst.] signifying Rain: (S, A, O, Msb,

K :) or rain that occupies the space of a j^jj [i. e.

six miles, or twelve miles,] in width : (AA, O, K. :)

or rain that is productive of much good ; [supposed

to belong to art. «£>$*, for it is added,] because

mankind are aided thereby; thus expl. in the

" Sharh esh-Shife :" pi. h^M [a pi. of pauc]

and «i»^}ft. (TA.) [Hence a tropical usage in a

saying mentioned voce ,-U.J.] __ And [hence]

»i4* 4>Wi [or ^i}\ vQi (see vWi) lit. The fly

of rain or the fly of the rain] signifies f the bee,

or bees collectively: so called because the bee

seeks after herbage and flowers, which are con

sequent upon the rain : (IAth, TA :) [for] __

w^w-fc signifies also t Herbage (Lth, S, A, O,

Msb, K) which grows by means of the water of

the sky: (Lth, A, O, EL :) called thus by the name

of its cause. (Msb.)_And I Clouds. (S,0,TA.)

[See an ex. voce 23)ji.]

«i>L£, originally wJl^c, see in art. «i>^c.

f j*»*

i. q. «U ^oJLe [i. e. Water that is beneath

a stratum ofrock]. (TA.) [Hence] ■£*£ Oli^o

A well having a constant accession of water. (O,

K.) — And [hence] <£*<£■ ^J ^ji J A horse that

performs, (0,) or that increases [his running],

(Kl, TA,) run after run. (0, El, TA.)

ajLii yijt, and * aj^m, (the latter being the

original form, TA,) Land watered with rain. (S,

0, Msb, El.)

t~£ A general rain. (TA.) [But the

epithet w~>»< evidently belongs to art. w>j£ ; and

the phrase properly signifies A rain that gives

aid, or succour.]

« j i ft * 5)£

see

1. j^, aor. - , (L, K,)v inf. n. J£, (L,) jffe had

a bending neck, and limber sides : (L, E! :) or he

had a lax, or limber, neck. (L.) _ [And Ojue

is app. said of a young woman as meaning She

was soft, or tender ; or soft, or tender, and limber

in tlie sides. (See j^i below.) __ And j^ He

was, or became, drowsy; or drowsy and with a

bending of the neck. (See, again, j^t below.)]

6. julaj He affected a bending of his body, or

he bent his body, from side to side, in his gait.

(A.) And Ojutij She (a woman, L) affected a

bending of her body, or bent her body, (L, K, TA,)

from side to side, (TA,) in her gait, by reason of

softness, or limberness. (L, Kl, TA.)

j£ A. fresh, tender, juicy twig: (L:) and so

ijlc applied to a tree (5^»Ji). (L, El.) _ And

the latter, A soft, or tender, goodly, thin-shinned,

plump, and fresh, or flourishing, young woman :

(L :) or, (S, A, L, El,) as also ♦ i\Jl, (S, A, El,)

a woman, soft, or tender; (S, A :) or soft, or tender,

and limber (L, El, TA) in the sides. (TA.)

j-jt j»j£, or juc .*•£, (accord, to different copies

of the KL,) Hasten thou ; make haste ; be quick :

(El :) a word of the people of Esh-Shihr. (TA.)

[mentioned above as an inf. n.], in a

woman, (S, K,) or in a young woman, (L,) Soft

ness, or tenderness, (S, L, K,) and limberness (L,

El) of the sides. (L.) _ And Hrowiness : (A :)

[or droivsiness with a bending of the neck : see

J -a C

• * # *

O'^-fr* The /wnme, spring, or ^rrf ^art, of

youth. (Ibn-Abbad, O, El, TA.)

"**

jutl A plant, or herbage, soft, or tender, and

bending. (L, EL.) — And J A place abounding

with plants, or herbage, (O, KL, TA,) bending by

reason of softness. (O.) _ Also A man, and a

gazelle, having a bending neck, and limber sides :

or liaving a lax, or limber, neck. (L.) And [the

fem.] iljkec (L, K.) A woman (L) who bends lier

body, or affects a bending thereof, by reason of

her softness, or limberness. (L, K.) See also jli.

__ Also Drowsy, and having a bending of the

neck : (S, A, L, El :) fem. iij^i : (TA :) and pi.

j*£. (L.) *j»£*$\ (JJpiJt, occurring in a verse

cited voce <^U« [q. v.], means t Drowsiness that

makes one to bend tlie neck from side to side. (L,

TA.)

1. <JUhl j\t, (S, Msb,) and^' jU, (TA,) aor.

'fiL,, inf. n. jl^ft (S, Msb) and 'Jl, (Msb, TA,)

• j * *

t. 5. ^jU, (S, Msb, TA,) i. e. J3T« brought, or

conveyed, to his family, »►«* [or a provision of

corn, or wheat, Sec.]. (Msb.) [See also art. _»£.]

And He benefited them. (S, KL,» TA.) Abd-

Menaf Ibn-Riba El-Hudhalee says

^ JJ ^ A e " bio » * * *

[TF/tatf wt'W </«etr Zowd weeping benefit, or avail, the

two daughters ofMiba ?] meaning that their weep

ing for their father will not avail them aught in

lieu of seeking his blood-revenge. (S, TA.) You

say j+»~i .^fcjl*, (S, EL, TA,) aor. and inf. n. as
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above, (TA,) He (God) bestowed upon them

abundance of the produce of the earth, and rain ;

(TA in art. j>c;) like as you say Ij-i. ^klktl ;

(S, K :) and so Jj^» ^Ajlc [He bestowed upon

them means of subsistence], (TA.) And LixS\

j*&-i Uj* (S, Msb) 0 God, benefit us with pros

perity. (Msb.) And >k^j JjbJLfc JETe (God)

watered tliem with rain, (S, £, TA,) and bestowed

upon them abundance of the produce of the earth.

(TA.) And »i4*lt Jeji>\ j\i The rain watered

the land. (Fr, S.) [See also art. j^i.] = iju,

aor. £**J, (AO, S, K,) inf. n. Jli, (TA,) A

jaw him the bloodwit; (AO, S, EI ;) as also »jlc,

aor. IjjJ^ ; (AO, S, TA ;) a^a.! J^ [/w his

brother] : and so t tjLt. (TA.) [See 5^e.] =

*UI ^ Jlfc, (S,) or J^S^Js., (Msb, K,) aor.

jlij', inf. n. i>Ifc, (S, Msb, K,) with fet-h, (S, Msb,

TA,) and^fc and ;U (S, Msb, £) and j£, (K,)

[He was jealous of his wife :] he was jealous for

her (0"£» i>J ofsuch a one: Mgh): [he was care

ful of her, to avoid suspicion : or he regarded her

conduct with disdain, scorn, or indignation : (see

bt*> below :) or] he was angry at the conduct, or

action, of his wife. (Msb.) And «ui* a3\jZ) OjU

[iZw wife was jealous ofhim : &c.]. (Msb, K.)

[See also art. j^k.] And you say also, ^ ^^i

<**' (j** *>*»*!> meaning jUb "^ [jSmcA a one u

wot jealous ofhis wife : &c.]. (TA.)

2. *^ljl jlc, (S, Msb, K,") inf. n. jjtf, (Msb,)

2Te wacfe *ne <«tn^ o<Aer <Aa» ft was; (K ;) maae

ft cease to have the quality which it had; (Msb ;)

altered it ; changed it. (K.) He, or it, altered,

or changed, the thing in odour, or otherwise, for

the worse ; corrupted, tainted, or infected, it; ren

dered it ill-smelling, stinking, fetid, rancid, rank,

fusty, or frouzy. (The lexicons passim.) It is

said in the ELur [viii. 55], |^Lo .ib^J ali\ jjl; iUi

-tttrfj^i U \3Jifc ij^^y tj** W"1 <U*i [This

was because God changeth not favour which He

hath conferred upon a people until tliey change

what is in themselves : or] until they change what

God hath commanded them to do. (Th, TA.) _

[And He exchanged the thing for another thing.]

—w.~JI>>fe -ffe plucked out the white, or hoary,

hairs. (TA.) __ «j*a^ ,j* ^i .ffe pa* oonira *ne

saddle from his camel, and put it to rights, or

adjusted it, or repaired it. (TA.) One says i)J

03J**i >*yul *** ^ W people putting to rights,

or adjusting, or repairing, the camels' saddles.

(S, TA.) = See also 1, latter half.

jW^> (?, K, TA,) Je exchanged the article of

merchandise. (S,* K,* TA.) El-Aasha says

*** 0 + nf

[Therefore do thou by no means think me ungrate

ful towards you ; and do t/tou by no means think

I desire the making an exchange]. (S, TA.)

4. aXaI jlcl [He made his wife jealous ;] he

married anotlier in addition to his wife, so she

became jealous (Ojle) : (As, A'Obeyd, Msb, Kl :)

belonging to this art. and to art. 3ib. (TA.)

5. j*xi quasi-pass, of£&, (S, Msb,) [It became

other than it was ;] it ceased to have tlie quality

which it had; (Msb;) it became altered, or

changed, aJL. ^a, from its state or condition.

(K.) It became altered, or changed, in odour, or

otherwise, for t/ie worse ; turned, or turned bad ;

became corrupted, spoiled, tainted, infected, ill-

smelling, stinking, fetid, rancid, rank, fusty, or

frouzy. (The lexicons passim.) [And It be

came exchangedfor another thing.] ^ See also 1,

last signification.

6. *UA>)I «i^W The things differed, one from

anotlier. (S.)
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&*£ > (Mughnee, K ;) the noun [of ,^J] being

understood; i. e.,\j£k ut,^JL0}\ Jjj . (Mughnee:)

and jcc. ^ ; in which the affixed noun [for

oli«JI, in the EI, I read «gi oUJI, as in the

Mughnee,] is suppressed, and the noun [of y-J]

is also understood : (Mughnee, £ :) and jli^ ;

(Mughnee, El ;) in which, accord, to Mbr, and

the later authors, j^e. is indecl., being likened to

Jj and j*i, so that it may be either the noun

or the enunciative [of y-J] or, accord, to Akh,

it ^is decl.,^ because it is not a noun of time like

jl» and o*J, nor of place like $£ and <LL5,

but like jL and ^joju, so that it is the noun [of

i^~J], and the enunciative is suppressed ; (Mugh

nee;) or it maybe either indecl. or decl., (Mugh

nee, El,) accord, to Ibn-Kharoof: (Mughnee:)

and \jl y^J, and 'Jl ^; (Mughnee, El;) in

both which cases it is deck, as though the affixed

noun were mentioned : (Mughnee :) and Zk ^ ;

for the saying, [which we find in the Mughnee,]

app. taken from a statement of Seer, that this is

incorrect, is not good, since it occurs in the fol

lowing verse, cited by Ibn-Malik ;

6 *Q*>

*i W'i*-

8. jU£l Heprocured Sj~t [a provision of corn,

or wheat, &c.]. (EL.) You say dJU^ Juii ZjL

He went forth to procure Ij^Jt for his family.

(Fr, Sgh.) _ He derived, or obtained, benefit,

advantage, or profit. (TA.) See also art. j^i.

3. [I^>U, inf. n. SjjIA-o, They differed, each

from the other.] You say 5>jlio Uv^rf Between

them two is a difference. (Msb.) [See also 6.]

■■ tri^> (§, K,) inf. n. sJj\Juo, (S,) He bartered,

or exchanged, with him, in buying and selling.

(S, K.) And i*L-Jl^ ojAz, inf. n. as above, He

bartered, or exchanged, the article of merchandise

with him. (TA.) And iiiljl ^lc, (TA,) inf. n.

jit. signifies i. q. ^^, [Ot/wr] : and the pi. is

jUcI : (S :) [but j^b itself often has a pi. mean

ing, as will be seen in what follows :] or [accord,

to general usage, as will be seen below,] 'J^ sig

nifies t. q. (jy* [otlier than ; exclusively of; or

not, as used before a substantive or an adjective].

(Msb, EL : in the CE! [erroneously] (J>-.) It is

used to qualify a subst. ; [governing (as a pre

fixed noun) the noun that follows it in the gen.

case ;] and when so used, it is put in the same

case as the noun preceding it. (S.) It qualifies

an indeterminate noun : (Mughnee, Msb:) you

say jJ^jc J».j ^jisU. [A man, other than, or

not, thou, came to me] : (Msb :) and laJlo J»^ju

J^«i U£a j^JJI j-ft [We will in that case do good,

other than, or not, what we used to do : (Kur

xxxv. 34 :)] : (Mughnee :) and {jj\ j£ jU ^*

[Of water other than, or not, altered in taste and

colour]. (Kur xlvii. 16.) It is a noun necessarily

prefixed, as to the sense, to a noun which it

governs in the gen. case : but sometimes it is

without the latter, when the meaning is under

stood and it is preceded by J^J, (Mughnee, K,)

or by ^: (E!:) [in which case it signifies Any

other person or thing ; any person or thing beside,

or else :] you say U^i J«^j jJJLe -c-^} [I re

ceived ten; not other than they was received by

me ; i. e., not any other thing ; or not anything

beside, or else] ; (Mughnee, K ;) the enunciative,

U>y}i«, being suppressed : (Mughnee :) and y-J

'f.'i"'. '. ' •'.** ." • "

[Aim thou at having an answer by which thou

mayest be safe ; for, by our Lord, respecting an

action which thou shalt have done before, not any

other thing, or not anything beside or else, thou

wilt be asked]. (K.) _ It does not become

determinate by its being prefixed to another

noun, because it is very vague: but it is also

applied as an epithet to a determinate noun

which is near to being indeterminate ; as in ills

^y^1**11^*^* C-«*5I j^jJJI [The way

of those upon whom Thou hast conferred favour ;

the other than, or those who are not, t/ie objects of

anger; (Kur i. 6 and 7;)] because the noun ren

dered determinate by the art. Jl denoting a genus

is near to being indeterminate, and because when

j*ft occurs between two contraries its vagueness

becomes weakened, (Mughnee, K,*) or altogether

departs: (K:) or it is here applied as an epithet

to a determinate noun because it resembles a de

terminate noun in its being prefixed to such a

noun: (Msb:) Az says that ^ is here in the

gen. case because it is an epithet to y>jJJI ; and

that it may be an epithet to [what is technically

termed in this instance] a determinate noun [as

having the article Jl prefixed to it] because ^jJJl

has not [in itself] a direct meaning (jjjJJI jj*)

»j*o*s iyt*** *£), [it being merely a conjunct

noun, the meaning of which is determined by

what follows it,] notwithstanding it has the art.

Jl prefixed to it : Abu-1-Abbas says that Fr holds

^JjJI to have the office of an indeterminate noun ;

and j~c. to be an epithet of it; not of any other

noun ; but that )ti., accord, to some, may be an

epithet relating to the nouns implied in c»**j|

yW1*, these not having a direct meaning : Akh

says that jjfc [with what follows] is a substitute

[for ^JJI with what follows], as though the

meaning were j^e. ^>y^\^Je. \,\j^ [the ivay
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of those mho are not the objects of anger]. (TA.) the enunciative of "n) ; but it may be put in the

The reading ^i is also related, on the authority accus. ease, as meaning ^1. (Msb.) When, as

of Ibn-Ketheer, in the accus. case, as a denotative an exceptive, it is prefixed to an indecl. word

of state, [meaning they being not the objects oj [and not preceded by a prep.], it may be itself

anger,] relating to the pronoun governed in the indecl., with fet-h for its termination ; as in the

gen. case by the prep. [in^^JUs] ; or by J*\ [1 ( following verse ;

mean] understood ; or as an exceptive, [accord,

to a usage to be explained below,] if the favours

be interpreted as conferred in common upon the

two classes of persons. (Bd.) __ As it resembles

a determinate noun in its being prefixed to a de

terminate noun, [as *rtyZXJ\ in the above-cited

passage of the Kur,] some have presumed to pre

fix to it the article Jl : but against this it may be

urged, that its prefixion to a determinate noun is

not to render the expression determinate, but for

specification ; and Jt does not imply specification.

(Msb.) __ In the following verse of Hassan,

* tj~iu aU_. jjuu ^Xi UUI

Ciii ^jjui aU£ j> t^ l£

the meaning is, [-4. prophet came to us, who

appeared in the darkness of night, a director in

the right way,] and we did not weigh another

than him with another than the other, i. e., with

him. (Mughnee.) [iUj _^fj is a phrase of

frequent occurrence, meaning Et cmtera.] —js*-

is also used in the sense of ,_rJ [He, or it, is not] ;

sis in the phrase J>ki~o j-c aDI jo^Ss [The word

of God is not created], syn. JjlJU.^ ,^-J. (Az,

TA.) — It is also used in the sense of "^ [mean

ing Not, as used before a participle] ; (S, K ;)

and then it is in the accus. case, as a denotative

C fC \ * 1 1 ' * 0' Z 3 OiO ' '

of state; (S;) as in the phrase pL> ^ f^b\ i>»»,

(S, K,) in the Kur [ii. 168, and other places],

* .. - t ,

(S,) i. e., LcIj *$ UjU. [But whosoever is necessi

tated, being hungry, not transgressing the due

bounds]. (S, K.) —— It is also used as an ex

ceptive, (S, Mughnee,) in the sense of *^l [Ex

cept; save; or but] ; (Msb, K;) and then it is

put in the same case in which the word following

•jll would be put in the same phrase, (S, Mugh

nee, Msb, K,) because it is originally a qualifica-

tive, and its use as an exceptive is adventitious :

(S :) therefore you say juj ^c^jilt eU. [The

people came, except Zeyd] ; and j-* Jl»-I ^tla. U

0* 6* JO'

juj and Juj^s* [Not any one came to me, except

Zeyd] : (Msb, K :) or its case depends upon the

governing words, so that you say juj j^ ^13 U

[No one stood, except Zeyd], and jljj jJt c«jIj to

[I saw not any, except Zeyd] : (Msb :) but Fr

says that some of the Benoo-Asad and Kuda'ah

put j-c in the accus. case, when used in the sense

of "^1, whether the phrase before it be complete or

incomplete ; saying ^t ^yeU. U [Not any one

'■'*' * ' *
came to me, except thou], and J)^ jievt ,J»tt>. U

[Not anyone came to me, except thou] : (S, Msb :)

and AA says that when j*? has the place of *§\,

it is put in the accus. case. (Msb.) In the say-

ing atM jft <JI "v) [There it no deity other than

God], j*t is in the nom. case because it is

Jl—ijl 0>3 Qj -fi.f- ^yi A-oL^-a.

[Nought prevented the drinking from it, except

that a pigeon cooed, upon branches having JlSjl,

which app. means stumps of cut shoots], (Mugh

nee, K.) [See also an ex. (of ,jl ^*c) in a verse

cited voce j^.] _[It is often used with a prep. ;

as in y_jl_a- fjy Without reckoning ; (Kur ii. 208,

occ. ;) and %y* ^& ^y, Without leprosy. (Kur

xx. 23, &c.)] =J£i (JK, K) and (JK) t jlfc

(JK, S) signifying The act of altering, or

changing, i.q.j^Ju, (JK,) are substs. from »j^;

(S with respect to the latter, and K with respect

to the former;) not inf. ns., as having no un-

augmented verb. (TA.) [Hence,] jkji\ t^lc,

the former of these two words being of the same

measure as y^», The accidents, or casualties, of

time or fortune, which alter, or change, things :

(K:) [or alteration, or change, of time or of

foi-tune; for] IAmb says, with respect to the

saying t^* jXj aJUI ,Jljl n) [May God not show

me, in thee, alteration of stale], that ^-s. is from

JUJI j~xi, a subst. like *JaS [as meaning " a

portion of the night"] ; or that it may be a pi.,

of which the sing, is t i^c. (TA.) [Hence

also,] j+c. Ol^ [or "j-c, as in Freytag's Arab.

Prov. i.'309,] X Lying : or a lie, or falsehood:

syn. Z>Ji> : (TS, K :) or [rather] lies. (JK, A.)

You say j<i oL* eU. [or t^] J 2fe w«ererf

/*es. (A./

j*& : see ^-c, last quarter, in four places : _
*■ 9*

and see also Sj+i.

9,0*

Sj+e. [Jealousy;] a man's dislike of another's

participating in that which is his [the former's]

right : (Kull p. 268 :) or care of what is sacred,

or inviolable, to avoid suspicion : or disdain ;

scorn ; or indignation : syn. <u*». and iaJI :

(TA :) or anger at the conduct, or action, of a

wife. (Msb.) [See 1, last signification.]

Olhs* > 'em- \*Sj*z ■ see j^a, in two places.

_jUc The cognizance, or badge, of thefree non-

muslim subjects of a Muslim government ; such at

thejCj [or waist-belt] (Mgh, K) to the Magians,

(Mgh,) and the like: (Mgh, K 0 or, as some

say, the cognizance, or badge, of tlie Jews. (TA.)

— »jti^>^£» f Speech, or language, hating its

own proper guise; not altered therefrom. (Msb

in oUa..)= See also SjJ^.

)£■ and t ^,£li (S, Msb, K) and *jLi (TA)

and t jllL, (S, K) epithets [all of which are

intensive] from djll ^JU jii, (S, Msb, K,) i. e.,

from SjLL}\ : (TA:) [Very jealous : Sec: see

cjS :] and J3J. and ^jli (S, Msb, K) and ijU

(TA) signify the same applied to a woman : (S,

Msb, K :) the pi. of J^i is ^, (S, Msb, K,)

masc. and fem., (S, K.,) and he who says JL.J

[foi.Jlj]saysj^ [orje*H?]; (TA;) andof t^,l^i,

l^jU and (J'JlI; (S, Msb,K0 and of yj£,

also, ^j'Q (S, Msb, K) and ^Ci; (Msb;)

andof tjllio, j^Ui. (S, K-)

* ■•'
• jLc : see the next preceding paragraph.

CS*^' O^ Te*1 t-^ore jealous than fever :]

because a fever cleaves fast to its patient, like as

a very jealous woman cleaves to her husband

(TA.)

*j&f u«j' and v Sj^eio, ia«rf watered : (S,

KO or rained upon: (TA:) the former [like

the latter] is with .fet-h to the>». (S.)

a** j

^s»v» One who puts down the furniture of his

camel from off him, to relieve and ease him.

(TA.) .

jLJLo : see j<^i, in two places.

9' *

see o/ji-o.

'j' JO *

SJ-fc A provision of corn, or 7»Aea<, &c, which

a man procuresfor himself; syn. S^-e ; (S, Msb,

K,) as also * jCfc : (TA :) [or the latter is pro

bably syn. with i\~» used in the sense of an

inf. n. :] pi. of the former^. (Msb.) [See art.

j!}>*.]!=See alsoj-jc, last sentence but two. _—

Also A bloodmit; (AA, S, K ;) syn. L* : (AA,S:*)

and j^fc is a dial. var. thereof: (TA in art.

li* '•) P1* J*f : (AA, S, K :) or, as some say,

this is a sing., (S, TA,) of the masc. gender ;

TA;) and the pi. is jUl : (S, TA :) and the ii

is said to be termed j+e. because it is a substitute

for retaliation. (TA.)

, inf. n. (jdl* (?, A, Msb,1. b>ol£, aor.

K) and J><&> (Msb, K) and JL*^, (TA,) It

(water) became scanty, or little in quantity, and

sank into the earth, or disappeared in the earth :

(S, and so in some copies of the K 0 or became

scanty, or little in quantity, and decreased, or

diminished, or became deficient : (A, and so in

some copies of the K:) or sank into the earth,

and went away : (TA :) or went away into the

earth; (Msb;) [contr. cfjb\i, aor. ^Ltb ;] as

also t yiUit, (S, K,) which is of the dial.' of El-

Hijaz. (TA.) — It (a thing, Msb, a flow of

milk, TA, and t the price of a commodity, S,

Msb, K) decreased, or diminished, or became

deficient. (S, Msb, K-) — UJ>»U.$TJ^ £}

i'ip, (?,*K,» TA,) in the Kur [xiii. 9],' (S,)

means And the wombs'falling short [of completion

or of what is usual], (Akh, S, Bd,) and their

exceeding [therein], in respect of the body [of the

foetus], and the period of gestation, and the

number borne: (Bd:) or, as some say, in respect
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of the menstrual blood : (Bd :) or the wombs'

falling short of the nine months (Zj, O, L, and bo

in copies of the K, but in others seven months,) of

gestation, and their exceeding the nine [or seven]

months : (Zj, 0, L :) or the wombs' falling short

of' completion, so that the foetus dies, and their

exceeding so that the gestation becomes complete :

and accord, to this explanation, the reading of

seven months in the K may be correct : see also

Katadeh's explanation of ^A... c, below, which

favours this reading. (TA.) —_ You say also,

ilSlll Jb<i\ Jljflt Jod. (S, A) I The generous

became few, (S, TA,) and failed, or perislied,

(TA,) and the mean became many. (S.) =

9 * * 9 Or

cuoU, (S, Msb, K,) aor. as above, inf. n. ^jo^a,

(TA,) Re (God, S, Msb) made it (i. e. water)

to become scanty, or little in quantity, and to

sink into the earth, or disappear in the earth:

(S :) or made it to decrease, or diminish, or be

come deficient : (K. :) or made it to go away into

the earth : (Msb :) and ♦ *-«l*1 signifies the

same; (S, A, K;) and so does f dui^i, inf. n.

t>y..jju : (TA :) thus the first of these verbs is

trans, as well as intrans. (S.) [It is said in the

Kur xi. 46,] iUM t>»*fi (S, A) And the water

was made to become scanty, &c. : (S :) or was

made to decrease, or diminish. (A,* Bd.) And

hence the saying of 'Aisheh, describing her father,

5)j)\ stJ i_*=^3 i And he did away with what

appeared of apostacy. (TA.) You say also,

<ul«S T L/a«*> (?,* K,) inf. n. as above, (K,) He

made his tears to diminish, (S, K,) and restrained

them : (S :) or he took the tearsfrom his eye and

dashed them away. (Th.) A poet says, (TA,)

namely, Jereer, (O and TA in art. sjaufi,)

L55, C***J Oy*}^- CH> * |

meaning They made their tears to flow until they

exhausted them [and they said to me, What is it

that thou hast experienced, of love, and we have

experienced ?] : ISd says that yj* here denotes

some ; or it may be redundant, accord, to the

opinion of Abu-1-Hasan; for he holds that it

may be so in affirmative [as well as negative]

phrases, mentioning, as an instance, ,j-o ^j\£o jS

jLk, meaning jiu» ^l£» j3. (TA.) One re-

* ,^# ab

lation of this verse gives v>-cuc ; but the former

is the right. (O and TA in art. u*uc.)— Also

He opened a way, passage, or channel, for it

(namely water) to flow forth to a uajw [q. v.].

(Msb.)_ f He diminished it, namely the price

of a commodity ; (Ks, S, Msb, K. ;) as also

* cwlcl. (K.)_ And He caused him to suffer

loss, or detriment ; and wronged, or injured, him.

(ISd,TA.)

2. - A>t± : see 1, latter half, in three places. =

tJata said of a lion Hefrequented, or kept to, the

£[q.v.]- (s,Sgh,L,s.)

4. <ublcl : see 1, latter half, in two places.

7 : see 1, first sentence.

Bk. I.

uh -j-r. An abortive foetus, not completely

formed; (Katadeh, K ;) i. e. less than seven months

old. (TA.):=st Little; or a small quantity: as in

the saying, or in ^^j ^>» Liuc »U»cl t He gave

him little from much. (S, A, K.)= An abun

dance of the trees called «t»*^«l ; i. e. >li>l» and

JjI and ,-U. and ^Jij& and Oj-o. (TA.) [See

also i«cuc.]

\j*& The «JJ» [or xpadix of a palm-tree'] ;

(IAar, IDrd, O, K, TA ;) like JL^l and

ulyll: (TA:) or the^^i (AA, O, £) [thus

correctly (in the CK^) evidently, I think,

here meaning the heart (commonly called jU*-

q. v.) of the palm-tree (the only produce that is

eaten except the dates)] that comes forth, or

coming forth, (K,) or that has not come forth,

(O,) from [amid] its [membranousfibres termed]

oU [q. v.], and all of which is eaten. (AA,

o,k.)

-'" A ft • »»■ «

<ucuc A thicliet; syn. i^a-l ; i.e. a collection

of tangled, or confused, or cferwe, free* .• (Mgh,

Msb :) or an d q » t ; i. e. a ♦ l^ati.« [q. v.] of

water collected together, in which, in consequence

thereof, trees grow : (S :) or an 3 I im\ : and a

place in which is a collection of trees in a L/a.i«.o

of water: (K :) or particularly, of [trees of the

willow-hind called] *Jj£ ; not of all trees; (AHn,

O, K ;) accord, to the first Arabs of the desert ;

but this is at variance with what we find in the

poems of the Arabs ; for Ru-beh, for instance,

makes it to consist of fruit-bearing trees and trees

not fruit-bearing, and makes it to be a <ul£ :

(AHn, 0 :) [see also iue :] pi. [of pauc] u<»Lct

(S, El) and [of mult.] J,^ (S, Mgh, M§b,K)

t * • ^ *

and oLsuc : (Msb :) the first of these being

formed with disregard of the augmentative [S] ;

not being a pi. pi., for this is not so formed :

(TA :) any ^>jt in Nejd adjacent to the w>£

of the cultivated lands, when t/tey are collected

therein, are termed ,^oQt. (O, TA.) [See also

u*£-]

yaSli as used in the following verse,

J&Ki. J> 1^3 J^A. &51

is said by some to mean JaSli, the ^jo being sub

stituted for H ; [sq that the verse should be

rendered, To God I complain of three qualities,

or habits, of a friend whom I love, every one of

which is to me such as angers;] thus says IJ :

but ISd says that it may be without substitution,

from <uolt as expl. in the last sentence of the first

paragraph of this art. ; and thus the meaning

may be, such as causes me to sicffer loss, or

detriment, and such as wrongs, or injures, me.

(TA.)

• - *

uOfk* is an inf n. (TA. [See 1, first sen-

* j * *

tuner,]) _— And also the pass. part. n. of suilc. ;

applied to water. (Msb, TA.*) _ And a n. of

place, signifying A place wltere water sinks, or

goes away, into the earth : (Msb, TA : ) or £U ,

signifies a place where water enters [into the

earth] : and a place where water collects: (Mgh:)

see also &!*£ : pi. JL>\ib». (Mgh.)

Iftt i ' • t •' ' '

. J»U, aor. Jtxjij, inf. n. Ja-c : see fcU, aor.

btju, inf. n. bfc-, in art. l>yi.

«uc: see Jgulc in art. l»^c.

1. aJaU, (S, Msb, ?,) aor. iLii, (Msb, £,)

inf. n. 4^i, (Msb, TA,) Jffe, or ft* affected him

with *%£■ [or anger, wrath, or ra^e; &c; i.e.

angered him ; or enraged him ; &c] ; (S, Msb,

K, &c. ;) as also * aJs^-cj (IAar, Th, K; [in a

copy of the Msb, <Ua!^u, which is doubtless a

mistranscription;]) and * <Ux>L»i; (S, K;) and

t LbUI ; (IAar, Th, Msb, K ;) but this last

is not common; (Zj;) or it is not allowable.

(ISk, S.) [See also Jali below.]

2 : see the preceding paragraph.

3. <UxjU, inf. n. A&jlic: see 1: [originally,

He angered him, or enraged him, or tlie like,

being angered, or enraged, or the like, by him.

— And hence, because emulation, or the like

often causes mutual anger,] I He emulated him,

vied with him, or strove to overcome or sur

pass him, and did like as he did. (TA.)_

ilajU« also signifies t An acting in a leisurely

manner: or it is [a] mutual [acting in that

manner], (TA.)

4 : see the first paragraph.

5: see 8 Lklii l^J in the Kur

[xxv. 13] means I Theyshall hear it to have a sound

ofboiling, (Zj, Bd, Jel,) like the boiling ofthe breast

of an angry man. (Bd,» Jel.) sJ»-^JI cJi%0

I The midday, or summer-midday, became [ragingly

or] vehemently hot. (K, TA.)

8. J»Ucl He was or became, affected with Jaui

[or anger; or rage; &c. ; i.e. he was, or be

came, angered; or enraged; &c] ; (S, Msb, K ;)

\j£a ,>• by reason of such a thing ; and sometimes

one says, j^ji *$ ^y>by reason of nothing; (Msb;)

as also t i%ju. (S, K.)

Jitt Anger; wrath; syn. s^oc : (K)or[ra^e,

or vehement anger ; for] it has a more intensive

signification than y~ac ; (IDrd :) or the former

is ij<e?i< [an^er]; and the latter is apparent: or

the former is that which affects a person who has

not power to exercise it; and the latter, that

which affects a person who has power to exercise

it: (TA :) or the former, latent anger affecting one

who has not power to exercise it: (S:) or most

vehement anger, (Msb, K,) encompassing the liver,

by reason ofsome event that is disliked or hated,

and sometimes by reason of nothing: (Msb:)

or the outbreak, and commencement, of anger.

(IDrd,K.)—JsujUI |J-c j~£ jlC, in the Kur

292
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[lxvii. 8], means + It shall almost burst asunder

by reason ofveltemence oflteat. (TA.)

iUJLc JliJ> jJti, and ,'»* Pp., (EL,* TA,)

[in the CEL SsL^ik,] «'• ?• ££>&, (EL,) i. e. He

did that in order to distress thee, [or anger thee,

or enrage thee,] time after time. (E. in art. kit.)

Ji3U. Affecting with Jali [or anger; or rage;

&c. ; i. e. angering ; or enraging ; Sec] : (TA :)

pi. 0.5&U. (ELur, xxvi. 55.)

J 'bi f ..

Jduil [comparative and superlative of Jk3U].

J^U^I «lU* <u)t ju* 6U-^I Jiufcl means 7%e

most severely to be punished, of persons bearing

names, is he who is named tlie king of kings:

(TA:) [lit. the most angering, or enraging, of

names, is the king of kings.]

««m Affected with Jau& [or anger; or rage;

&c. ; i.e. angered; or enraged; ice.]. (S, Msb.)

• * «•* * «,

iJoUi* i«~U. J [lit. Ca/m, an^ry ; or <Ae KAe ;

because what it contains is sometimes still and

sometimes boiling ;] is an appellation given to a

stone cooking-pot. (A, TA.)

1. i'jLh\ oil*, (8, 0,EL,) aor. JUS, (O,

EL,) inf. n. o&i; (S, O, EL ;) and t cJ&u, (S,

O, EL,*) in the copies of the EL erroneously

«JuA3 ; (TA ;) as also t cJLllt, inf. n. kJCfct ;

(TA ;) 2%e iree inclined, (S,) or Aarf t'&

branches inclining, (O, EL,) to <A« r^Ai «nrf left.

(S,0,K.)

2. o^, (0,?,) inf. n. JJa, (EL,) 2Te/erf,

or turned away and fled; and drew back, or

drew back in fear ; (O, K;) and was cowardly.

(EL.) You say, JJ& ^Li\ ^ J& &L i. e.

[Such a one charged, in war, or battle, and] was

cowardly; or retreated, and was cowardly. (S.)

— See also 5.

f 4: see l.ssaSj^JLjl JUI, (O, EL,*) inf. n.

*»lcl, (TA,) Me made the tree to bend, or in

cline, (O, EL,* TA,*) Jy reawn of softness, or

tenderness. (TA.)

5: see 1.—ou*3 said of a horse, He inclined,

or 6en<, (S, O, EL, TA,) toward one side, (S, O,

TA,) in running. (TA.) And 2Te [app. a man]

walked with an elegant and a proud and self-

conceited gait, with an affected inclining of the

°°dy from side to side, and in the manner of the

tall : or he passed along easily and quickly : or,

accord, to AHeyth, he affected an inclining of the

bodyfrom side to side, by reason of width of step,

and gentleness of pace : accord, to El-Mufaddal,

he was proud, or haughty, in his gait. (TA.)

lne phrase ouij j-*JI >«, mentioned by As,

but not expl. by him, is said by Sh to mean [Tlie

camel passed along] going quickly. (TA.)_

One says also, ^o^t ,Je. iji^u, meaning He re

frained, or drew back, from the affair, infear ;

as also t JLe-t ; this latter mentioned by Th.

(TA.) — And (JLA3 signifies also The being, or

becoming, creased, or wrinkled: like i_*i -'~ V

(TA in art. ut^i.)

« -

<J\i A species of trees, (AHn, S, O, EL,) grow

ing in the sands, and becoming large, the leaves of

which are smaller than those of the apple, which

it resembles in character, or form, (AHn, O,)

having a very sweet fruit, (AHn, O, IS.,) of the

kind termed Joe, like the pods (Oj>>») °f f^e

bean, and its wood is white; so, says AHn, I

have been informed by some of the Arabs of

' Oman, which is the place of its origin : n. un.

with » : (O:) accord, to some of the Arabs, the

species of trees called C»^-!j> [see this word, of

which one description agrees exactly with that

given above,] (O, EL,* TA,*) which is found in

'Omdn: (TA:) accord, to AZ, it is of the [trees

called] etic, and is a tree like the ii^S [q. v.],

thorny, of the region of El-Hijaz, growing in the

[high, or high and rugged, grounds called] JU3

[pi. ofjj]. (TA.)

J£i Aflock of birds. (Ibn-Abbad, O, EL.)

Ol& and * JL&, (O, K, TA,) the latter

like oC*, (EL, TA, in the CEL J&,) «'• ?• w* ;

(O, TA ;) in the Tekmileh r^>, like u££> ; and

in the copies of the EL ~-^e ; but the first of these is

the right ; meaning [A proud and self-conceited

carriage, with an affected inclining of the body

from side to side,] in pace, or [manner of] going.

(TA.)

j^jIajc : see \Jut\.

* *&* * ***

ijU-i : see ijULc.

tjieP One whose beard it long, (0, K, TA,)

and wide on every side, (0, TA,) and very large.

(S,TA.)

u»eel Having a bending of the neck, (like

jL-fil,) but without drowsiness. (O, £.)__And,

applied to trees (^^Ji), quivering, or playing

loosely, succulent, or sappy, soft, tender, or

supple; as also ▼ ^ULi ; and so i\Juk [the fem.

of the former] applied to a tree (o^i). (TA.)

— And ijijil t^jc u4 so/?, or an easy, and a

a plentiful, life; (Ibn-Abbad, 0,£;) like JLiil.

(Ibn-Abbdd, O.)

^jli ^1 certain aquatic bird; as also t isll.

(Lth, O, B1-) — -A-nd The crow, or rauew :

(ISd, K :) so sometimes called because of his

cry. (ISd, TA.)s JU is a word imitative of

The cry [i. e. caw] of the crow, or raven : when

indeterminate, [meaning a caw,] it is with ten-

ween, (IJ,S, O, K,) i. e. JU. (IJ, TA.)

25U : see the preceding paragraph.

1. UjJ^ cJU, inf. n. J^ [q. v.] : see 4. as

IJ^ U^li JU (SttcA a <Ain^ brought evil to suck a

one. (TA.)

4. JUI and Jll, (Mgh,) or Vji'3 JUI (S,

Mfb) and *JJ~£\, (Msb,) He compressed the

mother of his child while she was suckling it. (S,

Mgh,* Msb.)— And cJUl and cJjH, (Mgh,)

or tijJ^ cJUl and *£&!, (S, Msb, K,) «SA« ^aw»

A«r c/ttW to drink what is termed jli, (S, EL,

TA,) i. e. the milk of her who was compressed, or

the milk of her who was pregnant: (TA:) or

[accord, to common usage] she suckled her child

while she was pregnant : (Mgh, Msb :) and

U^Jj * CJU, aor. j\»xJ, inf. n. J^i, signifies

[the same, or] she suckled her child while she was

being compressed, or while she was pregnant.

(TK.) [See also 10.]=BOjQil said of sheep or

goats, (O, K,) and of cows, (O, TA,) They

brought forth twice in the year. (O, EL, TA.) =

See also the next paragraph.

5. js*.ti\ J-A3 The trees became tangled, or

abundant and dense, (As,S,EL,) in their branches,

having leafy coverings or shades ; as also * jlfcl

and " Jgxlwl : (]£ :) or all signify the trees be

came large, and tangled, or abundant and dense.

(TA.)^And I^AJu T/iey became many: (O,

EL:) and (so in the O, but in the EL "or") their

cattle, or possessions, became many. (0, EL.)^

jl«3 He entered tlie Jji [i. e. thicket, or covert],

(O.) And jLjJ\ jli3 He (a lion) entered

among t/ie trees, and took them as a JeC [or

covert. (TA.)

8. aJUcI He did evil to him without his know

ing whence it came so that fie might prepare him

self. (TA.) It is said in a trad., ^,1 i^ i«cf

LS^"""* t>* J^**' '• e- [I *eh protection by Thee

from] my being the object of an evenfs befalling

me whence I shall not know ; meaning thereby

the sinking [into the ground] and being swallowed

* * • t-

up. (TA.) Jl^^l and iLiJI are syn. in a sense

expl. below. (S, 0,EL.) See the latter word

below : and see also 8 in art. J^c. One says,

J*»cl, meaning He was deceived, and talten to a

place, and [tliere] slain. (TA.) = JUil said of

a boy, He became thick andfat. (S, EL.)

10. cXAwl, said of a woman, a verb of

which the subst. is iLi [q. v.] : (EL :) [accord, to

the context in the EL, in which the meaning is not

clearly indicated, it seems to signify She suckled

her child while being compressed, or while preg-

... • ' »* „ - — • ' - 1

nant; like wJUl for UjJj cJUl; and this I

believe to be the right meaning : or] it signifies

she was compressed while suckling a child, or

while pregnant. (TK.) ess See also 5, first sen

tence.

• ».» ...

Jjfi : see iLt, first sentence, in two places.

— As some say, (Msb,) it signifies The mUk

with which a woman suckles while she is being

compressed, (S, Msb, EL, TA,) or while she is

pregnant : (S, EL, TA :) you say, %fc <U«1,

(Msb,) or jJjUl, (EL, TA,) i. e. She gave him to

drink such milk. (TA.)^AIso Water running

upon the surface of the earth; (S, Mgh, O, Msb,
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£ ;) thus correctly, with fet-h ; but f J*e, with

kesr, is a dial. var. thereof, mentioned by ISd :

(TA:) both are said to signify water running

amid trees: (Ham p. 655:) IB says that the

former signifies thus; and that its pi. is J^c :

and it is also said to signify water running in

rivers or rivulets, and in streamletsfor irrigation:

(TA:) and by some, to signify water running

amid stones, in the interior of a valley. (Ham

ubi supra.) It is said in a trad., that in the case

of that [produce] which is irrigated by the water

thus termed (jlilW Jy*-* ^»> S, Mgh, O, Msb,

TA, or ^iflfc, Mgh) there shall be [given for the

poor-rate] the tenth ; (8, Mgh, 0, Msb, TA ;)

and in the case of that which is irrigated by the

bucket, half of the tenth. (S,TA.) [See also an

ex. voce «uL-o.] __ And Any valley in which are

Jlowing springs: (EI :) or a place in a collection

of tangled, or abundant and dense, trees, in which

is water running upon the surface of the earth :

(Lth, TA :) and any place in which is water,

(K, TA,) such as a valley and the like : (TA :)

and t Jui, with kesr, signifies any valley in

which is water ; and the pi. of this is jl^el [a pi.

of pauc] and Jj-fc. (K.) __ See also J^c. =

Also A plump, full, jlcC [or fore arm]; (S, O,

K;) and so • JUi« : (EL:) the latter said by

Fr to be applied to a wrist as meaning full

because from JyUI ; but this saying is not valid,

as JIc is found in the same sense. (IJ, TA.)

[See an ex. of the former in a verse cited voce

JiL.] And A fat, big, boy ; as also ♦ JULo :

(£:) fern, of the former 3Xgk; (TA;) which is

applied to a woman as meaning fat ; (S, EL ;) or

&fat, big, woman. (AO, TA.)— See also J*c,

in two places, ss Also The ornamental, orfigured,

or variegated, border (syn. ^ic) in a garment :

(AA,EL:) pi. JCil. (AA, TA.) And A line

that one makes, or marks, upon a thing. (EL.)

J»i A thicket ; or trees in a tangled, confused,

or dense, state: (As, S, 0 :) or an abundance of

such trees, (EL, TA,) not thorn-frees, amid which

one may conceal himself: (TA :) and * J-*£

signifies the same : (K :) and the former, a

collection of reeds or canes, and of [the kind of

high, coarse, grass called] .liU: (EL:) and i. q.

iox«.l [i. e. a collection, or an abundant collection,

of tangled, confused, or dense, trees, or of reeds

or canes] : (S, O, KL) [and in like manner " *JUc,

occurring in the Deewan of the Hudhalees, is

expl. by Freytag, as signifying " saltus :"] and

the place [meaning covert] of the lion : it may

not have the termination S : the pi. is J^*£ ; (S,

O ;) and J*>Ci is said to be an anomalous pi. of

X*. (O and TA in art. J-e-e, voce jC«, q. v.)

__ See also J~k, in two places.

aJLc : see AJU-c. — Also A single act of

J&fct [q. v. voce iV]. (TA.)= See also J*£.

ass It is also fem. of the epithet J*£ [q. v.].

(TA.)

dLc and t J^-i signify the same; (Mgh, O,

Msb) ; i. e. The compressing one's wife while she

is suckling : (Mgh, Msb :) thus expl. by AO as

stated by A'Obeyd : (Mgh:) and thus the

former signifies accord, to El-Alkamee ; and so

says Malik : or, accord, to El-Munawee, it sig

nifies the compressing one's wife while she is suckling

or pregnant : or, accord, to ISk, a woman's

suckling while pregnant : (from a marginal note

in a copy of the Jami' es-Sagheer of Es-Suyoofee,

in explanation of a trad, mentioned in what here

J ft - * 0 "

follows, commencing with the words C~o-oJb jJU :)

and t jli has this last signification (Mgh, TA)

accord, to ELs : (Mgh :) iLc is the subst. from

CJU «■?..< I : (K :) and IAth says that » AJLc is a

dial. var. thereof; or, as some say, this denotes

a single act [of what is termed aLs] ; or the

pronunciation with fet-h is not allowable unless

with the elision of the 5. (TA.) One says,

0>* «*!*V ****>! O^frl, meaning His mother's

being compressed while she was suckling him [in

jured the child of such a one], and likewise his

mother's being pregnant while site was suckling

him. (S, O.) [But] in a trad, is related the

saying, (of the Prophet, O) "Verily I had

intended to forbid aA^A)! (S, Mgh,* 0, Msb, K)

until I remembered that the Persians and the

Greeks practise it and it does not injure their

children." (Mgh, O, Msb.) [See also 4 in art.

jui.] _ Also The act of deceiving, or beguiling :

(EL:) and i.q. tjl^t: (S, O, K : [see 8, and

iijc, as expl. in art. J>e:]) accord, to Aboo-Bekr,

in the language of the Arabs it signifies the

causing evil, or slaughter, to come to another

from an unknown quarter. (TA.) One says,

aLc aJJL», meaning He deceived, or, beguiled,

him, and went with him, or took him, to a place,

and slew him (S, O, EL) when he reached it:

(S, O :) or he slew him at unawares. (Abu-1-

Abbas, TA.)=s Also The iiiii [orfaucial bag

of the he-camel]. (IAar, EL.)

0>**>' tm Per8> CJ^e**] *L species of the

[trees called] »Loc ; (Mgh, Msb ;) the [species of

Me-], trees calledjj^a; (S, O, K, TA;) the fruit

of which is said to be sweeter than honey : the

saying, of some, that it is with kesr to the 6,

and that it is thus called because the £i%£ [pi.

of Jjt] are often found before it, is rejected and

false: (TA:) Lth and ISh say that it is the

same as the ~ib [q. v.]. (TA in art. «Ji».)

J^fti, as stated by IJ, on the authority of

Aboo-Amr Esh-Sheybanee, who had it from his

grandfather, is sing, of J-*, (TA,) which is an

epithet applied to oxen, or bullB and cows, (AO,

IJ, O, EL, TA, [^aJ in the Cl£ being a mistake

for jif,]) and to camels, (If,) signifying JVm-

merous: and also [in the BL "or"] fat. (AO,

IJ, O, !£.)—. And, applied to anything, Alone;

solitary : pi. J**. (AA, TA.)

J£, like £,, (0, TA,) in the XL *J^i, but

this latter is said by ISd to be of weak authority,

(TA,) applied to a garment, Wide, or ample.

(0, 5, TA.) And so Si^ applied to a land : (O,

TA : [mentioned also in art. J^e :]) or, as some

8ay> J«*» thus applied, (O, TA,) but accord, to

the context in the K. * J*i, (TA,) signifies Such

as one judges to be of little extent, though it is

far extending : (O, El,* TA :) and J^fc Oli, so

applied, has been mentioned in art. J^i as having

this meaning. (TAO And iJUc applied to a

woman signifies Tall: (O, TA:) and so does

JJ4 0IJ. (TA in art. J^t.)

JleAJI The lion : (K) or the lion that is in the

J^ti [or covert], (O.)

9 *

Jj[i- Much, or abundant, dust or earth. (TA.)

<Lblc Rancour, malevolence, malice, or spite,

that is covert, or concealed. (£.) And Evil, or

mischief; as also * i/lii : (S, EL :) thus in the

saying iblill J-A5 &•& and ♦ il'lijl [Such a one

is a person of little evil or mischief], (S.) __ See

also the same word in art. J|j*.

Jlil Full; big, or large. (TA.)

Jl*i (Mgh, Kl) and tj^U (S, Mgh, £) A

child given to drink what is termed jli : (S,* KI :

[See 4 :]) or suckled ivkile its mother is pregnant.

(Mgh.)

J-** : see the next preceding paragraph.

J*ii (S, Mgh, Msb, S) and JjL (Mgh,

Msb, Kl) A woman giving her child to drink

what is termed J^t : (S, K : [see 4 :]) or suckling

it while she is pregnant. (Mgh, Msb.)

ill** : see iblc, in two places.

J*»Lo [in the CK1 jli*] and * jlii* Con

tinuing, or remainingfixed, or stationary, in the

J-c [meaning thicket, or covert, in the CK J*A] :

and entering therein. (K, TA.)

• -. • §* * *

JUi-» A tree (ij » *>) having tangled, or

abundant and dense, branches, with leafy coverings

or shades. (K.)

JLjU : see J-c, latter half, in two places.

^}*sX« : see ^J~**.

1. 2U~Jt C«*U, (S, Msb, K,) aor<>Mx5, inf. n.

/0-«t ; (Msb ;) and * C«..«-" ; and * Cao^c, (S,

Msb, IC,) inf. n. JL-Jtf ; (Kl;) and t oJiliil (S,

Msb, K) and C-^il ; (S, Kl;) all signify the

same; (S;) The shy was, or became, clouded, or

covered with clouds. (S,* Msb, ]j£.*) =s>U, aor.

^s«i, (S, K,) inf. n. ^L, (KL,) He was, or

became, thirsty, (S, K, KL,* [like ^»L*,]) and

affected with internal lieat. (S, K)— And jtte-

;LeJI .Jl, aor. as above, inf. n. £«*£ and oW^-

and^oe**, is mentioned by IAar [as signifying

He thirsted for water, or the water : or he

thirsted for it vehemently, accord, to an ex

planation of A*-c given below]. (TA.)

292 *
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see 1. _ [Hence,] JJJI ^c, (K,) inf. n.

, (TA,) I The night became like the ^e [or

clouds]; (K;) became dark, and came like the

clouds. (TA.) And JJUbJI j^i. + The bird

fluttered over one's head, not going to a distance ;

on the authority of Th : mentioned by IAar as

with ^t and «13 [evidently mistranscriptions for

•^cand.tf: see i£]« (TA.)

4. ii*-ji lei and ■ te&t : see l._>eyUt^Mcl

[TA« people, or party, had a clouded ski/;] clouds

came upon the people, or party. (S, K.) —— And

^-cl ife (a man, TA) became stationary (K, TA)

like the clouds. (TA.)

5 : see the first paragraph.

*i a * " * <5 - -

^osc, originally an inf. n., from 2U-JI C~oU

[q. v.], (Msb,) Clouds ; (S, Msb, K, TA;) n. un.

■with 5 : (Msb :) or [an expanse of clouds covering

the sky,] when one sees not a sun (Kr, TA) by

reason of much covering of the sky : (TA :) [and

often meaning mist :] pi. jiyfi- and _/oLfc. (TA.)

= Also Thirst : and internal heat. (AA, S, K.)

[See also i»-6.] — And Anger, wrath, or rage,

(K., TA,) which isfrom internal heat. (TA.) ——

And a certain disease in camels, like that called

^Jtyi [q-v.], except that it does not kill: (K,

TA :) it is said that the asterism of the Pleiades

(bpl, q.v.,) does not rise nor set aurorally with

out there being sickness, mostly in the camels,

which are then affected with the disease thus

called. (Az, TA,)^^^ Dense, or tangled,

trees: like ,j*c [which is a dial. var. of^^c in

other senses]. (TA.)

„-t Thirst; so says A'Obeyd : or vehemence

of thirst: thus in the trad, cited under <L»*c

[q.v.]. (TA.) [See also JU*0

^W^ Thirsty : and affected with internal

heat : fern. (_yo-« '- (S, K :) the latter applied to

a woman. (S.)

ji^s- j>^j [A cloudy day ;] a day having jgJz

[or clouds, or clouds covering the sky]. (Th, TA.)

• > a *

>•£&« A camel affected with the disease termed

jtet : (Az, K, TA :) such scarcely ever, or never,

dies. (Az, TA.)

1. \j£s aJLc ,jlft, [aor. sj^it inf. n. ^>-*,]

Such a thing covered, veiled, or concealed, him, or

«< ; (Ham p. 574 :) [and so " Ailtl ; whence]

one says, Ilo—JI {j~*}\ 1 &\£\ The clouds covered,

or overspread, or wholly covered, tlte sky. (S, K.)

And Ij£s jJic j^jft SmcA a ?/;/«</ was covered

over. (S.) [Hence,] xJi ,-Ifi ^k, inf. n. &£. ;

as also t ^il [in the CK (erroneously) ^il] ;

t Sis heart was invaded by desire, or appetite, as

by a thing that covered it : or was covered [so as

to be rendered unsusceptible] : or was enveloped by

the like of rust [or clouded or rendered dull], (K,

TA. [For ijjjtt, meaning "the like of rust"

6 3

covering the heart, the CK has ^jJI.]) The

saying, in a trad., ,.-15 .J* OW^ **! (?> Msb,

TA) iyt ^««i>w >»jJt (J 4l)l jAlUwt (ji*- (TA)

is from the phrase IJk& .JU ,j^»i signifying as

expl. above, (S,) and means t Verily my heart is

invaded as though it were covered, by unmind-

fulness from which mankind will not be free so

that I beg forgiveness of God in the day seventy

times: (TA:) or it means, being used metony-

mically, verily I become diverted from iJlj^JI

[meaning the fear of God, or, as a conventional

term, the constant knowledge of God's cognition of

me in all my states or circumstances,] by the

affairs t/iat are for good relating to the present

world; for these, though matters of importance,

are, in comparison with the affairs relating to the

other world, as idle sport, in the estimation of the

people who follow the rule of eusl^oJI. (Msb.)

_ One says also, ll^JI OU-f-fc, (Msb, TA,)

inf. n. i>«&; as also c*ilc, inf. n. ^>-c; [like

C~«U;] (TA;) The sky became covered (Msb,

TA) with &£ (Msb) or^ (TA) [i.e. clouds,

J o it

or an expanse of clouds], ^c~ic, aor. ,j-cl,

[inf. n. ^^-fc,] I was, or became, thirsty. (S, K.)

And J^l wJli i. q. C^\i (S, K., TA) i. e. The

camels were, or became, thirsty. (TA.)__ And

Z& CJU, (S,) or ^-13, (K,) aor. '^, (S, K,)

inf. n. ^j-x, (TA,) Sis, or my, «om/ [or stomach]

lieaved, or became agitated by a tendency to vomit ;

syn. ci*. (S, ?.)

2. i—j»- ♦ Ux ^>-c and Lie*. Se wrote a

beautiful t. (TA.)

4 : see the first paragraph, in three places.

,jU : see «U-c.

ij*:* [mentioned above as an inf. n. is also a

subst., as such] i. q. _#*£-, (K, TAJ a dial. var.

of the latter word, (S, Msb, TA,) signifying

clouds; (TA;) [or an expanse of clouds;] as in

the phrase &*b j>y> ^ in a day of clouds : (S,*

TA:) or, meaning "clouds," it is from ^Lfc

1Jk£s aJLc signifying as expl. in the beginning of

this art. (Ham p. 574.) __ And^^ Dense,

or tangled, trees: (TA:) like^^fc. (TA in art.

^wsi.JaaAlso [like^^ft signifying] Thirst. (S,

K. [See also 1.]) is And [The letter i;] one

of the letters of the alphabet : (S, K :) pi. [of

mult.] t^^*e and [of pauc] oW*' an" OUji.

(TA.) See 2, and art. 6.

iJlc The ring at the head of the bow-string.

(K.) [Seeo^i.]

5^-c /. <jr. i»».l ; [like i-iuc, q.v.;] so in the

M ; (TA ;) [and it is said that] i^L-JI iLiJI is

like jlj-a&JI rfo,-.jJI : or, accord, to Abu-1-

Ameythel [or 'Omeythil], (S, TA,) Ll^ signifies

[A collection of] tangled, or confused, or de»se,

<rm, (S, K, TA,) in the mountains, and in the

plain, or *o/i!, land, (TA,) without water; (S,

K, TA ;) if with water, called JJ±1 : (S, TA :)

[and Golius states, as on the authority of Yakoot,

that t ^,U signifies the same as liti.]

iltfi The fluid that runs from a carcass, or

corpse, (S,) or from the dead: and [the humour,

or matter, termed] ±>j*o, q.v. (EI.)as=See

also the next paragraph.

j -a 1

,^£1 Green : (S, TA :) or green inclining to

blackness: (so in one of my copies of the S:)

and [its fem.] ilut- is applied to a tree (»>«-£) as

meaning green, (AO, S, EI, TA,) abounding with

leaves, having tangled, or dense, branches, (AO,

S, TA,) and soft, or ten<fer .• and sometimes it is

thus applied to herbs : (TA :) or [applied to a

tree] it signifies great, having wide shade : from

the phrase IJ^ aJ* ^U, expl. in the beginning

of this art. : (Ham p. 574 :) and (j**! signifies

[also] such as is tall, (K, TA,) of trees, or, by

way of comparison [thereto], of men : (TA :)

the pi. is &£: (S, TA :) which is expl. by Kr

as meaning the abundance, and collected state,

and beauty, of [the trees called] illjl and jju* ;

but what is well known is that it is pi. of »tL&

applied to a tree ; of which t &Li, with kesr,

has also been mentioned as a pi., though, as ISd

says, this is not*known in the [genuine] lan

guage, nor is it agreeable with the analogy of

Arabic. (TA.)

, in the original form, [for &-**, act.

part. n. of O^'J i8 use^ Dv Ru-beh in the

following verse :

[There was, or came, in the evening, a moisture

like the continual rain of winter that has rained

in the tracts of overspreading clouds], (S.)
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The twentieth Utter of the alphabet : called *Ii

[and b]. (TA.) It is one of the letters termed

i-'^^v-9 [°r non-vocal, i. e. pronounced with the

breath only, without the voice"!, and of those

termed ijyLi [or labial] : (TA :) it is a radical

letter, and not augmentative : (TA in wii^t w>W

«U*UI :) sometimes it is substituted for -L> ; thus

in the conjunction ^, as in the sayingj^j jJj eU.

ij^n ["Zeyd came, then Amr"] ; and in>»^ill,

"the well-known herb so called [?]," for which they

say jtyiJ) ; and in ^jl^JI, " the grave," or

"sepulchre," for which they say ojkaJI, but

using for the pi. «t>l Ju»-I, and not otj^-l, accord,

to IJ, (MF, TA,) [unless, app., by poetic

license, for] the latter pi. is used by Ru-beh. (E

and TA in art. uiju*..)^^ is a particle having

no government : (Mughnee,* K,* TA :) or it

governs a mansoob aor. ; as in the saying, U

Ui.»a»:3 U«3U> [Thou dost not come to us, that thou

mayest talk to us] ; (Mughnee, K, TA ;) accord,

to some of the Koofees; (Mughnee;) but the

truth is, that the aor. is here mansoob by ^1,

meant to be understood, (Mughnee, TA,) as is

said by MF, and the like is said by J, (TA,)

though the (jt in this case is necessarily sup

pressed : (IAk p. 295 :) and it is said (Mughnee,

& TA) by Mbr (Mughnee) to govern the gen.

case in the saying [of Imra-el-Keys],

[3Iany a one like thee, even such as was preg

nant, have I visited by night, and such as was

suckling] ; but the truth is, that what here

governs the gen. case is w»j, meant to be under

stood; (Mughnee, TA ;) like as it often is in the

case of 5, as is said in the Lubab. (TA.)^It

occurs used in three manners ; in one whereof it

is an adjunctive to an antecedent, and denotes

three things : _ one of these is order ; and this

is of two sorts ; relating to the meaning, as in

Ar**» J^j j>& [Zeyd came, and after him 'Amr] ;

and relating to a verbal statement, which is an

adjoining of an explicit clause to an implicit

antecedent, as in the saying [in the Kur ii. 34]

the Devil caused them both to slip, orfall, from

it (i. e. from Paradise), and ejected them from

that state of enjoyment in which they were] :

(Mughnee, K :*) the second thing that it

denotes when used as an adjunctive to an ante

cedent is proximate sequence, and this is in

everything [i. e. in every case] according to the

estimate thereof; (Mughnee, K ;*) [meaning,

according to the relative, or comparative, esti

mate of the time implied ; for, as is said in an

explanation of the words thus rendered, in a

marginal note in my copy of the Mughnee, " the

long period is sometimes esteemed short by com

parison;" or it may be defined as a particle de

noting sequence in a case in which is an uninter

rupted connection between two events;] one says

ai jJ>» 0"$* Trifi [Such a one took a wife, and,

in uninterrupted connection with his doing so, a

child was born to him,] when there did not inter

vene between the two events aught save the

period of gestation, (Mughnee, K,*) and so if it

were a period protracted [beyond the usual

length] ; and you say jtjdui SjJaJI cJUo [I

entered El-Basrah, and, in uninterrupted con

nection with my doing so, Baghddd,] when you

did not stay in El-Basrah nor between the two

towns : and this sequence is not necessarily im

plied by the <»» that denotes causality; as is

shown by the correctness of one's saying ,jl

<UkJt Jofcju y£ ^—i [If he become a Muslim,

he will consequently enter Paradise] ; the delay

between the two events [by death &c] being well

known: (Mughnee:)— [or, accord, to J,] the

adjunctive o occurs in three cases, in the first of

which it denotes order and proximate sequence

with association; you say, \j+ai Ijuj c~>-o [I

beat Zeyd, and next Amr] -. (S : [the second and

third of these cases will be mentioned in the

course of this art :]) _ and it is said to occur

sometimes in the sense of^J, (Mughnee, K,*

TA,*) denoting conjunction in an absolute manner,

with delay ; (TA ;) as in the saying [in the Kur

XX1U.14] <ULebo iiUJI UiUJ iiU rfikJI UiU.^

UoJ»UaaM \JySi Ulkft aJua»JI UiU^ [Then

we made the sperm a lump of clotted blood, then

we made the lump of clotted blood a bit offlesh,

then we made the bit of flesh bones, then we

clothed the bones with flesh] : (Mughnee, K,

TA :)_ and sometimes in the sense of 3,

(Mughnee, K,* TA,*) denoting conjunction in an

absolute manner, without order; (TA;) as in

the saying (of Imra-el-Keys, TA), J5i.il 'Jtf

* & * * *

J-»>»»-» [as though meaning Between Ed-Da-

khool and Howmal] ; (Mughnee, K., TA ;) the

right reading of which is asserted by As to be

with ^ ; but it is replied that the implied mean

ing is J-e>». g-ot^i J!$4.jJI fro(y> £& [amidst

the places of, or pertaining to, Ed-Dakhool, and

the places of, or pertaining to, Howmal; the

former places and the latter being contiguous;

and we may therefore understand these words as

relating to an antecedent command to pause] ;

this phrase being allowable like the saying

jlAjJb eV>U)l ^1 c~JU. [I sat amidst the

learned men and the devotees] : it has been said

that U is here suppressed before V>-J, and that

<-i is used in the place of ^1 ; but this usage of

wi is strange: (Mughnee:)— the third thing

that it denotes when used as an adjunctive to

an antecedent is relation to a cause : (Mughnee,

K.,* TA :*) this is the second of the three

cases mentioned by J, who says, (TA,) it is

when what precedes it is a cause of what follows

it ; and it denotes adjunction and proximate

sequence without association; as in the sayings

ls^* **r° [&e oeat him, and he consequently

wept,] and <uta-«U a^o [He beat him, and con

sequently pained him,] when the beating is the

cause of the weeping and of the pain: (S, TA :)

used in this manner, i. e. to denote relation to a

cause, it is generally such as adjoins a pro

position, as in [the saying in the Kur xxviii. 14]

^e*» (_$■*«* iS*y> "j^^ [And Moses struck kirn

with his fist, and consequently killed him] ; or a

qualificative, as in [the saying in the Kur Ivi.

52-54] L^ or*}*3 Si»j O-f J*** O^ 0)*£>y

v<c;»»H t>? ^* OHi^ OyM [Shall surely be

eating from trees of Zakkoom, and consequently

filing tlwrefrom tlie bellies, and drinking thereon

of hot water]. (Mughnee, K.) Another man

ner in which it is used [the second of the three

manners before mentioned (Mughnee)] is as a

connective of an apodosis, i. e., of the comple

ment of a conditional clause, (Mughnee,* K,*

TA,) when this is of a kind not fit to be itself

conditional, i. e., to be a protasis. (Mughnee.)

It is thus used when the complement is a
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nominal proposition ; as in [the saying in the

Kur vi. 17] j^i J£a Js.^^ li „, 0t 3

,ji«*» [And if He cause good to betide thee, He is

able to do everything] : (Mughnee, K, TA :) this

is the third of the three cases mentioned by J,

who says, (TA,) this is when it is used for the

purpose of inception, in the complement of a

conditional clause; as in the saying .Jiii o'

• 0 i - el- "*' 6

0»*'« C-ib [Jjf thou visit me, thou wilt be a

welldoer]; in which what follows J is a new

proposition, grammatically independent of what

precedes it, one part thereof governing another ;

for c~31 is an inchoative, and ^...m, .c is its enun-

ciative ; and the proposition has become a com

plement by means of the vJ : (S, TA :) _ or,

(K,) secondly, (Mughnee,) the complement may

be a verbal proposition, like the nominal, and it

is one of which the verb is aplastic ; as in [the

saying in the gur xviii. 37 and 38] Ul Jfi £t

O^ii O1 ^ yj^*> ljjjj ^U ill* Jit [If thou

seest me to be possessing less than thou in respect

of wealth and children, it may be that my Lord

may give me] ; and [the saying in the Kur ii.

273] J,a C*J OlSjJjT tjjli ,jl [If ye mahe

apparent the alms, very good, as a thing, is it,

i. e. the doing so] : (Mughnee, K :) or, (K,)

thirdly, (Mughnee,) the verb of the complement

may be one belonging to a new proposition,

grammatically independent of what precedes it,

as in [the saying in the ]£ur iii. 29] J£!& £,'

^jj^li m &£aJ [If ye love God, follow

ye me] : (Mughnee, K :) — or, (K,) fourthly,

(Mughnee,) the verb of the complement may be

a pret., as to the letter and as to the meaning ;

either properly, as in [the saying in the Kur

xu. 77] J»» ^ <d £l ^ jjy jj^j 0| [if he

steal, a brother of his hath stolen before] : or

tropically, as in [the saying in the Kur xxvii. 92]

whoever shall have done that which is evil, their

faces are inverted in thefire of Hell], this [latter]

verb being used as though signifying what has

already happened to denote the certain assurance

of the event's happening : (Mughnee, K :*)_

fifthly, when the yj is coupled with a particle re

lating to futurity ; as in [the saying in the Kur

v. 59] aDI ^b o>~» a^j 0*s£* «HH O*

0 jZ i s - " " " '

^©v-a-i^yw [Wlioever of you revolteth from his

religion, God will bring a people whom, He

loveth] ; and in [the saying in the Kur iii. Ill]

ej^iXJ lji» J+&. ij* IjAjuu U^ [And what ye do

ofgood, ye shall not be denied the reward of it] :

(Mughnee : omitted in the K. ; as is also what

here next follows:) — sixthly, when the o is

coupled with a particle to which is peculiarly

assigned the first place in a proposition, as in the

saying,

J ' -

oil*) ,;

UL*JJI

» • • t < .

&J1

Ibn-Makroom (in Ham p. 29), app. meaning

And if I perish, many a one having rage in his

bosom, whose fire kindled against me almost

fames with a vehement flaming ; Jm». iCJS be-

" - -*

ing for Jm» ^i >-^*] ; for «_>> is meant to be

understood, and to it peculiarly belongs the first

place in the proposition : (Mughnee :)_ the o

must also be used when the complement of a

conditional clause is imperative ; as in the saying

*^!>b J4j «&*Jfel 0\ [IfZeyd treat thee with

honour, treat thou him with honour] : or prohibi-

tive ; as in the saying *iy3 ^t* juj iU^u ^1 [If

Zeyd treat thee with honour, treat not thou him

with contempt] : or negative, either by means of

Qi [as in an ex. above] or by means ofU; as in the

saying iU,^ Ci Ijjj £J»'J*\ Jjl [If thou treat

Zeyd with Iwnour, he does not treat t/iee with con

tempt]: (TA:)__when the verb of that com

plement is an aor., affirmative, or negative by

means of ">), the .J may be introduced or

omitted : in the former case you may say ^1

JXaj&\» uUjiZi meaning JU^st lib [i.e. If thou

treat me with honour, I will treat tltee with

honour]; and you may say JU^sl ^^i-ojO ^1

[which is the more usual] if you do not make it

[i. e. «jLbj£»I] the enunciative of a suppressed in

choative [i. e. of Lit] : and in the case of the

negative by means of "j) you may say ig^tj£i &\

Jkt*\ ^j [If thou treat me with honour, I will

not treat thee with contempt ; and you may omit

the \j as is more usual]: (TA:)_and some

times the »j is suppressed in the case of necessity

in verse [on account of the metre] ; as in the

saying,

• Uyii,; aD I Oli—JI jiL ^>« •

[Whoso doth those deeds that are good, God will

recompense them, i. e., the deeds], (Mughnee,

K,) meaning aDIJ : (K. :) or, (Mughnee, £,)

accord, to Mbr, who disallows this even in verse,

(Mughnee,) the right reading is

3 J 10 - J ||S— -J,— ~ — « — w " r* * - 0- 0 *

[a verse similar in itself, and probably in its

sequel (which is not quoted), to one by Rabee'ah

[Whoso doth that which is good, tlie Compassionate

will recompense it] ; (Mughnee, K ;) and it is

absolutely disallowable : (£:) or it occurs in

chaste prose, (Mughnee, K,») accord, to Akh ;

(Mughnee ;) and hence the saying [in the Kur

,..,. ' '£**•?' •' *» -»5 ,6* to, , ,, o

u. 176] c*&*$} ±>J-Jj}9u, **?& L»*- ^ 0\

[If he leave wealth, the legacy shall be to tlie two

parents and the nearer of other relations] ; and

the trad, respecting that which one has picked

up, or taken, of property that has been dropped,

W* tr*^1 %} \r^> *l»> Oj* [And if the owner

thereof come, restore thou it to him ; and if not,

or otherwise, benefit thyself by it] : (Mughnee,

K 0 — when the verb of the complement of a

conditional clause is a pret. as to the letter but

future as to the meaning intended [yet not import

ing certainty, so that it is not like the saying in

the Kur xxvii. 92, cited above], the sj may not

be prefixed to it ; as in the saying \j££\ ^,1

,i^V^s' \Jf "w" treat me with honour, I will

treat thee with honour] : and likewise when it is

pret. as to the [proper] signification but [an aor.

as to the letter and] future as to the meaning in

tended; as in the saying JUI ^Jijj C^JUI J,t

[If thou become a Muslim, thou wilt not enter the

fire of Hell], (TA.)__ And as the u» thus con

nects the apodosis with its protasis, so it con

nects the like of the apodosis with the like of the

protasis ; as in the saying ^b>i <Us .JUSb ^cJJI

[Who comes, or shall come, to me, for him is, or

shall be, a dirhem] : by its being introduced in

this case, one understands what the speaker

means, that the obligation to give the dirhem is

a consequence of the coming : otherwise the say

ing would be ambiguous. (Mughnee.) Thus also

it occurs after a clause commencing with the con

ditional particle Lot, q. v. (Mughnee in art. Ul ;

&c.)__It also occurs in the cases here following,

prefixed to an aor., which is mansoob by means

of ^1, meant to be understood, (S, TA, and IXk.

p. 295,) but necessarily suppressed: (IAfc ibid.:)

— thus in the complement of a command ; (S,

TA, and IAfc p. 296;) as in jL^kLi ^j^\

[Come thou to me, that I may treat thee with

honour] : (I'Ak ibid. :) [and] you say -jjj

-e O-f^ [Visit thou me, that I may do good

to thee] ; (S, TA;) to which J adds, you do not

make the visiting to be the cause of the doing

good ; what you [would] say being, it is of my

way to do good always ; but [there seems be an

omission here in the copies of the S, for, as] IB

says, if you make o^*-' to be marfooa, [not

'•*' ' * *•
mansoob,] saying iUI ^>-».b, [the meaning is,

for I will do good to tliee, for] you do not make

the visiting to be the cause of the doing good :

(TA :) the demand, however, in this and similar

cases, must not be indicated by a verbal noun,

nor by an enunciative; for when it is so in

dicated, the aor. must be marfooa; as in **o

'O' J o I-

i*e>1 j>«*».l» [Be silent, then I will do thee good] ;

and in ^Ul jilli ^j^JI lC,L [The discourse

is sufficient for thee, so the people shall sleep] :

(I'Ak p. 296 :) _ also in the complement of a

prohibition ; (S, and I'Afc p. 296 ;) as in 1>J& y

^-iv» Uij [Beat not thou Zeyd, for he may

beat thee, or lest he beat thee] : (I'Ak ibid. :)_

and in the complement of a prayer; as in Zfj

J.U.I ^i yj>y°i\ [My Lord aid me, so that I

may not be left Mpless] : (IAk ibid. :) _ and in

the complement of an interrogation ; (S, and

I'Ak p. 296;) as in &>£» \!^j J,J6 ji [Wilt

thou treat Zeyd with honour, that he may treat

tliee with honour?]: (IAk ibid. :) and in the

complement of a petition with gentleness ; (S,

and I'Ak p. 296 ;) as in v..«yj ii JJLc Jjjj "^|

!»*• [Wilt thou not alight at our place of abode,

that thou mayest obtain good?]: (IAk ibid.:)

— and in the complement of a demanding with

urgency the performance of an action ; as in ^J

Uj^a U3U [Wherefore dost thou not come to

us, t/tat thou mayest talk to us?]: (I'Ak p. 296:)

_ and in the complement of an expression of
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wish; as in <u« JjueJU *$U J cJ!> [Would

that I had wealth, that I might give alms there

of]: (IAk ibid. :) — and in the complement of

an expression of hope, in like manner as in the

case next before mentioned, accord, to the Koofees

universally ; as in the saying in the Blur [xl. 38

and 39] jU»U Ol^^-JI vM wjL-"})! i^l Jfa

[May-be I shall reach the tracts, or the gates,

the tracts, or the gates, of the heavens, so that I

may look], accord, to one reading : (IAk p.

298 :)_ and in the complement of a negation,

(S, and IAk p. 295,) i. e., of a simple negation;

as in Uij«i ,:* L-30 U [2%o« flto no< cowe to us,

that thou mayest talk to us ; a saying mentioned

before, in the first of the remarks on this

particle], (IAk ibid.) It is also prefixed as a

corroborative to an oath ; as in «iypT_t* [which

may be rendered Norn by thy might, or nobility,

&c], and JXijji [Now by thy Lord]. (TA.)

The third manner in which it is [said to be]

used is when it is redundant, so that its being

included in a saying is like its being excluded :

but this usage is not affirmed by Sb : Akh allows

its being redundant in the enchoative, absolutely;

mentioning the phrase J».y i)^£.l [as though

meaning Thy brother, he has been found; but

IJl* is app. meant to be understood, so that the

phrase should be rendered, fully, this is thy

brother, and he has been found] : Fr and El-

Aalam and a number of others restrict its being

allowable to the cases in which the enunciative

is a command, as in the saying,

• j^i -jCU ij-^*. <U5l5j

and in the saying,

J * * ,. * t OJ tt*r * ot

i.i.. . i . £• •***••*

or a prohibition, as in the saying <^a3 yt» juj ;

but those who disallow its being so explain the

first of these three exs. by saying that the implied

meaning is O*)}-*- ••*-*> [80 tnat the saying

should be rendered, fully, Many a woman is

there saying, This is Khowldn (the tribe so named),

therefore marry thou their young woman ; and in

like manner the implied meaning of the third ex.

JO o * * * to* * I

is ajj^J •$& juj U* This is Zeyd, therefore do

not thou beat him ;] and the implied meaning of

the second ex. is jiai\J J£\, [so that the saying

should be rendered, fully, Look thou, and look to

what result thereof thou wilt eventually come,]

the former jJsJI being suppressed, and its implied

pronoun, c-il, expressed: the saying

> R. Q.- 1. &B, (T, M, Msb,) inf. n. Still, (T,

S, M, Msb, K,) He reiterated the Utter** (Wot,

T, S, M, Msb, K) in kis speech; (S, M, EL;) or

was as though the letter *i predominated upon his

tongue ; (T ;) or luid an impediment in the tongue,

the letter o predominating in the speech. (M.)

You say, »\i\i d^i [In him is afault ofreiterating

the letter «_> in his speech ; &c] (S, £.) [See also

fuu.]

u,
l»l» : see what follows.

m (T, S, M, Msb, K) and *Vu, (T, M, Msb,

K, [and thus accord, to my copy of the Mgh,])

both mentioned by Lh, (T,) A man in whom is

wtiat is termed S\i[», expl. above ; (T, S, M, EL ;)

or who reiterates the letter »_» much when he

speaks; (M;) or who cannot utter the word

unless with an effort, commencing with the like of

the letter o, and then pronouncing with effort the

letters of the word correctly: (Mgh:) or one

who reiterates his words much in speaking:

(TA:) fern. with*. (T, Msb.).

• *- * Oj> *

[meaning And when I perish, on the occasion

thereof manifest thou impatience, or grief, &c,

the second o being redundant,] is an instance

of poetic license. (Mughnee.)= [As a numeral,

wi denotes Eighty.]

U and »l» Names of the letter <*£, q. v. = U

as a prefixed n. in the accus. case, syn. with

j?, see voce »y, in art. »$»,

8. ^& OU»l He said of me what was false :

(AZ, S, O :) or JJ»Ut ,^ic oUil heforged against

me what wasfalse : (EL :) and J3I ^ U /Uc oUit

he forged against me what I did not say. (M.)

s=s And UjA* OU»l He was alone in his opinion

against us; none sharing it with him: (I8h, T,

TA :) or ajI^ oUit he was alone, or singular,

in his opinion : (ISk, S, O, $ :) and in like

manner in his affair, or case. (ISk, TA.) This

verb, thus used, (not known to Az with a radical

hemz in this sense except as mentioned by ISh

and ISk, TA,) is mentioned with hemz by AA

and AZ and ISk and others : it is therefore not

from OyUI, unless it be an instance of the appli

cation of hemz to that to which it does not

properly belong, as in the cases of ^j^ljl O^jLi.,

and j^JW OU, and oliM £»QJ. (S, O.) [See

also art. Oy.]= c~iil, in the pass form, He

(a man, O) died suddenly : (O, K. :) but this,

app., [it not a mistake for CJL3I,] should be

C^SI, without hemz, from OlyUI <Ziy*. (TA.)

* O.J

*<i*» applied to a man and to a woman, One

whofollows hit, or Iter, own opinion only. (From

a marg. note in a copy of the S. [Thus pro

nounced by AZ: by others, C-J^J, without

hemz : see art. Oji.])
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of a disease, (S,) and of fear, (A,) It smote, or

affected, his jlji: (S, A:) or, said of fear, it

rendered him cowardly. (K.)__And j£&, (T,

M, A, L, £,) inf. n. #; (M, L ;) and J^ ;

(£0 He had a disease in his >(£« : (T:) orAe

had a complaint thereof: (M, L, £ :) or he had

a pain therein : (£ :) or he was, or became, hit,

struck, smitten, affected, or hurt, therein. (A.)

s=5>iLj| ;«, (T, S, M, L,) or j£j|, (K,) aor.

as above, and so the inf. n., (M, L,) He put the

cake of bread, or lump of dough, (T, S,) or the

bread, (£,) into the hot ashes; (T, S,'^;) and

baked it therein: (T :) or he toasted! [or baked]

(M, L) t/ie cake of bread, or lump of dough, [or

the bread,] in the hot aslies. (M,* L.) And

'JJi\ % (S, M, L, K) jUI J>, (M, L,K,) aor.

and inf. n. as above, (LJ He'roasted the flesh-

meat [in thefire] ; as also t ^bl. (S, M, L, K.)

—And S^LIj i\i, (S, L,) aor. and inf. n. as

above, (L,)'He made for the cake of bread, or

lump of dough, a place in the hot ashes, or in the

fire, to put it therein [for the purpose of baking

it], (S, L.) bbb o!MJ >I* He acted well, or kindly,

to such a one, in his affair, in absence : so in the

"Nawadir"ofLh. (TA.)

5. jUj i. q. j$£ [i. e., when said of fuel, It

burned, burned up, burned brightly or fiercely,

blazed, orflamed] : (M,L,B[ :) [and] so when said

of the heart [i. e. It became excited with ardour,

or eagerness]. ,(M, L, $.*) And i. q. jjL$ [It

burned much, as a quasi-pass, v.] : (so in copies

of the £, in SM's copy and in my MS. copy and

in^ the C£ :) or, as in MF's copy of the K,

J>»J [it was, or became, in a state of motion,

or commotion] : (TA :) [See what is said of the

derivation of >\$i.]

8. t^fol They lighted a fire (M, A, L, K)for

the purpose of roasting. (A) = See aiso 1,

latter half.

»s.

}\i: [see 1, of which it is the inf. n.

the paragraph here following.

and] see

1. i>«, (T, S, M, A, L, ?,) aor. r, inf. n.

jli, (M, L,) He, or it, hit, struck, smote,

affected, or hurt, his (a man's, K) *\p [or heart,

&c] : (S, M, L, K:) he hit, or smote, him, (AZ,

T,) or shot, or shot at, and hit, or smote, him,

namely a gazelle, (A,) or an animal of the chase,

(AZ, T,) in his >\p. (AZ, T, A.)_ And, said

>'$» (?» M- A, Msb, K, &c.) and \\£, which

is strange, (K,) but said by Esh-Shihab to be a

dial van, and to be without reason disallowed by

AHat; (TA;) of the masc. gender only; (Lh,

M, L, K, &c. ;) The heart; syn. ^05 [q. v.];

(S, M, A, L, Msb, £, &c. ;) of man, and of

an animal other than man : (M, L :) so called

because of its jU3 (T, M, L, K) i. e. jj£S [or

ardour] ; (M, L, 5 ;) or because of its pulsation,

and commotion ; [for which reason also the heart

is said to be called *rMi\, from ,^jl&J| ;] for it

is said that the primary meaning of *>Li is

" motion," and the " putting in motion :" (MF,

TA :) or the heart is thus called only when its

3 US, i. e. its jSjS, is regarded : and most authors

make a distinction between j£i and 4-**; the

latter of which is said to have a more special

signification than the former: (TA :) and the

former is said to be [the pericardium,] the ."lie,
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(L, TA,) or the .Uj, (TA,) of the ^JS : (L,

TA :) or the middle thereof: (L :) or the in-

terior thereof: (TA:) the t^JLS being its <La-

[q.v.], (L,TA,) or its .TJJ^: (L:) or l\p

signifies the appendages of the n£j* [or oeso

phagus], consisting of the liver and lungs and

^JS [or heart] : (£:) pi. SjJiil, (S, M, A, Mgh,

Msb, K, &c.,) the only pi. thereof known to 8b.

(M, L.)_ Also The mind, or intellect : and this,

it is said, may be the meaning of the phrase [in

thel£urliii. 11], ^lj U jlji5i\l>ifi> U, (TA,) or

w).»ib U, another reading, i. e. [The mind] did not

disacknoTOledge, or deem improbable, what he saw.

(Jel.) [Hence,] jl^idl 3 ju>- t. 9. tvj=>i [meaning

Sharpness, or acuteness, of mind, in a man : and

sluirpness of spirit in a beast]. (S in art. >£>3.)

[And 3I5JUI Jujk*. i. q. ^J»h meaning Sharp, or

acute, in mind, applied to a man : and sharp in

tJ . . i..

spirit, applied to a beast :] one says 5ju jua- u*ji

al£*M [A mare sharp in spirit] ; and in like

• - -

manner Si\j [a she-camel] : (S and TS. in art.

cjj :) and jl|i)l isljj i»U, and jt^AJI cU,, a

quick, spirited, vigorous, she-camel; sharp in

ii * 0 - 0 '

spirit; syn. i-=>j &oy£. (K in that art.) [And

j j - 3 . .

«ilji jU» ZTts mind or intellect, fled : and Aw

courage. (See clai : andjU».)]

• * * ■*•'

jkjii : see ij>«-«, in two places. = Also, (T,

M, L,) applied to bread [or dough], (M, L,) and

go " jj^u, (M, L, K,) and ▼ aUi-o, and ▼ ij^l,

(]£,) Baked on the jire : (T :) or |>m< into hot

ashes, (L, K,) and baked therein : (L :) or toasted

[or ftaAerf] in hot ashes. (M, L.) And the first,

(T, S, M, &c.,) applied to flesh-meat, (S, M,

L,) Boasted, (T, S, M, L, K,) as also t ajji-i,

(M, L, EL,) on thefire : (T :) or roasted upon live

coals; as also ♦ ,>li« [evidently, I think, a mis-

transcription for * jUa-o]. (L.) And Ojis sig

nifies also .Fire or a fire [for baking &c.].

(T,L,K.)

J53JI A pwce which one makes, for a cake of

bread, or lump of dough, in hot aslies, or in a fire,

to put it t/ierein [fon the purpose of baking it] :

(S, M,» L, EL :•) pi. Ju5lil. (L.)_ See also Jufc .

^UU : see ju£.

l\L (T, S, M, L, $) and t Jjttj (S, L, K.) and

* >UU (T, M, L, K) The [iron instrument, with

which flesh-meat is roasted, called] >yui, (T, S,

M, L, K,) [or] with which one roasts and bakes.

(L, TA.) And [in the CEL "or"],the first,

(S, L, £,) and the second and third also, (accord,

to the &,) the piece of wood, or wooden imple

ment, with which the [Jire in the kind of oven

i. j ..

called] jyj is stirred : pi. juU«. (S, L, EI.)

,__„ . see the next preceding paragraph.

>55*-e Hit, struck, smitten, affected, or hurt,

in his }\$i [or heart, &c] : (S, A, L :) smitten,

or affected, by a disease therein : (S, L :) or by

pain therein. (L.) A man without a heart;

having no heart ; as also t jui> : (Ks, S, L :)

weak-hearted: (T, L :) a coward; (T, M, L,

K ;) and so ♦ juij : (T, K :) in this sense it has

no verb. (AAF, IJ, M, L.) = See also JuSJ,

in two places.

iUi-o : see juJLs, in two places.— Also A

place offuel: (T, L :) a place in which a fire is

lightedfor roasting. (A.)

i«

1. jiJ, aor. jUj, It (a place) became abundant

inj\i [i. e. rats, or mice], (Msb.) =jl», (J, O,)

aor. as above, (^,) inf. n. jl», (T^L,) JJe dug;

(K ;) or dug as does t/iej\i [i. e. rat, or mowse] :

(M, TA :) and, (K,) as some say, (M, TA,) he

buried, and hid. (M,* O, K, TA.)

jl» [A kind ofanimal,] well known, (M,]£,) [the

genus mus ; the rat ; the mouse ; and </«« Zifo] ;

with », (Lth, S, Msb,) and without « ; (Msb ;)

[a coll. gen. n. :] n. un. with 5 : (Lth, T :) [in the

S and O and Msb, jU is said to be pi. of Sj\i, but

in the last is added, like Sj+j andj*3, showing

that by pi. is meant coll. gen. n. :] the pi. of jb,

(Lth, T, M, K,) or of s/l», (O, Msb,) is J)£JL»

(Lth,T,M,0,K;,M8b)and5Ji»: (M,KI:) accord'

to IAar, (T,TA,) t j]i, like '£h (0,?,TA,)

is applied to the male : (T, O, K, TA :) but this

last word occurs in the phrase j£AJI jUJI, [in

which jUJI is evidently used in a sense mentioned

below, namely, " the muscles," as is indicated in

the T and O,] and, accord, to some, [ j^AJt is a

corroborative epithet, for they say that] this

phrase is like Jj'n) J^ and j»yi\ j>yt : (O :) Sjb

is applied [accord, to some] to the female; (M;)

or [more correctly] to the male and the female,

(M, KL,) like as <UU». is applied to the male and

the female of the [genus] jt\^L. (M, TA.)_

Also Musk : (M, K :) this is sometimes called

jli because it is from the [animal, or from a kind

of animal, called] jU, as some say. (M.) __

And jJL^oJI J,li signifies The bag, follicle, or

vesicle, (iLiti, S, M, O, K, or SiiU, T,) of musk :

(T, S, M, O, K :) and is also without .; (M,

Msb ;) or it should correctly be mentioned in

art. jyi, [as being called «jLj] because of the

spreading ((j'jy) °f ite odour : or it may be with

t. because it has the appearance, or form, of the

[animal called] Sjb. (O, K.) It was said to an

Arab of the desert SJUUI >»^l, (K, TA, in the

C^ jUJI j+f>\,) [meaning Dost thou pronounce

ij\» with hemzl], and he replied, [understanding

the animal so called to be meant,] Uj^J i^JI,

(K,) meaning, [The cat] bites it. (TA.)1_

[Hence, app., by a synecdoche, .'*.., 01l ij\i is

applied to The mush-animal, or Tibet-musk;

moschus moschiferus :] El-.Tahidh says, I asked

a perfumer, of [the sect of] the Moatezileh, re

specting [the animal called] JU«JI S,\i, and he

.... *

said, it is not a mouse, or rat, (Sjl»,) but is more

like a young gazelle : it is found in the region of

Tubbat [or Tibet]; and is hunted; and the man

who catches it binds tightly its navel, [or rather

its umbilical follicle,] which being pendent, the

blood collects in it ; then it is slaughtered ; and

when it is quiet, he cuts out the bound navel, and

buries it in barley (j*a£>) until the congealed

blood becomes converted into strong-scented musk.

(TA.) ___ And J^t Sj\i signifies The sweet odour

of the camels, [likened to that of the vesicle of

musk,] which diffuses itselffrom them when they

have pastured upon the herbs and tlieir blossoms,

(S, O,) or, as some say, upon the [plant called]

- - a

^1^ [q. v.], (O,) and tlien drunk, and returned

from the water, with their skins moist : (S, O :)

so says Yaakoob. (S.) Thus in a verse cited

voce jji. (S, O. [Therefore l\J>\ sjti should

there be rendered A pungent sweet odour like

that of a vesicle of mush. But see SjU, in art.

*t *

jyi.j) =jUJI signifies also f The muscles : (T,

O :) and ^y-^\j\» f the flesh on eitlier side oftlie

back-bone; as also tjioJI ^-jI/j. (T. [See also

jliJI, in art. jy.]) = And A species of trees;

with and without.: (M :) and 5jl» [as its n. un.]

a tree [of that species]. (K.) ■■ Also A certain

well-known measure, or quantity, of wheat : in

this sense an adventitious word. (O.)

t>i tt,

j$i : see jl», first sentence.

« ' I'

jLi A place abounding with jl» [rats, or mice].

(S,0.) You say ijLs t-^j'j (°» ?») and w»j>

(S, 0, K,) Land abounding with jtf:

(Kl :) or land containing jL&. (S, O,) [In my

copy of the Msb, I find ▼ jt^-o o^-»-] — Milk,

(M, K,) and food, (TA,) into which a rat, or

mouse, (3j\i,) hasfallen. (M, £, TA.)

•-*- tt.

»j\i n. un. (but said by some to be fem.) ofjl»

[q. v.]— Also, (S, M, O, K,) and t ij|j, (M,

]£, in the O written Sj^»,) both with and with

out . , (M, O,) A flatus (S, M, O, K) that

collects (S) in tlie pastern (S, M, O, K) of a

camel, (S,) or of a beast, (M, K,) or of a horse;

(O ;) which issues (S, M, O, J£) when it is felt,

(S,) or when it is stroked, and collects w/ien it is

left to itself. (M, 0, $.)

ft'tj

Jjji : see the next preceding paragraph.

i.» 9.. i. .

SjZJ and SjZJ : see SjJii,

t. .1

Sjt^s : see the paragraph here following.

£«5J (T, M, O, K) and t |j||i (M, K) and

t Ijii (Lth, T, O, £) and * Ijis, and also with-

out * , (If,) Fenugreek (S-JU.) cooked until its

foam boils up, wlien it is put into a press (^uu),

and clarified, then dates are thrown upon it, and

the woman in the state following childbirth sups

it : (Lth, T :) or fenugreek (i-X**) and dates

cookedfor tlie woman.in the state following child
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birth, (M, O, EL,) who drinks it, (M,) and for

the sick. (O.)

jU<o ; and its fern., with » : scowls.

1. J-U, (S, M, O, EL,) aor. - , inf. n. J-U, (M,

EL,) He struck (AHn, S, O, Msb, EL) him, or it,

(S, O,) or a tree, (AHn, M,) with a ^-U : (AHn,

S, M, O, EL :) he cut him, or it, (M,) or a tree,

(TA,) therewith : (M :) he clave, (M, O, EL,) or

split, (T, O,) a piece of wood, (M,) or one's head,

(O,) therewith. (M, EL.) — He hit (S, EL) a

man (S) in the ^*\i of the head. (S, EL.) s= He

ate wheat, or other food. (O, EL,* TA.)

u*\» A certain implement of iron, (M,) with

which one digs; [i. e., a kind of hoe; thus called

in the present day ; generally having a blade

more long than wide, and a short handle;

altogether resembling an adz :] (Kr, M :) and

with which one cuts; [i. e., an adz ; and an axe;

both also thus called in the present day; more

commonly the former ; usedfor cutting, cleaving,

and splitting, trees and wood, (see ^aU,) and for

hewing, forming, or fashioning, wood Sfc. : (Bee

also^jjJ :)] (M :) a thing well known : (A, EL :)

[applied also to a pickaxe: (see^yUs :)] the » in

this word may be suppressed : (Msb :) it is of the

fem. gender : (M, Msb, EL :) the pi. (of pauc, O)

is J4*' (M> °» M?b> S) and (of mult., O) ^ji,

• «j

(S, M, 0, Msb, EL,) and, accord, to some, ,^-j*.

- - '■> *-

(TA.) >»VU» y-U [A certain part of the bit;

namely,] the [tongue of] iron that stands up to

wards [so I render here the particle ^] the «iL»-

[here meaning the palate, against which it is

made to press when the rein is drawn hard for

the purpose of checking the horse] ; (IDrd in his

book on the Saddle and Bridle, [in one part of

which he likens to it the tongue of a buckle,] S,

M, A, O, EL ;) the iron that stands up in the

i»JCi ; (T ;) or, as some say, that which is in

the middle of tlie i^Sii, between tfie ^^U..i..« :

(ISh :) the &+££/ is the iron that lies across in

the mouth, [i. e., the bit-mouth, or mouth-piece

of the bit,] and the J^—• is an iron [i. e. a ring

of iron, one of a pair of rings which are inserted

each into the other, in the place of our curb-

chain,] beneath the JLL. [here meaning the part

between the two sides of the lowerjaw] : (IDrd :)

or, as some say, [and among them Kr,] the trans

verse iron in the bit; (M ;) but this assertion re-

quires consideration. (TA.) You say, iJjJb tf$i

[Such a one mumbles his tongue in speaking like

as the horse moves about in his mouth the ^Ji of

the bit]. (A.) ^tjjt J-U, (S, O, EL,) or J*b

Uill, (M,) The edge of the Ijjm +1 [or hinderpart

of the back of the head], that projects above the

back of the neck ; [i. e., the small protuberance

above the back of the neck :] (S, O, EL :) or the

hinder part of the ojj^,»». (M.) _ ^j»-jJI ^l»

Bk. I.

The [protuberant] part of the [nether, or lower,]

mill-stone, in the middle of which is [fixed] the

axis. (ELzw, description of Ursa Minor.) _

it.

And hence, ^UUI The Constellation of Ursa

Minor. (Idem, same place.) ^^ijl JLli The

extremity of the mouth, in which are the teeth.

(M.) _ lj*-lj Cli ji^l 1jl jilt means Make

thou this affair to be [uniform, or] of one way or

mode or manner. (ISk, TA in art. «-l/.)

JU

• •* . 6 Or it*

2. J~i3 is of the measure J*ju3 from JUUt :

i

(0, EL,* TA :*) [and is app. syn. with JU3, sig

nifying The auguring, &c.; or it may signify the

s

auguring, &c, muck : accord, to the TEL, aj <0b
"a ~,

means A/ JUi aJU*. he made him to augur, &c,

by it ; but this, as is very often the case in the

TK, is app. said only on the ground ofconjecture :

the only ex. that I have found, to show its true

meaning, is that which here follows:] Ru-beh

says,

[which seems evidently to mean, The auguring,

&c, or auguring, &c, much, and the divining,

will not have any effect upon us ; nor the enemies'

noisy reviling or reproaching] : but AA has re

lated it otherwise, substituting JLiUJI [lit. the

lying] for JJ&JI ; and has explained it as mean

ing the enchanting ; because it is a turning of a

thing from its proper way, or mode. (O, TA.)

M

5. *t JU3, (ISk, S, M, MA,) or t J.U3, (AZ,

T, Msb,) or both, (EL, TA, [accord, to the latter

of which, it seems that the latter v. is formed

from the former v., for the purpose of alleviating

the pronunciation, and has become the popular

form,]) He augured, or augurated, good, by it,

or from it ; or regarded it as a good omen ; i. e.,

something uttered in his hearing: (AZ, ISk, T,

S, M,* MA, Msb, EL:) or so, and likewise evil;

(AZ, T, Msb, K ; ) accord, to the usage of some

of the Arabs : (T :) [but in the latter case they

generally said, &Jj» ^JaJ (q. v.) : and in like

manner they used these verbs in relation to the

cries and flights of birds, and the motions of

gazelles, &c. ; as is stated in several of the lexi

cons, voce p-jQ, &c. See also 2 and 8 : and see

tt-

JU.]

&

6 : see the next preceding paragraph.

8. JliJl [in my copies of the S written JU3I]

is of the measure JUZil from Jlill : (S, EL,*

TA :*) [in the PS and TEL, it is said to be syn.

A..
with JU3 : it seems, however, that in the ex. here

following, its exact signification, and whether it

be used in an act. or a pass, sense, is doubtful ;

and that it is trans, without a prep. :] El-Kumey t

says, describing horses,

JiljaUl

t> > * C* '

Ojui U lit

t.

[app. meaning, Wlien they appear beneath the

standards, (perhaps standards set up as winning-

posts,) the regarding them as of good omen, or

their being regarded as of good omen, (by reason

oftheir excellent performance,) verifies the happiest

augury of the diviners : with respect to its being

made fem. in this ex., though not regularly fem.

in form, see <J>j-o, third sentence]. (S, TA.) _

[It has also another signification :] Fr says,

-- t« J sir6

l^ljJI c-SUil is with hemz which is originally [a

letter] other than hemz [app. meaning that the v.

is originally cXJ-il, which becomes changed by

rule to cJUst ; and that the signification is the

same as that of j_$tpl C>Mi ■» declared, or

esteemed, thejudgment, or opinion, weak ; or pro

nounced it to be bad, and wrong, or erroneous :

perhaps the substitution of hemz for the medial

radical letter is for the purpose of giving to the

phrase a double meaning: or the hemz may be

the original letter, and the phrase may be used

ironically]. (O, TA.)

JW, (T, S, M, O, Msb, EL,) and Jli without

» is allowable, (Msb,) A good omen ; (PS ;) contr.

of S^J» : (T, M, Msb, EL :) it is when a man is

sick, and he hears another say^C G [0 safe] ;

J * *

or seeking, and hears another say Ju*-tj L; [O

finder]: (ISk, T, S, O, EL:*) or it is when one

hears a good saying, and augurs good by it :

(Msb :) [therefore] it is said in a trad., (J13

S^JaM ojL:} Jlill y>j [He (the Prophet) used

to like the J\i, and dislike the 5^b] : (T, S, O :)

[or it signifies so, and likewise an evil omen: i.e.]

it is used in relation to a good saying and to an

evil saying, (AZ, T, Msb, EL,) by some of the

Arabs : (T :) it is said in a trad, [of the Prophet],

j a it* j oj »

-JLaJI JUJI ^««».«j [The good Jli pleases me] ;

which shows that there is a sort of Jtf that is

good and a sort that is not good : (TA :) and

[in like manner] jSUe is applied to that which is

good and that which is evil : (EL in art. jJo :)

the pi. is J£il [properly a pi. of pauc], (S, O,)

or J& ta Pl- of mult.], (M,) or both: (EL:)

El-Kumeyt says,

J_-JU Wft^JaJt JU-t ^j

[And I will not ask the birds respecting what they

say, nor shall omens, or good omens, contend with

me as though pulling me in different directions],

(S, O.) _— iieic Jli *^ means No harm shall

befall thee; (T, O, EL;) and no evil fortune; and

no mischief. (T.)

JJi\ JJ&, (O, EL,) or^Jjl t J& (T,) or

both, (TA,) A man having much flesh. (T, O, K,

TA.) [See also jli, in art. Je».]

JUilt A certain game of the boys (T, S, O, EL,

293
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TA) of the desert-Arabs, (TA,) with earth, or

dust : (T :) they hide a thing in earth, or dust,

and then divide it, and say, In which of them

(S, O, 5, TA) twain (S, O, TA) is it? (S, O,

5, TA.) [See also jQi\, in art. J<J.]

o a iio, o z j *

^■JJI JLs: see^oDJUl J£s, above.

JSlii [or Ji&o (M and TA in art. Jg*)] A

boy playing at the game called JUiJI. (S, O.*)

i^\i &c.

ij}\i and *-j$)ls and JjjJls : see art. JJLs.

►

1. >ls, [or srr^*)l>»bj as is shown by an ex. in

the S and TA,] aor.;, [inf. n. J.li, TK,J He (a

camel) fUkd his mouth with herbage ; (IAar, S,

50 as also^, (5, TA,) like 1J ; (TA; [in

the C5 >U ;]) and tJidiS. (AA, T, 5, TA.)

__ And >»l», (T,) or 6U>JI ,>• >ls, aor. as above,

(50 He satisfied his thirst with drinking of water.

(T, 5.) And ^\fii\ ^ J»U .He dranft with

his mouth, not with his hand nor with any other

thing, a gulp, or a draught, (t~ij,) 0/ '/<« wine,

or beverage ; (T, TA ;) said of a man : (TA :)

*iol

app. from .^U I signifying " he filled" a vessel:

and jiCe signifies the same. (T, TA.) = See

also 4.

2 : see 4. _j^ia signifies also The making

wide a leathern bucket. (T, TA.) — And [app.

as inf. n. of^^is, first signifying The being made

wide, and then, as a subst.,] largeness, bulki-

ness, or corpulence, and wideness. (TA.) —— See,

again, 4.

4. j»l»l He widened, (S, M, K,) and added to,

a [camel's saddle such as is called] <^-Z3, (S, K,)

and [such as is called] a J*-j, (S,) or a [woman's

* t •«

camel-vehicle such as is called] <*->^>, in its lower

part; (M;) and 1>ls, (S, M, EL,) inf. n. ^$3,

. 1 to 1

(S, K,) signifies the same : and the epithets *>»U-o

and *>U* are then applied thereto. (S, M, 50

__ [And He widened a leathern water-bag by

inserting a third skin between the two other skins :

see the pass. part. n. below, and see also w-xi.]

__ And He fUled a vessel (T, TA) or a leathern

bucket : (TA 0 and so j&\. (T, TA.) ^\

a£»jU>. His (a camel's) withers became full of

fat : (S :) [or] so a£>jU. *J^j, like IjJ [in

measure], accord, to the 5> but correctly ^i,

like ^jift : (TA :) [or the latter verb is app. *^3 :

for] the epithets applied thereto [whether to the

camel or to the withers is not clearly shown] are

*>dU* (S, TA) and *j>\lu, meaning fat, and wide

within : in the K, erroneously, ^iL© and >Uu*,

like^lU and ^>\>L». (TA.)

6 : see 1, first sentence.

jS*J J J * .

Up »ytJaS, [the latter word] like }j*>, (50 or

UJs U|s SUM l^iti, (so in the T accord, to the

TT,) i. e. [They cut it, or the sheep, or goat,] into

a number ofpieces. (T, 50

* '

jt\ii A thing that is spread to sit upon or to

lie upon, (S, M, K,) pertaining to the [women's

camel-vehicles called] ^LU [pi. of jLjSu], (M,)

or to [those called] »-*£*, (50 or to 00t^ of these:

(S :) or, as some say, a p-i$* that is widened in

its lower part by something added thereto : or a

burden equiponderant to another burden, like a

sack with a small mouth, with which the vehicle

of a woman is covered; one being placed on one

side, and another [app. close to tlieformer] on the

other side : (M :) pi. j>$» [with two dammehs].

(S, M, 50 — [And A piece that is added to a

leathern water-bag. (See >r-<«^ ; under which it

is loosely explained : and see 4 in this art.)] s=s

Also A company of men : (T, S, M, 5 0 a P^-

having no proper sing. : (S, 5 0 ^e vulgar say

j»\i, without » : (SO [or] they say >£» : (thus

in the T accord, to the TT :) [but ISd says,] J»U

and j>\t$ have this meaning ; otherwise I should

say that j»\i is a modified form, for alleviation,

from >U4. (M in art. _*-»•)

^lit [a pi. of which the sing, is not mentioned]

The four parts whence the water pours forth, be

tween the extremities of the cross-pieces of wood

(^l^ijl), of the leathern bucket. (Th, M.)

• *•■» **t» * ** *,

jtiu* : see 4, first sentence. __ <UUU Z}\y> [A

leathern water-bag] widened with a third skin (T,

M) between t/ie two [other] skins : [see v~oti :]

and in like manner <UUU jfi [app. meaning a

widened leathern bucket]. (M.) — And lUu*

v»U* [A skin for water or milk] filed. (TA.)

_ See also 4, last sentence.

>U« : see 4, first and last sentences.

juili and JuiU

jLJb and Ju3U : see art. jui.

t- *

^U and (^li

J*&> * oi, ',%* I Jit, t i I*

1. 4-ilj OjU, inf. n. jls ; and <£jti, inf. n. ^\i ;

I split, or clave, his head, i. e. a man's, with the

sword : (AZ, T, S, M :) or I struck, or smote,

the upper part of his skull so that it opened from

over his brain. (Lth, T.) __ And «-jjUI C*j(3 /

split, or clave, or cracked, the bowl. (M.) And

Uudb ajjU / *mo<e, or struck, him with tlie staff,

*i. * I,

or stick. (IAar, M.) jl» and ^\i both signify

The act of smiting, or striking : and the act of

splitting, or cleaving. (50

4. ^$1*1 He (a man, TA) lighted upon, or 6e-

came in, what is termed a 5 Is : or Ae inflicted a

wound of the head such as showed the whiteness of

the bone, or such as laid bare the bone. (5, TA.)

5 : see the next following paragraph.

7. 15UM It became split, or cloven, (S, M, 50

or cracked ; (M, 5 ») said of a bowl [&c] ; (S,

M 0 as also t j^UJ : (M, TA 0 *' opened, or

became opened: (M, 5 0 ** opened so as to form

a break, or breach : (T, M, 5 0 & became laid

open, uncovered, or exposed to view. (T, TA.)

•f.
jU -4.» interval, (S, M,) or a toro, or depressed,

place, ((jrhiA., so in one of my copies of the S,)

between two mountains : (S, M0 and, accord, to

Lh, (M,) a cleft (M, 5) «* « mountain, (M,) or

between two mountains. (50 •A-n<l -^ **3 [°r

depressed tract], (M, and so in copies of the 50

or »JJo}, (so in other copies of the 50 meaning

soft, or smooth, or plain, place, (TA,) between two

stony tracts of the kind whereofone ii termed »>».

(M, 50 And, (M, 50 as some say, (M,) A

clear, open, space among sands. (M, 50 And,

(M, 50 accord. to As, (M,) A low, or depressed,

tract ofgood land surrounded by mountains, (M,

50 an(l mcn as is of an elongatedform, and such

as is not of that form. (M.) And (as some say,

TA) A narrow place in a valley, leading to a

wide space, (K, TA,) of which the upper part has

no place of exit. (TA.) And (as some say, TA)

A smooth place. (5, TA.) _ Also The night;

(M, 5 0 80 savs Aboo-Leyla ; but of question

able correctness. (M.) __ And The place, or

time, ofsunset. (50

3£» A party, portion, division, or distinct body;

or a company, or congregated body ; syn. iijj,

(T,) or &£, (S,) or a^U* ; (M, 5 ;) of men:

(T, M 0 [see more in art. Iji, to which it belongs

accord, to some: accord, to others,] it is originally
' «'• «» c to

iyi [app. Zyi] (T) [or %Zi (see art. Us) ; or .JLj

or <LJ» (see what follows)] ; the 5 being a substi

tute for the [final radical letter, which is $ or] fj :

(S:) the pi. is Oy» (S, M, 5) and O&. (M,

50 El-Kumeyt says,

• j/ * - j*

*^ *- ^ - -■

meaning [7%ow wouldst see, in consequence thereof,

their skulls become] scattered fragments. (S.)

A,

jjfjb The Jiead, or <?Za?w, o/" the penis. (M, 50

iu5lj or 3-Sls (accord, to difierent copies of the

5) An elevated, expanded place. (50

LiljUJI t. (/. w^-JUaJI i^c, [both of which appel

lations are now applied to 77te common peony,

pteonia officinalis, and this is what is meant in

what here follows,] i. e. the L;ifVA, [app. for

ULy£», which is a Pers. word, meaning the plant

above-mentioned,] a plant less than a cubit [in

height], having a purple flower, not found except

in the day of the sun's taking its abode in Libra ;

(TA 0 [its root has, from ancient times, and in

various countries, been held in high repute for

medicinal properties ; and various fancied virtues

(some of which are supposed to be partly depen

dant upon particular aspects of the moon and

certain stars, and several of which are mentioned
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in the TA,) are ascribed to it :] it is hot, attenu-

ant, resolutive, diuretic, has the property of stop

ping hemorrhage, and is beneficial as a remedy

against the yjojjkJ [i. e. gout, or particularly

podagra,'] and epilepsy (cj-aJI), even by its being

suspended [on the patient], (K.) [See also j-jo-i,

in art. £*.]

1. c~», (S, M, O, Mfb,) aor.i, (M, Mfb,)

inf. n. c3, (Lth, T, M, Msb, %.,) He crumbled

a thing, or broke it into small pieces, with his

fingers : (Lth, T, TA :) or he broke (a thing, M)

with his fingers : (M, K :) or [simply] he broke

a thing : (S, O :) or (M) he bruised, or brayed,

(M, K,) a thing: (M:) and * <*h, (M, TA,)

inf. n. C~2u, (O,) signifies the same ; (M, TA ;)

or [rather] he broke [a thing, or crumbled it with

■his fingers,] much. (O.) You say of a man, <z-»

j.ijjt-ll, (A, Msb,) aor. and inf. n. as above ;

(Msb ;) and ♦ <uJ ; He crumbled the bread with

his fingers. (A.) __ [Hence,] one says, L*«o IJ

^ju£» c-aj f [lit. This is of what crumbles, or

crushes, my liver; like as we say, "of what

breaks my heart "]. (A, TA.) And «lJ±J=>

tjkftU j_j» \Z~ii *ic~/ t -fffi to" him, or «poAe <o

Aim, of a thing, and it [crushed, or] weakened, or

enervated, him. (M, K,* TA.) And ^ c~»

^5-^sj jukj ^jl-o-c (O, TA) f 2fe fcroAe my

strength, and disjwrsed, or separated, my assistants.

(TA.) And o$ jii ^ ci i. e. a£ J-*' ^

t .He sought to injure such a one by diminishing,

\or impairing, [in number or power,] the people of

his house. (T, O. [See also art. Juae.]) The

verb in this phrase is also used in the pass.

form. (O.)

2 : see the preceding paragraph, in two places.

5 : see the paragraph here following.

7. C~A.il It became crumbled, or broken into

small pieces, with thefingers : (TA :) or it became

broken with the fingers : (M, TA :) or [simply]

it became broken : (S, O :) or it became bruised,

or brayed : and ♦ C«5fl signifies the same ; (M,

TA;) or [rather] it became broken [or crumbled

with the fingers] much. (S, O.)

It. Q. 1. 433 [inf. n. of C-il»] The drinking,

of camels, less than satisfies thirst. (O, xj..) —

[And it is also trans. :] one says of a pastor,

<tJbl Q*i . i He drove back his camels from the

water when they had not satisfied their thirst.

(IAar, T, O.) = And 4JI olii, inf. n. 4u£i,

He spoke secretly to him : one says, »Juk U

ijuaJlj iijJjJI [ir/<a< i* <«»» whispering, and

secret speaking?]. (A, TA.)

J ,

C3 A fissure in a rock : (IAar, T, O, K :) as

also c-3 : (IAar, T :) pi. O^JLi. (IAar, T, 0.)

^ wi ^ w~»- >ik-o (_^jj j_j» U TAere « no£ ?/j

my liand,from thee, aught. (O.) = Jj.1 iUJ^I

and t c3 (Fr, T, O, 5*) and *C-J

(Fr, T, K) 7%ose are the people of a house dis

persed, or scattered. (Fr, T, O, K.*)

and see what next precedes.

23, (M, A, and so in some copies of the S,) or

t 43, (so in other copies of the S,) or both, (K,)

or the latter and * 43, (T, O,) The thing, (S, O,)

or piece of dung, (T, M, A, K,) [i. e.] of dry

dung, (CK,) of the camel, (T, M, A, K,) or of

the horse or any solid-hoofed animal, (T,) that is

broken, or crumbled, (S, M, A, O, K,) and put

beneath the Sjjj, (T, S, O,) or put beneath the

juj, on the occasion of striking fire, (M,) [i. e.]

in which one strikes fire. (K.) [Hence,] one

»fi' .. j * i * j

says, 43 ^U *>J 0^*> meaning [iSfocA o one i*

no< worth] a crumbled piece of dung oftlie camel.

(A.) Also, i. e. 43 and 1 43, (5,) or the latter

[only], (AA, T, 0,) A 4Ufe [i. e. Zmto;?, or com

part poriion,] of dates. (AA, T, O, K.)

43 and 43 : see the next preceding paragraph ;

the former in two places.

Ol3 Broken bits or particles, (T, S, M, A, O,

Msb, ]£,) and (A) swcA a« have fallen off, (T,

A,) of a thing, (S, 0, Msb,) [as] of coloured

wool, (T, A,) and- of wool in general, (T,) and

of musk, and [crumbs] of bread. (A.)

Oy3 : see the next paragraph, in two places.

C«<3 i. q. * Oy&e [i. e. Crumbled, or broken

into small pieces, with thefingers: or broken with

the fingers : or simply broken : or bruised, or

brayed] ; (T, S, M, O, Msb, K ;) as also * Oj£i.

(M, K.) — And particularly, (Lth, T, S, M, A,

Mgh, O, Msb,) and so * o>3, (S, M, A, Mgh,

O,) Crumbled bread, (Lth, T, S, &c.,) lilie &y*.

(A, Mgh.) ♦ 4i>3 has a more special signification

than Cyi, [being a n. un., meaning A mess of

crumbled bread,] (Mgh, Mfb,) and is said to be

eaten by a woman in order that she may become

fat. (Mgh.) __ And c~3 signifies also A thing

that falls, (Lth, T, M,) and becomes crumbled,

(Lth, T,) or breaks off. (M.)

4L3 : see the next preceding paragraph.

C-iLii m ."_ f Between tliem u secret speaking,

[or between them are secret speakings, for CoLiJ

is app. pi. of the inf. n. 4£3 used as a simple

subst., (see R. Q.'l,)] not heard nor understood

[by others]. (0,1£.)

Oy&« : see o>*3.

13

1. ^i U, (Fr,» T, Mfb, £,) aor.-; (Fr, T,

Mfb ;) and lii U, [aor. i;] (KI;) and jli U,

(Fr,* T, ?:,) aor. '- ; (Fr, T ;) He did not cease

[doing a thing ; being incomplete, or non-attri

butive, verbs] ; (T, Mfb, ]£ ;) as also * 131 U;

(AZ, T, K ;) this last of the dial, of Temeem ;

(AZ, T, M ;) the first of the dial, of KLeys and

others : (AZ, T :) you say, c^L'iA cJi U, (AZ,

T, S, O, Msb/) or Jill cJbi U, (M,) and U

OU3, (AZ, T, S, O, M,) aor. - , inf. n. Tci (AZ,

T, M) and 0 ; (M ;) and op U, aor. I ; (Fr,

O;) and *oU»l U; (AZ, T, S, M, O ;) I did

not cease [remembering him, or doing such a

thing] : (AZ, T, S, M, O, Mfb :*) these verbs

are used only in negative phrases, in this sense ;

but sometimes the particle of negation is sup

pressed, it being, however, meant to be under

stood; (T, S, M;) as in \J>Ly. J£»JJ 135 JS)%

(T, S, O, K,) in the £ur [xii. 85], (T, S,0,)

meaning Uii U, (S, O, IS.,) thus in all the copies

of the I£ [and in the S and O], but correctly *^

UA3, [i. e. By God, thou wilt not cease remember

ing Joseph,] accord, to all the grammarians and

the expositors of the I£ur-dn : (TA :) for the oath

that is not accompanied by the sign of affirmation

denotes negation. (Bd in xii. 85.) __ And ^-Si

Aie, (O, K,) inf. n. *c-», (0,) He forgot it, and

abstained, or desisted, from it; (<ue *«*i»!a *s-j,

O, and so in some copies of the K ; in other

copies of the ]£ eJJul or ijuUI ; [both of which

are evidently mistranscriptions ;]) namely, an

affair, or event : (O, TA :) or this is used only

in negative phrases. (K.) = Ui, as a complete

[i.e. an attributive] verb, signifies He stilled,

quieted, or made to cease, syn. ^jXw, or, as some

say, (TA,) he abated, or allayed, ay> **-£», and

extinguislied : thus says Ibn-Malik, as on the

authority of Fr; and it is correct: AHei has

erred in charging him with having committed a

mistake : (K, TA :) for he says that it is a mis-

* ' '

transcription for LLi, with the three-pointed >1> :

it is mentioned also by IKoot and IKtt : and

Fr states that one says, y?$\ ^e- aJLLi meaning

3 3bS '

I made him to cease (aJSLm) from the affair: and

jUI oU» meaning I extinguished thefire. (TA.)

4 : see the preceding paragraph, in two places.

e
1. 3, (S, A, MA, Mfb, K, &c.,) aor. r , (Kl,)

inf. n. m^S, (Msb,) He opened, (MA,) L q, -^j3.

** at

(Msb,) and [app. he unlocked,] contr. of JLUl,

(Mfb, K,) a door; (S, A, MA, Msb;) and so

* p-^> i»id * ~7?.il ; (K ;) or you say t ,z-Lzi

V',*/^' [I opened the doors], this verb being with

teshdeed to denote multiplicity [of the objects] ;

(S ;) and * -m.~si~:.*\ signifies the same as * mSJiil ;

(S,* K. ;) i. e. each of these signifies he opened a

door; (IK;) you say e^JJI *>;■>.' a, ,.T. , . I and

*Ai»J£»l [I opened the thing; and the former

signifies also / sought, or demanded, the opening

of the thing] ; (S, TA ;) and vQl * pJglj %+

[He came opening the door; or seeking, or de

manding, the opening of the door; the latter

being the more obvious meaning]. (A, TA.) __

• 293 •
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[Hence,] one says, <Uio ^a V>4«JI *JUj ^ tf}i

[Such a one, the eye will not be opened upon the

like of him]. (A.) And SUiJI CoJ, inf. n.

as above, I opened the conduit, in order that the

water might run, and irrigate the seed-produce.

(Msb.) _ And aJUg J>*v p^-* [He made an

opening between hit legs ; he parted his legs ; like

W** x-j}]. (§ in art. ^»j.) — And gU>l lii

<4JU.j [app. 7/e parted his toes ; if not a mistake

for ±Jii, as it seems probably to be from the fact

of its being expl. as meaning] he inclined the ends

of his toes towards the back, i. e. the upper part,

of his foot. (Mgh.) _ c ■». '■'*, said of a she-

camel, [and of a sheep or goat (see «-jJLJ),] She

had wide orifices to her teats ; as also ♦ c<n»£il ;

(S, K ;) and ♦ C> TVil. (TEL : but this I do not

find in the K.) __ [The following meanings are

m m m w m *

tropical.] — «J3, (A, Msb, TA,) inf. n. -»i» ;

(K ;) and * «JBH ; (K, TA ;) I [He laid open by

invasion, to (^jAft) such a person, or such a people,

(see an ex. voce OjJ»,) i. e.] he conquered, won,

or took by force, (Msb,) a country (A, Msb, K,

TA) of the unbelievers, (A, TA,) or of a people

with whom there was war. (K, TA.) _. [itn.;.*

<d t-ffe granted it, permitted it, allowed it, or

made it to be unrestricted, to him. See Ksh and

Bd in xxxv. 2.] —- JiZL^)] LU fHe explained,

or made clear, that which was dubious, or con

fused. (Bd in vii. 87.) And y {Se. i)JL» -Ji»l

,j^j ^y* \ [Open, or reveal, thy secret to me;

not to such a one], (A, TA.) _ [Hence,] «lii

<uU X He taught him, informed him, or acquainted

him. (TA.) [You say, ijij <suU lii t -H*

taught him such a thing, informed him of it, or

acquainted him with it.] _ And hence, (TA,)

X [.He prompted him ; i. e.] ne recited to him

(namely, an Imam, A, Msb, or a reciter, A, TA)

what he was unable to utter [by reason offorget-

fulness], in order that he might know it. (Msb,

TA.*) And «\jiS*\ ^j* ^e. «JL» X [He recited

something to him who desired him to do so, the

latter being unable to do it]. (TA.) __ And, said

of God, X He aided him against his enemy ; or

made him to be victorious, to conquer, or to over

come ; syn. »jmai. (A, Msb.) __ ^jyj ^J*. Lz±

X Such a one became fortunate ; possessed of good

fortune ; favoured by the world, or by worldly

circumstances. (A, TA.) __ U-^^Iic *&' 7-^

ij~£* X is said of persons who have been rained

upon [as meaning God bestowed upon them many,

or abundant,first rains]. (A.) _ ^\'— '■ p ri,

(A,) or y-UI &*, (Msb,) or ol*'"* II ^, (K,)

inf. n. 15, (T, Msb, $,) and iL& (S,« El) and

4».Ls are syn. therewith [app. as inf. ns.], (K,)

and ia-fii and »-U», (L,) in the dial, of Himyer,

(TA,) Hejudged (T, Msb, K,TA) between them,

(A,) or betrveen the men, (Msb,) or between the

two litigants. (K.) You say, UiL» *>i-»l ./>«/'/<■

<Aou between us : (S :) thus in the KLur vii. 87.

(TA.) And tffct^i v>~»-l U How good is his

f9 f /• t+ -

judging, orjudgment I (A.) _ [wJjaJt »»^i, a

conventional phrase in grammar and lexicology,

He pronounced the letter with the vowel-sound

termed ~Ji : and lie marked the letter with the

sign of that vowel-sound.]

2. ~Zi : see 1, first sentence, in two places. __

[Also, said of a medicine &c, It opened the

bowels ; acted as an aperient : and it removed

obstructions : see the act. part, n.]

3. *»Jl9 [He addressed him first]. One says,

^iSJU LJ}\jS y Jjijl ! [Kings shall not be

addressed first with speech]. (A.) _ And, (A,

K,» TA,) inf. n. <U»jUL« and *, t He com

menced a dispute, debate, discussion, or contro

versy, with him : (TA :) or X he summoned him

to the judge, and litigated with him. (A, K,*

TA.) _ And A»Jb signifies also X He bargained

with him and gave him nothing : in the case of

his giving him, one says «fiU. (IAar, TA ; and

O and K in art. iUs.) __ And Jl) f He com

pressed (K, TA) his wife. (TA.) _ [Also \He

rendered a thing easy : —— and f He was liberal.

(Freytag, from the Deewdn of the Hudhalees.)]

4 : see 1, in the second quarter of the para

graph.

5 : see 7, in three places. [Hence,] jyJt -»J&>

The blossom [or blossoms] opened. (MA.) And

j^JI ^>c i^^l *•■* 3 The calyxes burst open

[from over the blossoms, so as to disclose them].

* * it

(TA.) — [ji%SJ\ ^y •» ,: i, J is like our phrase

t He showed off, or made an ostentatious display,

in speech, or taMr.] And you say, »jwfr L»j -r "«"

v*' j' J*- »>• (L> in tne ? v*!* <*"** o-°>)
s * ** * ? '

t ^e boasted of, or boasted himself in, or made a

caiVj display of, what he had, or possessed, of

wealth, or ofgood education, or ^>o/i<e accomplish-

ments : (L, K :*) and LuU <v piti t ^fe boasted

of it, or boasted himself in it, against us. (L.)

x J.'O' *

6. Uyirf L*^ U^iU5 f They two talked to

gether with a suppressed voice, exclusively of

others [i. e. so as not to be heard by others]. (1£.)

7. a-2ul quasi-pass, of ~S, said of a door, (S,

A, Msb, TA,) It opened, or became opened or

ope» ; (Msb ;) as also t ^..7 * 3 : (TA :) or the

latter is quasi-pass, of r-^->, so that you say,

w>\f>y\ ♦ Ca.,:.ii [TVte rfoora opened, or became

opened or open]. (S.) __ And <U« -_JjuI /< (any

thing) became removed from over it, or from

before it, (i. e. another thing,) so as to disclose it,

or expose it to view. (TA.) [And t ^jj has a

similar meaning, but is properly said of a number

of things.]

8 : see 1, first sentence, in three places ; and

again, in the second quarter of the paragraph, in

two places. _ One says also, i"^ai\ >^3t J (A,

MA) He opened, or commenced, prayer : (MA :)

0 t I'm m ^^ »^ • t J\ *

S^LaH >.U3I meaning X The saying y£s\ albl the

first time [in prayer, i. e., before the first recita

tion of the Opening Chapter of the Kur-dn].

' ' JJm "m

(TA.) And !J£j <Ca>^l 1 1 commenced it with

* " m M tut * * ' • I m

such a thing. (Msb.) And •»■ T ,7 >1 U ^>-».l U

<u L«U t [Jiow ^ooi is that with which our year

has commenced !] ; said when the sign, or token,

[or prognostic,] of plenty, or abundance of herb

age, has appeared. (A, TA.)

10 : see 1, first sentence, in three places. _

~;a7,.ib ioJt w>b ^1 is a saying of Mohammad,

meaning I shall come to the gate of Paradise and

seek, or demand, or ask for, the opening thereof

(El-Jdmi' es-Sagheer, the first of the trads. men

tioned therein, and thus expl. in the margin of a

copy of that work.) __ Ol/*" na., v«; .1 \ He de

sired, or asked, him to explain the Kur-dn. (MA.)

__>CeSI tm U7i.il X [The Imam desired, or asked,

him to prompt him ; i. e., to recite to him what

he was unable to utter by reason offorgetfubiess :

see dlic «-3]. (A, TA.) _ And mmXL>\ sig

nifies also t He sought, desired, demanded, or

asked, aid against an enemy, or victory. (S, Msb,

K.) One says, j^ *_2Uwl f He sought, &c,

aid, or victory, by means of them. (L, from a

trad.) And JS)\ «^U-t J (A, TA) He desired,

or asked, God to grant aid, or victory, (TA,)

£j * * * m J o

<U£)1 _lc .j.joJLh.U [to <//e Muslims against, or

over, the unbelievers]. ( A.) Also f 2Ze sought,

desired, demanded, or asked, judgment. (L.)

mjS inf. n. of ~» [q. v.]. (Msb, &c.) _ [As

a subst.,] X Conquest of a country : (]£, TA :) pi.

0 J J § m J * m * Jim

9-5-ii (TA) [and pi. pi. oU.^_iJ]. .. T i It >^j

means particularly f ?%e rfay 0/ <Ac conquest of

Mehkeh : (L :) and also t ?%« o!oy 0/ resurrec

tion. (Mujahid, L.)_ fAid against an enemy ;

• • m *. 9* m*

or victory ; syn. j*ai ; as also * a»-Uj. (EI.) __

t Means of subsistence, with which God gives aid :

pi. as above. (TA.) _ X The first of the rain

called ^o^yi; (L, K ;) as also t«.jJLi [which

see again in what follows] : (K :) or the first of

any rain; as also " <Um3 : (L :) pi. qf the first

p->S, (A,) or ♦ 9-3^*, with fet-h to the o, (L,)

[see the mention of this voce »-»,] but MF

strongly reprobates this latter form, and observes

that J>*» as a pi. measure is absolutely unknown.

(TA.) One says, L£ ^J,'^ c-jut J [First

raitisfell upon the land]. (A.)_ X Water running

(S, K, TA) from a spring or other source : (S,

TA :) or water running upon the surface of the

earth : (AHn, TA :) or waterfor which a channel

is opened to a tract of land for its irrigation

thereby : (L :) or a river, or rivulet, or canal of

* o* m 3 *

running water. (T, TA.) a^ii »^i!L> ,JL» U

J 0 J f O' ' 3 * 0 t* .

j-i«JI, and 1*m3 ,-i- U, (L,) \ttJH being here in

the accus. case as an inf. n., i. e. lie xJ\ ~^i U

t 0 * sot ^*

U-ii jlyi'jjl, (Mgh, L,*) occurring in a trad.,

means In the case of thpt (relating to the several

sorts of seed-produce, and palm-trees,) which is
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£»-£*

irrigated by means of the channel opened to con

duct to it the water of the river [or rivers], the

tithe [of the produce shall be taken]. (L.) -_

'She place of insertion of the tang of the iron head

that enters into the shaft of an arrow : (K,* TA :)

pi. as above. (TA.) _ The fruit of the tree

called slJ, resembling the etj-ai. £«». [or fruit of

the pistachia terebinthus], (K, TA,) except that

it is red, sweet, and round ; eaten by men. (TA.)

_ [As a conventional term in grammar and

lexicology, A certain vowel-sound, well-hnown :

and trt a 7 i signifies The sign of that vowel-

sound.'] '

ea word of the measure J*i in the sense of

0 J 6 - • J J • <*

the measure JyuU. (S.) You say ~J^3 ^>\^ A

wide, open, door: (S, K:) or a large, wide, door.

I JJ 9' J -

(Msb.) And mJS »j£j& A wide-headed bottle or

flask : (S, K :) or a bottle, or flash, having

neither a stopper nor a case : (Ks, S, Msb, K :)

because, if so, it is open. (TA.)

* * '. i

: see ?~-*, last sentence.

An opening, or intervening sjjace ; syn.

JL.JJ : pi. 111. (Msb.) See also lii

Also t A boasting of, or boasting oneself in, or

mahing a vain display of, what one has, or

possesses, ofwealth, or ofgood education, or polite

accomplishment?. (L, K,* TA.) One says, Lo

IfJjybl ^jUI <U» Till »Jdk f H7t«/ is rtis boasting,

ice, which thou hast exhibited ? (L.) IDrd

thinks it to be not [genuine] Arabic. (L.)

Gain, profit, or increase obtained in

traffic ; syn. «jj ; [so accord, to the L ; accord.

to the copies of the K, erroneously, -^>j i. e.

" wind ;"] mentioned by Az, on the authority of

Ibn-Buzurj : a poet says,

j i

* v^.1* g*JI o-» L5^S oj^>i til ,

[Are all of them, (may God not bless them,) when

gain arising from selling is mentioned, in a state

of wonder?]. (L.)

9-yA A she-camel having wide orifices to her

teats ; (S, K ;) and so a ewe or a she-goat : pi.

m.2\ (TA.) —— See also -»3, in two places.

• ' " • **

i».U> : see -J3, fourth sentence.

4».U9 [see 1, near the end]. = i»-Ui)l, thus in

the L and other lexicons, without ^ after the -.,

but in the K. " <L*.\Zii\, there said to be with

damm and without teshdeed, (TA,) A certain

bird, different from that called «.UiJI, (K, TA,)

tinged with redness. (TA.)

imXi [see 1, near the end]. _ [As a subst.,]

X The office ofjudge : one says, <U.Ui)l ^Jj ^jj

X Such a one was appointed to the office of judge.

(A, TA.) —_ And [X Litigation, or altercation :]

one says, Ol»U» Uy~v X Between them two are

litigations, or altercations. (A, TA.)

i-»-Li)l : see 4».UiJI.

»-U» [An opener: and an unhcher. —— And

hence, f A conquerer. _ And], in the dial, of

Himyer, (TA,) J A judge ; one who decides be-

tween litigants : (S, Msb, K, TA :) it is like " p-31*,

but [this signifies simplyjudging, and the former]

has an intensive signification. (Msb.) »-U*JI, as

an epithet applied to God, in the Kur xxxiv. 25,

means t The Judge : or, accord, to IAth, t the

Opener of the gates of sustenance and of mercy to

his servants. (TA.) __ ~U» c~o means A wide,

or an ample, house or tent. (El-Faik, TA.) —

And «-Ui)t signifies A certain bird, (EL,) w/t/cA

w black, and which moves about its tail much, or

often; white in the base of the tail, beneath it;

and there is a sort thereof red; (TA ;) also called

£j$L*j>\ : (O in art. J*** :) pi. £■>?&, (K,) to

which is added in the K, "without t and J;"

but there is no reason why it should not have Jl

prefixed to it ; and perhaps it should be correctly

" without 1 and O," i. e. it is not pluralized with

I and O [as an affix to the sing.], as in the L &c.

(MF, TA.)

«Jl» [Opening : &c] : see -.13.

iaJli X The commencement, or first part, of a

thing: (S, A,»K:) pi. I-3l^i. (A.) LLjli

vLi-OI, (Msb,) or JlJJLjl LLj\J, (TA,) [and

simply ia»JU)t, f Ttie opening chapter, or exor

dium, of the Kur-dn,] is [said to be] so called

because the recitation in prayer is commenced

therewith. (Msb.) One says also,

Ij^ojU.^ 5j3«JI XHe recited the first part, or

portion, of the chapter of the Kur-dn and its last

part, or portion. (A.) And o!**" p~"y signi

fies X The first parts, or portions, of the chapters

of the Kur-dn. (K, TA.) [See also «jau.]

■JiU A pZace m «AicA things are reposited,

stowed, laid up, kept, preserved, or guarded; a

repository; syn. Zj\j±. and ^jjti^o: [and a hoard;

syn. iJ^i.:] and treasure; or buried property ;

syn. jlfe : (K, TA:) pi., in both senses, -JUU.

(TA.) The pi. as occurring in the Kur xxviii. 76

is said to signify treasures or buried property

(jy£s) and hoards (^jj\j». [as pi. of <UjJA>, not

of iitjA.]) : or hoards (o^!i^) ?f wealth, which

Az says is the most probable meaning : (L, TA :)

or it there means keys, as pi. of ♦ m.:»t> ; (Ksh,

Bd ;) and it is said that they were of skins, of

the measure of the finger, and were borne upon

sixty mules, (Ksh, L, TA,) or seventy ; but this

is not a valid explanation. (L, TA.)

•wMU see the next preceding paragraph, and

the next but one following; the latter in two

places. _- Also A conduit (Sid) of water. (TA.)

[*.+*■<>, applied to a medicine &c, Aperient;

having the property of opening the bowels : and

iJuJJ ^JU deobstruent ; having the property of

removing obstructions.]

£.UL. (S, Msb, K, &c.) and * liL (Msb, K)

A hey; an instrument with which a lock is opened;

(Msb ;) [a key] of a door, and of anything that is

closed, or locked; (S;) an instrumentfor opening,

(K, TA,) i. e. anything with which a thing is

opened : (TA :) pi. of the former ».. "A « o and

-—jLi_«, said by Akh to be similar to ^vUl and

^jUI ; (S ;) or ^-JUa is pi. «-U^«, and «JUU is

pi. of t -.;ko [as well as of *.•*.'<>]. (Msb.) _

J Id ^ J v o

j^yJoJI ty*-! ■" a. o, said by the Prophet, in relation

to prayer, means XThat which is as though it

were tlie key thereof is the thing [or water] with

which one purifies himself; being the means of

removing the legal impurity that prevente one's

addressing himself boldly to the act of prayer.

(Msb.) — And ^LSJI ^-3Ui C-e^l, or Ijlii

sJ&\, accord, to different relaters, occurring in a

trad., i. e. / have been given the keys of words,

means [I have been given] an easy faculty,

granted by God, for the acquirement of eloquence

and chasteness of speech, and the attaining to the

understanding of obscure meanings, and novel

and admirable kinds of knowledge, and the beau

ties of expressions and phrases, which are closed

against others, and difficult to be learnt by them.

(L.) _ And ■.LSJUll signifies also f A certain

brand upon the thigh and neck (K, TA) of a

camel, in the form of what is [properly] thus

called. (TA.)

<y-y*.o An opened, or unclosed, [and an unlocked,]

door. (Msb.)_ [And +A light, or bright, colour;

a meaning probably post-classical. _ For other

significations, see its verb.]

•.•jULo, (unparalleled [in form] among sing,

words, MF,) applied to a she-camel, Fat : pi.

oU~3U<> : (K :) mentioned by Seer. (TA.)

~au is an inf. n. [signifying The act of open

ing and commencing &c] : and a n. of place ari&

of time [signifying a place of opening and com

mencing &c. and a time thereof: and also the

opening portion of the Kur-an ; as shown voce

^jU., q. v.] : and is a commonly-known and

chaste word : though it has been said that ^~ii *

[which has the contr. significations] is not a

chaste word : (TA in the present art. :) this,

however, is not correct; for it is a chaste word,

and of frequent occurrence. (TA in art.^^i..)

6UJv ■»'*•« j>^i X A day [of clouds] bursting,

or opening vehemently, with rain. (A.)_ Oj/aJI

fJj..TA.0ll fTne letters of which the utterance re

quires the opening of [that part of the mouth

which is called] the «£JU». ; (TA;) all the letters

of the alphabet except ^jo, v&, ie, and H. (K,

TA.)

e
1. «_3, [aor. - ,] inf. n. *j£, He, or it, had
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one, or another, of the qualities denoted by the

following explanations of ZJ& : (L :) the primary

signification is softness, or suppleness : (As, §, L:)

in a man, it is width, or breadth, and softness, or

suppleness, of the hand and foot : (S :) or it sig

nifies laxness, and softness, or suj/pleness, (L, K,)

and width, or breadth, (L,) in thejoints : (L, EL :)

or softness, or suppleness, in the joints fyc: (L :) or

width, or breadth, and length, of the hand and

foot : (L, EL :) and in a lion, it is width, or

breadth, of the clans, and softness, or suppleness,

of tlie joints: (L :) in camels, i. q. Jj-i» [i.e.

weakness in the knees ; &c. ; as inf. n. of JijJs,

q. v., the having weakness in the knees ; &c] ;

(L ;) or in camels it is the like of J^i : (EL, TA :

[in the CK, erroneously, jji :]) and in the legs,

or hind legs, (^^JU-^Jl ^y,) it is length of the

bone, and paucity of the flesh. (L.) = iJ», (T,

S, A, Mgh, EL,) aor. '-, (TEL,) inf. n. £3; (S,

TA;) and t^=j, (EL,) inf. n. 1*33; (TA;) He

made [or spread} wide his xjLoI [here meaning

toes], and made them lax : (EL :) or he bent, and

made supple, his toes in his sitting [in prayer] :

(S :) or he bent his toes towards the sole of the

foot in prostration ; so accord, to Yahya Ibn-

Sa'eed : (TA :) or he (a person [sitting] in the

act of jyt.T.II [q. v.]) made his toes supple, and

pressed the joints thereof towards the sole of the

foot : (A :) or he bent his toes towards the upper

side of the foot, (T, Mgh, TA,) not towards the

sole thereof. (T, TA.) [See also £3.]

2 : see the preceding paragraph, latter half.

4. ?«-^JI He (a man, TA) was, or became,

fatigued, (EL,) or relaxed and fatigued, (TA,)

and out of breath. (EL, TA.)

ft «• -'-

5. C«A Stf is said of a woman [as meaning She

put on, or wore, a ring of the kind termed ^U.:>,

or rings such as are termed mSi]. (A : in which

it is added, ^jutel J ^ a. •.»;;_■ ^JLJ c~>l=»j

^iaJI [And tfteir women used to wear jJLi upon

their ten fingers or toes ; i. e. upon all their

fingers and the thumbs or upon all their toes].)

e: see isL^i. _ Also Any [little bell such

as is termed] JjjJj*., (EL,) thus in all the copies

of the K that we have, but in the L any JUJli.

[i. e. anklet], (TA,) that does not make a sound.

(EL, TA.) sss And The inner side of the part

between the upper arm and .the fore arm ; as

also*iLL3. (TA.)

im^i : see what next follows.

U3 (S, L, K, &c.) and * liiS, (EL,) the latter

disapproved by MF, but mentioned by more than

one of the leading authorities respecting strange

words, (TA,) A ^>Li- [here improperly used as

meaning simply ring] without a stone, or gem :

(A :) or a ring (<UJLfc) of silver without a stone,

or gem ; if having in it a stone, or gem, it is

called Jo^li : or a ^i\*- [meaning ring] (L, EL)

of large size, (EL,) upon [a finger of] the hand

and [upon a toe of] the foot, (L, EL,) with, and

without, a stone, or gem : (L :) or a ring (iik),

(L, EL,) of silver, (EL,) worn on the *~o\ [i. e.

finger], (L,) like a Jttk. : (L, EL :) pi. ▼ i3 [or

rather this is a coll. gen. n. of which <U»J3 is the

n. un.] (S, A, L, EL) and olid (S, L, EL) and

~.yi (L, K) and «-U» : (L :) t/ie women sometimes

put them upon their toes : (S :) or they are pro

perly upon the toes : (IB :) the women of the Time

ofIgnorance used to put t/iem upon theirjls. [i. e.

ten fingers or toes], (L.) = See also ~J&.

# jj

~.yi The joints of the claws of the lion. (K.)

And a pi. of 113 [q. v.]. (L, EL.)

f—^->\ Having the quality termed jJLi [expl. in

the first sentence of this art.] : as an epithet

applied to a man, wide, or broad, in tlie hand

andfoot, with softness, or suppleness : (S :) or it

signifies lax, or relaxed, and soft, or supple, and

wide, or broad, in the joints: or soft, or supple, in

the joints fyc. : (L :) and, applied to a lion, wide,

or broad, in the fore and hind feet, with softness,

or suppleness : (L, K :*) fern. iUJs : and pi. -j»J3.

(S, L.) [See an ex. in a verse cited voce *-_j;.]

__ The fern., applied to a she-camel, means

Having what is termed ,jjio [expl. above: see 1].

(L.) And o*iU.^t *U»3, so applied, Whose teats

rise towards her belly; denoting a quality dis

commended ; but the like in the woman and in

the cloven-hoofed animal is commended. (KL.)

__ Also (i. e. the fem.) Any female bird having

lax, or relaxed, wings : afterwards used as a name

for the eagle : (MF :) or it is an epithet applied

to an eagle ; you say <WU >_;Li-c, (S, L, K,)

meaning an eagle having soft, or supple, wings ;

(L, EL ;) because, when it descends, it contracts

its wings, and this is only from softness, or

suppleness. (S, L.) _ And, applied to a foot,

accord, to As, Soft, or supple : and accord, to

AA, having in it a crookedness, or curvature.

J ai J a J

(TA.) Frogs are t)»-j'})l f^i [app. meaning Soft,

or supple, in the hind legs]. (A, TA.) _ 9^31

uiJiaJI, applied to a gazelle, (A,) or to a man,

(K,) means Languid in respect of the eye. (A,

K.) s= And iU^» signifies also A thing, (EL,
*••

TA,) four-sided, (TA,) resembling a (>A* [aPP-

here meaning the /Aim/ thus called u/wn which

bricks are carried from place to place], of wood,

upon which the gatherer of [wild] honey sits : (K,

TA :) then he is drawn, or pulled, [up] from

above, until he readies the place of the honey

[which is generally in a cliff]. (TA.)

» 'i i * **

■i-tjlsl Certain things, or little things, (<Z>\yih,)

of the [fungi termed] eyu, which, when theyfirst

come forth, are thought to be truffles, until they

are extracted, wliereupon they are known : (K,

TA :) so says AHn, without mentioning a sing,

thereof. (TA.)

1. ^a, aor. '- and - , inf. n. j^» and j&, [the

latter is thus accord, to the M, and some copies

of the EL, and in the TA is said to be like w>t>c,

but in the CEL and one MS. copy of the EL I find

it written jU»,] It (a thing, M, TA) remitted, or

became allayed, or still, after vehemence ; and be

came gentle after violence. (M, EL, TA.) —.^i

t&s. o*, (Msb, TA,) aor. '- , inf. n. )£, (Msb,)

I He remitted, flagged, or became remiss, or lan

guid, in his work, or labour : (TA :) he remitted

therein after vigour, or vehemence ; became gentle

tlierein after violence. (Msb.) _ Hence, (Msb,)

^L)l_p, (S, O, Msb, TA,) aor. i , (S, O,) inf. n.

5p (Msb) and ^3, (S, O, Msb,) \ The heat re

mitted after vehemence ; became gentle after vio

lence : (Msb, TA :) tlie heat remitted, abated, or

flagged; became languid andfaint : and the verb

is used in like manner of other things ; (S ;) for

instance, of a price : (Fr, in TA, art. Jai :) and

of a man, signifying he was, or became, [languid,

languid and faint, or] lax in the joints ; (Ham

p. 799 ;) [as also " CiH, occurring in the EL in

art. jS^, &c.]. And jjJI jl» J The cold abated,

or remitted; or became allayed. (TA.) Ami

l\+t\jii [Tlie water abated in heat so as to become

tepid, or lukewarm, or between hot and cold; (see

_pU ;)] the water ceased to be hot. (M, EL.) —

«*<■"■» >3, (M, EL,) aor. i , (M,) inf. n. 3f», (M,

EL,) t His body became [languid; or] lax in tlie

joints, and weak. (M, K.) — And OjiaJI j&

\ The look of the eye, or eyes, became languishing,

or languid; expl. by »jiai j_Jul. (IELtt, TA.)

[See j3\i \Jjia, below; and see also 4.] = «^I*

He measured it by the j&: (M, O, EL :) like »j»S»

" he measured it by the^." (M, O.)

2. «^3, inf. n. j~jo, He made it (a thing, M,

O) to remit, or become allayed or still, after

vehemence; and to become gentle after violence.

(M, O,* EL.) _ t He made him (a worker) to

remit, flag, or become remiss, or languid. (TA.)

__ jaJ\ <vDI j^i, inf. n. as above, t God made the

heat to remit after vehemence; to become gentle

after violence : (Msb, TA :) made it to remit,

abate, orflag; to become languid andfaint. (S.)

[And >j^\ j& I He made the cold to remit, or

become allayed. _— (l«JI jl» ^He mnr/<; <Ae water to

abate in heat so as to become tepid. See 1.] —

*ju-tt. j£ -fit (beverage) heated his body, and

made it to become languid, or faa; in the joints,

and weak : or, as some say, e^S and ▼ o/3l both

signify the same, i. e., it made him, or it, [a man's

body,] to become languid, or lax in the joints, and

weak : (TA :) or the latter, it (disease, M, EL,

and intoxication, M) rendered him weak, orfaint:

(M, K :) and j3\ also signifies [without its objec

tive complement's being expressed] it (beverage)

rendered its drinker languid, or lax in the joints,

and weak ; (EL ;) or it may have this meaning.

(O.) sa ^U—ll^i, inf. n. as above, t The cloud

continued motionless, and prepared to discharge

rain : (Ibn-Abbad, O, EL :) or rained, and dis

charged all its water, and left off, and continued

motionless: (As, TA :) or became motionless: so
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jjiiJI The soft and rising parts of tlie frogs ofexpl. by Ilammad Er-R&wiyeh, in the following

verse of Ibn-Mukbil, describing rain, (T,) or a I /arses' hoofs. (Ibn-Abbad, 6.)

cloud: (TA:)

* J^V «J-» l£P J* C5^*"

* lj..>»-i ^>~1 *->j oj>« cjUj *

[ZLooA attentively, O myfriend; dost thou see the

light ofa cloud emitting lightningfrom El-Yemen,

from which the wind of Ne)d has drawn rain,

and which has then continued motionless?]. (T,

TA.)

4. jZi\ : see 2, where three significations are

mentioned. = Also, + His (a man's, T, O) eye

lids became weak, so that his eyes, or sight, be-

came languishing, or languid, or not sharp, ( j~£i\

*i)i [see^ili J>, below]). (T, O, EL.)

5 : see 1, latter half.

10. jlilot, said of a horse, i. q. >»*■*! X [>• e.

He abstained from covering, so that his seminal

fluid collected] : (A, TA :) in the copies of the

5, [and in the O,] erroneously, j*~i*\. (TA.)

jl» J. <UJ, (O,) [i. e.] a thing like the Sjiui

[q. v.] made of palm-leaves, upon which flour, or

meal, is sifted. (Ibn-Abbad, O, K.)

The space between the extremity of tlie

thumb and that of tlieforefinger (S, O, Mfb, EL)

when they are stretched out asunder (S, O, Msb,

TA) in tlie usual manner [for measuring] : (Msb :)

pLjtfl. (TA.)

9" 1*0- *** m t

jli : see 5^3. —jlaJI expl. in the K as signify-

fying " the muscles," and also as signifying " a

certain well-known measure, or quantity, of

wheat," is a mistake for jUJI, mentioned in both

of these senses in art. j\i in the TS [and in the

O]. (TA. [See art. /li.])

jJU fU, (T, M, O, EL,) and t^pu, (M, EL,)

Water between hot and cold; lukewarm; tepid;

(T, O ;) water ceasing to be hot. (M, K.) __

j3\i yjjjo \ An eye, or, eyes, in which is a weak

ness that is deemed beautiful; (B, TA ;) [i. e., lan

guishing,] in which is languish, or languidness;

(T ;) not having a sharp look ; (T, M, EL ;) or

not sharp. (S, O.) [See 4.] JjU ^Lo A weak

walking. (O.)

t t *

jyU : see the next preceding paragraph.

•*•* . •*•* __

y*i i. q. j&}, (O, EL,) in the dial, of the Benoo-

Asad : (Fr, O, TA :) mentioned in this art. by

Sgh[intheO]. (TA.)

j&e, (so accord, to the O,) or jXu, (so in the

L,) Beverage which renders languid the drinker ;

(O, L, TA ;) or which heats tlie body, and occa

sions in it a languor, or laxity of the joints, and

weakness : such beverage is prohibited. (L, TA.)

kjitSt

1. », -Ut

5* Languor, or remissness ; and weakness,

feebleness, orfaintness ; (S, O ;) a» affection like

a weakness, feebleness, orfaintness: (T:) and *J3

also signifies weakness, feebleness, or faintness.

(M, EL.) One says, 5jZi ^^^Ai ,^9 ju».l I expe

rience in myself an affection like a weakness, &c.

(T.) — An interval of time [between things : (S

and K in art. jlj ; &c. :) or] between any two pro

phets, (M, EL,) or between two of God's apostles,

(S, O, TA,) during which there is a cessation of

the apostolic function : (TA:) or a cessation of

the mission of apostles, and a state of effacement

of the signs of their religion : so in the ]£ur v. 22.

(Msb.) is See also what next follows.

&' . «*•-

j2 and ▼ Sj3 A certain fish, (0, EL,) speckled,

and having upon it a blackness, (O,) such that

when a man treads upon it, he is affected with

a languor (in some copies of the EL a tremour) in

hit legs, (O, K,) so that he becomes drowned, thus

described by Ibn-Abbad, (O,) or so that lie sweats:

(thus in copies of the K :) it is the ?>tcj [or

torpedo], found in the Nile of Egypt. (TA.)

* -»

jU3 [A languor which is the] beginning of in

toxication. (AHn, M, EL.)

,^1 JL^J, (S,0, Msb,) aor.;, (Msb,)

inf. n. JLJU ; (S, O, Msb ;) and * Lili, (S, O,

3 0*

Msb,) inf. n. Ji^Uii j (S, O ;) both signify the

same ; (S, O, Msb ;) He examined, looked into,

scrutinized, or investigated, the thing; but the

latter verb is that which is commonly used.

(Msb.) And <us. J£j, and ? jtli, He inquired

respecting it, and searched to the utmost after it.

(Msb.) JLJS and ♦c£*3ui signify The seeking with

inquiry or examination or scrutiny or investiga

tion. (Lth, IF, A, O, EL.) You say, "j£ t Juj

J^iii Seek thou with inquiry &c, and be not thou

lax, or remiss. (A, TA.)

2 : see above, in four places.

3. aJUM, inf. n. a£jUuo, [He inquired of him,

or examined him, diligently.] (Sh, TA in art. jj3.)

[ijSUJ One who examines things, looks into them,

scrutinizes them, or investigates them, much, or

diligently; wlw inquires much, or diligently, and

searches to the utmost ; who seeks much, or dili

gently, with inquiry, examination, scrutiny, or

investigation.]

1. liii, (S, O, Msb, EL,) aor. -' and ; , [the

former of which is the more common,] (Msb,

TA,) inf. n. JW, (S, O, Msb,) He slit it, rent it,

rent it asunder or open, or divided it lengthwise :

(S, O, EL :) disjoined it, or disunited it : (TA:) or

undid the sewing of it, unsewed it, or unstitched it :

(Msb :) contr. of «5j : (O, TA :) and t iiS, (S,

O, Msb, EL,) inf. n. J^, (S, O,) is like it in

signification, (S, O, Msb, EL,) but means he did

so much, or many times. (Msb.) It is said of

the heavens and the earth, in the ELur [xxi. 31],

Clbiaj tibj litis [expl. in art J3j], (O, TA.)

— And (hence, TA) JiiJI signifies J The effecting

of disunion and dissension among the community

(T, S, O, EL, TA) of the Muslims, (T, TA,) and

the befalling of war (S, O, EL, TA) among them,

(S, O,) after verbal agreement respecting war on

the frontier, or some other thing, (T, TA,) with

the occurring ofwounds and bloodsheddings. (TA.)

One says, ^^J_^ J"& Jjj Such a one effected

disunion, &c, between them, or among them.

(TEL.) — And sometimes it means J The dis

solving of a compact, or covenant. (TA.) __

Ot"»*)l <j£» He put leaven such as is termed JjUJ

[q. v.] into the dough. (Lth, O, EL.) £11

S&J\, (S, O, TA,) aor.-', (PS, [in the TA in

the next following instance -, an evident mis

transcription,]) inf. n. Jiii, He drew forth the

odour of tlie musk [or increased its fragrance]

ojht*i by the admixture of some other thing : (S,

O, TA:) and sr~6lai\ J£, and J>ijJI, he rendered

fragrant, and mixed, [or rendered fragrant by

mixing,] with abes-wood #c, the perfume, and

the oil. ^(TA.) = sj^JI c-lsJ, aor. '- , (TEL,)

inf. n. Jii, (S, Mgh, O, EL, TEL,) The woman

was, or became, such as is termed AJ& ; (S, Mgh,

O, EL ;) contr. of ci£. (TEL.) And Jj^i

>U)I, aor. : , inf. n. JU», J The year was, or be

came, abundant with lierbage. (S,* O,* EL, TA.)

It is related by Abu-1-Jowza that the people

were afilicted with drought, and complained to

Aisheh, who directed them to make an aperture

towards the sky in the tomb of the Prophet, and

they did so, and thereupon it rained so that the

herbage grew, and the camels became fat to such

a degree that they became swollen, or inflated, in

the flanks (c< i 7JLJ) ; whence it [the year] was

called jiui^U. (O, TA.)

2 : see the preceding paragraph, first sentence:

— and see also J3. __J>"iUJI J& J He rectified

the language; or trimmed it, and removed its

faults, or defects : or, as Zj says, he made its

meaning clear. (TA.)

4. JS3I, said of a man, (TA,) or of a party of

men, (O,) He was one, or tliey were persons,

whose beasts were become fat (O, EL, TA) so that

they became swollen, or inflated, in the flanks

(CJUA3) (0, TA) by reason of the abundance of

the herbage : (TA :) mentioned by AA. (O, TA.)

_ Said of the upper limb (Oj$) of the sun [app.

when a little above the eastern horizon], It

reached a rent (jZi) in tlie clouds, and appeared

therefrom. (ISk, S, 0, K.) And, said of the

moon, It appeared, after concealment, between

two black clouds. (IAar, TA.) _ Also, said of

a party of men, They had the clouds parted asun

der from [over] tliem. (S, O, EL.) — And L&3I

Of

We found, or lighted on, a J£», i. e. a place upon

which rain had notfallen when it hadfallen upon

what was around it. (S, O, EL.*) And We had

no rainfallen upon our parts of the country when

otherparts had rainfallen upon them. (TA.)_

And J£»l X He went forth to a J&, or an open,

and a spacious, place : (O, EL, TA :) a verb, in

this sense, similar tojm~e\ and ^1. (O, TA.)
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o= Also X He became harassed by t ^jyi, mean

ing suck evils as poverty and debt (O, K, TA)

and hunger (O, TA) atid disease. (K, TA.) =

And He cleaned his teeth with the $£i, or stem,

or lamer part, of the raceme of a palm-tree.

(IAar, O, £.») '

5: see 7 iliOl CJ&3 and t oX&l \The

cattle became swollen, or inflated, in theflanks, by

reason of fatness : in consequence of their be

coming so, they die ; or, sometimes, they become

free from the disease : (TA:) one says of a camel,

C- jliJ. (As, S, 0, K.) And ^ol^i. C*ill3

j£&\ t The flanks of the sheep, or goats, became

dilated by reason of much pasturing upon herbs,

or leguminous plants. (TA.) It is said in a

description of the Prophet, cuij^\tL ^j» ^j\£s

♦ JjUaJt, (O, TA,) meaning f [There was in his

flanks] a flaccidity, or laxness : or a swollen-, or

an inflated, state : (O :) or a dilatation, which is

approved in men, but disapproved in women.

(TA.) >0iU3W JZj [see J»] I .He was diffuse,

or profuse, in speech [as though bursting there

with]. (TA.)

7. JUiil quasi-pass, of <t£3 [i.e. it signifies It

became slit, rent, rent asunder or open, or divided

lengthwise: became disjoined, or disunited: or

became unsewed, or unstitched] : (S,* O, Msb,

K :*) and ♦ JUA3 is quasi-pass, of asu» [i. e. it sig

nifies it became slit, &c, much, or in many places,

or it is said of a number of things]. (S,* O, ]£.*)

__ dibl cJUAJl is said of a fat child [meaning

His armpits became chapped, or cracked]. (S in

art. ^-i.) — yr^li\ o*J£\ JUiit (0, El, TA)

i. e. [The clouds became parted asunder, or] be

came removed, or cleared away,from [before] the

sun : (TA :) and j>yii\ jj* [from over the party

of men]. (S, O, K.) liSG *£& cXLiit f [A

calamity, misfortune, or disaster, burst upon him].

(S and K in art. J^j, &c.) __ C-i.TA'l said of a

she-camel, /SA« was seized with a disease, (AZ, O,

K,) termed * J>3, (TA,) between her udder and

her navel, (AZ, O, K,) occasioned by fatness:

sometimes in this case she recovers, (AZ, O,)

and sometimes she dies. (AZ, O, EL.) — See

also 5, in two places.

JS inf. n. of iiS. (S, O, Msb.) [Used as

a simple subst., A rent, slit, or the like. _ And

hence, % A breach in society.] One says>>w£3 JBj,

meaning X [He closed up the breach that was be

tween tliem ; he reconciled them ; or] he reformed,

or amended, the circumstances subsisting between

them. (TA in art. J3j.) — [Hence also A rup

ture; a hernia;] a certain malady; a protru

sion in the thin, or delicate, and soft part of the

belly ; (S, O ;) a malady in the JjlLo [meaning

peritonamm], consisting in a solution of the integu

ment so that a rent takes place in it, and through

this passes a strange body, or substance, that was

confined within it before the rent ; and there is no

curefor it, exceptfor that which happens, rarely,

to children : (K :) a disease that befalls a man in

his intestines, consisting in a disruption of a place

between these and his scrotum, in consequence of

which aflatus collects between the two testicles and

they become enlarged; in which case one says,

(JmjiJI »jj Aitcl : or a severing of the fat [or

cellular substance] that encloses tlie testicles: in

the " Ghareebani," it is termed t JU», with fet-h

to the O : (Mgh :) and thus it is said to be by

Az, and thus it is expl. by him : (O :) or it is a

rending of the skin between the scrotum and the

lower part of the belly, in consequence of which

[some of] the intestines fall into the scrotum :

(TA:) accord, to Ibraheem El-Harbee, a rup

ture of the bladder. (O, TA.) __ [And A rent

in the clouds : see 4 :] and ♦ jj-ii [likewise] sig

nifies a gap of the clouds : pi. $yi. (TA.) _

And f An open, and a spacious, place. (O, EL.)

_ And A place upon which rain has not fallen

when it hasfallen upon what is around it ; (S, O,

K ;) and * 3Jui signifies thus, applied to a land :

pi. of the former Ji^i. (TA.) [Hence,] iJ^eU

JSjJ&Jt A year of little rain. (S, O. See an ex.,

from a rajiz, in the first paragraph of art. Jj.)

And \ The dawn ; (O, EL, TA ;) and so * Jui :

(S, O, EL, TA :) signifying also the rising [or

rather breaking] of the dawn ; as in the saying,

jo»-aJI J>3 (JI jJoJl [Look thou at the rising, or

breaking, of the dawn] : and ♦ &Zi}\ likewise sig

nifies the dawn; mentioned by El-Isbahanee, and

in the B. (TA.)_ See also 4, last sentence but
0 JJ

one, for a meaning of the pi. \jyi.

J£s [inf. n. of CJui said of a woman : _ and

of JU3 said of a year :] as a subst. : see ij-Z->, in

three places : _ and see also 7.

• > > .. * , 4 • ' «• * - '

i^s, applied to a woman, signifies " 3. i ;i.l«

j>*j£}\j X [Diffuse, or profuse, in speech, as though

bursting therewith] ; (S, O, K, TA ; [in the CK

* - b t

ijJJLi-o;]) or loquacious: (TK :) or, accord, to

ISk, so applied, that mars (♦ Jmu [lit. rends]) in

[performing] affairs. (TA.)

: see ^», last quarter.

l\.i ,7 4, applied to a woman, means Having the

«-j-» dehiscent; [or wide; not constringed ;]

•.jilt t aiaUt ; (S, O, ¥L ;) contr. of i\S3j [q. v.].

(8,0.)

JUS The parting asunder (JUiil) of the clouds

from [before] the sun, (O, K, TA,) and their be

coming removed, or cleared away, therefrom.

(TA.) __ And The upper limb (£>j*)> and the

disk (k>Ie), of the sun, (O, K, TA,) wlien it is

covered over and then somewhat of it appears.

(TA.) = Also The base, or lowest portion, of the

white [membranous fibres of the palm-tree which

are termed] uU, (O, JS., TA,) such as have not

yet appeared: (TA :) the face is likened thereto,

because of its clearness. (O, TA.) — And (ac

cord, to IAar, O, TA) The main stem, or the

lower part of the main stem when the fruit-stallts

have been cut off, of the raceme of a palm-tree.

(O, K, TA.) :s And J The leaven of dough :

(ISd, TA :) a large lump of leaven, that soon

causes the dough to became mature (O, K, TA)

when it is put therein. (O, TA.) __ And Mix

tures of medicaments compounded (O, ]£» TA)

with oil of jasmine or the like thereof, in order

that the odour may diffuse itself: (0, TA:) or

musk compounded with ambergris. (TA.)

iStXj [i. q. " Jy**> i. e. Slit, rent, &c.]. J-aJ

6"0 Si * *

t^JjiSJt J»«i» means [An arrow-head] having

two forking portions; (Lth, O, El;) as though

[each] one of them were slit [from the other] :

(Lth, O :) [or it may mean sharp in the two

edges : for] i>>j!>i)l J!~3 uL> signifies A sword

sharp [in the two edges] : and J^3 «Ju->, A sharp

sword: (TA :) [whence,] ^UJUI &£S j4-j -A.

sharp-tongued man : (S, O, K :) or chaste, or elo

quent, and sharp, of tongue : or chaste, or eloquent,

of tongue, perspicuous in speech. (TA.)_ -,'n'l

Js^iJI X The shining dawn. (As, S, O, KL.) _

See also JU», last sentence but one. ^ ^ii J^jL

X A camel swollen, or inflated, in the flanks, by

reason offatness; lii- JUJ: (As, S, O, EL:)

and ii-3 Si\i a fat she-camel. (TA.) = And

{jtSi is used in the sense of £& -. thus in the say

ing of Amr Ibn-EI-Ahtam,

[app. describing a she-camel : I can only conjec

ture the meaning to be, Having, in the part

before the shoulders, a crease like a gash, occa

sioned by fatness]. (O.)

J3t» [Slitting, rending, &c.]. __ [Hence,] one

says, oJljJI JJJUJI ^t, meaning f He is the

possessor of command or rule, so that he opens

and closes, and straitens and widens [or rather

widens and straitens]. (Har p. 208.)

J£j, of the measure jjui, (S, TA,) from J&l

[" the act of slitting" tec], (TA,) A carpenter.

(S, O, K.) — And A >tjk». [which signifies a

worker in iron : but it also has the meaning here

next following, which may therefore be intended

by him who first gave this explanation of J^-i],

(AZ, O, K.) __ And A vjy [i- e- door-keeper],

(O, K.) _ And A king. (AZ, 0, K.)

Jm&4 A place of slitting, or of the slit, of a shirt.

(0, ?.)

(jjj^iU : see i£*3.

^ow : see J^>.

see iMlH,

1. *t ilii, (S, MA, O, Msb, £,) aor.^ and -,

inf. n. ilii and l*Jj and lili (S, O, Msb, EI*)

and hjfli (MA, EL«) and LfeliJ, (MA,) He

assassinated him ; i. e. he came to him when he

(the latter) was inadvertent, and assaulted him

and slew him; (S, MA,*0;) thus it signifies

accord, to an explanation of ^Ui)l by A'Obeyd;
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and this is the primary signification : (Az, TA :)

if he have not given him [for Ulktl in my origi

nal (an obvious mistranscription) I read alktl]

assurance of safety, it behooves him to make that

known to him : (A'Obeyd, TA :) he assaulted

him ; or he slew him at unawares ; and * <±JU»I is

a dial. var. thereof: (Msb :) he seized an oppor

tunity that fie (another) offered him (EL, TA) by

his inadvertence, (TA,) and slew him : or he

wounded him openly : (EL, TA :) or it has a more

general meaning with respect to both of these

acts : (EL,* TA :) Fr says that J&JI signifies the

man's slaying openly. (TA.) It is said in a trad.,

&*y> liXZJu ^ »»UjUI oWi^l .M [i> e. The giving

assurance ofsafety has inhibited (or, emphatically,

inhibits) the slaying at unawares, &c. : one who

gives assurance ofsafety shall not slay at unawares,

&c. : the like has been said above : see also an

explanation of the former clause of the trad, in

art. jl«j]. (S, O.) And All, aor. J- and :,

inf. n. «iJL3 and «iU» and &A (O, EL) and I)^i,

(EL,) He purposed an affair and executed it : (O :)

or he embarked in, or performed, an affair that

occasioned uneasiness, and to which the mind in

vited ; as also * iLSI : (EL :) the latter verb is

said by Fr to be a dial. var. of the former. (O.)

— [Hence,] jj«|| ^ iH3, (EL, TA,) inf. n. i&,

(TA,) t He persisted, or persevered, in the affair;

syn. -J, or -Jl. (Accord, to different copies of

the K ; in the TA the former. [The same mean

ing is also assigned to AH.]) __ And ,—i jJLsi

&£i\, [in the CK st£j\ ^J,] inf. n. S£, (O,

K> TA,) \ He exceeded the usual bounds in that

which was evil, abominable, foul, or unlawful.

(K, TA.) _ *^cU-« ^ ila f He was skilful in

his art, or craft. (TA.) — And C«£3 said of a

girl, or young woman, means J She cared notfor

what she did nor for what was said to her. (O,

EL, TA.) [See also £53.]'

with what here follows]. (0, EI, TA.)_ c-SDU

u**»JI J^' t The camels [kept continually, or

constantly, to the plants called ^ t -< desiring

t/iem as food and finding them wholesome : (see

the part, n., below :) or] confined themselves to

the u^«»-, not pasturing upon anything there

with. (TA.) And ^^Jl J^l cXJU f The

camels consumed with their mouths [or devoured]

the pasture. (TA.) — U^jU iL3U He gave to

such a one that which he mentioned as the

price of what he had to sell : in the case of his

bargaining with him and not giving him any

thing, one says LmSU. (IAar, O, El.) .iULj

get" vj£ ^£JI is expl. in the A as meaning The

trader exceeded the due bounds, or acted unjustly,

in offering the thingfor sale and naming the price.

(TA.)

4: see 1, in two places, ass aXJJl U means

istic of the pi. ; and one says, r, \ JsSUI aIo c JU

and CH^SiiJI, meaning [I experienced from him,

or it,] difficulties, or distresses, and calamities, or

misfortunes. (S.)

iZbro persistent, or persevering, is he ! (TA.)

5. a^ ^XAj .He executed, or performed, his

affair; or Aeptf, or applied himself, constantly,

or perseveringly, to it; not consulting any one.

(ish, o, el.)

•SJUi : see 3, former half.

2. Jjkijt cJLli, (IDrd, O,) inf. n. ,'l.rli,

(IDrd, O, El,) J separated, plucked asunder, or

loosened, the cotton : (IDrd, O, K :*) so in one

of the dials. ; (IDrd, O ;) it is ofthe dial, ofAsd.

(TA.)

3. ii5ujl signifies S>Ol ; (O, K, TA ;) so

says Ibn-Abbdd, (O, TA,) and so Z ; (TA ;) i. e.

X The making a show of skill, one with another :

(TEL:) [but for f>kU^I, the CK has StL\L^}\ :]

one says, d-a-Lo ^UL» i. e. ojiu I [He made a

show of skill? app. in competition, with his com

panion], (TA.)— And I Thefalling to the thing

(s(_yiJI A»3t^o) roifA vehemence; such as eating,

(EL, TA,) and drinking, (TA,) and the like. (EL,

TA.) And ^>*j)l A3\i f -ffe threw himself, or

plunged, into the affair; syn. <u3tj : (El, TA:)

and the subst. is t Jia [having the meaning of

the inf. n. : but why this is not called the inf. n.

(for such it is accord, to analogy) I do not see].

(TA.) — And \SyJ AJiLi (inf. n. Icili, TA)

t. q. a*jIj X [app. as meaning X He kept con

tinually, or constantly, to such a one : agreeably

Bk. I.

.ilJlJ [act part. n. of 1 ; generally meaning

Assassinating; or an assassin:] one mho comes

upon another suddenly, or at unawares, or takes

him by surprise, with some evil, or hateful, act, or

[more commonly] with slaughter : and accord, to

IDrd, one who, when he purposes a thing, does

[it]: (Ham p. 43:) any one who attempts, or

ventures upon, great, orformidable, affairs: (Az,

TA:) bold, or daring; (S, O, EL;) courageous:

(K :) pi. Jlli. (S, O, EL.) _ [Hence,] Aj\J

«r«-i-*-)l t Penetrating, sharp, or vigorous, and

effective, in mind. (TA.)__And xLji Icii Hi.

X [A serpent that attacks the beast ofprey]. (TA.)

— And 2&\i ijjU. X A young woman who cares

notfor what she does norfor what is said to Iter.

(TA.)

[app. from the Pers. Ji^U signifying

" fine, soft, wool," and " soft, downy, kids' hair,"]

A compress of rags which is put upon a wound in

order that the moisture may become absorbed

[thereby] : a subst. like v>s45 and C~j3 : and

post-classical. (TA.)

_ e * » c , * j 4

i/'oifc.U K3li.< J_j| Camels that keep con

tinually, or constantly, to the [plants called]

u*o*, desiring them as food and finding t/iem

wholesome. (O, TA. [See also 3.])

• « ••-

j£& and jKi : see what follows.

OiJ& and £nj& (S, O, El) and &/& and

CHpi and tj^S (O, K) and **JSi (K.) A cala

mity, or misfortune ; (O, K ;) and [in the CE1

" or "] a wonderful, and great, or formidable,

affair, or event : (K :) or the ^ is the character-

1- *&> (?, M, O, Msb, EI,) aor. - , (M, M?b,

K,) inf. n. j5; (T, M, Msb;) and tiia, (M,

?> TA,) [but this has teshdeed given to it to

denote muchness of the action, or multiplicity of

the objects, (see its pass. part. n. below,)] inf. n.

J-a5 ; (TA ;) He twisted it, (T, M, El, TA,)

i. e. a thing, (T, M,) like as one twists (T) a

rope (T, S, O, Msb) &c, (S, O, Msb,) and like

as one twists a wick. (T.) [Hence] one says

J^ill ^«£a~o J^y x [A man firm, or compact, in

respect of make; as though firmly twisted]. (EL

and TA voce Jjj ».-«. [See the pass. part. n.

below.]) _ And ii^jj j3, (K,) or ^ Jii

a^|33, (O, TA,) X [lit. He twisted his pendent

lack of hair;] meaning he made him to turn, or

swerve, from his opinion, or judgment, or senti

ment, (O, EL, TA,) by deceiving, or deluding, him.

(TA.) And ii^ljj cJLli jS3 cU. X He came,

having been deceived, or beguiled, and turnedfrom

his opinion, Sec. (TA.) And ±y» Jjii J'j U

-r^b •«•>" L5^ 0^», t meaning, ,T£ £^ j^JJ

oJj^oAi [i. e. JETfl ceased not to be going about

seeking, or endeavouring, after the deceiving, or

beguiling, of such a one] : (S, O, EL :) originating

from a saying in a trad, of Ez-Zubeyr, cited and

expl. voce w>,Li [q. v.]. (O, TA. [See also

Freytag's Arab. Prov. ii. 200.]) £_c * i : I

f-jf-^-1*-! (T») or f-f*} 0-*> (S, O,) means He

turned him [from the object of his want, or from

his way, or course], like oii), (T, S, O,) from

which it is [said to be] formed by transposition.

(S, O.) And v<n-^c Ay»-5 JU [also] means ^Te

turned his face from them, (M, EL,) like 4-ZJU,

(M.) == S5UI oOy, [aor. '- ,] inf. n. Jii, + TAe

she-camel was smooth, or sfeeA, and flaccid, in the

skin of her armpit, it not having in it j)j* norj\L.

nor &)U. [which words see in their proper arts.].

(T, TA.) [See also jS below.]

2 : see the preceding paragraph, first sentence.

4. J3I said of [trees of the species termed]

^«JLr and ^^,, (EL,) or cJ&t said of a e^_> (M,

O) and of a £JL>, (M,) 2%«y, or t'<, putforth, or

produced, the 5JU» [q. v.] thereof. (M, O, EL.)

5 : see the paragraph here following.

7. JJ&it, and * ji«5, [but the latter, as quasi-

pass, of 2, denotes, or implies, muchness, or mul

tiplicity,] It [a rope, &c.,] became twisted. (M,

EL.) —— And the former, He turned away (T, S,

Mgh) from his prayer, (T,) or from prayer,

(Mgh,) or from his way, or course. (S.) And

U».lj J. ~, » 'i| [He turned away, returning]. (S,

O, E;, in art. c>^.)

294
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J^j : see its n. un. aJUi : n and see also Ji».

= Also The cry, or crying, of tlie JUS, 1. e. J-V

(IAar, T, O, TA. [Said in the TA to be an

inf. n. : but its verb, if it have one, is not men

tioned.])

jii an inf. n. of oX3 [q. v.] said of a she-

camel. (T, TA.) [It is also expl. as signifying]

J Wideness between the elbows and sides of a she-

camel : (S, O, TA :) or a state of firm, or con-

cealed, insertion, (-.UjJI,) in the elbow of a camel,

(M, EL, TA,) and its being apart from the side ;

(M, TA ;) as also t j£ : (M : [thus in the TT

as from the M ; being there written JJLi :]) this

[or rather the like of this] in the shank and foot

of the camel is a fault. (M, TA.)

' ' ' ' • • • j

ajLZ-i [as an inf. n. un., A twisting. — And

hence, app., t An intense firmness of compacture

of the flesh of the fore arm : expl. in the TT, as

from the M, by the words cbjJ1 y>a» »«vi ; for

Q * J S

which, I doubt not, we should read y~oc SjJi,

'* # to ' " "

cljJJI : see J>2U. — And A twist. — And par

ticularly A twisted slip, formed by slitting, of the

ear of a she-camel. (See 4 in art. j^j, in the last

quarter of the paragraph.) _ And, as used in

the present day, A needleful of thread. _ Also]

The seed-vessel of the j^~> and of the j+*, pecu

liarly, (M, K,) resembling the pods of the bean,

(M,) when they first comeforth. (M, EL.) And

The blossom of the «j^» : (M :) or thefruit of the

j+~> and of the loij* : (TA :) or the blossom of

the [kind of trees called] »toc, (O, TA,) when it

has become compactly organized: (TA :) or it sig

nifies also, (M, EL,) and so does * iiii, (EL,) or

peculiarly this latter, ■l\jJm~:J\j, as AHn says on

the authority of some one or more of the relaters,

(O,) the fruit (<uj^) of the k£i, (M, O, EL,)

because its filaments, orfringe-like appertenances,

are as though they were cotton, and it is white,

like the button of the shirt, or somewhat larger :

(AHn, M, 0 :) or it signifies one of what are

termed * J&, which means what are [as though

they were] twisted, of the Jjj [properly signifying

leaves of simple and common kinds] of trees, such

as the Jjj of the [tamarisks called] ,\iji» and JjI

and the like; (TA;) or, (M, EL, TA,) as AHn

0 0*-

flays, (M, TA,) this word JX signifies what are

not Jijj, but are substitutes for these : (M, EL,

TA :) and, (EL,) as some say, (M,) what do not

expand, of [the appertenances of] plants, but are

[as though they were] twisted; (M, EL;) so that

they are like «_jjub [thus in the TT as from the

M, perhaps a mistranscription for ._> .xfc, q. v.] ;

being like the ^jja [i. e. «*>•**] °f tne c^> and

Jjt and j^jl. (M.) _ See also J-S, last sen

tence.

is [A manner of twisting]. You say

A*-jW> meaning Zjji, [i. e. A manner of twisting

contrary to that which is usual]. (A in art. j-jj.)

iUs : see <UU>, near the middle : __ and see the

paragraph here following, last sentence.

J i .7-< Twisted ; [applied to a rope, <fcc. ;] as

also t JyU*. (M, EL.) _ And A slender cord,

of [thefibres called] u^, (M, EL,) or of [the bark

termed] j>j*U, or of Jjj* [meaning plaited palm-

leaves], or of thongs, (M,) which is bound upon

the ring (M, EL) called j^Uft which is at the end

(,jyli«), (M,) or which is at the place of meeting

(^yCX*), (EL,) of the \j\jt*-} [two pieces of wood

to which the share of the plough is attached].

(M, EL.) — [And A tent for a wound: a term

******

used by surgeons : see p-ja-H jr>i, m art. jt"i-]

__ And What one twists [or rolls] (S, M, O, EL)

between his fingers (M, Lr>) or between the two

fingers [meaning the thumb and fore finger], (S,

0,) of dirt [that has collected upon the skin when

it has not been recently washed] ; (S, O, EL ;) as

also 1 3X^i. (M, EL.) So says TAb in explaining

the saying in the ELur [iv. 52, and 79 also accord,

to some readers, and xvn. 73], *jLii Qjo^rij N,

[meaning X And they shall not be wronged by their

being deprived of the most paltry right ; or they

shall not be wronged a whit] : (O, TA:) or the

[primary, or proper,] meaning in this phrase is

what here follows. (TA ; and in like manner

Bd says in iv. 52.)— And The SIm [or integu

ment, meaning the pellicle], (M, EL, TA,) or the

Jala, [or thread, meaning the filament], (Bd in

iv. 52,) that is in the Jki [or cleft, resembling a

crease, which extends along one side] of the date-

stone : (M, EL, TA : but for JJi, the CK has

Jm :) ISk says, the j, t la? is the thin integument

upon the date-stone, and, he adds, (T, TA,*) the

J^i is what is in the JL of the date-stone. (T,

S, O, Msb, TA.) Hence, (M,) one says, ,-il U

* * *•* *

^)L3 Alt, (M, and so in the EL except that the

latter has ^JUc instead of <Ue,) meaning [/ do not

avail, or profit, him, (or accord, to the EL, thee,)

or I do not stand, or serve, him (or thee) in stead,]

as much as that SIm, (M,) or a whit ; (K ;) and

in like manner, * iili, (Th, M, EL, [in the CEL,

erroneously, iX£&,]) and »iJU*. (IAar, M, EL.)

iLa A wick (S, O, K) of a lamp : (T, Msb :)

pi. J-SLZJ and O^ qSJ. (Msb.) [Hence, jj^j*-

iJIUZiUI Amiantus, or flexible asbestus, of which

wicks are sometimes made._ And in the present

day, <UL3 also signifies A hempen match. _ And

A suppository.] — oWV' JJ'~-' 's tne name of

A certain plant, the leaves of which are like [those

***

of] the senna (U-JI), and its blossom is yellow.

(TA.) See also J**.

JUJI The [bird called] J& [q. ▼.]. (T,0, EL.)

Jjjl, (S, M, 0, EL,) applied to the elbow, (S,

M, O,) of a camel, (S, O,) or of a she-camel,

(M,) [and app. to a he-camel,] Saving what is

termed JJLs [expl. above] : (S, M, O, EL :) fem.

l*}£i, (T, M, EL,) applied to a she-camel, meaning

having, in her arm, a wide separation from the

side : (T,* TA :) or, so applied, heavy, and curved

in tke hind legs : (M, EL :) [the pi. is Ji* :] and

at jt» ft/

one says ^Jy^l ji» j>£ [app. meaning Persons

having the arms widely separated from the sides].

» i. J % * 3

J-*- JW [Twisted wicks] : the epithet in this

case is with teshdeed because applied to many

things. (S, O, EL.)

5 JO * * * _ ..« j~

Jyau : see J*3. _ [It also signifies t Com

pact, or firm, in make ; as though twisted ; like

Jjjuw_« and w)j-ajt« :] you say jktLJI JyA-t J>»-j

A man strong [or firm or compact] in the jkeL<

[orfore arm] ; as though it were twisted. (TA.)

, (T, S, M, &c.,) aor. - , (M,) inf. n.

k>is, (S, M, EL,) [and quasi-inf. n., in this and

other senses, <US,] He burned it (T,» S,* M, EL*)

in the fire. (M.) Hence, [in the ELur li. 13,]

OyJu ^Ul J*j+j>>> (T,* S, M, EL*) i. e. [The

day, or on the day, accord, to two different read

ings, (>ojj and ^y>, the latter of which is the

more common,)] when they shall be burned (T,

S, M, EL)ro&A<A«./Jre[ofHell]. (T.) And [in

the ELur lxxxv. 10,] {^tU^ti\ \ySJHi CH^ Oj

Ollo^oJIj Verily they who burned the believing

men and the believing women (T, S*) in the fire

kindled in the trench, or pit; throwing them

therein. (T.) This is said to be the primary sig

nification of the verb. (TA.)— And He melted

it with fire, (T,) or put it into the fire, (S, Msb,)

namely, gold, (T, S, Msb,) and silver, in order

to separate, or distinguish, (T, Msb,) the badfrom

the good, (T,) or the good from the bad, (Msb,)

or to see what was its [degree of] goodness. (S.)

__ And hence, accord, to Er-Raghib, ^> .» i It is

used as meaning The causing a man to enter into

fire [app. by way of trial, or probation], and [in

like manner] into a state ofpunishment, or afflic

tion : (TA :) [and it is also used as meaning tke

slaying another ; whence, in the ELur iv. 102,] Q\

\jj*£s ^JJI^^ab ,jl>ea». means [If ye fear

that those who have disbelieved] may slay you ;

and in like manner in the Chapter of Yoonus [i. e.

in x. 83], jg^*i O1 means ^JUjli £!. (T. [In

the TA, these two exs. are misplaced, or some

thing has been omitted before them by a copyist.])

__ [Hence ako,] one says, 4£», aor. - , (EL, TA,)

inf. n. 0~i, (TA,) He, or it, caused him to fall

into iiSUI ; (EL, TA;) i. e. trial; and affliction,

distress, or hardship ; [generally meaning an

affliction wliereby some good or evil quality is put

to the test;] (TA ;) as also ♦ <U£3I ; and * *£} ;

(EL, TA ;) but this, of which the inf. n. is i>«2u,

has an intensive signification ; (S ;) and "<uSI ;

(K, TA ;) which last is rare, or rather, accord,

to As, [though app. not in this sense, but in

another, to be mentioned in what follows,] is not

allowable : (TA:) the first of these verbs is trans,

and intrans. : (S, EL, TA :) you say also, v>!3,

(AZ, T, S, EL, TA,) aor. -, (AZ, T, EL,) inf. n.

Oy^, (AZ, T, S, TA,) He fell into ills [i. e.
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trial, or affliction, &c.]} (AZ, T, K;) as also

OZ*l • (£ :) or the former signifies he shifted

from a good, to an evil, state or condition : or,

accord, to En-Nadr, one says t J3, and ^(

both meaning the same; and this is correct; 'but

cjii as quasi-pass, ofZ& [i. e. as intrans.] is of

weak authority: (T:) and t^l,said of aman,

[as also ^|,] and ^ 8ignify ^ game) (g>

M,) accord, to AZ, (M,) i.e. he Wos mitten ^

a iilJ [or trial, &c.,] so that his wealth, or pro-

perti/, or his intellect, departed: and likewise he

teas tried, or ferfof; (S:) and accord to AZ>

one says, of a man, t^j, [if not % mig_

transcription for ^X-Jl, as above,] with damm,

meaning J^ . (TA :) [and 3 has o£ also as

an inf. n. :] it is said in the £ur [xx. 41], i)l%

U>» (S) i. e. And tee tried thee with a [severe]

trying^: or the noun in this instance is pi. of J3;

or of ala, formed by disregard of the 5, likej^.'

and jjX which are [said to be] pis. of SjLi. and

5jJ* ; so that the meaning is, we tried thee with

several sorts of trying .- (Bd :) or, as some say,

and we purified thee with a [thorough or an effec

tual] purifying [like that of gold, or silver, by

means offre] :^(TA :) [in many instances] i_',

aor. : , [inf. n. &£,] signifies Re tried, or tested,

him; whence, in the £ur ix. 127, ±££ means

They are tried, or tested, by being summoned to

war, against unbelievers or the like ; or, as some

say, by the infliction of punishment or of some

O*

evil thing. (M.)^XlJJl^Iii)intlleKur

[lvn. 13], means Ye caused yourselves tofall into

trial and punishment. (TA.) And o>2£ $JJ£

in the $ur xxix. 1, is expl. as meaning While they*

are not tried in their persons and.their possessions

so that lie who has true faith may be hnownfrom

others by his patient endurance of trial (T.)

And the saying, in a trad, ^| ^ £*&^

means [Verily ye shall be tried, or'tested, in the

graves by] the questioning of [the two angels]

Munhar and Nekeer. (TA.) [See also os^*,

which is said to be an inf. n, and syn. with &»'

meaning 5^4., or with &£ (mentioned above as

an mfi n. of the intrans. v. ^), meaning

Oy+ ; as well as a pass. part, n.] And Zii

(M, TA,) inf. n. *Js, (TA, [or perhaps oA as

in the next following sentence,]) also signifies

Me made htm (a man, M) to turn from, or quit,

(M, TA,) the predicament in which he was, (M )

or the right course: (TA:) whence, in the $Jr

[xrii. 75], <&$ ^Moi &,LuZ i^ij, ^

iUt (M, TA) i. e. [And verily they were near to]

their making thee to turn [from that which we

had revealed to thee] : thus this saying has been

explained. (TA.) [And He, or it, seduced him ;

or tempted him: thus it may often be well ren

dered, agreeably with what next precedes and

what next follows, and with explanations of its

a<* part. n. and of Lis.] And one says, ^JJ

w-UI jOl, aor. -, inf. n. oA [or perhaps J3,

as in the next preceding sentence,] meaning

Wealth, or property, inclined, or attracted, to it,

men, or mankind: and £,» J, ^A and t^j,

both in the pass, form, ZTe' declined [or was made

to decline] from [the right way in] his religion.

(Msb.) And ^a, aor. - , inf. n. ^ and oA

(M, K.,) He> or tr, induced in him admiration,

or pleasure; (M,» £,• TA ;) as also t Zm [re

specting which see what here follows] : (M, £:)

and one says, of a woman, ^J, (T, S,) meaning

[Mie enamoured him; or captivated his heart-

l*,!i She bereaved him <>f his heart, or reason,

(*V>, [thus^ in several copies of the S, in one of

my copies £&,] and [so affected him that] he

loved her; (S;) as alsot^^JJl; (T> g;) ^

former of the dial, of El-Hijaz, and the latter of

thedial. of Nejd ; (T, S ;•) but t^ (T> s>)

or 4*3t, (M,) was disallowed by A?, (T, S, M,)

and he paid no regard to a verse mentioned to

h.m as an ex. thereof, (T,) [or] he ignored a

verse cited to him as an ex. of the pass. part. n.

from an SJ^l 0f Ru.beh, not knowing it therein ;

(M ;) most of the lexicologists, however, allow

both : (T :) Sb says that '<& signifies he put [or

occasioned] in him alii ■ and t iyy,, ^ camed

Jl to come to him [or to affect him] ; (M •)

or he said that the latter means he made him 'to

be oJli : (TA voce i> :) and one says also, of

a man, Jj^ ±A and t ^£\ [both meaning Re

mas enamoured by the wo^nan]. (T.) And

one says also, of a man, 'J*, aor. -, inf. n. °0A,

meaning Re desired^ [i. e. the committing of

adultery orfornication] : (AZ, TA :) or jl 'A

lL3i • e * * i ' i * tm^

* , ' 1DU "• O*-*, he desired j^LiiS (T, M K

TA) with women or the women ; as also ^Jj\ ''-A

(M,?,TA.) ^l^-

2 : see the preceding paragraph, former half.

3. iJU* [The occasioning 3& (meaning con-

fiict, or discord, or the like,) with another]. (TA

in art^j* : see 3 in that art.)

4: see 1, former half, in two places: and also

m the latter half, in four places.
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j-]; (T; and the latter hemistich, without the

incipient j, is cited in the K ;) thus as related by

some : but as related by Aboo-Sa'eed [As], he

said J&, i.e. jjl£i: and as related by Aboo_

Amr Esh-Sheybanee, 0& [with kesr] ; and [he

seems to have held that'the'poet meant two^ided;

for] he says that t ^\ signifies £^.U|. (T.)

— And ^uiLM, (5, TA, [in the CK, erro

neously, oUAJI,]) dual of ^|, (TA,) signifies

The first and last parts of the day ; or the early

part of the morning and tfie late part of the even

ing : (K., TA :) because they are two states, or

conditions, and two sorts. (TA.)

tit

0& : see the next preceding paragraph.

5- 1*1 Oy*& wi*ii A means O^J^' [i. e.

The sons of Thakeef (the tribe so called) contend

in war, one with another, ever] {j2ji : see 5

in art. v^, where it is said to be syn. with'

8 : see 1, former half, in four places : and also

in the latter half, in two places.

• e,

O* A sort, or species ; and a state, or condition ;

syn. ^i, (T, M, E_,) and £i, (T, K.,) and #,

(M,?:,)andJU.. (T,K.) Hence the saving of

Amr Ibn-Ahmar El-Bahilee,

[Either against a soul orfor it; life being of two

sorts, or conditions, sweet and bitter ; '^ being for

±^-i A burning with fire. (T.) _ And The

melting of gold and of silver ($, TA) in order to

separate, or distinguish, the bad from the good.

(TA.) — And [hence, or] from &JJ signifying

' he melted," (T,) or from that verb as signifying

"he put into the fire," (Msb,) gold, and silver,

for that purpose," (T, Msb,) it signifies A trial,

or probation ; (IAar, T, S, M, K, TA ;) and

afflictum, distress, or hardship; (TA ;) and [par

ticularly] an affliction whereby one is tried, proved,

or tested: (IAar, T, S, $, TA :) this is the sum

of its meaning in the language of the Arabs : (T,

TA :•) or the trial whereby the condition ofa man

may be evinced : this, accord, to Zj, may be the

meaning in the $ur v. 45: (M :) or a mean

whereby the condition of a man is evinced, in

respect of good and of evil: (Kull:) [hence it

often means a temptation:] and * O^U signi

fies the same as Hh, (S, M, £,) meaning a

trial :(%:) the p\. of illi is ^. (Mfb-) It

proceeds from God and from man :' (Er-Raghib,

TA :) [there are many instances of its proceeding

from God in the ?ur; for ex., in xxxvii. 61,] Ut

0*J&U 2& UUW i. e. [Verily we have made

it to be] a trial [to the wrongdoers] is said in

relation to the tree Ez-Zakkoom ; the existence

of which they disbelieved ; for when they heard

that it comes forth in the bottom of Hell, they

said, Trees become burned in the fire ; then how

can they grow therein ? (M.) [And hence] it sig

nifies also Punishment, castigation, or chastise

ment. (T, M, £.) And Slaughter : (T :) and civil

war, or conflict occurring among people : (M :) and

slaughter, and war, andfaction, or sedition, among

the parties of the Muslims when they form them

selves into parties: (T:) and discord, dissension,

or difference ofopinions, among the people. (IAar,

T, ]£.) A misleading; or causing to err, or go

astray : (T, E, -.) [seduction ; or temptation : or

a cause thereof; such as] the ornature, finery,

show, or pomp, and the desires, or lusts, of the

present life or world, whereby one is tried: (T :)

and wealth, or children; (T,B[,TA;) because

one is tried thereby: (TA:) and women; than

whom, the Prophet said, there is no a ' ; * more

harmful to men : (T :) and a cause of one's being

pleased with a thing; (T, M, K ;) as in the say-

ing ^LkjT^^LL) iSJj, Uiili ^ [in the Blur

x. 85, i. e. Make not us to be a cause of pleasure

294*
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to the wrongdoing people] ; meaning, make not

them to prevail over us, so as to become pleased

with their unbelief and to think that they are

better than we. (T.) Also Madness, insanity,

or diabolical possession; (T, EL;) and so ' Oi^

and t fj) " « V (T.) And Error ; or deviation

from the right way. (M, EL.) And Infidelity ;

or unbelief: (T, M, EL :) thus in the saying, [in

the ELur ii. 187,] ^J-LiJI ^ JlAJ a-UUJIj [And

infidelity, or unbelief, is more excessive than

slaughter: and the like is said in ii. 214]. (T.)

And A sin, a crime ; or an act of disobedience

for which one deservespunishment. (M, EL.) And

J ' 9

Disgrace, shame, or ignominy. (M, EL.) A : .T. i

jjJoJI signifies ^1^.^)1 [app. as meaning TAe

devils prompting, or suggesting, of some evil idea] :

LoL-pJI 3 ■. ' i The being turned from the [right]

road : oU^ll JLim if The being questioned in the

grave [by the two angels Munkar and Nekeer] :

j£i\ iiii, The sword : and j-JI <UiJ, Women.

(TA.) [And UoaJI iiiiJI is a phrase used in the

present day as meaning Incurable evil or trouble.]

= [It is also the name now commonly given to

The mimosa farnesiana of Linn. ; (Delile's Florae

iEgypt. Illustr. no. 962 ;) called by Forskal (Flora

^Egypt. Arab. p. Ixxvii.) mimosa scorpioides.]

^)U» A covering, of leather, for the [camels

saddle called] jLj : (T, M, EL:) P1- O*- (M0

yjyj : see <U3, latter half. [It is an inf. n. of

1 in several senses.]

, , , > a

&£i, applied to silver (Jyj, i. e. *-a»), Burnt.

(S.) _ [Hence,] Black stones; as though burnt

with fire. (T.) And A [stony tract such as is

called] &., (S,) or like a i^L, (Sh, T,) as though

the stones thereof were burnt : (Sh, T, S :) or a

black Sjm. : (EL :) or a Sj». wholly covered by black

stones, as though they were burnt : (M :) pi. ,ji» :

(Sh, T, M, K :) and ,>5U£i signifies black jlju*.

[pi. of ij-»-] ; (TA ; [and the same is app. in

dicated in the T;]) as though its sing, were

♦ S_: :7 i ; and some say that this is a sing, [or

n. an.], and that &£i is the pi. [or coll. gen. n.] ;

but as some relate a verse of El-Kumeyt which

is cited as an ex. of iiJ3 with the o elided because

ending the verse, it is ,>£■*, an^ said to be pi. of

*jj, like as ^J* is of 5>e. (T.) as In the dial,

of El-Yemen it signifies Short; and small. (TA.)

*';•'* : Bee the next preceding paragraph.

£j\JJ is an intensive epithet. (TA.) — And

signifies A goldsmith or silversmith : (S, EL, TA :)

because of his melting the gold and the silver in

the fire. (TA.) — And iJLiiJI signifies [The

touch-stone ; i. e.] the stone with which gold and

silver are tried, or tested. (KT.) _ And the

former, A man who tries, or tempts, much. (TA.)

And J&\, The devil; (T, S, EL;) who tries, or

tempts, men, by his deceit, and his embellishing

acta of disobedience ; (T ;) as also ♦ ,>>U)I ; (M,

EL ;) [each] an epithet in which the quality of a

subst. predominates : (M :) pi. of the former

ijtS. (T, S.) And ^USUiM, The dirhem and

the deendr ; (EL, TA ;) as though they tried, or

tempted, men. (TA.) And likewise, (EL,) or

jJIiJl UUi, (M,) [The two angels] Munkar and

Nekeer [who are said to examine and question

the dead in the graves]. (M, EL.) — And A

thief, or robber, (T, EL,) who opposes himself to

the company of travellers in their road. (T.)

JpU [is the act. part. n. of the trans, v. ^i ;

and as such] signifies Causing to err, or go astray,

(T, S, M,) from the truth : (S :) hence the saying

in the ELur [xxxvii. 162], Cur^i fe** ^o-^1 ^»

(T, S,* M,*) which, accord, to Fr, means, Ye

have not power [over him] to cause him to err,

except him against whom it has been decreed

that he shall enter the fire [of Hell] ; ^>-_iJL»

being made trans, by means of ^s- because it

implies the meaning of Oii^t which is thus

made trans.: (M :) Fr says, the people of El-

Hijaz say ^l^W *<M jr>\ ^ » anQ" the people of

Nejd, t &.■„:'&*>, from cJ&l. (S.) — See also

£i\~}. —— It is also an epithet from the intrans. v.

,ji»'; and as such is applied to a heart as signify

ing Falling into 2J& [i. e. trial, or affliction, &c. ;

or in a state of trial, flee.]. (£>,• TA.)

ij££ A carpenter. (EL.)

£yjut : see QyijL [And see also the different

explanations of its verb.]

rJX* : see an ex. of its pi. voce kjj\i.

t*j>>&* [pass. part. n. of 1 ; signifying Burned:

&C.1. — It is applied as an epithet to a deenar

as meaning Put into the fire in order that one

may see what is its [degree of] goodness. (S.) __

It signifies also Smitten by a iiii [or trial, ice.,]

so that his wealth, or property, or his intellect, has

departed : and likewise tried, or tested : (S :) or

caused to fall into sJJLkH ; (EL, TA ;) i. e. trial ;

and affliction, distress, or hardship; (TA;) as

also t j " '• i (K, TA.) And [particularly]

Afflicted with madness, insanity, or diabolical

possession. (T, EL.*) [See also what here follows.]

as It is also syn. with £3 ; (T, S, M, EL ;) and,

thus used, it is an inf. n., like J>**« &c. (T, S,

M.) See LULi, former half: and again, in the

latter half. Hence, (T, M,) as some explain it,

(M,)^j^Tj$&, [in the ELur lxviii. 6,] (T, M,)

meaning In which of you is madness : (T :) but

some say that the w» is redundant ; (M ;) thus

says AO ; (T ;) the meaning being ±)y*^\ ^1

[Which ofyou is the afflicted with madness] ; (T,

M ;) but Zj disallowed this : (T :) J says, [in the

S,] that the ._> is redundant, as in Ij^yi aDI/ jj*=>

in the ELur [xiii. last verse, flee.], and [thus in

copies of the S, app. a mistake for "or"] O.****"

means &UI, and is an inf. n. [flee] : IB says, [in

remarking upon this passage of the S,] if the ._*

be redundant, o^1**" *8 tne man» an(* *8 not an

inf. n. ; but if you make the «,» to be not redun

dant, then fjyjLti\ is an inf. n. in tie sense of

Oy&L (TA.) [See also art. w*5 P- 14^> second

col. ; and p. 143, third col.]

iijdL* is [a term] applied to A number of blaek

camels collected together (»lj>* 2>f)), as though

they were like the [stony tract called] »>»., in

blackness j as though they were burnt. (T.)

ySor^jS

1. 'fi, aor. yiS ; (Lth, T ;) or J3, aor. J±> ;

(S, TA ;) inf. n. !&', (Lth, A'Obeyd, T, S* TA,)

or ,J3 ; (TA [and so in one of my copies of the

S ; but the former, which see below, is that which

is commonly known] ;) JETe was, or became, such

as is termed ~JS [i. e. youthful, or in the prime of

(Lth, A'Obeyd, T, S,» TA.) = .

» J J* *■ *

(3£, TA,) aor.^yat, (TA,) I overcame them, or

surpassed them, in iyi, i. e. generosity. (EL, TA.)

[Accord, to the TEL, one says, j*?y*» T Lsi*"1*'

meaning They contended with me for superiority

in generosity, and I overcame them, or surpassed

them, therein ; and the inf. n. of the former verb

is SUUua.]

2. CY,...S (ISk, T, S, M, EL,) inf. n. a,:ii,

(ISk, T,S, EL,) said of a girl (ISk, T, S, M', EL)

that has nearly attained to puberty, (ISk, T,)

She was prohibited from playing with the boys,

(ISk, T, S, M, EL,) andfrom running with them,

($!,) and was concealed, or kept within, or behind,

the curtain, (ISk, T, S, M,) in the house, or tent ;

(M ;) and so * citf : (ISk, T, EL :) [or] * the

latter signifies [or signifies also] she assumed, or

affected, a likeness to the young women, being the

youngest of them. (S, M. [In text of the latter,

as given in the TT, O^sI^V c.t....t..'» is put for

OU&W Cy..»J, which the context shows to be

the right reading.])

3: see 1, last sentence. _ SL3UJ I signifies

[also] The summoning another to the judge, and

litigating; and so T^UJt. (TA.)

4. .jSI He (a learned man) notified the decision

of the law [in, or respecting, a particular case].

(Msb.) [And the verb in this sense is trans. :

you say,] _^»"^l ^ »U»I He notified, made known,

or explained, to him, [what he required to know,

and particularly what was the decision of the law,

in, or respecting,] the case ; (M, EL, TA ;) it being

dubious: said of a lawyer. (TA.) And ^Liil

itli .J, (T, S,) inf. n. !U*I, (T,) He (a lawyer)

gave me an answer, or a reply, [stating the

decision of the law,] respecting a question. (T,

S, TA.) And UtJ CjjJ ^ li$ c4^l / inter

preted, or explained, to such a one, a dream that

he had seen. (T, TA.) = Also He drank with

the JS [q. v.]. (IAar, T, TA.)

5. ,j2u He affected, or assumed, a likeness to

youths, or young men : said of an old, or elderly,

man ; or one past the prime of life. (TA.) «,
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See also 2, in two places. — And He affected,

or endeavoured to acquire, generosity : and also he

affected, or made a shorn of, generosity : (KL :)

you say ^£j and t ^yUu [app. as signifying the

same : but more properly the former verb has the

former of these two significations : and ▼ the latter

verb has the latter of the same two significations] :

both from ZpUt. (S, K, TA.)

6 : see the next preceding sentence, in two

places : as and see 3. You say, <t-iiJI Jt I»jU5

They appealed to the lawyer for the notifying of

the decision of the law. (S, TA.)

10. aJL-o ,-s <uu)1 c^jUwt 7 sought, or rft--

manded, of the lawyer, a notification of the deci

sion of the law respecting a question. (T,* S,*

Msb,* TA.) And in like manner the verb is

used in the Kur iv. 126, and xxxvii. 149. (TA.)

A [stony tract such as is called] ij-». [for

which some copies of the K have Sj»., a mis

transcription, as may be seen from a statement

voce i>e3, in art. i>i», q. v.] : pi. Oy-i- (K,

TA.)

^i i. q. wjli., (S, M, K, TA, but omitted in

the CK,) or i>jui. J&i, (T,) or bjJ*. w>li :

(Msb:) it is a subst. [signifying A youth, or

young man ; or one in the prime of life] : and an

epithet [signifying youthful; or in the prime of

life] : (TA :) [as an epithet, similar to .,3, but

restricted in application to a human being:] or it

signifies, (Mgh,) or signifies also, (Msb,) a strong

youth or young man : (Mgh, Msb :) it is said

that in the Kur xviii. 59 and 61, it is applied by

Moses to Joshua the son of Nun, because he

served him: (M, TA:) the fem. is tjUJ: (S,

K :) — and it also means I A slave ; (T, M,

Mgh, Msb, TA ;) even if an old man ; metapho

rically used in this sense; (Mgh, Msb, TA;) and

in like manner, t 5U» means t a female slave, (T,

M, Mgh, Msb, TA,) and a female servant : (TA:)

the Prophet is related to have said, Let not any

of you say ^J-c and .jiol, but let him say j^U»

and ^3U» : (T, Mgh :) —— and Generous, honour

able, liberal, or bountiful : (S, K :) [mostly used

as an epithet in which the quality of a subst. pre

dominates ; meaning a generous man :] a possessor

of iyi [q. v.] : hence the saying, [^ •$! ^J& •$

[There is no one endowed with generosity but, or

other than, (meaning like,) 'Alee] : (TA :) __ the

dual of ^£i is oQ-* and O'i* > (£> TA- 0 *•»

former occurring in the Kur xii. 36 : (TA :) the

pi. of Ji is Lji, (S, M, Mgh, Msb, K,) a pi. of

pauc, (Msb,) not mentioned in the K, though

occurring in the Kur xviii. 9 & 12, (TA,) instead

of which they did not say SUM, (Sb, M,) and i^i,

(M, K,) [also a pi. of pauc.,] mentioned by Lh,

(M,) and (of mult., Msb) J& (T, S, M, Mgh,

Msb, K) and ja (T, S, M, K) and ,^3 : (S, M,

K :) the pi. of t Sl3 is oUi : (S, M, Msb, K :)

the dim. of {^» is " ^i ; and that of »U» is " i-3.

(T.) [It is disputed whether the last radical letter

of this and other words mentioned in the present

art. be originally j or ^j.] _^L3Jt means t The

night and tfie day; (S, M, K, TA ;) like O1^-^1

and (jljuj^JI : (S, TA :) or, accord, to Seer, the

morning and the evening, or the early part of the

morning and the late part of the evening, or the

forenoon and the afternoon ; syn. iyij0lj 5ljdU1.

• f* ■* ' 0 J + ot

(Har p. 377.) And you say, £y* ^i djjs. c~»5I

jlyJ i.e. \ I remained, stayed, or abode, with him

during a first part of a day. (TA.)

oUs fem. of |-I« : see the next preceding para

graph, in three places.

j£5 (T, S, M, Mgh, Msb, K) and ^'£, (M,

K, TA,) [but the latter is mentioned by few,] and

t 0, (T, S, M, Msb, K,) substs. from ,Ji\, (T,

S,) and as such used in the place of [the inf. n.]

!13I [i. e. The giving an answer, or a reply, stating

the decision of the law, respecting a question] : (T:)

[or rather, as commonly used, a notification of

the decision of the law, in, or respecting, a par

ticular case ;] a notification, or an explanation,

of a case, given by a lawyer; (M, K;) or an

answer, or a reply, to a question relating to a

dubious judicial decision : (Er-Raghib, TA :)

[fancifully said in the Mgh and Msb to be

derived from .JaM :] the pi. is ^13, and ^U» is

said to be allowable, (Msb, TA,) and another pi.

is Lja, mentioned by IKoot. (TA.)

Ig3 : see the next preceding paragraph.

JU4 [mentioned in the first sentence of this art.

as an inf. n.] Youth, or youthfulness ; or the prime

of life; (T, S, M, K ;) and so t ?£, (T, M,) as

a subst. from —Z-i and from ^S-i : (M :) or the

latter is used in relation to human beings ; and

the former, to camels [and the like], and also,

metaphorically, to human beings : (T:) one says,

i^jl <uw 6L£i ^j *J jJj ji [Children had, or

hare, been born to him in the youthfulness, or

prime, of his age]. (S.)

jJL» dim. of jjLi, q. v., latter half. — Hence,

A *j

i. e. because of its smallness, (Z, TA,) ^ii\ sig-

nifies what is called jUxiJI «-ji [which may be

rendered \ The cup, or bowl, of the rogues] ;

(IAar, T, Z, K, TA;) [a cup, or bowl,] with

which wine is measured ; (TA ;) tropically thus

called. (Z,TA.)

3 ,

^i Youthful ; or in tfie prime of life ; (Lth,

T, S, M, Mgh, Msb, K ;) contr. of V>J> ; (S,

Mgh, Msb ;) applied to a camel, (T,) or to a

beast, (S, Mgh, Msb,) or to anything [i. e. to a

beast and to a human being] ; (M, K ;) or it is

like ^i [which is applied peculiarly to a human

being], but is sometimes applied to a camel : (M :)

[this last statement, however, requires confirma

tion, which I have not been able to find : the

epithet is generally known as applied only to a

camel or the like :] the fem. is <L3 ; (Lth, T, M,

** m a. ■

Mgh, Msb, K ;) of which the dim. is t

(TA :) and the pi. is lull (T, S, Mgh, Msb, TA)

and !U». (M, K, TA. [The former pi., though

the more common, is not mentioned in the M nor

in the K.])

SyJLJ : see ILLi. _ [Also Youthful conduct.]

One says, »yi)lj Jy»JI ,^1 JU [He inclined to

ignwant, or foolish, or silly, and youthful, con

duct]. (S in art. y-o).—And Generosity, lumour-

ableness, liberality, or bountifulness : (S, K, TA :)

used as meaning thus in [treatises on] the law ;

but not occurring in the Sunneh nor in the Scrip

ture [i. e. the Kur-an] : the earliest mentioner

thereof was Jaafar Es-Sadik. (TA.)

•S'j #' Z *

<LJ» : see ^Ji, latter half: and see also ^i.

,-IJI i. q. jius\ [as meaning Less, and least, in

years, or age] : from ^^1 [i. e. ^J&i\ or ^jiAJI].

(Ham p. 207.)

2uU9\ [an irreg.] dim. of d^i [which is a pi. of
' * '

.*3 ; like as i-«-ol, accord, to Sb, is dim. of *~~o,

apLofiyi]. (TA.)

CAo [A jurisconsult who notifies the decisions

of the law, in, or respecting, cases submitted to

him, for the guidance of the ,,-olS and others].

_— [And] — i <J I is the name of A certain

measure of capacity, called the JU£e of Hisham

Ibn-Hubeyreh. (As, T, M, K.)

ii

1. kslL li, (T, O, K.) [aor. i ,] inf. n. ii,

(T,) He scattered the dates of his ala. [or recep

tacle made ofpalm-leaves]. (T, O,* K.) —— And

^,Ul/ jUJI tU3l ii, aor. '- , (M, TA,) inf. n. Xi,

(TA,) He abated, or allayed, the heat of the hot

water by mea?is of the cold: from Yaakoob. (M,

TA.) [See also ta.]

7. w-vsJt, inf. n. iUaJl, i. q. j~£i\ [accord, to

the TK used in its proper sense as signifying It

broke, or became broken : but for this I find no

authority]. (T, O, K.) So in the saying, viUil

ajLoI jfb y>« JJ^JI [Tlie man became broken in

spirit, or languid,from anxiety, or solicitude, that

befell him]. (T, O.)

8. Jai (j^Li yj *ioi»l to means The sons ofsuck

a one have not been overcome, or subdued, hitherto,

or ever. (AA, O, K.*)

«i-i A certain plant, the grain of which is made

into bread, (S, M, O, K,) and eaten, (S, M, O,)

in the time of drought, or dearth : (S, M, O, K :)

in some of the copies of the K, U/j^j is put for

j£ti~i : (M, F :) the bread made of it is coarse,

or thick, resembling the bread that is baked in hot

ashes [which is generally made in the form of

thick round cakes] : (S, O :) a grain resembling

[the species of millet called] ^^la., which is made

into bread, and eaten; (IAar, T:) it is a wild

grain, which the Arabs of the desert take, in the
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times of hunger, and pound, or bruise, and make

into bread; and it is a bad kind offood, but

sometimes, or often, they are content with it for

days : (T :) or, as some say, it is [a plant] of the

species called J-a»J, growing in salt lands, of the

[plants termed] ^^k [pi. of ^oo*.], of which

•5-*

bread is made: [a coll. gen. n. :] n. un. SSi : (Th,

M :) Aboo-Ziyad El-Kilabee says, the wi, like

* t ' 9 '

the tUj, is a herb (a JUL,') in which comes forth

grain, and each of them spreads [upon the ground],

not growing up high ; and when they become dry,

the people collect what is dry thereof, then pound,

or bruise, it, and winnow it, and takeforth from

it a sort of black grain, with which theyfill sacks,

and lade the camels : it is a black sort of grain

like the j~^i [<!• V-L and they make bread of it,

and make Sj^ae. (^jjuoiy) : (O :) in the Bari'

it is said to be a species of tree or plant (j*Ji)

growing in the plain, or soft, lands, and on the

[eminences called] jAis\, having a sort of grain

like the ^^a. [or chick-peas], of which are made

bread and J-i^—>. (Msb.) __ And accord, to

IF, «*»»JI signifies The ju»a, (O, Msb,) meaning

the pulp of the colocynth, jJLaJI j^JL, (O,) or

the oolocynth-plant, J h.»ll jf~£,. (Msb : and

this is one of the meanings assigned to «*JUI in

the K. [In the TK, JkLLll^ii, is said to be

the correct explanation : but from what will be

seen voce Ju*a, I think it most probable that the

right meaning is The seeds of the colocynth.]) ^

IF also says that it signifies The J*«i [i. e. shoot,

or shoots, of the palm-tree,] which is, or are,

is

pluckedforth [entire,] from the base t/tereof. (O.)

3 - »»-

= «£«» j+j Bates that are scattered; (Lth, Kr,

M, K ;) not in a provision-bag or other receptacle;

like ^ : (Kr, M :) or dates that are separate,

each one from otliers; not sticking together ; (T,

O ;) and so »w and J*' and ^ai. (T.)

Multitude: (T, O, K :) so in the saying,

***-» O"^ \j~J «**J [Multitude was found to be

attributable to the sons of such a one] when they

were numbered : (T, O :) and iisu signifies the

same. (K and TA in art. ,£»».) _ And [i. q.

J>> :] one says, Li» <Uu> ji^\ iU. L>1j U, mean-

tt » '

ing *$jj [i. e. We have not seen a receptacle made

of palm-leaves, for dates, having more food pre

pared for the guest than it] : (T, O :) and J.'^

iii* means Jjj j~£=> [i. e. Abundant in respect

of food prepared for the guest]. (So in some

copies of the K : in other copies jji. [The TA

gives the latter reading ; and so, therefore, does

the TK, which explains it as meaning " increase,"

and adds that one says i^u. jJ^s jXs±>, an ex.

app. without any authority; for what I have

cited from the T and O shows, I think, that the

former reading, and not the latter, is unquestion

ably right.])

1. jJlSJI LL», aor. : , (T, S, M, O, K,) inf. n.

iii (T, M, K) and £iJ, (M, K,) both inf. ns.

from Lh, (M,) He stilled, or allayed, the boiling

of the pot, (T, S, M, O, K,) with water, (S, 0,)

i. e. with cold water, or by lading out with the

ladle : (T :) and Uti5 signifies the same. (M.)

— [Hence] one says, jjjJUl tfij SJ5UI <jys Ui>l

JpvUI t [Such a one extinguished the discord, or

rancour, or enmity, and stilled the boilingpassions].

(A, TA.) — And LH IS, (M, K,«) aor. r , (M,

K,) inf. n. £*i, (M,) X He stilled, or quieted, or

abated, his anger, (M, K,* TA,*) by words, or

otherwise. (TA.) ^Jaii\ Utf i&Jil £| f [Verily

what is termed SZjj stills, or appeases, anger] is

one of their provs., (S, O, TA,) expl. in art. b,.

(TA.) __ And jljll o&, (S, O,) or J* $&,

(T, TA,) \I averted, or turned back, the man

from me, by words, or otherwise. (T, S, O, TA.)

And Zk t^ZH ilS, (M, K,) inf. n. lii, (M,)

t He averted the thing from him. (M, K, TA.)

And Uc iJlii U f What withheld, or has with

held, thee from us ? (Har p. 180.) _ Also lii

t^Jj\, (M, K,) aor. ; , inf. n. fii and l'£, (TA,)

He allayed the cold of the thing by heating. (M,

K, TA.) And -X^\ ltJJ!0Zi\ olii The sun abated,

or allayed, the cold of tlie water. (M.) And

'*'£■ ■ ' '
ol£», inf. n. l£A, He heated it ; namely, water,

(AZ, T, O,) &c. (T.) And accord, to MF, the

phrase ^>JJt LJJ is allowable [as meaning He

boiled the milk so that it frothed up and became

curdled, or clotted, or dissundered : see what next

follows]. (TA.) = ^Li\ Lii, aor. - , The milk

was boiled so that it frothed up and became

curdled, or clotted, or dissundered: (AHAt M

O, K :) when this is the case, the milk is termed

*^JU. (AHat, O.) «jjiUI ciii Tlie cooking-

pot ceased to boil. (O.) And ^jj [or .yXi

A~aft] f Sis anger was, or became, abated; (TA;)

[and] so <w»c t U«jl. (Har p. 232.) And U

Jmu Oj fThou dost not cease doing [such a

thing] ; like Luj U. (A, TA.) = ^..L'^ Ui :

see Uas.

p

*• '-I-», t ^< (the heat) became allayed, or

assuaged ; and remitted, or abated. (S, O.) __

And Olijl J^J TCjI C-Jui,l f [2Vw sky became

overcast, and then cleared]. (A, TA.) __ Ltil

,jLCjb- f He remained, stayed, dwelt, or abode,

in the place. (0, K.*) — tSl ^ Ij^ f S« (a

man, M) ran until he became tired, (S, M,0,K,*)

and out of breath, (S, O,) or and languid. (M,

K.) In the saying of El-Khansa,

i * •51 o*^ O- VI

t [iVbro m>/jo n^Z has a helper for an eye of

which the tears will not dry up? when thou

sayest, " T/tey have become tired of flowing,"

9 I'd

tkey pour, and become copious], she means oUM.

J- J -*£

(M.) = a) Ij^isl 7%«y Aeated stonesfor him (i. e.

a sick man), anrf sprinkled water upon them, and

he lay prostrate upon them, in order that he might

sweat : (O, K :) this they did when they were

unable to procure a hot bath. (O.)

7 : see 1, last sentence but two.

^jjls as an epithet applied to milk : see 1, near

the end.

1. 9-3 i. q. ^joij [accord, to the TK in a trans.

sense, for it is there said that t -JJI -JS, aor. i ,

■ « • 1 * . *"■

inf. n. a*>, signifies He, or it, diminished the

thing] ; (AA, O, K ;) said in this sense in rela

tion to anything. (AA, O.) __ [Hence, app.,

though perhaps the verb in each of these three

phrases may be the aor. of ♦ -,. *.«|7] -, - fcj ^ ^

means A well that will not become exhausted: and

»->«i ^j^-i O^* ^"c^ a o716 ™ a gea fhat nnll not

become exhausted : (S, O :) and -.. jltj $ ?U Water

that will not become exhausted; or, accord, to

A'Obeyd, ofwhich the bottom will not be reached

[app. by drawing therefrom], (TA.) And - * *

[or %~oy> £y» «U *->»] means J. drawing of water

from a place. (KL.) _ And Jlljl tljt « - *

ijLJLi Je abated, or allayed, somewhat of the

heat of tlie hot water with the cold. (0, K.

[Compare lii.]) a lii [as inf. n. of C-iLii]

used in relation to a she-camel signifies [The being

such as is termed «—3L* in any of the senses

assigned to it below : or simply] the being preg

nant : as also -Ji. (KL.)_ And L&, (O, K,

TA,) inf. n. -Ji, (O ,) said ofa man, (TA,) signifies

J-i-it ; (thus in the O and in copies of the K ;

[but accord, to the TK, JJL»I, for it is there said

that the meaning is lie (a man) was, or became,

burdened, or heavy ;]) as also ♦ «Ja, (O, K,) inf. n.

£•*£ (O.)

2 : see what next precedes.

4. *Iil i. q. 3)j3 : (0, K :) you say, ^ t M,

meaning He left, or relinquished, me, {^Js'jJ,)

and fe/fc »i« alone: (O:) and so Lf -, ■«'

(Thus in the O in art. »J.)= Also, (S, O, K,)

accord, to Ks, (S, O,) like tiit, (TA,) and so

•Mkil, (O, K,) this last, in the pass, form, men

tioned by IAar, (TA,) He (a man, TA) was, or

became, tired, and out of breath, (S, O, ]£,) from

running. (S, O.) ss See also 1, second sentence.

*->U, applied to a she-camel, Pregnant ; (As,

S, O, K;) and so -—,U : (As, S :) or youthful,

and having conceived : (As, S :) or having con

ceived, and become goodly: (AO, S :) or having

conceived, and becomefat, being youthful: (TA:)

pl" £?'**• ($* 0#) And» "° aPPlied> *• ?• J-5U»
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[i.e. One not conceiving during a year, or two

years, or some years], and fat : (O, ]£ :) thus

having two contr. significations. (£.) And, (K,)

accord, to IDrd, (O,) A she-camel having a large

hump, and fat; (O, £;) and so though she be

notJ5\L. (O.)

jyili A [basin such as is termed] C~-b ; (M, L,

£;) thus it means with the vulgar: (L:) or a

C—k ofgold, or of silver : (O :) or the ^U ,;*!.,

P\ ?>) or O^^-^j (O, and so in some copies

of the K,) [i. e. a large circular tray, of brass or

other metal, which serves as a tableforfood, being

generally placed upon a stool, the persons who

eat sitting on the floor] ; (Lth, T, Z, O, K ;)

thus it means with the vulgar: (Lth, T, Z, 6 :)

or a tj\}*. [or table upon which food is eaten],

made of marble, (Lth, T, S, M, O, £,) by the

people of Syria, who thus call it, (Lth, T, O,) or

of silver, (T, S, M,) and the like, (S,) or ofgold:

(M, K. :) or of any kind accord, to some : (TA :)

or aj>\L [q. v.] of silver, (T, Nh, TA,) or ofgold:

(Nh, TA :) [but this seems to be virtually a repe-

tition ; for it is said that] * aj^jjIs, occurring in

a verse of Lebeed, means i^a.1 [pi. of pauc. of

0<*»-] (T, O) and oUti. [which is pi. of J^U.

accord, to IAar, or of i-»Uf. accord, to IB, who

holds >U. to be likewise a pi. of iuU.] : (T :)

j£\i is a word of the people of Syria and El-

Jezeereh : (M :) and it signifies (S, O, L) in the

dial, of the people of El-Jezeereh, (L,) a 5j£U

[sometimes meaning table in an absolute sense,

but properly one with food upon it] : (S, O, L :)

[hence,] one says, j».ljj^U .jU^i (Lth, T, S,

M, O, L, TA) i. e. »j».lj 5^U J^, (S, O, L,

TA,) and ?,**.£ ajjjj,, (S, O, TA,) and J.CJ

«*^-!$> (O, TA, [in both of which the former word

is without any vowel-sign to the v, «> that it

may be either J»CJ or 1»W,]) or jlo-Ij kly, (TT

as from the M,) or as though meaning i»L^> Jlc

J-vlj, thus expl. by Lth, as said of the people of

Syria and El-Jezeereh : (TT as from the T :) [it

means, app., They are living upon one kind of

fare; upon onefooting ; upon one level or stratum :]

in the copies of the I£, [or in the generality of the

copies thereof,] jyUM is expl. as signifying ajjI^JI

and J»l£j| ; but J*l£J1 is a mistake for A>Ljt.

(TA. [My MS. copy of the EL has the right

reading (i»U«J1), without any trace of alteration.])

_ Also I The breast, or bosom : (EL :) or a wide

breast or bosom ; applied by a poet to that of a

woman ; as being likened to the &\yi* so called.

(M.) __ And I The dish of the sun (S,* O, K) is

called its jy\i as being likened to the c~Jb so

called. (O.) __ And J A [bowl such as is termed]

x'.iL ; (M, K, TA ;) thus with [the tribe of]

Rabee'ah ; (M, TA ;) for the like reason. (TA.)

a. And A [vessel such as is termed] i^»-li and

a4J»W (AA, T, O, K) and iU .n « ; all which

And, accord, to the R, A [molten piece such as is

termed] 3 £&* of silver : and some say, a silver

Jiji\ [or ewer]. (TA.) = Also A company of

men upon thefrontier of a hostile country, that go

after the enemy, in pursuit. (Ibn-Abbad, O, EL.)

—And A spy; syn. ^->-l^.. (Ibn-Abbad, O, K.)

i-»;>-»Lj : see the preceding paragraph, former

half.'

words mean the same thing. (AA, O, TA.) __

4. ^j-i-sl He was, or became, tired, (K, TA,)

and languid; from running [&c.]. (TA. [But

this is for Liil : see an ex. in a verse cited in art.

Lu.])

1. ~3, (TA,) [sec. pers. C>*,<, aor. »■ i '>,]

inf. n. liJ, (S,* 0,» El,* TA,) He had the feet

wide apart : or, said of a man, he had the knees

wide apart : and, said of a beast, or quadruped,

he had the hocks wide apart : (TA :) t r»r»* is

more ugly than what is termed -r - i. (S, O, K.)

— See also 7 aX-j tJ, (TA,) and U 1J

*M-J 0*i> (?> °> ?, TA,) aor. ,Jb, inf. n. -J,

(S, O, TA,) He opened [or parted] his legs (S, O,

K, TA) widely; [i. e. he straddled ;] (TA;) and

so " wit, (]£,) or a«JU.j mj\, he parted his legs

widely, said of a man and of a beast ; (O ;) so

too t _.li [alone], and liLi ; (TA ;) and one says

also * «.U3 [meaning the same], of one walking,

(S, K, TA,) and meaning he did thus to make

water, (Mgh, TA,) as also ♦ ~.L», inf. n. - ' 4 *

and a».U«, both of these verbs said of a man ;

but * »Uj signifies lie parted his legs very widely ;

(TA;) and tc-».U3 is said of a she-camel, (A, O,)

t^Jm-ii [to be milked] ; (A ;) and of a sheep or

goat (SLA). (O.) J^'&tiubjJjiUtTFAa*

is a thing that straddles and will not make water?]

is an enigma : it is a thing like a couch, having

four legs. (A, TA.) Zji\ in the language of the

Arabs is The making an opening, or interval,

between two things. (TA.) _ And C n k i

J4»», (?, O, K,) aor. l^il, (S, O,) inf. n. ^i,

(TA,) I raised the string of the bow [so as to

make it distant] from its ,**£» [q. v.] ; (S, O, E. ;)

like ££li. (S, O.) — wij^t li, (so in the O,)

or v°f$\ *9-JI, (so in the £,) He clave the

ground, or earth, with the plough, in a manner

not approved. (O, K.) = ZJ said of a horse

&c, He purposed, or desired, to run. (TA.) sas

See also AawU^i.

2. ?.;ft.«i» The making [a thing] to be crude [or

not thoroughly cooked], (KL.) [See -j.]

3 : see 1, in three places.

4. JL»t : see 1, former half. — Also, (L,) or
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I, (S, O, L, ]£,) He, or she, (i. e. an ostrich)

muted, ta And, the former, He travelled a road

such as is termed Li ; (0, L, K ;) said of a man ;

(O ;) as also * lai. (L.) — And He, (a man,

S,0,) or it, (a thing, Msb,) hastened, went quickly,

or was quick; (S,0, Msb, K;) mentioned by IAar.

(S.) = See also 1, near the end.

6 : see 1, in three places.

7. J-jJjl C^AJl, (A,) inf. n. U^\, (O,)

The bow had its string distantfrom its juJb [q.v.];

(A, O ;) [and so, app., * cJj-*', for] * JLli, in a

bow, signifies the state of having the string distant

from the jJ=> thereof. (S, O.)

8 : see 4.

*_» A wide road between two mountains ; (S,

A, O, ^ ;) and * *-^*i signifies the same : (O,

5 :) or, in a mountain : (AHeyth, TA :) or, in

the anterior part of a mountain, wider than a

s^*ii [q. v.] : (TA :) or a depressed road : (Th,

TA :) or a conspicuous and wide road : (Msb :)

or afar-extending beaten track or road: (AHeyth,

TA : [see an ex. in a verse cited voce ,>,* :]) or,

accord, to ISh, [a track] as though it were a

road; and sometimes it is a road between two

mountains, (L, TA,) or having on either side what

L
is termed a jl» [a word variously explained], (so

in the L,) or between two walls ({jJaj\L), (so in

the TA,) and extending to the distance of two

days' journey, or three, if a road or not a road;

and if a road, abounding with fierbage : (L, TA :)

pi. [ofmult.] L\Li (Th, S, O, Msb) and [ofpauc]

Asfcil, which is extr. [with respect to analogy],

(Th, TA,) and -Jl. (Msb.) = See also the

next paragraph, in two places.

a

»J, with kesr, The Syrian ±Jbj [i. e. melon

or water-melon], (S, A, O, K,) which the Per

sians call the Indian. (S, A, O.) _ And •>»,

(so in the S and A and K.,) or t ^_j, (thus in the

O, and by implication in the Msb, [and thus pro

nounced in the present day,]) signifies Unripe;

(S, A, 0, Msb, El ;) applied to fruit (A, Msb, £)

of any kind, (A,) &c. ; (Msb ;) to anything of

melons (j-s-W) and of other fruits ; (S, O ;) and

so t ai-Uj ; (O, ^ ;) but * pi and t iLUJ are

not mentioned by Ed-Deenawaree [i. e. AHn ; and

the latter (which see below) I think doubtful in

the sense expl. above]. (O.)

»j An opening, or intervening space, (0, K,

TA,) between two mountains. (TA.)

-»-a*i an inf. n. : (TA :) see 1, first sentence :

_ and see also 7.

• J '

!»■»>* [a pi. of which the sing, is not mentioned]

i. q. OUj [Such as are heavy, slow, sluggish, &c],

(IAar, O, K,) of men. (IAar,0.)

• » j 2 ,

«.U*» : see 9-i.
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£*~J**

" uLi A male ostrich which [they assert, like

as they say of the domestic cock, (seeyx,]) lays

one egg. (TA.)

IiLuJ [app. an inf. n., of which the verb is

* LJ, sec. pers. cJj4^»] The state °f hein9

unripe, or not sufficiently cooked. (TA.) — See

S

also -»», in two places.

(jl^i The stem (jy) of the raceme of a palm-

tree: mentioned by ISd ; and held by him to be

of the measure o"^ because this is more common

than the measure JU*. (TA.)

*l* *

9*9* . 9 t a i

■Juj.^ and yto..' : see

i Loquacity, or mttcA tatting ; or ./Weo-

fotw babbling : or wikcA talking, and boasting of

abundance which one does not possess: or clamour

ing : or great and disorderly talking. (TA.)

* &4 *, applied to a man, Loquacious ; a great

talker : (S :) or afrivolous babbler : (TA :) or, as

also t ^JL4J (0, K) and * ^.. i>* (EL) and

t jliUjJ, (O, but there written £-»<•-*,) « ^eai

talker, mho boasts of abundance which he does not

possess : (O, EL :) or clamourous : or a great and

disorderly talker : fern, with S. (TA.) The poet

Aboo-'Arim El-Kilabee applies the first of these

epithets to palm-trees (J****) [as meaning +Pro

mising much fruit, but not fulfilling the promise].

(L,TA.)

^-sUfci : see the next preceding paragraph.

—it A man having his legs wide apart; who

straddles ; (S,» O,* L, K,« TA ;) as also * jUJc

^Ul ; (L, TA ;) [and * ^U-i, for] one says

£ uV. .*»' he walks with his legs wide apart, or

straddling : (S, A, g :) or »-il signifies having

his thigh wide apart. (IAar, TA.)— And u-y

jUJ A bow of which the curved ends are elevated

so that its string is distant from tlie part where it

is grasped by the hand : (L :) or of which the

string is distantfrom its j*£» [q. v.] ; (S, O, K ;)

as also t LLiU : (A, O, EL :) and so rijfj yj*£.

(?,0.)

■LrtJl A valley : (O, £ :) or a wide valley :

(K :) or a narrow and deep valley, (IDrd, O, EI,)

in the dial, of the people of El-Yemen, but others

apply this appellation to any valley. (O.)

^JLJ, ~X» : see -jI »-i* jjU. A solid

hoof that is round like a cupola, syn. w~i-«, (S,

O, K,TA,) [and] hard: (TA :) such is approved.

(?,o.)

I., i,t

«.U« : see ~i\.

«S *9» 9 9* & 't »5 *9t 99t

Sjti i:^ i^y : see pi\.— ^*>.< ^aj\ Ground,

or earth, that is cleft [app. with the plough, in a

manner not approved: see 1, near the end].

(TA.)

1. 4^J, (S, Mgh, O, Msb, EL,) and «UJ> (§,

O, Msb, K,) the former of which is the more

chaste, (TA,) aor. ; , (Mgh, Msb, K,) inf. n.

t lt\*fj, (S, O, K,) or this is a simple subst,

(Msb,) and lli, (K, TA,) or * l\Ll, (so accord, to

the CK, and Ham p. 44,) or this last also is a simple

subst. ; (Msb;) and * «L».U, (S, Mgh, O, Msb,

K,) inf. n. ItLui (S, O, Msb) and l\Li ; (S, O ;)

and * itijJS. ; (EL ;) It (an affair, or event, S, O,

Msb) came upon him, or happened to him, sud

denly, or at unawares, (Mgh, ]j$L, TA,) unexpec

tedly, (Mgh,) without his having knowledge of it,

(Mgh, TA,) or without any previous cause ; (TA ;)

or hastily ; syn. aJUj-U : (Msb :) [it surprised him ;

or took him by surprise :] and [in like manner]

one says, J+jM C*V»> and *5^->> meaning I

came upon the man suddenly, or at unaivares.

(Msb.) And 5^1 Ui, (O, EL,) aor. : , inf. n.

llj, (TA,) He compressed the woman. (O, EL.*)

ssitfLJ, cJ*J, (IAmb,0, EL,) aor. '-, (EL,) inf.n.

U-4, (IAmb, O,) The she-camel became big in her

belly. (IAmb, O, EL.) — And \Li is said in the

A to be syn. with jtj [It increased, &c.]. (TA.)

3 : see above, first sentence.— [Hence,] {ff-j}

He was taken away by a sudden death ; he died

suddenly. (S in art. oy.)

4. UJI Hefound, or lighted on, [or surprised,]

his friend doing a disgraceful thing. (IAar, TA.)

8 : see 1, first sentence.

;t -. i : see 1, first sentence : — and see also

what here follows.

mUJ : see 1, first sentence. — Also A sudden,

or an unexpected, event ; a thing that comes upon

one suddenly, or at unawares. (K, TA.) Hence,

SsUJlM Oyo [Sudden death] : written by some

* SlaJUl, as an inf. n. of unity. (TA.)

ijO.U^JI The lion. (Sgh, in his tract on the

names of the lion ; and EL.)

1. 'jLi, aor.i, (T, L, Msb,) inf. n. j*J, (T,

Mgh, L, Msb,) He clave, [a thing] ; cut, or

divided, [it] lengthwise : this is the primary sig

nification, whence several others, to be mentioned

below, are derived : (T, L :) he clave, and opened.

(Mgh.) He clave, or cut, a subterranean channel

for water. (Msb.) He broke open a dam of a

river or the like, that the water might break, burst,

or pour, through. (T, L.) _ And sljl jmJ, (S,

Mgh, O, Msb, EL,) aor. and inf. n. as above ; (S,

O;) andt^,(S,0,K,)inf. n.^J5;(0,TA;)

but the latter is with teshdeed to denote much

ness, or frequency, or repetition, of the action, or

its application to many objects ; (S, O, TA ;) He

opened a way, passage, vent, or channel, for the

water to flow forth ; gave vent to it ; vented it :

(S, Mgh, O, Msb :) he made tlie water to flow,

run, or stream : (K :) and in like manner, blood,

or other fluid. (TA.) [See also 4.] ss^aJ, aor.i,

inf. n. jjaJ> (S, O, Msb, EL, &c.,) He, or it, in

clined; leant; declined; or deviated. (S, O, TA.)

You say, ^s^s'jLS, (EL,) aor. as above, (TA,)

and so the inf. n., (5,) t The rider leant, or de

clined, from his saddle. (EL.) — [Hence,] He

declined, or deviated,from the truth ; (K,* TA ;)

as also *>»-JI. (IAar, O, EL.) — And He erred

in answering, or replying. (El-Muarrij.)— Hence

also, (S,) He lied; (S, O, Msb, EL ;) said of a

swearer; (Msb ;) as also * *a~i\ : (IAar, O, ]£ :)

in this sense the former has also j*-i for an inf. nr,

as well as j$a-» : (TA :) lie committed afoul deed;

such as swearing a false oath, or lying ; in which

sense also it has both of these inf. ns. (TA.) —

He committed an unlawful action: (ISh:) [or,

as it is generally explained, and most frequently

used,] he acted vitiously, immorally, unrighteously,

sinfully, or wickedly ; he transgressed ; wentforth

from, departed from, or quitted, the way of

truth, or the right way ; forsook, relinquished, or

neglected, tlie command of God ; departed from

obedience; disobeyed; syn. J—-»; (S, Mgh, O,

Msb, EL ;) and Jc* (Mgh, EL) and JiU. : (EL :)

and [in like manner] ™jfM, inf. n. Sj».UU and

jl^j, he did that which was vitious, immoral, un

righteous, sinful, or wicked. (R, TA.) In the

sense of ^yat. (Mgh, O, TA) and oJU (O, TA)

it is also trans. : you say «/*-», meaning He dis

obeyed him ; (Mgh, O, TA ;) he opposed him. (O,

TA.) — He launched forth into acts of disobe

dience ; in which sense it has both of the inf. ns.

mentioned above ; (K, TA ;) and is [said to be]

from j*fJ in the first of the significations expl.

above. (TA.) — He disbelieved ; syn. jl fe ;

(TA;) as also *j»J\ : (IAar, 0,5 :) and j«Li

<u he disbelieved in it ; syn. «jjj=>. (O, EL*)

The following passage of the Kur, •*->>-! J-*

a*UI Mfc*<J O1—*r> Uxxv- «]> 1S 8ald t0 mean,

[But man desireth, or nay, doth man desire,] to

disbelieve in that which is before him, [or that

which is to come,] namely, the resurrection and

reckoning and retribution : (O, TA :) or to con~

tinue in his jy>~i [i. e. vice, immorality, wicked

ness, unrighteousness, or the like,] in tlie time to

come : (Bd :) or to go on therein undeviatingly :

(El-Hasan El-Basree, O :) or to defer repentance,

and to do evil deeds first : (O, TA :) or to multi

ply sins, and to postpone repentance : or to say I

will repent at a future time. (TA.) — He did,

or committed, an action inducing doubt, or sus

picion or evil opinion, or doubt combined with sus

picion or evil opinion. (IELtt, TA.) — He com

mitted adultery, or fornication; (Msb, 5;) in

which sense it has both of the inf. ns. mentioned

above; (EL;) and *j-fc-»l signifies the same;

(IAar, EL ;) and, this latter, lie committed an act,

or acts, of disobedience with his genital member.

(IAar, TA.) You say SI^JW j*~& H* committed

adultery, or fornication, with the woman : and

jOl O^sLi The woman committed adultery, or

fornication. (TA.) — He pursued a headlong,

or rash, or random, course, and went away, not

9 j J et ' * *

caring whither. (El-Muarrij.) —^o-fc^l
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Their case, or state of affairs, became bad. (EL.)

_ And ja-i signifies also lie became dim, or

dull, in his sight. (O, K. ) —_ And a~by> £y* j*j

He becamefreefrom his disease. (O, EL.)

2. «jo~s : see 1, near the beginning. = Also

He attributed or imputed to him, or charged him

with, or accused him of, j>^~> [i. e. vice, im-

morality, unrighteousness, fyc. (see 1)] ; like ai-i :

whence the phrase, in a trad, of Ibn-Ez-Zubeyr,

.at...i.y Oj*J [Thou hast attributed to thyself, or

accused thyself of, unrighteousness, transgression,

or the like]. (TA.)

3. >»-li, inf. n. S^a-lLo and jU-s : see 1, in the

middle of the paragraph. [And see also j1 ■ i,

below.]

4. »ja»il He made it (i. e. a spring, or source,)

to well forth. (O, EL.) [See also 1.] And

[hence, app.,] f He made [his gift] large ; syn.

Jlj-^t. (Ibn-Abb£d, O.) saj n. il as intrans. :

see 1, in four places. s= Also oj m, il 2Ze found

him to be a person such as is termed jfti. (O,

EL.) ss And^fcit is like ~~*\ ; (S, O ;) signify

ing He entered upon the time of daybreak, or

danm : (EL, TA :) and he was near to entering

* it J t J » I

upon that time. (TA.) One says, Ijl WJ».I c»;£->

Oja-Jl til J»-jlj <^mI [J J^erf to alight token

I entered upon the last sixth of the night, and

depart w/ien I entered upon the time ofdaybreak],

(S, TA.) And 0>u.t lit jiytj £>j+4\ til ^t,

i. e., / alight to sleep when I am near to entering

upon the time of daybreak, and I depart when [I

enter upon the time in which] the dawn shines.

(TA, from a trad.) = Also He brought much

property; (O, EL;) this being termed jt*J. (O.)

5 : see the next paragraph, in four places.

7. j+ii\ (S, O, Msb, EL) and IjLv, (S,'0, K,)

but the latter is with teshdeed [as quasi-pass, of

2,] to denote muchness, or frequency, or repeti

tion, or application to many subjects of the action,

(S, O,*) It (water) had a way, passage, vent, or

channel, opened for it toflowforth ; it had vent ;

(S, O, Msb;) it poured out, or forth, as though

impelled or propelled; syn. w—».; -M ; (TA;) it

flowed, ran, or streamed. (Msb, EL.) __ [Hence,]

jjuxJI >0-t....J-c Jf~*-> I 4 The enemy [poured upon

them ;] came upon them suddenly, in great number.

(L, A.) And ^jfctjjJt^JLc O^JUI Walamities

[poured upon them ;] came upon themfrom every

quarter, (EL,* TA,) abundantly and suddenly.

(TA.) _: [Hence also,] JjzKijmJuS, and IjLa

4j, f [He was profuse ofgenerosity, or liberality] :

(K :) and j^i-i\ ^ji *j*J& t [A« «'«* profuse in

bounty, or beneficence]. (S, 0,TA.)__ And^o^aJI

—."■■■a,1!, and *j»»i3, [7Vic danm broke forth] : and

jJJJI <uc jfc fcil [The night departed from before

it; namely, the rising dawn], (EL.)

8. j>ySi\ ^ji j*-&\ Heforged speech, not having

heard itfrom any one, nor learned it. (O, K.)

Bk. I.

^»j [Daybreak; dawn;] the %A< of morning;

(Mgh, EL ;) because it is a cleaving of the dark

ness from before the light ; (Mgh ;) i. e., the red

ness of the sun in the darkness of night; (EL ;) the

j»~i in the end of the night is like the JmL±> in the

beginning thereof: (S, O :) it is twofold : the

j * J a *

first is called w>jl£)l m?JU1 [the false dawn] ; that

which rises without extending laterally, (J;b>„^Jt)

Mgh, Msb,) which appears black, presenting itself

like an obstacle ((^ito) [on the horizon] : (Msb :)

[see £)\j*-j u.Jt «_^>j, in art. *.j-j :] the second is

called JjUaJI ^aJUt [the true dawn] ; which is the

rising and spreading [dawn], (j-.JC.JI, Mgh,

Msb,) wAtcA appears rising, and fills the /torizon

with its whiteness; and this is what is called iy*

~ j^ill ; rt»tn^ o/ier the former has disappeared ;

and by its rising the day commences, and every

thing by which fasting would be broken becomes

unlawful to the faster. (Msb.) _ Hence, The

time of the j^i. (Mgh.) _ And The prayer of

that time : the prefixed noun being suppressed.

(Mgh.) —jjfciJI and j*~JI [in a saying men-

tioned voce ^^> the former here written j*JA\,

and said to be 2j=>j^~e, but app. by mistake, for

it is afterwards written^a^ilt,] are metonymically

applied to \ Tlte troubles of the present state of

existence. (TA.)

j^fj f Donation; (K;) generosity; (AO, S,

K;) bounty, or munificence; (EL;) or large, or

ample, bounty or munificence ; (AO, TA ;) and

goodness, or beneficence. (K.) ^_ And Property.

(Kr, EL.) And Much property. (O.) And Abun

dance of property. (EL, TA.) Aboo-Mihjen Eth-

Thakafee says,

[^Ind verily, or q/£ett, / practise liberality, or

bounty, while my property is not abundant].

(TA.)

tmmi : see j^-U, latter half.

5>fcj : see jteA«, in two places.

ij+i The ia«< o/" a woman's children ; like as

iJj signifies the "last of a man's children." (TA

in art ^ij.)

', in two places : _ and see
i

see 5>

J^ 0

is a proper name, [i. e. an attributive

proper name,] imperfectly decl., like »# ; [and

signifies the same as ijJL-AJI and jLL-j ;] and

"jli«»» is altered from SjaJ, (IJ, TA,) or from

ijaJUl, (Sb, TA,) and is a subst. in the sense of

jj ~ - II [i. e. Ftce, immorality, wickedness, un

righteousness, sin, or transgression, &c, (see 1,)]

(S,) or a name for Sj i> * II [which signifies the

same], (O,) like j>Lki, (S, O,) determinate, (S,)

occurring in a verse of En-Nabighah cited in the

first paragraph of art. J~a»-. (S, O.) One says,

g£i O-P ^j, (KL,» TA, [in the CEL 5^J,])

and *jUJ, (TA,) Such a one lied; (EL, TA;)

and acted vitiously &c. (j**i). (TA.) And JO*.

2J*J L5i* 0^-*> and *>*-* 15^* J*^',> [m tne I"

3ja*j ^jJLc, in both instances, but the former is

the right reading,] Such a one commited a fend

deed, by swearing falsely, [relating to the former

phrase,] or by adultery, or fornication, or lying.

(TA.)

j*»U, last sentence but one.

jlLi [a pi. of which the sing, is not mentioned]

• - I.

Roads, or ways ; (EL, TA ;) like --U-i [pi. of mj,

j it *• ' *»

q. v.]. (TA.) =jl_a~«JI >L|I is an appellation

applied to Four S^it ; (EL, TA ;) the four SJ^Jl

meaning cfays [i. e. conflicts] of the Arabs ; the

single day thereof being termed jUJUt : (S, O,

TA:) they took place at 'Okadh ; and those

engaged therein transgressed, and held to be

allowable everything that should be sacred; as

is said in the A : they were called J^pl >l*»J

CO- ' ' 0 1* A* I r

and «tj«JI jU_s and jjiJI jU»» and ^lj-11 jla*> ;

the last, which was the greatest onslaught, being

thus called in relation to El-Barr&d Ibn-ELeys,

who slew 'Orweh Er-Rahhal : (TA :) they were

between ELureysh with their associates of ELinaneh

on the one side and ELeys-'Eylan on the other

side, (S, O, EL,) in the Time of Ignorance ; (S, O ;)

and the [final] defeat befell Keys ; it occurred in

the sacred months ; and when they fought therein,

they said L^aJ ; (S, O, EL ;) therefore ELureysh

called this war jLLi ; (S, O, TA ;•) ji^J, like

Sjtf UU, being an inf. n. otj^Xi, expl. above, on

the authority of the R. (TA.) __ And OlJuLi

«_;jjOI signifies The vyings of the Arabs in glory

ing, or boasting. (TA.)

j^mmi : see the paragraph here following.

j»M Inclining, leaning, declining, or deviating.

(S, TA.) Declining (io3L*)from the road. (I Aar,

TA.) _ Lying ; a liar ; because he deviates

from the right course : and for the same reason it

• * *»

signifies also w>Ju£« [as meaning disbelieving ; or

a disbeliever ; see a/ ja*i, in the middle of the

first paragraph]. (TA.) And one says i>t^->

«^k>li meaning I Afalse oath : (Mgh in art. ^-o* :)

a tropical phrase. (Mgh in the present art.) _

_^».li and Tj>»i, (EL, TA,) the latter of which is

applied to a woman as well as to a man, (TA,)

and t jy»»li, (EL, TA,) which is mentioned by

Sgh, (TA,) are all epithets from jtfj, and signify

[most frequently Acting vitiously,' immorally, un

righteously, sinfully, or wickedly ; or vitious, im

moral, &c. ; transgressing, or a transgressor ;

quitting, or one who quits, the way of truth, or

justice; forsaking, or aforsakerof, the command

of God; departing, or a departer, from the right

way, orfrom obedience; disobedient; or] launch

ing forth, or one who launches forth, into acts of

disobedience : [but the second and third are in

tensive epithets :] also committing adultery or

fornication ; or an adulterer or a fornicator :

(EL, TA :) and the first signifies also enchanting,

or an enchanter : (Sgh, EL, TA :) the pi. of the

first is jlaLi and Sjt+S ; and the pi. of the second
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and third is >&~». (K, TA.) ♦j**& is altered

from _>»■&, for the sake of intensiveness, and is

[determinate, and] seldom used except in the

vocative form of speech : you say [in addressing

a number of men] jaJii U [for^^j J) L>, like as

you say jjiii \j for jJlc J I b, q. v. ; and meaning

O ye very vitious, Sec] ; occurring in a trad, of

'Aisheh. (TA.) And t^Ui, (K, TA,) like^uJ,

(TA,) is a noun altered from ij».U)l (K, TA) [or

from *>»»li] : you say (S, O, El) to a woman (S,

O) jWi L> (S, O, K) meaning 5»».l» b [O vittous

woman, $c.]. (S, O.) = And^o»W signifies also

Saving much wealth, or property : (K, TA :) in

this sense, a possessive epithet [from ja*J, <[■ v.].

(TA.)

* J "

jyt-\» : see the next preceding paragraph.

jjtJLe (TA) and ♦ 5j»Jl» and VjaJU* (K) and

♦ Sj*Li (S, K) A place through which waterflows

(K, TA) from a watering-trough fyc; (TA ;) a

place of openingfor water : (S, O, TA :) and the

second signifies also low ground into which valleys

pour their water : (M, K, TA :) pi. J»-UU. (TA.)

j^ityi jtf\M signifies The parts, of the valley,

into which the torrent disperses itself: (S, O, TA :)

and i_£it$M " 3»»>i, (EL, TA,) which would seem

to be with fet-h [to the »»?] from its not being

restricted by the mention of any syll. signs, [and

is so in the CK,] but is correctly with damm,

(TA,) tlie wide part of the valley, into which the

water pours. (EL, TA.) And jbjJI j+\k* sig

nifies The places opened for the flowing of the

water ofthejXn, pi. of ojj> [q.v.]. (Mgh.)

see the next preceding paragraph.

0- * 0 *

0* 1 ' *e J

ja.i--; : see^JLe. — J-e, jj*JXo I A road, or

way, in sands. (S, O, TA.)

1. ,^«j, aor. '-, (S, TA,) inf. n. ,^-J, (S, 0,

EL, TA,) He behaved proudly, or magnified him

self; (S, O, EL, TA ;) as also * ^JLo ; (S,« K ;)

or this latter signifies he magnified, or exalted,

himself, (O, TA,) and boasted : (O,* TA :) and

j^i signifies the same as v~^i, u e. the " be

having proudly, or magnifying oneself." (TA.)

_ And He overcame, or subdued, or oppressed.

(Ibn-'Abbad, O, K : but only the inf. n. of the

verb in this and the following sense is mentioned.)

_- He did an unprecedented act, and only one of

an evil hind. (Ibn-Abbad, O, EL, TA.)

4. u~a.il He (a man) boasted vainly, orfalsely.

(IAar,6,EL.)

5 : see 1, first sentence. ^k»)b »_>U~-JI u..». 13

The clouds burst with rain : (L, TA :) [app. a

Hi

dial. var. of *j-*"i>.}

1. t^Li, (S, MA, O, EL,) aor. '- , (O, EL,) inf. n.

*»i (MA, O) and <U»*4 j (MA ; [or this is a

simple subst. ;]) and * &sJLi, inf. n. %+*J3, (S,

EL,) or the latter verb has an intensive meaning;

(O, TA ;) It pained him ; (S, MA, O, EL ;)

afflicted, or distressed, him; disordered him, or

rendered him diseased : (MA :) one says, sUx^i

<UmAo)I The affliction, calamity, or misfortune,

pained him : (S, O :) or «JL» [expl. as the inf. n.

of the pass, verb] signifies a man's being pained

by the loss of a thing that is highly esteemed by

him {i^jtjUi); (Lth, O, EL, TA ;) such as pro

perty or cattle, and offspring, and a relation, or

person beloved : (TA :) you say, aid «•»,* (Lth,

0, EL) and AjJ^ (Lth, O) [He was pained by the

loss of his property or cattle, and kis offspring] :

and «JU ^ cUaaJ and <dfcl [I pained, afflicted,

or distressed, him, in, or in respect of, his property

• » *
or cattle, and his family], aor.-, inf. n. ■»> <

(Msb.)

2 : see the preceding paragraph.

5. Ktkij He (a man, S, O) expressed, or mani

fested, pain, affliction, or distress; or uttered

lamentation, or complaint ; syn. *-»>>i ; (S, O,

K, TA;) 4 [by reason of it] ; (S ;) or aloJU

[by reason of the calamity, or misfortune; (O, K,

TA ;) and writhed, or cried out and writhed; by

reason of it. (TA.)

cjc^i : see ju»-I3, in two places.

v%i : see cji»i » o.

^i, (S, 0, Msb, ?, TA,) of which the pi.

is j5UL*, (Msb, TA,) t. q. Zjjj [i. e. ^Ira affliction,

a calamity, or a misfortune ; or jwcA a* is occa

sioned by the loss of things dear to one : or a great

affliction or calamity or misfortune] : (S, O, Msb,

K, TA :) accord, to ISd, such as pains by [the

loss of] what is highly esteemed : (TA :) and

▼ Axa-b" signifies the same ; (S,* 0,* Msb, K. ;•)

pi. i^iy. (O, Msb.)

«*.U Cy and " fy*~* Death that pains [or

afflicts or rf«<resse«] men by [attendant] calami-

ties : (O, K, TA :) and in like manner, *•.(» jAi

(O, TA) and t cy^i [<iwe, orfortune, that pains

&c.]. (TA.) And *fc.li C«*x [A person dead, or

dying, that causes pain or affliction or disarm],

and [likewise] ♦ taJU [app. > n. .*.«], as being

from JUteJt, though this [is a verb which] has not

been used : thus in the L. (TA.) _ [Hence,]

U.UJI 2%e rauew of separation or disunion («->!>*

0**

(^.Jl) ; (O, K, TA ;) so called because [they assert

that] it pains [or afflicts] men by separation or

disunion : (O, TA :) an epithet in which the

quality of a subst. predominates. (TA.) — And

9 ' •£' ft

one says *£>M i\j*\, (O, ]£>) mentioned, but not

expl., by IDrd, as though he regarded it [i. e. the

latter word] as [a possessive epithet, i. e.] of the

same class as ^"^ and y\i, (O,) meaning A

woman having [or suffering] a tU.o.i [q. v.], (0,

K,) i.e. a <Ujj. (K.) And x-a-Ls Ju».j and

^ ft ft] ^ * 3 ' %.'

» gjJUlo A maw grieving, or lamenting, [and]

f/o/rt// *o too«< intensely. (TA.)

4^ ' ft* *

5jufc.U [as a subst.] : see Jt».a..i.

J ^ of

tejl [ikfore, and morf, pain-giving or afflicting

or distressing], (O, TA.)

* ftj 0 *•

«jU< [app- *tk»ie] : see juj-U.

%efJuo : see what next follows.

cj-> in A man [pained, afflicted, or distressed;

s *

or] smitten by an affliction such as is termed Sujj

[and <U*e>i, q. v.] ; as also " *-»-», and [in an

intensive sense] * *a-&-«. (TA.) You say, ^Jk

«JU j-* cjr» JU and aJUbI [2fe is pained, Sec, in,

or tn respect of, his property, or cattle, and Aw

family]. (Msb.)

ft) N ^^J ft *

.■»■>»:« : see ?u».li, last sentence.

*• ^ • ^ ^

1. Jo~J, aor.-, inf. n. J»>i; (Msb, K ;) and

jli, (O,) or Jli, (^,) aor. I , (O, K,) inf. n.

• • *

J»j ; (K. ;) jffe, or i£, was, or became, thick, and

soft, or flaccid : (O, Msb, K :) so says Ibn-

Abbad. (O.)

2. <dy, inf. n. J-»>Ju, JETe wife it broad, or

wwfe. (K.)

8. £et J-J^l, (K,) or »£\, (Ibn-Abbad, O,)

Heforged [a case or matter &c, or his case &c] ;

j ~" 0

syn. ftv2JUA.I ; (Ibn-Abb^d, O, K.;) and invented

it, or excogitated it ; syn. Ae^aWl. (Ibn-Abbad, O.)

J«VJ (S, O, EI) and t jli, (O, K,) both men

tioned by AHn, (O, TA,) or* jLi, (Msb,) thus,

with kesr, commonly pronounced by the vulgar,

(TA,) [The radish, raphanus sativus; (ForskSl's

Flora ..Egypt. Arab., Ixix. no. 327 ; and Defile's

Florae j3Egypt. Illustr., no. 608 ;)] a certain iojjl

[or root of the kind termed rhizoma], (K, TA,)

that occasions abominable eructation ; (TA ;) a

herb, (Msb,) well known : (S, Msb :) said by IDrd

to be not a genuine Arabic word ; and thought by

him to be derived from Ja>i signifying as expl.

above : (Msb :) n. un. with 5, (EL,) i. e. <U<k»J (S,

O) and eUa*» (O) [and &•*»] : it is a garden-

plant, found in abundance; and there is a Syrian

sort, said to be produced by putting togetlter the

seeds of Hue colza and [those of] the J^i : (TA :)

it (i. e. each sort, TA) is good for pain of tlte

joints, and jaundice, (K, TA,) and sciatica, and

the w»jij [i. e. gout, or specially in the foot or

feet], (TA,) and pain of the liver (K, TA) arising

from cold, (TA,) and the biting and stinging of

vipers and scorpions : (K, TA : [several other sup

posed properties thereof mentioned in the K, and

many more mentioned in the TA, I omit as un

important :]) what is most potent thereof is its

seed; then, its peel ; then, its leaf; then, its flesh.

(El, TA.) What is called jlill^ is Another
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remedial thing : (El :) this J*J is not ofthe species

of herb mentioned above: (O, Msb, TA :) so says

Alln : the hakeem Dawood says, it is one of the

species of this J*t*i, a wild species, elongated,

abounding in the Sa'eed of Egypt : (TA:) [it is

the raphanus oleifer, mentioned by Delile (Flora

-ffigypt. Illustr., no. 609,) as cultivated in Nubia

and in Egypt, and called in Arabic " symagah :"]

from it (or from its seed, TA) is made the oil of

the J±i (jlill {jk}); (Msb, K, TA;) and it is

known by the appellation of Sx^-JI [correctly

ii44-ljl]. (TA.) [Delile, ubi supra, no. 571,

mentions J«*Llt J«Li, as a name of The cahile

maritima of Tournefort; the bunias cahile of

Linn. : and in the same, no. 396, he mentions

»JtaJI J*-> as the Arabic name of The rumex

spinosus of Linn. ; as does also Forskal, in his

work cited above, p. Ixv., no. 213, and again in

p. 76.]

see the next preceding paragraph.

• a ' • j

JU»i A seller of J^i [or radishes], (TA.)

• c . • "

j^-ls i. q. j*\3 [Playing, or a player, at a

game of hazprd] : (0, K, TA :) so says IAar :

(O, TA :) accord, to some copies of the K, i. q.

j»M, which is a mistake. (TA.)

4>>~s : see J*yil.

ii^jj (S, K) and " ^i^ii (K) A manner of

walking in which is a laxness, or slackness, (S, El,)

like that of the old man. (S.)

my copies of the S, erroneously, ciqJ,])aor.

^*i3, inf. n. Ci, (S, TA,) Tlie bow' had its

string raised [or distant] from the part called its

•**£»> (?, K ;) and so t c^JUI. (ISd,TA.)

And fj^i, [in the CK1, erroneously, £f»J,] aor.

as above, (El, TA,) and so the inf. n., i. e. lli,

(K,* TA,) He (a man, TA) was wide between the

thighs, or between t/ie knees, or between the shanks.

(K, TA.) [And it is implied in the S* and El

that it is also said of a camel, meaning He was

wide between the hocks.] _ And -f-^ * said of a

she-camel, inf. n. Ci, She was, or became, large

in the belly: (El, TA:) mentioned by ISd, but

with an expression of uncertainty as to its cor

rectness. (TA.)

2343

it signifies having the thighs very wide apart.

(TA.) [Freytag adds " Ventrosus," applied to a

camel, as from the El, in which I do not find it.]

[Accord, to the TA, some of the words of this

art. have ^ for the final radical; but for this

distinction there is no reason.]

2. JLs, (TA,) inf. n. 3^3, (K, TA,) He

removed; put away, or at a distance; (K,* TA ;)

and pushed, thrust, or drove, away; persons from

others; (TA;) syn. of the inf. n. JLU»; and

a^Jj; (K[,TA;)and£$i. (TA.)

*• ^5*^' He expended amply, or largely, upon

his family, or household. (Az, El.) = And He

found his friend to be guilty of a vice, or a dis

graceful, or shameful, action. (Az, TA.)

6. (ja-UJ It (a thing) had [an opening, or

intermediate wide space, such as is termed! a

'***• (?> TA) [Comp. ^U3, in art. ~J.]

1- ^ fcJ'l It (a door) opened. (El.) __ See

also 1.

(jX>i ih : see what next precedes.

J*~j : see ^^J, in art. i>a>i.

J , Hi

i)»J\ and " Ja^s [A man] having a wide space

between thefeet (K, TA) and the shanks. (TA.)

4- i>»»»l He (a man, TA) Aep< constantly to

the eating of 0»-s* [i- e. rue]. (El, TA.)

J^J [ILpyaiw; i.e. w;] i. 0. »_>IJu« ; (S, Kl ;)

as also *l>«-«* : (T in art« ^-A*-* and TA in art.

oU*. :) and so jJ*^J : (TA :) IDrd [rightly]

says, " I do not think it to be a genuine Arabic

word." (TA.)

iw»c* : see the next preceding paragraph.

1. ajIj UJ, (K,) [aor.^LL,] inf.n.^li, (TA,)

He opened his door. (K.) _ And J->5JI UJ,

(S, El,) inf. n. as above, (S,) He raised the string

of the bow [or made it distant] from the part

called its jJs : (S, K :) and so l^i. (S and K

in art *j.) __ And <ui»-j UJ, or <iuia.j J>-j U,

.fie parted his legs wide, or straddled ; or eftrf so

to mafo? water : and so -jli. (TA in art. ^J.)

--■■•' i, (S, K, TA, [in the CK, and in one of

Uki inf. n. of [q. v.] said of a bow: (S,

TA :) — and of^J [q. v.] said of a man, (K,»

TA,) or of a camel : (S,* Ei, TA :) _ and of

C^fi [q. v.] said of a she-camel. (El, TA.)

*' ' '.
«5*j An opening, or intervening space, (S, M,

Mgh, Msb, El,) in a place, (M, TA,) and an

intermediate wide space, (S, Mgh,) between two

things. (S, Mgh, Msb, El.*) And A wide tract

of land or ground ; as also t i\^J : (K :) or a

wide and depressed tract thereof; and thus, accord,

to Th, the word means in the Kur xviii. 16. (TA.)

And The court, or yard, of a house. (S, Msb, El.)

And The part between the two sides of the solid

hoof. (ISd,K,TA.) The pi. is ol^li (Msb,

K, TA) and l\Li. (K, TA. [To these pis. the

CK strangely adds, as another, U»i.])

w e ^

l\$a~i [as a subst.] : see the next preceding

paragraph. [It is originally the fern, of the epi

thet j^ji-JI, q. v.]

«.$*-* : see the following paragraph.

^ at ^^ #

^jfcil an epithet, of which the fem. is i\yJi.

(K, TA.) The latter, applied to a bow, Having

its string distant from the part called its jufe ;

(?> ¥> TA ;) as also t i^m^i ; and so i\^J [men

tioned in art. »J]. (Er-Rdghib, TA.) And

the former, (K, TA,) applied to a man, (TA,)

Wide between the thighs, or between the knees, or

between the shanks : or, applied to a camel, wide

between the hocks: (K, TA:) or, accord, to Az,

1- u*-*^! f—J, aor.i and -, (8, K,) the

former dev. from a general rule, which requires

the aor. of a verb of this class when intrans. to

be with kesr only, (S,) inf. n. l^J (S, E!) and

£J and £.\*-»j, (E!,) [the last an intensive form,]

The viper [hissed, or] made a sound to proceed

fromits^ mouth : (S, El, TA: [see a verse cited

voce ^UJk* :]) or what is meant by this verb is

[it made a sound by] the rubbing of one part of

its skin against another part : or (TA) its making

a sound to proceed from its skin is termed u*; iib

(s> TAj) or >-*-*»■ : (As, TA :) some use this

verb (C«a.i) in relation to any serpent : others,

peculiarly in relation to the female of the Tser-

pents called] jjUt. (TA.) [J gives here a list of

intrans. verbs of this class which have the aor. with

damm, anomalously, and also with kesr ; and a

list of trans, verbs ofthe same class which have the

aor. with kesr, anomalously, and also with damm :

but both lists are defective ; and it would be dim-

cult to make them complete.]_And Li, (L, K,)

aor. -, inf. n. -^i ; (L ;) and * LlLi ; said of

a man, t He blew in his sleep, (L, E!,) making a

sound like tlie *.*** of the viper. (IDrd.)

R. Q. 1. m.iLf> : see the preceding paragraph.

— Also, [inf. n. iLlLj,] \He (a man, TA)

was, or became, affected with a hoarseness, rough

ness, harshness, or gruffness, in his voice. (K.)

[See also <U»ia»i, below.] = And He (a man,

TA) was, or became, true and sincere in love, or

affection. (IAar, K.)

» The heat, or burning quality, ofpepper. (El.)

• j j

-_a-s Vipers : (L :) or vipers in a state ofex-

citement, (i»JU> [perhaps meaning initum appe-

tentes], K, TA,) made to come forth [from their

lurking-places: so called], from the sounds of their

mouths. (TA.)

£-~aJ an inf. n. of 1 [q. v.]. (S, K, &c.)

[Freytag explains it as signifying also The first

braying of the young camel, which, by reason of

its acuteness, is likened to tlie hissing of the serpent.]

[inf. n. of rnXLi, q. v.] __ Also The

voice's being reiterated in the throat, or fauces,

resembling hoarseness, roughness, Itarshness, or

gruffness. (L.) — And Speech, or talk. (Kr,

TA.) __ J-jjj* A,t«->,i means HudlieyTs pro

nunciation of a. as e : [a characteristic of the

tribe of Hudheyl, or of some persons of that

tribe,] mentioned by Es-Suyootee in the Mz and

[by the same author in] the Iktirah. (MF, TA.)

295 •
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LULi A man (L) having a hoarse, harsh, or

gruff, voice. (L, EL.) — And A man speaking,

or talking : or talkative. (TA.) — And ,-U»-A)l

is the name of A river in Paradise. (S, EL.)

1. 1^ ±~LJ, (0, EL,) aor.-, (TA,) inf. n.

i«li, (O, TA,) i. q. JaLJ [He searched, or

sought, for, or after, it; inquired, or sought infor

mation, respecting it ; searched into, inquired into,

investigated, scrutinized, or examined, it; &c] ;

(IDrd, O, EL, TA ;) namely, a thing ; (IDrd, O ;)

or news, or a story; (TA;) as also f £**ZJ\.

(O, el.)

8 : see what immediately precedes.

i (S, O, EL) and t aJL^-i (TA) The [por

tion, or appertenance, called] £*it>. (S, O, EL) of

the stomach ofa ruminant animal, also termed the

£i, which has Jll&l : (S, O : [see more in art.

. :]) pi. of the former i>uJl. (O, TA.) —

5. -,* - O signifies The parting of one's legs,

or making an opening between them, (AA, S, 0,

A * »^ _ • 4 * "

EL,) when sitting ; as also ? x^a '• "*e p""*?

and L.lb. (AA, S, O.) And one says, x->*,'~~t

JlSL, [His shanks are parted]. (S, O.) See also 1.

7 : see the first paragraph.

-r - * The mode of walking of him who is

CL j » •(

termed y^M. (S, O.)

lli an inf. n. : (S, L, TA :) see 1.

-... ^ M Having the fore parts of the feet near

together, and the heels wide apart : (S, O, EL :) or

having the middle of the legs wide apart : (Mgh,

L :) fem. OLaj : the former applied to a man

[&c.] ; and the latter, to a beast (a!Jlj) [&c] :

(S, Mgh,0, L:) or having the thighs wide apart:

or having the legs wide apart : or having curved,

is

or bowed, legs. (L.) [See also «-i1, in art. -fj.]

And one says, <uUit *£o meaning He filled his

S** [i.e. belly]. (IF, 0.)

i : see the next preceding paragraph.

c-4

1. aJ^JL* <_,-» LmJ, aor. :, inf. n. ~Li, (S,)

this is the form of the Terb commonly known,

like other verbs signifying faults, and that it is

the correct form, and not ~o»i as it is written in

the EL [and 0], is indicated by the forms of the

inf. n. LL± and the epithet liJt ; (MF;) as

also t »j1*3, (S,) and t ^li, (EL,) and t gm~ij\ ;

(TA ;) He had tlie fore parts of his feet near

together, and his heels wide apart, [i. e. he turned

in his toes, and turned out his keels,] in his gait :

(S, EL :) or t ? r> signifies the having the middle

of the legs wide apart, [or having the legs bowed

outwards,] in a man, and in a beast (<W'j): (Mgh,

L :) [or the having the shanks wide apart : (see

-J& :)] or the having tlie thighs wide apart : [see

also 1 in art. »j :] and the verb is g-*f-> in*- n-

1 ^ I and lm- • [thus written, app. <u*~a»i, which

is the inf. n. un.] ; the latter inf. n. mentioned by

Lh. (L.) And LLi, (accord, to the EL,) or

>-t-*, (accord, to MF,) He magnified himself, or

behaved proudly. (K.)

2 : see the preceding paragraph : and see also 5.

4. li^JU- j —■*' He parted the hind legs of his

milch camel; i. e., made an opening, or intervening

space, between them ; (S, O, K ;) in order that he

might milk her. (S, O.) sa ~=*il also signifies

He refrained, or desisted, or drew back; syn.

^wmr-* (O, EL.) And one says, <u^e ~ » il,

meaning He turned, or <«rw«rf away or back,

from it, or him ; syn. ^y^. (O,* EL.)

1. (j^i, aor. i , inf. n. tr^i, i/e took a thing

/rowi Ais hand, with his tongue and his mouth ;

such as water &c. : (Lth, T, O, EL :) or he licked

up a thing with his tongue, from his hand. (O :

but only the inf. n. is mentioned.) —_ And u*m*i

CJUJl, aor. as above, (O,) and so the inf. n., (O,

EL,) He rubbed [the ears off] the wJL», (O, EL,

TA,) a particular species of barley, (TA,) so that

the awn, or beard, [thereof] became removed (O,

EL, TA) and scattered. (TA.)

4. ,^-o.il He (a man) abraded by degrees, lit.,

thing after thing. (TA.)

Q. Q. 2. J-fcc" He carried himself in an

elegant and a proud and self-conceited manner,

with an affected inclining of his bodyfrom side to

side, in his gait : (O, K :*) and so —-4*3- (O.)

with him :] the inf. n. is syn. with »liu«. (T

and K in that art.)

4. J^i\, (Msb, EL,) or jO J> J^il,(S,)

or^l Ji, (Mgh,) or a*^£» J>, (A,) inf. n.

t_£U-s] and * J^-i, accord, to Lh and Kr, but

the latter is correctly a simple subst. [used as an

inf. n. of this verb], (TA,) He uttered ^m^, (S,

A, Mgh, Msb, EL,) i. e., foul, evil, bad, abomin

able, unseemly, [gross, immodest, lewd, or obscene,]

speech or language ; (Mgh, Msb ;) as also * ^/i i

JkioJI ^, (TA,) and^^JI ^ * jli, (Mgh,)

or *.^ ,_,», (A,) and *«•**» ^J * jlij : (S,

A :) and ♦t^».Uj also signifies the same ; and he

manifested, discovered, or revealed, or he made a

show of, such speech or language. (O,* EL,* TA.)

You say, Jh;<,ll J <suic ^lajt [J9e uttered such

speech or language against him] ; (S ;) and in like

manner, * JloJ, (TA,) and * JLii ; (Mgh ; ) and

aJLJL. 4lc * JUU3. (TA.) Also J**s\ He

was, or became, niggardly, tenacious, or avaricious.

(Msb.)

5 : see 4, in two places : —— and see 10.

6 : see 1, in two places : — and see 4.

10. «t»o kSLA [He deemed it foul, evil, bad,

abominable, unseemly, immodest, lewd, or obscene :

or excessively, or beyond measure,foul, &c.]. (Mgh

in art. jji.) And e,JijL> tu*i»>!i /Ttj deemed the

thing foul, evil, &c. : or excessively, or beyond

measure,foul, &c. (TA.)

0 6 i * J '

i£*bj inf. n. of Jia~> [q. v.]. (S, O, &c.) —

See also 4. — Excess, exorbitance, or transgres

sion of the proper bounds or limits; (O, TA ;) [in

anything ; (see 1 ;) and particularly] in speech or

language ; (TA ;) and in reply: (A,* O, EL,* TA :)

foul, evil, bad, abominable, or unseemly; [gross,

immodest, lewd, or obscene;] speech or language;

(Mgh, Msb, TA ;) as also t iUli. (Msb.)

>U«fci : see &£»A», in three places : _ and see

also jta»i.

see the next paragraph.

• a ,

1. JUJ, aor.i, inf. n. J**i (S, O, Msb, EL)

and iiiWi, (TA,) It (a thing, or an affair, or

anything, TA, or any evil thing, S) Tea*, or be

came, excessive, immoderate, enormous, exorbitant,

beyond measure, (S, O, TA,) or overmuch ; (O, K,

TA ;) as also tj^-US : (S, TA :) it (a thing) was

or became,foul, evil, bad, abominable, or unseemly;

[gross, immodest, lewd, or obscene;] as also Ji-***,

aor. - : (Msb :) [or excessively, or beyond measure,

foul, &c. : (see l£«.U :)] and tjia.li; it (a thing,

or an affair,) increased by degrees (jl>!P) t« /cm-

we«, evilness, badness, &c. (A.) And C~£.»».*

Sljilt 2%e woman became foul, or wgr/y, ana" oW.

(IAar.) _ See also 4, in two places.

2 : see 4, in two places.

3. ii*U, (T in art. fj^,) inf. n. JJLLUU, (T

and EL in that art.,) [He vied with him, or strove

to surpass him, infoul, unseemly, gross, or obscene,

speech or language : and he held such discourse

ir—fc Anything, (Msb, TA,) or any evil tiling,

(S,) excessive, immoderate, enormous, exorbitant,

beyond measure, exceeding the proper bounds or

limits, (S, O, Msb, TA,) or overmuch : (O, BL,

TA :) anything not agreeable with truth, and with

rule or measure : (TA :) foul, evil, bad, abomi

nable, or unseemly; [gross, immodest, lewd, or

obscene;] applied to a thing or an affair, (Mgh,

Msb,) and to speech or language. (TA.) It is

said in a trad., He was asked respecting the

blood of fleas, [whether it rendered a garment

impure,] and said <u ^Af ^i U*.U ^>*j j^ 0\v

it is not excessive, or beyond measure, there is no

harm in it. (TA.) — A man who transgresses

the proper bounds or limits [in anything : and

particularly] in speech or language, (TA,) and in

reply : (EL,* TA :) who is foul, evil, bad, abomi

nable, or unseemly; [gross, immodest, lewd, or

obscene;] in speech or language, (Mgh, TA,) and

in action : (TA :) and *w5ULi signifies the same;
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(S,* A,* Mgh ;) or has an intensive signification :

(TA :) pi. of the former llLLi, like as £%*■ is

pi. of JaU., since J*>~> is a sort of Jv*r, and

0 *

contr. of _^JU.. (IJ.) It is said in a trad., ^

iJLmM |V>J3, meaning Be not thou a trangressor

of the proper bounds or limits in reply: which

words were addressed to 'Aisheh : (]£, TA :) but

accord, to one relation, the words were iJyu *$

iifcU. (TA.) [See £!■>.«, below.] A man

evil in disposition. (IB.) _ A man niggardly,

tenacious, or avaricious : (A, TA :) or very nig

gardly : (K, TA :) or excessively, or inordinately,

so. (S.)

J [An excess; an enormity; anything

exceeding the bounds of rectitude :] a thing exces

sively, enormously, or beyond measure, foul, evil,

bad, abominable, or unseemly; [gross, immodest,

lewd, or obscene :] (Mgh :) or anything not agree

able with truth : (Lth, Mgh :) or a sin, or crime,

that is very foul, evil, bad, &c. : or anything for

bidden by God : (K :) or any saying, or action,

that is foul, evil, bad, &c. : (TA :) and * feLi

signifies the same as Aiowts ; (S ;) or an enormity,

or excessive sin, beyond measurefoul, evil, bad, tec;

or a thing that reason disapproves, and the law

regards as foul, evil, bad, kc. : (Bd in ii. 164 :)

the pi. of ii*.U is jL»V. (Msb, TA.) Also,

particularly, Adultery, or fornication ; (S, Mgh,

Msb, K ;) and so * ilili : (Bd in xii. 24 ; &c. :)

so in the Kur iv. 23 and lxv. 1 [as well as in

numerous other instances] : or the 8 1 >L» [or

excess] there mentioned is the women's going

out without permission : (Mgh, Msb :) or their

using foul language against their husband's rela

tions, by reason of the sharpness of their tongues.

(Esh-Shafi'ee.) And "ilia^i particularly signi

fies Niggardliness, tenaciousness, or avarice, (A,

EL,) in the payment of the poor-rate : or the

abstaining [altogether] from paying it. (TA.)

So in the Kur ii. 271. (A, TA.)

I [More, and most, excessive, tee.].

JlU One who affects, or takes upon himself,

the reviling of others. (TA.)— One who commits

excess (ii»b) which isforbidden. (TA.)

1. SlkiJI w-iJk J, aor. '. , inf. n. i^aa-J, (Msb,)

* * 0 ' * 0 *

and u~^ *- is the same as ,>»a-9, being used

transitively, and not only as a n. of place, (TA,)

The «Ua5 [i. e. sand-grouse] dug, or hollowed out,

in the ground, a place wherein to lay her eggs :

(Msb :) and w>t^JI J>oi, aor. as above, she (a

j .2

Sll»5) made for herself an uois*j\ [q. v.] (A, K)

in the earth, or dust. (K.) —— Hence you say,

(Msb,) ^ Jam*, (S, A, Msb, K,) aor.-, (A,

K,) inf. n. JeLi ; (S ;) and t ^aLij ; (S, A,

Msb, K;) and ▼ua*J3l ; (S, A, K ;) He searched,

or sought, for, or after, it ; inquired respecting it ;

soughtfor information respecting it ; searched into,

inquired into, invest iga ted, scrutinized, or examined,

it : (S, A, K :) or did so to the utmost : (Msb :)

or (jo» i signifies vigorous searching in the inter-

* O s *

stices of anything. (TA.) You say also, >tL;JLc

«i~> .XoJI tjUb j—< ^j-ft >>ia>a)Li J [ A eep //(««■ to

searching for, or after, or into, tAc secre< o/" this

story], (A, TA.) _ Hence also, the saying of

Aboo-Bekr, yrr'^ii *Vj' O* l>**»i ^y Ja^w

'^«3 0 JJ 0 .. J * *

j*iJ1, (Az, TA,) orv0yw3jJ l>e l^-aa-s [alone],

(S,) 7%ow wift find a people who have made their

heads like the nests (,_>u».UI) of [the birds called]

Ua» : (Az, TA :) or, app., who have shaven the

middle of their heads and left them like the ^cua-bl

of lii. (S, TA.) [See also JL»»flil.] JaLi

also signifies The digging, or hollowing out [the

ground tec., in any manner]. (TA.) It is said

in a trad., ^flu^UI uo/$\ C««r.-w«* 27*e eartfA was

dug into liollows. (NIi, L.) And you say, ^oa^i

8j ; ■;. L), aor. - , inf. n. ±/mm~i, lie made,for the

cake of bread, or lump of dough, a place in the

fire ; (TA ;) or a place in the hot ashes, or in

the fire, to put it therein [for the purpose of

baking, or toasting, it]. (L in art. jli.) [^-^ i

is often used intransitively as meaning He made,

or scraped, a hollow in the ground, &c. ; and so

* yjaaJi}.] And sometimes they said, (S,) ^v*

^ ^i j * .•

^itpl jJa^Jt V7(c rain turned over the dust, or

earth, (S, A, K,) and removed one part thereof

j a

from another, (A,TA,) making it like the uoy>^»\ :

(TA:) and in like manner, . Jr> II the pebbles:

(A :) this is when it falls vehemently. (TA.) __

^jamJ also signifies He (a gazelle) ran vehemently

[app. so as to dig up the ground with his feet] ;

but the word more known is ^aa^ : (TA :) and

fie (a man) hastened, or went quickly. (K.) You

say, ^a. a,j (j'iLi j-« Such a one passed along

hastening, or going quickly. (TA.) And it is

said iu a trad, of Kuss, Loa»i c-ji*-; ^ i\'or </(>/

/ hear thefalling of a foot, or */*e sound ofwalk-

i a

t'ngr. (TA.) — You say also, l^~a}\ua»J, mean

ing, + TAe child had his central incisors in a

wabbling state: (K :) [nearly syn. with >*•*, and

still more so with ji»1.] — And ^aa-i also sig

nifies The spreading [a thing] ow( or open ; lay

ing [it] open ; exposing or uncovering or discover

ing [it]. (TA.)

3. ^5^-U, (K,) inf. n. lii.ui, (TK,) [and

app. u»\ i < also,] t [-He rfja"] as though he

searched after, or into, my vice, or fault, and my

secret, I doing the same with respect to his. (K,

TA.) — [Hence, app., the saying,] ^lo^s Uy^-j

t Between them two is enmity. (TA.)

5: see 1, in two places.

8 : see 1, second sentence.

(joiaJ Even ground; an expanded and open

tract : pi. Jo^LS. (TA.) And hence, (TA,)

Any inhabited place. (]£, TA.) __ In a trad,

respecting the intercession [of Mohammad for his

people], where it is said, ^asLiJI ^yi ^JL. JJLUili

[And he went away until he came to the ,j«a»i],

»ja»JUI is said to signify What is before the Jaji

[of God]. (TA.)

» The dimple (ijij) of the chin (A, K) of a

child; (A ;) and of each cheek. (TA.)

,^-cuaj ^*, and " .jdMteUU, t He is a searcher

after, or into, my vice, or fault, and secret, I

being the same with respect to his : (K,* TK :)

both mean the same, like L5M»' and L5Jl^l^«.

(TA.)

*&>*,>

jt^«(^)l £ys> ^jo\^i \j$± t Such a one is a great

searcher for, or after, or into, secrets. (A, TA.)

<La<vl» iJI—o dill juLc ^1 ^tfJLcl { [Know thou

that with God is a searching interrogation], (A,

TA.)

uLjLs\ (S, M, A, Mgh, K) and * JaL& (the

same, and Msb) The [nest, or] place for laying

eggs, (M, Mgh, Msb,) or for lying in, ($, K,) of

a oiks [or sand-grouse], (S, M, A, Mgh, K,) and

of the domestic hen, and sometimes of the ostrich,

(M,) dug, or hollowed out, in the ground, (Msb,)

or made by clearing away and removing from it

the dust or earth ; (Mgh ;) or because she digs it,

or hollows it out : (S, M :) pi. (of the former,

TA) Ja<jJi\ (S, A) and (of the latter, TA)

^^fc-U*: (A, TA:) [see JLft :] you say, j^J

UaiJ) ^^ua-UL^a o^j and ly-tfu»-U-« [They have

homes like the nests of the Ik!]. (A.) And it is

said in a trad.. * ^o^&o ^ l^a> * aD ^o ^>e

•a •* $d> j/ Jit* // //

cUaJI ,«» llo <0 dill . -^ »Uk» [TFAoso buildethfor

God a place of worship, be it comparatively like

a nest of a SLki, (S\Ls unn.i0^, accord, to

another relation,) 6?od buildeth for him a house

in Paradise]. (TA.) And in another, in a charge

given to the commanders of the army of Mu-teh,

t ^Ind ye shall find others in whose heads the devil

hath taken up an abode, making them like nests

for him : like as one says of a person greatly

erring, and obstinately persevering in evil, ■i-j-s

eu,lj .v O^J'j and &J3 ,J Jle. (TA.) —

Also, both words, Any place dug, or hollowed out.

(Nh.) _ And the former, >l /;/«re m«(/i: in hot

ashes, or in a pre, in which a cake of bread, or

lump of dough, is put [to bake or toast] : pi. as

above. (L, in art. >l» ; and TA.*)

see the next preceding,/ii.ia, and its pi.

paragraph, in three places.

.livo ja : see ^^.i.

[4 yiace o/", or ground for, inquiring,

or investigating], (A and TA voce yi«3.)

< * * * 9 0 if

1. J^^l J^i, aor. ^ , [inf. n. J«»i,] -He wn< a

«afe [meaning a staKion-cawie/] among the [site-]

9 0*

camels. (S, O, K.) The inf. n. J*-» [used alone]
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means The putting a he-camel among tlte she-

camels. (KL.) _ And £j>£» "?k-J aXjJ J*-»

-He chosefor his [she-] camels a generous male [or

stallion] ; as also * Jo^it. (K.) — See also the

next paragraph.

4. «Luil, (S,) or ^ii iUJI, (K, TA,) ^Te

^a»e <o him, (S,) or fen< to him, (K, TA,) a wia/e

[camel] (S, K, TA) <o cover among his [she-]

camels: (S, TA :) and accord, to Lh, \i*$i " J**i

l^-«j and ' aJU-^I signify Ae gave to such a one a

he-camel; like <da.il. (TA.)

6. J ■>. » "> He assumed, or affected, a likeness,

or resemblance, to tlte Jo-s (S, 0, K, TA) i. e.

the male (TA) [or rather the manly] : and he

affected the quality of the J*»i [or manly] in

clothing and infood, by making both to be coarse;

(O, K, TA ;) as did the chiefs of Syria to 'Omar,

when he came thither ; (O, TA ;) i.e., they met

him in their ordinary clothing, not having adorned

themselves ; [in consideration ofhis simple habits ;]

self-adornment being an affair of females and of

effeminate men. (TA.) [See also its part, n.,

below.]

8 : see 1 : — and see also 4.

1 * o o

10. Jla. aw^l signifies The practice ofpersons'

giving to a man of big make, (O, K, TA,) and

comely appearance, (O,) free access to their

women, in order that he may beget among them

the like of himself; which the unbelievers (a-jie,

O, or ~%*\, K) of Kabul do [or used to do]

when seeing such a man, of the Arabs : (O, K,

TA :) so Lth was told, and thus he has expl. the

'0' 0'*

word, alter saying that he errs who says Ida. «■?..■>!

L^_>ijjbJ ^ -i i [app. meaning We sought, or

demanded, a stallion for our beasts]. (O, TA.)

_ aJuL-JI cda. «■>■<! The palm-tree became a JlaLi

[or tree of which the spadix might be used for

the purpose offecundation], (K. [See also the

part, n., below.]) And ^>^l Ja.aJL.it J The

affair, or case, became great, or formidable, (S,

O, K, TA,) and hard, or difficult. (TA.)

0 0'

J-a-s a word of well-known meaning, (S, O,)

A male of animals (Mgh, -Msb, K) of any kind,

(Mgh,K,) [including mankind : and particularly

a stallion : generally,] a male [or stallion] camel:

(MA :) pi. [of mult.] JyU (S, Mgh, 0, Msb,

K) and JUi (S, Msb, K) and Jjjii (Mgh, O,

Msb, K) and' Sj'lli (S, O, K) and [pi. of pauc]

J^JI : (K :) and * J&+S signifies the same as

« « ' ' o -

J**i • (Kr, TA ;) and [particularly! a J**i of

j » *■

the camels. (S, O, TA.) __ Hence JaJUt is an

appellation of J Canopus (J~r->) ; because it is

aloof from the other stars, like the J*»» which,

when he has covered, goes aloof from the [she-]

camels : (S, O, K, TA :) or, as some say, it is

• J *»

so called because of its greatness. (TA.)^ J».j

♦ J?a»i means the same as J**» [i. e. -fA mas

culine, as opposed to an effeminate, man], (K.)

And ▼ iHa*i Sjfcol means f A clamorous [or, app.,

masculine] woman. (S, O, K.) _ «tj*£JI J*=»i

is an appellation applied to f The poets (0, K)

ro«o have overcome, (O,) or rcAo overcome, (If,)

in satirizing, those who have vied with them therein;

(O, K;) like Jereer and El-Farezdak, (O, TA,)

who used to be called _^k« '&mJ : (TA:) and in

like manner I any one who, when he vies with a

poet, is judged to have excelled him [is called a

jli] ; (K, TA ; [for jii in the CK, I read

J-aa, as in other copies of the K ;]) like Alkameh

Ibn-Abadeh; (TA;) who was surnamed J»-»)l

because he took to wife Umm-Jundab when Imra-

el-Keys divorced her on the occasion of her judg

ing him [i. e. Alkameh] to have overcome him

[Imra-el-Keys] in poetry. (S, O, K, TA.)

J«^9 also means [app. f A vigorous orator : see

jil*. —— And] \ A relater, reciter, or rehearser,

by heart, [of poetry, and of traditions, or nar

ratives learned, or heard, or received, from

another or others;] syn. jlj : pi. J^a^i : (K,

TA :) so in the M. (TA.) '__ See also jui, in

three places. And see JeLiio. __ And X A mat

that is made of the woven leaves of the palm-tree

thus called, (Sh,* ?,• O,* K,* TA,) i. e., of the

palm-tree called Jl»li : (S, O, K, TA :) pi. J^ali.

(S, O, TA.) __ And + Rain is thus called [in a

verse of Et-Tirimmah Ibn-El-Hakeem, being

likened to the stallion-camel, because of its fer

tilizing the earth]. (Ham p. 110.)

£. 0 * *-' 0 • 0 ^

iSami Slj-ot : see Jj*i, former half.

•^0 0 *

<Utki The quality, or state, of being a Ja»£ [or

male ; and particularly, of being a stallion : and

also t masctdineness, as a quality of a man, opposed

to effeminacy : &c] : (S, O, K :) and t i)^»w and

♦ oUU»» [both of which are also pis. of .J^Ls] sig-

nify the same. (K.) [Hence,] *U. i ^J ^«/ A

came/ /?<, or »?tee<, for being chosen as a stallion.

* " •

(TA.) _ Also, i. e. i Lm*J, with kesr, A man's

choosing a J. a. ^ [i. e. stallion] for his beasts.

(TA.)

» ^ • o *

J«a»» : sec Jc^s, first sentence. _ One says

• ' * • '

also J*a*» J«>i, meaning A generous stallion-

camel, that begets generous offspring. (S, K.*)

Er-Ra'ee says,

* / s j j» / * a j i a2

[Their mothers were of <Ae generous cameh of

Mundhir and Moharrik, and their compressing

stallion was a generous one, a begetter of generous

offspring] : (S [accord, to one of my copies], and

TA :) [some copies of the S have w*jlaJ and

- si '

(^jSUt ; and so has the O : but] IB says that the

verse is correctly related as above. (TA.) —

4 * 0 0'

And J«a»i ij^~=> means A ram that resembles

0 " '

tlte J*>i of camels in his excellence (K, TA) and

his [comparative] greatness. (TA.) _ See also

J*»i again, third sentence.

0' 0

iUi.

JUL* and ♦ J^j The male palm-tree, (S, Mgh,

0, Msb, K, TA,) by means of which the fruit-

bearing palm-trees are fecundated, (S,* Mgh,*

Msb, TA,) and which, when t/tey are on the wind

ward side of the latter trees, fecundate these :

(TA :) [see what follows :] only the former word

is mentioned [in this sense] by Lth ; and ISd says,

(TA,) the former word is used peculiarly as

applied to the male palm-tree : (K,» TA :) AHn

cites AA as saying that t J*U ig not said except

of that which has life, and Aboo-Nasr says the

like ; but AHn adds that people in general dis

agree from them as to this : (TA :) the pi. of

juLi is J«».UJ ; (S, Mgh, Msb, K ;) and the

pi. of t jU is J^Li (S, Mgh, O, Msb) and

ij+jLi (Mgh, Msb) and J\Li; (Msb;) of the

first of which pis. of J*J, the following saying,

(S, O, Msb, TA,) of Oheihah Ibn-El-Julah, (O,

TA,) presents an ex. :

„ /, [see a.

•
^....jUI Sj^A. Lj

it -
*

»
j * ' ' 0

•

*
. 1 J . *> S j o I 0 »* •

«

[Receive thou fecundation, 0 best ofyoung palm-

trees : receive thoufecundationfrom JIanadh, and

show that thou hast received it : (^J^ii being from

ly»idj OJU said of a she-camel, meaning " she

raised her tail, showing thereby that she was

pregnant :") since the palm-owners have been nig

gardly of the spadixes of the male palm-trees] :

(S, O, Msb, TA :) the meaning is, that the people

of Hanadh were niggardly of the spadixes of

their [male] palm-trees, and the east wind blew

at the time of the fecundation upon the male

trees, bearing off [the pollen of] their spadixes

and casting it upon the female trees, so that it

served for fecundation : Hanadh is a place about

four miles from El-Medeeneh : and it is said to

be the town of Oheihah : or to be a water belong

ing to Suleym and Muzeyneh. (Msb.)

£> X Trees that do not bearfruit ; like

the t J.U : (Ibn-Abbad, A, O, TA :) that become

barren. (A, TA.) [See also what follows.]

9' 0' 0 I 9

j fA palm-tree that does not bear

fruit. (Lh, TA.) [See also what next precedes :

and see 10.]

1. ^Li, aor.i, inf. n.^^aLi (K,TA) and iojali,

(K,* TA,) said of anything, (TA,) It was, or

became, black [app. like^a^ i. e. charcoal]. (K,

TA.) [See also^li.] _ See alsoJeLi, last sen

tence. =s^J, (Ks, S, Msb, K,) aor. ; , (Ks, S,

Msb, TA,) accord, to the K i , which is wrong ;

(TA;) and ^J; and ^J; (K;) He (a boy,

or child,) wept until his voice became stopped;

(Ks, S, Msb ;) or until his breath became stopped;

as also *>0*»9l. (K.)_ And, said of a ram, (K,)

or thus jgLi and j^i, like ilo and 'j^t, (TA,)

He uttered a cry, or cries. (K, TA.) And (TA)

one says of a ram,vCo»i <Va» & He bleated until
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he became hoarse. (S, TA.)_><^fcj, aor. '-, said

of a man, He was unable to answer, (K, TA,)

when one had spoken to him. (TA.) _ And

3 0 * * * til ^^

tyeJUUI C»—i, aor. i , inf. n. >»$a»i, | [7V»; well,

or oW we#,] ceased to have a flow of water. (K,

TA.)

2. *^, (S, A, Msb, K,) inf. n. Jat/^i, (S,

A, K,) He blackened it, (S, A, Msb, K,) namely,

another's face, (S, A, Msb,) with^—S [i. e. char

coal]. (Msb.) sa See also the next paragraph.

4. ^a»it He (a man) entered upon the time

called SU«JI i^i [q. ▼•] : like^ftl. (TA.)

And one says, 1>»a»il, (?,) or j£~c ly—-&\, (K,)

,JJUI jj^, meaning Abstain yefromjourneying in

the Apjfc? (i.e. the wmm£ intense blackness, S) o/<Ae

M/yA/ ; (S, K ;) as also * l^».j, (S,* K,) inf. n.

jt^tJJ. (S.) = 4«a»il is said of weeping [as

meaning 7< stopped his voice, or Aw breath] : (TA:)

see 1. And He silenced him, (S, Msb, TA,)

namely, his adversary (Msb) in a dispute or the

like, (S, Msb, TA,) by an argument, or evidence,

(Msb,) or in some other case. (S, TA.) And,

said of anxiety, or disquietude of mind, It pre

vented him, or withheld him,from uttering poetry,

or verse. (K.)— And Hefound him to bey^»Jui,

(S, K,) not uttering poetry, or verse. (S.) One

says rt«^ili »U-U, meaning [7/e contended with

Aim in satirizing] and he found him to be _^a»*o,

accord, to the K : (TA :) and & J^>t£Lu

^feUoa.*! (S [in which it is implied that the

meaning is We contended with you in satirizing

J * • J

and found you not to be ijya^i.c]) : or, accord.

to IB, this means, and we caused you not to hold

the tongue from answering, or replying ; because

SU-lyoJI is between two persons : but you [may]

say tS+m *u <u«aJb meaning [/ satirized him]

and Ifound him to be jja~k*. (TA.)

8. [veU^y^l is expl. in some copies of the K as

J * 0 J " 0

signifying JUifc^l ; in some, JU^^t ; and app.

in the copy used by Golius, (JUic^l : the first,

which is that followed in the TK, is evidently, I

think, the right ; meaning The drinking an even

ing draught ; such as is termed a Jj^-c. See also

the next paragraph, second and last sentences.]

j^i and ^>0»-*, (S, Msb, K,) the latter some

times occurring, (S, Msb,) like j^ and jyi, (S,)

[Charcoal; this is what is meant by its being

said to signify] extinct coal; (M, K ;) a thing

well known ; (S, Msb ;) as also ^^sfi-J ; (S, K ;)

* 0 0 -

or, accord, to ISd, this may be a pi. of j^m-i, [or

a quasi-pl. n.,] like as ji-:-;-c is of juc, and j***

•0' ' . '

of j3u*, &c. : (TA:) the n. un. [meaning a piece

ofcharcoal] is * l^Li, (S, K,TA,) but not l^Li.

4 0'

(TA.) ss And ^o*-» signifies also The draught

that is drunk in [any one of] the times denoted

by the word &>J [q. v.] : (K,TA:) like the J^l

and «->~0 and iu^iU and J-L» : but it is dis

approved by Az. (TA.) — [Accord, to the TK,

it is an inf. n. of which the verb is *>9a-s, aor. - ,

signifying He (a man) drank in the <U—i of the

•lie : but of this I find not any confirmation.]

* " *

j^i : see the next preceding paragraph.

' : see M.

ty»a..i n. un. oijJLA, q. v. [Hence] one says of

* ,*i -

a black woman with a red jl»£. [or muffler], \^>\£=>

jU ly—lj ^j» rt-pa~i [As though she were a piece of

charcoal with fire upon its head], (TA.)

Jl[And hence,] JJUI <Un»i The J?rs< ^?ar< o/" <Ae

ni^Af : (K :) or the blackness of the night : (Msb :)

or the most intense blackness of the night : (K :) or

the blackness of thefirst part of the night : (TA :)

or the most intensely black part of the night : (S,

TA :) or the part from the setting of the sun to

[the time of] the sleeping of mankind : (K:) so

called because of its heat [as well as its darkness] ;

for the first part of the night is hotter than its last

part : (TA :) it is peculiarly in the tjuo [mean

ing summer] ; (K, TA ;) not in the winter : (TA :)

and slixJI <t«—i signifies the darkness of the A£e

[i. e. of the nightfall] : (S :) or the intenseness of

the blackness of tlie night, and its darkness; which

is in itsfirst part : or the time next after the <.llc :

(TA :) the pi. is J»U-9 and J^li : (K, TA :) or

the latter of these may mean darkness; as though

it were an inf. n. of jgmtJ. (TA.) j*mJ\ <L»a»i

means The time of the ja~i [or last part of the

0'JJtt*0't

night], (K.) And j-<,»- ^j-> Z*»*»i is [a proper

name of] The middle of the night. (K.)

j>y*£ One who will not utter a reply, or an

answer. (TA.)

' « » 0 .* t »

: see -a»» : _— and see also -».lj.

>»U»s ^1 se/fer of^m*i [i. e. charcoal]. (TA.)

^U-U 5facA ; (S, K, TA ;) applied to hair, (S,)

and to anything; (TA;) as also *>c-»pj ; (K,TA;)

applied to hair and to anything. (TA.) And

Black that is beautiful or comely. (TA.) — And

* - J- 0 t

one says j^-\» }$->\ meaning Black in an intense

degree. (TA.) = Also A ram uttering a cry, or

cries; and so t^^^j. (K. [But see 1.])— And

One who does not speak at all. (TA.) —— And,

applied to water, J Still; not flowing or running.

(K,TA.)

« * *j 3 -

sr—'s-A [pass. part. n. of 4, q. v.] : i. q. j-* [app.

as meaning Unable to express what he would say] ;

(K, TA;) because his face becomes black from
0 •■

anger, like y, ■. i [i.e. charcoal]. (TA.) One

unable to utter verse, or poetry. (S,* K.) And

A poet who will not [or cannot] answer, or reply

to, him who contends with him in satirizing. (TA.)

0 0 J

An answer, or a reply, [&c.,] that

(TA.)silences.

1. \J£» ^jJI aOU^ U»j, (Msb, TA,) aor.

j 0 * **

[like jJ*j], the verb being of the class of .Jlc,

(so in the Msb accord, to the TA,) or ,«n»&j [like

> * *' * * *

*iij], the verb being of the class of «ii, (so

accord, to my copy of the Msb,) or, as in copies

of the T, j^js^aj, without teshdeed, the verb being

of the class of •«*«, (TA, [but this is app. a mis-

transcription for ,^^i, as the last radical letter

is j,]) inf. n.^li ; (Msb, TA ;) or a*.^ l^jLi

\j£> .Jl, thus accord, to the K, agreeably with

what is said by J ; (TA ;) [but one of my copies

of the S has Ijisj IJ£> ^1 <u^ ^jLQ Z\ ;

the other copy having " ^a.,^ ;] J2e meant, or

intended, by his saying, or speech, such a thing.

(Msb, K, TA. [In the S, the meaning is only

indicated by the context.]) = ^*& {J^. L,

like (_j«6j, He (a child) wept until he sobbed.

(TA.) '

2. jJ^-Jt ^j inf. n. a^a^JLJ, ^6 ?//////^ ///r

cooking-pot to have a large quantity ofjtjifl [or

seerfs used in cooking, for seasoning thefood : from

lli, q. v.] : (S,* K, TA :) or, accord, to Aboo-

Alee El-K&Iee, he put, or threw, into the cooking-

pot, Xjtyi »• e. J^l^3. (TA.) It is said, by Z,

[but with hardly any reason that I can see,] to

be formed by transposition from the letters »j»

thus combined. (TA.) = See also 1, in two

places.

3. A^o-ls, inf. n. oU».li«, I talked, discoursed,

or held a colloquy, with him, and understood what

he intended, or meant. (A, TA.)

l^i and ^j*~&, (S, K,) the former of which is

the more common, (S,) The seeds that are used

in cooking, for seasoning the food; (S, K;) as

also v tT^ati : or the dry thereof: (K :) pi. !l*Lit ;

(S, K ;) which is said by IAth to signify the

[seeds called] J->ly of the cooking-pot, such as

pepper and cumin-seed and the like thereof. (TA.)

And it is said to signify particularly The onion,

or onions collectively. (TA.) Thus in a trad, of

Mo'awiyeh, in which he is related to have said

to a party who came to him, Lojl la»i £y* I3J13

ye of the seasoning of our land (meaning of the

onions,)for rarely have people eaten of the seasori-

ing of a land and the water thereof lias harmed

them], (TA : and the like is said in the S, but

not so fully.)

»ja»i j. q. Sjyi [A portion of honey; or a

honey-comb ; or a portion of a honey-comb]. (K,

TA. [It is added in the latter that it is as though

it were formed by transposition from ia-y ; which

I do not find in this sense in any lexicon.])

<La»i, like aj/o. ; (so in some copies of the K,

and accord, to the TA, in which it is said to be

0' 0 0 ' o

" with fet-h ;") or <Ua»i, like ij>a- ; (so in other

copies of the K ; [but I think that both are evi

dently wrong, because deviating from a common

rule of the K, and for more than one other obvious

reason ; and that the right reading is " *«»*-», like

Ikjjtf (accord, to those who hold this to be of the
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measure 3X&6, not a*Jl*») ; i. e., that it is origi

nally Fj.ir *, the j being necessarily changed into

^ and incorporated into the preceding ^j ;] and

also * i^mJ ; (K, TA ;) the former on the autho

rity ofAA, and the latter on that of IAar ; (TA;)

Thin soup : (KL, TA : [in some copies of the K,

j*^ is erroneously put for £•» or y-m-, the

readings in other copies:]) or soup in general.

(?,TA.)

Jyli and t jT^i, (T, S, Msb, KL, &c.,) the

latter sometimes used, (Msb,) but AZ is said to

have disallowed the pronunciation with the length

ened alif, (TA,) and t*£li, (KL, TA,) this last

mentioned by ISd and Sgh on the authority of

Fr, (TA,) The meaning of a saying, or speech ;

its intended sense or import; syn. Jf*« ; (S, Msb,

K ;) and ^Jkjti ; (KL ;) and J>lJ. (8, Msb.) One

says, *££*, (S, A,) or l&J, (Msb,) ^, (S,) or

^>., (A, Msb,) v&a t^Li and a-!^> * e^li

(S,' A, Msb) i. e. [I knew it, or I understood it,

in, or from, the intended sense or import of his

saying, or speech; or,] t» [orfrom] what I elicited

of his meaning, or intent, in what he said. (A.)

[See also Jo^, near the middle of the para

graph.]

lY^Ll: see the next preceding paragraph, in

two places : = see also U~».

2t^a~» : see ijy»-9-

iua_» and iUa-i : see A^a-J, above.

^*i i. ^. «^l [Saving a hoarse, rough, harsh,

or 0r«/T, wtcc]. (Sgh, TA.)

1. »i, aor. - , inf. n. A^i (S, El) and ~j ;

and so t la«, (EL, TA,) inf. n. £^-31; (TA ;)

said of one sleeping, He snored; or made a sound

in breathing, audible by persons around him ; syn.

jki : (S, L, K :) or Zj in sleep is [the making a

sound] less than what is termed JaJac [inf. n. of

Jai] : and it signifies also a man's sleeping, and

blowing in sleep. (L.)

8: seethe preceding paragraph.

2 -
aj .4. snare, trap, gin, or net, for catching

game or am/ kind of wild animals or birds ; syn.

Sjla* : (S, A, L, Msb,» KL:) said to be a Pers.,

or foreign, word, arabicized : (TA :) [from the

Pers. Lj :] AM says that the Arabs called it

Jji [q. v. ; and see also J*l»] : (TA :) and

* i» i signifies the same : (L :) pi. of the former

iui (S, A, Msb, KL) and p*S. (S, A, K..)

J.JUI ii ^y» ,jyj i^-ij t [lit. Such a one leaped

from t/te snare of Iblees] means such a one

repented. (A.)

anwnd him : (S : [see 1 :]) or a sleep in which

the sleeper blows: (L:) or a sleep after coitus:

(KL :) or a sleep in which the sleeper rests on the

back of his head, (IAar, L, K,) and blows by

reason of satiety : (IAar, L :) or a sleep in the

early part of the morning or of tlte forenoon,

between the time of the prayer of daybreak and

sunrise or after sunrise: and, when tired. (A.)

One says, 3>1jA\j>\Z 'y% [He sleeps the sleep termed

ils]. (A.) = See also li.

1. c v«ii *, said of a woman, She walked with

an elegant and a proud and self-conceited gait,

with an affected inclining of the bodyfrom side to

side. (Msb.) [See also 5.] — And, said of the

bird called SI6.U, It [cooed, or] uttered a cry or

sound. (K.) — And C«ii He lied, or uttered a

falsehood. (A,TA. [See liiA.li.])ss=aiii,aor.r,

He cut it off (KL, TA) with a sword. (TA.) —

' He smote his head with a sword, (O,

KL, TA,) and cut it off. (TA.) — tU^I

(KL, TA,) inf. n. cJLi, (TA,) He uncovered the

vessel. (EL, TA.) And c- A a II signifies also

The cook's taking out with the hand a piece of

flesh-meat Jrom the cooking-pot : (EL, TA:) ^

tjjJUl, the reading found in copies of the KL, [in

the CKL 5iJ*JI v>«>] '8 a mistake : it should be

jjJUl ±y>, as in the L [and O] &c. (TA.)

A sleep in which the sleeper snores, or

mates a sound in breathing audible by persons

5. c ■*. ft*1 He walked in the manner of the bird

called iii-U : thus in the K : but in most of the

lexicons c.i L U: (TA:) i.e. she (a woman)

walked as walks the 3Z*& : (A :) [or,] accord, to

Lth, [in the 'Eyn,] signifying **-?+-» C~J-» :

(TA: in the O, lUii^ «£«£*; and in the

margin thereof, te.,liLn : [the right reading is

a^i aj * <£■£* ; thus in the J K, a lexicon founded

upon the 'Eyn :] thought by him to be from the

walking of the bird called SSiJi : (O,* TA :) he

means, site strode in her walking, and held out her

arms apart from [Iter sides beneath] her armpits.

(TA.)_ And He wondered, syn. *T«»-«3, (0, K,

TA,) and said, How good, or goodly, is he, or it !

(O, TA.) And it is said of a man as signifying

fl-' °. *. i ^ •>'"' [app. meaning He showed «-■•«*£,

i. e. self-admiration, &c, in his gait : but I do not

find this signification assigned to ^,-^-aj]. (TA.)

And He affected lying; or lied purposely;

syn.^jSS. (A,TA.)

7. o»B»Ail, said of a roof, It became perforated.

(o, S.)

<LLs The light of the moon; moonlight : (S,

A, O, K :) or the light of the moon when it first

appears : and hence [as some say] the derivation

of 3£m& [as the name of a certain bird], because

of its colour: (Msb: [see, however,what follows:])

you say, cJLill ^ ulii. [as though meaning

We sat in the moonlight] : (A'Obeyd, S, O :) but

Sh says, I have not heard C-o.^1 except in this

instance ; and Aboo-Is-hak states that some one

of the lexicologists says, I know not whether it

be a name of the light of the moon or of its dark

ness : Abu-l-'Abbas says that the meaning [in the

saying above mentioned] is, in the shade of the

moon [i. e. in the shade of a moonlight-night ; and

to this the colour of the <U».l3 may be likened].

(TA.) = Also The [snare, or trap, &c, called]

li, (^, TA,) of the sportsman : (TA :) or [o

thing] nearly resembling the ii. (O.) = And

Holes, or perforations, of a round form, in a

roof. (0,$.)

iii-U A certain well-known bird; (EL;) of those

having neck-rings [or collars] ; (S, O ;) a species

of pigeon, marked with a neck-ring : (TA :)

accord, to Ibn-El-Jawaleekee, (IB, TA,) the

name is derived from C«kJU1, (IB, Msb, TA,)

meaning "the light of the moon," (IB, TA,) or

"the light of the moon when it first appears ;"

because of its colour : (Msb :) [hence, and from

what will be found stated voce \Jj*5, it seems to

be a species of collared turtle-dove, of a dull white

colour, marked with a black neck-ring :] or, as

some say, the word is a part. n. from C^ULJ sig

nifying as expl. in the first sentence of this art. :

(Msb:) the pi. is i-.£. (S, O, Msb.) ^jA>\

22£.\i rye [More lying than afdkhiteh] is a prov. ;

t * - " j •■ i * i

because the cry of the <U^li resembles (jljl IJuk

^oji\ [This is the season of thefresh ripe dates] ;

and this it utters when the spadix of the palm-

tree has not yet come forth. (Meyd. [See also

Freytag's Arab. Prov. ii. 383.])

1. J»J±S, (S, 0, L, K,) aor.r, (TA, and so

accord, to some copies of the K, in which the

verb is said to be like *«io,) or ; , (so in other

• • *

copies of the KL,) inf. n. ,*ii, (L,) He hit, or

hurt, his (another's) thigh : (S, L, KL :) or he

broke kis thigh : like as one says <uilj and <lU.j.

(O.) And jAi He was hit, or hurt, in his thigh :

(M, L, KL :) or his thigh was broken. (A.)

2 : see 5, in two places. _ <u_j~~c Juii f He

called his S^-i* [or kinsfolk] ji~s by Jjwi [i. e.

one small body of families after anotfier], (S,

Mgh,» O, L, KL,*) inf. n. le^is : (TA :) from a

trad. (S,0, L.)_ And>kJ^-*> inf- n- as above »

(KL;) or^£>jlj; (L;) \He dispersed them,

and abstained from aiding them ; syn. ji^JjJ

Ijjl 'n-j • (L, KL: [but see what follows:]) and

(L)^ji-» (O, L, Msb) o'P 0*> (°» L>) inf- n-

as above, (O, L, Msb,) signifies j*}J*-, (L, Msb,

[in both written without any of the syll. signs,])

or <U* j*)J**, [which is evidently the right read

ing (i. e. he induced them to abstain from aiding

such a one), and I believe it to be the right read

ing also in the explanation given immediately

before from the L and K] : (O :) and ^i^

he dUpersed them. (O, Msb.)

3 : see the next paragraph, in two places.
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0. i\jj\ J^Ju He (a man, Msb) sat between I

<Ae <%As 0/ i/te woman (Mgh, Msb) as he sits

who performs [or is about to perform] the act of

coitus ; as also * U.U.U, [inf. n. Sj^iliJ ;] and

T !»«*■»-*, inf. n. J,,.±i3 -. (Msb:) or he sat above

the thighs of the woman : (Mgh :) ♦ J^> £~'t sig

nifies the same as * SJ^U^Jt [app. agreeably with

the former or the latter of the explanations above].

(S, 0, L.)= And jJLtf He retired, or held back,

(°» ?>) f»*$ £>* from the affair. (O.)

«i^~» —jti*S

10. .U i : ,1 i. q. ^AaA-I, (Fr, O, K, TA,)

i. e. .He was, or became, lowly, humble, or sub

missive; and so ijJUll. (TA in arts. ,jj±. and

•)

^ i and i*J (S, O, L, Msb, K) and Jii (S,

O, L, K) and Jii, (L, TA,) as Ez-Zarkashee

says in his Expos.' of EI-Bukharee, (TA,) for in

the case of every faucial medial radical of a word

of the measure J*», whether a noun like .V * or

a verb like Oyi, there are four dial, vars., namely,

J«i and jii and j£» and J«i ; (Seer, O, TA ;)

thus it is said in the Tes-heel of Ibn-Malik ; and

MF says that the first three forms are common

to every word of the measure of Li:t. though

without a faucial letter; (TA;) The thigh; i.e.

the limb (J*y [i. e, J^5» but in the O written

J-»5,]) between the J>C and the ^ ; (Mgh,* O,

L, $ ;*) so says Lth ; (O ;) and' in this sense,

the first of the forms above mentioned is the

most chaste : (MF :) it is of the fem. gender :

(Mgh, O, L, Msb, £ :) pi. juJf, (Sb, L, Msb,

K,) the only pi. form. (Sb, L.) Also \A

small sub-tribe, or portion of the tribe, consisting

of the nearest of the kinsfolk of a man ; (Kh, A *

O, L, K;*) less than a O-^Vj the first [i.e.

largest] body being the ^Jc,, then the &LJ, then

the SJ^ai, then the ejlU, then the >j£j, and then

the j*~i : (S, O, L :) or it is below the iLJ but

above the ,jLj ; and is pronounced with the ~.

quiescent: (IDrd, O :) or below the ti^ei but

above the ^^ : (Msb :) or below the ^L^ and

above the iL*4 : (Mgh, Msb :) this last, accord,

to IB and Aboo-Usameh, is the true order; (TA

voce ,_-*£, q. v. ;) and AM says that the SJ^ai

is nearer than the »Ui : (L :) in this sense, the

second of the forms above mentioned is the most

chaste: (MF:) and in this sense it is of the

masc. gender; (A, Mgh, O, Msb;) because mean

ing J* 5 (Msb ;) wherefore you say, yjjjj \J± :

(A :) pi. as above. (A, O, L, ?.) _ a$UI c-JL.

l*o»i ^ is a phrase mentioned by Fr, meaning

t [Tlie she-camel was milked] in her half-month

[app. at the period commencing half a month

after her parturition]. (O.)

1 "Cf', ^' °> M?b' ^ aor- - ' (°» M?b> ?»)

inf. n.jii (S, O, Msb, $) andjii (S, O, K) and

J{*^> (?>) or this^ is a simple subst., (Msb,) or

it is a mistake for j\L», accord, to some, and this

may be an inf. n. either of 'jLs, for there are

many instances of the same kind, or of ji.U,

(MF,) or jUi, with fet-h, is post-classical, and

therefore not allowable, (Th, O,) and fyjj and

<-**£* and *b**j ; (K;) and *>~3I} (S, O,

Msb, K;) and t>.Uj; (L in art. *-iij) [He

gloried, or boasted; i. e.] he gloried in, boasted of,

boasted himself in, or praised or commended him

selffor, certain properties, or particular qualities :

(K :) he enumerated, or recounted, the particulars

of his ancestral nobility or eminence, or his own

glorious or honourable deeds or qualities : (S, TA :)

or he arrogated to himselfgreatness and nobility:

(TA:) or he contended for superiority by reason

ofhonours arisingfrom memorable deeds or quali

ties, andfrom parentage or relationship, and other

things relating to himselfor to his ancestors: (Msb :)

or he contendedfor superiority by reason of things

extrinsic to himself, such as wealth, and rank or

station. (TA.) You say % o^LJ [ I gloried in

ft, or by reason of it; Sec]. (Msb.) And t^US

«-v* W He gloried in, boasted of, or boasted him

self in, what he possessed. (L in art. -r, ->.) And

^i U** j**>*4 >»-» One party of them boasted

against another [lj£ m such a thing or quality

&c.]. (K.) __ Also>J, inf. n. jii, He magni

fied himselfby boasting. (TA.) »^Lii £ijj

(S, O, K,) aor. i , (O, K, [in two copies of the S

written - , contrary to analogy in a verb signifying

surpassing in a contest, accord, to most of the gram°

marians,]) inf. n. Jii : (S :) see 3. O^^J

ju^Uij ^jij j£\ ji £# j^ j^,, 5mcA

a one excelled to-day such a one in nobleness and

hardiness and speech. (ISk, TA.) ^.J, aor. ;

(O, K,) inf. n. '^LJ, (TA,) He disdained, or

scorned. (IAar, O, EI, TA.) _

see 4.
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excelled, him in jli [or glorying, or 6oarf%, or

^fory, or excellence], (ISk, S, O, $.)_ OjjLIi

^Ae (a woman) brought forth none but such as

wasj±\4 [or goodly, &c.]. (Lth, 0.)

5. jlij (S, TA) and t^UJ (TA) He magni

fied himself; he was, or became, proud, haughty,

or disdainful; syn. of the inf. n. of the former

^ii*», and^ ; (S, TA ;) and that of the latter

J£li5. (TA.)

6. tj^tlij [They vied, or competed, or con-

tended for superiority, one with another, in jls,

i.e., #fory%, or boasting, or in ^ory, or excel

lence, \. e. <% emulated, or Wmffled, one a«o*/ier

therein; and, simply, <% vied, one with another ;]

they boasted^ together, one party against another.

(§»* ?•) ^v^rf U«» b>.U3 They boasted among

themselves oftheir several causes ofboasting. (Msb.)

— See also 1, in two places ; and 5.

i, 8 :,,8ee *' fir8t sentence [Hence,]

"J^bj t [!t» herbs] became tall. (A, TA.)

2 : see 4.

3. KjL& £itf, (ISk, S, O, Msb, K,) inf. n.

of the former sjiui (Msb, K) and ]\Li, (K.,)

""Of

i\^J A woman that holds a man firmly be

tween her thighs, (Msb, K, TA,) by reason of her

strength. (TA.)

hyi*** A man hit, or hurt, in his thigh: (M,

L :) or whose thigh is broken, (A.)

Bk. I.

[and aor. of the latter i, or, accord, to so'me.'r ,

(see 3 in art.^^.,)] He vied, or competed, with

him, or contended with himfor superiority, injj

[i. e. glorying, or boasting, &c, or in glory, or ex

cellence, i. e. he emulated, or rivalled, him therein,

and he surpassed him, or overcame him, therein;

and, simply, he vied with him, and surpassed him] :

(Msb,* £:) or he contended with him for supe

riority in generoumess or nobleness offather and

mother : (ISk, S :) and he surpassed him, or over

came him, therein. (ISk, S, Msb, K.)

4. 4ii ;>JI ; (ISk, S, O, K: ;) and t^

4-A*, inf. n. j^ ; (ISk, S, 0 ;) or <uJL* <^J}

aor. ;, (AZ, O,* £,) inf. n. Jli ; (AZ, O, TA ;)

He judged him, or made him, to excel, or to have

10. tj±±L*\ He bought it l>.b [i. e.ofa good,

a goodly, or an excellent, quality], namely, a gar

ment, or piece of cloth, (Lth, O,) or a thing. (K.)

And in like manner the verb is used in relation

to the giving [and app. the taking] in mar

riage. (O.)

* » r

ji*i [Glory: excellence: originally an inf. n.:

as^also ijLj.] You say^ t j^j^ Z\, i. e.

>-» [Verily he possesses glory, or excellence, above

them : or perhaps the meaning of this phrase may

be verily he has a disposition to boast himself

against them] : and 1jdb t JJJLi Jtf ^ i# e> Jj£jj

[Thou hast not the glory, or excellence, of this]

(Lh, TA.)

>-» and >»» Thickness of an udder, with con-

tractedness of the orifices of the teats, and with

paucity of milk. (TA.)

' • > 4 0*

>-» : see^i, in two places.

5>J [A manner ofgbrying, or boasting]. You

say i^-o. S^i^j [He gloried, or coasted, in a

good manner], (Lh, TA.)

• , ,

jU»» [said in the Msb to be a simple subst. :

see 1],

J**"* : see^A.1* Also A she-camel great in

the udder, contracted in the orifices of the teats :

(As, S, O :) or great in the udder, having little

milk ; (K, TA ;) and likewise applied to a ewe

or she-goat: or that yields thee what she has of

milk, and has nothing remaining thereof. (TA.)

— And A thick udder, contracted in the orifices

of the teats, and having little milk: (£, TA:)

erroneously repeated in the £ among words end

ing with j. (TA.) _ And A palm-tree great in

the trunk, thick in the branches. (S, 0} K.)_

Also, and *>4*, (O, K,) which is likewise with

j, (TA,) both applied to a horse, (O, K,) and the

latter to a man also, (O,) Great in the yard, (O

K,) and long therein: (£:) and the latter, applied

296
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to a penis, great ; mentioned by IDrd as with j :

(TA :) and the pi. is 'ji*Q. (K, TA.)

t«tei One who vies, or competes, or contends,

with another in glorying, or boasting, &c, (O, K,)

or for superiority in generousness or nobleness of

father and motlier ; (S;) i. q.j±.(L»; (K;) like

J^a*. (S, TA) in the sense of'^U-o. (TA.)

You say 1^-i.l *»y jt> j**-» 0^» *W- [Such a

one came contending with others in glorying, or

boasting, &c. : then returned last, or meanest].

( A.) —- Also Overcome in jLi [i. e. glorying, or

boasting, &c.]. (K.)

*liJ Baked pottery; baked vessels of clay :

(Msb, voce >_*]-*■:) or baked clay : before it is

baked, it is called iJ>jm. and JUJ-o : (Msb in

the present art. :) or t. q. oji. : (S, O, K :) or a

kind of ^j*- of which earthen vessels, or jars,

mugs, $c, are made : (TA :) or earthen vessels;

vessels made of potters' clay : pi. of [or rather a

coll. gen. n. of which the n. un. is] 5jU-». (K.)

see the paragraph here following.

ji.\£ an epithet from j*-s in the first of the

senses expl. above ; as also ♦ }yi-i : (K :) [the

former signifies Glorying ; boasting ; &c. : and

the latter, the same as] *jJLs one mho glories, or

boasts, much ; (S, O, TA;) as also * iTj-li : (O,

TA :) and * »>*i»» one who glories, or boasts, very

much. (0,« TA.) — A thing, (S, O, Msb,) or

anything, (K,) [superb, grand; as though glory

ing, or boasting ;] good; goodly; excellent; of

excellent quality. (S, O, Msb, K.)— Also f Dates

not yet ripe (j—j) that grow large, and have no

stones : (S, O, K :) as though they boasted against

others. (TA.)

.b. r« : see jy>~», last sentence.

jyim\i A species of sweet-smelling plants; (S,

TA ;) i. q. £*lill 0U-0 5 ($> TA 0 thu8 caUed

by the people of El-Basrah ; accord, to AHn, the

$y> [or marum] having broad leaves ; and said to

be tliat of which tliere have come forth, in its

midst, ~-*lJ*- [pi- of jtCj-, q- v.], like foxes'

tails, with a red, sweet-smelling blossom in the

middle thereof: the physicians assert that it cuts

short the [sleep termed] OLjli. (TA.) __ [A

meaning assigned by Golius to this word belongs

to »»»>.U».]

(S, &c.,) He (a man, S) was, or became, large,

big, bulky, or thick. (S, M, K, &c.) __ And He

was, or became, great in respect of estimation,

rank, or quality. (So accord, to an explanation

of the inf. n. in the KL [agreeably with an expla-

nation of the epithet ^Li].) See also j^. m,

jit x i .- a

below. _ And one says also_^o^l^eii [meaning

Great in estimation is the thing or affair or event

or case !]. (K in art. j~>, in which see «-^.)

2. ^;>«J is .<//«. with jfJajQ [as signifying The

magnifying a man, honouring him, or treating

him wtiA respect or reverence or veneration] : (S,

K, TA:) one says, «U»«Lji U^ts U3I meaning

[We came to sucA a one] and we magnified him,

or honoured him, and pawi Aim AioA respect : and

♦ A«jLi3 signifies [the same as A^Li, i. e.] He

magnified him, or honoured him, &c. ; syn. «U».I,

and rt,pA&. (TA.) \Jj*J\ ju/iM is <Ae contr.

of <uJUI [i. e. it signifies STAe pronouncing of the

word with tlie broad sound of the lengthened fet-h

{approaching to the sound of " a" in our word

" ball ")] : (S :) [and also with afull sound of the

letter J :] or j*t *• * * '* 's *** abstaining from

5JUNI ; (K, and Kull p. 127;) and <Ae confr. o/

JeS^JI ; i. e. i. q. «aJUcJI ; and signifies </te tn-

clining of I towards the place of utterance of'_»,, «w

in <Ae word SjJLaM ; and <Ae uttering ofJ from

the lower part of the tongue [i. e. with the tongue

turned up], as in tlie word &\ [i. e. in the word

<u)l not immediately preceded by a kesreh] : (Kull

ubi supra :) it is [predominantly] peculiar to the

people of El-Hijaz, like as ilU^I is to the tribe of

Temeem. (TA.) = See also what next follows.

(K, TA. [In the explanation of this word in the

CK, jj-eu is a mistranscription for jj-cy.J)

J .» 9$

*-JI i. q.

5. \_Jii '•" signifies He magnified, or aggran

dized, himself; as is shown by a verse cited in

the first paragraph of art. J*» ; in which verse it

is said in the M that " \y%m»\ means \^aJu. =

And it is also trans., like 2 :] see 2, first sentence.

• 0 ■»

^ii [seems to signify primarily Large, big,

bulky, or thick. And hence,] A man having much

flesh in tlie balls, or elevated parts, of tlie cheeks.

(TA.) — [And predominantly,] Great in estima

tion, rank, or quality; (S, K, TA ;) applied to a

man: (S, TA :) pi. >li-» : the fem. is i^ii.

(TA.) And it is likewise applied to v~-»>. [or

grounds of pretension to respect or honour].

(TA.) And to speech, or diction, (J In ;.<,)

meaning Strong; sound, or correct; or chaste,

clear, or eloquent, and comprehensive ; syn. Jj»>..

(S, K.)

I [as meaning Most, or very,

great in estimation, rank, or quality ; applied to

a man]. (TA.)

*<*"■* . . ■. • i
^m iue, occurring in a trad., as an epithet ap

plied to the Prophet, means Magnified, honoured,

or regarded with respect or reverence or venera

tion, in the minds and the eyes [of others : and so

it means when applied in a general manner] : not

largeness in his bodily make : or, as some say, it

means [characterized by] ♦ i»U-» in hisface, [i.e.]

its nobleness, and fulness, with beauty, or comeli

ness, and a quality inspiring reverence or venera

tion. (TA.)

1. JU, aor. - , inf. n. juji (As, T, S, M, L, K)

and ji, (M, L,) He (a man, As, S) uttered his

voice, called out, cried out, or vociferated : (As, S,

M, A, L, K :) or did so vehemently: (T, M, L,

K:) or raised his voice; (TA;) and so ♦«**.*»,

said of a man, and of a camel : (L :) or <Aey (a

number of sheep or goats) made a sound by run

ning : or made a sound by running with their

pastors and those driving them with singing: (K:)

or Ae, or it, made a sound like that termed uit*i»» ;

(Lth, T, M, K ;) as also ♦ jiJi, inf. n. i'SijJ :

(M, L, K :*) and Ae (a man) ran, making a

sound by his running. (L.) _— ji, aor. - , inf. n.

Xiji, It (a bird) moved, or flapped, (£"»■,) its

wings, expanding and contracting tliem. (M.) _

He ran, (K, TA,) fleeing. (TA.) [See also

R. Q. 1.] — Jv^l «l»ji The camels crushed the

ground with their feet, by the vehemence of their

tread. (M, L.) And jS, aor. - , inf. n. jS and

juji ; (L ;) and * jiji ; (M, L ;) He (a man)

trod vehemently upon tlie ground, by reason of

exultation, and briskness, liveliness, or sprightliness.

(M, L.) [See also 2.] = iJ>j**13 ^

means He threatens me. (K, TA.)

it* * *

it and »> A thing in which one glories,

or boasts himself; (K;) a cause of glorying or

boasting ; a generous quality or action, or a gene

rous quality that is inherited by generation from

*"l'

generation ; syn. »»JU : (S, O :) pi. ji.\k*. (Msb.)

I, aor. - , (S, M, K, &c,) inf. n. i*ui,

fem. of>*» [q. v.]. (TA.) — And A

great army or militaryforce. (TA.)

i^j, like <uiy*>-> (so in the JK, K, and TA,

[in the CK and my MS. copy of the K <Ue»i-»,

like S^ey<r,]) Selfmagnification, pride, or haughti

ness, and assumption ofsuperiority. (JK, K, TA.)

^^4 (i A person ofauthority, (TA,) one held

in honour, from whose judgment events are made

to proceed, and witlwut whom no affair is decided.

2. jji, inf. n. J^JJui, He cried out, or voci

ferated, or did so vehemently, in buying or selling.

(IAar, T, L, K.) And He (a man) walked

upon the ground proudly and exultingly. (IAar,

T, L, K.»)

R. Q. 1. jiji, inf. n. Sjijki : see 1, in three

places Also He (a man, TA) ran, fleeing

from an enemy or a beast of prey. (T, L, K.)

[See also 1, latter half.]

# ^ j • Sx

jljii : see >\jj, last sentence.

Juji an inf. n. of 1 [q. v.]. =: Also Abundance

of camels. (M, L.) — And jj.*J JA Many

camels. (M, L.)

i}\j± and e}\j4 : see the next paragraph, last

two sentences, in three places.

}\ja Having a strong, or loud, voice, (S, M,

A, L, K,) and rude, coarse, or uncivil, in speech ;

(L, K ;) as also * jajs and * j*ji. (Lh, M, L,
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EL.) — Having a vehement tread. (M, L, EL.)

Hence, in a trad., IjtjS Jtj> ^l£ cZL» ji i. e.

[Thou usedst to walk upon me] treading vehemently,

as said by the earth, (M, L,) to a dead man

buried in it. (L.) — Proud, (EL, TA,) and

exulting. (TA.) — And Possessing camels in

number from two hundred (in some copies of the

EL [and in a copy of the T] from hundreds, TA)

to a thousand, (AO, T, Nh, L, EL,) and there

withal rude, coarse, or uncivil, and proud. (AO,

T.)_P1. os>&- (L, EL, &c.) __ The pi.

occurs in a trad., in the saying, 3^l£}\j c&L)l £,1

v>ijUAJI ^, (T, S, L,) meaning [Verily rude

ness, or coarseness, and hardness, are in] the men

whose voices are high, or loud, in their corn-fields

and among their cattle : (El-Ahmar, As, T, S, L,

EL 0 or (in the ?L " and ") the tenders of camels,

and pastors, and tenders of oxen and of asses :

(Th, T, EL :) or (in the EL "and ") the tillers of

the ground; (M, A, Mgh, K, TA ;) because they

vociferate in their corn-fields : (A, Mgh :) or (in

the EL " and ") the people of the deserts; (M, K,

TA ;) the men who dwell in the jS\ja fpl. of jijJ,

q. v.] ; (MF;) because of the roughness of their

voices, and their rudeness, or coarseness : (M :)

or (in the EL " and ") the possessors of many

camels. (M, EL, TA.) [See also art. o«*»-]

" »>loJUI signifies The frog : (A, K :) so called

because of its croaking. (A.) __ Also, t »'i\jS)

(IAar, Th, M, L, EL,) and tSjljJ, (IAar, L,)

or * Salji, (M, EL,) A cowardly man. (IAar, Th,

M, L, EL.) — Also, t s^ijj, (L,) or t \\\J±} (M,

K,) A certain bird : (M, L, EL :) n. un. of \\jS,

(LJortalJJ. (M.)

S}\j4 : see the last three sentences of the next

preceding paragraph.

•' •'

jjjj A desei-t, or waterless desert, (T, M, L,

EL,) wlierein is nothing : (T, M, L :) or an even

tract of land : (S, L, EL :) or a spacious and

pebbly tract of land: (A:) or a rugged and

pebbly tract of land : or a hard place : (M, L :)

or a hard and rugged place : (El :) or an elevated

place (As, T, L, EL) in which is hardness : (As,

T, L:) pLJitf. (L.)

10. <i^.jJCL/\ He deemed it (i. e. an affair [&c.])

burdensome, heavily burdening, oppressive, or over

burdening : (A, TA:) or he found it to be so; as

also * A»-.xsl. (K.)

« ..

^.jli A debt, (A,) or an affair, (S, EL,) [or a

load, (see 1,)] burdening, burdening heavily, op

pressing, or overburdening. (S, A, EL.)

Z».}\i A misfortune, an affliction, or a cala

mity : [pi. £ilji:] >*jJI ^-il>i signifies the

afflictions, or calamities, offortune. (EL,* TA.)

9-jJ^o : see the following paragraph.

* t 0 -

pg,ML< A man burdened, heavily burdened,

oppressed, or overburdened, by debt, or by an

affair, or by a load : (S,* L, TA :) ♦ ~jj

this sense is not allowable. (L.)

in

• J 0 J * 3 *

j>iji : see jljj, first sentence.

* - j • a>

asjki: see jljii, first sentence, as Also Tliick

milk : (IAar, T :) or i. <?. o,»jj», (EL,) which sig

nifies very thick milk : (S and L and EL in expla

nation of the latter:) or both signify sour and

thick milk. (T and L in explanation of the

latter.)

1. *wi, (S, A, EL,) aor. : , (EL,) inf. n. LJi,

(TA,) It (a debt, S, A, EL, and an affair, and a

load, TA) burdened him, burdened him heavily,

oppressed him, or overburdened him: (S, A, EL:)

* «»jjt [in this sense], said of debt, has not been

heard from any one in the correctness of whose

Arabic speech confidence is placed. (S.)

4 : see the preceding paragraph : __ and that

here following.

e
1. illj £ji, aor. : , (EL, TA,) inf. n. £ji, (TA,)

He broke his head with a stone: (EL, TA :) and

s^yiJt c~iji I" broke the thing : (TA :) [but] the

verb is not used except in relation to a thing in

which is moisture. (EL, TA.)

jo*

1. ;jJ, (Lth, IAar, T, S, M, O, EL,) aor. i ,

(M,) or ., (O, EL,) inf. n. ^jS (Lth, T, S, M, O,

EL) and ,*Ji; (EL;) and * jSa, (IAar, T, O, EL,)

inf.n.JrfjJS; (O ;) and tjjLjj . (IAar,T,0,EL;)

said of a stallion, (IAar, T, S, &c.,) primarily of

a stallion-camel, (IAar, T,) He desisted from

covering ; (IAar, T, S, O ;) or he desisted from

covering, being wearied by much indulging therein :

(S, O :) or he flagged, or became remiss, or lan

guid, in covering, (Lth, T, M, EL,) and desisted

therefrom : (M, EL :) the * in }jS, thus used, may

be a substitute for the O in £i : (O :) accord, to

IAth, it signifies he lacked power, or ability, to

cover. (TA.)—JJs, inf. n. }i'Ji, said of a moun-

tain-goat, He became such as protected himself in

the mountainfrom the hunter: or he became large,

or big, and advanced in age, or full-grown; thus

says IELtt. (TA.) — And JJi said of cooked

flesh-meat, (EL, TA,) inf. n. Jjji, (TA,) It became

cold. (EL, TA.) ess jjj, aor.r, inf. n. Jjii, He

mas, or became, foolish, stupid, or unsound in

intellect or understanding. (TA.)

2 : see 1, first sentence. = jJLsJ SjllLf*. «jX

means 2%«e are «<one« that break into small and

large pieces. (O, EL.)

4 : see 1, first sentence.

o. jJ*3, said of a stone, It, being struck, 6rofe

in pieces. (TA.)

j^i : see j^U, in two places.

• -_

jji Foolish, stupid, or unsound in intellect or

understanding. (S, M, O, EL.) And Wood that

quickly [or easily] breaks. (0, EL.)
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S).»J ^4 piece offlesh-meat : (M, EL :) or a cow-

pac< piece thereof: (As, T, S, 0 :) or a piece of

cold, cooked, flesh-meat : (T : [mentioned in the

TA as from the M :]) and a piece of anything :

(TA :) pi. JJl^. (T, TA.) _ A lump of dates

[compacted together] : (M :) or a large lump of

dates compacted together; as alsoj^jytf and S^jjli,

(TA in art. jj^i.)^ A piece of a mountain : (T,

EL :) or an overtopping, or an overhanging, or a

projecting, piece of a mountain. (M.) See also

»j>l9. — And A portion of the night. (M, EL.)

ej^» A man who goes away by himself; (Ibn-

Abbad, O, EL;) like hji; formed by transposi

tion. (Ibn-Abbad, O.) [See also pU, last signi

fication.]

j„

jO» Sifoer. (O, EL.) = And also, (EL,) orS&

jji, (O,) A boy, or youth, that has nearly attained

to puberty : orfat, or plump. (O, EL.)

• j -

jj,*» : see the next paragraph.

• -

jili, applied to a stallion, [primarily to a

stallion-camel, (see 1, first sentence,)] Desisting

from covering; or desisting from covering, being

wearied by much indulging therein : (S, O :) or

flagging, or becoming remiss, or languid, in cover

ing, and desisting therefrom : (M, EL :) [or lacking

power, or ability, to cover : (see 1 :)] pi. jjl^i, (S,

O,) orjSi. (M, EL.) — Also, and tj^ji, (S, M,

O, EL,) and *jjii, (M, EL,) applied to a mountain-

goat, Advanced in age, or full-grown : (S, M, O,

EL :) or youthful, and complete in make : (M, EL :)

or large, or big : (S, O :) or that protects himself

in the mountain from the hunter : (M, EL :) jjli

applied to a mountain-goat as meaning advanced

in age is like -.jl5 applied to a horse, and Jj(f to

a camel, and *JU» to an animal of the bovine kind

and to a sheep or goat : (As, T :) accord, to

IAth, it is from jjki said of a stallion as meaning

"he lacked power, or ability, to cover:" (TA:

[and the like is said in the 0 :]) the pi. (of ,>U,

• * ' *

M) is jjki, (M, and so in some copies of the EL,)

or jjj, (so in other copies of the EL,) or both, (S,

O, [see an ex. of the latter plural in a verse cited

voce^jj,]) and jjl^i and (of *jji, M) JjJj, and

(quasi-pl. n., M) * SjjJu, (M, EL,) like aL'S'c.

(M.) sss And Jili, (O, EL,) [thus] without 5, (O,)

signifies also A she-camel that goes away alone,

apart from the others ; (O, EL, TA ;) like jgU.

(TA.) [See also IjjJ.]

Sjjli -[A great, (T, O, EL,) hard and solid, (M,

K,) mass of rock, (T, M, O, EL,) which one sees

(T, O) upon the head of a mountain ; (T, M, O,

EL ;) likened to the mountain-goat ; (M, O ;) as

also t tjji. (TA.) [See also what next follows.]

jjj^i (S, EL) and »JjJ-» (S, M, EL) A great

mass of rock that projects, or juts out, (jjuJ,)

from the head of a mountain: (S :) what is thus

called is short of (Oi*) what is termed Sjji [in

relation to a mountain] ; (M, EL ;) by which may

296 •
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be meant ^33 in respect oj place and projection,

not in respect of size. (TA.) [See also SjjS and

ijiii : and see more in art. jju».]

jjJLo >L*J», like ^j—a-o [in measure, app. in

some one or more of the copies of the EL like

•j-rri 0. for, as is mentioned in the TA, El-Bedr

• ' • ■»

El-Kanif'ee says that it is anomalous, like vr****

from «T«v-'l> ano- yjin* « from ,j^».l], jroorf that

stops from copulation; (E;) as also ▼ SjjJL*.

(Lh, ?.)

0-- - ft -

5jjUU : see what next precedes : e= and see

oL». = Also A place of the mountain-goats

termed jji. pi. of jjli : (S, O :) [or] SjJjU ,jl£o

signifies a place in which are many of those moun

tain-goats. (M, K.)

1. ojS, with kesr, [aor.-, inf. n. cji,] He

was, or became, such as is termed cjiit [q. v.].

(O.) And *iji ciji, (0, EL, TA, in the CK

• " *■ "

[erroneously] o*jki,) [aor. and inf. n. as above,]

occurring in a trad., Sis foot had the affection

termed cji [meaning as expl. below ; and in like

manner the verb may be used in relation to the

hand]. (0, K, TA.) = See also £ji.

2. *cji, (O, TA, from a trad.,) inf. n. *jjl*j,

(O, EL,) He caused him (a man, O, TA) to be, or

become, such as is termed c jl»I. (O, EL,* TA.)

cjj [app. an inf. n. of which the verb is " eJ^s]

A breaking, or crushing, syn. «..0 [q. v.] : and a

»%Af splitting or cleaving or slitting. (TA.)

cji [mentioned above as an inf. n.] Deflection,

and distortion : this is [said to be] the primary

signification. (TA.) [Generally] .4 distortion of

the wrist or 0/ <Ae ankle-joint, (S, Mgh, O, Msb,

EL,) so that the hand or the foot becomes turned

towards the inner side : (S, O, Msb, EL :) or the

walking upon the back [i.e. </tc upper surface] of

the foot [from an explanation of cjl*I by IAar,

mentioned in the Mgh and O and Msb and TA ;

but it seems rather to mean a distortion of the

foot that occasions the so walking] : (EL : [see also

f"il 0) or height of the hollow part of the sole of

the foot, such that if the person trod upon a

sparrow it would not hurt it [from an explanation

of e. jkil by As, mentioned in the O] : (EL, TA :)

or a distortion («-$*, EL, TA, [in the 0 »-j*,]

and J~*, TA) in the joints, as though they were

dislocated, (Lth, O, EL,) mostly in tlie wrists and

ankle-joints, (Lth,* O,* IS.,* TA,) by nature (Lth,

O, EL, TA) or by disease, as though the person

were unable to extend them : (Lth, O, TA :) or a

deflection between thefoot and the shank-bone, (O,

EL, TA,) and tlie like in the arm, being a slate of

dislocation of the joints: (TA:) or it is a colliding

of the [inner] ankle-bones, and a wide separation

of thefeet, (Mgh, TA,) to the right and left. (TA.

[See, again, f-jy.]) In the camel, (EL,) or in the

fore legs of the camel, (ISh, O, TA,) it is The

state in which one sees the animal to tread upon

tlie part between the phalanges of his foot, so that

thefore part of his foot becomes raised; (ISh, O,

EL, TA ;) and it is nought but a rigidity in the

pastern [that occasions this]. (ISh, O, TA.)

iftji The place of what is termed cjki, (S, O,

Msb,) in the wrist or ankle-joint. (S, Msb.)

cjtil Having a deflection ; and distorted. (TA

[in which it is implied that this is the primary

signification].) [Generally] Having the affection

termed cjj [q. v.] ; applied to a man ; (S, Mgh,

O, Msb, EL;) and to a he-camel: (O, EL:) fem.

iUjj ; (O, Msb, K ;) applied to a woman ; (Msb;)

and to a she-camel ; (O, EL ;) and to a female slave

as meaning whose hand is distorted in consequence

of work. (IDrd, O.) And the masc. is applied

to a male ostrich, as meaning Having a distor

tion of the extremities of thefore parts of hisfeet ;

in like manner as when it is applied to a he-camel.

1 ft

(Lth,* O, TA.) And hence, cJj^I, as an epithet

in which the quality of a subst. predominates, sig-

, »t

nifies T/ie male ostrfch. (TA.) And ejujl is

applied by Ru-beh to fish («ile-») as meaning

Sending, crooked, or curving. (O.) And ilcjJui

is a name of f The well-known asterism called

ctjJJI [q. v., the Seventh Mansion of the Moon ;

also called Sjlii\ ilcxi, because Sj£i)\ is the Eighth

Mansion] : a poet says,

• 0' J • J

[A day of the auroral setting of S^Ul or of its

tUjj that causes the soul of the she-goat to pass

forthfrom her anus] ; meaning, by reason of the

intenseness of the cold. (TA.) — The dim. of

cjil is t fj^i\. (TA.)

ju»l : see what next precedes.

&

-J*

1. *cjL», aor. - , inf. n. i.jS, He broke it, (S, O,

Msb, Kl,) or crushed it ; (S, O, K ;) or (K) it is

said when the object is a hollow thing, (S, O,

Msb, K, TA,) or a moist, or soft, thing, (TA,) a

person's head, (S, O, TA,) and a grape, and the

like: (O, TA :) and he bruised, brayed, or pounded,

it coarsely : and he clave, split, or rent, it slightly.

(TA.) _ And >UJaJI ija He put much clarified

butter into thefood. (O,* K,* TA.) __ And one

says also, i>*-J' ^ 'U^" >•** taPP' meaning He

preserved the truffles in clarified butter], (O.)

7. cjJut It (anything dry, or rigid,) became

soft, or supple. (O, EL.*)

• " -

cjj Distortion in the foot : (Ibn-'Abbad, O,

K:) like *«»■», which is more common. (0.)

• , , t

[See c.w.]

6jJuo An instrument for breaking, or a-ushing.

8,

(K, TA.) And applied to a man ; like J•*■« [q- ▼•].

(TA.)

1. >»ljk»UL> <u» ^jic c~«ji, [aor. ;,] inf. n.^ajki,

/ covered his, or its, mouth with the j»\ja [q. v.] :

(S :) or e\» j>ji, and <u» ^jl*, aor. - , and *j»ja,

(M, EL, TA,) inf. n. ^jjJtf ; (TA ;) he put tlie

j>\ ji upon his, or its, mouth : (M, EL :) [app. used

in relation to a man and also to an JIjjjI or other

vessel : but the latter verb, and as trans, without

a particle, seems to be more commonly used in

relation to both :] one says of Persians or other

foreigners, and of Magians, on the occasion of

their giving to drink, ^yjkty I " \ycj>i They bound

tlie j>\jj upon tlieir mouths : (T :) and 1j>j>J

JiJ>y, (M, EL,) inf. n. ^jjls, (EL,) He put the

j>\jS upon the mouth of the JJj^I. (M, EL.*) s=

J,jJ, (T, M, EL,) inf. n. Llji (T, S, M, Msb,

EL) and 2u>}j4, (S, M, M?b, EL,) He was, or be-

came, such as is termed j>ja [q. v.] ; or he was,

or became, heavy, sluggish, or dull; and con

founded, or perplexed, and unable to see his right

course. (TA.)

2 : see the preceding paragraph, in three places.

One says also,_^»«JI»», meaning He bound upon

the earners mouth the iotjj, (M,) which means

the iiCe [q- ▼•]• (TA.)

j>jj Impotent (T, S, M, K) in speech, (T, M,

EL,) and in adducing an argument ; (T, M ;) [as

though his mouth were covered with a j»\jS, for

it is said in the S to be from <us ^^Jic c~oj^

>tjJUl#;] lieavy, sluggish, or dull; (S ;) or with

heaviness, sluggishness, or dulness, and softness, and

paucity of understanding : (M, EL :) or unintelli

gent: (Msb:) and thick; (M, EL ;) fat; (M ;)

foolish, or stupid; rough, rude, or uncivil: (M,

EL:) accord, to I Aar, the heavy, sluggish, or dull;

as being likened to blood, which is thus called :

(T :) and j>j5 is a dial. var. thereof, or, accord,

to Yaakoob, the «i> is a substitute for the o : (M :)

the fem. is with 5 : (M, Msb, EL :) and the pi. is

>1jl» [agreeably with analogy]. (M, EL : in a

copy of the T jtjS [which I think a mistranscrip

tion].) — Also Heavy [and app. thick] blood :

and, accord, to I Aar, blood [itself]. (T.) __ And

A garment, or piece of cloth, (T, TA,) saturated

with dye, (T,) or saturated with red dye by its

being put again into the safflower time after time.

(TA.) And Red that is saturated (M, K) with

redness: (E:) or of which tlie redness is not in

tense. (Thus also in some copies of the EL.) [See
• * 6 J

also j>jju<>.]

>»lji : see the next paragraph, in two places.

j>\j& and t>»l,i» and *>sljki and ^^jS, (EL,)

or *>»Ijl4 [only], (S, T, M,) A thing which the

Persians or otlter foreigners, (T, EL,) and the

Magians, (EL,) bind upon tlieir mouths on the

occasion of their giving to d?nnk; (T, EL;) or a
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piece of cloth with which the Magian binds his

mouth; (S;) or a sort of thing with which the

Persians or otherforeigners wipe [app. the mouth]

when they give to drink; one of which is termed

*i*Ui. (M. [In the S it seems to be implied

that this last word is syn. with J»lji as expl.

above.]) — Also, (El,) or the first, (T, S, M,)

and also t>»lji, (S,) or and also tjtji, (M,) A

strainer, or chrifier, (T, S, M, K,) for a mug

and an J^.1 and the like; (T;) a thing that is

put in, or upon, the mouth of the Jj*>I, for the

straining, or clarifying, of what is in it : (S, M:»)

also called JljJ. (M.) — And Jtj* signifies

also the same as i«Cc : thus in copies of the K

[and in a copy of the M] : but the former word

is correctly * 3u\ja [as is implied in one place in

the M] ; and the word by which it is explained is

correctly i*U*, [as in some copies of the K,]

meaning A thing that is put upon the mouth of

the camel. (TA. [See 2 : and see also the first

paragraph of art. >»e.])

J' ' .
<UIji : see the next preceding paragraph.

• S' • -

j>\ji : see j>\ji, in three places.

. 4- ■ /

j>$j±: see yol ji.

• ' •>' * a- « ..

4*1.»J n. un. of.>»U»: see>»ljk9, former half.

j>jJu> -. see >>»>jLo. _ Also A garment, or piece

of cloth, saturated with red dye : (Sh, T, S, M,

and some copies of the K :) or of which tlie red

ness is not intense. (M, and some copies of the K.)

It is said in a trad, that he [the Prophet] disliked

the >ojie for the j>ja~e, but saw no harm in the

gj^ui [q. v.]. (TA.) — Also Dye thick and

saturated. (S.) — And JsjJLi JJ J Deeply-

stained, intense, vileness or ignominy. (TA.)

JjUi (T, M, Kl) and tj5JJu (T) and *J»JJu

(M, EL) An J^l [a vessel for wine] having a

strainer, called j>\ji, (T, M, If,) mi, or upon, its

mouth : (M, K :•) and soJw&. (M.) It is said

in a trad.,v>Alyl i*juU iM^I^ 0&<**^

->>U*1W t^«% ^ n»B be summoned on the day

of resurrection having your moutlis closed with

thejt\*i]; meaning, ye will be withheld from

speaking with your mouths, so that your skins

will speak. (M.)

« - i * j

oUji* [Vessels of the kinds called] Jjjljl and

J0> [pis. of jj^l and Ji]. (S.)

* j o - 9 A* *

2. ,>>.*£> signifies The making a building tall.

(£. [See O^O) — And J The fattening of

camels. (K, TA.) One says, iijj, meaning J He

(the pastor) fattened him [i. e. a camel] ; made

him like tlie JA, i. e. the^eS. (TA.)

0-» ^ [pavilion, or pkiMh^ o/<Ae Ainrf termed]

>**»> (?, M, A, K,) rawe^ Af^A, or marfe lofty :

(M, El :) pi. J,tjj| ; (M, A j) to which fat camels

are likened. (A. [See 2.]) = And A certain red

dye. (M,K.)

9 * *

Q\j& : see the next paragraph, in five places.

JOS The bull ; (M, El ;) and so ♦ ^tji : (£ :)

the bull with which one phuglis : (IAar, TA :) or,

(AA, AHn, S, M, Mgh, Msb, K,) as also *0&,

(Mgh, Msb, K,) the oxen, (AA, S,) or the two

bulls (AHn, M, Mgh, Msb, K) which are coupled

together (AHn, M, El) in [or by means of] the

[cord called] o!/» (Mgh) [and] which plough, (S,)

or with which one phuglis; (AHn, M, Mgh, Msb,

EI ;*) and one thereof is not called ,jljS : (AHn,

M, K :) or ^1jj signifies, (Mgh, K,) and so

♦O'^j (Mgh,) or the former, (S,) or each, (M,

Msb,) signifies also, (S, M, Msb,) [the plough ;

or the apparatus, or gear, thereof; i. e.] the

implement, or the apparatus, or #ear, (S, Mgh,

Msb, K,) of the two bulls, (S, Mgh, K,) /or

ploughing ; (S, Mgh, Msb ;) or the whole appa

ratus, or gear, of the two bulls [which are coupled

together] in [or by means of] the [cord called]

0\j-3 • (M :) but accord, to Abu-1-Hasan Es-

Sikillee, t £>\jJ, without teshdeed, signifies the

implement, or apparatus, with which one phuglis :

and ,jlja, with teshdeed, has a different meaning,

expl. in what follows, relating to land : and IAar

says the like : (TA :) [see also qCc :] the pi. of

O'JS is OiilJi, (S, M, Mgh, Msb, K,) meaning

oxen with which one phughs : (M, TA :) the d1

of ▼ o1-** 1S *>■*»' [a pi. of pauc] and &j6, (M,

Mgh, Msb, TA,) and the vulgar say ^jl», with

kesr. (TA.) — J,lJ[i, with teshdeed, also sig

nifies A certain commonly-known quantity [of

land]; (IAar, TA;) said by Abu-1-Hasan Es-

Sikillee to signify a limited portion of land, sub

divided into four and twenty keerdts ; (TA ;)

[loosely reckoned as the quantity of land which a

yoke of oxen will plough in one day ; thus corre

sponding to the Latin termjugerum, and our acre;

and commonly defined as consisting of 333 fcasa-

behs (or rods) and one third; (the kasabeh being

24 kabdahs ; and the kabdah being the measure

of a man's fist with the thumb erect, or about 6

inches and a quarter;) but different in different

times and in different parts of the same countrv :

hence, perhaps,] it is also expl. as signifying" a

place ofseed-produce. (M, TA.)

OjilJ^Jt is said to signify J>jjt.iiUI «l>U~4l

[The possessors ofploughing oxen] ; like as oyU»-

signifies "possessors of camels:" but it has been

otherwise expl. in [its proper place, as pi. of l\jl,

in] art. ji. (£.)

• a, j ~*

&J** tU. A building that is [made] tall, or

lofty. (M.) = And ^jJLo ^)i A garment, or

piece ofchth, dyed with QjJ. (TA.)

2353

1. iw, (T, S, M, &c.,) aor. <yjJb, (Msb, K.,)

inf. n. 1& (T, S, M, Mgh, E., '[omitted in my

copy of the Msb, probably by inadvertence,]) and

<J-**> (Mgh,) or ,jjj, (so in the M, accord, to

the TT,) or also both of these, (Fr, T, S, Msb,

?,) the latter of them said by Fr, on one occa

sion, to be the more common, (T, TA,) [which

is the case when it is a subst., like JLjj,] but

Alee Ibn-Suleyman El-Akhfash [i. e. El-Akhfash

El-Asghar] is related to have said that this is not

allowable except by poetic license, and El-Kalee

says that ^.iiJI was used by the Arabs in con

junction with ',^-JI, [see flU-, in art. ^^,]

but other forms were used in other cases [among

which he seems to mention «1ji, with fet-h and

the lengthened alif, but the words in which I find

this expressed are somewhat ambiguous, and are

also rendered doubtful by an erasure and an

alteration]; (TA;) and tJfjfiJl, (M,) [whence

an ex. in a verse which will be found in what

follows,] or y f^j^l (K, TA) and '«L, (TA,)

[but I do not know jjjJSI in either of these

phrases as having any other than the well-known

meaning of alii ^i, which is strangely omitted

in the Klj^and * oljU, (S, Mgh, Msb, K, TA,)

inf. n. tiiC and foi ; (Msb, TA ;) but some

explain this differently' [as will be shown in what

follows] ; (T, Mgh, Msb, TA ;) He gave his

ransom ; (S ;) he gave a thing, (K, TA, [ilki'l in

the CK being a mistake for ^^kct, without the

affixed pronoun,]) or a captive, for him, (TA,)

and so liberated him ; (K., TA ;) [i. e. he ran

somed him ;] or he liberated him, or ransomed

him, j*y\ ^ [from captivity] : (Mgh, Msb :)

or ▼ oljls signifies he hosed him, or set him free,

and took his ransom : (Mgh, Msb, TA :) or Sl^lLi

signifies the giving a man and taking a man [in

exchange] : and (\ji, [as inf. n. of itji,] the pur

chasing him [from captivity or tlie like] : (Mbr,

T, Mgh, Msb, TA :) or the preserving a man

from misfortune by what one gives by way of

compensation for him; as also ,jji : (Er-Raghib,

TA :) you say, ^l^ <c«ji Ipurchased [i. e. ran

somed] him with my property, and ,,.|'; with

myself: (T :) or, accord, to Nuseyr Er-Razee,

the Arabs say, j^^S t v£J^li [J ransomed the

captive], and ^c\j ^{^ '<£ji [/ ransomed him

in a tropical sense fcith myfather and my mother],

and JU# [with property], as though thou pur-

chasedst him and freedst him therewith, when he

was not a captive; and you may say, c*Jji

js-."})) meaning Ifreed tlie captive from the state

in which he was, though * c-jjU is better in this

sense : as to the reading ^Ajjja [in the Kur ii.

79], Aboo-Mo'adh says, it means Ye purchase

them from the enemy and liberate them ; but the

reading '^AjaUJ, he says, means ye contend with

them who are in your hands respecting the price

and they so contend with you: (T, TA:) [that

" atj^sl is syn. with «l,*i is shown by what here

follows :] a poet says,
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[And if a person dead mere to be ransomed,

assuredly I mould ransom him with what minds

would not be willing to relinquish]. (M, TA.) ——

[The inf. ns. of the first of these verbs are much

used in precative phrases :] they said, iU ^£ja

[for ^£ji jlji, and therefore virtually meaning

C*jji Mayest thou be ransomed; the J being

)j....!;.7l.Lt i. e. " for the purpose of notifying" the

t ** **

person addressed] : (TA :) and ,wl «UJ \JJ>i [for

{Jjj A.«,k,i{ i~(\ j)\jj, and therefore virtually

»- t ' "

meaning simply a-Ju> ^1 ,_Jtjii May my jather

ransom thee with himself; so that it may be well

rendered may my father be a ransom for thee] :

(S :) and »lji, with tenween, some of the Arabs

pronounce with kesr [to the *, i. e. they pronounce

»lji with the tenween of kesr], peculiarly when it

is next to [meaning immediately followed by] the

preposition J, saying iU ;l,*i, because it is in

determinate ; they intending thereby the meaning

of a prayer ; and As has cited [as an ex. thereof]

the saying of En-N&bighah [Edh-Dhubyanee],

Jjij J *et *# m* *•'

jj* cy>i J1-8 k>* >»jI u«

[Act gently : may the peoples, all of them, and

what I make to be abundant of wealth and of

offspring, give themselves as a ransom, or be a

ransom, for thee : jl«*i being app. assimilated to

an indeterminate imperative verbal noun such

as <i_« in the phrase J*; L> <ve, which is as

J J* * # jj • J6->

though one said J*.j L> Uy^j 0<5wl ; thus mean-

ing here jjju) : but De Sacy mentions, in his

" Chre6t. Arabe," sec. ed., vol. ii., p. 460, three

allowable readings (not the foregoing reading) in

this verse, namely, l\jj and l\ji and «lji ; and

adds that what here follows is said by a commen

tator to be, of several explanations, that which is

the right : ^y*^ |UJ o' »»f»«all ykj jA.'j) Jy^'j

*j^ -tfljii -fV ^UJ^j^lJI ^ U£> «l~» Jj^AJ

Jjilj jJpl (-ji***: this, it will be observed, is

similar to the explanation which I have offered

of OM »tjk» ; for £JlAJ is app. a typographical

mistake for JjiAJ : and I incline to think that

sl«w, though supposed to be correct and therefore

likened to £>\y and Jljj, is a mistake of a copyist

for .Iji ; and the more so because I find in Ahl-

wardt's " Divans of the Six Ancient Arabic

Poets " the three readings Itjl» and i\ja and jl jl»,

but not ,lji], (S, TA.) Jj.jj »Ujj^ [in the

Kur xxxvii. 107] means And we made an animal

preparedfor sacrifice to be a ransomfor him, and

freed him from slaughter. (T, TA.) __ OjlJ

lyo-3j k>o ly—aj and " Ojuil [alone] mean <S%e

^ace property to her husband so that she became

free from him by divorce. (Msb, TA.) __ See

also what next follows.

2. »\ji, (S,« £,) or *J£> iljJ, (S* TA,) [or

both, for both are correct,] inf. n. <ujJu ; (S, K ;)

and 4~io ♦ tlji, (S, TA,*) aor. ajjju, inf. n. !ljk» ;

(TA ;) He said to him ▼ i)l,ii cJU*. [Jlfay I be

made thy ransom, i. e., a ransom for thee], (S,

K,TA.)

3 : see 1, former half, in five places. _ In the

saying respecting bloodwits, l^jti l>»»-l O'ii tne

meaning is, [J.nrf if they like,] theyfree the slayer,

or Ai* nex< of kin who is answerablefor him, and

accept the bloodwit ; because this is a substitute

for the blood, like as the ransom is a substitute

for the captive. (Mgh.)

4. je**)) »l.*»t [in the CK1 (erroneously)^*-^!]

He acceptedfrom him the ransom of the captive.

(M, Kl.) Hence the saying of the Prophet to

ELureysh, when 'Othman Ibn-Abd-Allah and El-

Hakam Ibn-Keysan had been made captives, ^

ULa-Lovoji; ^JZa- Ua^XjJuL' [We will not accept

from you the ransom of them two until our two

companions shall come], meaning [by the two

companions] Saad Ibn-Abee-Wakkas and 'Otbeh

Ibn-Ghazwan. (M.) __ {£$» ^jil Such a one

danced, or dandled, his child : (K, TA :) because

of his [often] saying, ,_yol^ ^\ J\i j^jj [May my

father and my mother be ransoms for thee],

(TA.) ss= t_£j*il also signifies He made for his

dried dates a store-chamber. (K.)— And f He

became large in his body ; (IAar, T, Kl, TA ;) as

though it became like the »lji [q. v.]. (TA.) _

And He sold dates. (IAar, T, K.)

6. IjiUj They ransomed one anotfier. (S, TA.)

_And t Theyguarded themselves,one byanotfter;

as though every one of them made his fellow to

be his ransom. (Msb, TA.) __ And <U« \j}\ij

J He guarded against it, or was cautious of it,

and kept alooffrom it. (S, K,* TA.)

8 : see 1, first quarter, in two places ; and

again, near the middle of the paragraph. _ As

intrans., ^£JSS\ signifies [He ransomed himself;]

he gave a ransomfor himself. (Er-Raghib, TA.)

*< j»

You say, \j& <Ue ^jX3\ [He ransomed himself

from him with such a thing]. (S.) Hence the

usage of the verb in the Kur ii. 229. (TA.) See

1, last sentence but one.

l_£jj and * j_£«fc» and " *ljS and * ajji all sig

nify the same, (S, K,) i. e. [A ransom ;] a thing,

(K, TA,) or a captive, (TA,) that is given for a

man, who is therewith liberated : (Kl, TA :) [the

first three are also inf. ns. (and have been men

tioned as such in the first paragraph) ; therefore

when you say ^1 Jii ^jk» and ^1 iU ^jj*, the

words ^Jki and ^ji may be either inf. ns. or

substs. : as substs., the second and third are more

common than the first :] ajjj [is also sometimes

expl. as an inf. n., but accord, to general usage]

signifies as above ; (K, TA ;) or property given

as a substitute [or a ransom] for a captive : (Mgh,

Msb, TA :) and property by the giving of which

one preserves himself from evil in the case of a

religious act in which he has fallen short of what

was incumbent, like the expiationfor the breaking

of an oath and of a fast; and thus it is used in

the Kur ii. 180 and 192 : (Er-Raghib, TA :) and

its pi. is tjjS and oCjj. (Mgh, Msb, TA.)

^jii : see the next preceding paragraph. [Hence

the phrase] Jljj cJb». : see 2. It is also a pi.

of its syn. <ujS. (Mgh, Msb, TA.)

&ij* : see ^£jj. = d^L>jj^ JLu jl* ^^Jlc J^.,

accord, to the K, but in the S, -iJCjjJb _» J»

JJJujJj, mentioned in art. ^Jji, is a saying

meaning [Take thou to] that [course] in which

thou wast: the author of the K seems to have

followed Sgh, who has mentioned it here : (TA

in the present art :) SujS and 2jj3 are dial. vars.

(TA in art. <Jji.)

ifji An jCjI, (K, TA,) i. e. (TA) a collection,

of wheat : (M, K,*TA:) or it signifies, (EL,) or

signifies also, (M,) a collection offood, consisting

of barley and dates and the like : (M, BL 0 or an

jUit, i.e. a collection, offood, consisting of wheat

and dates and barley : (S :) and it is said to sig

nify a place in which dates are spread and dried,

in the dial, of Abd-El-Kleys. (M.) And The

>^»- [or protuberant, or prominent, part, or

perhaps the bulk,] of a thing (M, K.) of any

kind. (M.)

JljJ : see ijji.

ajjIjuUI is the appellation of A class, or sect,

of the pj'y*- of the Sjjjj [or j«ji, whom we call

the Druses ; it is a coll. gen. n., of which the

n. un. is j^jljS ; the ^ being a substitute for « :

it is used to signify those who undertake perilous

adventures, more particularly for the destruction

of enemies of their party ; as though they offered

themselves as ransoms or victims ; and hence it is

applied to the sect called in our histories of the

Crusades " The Assassins "]. (TA.)

[{JJJla, originally ^^juto. In the saying k

jjfjJU Qiyj With my soul, or myself, may such a

, 8 •' - „

one be ransomed, ^jjU is often suppressed ; being

meant to be understood.]

1. aj\m^\ ij* JS, [aor. - , inf. n. Ji,] He was,

or became, apart from his companions, and re-

mained alone. (L.) = And J\i, (TA,) [aor. -,]

inf. n. Ja, (K., TA,) He drove away (ij±) vehe

mently. (K,TA.)

4. «Jit He made him, or it, to be single; sole;

or one, and no viore ; syn. «p_jl ; (S in art. _j3j ;)

and \ji aJl«^, L e. tp«. (TA in that art.) _

And OJJl She (a ewe or goat) brought forth

one only, (El-Ahmar, T, S, M, O, L, Msb,) at a

breeding; (Msb;) inf. n. iljJt. (El-Ahmar, T,

M, L.) [SeeJA..]

5 : see the next following paragraph.

10. «V JUu-l He was, or became, alone; inde
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pendent of others ; without any to share, or par

ticipate, with him ; in it : (KL, TA :) you say,

op A ** *

yt!*)\i jjlc jua.'.'wl ZZe was, or became, alone, or

independent, exclusively of me, in the affair :

(0 :) and «u 1 $jA3 also has the former meaning:

(KL, TA :) or this latter signifies He was, or be

came, alone with him. (O.)

E. Q. 1. Jijki lie contracted himself (j«ol*3),

to leap, deceiving, or circumventing, (IAar, T, O,

]£,) or in order to deceive, or circumvent, when

leaping ; (IAar, T in art. wij ;) said of a man.

(IAar, T, O.) _ [And accord, to the K, in art.

u»i, t. q. j~7*»3 ; like oJi3 : but] accord, to

IAar, «_ijkij has this latter meaning, and jiji

signifies as expl. above on his authority. (T in

art. oi.)

S,

Si Single ; sole ; only ; one, and no more ; [and

alone, or apart from others ; (see 1 ;)] syn. >ji ;

(S, M, Mgh, O, L, EL ;) and j*.£ : (L, Msb :)

pi. [of mult.] }j.ii (M, L, Msb, KL) and [of pauc]

Jliil. (M, L, EI.) One says, ^jjli &S 2%e#

iri'o wcn< away singly. (S, O, L.) And >ojiJI tU-

liljkil : see j^JUj And ji j^ X)o<e» that

are separate, each onefrom others ; (IAar, S, M,

O, L, K ;) not sticking together ; (IAar, M, L ;)

&' i '

as also uai ; (M ;) and vi-i. (T in art. w~s.) —

And Jill is [a name of] 2%e first of the arrows

used in the game calledj^^i] : (S, M, O, L, K :)

it has one notch ; and for it is gained one share

[of the slaughtered camel] when it is successful,

and one share is exacted when it is unsuccessful :

(Lh, M, O, L :) the arrows are ten : the 2nd is

called j>\£j\ ; the 3rd, 4-**P' > the 4th, J-iaJI ;

the 5th, JjUl ; the 6th, J^L^I ; the 7th, Ji*J\ ;

and there are three for which there is no share,

namely, «..>.»)! and ~, »;<,,! I and jlc^JI. (S, O, L.)

^ ft 5* ft* ' ftd *

[See voelP'-J — ••*» «U>J^ : see Sili.

tilji : see the next paragraph, in two places.

Ufjtji j>°<p\ IL, (O,) or * litji, (Msb,) and

▼ IjlJJ, and " tiljjt, Tlie people, or party, came

one by one; singly. (O, Msb.) And ^Jljii UJLfel,

(K, TA,) and ^Slji, (CK1,) and * litji, and

* IJIJi, We ate separately. (K.)

titji : see the next preceding paragraph, in

two places.

«iti iii£», and t sji, i. ?. 23 1£ [i. e. A word,

phrase, proposition, or sentence, extraordinary, or

exceptional, in respect of rule, or of usage]. (M,

L.) And SJli iul A verse of t/ie Kur-dn that is

alone in meaning. (L.)

I -1

jit An arrow having no feathers upon it ; (T,

O, KI ;) opposed to ^Aj^o : so says Aboo-Malik :

others say jit [q. v.], with J : but he allowed

only the former. (T, O.)

A ewe or she-goat bringingforth one only,

(El-Ahmar, T, S, M, O, L, Msb, El,) at a breed

ing: (Msb :) [like }jL» and J+-y:] one does not

apply this epithet to a she-camel, because she

never brings forth more than one. (S, M, O, L,

Msb.)

• *•

jlji-o A ewe or she-goat <Aaf usually brings

forth one only. (T, S, O, L, Kl.)

1. ji, aor. : , inf. n. jlji (T, S, M, K, &c.) and

ji (M, K) and >Lo (S, M, K) and jio, (K,) or

the last is a n. of place [and of time], (S, M,) He

(a man, T) fled : (T, S :) or he turned away or

aside, to elude, and fled, (M, K, TA,) from a

thing that he feared. (TA.) ^Jl ^\ [in the Klur

lxxv. 10] means Whither is the [fleeing or] turning

away &c. ? (M, TA :) or it may mean when is the

i ,

ii'ffie^reo/^TA^and^ioJI^^another reading,

where is the place offleeing &c. ? (IAb, Zj, S, M,

i,

TA,) as also ji»JI, (Zj, K,TA,) which is an instru

mental noun used as a noun of place: (K, TA :) but

the first is the common reading. (TA.)—.jh»

«j«k6 ,j-e, aor. as above, inf. n. j_», 2Ze wheeled

about widely from his enemy, to turn again.

(Msb.) _ And S(_jljl ^1 ji He went, or betook

himself, to the thing. (Msb.) __ And [hence]

tf a Z* OS*

»jl> £jji His arm, or hand, fell off; like Ojk

and op. (0.) = J->JI )i, (S, 0,) or i#jj|,

(M, K,) aor. i, (S, M, O,) i. e. with damm, (O,)

[in copies of the K - , but afterwards in those

copies i , which is the regular and correct form,]

inf. n.ji (S, M, O, K) andjtji and jip and j£i,

(K,)orj\ji isasimplesubst., and jlji is an inf. n.,

(Meyd, in explanation of the prov. which here

follows,) He looked at, or examined, the teeth of

the horse, (S, O,) or he exposed to view the teeth

of the beast that he might see what was its age.

(M, K.) Hence, (TA,)

(S, M,» Meyd, K,*) and .jl^j, (M, Meyd, K,)

and »j\j-£, (S, K,) sometimes thus pronounced

with fet-h, (S,) | [Verily the fleet and excellent

horse, his aspect (see 0*0 ** {equivalent to) the

examination of his teeth, i. e. he is known by his

aspect], is a prov., applied to him whose external

state indicates his internal qualities ; (Meyd, O,

K ;) meaning that one knows his excellence from

•*

his ^jjc [i. e. aspect] like as one knows the age

of a beast by examining his teeth ; (TA ;) his

external appearance rendering it needless for thee

to test him, (S, Meyd, O, Kl,) and to examine

St)* c £

(ja> oO his teetn : (Sj 0> £ 0 a"d [wi*h the

same meaning] one says, <uc jl^aJI ji : (A, TA :)

jj ** jji. j ,

and [in like manner] »j\ji <u~s- Qt..a.J) [The bad,

his aspect &c] ; (Meyd, O, TA ;) i. e. thou know-

est his badness by his o-fi when thou seest him.

(TA.) And one says also, wj*\3\ ^ ^jj* I

opened tlie mouth of the horse that I might know

his age. (Har p. 28.) And iltJjt J&A ^s. ji,

aor. - , He examined the teeth of tlie beast. (Har

p. 233.)_ [Hence the saying of El-Hajjaj, oj>J

fl&i o*, expl. in art.^£»i.] And [hence also]

~'0 £ 0 ' Ji'

one says, «Lil ^ »ji \ He examined him respect

ing things. (0,» TA.) And ji^l ji, (M, TA,)

and ^1 Jit. ji, (S, M, O, K, TA,) I He exa

mined, looked into, scrutinized, or investigated, the

affair ; searched into it ; inquired, or sought in

formation, respecting it. (S, M, O, Kl, TA.) And

6>- <fti * O s J £*•

yj~*j ^ U* Cf^S* i Sucn a one interrogated me

in order that he might know, from what I should

say, what was in my mind. (TA.)_Andj-»^lji

U«xo- t The thing returned to its first state ; it

recommenced. (M, O, K.) And IcSo- j*"^l ji

t Commence tliou the affairfrom thefirst thereof.

(M, in the TT. [But the MS. has in this case,

as in that here immediately preceding, j-o^t : the

right reading is evidently j*"N)t ; as in a similar

, * '.' .. « i - i"
phrase voce £•*»■, q- v.]) =j», aor. jiu or ^Aj,

(accord, to different copies of the T,) He became

intelligent after being weak [in mind]. (IAar, T,

TA.)

3. eUjjli, inf. n. tjUu, J I investigated his state,

or condition, he investigating mine. (TA.)

j*

i. »j»\ He, or it, made him to flee; (S, O ;)

or made him to turn away or aside, for the pur

pose of eluding, and to flee: (M, K:) or (O) Ac

did to him a deed that made him toffee ; (Fr, AO,

T, M, O, K ;) as also *v jil. (TA.) It is related

in a trad, that the Prophet said to Adee the son

of Hatim, 4\ 41 <J Jli £,'| 4\^f ^'J&U

M (T, M, O, TA) i. e. Nothing induces thee to

flee from EUIsldm except tlie saying " There is

no deity but God:" many of the relaters say

£j*j ; but Az says that the former is the right.

(TA.) _ Hence the saying, »ji iiT jit God

made, or may God make, his arm, or hand, to

fall off; like UJXl and UJJI. (0.) And

J '%' J 0 'Ot

•wti'J *^U*' % *pti*> or clave, his head, with a

sword ; like iCjJl. (Yz, T, O, £.) = ojit

slii^J, said of camels, (S, M, O, K,) and of

horses, (M, K,) Tliey shed tlieir milk-teeth and

had others comeforth. (S, M, O, K.)

5. ^ ijitj i. q. jX*~o [He lauglied at me,

derided me, or ridiculed me]; (KL, TA;) men

tioned by Sgh. (TA.)

6. IftjUJ They fled, one from another. (S,

0,K.)

8. j-SI He laughed in a beautiful manner, (M,

K,) beyond what is termed jy&S [inf. n. of ji5l,

q. v.]. (M.) One says, uL-U. jat He showed his

teeth laughing; (S;) as also tjJu Je jZi\. (T.) It

is said of the Prophet^Cill v-»- jio O* j^JS

meaning And he used to smile so as to show teeth

the like of hail-stones, without a reiterated, or a

loud, laughing. (T.) — Hence, (TA,) jjjl J3I
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iThe lightning glistened. (M, EL.) And hence

the saying, <uc j&i \£ji\ >kjJI <->u is^all [&§-

Sarfeh is the dog-tooth of time, or fortune, which

it shows smiling] : for when Es-Sarfeh [which is

the Twelfth Mansion of the Moon] rises, [but it

should be, when it sets, aurorally, for it so set, in

Central Arabia, about the commencement of the

era of the Flight, on the 9th of March, O. S.,]

the blossoms come forth and the herbage attains

its full height. (M, L. [See more in art. wi^o.])

__ See also ji. =s Also He snuffed up a thing

into his nose. (M, EL.)

R. Q. L ££», (S, M, EL, &c.,) inf. n. Juji,

(M,) or j^>ji, (TA,) He put in a state of motion,

commotion, or agitation ; shooh ; or shook about ;

(S, M, EL ;) it, (S, EL,) or him. (M.) One says

of a horse, 4,J ^y >UJJI >^b He puts in a state

of motion, &c, the bit in his mouth. (M. [See

also an explanation of the verb as intrans., in

what follows.]) _ He broke it, i. e. a thing.

(M, EL.) He cut it. (EL.) He clave, split,

slit, rent, or tore, it. (TA.) [Thus] jiji signifies

He rent, or tore, [skins such as are termed] J\5j

[pi. of Ji}], and other things ; (O, EL, TA ;) and

slit, or rent, them much. (TA. [In two copies

of the T, instead of U>*ftj JlSpl, the reading in

the O and K and TA, I find's^ J«j)t]) —

[He mangled it.] One says, 3UJI j$j*i ---$JJ1

The wolf mangles the sheep, or goat. (O,* TA.)

__ And, (O, K, TA,) hence, (O,) inf. n. SjJjj,

(TA,) t He defamed him, and mangled his repu

tation. (O, EL, TA.) —— And t He discommended

it, [as though] mangling it with discommendation :

the verb occurs in this sense in a trad., having

" i

for its object leijJI [meaning the enjoyments, or

good, of the present world]. (TA.)_ Also, (inf. n.

Sjiji, TA,) He called or cried, or called out or

cried out, to him. (M, EL.) =jSji as intrans.,

He (a camel) put his body in a state of commo

tion, or agitation. (M, EL.) __ He (a horse)

struck his teeth with the ^li [q. v.] of his bit,

and moved about his head. (S, O, EL.) — He

hastened, or sped, and went with short steps. (M,

O, EL.) — He was light, and unsteady, (S,* M,*

O,* K, TA,) in mind; (TA ;) inf. n. IjiJ*. (S,

M, O, TA.) —— He hastened, or was hasty, with

foolishness, or stupidity. (IAar, T, TA.) _ And

He confounded, or confused, and was profuse, ,J

a-o'iVib [in his speaking, or talking, or his speech,

or talk]. (M, EL.) — And [app. He talked ;

for] ijijii\ signifies >o*££}l [which is often used as

a quasi-inf. n. ofj&=i]. (M.) =jiji also sig-

+**

nifies He made the kind of vehicle called j\iji.

(T, EL.) — And He kindled [a fire] with [wood

of] the species of tree called j\3ji. (T, EL.)

■- s.- •

ji : see jl», in two places.

&•

ji [The best, or choice, of men &c.]. One says,

**??>*> (°>) or>>yUI>, (EL,) and t^y, (0,

EL,) iTe is of the best, or choice, of his people, or

of the people, (O, EL,) and of the chief persons

thereof, (O, EL,*) who shorn him smiling (^>jJJI

cut t Qjjiij, perhaps better rendered ro/io with

draw from him so as to render him conspicuous) :

(O, EL:) or <suy " Sj»^a he is the best, or choice,

of his people : (T :) and ^U * S> »i», (T,) or

aJU, (O,) <Aw w </«e best, or choice, of my, or Aw,

property, or camels tyc. (T, O.)

•3-> . Mil 4 »3.»S

iji and " Sji\ and " Sj»t The beginning, or jirs<

par*, of the heat : (T, S, M, O, EL:) or they sig

nify, (T, S, M,) or signify also, (O, EL,) the

vehemence thereof: (S, M, O, EL :) but [Az says,]

the second and third are in my opinion from j»\,

the 1 being the first radical letter : and Ks states

that some change the I into c , saying ojas- and

Ijks.. (T.) otJW i>»^ f »>' iV O**9 J*J u ,s

a saying mentioned by Lth, (T, TA,) meaning

[Such a one ceased not to be] in a vehement state

of evil or mischief [proceeding from such a one],

(TA.)_ Also Confusion and difficulty. (M, EL.)

One says, Sj» ^^sjill *aj and » 5jjl and 'oyl

77«e people, or party, fell into confusion and diffi

culty. (M.)_ See also the next preceding para

graph, in three places.

#3

5ji A smiling: [or rather a manner of smiling :]

one says, Sjill <LLj»J Lit [Verily she is beautiful

in respect of the manner of smiling], (TA.)

jji: seejt>.

S)ji : see jl».

jlji and '''^j^ The young one of the ewe, and

of the she-goat, (M, EL,) and of the cow, (M,) or

of the wild cow, (A'Obeyd, T, S, M, O, EL,) as

also, in this last sense, (O, EL,) and in the first

and second senses, (EL,) ^jiji and ▼ j^iji (O, EL)

and *jjji and TjJ(^ : (EL :) or they [app. refer

ring to all the foregoing words] signify lambs :

(EL : ["but see what follows :]) the female is

termed 5,lji : (M :) and jtj* is pi. also ; (T, M,

EL ;) i. e. it is applied to a pi. number as well as

to one ; (TA;) it is said to be pi. of tjj^i ; (T,

S, M, O ;) and is of a rare form of pi. ; (A'Obeyd,

S, O, EL ;*) and it signifies the small in body of

the young ones of the goat-kind; (M ;) or ♦ jiji,

as some say, signifies thus : (TA : [but this I

think doubtful :]) this last word is said by IAar

to signify the young one of the wild animal, of the

gazelle and of tin: bovine kind and the like ; and in

one instance he says that it signifies lambs: (M :)

and, (T, A,) as Aboo-1-Abbas [i.e. Th] states on

the authority of IAar, (T,) j1> (T, M) and Ijlji

(T) and *jj> (M) and Tj^i and ♦»»> and 1ji\ji

(T, M) signify the lamb when it is weaned, (T,

M,) and has become what is termed ji*. [q. v.],

and obtained plenty of herbage, (M,) and has

becomefat : (T, M :) accord, to Ibn-Abbad, (O,)

the last two signify a lamb (j4»-> O, TA, in the

EL J-o», a mistranscription, TA) when it eats,

and chews the cud: (0, EL : [see also J9iji below :])

and [it is also said that] j\ji signifies great j^i

[app. as meaning lambs or kids], and one thereof

is termed ♦ j^iji. (TA.) It is said in a prov.

[The leaping of the wild calf, or with equal pro

priety j\jii I may be here rendered the kid, excited

to lightness the other wild calf, or kid] : (T, S, O,

EL:) A'Obeyd says, on the authority of El-Mu-

arrij, [and so says Meyd, and the same is implied

in the S and O,] that jljill here means t/ie young

one of the wild com : (T :) i. e., when the j\ji

attains to youthful vigour it takes to leaping,

and when another sees it [do so] it leaps in like

manner : (T, S, EL :) the prov. is used in relation

to him of whose companionship one should be

cautious ; meaning, if thou become his companion

thou wilt do as he does : (T, O, EL :) some relate

it otherwise, saying jjj, meaning jl/AJI jji \}i.

(O.) [See also a similar prov. in art. <uu, conj. 5.]

jjji : see jl». It is applied to a woman as

meaning Wont to flee from that which induces

doubt, or suspicion, or evil opinion. (S.) _ See

also the next preceding paragraph.

jiji : see j\ji, in four places. s= Also The

5 *

place of the &..,■..« [thus in a copy of the M (app.

3 '

<Uj> « i.e. currycomb, as though meaning the

part that is currycombed), in the EL of the .

(i. e. i-a~o, q. v.), and in the O of the

which last I think to be a mistranscription,] ofthe

ZijjLe [or part, or flesh, upon which grows the

mane] of the horse : (M, O, EL :) or the base

(J-ol) of the Aijjbo of the horse. (T ; and accord,

to the TA, mentioned by Sgh, and there said to

be tropical.) And The mouth : (O, E, TA :)

mentioned by Z in a manner indicating that it is

of the horse or the like. (TA.)

ijSji: see jls.

fit %* *

jjjji cu»£=> [A military force, or troop, &c.,]

defeated: (T, 0, EL:) as also J&. (T.)

l\ji, applied to a woman, i. q. l\ji, (O, EL, TA,)

meaning Beautiful in the front teeth. (TA.)

jljj : see jli.— [Hence,] Quicksilver; so called

because flowing quickly, and not remaining in a

place: thus says Esh-Shereeshee. (Har p. 139.)

Sjjji, in the dim. form, with teshdeed, [A spin

ning-top;] a thing with which children play. (TA.)

jli (S, M) and *]li (T, S, O, EL) and t *^jj

(M, O, EL) and t Ij^ (M, K) and * )$ (M, O,

EL) and " ijji (EL) are epithets from ji signifying

as expl. in the first sentence of this art. : (S, T,

M, O, EL :) [the first and second meaning Fleeing;

or turning away or aside, to elude, and fleeing :

the third, fifth, and sixth, fleeing, &c, much : and

i,

the fourth, fleeing, &c, very much :] but "ji is

applied to one and to two and to more, and to a

female ; (S, O ;) it has no dual nor pi. [nor fem.

form] ; (T ;) the sing, [and dual] and pi. [and

masc. and fem.] are alike ; (M ;) as it is an inf. n.

used as an epithet ; (M, O ;) and it may be a
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pi. [or rather a quasi-pl. n.] of jW, (S, M, O,)

like as ^Joj is of ^£o(it (S, O.) and ^LSe of

v«fcU>, (S, O, EL,*) or w>ji» of ^ij\i, : (M :) it is

related in the trad, respecting the Flight that

Surakah Ibn-Malik, when he saw the Prophet

and Aboo-Bekr fleeing to El-Medeeneh, and they

passed by him, said, ^Ji. £l ^1 j££ ^ ^iJJb

UJJ jSj3, (T,» S,* O,* TA,) meaning [These

two are] the two fugitives [of Kureysh : shall I

not turn back to Kureysh their fugitives ?].

(A'Obeyd, T, TA.)

jijs : see jly : _ and j\ji : — and jyy, in

three places.

jij» : see jjiji, in two places.

« *j

jiji : see the next paragraph.

jlifi A breaker [or mangier] of everything ;

as also *^£i. (M, EL.) And The lion; be

cause he mangles his antagonist : (Z, TA :) or

the lion that mangles his antagonist (O, EL*) and

everything ; (O ;) as also *j\Aji and Ijiji, (EL,)

or Ij&ji, (O,) and * ji\^» and t sjitjj. (O, K.)

—_ And Light and unsteady in mind : (Lth, T,

M, O, K :) fern, with 5. (Lth, T, M, O.)

And Loquacious; talkative; a great talker; (M,

KL ;) like Jtijj : (M :) fem. with 5. (KL.) = Also

A species of tree, (T, M, O, KL,) hard, having

much endurance of fire, (T, O,) of which are

made [bowls such as are termed] etas (M, O, KL)

and ^Lx : (M, O :) AHn says, it is a great

kind of tree ; (O ;) it becomes tall like the *^s'>

[q. v.] ; its leaves are like those of the almond-

tree; it has blossoms like the red rose ; (O, TA ;)

and it becomes thick so that great [bowls such as

are termed] j^Lx, and »-U3l, are turned from

it: (O:) when its tree becomes old, its wood be

comes black like ebony : (0, TA :) it is a hard

mood, that blunts iron ; and the bowls thereof are

thin and light, and of pleasant odour: small

saddles, called yo\i~o, pi. of 5j*cui~o,for excellent

she-camels, were also made of it, and the curved

jneces of wood (»U».I) thereof amounted [in price]

to two hundred dirhems. (O.) = And A sort of

vehicle, or saddle, for women (T, O, EL) and for

S " 0 *•

pastors, resembling the 2u^a- and &iy* [described

in arte. ^^m. and (j:>-]. (T.)

j\iji : see the next preceding paragraph.

• m • -•> .

J9ij» : see jSji, in three places. [It is said that]

it signifies A fat J**>- (Thus in copies of the EL

[an evident mistranscription for J>«*>-, i. e. lamb,

as is indicated in the TA by the addition such as

has become what is termed _/«*-].) —— And fA

youth, or young man ; (O, EL, TA ;) as being

likened to the lamb (j4») that has obtained

plenty of herbage and has become fat ; (TA ;

[see j\> ;]) and so *>lji. (0, EL, TA.) __ And

A certain bird ; (S, O, EL ;) as also * JJ (O, K)
. 9 • 1 0 J ** V ' « /

and *j»j& • (KL :) a smalljyLoft [i. e. sparrow, or

passerine bird] : (ISh, T, M :) so it is said : (M :)

Bk. I.

and tjiji signifies the j^Lae [in an absolute

sense] ; (M, KL ;) as also JJjjJj : (EL :) accord, to

AHat.^ Et-Taifee says that *jijil, of which the

pi. is >£iH, signifies the jj\ii ; thus he says,

[using the pi.,] not the$ [or jl*i?(seej^ae)] ;

and he adds that sometimes it is said that the

jjiji is the j* [q. v.] ; and some say *ji\ii\,

with kesr, but he says, I am not confident of its

chasteness : (O :) [accord, to Ed-Demeeree, as

stated by Freytag, J£i is the name of a small

aquatic bird like the dove or pigeon : SM says,

app. relying upon the correctness of a modern

application of the word,] I have seen the jjjji in

Egypt, and it is smaller than ttie j£t [which is

applied to the goose and sometimes to the duck].

(TA.)a Also, and tj*#, Parched meal (jiy*)

prepared from tfie c>£> [a tree described in art.

C~i, which see, and see also olfc], (M, O, EL,)

i.e. from thefruit thereof; (0, EL;) as some say,

from the Oy^ of 'Omdn. (TA.)
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active, ready to return to the fight and to flee.

(TA in art.^.) _ See also^iU.

jjk* : see what follows.

• ■»•' *"' *

jjjLo and "jjiu, Examined, looked into, searched

into, inquired respecting, or interrogated. (TA.

[See 1.])

b*

9 A

jfji [Purple;] a certain sort of colour. (EL)

— And The violet : or violet-colour : svn. in

T> *i r* '*'* J

fers. «u«*u,. [i.e. a£*U^, which is said to have

both of these significations]. (KL.) [And

Purslane, or purslain. (Golius, on the authority

oflbn-Beytar.)]

2 0

<>£>$£ [Of a purple colour]. (TA : there

applied as an epithet to the flower of the ijjtjli

[or peony].)

0 ^j

jijji A horse that moves about, or agitates, the

bit in his mouth, (M, O, EI, TA,) to which Z adds,

in order that he may disengage it [therefrom, or]

from his liead. (TA.)— And i. q. j£l) [Rough,

ungentle, &c] ; (M, O, K ;) applied to a man.

(O, EI.) _ See also j\iji, in two places : __ and

jl^i, likewise in two places : __ and ]££, also in

two places.

hflr : see jl»>i, second sentence.

till tilt til

»j>\ and Sji\ : see Sji, in five places.

>. an inf. n. ofJi. (S, M, EI. [See the first

and second sentences of this art.]) _ Also A

time [and a place] offleeing : (TA :) and tjiii

signifies a place offleeing : (IAb, Zj, S, M, Ta':)

and so does tjle, (Zj, £, TA,) an instrumental

noun used as a noun of place. (EI, TA.) [See 1,

second sentence.]

jk* : see the next preceding paragraph.

2 i

ji* [Making to flee : &c. See its verb, 4].

— [Hence, app.,] Ol^OlJb^l f The days that

reveal, or make manifest, [or cause tofly abroad,]

news, or tidings. (O, EL.)

I,

ji* [originally an instrumental noun : and

hence,] A horse fit for one's fleeing upon him :

(§> O, & 0 or excellent infleeing. (KL.) One says

3- i, 0 ,,

J*^ j~ (j-r* A horse well trained, willing, and

IP (T, S, M, O, KL) and t •£, (£L,) both of

these forms authorized by the Koofees, (TA,) A

wild ass: (ISk, T, S, M,0, EL:) or a youthful

mild ass: (M, EL:) but the absolute [i.e. the-

former] meaning is that which is commonly

known: (TA:) pi. (of mult., TA) f\ji (T, S, M,

0,KL)and(ofpauc.,TA)tTpl. (M, £.) Hence

the saying, £iJ| oyL^ j^i\ J£, [Every kind

of game is in the belly (or might enter into the

belly) of the wild ass] ; (T, S, M, O, EL ;) mean

ing that every kind of game is inferior to the

wild ass : (T, O, EL :) a prov., (T, S, M, EL,) and

therefore [the last word is] without hemz, on

account of the final pause ; (EL ;) but some write

it with hemz : (TA :) it is said to have originated

from the fact that three men went forth to hunt ;

and one caught a hare ; and another, a gazelle ;

and the third, a wild ass ; and the first and second

boasted against the third, who thereupon said as

above: it is applied to him who excels his fellows :

(Meyd :) or to a man who is, with respect to

other men, as the wild ass with respect to other

kinds of game : or to the case of a man who,

having several wants, one of which is a great

one, accomplishes that great want, and cares not

for the others' being unaccomplished. (T, TA.

[See also Har pp. 468-9.]) And IJJUI uJ^XJl

(J>i-i [We have married our daughter to tlte

wild ass, and me shall see,] (T, S, M, O) is

another prov.; (T, Meyd;) in which alif is sub

stituted for the hemzeh, (S, M,» O,) for the pur

pose of the agreement [of ijilt in rhyme] with

\Jj^ '• (M :) said by a man to his wife when a

man demanded in marriage his daughter and he

refused, but his wife consented, and overcame the

father so that he gave her in marriage to him

against his wish; then the husband made the

intercourse [with her] to be evil, and divorced

her : it is applied in cautioning against an evil

consequence : (Meyd :) or it is applied to a man

when his affair has been endangered and he has

seen what he does not like; and it means we

have wasted our precaution, and the affair has

brought us to an evil result ; (As, T;) or we have

considered the affair, and we shall see what it

will disclose ; (T ;) or we have sought after high

things, and we shall see what our case will be

afterwards. (Th, M.)

i\ji : see above, first sentence.

.0 . 0 - 3 -

St5> 'LT1 l- 9- \Jj* [q- *•] (O, EL.» See art.

Q. 3. ^>js\, said of a lamb, (Lth, O,) or of

the skin of a lamb, (S, EL, [some of the copie8 »i*

297
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the latter of which have j4*JI in the place of

JUJI,]) and of the skin of a kid, (O,) It was

roasted so that the upper parts of it became dried

up. (Lth, S, O, $.)

~tJj*A [part. n. of the verb above]. A man

said, describing a roasted female kid,

[And I ate of such as was roasted so that the

upper parts mere dried up, of its skin]. (0.)

£)}&ji, (K, TA, [in several copies of the KL

0***/*>]) als0 c*11^ * O^e^'j (TA>) [Euphor-

bium ; an inspissated sap of a certain African

p/an<;] i. £. Ajjjjw <uU ; <A« 6e»t <y wntcA «

<Aa< which dissolves quickly in water ; (TA ;) an

attenuant medicine, beneficial as a remedy for

sciatica, andfor cold of the kidneys, andfor colic,

and for the sting, or bite, of venomous or noxious

reptiles or the like, andfor the bite of the mad dog,

and it causes abortion, and attenuates viscous

phlegm. (K.)

^j^jjjjt : see the preceding paragraph.

1. £>ji, aor. '., inf. n. Sjjji [said in the M to

be a subst.], It (water, T, Msb) was, or became,

sweet [or very sweet or most sweet (see z>\j»)]. (T,

O, Msb, K.) = oji, (M, K,) aor. : , (M,) or i ,

(K,) inf. n. w>», (M,) 2Te acted vitiously, or

unrighteously ; or committed adultery, orfornica

tion ; syn. jjLi. (M, K.) =r O/i, [aor. : ,] He

became weak in his intellect, after having possessed

ample intelligence. (IAar, T, O, KL.)

• • #»

Oji t. q. jZi [The space measured by the exten

sion of the thumb and fore finger] ; (IJ, M, K ;)

a dial. var. of the latter word ; as though formed

by transposition. (M.)

Oly, applied to water, (T, S, M, &c.,) and »\ji,

both chaste forms, and well known, like o^jU

and *^U, (Towsheeh, MF, TA,) Sweet : (S, O :)

or very sweet: (K :) or of the sweetest kind : (T,

M, L :) or that subdues thirst by its excessive

sweetness: (Bd in xxv. 55:) so called, accord, to

Z, because it breaks the vehemence of thirst, and

allays it ; as though from C~»j, and formed by

transposition : (TA :) you say Oj^s «U, (S, M,

O, K,) and in a copy of the K <Z>\ji also, (TA,)

and Olji ICo, (S, M, 0, K,) and jtiji, (M, Msb,

9 *»J 0 Or

in copies of the K £)^J*> and m the CK £fciji,)

'i ' -J 0-J 0 ^J

like ^W^* [pl- °f «r>!/*]> when Oj^i is pluralized,

but this is rarely the case. (Msb.)__otjiJI sig

nifies also [T/ie Euphrates;] the river of El-

Koofeh ; (S, Mgh, 0,* K. ;*) a great, celebrated

river, which issues from the limits of Er-Room,

then passes by tlte borders of Syria tfc, and, after

meeting'with the Tigris, forms therewith one river,

and poursforth into the Sea [or Gulf] of Persia.

(Msb,TA.) And,jUUi)l is an appellation applied

to [The Euphrates and Tigris; i.e.] OljAJI and

iWj : or, accord, to the S [and O] OtyUI and

J-»0 [The Euphrates and Dujeyl, which latter

is a branch of the Tigris]. (TA.) Also The

sea : (M, If :) so in a verse of Aboo-Dhu-eyb

describing pearls as found therein. (M.)

USji, (M, K,) accord, to Ibn-Habeeb from 0»i

[q. v.], but accord, to Sb the ^j is radical, (M,)

or LSjAJI accord, to IB, (TA in art. O^j^t) The

fornicatress, or adultress. (M and EL in this art.*

and in art. O^ji.) And The female slave : (Th,

r*0r J 0

and S and K in art. ^j3ji :) or so Ui^UI : and ^1

UjtAJI The son of the female slave that is a forni-

eatress. (IAar, TA in that art.) And L3»i ,jjI

The low, ignoble, mean, or sordid. (El-Ahwal,

IB, TA.) _ Also, U3»i, the name of A certain

woman. (M and K in art. \j3j&.) — And UijiJI

The young one of the hyena. (K in art. iJJji.)

Q. 1. 'Jiji, (T, K, TA,) inf. n. %&, (T, TA,)

signifies <u» J^j^^ &**$£& JU»-i [app. meaning

He uttered, or endeavoured with repeated efforts

to utter, his speech in the best manner, and pro

ceeded slowly therein] : (T, K,* TA :) in the copies

of the K, i^~e^*l, with the unpointed ^, is put for

^/Lo^bt, which is the right reading. (TA.)_ And

He went along with short steps. (K.) = And He

(a man) became angry, and in a state of excite

ment : from what here follows [and therefore,

app., post-classical]. (TA.)

<L3ji,with damm, [meaning with two dammehs,]

A state of commotion of tlie sea arising from the

violence of the winds : app. post-classical. (TA.)

UJji, in which the ,j is held by some to be

radical, and by others to be augmentative, see in

art. CjjS.

1. JjjSl ci> : see 4 i&ljt «i»J*i (ISk, T,

S, M, O, K,) aor.i, (T, O,) or ; , (M,) or both,

(ISk, S, El,) inf. n. i>>, (T, M,) He scattered,

or dispersed, [the contents of] the aXo. [or receptacle

made ofpalm-leaves,for dates] : (T,* ^L :) or ripped

the iltf, and then scattered, or dispersed, its con

tents, (ISk, S, M, O,) entirely, (M,) >.^ii> [for

the people, or party]. (ISk, S, O.) — And in

like manner, (M,) «j^s -£>Ji, (ISk, T, S, M, O,

K,) aor. - , (ISk, S, and so in some copies of the

K,) or - , (O, and so in other copies of the K,)

inf. n. l£ ; (?, O ;) and t <&, (ISk, S, M, O,

K,) inf. n. <LiJj ; (ISk, S, O, K ;) He struck,

or smote, him, (ISk, T, S, 0,) or his liver, (K,)

he being alive, (ISk, S, O, K,) so that his liver

became scattered. (ISk, T, S,0, £.) And [hence]

one says, ojJb w-»Jt £>ji, and ♦ lyjji, and ♦lv5^»t,

meaning t Love crumbled [or crushed] his liver :

[like as we say " it broke his heart :"] (M, TA :)

and o>i is used in like manner of men, as mean-

ing the crumbling of the liver by grief and moles

tation. (TA.)= See also 7 «£>^i, aor. - , (K,)

inf. n. «i>/i, (M, O,) He was, or became, satiated.

(M,» O,* If.) You say, £>4 Ju l,i, He drank

on an occasion, or in a state, of satiety. (M,TA.)

_>»yUI «£j»i 7%« people, or party, became scat

tered, or dispersed. (O, KL.)

2 : see the next following paragraph : _ and

see also the preceding paragraph, in two places.

4. (Jijibi «£j»il He scattered tlie contents of the

\JtjSs [or stomach of a ruminant animal] : (T :)

or he ripped the Ji>j^, and threw away what

was in it : (ISk, S, O :) or Q-e Jiij£)\ * Ooii

«i>^Ut, aor. - , inf. n. £>ji ; and Iv-0^') an" v3»i >

/ ripped the \J>j£&, and scattered what was in it.

(M, TA.) Accord, to the If, one says, jufll <£>j»t,

meaning ^Te ripped the J^=> [or fitw], an^ threw

away the &$\ji, i. e., W/m/ ■//■«.< in // ; but this is

taken from two passages in the M and T, which

the author of the K. has confounded. (TA.) ——

And [hence, app.,] «ul^ol i»jil f He exposed

his companions (T, S, M, O, K) to the ruling

power, (T,) or to the censure of men : (T, S, M,

O, EL :) or he pronounced them, to be liars, in the

presence of a people, or party, in order to lessen

them in their estimation : or he exposed to re

proach tfteir secret : (M :) or he calumniated, or

slandered, them. (IF, 0.) And J^LpI >Z>ji\ +He

reviled, vilified, or vituperated, the man ; charged

him with a vice, fault, or tlie like ; defamed him ;

or detracted from his reputation. (M, O.) _

See also 1.

5 : see the paragraph here following.

7. odj£=> c~jjiJI His (a ruminant animal's)

stomach became ripped and its contents became

scattered, or dispersed. (M.) ^_ And oJj-aJI

tjufb His liver became scattered by a blow, (ISk,

T, S, O, K,) he being alive. (ISk, S, O, K.)

c—jfj-Jl said of a pregnant woman; as also

♦ cJjAj ; (O, K, but only the inf. ns. are men

tioned in the K. ;) and * oJJi ; (T, A, O, K, but

only the inf. n. is mentioned ; in a copy of the T

written £>ji ; in the K, «!>ji, and so in a copy of

the A ; [accord, to the TK, the pret. is <Z~>ji, and

J jo* t m

the aor. Cjjiu ; but is probably only inferred from

the form of the inf. n. in the K ;]) S/ie had a

heaving of the soul [or stomach], or a tendency to

vomit. (T, A, O, K.*) [And] L^ i^Jul She

(a woman, in the beginning of her pregnancy,)

was affected with a spitting, and with a heaving

of the soul [or stomach], or a tendency to vomit.

(M.) [See also the last of the following para

graphs.]

Cjji The (j^o-j-i [here meaning feces] (S, A,

O, K) while remaining (S, O) in tlte <J*j& [or

stomach of a ruminant animal] ; (S, A, O, K.;)

the dregs in the ^A^3 : (^e' m xv'- 68 :) or ». q.

vj-Sj-< [a dial. var. of ,j-»y-j] : and the o^j-*

of 'the sJ>jSo; as also *i3lji, (M,) [i.e.] a3l>JI

signifies w/tat is extracted from the \J>jSs [like
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w^AJt : it is erroneously expl. in the EL : see 4] :

(O:) the pi. of i^i is h^'ji. (S, O.) And

Anything that is scattered from a bag or other

receptacle for travelling-provisions &c. (M.) =

Also A small [leathern vessel for water, of the

kind called] i'£>3 [q. v.] ; (T, EL;) a dial. var. of

£>y: (EL:) or the small S^fe, is called OjiJI

[only], with J. (O.) = See also the last of the

following paragraphs.

i»l>» : see the next preceding paragraph.

OjU* [a pi. of which the sing, is app. OjjLo or

•£>ji*e] The places in which [slaughtered] sheep and

other animals are ripped [and eviscerated] a?id

skinned. (O.)

2jjiZo: see the following paragraph, in two

places.

* * ' * ft J * * d
lyj Oy a_.•-<-! LyJI, said of a pregnant woman,

Verily she is affected with a heaving ofthe soul [or

stomach], or a tendency to vomit, (0, EL,* TA,*) by

reason of the heaviness of pregnancy : (O :) [or]

one says of a woman in the beginning of her

pregnancy, ▼ ajjiu*} lyil, meaning [Verily] she is

affected with a heaving of the soul [or stomach],

or a tendency to vomit,, and the phlegm at the head

of her stomach is much in quantity: so says ISk,

on the authority of AA : but [Az, after citing

this, adds,] I know not whether it be iujiu*> or

t|j>£i: (T, TA:») and ti£j Jl^l, (M, TA,

[in the former, as given in the TT, the latter

word is written <L>ji, without any vowel-sign to

the o,]) it is said, (TA,) means A woman who

spits, [or expectorates phlegm,] and has a heaving

of the soul [or stomach], or a tendency to vomit,

in the beginning of tier pregnancy. (M, TA.)

the context to be mentioned in this sense in the | tion, or so as to form an intervening space, or a

gap, or breach; it gaped; it became unclosed;

and so t ^io • (see exs. in art. uati, voce Jo\i\,

L,] The people, or party, made room, or ample

space, for the man, in the place of standing or

of sitting. (Msb.) — And ^Ji, aor. - , (O, Msb,

EL,) inf. n. £> ; (O, Msb ;) and t "^, (O, Msb,

EL,) inf. n. L>J& ; (S, O ;) signify also He (God)

removed, cleared away, or dispelled, grief, or

sorrow; syn. <U.tA>. (Msb, EL.) You say, t'ji

*. fi " 3\m ****** 3\»i*** W

«iA-»-* «XM and ^U_6 dU_ft <uil «.,_» [May God

remove, or cfear away, from thee thy grief, or

sorrow; and in like manner, suppressing the

objective complement but meaning it to be under-

stood, ^U* 1~.jJ and >iJUc -.>]. (S.) = See

also 7, in two places. = Lji, [aor. : ,] inf. n. l^i,

.He had his pudendum (*-ji) constantly uncovered

(S, TA) when he sat. (TA.) _ [And, app., Be

had buttocks which did not meet, or which scarcely

met, by reason oftheir bigness. (See ~-ji and *y*l.)]

— *Z*»-ji said of a she-camel : see 4. __ [Freytag

adds, as from the S, another signification of

&
" Liberatus fuit curis, tristitia, laetatus fuit :" but

for this I do not find any authority.]

2. ~ji : see the preceding paragraph, first sen

tence : — and again, in the latter half, in three

places, am Also, (O, EL,) inf. n. LjJj, (EL,) He

was, or became, extremely aged, or old and weak.

(O, K.) [From .waJ J^i, which see expl. voce

»•]

4. dij^b ^>c ,

P1

L ^hs^iJI (^s^ p>», aor.-, inf. n. »._>», .He

)M(fe an opening, or intervening space, [or a ^aj»,

or JreacA,] between the two things ; or Ae opened

the interstice, or interval, between the two things :

(Msb :) [and s^^ill p-^i -He opened the thing; and

particularly Ay diduction, or so a* <o i/br»i a» t»-

tervening space, or a </«/>, or breach ; he unclosed

it : and in like manner t «Ji, inf. n. *-ijJu ; for

ex.,] you say, a^^L. ^yia-j ^ U -JJi [He made

an opening, or intervening space, between the kind

legs of his milch camel; i.e. he parted her hind

legs] ; (S and O and K in art. *-a~4, &c. ;) and

*t * •* * C-

•M^t-el »>rf p-y ■*" wiarfe openings, or intervening

spaces, between hisfingers. (MA.) _ The saying

• •■ i —^ z ** * *

m the Kur lxxvii. 9 C-»yi iU—J I li]j means [And

when the sky] shall be opened so that it shall be

come portals: (Ksh:) or shall become cloven, or

split, or rent. (Bd and Jel.) __ And you say,

«_)UI *f.j» He opened t/ie door. (A, TA.) And

#1* ~.ji He opened his mouth to die. (TA.) _

^■"Jfi > t* * ** % 0,

And J»->JJ j.#L.\ *yi, aor. - , inf. n. -.y, [and

<u »-_>», aor. - , inf. n. ~>» and io-ji, seems from

i.r'LJI a->al 77(e ^eojafe cleared

themselves awayfrom his road, or path; removed

out of his way. (S, O, K.») And ^-^ I3-—-j_31

Ji^iJI [as also t l^»y*jt (occurring thus in the S

and Msb and TA in art. ^JL»-)] 77tey cleared

themselves away, or removed, from the slain per

son: (Mgh, O, Msb, ]£:) implying that it was

not known who had killed him. (Msb.) And

O^1 O* '>*■.** ' They left, abandoned, or quitted,

* * 3 *3

the place. (O, K.) —jUAJI ^yt TAe rfust became

dispersed. (TA.)— And «yit signifies also ^i»

shooting, or casting, became altered [for the worse],

having been good. (TA.) = iiUI jjyi ^yil 2%e

young one caused tlie she-camel to be in the state

in which one says of her t c*./, i. e. t c^.li;i

•i">yi ^ [app. meaning 5Ae became unknit, or

loosened, in the joints of the hips in parturition

(see explanations of -jji as applied to a ewe and

to a woman)], when bringing forth for the first

time ; whereby s/ie was caused to suffer extreme

distress : whence t _.jli signifies Distressed.

(Mgh.)

5. *yi3 : see 7, in two places [It also sig

nifies He diverted, amused, or cheered, himself;

or became diverted, &c. ; often followed by ^i*

Scfi, meaning by viewing a thing, i. e., some rare,

or pleasing, object : but thus used, it is app. post-

classical. (See also the next paragraph.)]

in three places;) and it became unknit, or loosened,

said of a bone, and of a limb or member, and of

a joint ; (see *~->ji, in two places ; and see also

cJ&, and «iUil in three places, and «il£i;)] syn.

*JUl. (Msb in art. -J3; &c. [See also itf-ji.])

W * ** 0 * **a ^.

_ UUj c~»-j*j\ is said of a bow such as is

termed t ^ji, (0, K, TA,) as also <L1£\ [i. e.

^ C-a-iJI, which shows that the meaning is, Its

two curved extremities were such as to have an

open space between them and between the inter

mediate portion and the string]. (TA.) See

also 4, second sentence : __ and the same, last

sentence; and 9~>ji, in two places; and «-jli.

— [>"^£ll O* c-»yjul occurs in the L, in art.

u°*, app. meaning I broke offfrom, or inter

mitted, speaking.] _ «-jJL5l said of grief, or

sorrow, or anxiety, [and the like,] signifies It

was, or became, removed, cleared away, or dis

pelled; (A,0,TA;) as also T»JjL3; (S,*0,*

TA ;) and so * pj*, aor. i, inf. n. J-jJi. (TA.)

Aboo-Dhu-eyb says,

*JJi .* *~ ***<*&*

meaning [And to evil, after striking and agitating

calamities, there is, or shall be,] a removing, clear

ing away, or dispelling : (S, O, TA :) the last

word being the inf. n. of the last of the verbs

above mentioned ; or it may be a pi. of t &LJ,

like as j>»~o is of ij*~e. (TA.) Also He

was, or became, kappy, or cheerful. (ELL. [See

also 5.])

9 0' 9* 9J

*m-jS : see ao-js. — The space between the hind

legs of a horse or mare : (S, O, K :) so in the

saying of Imra-el-ELeys,

J^ O* J ft % ** **

* l?At«>I Jii j2- ^i V

[(SiAe Aa* a <az7 like the skirt of the bride, with

which she fills up the space between her hind legs,

from behind]. (S, O.) And The space between

the fore and hind legs of a horse or the like. (L.)

TXT T ' ' •? If ' - ' ' "

[Hence, app.,] one says, *»./ yLo and <u»-^,

. j * j * fi * &*

and tsf-sji Ju> [in which phrase ji* is erroneously

put for ju> in one place in the TA], and t\* iCjm.

4».j^i, meaning t He (a horse) ran swiftly. (TA.)

** * 3, 1, ,

And A-yi ?fj^* ^-* t -^e wiarfe his horse to run

at the utmost rate of the pace termedj^a*.. (TA

in art. y«o.) __ The pudendum, or pudenda ; the

part, or parts, of the person, which it is indecent

to expose ; (S, O, Msb, K, &c. ;) applied to the

pudenda of men and of women and ofyouths, with

what is around them ; and so of horses and the

like : (TA :) or the anterior pudendum [i. e. the

external portion of tke organs ofgeneration] of a

man and ofa woman, by common consent of the

lexicologists ; and applied to this and the posterior

«• pi**' -ft opened; [and particularly ty Oi'auc- IpKaendwwi [in the conventional language of the

297 •
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law] because both belong to the same [legal] pre

dicament [in certain cases] ; (Mgh, Msb ;) or

because each of them is a place of opening;

(Msb ;) or because between the legs : (TA :) but

in common parlance it is mostly applied to the

anteriorpudendum : (Msb:) or peculiarly, accord,

to some, the anterior pudendum of a woman [i. e.

the vulva, or external portion of the organs of

generation of a woman : and the vagina] : (MF,

TA :) pi. ff/ji. (Msb.) 4»yi ^1 J& means

t Such a one is solicitousfor his p-fi. (Er-Raghib,

TA in art. LS^.) — And i. q. JJLi [app. as

meaning An open, wide, place] : pi. p.^ji : (Msb :)

which latter also signifies The sides, or lateral

parts, quarters, or tracts, of a land. (TA.) And

The part between the two sides, i. e. the ^Jaj, of

a valley : and hence used in relation to a road,

as meaning its entrance : and a ~J [or wide, or

depressed, road,] of a mountain. (ISh, TA.) And

Afrontier-way of access to a country; and [par

ticularly such as is] a place of fear; (S, 0, K,

TA ;) so called because not obstructed ; (TA ;)

and so " A»yi, (Msb,) [pi. p.ji, whence] one says,

^ -j &** • .. j **§ jj

x-jti\ Ai Jk~3 O^j (■*■>) or *■»*"> which is the

pi. of K-ji, (TA,) meaning [Such a one, by him

are obstructed] the frontier-ways of access [to the

enemy's country]. (A, TA.)

; the latter in two places.
4 D

L£ inf. n. of L£ [q. v.]. (S, TA.) And

[app. as such also, or] as a simple subst., The

having the pudendum (*->*") constantly uncovered,

(K, TA,) when sitting. (TA.) _ Also a subst.

[or quasi-inf. n.] frorn^ill *-ji ; (Msb ;) [as such

signifying] The removal, or clearing away, of

grief, or sorrow: or freedom from grief, or

sorrow : (S,* O,* KL :) or L q. 4-a.tj [i. e. rest,

repose, or ease ; or cessation of trouble, or incon

venience, and of toil, orfatigue ; orfreedom there

from] : (MA :) and ♦ itfji and ♦ io-jj accord, to

ISk, and " itfji also accord, to Az, signify the

same as --^i : (Msb :) one says, ^^^^AJI IJ^J U

♦ Aa-ji and " Aa~ji and " Sa-j* [STAere is not for

S * S "

this grief any removal, or clearing away] : (T,

TA :) and " 5»yj _^e J£> i. e. <U£f> [.For euery

grief there is a removal, clearing away, or dispel

ling] : (A :) or ♦ i»»»i, of which jf^ji may be a

pi., (see 7, in two places,) signifies restfrom grief,

or mourning, orfrom disease : (TA :) orfreedom

from difficulty, distress, or straitness ; as also

»<Uyi: (Msb:) or freedom from anxiety; (S,

O, K ;) as also * i»Jj and * ia-js : (O, T£ :) or

♦ i».j3, with fet-h, is an inf. n. [app. of unity] ;

and " 3*eji, with damm, is a simple subst : (IAar,

Msb:) or ♦ Z».ji relates to an affair or event ; and

♦ itfji, [which see expl. below,] to a wall, and a

door ; but the two [primary] significations are

nearly the same : the authority for the three

[syn.] forms of the word is taken by the author

of the K from the statement in the T, cited

above, that one says, 5»yi \>* j&&\ IJ^J U and

* " ' * a
Aafji and ia-ji. (TA.) — [Hence,] «»jAJI j>\ is

a name of The ajIj>»- [n. un. of «->b>*- : see art.

VJ^]. (Harp. 227.)

Ljt (S, O, TA) and * Ijit (K, TA) A man

whose pudendum (»-j*) is constantly uncovered

(S, O, K, TA) when he sits. (TA.) LS J&

A place in which is tejij [app. as meaning diver

sion, amusement, or clieering pastime ; such a place

as is termed in Pers. »IS *->u]. (A, TA.)

-.ji (S, O, K) and * JLJ*, with kesr, (O,) or

t •£ (£,) and t ' \i and t ^*, (S, O, ?,)

[like v-iji (see 7) and iU_s,] A bow wide apart

from the string; ',(8, O, K;) or of which the

string is distantfrom its ju£s [q. v.]. (TA.) __

And the first, A woman wearing a single gar

ment; (O, L, ]£ ;) of the dial, of El-Yemen ; (O,

a j j

L ;) like J-ai in the dial, of Nejd ; (L ;) as also

* p-ji. (K.) —_ And, as also * f-ji, One who will

not conceal a secret : (O, K :) and T ia-ji a man

wont to reveal his secrets. (Ham p. 49.)

do-^s : see h->s, in five places. —— It is said in

the T, that yn^-ji ^jte j>j*i\ l^»ji' °r ~jar*rj*

a * *

occurs in a trad, as meaning jnX+jJh ^JLe [i. e.

They overtook the people, or party, in their state

of defeat] : but it is also related as with >_ili and

.U[app.Jji.>]. (TA.)

S»-j» Are opening, or intervening space, [or a

<7a;>, or oreacA,] between two things; (Msb, TA;)

as also t ~-ji, (A,) of which the pi. is frjj* only ;

(TA ;) [and so t »-/»<, lit. a p/ace o/" opening,

occurring in the K in art. ^jj, &c. ;] and

t „yu : (JK and K voce JJU., &c. :) the pi.

of the first is ly (Msb, TA) and oUyi : (TA :)

and it is also in a wall, (S, Msb, K,) and the like :

(S, Msb :) and signifies also an opening, or a

space, or room, made by personsfor a man enter

ing among them, in a place of standing or of sit-

ting. (Msb.) One says, i»yi U-v-*«?» meaning

».|^ut [i.e. Between them two is an opening, or

intervening space, &c.]. (S.) ^l h....ll ~-j3 [jTAe

Devil's gaps], occurring in a trad., means the gaps,

or unoccupied spaces, in the ranks of men praying

[in the mosque]. (L.) — See also p-ji, last sen

tence : _ and see <•-•», in seven places : — and

4*.j4.

• - • •". . i i

io-jj : see p-j>, in three places.

if-ji : see ~.js, last sentence.

w-jji, applied to a bow [like »-j3 &c] : see 7.

wji : see «-•£. — Also A ewe whose kips are

unhnit, or loosened, [in the joints], (UUb^ "tr>ul

[see 4],) ro/ten s^e 6H«^s /or^A. (TA.) And A

woman whose bones are unhnit, or loosened,

(l^Ua* t c-ayiiQ m consequence of parturition :

and hence, as likened thereto, t a camel that is

fatigued, and drags hisfeet, or stands still : (Skr,

O :) or a woman fatigued in consequence of par

turition : and hence, as being likened thereto, t a

she-camel that is fatigued. (Kr, TA.) And A

she-camel that has brought forth her first off

spring. (O, IL) [See also a-jl*.] — Also, accord,

to the ¥l, [and the O as on the authority of Ibn-

Abbad,] i. q. )jC : but [SM says that] this is a

mistake for jjC, meaning Uncovered, appearing,

or apparent ; in which sense it is applied also to

a fem. noun : (TA :) it is applied, in a verse of

Aboo-Dhu-eyb, to a pearl (»ji), as meaning

uncovered, and exposed to view, for sale. (O, TA.)

*-[)» One who often removes, clears away, or

dispels, grief, or anxiety,from those affected there

with ; or who does so much. (O.)

• A-

ff^ji The young of tlie domestic hen; [the

chicken, and cAicAens;] (S, Mgh, O, K ; [but the

explanation is omitted in one of my copies of the

S ;]) as also ^ji, (S, O, K,) like ^w [q. ▼•],

(K,) a dial, var., (S, O, TA,) mentioned by Lh :

(TA :) n. un. with S : (S :) pi. ^ijfc (S, Mgb,

O.) — And hence, app., by a metaphorical ap

plication, (Mgh,) it signifies also A [garment of

tlie kind called] »L5, (S, Mgh, O, K, [but omitted

in one of my copies of the S,]) having a slit in its

hinder part: (Mgh, O, K :) or the shirt of a

child: (O, ]£ :) [but] the Prophet is related to

have prayed in a ~-^Jj (Mgh, TA) ofj*. (Mgh)

or of silk; (TA;) or he pulled off one that he

had put on. (0.)

• * • jj

-.jli : see w-jj. — Also A she-camel that has

become unhnit, or loosened, [app. in the joints of

the hips,] (Tc-a-yul [see 4],) in consequence of

parturition, and therefore hates the stallion, (O,

K,) and dislikes his being near. (O.) [See also

2—;>»■] And see 4, last sentence.

j '«£ , .r."i ' '9i J '•*

-.jil, in the phrase UUJI m.ji\, i. q. -JIM [q. v.],

_ And A man whose buttocks do not meet, (S,

O, K,) or scarcely meet, (TA,) by reason of their

bigness : (S, O, K :) fem. iU.ji : it is mostly the

case among the Abyssinians. (S, O.)_ See also

% t

f~j*->> accord, to Akh, A beater and washer

and whitener of clothes ; syn. jUai. (O.) _ See

also the next paragraph.

£ ' • • • .' ' ' "

Atfjij and " a-l>»3 are sings, of jj-ijUJ, (O,)

which signifies, (IAar, O, £,) as pi. of the first,

(K,) or of the second, (IAar, O,) The openings

[or interstices] of thefingers : (IAar, O, K :) and

the apertures, (IAar, O,) or clefts, (K,) of a rail

ing: (IAar, O, K :) and also, (O, K,) accord, to

IDrd, as pi. of i^yu, (0,) the slits of the [kind

of garment called] .US [and x-sji]. (O, K.) as
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itfjUi as an epithet, applied to a man, signifies

Cowardly and weak ; as also ♦ i»-1jij ; (O, K ;)

and *V^4> with 0> (0|* K,) mentioned by IAmb,

as imperfectly decl., and as signifying cowardly ;

(O;) or so, accord, to the T and L, t f-jxi and

<Uy*j, and ffjij and *»-»ju : and the last two,

• '• "" •

and *-j/AJ and iUyiJ, all with ,j, signify one »»Ao

becomes defeated, or p«< toflight, (uLLClj,) on <Ae

occasion of war, or battle. (TA.)

«.t^k> and a»-Ijaj : see the next preceding para

graph.

~.jjU : see &j*.j->. [Hence] _^\ »->U [7V

place of opening of the mouth]. (TA in art.^Ji-.)

-.jUU [is its pi. ; and] signifies Places of exit, or

egress. (TA.)

a-ji-o, occurring in the saying, in a trad., *j)

9-jfeo ^"^-."^l ^j* -i^, [meaning that he who is

thus termed shall not be left unbefriended among

the Muslims,] is variously explained : As used

to say that it is with «.; and disapproved of the

saying k-jJlo, with *. : A'Obeyd says, I heard

Mohammad Ibn-El-Hasan say, it is related with

p- and with *~ ; and he who says *-j**, with ».,

means A slain personfound in a desert tract, not

by a town or village, [which signification is men

tioned in the K,].the fine for whose blood is to be

paid from the government-treasury: AO says that

it means one who becomes a Muslim and has no

alliance offriendship with any one [among the

Muslims] ; wherefore, if he commits a crime,

[such as maiming another, &c.,] the government-

treasury must make amends for it, because he has

no relations or others bound to aid him by paying

a blood wit [or the like] : (S, O : and the like is

also said in the Mgh and in the K:) or, accord,

to Jabir El-Joafee, it means a man who is among

a people to whom he does not belong; wherefore

they are bound to pay for him a bloodwit [or the

like] : (O, TA :) or it means one who has no kins

folk, or near relations : so accord, to IAar: (Mgh,

TA :) or one who has no offspring : or one who

has no wealth, or property : and it is also said to

mean one burdened by the obligation to pay a

bloodwit, or a ransom, or a debt that must be dis-

charged : and [in like manner] * p-sy^c is said to

mean one who is burdened with a debt : but it is

correctly with «. [unpointed]; (TA;) [i.e.] such is

termed v-j-*-*, with »- : (As, Mgh :) and p-jJ^t

means one burdened by hisfamily, although he be

not in debt. (Az, TA voce ^~yu> [q. v.].)

jrjk* One whose shooting, or casting, has become

altered [for the worse], having been good. (AA,

O,* K.) s=s And thus, without S, A hen having

chickens. (S, O, K.)

yrjk* A camel (O) whose elbow is distant from

his armpit : (O, K :) or wide in step : (O :) or,

with S, a she-camel whose elbows are far from

her chest, and whose armpits are [therefore] wide.

(Ham p. 783.) And A comb. (O, K.)

9 J 0 -

ir-ij-A-* An opened door. (TA.) _ See also

£■}**, near the end.

Q. 1. iiytjJI O+j* He curried the beast ; re-

» * »

moved the dust from it with the 0>^-^- (§, K.)

But the etymologists assert that the ,j is aug

mentative. (TA.)

• »• • a »

^j^-a-j-i A currycomb; syn. i „ m «i [q. v.].

(S,K.)

1. ~.ji, (S, A, L, Msb, K, &c.,) [aor. -,] inf. n.

9-j», (S,* L,* Msb, &c.,) He rejoiced ; was joy

ful, or glad ; or was happy ; (S, A, L, Msb, K,

&c. ;) syn. "j* : (S, A, Msb,* &c. :) or he expe

rienced a sensation of lightness in his heart : (Th,

TA :) or his bosom became dilated with delight,

or pleasure, of short continuance, transitory, or

fleeting, not lasting, as is the case in bodily and

worldly pleasures ; *~ji differing from j)j~i in the

manner expl. below, though each is sometimes

used as syn. with the other. (Er-Raghib, TA.)

You say, aj ~.jA He rejoiced, wasjoyful, or glad,

or was happy, by reason of him, or it ; syn. j™>.

(S, A, Msb.*) _ And He was, or became, well

pleased, or content. _ And He exulted, or re

joiced above measure ; or he exulted greatly, and

behaved insolently and unthankfuliy, or ungrate

fully. (S, Msb, K.) The verb is used in this

sense in the Kur xxviii. 76. (TA.)

2 : see the paragraph here following.

4. L.ji\, (S, A, Msb, K,) inf. n. lljll ; (S ;)

and ' *».y, (Msb, K,) inf. n. »j>u ; (S ;) He,

or it, rejoiced him ; gladdened him ; made him

joyful, or glad; or made him happy: (S, A,

Msb, K:) [or occasioned him a sensation of light

ness of heart : or made his bosom to become dilated

with delight, or pleasure, of short continuance,

transitory, or fleeting, not lasting, as is the case

in bodily and worldly pleasures. See &-j&.] —

And He, or it, made him to be well pleased, or

content. (Msb.) _ And He, or it, made him to

exult, or rejoice above measure; or to exult greatly,

and to behave insolently and unthankfuliy, or un

gratefully. (Msb, K.) = Also He, or it, grieved

him ; or made him unhappy ; lit. deprived him of

joy; or of happiness : like as »l£il signifies "he

made his complaint to cease." (L.) [Thus it has

two contr. meanings.] _ And It (a debt, AA,

S, TA, or a thing, TA) burdened him, burdened

him lieavily, or overburdened him. (AA, S, K,

TA.)

f~)& [inf. n. of m.ji, q. v. : as a simple subst.,]

Joy, mirth, or gladness; or happiness; (S, L,

Msb, K;) syn. jjj-*; (Msb, K;) contr. of\jj^>

(L,) and of »-p : (S and A in art m-ji :) or a sen

sation of lightness of the heart : (Th, TA :) or dila-

tation of the bosom with delight, or pleasure, of

short continuance, transitory, or fleeting, not last

ing, as is the case in bodily and worldly pleasures ;

* j j

whereas jjj—• is dilatation of the bosom with

delight, or pleasure, wherein is quiet or tran

quillity or rest of mind, of short or of long con

tinuance; but each is sometimes used as syn. with

the other. (Er-Eaghib, TA.) And A state of

being well pleased, or content, with a thing. (Msb.)

— And Exultation, or a rejoicing above measure ;

or a state of exulting greatly, and behaving inso

lently and unthankfuliy, or ungratefully. (S, Msb,

K.)_ [Also Afestivity, or merry-making ; par

ticularly, as used in the present day, on the occa-

sum of a marriage. __ PI. m.\ji\.] — In the say

ing of Muteea Ibn-Iyas,

[Sorrow, or sadness, has overcome happiness, and

the object of our dislike, or hatred, has been given

a turn to prevail over the object of our love], by

£j*J\ ^« he means aj ^j^»W »>•> u e. w.ji.a.i.j..

(Hamp.391.)

~-j$ : see the paragraph here following.

-.ji and " ,jl*v* (Msb, K) and * *-ji, as in

some copies of the K and in the L and other

lexicons, or " p-sji, as in other copies and men

tioned by IJ, (TA,) and ♦ -.jl* and 1 L^^U, (Bl,)

the last mentioned by IJ ; (TA ;) fern, [of the

first] im.ji and [of the second] ^j-y* (Msb, ]£)

and iiUyi, (K,) but of the correctness of this last

ISd was not certain : (TA :) pi. [of the first]

ij^-ji (S, Mfb) and [of the second] ,«»*-l/* and

ij*-ji : (K, TA :) Rejoicing, joyful, or glad; or

happy : (Msb, KL :) [or experiencing a sensation

of lightness in the heart: or having the bosom

dilated with delight, or pleasure, of short con

tinuance, transitory, or fleeting, not lasting, as u

the case in bodily and worldly pleasures. See v-ji.]

Hence, in the Kur [Hi. 164], ^«*UI V+t l_>*av'

aJUoj ^y> dill [Rejoicing by reason of that which

God has given them of his bounty]. (Msb.) _

And Well pleased, or content : whence, in the Kur

[xxiii. 55 and xxx. 31], \Jj*-j»j*ri^ l*J V>»- J^

[Every sect is well pleased, or content, with that

religion which it has]. (Msb.) — And Exulting,

or rejoicing above measure ; or exulting greatly,

and behaving insolently and unthankfuliy, or un

gratefully : (S, Msb, K 0 whence, in the Kur

[xxviii. 76], Cw-v-UI 4-^. $ 2K 0\ [Verily Qod

does not love those who exult, or rejoice above

measure; &c]. (S, Msb.)

oa-js [A joy, or gladness; or a happiness] : see

an ex. voce 3*>p.— See also the next paragraph,

in two places.

2m£ A cause of joy or gladness, or of happi

ness; a thing whereby one is madejoyful or glad,

or happy ; as also T i*.ji ; syn. ij~«o. (K.) _
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And A thing that thou givest to him that rejoice*

thee; (L, K;) a recompense that thou givest him;

(L ;) [as also * Sjt-ji ; for] you say, t^Jw* >!*)

ifSji-t O' *»^» (?> ■*-, [in one of my copies of

the S L<^-i^ (^1, as though this were an expla

nation, but the former is the right reading,]) and

&m.ji, (S,) meaning ^ji-i [i. e. There w for tliee,

with me, a gift for announcing a joyful event, if

thou announce to me such an event], (A.)

^U-y ; fem. ^-j*, and accord, to the Is. JiU^

also : see »-ji.

iiuji White SU£> [or truffles] : (K :) from

Kr : but ISd states the word transmitted to him

to be with Jj [i.e. 0^>*> of which AJUgJ is men

tioned as a n. un.]. (L, TA.)

v-yu> A man burdened, or burdened heavily, or

overburdened, by debt, (A'Obeyd, S, TA,) or &#

a fine, or <Ae /iAre, a«rf unable to pay it : (A'Obeyd,

TA :) or needy, or in Kant; overcome; and poor :

(K:) or poor, possessing no property : (TA :) one

who is not known to have any kinsfolk or near

relations; (K, TA ;) but in a trad, in which it

occurs in this sense as related by some, it is, as

others relate the trad., with «. ; and so in the

sense next following : (TA :) and a slain person

found between two towns or villages. (K.) In the

trad, in which it is said «-jao j?$~.r^Jt ^ iij^i ^

it has the first of the significations mentioned

above accord, to A'Obeyd [i. e. the saying means

One who is burdened, or burdened Jieavily, or over

burdened, by debt, &c, shall not be left unbefriended

among the Muslims]. (TA.) And in the writing

that the Apostle of God wrote [as a covenant]

between the Muhajirs and the Ansar were the

i j)' *■

Words, ijUs U (_U oy~XJ jji. \o-jJlc \^=>jk "})

** 0f 0' 0 ' fi'ts * >*'

•tji 5I Jic ,_><>, in which U.^Le means U-jjuU,

(Ez-Zuhree, As, S,) i. e. [They shall not leave]

one who is burdened, or burdened heavily, or over

burdened, by debt, [until they aid him to acquit

himself of what has become incumbent on him, of

a bloodmit or a ransom,] meaning that his debt

shall be paid for him from the treasury of the

state : so says As ; and he disallowed the saying

[in this case] «->**, [q. v.,] with ... (S.)

9-J&* A thing that makes joyful or glad, or

W.* . ft J 9 '

that makes happy : (T, L :) [and «v " *-j>U a

thing by which one is made joyful or glad, or by

which one is made happy :] one says, ^j—■> U

9-ji* as, (As,T, S, L,) and <hj t m.jjLt, for which

one should not say 9-^ji-c [alone], (As, S,) [i. e.

Nothing that makes joyful &c, and by which one

is madejoyful &c, renders me happy by means of

it,] relating to an affair, or event. (S.) [See also

• - 0 '

4 Mi - J

9-jk* A certain well-known [exhilarating] medi

cine; (S, K;) a certain medicine which is given

to drink to him who is in grief, and in consequence

of which he becomes happy ; thus called by the

physicians, and by others called ^lyJLi. (S in art.

j*-l/i-o One who rejoices much, or often: (K :)

or one who rejoices [app. much] whenever fortune

renders him happy. (S.)

p-jji-o : see *-j*a, hi two places : ss and see

tJi

1. £>, aor. : , (K,) inf. n. £>, (TK,) Je (a

man, TA) became free from fright, orfear, and

at ease, or calm. (K.) [See also 4.] _ And

i.' . , ,

\jbf*)\ \J\ ~.ji He clave to the ground; (If, TA ;)

as also t ^.Ji. (TA.)

2. c-».^j, and " c-a-jil, said of a bird, (S, A,

Msb, K, but in the S and Msb the verbs are in

the masc. forms,) [inf. n. of the former ^jjij,]

She had [or she produced by hatching] a young

one, (Msb, K,) or young ones. (A.) [In the L,

in one place, and so, accord, to the TA, in other

lexicons, for jLo in the explanatory phrase jLo

9-ji lyJ, is put jU» ; as though the verbs signified

She had a young one that flew.] __ And both

verbs, said of an egg (<Ua,rf), It had [or produced]

a young one : (L, K :) or C-A-jil said of an egg,

it had in it a young bird : (ISh, TA in art. ^a^ :)

or it broke open from over the young bird, which

thereupon came forth from it. (AHeyth, TA in

art. cjj ; and Msb.) _ See also the next para-

graph, in two places. _ cjjM m-ji, (S, A, L, K,)

inf. n. p-ijJo, (S, L,) J The seed-produce, or corn,

was ready to cleave open, when it had come up:

(S :) or produced many shoots : (A :) or put forth

its shoots : (K :) or shot forth into leaffrom the

grain, when the latter had cloven asunder; as also

▼ *-ji\. (L.) [See also ^Ja».] And JUj*-^ f-j*

Sj^Jb \a-\ji I Their trees produced many offsets,

or shoots from their roots or stems. (A.) __ See

also 1. _ [Hence,] f-j-*} Cj\ h-a-tJI ^^J u«W>

occurring in a trad., means \ The devil made his

fixed abode among them ; like as a bird keeps to

the place of its eggs and young ones. (L.) And

[in like manner] one says, a-Ij ,J (jUxJJI ~.ji

t The devil took up an abode in his head. (TA in

art. ^jajtoJ.) >e>3^t a-ji means -fThe people, or

party, became weak ; i. e., became like young

birds. (K.) And ~-^i said of a man, t He was,

or became, base, vile, or abject. (T, TA.) And

t He (a man) mas frightened; or he feared, or

was afraid. (K.) And ^j*, in the pass, form,

said of a coward, and of a weak old man, inf. n.

*-ijiJ, t Se masfrightened, and made to tremble.

(L.j

4. C-i-jil said of a bird : — and of an egg :

see 2. — [Hence,] one says, j>»^\ <uj*j f-j*\,

meaning + What mas hidden, of the affair, or

case, of the people, or company of men, became

apparent. (ISh, TA in art. u*W« [See also a

similar phrase in what follows.]) And n\$i f.ji\

I His heart became free from fear : fear in the

heart being likened to a young bird in the egg.

(L.) And cj)ji\ ~-ji\ I Fright, orfear, departed ;

(S, K, TA ;) as also ♦ ~-jJ, inf. n. i—ifil : (K,

TA :) and one says, .AftjJ -.^J \ Let thy fright,

orfear, depart ; like as the young bird goes forth

from the egg. (S, TA. [But see pjj : and see also

a phrase similar to this in what follows.]) And

>**i)l r-j»l T/ie affair, or case, became manifest,

or plain, (S, A, L, K,) as to its issue, or result,

(L,) after having been confused, or dubious; (S,

A, L, K ;) as also ♦ ~-^i. (L.) __ ve^iJI j-ji\

>i> rf'ti'; (?, L, K,) or jg^is^j, (as in some copies

of the K,) meaning \ The people, or party, dis

closed their secret, (S, L, K, TA,) is said of those

whose case has become apparent. (L.) [Hence it

seems that <La*JI f.ji\ properly signifies It (a

bird) hatched the egg, and produced the young

bird.] Jtejj LJU \Calm thy mind, (S, L, $, TA,)

is a prov., mentioned by Az, from A'Obeyd, as

said, on occasions of fear, to him who is cowardly.

(L, TA.) And apjj ~-ji\ means f He prayedfor

him that hisfright, orfear, might become calmed,

and depart. (AO, TA.)—See also 2, latter half.

10. ^oUaJI A.ji£*i\ He took for himself the

pigeons (S, K) for their young ones, (S,) or for

[the purpose oftlwir producing] young ones. (K.)

mi-ji The young one of a bird : (S, A, Mgh, L,

5 0 this is the primary signification : (L :) or, of

any creature that lays eggs : (Msb :) fem. with 5 :

(S, A :) and, (L, K,) sometimes, (L,) the young

one of any animal: (L, K. :) pi. (of pauc, S, L)

•tyil and ~-tjil (S, Mgh, L, Msb, K.) and ii-jil,

(L, 5,) the last of which is extr. [with respect to

rule], (IAar,) and (of mult., S, L) «U^» (S, L,

Msb, K) and O1-*-^ (L> M?b> ?) and L/jJ

(Msb, K) and ~.^i. (L.) [See an ex. (from a

poet) in which ~.\j» is treated grammatically as

a sing, in the first paragraph of art. oUU..] _

[Hence,] t A base, a vile, or an abject, man, mho

is driven away. (K.) And one says, ^j* ~.ji ijyj

9-\jii\, (TA,) or f-$jii\ iJa, (so in two copies of

the A,) meaning t Such a one is a bastard : (A,

TA :) said by El-Khafajee to be a phrase of the

people of El-Medeeneh, peculiarly ; but accord,

to MF, it is a post-classical phrase common in

El-Hijaz. (TA.) _ And X A sucker, an offset,

or a sprout, of any plant (L, KL) or treefyc. : (L :)

or a branch of a tree: or, as some say, a branch

that is in the middle of a tree : (Ham p. 347 :) or

[its pi.] fJjb signifies offsets, or shoots, from the

roots or stems of trees : (A :) and this is also said

to signify worms that are in herbs. (Ham p. 491.)

And I Seed-produce, or corn, shooting forth into

leaffrom the grain, when the latter lias cloven
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asunder : (Lth, TA :) or, ready to cleave open,

(S, K,) when it has come up : (S :) or, when it

has shoots. (L.) _ And f-ji)\ signifies I The

fore part of the brain ; (K, TA ;) thus called by

way of comparison [to the young one of a bird],

* j o J

in like manner as it is called jyuaxll ; (TA ;) or

the j^a£- is beneath the ~.ji : (TA in art. jfeafc :)

the pi. is»-tji : and f-j*)\ signifies [also, particu

larly,] the fore part of the brain of the horse.

(TA in the present art.) In the saying of El-

Farezdak,

*> »» •* »« fo^ # *• * »» *

- - ^ -

he means [^.nrf « rfay t» which we made the

swords, penetrating into that which they smote,

cleave] the brains [lit. brain (iUjJI) of the tribe

of 'Amir]. (S, TA.)

~-ji, like utife, t A man 7wAo«e grounds ofpre

tension to respect, or honour, are suspected. (TA.)

liji fem. of IJi [q. v.]. (S, A.) — Also \A

broad ^jU— [or «pear-Aearf]. (K.) _ <L».j-»

'•a « 3j

^^XjjJi : see *-lji.

f-ijs a dim. [of -t>i] : hence the saying, ^>»

cAjjS »-Jj» t [SacA a one is the honoured and

cherished of Kureysh] : f-~tj* being here a dim.

(S, K) denoting magnification (K) [i. e.] denoting

commendation : (S :) and 4»«yS f-ij* O^* + ouch

a one is the honoured [and cherished] of his people;

like a little young bird in the house of a people

who rear it and treat it with kindness. (A.)

&e*~iji [or, probably, i-A-ji, agreeably with

analogy,] an epithet applied to JUoi [meaning

"arrow-heads," &c, but app. a mistranscription

for Jlli i. e. " arrows "], which were so called in

relation to «_>j«J1, a certain blacksmith in the

Time of Ignorance : (TA :) or f—iji)\ was a man

who used, in the Time of Ignorance, to pare, or

shape, arrows : (S :) mentioned by a poet in the

saying,

{And two feathered arrows of the paring, or

shaping, of El-Fureyhh]. (S, TA.) [Freytag

mentions ,«eVj», as applied to an arrow, meaning

" ad virum f—>ji appellatum referendus :" but he

names no authority: and it has been shown above

that the name of the man is without teshdeed ;

and so, therefore, is its rel. n.]

• i.

f-^ji Ears of wheat of which the final con

dition has become apparent, and of which the

grain has become organized and compact : occur

ring in a trad., in which the selling of such for

measured wheat is forbidden. (IAth, TA.)

•*# j * i"

r-j*-t> : see f-y**-

* ° '

f-j-»-» A hen-bird having [or producing by

hatching] a young one [or young ones (see 2)] ;

(L, K ;) as also * o-jk*. (L.)

f-jM : see v-jU-o.

• •*. j • 0 j

ri-ji-o '. see f-yuu-

«tjli«, a pi. of which the sing, is not mentioned,

(TA,) Places where birds have [or produce by

hatching] young ones. (K.) [Such a place may

. 4/SJ i.i

be called, accord, to analogy, " »-_>** (which may

be the sing, of f-j\**) and * £-j**-]

1. ijf, aor. '- , [inf. n. >jji,] He, or it, was, or

became, single ; sole ; or one, and no more. (M?b.)

See also 7, (with which two other forms of the

unaugmented verb, namely, }ji and >ji, are also

mentioned,) in four places.

tf 0 0'

2. iji, inf. n. jujiJ, He applied himself to the

study of practical religion, or the law, and with

drew from [the rest of] ma7ikind, and attended

only to tlte observance of the commands and pro

hibitions [of religion], (IAar, T, L, ]£.) [See

also the part, n., below.]

4. iji\ as intrans. : see 7. —- O^j-il She (a

female, S, L, a pregnant female, A, or a woman,

K) broughtforth one only: (S, A, L, K:) opposed

to C~eDI : (A:) not said of a she-camel, because

she never brings forth more than one. (S, L, ]£.)

_ »iji\ -He made him, or it, to be single; sole;

or one, and no more. (Lth, T, M,* L, Msb.*) __

And He put, or set, him, or it, apart, aside, or

away ; lie separated him, or it. (S, K.) You

say, <w> »ijil [He separated him from him, and

rendered him solitary; or he left him solitary].

(A and Mgh in art. fj$.) [See an ex. in a verse

cited voce vi1*-] — [Hence,] %^ji-i U^ti 3ji\ He

made such a one to have a thing to himself alone,

with none to share, or participate, with him in it.

.11 . i ^

(A in iirl. jji.) — And 2»«xJI ^js. •^-aJI >ji\ He

performed the rites and ceremonies of the pilgrim-

* • j

age separately from those of the Sj_o_c [q. v.].

(Msb.) _ And ^j 4JI tJi\ (S, K) He sent

[away] a messenger to him. (K.)

5 : see the next paragraph, in two places.

7. ijii\ and *jji signify the same: (S:) the

latter, aor. - , [inf. n. i_jj*,] is expl. by Lth as

signifying He was, or became, alone, by himself,

apart from others, or solitary : (T, L :) and thus

A.. «■•-.' ijii\ signifies. (Msb.) And <u« )jti\ He,

or it, was, or became, apart, or separate, from

him, or it, and alone. (L.) And ^"jU^ .jjiil and

♦ «ijiu_il are syn. [as meaning JBTe ?ya«, or became,

alone with such a one]. (M, A, IC.) And i^JUl

^.«i)W, (AZ, T, M, L, K,) and ll^, (S,) and

$1 ; (L ;) and t Jj, (AZ, T, M, L, K,) aor. i ,

(AZ, T, M, L,) inf. n. l/J ; (AZ, L ;) and *i>,

and » jji, (M, L, ^,) mentioned by Lh ; (M, L;)

and * 3ji\, (L, ]£,) and ♦ £&, and t ^i^l ; (S,

M, L, K ;) signify alike ; (AZ, T, S, M, L, Kl ;)

i. e. He was, or became, alone ; independent of

others ; without any to share, or participate, with

him ; in the affair, and in such a thing, and in

his opinion : (the lexicons passim : [see juLwt :])

and [in like manner] JUJW *>j*5 [he was without

any to share, or participate, with him in the pro

perty]. (Msb.) — ^J&C iji£ J!±. °£w&%

occurring in a trad., means \ I will assuredlyfight

with them until I die; lit., until the side of my

neck shall become separate from my body; because

its separation can be only by death. (L.)

10. jjilwl as intrans. : see 7. s: t>)jiu~i\ : see 7.

— Also He found him alone, having no second

r * » * 6

person with him. (A.) [Hence, one says,] j^UImI

** Sk * * •" a * f * * o jo **»*»* z*' o )*

aIjaS a^Xc j£s 'j^.j j^iA >jiCL*\ Ui j^i [He

fled, or wheeled about widely, from them, to turn

again, by way of stratagem ; and when he found

a man of them alone, he returned against him,

and threw him down upon the ground]. (A, L.)

And SjjJI }jJlL*\ He (the diver) found the pearl

alone, having no other with it. (A.) __ And He

took it alone; by itself; without any other, or

any like it. (T, L.) He took it forth from

among the things tliat were with it. (M, K.)

iji Single; sole; only; one, and no more; syn.

jij ; (S, A, L, Msb ;) i. e. j^-lj : (Msb :) [and,

used as a subst., a single, or an individual, person

or thing :] fem. d>ji and » \^ij» [which latter is

anomalous, as though fem. of O'V*] : (Msb :) pi.

>!/*) and * ^>\j& which latter is anomalous, as

J , 0 ^ , o,

though pi. of tj'A/i5 (S, L, Msb) and of {Jiji,

like as t^jld is pi. of &\jSLi and of (J>£*. (Msb.

See also ^Iji, below.) You say, ^jAljjJI Ojj^t

bj^sl I counted the dirfiems one by one. (T, A.)

_ And .SVr/i us has no equal, or like : (Lth, M,

L, EL:) pi. }\jS\ (M, K) and [Ji^ji [respecting

JO*

which latter see above]. (K.) >jil\ as an epithet

applied to God means Tlie Single ; the Sole ; the

One ; (T ;) He who has no equal, or like ; the

Unequalled: (Lth, T, L:) but Az says, I have

not found it so applied in the Sunneh ; and no

epithet should be applied to God except such as

He has applied to Himself, or such as the Pro

phet has applied to Him. (L.) And one says

£i JL, (K,) and t^, (T, L, ¥.,) and *i>,

(L, K,) and t>>, (K,) and t£, (T, $,) and

» ju»i and " aji, (K, but the third and fifth not

in the text of the K as given in the TA,) A sword

having diversified wavy marks, streaks, or grainy

0 J 00

(juji ji, K, [in the TA Jjj»}, as though one said

0 0 f) 0 '

also joji >_a,.w, which is evidently a mistake,])

unequalled (T, L, K) in excellence. (T, L.) __

And The half [meaning one] of a pair or couple.

(M, L, K.) __ And Such as is alone, by himself

or by itself, or apart from otlters; unconnected

with, or unattended by, others ; solitary, or sepa-

• fij j * • * * * *

rate ; syn. j.a. ■'.,«, (M, L, K,) or o j.a-$ ^^> U ;

(Lth, L ;) unmixed with others; [in which sense

it is] a word of more common application than
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jjj, and more special than jl»-Ij : (Kull p. 278 :)

pi. *\ji (M, L, K) [and jtjil and jj^s also, as

will be shown below] : an ex. of the first of these

pis. occurs in the saying, (cited by IAar, L,)

o w »« •* • »3 if v> f f

[4s <A« hawk's seizing, or carrying off by force,

those that are apart from the others of the flock

of birds]. (M, L. See, again, jly.) [Hence,]

one says >Ji jy, (S,) and j^i J^, (M, K,) and

fy, (S, M, K,) and t^, and t#, (M^K,)

and * $, (K,) and * jjli, (8, M, K,) and * Ju^,

(S, ?,) and t^ji, (M, K,) and t £|£*, (K,)

[and ♦ jjja* (see an ex. voce 5Ui, in art. »>*),] 4.

iatt, (S,) and a thing, (M, K,) that is alone, by

itself, or apart from others ; solitary, or separate

^ *, f 9, 9

/row outers. (S, M, K.) And " SjjU Sjjui A

#.. , f

lote-tree apart from others. (S.) And S^w

t >jb, (M,K,) and SjjU, (M, TA,) A tree apart

from others. (M, K,'» TA.) And * jjU Lji A

gazelle apart, or separate, from the herd. (S, M,

IS..) And " >j\i 4»U, and " jl>u», and * ijji, A

she-camel that goes away alone, apartfrom others,

in the pasture, (M, L, K,*) and at the water;

(M in explanation of the last, and L ;) the epithet

applied to the male being ♦ jjli, only. (M, L.)

And y>H\ \J-yj » jijtf s* He is alone in this affair.
■4 f f .

.tit* , it , 3 ..

(A.) And it is said in a trad., ~j£3}}\i jju *^J,

meaning Your ewe, or she-goat, that ye have set

apart from the flock, or herd, that ye may milk

her in the tent, or house, shall not be reckoned

[among those for which ye are to pay the poor-

rate] : (A :) or the meaning is, what is over and

above the 3U*jjb [or fixed number of camels, fyc,

to be given in payment of the poor-rate] shall not

be added to the latter and reckoned t/terewith.

. IJt/ , i 3, ,

(L.) And in another it is said, »^£jjjtt Jju *),

expl. by Th as meaning Such of you as shall

segregate himself, as, for instance, one or two,

and gain spoil, shall resign it to the collective

body, and not act unfaithfully by taking it for

f , 0 3 3 30,

himself. (M, L.) And in another, uUjjjoJI ^o*-"-**

ojiJI &ol«aH v_~o-Ua And of you is El-Muzdelif

he of the solitary turban : this was said of him

because, when he rode, no one with him wore a

turban, to show honour to him. (L.) __

stars called pUJU»JI, (M, L, TA,) the other

whereof is called OJ>" 5 (TA ;) certain small

stars with jJaa. ; so called because situate apart

from the latter, by its side. (Kitab Anwa el-

Arab, TA.) And >ji)\ is a name of The star (a)

- i

in tlie hinder part of the neck of cUJJI [the con-

stellation Hydra ; which star is also called cJ-i*

, i

oUfrJUt], (Kzw in his description of cU*~iJI.)_.

9 o,

iji signifies also One side of a jaw : (M, L, K :)

pi. >\j»\. (M, L.) _ And A sandal such as is

termed Ja*~>, not patched, nor having a second

sole added to it ; (K ;) a sandal having a single

sole ; not having a sole composed of two pieces of

leather sewed together, one beneath the other ; thus

in the saying,

o, o ' ' a >

^Jiiji means / met him, we two being alone. (S,

L, K.) »4~JI >\$t (s> M» L> K>) as also

Ujjji, (£,) signifies The brightly-shining stars

(Ji^jljjJI) in the horizon [when other stars, there,

are invisible] : so called because they are apart

from the other [visible] stars. (M, L.) And

J5 JUI, (T, M, L, and so in some copies of the

K,) in some copies of the K " AjJ^'j tan" tnus

in the CK,] but the former is the right, (TA,)

Certain stars, disposed in a row, behind the

Pleiades ; (K ;) in some copies of the ]£, around

the Pleiades : (TA :) certain bright stars around

tlte Pleiades. (T, L.) And (L) Certain stars

around j1 '~~~ [q-v.], which is one of the two

[0 best of such as walk with a single-soled sandal],

meaning O best of the great men of the Arabs ;

for sandals were worn by the Arabs, exclusively

of the foreigners ; and thin sandals, only by the

kings and chief persons of the former. (L.) _

Also, and ♦ jjli, A bull [app. a wild bull], (Lth,

T, L. [See also i>U.]) [The pi.] jljl^l as a

conventional term in lexicology signifies What

have been transmitted by only one of the lexicolo

gists ; what is thus transmitted, if the transmitter

is a person of exactness (as Aboo-Zeyd and El-

Khaleel and others), is admitted. (Mz, 5th cy.

[See also iW.^!, voce j^-l ; a similar, but less

restricted, term : and see jujUJt.])

}j& and }ji and >j& and tji : see the next pre

ceding paragraph, first quarter : and again, in the

second quarter : and for the first and second and

e ft

third, see also jl^a.

9f»f 9 » f .

Siji fem. of tji [used as an epithet] in the first

of the senses assigned to the latter above. (Msb.)

Siji One who goes away alone, (K, TA,) liaving

left his companions. (TA.)

* fpi

£>\}ji [Hills, or tlie like, such as are termed]

JJ±\ [pi. of SiiA, q. ▼.]. (£.)

^•* « if 9 rJ

^£)ji : see }ji, first sentence : _ and see )\ji.

£)hj* • see }j&, second quarter : _ and see )\ji.

}\ji ; see the paragraph here following.

>\ji [is most properly regarded as a quasi-pl. n.,

rather than as a pi., of >ji ; and }\j& is similar to

it in meaning]. One says, l>l>» IjjU-, and "^ijy,

(S, M, K,) with tenween and without it, (S,) and

ilji, (5,) like i.1^ and cCj, (TA,) and *jlji,

and l>lji [a pi. of " }ji,] and * i^iji, (K,) [and

♦ \}\j&, perhaps thus by poetic license, see an ex.

in a verse cited voce _/0~iy, ] They came one by

one ; one at a time ; (S ;) one after another : (M,

^ j j •

K :) AZ relates that the Kilabees said, Uy*Z£+

4*3 f

IjljJ [Ye came to us one by one; or one after

another] : and s-bjlj }}j» j>* [Tliey are separate

persons and patw],'witb tenween : and the Arabs

said }\ji j>£, imperfectly deck, likened to w>^b

3 ,3

and eOj, [A party composed of separate persons,

disposed by ones, or one after another,] and "(,$.>!>»,

which latter is said by Fr to be a pi.: (T, L :) and

the sing, [he adds] is " >ji and " »ji and " Jjji

^ 3 ' Of . 93, f "

and " \j\}j» : (T, K:) but * }ji, (so accord, to a

3. *0,

copy of the T,) or " )ji, (so in the K accord, to

903

the TA, [in the CK iji,]) in this sense, [i.e. in

the pi. sense] is not allowable. (T, K.)

ijj3 : see >js, second quarter, in two places.

j>iji : see iji, former half, in two places : and

• '•* # • " fin

see i\ji. _ Also i. q. jjii [app. as meaning The

beads that divide the other beads of a string] ; (T,

A ;) in the language of the Ajam [app. meaning

Persians] called JL-yjl«> [a word I do not find in

any dictionary] : accord, to Ibraheem El-Harbee,

o , * o ,

jjkw of silver, like pearls : (T :) or jjJL, tliat divide

the pearls and gold : (M, L, K :) and pearls that

are strung, and divided by otlter things interposed :

(S, L, K :) or pearls that divide the pieces ofgold

in a necklace : (A :) one thereof is termed * Sju^s :

(T, M, A, L :) pi. Jjp. (T, M, K.) And'^1

precious, or highly-esteemed, gem ; (M, L, K ;) as

also ▼ Sju>» ; (K ;) as though it were the only

one of its kind ; (M, L ;) or so called because

unequalled ; or because [it is a pearl] found alone

in its shell : (MF :) and as some say, (S,) T jj\j»

jjJI signifies the large pearls. (S, L.) — Also

The intermediate vertebra between the last of the

six vertebra that are next to the ^\> [q. v.] of

the neck and the six that are between these juji

o ,

and the [rump-bone called the] w->«»~c ; as also

3. * f ' m. • f f

' julji : (M, L, K :) or * Sj-iji [the sing.] sig

nifies the vertebra that projects from the part, of

the back of a horse, that is next to the lumbar ver

tebra ; intervening between the dorsal vertebra

and the lumbar: it projects in some horses.

(M, L.)

9 - , 3 ,,

Sjkjji, and the pi. jj\ji : see the next preceding

paragraph, in five places.

\^$i\t* : see jji, first sentence : and see also }\ji,

in two places.

o Sf

>\ji One who sells, (T, A, L, K,) and one who

makes, (M, L, K,) what are termed J*jj&, (A, L,

K,)i.e.(A)jii. (T,A.)

fi it 9,3

Ijly : see jtji.

9,0, • «^

iiji : see *ji, first quarter.

3 3 0 3 |(.

>jijii\ : see }ji, latter half.

9 , 9 9,

jjli, and its fem. (with S) : see iji, near the

middle, in nine places : _- and again, near the

end. _ jjLj jS~> Sugar of the best kind, and

" 3 , , 9

white. (K.) —, And < j>jtjJ J-^l [Site-camels]

,3 0 3 ,

which stallions do not resemble (VM-~i *^)- (8° ™

the O and K. [But the right reading is evidently

.. , o ,

I think, ttt(« .ti3 ^J, which the Turkish translator
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of the K appears to have found in a copy of that

work ; and the meaning, therefore, which stallions

do not desire, jjiy is pi. of Jjjli.])

iji* : see )j», second quarter. _ [Hence, as a

conventional term, A single, simple, word or

vocable ;] an expression of which a portion does

not denote a portion of its meaning : (KT :) [pi.

Obji*. —— And Singular, as distinguished from

dual and plural. _ And ■,*■ £ II OtjjJLo The

simples of medicine ; medicinal simples.] And

ijU signifies also A wild bull. (L. [See, again,

iji, near the end.])

• tj

}j&* A female, (S, L,) a pregnant female, (A,)

or a ewe or she-goat, (M,) or a woman, (K,)

bringing forth one only: (S, M, A, L, K:) like

* 3 i 3 r, oi

kto-^e and jXe : (S, L :) opposed to^^Sio. (A.)

[See its verb, 4.]

«3- i 9 , ,

ijk* *,*&'* Pieces of gold (in a necklace, A)

divided, one from another, by juji [q. v.], (M,

A> !•> K>) i- e., by pearls. (A.)

•-"

>jf* A rider having no other with him : (A :)

or a rider having only his camel with him. CK.1

— OJiji+ii ^-iyi», occurring in a trad., (L,)

means Good betide those who apply themselves to

the study of practical religion, or the law, and

withdraw from [the rest of] mankind, and attend

only to the observance of the commands and pro

hibitions [of religion] : (IAar, T,* L, K, TA :)

and (K, TA) it is also said to mean (TA) those

who are devoted to the commemoration of the

praises of God: (K, TA:) or, as expl. by the

Prophet himself, those men and women who com

memorate the praises of God much, orfrequently :

(TA :) also, (K,) or, as Kt says in explaining the

trad., (TA,) [and as his words are cited in the

T,] those whose contemporaries in birth, (K, TA,)

and the generation among which they were, (TA,)

have perished, or died, while they themselves have

remained, (K, TA,) commemorating the praises

of God: but Az holds the explanation of IAar

to be more correct than this of Kt. (TA.)

9 ,0 so,

}\ji* : see iji, near the middle of the para

graph.

•A^UJt as a conventional term in lexicology

signifies What have been uttered by only one of

the Arabs : differing from >\^^\, which signifies

what have been transmitted from the Arabs by

only one of the leading lexicologists. (Mz,

15th cy.)

Q. 1. I^ji, (0, K,) inf. n. L'£, (Kr, M, O,)

He threw him down, prostrate, on the ground

(Kr, M, O, K,) in an evil, or abominable, manner:

(Kr, M, O :) andflung him upon the ground; lit.,

smote with him the ground. (O, K.)—And tjoji

iUJI He filled, or stuffed, compactly, the [recep

tacle for dates, termed] ilL. (AA, O,* K.)

aliji Width ; amplitude : (M, O, Msb, K :)

Bk. I.

whence is derived the word ^yiji, (Msb, K,)

accord, to Fr. (Msb.)

v*}ij* A garden : (S, Msb :) so in the Greek

language [irapaSeia-oi] : (M :) or a garden com

prising everything that is in gardens : (Zj, M, A,

0, K :) such is the proper signification ; (Zj, M,

O ;) and so with the people of every language :

(Zj, M:) and containing grape-vines : (Fr, O, KO

or a garden in which are grape-vines: (IAmb,M,

Msb :) or a place in which are grape-vines :. (TA :)

or an ample, beautiful garden : (A :) or a garden

comprising grape-vines and palm-trees: (Bd in

xviii. 107 :) or with the Arabs it signifies a

valley abounding with herbage, like a garden:

(M :) or a vaUey, (Zj, Msb,) or valleys, (O, K,)

producing various sorts ofplants or herbage : (Zj,

O, Msb, K:) in the K, for o*Jj ^t £j]^)l, we

should read ^li jj\ Qfy ^. (TK;) [or

3 03,,ot',"'

rather, c^j U ajaj^l ,>«, as in the Msb :] or a

o ,o,

meadow; syn. i-ajj : (Seer, M :) and the green-

nets of grapes (w^O* (so in a copy of the M,)

or of herbs (oUcI) : (so in the TA :) masc. and

fern. : (Msb :) sometimes the latter; (K;) as in

the Kur xxiii. 11, because, by JjjjjiJI is there

meant alljl : (O, TA :) it is an Arabic word, (S,

O, Msb, K,) accord, to Fr, (S, O, Msb,) occur

ring in a verse cited voce «_>ty, which is by

Hassan Ibn-Thabit, (O,) derived from ILoj-i,

meaning " width " or " amplitude," (Msb, K,*)

accord, to Fr : (Msb :) or it is Greek, (Zj[ O,

Msb, K,) transferred to the Arabic language ;

(Zj, O, Msb ;) [i. e., arabicised : but as it occurs

in the Kur (xviii. 107 and xxiii. 11), this is contr.

to the opinion of Esh-Shafi'ee and others, who

deny that any arabicized word occurs therein :

(see ^jH,:)] or it is Syriac: (Zj, O, K:) the

pi. is ^jtji ; (A, TA ;) which is applied by the

people of Syria to gardens and grape-vines. (TA.)

— Hence, (Bd in xviii. 107,) J^ijii\ [Para

dise : or] a garden of trees, or walled garden,

(iijj^.,) in ii^JI [or Paradise] : (S :) or the

highest of the stages of a-oJI : (Bd, ubi supra :)

or the middle and highest part of «U^JI (Jel,

ibid.)

w»5})» Increase (Jji, in the CK Jjj,) that is

in j>\a)a [i. e. wheat] : (O, K :) mentioned by

IDrd, as heard from some persons of El-

Bahreyn. (O.)

• ,»

u«i\ji A man big in the bones. (Ibn-'Abbad,

O,K0

• *0 * J 9$, j

tr'ij-"-* -A- trellised grape-vine ; syn. yS/Jto.

(Lth, S, M.)—A wide breast. (O, K.) Wide-

breasted; having a wide breast. (M.) __ And [A

thing] filed, or stuffed, compactly. (O.)

1. tjji, (S, A, O, Msb, K,) aor. -, inf. n. j^,

(S, O, Msb, K,) He put it, or set it, apart, away,

or aside; removed it; or separated it; from

another thing, or from other things ; (S, A, O,

2365

Msb, K ;) as also t 'aJji\} (S, O, K,) inf. n. j\J\ :

(K :) he divided it therefrom ; (A, TA ;) [and so

*j>*'0 he divided it into parts, or shares; as

also t ojjjl : (Az, Msb, TA :) lie distributed it,

or dispersed it. (AO, AZ, TA.) You say, jji

*wfj <0, aor. and inf. n. as above; and • ljji\ ;

He set apart, or separated, for him his portion,

or share. (Mgh.) And 4<a3 *JU »>o *J jji [He

set apart, or divided, for him a portion, or share,

of his property] ; as also * Zj.il. (A.) And t : j|

^loJl ^ U~aJ ai [He divided for him a share of

the house]. (A.) — See also 2. = [Also, app.,

He made fringes, or similar decorations, to it;

namely, a garment, or piece of cloth, or the like :

see the pass. part, n.] Aboo-Firas [El-Farezdak]

says,

0 - J O- , IjJ

♦jjljl^ L^ilj»bt

[app. meaning, Carpets of silk brocade, the ex

tremities of which had been fringed with green

fringes]. (TA.)

0

2- **}# <J* &> (?») or *i>*> (thu8» without

teshdeed, in the O,) inf. n. IjjjJ, [which may be

of either of the verbs,] (K,) He decided (i-kj)

against me by his opinion. (Ibn-Abbad, O, K.

[See also 8.])

3. &i)Zi jjLi He separated himselffrom his

partner, with the latter' s concurrence; syn. aLeti,

(S, O, K,) and ^J, (S, A, O, K,) and iljli. (A.)

4. ojjil : see 1, in six places. _ Uyij Ojjit

t^j-*> I made such a one to have a thing to him

self alone, with none to share, or participate, with

him in it. (A.) = Also It (an object of the

chase) offered him an opportunity (S, O, K) so

that he shot it, or shot at it, (S, O,) from within

a short distance. (S, O, K.)

6. jl£s^JI jjUj Tlie partners separated tliem-

selves, one from another. (A.)

C" 0 , 0 13 0,

7. hjox^ ,j* j*t*e*4 JJ*-JI They went apart,

away, or aside; removed; or separated; one

from another, or one party from another. (TA

in art. Jj*.)

0, Ot , 3 >,Ot 3, , ,

8. <tlo ^JaI fjj* tj*\ jj&\ means <utki [i. e. He

decided his affair exclusively of the people of his

house or tent, or of his wife andfamily]. (0, K.

[See also 2.])

Q. Q. 1. jjji He died; (IDrd, O, K;) said

of a man: (IDrd, O :) like jjj*. (TA.)

jji A depressed tract of land (S, O, K, TA)

between two hills : (TA:) or an intervening space

4 9, O 3

between two mountains : (TA :) [or] " SjjJ has

the latter meaning; mentioned by Ibn-Abbdd. (O.)

0 0 •**

jji : see Sjji, in two places : _ and see also

9, 0 3 3 0 3 9,

Sjji. — Accord, to Lth, j^AJI is syn. with *Jti\ ;

but this is disallowed by Az. (TA.)

Sjji A cleft in rugged ground. (TA.)

298
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ijji A road in, or upon, an [eminence such as

is termed] i»i»l ; as also ♦jji. (Ibn-Abb&d, 0,

K.) —— See also jjj. = Also i. q. **oji, i. e. <yy

[meaning A ftw« ; or time at which, or during

which, a thing is, or is to be, done, or had, in suc

cession]. (0, K.*)

•-•

Sjj» .4. piece, or detached portion, (S, O, Msb,

K,) o/" a thing that is put, or set, apart, away,

or aside, or £Aatf i* removed, or separated ; (S, O,

K ;) as also 'jj_>» : pi. [of pauc] jljil and [of

mult.] jjji : and *j^» signifies also a portion, or

share, that is put aside for the party to whom it

pertains, whether one [person] or two. (TA.)

jji A slave sound, or healthy, or without defect

or blemish : or a free man sound, or healthy, or

without defect or blemish, and plump. (Ibn-

Abbdd, O, K.)

jljji [an arabicized word, from the Pers. jljyj,

app. as meaning A fringe, or the like ; as the

latter word does in Turkish, and probably, some

times, in Persian] : accord, to some, it is of the

measure J^lt«4 from jji in the first of the senses

expl. in this art. ; therefore, if so, it is an Arabic

word : the pi. is j^lji. (TA.) See 1, last sen

tence.

* *

jjl» A tongue distinct [in utterance] : (O, K,

TA :) and discriminating language. (A,* O, K,*

TA.) as Also A species of ant, round and black,

found in dates : so says Ibraheem El-Harbee :

(O and TA in art. «Ju» :) or the progenitor (jk».)

«• # J

of the black ants : that of the red is termed (JUac :

(K :) but it has been before said by the author of

the K, in art. jji, that jjli signifies "black ants in

which is a redness :" and it may be a mistran

scription. (TA.)

Sjjli A road taking its course in a tract of sand

amid sands that are compact and cleaving to the

ground, and soft, (O, K,) appearing like an

extended natural cleft in the ground: but this is

mentioned in the book of Lth in art. jji [as

written ijjli]. (O.)

>'6l 3 ~tt 3 '»S

jji\ Humpbacked; as also ^>ji\ and ^ojiS : so

' * *l

says Fr. (TA voce j-a-ftl.) [The same meaning

is also assigned to jji\, q. v.]

•5 0

jiji\, of a wall, an arabicized word, (S, Mgh,

O, K,) [ofunknown origin, like our word " frieze,"

and the French " frise," &c, said in the TA to

be from the Pers. jlyjj, mentioned above, voce

• '*" * -

jljyi,] A projecting appertenance or roof or cover-

* * % * * tt

ing ( jjli «.Ua>) thereof; (Mgh ;) the uUb [q.v.,

app. meaning a projecting coping, or ledge, or

cornice,] thereof; (O and K. in the present art.,

and the same and S in art. «JUJ» ;) surrounding

the upper part : (Kr, TA voce \Juj :) [it is also

expl. as meaning] a hole, or an aperture, in a

wall. (KL. [But this is app. a mistake, caused

by a misunderstanding of the word Jit, which is

expl. as having this meaning and also as syn. with

jij»\ ; and the author ofthe KL evidently doubted

its correctness, for he adds, " so we have

heard."])

jjijtt : see what next follows.

jjji* and ~jjiut Put, or set, apart, away, or

aside; removed; or separated: (Mgh:) divided

into parts, or shares. (Msb.)= And the former,
* j • «■

Having the back broken ; like ^j^jjiut. (TA in

art. ^yi.) = j^JU l£i, (S, O, K,) by some

written j)jju>, (TA,) is from jiji\, the j*ji\ of a

wall, (S, TA,) and signifies [A garment, or piece

of cloth,] having objUaj [app. meaning a fringe,

or fringes; likened to fingers, or the ends of

fingers]. (O, K.) [See 1, last sentence.]

Q. 2. iJjjiS, said of a JSfi [or pawn] in the

game of mmijJmJtt [or chess], It became a \j\jj-i.

(TA.) [See an ex. voce C—»a.]

tji.»ti (jljji (K, TA) [The queen of the game

of chess; or, as some say,] what occupies the place

of the wezeer to the sultan [in that game] : (TA :)

the former of these words is arabicized, from [the

Pers.] ,>jjji. (O and K in art. jji, and K in

the present art.)

1. *L'ji, aor. z, inf. n. ^,'ji, (S, M, O, Msb, K,

&c.,) He (a lion) broke, or crushed so as to break,

its neck ; (S, A,* Mgh,* O, K ;) i. e., the neck of

his iLjji ; (S, O, K ;) as also * L,jZ\ : (S :) this

is the primary signification : (S, Mgh, TA :) or

he (a beast of prey) seized it, (a thing,) and broke,

or crushed so as to break, its neck ; as also *A-j^9t :

(M :) or he (a lion) broke it; i. e., his S~jji :

(Msb :) and he bruised, or crushed, and broke, it;

namely, a thing. (M.) Accord, to ISk, (S,) you

say, 5UJI ^JJJI ^-ji, (S, TA,) meaning The wolf

seized the sheep, or goat, and broke, or crushed so

as to break, its neck : (TA :) accord, to En-Nadr

(i. e. ISh), you say, SUJI 4^' J-=>< [The wolf

ate, or devoured, the sheep, or goat], but not

t l^yJLJl. (S, O, TA.) — Hence, (S, Mgh, O,

Msb,) He killed it, in any manner; (S, Mgh, O,

Msb, K ;) as also * i->SI : (TA :) or ▼ the latter,

he (a lion, O, or a wolf, TA) captured it ; or

made it his prey. (O, K, TA. See also 2 [where

a similar but tropical usage of the former verb is

mentioned.]) You say, jui^l <u,ji The lion killed

him or it. (Mgh.) — Aa-^jJI ^ji, (M, Msb,)

aor. - , (M,) inf. n. as above, (S, M, Mgh,) He

(the slaughterer) broke the bone of the neck of the

slaughtered animal before it became cold: (S,

Mgh, O :) or broke its neck before its death :

(Msb:) or cut, or severed, its cla^i [or spinal

cord] : or divided its neck : (M, TA :) or slaugh

tered it so as to reach to tlie eUU : (AO, TA:)

the action thus [variously] expl. is forbidden. (S,

Mgh, Msb, TA.) iL J> ♦ i-> *-yi He struck

him [in an abominable manner, app. in the back,]

so that the part between his hips became depressed

and his navel protruded. (M.) = ^ji, aor. - ,

(S, A, O, K,) inf. n. i-ijjJ (S, A, O, K*) and

Llji (S, K,* in the O \L\ji) and alyji, (S,» A,

O,* K,*) all of which ns. are mentioned as syn.

by As, (TA,) [as they are also in the S and K,]

and the first and last, in like manner, by IAar,

(TA,) [but the first is expressly said to be an

inf. n. of yj*ji in the S and A only, and the

second in the S only, and the third (which seems

to be rather a simple subst.) in the A only,] He

was, or became, skilled in Iwrsemanship, or in the

management of horses, (S, A, O, K, TA,) and in

riding them, (O,* K, TA,) and in urging them to

run, and in remaining firm upon them : (TA :)

or iwlji and <L>jj3 are inf. ns. having no verb :

Iih only [says ISd] mentions \j*ji and ^ji as

signifying he became a horseman ; and this is

extr. : (M, TA :) but [beside what has been cited

above, from the S and A and K,] IKtt also says

that Jftfc J I u»y->> in*- "• *^sji and &~*}jJ, sig

nifies he rode horses well; and in like manner

JJji [but not followed by J*UI]. (TA.)

Hence, f He was, or became, skilled in anyiliing

that he endeavoured to do. (TA.) =jSaJli ^j*ji,

[and ojJsuj, and <Uou, and ^UJI J ^ji, (see

^jb,)] aor. -, (Msb,) inf. n. i-il^s and 3u>\ji, (As,

IAar, Msb, TA,) accord, to the citation of the

words of As and IAar in the L, but this is at

variance with the opinion generally held, [which

is, that i-ity is an inf. n. only of yj-ji, signifying

as expl above, and that xJ\ji is a subst from

• *-' . '

w»jiii, having no proper verb of which it is an

inf. n.,] (TA,) is said of a man [in the same sense

as ^yu, (q. v.,) as will be seen from the expia

te ' • ¥

nations of A-Iji and ^jli, below]. (Msb.) See

5, latter part, in two places. = ^ji He kept

continually, or constantly, to the eating of the

dates called ^j*\ji. (O, K.) — And He pastured

upon, or depastured, theplants called u*ji. (O, K. )

2. j^\ w»yj> (inf. n. wij£, TA,) He (a wild

beast) seized often the sheep or goats, or seized

many of them, and broke, or crushed so as to

OS 3 m

break, their necks. (M, TA.) sss.»(—iJI *w^»,

(inf. n. as above, TA,) He exposed to him (namely

a wild beast) the thing, [meaning the animal,]

that he might seize it, and break, or crush so as

3 M .J * - Ol

to break, its neck : and #bl » a^ji\ he threw, or

cast, it to him, that he might do so to it: (M:)

3* * * * 1 j 3 fi . * *tt

and ejUa. jl~^I Jjs-jJI i_ry^' ''"' man kft his ass

to the lion, that he might break his neck, or kill

him, or malte him his prey, while he himselfshould

escape. (S, K.) El-Ajjaj uses the former verb in

mi

relation to the kind of flies called jai, saying,

[A beating which, when it falls upon the tops of

heads, digs, in the pates, hollows that afford prey

to the blue stinging flies] ; meaning, that these

wounds are wide, and enable the j*i to obtain
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thence what they desire. (M.) And one of the

poets uses it in relation to human beings, in the

following verses, [which exhibit an instance of the

license termed *\£\,] cited by IAar:

# * * * i - a I o -

. j ,tl ,, , I. »,.

[27i«y Aarf sent me among the girls with swelling

breasts, as a guardian ; and, by myfather, while

guardian of the girls with swelling breasts, or by

the father of the guardian of the girls with swell

ing breasts, I was (lit I am) made a prey : there

came thitlier wolves not caring for a guardian,

and those females were (as) pasturing camels

eagerly desiring to be given as prey] : he likens

these women to pasturing camels, although differ

ing from them inasmuch as the latter do not

eagerly desire to be given as prey, since this

would be a cause of their death, whereas women

do eagerly desire it, since 6U-JJ Jl»-jJI ,j->» [»t.

men's making women their prey] is in this case

f men's holding commerce of love with women :

' ''I ' * ' «• i

wji\ is for C—yi; for, as Sb says, they some-

l - Ot 10', I t

times put J*sl in the place of cJbii : ^1 is in

the gen. case as governed by j denoting swearing ;

and ^^tl^XJI jjclj may be a denotative of state

relating to the O [the pronoun of the first person]

understood [in ^-jil f°r *-*-»>*] > or ^jf'j mav De

prefixed to ^sCiyCJI ^elj, governing it in the gen.

case, and by the latter expression he may mean

himself: by wolves not caring for a guardian,

he means wicked men not caring for him who

guarded these women : and he uses the word

i*t~>»~> to denote intense desire ; for if he did not

mean intenseness, he would have said j^jj- ( M •)

3. <LyU, inf. n. Ljlii and J»tji, (M, TA,)

[app., Me vied, or contended, with him in horse

manship : this signification seems to be indicated

by what immediately precedes in the M, which is,

^r>j-b and ^>j-» " he became a horseman :" but

perhaps it may signify he vied, or contended, with

him in <L>lj£, meaning insight, &c. : or it may

have both these significations.]

4. u»js\ He (a pastor) had the neck of one of

his sheep, or goats, broken, or had one of them

hilled, (8, O,) or taken, (K,) by the wolf, (S, O,

K,) lie being inadvertent. (K.) — See also 2, in

two places. — JU <Uu ^j* u-y*' He left a re-

mainder ofproperty [as a prey], liaving talien all

beside thereof (AA, O, K.)

5. ±r>jiJ He pretended to others that he was a

Iwrseman, or one skilled in horsemanship. (As, O,

K.) = He acted deliberately, (S, O, ¥., TA,)

and considered, or examined, a thing, or did so

repeatedly, in order to know it, or to obtain a

clear knowledge of it. (S,* K,* TA.) —— i^tjxj

i^Ijt t-jJ [He perceived in him the thing in-

tuitively; or by a kind of thaumaturgic faculty,

and by right opinion and conjecture : or by means

of indications, or evidences, and experiments, and

* ' *

the make and dispositions : (see i—AjJ, below :)

or] he perceived in him the thing by forming a

correct opinionfrom its outward signs; syn. «*^y.

(M.) You say, &«. 4*4 ±L% (S, O,) or^LlI,

(Msb,) [/ perceived in him good, or goodness, in

tuitively ; &c. : or] I discovered (c-JjJt>) in him

good, or goodness, by right opinion. (Msb.) [1,j*j&

jJauJl^, and o>J=uj, and <U~xj, inf. n. dL>\ji and 2l*\j»,

(respecting which, however, see 1, last quarter,)

signifies the same as u»ji3 ; i. e., He perceived, or

discerned, the internal, inward, or intrinsic, state,

condition, character, or circumstances, by exami

nation of outward indications, &c, and by his

eye. And so ^Ul ^ " ^aji He saw into the

internal, inward, or intrinsic, states, &c, of men.

See *«,£», below.]

» * **

8 : see <uyi, in five places.

Q. Q. 1. i_jji [an inf. n. of which the verb is

CmJji, as is shown by the mention of the part. n.

i-jjJU,] A woman's good managing of the affairs

of Iter house, or tent : (Lth, K, TA :) the & is

augmentative. (TA.)

ihjaH : see i^»jU.

utji A species of plant : (Yaakoob, S, M, O,

K :) the ^oULaS, (O, and so in copies of the K,)

or KJb\3usa, (so in the CK,) [each said to be a

name of the ^jLil (or kali) of Syria, or of a

species of ^p*-, q-v.,] accord, to Abu-1-Mekd-

rim : (O :) or the ^j». [q. v.] : or the J^ [q. v.] :

(O, EL:) or the [small kind of thorny trees called]

^>. (TA.)

• r*

,j*ji [A horse ; and a mare ;] one of what are

called J**W ; (M ;) the name ^iji ia given to it

because it crushes and breaks the ground with its

hoofs ; (A, O ;*) and is applied to the male and

the female ; (S, M, A, Mgh, O, Msb, K ;) but

mostly applied to the latter ; (M ;) the female

not being called ▼ i«yi ; (S, O ;) or the female is

[sometimes] thus called : (Yoo, IJ, M, Msb, K :)

it is applied also to the Arabian, (Mgh, Msb,)

and to the Turkish, (Msb,) or that which is not

Arabian : (Mgh :) or, accord, to Mohammad [the

Hanafee Imam], to the Arabian only ; but for

this [says Mtr] I find no authority of a lexicolo

gist, except that ISk, speaking of a solid-hoofed

animal, says, " whether it be a Ojij* or a i»ry*

or a Jjy or a jUo. :" (Mgh :) the pi. is ,^-ljil,

(S, M, Mgh, O, Msb, K,) [a pi. of pauc. but used

t at

as a pi. of mult, also,] and ^ryJI, [a pi. of pauc.

only,] (O,) and yj-jjJ: (K:) and as ^-Ji is

originally fem., you say ^tjjl CJ*$j when you

mean males [as well as when you mean females] :

- ol *'■*<

(M :) or you say ^Ijil i»^)b, with 5, when you

mean males ; and ^ji\ wJ^b, without 5, when

you mean females : (Msb :) the dim. is \j-iji, (S,

O, Msb,) when applied to the male ; (Msb ;) and

T i~jji, when applied to the female ; (S, O, Msb;)

agreeably with rule; (Msb;) accord, to Aboo-

Bekr Ibn-Es-Sarraj : (S, Q :) or * JSjJ when

applied to the female [also], which is extr. (Sb,

M. [See ,_>;»..]) _,jUj ^j-yi^s C* [They two

are like two horses running for a wager] is a

saying applied to two persons running a race to

a goal, and being equal : (A, O, T£ :) the com

parison relating to the beginning [of a contest],

for the termination necessarily shows which out

strips ; (O, £:) and to two who are equal, and

two who are nearly equal, in excellence &c. (9ar

p. 640.) It was said by a man who swore that

he would abstain from his wife for four months,

and then divorced her: for the period during

which a woman may be taken back after a [first

or second] divorce is that of three menstruations

or three periods of purity from menstruation ; and

if it ended in this case before the end of the four

months during which he swore to abstain from

her, she became separated from him by that

divorcement : so he likened the two periods to

two horses running for a wager. (O,* TA.) ——

0 - J ....

ja^JI xj*ji + [The horse of the great river ; i. e.,

of the Nile ;] the hippopotamus. (Dmr. [See also

w**»c.]) _ ipijAH -fA well-known constellation;

so called because of its resemblance in form to a

horse; (M;) [\.e.]^&£)\ J^i)\ \[Tlie Greater,

or Greatest, Horse;] the constellation Pegasus.

(Kzw.)__ yrfUll iJdkS t [The Piece ofthe Horse; ]

the constellation Equuleus. (Kzw.) _>>UJI i^yjJt

t [The Complete horse;] a certain constellation

composed of thirty-one stars, in which a portion

> * 0 i. » **

of the constellation called^esty ,^-fiJI is included.

(KLzw. [It is further described by him ; but in a

manner that does not enable me to identify it

with any of the constellations named by our

astronomers.])

i-yAJI, (IAar, S, M, O, El, TA,) or *a-ij^JI,

(M, TA,) the former accord, to A'Obeyd, (M,

TA,) or, accord, to A'Obeyd, it is with ^jo, and

the vulgar, he says, pronounce it with ^ (O,)

Gibbosity [of tlie bach] ; syn. w>j^aJI : (IAar, O,

TA :) or, (M, O, K, TA,) as also iijijl, (M,

O,) which latter is the more approved in this

sense, (M,) the mm>i [or flatus] ofgibbosity ; (M,

O, KL, TA ;) [i. e.] the mmjj tliat renders gibbous;

(M ;) as though it were breaking, or crushing so

ji ^. at > o i j o* 'At*

as to break, the back («jl3 (^l^yJsJI i^yiJ \^\£s),

and cleaving it (<tii3 ^\ 4*oji3) : (O :) [or <LyiJI

signifies the displacement of one of the vertebra ;

for,] accord, to As, one says l*ji a^UoI when

one of the vertebrae of one's back has become dis-

placed ; but the flatus (w^JI) from which gib-

bosity results is termed JLeyiJt, with ^o: (TA:)

or <LyiJI signifies a flatus that attacks in the

neck, and breaks it: (S:) or, as some say, an

imposthume, or ulcer, (<U»j»,) tliat is in the neck,

breaking it: (M:) or a breach (<Uyi) in the

nech ; thus says AZ : or a breach (*»-ji) that is

• * * *

in [the case of] gibbosity : the pi. is <i»Uyi, not

298*
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i-y»l, which latter is said to be a pi. of i->», but

is anomalous. (TA.)

9,01 • * 91 #• i * i • i

Suiji and Suoji ; the latter of which is the more

approved in both of the following senses ; i. q.

3 fj '■ [meaning -<i <«»•» ; or <ime at which, or

during which, a thing is, or w to be, done, or /m«Z,

■>■ 3 > 9,1 0 1,1

in succession; as also Sjji : pi. vji] : jjV' lt^

[the turns, or times, for coming to water in suc

cession] means [the occasions of] persons' being

9 , 9t

left free to come to water. (M. [See dLoji.]) —

9,91

And i. q. ij^i [meaning An opportunity ; a time

at which, or during which, a thing may be done,

or had]. (IAar, M, O.) So in the phrase wjUsI

<uwji [He got, or obtained, his opportunity]. (M.)

i-yi [an inf. n. of modality] : see 1, near the

' 1 , 9 1 , 9,

middle of the paragraph. = iw^Jt : see i-yiJl.

i->» : see i^-ji, near the beginning.

1 9

^j-,j»i\, of the camel, is What corresponds to

the ^»U- [or hoof] of tlie horse (S, O, Msb, K)

and the like : (S, O, Msb :) or what corresponds

to thejiji [orfoot] of the man: (El-Bari', Msb :)

and tof the bovine animal in like manner: (IAmb,

Msb :) and sometimes I of the sheep or goat, (S,

O, TA,) for JUUljl : (TA:) or it is only of the

camel: (El-Bari', Msb:) or ttie extremity of the

wi»- [or foot] of the camel : (M :) of the fem.

gender : (IAmb, M, O, Msb, K :) pi. j>Ci, (M,

Msb,) not oUwji : (M :) it is of the measure

,jJLaj ; (S, O ;) the <j being augmentative ;

(Aboo-Bekr Ibn-Es-Sarraj, S, O, Msb, K ;) be

cause it is from c-w^j. (Aboo-Bekr Ibn-Es-

Sarraj, S.) See also art. \J~>ji.

w>\>i A sort of black dates ; (IAar, O, K ;)

» 9

not the same as thejjy^i (0) orjjjyii. (K.)

>t

,-tJ

see
\J*1

UJI.

v~ij-» [originally Having the neck brolien, or

crushed so as to be broken. — And hence,] Killed

[in any manner : see 1]: pi. ,«-yi. (K.) It is

applied in this sense to a bull, and in like manner

[without »] to a cow. (TA.) _ And [hence]

t z^jji signifies The prey of a lion [or other

beast]: (TA:) an animal that is seized, (M,)

and that has its neck broken, (S, M, Msb,*) by a

lion [or other beast] ; (S, Msb ;) as also i^jji :

(M :) [pi. of the former Lr-5l^j.] __ See also

^jjM. = Also A ring, or hoop, of wood, (S,

M, O, K,) bent [into that form], and tied, (M,

O,) at the end of a rope; (M, O, K;) called in

Pers. j*i*. [correctly >«*•»]. (S, 0, K.) = See

" ' '

also t>~sJI tjoiji, in art. u&ji-

t >.i * ,,

\j-ijb, and with 5 ; dim. ns. : see ^j», near the

middle ; the former in two places.

• * , ,

<u>1ji : see what next follows.

L-ty a subst. (S, M, 0, K) from JyASJI, (0,

J 2i * A J 9 is *

K, TA,) signifying^ew^Jt, (TA,) or from wwjju

l^sxi. <«_*j [q. v.], (S,) or from s,jJL)l <*-» *j->j*j

4 9 , ,,

[q. v.] : (M :) or, as also " 2u\ji, [said to be] an

inf. n. ofjliJb ^ji : [but see this verb :] (Msb :)

O^W i-i|^» [or jiaJii) (see 1, last quarter,)] sig

nifies Insight; or intuitive perception; or the

perception, or discernment, of the internal, in

ward, or intrinsic, state, condition, character, or

circumstances, by the eye [or by the examination

of outward indications &c] : (IKtt :) or <L>lji

signifies a faculty which God puts into the minds

of his favourites, in consequence whereof they know

the states, conditions, or circumstances, of certain

men, by a kind of what are termed oUly== [or

thaumaturgic operations], and by the right direc

tion of opinion and conjecture : and also a hind of

art [such as physiognomy, which is especially thus

termed in the present day,] learned by indications,

or evidences, and by experiments, and by the make

and dispositions, whereby one knows tlie state, con

ditions, or circumstances, of men : (IAth :) or the

discovery of an internal quality in a man by right

opinion. (Msb.) It is said in a trad., <u>1jj lyLil

,^-o^Jt [Beivare ye of the insight, &c. of tltc be

liever] : (S, M, IKtt, IAth, Msb :) and the reason

I -' J J J •. li '

is added, aDI jyj jio^i *J\i [for he looks with the

light of God]. (TA. [See also 1^1^.])

<Uj/ : see u-Jji- [It is a subst. formed from

the latter by the affix S.]

u*\jb, and ^l/All, and ^ji $i\ : see w'j'^K

in four places.

l_r,bJi!l : see i^ijliJI, in two places. __ Also

t The strong and courageous, (En-Nadr, O, K,)

of men, as being likened to the lion. (En-Nadr,

O, TA.) __ And t The headman, or chief, of the

^>-5Ub3 [pi. of (jl&Jbj, q. v.], (IKh, O, K,) and

of the villages, or towns: (IKh, O :) pi. i-Jl^i.

(IKh, O, K.)

,j*yji}\ : see ^jUlt.

i^JljiJI: see the next paragraph, in two places.

5 , , ,, 1 ,

^li act. part. n. of yj»ji [q.v.]. —^jUJI The

lion ; [so called because he breaks the neck of his

prey ;] as also » ^^jii\, [which has an intensive

signification,] and ♦ ^*\jii\, (O, K,) whicli last

[also] has an intensive signification, (TA,) and

V£ J, (?, A, K,) and t^ #\, (O,) and

t J^il^l, (TA,) and tJ^U^iJI, (S, M, K,) and

» u*yj*}\, a word of a measure not mentioned by

Sb, (IJ, M,) and tjjj^j|; (K;) or*J-Cji)l,

which is said by IKh to be applied to the lion

because he is the chief of the beasts of prey, sig

nifies, (O,) or signifies also, (S,) used as an epi

thet applied to the lion, (S,* M,* O,) and so

t J-il^iJl, (S,* M, O,) the thick-necked, (S, O,)

that is wont to break the neck of his prey ; or the

former of these two, the rapacious lion ; (O ;) and

the & in these words is augmentative: (Sb, S,

. f it, • 1 ,

M, O :) and you also say * <j»\ji *-»», (M,) or

fl m, 9,1

t u*\ji Jk-ilj (TA,) meaning a rapacious beast,

(M,) or lion, (TA,) that often seizes others and

breaks their necks. (M, TA.)=Also The master,

or owner, of a horse ; (S, M, K ;) a possessive

epithet ; (M ;) like ^H<J (S, O, K) and J-oV3 : (S,

O :) and a horseman ; a rider upon a /torse ; (ISk,

S, Mgh, O, Msb, K;) and upon a mule; (ISk,

A, Mgh, Msb ;) and upon an ass : (ISk, Mgh,

, , 9 ,

Msb :) or a rider upon a mule is called ^jJlt y-yli

jL ; (ISk, S, O, Msb, K ;) or jij J-jli ; (A,

O ;) and a rider upon an ass, jU^ .*J^ ^j^ J

(ISk, S, Mgh, O, Msb;) and a rider upon any

solid-hoofed beast, ji\». ^i ^jJLc ^jli : (K :) or

these phrases are not used : (K :) 'Omdrah Ibn-

Akeel Ibn-Bilal Ibn-Jereer says, (S,) or AZ,

(Msb,) I do not call the owner of the mule, nor

9 , 9 2,

the owner of the ass, ^jW, DUt I call them Jli;

9 S , 9 ,

and jU»-: (?, O, Msb :) [u-jU is often best ren-

9 ,H

dered a cavalier :] the pi. is &Lij» (S, M, Msb)

and ^j\yj, which latter is [more usual, but]

anomalous, (S, M, O, Msb, K,) for J*j>» is [re

gularly] the measure of the pi. of a sing, of the

9 , , 1 , , 9, ,

measure iXcli, as w>jU-», pi. of i>jL», or of an

epithet of the measure J*b applying to a female,

as uoj\}9>., pi. of i^eut*., or of a sing, of the

measure J*li applying to a thing that is not a

human being or not a rational being, as Jjt^J,

pl. of Jjb, and Jsul^a-, pi. of JaiU. ; and there

i ,, j , ,

are no instances like c^j'V except those of iXMyk

i ,, i ,

and ^sJ=>W [an|! *-*!'>»■ and some other words

enumerated in the Msb and TA] ; (S, Msb ;) and

as ^jlj* is not applied to females, no ambiguity

is feared from its usage : (S, O :) [ISd says,] we

9 , , 91' 9

have not heard <Lyli el^ol. (M.) ^ Also, (As,)

9 , , , 9 ,

or J^=UI J* Lr"j^> (?0 -A- man skilful in horse

manship, or in the management of horses. (As,*

S.) And hence, the former, (u*yl*j) t A man

skilful in anything that lie endeavours to do. (TA.)

i , ,

_ ^jl^AJI is the name of \Four stars of tlie con-

9 , , 9 1,

stellation Cygnus. (Kzw. See «-UkO.) = J*-j

Jiill u->j\», (S, O, TA,) and »j^i, and dJ~su,

(As,) A man who acts deliberately, and examines :

(S, and so in Hr p. 356 :) who possesses <L*\ji [i. e.

insight, or intuitive perception, &c] : (O :) or

knowing by means of examination. (TA.) And

2 9 ,

^UJI .-» (.ryW [Seeing into the internal, inward,

or intrinsic, states, &c, ofmen]. (IAar.)= o*jl£,

(S, M, Mgh, K,) or \j*J6, (so in some copies of

the K,) [the former if fem., as it is a proper name,

the latter if masc.,] A certain nation ; (Mgh,Msb;)

[namely, the Persians ;] i. q. " ^jii\ : (S, O, K :)

generally fem.: (Msb:) ^ji is pl. of * ,-.»jl5,

i , ,,

which is a rel. n. from ^ryli in the sense next

9 91

following : (M :) [or, rather, ^iji is a coll. gen. n.,

2

and (^y-yl* is its n. un.] __ Also, (S, O, but in

the K "or") The country of the^ ; (S, O, K ;)

[i. e., Persia ;] a country ofa certain nation. (M.)
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.gwjU [Persian : a Persian] : see i/*i)li. Hence,

^jwjUJI j^JI J. certain sort of dates, (Mgh, Msb,)

ofgood quality. (Msb.)

^rJ/il : see ^-oj-A-o. = It is also a noun of

excess, or a comparative and superlative epithet,

from <Lily, used by Zj, in the phrase ^Ul^^sl,

meaning, The best, (M,) or best and most true,

(TA,) in i~Aji, [i.e., insight, or intuitive percep

tion, &c.,] of mankind. (M, TA.) One says also,

ijdo ,_ry»l IjI -? aw more endowed with mental

perception, [or insight, or intuitive perception,']

and more knowing, than thou. (TA.)

^jjjua Having the back broken : (M, TA :)

and eojjjJLo. (TA.)_And Humpbacked; as also

tJLj^i, (M,TA,) and t^Jil (Fr in TA voce

3, »«' 3 ''( "$\t

j^ftl) [and ,>yil and jj^lj.

^^jlJI : see ipijUul.

JU >JLo A woman roAo manages well the affairs

of her house, or tent. (Lth, TA.)

jtJrf/i, mentioned, but not explained, by J [in

the S], (EL,) [A parasang, or league;] three

Hdshimee miles (al_-iljk JU*I [see J--*]) : or

twelve thousand cubits : or ten thousand cubits :

(EL:) three miles of the Hdshimee measure, i.e.,

accord, to the Bari' and the T [&c], twenty-Jive

bow-shots; twenty-five times the measure termed

slU [q. v.] : (Msb :) or three miles, i. e. thirty

bow-shots reckoning the bow-shot as four hundred

cubits, or sixty bow-shots reckoning the bow-shot

as two hundred cubits : (Msb voce J*« :) the

ancient Greeks said that it is three miles, reckon

ing these [together] as about sixty bow-shots [of

the shorter measure mentioned above] : (Msb in

the present art. :) or, accord, to some, six miles :

(L : [but this is app. a mistake occasioned by

finding it expl. as consisting of sixty bow-shots

and supposing these to be bow-shots of four hun

dred cubits each :]) it is [said to be] from the

same word as signifying " rest," or " ease ;" (K,

TA ;) because, when a man walks the distance

thus called, he sits down, and rests : or, accord,

to the Msb, from Aew^i signifying "width ; ' the

word having this meaning, however, is tU^wyi,

with yi : (TA :) [the truth is, that] it is a Pers.

^0 , 0 ,

word [i«£-i-y-»], arabicized : (S, A:) the pi. is

->_ -^ * (S, A, Msb.) The other meanings of

this word, not mentioned by J, may have been

regarded by him as not of established authority.

(TA.) _ It signifies also An opening, or inter

vening space, between two things. (K.) _ And

A thing in which is no opening, or intervening

space : as though having two contr. significa

tions. (K.) Also A thing that is lasting and

abundant, that does not cease, or come to an end.

(ISh, EL.) And A long time (K, TA) of the

, >o , , 0

night or of the day : thus m the saying, .iHJjJxiil

\iL~iji [I looked, or waited, for thee, or / have

looked, &c, a long time &c.]. (TA.) _ And A

AcG [meaning hour or time] (EL, TA) of the day :

or a time of the night and of the day : pi. as

above. (TA.) And The time, (K, TA,) or

interval, (TA,) between stillness and motion. (EL,

TA.) And Stillness, or quiet : (EL, TA :) a

meaning mentioned by more than one of the

authorities respecting strange words. (TA.)

And Rest, or ease. (K.)

* •

ij~>j3 : see the art. here following.

JUyJ (S, O, EL) [and J—jj (K in art. JL-yJ)

The peach : or the sort thereof called the nec

tarine : from the Greek irepo-iKtj or -rrepatKov ; the

malum Persicum, which is generally applied to

the former fruit ; or amydalus Persica of Linn.,

(so in Forskil's Flora Aegypt. Arab. p. cxiii.,)

which is applied to both of the fruits above men-

tioned : i. e.] the [fruit called] ■*-$*• ; (EL, TA ;)

of the dial, of El-Yemen : (TA:) or a sort thereof,

0 0 0 , "

(K,) i. q. t>-r», which is like the ~-^». in size,

(Lth, O,) )j&.\ [which here means without down,

and for which Golius and Freytag appear to

3, Of

have read iy»-l], smooth, red [accord, to the CK

"or red"], (Lth, O, EL, TA,) and yellow, the

flavour of which is like that of the ?-$<*■ : (Lth,

O, TA :) or [a clingstone peach or nectarine ; i. e.]

0 ,

a sort of f-$*- that does not cleave asunder from

its stone : (S, O :) or [a free-stone peach or nec

tarine ; i. e.] such as cleaves asunder from its

stone. (EL.)

3 °

ij~ijii\, of the camel, is What corresponds to

tlieji\t*. [or hoof] of the horse or a similar beast :

* 0 J

(S, K :) or the part which is below the i-y [or

pastern] and in which are the bones called ^j*

[q.v.] : and sometimes it is J of the sheep or goat :

it is of the fem. gender : and the pi. is ^J~i\ji :

(TA:) accord, to Ibn-Es-Sarraj, the & is aug-

J 0,,

mentative, because it is from 0~/^s, (S, TA,) and

[therefore] it has been mentioned before [in art.

i_»*>», in which see more]. (S.)

3 ,0

(jLyiM : see what next follows.

^lyjl The lion ; (EL, TA ;) as also * ,jCjii\ :

3 *J 3 - S

and so [,^-il^AJI and] y-UjAJI. (TA.) See also the

last paragraph below.

Ojl-lJiM, (K, TA,) with damm, (TA,) The

^JL ; c>. £>\j£s [lit. mountain-leek] : (K, TA :) so

it is said to be : it is a four-sided J-«l [app.

meaning stem], from which rise many white, four-

sided, branches, whereon sometimes grow rough

leaves like the thumb ; and it has a blossom

inclining to blueness and yellowness : (TA :) it

has the property of clearing the complexion, dis

solves thick humours, is diuretic, opens obstructions,

and is beneficial as a remedy for the bite of the

dog, (K, TA,) i. e. of the mad dog : (TA :) [it is

now applied in Cairo to euphrasia : (Forskll,

Descr. Anim. &c, p. 145 :) and marrubium pli-

catum. (Idem, Flora Aegypt. Arab., pp. lxviii.

and 213.)]

<Uk.yt yj^jk*, with fet-h to the y-, Having

much flesh in the face. (EL.) Perhaps the lion

is hence called ♦ ij—(jb. (TA.)

c^.iljt

1. 4_ij_», (S, A, O, K,) aor. '. , (S, O,) inf. n.

J£i (O, K) and J,fa, (S, O, EL,) He spread it ;

expanded it. (S, A, O, EL.) You say, <J Cwjj

\i\ji and litji ££> (A, TA) and t Hjil (TA)

. J I 0 ** O

" and <Liijiit (A) [I spread for him a bed : or

the last signifies / spread it (namely a bed) for

* * i » • —

myself]. And U^i Owji I spread for such a

c * * , > ,, , sc

one. (Lth.) And lbL_j U^» ^ji, inf. n. jiiji ;

and U>1—_j T d_iy-sl ; and Ust-j " 4-w>3, inf. n.

9 0'

tj-ijij ; He spreadfor such a one a carpet (IAar,

K) in his entertainment. (IAar.) And ♦ \^j-i

* 0 5 9 0, .j

w>yDl, inf. n. ^J^iyu ; and " Awtlit ; [He spread

the garment, or piece of cloth : or the latter sig

nifies he spread it for himself] (TA.) And

» ,j i, o , ^ eo,

\j\jj eUtkJ " JZ>jZi\ or V>y [He spread, or spread

for himself, beneath him, dust, or a garment, or

, 0& # J , Ot 3 0*

piece of cloth]. (A.) And J^/JI " J*jZi\ C«i£a

jjfc-nJI jwylj [I used to spread the sand for my

bed, and make the stone my pillow]. (A, TA.)

And *^1J3 * wftji*!, (A, TA,) and «yJJ, (TA,)

He (a lion, and a wolf, and a dog, TA, or a

beast of prey, A, TA) spread his fore legs upon

the ground: (TA :) and the former phrase, lie (a

man, Msb, TA) spread his fore arms upon the

ground, (S, K., TA,) in the same manner, not

raising them from tlie ground ; the doing of

which in prostrating oneself in prayer, is for

bidden : (TA :) or laid his fore arms upon the

ground (Mgh, Msb) like a bedfor himself. (Msb.)

^iji [as an inf. n. of which the verb is Cw«i, as

0 , 0 *

is shown by an explanation of jUst in the S and

0*3,30,

L, and by the phrase Jj»-/)I U*,j»vo mentioned in

the S and O and TA,] in the hind leg of a camel

[and of a horse as is shown by the explanation

above mentioned of al*3l] signifies The being «

little expanded ; which is approved: (S, O, EL :)

when the width [between the shanks] is immode

rate, so that the hock-joints knock together, which

state is termed J-i-e [inf. n. of JJLe], it is dis

approved : or, as some say, it signifies its not

being erect nor much expanded. (S, O.) And

Jfr\ 'jjl\ &, (Fr, S,) inf. n. J>, (Fr, S, EL,)

means God spread abroad tlie young camels; syn.

i^. (Fr, S, K.») — [Hence,] i^l Jj£, (S,) or

fOl

Ij-cl, (K,) I He made, or rendered, his state, or

case, or affair, (S,) or a state, &c, (K,) ample,

or free from straitness, to him; and laid it open

to him, altogether; [as though he expanded it to

3 i 3, ,0£ 3&3 3,3,,,

him ;] syn. aU as-i^I, (S, K,) and «U3 a) <vk. ..;.

(TA.) And in like manner the saying of Alee,
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*J}j*+)\J£zi,ji, is expl. by Ibn-Abi-1-Hadeed as You say,

3 2 a j i o * o £

signifying obi ^CaLjl [meaning J I largely con

ferred upon you favour, or kindness] : but MF

deems this strange. (TA.) You say also, <£wji

•*

\j$j*\ X 1 displayed, or laid open, to him my state,

or case, or affair; [and so ^j-cl ▼ *ii^»l ; (see

• -• 3*330**

an ex. voce l>l»W ;)] syn. <J *«K—.■■ (A.) [And

agreeably with this explanation, probably, the

saying of Alee mentioned above should be ren

dered in the opinion of MF.] __ [Hence also,]

2 3 * o* 3 30* f - j

ihLU a—a> ij^jju (j^Li X [Such a one lays himself

outfor the service ofmen] ; (A ;) and <t_«j t ^ipL;

• 3 * -•

^yJ : (TA :) [or perhaps, makes himself like a

*** * t

victim for tliem : (see Ji>jiuJ», below :) for you

02 3 * * * . i *- o i

say, gjSM *i/», or * Aw/41, (which latter form is

mentioned by Freytag in his Lexicon, but with

out any indication of the authority,) meaning,

t he threw him down (namely a hea»i)for slaugh-

ter : (see ±tiji, below :)] and * *wjl»l I he pros

trated him, and got upon him : (A :) or t he over

came him, (meaning another man,) and prostrated

him, (O, K, TA,) and got upon him. (TA.) _

* * * *■ ** O J -

y^UCoJl \J>j>, aor. i and - , inf. n. u*j*» means He

sjiread tlie place [with carpets or the like] ; as also

* i&yi, and * iLiji. (Msb.) And Jljjl t j£j,

inf. n. ^jf»J, He paved the house; (Lth, S, ]£ ;)

he spread in the house baked bricks, or broad and

thin stones. (Az, TA.) iU$i Jilji tj* [7%w

»'* a bed sufficiently largefor tliee] is like the say

ing ..'I.U.' 3 <U*£ »Jl* i. e. JU.'J. (TA in art.

J-o-i.) = <»-i* yiy [app. u*>»] -H* desired, and

prejmred himselffor, it, or him. (TA.) = And

uij*, aor. i , (O, TA,) inf. n. J>, (O, £, TA,)

i/e Kerf : (O, K,* TA :) one says, uS>*3 J& i. e.

[Horn long] milt thou lie? (O, TA.)

2 : see 1, in four places ; two near the begin-

30 2 «

ning and two near the end. = cjjJ! ^Joji, inf. n.

J^jjsu, I The seed-produce spread itself (S, A, TA)

upon the surface of the earth. (TA.) You say,

\J>ji} pjjJI f-j> X [The seed-produce put forth its

shoots, and spread itself upon the surface of the

earth]. (A.) And the latter of these two verbs

is also like the former [in signification], (TA.)

—Jil&l j£i, (A, K,) inf. n. as above; (K;)

and • u->-*-3 ; (S, A, K ;) I The bird expanded

and flapped its wings, (S, A, K,*TA,) j^-i JLc

over a thing, (A, K, TA,) without alighting: (A,

TA :) and ♦ the latter verb, it (a young locust)

spread its wings. (Mgh.)

4: see 1, in five places, ss <*Jjji\ also signifies

\ He spoke evil of him ; or did so in his absence :

(lAar, A,* O, K, TA :) and they say, ,-s cJiJj

yj£j* X [Thou spakest evil of me; &c.]. (TA.)

3*0 *

[See a~oyz w-j^»t.] = And f He made it thin;

or thin, and fine in the edge; namely, a sword.

(O, K.) =J-li-M L^il X The trees put forth

branches; syn. i>oel. (A, TA.) __ «jlc jjijjl

♦ He, or it, left him, or quitted him. (S, A, IS..)

■ i£j»\ t>» <Uf*6 I He beat

him, or smote him, and left him not until lie slew

him. (A,» TA.) And O^Jt 'J£ wi>»t X Death

quitted them ; became withdrawn from them.

(lAar, O.) as C~£>j&\ said of .a mare, + She de-

sired to be covered. (O.) = <Cyil [from J*j»

signifying " young camels "] He gave him young

camels, (O, K,) small or large. (O.) And

ijij&\ [app. cA/JI, or perhaps >J>>il,] He (a man)

became a possessor of^Jiji [app. wSji, and meaning

young camels]. (IKtt, TA.) = And \J*jb\ said

of a place, It abounded with ^Aji, (O, K, TA,)

i. e., [app., moths, or butterflies, and, as being the

cause thereof,] seed-produce. (TA.)= ui>»l» Jisl

[He locked, and made fast by means of the catch,

or catches, (Awtji, or w-jji, which see below,) o/'

the lock]. (S,TA.)

5 : see 2, last sentence, in two places.

7 : see 8, last signification.

8 : see 1, first quarter, in five places ; and latter

half, in two places. __ <uLJ yi^iil [lit.] 2Ze

expanded his tongue : (S :) i. e. t he spoke in what

soever manner he desired. (S, A, }£..) __ 4Ji,jJJ\

I He trod upon him or it : (8, IS., TA :) [as

though he made him or it a carpet or a bed :]

from JiyM and JLljAJI. (TA.) [Hence,] ytpl

J^jjJall t He went, or travelled, along the road.

(TA.) _ [Hence also,] SljJT yijJLsl t ^He cow-

pressed a woman. (TA.) — And + He took to

wife a woman. (O.) One says, 3^>j£s yi>J^sl

t He took to wife a female of high birth. (TA.)

__ [Hence also,] o^ojc- t>i^»l lit. He made his

honour as a bed for himself to tread upon; (O,

TA ;) i. e., J he treated his honour as a thing

which it was allowable to attack, by speaking evil

of him. (O, K, TA.) [See also 4, second sen

tence.] And jiOlj iVJI U-iipi l The sky

assailed us with rain. (A,* O.) —— And ^ijJLsl

JUJt X He took the JU [i. e. property, or cattle,

&c.,] wrongfully, or byforce. (K, TA.) __ And

3, 'l

»ji\ ±£iyi\ X Hefollowed hisfootsteps ; lie tracked

him. (A, 0, 1£.) =ss ^i^SI [in one of my copies

* 303 . **

of the S, ch/**'' w^ich is also allowable, as the

verb in the act. form is trans, as well as intrans.,]

It became spread, or expanded; (S, K, TA;) as

also ▼ (jijJuil; said of a garment or the like.

(TA.)

^ji [an inf. n. of 1, q. v. passim. _ Also,

used in the sense of a pass. part. n. in which the

quality of a subst. is predominant,] What is

spread, of household furniture, (S, K,) [such as

carpets and mattresses and the like. See also

yily.] __ X Seed-produce when it spreads itself

(S, K, TA) upon the ground: (TA :) in [some

of] the copies of the TtS., instead of ^fiji t$t, which

'3 *

is the right reading, we find yi>» lit : accord, to

some, the word signifies seed-produce when it has

become three-leaved, orfour-leaved. (TA.)__fA

place abounding with plants or herbage. (0, K.)

_ t A wide, or spacious, plain, or tract of land,

or place : (S, K, TA :) or land that is plain, or

even, and soft, and unobstructed by mountains:

(TA :) or a depressed tract of land in which are

trees of the kinds called iaijs. and^L*, (lAar, O,)

which cause the mouths of the camels that eat

them to become relaxed. (O.) [Hence, app., the

saying,] yi^iJI ^1 ^i^*JI ^, meaning, [From

the highest sphere, or the empyrean, to] the earth.

(A in art. ij*j*.) — fA collection of trees of the

kind called oLoc : and a round plot of trees of

the kind called -..Lb. (TA.) X Shrubs, or

small trees: (Lth, A, K:) and small Jire-wood.

(Lth, K..) J Young camels; or the young of

camels; (Fr, S, A,* K;) and t\£iji is said to

have this meaning; but accord, to Aboo-Bekr,

erroneously : (TA :) so the former signifies in

the Kur vi. 143: (S, EL:) Fr says, I have heard

no pi. of it : and he adds, that it may here be an

inf. n. used as a subst., from the saying, <u)t l^i>j>

\i,ji, meaning, Mi l^ : [see 1 :] (S, TA :) but it

is said in the K that in all of the above-mentioned

senses that are assigned to it in that work, it has

no sing. ; meaning that it is used alike as sing,

and pi. : (TA :) and bulls or cows : and sheep or

goats : (K :) so accord, to some of the expositors

of the ]£ur : (TA :) and such as arefitfor nothing

but slaughter, (K, TA,) of camels, and of bulb or

cows, and of sheep or goats ; as some say : (TA :)

3*0 J *0 3

or such as is thrown down (J*>jiv, i. e., Jdj,)for

slaughter, of the young of camels, and bulls or

cows, and sheep or goats ; used alike as sing.

30*

and pi. : (Mgh :) and J^NI cAj* also signifies

old camels. (Th, TA.)

%*o*

iiiji A track, somewhat depressed, extending to

the distance [of thejourney] ofa day and a night,

and the like thereof, and only in land that is wide

0**0 *

and level and like the [desert termed] -tj— r- : pi.

(AHn,TA.)

iiiji Form; appearance; garb; or the like;

0*0* *0 3 * * * 3

syn. iifjo •. so in the saying, iiijii\ ^—». yt [He

is goodly in form, Sec.]. (O, K.)

& 0* 0*

^ji A seller ofjUji [meaning household fur

niture such as carpets and mattresses and the like].

(TA.)

* **

\Ji\ji [Moths, and the like, that fly into the

flame of a lamp &c. ;] the flying things (S, TA)

thatfall one after another into the lamp, or lighted

wick, (S, K, TA,) to burn themselves : (TA :) [and

accord, to modern usage, butterflies also :] a pi.,

[or rather a coll. gen. n.,] of which the sing, [or

n. un.] is * with 5 : (S, K :) the former mentioned

in the Kur ci. 3 : (TA :) or the former signifies

what one sees, resembling small gnats, falling, one

after another, into thefire : (Zj :) or young locusts,

when their wings grow, (Fr, Mgh, Jel,) and they

spread them forth, (Mgh,) and mount, one upon

another: (Fr, Mgh:) and silk-worms; app. so

called because they become like these when they

come forth from the cocoon. (Mgh.) It is said

in a prov., " iilji ^j**, tAJol [More light, or un

steady, or light-wilted, than a moth that flies into

the flame of the lamp]. (S.) And ▼ iil^i is used
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to signify I A man who is light (A, K) in head;

(A, TA;) ligkt-witted, or unsteady; (TA;) such

being likened to the Z2>\ji of the lamp, in respect

of lightness, or unsteadiness, and contemptible-

ness. (A,* TA.) =s Also Thin pieces of bone, such

asjiy offfrom any bone when it is struck : or any

crusts, or coverings, that are upon bone, exclusive

of the flesh : or the bone of the eyebrow : or what

is thin, of the bone of the head : or the bones that

come forth from the head of a man when it is

Is J ~

broken: (TA:) or ^>\ji\ ch'j* signifies certain

thin bones that are next to the bone that covers

the brain : (S, TA :) and t Z£i\ji, any thin bone :

(S, K :) and j^>jpl ♦ S-ily, the thin bones, or

pieces of bone, of the head, such as fly off in con-

• A j 00

sequence of a blow. (TA.) __ Also, j^iai\ <J>\j»

Tlie place wliere the upper parts of the ribs are

infixed in [the spine of] the back. (TA.) —— And

jjlitjjUl The two extremities ofthe haunches, in [or

at] the sjii, q. v. (TA.)_And The parts of the

upperportions ( ejji) ofthe two shoulder-blades that

rise towards the base of the neck and the even part

of the back. (AO,0.)_And Two veins, green, or

of a dark, or an ashy, dust-colour, (plj <\ 4»1,)

beneath the tongue. (En-Nadr, O, K.* [In the

last of these, this signification and the next are

erroneously assigned to the sing. word. See also

J.\jJlH]) Also, (TA,) or^UJJt lily, (En-

Nadr, O,) or t »Ui£i, (IDrd in his Book on the

Saddle and Bridle,) The two iron things with

which are made fast the cheek-straps of the head

stall. (En-Nadr, 0,K.) And J.\£ and * £££

also signify The edge of anything. (Aboo-Sa'eed,

in TA, art. j-J.) = And The former, Mud that

has dried, after the water, upon the ground. (S,

O, K.) — And it is said to signify A little water

in pools left by torrents : n. un. 1 iilji [q. v.].

(TA.) _ And [Little] bubbles (<-.•«»-) upon the

surface of [the beverage called] JuJ : (S, O, K :)

and likewise of the water of sweat : (S,* L :) or

a little sweat : so says IAar. (L.) s J*» Ji>\ji

signifies The ^wGi [or catches] of a lock ; [app.

meaning the little pins whichfall into correspond

ing holes in the bolt of the Arabian wooden lock of

a door, (which see figured and described in the

Introduction to my work on the Modern Egyp

tians,) when it is pushed into the hole or staple of

the door-post, preventing its being drawn bach

until they are raised by the key, which has small

pins, made to correspond with the holes, so that,

being introduced into these, they push up the catch

ing pins:] n. un. t with 3 : (A'Obeyd, TA:) or

U5 ▼ iitji signifies what catches, or sticks fast,

in a lock; (S, K ;) [or, as expl. in the Arabic

Dictionary of Farh&t, what enters into a lock and

makes it fast ;] meaning its teeth ; (T]£ ;) [which

are the little pins described above :] the word is

thought by IDrd to be not Arabic : or, thus

applied, it is from the same word as signifying

" a thin bone," because of the thinness of the

i£l> of the lock. (TA.)

i£tji A thing that is spread (Mgh, K) upon

the ground: (Mgh:) a thing that is spread for

one to sit or lie upon; in which sense it is used

in the Kur ii. 20 : (TA :) and particularly, a bed,

upon which one sleeps : (AA, Mgh :) pi. [of pauc]

11$ (TA) and [of mult.] J!J>, (S, K,) for which

one may say, in the dial, of the Benoo-Temeem,

*o > 9 o 0

^Aji. (Sb.) [See also ^fij-i : and see what is

quoted below from a trad.] _ Hence, (TA,) X A

man's wife ; (AA, S, O, K ;) as also j\j\ and

• 0 933

oUJ : (O, TA :) pi. Ji>ji ; so used, accord, to

some, in the Kur lvi. 33. (K.) — Also \ A

woman's husband : (AA, Er-Raghib :) and a

female slave's master, or owner. (TA.) So,

»00

accord, to some, in the words of a trad., jJ^JI

ja_aJI ^kUJUj (jil^UJ, meaning The child is for

the husband; (Er-Raghib, TA ;) orfor the master

of the bed, who is the husband, or the owner ofthe

woman ; (Mgh, TA ;) orfor the bed, so that there

is no ellipsis ; (TA ;) and for the adulterer, or

fornicator, shall be stones, like as you say he

shall have dust, meaning, nothing ; i. e., he shall

have no right of relationship ; or, accord, to some,

9 0

stoning. (Mgh.) [See also j»>\s..] — t The nest

of a bird. (O, K,* TA.) 'f A house, or tent.

(AA.) — And ylljiJI signifies The place against

which the tongue goes in thefurthest, or innermost,

part of the mouth ; (AA, O, K, TA ;) or, as some

say, in the lower part of the JXio- [which word

app. here, as it often does, means the palate] : or

' 0 3 - J * o

^UJJI Ji>lj> signifies the portion ofskin (SjJUJI

[to which is here added >Ui)t, app. a mistranscrip

tion which I am unable to rectify,] that covers the

bases of the upper teeth. (TA. [In the TA voce
•*• * 0 . * * 0 .

SjU~e, in art. jj»-, q. v., it is written &£i\ji}\.])

<J-iji A plant, or herbage, that becomes spread

upon the ground, not standing up upon a stem.

(TA.) [See also J»J^>.] And f A girl, or

young woman, compressed by a man; (O, K;*)

■ 0 0009

an instance of J-ai from Jj«JLsI ; (0 ;) [being

0 ■• 0O ' 0

from ijufi\ ;] but not heard by Az on any other

authority than that of Lth. (TA.) _ And t An

Arabian Bull [or perhaps it is properly an epithet

applied to that animal as meaning] having no

9S0 3

hump : (TA :) [see also ±£jiu> as applied to a

camel :] or Ji>\j&, which is pi. of ^j&, signifies

a sort of oxen, between the .^tji and «_->J/£, having

small humps, arid their «_>Ucl [a mistranscription

for oUI, i. e. dewlaps, pi. of v^*>] are flaccid,

or pendulous. (TA voce i^JLip.) _ Also J A

mare, (As, O, K,) or any solid-hoofed animal,

(S,) seven days, (As, S, K,) or seven nights, (O,)

after her having foaled ; (As, S, O, If, TA ;)

which is the best of times for putting a burden

upon her : (O, K :) and that has recently brought

forth ; (O, K, TA ;) so says Kt ; like the >UJu

of women ; or like the Jj*« of she-camels : (TA:)

pi. Jfyi. (S, 0, K.) See also J£i, latter

half.

• - ^^ • ^^

ii|y : see w*1jj, in ten places. = Also t A

small quantity of water : (A, O, K, TA :) one

• 0 00 A m>0 09 0 »0

says, i&\ji "^1 SU^I ^ ^> ^ [There remained

not in the vessel save a small quantity of water],

(O, TA.) And A small quantity of water re

maining in pools left by torrents, the ground be

neath which is seen, by reason of its clearness :

and some say, a place where water collects and

remains in a smooth, or hard and smooth, rock.

(TA.) =s= And Great stones, like millstones,

which are laid first [as a foundation] and upon

00

which is then built a ^^ojj, i. e. an enclosure for

palm-trees. (TA.) = And £lJL££jL)l signifies

Two cartilages near, or by, the SLyJ [which gene

rally means the uvula ; but also, the arches, or

pillars, of the soft palate ; or the furtliest part of

the mouth]. (TA.)

• &0

yily One mho spreads the carpets and similar

furniture [such as beds, or mattresses, and tlie like,

and keeps them in order: app. a post-classical

word : fern, with 5]. (KL.)

9*6 0 10 0

yijie A thing resembling the Si^£»jUi [a kind

of thick quilted stuff made in El-Yemen] ; (O,

K ;) i. e. a thing that is put upon the asus [or

covering next the saddle] to sit upon ; (TA ;) as

also t aiyi* : (A, TA :) or the latter is smaller

than the former, (0, K!,) and is put upon the

<U*0 of the camel's saddle, (A,) or upon thecameCs

saddle [itself], to sit upon : (O, K:) [pi. ^jlLi.]

__ [Hence,] ^jU* is applied to signify \ Women,

' t 0 9 0 J

or wives. (A, TA.) One says, ja-i^Ss ^*^L»

^SjliLoJI 1 Such a one is a person who has high

born wives or women; (A ;) or who takes as hit

wives high-born women. (S, O, K.) One says

J •"■ til

also of a man who has never married, JJUL) «ul

(^ijioJI, meaning -fVerily his life has passed away

lost. (TA.) And yijUJI iui is said to mean

t Persons who will not die upon their beds, and

will not die otherwise than by slaughter. (TA.)

9000

iiji* : see the next preceding paragraph.

9fm 0 1 9 0 0 ^J0»J9~*

u"j-»-» J-o*-, (O, K,) [and] ▼ JyS-i.* J**.

yj.^1, (T, TA,) or Pill * JjaU, (A, TA,) I A

camel having no hump. (T, A, O, K, TA.) [See

also JL>>.] And ^Jjl * ii>2U &=>', (S, TA,)

or j^ei\ f S&yUut, (as in one of my copies of tlie

S and in a copy of the A,) t A flat-topped [hill,

or eminence, of tlie kind termed] SUfel. (S, A,

TA.)

yijio Seed-produce spreading itself (S, K, TA)

t 0

upon the ground. (TA.) [See also L£j_ji.] _

Ujit Aa.ii A wound of tlie head that reaches to

00 ^ 90 00 J

the ^Jiiji [q. v.] ; as also * iipU : (L :) or that

cracks tlie bone but daes not crush. (S, O, K.)

* 0 j a 0

J»JJI ajjjj-A-o (S, O, TA) applied to a she-

' * • 9>"

camel, (TA,) Having what is termed j!jji in the

hind leg ; (thus, by implication, in the S and O ;

[see 1 ;]) or having a [certain] bending in the

hind leg. (TA.)

90093 ... *"f *

,_^jL« ; and its fem., with o : see v*fiLo.

9 0*3 •«-■>

jji^u* ; and its fem., with o : see wj*-» : —

' «»" 3

and for the latter, see also ^jix.
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t^itJJ J^j i-lo (j*^» t SueA a one «a person

who lays himself out for the service of men, or

(J- JJC-

makes himself like a victim for tltem, (_^i ij^j*i

«uJti,) in kindness for them. (A.) And ^^»

x.l r r»J (jijiio ja>& X Such a one is a generous

person, who lays himself out for the service of his

companions, Sec. , expl. by the words <uJu j^^aj

^- (TA.)

Q. 1. li>, inf. n. lli-Ji (S, K) and ^J-Sji,

(K,) He (a man, S) parted his legs : (K :) or he

■parted his legs in sitting; and so laiiiji : (Lh, S :)

or he spread his legs wide apart : (A'Obeyd, TA :)

and lie stood with his legs wide apart in prayer;

(Kb, S ;) and so a-W-j »-£»» : (S :) or he sat in

a relaxed state, with his thiglis cleaving to the

' - O «*

ground; (K;) and so hitji : (TA :) or he leaped,

or jumped ; (K ;) or made short leaps or jumps.

(TA.) And c-»Li>i, (S, L, and so in some

copies of the K,) or t c^JLjO, (thus in other

copies of the K, and thus in the CK,) She (a

camel) parted her hind legs to be milked (S, L,

K) and to stale. (L.)

Q. 2.

cedes.

JajJu: see what immediately pre-

^.liyi A broad, or wide, land: (K, 1A:) ac-

cord, to the K, syn. with p-^jj ; but Sh says that

the latter is a mistranscription ; the former being

* 0 * .» 0*>

the correct word, from <C„.U. ,-i s»-^j* : and Az

mentions the latter as from the Jm, but not found

by him as on trustworthy authority. (TA in art.

9-~>ji.) —. And A spreading, or wide, solid hoof.

(S, K.) _ And Clouds («iIm) in which is no

rain. (K.) _ And An unseemly, or ugly, and

old, woman, and she-camel. (K.)

J 0

«^ly*)t I The penis : (K, TA :) a tropical term.

(TA.)' '

1. aSo'ji, (M, K,) aor. i , (TA,) or - , (O in art.

u*ji,) inf. n. uoji, (?, M,) He cut it ; (S, M,

K ;) namely, skin, or a skin, (M,) [and metal ;

(see wojb-e ;)] or it signifies, (TA,) or signifies

also, (S, K.) sometimes, (S,) he slit it, or cut or

divided it lengthwise : and he made a hole in it :

(S, K, TA :) namely, skin, or a skin : (TA :) or

he slit it, namely, a skin, with an iron instrument

having a wide end, like as the maker of sandals

slits the two ears of the sandal at the heel, to put

into them the j)\jii [or the two arms of the 3)\j£i] :

(Lth, TA :) or jidt C~ej» signifies I made a

hole in each of the two ears of the sandal, for the

j)\jii [orfor the two arms of the i!^]. (S.) hb

Also, (S, M, K,) aor. - , [so in a copy of the M,

but accord, to a rule of the K it should rather

be -,] inf. n. as above, (M,) He hit, or hurt, his

3*Aiji [q. v.] ; (M, K ; and so in a copy of the

S ;) or, accord, to [other copies of] the S, his

uajji [q. v.] ; (TA ;) which is a place where a

wound causes death. (S.)__ And \jo£, [aor. -,]

inf. n. sjoji ; and ^ajs, inf. n. ^jaji ; He had a

complaint of his i«ajji. (M.) = 3-opUI ^oj» :

see 8.

' *' J 0 *■ * 0£ J 0

2. *->!►*" Jj" U^iJ-*-2} (I')) or J*-»l U^ij-^

jilll (O, K, TA) [i. e.] o£iUI j£, (TA, [in the

" " 0 - ,

O v>|**H ***** which is an evident mistranscrip

tion,]) signifies The ornamenting, or engraving,

(JLSL3, O, L, K,TA,) of the Jju [i. e. shoe ofiron

or silver, at the bottom ofthe scabbard ofa sword],

(L,) or of the lower part of the Jju (O, K, TA)

of the scabbard, (O,* TA,) with the extremity of

tlie [instrument of] iron. (O, L, K, TA.)

3. e0i ^j ur^M (A') inf- n- ^°M^> (?.)

He took of tlie water with me, each of us taking

his turn. (A.) The inf. n. signifies The doing,

or taking, with another, each in his turn. (K.)

j * a j t o * * ot

i. i-ojJUt 4JL*>j_»l The opportunity gave him

power or ability [to do a thing]. (M, A, K.)

^ * 0J *

5. 3uoj&}\ u°j*-> '• see °-

6. sUJt Ij^jUJ They shared the water among

themselves by turns. (M, A,* Msb.) And I»ojUj

jokjZ*} They took, or drew, of the water of their

well by turns. (S, K.)

8. iusjiJI tX/Iil He took, or seized, the oppor

tunity ; or he arose and hastened to be before

anot/ier, or others, in taking, or seizing, tlie oppor

tunity ; syn. lft£3l; (O, K;) or ^&\: (TA :)

or he got, or took, the opportunity; as also ♦ \ycyi3 ;

and ▼ ^ir-oji, (M, TA,) aor. - , (so in a copy of the

M,) inf. n. uoji. (TA.) You say also, uoJZJ\

' jl ■ i

j^_*'^l [He took, or seized, ojyportunities to do

things]. (A.) And tpij *Jl—»-l u^Xaj "^ O'ili

[Such a one's beneficence and kindness are not

caught at] ; because there is no fear that his

beneficence and kindness will become beyond

one's reach. (A, TA. [See also 8 in art. ■»»/».])

__ UJLb WJl—-o \jOj%\ k>«, occurring in a trad.,

' " 0 0^

is an instance of the verb derived from i^sji sig-

nifying the " act of cutting," or from i-oji sig

nifying " an opportunity ;" and the meaning is

[Such as] detracts, or, literally, cuts off, some

what [from the honour of a Muslim wrongfully] :

or assumes authority over the honour of a Muslim

wrongfully, by speaking evil of him behind his

back, or otherwise, or defaming him. (IAth, L,

TA.*) = iij^ll C~o>JL»t [from LL^\, " the

quivering muscle "so called,] The leaf was caused

to quiver. (M, TA.)

r- a- 0 J

vojb The stones of the JJU [or fruit of the

Theban palm] : n. un. with S. (AA, O, K.)

Juajj : see iLoji. = Also, iLejjUl, 27te «->j [or

^a<w«] yi-om w/hcA results gibbosity [of the back]

(«1>J^JI) : (S, M, O, K :) and iljiJI is a dial. var.

thereof: (M, TA :) or, accord, to A'Obeyd, the

latter [q. v.] is vulgar. (TA.)

Suoji A turn ; a time at which, or during

which, a thing is, or is to be, done, or had, in

succession : (S, A, K :) or a turn, or time, for

persons' coming to water in succession, (Yaakoob,

S,* M, A,* Msb, K,*) in the cases of the periodi-

0

cal drinkings of their camels, such as tlie u »*

0 0 '

and the *^j and tlie ^j~> fyc, (Yaakoob, M,)
» *" •* *****

when the water is little ; (Msb ;) as also ▼ <Lej3

(M) and " a-ojjj : (Yaakoob, M :) a dial. var. of

the same is with ^ ; (IAar, M ;) and iLctij is

another : (TA :) pi. ^oji. (M, Msb.) You say,

O ' . J /|j 0^^

j5*&\ ^y» ..*' j*e>j9 OeU- Thy turn, or time, for

wateringfrom tlie well has come. (As, S,* Msb.*)

_ A portion, or share, of what falls to one's lot,

9 0

of water ; syn. >->jZ>. (S, K.)_ An oj>portunity ;

a time at which, or during which, a thing may be

done, or had; syn. lj^> ; (S, M, TA ;) and <L>ji

is a dial. var. of the same. (M.) You say, }^J\

f « 0 J ' <■ » ' a •*

iiojjUl, i. e. tfo ■■■ fel [expl. above : see 8]. (S.)

• ^ J ' J St

And yojJ ^X-oUl [27i^ days are opportunities],

0 ' 0

(A, TA.) ss See also <Us»*. =s Also The temper

(**i!»? "')» and outstripping, and strength, of a

horse. (M.)

0.0

<usy J. piece o/" woo/, (As, M,) or of cotton,

(As, S^ M, O, Msb, K,) or o/ rag, (S, O, Msb,

K,) with which a woman wipes herself, to purify

herselffrom tlie catamenia ; (S, M,* O, Msb, K ;)

as also * iuo^s and * iwsti : (Kr, M :) from ^joji

meaning " he cut " a thing : (As, TA :) pi. ^o\ji :

(K :) or they say \jo\ji, as though pi. of i~sjb.

(IDrd, O.) _ And, accord, to AAF, A piece,

or bit, of musk. (M.) = See also <Lo»».

m * 0 *

2L«0j_» A she-camel that remains aside, and

when the trough for watering is vacant, comes

and drinks: (O, K,* TA:) from 2~oji signifying

l£. (Az,TA.)

uo\ji Strong ; (O, K ;) as expl. by El-Uma-

wee : (O :) and thick and red; (O, K ;) as expl.

by Ez-Ziyadee. (O.) = Jo\j> 4& U, (O,) or

.0 * "

u°^j* 0-*> (?>) means There is not upon him a

garment : (O, K.:) so says El-Umawee. (O.)

^a>ji One who shares in water with another,

** * J

each taking of it in turn. (S, K.) You say, ^a

ifCLjji [He is my sharer in water, each of us

taking thereof in turn] ; and in like manner,

" ^e^iut. (TA.) = uojji is also, like JaS\jt,

9 * ' 9 *

pl. of icy^ti ; (S ;) [or, rather, ^ojji is a coll.

gen. n., whereof the n. un. is * i-ajji ;] which sig

nifies The portion offlesh [or muscle] between the

side and the shoulder-blade which incessantly trem

bles, or quakes, (As, S, K,) in a beast : (As, S :)

or the portion offlesh which is in the part extend-

ing from the **•}* [or lower part, next the arm

pit,] of tlie shoulder-blade to the arm, on either

side, and which trembles, or quakes, when the man,

or beast, is frightened: (Zj, in his " Khalk el-

Insfin:") or the portion offlesh which is by the

ijaaj of the <Jtl£>, [which may app. be here ren

dered with sufficient exactness the cartilage of
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the shoulder-blade ; or the part of it where it

moves to and fro;] in the middle of the side, by

the place where the heart beats : there are two

such portions, each of them thus called, which

tremble, or quake, on an occasion offright : and

0 f

the piece offlesh t/iat is between tlie breast (^Jo)

and the *»>j-o [expl. above] of the shoulder-blade,

of a man and of a beast : or, as some say, the

lower part (J-ol) of the (j^aijjt u.^ [or place

to which eitlter elbow returns, in a beast, when,

having been removed from the usual place, it is

brought back t/iereto] : (M :) or a small piece of

flesh which is in the heart, and which trembles, or

quakes, by reason of a calamity, when one is

frightened: (A'Obeyd :) or a piece offlesh [or

muscle] in the side, which trembles, or quakes,

when one isfrightened. (A.) [Hence the saying,]

" cUajjiJt jfi-A yb t He is bold and strong. (A,

TA.) _ JW1 uoj ti The external jugular veins

(a-liy,!) of the neck : n. un. with 5 : (A'Obeyd,

S, K :) or the tendons, or sinews, (^~a*,) and

veins, of the neck: so, app., says A'Obeyd, in

the following words of a trad.: ^1 aj&*$ ,»Jl

o^-ij* ^jlc Ujb al3j v**ij» |yu J»-y l5j'

\r>j^BJ [Verily I hate to see the man having the

tendons, or sinews, and veins, of his neck swelling

with anger, rising against his little wife, beating

her] : for these are what swell out in anger : (S :)

or, accord, to IAar, the meaning is, the hair of

the ^jcujs, which term is metaphorically used in

relation to the neck, though it [really] has no

kje5U», because anger causes its veins to swell

out [like as fright causes the ^ajji properly so

called to tremble or quake] : (Az, TA :) u«j»i is

a dial. var. of the same. (TA.) [See »wyi, last

signification.]

* * '. * * . j - *

2*aij» : see ^jajji, in two places. __ i*aj Ji)t

i. q. ju^i jrf, (IDrd, O, K,) i. e., cJ^t. (TA.)

as See also duaji.

i^oji\ Humpbacked; as also jjii\ and il»it.

j * tt

(Fr in TA voce ja^l.)

• '•

ijoji* : see what next follows.

Jotji* (IDrd, S, M, A, O, K) and * JSJL

(IDrd, S, O, K) A thing with which silver is cut,

(S, A,) and gold: (A:) or a broad iron instru

ment with which one cuts : (M :) or the iron with

which iron is cut, or silver : (K :) or a broad

iron instrument with which iron is cut : (IDrd,

O ;) or the iron with which silver is cut : (O :)

[see also ijo\jZ* :] or, as some say, i. q. .-Awl

[q. v.] with a broad head, with which sandals are

sewed. (IDrd, O.) El-Aasha says,

ft J J l * 0 J ' ft .. . ft. J /«(*

I {Between his two sides is an intellect sharp as

the (jojji* of tfte Khafdjee]. (A.) [Hence it

seems that among the tribe of Khafajeh were

expert workers with the instrument thus called.]

- j - i * ,

^j-ojU.0 yfc : see <jojj», second sentence.

j~oji and T j^eJ The stones of raisins and of

grapes; (M, O, L, EL ;) as also * jL^j_». (M,

L, K.)

jUyi The [mulberry called] Oy [q. v.] : (AO,

AHn, O, Msb :) or the [<ree called] oy> : or i£s

/rwii : (M, K :) or the red 0>> : (S, Msb :) [or,

accord, to Zeyn el-Attfir, the sweet and white mul

berry : so says Golius : see Oy :] Lth says that

it is a well-known tree; that the people of El-

Basrah call the tree thus, and call its fruit Oj5 :

(T, O,* Msb :) and by jLj)j the lawyers mean

the tree that bears the [fruit called] Oji. (Msb.)

— Also A red dye: (K :) or redness. (M, L.)

__ See also jlo^s.

[And I defend your Jtonours, and lend to you a

tongue like the ^o\jiuo of tfie Khafdjee, sharp].

(b.) And you say, w5»-U»iJt \jo\jim> *e~» (>rf

Bk. I.

Ju-oy : see jus^j.

u«y

1. *4>i, (S, A,0, Msb, &c.,) aor.:, (Msb,

TA, &c.,) inf. n. Jfy, (S, O, Msb, K,'&c.,) He

made a mark in it, or upon it, by notching, or

otherwise : (0 :) he notched it ; made a notch, or

an incision, in it; (S, O, Msb, $.;) namely, a

piece of wood, (Msb,) a jij, [or rather $£ji

said of a Sjjj, from which fire is produced,] and

a Jt^w [or toothstick], (S, O,) and in like manner

a bow ; (A j) as also [t <uA«Ji1 ; (see this verb

below;) and] *«UJi, inf. n. JLJo: (EL:) or

this last signifies he notched it much; or made

notches in it; (S, O, TA ;) or you say, «wls Jbji

and <ui ^ojh : (A :) and «uiii signifies Ac notclied

it with his teeth ; namely, a tooth-stick : (As :) and

he cut it; namely, a thing; or a hard thing;

which is said by some to be the primary signifi

cation: (TA:) and he (a tailor) cut it out;

namely a garment : (Kull p. 275 ;) and he cut it

out and made it round; namely a shield : (TA :)

and uoji also signifies the cutting, or dividing,

lengthwise; cleaving; or the like; applied in a

general manner ; or the making a trench, or an

oblong excavation, in the middle of a grave;

C-#*AJ c—oji signifying / made a trench, or an

oblong excavation, in the middle of a grave, for

the corpse. (TA.) = *J J££t [aor. and] inf. n.

as above, (]£, &c.,) He apportioned to him [a

thing] : he appointed to him [a thing] : (Bd in

xxxiii. 38, and TA :*) because that which is

apportioned, or appointed, [to a person] is cut

off from the thing from which it is apportioned,

or appointed : (TA :) he made [a thing] lawful,

or allowable, to him; (Jel in xxxiii. 38, and

Kull in p. 275, and TA;*) relating to a case into

which a man has brought himself: (Kull :) this

is said to be the meaning when the phrase Jb£

a) <*l occurs in the Kur: (TA:) he appointed,

or assigned, to him a definite portion ; (K ;) as

also «0 l^ojiS. (O, L, K.) You say yj *S J&

sUa«JI [He appointed, or assigned, to him a defi

nite portion in tlie gift]. (As, S.) And Ji>£

Ol^iJJI ^ »0 (As, S, A) [He appointed, or

assigned, to him a definite portion in the register

of soldiers or pensioners; or] he registered his

stipend therein. (As, A, TA.) And L^i, (S,)

and * A-ojil, (S, K,) He gave to him. (S, O, K.)

— uoji, (S, A, Mgh, Msb,) aor. as above, (TA,)

and so the inf. n., (Msb, TA,) also signifies He

(God, S, A, Mgh, Msb) made a thing, (S, TA,)

or prayer, (A, Mgh,) or statutes or ordinances,

(Msb,) obligatory, or binding, syn. <^-»-}\, (S, A,

Mgh, Msb, TA,) by a known decree, (TA,) [or

He imposed a thing &c.,] &LJ\ ^ic on a man,

(TA,) or Una* on us ; (S ;) and so * JbJ&\ : (S,

0 0 , 5 ,,

A, Mgh, O, K :) or ^oji is like w>l»k-!t ; but the

latter is so termed in consideration of its befall

ing ; and the former is so called in consideration

of the sentence, or decree, respecting it : (B :)

[this is said in books on the law, in explanation

of the opinion of Aboo-Haneefeh, as opposed to

that of Esh-Shafi'ee : for] accord, to Esh-Shdfi'ee,

these two terms are alike ; (L, TA ;) but accord,

to Aboo-Haneefeh, the difference between . -e-U.lt

and \jojii\ is like the difference between heaven

and earth : (TA :) this distinction, however, is

founded upon contested derivations of the two

terms : (Kull p. 276 :) and it is said that wherever

the phrase <uic aDI u°j* occurs, it means w>L»j|,

(TA.) Also He (the apostle of God) instituted,

or prescribed, [a thing as a statute, or an ordi

nance, or a command or prohibition ;] syn. ^jl, ;

(O, K ;) on the authority of IAar alone : (O,

TA :) but accord, to others, he made necessarily

obligatory or binding ; and this, says Az, is the

obvious meaning. (TA.) Also He (a judge)

decreed, or adjudged, [a thing, as, for instance,]

expenses [&c], (Msb.) Also He assigned, or

appointed, a particular time for doing a thing ;

or he determined, defined, or limited, a thing as

to time, or otherwise; the inf, n., ^joji, being syn.

with C~^3 : (Ibn-'Arafeh, A, O, K :) as in the

phrase a-s>JI v>»*i ±/oji ^j+i [And whoso deter-

mineth the performance of tlie pilgrimage tlierein] ;

(Ibn-'Arafeh, O, K ;) occurring in the Kur [ii.

193] ; and in like manner it is expl, by Ibn-

Arafeh as occurring in xxxiii. 38 of the Kur :

(O, TA :) but the phrase quoted above is also

expl. as meaning and whoso maheth it obligatory,

or binding, on himself to perform the pilgrimage

tlierein, by his entering upon the state of j>\j*-\.

(TA.) — liuiyij UUpl ij^L, (K,) in the Kur,

[commencing chap, xxiv.,] (TA,) means [This is

a chapter which we have revealed and] in which

we have set down the obligatory statutes: (O, K:)

or in which we have bound you to do according to

what is made obligatory therein : (Az, O :) or, as

some read, * UUeyi^, (S, O, K,*) meaning and

in which we have set down obligatory statutes, (O,

L, K,) one after another : (O, K :) or which we

have distinctly explained : (Az, S, 0, K :) ot we

29^
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have distinctly explained what is in it, of lawful

and unlawful [things]. (T, TA.) _ uoji also

signifies The act of reading, or reciting. (IAar,

• J 3 9''

0, 1£.) You say, Ly>*' C^-bji I read, or recited,

my portion. (O, TA.) sss u>»r*> inf. n. i-ot^i,

2fe «?o», or became, skilled in the ^iuljs ; (A, O,

1$L, TA ;) i. e. mi the science of the division of in

heritances. (TA.) MF says that, accord, to IKtt,

the verb is also written u°j*> like %^.^&> : but

[says SM] what I find in his " Kitab el-Abniyeh"

is the mention of the two modes of writing in the

instance of c©y said of a cow ; and the verb

applied to a man he has not mentioned. (TA.)

= c~£jj, aor. -, inf. n. ijojji ; and *z~~oji, inf. n.

<L6\ji ; She (a cow) became old, aged,far advanced

in age, (S, O, ]£,) or extremely old. (TA.) =

And yo/, inf. n. ^jji, signifies It (a thing)

became wide ; it widened, or dilated. (TA.)

2 : 6ee 1, first sentence : and again, in the last

quarter of the paragraph.= ^joji, inf. n. ^oj^u,

said of a man, He had a **cuji [to give from]

among his camels. (O, K.)

4. <0 uoji\ : and *ubji\ : see 1, latter part of

** 0 **»t

the first half of the paragraph. = 4^il»JI C^il

The beasts amounted to the number which rendered

it obligatory on the owner to give from among

them a iLji. (S, O, £.*)

8. 4*£j3t : see 1, first sentence. — (y^jliu J^l

jjj, occurring in a trad., means [A child had not

been brought forth by her; lit.] U^j^J, and ^

li£j$J [a mistake for \i££tjf\' (TA.) as See

also 1, latter part of the first halfof the paragraph.

sss ■> ■ 4 " cxy—JI Tlte soldiers received tlieir

JO -

stipends. (A, K.) =>yUI c^j-*-*' ^%e people,

or company of men, perished, none of them re

maining ; syn. uojiu\. (K.)

(_»o/9 -4 mark [made by notching, or otherwise ;

as is shown by the first explanation of 1] : (TA :)

a notch, or an incision, in a thing : (O, TA :) of

a bow, (S, A, K,) the place of the string; (K ;)

the notch (S, A, O) in the curved extremity

thereof, (A,) into which the string falls; (S, O ;)

as also * 2~eji ; (A, TA ;) or this is the place of

the notch for tfie string thereof: (Msb :) pi. of

the former Jo\£ (S, O, $) and J>/j*; (TA ;)

and of the latter ^oji (Msb, TA) and ^o\ji :

(Msb :) also, ofa jjj, (S, K,) or [rather] of a 5jJj,

(A,) the notch ; (I£ ;) or the place, or part, wlience

the fire is produced ; (S, K ;) the hole, or perfora

tion, that is made in the head thereof, into which

the juj is put, and then twisted round, in pro

ducing fire ; also called jJsj ; (A ;) and ▼ <Lo>»

signifies the same: (TA:) and i^joji also sig

nifies notches in an unfeathered and headless

arrow [such as is used in the game called ^~I*"]-

(TA.) = I. q. *J>l'J* (A, Msb, K) [Appor

tioned : appointed : made lawful, or allowable :

and] a thing made obligatory, or binding, by

God ; (S, A, O, Kl ;) for neglecting which one

will be punished; like v**-'.} ; accord, to Esh-

Shiifi'ce ; (TA in art. w-»-^ ;) because it has

marks and limits ; (S, 0, TA ;) said to be from

the same word signifying " a mark," because it

inseparably pertains to a man, like a mark ;

(TA;) or, as some say, because it necessarily

pertains to a man like as does the ^oji, i. e.

notch, to the arrow ; (O, TA ;) as also ▼ \jbj&* :

(TA :) pi. vojji. (Msb.) As a law-term, it is

of two sorts, ^>jc v°j* and 2jU=> ^oji : the

former is That whereof the observance is obligatory

on every one, and does not become of no force in

respect of some in consequence of the observance

[thereof] by some [others] ; as religious belief,

and the like : the latter is That whereof the obser

vance is obligatory on tin; collective body of the

Muslims, and, in consequence of the observance

[thereof] by some, becomes of no force in respect

of the rest; as warring against unbelievers, and

the prayer over the dead in the bier. (KT.) You

say, jg t,j.>, c i^oj-i yo\ IJJk, and ▼ uo}j**», and

* ^jajZJue, This is [a thing] made obligatory, or

binding, on them by God. (TA.) And <&U».

vojb, and " ^ij^ie, and " ^oj^l», Thy right, or

due, is [a thing] made obligatory, or binding, by

God. (A.) t UjjL C-oJ, in the £ur [iv. 8

and 118], means A share, or portion, determined,

defined, or limited, as to time, or otherwise : (Zj,

Ibn-Arafeh :) or, in iv. 118, a share, or portion,

cut off and limited. (S, 0.) [See also iijji.]

• A statute, an ordinance, a command or pro

hibition, of the Apostle of God ; syn. iw. (IAar,

0,]£.) [But ^joji is generally distinguished from

!m : the former, for instance, being applied to

prayer appointed in the Kur-an ; and the latter,

to prayer appointed by Mohammad without alle

gation of a divine ordi;r.] — A gift, or a soldier's

stipend or pay, syn. \\iam, (A,) or rt'Kc, (S, O, K,)

assigned, or appointed. (S, O, !£•*) In the copies

- J 0 " r J f *•

of the K, i*y*y» is put by mistake for <U^w^«.

(TA.) You say, Lojj *^j Uiji <Uo c-~^t U I did

not obtain from him an assigned, or appointed,

gift, or soldier's stipend, (S, O, TA,) nor a gift

to be requited, or a loan. (O, TA.) And ^jiji

also signifies A thing which one makes obligatory,

or binding, on himself, andfreely gives : or a thing

which one gives liberally, not for a recompense.

(IDrd, O, K..) ass Also Soldiers who receive sti

pends: (K :) so accord, to Lth, as related by Az ;

but [Sgh says] I have not found it in the book

of Lth : (O :) or soldiers having definite portions

* it

assigned to them : (A :) pi. c*»Ar*- (A, TA.) You

say, ,_*ijiJI o-* *-*^° 4jLie H'* h'1* with him a

hundred soldiers &c. (A.) sss A shield. (S, O,

K.) Sakhr-el-Ghei says, describing lightning,

(O, TA,) likening it to a light shield which an

announcer of tidings was turning over and over

with his hands that a party might see it and be

gladdened [by the signal], (TA,)

[I was sleepless by reason of it, it being (in its

flickering) like the signalling of the announcer of

tidings turning over and over with the hand a

light shield] : one should not say UJLi. \*aji. (S,

O, TA : but my copies of the S have v_Jk instead

of ^*j.) [See also what follows.] —— And A

stick, or piece of wood; syn. j^e : thus [it means]

in the verse (cJj* ,<£) accord, to El-J u in a lice,

(O, TA,) i.e. in the verse above-cited: (TA :)

he says, i^c w-jJI ^ ,^ojii\ : (O, TA :) whence

the author of the K has been misled to explain

ui>jjd\ as meaning C^JI il^tl ^yo iyc-. (TA.)

_ And An arrow before it has been furnished

with feathers and a head : (Akh, S, O, TA :) a

meaning also heard by El-Jumahee : (O, TA :)

and to this, in the hand of the player, Abeed El-

Abras has likened lightning, accord, to the S ;

but Sgh says, in the TS, that he did not find the

verse cited by J in the poetry of Abeed. (TA.)

_ And A piece of rag : another explanation

heard by El-Jumahee. (O.)_ And A garment,

or piece of cloth : (O, ]£. :) a meaning mentioned

by As on the authority of some one or more of

the Arabs of the desert, of Hudheyl. (O.) [See

also v°\j».] — And it is said that in the verse

cited above it means the notch in the jJj [or

rather SjJj, mentioned in the first sentence of

this paragraph]. (O, TA.) sss A sort of dates

(S, O, Msb, K) of'Omdn : (Msb :) As says that

the best dates of 'Oman are these and the JaX> :

(S, O :) and AHn says, Certain of the desert-

Arabs of 'Oman informed me that when the tree

thereof has its fruit ripened, and the gathering is

delayed, the fruit falls from its stones, and the

raceme remains with nothing upon it but stones

hanging to the J^jU$ [by which they are attached

to the ends of the stalks]. (TA.)

•• •••

uoji The fruit of the j>ji [or Theban palm]

while continuing red. (AA, O,* K.)

Suifi : see ^oji, first sentence, in two places.

__ A gap, or an opening, in a wall and the like :

• ' '

pi. uoji. (Msb.) _ A gap, or breach, in the

bank of a river, (S, Mgh, O, Msb, I£,) whence

one draws water, (S, O, K,) or by which one

descends to the water, (Mgh, Msb,) and by which.

the ships, or boats, ascend ; (Msb;) i.e. (Mgh)

its ac^Lo : (As, A, Mgh :) pi., in this and the

»~j • ..

following senses, ^eyi (TA) and u&\ji. (A, TA.)

. *jA ******

Hence the saying, in a trad., o_j« II I^Jbu».l»

Lbji LjUeJJ t Therefore make ye the swords to be

cjULo [here used in the sense of means of access]

to death ; (0, TA ;) and offer, or expose, your

selves to martyrdom. (TA.) Hence also, v°\fi

is used in the sense of jyu [pi. of jij, q. v.].

(TA.) _ Of a sea, or great river, The place

ji A , ,

where ships unload ; syn. ^>A-JI Um a : (S, O, K :)

or where they are stationed, near the bank of a

river, or near the land. (Mgh.) __ Of a recep

tacle for ink, The place of the ink. (S, O, J£.)

' * *

_ Of a door, The 0!/*-* [°r P^ce °f wood in

which is thefoot ; i. e. upon which turns thefoot].

(S, O, K.)—Oi' a mountain, A part sloping down
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from the middle and side. (TA.) = ^)l£j^i t. q.

Ol£iu>», q. v., accord, to ISk. (IB.)

,j-fj^ and *^U (S, A, Mgh, O, K) and

* J,\J (A, Mgh, B) and * JuJ (A, O, L, K)

A man skilled in t/ie science of the t>ulji ; (S,*

A, Mgh, O, K,* B ;) i. e. in the science of ques

tions relating to inheritance; (Mgh;) or in the

science of the division of inheritances. (TA.)

i^o\ji The mouth of a river or rivulet. (S, O,

K.*) — And Roads, or ways. (Lth, O, K.) [In

this latter sense, app., (as well as in others shown

above,) pi. of ii/*> 1- v-] ™ ^B0 The fire that

is elicitedfrom the Sjuj. (AHn, TA.) [See also

^joji (of which it is a pi.), first sentence.] =ss And

Clothing : (S, O, K :) one says, ^b^i Zss. U

There is not upon him any clothing; (S, O ;) or,

accord, toAHeyth,co»m'»£. (TA.) [See also ,jj£i,

near the end.]

• -

v*ij> An arrow having its notch cut ; (S, A,

O, K;) as also t ^o^yCt. (TA.) = See also

\jfjp ■ = and see uofi. = Also The cud of

the camel; accord, to Kr: but accord, to others

this is called, uiuj [q. v.], with J. (TA.)

• * -• «^ ..

£-iu>», of the measure iUw in the sense of the

*\
"* ' »

"
'

measure 4J3JUU : pi. ^eu\ji : said by some to be

derived from ^oji signifying the act of " appor

tioning," or "appointing;" because u^\r* are

apportioned, or appointed : by others said to be

from ijiji in relation to a bow. (Msb.) [These

remarks apply to the word in all the senses here

following.] __ A subst. signifying A thing made

obligatory, or binding, on a person or persons, (S,

Mgh, TA,) by God; (S, TA;) an obligator],

statute or ordinance of God, in a general sense :

pi. as above. (TA.) _ A portion, or share,

made obligatory, or binding, (K,* TA,) on a man :

(TA:) or anything apportioned, or appointed:

[and particularly a primarily-apportioned inheri

tance : (see an ex. in the first paragraph of art.

Jj$* :)] and hence, u^S^i is applied to the por

tions, or shares, of inheritances ; [i. e. the fixed

primary portions of inheritances assigned by the

Kur-dn ; which are a half, third, fourth, sixth,

and eighth;] because they are apportioned, or

appointed, to their several owners. (Mgh.) And

hence, (Mgh,) oaJtJJut IX*, and elliptically

J&(JU\, (S,* Mg'h,'o,* Msb,) 'The science of the

division ofinheritances ; (S, O, TA;) or the science

of questions relating to inheritance. (Mgh.) It is

said in a trad., (Mgh,) U^Icj uk>iJh\ l^jU3

_^si\ o^oi lyJU y-LJI, accord, to the relation

commonly followed, with the pron. fem., referring

to ^jaj\jii\ ; and «y l» »>«acj, with the pron. ma$c.,

referring to^JU understood as prefixed to uoj\jii\-

[i.e. Learn ye the science of the division of inheri

tances, fee, and teach ye it to (other) men, for

it is the halfof science :] it is said to be called the

half of science in consideration of the division of

statutes into those which pertain to the living and

those which pertain to the dead; or by way of

amplification. (Mgh,* Msb.) The phrase Lcujii I

•Ujlidt [The equitable portion of inheritance], in a

trad, of Ibn-'Omar, is that respecting which the

Muslims have agreed : or that for which the

authority is elicited from the Kur-dn and the

Sunneh without there being in these any express

statute respecting it : or that is equitably divided,

agreeably with the portions and shares mentioned

in the Kur-dn and the Sunneh. (TA.)^What is

made obligatory, or binding, [on the owner, to give,]

ofpasturing beasts, [i.e. camels,] in payment of the

poor-rate; (S, O, £ ;) the camel that is taken in

payment of the poor-rate : so termed because it is

made obligatory to be given, of a certain number

of camels : the 5 is added because the word is

made a subst., not an epithet : pi. vZuiji : (TA :)

tgW' u°5\j* signifying the dues of the poor-rate,

of camels: (A, Mgh:*) the Zucjji of twenty-five

l • * *" *

camels is a ^U-o C~^, (Mgh,) or she-camel one

year old ; (AHeyth ;) that of thirty-six, a <Z^/

Oy)> (AHeyth, Mgh,) or she-camel two years

old ; (AHeyth ;) that of forty-six, a ii»-, or she-

camel three years old ; and that of sixty-one, a

icjki., or she-camel four years old. (AHeyth.)

ij&*jji)\ signifies The <Ujtl. of sheep, or goats,

'a

with the iia. of camels; (ISk, S, O, K;) and

" pULojJUt signifies the same, accord, to ISk.

(IB.) And iLoiji, by an extension of its mean

ing, is applied to A camel, in other cases than

those of the poor-rate. (TA.)_ See also ^oJ6
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cour, or malevolence, or malice; (L ;) as also

j>Lji Wide, or broad. (O, K.)

• -- a #>.»

»>t>i : see ^ji.

• i' •'-- ^

i^ijLj : see i^yijJ. = Old, aged, or advanced

in age ; applied to a cow ; (S, A, O ;) in the Kur

ii. 63 ; (S, O ;) and to a ram : (TA :) or ex

tremely aged; or old and weah; applied to a

cow ; (Fr, Katddeh ;) as also *WjU and * v*ij*

(TA) and ♦ iL^i : (K, TA : [but to what these

are applied is not shown further than by their

being mentioned as fem. epithets :]) or large and

fat; applied to a cow: pi. ^jly : (AZ:) and

the pi. also signifies sound, or healthy, and large;

(Ibn-Abbdd, O, TS, K;) not small, nor diseased:

(Ibn-Abbdd, O, TS ;) and, contr., diseased. (Ibn-

Abbdd, O, TS, K.) — X Old, aged, or advanced

in age, and large, big, or bulky; applied to a

man : (TA:) or large, big, or bulky; applied to

a man ; (S, A, 0, K ;) and to a full-grown

unripe date (S^~i) ; (A, TA ;) and to the bursa

faucium of a camel (<ULiii) ; and to a uvula

(i\i) ; (0, K ;) and to a skin for water or milk

(*0L); (IB ;) and to a beard (S^Li); (A, O, K ;)

or, applied to this last, it is with 5 ; (Akh, S ;)

or with and without * : (!■ 0 and without »,

applied in the same sense to anything ; (S, O, K ?)

being masc. and fem. : (As, O:) pi. ^6j», (IAar,

S, A, O, K,) applied to men ; (IAar, S, A, O ;)

or this, so applied, signifies goodly, or handsome :

(TA :) and u^j'j^ *B applied to dates [Sec.]. (A,

TA-) Also f Old, or ancient ; (K ;) applied to a

« * • «

thing. (TA.) You say ^jU ,^ju» J Great ran-

: (A, L :) or old rancour, &c. (O.)

And uojte «r*^ X Great enmity. (IAar.)

uoji\ The most [and more] skilled, of men, in

the science of the J&\£ ; (S, Mgh, O, K;*) i. e.

in tlie science of the division of inheritances; (S,

O, TA ;) or in tfie science of questions relating to

inheritance. (Mgh.) It is said in a trad.,J^4)ll

•*4J The most skilled, of you, &c, is Zeyd. (S,

Mgh.)

u°j*f An iron instrument with which notches,

or incisions, are made. (S, O, K.)

u«/« Notched much, or in many places ; ser

rated ; or jagged. (El-Bdhilee.) And hence,

The [kind of beetle called] jil: (El-Bdhilee:)

or the male oft/ie [beetles called] ^-sUi.. (IAar.)

* **' • ' •»,

fc^»»* : see uiuji : = and see also ^bji, as

syn. with vojjju, m four places.

*.".'.' ***. . , • it*

u<>j*** : see uij», as syn. with vojj**, in

three places.

1. i>, (O, K,) aor. i , (TA,) inf. n. l/J, (K,)

He (a man, TA) preceded ; went before ; was, or

became, before, beforehand,first, orforemost; had,

or got, priority, or precedence; (O, K, TA ;) as

also &j», aor. r , [inf. n. £jj ; which is therefore

used as an epithet applied to one and to more ;]

(O, TA ;) and so * J».3t, in the phrase «UI J»>3t

jA*ft \JA ^ [He was foremost in attaining to

him in this affair]. (TA.) [See ijiii.] _ iji

j&Ln, (S,0, Msb, K, &c.,) aor.'i, (S, Msb,)

or ; , (K,) inf n. i>, (S,) or i^jl, (Msb,) or

both, (O,) or the former and it£i, (M, K,) He

preceded, or went before, the people, or company

of men, (S, M, O, Msb, K,) to the water, (S, O,)

or in search of water, (Msb,) or to come to water,

(M» K,) for the purpose of preparing the buckets

and ropes, (Msb,) or for the purpose of putting

into a right state the watering-trough (M, K) and

ropes (M,0) and buckets, (M, O, K,) i. e. to pre

pare tliese for them. (TA.) [See also 5.] _ An

Arab of the desert said to El-Hasan, U»j ^*Ie

\JeyLt UaiL. yt) [i»t,ji U.IJ "<) Ut>^-«j, meaning

Teach thou me a religion of the middle sort, not

passing beyond tlte due mean, nor falling short of

it (TA.) — «u* lejS It proceeded from him

hastily, before refection, or without premedita

tion; [as t/iough it preceded his judgment ;] syn.

j*!, and &*, and >jji3. (TA.) [See 3.] You

s&y,jt'$£o Ai* »j», aor. i , Speech proceededfrom

him hastily, before reflection, or without premedi

tation ; syn. Ji*w, and jtjJG. (Msb.) And hJ>
1 1 * * t* *

JjjS ^ji* »u)l A io.ying proceeded to him from me

hastily, before reflection, or without premedita

tion; syn. ,£—». (S.) And in like manner you

say of an evil action. (TA.) _ <CXe. Itji He

hasted to do him an evil action: (O, TA:) he

acted hastily and unjustly towards him. (S, O,

299*
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TA.) Hence, in the Kur [xx. 47], £>\ JUJ Ul

UJ* bjiu Verily wefear that he may act hastily

and unjustly towards us: (S :) or that he may

hastily do to us an evil action : (Ibn-'Arafeh, O :)

or tliat fie may hasten to punish us. (Fr, Bd, 0,

J el.) [See also 4.] aJU £>j* also signifies He did

to him what was disagreeable, or hateful, or evil;

he annoyed him. (TA.) And kji, inf. n. b/ji,

He reviled. (IKtt.) You say also ^ *J* »j>

JyUI : see 4, latter half. __ **» i^ : see 2, near

the middle. — iwj— ^ i»ji : see 4, last sen

tence but one. _ iLJJl C-Jbji ^Ae palm-tree

was left without being fecundated until its spadix

became dry and hard (lie, in the CK U*, and

in the O flL). (0, K,» TA.) — And ci>Ji

j£J\ The well was left until its water had collected

again. (Sh, TA.) = *)>«y aJI i^i : see 2

IjJj L>i, or Ijij, and « jJ^ Jb>» : see 4.

2. AbjJ, inf. n. JsujiJ, 7/c, or />, ma<fe Aim to

precede ; to be, or become, before, beforehand, first,

or foremost ; to have, or #e<, priority, or pre

cedence,- (TA;) as also titbit. (O, TA.)

Me emboldened him, in contention, or altercation ;

as also * *i»ji\. (TA.) <)^ *JI ty, (IDrd, O,

K,) inf. n. as above, (IDrd,) Me sent to him a

messenger (IDrd, O, K) among his particular, or

special, fi-lends; sent himforward, or in advance,

to him : (IDrd, O :) or he made him his deputy in

a litigation : (O :) and *^y->j " *>»! he sent a mes

senger specially and expressly respecting his needful

affairs : (IAar, 0, L, K :*) and *)>lj pi * £>

he sent forward, or in advance, his messenger to

him, and hastened him : (K, TA : [in the CK,

instead of aXf. clg, we find <U-ytj :]) but [SM

says,] I do not find this last form mentioned by

any of the leading authorities. (TA.) _ dJoji

also signifies Me sent it before, remaining behind

it : or he quitted it, and sent it before : (TA :) he

left it, and quitted it : (S :) he left him ; (AA ;)

as also * di»ji\ : (Ks, S :) he left him, and became

behind him; as also ♦ *kji\; (TA:) he left him,

and went before him : (S, O, K :) and ' 4±>ji\

[has a similar meaning,] lie left him behind, and

forgot him : (Fr :) and he forgot it, namely a

thing, or an affair: (K:) »[/i, also, [inf. n. of

♦ Isjl*,] signifies the act of leaving : (TA :) and

<suc bji he left, forsook, or relinquished, him, or

it; or he abstained, or desisted, from it : (TA :)

and duj )»ji lie neglected it ; and preferred back-

wardness (>»rJi)t j>ji) in it, or with respect to it ;

and failed, or fell short, of doing what lie ought,

or flagged, or was remiss, with respect to it ; as

also d^ji ; (K ; [but accord, to the TA, only the

former of these two phrases signifies " he failed

of doing what he ought," &c. ;]) or simply he

neglected it ; (ISd, TA ;) or he failed of doing

what he ought, or flagged, or was remiss, with

respect to it, and neglected it, (S, O, Msb,) so

that it escaped him ; (S, O ;) as also &*i t £>ji, (S,

O, K,* [in the K, the words rendered " so that

it escaped him " are omitted,]) aor. - , (S, O,)

inf. n. iojb : (S, O, K :) and J»^s alone, he fagged,

or was remiss ; was lazy, or indolent : (TA :) its

second pers. sing, is used in cautioning a man

against a thing before him, or in commanding

him to go forward, or to advance ; and is intran

sitive. (Sb,TA.) Sakhr-el-Ghei says,

■>f»-4»'' » * * i

!$■*•» (J-*" bjf^ o' »-***•' *

That is my weapon, and I will not send it before,

remaining behind it: [I fear lest they perform

that which they have threatened :] or jf wiU not

quit it, nor send it before : or I will not be behind

it : (TA :) or J will not neglect it. (ISd, TA.)

And Sa'ideh Ibn-Ju-eiyeh says,

* *!<>•. byu *$ JUL. am •

With him is a skin, tlie carrying of which he will

not leave, nor quit. (S.) You say also, .«» JUk>ji

tj^=j Ij^ / left thee in such and such [a state,

&c] : (AA, O :) and ljui.1 ^o^iJI ^ tcJ^f U

I did not leave, of the people, or company of men,

anyone. (Ks, S, O.) And .AT ^Ji. ^i J»Ji ^e

neglected the things of God, and did them not :

(TA :) or the command of God. (O, TA.) [See

also art. s-^*..] And it is said in a trad., J»-jJ

j^A.'nJI oJj J»-Jj [Tliere is no falling short of

one's duty in sleeping : the falling short of one's

duty is only the not awaking until the time of the

other (prayer) commences]. (TA.) Also Me

let him alone, or left him,for a while; or granted

him a delay, or respite; [and so ♦ Ih.M ; for]

^yjslji cJJp! means I long let them alone, or left

them, or granted them delay or respite. (TA.) _

You say also, o^Xj U a*s aDI i»>j God p«£ away,

or removed, or averted, from him what he dislikes,

or Aates: (Kh, S, O, BL:) but this expression is

seldom used except in poetry. (S, O.) = <U»ji,

(O, K,) inf. n. LJ5, (TA,) also signifies Me

praised him immoderately ; (O, K, TA ;) like

iiij : (O, TA :) Sgh has expressed, in the TS,

his fear that the former may be a mistranscrip

tion for the latter ; but seems to have afterwards

conceded the correctness of the former, from his

mention of it in the O. (TA.)

3. J^bjU, (S, O* K,* in the O and K ^>j\i,)

inf. n. ibjUo and Jalji, (S,) Me vied, or strove,

with them, to precede them ; to outgo, or outstrip,

tliem; to get before them. (S, O,* K.*) —^JsS

\b\ji, (S, O, Msb, K,) the latter word being an

inf. n. of J»jl», (TA,) Me spoke hastily; without

premeditation; expl. by i»Jlfe <u« wJuw: (S, O,

K ;) he let fall hasty, or unpremeditated, say-

ings or expressions; expl. by j>\^-{ <»-^o m i ....

(Msb.) — See also 2, in two places : — and see

6. — disjlj also signifies Me found him ; syn.

»Uj1 and is'iU : (0, K, TA :) and so aUU and

'aJm^. (TA.)

4 : see 2, in seven places. — b^l Ovb^l, (S,

0,) or b^ljl * cJ»^»l, (TA,) said of a woman,

She sent children before her [to Paradise, by their

rfyin^/ 1'« i«/aracy] ; syn.^^iaji : (S, O, TA :) and

lj^)jl t ^>^»l, said of a man, in like manner sig

nifies ^«v"°ji. (TA.) And you say also, t i»ji

»Jjj iTc was preceded by his child to Paradise.

(IKtt.) And ijjj * iy, (K, TA,) or WJ, (CK,)

JBTe lost children by their dying young : (K, TA ;)

as though they preceded him to Paradise ; (TA ;)

and so l£/ ♦ bjX\ ; (Msb ;) and Ijij * ijjiil ;

which also signifies Ae tos< a young child by death:

(TA :) or the last of these phrases, (K,) or the last

but one, (S, 0,) signifies he lost his child, or chil

dren, (K,) or a young child, (S, O,) by death

before attaining to puberty. (S, O, K.) [See

4«li£t.] And jJ^JI t ijJJl TAe cAtW* death

was hastened; or was made to happen early.

(Th.) __ abji\ Me hastened him ; or made him

to hasten. (S, O.) And you say also, <bl»—Jt

tO' i»>>J t 2Vte cZomo" hastens and forwards the

water in the beginning of the [autumnal rain

called] J^-Jo- (TA.) And iJuJjl oJ>»l

^^-^JIj t The cloud hastened with the [rain

called] 15*-.^. (S, O, and the like is said in the

K.) And <Jf ..J 4JL«. ^jit »j>^ J»jil J2"e pa< A«

/<«/»/ hastily to his sword to draw itforth. (IAar,

O, K.) And kji\ [alone] Me hastened with an

affair. (K,* TA.) And Me advanced, or went

fonvard, before tarrying, or waiting, or pausing,

j**W ^5* in ite affair. (TA.) — J»yi also [very

frequently] signifies Me exceeded the due bounds,

or just limits ; or acted extravagantly, or twimo-

derately; (S,0, Msb, K,TA ;) /-OM ^ «'» *Ae

ajfatr; (S, O, TA ;) and <C». ,_,» in toriw^ Aim;

and A-oiu ,»» in hating him ; (0, TA ;) and ,_j»

<*».jco in praising him : (K :) it is likewise said

of anything exceeding the due bounds ; [meaning

it was, or became, excessive, or immoderate :] and

also signifies he did more than lie was commanded.

(TA.) You say also, JyUI ^ 4ic t &J3 .He

exceeded the due bounds, or just limits, towards

him in speech. (K, TA.) And JyUI ^ )»ji\ He

talked [excessively, exceedingly, immoderately, or]

much. (TA.) [And, a-it Is>ji\ He acted insolently,

or presumptuously, towards him.] — Also i»jj|

aJU JZie loaded him (namely a camel, IKtf) with

that which lie was unable to bear. (IKtt, K.)

And \>ji\ He filled (S, O, K) a 5^ (S) or a

Sjj3 (O) so that lie made the water to flow : (O,

K :) or a watering-trough or vessel (TA) so that

it overflowed : (K, TA :) and i^L ^ t iji, (O,

TA,) aor. I , (O,) inf. n. &Ji, (TA,) he filled his

watering-trough : (O, TA :) or poured much water

into it. (TA.) And SlLji] bji\ He left the

palm-tree without fecundation until its spadix be

came dry and hard. (O, L, K. [See 1, near the

end.])

5. is^u He (a horse) outwent, or got before,

other horses. (S, TA.) [See also 1.] _ See

also the next paragraph.
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6. I^JsjUj They vied, or strove, one with another,

to precede, outgo, outstrip, or get before. (S, O.*)

Bislir says, [using the verb transitively,]

* OUa< <LLft^l ^jLu *

[They contend with the reins, being unbroken and

refractory, like as the pigeons vie, one with another,

in striving to getfirst to the scanty remains ofrain

water]. (S.) [Hence,] ^ffe bjju Such a one

preceded, or got before, and made haste. (O, K,

TA.) And hence, (TA,) ^i^JI £&Ju5, (0,

K, TA,) and j^l, (O, TA,) f Anxieties, and

affairs, or events, came to him [as though] vying,

one with another, to be first : (EL, TA :) or befell

him at an indefinite time, (0,* K,* TA,) but only

at such a time. (O, TA.) You say also, ▼ <&>j\i

j>y*}\ ^Anxieties ceased not to come to him at one

indefinite time after another. (TA.) — bj\U

{ _iJl The time oftlie thing past ; as also * bjij,

•which occurs in a trad., relating to a time of

prayer, and meaning its time passed before its

being performed : (TA :) and both of these verbs

are used in the sense next following in relation to

a warring, or warring and plundering, expedition.

(0.) The time of the thing became postponed, or

delayed, so that he who desired it did not attain

it. (K.) You say, V^Jj °Jz H^M oi>jU3 The

prayer became delayed after its time. (TA.)

8 : see 1, first sentence : — and see 4, in five

jj - Jj * 9 J**93 ' 9 '* -—... ~ ,

places «jv 4iU».l bjZu i J^* (?> ¥■ ) Such

a one's beneficence and kindness are not caught at,

(^g'jiju *^, as in a copy of the S and in the TA,)

or do not pass away, (^jiL; ^), as m another

copy of the S,) and (S, TA) their passing away,

so that one cannot avail himself of them, is not to

be feared: (S, K, TA:) a saying of one of the

Arabs of the desert. (TA.)

bji Excess; extravagance; exorbitance; an

exceeding degree ; an exceeding of the due bounds,

or just limits. (S, O, K* TA.) You say, i)Q

j**}\ ^i J»>iJlj [Avoid thou, or beware tliou of,

excess in the affair]. (S, 0.) _ Mastery, ascen

dency, prevalence, or predominance: (K, TA:)

as, for instance, of eager desire, and of grief.

(TA.) = A time, whether long or short ; an

indefinite time ; syn. i>e».. (S, O, K..) You say,

.brill jju Isjill . J a~jJ I met him time after

time. (S, O.) And bjii\ «ujI Ul I come to him,

or will come to him, at some time. (TA.) __ It

also denotes one's meeting a man, (TA,) or

coming to him, (K,) after some days, (KL, TA,)

accord, to A'Obeyd ; (TA ;) not more than fifteen

days, (K,) or than fifteen nights, accord, to the

same, (S, O,) nor less than three. (K.) You say,

bjii\ ^» oU)l Ul [I meet him, or will meet him,

or shall meet him, after some days], (TA.) [But

the above-mentioned restriction does not apply

when it is prefixed to a noun signifying a period

9*9' at 0- * t" 3 JO't

of time : for] you say also, i>~«$j j'>°>! J»j* *<*■"

[app. meaning I came to him after a day or two

days], (S, O.) [It is said in the TA that, accord,

to ISk, it is used in the saying y jt>y£ bjS «iL*->l

£yt:*}i, and that it is a day between two days;

but this seems to me to be a mistake for between

a day and two days : it is afterwards said in the

TA that t>e*$J i^-Ayi &ji means after two days;

but the complete explanation should doubtless be

after a day or two days.] Lebeed says,

#* * * b * 9'9J S J 9S *

Jit * 6* <£* 6 •" *■ J *• *

^ bji l^ ^JULi jbw

[Is the soul aught but a borrowed thing to be

enjoyed, which is lent, and goes to its Lord after

some months ?]. (S.) And an Arab said, C-~

oJUit ^1 O-^y^i *«l- i*j>; and being asked

" What is ZeLi kji 1 " he answered, " Like since

thou begannest to speak :" he meant [I went away

after a little while, or a little while ago, and] by

^ and what follows it, I did not feel sure of my

escaping. (TA. ) = Also A small mountain ; (K. ;)

pi., accord, to Kr, iji [q. v.] : (TA :) or the head

of an [eminence such as is termed] i+fal. (K.)

And the same, (K,) or tJ»ji, (thus as written

in the O,) An erect way-mark, or thing set upfor

guidance to the right way : (O, J£. :) pi. iaji\ and

*i - Jl * " *

jb\ji I : (K :) [but] it is said in the A that C>J^

, ,, j ,»t ,* , . .... ,'

SjlioJI iatjil U is a tropical saying, signifying U

V*"!^*' 0*J>>* *-""1 [as though meaning \ Thefore

most of the way-marks of the desert, or waterless

desert, appeared to us]. (TA.)

9 91 9U

bj» : see bj», near the end.

b'ji A person who goes before, or in advance of,

others, to the water, (S, Mgh, K.,) or who is sent

before, or in advance, to seek water, (Msb,) and

who prepares for them the ropes and buckets, (S,

O, Msb,) and plasters with mud [in one copy of

the S and fills] the watering-troughs, and draws

water for them ; (S, TA ;) as also t bjli ; (S,

Mgh, O, Msb, TA;) being of the measure jJ»s

in the sense of the measure J*6, (S, Msb, TA,)

•** 9 *

like *-3 in the sense of «vl3 : (S, TA :) and a

number of persons who perform that office ; (S,

O, Msb, K ;) as also t £(£ (S, Msb, £, TA,)

pi. of £jU : (Msb, TA :) you say bji J*.j and

bji j>£. (S, Msb.) It is said in a trad., Ul

^^^Jl jJ* j£bj» [I shall be your preceder to

tin: pool of Paradise]. (S, O.) _— See also \>J6.

__ [Hence,] \ A child [that dies] not having

attained to puberty : (K, TA :) [whence the

9" * "0 9 *tl 9**

phrase Uay bj&\: see 4:] pi. Jvljil : or bji is

both sing, and pi. [in this sense]. (TA.) _

Hence also, (S, Msb,) t A reward, or recompense,

prepared in advance, or beforehand : (S, Mgh,

Msb, K :) and a work, or an action, of the same

kind. (K.) You say, of an infant that has died,

(S, Msb,) Ub> U Iw-Tj^i O God, make him

to be a [cause of] reward, or recompense, prepared

in advance, or beforehand, for us. (S, Mgh, Msb.)

__ [Hence also,] J Water [at which one arrives]

in advance of other waters., (El, TA.) _ [Hence

also,] -4-Sdt ££if, (S, O,) or ^C^dl, (K,) I The

annunciations, or foretokens, (K,) or the begin

nings of the annunciations or foretokens, (S, O,)

of the daybreak: (S, O, £:) sing. i»^i. (Lth,

TA.) __ See also »j-», last sentence. =a Also

Haste. (TA.) _ See also the next paragraph.

hji A swift horse ; (S, O, K ;) one that pre

cedes, outgoes, outstrips, or gets before, others:

(S, A, O :) pi. tiJS. (L, TA.) A case, or an

affair, in which the due bounds, or just limits, are

exceeded : (S, O, K :) or neglected ; (S,* TA ;) as

also t bji : (TA :) or despised and neglected.

(AHeyth, O, TA.) You say, £Ji J& £\ jL

The whole of tlie case of such a person is one in

which the due bounds, or just limits, are exceeded.

(A,TA.) And it is said in the Kur [xviii. 27], 0^»S

\bji oja\, meaning, And whose case is one in which

the due bounds, or just limits, are exceeded : (S,

0 :) or in which obedience is neglected and un

heeded : (TA :) or [one of] preference of back-

9 * j 0 *

wardness (^bjOI ^juU) : (Zj :) or [one of]

repentance : or, accord, to some, the meaning is

that which here next follows : (O, TA :) wrong-

doing ; injustice ; transgression : (0, 1£, TA :)

some say also, that it means hastening, or accele

ration. (TA.) = &j> (S, O) and * £►> (O) An

[eminence such as is termed] <l»fi>l, resembling a

mountain : (S, O :) or the second, accord, to Zbd,

o s 9 '9t

the base (•?-«-«') of a mountain: (TA:) pi. b\ji\

(Zbd, S, O) and VJH. (0.) [See also £Ji, last

sentence but one.]

4 •* it*

Zbji A single act of going forth ; (S, O, K ;)

and of preceding, or going before. (S, O.) _ [A

hasty, or an unpremeditated, saying, or action :

pi. Oliji. (See X and 3')] You B&7> ^snM

^jiLbji ^j), i. e. ,^^0 bji U [meaning, O God,

forgive me my hasty, or unpremeditated, sayings,

or actions] : (TA :) [or my acts of hastiness, or

j * 0-

forwardness, and transgression: for] .J iiejii\

,jjjJI [unless we should in this instance read

ibjii\, as the Turkish translator of the K. has

done,] signifies hastiness, or forwardness, and

transgression, in religion. (TA.)

&y The act ofgoing forth ; (S, O, £;•) and

ofpreceding, or going before. (S, O.) Hence the

saying of Umm-Selemeh, to 'A'isheh, £>*■ 3\i

i*W' J itliJI [He (referring to Mohammad)

forbade thee from going forth into the country,

or provinces]. (S, O.) And ^ ibji ^i o^*

3*j)LJ1 Such a one is a person who makes many

journeys. (TA.)

a -- 2 .>

{jbji and ^ji, (Ibn-Abbdd, K,) but the latter

is said in the Moheet to be with damm, [which

& OJ

most probably means that it is tJ°j>, and it is

thus written in the O,] (TA,) applied to a camel

and to a man, Untractable, refractory, or stubborn ;

(Ibn-Abbdd, K ;) not rendered manageable or sub~

missive. (TA.)
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t>\ji (S, 0) and * l±>\y, like t>0, or t ail^j,

(so in the O,) Water that isfor him, of the tribes,

who first arrives at it; (S, O ;) water that is

common property among a number of tribes, and

is for him who first arrives at it : (0, K :) and

in like manner the latter word applied to a well.

(TA.) You say, ytfl ji, 'J^ t &£ •£ Ijdk

Cf$* u~f}> meaning, [This is water between the

sons of such a one and the sons of such a one, so

that] whichever of them arrives at it first waters

[his beasts] and the others do not throng him.

(TA.)

al>\j9 : see J»|/», in three places.

Jbjl* Preceding; going before; being, or be

coming, before, beforehand, first, or foremost;

liaving, or getting, priority, or precedence : pi.

• St 9 "

le\ji. (TA.) — See the sing, and pi. voce £>ji,

first sentence UbJUl i»\ji The foremost of the

[birds called] UaS [meaning sand-grouse], mho pre

cede the others to the valley and the water. (S,

TA.) __ JbjU also signifies One who goes before

to dig the grave: pi. as above, and also Jk,ly,

which latter is extr., like yj*}\'£, pi. of ^-jb, as

is said in the O. (TA.) _' And hence, '(Lth,

TA,) oli-jUII, (Lth, S, O, Kl,) in the A t^U^t,

(TA,) X Two stars, (Lth, S, O, K,) separate, each

from the other, (Lth, S, O,) before [the stars in

the tail of the Bear, app. meaning the Greater

Bear, called] Jisu OUj, (Kl,) or before the bier

(.Jif") o/'cA*5 «^»l^: [each] being likened to the

J»jl» who goes before a company of men to dig

the grave. (Lth, O, TA.)

emulation is foremost in attaining to eminence] ;

i. e. he has precedence therein : [see 1, first sen

tence :] (TA :) said in praise of a man. (TA in

art. Jij.)

Q. 1. £-J»>» He made broad, or wide, (Kl,) or

lie spread out, or expanded, anything: and so

»JxW. (L.) Hence, «J»ji said of a round cake

of bread, It was made broad, or wide : (S, L :)

said by IB to be correctly L Indi, and to be thus

in a verse as related by El-Amidee. (TA. [But

see the pass. part, n., below.])

see what follows.

iejiuD Sent before, orfirst, or foremost. (TA.)

Hence the saying in the Blur [xvi. 64], (TA,)

ijji*;** jt^\j And that t/iey shall be sent before,

or first, or foremost, to the fire [of Hell], and

hastened thither; (Az, O, El, TA ;) this being

the primary signification : (Az, 0, TA :) or for

gotten (Mujdhid, Fr, O) in the fire [of Hell] :

(Fr:) or neglected, or left: (TA :) or forgotten,

and neglected or left, in the fire : and another

reading is " ^^ejk*, meaning [they are] exceeding

the limits assigned to them : (O, K :) and another

is v ^jfiejLc, meaning [falling short of their duty]

to themselves, in respect of sins. (TA.) [Filled,

or] full ; applied to a pool of water left by a

torrent. (S, TA.)

• • j

b/JLo Exceeding the due bounds, or just limits ;

acting extravagantly ; applied to a man: exces

sive ; applied to anything ; as, for instance, tall-

ness, and shortness. (TA.) It is said in a trad,

of Alee, t o£u jl lijli *J| JaUJI ^ <) Thou

wilt not see the ignorant otherwise than exceeding

the due bounds in what he doth or falling short of

what he ought therein. (TA.) See also bjLe.

• «»■» * *ti * tj

bjiut : see hjiu> and hyu,.

J»^W The extremities of a country or tbe like.

(TA.)

LS^" fJl JV~M isfU o>i [Such a one's

m,injk» y-lj A broad, or wide, head ; (S, Kl ;)

as also t -j-lbji : the former is thus accord, to J ;

but it is [said to be] correctly -,, UjU, with J :

(K :) [or] both are correct ; j being a letter which

replaces J. (MF.)

1. eji [He, or it, overtopped, or surpassed in

height or tallness : this seems to be the primary

signification]. It is said in a trad., aJu jl£>

*)^o ^LH (O, TA) He is, or was, near to over

topping the people, or surpassing them in tallness.

(TA.) And one says, **£ ^ cji i. e. Jl£ [app.

meaning He surpassed in tallness among his people

or party] ; as also t pji\. (TA.) AndJpUl cji,

($,) or ^^5 ,iiji, (S, O,) inf. n. gr* and pjji,

\He was, or became, superior to the people or

party, (K,) or J was, or became, superior to my

people or party, (S, O,) in eminence, or nobility,

or in beauty, or goodliness. (S, O, Kl.) And ejj

A-a-Us f He was, or became, superior to his com

panion; lie excelled him. (IAar, TA in art. cw.)

[See also 5.] — And c>, (O, Kl,) aor. :, (K,)

inf. n. cyi (TK [as is indicated in the Kl, and, in

the former of the two senses here following, p^ji

also, said in the TA to be syn. with i^sue]), J He

(a man, O) ascended: and also he descended: thus

having two contr. significations: (O, Kl, TA:)

or, accord, to IAar, it has the former meaning,

and ♦ cj-»l has the latter meaning : (TA : [but

see what follows :]) you say, JIiiJI c«*^i (S,

TA) and s£Li\ ^, (TA,) I ascended the moun

tain; (S, TA;) as also * LLcJJ, (S, 0,*K1,*)

inf. n. %iji3 : (S, O, K :) and J^aJI ^ * cJ£i

/ descended the mountain ; as also <«-s ♦ c~c^»l :

(S, O, K :) or, as IB says, on the authority of

A'Obeyd, y)^JI ^ * cji\ means he ascended the

mountain : and <u« t ^\ lie descended it. (TA.)

— And UJUL/ iJ,lJ oJjJ, (S, O, K,* TA,")

inf. n. cji ; (O, TA ;) as also l£j5, (S, O,) inf. n.

Pj3 ; (O;) {/ smote his head, [or assailed it,

smiting,] syn. i^JL* (S, O, Kl,» TA) l^ (K, TA)

W^-o, (TA,) [with the staff, or stick], and wi~JU

[with the sword]. (TA.) - ^t^, 7^. ^Sl £l\i,

(S, O, K,») aor.: , inf. n. cj*, (S, O,) f/ j»«//ed

ire my /torse py <Ae 6Wd/e and bit, to stop him.

(8, O, Kl.) _ C^oi>', (S, O,) or J^J, (Kl,

TA,) aor. :, inf. n. cji, (TA,) 1 1 interposed, or

intervened as a barrier, (S, O, Kl, TA,) between,

them two, (S, O, TA,) or between them, (Kl, TA,)

and restrained (S, O, Kl, TA) them two, (S, O,

TA,) or them, and made peace, or effected a

reconciliation, between them : (K, TA :) and t cji

>>*" v>rf> mf. n. %iji3, t -ffc made a separation,

and interposed, or intervened as a barrier, between

the people, or 2>ar<y ; and hence the saying in a

trad., ^iAJI ^ * cjij ^t& i. e. .ffe was making

a separation between the sheep, or goats: IAth

says that Hr has mentioned it as with J ; but,

he adds, Aboo-Moosa says, it is one of his

mistakes. (TA.) = dS,J jl^> Jjl IjJL means

This is the first object of the chase of which he

shed, or has shed, the blood. (TA. [See also 4.])

_ See also 8. = votfS c^i : see 4. = c>i,

[aor. s,] (TA,) inf. n. £jj, (S, O, K, TA,) He

(a man) was, or became, abundant, (TA,) atfree

from deficiency, (S, O, K,) in respect of the hair

[of the head], (S,0,K,TA.) [See cjil.]

2 : see 1, near the middle, in two places, as

JjCS, j2>^\ li» ly* cJ£i, (Msb, K, but in the

latter £Js,) inf. n. gjiS, (TA,) 1 1 derived, or

deduced, questions, or problems, or propositions,

from this fundamental axiom or principle;

(Msb;) or made questions to be the ejji [i.e. the

branches, meaning derivatives,] of this funda

mental axiom or principle : (Kl, TA :) a tropical

phrase. (TA.) = See again 1, latter half, in two

places. = And see also 4, former half, in three

places.

* J 3

3- J"-^1 £>y -He sufficed the man ; and bore,

or took upon himself, a responsibility for him

(TA.)

4 : see 1, in five places. __ You say^ cyl

meaning He alighted at their abode [as a guest] ;

syn. J>». (K.) And obji^^l U» O"^ ^J'

i. e. a/ Up [ It^e alighted as guests at the abode of

such a one, and we did not find him to be suck a*

should be commended]. (S, O.) _ And ^j c.ji,

**jJ faPP- f-fjr1 ^j] •• e- jJ^~»l [as though mean

ing t He lowered himself in his meanness, or

sordidness ; but I suspect it to be a mistranscrip

tion] ; a tropical phrase. (TA.) = uij^l «,_»!

He went round, or about, or round about, (S, O,

Kl, TA,) or did so much, (S, O, TA,) in the land,

(S, O, Kl, TA,) as also * \#, and 1 1^, (TA,)

awrf consequently knew its state, or case, or circum

stances. (S, O, K, TA.) = J^l c^-il TAe

caw«fa brought forth the [firstlings, or] ,/w-rf ojf-

spring (^jil). (O, K.) — And Ijcjftl, (O,) or

^4*Jt «>1, (Kl,) yAey, (O,) or the people, or
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party, (K,) mere, or became, persons whose camels

had brought forth thefirst offspring. (O, K.)—

it -

. And j>yii\ eji\ The people, or party, sacrificed

the cji [or firstling of a camel, or of a sheep or

goat] : (S, Msb:) or iftjiJI cjil Ac sacrificed the

«Uji, (O, K,) which signifies the same as the cji ;

(Mgh, Msb ;) and so i*ji)l » cjJlL,\ ; (O ;) or

[simply] * cjAwt ; (K ;) and £jil [alone] ; (O ;)

and * cji, (O, K,) inf. n. pjyu ; (K ;) he sacri

ficed the cji; (O, K ;) whence the trad., * ly£i

^L. ^ S1> l^^J-3 •} o-fJj jriS-4 Oj «■ e.

Slaughter ye the firstling [of a camel, or of a

sheep or goat], but slaughter not one that is little,

whose flesh is like glue, [until it be full-grown.]

J J 0 - t>l

(O, TA.*) _ And [hence, perhaps,] <»JLcj_»l I

made him to bleed. (Msb.) And **-&)! C-tjil

J^iiJI, (O, K, TA,) so says Ibn-Abbad, (O, TA,)

or^o-^H iVi 80 m tne ^j (TA,) The hyena, or

female hyena, injured, and made to bleed, (O, K,

TA,) or hilled, and injured, (L, TA,) the sheep

or goats. (O, L, K, TA.) And Jl^JUl cjJI

(J-y^l The bit made the mouth of the horse to

bleed. (O, K. [See also 1, near the end.]) And

Slj-oJl cjil, said of menstruating, It made the

tcoman to bleed. (TA.) And [hence, app.,] cjil

J*»y*ft He accomplished his want in respect of the

compressingofthe bride. (AA,0, K.* [See also 8.])

__ And C~cjil She (a woman) saw blood on the

occasion of childbirth : (O, K :) or, as some say,

before childbirth : (A'Obeyd, TA:) or at the first

of her menstruating : (Ibn-Abbad, O, K :) or she

menstruated : (A'Obeyd, L, TA :) or she (a

woman, or a beast,) first saw blood when taken

with the pains of parturition, or near to bringing

forth : and >jJI l^J cjil the blood appeared to

her. (L, TA.) sa And ejit He began, or com

menced, discourse, or a narration ; (K. ;) and so

t cj*i*l; (Sh,0,K,TA;) and tgjJtf: (Sh,

TA :) and likewise, as also * fj*^-l, a thing,

(K.) One says, «u/ c-rfj-JI L« ^«Sj Very evil is

that with which thou hast begun, or commenced

(S, O:) and w«cjil U ^xj [or aj <£>£j&\] Very

good is that which [or with which] thou hast

begun. (Msb.) And ojiw cjil, and «u»-U., He

began, commenced, or entered upon, At* journey,

and his needful affair. (TA.) And ^j* '>£jil

ja*ji~i They came, or arrived, from theirjourney

when it was not the proper time for their coming.

(TA.) — And l^fijil They sought after herbage

in its place (lyiaJSl) among the first, or fore-

most, of the people. (S, O, K.) was aJLfcl cjil, thus

in all the copies of the K, expl. as meaning

jeyi*£>, and likewise in the O, is a mistranscrip

tion by Sgh, whom the author of the K has here

followed : it is correctly, aJUI t^jljil cjil i. e.

The valley sufficed its people ; syn.^Uib. (TA.)

(K,) means The chief of the sons of such a one

was taken (O, K, TA) and slain. (TA.)

5. >a»-±JI (jLoil c-tjij The branches of the

trees became abundant. (S, O, K.*) — And

[hence,] ^>iyi cjA3 t [The valley brancliedforth].

(TA.) __ [See also an ex. in a verse cited voce

jeki.] — J5Lu> J^l tjjk &> e-ejij (O, Msb,

&, TA) J Questions, or problems, or propositions,

were derived, or deduced, from this fundamental

axiom or principle; (Msb j) or were macfe <o 6e

<Ae c^ji [i. e. the branches, meaning derivatives,]

thereof; (K, TA ;) [they ramified therefrom ;] is

a tropical phrase. (TA.) sss^cjiS \ He set upon

them (O, B[, TA) with reviling and the like; as

in the A and L : (TA :) and he was, or became,

superior to them, (0, K, TA,) in eminence, or

nobility; and excelled them : (TA : [see also 1 :])

or it signifies, (S, K, TA,) or signifies also, (O,)

X he married, or took to wife, the chief of their

women, (S, O, K, TA,) and the highest of them :

(TA :) and tf}* ^^i »i*yw J / married among

the noble and, high of the sons ofsuch a one; like

jt^ijjj and s^euS. (TA.)

8. £pl : see 4, latter half. Hence, (TA,)

He devirginated a maid ; (S, O, Msb, K, TA ;)

as also t ££j. (K.) — And hence, 5Ju«a3 cpi

tJ& X [He broached such an ode], and Ijib /jlii

[such meanings] : (Har p. 61 :) and jlijl cjiL'

^jjlxjl t [.ffe broaches virgin meanings]. (TA,

and Har ubi supra.)

, .1

10 : see 4, former half, in two places : = and

the same again, latter half, in two places.

cji The upper, or uppermost, part of anything;

(S, O, Msb, K. ;) the cji being what branches

j&* ** *»

/w</t (cjJuJ) from the lower, or fowe»<, par<

thereof: (Msb :) pi. cjji only. (TA.) It is said

in a trad, l^iji lyii wijUJt ^o iill jL T:JI ^t

JjN)l wi-oJI iUJ^j Jli [FTAa« ^art o/" trees is

furthest from the plucker of the fruit? they said,

The uppermost part thereof; he said, And such

like is the first row of the persons worshipping in

the mosque]. (TA.) Thus ^3^1 AP signifies

The upper, or uppermost, part of the ear ; (K,*

MF, TA ;) pi. as above. (TA.) And c_jJJ

j^JUJt The upper, or uppermost, parts of the

two eyeballs. (TA.) _ [Hence,] A branch of a

tree or plant : (KL, TA :) or the head of a

branch : or a great branch : and a branch of

anything. (MA.) _ [And hence, fA branch,

or subdivision, or derivative, of anything that is

regarded as a fundamental or a whole ;] a thing

that is built, or founded, upon another thing;

opposed to J-ol : (K, TA :) [the pi. p^ji, as

• ' i
opposed to Jyo\ meaning " fundamentals," sig

nifies, in the conventional language of the law

yers and the men of science in general, the deri

vative institutes of the law, &c. : see 2 :]

= l/£* ^ ■*£"•# £/■*'> (O, K,) with damm, | cjjiJI [the science of the derivative institutes of

the law] is what is commonly known by the

appellation of aaaJI ^£. [the science of jurispru

dence; because it is mainly concerned with insti

tutes derived from fundamentals]. (Hajjee Kha-

leefeh.) _ And X The hair of a woman : pi. as

above [app. used in a collective sense like the

French " cheveux "] : (K, TA :) one says JuJl

til., ' -"^ r

c^jill aXj^o [meaning J A long-haired woman],

(TA.) And (K) t Full [or abundant] hair. (S,

O, K, TA.) _ And J The noble, or man of emi

nence, of a people or party : (S, O, K, TA :) pi.

as above : (TA :) one says, d^i cji ^* J He is

the noble, or man of eminence, of his people or

party, (S, O, TA,*) and ^j*j>i O-f °f th^r

nobles, &c. (TA.) __ And [app. from the same

word as signifying "a branch of a tree,"] \A

valley branching off. (TA.) And \A channel

in which water runs to the w-n*r (K, TA) i. e. the

\J})j [here meaning the water-course in a lorn

tract or between the two acclivities of two moun

tains] : (TA :) [but] in this sense its pi. is e£i.

(K, TA.) = Also [or cji ^y] A bow that is

made from the extreme portion of a branch, (As

S, O, K, TA,)from the head thereof: (As, TA :)

and (K) a bow that is not [made from a branch]

divided lengthwise (S, O, K, TA) is called ^h'£

aji ; (S, O, TA ;) such as is [made from a

branch] divided lengthwise being called u-»>-»

JXi : (S, O :) or the *ji is [one] of the best of

bows : (AHn, K, TA :) and [this word is used

as an epithet, i. e.j one says e.j» ^^» and itji.

(K.) =s Also, i. e. cji, Property that is bene

ficial, or serviceable, and made ready, or pre

pared : (O, K, TA :) or, accord, to the S, it is

" cji which has this signification ; but this is

said by Sgh [app. in the TS], and after him by

the author of the K, to be a mistake ; and a verse

in which it occurs with the j quiescent is cited in

the O and K as an ex. of it in this sense : it may

be, however, that the poet has made the j quies

cent of necessity [by poetic license, for the sake

I of the metre] ; or it may here [properly] signify

" a branch," and be metonymically used as mean

ing recent property. (TA.) sss See also the next

paragraph, latter half.

cji The firstling of the camel, (S, Mgh, O,

Msb, K,) or of the sheep or goat, (L, K,) which

they used to sacrifice to their gods, (S, Mgh, O,

Msb, K,) looking for a blessing tliereby ; (S, O,

Msb ;) and " d-£j-» signifies the same : (Mgh,

Msb :) hence, (Mgh, O, K,) it is said in a trad.,

[implying the prohibition of this custom,] cjj *^

5J*^ %, (S, O, K,*) or SJ^e % t icp ^ : (Mgh :

[see S^ft :]) or when t/ie camels amounted to the

number for which their owner wished, they sacri

ficed [a firstling] : (TA :) or when one's camels

amounted to a complete hundred, (K, TA,) he

sacrificed a he-camel thereof every year, and gave

it to the people to eat, neither he nor his family

tasting it, or rather, it is said, (TA,) he sacrificed

a young, or youthful, he-camel to his idol : and
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the Muslims used to do it in the first part of El-

Islam : then it was abrogated : (K, TA :) accord,

to the Bari' and the Mj, the firstling of camels

and also that of sheep or goats are thus called :

• * * * j j

(Msb:) the pi. [of ajJ] is c^i, with two

W W 0 A J it

dammehs. (K.) It is said in a prov., Ju*»M Jjt

c.ji [The first of what are taken by the chase or

the like is a cji] as being likened to a firstling :

so says Yezeed Ibn-Murrah. (TA. [See Freytag's

Arab. Prov., i. 35.]) _ The poet Ows Ibn-

Hajar, (S, 0,) or Bishr Ibn-Abee-Khazim, has

used it as meaning The skin of a cji ; (S, O ;*)

suppressing the prefix jJU- : (S :) for they used

to clothe with its skin another young one of a

camel, in order that the mother of the one sacri

ficed might incline to it [and yield her milk]. (O;

and the like is said in the TA.) = Also, and

t cji, Lice : (S, K :) or, as some say, small lice :

(TA :) and one thereof is termed " icji and " icji :

(S, K :) or, accord, to some, ie.ji signifies a large

louse. (TA.) sas And the former (ej», Food

that is prepared [app. for persons invited to par

take of it] on the occasion of camels' bringing

forth ; like as ^j**. signifies such as is on the

occasion of a woman's bringing forth. (TA.) _

And A portion, or share ; syn.^^-i : (O, K, TA :)

accord, to some, peculiarly of water. (TA.) ——

See also cji, last quarter. = It is also the inf. n.

of cji. (TA. [See 1, last sentence.])

iaji A high, or an elevated, place of a moun-

• * 9**9*9

tain : pi. c\ji : so in the saying, ^>-© 2-tjj C~->l

tylpU J*»Jt et>J [Come thou to one of the high

places of the mountain and descend it] : (S, TA :)

or, as some say, it signifies particularly the liead

of a mountain. (TA. [See also icjli.]) _ And

At »* 9* *

il&Jt Ssji The highest, or uppermost, of the dates

of the [receptacle called] ii»- [q. v.]. (TA.) __

A J *9*

And JyjJaM At/* [i. e. Jy^JaJI &j*] and aZtji [sic,

app. * <iucji,] and 'oJUjj and * <ucjU all signify

The highest part of the road, and the place where

it ends : or the conspicuous and elevated part

thereof: or * <Cc,li signifies the sides, or borders,

thereof. (TA. [See also Jjj&M itjlS.]) And

*s * *9* j is. i

one says, jlyJI v>« *e.ji ,«» *~3I 1 1 came to him

in a first part of the day. (TA.) = See also cjj,

latter half.

itji The blood of the virgin on the occasion of

devirgination.

9*** 0-0-

ACji : see icy. = [Also] A piece of skin that

is added in the ajjS [or water-skin] when the latter

is not full-sized, or complete. (O, K.) = See also

c.ji, first quarter, in two places : = and the same

again, latter half, in one place. = It is also a pi.

of£jU[q.v.]. (0,K.)

*.*9 * j jj t

jtj^aJI cjji means Tlie most intense degree of

heat: (S, O, TA:) [or rather pjjAH is a name of

a certain asterism of ilj^aJI (which is an appel-

lation of Orion and of Gemini, either whereof

may be here appropriately meant,) at the season

of the auroral rising of which the heat becomes

most intense :] Aboo-Khirash says,

j , * l At * 3 6* * * A * *

»V» &Mj?^ o? fi* &1

[And a day continued to them, the heat whereof

was as though it were the blazing offire,from the

asterism of the p^ji ; a long day] : (S,* O, TA :)

in the S, U JJij ; but correctly \i, meaning to

the she-asses : (TA :) and Aboo-Sa'eed related it

as above with the unpointed c in cjjaH : (S,*

TA :) in the same manner, also, it is expl. by

,., , ** 9*1**

him as used in the phrase cjjaJI>0»»j -_ji [which

I would render the vehement raging of the heat of

the asterism of tlie f)j&] in a verse of Umeiyeh

Ibn-Abee-'Aidh ; El-Jumahee related it differently,

with i. ; but the o^ji [or rather the £)\fyi] are of

the stars ofAquarius ; and the season thereof [i. e.

of their auroral rising] is cold ; there is then no

£**• (TA.)

«jjj, occurring [with tenween, perfectly decl.,]

in a verse of Umeiyeh Ibn-Abi-s-Salt, (O, K,)

t. q. t Oj)*/*> (0>) which is a proper name of

such as was King of the Amalekites [or rather

of the ancient Egyptians, in general], like as

j^Ji was of the Room [or Greeks of the Lower

Empire], and ^jL£s of the Persians, (Ksh in ii.

46,) [and also] a foreign word, (Msb,) [wherefore

it is imperfectly decl., in Hebr. njnj* '• e* Pha-

J * * *

raoh,] a dial. var. of 0>*J-*> or u8e<* "7 poetic

license: (K:) the pi. of the latter is iu-tlj-i.

(Msb.)

' ' '*

\Jy£ji : see the next preceding paragraph,

• -

cjU [Overtopping, or surpassing in height or

t allness : this seems to be the primary significa-

tion]. You say cjb J-^ A mountain higlier, or

taller, than what is next to it. (S, O.) —_ And

Sigh, or tall; applied to a man, and to an

extended gibbous piece of sand. (TA.) — And

High, or elevated ; goodly in form or asjiect or

appearance ; beautiful : (Aboo-Adnan, O, K :)

or [simply] high [app. in rank or dignity] :

(IAar, O :) and also low, ignoble, or mean :

(IAar, O, K:) thus having two contr. significa

tions. (O, K.) — And a man of the Arabs said,

" UyU Ujls \y%i <z..JLi, meaning [I met such a

one] one of us ascending and the other descending.
%■** *

(S, O, TA.) sas Also sing, of irfj-i, which sig

nifies The armed attendants, or guards, of tlie

Sultan, or sovereign : (O, K, TA :) it is like

y±. (ta.)

iftjb The higher, or highest, part of a mountain

[and of a valley] : one says, j^jiyt i-tjUj Jj-Jl

dJli^l j*x»-lj [Alight thou in the higher, or higlmt,

part of the valley, and beware of its lower, or

9 - a*-

lowest, part]. (S, O.) See also icji, in two

places. __^5Uill ry» <U.U)I means The surplus

.it i*A>'*9M

that is deducted [so I render SjlcLoM iaiJj^Jl,

app. such things as cannot be divided and are

therefore removed,] from the main stock of the

spoils before they are divided into fifths. (TA.)

— And c,iy, (pi. of is.j\i, TA,) applied to c"jb,

[a word variously explained, here, I think, used

as signifying either high, or low, grounds, (see

its sing. <UJL»,)] (S, O,* K,*) means Of which the

channels wherein the torrents flow are in high, or

elevated, parts. (S, O, K.)

c^ili (K, TA) and cji£ (TA) A species of

trees. (K,TA.)

cji\ Free from deficiency in the hair [of the

head] ; (S, O, K;) contr. ofijJ,\; (IDrd, S, O,

K ;) used only in this sense ; not applied to a man

who is large in the beard or in the whole head of

hair: (IDrd, S, O :) the Prophet was ejit, (S,

O,) and so was Aboo-Bekr, (O, K,) and 'Omar

was »L?t : (O :) fern, llc^i ; (S, O, K ;) accord,

to IDrd, applied to a woman as meaning having

much hair: (S, O :) pi. 0^r*> (0> ?,) like its

contr, oW^ 5 (O >) antl als° ^/*- (?.) 'Omar,

being asked, " Are the &\ » > o better or the

O^tji," said " The &\t.ji are better," meaning

to assert the superior excellence of Aboo-Bekr

over himself. (0.) — (£>>D1 l\c.ji : see itji.

= Also ?". (/. ^v^ya [app. as meaning Such as

is subject to diabolical promptings or suggestions] :

so in the trad., c>*})l J£u£; $ [The cji\ shall by

no means act as your Imdm]. (Nh, KL, TA.)

VJJ» Anything tall. (TA.) JLJLh cji-i

A man broad in tlie shoulder-blade: (S, O, TA :)

9 ** 9 J • *

or ///V//t therein. (TA.) And <u^JL« j:^ A

shoulder-blade high, projecting, and broad, (TA.)

• o > 9 *

cji* : see cjli, last sentence but one.

cji« Cne who interjwses as a restrainer be

tween persons [at variance], (O, K, TA,) and

makes peace, or effects a reconciliation, between

them: (TA:) pi. ejUi. (S, O, K.)

Q. 2. o*j^ He (a man, TA) affected the

nature, or disposition, of the 3us.\js [pi. of 0>*>9>

and here meaning suc/t a* are inordinately proud

or corrupt or unbelieving, &c, a* were tfAe i'Aa-

raoAs]. (S,* K, TA.)

<Ucji Cunning ; i. e. intelligence, or sagacity ;

or intelligence mixed with craft and forecast;

(S, K, TA ;) and prwfe, haughtiness, or insolence.

(TA.)

i^yyi [Pharaoh ;] the surname of El-Weleed

Ibn-Musab, king of Egypt : (S :) or </te s«r«awi«

of every king of Egypt : (K:) or it signifies, (K,)

or signifies also, (S,) [app. used as a proper

name,] anyone inordinately proud or corrupt or
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unbelieving ; (S, EL ;) insolent and audacious in I and some, bjkiL, asserting that Temeem say_^iij ;

acts of rebellion or disobedience, or extravagant

therein and in wrongdoing : as also 0*^r* ant*

O&tj* > (? >) t'ie last mentioned by IKh, from

Fr, and anomalous : (TA :) pi. <U*lji. (Msb,

i > » ^ •

]J, TA.) It is said in a trad., «Jdk> CJ**ji \ij^\

pi

a*^Jt [a pp. meaning One of us is the Pharaoh of

this people, or nation]. (S : in one of my copies

of the S, U.xi.1 and oyy*-) — And [>l 1S S!U{'

that] 0>*^' signifies 7%e crocodile, (Ijv, TA,) in

the language of the Copts. (TA.)

jfi * *• j ft •)

iJyyiJI ejjjdl Certain coats of mail so called

in relation to the Oy^r* [°r Pharaoh] of Moses.

(Sh, TA.)

1. iji, [aor. -; and app. i»», aor. - and i, as

below ; inf. n. p^^i and l\ji ; or, accord, to some,

the latter is a simple subst., but it is more com

monly used than the former ;] said of a thing,

It was, or became, empty, vacant, void, devoid,

destitute, or unoccupied; syn. "^i.. (Msb.) [You

t * « ^ «. ..

say, IJk=> jjx cjj 7< roa«, or became, empty,

vacant, void, devoid, or destitute, of such a

* * * * *

thing; or unoccupied thereby.] And *iL) it_i

l(_yi}t [TVie tatnp was, or became, vacant, or «n-

occupied, for thee ; as though it were a place, or

a vessel : and hence, the thing was, or became,

exclusivelyfor thee]. (TA voce '&*>».) —— [Hence,]

£> (0,» K,* TA) said of a man, (TA,) [and app.

ijS also, as below,] inf. n. foj*, X 77e died ; (O,

K, TA;) because his body became devoid of his

0 ti ft* *•.*-

soul, or spirit. (TA.) _ And ^iiJI ^>» &j»,

(S, O, Msb, K,») aor. i , inf. n. U'ji (S, O, Msb,

K) and [more commonly] hji, (S, O, K,) or the

latter is a simple subst. ; (Msb ;) and cji, aor. -,

(0,^,) mentioned by Yoo; (O;) and cji, aor.-,

(O, Msb, K,) of the dial, of Temeem; (Msb;)

and tji, aor. - , a compound of two dial. vars. ;

(0, Msb ;) He was, or became, vacant from,

devoid of, or free from, business, occupation, or

employment ; unoccupied, unemployed, or at leisure.

(El,* TA.) [See also 5.] [And hence, ^ tji

j~»*$\ He ceased from, ended, or finished, the

affair.] And '<xi £> and «yi, (O, Msb, £,

TA,) aor.i and :; (TA;) and ij, (O,* Msb,

K,* TA,) aor. - ; inf. n. fjjJ and [more com

monly] i\ji ; (TA ;) He made him, or ft, his

object, or <Ae o6;'ec< to which he directed himself;

syn. juo» : (O, Msb, K, TA :) [or he made him,

or it, his exclusive object ; agreeably with an expla

nation of the phrase here following] : whence, in

the Kur [lv. 31], jfiJ Pj**-1 We will make you

our object ; ex pi. by IAar as meaning ji«jU_>

> 0 * * *

[which is syn. with juiiw J ; (TA ;) and some

read cjiiw ; (0, TA ;) and some, c^JlC, ; (0 ;)

Bk. I.

(U, 1A;) and some,^,^! ijki~t, meaning juai; ./

^«XeJt ; or _^SJ cjJU* means TFe rot'ZZ appfy o«r-

se^ exclusively (jjLxjS) to the reckoning with,

and the requiting of, you ; and it is said to be a

threat; (Bd;) a metaphorical phrase, from a

man's saying to him whom he threatens, &»-»L>

iU, (Ksh, Bd,) meaning I will apply myself

exclusively to the making an assault upon thee :

(Ksh :) one says [also] in threatening, iU ,^>*ji"$

[meaning in like manner i" will assuredly apply

myself kc.]. (TA.) [See, again, 5.] __»Qt iji,

(S, O, K,) aor.- , (S, K,) inf. n. fe, (S, Ta',)

The water poured out or forth, or became poured

out or forth. (S, O, K. ) = iji, [aor. - ,] inf. n.

i-*tj_9, J He (a horse) was easy, or good, and

quick, in pace, and wide in step. (TA.) _ szSji

2u>j*ai\ t The [wound made by a] stroke, or blow,

was wide ; (0, KL, TA ;) likened to the cji of

the leathern bucket. (TA.) _ And iitji (as an

inf. n. of which the verb is iji, TK) signifies

The being impatient, and disquieted or disturbed

or agitated. (O, K.) = iji as trans. : see 4.

JitS, m

2. tu&ji I made it empty, vacant, void, devoid,

destitute, or unoccupied; as also " <U»yl. (Msb.)

ji ft ft ^ t

w>j_poJI ?4>*-5 signifies 27te making the recep

tacles empty. (S, O, K.) And some read [in the

Kur xxxiv. 22],J^^is ^ ^J* l>l .^i, (O, TA,)

expl. as meaning ?7?ftt7, when their hearts shall be

made void offear, or fright : or, accord, to I J,

ft* M) •« **J ** ' fi •'ft**

i»i and cjj and »*u>»t [which are all mentioned

as readings in the same passage] have one mean

ing. (TA. [See 2 in art. *>»•]) — [Hence one

says, IJJO tiji He made him to be, or become, or

he left him, vacant from, devoid of, oxfreefrom,

business, occupation, or employment ; or made him

to be unoccupied, unemployed, or at leisure; so

that he might apply himself exclusively to such a

thing.] _ See also the next paragraph.

4 : see 2, first sentence. _ *£ji\, (S, O, K,)

inf. n. p£-»1 and IjJuc, (O,) signifies [also] He

jyoured it out, orforth ; (S, O, K ;) namely, water

[&c.]; (S;) as also * IfcjLi, (S, O, K,) inf. n.

J-ij-*3 > (S, O ;) and foi\ likewise signifies he

poured forth blood ; (S, O, ]£ ;) and oJic t Iji

«U>I, meaning he poured out, or forth, upon him,

the water, is mentioned by Th, who has cited as

an ex.,

•* •» *« «* *>

[They (referring to women) poured desirous love

into the heart ; then they gave him to drink the

remains of the water ofgrief, by looking with the

wide eyes: but perhaps k>iy is here used for

* ftfl*

(^ijj, by poetic license, for the sake of the metre] :

(TA:) ii|/»l signifies A single act of cljil ; and

hence the trad. oUj^it ■i'iJJ «u>lj (Jle ijju {j\£s

[-ETe «»C6? to pour upon his head three pourings],

(1A.) — [Hence,] Ij^, UJ* c^j| U/j, in the

Kur [ii. 251 and vii. 123], means : 0 our Lord,

pourforth upon us patience, like as [the water of]

the leathern bucket is poured forth : (O, TA:) or

send down upon us patience (Msb,* TA) that shall

envelop us : (TA :) or ^^eJI aJi iilt ijll means

t God inspired him with patience. (Msb in art.

Jajj.) — [Hence, also,] |gj£ <£* 'l£\ [lit. He

poured forth upon him a bucketful of water]

means \ he talked with him of that in consequence

of which he was confounded, or perplexed, by

shame. (TA.) — ijil also signifies He poured

metal, such as gold and silver &c, in a molten

state, into a mould. (TA.) And He cast a thing,

i. e. formed it by pouring molten metal into a

mould. (Msb. [See its pass. part, n., £>U.])

And £L»*»-II .Ait *jj\ He pouredforth his .U [or

sperma] on the occasion of cU*>. (TA.)

5. £ji2 He was, or became, or he made himself

to be, vacant from, devoid of, or free from, busi

ness, occupation, or employment; unoccupied, un

employed, or at leisure; syn. Ji£)| J^ .1±3.

(O, ^.) [See also JA^JI J^ Iji.] Hence the

trad, onhe Prophet, U djJI ^s^i ^ ty-jjtf

^o^kwl [Be ye, or maAe yourselves to be, vacant,

or #/ree, from the anxieties of the present state of

existence as much as ye are able]. (O.) And

I^W w«c»4j [7 was, or became, or 7 ma«fe »?#«;#■

<o 6e, vacant, or /ree, /ro?n business, occupation,

or employment ; or unoccupied, unemployed, or a*

feware ; /or sweA a t/j/n^ ; and I applied myself

exclusively to such a thing] : (S : [these meanings

are there indicated, but not expressed ; and are

well known :]) one says, 5iW«jb cjij [He applied

himself exclusively to religious service] : (Msb in

art. Jif :) and^o^ c^ijij means [also, simply,]

<*J s~« j»> «a i> [i. e. I addressed, or applied, or

directed, myself, or »i# regard, or attention, or

mtW, to *Ae affair]. (Msb in art. ju«.) [See also

J £»i and pi.] — And «v cJi5 signifies (JuJ

4j [meaning 7/e confined himself exclusively to it ;

or contented himself with it exclusively of other

things], (B[ and TA in art. jJl»..)

8. C-c>SI J poured forth upon myself (S, O)

water : (S :) [and so ^Ju LJJU C-ft>3t ; for one

ft* <* 4j *9* St r* J ..ft,. Jftftf*

says,] 4-jj (_JA* agjZu^j t\+)\ \jjfjki 4ilj [J-ow

Atw taking, or lading out, the water; then pouring

it forth upon himself], (A, TA.) And olliil

fU ^j—iJ Ipoured outfor myself water. (O, K.)

10. pjslL*\ [He drewforth water &c]. One says,

EL»JI ,>* fkilr" i^j* ^ A>*i-t [Jfe rfrero forth

what was in the leathern water-bag, or pair of

leathern water-bags, of water], (TA in art. J>ft.)

El-Akh{al said respecting Esh-Shaabee, meaning

to denote the largeness of the latter's retentive

£_ 1. • ftft-ft^'j- . m, * j o . oi; ,i

faculty, y>o p^-~~» y>j .*».,j »L.| ^ e^| U>

- j^'jl t [7 limtii /row* o»e fes»e/, a»id he

300
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drams from divers vessels], (TA.) — Also lie

vomited intentionally ; or constrained himself to

vomit : (O, K :) thus it signifies in the conven

tional language of the physicians. (O.) —— ijAwt

oSab^ms ^ U ,^jj^ is a prov., meaning Such a

one [exhausted, or] chosefor himself, as his share,

[the whole of] what was in his Ua»e [or large

bowl], (TA in art. wia~e.) — And one says,

o$v^-° ^/^i bjJCL*\ I Such a one exhausted his

power, or ability; or exerted it unsparingly, or

to the utmost ; (S,* O, Msb,» K,* TA ;) lji» ^

[in such a thing], (S, TA.)

fji Width, breadth, or ampleness. (S, 0, TA.)

_ And The place whence the water pours forth,

between the cross-pieces of wood (^yl^iJI), of the

leathern-bucket ; (S, O, K ;) as also * c|>» : (K :

[expl. in the O as signifying the side of the

leathern bucket from which the water pours

forth ;]) pi. of the former cjji (TA) and AjU*,

[which is anomalous, like <uLL« and j^Im &c.,]

(A, TA,) or this is pi. of t IjU. (TA.) Hence

OU>)t, (S, O,) >jJLJt ^JjJI £ji and _jJjJI £>

j*£j1, (S, O, K,) or J#l £> and ^ilil gill,

(Kzw,) Two o/^/te Mansions oftlie Moon, (S,0,

K,) <Ae Twenty-sixth Mansion and Me Twenty-

seventh ; four stars, wide apart, forming the

corners of a square, orfour-sidedfigure; (Kzw ;)

each consisting of two stars, (S, O, K, and Kzw,)

of two bright stars, (S,) the apparent distance be

tween each two stars being the measure of Jive

cubits, (S, O, L,) or the measure of a spear ;

(K ;) [see clji and «^oj ; the former pair con

sists of the stars a and 0 of Pegasus ; and the

latter, of 7 in Pegasus together with t/ie bright

star in the head of Andromeda ; as is shown by

39 St

what here follows :] the Arabs name ^jJI the

four bright stars in Pegasus which form a square,

or four-sided figure ; i. e., that at the extremity

of the neck, which is called u*jti\ <JZ*, and that

which is called yojill yXi«, and that which is

called (jrfjiil p-L>., and the star that belongs to

both Pegasus and Andromeda : (Kzw, descr. of

Pegasus :) [these two pairs of stars are what are

eommonly known as the ij\iji ; and are plainly

indicated by the periods assigned to the auroral

settings thereof: but the periods assigned to their

auroral risings would lead us to apply the appel

lation of the i^iji to some other stars, not easily

determinable, in Aquarius : see \y : and see also

^»iJt JjL*, in art. Jji.] The pi. fajU\ is said

to be applied to Tlie (jUyi with the stars around

them : (O, TA :) and (accord, to El-Jumahee, O,

TA) cjjii\ [in the CK erroneously written cj^A) I]

signifies [The constellation called] 2ju»Ji. (O, K,

TA. [But see ,\jyaJi\ fjj*> m art> £/*•])—fj*

also signifies A vessel in which is [the exuded, or

expressed, juice termed] w-i>, (O, K,) and jluo.

(O.) — Also Land affected with drought, or

barrenness. (IB, TA.) _ See also the next para

graph.

9 9 9 * * t IS,*** f a '

CfJ : see cjU. _ UjJ a_<>j w^jki and * Lc^s

mean 2Tm blood wentfor nothing, as a thing of no

account, unretaliated, and uncompensated by a

mulct, (S, O, K,) and retaliation for it was not

sought : (S, O :) and in like manner one says,

teji^kjlt) C~»3 [Their bloods went for nothing,

kc.]. (Z, TA.) Hence, in the Kur xxviii. 9, ac-

cord, to one reading, Lcj_j j-,^ j>\ ,>!£» ,. -^tj

(Ksh and Bd) i.e. .Ami <Ae Acart, or wuW, o/"

tlie mother of Moses became [as though it were]

a thing that was lost, or that had gone away.

(Ksh. [See Lli.])

cji : see cjli, first quarter.

9Jlt 93* J

cji i. q. i-jJu, [Made empty, vacant, void, kc.]:

9*3 f

(O, TA :) so in the phrase Lji JOl [An emptied

vessel] : (TA :) and so in the saying [in the Kur

xxviii. 9], accord, to the reading of Kh, »-~olj

Uji (^x^* >»l j|£9 [And the tieart of the mother

of Moses became rendered void of patience, or of

anxiety, &c. : see cj(i]. (O, TA.) _ Applied to

a bow, as also ♦ 6\ji, it means Without a string :

or, us some say, without an arrow. (TA.)

,jUj» [whether with or without tenween is not

shown] A wide, or capacious, vessel. (TA.)

'* "

p\ji [generally mentioned as an inf. n., and

much used as such ; but accord, to the Msb, a

simple subst. : as a simple subst., it means Empti

ness, vacancy, or vacuity, kc. : _ and vacancy,

• * J

orfreedom, from business, &c. ; or contr. of^jkii,

as is said in the K, in art. JJti> : and cessation

from an affair : _ kc. : see 1]. _ [ «.ljl)l C~>J

means The privy.]

9 *

i\ji A great bowl, that cannot be carried: pi.

9 , o£

icy I. (Ibn-Abbad, O, K.) -__ A wide, or capa

cious, large, watering-trough, of hides. (As, O,

K.) __ .1 vessel (IAar, T, O, K) of any hind.

(IAar, T, O.) An udder. (O.) The half

of a load, such as is on either of the two sides of

a camel : (AA, O, K :) so in the dial, of Teiyi.

( AA, 0.) _ See also i.j-i, second sentence, ssa

[As a pi.,] Valleys, or torrent-beds: from IAar,

who has not mentioned a sing, thereof, nor the

derivation. (TA.) — And [probably as pi. of

* yuji, agreeably with analogy,] Broad JLai [or

arrow-heads ; the word JLai being app. under

stood]. (O, K.) ^ [As a sing, epithet,] A she-

camel having no brand, or mark made with a hot

iron. (TA.) _ Also A she-camel having much

milk, ample in the integument of the udder. (AZ,

O, L, K.) — And A bow of which the arrow

head makes a wide wound: or of which the arrow

9 j j

goes far. (O, K.) _ See also tji. __ And see

the next paragraph, in two places.

9 * 9 *

i-ij-s Broad, or wide. (TA.) See t\jJ.

9 * 9*6 * 9* *

[Hence,] ijji <bj-o (S) or oMuji (O, K) X A wide

[wound made by a] stroke, or blow ; (S, O, K,

TA ;) likened to the iji of the leathern bucket :

. *'» * 9*9 y~

(TA :) and *l\*ji ii*J», likewise, signifies t a wide

[wound made by a] piercing [with a spear &c],

(S, O, K, TA,) of which the blood flows. (TA.)

— And iJuji I A Sjlj«o [or leathern water-bag]

that takes in much water; (O, K, TA;) as though

e* 9 *

having hj&, i. e. width. (TA.) ___ And iuji sig

nifies also t Land, or ground, that is even, orfiat,

as though it were a road, (O, K, TA,) and wide :

(TA :) or that is marked by much treading : to

such Aboo-Kebeer El-Hudhalee likens the white-

ness of the ji\, i. e. JJji, of a sword. (O, TA.)

= And t A horse wide in step, (S, O, K, TA,)

easy, or good, and quick, in pace; as also * i\ji :

(O, K, TA :) or swift and excellent, wide in step :

or quick in pace, wide in step, applied to a horse

or the like ; and so ♦ 6\ji, applied to an ass, and

likewise to a man : and, accord, to Z, iuji ap

plied to an ass signifies wide in step. (TA.) —_

Also Sharp, applied to an arrow, and likewise to

a knife. (TA.) And f Sharp-tongued, applied to

amaVi. (TA.)

9' *>

<x£\ji The s})erma of a man. (S, ISd, K.)

* '.
cjli Empty, vacant, void, devoid, destitute, or

unoccupied; syn. Jl*. ; as in the phrase c«l» 2U1

[an empty vessel] : (O, TA :) and likewise applied

to a man, (O, TA,*) meaning vacant from, devoid

of, orfree from, business, occupation, or employ

ment ; (K* TA ;) as also * Li : (O, K, TA :>

[and often, used elliptically, meaning vacant

from, devoid of, or free from, business kc, and

care or anxiety or disquietude ; unoccupied, un

employed, or at leisure :] and ♦ ij»\ is syn. with

cjli ; (0, K ;) as in the phrase, of Ru-beh, Lo

£>^l Ji» J>ii-JI [The busied is not like the

free from business] : (O, TA :) [ c\ji is pi. of

cjli : and] " iji is syn. with 6\ji ; (O, K> [in.

the former, as is often the case, the sign of tesh-

deed in this word has been carelessly omitted ;

and in the CK, ijii\ is put for ct^UI, and has

been erroneously supposed to be for i\jii\ ;]) for

ex., Tuleyhah Ibn-Khuweylid El-Asadee says,

in relation to the slaying of his brother's son,

Hibal Ibn-Selemeh Ibn-Khuweylid,

93' 339* 9

^iiJJX, it ^yUL, Jj± Ui

-» 0 3 9* O

9**6** 3f 0 £ • /»f j , 0 '

S^-Jj £X«o\ )\j$\ ^JU q\&

j* 0 <- 0 *■ r

* JL». Ji^ \i.ji l^*JJ ,>Jl» *

[And what is your opinion of the party when ye

slay them ? Are they not (though they have not

become Muslims) men ? And if some small num

bers of camels have been smitten (and carried off),

and some women, ye will not go away free from

care by reason of the slaying of Ilibdl]. (O, TA.)

It is said in tlie Kur [xxviii. 9], Jo. \\\j ^J>\j

! - , 3 ' C

IfijU (_5-»>o, meaning And the heart, or mind, of

tlie mother of Moses became devoid of patience :

or devoid of everything except remembering of

Moses : or devoid of anxiety ; because of God's

having promised to restore him to her, (O, TA,)
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by words in the next but one of the preceding

verses. (O.) [See also another reading voce IJi j

and another, voce iji.] And it is said in a form

n '.t' ..' ■* . 5 .. ' *' ' il al m Z tit *

of prayer, Jljlj £»ljj| J^}\ JUL-I ^I^JUI

Q\U\ [O God, I ask ofThee ample, or abundant,

and pleasant, or good, means of subsistence, and

cattle free from labour]. (TA.) And one says,

". it' * ' * '.*
Jj *■"■■« h* 0^*> meaning fSuch a one is devoted

to that which is unprofitable. (TA in art. jAi.)

And ij\i y^Ss IJm, j [This is empty talk or lan

guage].' (TA.)

cjit [More, and morf, empty &c. : and more,

and most, free from business &c.]. jtii A* ilil

, , ~i ' C

Ly->« ^1 [-Wore txwrf <Aa» <Ae Aea*% or wiW, of

the mother of Moses] is a prov. (Meyd. [See

£>U, latter half.]) See also another prov., voce

-*C*- «■ Also t. q. L\J, q. v. : (O, K :) fem.

Itfcji : see L>i.

»-» -

c^U ^. j»Zace ofpouring out orforth : (O, TA :)

and [particularly] the, />«»•< of the leathern bucket

that is next to the fore part of the watering-

ft O ^

trough. (TA.) See i>-», second sentence. =

Also t. q. &%-> [app. 0%- i- e. The flowing of

water &c. ; as an inf. n. of iji said of water]

(TA.)

1- 0«i)l C>44 £i, (S, Mgh, 0, Msb, K,»)

aor.i, (S, Mgh, O, Msb,) and in one dial.;,

(Msb, TA,) inf. n. j> and Jify, (S, O, Msb,

K,) the latter of which has a more intensive sig

nification, (TA,) He made a separation, or a

distinction, or difference, (Msb, K, TA,) between

the two things, (K,* TA,) or between the parts of

the two things: (Msb:) relating alike to objects

of sight and to objects of mental perception :

(TA :) IAar, by exs. that he mentions, makes

it to relate particularly to objects of the mind,

such as sayings ; and * Jjji, to persons, or mate

rial things : (Msb : [and it is stated in the Mgh

that the same distinction is mentioned by Az :])

others, however, state that the two verbs are syn. ;

but that the latter has an intensive signification.

(Msb.) It is said in the Kur [v. 28], li£ Jjfc

' . - • »•«» , t,, *

^^-UJI^yUI ^y [Therefore decide Thou, or

make Thou a distinction, between us and the un

righteous people] : accord, to one reading, Jj>Q.

(Msb, TA.) j^SL^ jL J^, l^j, in the Kur

f/tJ 9*0"> ' o j 9*0

Ar** jo*)* A dirhem [cast, i. e.] poured into a

mould; not *jjj~a* [coined or minted], (TA.)

And Atjju> iiLa. A ring that is solid (S, O, K,

TA) in the sides [that compose the round], (S, O,)

and [continuous,] not cut. (TA.) One says,^

.'.'.'{ ' tt * 0 * * * * • i ,6 * 9**

UbjJ» ^1 (jjju -s) ic^ijl 3£UJt£» [They are

like the solid and continuous ring, of which it is

not known where are the two ends] : (A, TA :) a

prov., applied to a company of men united in

words and action. (TA in art. i£W.) s= cjiu is

also an inf. n. of <t£jil [q. v.]. (0.)

ltjiu~~* A she-camel having much milk. (0, K.

" 9 * ■; o - -3 j

[See also *!>.]) — And c, >.:,.,« J A horse that

does not reserve aught of his run [i. e. of his power

of running, for the time of need ; that exhausts

his power tliereof]. (O, K, TA.)

jJ% (S, A, L, K) and t UijJ, (LF) [the

former app. a coll. gen. n., and the latter the

n. un., Purslane, or garden purslane;] the herb

called l\X^.i\ 3JjQl, (S, A, L,) which does not

• 9*

grow in Nejd, (L,) also called &*?}&, (S, A,) ?". q.

iXa-j : (S, L, K:) an arabicized word, from the

Pers. ^>_(_j^.j, which signifies " broad-winged."

(AHn, L, K.) _— Also, the former, The yj&Ss

[which are things that are taften forth, or picked

out, and thrown away, in the clearing] of

wheat. (K.)

imJji : see the preceding paragraph.

[xliv. 3], means [Wherein] is made distinct [every

firm decree] : (Lth, TA :) or is decided; (O, K,

TA ;) thus expl. by Katadeh. (O, TA.) And in

the phrase .'lijji uT&, (S, O, K, TA,) in the

same [xvii. 107], (S, O, TA,) by «uly is meant

We have made it distinct, (S, 0, K, TA,) and

rendered it free from defect, (O, K, TA,) and

explained the ordinances therein : (TA :) but

some read t tlS^} meaning We have sent it down

in sundry portions, in a number of days. (S, TA.)

'jLS\J& liji 3|j, (O, K, TA,) in the Kur [ii.

47], (O, TA,) means And when we clave because

ofyou the sea ; i. q. illiXi : (O, K, TA :) another

reading, t ISji, meaning we divided into several

portions, is mentioned by IJ; but this is unusual.

(TA.) It is also said that Jjill is for rectifica

tion ; and ▼ Jy^illl, for vitiation : and IJ says

that ^oyija t \Jj± ^.Jjf o|, in the K"r [vi. 160,

and the like occurs in xxx. 31], means Verily

those wlw have divided their religion into sundry

parts, and dismembered it, and have disagreed

respecting it among themselves: but that some

read^^i \yji, without teshdeed, meaning, liave

severed tlieir religionfrom the other religions [app.

by taking it in part, or parts, therefrom] ; or this,

he says, may mean the same as the former read

ing, for sometimes jii has the same meaning as

J*±. (TA.) IJ also says that f|^£j| ^ i' JJi

signifies He made tlie thing distinct, or plain, to

him. (TA.) — Jxl^l^ ^ii)t Jji, aor. i and - ,

inf. n. fjji, He separated his liair with tfte comb :

ana ix-^jy *-lj To>, inf. n. Jjji3, He separated

the hair of his liead with the comb. (TA.) [And

it is implied in a trad, cited in the O and TA

that *»3i signifies the same as the latter of the

two phrases in the next preceding sentence.] =

jj>Jt £ j£, (S, O, K,) inf. n. $£, (K,) The

road presented itself to him divided into two roads:

(?, 0, K, TA :) or [it means] an affair presented

itself, or occurred, to him, and he knew the mode,

or manner, thereof: (TA, as from the K : [but

not in the CK nor in my MS. copy of the K:])

and hence, in a trad, of IAb, Jfl, ^J jjj An

idea, or opinion, appeared [or occurred] to me:

(TA:) [or] one says, J^)l \jl Jl fey inf. n>

Jj>, This affair became, or has become, distinct,

apparent, or manifest, to me: and hence the

saying, i5'J J&fc j>i ^' O* Wnd if an idea,

or an opinion, appear not, or occur not, to the

Imam]. (Mgh.) _ ^Jy 6aid 0f a she-camel,

and of a she-ass, (S, O, K,) aor. -', (S, O,) inf. n.

Jj>, She, being taken with the pains of parturi

tion, went away at random in the land. (S, O,

S) =>»>' (°» ?,) aor- - , (K,) He voided dung;

syn. ,Jji [which is said of a bird, and sometimes

of a man]. (O, K. [See also j>l.]) a And He

possessed a J_> [q. v.] (0, K, TA) of sheep or

goats: (O, TA :) accord, to the K, of date-stones

with which to feed camels : but the former expla-

nation is the right. (TA.) = l£j, (K,) inf. n.

<3>, (TA,) Hefed her (i.e. a. woman) with iJuji

[q. v.] ; as also t y^ (K>) inf# „_ j^, (TA\

s=s oZjjia T^djU, aor. i, [He vied with me in

fear and] I exceeded him infear. (Lh, L, TA.)

— See also 2, last sentence, as jj, (S, O, Msb,

K,) aor.-, (Msb, K.) inf. n. j>, (S, 0, Msb,)

He feared; or was, or became, in fear, afraid,

or frightened. (S, O, Msb, K.) You say, s£J^

.iUo [Ifeared thee, or was in fear of thee] : (S,

O, Msb:*) but you should not sny,J\3j4: (S,0:)

Sb [however] mentions U^J, suppressing J>_o.

(TA.) And you say also, ^JU Jji [He feared

for him]. (TA.) = And j^i, aor. : , He entered

into a wave, [which is termed j>,] and dived

therein. (K.) = And the same ve'rb accord, to

the K, but accord, to Sgh [in the O] it seems,

from the context to be jji, (TA,) He drank (O,

K) the measure called jji, (0,) or with tlie jli

(K, TA.) **

2. 4iji, inf. n. jijtf and Sijj, (S, O, K,) He

separated it [into several, or many, portions] ; dis

united it [i. e. a thing, or a collection of things] ;

or dispersed, or dissipated, it; or did so much [or

greatly or widely] ■ syn. '»>*. (K.) And^&

sWi-sJI [He made, or caused, a separation &c, or

much, or a wide, separation, Sec, between the

things]. (Mgh.) [AndJ^^and^Zre

scattered, or distributed, it among them', and to

tlism.] See 1, former half, in five places. It is

said in a trad, of 'Omar, iJU-U al^JI ^ l£j

^>J 'iMj ^H1JJ1, (Mgh, 0,*) meaning Separate ye

your cattle by way of preservation from death,

[and make tlie one head two liead,] by buying

two animals with the price of one, that, when one

dies, the second may remain. (Mgh, O.) And

it is said in a trad, respecting the poor-rate, "$

OJr** O* £*4-i fy g»V« Oti S£i There shall

be no separating what is put together, nor shall

300*
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there be a putting togetlier what is separate. (TA.

[The reason is, that by either of these acts, in the

case of cattle, the amount of the poor-rate may be

diminished.]) ft-})) s^1 \iHi fi 0&JH [in tne

Kur ii. 96, meaning Whereby they might dissolve,

break up, discompose, derange, disorganize, dis

order, or unsettle, the state of union subsisting

between the man and his wife, in respect of affairs

and of the expression of opinion, or, briefly,

whereby they might cause division and dissension

bemeen the man and his wife,] is from J^AiJI as

meaning <Ol£Jtj J^ljl «i*~ii. (El-Isbahanee,

TA.) One says also, ^o*>)l Jji, meaning a££ [i. e.

Me ducomposed, deranged, disorganized, dis

ordered, or unsettled, the state of affairs]. (S in

art. C~i>.) And_J»$bl U^JLc jj* [lit. He scattered

speech (app. meaning lie jabbered) at us, or

against us]. (K in art. J* : see R. Q. 1 in that

art.) In the saying in the Kur [ii. 130 and iii.

78], jnij> oi.1 r^j jyu $ [We will not make a

distinction between any of them], the verb is

allowably made to relate to «*•.! because this

word [in negative phrases] imports a pi. mean

ing. (TA. [See p. 27, 3rd col.]) See, again^l,

near the middle. = aS^i, (O, TA,) inf. n. Jj^W,

(O, K, TA,) also signifies He made him tofear,

or be afraid; put him in fear ; or frightened

him : (O, K,* TA :) and' aio ♦ LSji\ / made him

to fear, or be afraid of, him, or it : (Msb :) and

Lh mentions J^JaJI * Oij3 as meaning I fright

ened the boy, or child; but ISd says, I think it

to be cJJi. (TA.)

3. aJjU, inf. n. 33jdJo and Jlji, (S, Msb, TA,)

He separated himself from him, or it ; or left,

forsook, or abandoned, him, or it : or heforsook,

or abandoned, him, beingforsaken, or abandoned,

by him: syn. <*i>b; (TA ;) and 4*J»IS, and ojjli ;

(A in art. jji ;) and aSaJj. (Msb in art. Jp.)

And ail^ol (Jjli He separated himself from his

wife. (TA.) Ij£s ^J& yjl^ v>? l$J cJjU

Ij^j I released such a one from my reckoning

with him on such and such terms agreed upon by

both: and so Ijiaj \j£> ^j*. <u,aU>. (TA.)

And 4_>jl$J JU ^,1* Jj>i He (an agent) was

releasedfrom being reckoned with on the condition

of his paying certain propertyfor which he became

responsible. (TA in art. jjuo.) = <uij*i j^J** :

see 1, last quarter.

4. yr^ ly>*' They left their camels in the place

of pasture, and did not assist them in bringing

forth, nor have them got with young. (IAar, O,

K.) —- And &+is- Jjjil He made, or caused, his

sheep, or goats, to stray ; and neglected them, or

caused them to become lost, or to perish. (TA.)

__ And Jji\ He lost a portion of his sheep or

gouts. (IKh, TA.) — And His sheep, or goats,

became a iiuji [q. v.]. (IKh, TA.) = Jji\ He

recovered; (Lth, As, Az, S, O, K ;) or recovered,

but not completely; (As> O, K ;) to which IKh

adds, quickly ; (TA ;) i. e., a sick person from

(^) his sickness ; (As, Az, S, O, K ;) and one

fevered from his fever; (As, S;) and one smitten

with the plague: (Lth, TA:) or (K) it is not

said except in the case of a disease that does not

attack one more than once, as the small-pox, (O,

K,) and the measles. (O.) — C-ijJl She (a

camel) had a return ofsome of Iter mUh. (O, K.)

:= Jji\ said of a man, and of a bird, and of a

beast of prey, and of a fox, He voided dung, or

thin dung. (Lh, TA. [See also 1, last quarter.])

_ And *iji\ He, or it, caused him to void dung ;

syn. iljjl. (K. [But I do not find Jjil men

tioned except as an intrans. v.]) See also i»ji,

last sentence. = lySjit : see 1, last quarter. c=

<Lc ajJj»\ : see 2, last sentence.

5. J>3, inf. n. jJA3 (0, K) and jlju, (K,TA,)

with two kesrehs, but accord, to the " Nawadir"

of Lh J-.>b', (TA,) [and in the CK Jl>3,] It

was, or became, separated, or disunited : or sepa

rated much, or greatly, or widely, or into several,

or many, portions; or dispersed, or dissipated:

contr. of iio<fcj : and t J^il signifies the same :

(K, TA:) and so doestjyjt: (TA:) all are

quasi-pass, of aSSji : (S,* TA :) [or rather the

second and third have the former of the mean

ings mentioned above : and jj«3 has the latter

.,. ,,,, v ..,„,..... , Isjiil is said of two

sayings, as quasi-pass, of l»y~y CJ>» : and l»^u,

of two men, as quasi-pass, of U^ C3>» : (Mgh,*

Msb, TA :) so says IAar : (Msb :) [but] one

says also, >>yUI J^SI [The party, or company of

men, became separated; or tliey separated tliem-

selves :] (Msb :) and Esh-Shafi'ee has used t ISpil

as relating to two persons buying and selling;

(Msb, TA ;) and so have Ahmad [Ibn-Hambal]

and Aboo-Haneefeh and Malik and others. (TA.)

It is said in a trad., ^ijsuJ^ U jUa-JW (J^"«JI ><••

[T/ie buyer and seller have tlie option to annul

their contract] as long as they have not become

separated bodily ; (Mgh, Msb ;) originally, Le

Cyjlj^' i5P*i jJ i f°r tn's 's tne ProPer meaning.

(Msb.) JjJaJI ^ C-5jJJ [properly 27te »-oarf*

became separate with them,] means every one of

them went one [separate] way. (TA.) [And one

says, ol^ft^l C3>«3 (S in art. w>Jui, &c.,) The

branches were, or became, or ^rero out, apart, one

from another; divaricated; divei-ged; forked;

straggled ; or spread widely and dispersedly. And

ajxl Jjjju _£fw affair, or .state o/" affairs, became

discomposed, deranged, disorganized, disordei-ed,

or unsettled, so that he considered wliat might be

its issues, or results, saying at one time, I will do

thus, and at another time, I will do thus : see

«4».l ; and C-i : and ♦ JpJI signifies the same :

see an ex. voce UL», in art. ^JL». And C«J>j-i-J

Ja^i^s (K voce Jti, in art. J>i>,) Their expres

sion of opinion was, or became, discordant : and

^iju cJj/iJ Their opinions were, or became, so.]

6. L5jUi5 ZVte;/ separated themselves, one from

another; or te/i!, forsook, or abandoned, one

another. (TA.)

7. Jjttl, of which (J^ii* may be an inf. n. [like

JiyJl], as well as a n. of place, It was, or became,

separated, or divided. (0, K.) See also 5.

[Hence,] j-^Jui Jj-i.il *• ?• i>J-*Jl [2%« dami

6ro/«]. (TA.)

8. Ji>3t : see 5, first sentence, in three places :

and also in the last sentence but one.

••*

Jiy [is originally an inf. n. : but is often used

as a simple subst. meaning A distinction, or dif

ference, between two things. — Hence,] The

line [or division] in the hair of the head : (EL :

[see also Ji>U :]) or, as some say, the part, of

the head, extendingfrom the side of the foreliead

to the spiral curl upon the crown : an ex. occurs

in a verse of Aboo-Dhu-eyb cited voce v>k«.

(TA.) __ [And app. A blaze on a horse's fore-

liead. (See an ex. voce Jjiato.)] _ And [hence,

perhaps,] one says, ^^^l ^>« Jj^i eJIji ^ OjV

i. e. «-tijl [app. meaning There appeared in tlie

back of his head portions of white, or hoary, hair,

distinct from the rest], (TA.) _ One says also

of the female comber and dresser of the hair,

I3fi ljk£aj IJi^ I- a" i. e. [.S/h; co-w6a a«rf dresses

the hair] roft/i «mcA anrf such a mode or manner

[app. o/ combing and dressing or of dividing].

(L. [But the last word, which seems to be in

this case an inf. n., is there written without any

vowel-sign.]) = Also A certain bird or flying

thing ; ( jjLb O, EL ;) not mentioned by AHat in

" the Book of Birds." (O, TA.) = And Flax.

(1^.) = See also J>j9f in nine places.

^3^1 : see ^tfjiJI-— It also signifies A certain

vessel with which one measures. (TA. {See also

jp.]) — And [it is said that] (jl»>i)l signifies

tjli)..T.a, ,o ^jL»-jlJ [app. meaning 7Vo separate

bowk, or milking-vessels, supposing the former

word to be ^>l»-.x5 ; the latter word being ^jlSpu].

(TA. [This is app. said in explanation of ,jl»j*

ending a verse in which it means " milking-

vessels :" but it is said in the S, and in one place

in the TA, that it is in that instance pi. of Jip or

£ji, q. v.])

jji A piece, or portion, that is split from a

thing, or cleft therefrom ; (S, 0, K. ;) whence its

usage in the Kur xxvi. 63 : (S, O :) and a por

tion of anything (K, TA) when it is separated ;

and the pi. is Jji: (TA:) or a portion that is

separated, or dispersed, of a thing ; and thus it

is said to mean in the Kur ubi supra ; and the pi.

is Jljlf, like jCi.1 as pi. of J^.. (Msb.) See

also iij». — Also A greatflock or herd, of sheep

or goats : (S, O, K :) and (as some say, TA) of

the bovine kind : or of gazelles : or of sheep, or

goats, only : or of straying sheep or goats ; as

also * Ji>, (K, TA,) and * il>£ : (TA :) or less

than a hundred, (K, TA,) of sheep or goats. (TA.)

oU-<0 j j 1- C-* 0^>*> occurring in a trad., in

which the second and third chapters of the

Kur-an are likened thereto, (L,) means Two

flocks [of birds expanding their wings idthout

moving them in flight]. (L, TA : but the first

word, in both, is without any vowel-sign.) See,

again, Siji. — And A set of boys. (0, K.) An
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Arab of the desert said of some boys whom he

saw, %^i dji iy$* [Tliese are a bad set of boys],

(O.) — And A distinct quantity of date-stones

tcith which the camel is fed. (KL.) — [And app.

Any feed for one's beast : see an ex. in art. J».,

conj. 4.] ss Also A mountain. (IAar, O, KL.)

And A [hill, or mountain, or the like, such as is

, 0 *

termed] i~aA. (IAar, 0, KL.) __ And A wave,

billow, or surge. (IAar, O, KL.) — And Jj>i)l is

the name applied by the Arabs to The star [a]

upon the right shoulder of Cepheus. (KLzw.)

Jiji Wideness of the space between the two cen

tral incisors, (IKh, S, O, KL, TA,) of a man :

(TA:) and likewise between tlie two toe-nails of

tlie camel. (Yaakoob, S, O, KL, TA.) And A

division in the >_jj* [or comb] of the cock : and

likewise in the forelock, and in the beard, of a

man : (S, O, K :) pi. Jl>l. (S, O.) And sparse-

ness, or a scattered state, of the plants, or herbage,

of a land. (S, O, KL.) — In a horse, The state of

tlie hips when one of them is more prominent than

the other; which is disapproved : (S, O, KL, TA :)

or a deficiency in one of the thighs, in comparison

with the other : or a deficiency in one of the hips.

(TA.) __ Also The dawn: or ,}ji)\ signifies JW

» i

-..jrfjt : (K. :) or what has broken of tlie bright

gleam of dawn; of the dawn that rises and

spreads, filling the horizon with its whiteness ; (U

ti J, 0 ,,,0*

-,_ --n" .)>»£ v>° J^il [which is one of the expla

nations ofjiiJI in the KL] ;) because it has become

separated from the blackness of the night: (TA:)

one says, «».~a)l uj& ^y» ^>rfl a dial. var. ot &i

-j. - nM [i.e. More distinct than what has broken

of the bright gleam of dawn]. (S, O, Mab,* TA.)

= It is also the inf. n. of £ji [q. v. : when used

as a simple subst., signifying Fear, or fright].

(S, O, Msb.) ss Also, and t JJi, (S, Mgh, O,

Msb, KL,) the latter accord, to the usage of the

relaters of traditions, (Az, Mgh, O, Msb, TA,)

but the former accord, to the usage of the Arabs,

(Az, Mgh, O,* TA,) or the former is the more

chaste (KL, TA) accord, to Ahmad Ibn-Yahya,

and KLhalid Ibn-Yezeed, (TA,) A certain vessel,

(T, Mgh, O, Msb,) a measure of capacity, (S,

O, KL, TA,) of large size, (TA,) well known, (S,)

in El-Medeeneh, (S, Msb, K,) holding three **o\

[a pi. of eli], (Mgh, O, Msb, K, TA,) or, (KL,

[app. referring to * Jy only,]) which is the same

quantity, sixteen pints, (S, Mgh, O, Msb, K,*

TA,) i. e. twelve times the quantity termed jlo by

the people of El-Hijdz : (TA :) or, accord, to

El-KLutabee, the » Jjjj is sixteen pints, and the

clo is one third of the Jji ; but the Jji is eighty

pints : or the * J>ji, he adds, is, as some say,

four pints: (Mgh :) or it \sfour eWjl [pi- of ij},

q. v.] ; (K., TA ;) thus accord, to AH&t : and

»» - el

IAth says, the Jti is said to be five J»L-S1 ; [or

six ; (see Jau-S ;)] the Jx«i being the half of a

t\~o : but the * jj_» is a hundred and twenty

pints: (TA:) in the " Nawadir" of Hisbam, on

the authority of [the Imam] Mohammad, the

TJ>>* is said to be thirty-six pints; but [Mtr

says] this I have not found in any of the lexicons

in my possession ; and so what is said in the

Moheet, that it is sixty pints : (Mgh :) the pi. is

OliJJ, (S, Mgh, O, K, TA,) which is of * jjS

and of Jjji ; (S, Mgh, 0, TA ;) and £ji\ occurs

in a trad, as a pi. [of pane.] of ,jji meaning the

measure thus called. (TA.) 'Aisheh is related to

have said that she and the Prophet used to wash

themselves from a vessel called the * J>ji. (O,

Msb.) [In a verse of which a hemistich is cited

in the S and TA, the pi. ^ISji is used as meaning

to t

Milhing-vesseh. (See also JijAJI.) Respecting a

modern signification of 1 Jjiji (A bale, or sack, of

merchandise), see De Sacy's Chrest. Ar., sec. ed.,

iii., 378-9 and 382.]

Jija : see aSjji, in two places.

Jj^s is applied to plants, or herbage, (o~i,) as

meaning [In a sparse, or scattered, state ; or]

small, not covering the ground : (AHn, K, TA :)

or (K) iijj is applied to land, (vojl,) meaning

of which the plants, or herbage, are in a sparse,

or scattered, state; (S, 0, K, TA ;) not contigu

ous: (S, O, TA :) thus used, it is a possessive

epithet, having no verb. (TA.) ss See also iijji,

in two places.

3Sp the subst. from iiiju ; (S, MA,* TA ;) or

from J[r-»t, (Msb,) [i. e.] a quasi-inf. n. used in

the sense of Jl^Iil ; (TA ;) signifying Separation,

disunion, or abandonment ; (MA, KL, PS ;) and

♦ ,Jt^i is syn. therewith, whence the reading [in

the Kur xviii. 77], JJUey ^*> Jt> IJob [This

shall be the separation of my and thy union] ;

and so is ♦ Jlji, (O,* K, TA,) which [is an inf. n.

of <l3,L», and], in the Klur lxxv. 28, means the

time of tlie quitting of the present world by death.

(TA.)

25ji A <Uuli» [or party, portion, division, sect,

or distinct body or class,] of men, (S, O, Msb, K,)

and of other things ; as also * Jyi ; (Msb;) and

so, accord, to IB, * Jy^s : (TA : [but see this last

word :]) [and a separate herd or the like of

cattle :] pi. j> (O, Msb, K) and j£ll (S, O, £)

is pi. of £ji (O, K) and JjjUI is pi. of Jljit,

(S,0, K,) and isjbl occurs in poetry; (O, K. ;)

or J^ybl may be of the class of JwJsbl, a pi. with

out a sing. (O, TA.) _ Also A portion of a

thing in a state of dispersion ; and so * ,Jji and

♦ ijjji. (L, TA.) ss And A skin that isfull [of

milk], that cannot be agitated to make butter ^J^.

jjju i^l " (jjjAj [app. a tropical phrase meaning

until it is made to void some of its contents], (K.)

^Uiji, originally an inf. n. (Msb. [See 1, first

sentence.]) Anything that makes a separation, or

distinction, between truth and falsity. (S, O, ]£.)

_ Hence, (TA,) ^yi) signifies Tlie Kur-dn;

(S, 0, Msb, K ;) as also * JJit. (S, O, K.) —

And The Book of the Law revealed to Moses,

(Az, O, ]£,) in which a distinction is made be-

tween that which is allowable and that which is

forbidden. (O.) — And Proof, evidence, or de~

monstration. (O, K.) _ And The time a little

before daybreak : (AA, O, KL :) or the dawn.

(O, KL.) One says, ^IS^iJI «JL1» [The dawn rose].

(O.) — And Aid, or victory : (IDrd, 0, KL :) so,

accord, to IDrd, in the phrase ^IjJiJI j>y> in the

Kur [viii. 42] : (O :) or by this phrase is meant

Tlie day of Bedr, (O, KL,) in which a distinction

was made between right and wrong. (O.) —.

And The cleaving of tlie sea : so it means [accord,

to some] in the KLur ii. 50. (O, KL.) __ And

Boys : (O, KL :) such the people of the olden

time used to make witnesses [in law-suits or the

like]. (O.) ss It is also pi. of j£ (S, M, O, K.)

and of J>. (S, Mgh,0.)

• ** • * tfb»

fj\ji and Jij>i '• B^e *»/»•

• i' • » l, . i,H

£)ji : see *i>j», in two places : ss and (ji/il,

last sentence but two.

Jiji A 3Ju\i> [or party, &c.,] (S, Msb, K)

more in number, (S, K,*) or larger, (Msb,) than

a 23ji : (S, Msb, KL:) pi. [of pauc] iiji\ and [of

mult.] i%i1 and jjjl (K, TA) and j> : (CKL :)

see also Siji, in two places ; and see Jjj» : ABLei

says that it is itself a quasi-pl. n., applied to fern

and to many : Abd-el-Hakeem, that it occurs in

the sense of a ia5U» [or party, &c], and in the

sense of a single man : and El-Isbahanee, that it

signifies a company of men apart from ot/iers

[i. e. a party of men] : (MF, TA :) or [simply]

a company [of men], (O.) — And A separator

of himself. (IB, TA.) Hence the saying, c^l yk

(J-aJI iSiji o* i- e- t-"e ** swifter] than the out-

goer, or outrunner, of the horses. (TA.) __ iJ

fjjji means ^ji* [i. e. A place to which one pur

poses journeying that separates widely] : a poet

says,

2 - , o<o , ' ' St I *, t

t * a t i Ct , * j 3 „

* \3-ij-* jt t~i'3 1 •-•■:■•'-'» *

[Is it true that our neighbours have gone away,

so that the place to which we purpose journeying

and tlie place to which they purpose journeying

are such as separate widely] : he says J^ji in

like manner as one applies [the epithet] J^Jud

to a company of men. (Sb, TA.) ss Also A

palm-tree (>> \,ii, i) in which is [app. meaning out

of which grows] another. (AA, AHn, O, TA.)

i»jji, applied to a man and to a woman,

(IDrd, S, O, KL,) and having no pi., (S, O,) and

1 33}ji, applied to a man (Ibn-Abbad, O, KL) and

to a woman, (KL,) and * AJjjU, applied to a man

(O, K,) and to a woman, or, as epithets applied

to a man, ii^ji, (K,) and * *5jJ», (CKL,) and

tajj.U, and t (JjjJ, (K,) but this last is also

applied to a woman, (IB, TA,) and t ^ji, and

t Jijjls, One who fears much, or vehemently ; [or

rather the epithets with the affix 5 are doubly

intensive, meaning one who fears very much;]
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(S,» O,* K, TA ;) and * jjji and * j£i signify the

same as the other epithets above ; or * £ji sig

nifies fearing, or fearful, by nature ; and * Jiji,

[simply,] fearing a thing. (K.) It is said in a

prov., LiJ ^Ju **jji ^jj) Ujj yV *,.L»»,.c ^jj

LLc yjXj jgi w«** w>jj [iuaMy «» act of haste

causes (lit. gives) slowness, and many a veryfear

ful man is called a lion, and many a collection of

clouds has not been productive of rain] : (S,* O :)

said by Malik Ibn-'Amr Ibn-Mohallam, when

Leyth, his brother, looked hopefully at the clouds

from afar, and desired to avail himself of the

benefit thereof; whereupon Malik said to him,

" Do not, for I fear for thee some of the troops

of the Arabs :" but he disobeyed him, and jour

neyed with his family ; and he had not stayed

[away] a little while when he came [back], and

his family had been taken. (O. [See also Frey-

>* i*

tag's Arab. Prov. i. 535.]) = And iij^iJt sig-

•*'*■* . mi

nifies <U»aJI [meaning Honour, or reputation ;

or that which one is under an obligation to respect

and defend] : (O, K, TA : [in the CK iU>JI :])

so Sh was told: and [so, app., ♦ \$jji)\, ft>r] ne

cites as an ex.,

3 1 i ' 1 i b > 1 0 *

) 1 J ' 0 ' 1 0*3 w ' J B * -

[Hisfoolishness and his stupidity quitted him not,

and meanness, so that his honour, &c, was vio

lated]. (O, TA.)s And Tliefat of the kidneys :

(O, K :) so says A'Obeyd, on the authority of

El-Umawee ; but Sh disallowed this meaning,

and knew it not. (O, TA.)

luuji : see Jj/i. — Also Some (S, O, K) one

or two or three (S, O) of a flock or herd, ofsheep

or goats, becoming separate therefrom, (S, O, K,)

being shut out from the rest by the like of a

mountain or a space of sand or some other thing,

as is said in the " Kitab Leysa," (TA,) and

going away, (S, O, K,) in the " Kitab Leysa "

straying, (TA,) in the night, from the main

aggregate. (S, O, K.) =s= And Dates cooked with

fenugreek (U»J, for the woman in the state fol-

' 0 t

lowing childbirth : (S, O, El :) orfenugreek (i*Xa.)

cooked with grains (w>^«o.) [or kernels?], (0, K,

TA,) such as vJuL « [q. v.], and j+t [app. a mis

transcription], and other things, (TA.,) for her:

(K, TA :) or, accord, to IKh, a soup that is

made for him who is affected with a chronic

disease, or emaciated by disease so as to be at the

point of death. (TA.) [See also IL&-]

* '« •' ''

£}ji : see *>)jb, first sentence.

f, i. 4; J,

25jj& : see **»», first sentence, in two places.

JjU [act. part. n. of Jji, q. v.]. OlijUJI, men

tioned in the Kur lxxvii. 4, means Those angels

that descend with what makes a distinction between

truth and falsity : (Fr, O, K :) or that distin

guish between that which is allowable and that

which is forbidden: (Th, TA:) or that make a

distinction between things according as God has

commanded them. (Er-Raghib, TA.) _ Also,

JijU, A she-camel, and a she-ass, in consequence

of her being taken with the pains of parturition,

going away at random in the land; (S, O, EL;)

and so SSjli, as in the "Mufradat:" or a she-

camel that separates herselffrom her mate, and

brings forth alone : or a she-camel that runs

(jj.tj), and then casts her young one by reason of

the pain that befalls her; thus expl. by IAar:

(TA:) pi. J^ly and Jy (S, O, El) and &i (Ei)

and J>l*-», which is thus used by El-Aasha, ap-

plied to she-camels, and » (JjjU-o is [an irreg. pi.]

likewise applied to she-camels as syn. with JSjIy.

(TA.) _ And hence, as being likened to such a

she-camel, applied to a cloud {xi\a~~i) as meaning

\ Apart from t/te other clouds ; (S, O, K ; ) cut

offfrom the main aggregate of the clouds: (ISd,

TA :) or an isolated cloud, that will not break its

promise [of giving rain], and sometimes preceded

by thunder and lightning : (TA :) thus applied,

also, having for pi. jijty and Jjy [&c.]. (O.)

Jijjli A thing that makes a distinction between

two things : and a man who makes a distinction

between truth and falsity : (TA :) or one who

makes a distinction between affairs, or cases.

(Msb.) (JjylAJt is an appellation that was given

to 'Omar Ibn-El-Khattab, (S, O, E, TA,) the

second of the Khaleefehs ; (TA ;) because a dis

tinction was made by him between truth and

falsity. (Ibraheem El-Harbee, O, K,* TA.)

j^jli JQ, (O,) or j^JUJI ^Cjh\, (E,) Tlu>

most approved sort of theriac, (O, K,) and tlie

most esteemed of compounds ; because it makes a

distinction between disease and health : (K :)

called by the vulgar (-5»jU JjljjJ. (TA.) =

See also <&jji, first sentence.

4i_3jls : see <&sj>, first sentence, in two places.

j)jJ\, applied to a man, Having a wide space

between tlie two central incisors : (IEh, TA:) [or]

i. q. mjj\ [app. as meaning the same, or having

a similar meaning] : (K, TA : [but the CK has

J - J l J ,ol

«Jb^l instead of »-V*'5)l :]) or, accord, to Lth, the

Jjjit is like the «Jl»l, except that the ~J&\ is such

as has been rendered so, and the Jit-JI is such

naturally. (0, TA.) And A camel having a

wide space between the two toe-nails. (Yaakoob,

TA.) And Having a wide space between the

buttoclts. (TA.) And A he-goat having a wide

space between his horns. (IKh, TA.) And A

ram, or he-goat, having a wide space between his

testicles : and [the fem.] i\Sji a ewe, or she-goat,

Having a wide space between the two teats. (Lth,

O, K, TA.) A camel having two humps. (TA.)

__ A man whose forelock is as though it were

divided ; and in like manner, whose beard is so.

(S, O, K.*) A cock whose <J>j* [or comb] is

divided : (S, O, K :) and (accord, to Lth, O) a

white cock : (O, K. :) or, as some say, having two

combs (Ct-ij-z ^i). (O.) — A horse having one

of the kips more prominent than the otfier; which

is disapproved : (S, J£> TA :) or having a de

ficiency in one of his thighs, in comparison with

the other: or having a deficiency in one of the

hips : or, accord, to the T, a beast having one of

his elbows prominent, and the other depressed.

(TA.) And A horse having one testicle. (Lth,

O, K, TA.) The pi. is jjj. (TA, in which it

is here mentioned : also mentioned in the K after

ijji\ as applied to a ram or he-goat : in the CEI

[erroneously] Jji.) And * JS^jJ applied to a

horse signifies the same as jji}. (O, TA.) —_

Jjyl iSij^3 A road that is distinct, apparent, or

I'Oi- 0 0^

manifest. (TA.) And uji\ ^a A torrent that

is as though it were the Jiji [app. as meaning

wave, billow, or surge]. (TA.)

j **

i^jjUj [Sundry, or separate, or scattered, por

tions or things : and sundry times]. You say,

J^U&V iL ^L oii.1 (S, O, K,* TA) i. e. [J

took my right, or due, from him in sundry por-

tions : or] at sundry times. (TA.) And _^_6

acUo J>£jU3 i. e. [He put togetlier] what were,

scattered [of his household goods, or furniture

and utensils]. (TA.)

[Verily thou art better than the several portions

of the staff], (S, O, K,) which is a prov., (O.)

was said by a poet, (S,) or by Ghaneeyeh, (O,)

or Ghuneiyeh, (EL>) El-Aardbeeyeh, to her son ;

for he was evil in disposition, [UjU in the CE1 is

a mistake for UjU,] very mischievous, notwith

standing his weakness, (O, K,) and slenderness of

bone ; (O ;) and he assaulted one day a young

man, who thereupon cut off his nose, and his

mother took the mulct for it ; so her condition

became good after abasing poverty; then he

assaulted another, who cut off his ear ; and

another, who cut off his lip ; and his mother

took the mulct for each ; and when she saw the

goodness of her condition, (O, K,) the camels

and the sheep or goats and the household goods

that she had acquired, (O,) she said thus : (O,

EL:) for from the staff (S, O, K) when it is

broken (S) is made a jyt-Ci [q. v.], and from

this are made tent-pegs, and from the tent-peg is

made an ol>* [<!• v-]> an(^ from this are made

il^ [pi. of %£, q.v.]. (S,0,KL.)

&L (S, O, K) and jjL (S, O, Msb, K) The

middle of the head ; (S, O, K ;) the place where

the liavr of the head is separated : (S, O, Msb,

K :) pi. JjUU ; which is used also in the sense of

the sing., as though the sing, applied to every

part thereof: (S, O :) one says, a-rlj JjU-o c-L»l£

[meaning The place (lit. places) of the separation

of tlie hair of his head became white, or hoary],

(Mgh voce j&y) [See also j£i.] Also The

place, of a road, where anotfier road branches off:

(S, O, Msb, K 0 both words are used in this

sense likewise : (S, O, K :*) pi. as above. (EL.)

__ And [hence] one says, JjLL« i*-^ * " * \}

woJm».JI J [I made him to know] the modes, or

manners, [of tlie narrative, or discourse,] or the

manifest, plain, or obvious, modes or manners

[thereof]. (TA.)
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(Jjj-o A she-camel whose young one has become

separated from her, (S, O, K, TA,) as some say,

<TA,) by death: (S,0,EL,TA:) pLtJ^ui.

(TA. [Thus in my original, not JjULo.])__ And

A she-camel that tarries two years, or three,

without conceiving. (TA.) — And A she-camel

having a return of some of her millt. (TA.) —

And Anyone recovering from his disease. (Lh,

TA.) __ And Deviating from the right way or

course, or from that which is right. (TA.)

And ^...a. J I J^ie, (thus accord, to the EL, there

said to be like ,>"»»■«>) or ,*~aJI * J>U, (thus

in the O,) A man (0) Aatn'n^ little flesh: or fat,

or p/uwp ; (O, EL :) two contr. meanings. (EL.)

I Ji/*-* : see what next precedes.

-Jl (Jji-o [TVte disperser of the. camels or

cattle;] the [small, stinking beast called] ^fejli;

because when it emits a noiseless wind from the

anus among the cattle, they disperse themselves.

(s, o, so

J>jjULo : see Jji-o : _ and Jjili, latter half.

iJ>Uo is a n. of place, as well as an inf. n. [of

jjjiit] : (O, K :) and is used by Ru-beh as mean

ing A place where a road divides. (0.)

«x5y A ea/f: (S:) accord, to Aboo-Kheyreh,

after he has become about two months old : (TA

9 a

voce J^s. :) or the calf of a wild cow ; as also

t \££ : (IAar, O, L, K :) fern. IjJji. (L.)

And JiJiJI (O, L, EL) and * t^\ (O, EL) + The

asterism (^e*j) iy which one directs his course

(O, EL) oy sea ana" ey /ana"; (O ;) two stars [/3

and 7 of Ursa Minor] ; (L, K ;) also called (in

poetry, O, K, [and generally in prose,]) ^1jijii\ ;

(O, L, K ;) thus in a verse cited voce ^1 ; (O ;)

they are two stars near the wJai [or pole-star] ;

(S, L ;) two stars that never set, revolving round

the (^jl». [or pole-star], both in Ursa Minor;

(L ;) the two bright stars of the four that form

the angles of a quadrilateral figure in Ursa

Minor; (Kzw;) also called by the Arabs jjitjljl

[which is the pi. of >*S>iJI]. (L.) = And jiji

signifies also A level, or an even, land. (Ibn-

!Abbad, O.)

**»^ y*"J* an(* ***>«0 [^ Aaorrf a cracking of the

joints of the fingers of a man] : both signify the

same. (TA.) _, And <xaiy> He twisted his (a

man's, EL) neck. (O, EL.) = ijjj [as an in-

trans. v.], (O, K, TA,) inf. n. as above, (TA,)

He ran vehemently, (0, El, TA,) going back, or

retreating : so in the Tekmileh. (TA.) And

c\iji (as an inf. n. of which the verb is »i£i, TEL)

signifies The emitting ofwindfrom the anus with

a sound: (O, EL:) mentioned by IDrd as from

some one or more of the Arabs. (O.)_ See also

• "•» .

ixiji in what next follows.

Q. 2. *Ao*5)l *Z**5j& The fingers produced a

sound or sounds [by their joints' being cracked] ;

(O ;) quasi-pass, of 1 in the first of the senses

expl. above; (S, EL;) as also ▼ cJLgJJl, (K,

TA,) inf. n. cliijil and [quasi-inf. n., being app.

the inf. n. in this case of c«*5ji,] * isdji, (TA,)

[and this is app. what is meant by its being said

that] ♦ cllS^I is [syn. with] i«5pUI. (K.)

Accord, to IDrd, *3>A3 signifies The sounding of

two things striking against each other. (O.)_

And J-o-jJI *3j&3 The man drew himself together,

+ + 0 + +

or shrank ; like \J&ji3 [which is mentioned in the

EL in the same sense, as also i*ji5]. (L, TA.)

Q. 3 : see Q. 2, in two places. __ cUi^i^l also

signifies The withdraiving, or removing, and going

away, from a thing (j^ ^>c) ; (EL ;) and the

dispersing of itself, or becoming dispersed. (IAth,

TA.) ^y* lyUijSl, a phrase used by 'Eesa Ibn-

'Omar, (S, O,) to people who had congregated

about him on an occasion of his having fallen

from his ass, (O,) means Witlidraw ye, or remove,

(S,) or disperse yourselves, {O,)from me, (S,) and

go away. (S, O.) And 'Eesa Ibn-'Omar is re

lated to have read, [in the Kur xxxiv. 22,] ^JL.

^yf^S Js. £iSji\ iSl ; meaning, JLiis ; [^jit,

or the like, being understood ;] but the common

reading is eji, q. v. (TA.)

«Lx3jJL)1 The Owl [here app. meaning anus

(see 1)]; (Lth, IAar,' EL;) of the dial, of El-

Yemen : (O :) also called £*ijjbl. (TA.)

ijiji : see above, first and second sentences.

Q. 1. ^U-n)I £»>! i. q. l^iii, (S,» O,* EL, [in

copies of the EL written ly^uu, but correctly with

teshdeed, as is shown by what here follows,])

9 **dr 9 0* 96*

inf. n. i*5jj i. q. unlL5;'> (S, O) and X/£iJ, (TA,)

[He cracked the joints of his fingers;] i. e. he

pressed his fingers so that a sound was heard to

proceed from their joints : (TA :) the doing of

which is forbidden, (O, TA,) in prayer. (TA.

[See also 2 in art. %**.]) And one says,

J)ji

1. Jji, as expl. by Lth, signifies (O, TA) pri

marily (TA) One's rubbing, or rubbing and press

ing, a thing [with the hand] so ttiat its integument

becomes stripped qff(0, TA) from its kernel; as,

for instance, a [shelled] walnut. (TA.) One says,

J-UI J^i, (S, O, M?b, K,) aor. i , inf. n. i£j,

(S, Msb,) He rubbed, or rubbed and pressed, the

ears of corn (T^,!A.) with his hand [so that the

liernels became divested of their husks]. (S, O,

Msb, TA.) And ^Ll # (S, O, Msb, EL) He

rubbed, or rubbed and pressed, the garment (EL,

TA) with his hand [to remove a soil]. (S, O,

Msb, TA.) And J£i\ ^* ^ijl i>> (Mgh, O,

Msb,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (Mgh,) He

rubbed, (Msb,) or rubbed and pressed, (Mgh,)
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with his hand, the [dry soil of] sperma, so that it

crumbled, and came offfrom the garment; (Mgh,

Msb ;) like <u». : and in like manner &Jal\ [i. e.

the dry mud]. (Msb.) [And iiUjt i£ He

rubbed, or rubbed and pressed, the louse, between

hisfinger and thumb, or otherwhe, to kill it. (See

the pass. part, n., below.)] mm l^i.jj oi»ji, and

W-Jlj V^V*> aor. i ; (S, O, EL ;) and «£%i, and

V%», aor. i , but this form of the verb is extr. ;

(EL;) inf. n. J£ (S, O, EL) and i£ and h£ ;

(EL ;) She hated her husband, and tier husband

hated her; (S, O ;) or she hated her husband

vehemently, and her husband hated her vehemently:

(EL :) the verb has not been heard otherwise than

as relating to the husband and wife : (S, O •) Lh

has mentioned <C&>», aor. dS»jjO ; but it is not

well known : (TA :) all of the nouns mentioned

above as inf. ns. signify [hatred, or] vehement

hatred, in a general sense, as also ♦ Jjl!>Ji, (EL,

TA,) which is [app. a simple subst] mentioned

on the authority of Seer, and also mentioned as

with two kesrehs and the teshdeed [i. e. t £)\£*ji] -.

(TA :) or all relate peculiarly to the hatred of the

husband and wife ; (K, TA ;) i. e., to the man's

hating his wife; or to her hating him, which is

the better known : it is said in a trad, of Ibn-

Mes'ood, gUilijI ^ ijjjjij jft ^ J^Llt ^,t

[Verily love of the husband is from God, and

hatred of the husband is from the Devil] :

A' Obeyd says that Jjii\ signifies the woman's

hating her husband ; that it relates peculiarly to

the wife and the husband, and that it had not

been heard by him as used in relation to any but

them two: and IAar says that the sons of a man

by a wife who hates him, which sons are termed

J^AJI jNljt, possess generosity, because the sons

thus called are most like to their fathers, and do

not resemble her : and when the husband hates

the wife, one says l^AJLo [i. e. lyAJLo or l^AJLe] and

[i. e. ojuc oiJU]. (TA.)b

,1

Qi% aor.:, (EL,) inf. n. iJjj, (S, O, EL,) The

ear had aflaccidity in its J*el [or base, meaning

the part surrounding the entrance of the meatus

auditorius]. (S,* O,* EL.)

2. Jb>i> [inf. n. of j)y] The causing to be

hated, or much hated. (O.)

3. l&jU, (AZ, O, EL, TA,) inf. n. iisjlii,

(TA,) i. q. rtj=>jl3 [i. e. He left, forsook, or aban

doned, him ; or he did so being left &c. by him] ;

(AZ, O, EL, TA ;) namely, his companion ; (AZ,

O ;) said by IF to be formed by substitution [of

o for O] : (O, TA :) expl. in the A as meaning

a5jU [which is syn. with *£»,13]. (TA.)

i. Jui~)l Jjit The ears of corn became ▼ Jijji,

i. e. in tlie state in which they were fit to be

rubbed, or rubbed and pressed, with the hand [so

as to divest the kernels of their husks], and then to

be eaten : (S, O :) and cjjJI JijM, (TA,) and

w«a^JI, (K,) The seed-produce, and the grain,

attained to the state in which it was fit to be

rubbed, or rubbed and pi-essed, (EL, TA,) with tlie
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hand : or the grain became hard, or firm, and

attained to its utmost state of growth ; before

which it is forbidden to sell it. (TA.)

5. J)ji3 He (an effeminate man, O) affected

languor, or languidness, (j~£») in his speech, (O,

£,) and in his walk : (r> :) so says IDrd. (O.)

7. J_-.Ljt j)jii\ The ears of corn were rubbed,

or rubbed and pressed, (K, TA,) with the hand

[so that the kernels beca7ne divested of their husks],

(TA.) And 44^" ^J*** The garment became

rubbed, or rubbed and pressed, (EL, TA,) with

the hand [to remove a soil]. (TA.) [See 1.] —

And fcyX^ll JjAJt The shoulder-joint became lax,

or slack': (S,« TA :) or i£U J>i1, (Lth, O, £,*)

as also 4JUI3 ■£^=>yi\, (Lth, O,) signifies «Ae &Mj

[or Aead] of his humerus became dislocated (Lth,

O, K) from the iijJo [or socket] of tlie scapula,

so that the shoulder-joint became lax, or slack :

but when the like thereof happens in the AMj of

the femur, one does not say 3)j>*i\, but J^»-, and

the epithet Ja>»»-« is applied to it [i. e. to the

hip-joint]. (Lth, O.) —And t^ &* J)jii\ He

became released from his compact, engagement,

or promise; syn. iJUut. (TA.)

10. rflyJI i-J w-oJt J)yu~i\ The grain became

full (o-»* [q. v.]), and hard, orfirm, [as though

demanding to be rubbed with the hand so as to

be divested of the husks, and eaten,] in the ear of

corn. (K,*TA.)

j)ji : see what next follows.

J>i, (O, K,) like uU '"->, (K,) or correctly, as

written in the L and A. * I)ji, (TA, [but this I

think doubtful,]) [A fruit or the like] of which

the integument becomes rubbed off'[with the hand] :

(O, K : [I read »^ii bj£*\\, as in the CK, for

»j-i> JjAioJI in other copies of the K and in the

O :]) thus applied to an almond, and likewise to

a peach. (TA.) _ See also what next follows.

jULi (jil .aw ear having a flaccidity in its J-ol

[or case] ; as also t a£sji. (S, O, K. [See 1,

last sentence.])

O&j* and O^y ; Bee h latter half.

• « 9 6'

illjia term for t>u»- [or ilfe?w*rwa<iott] : men

tioned' by MF. (TA.)

• ■*' * *

i)^i : see JjtJ, first sentence.

sibjj, applied to grain (^-»»), i. ff. " djj*-» [i- e-

Rubbed, or rubbed and pressed, with the hand, so

<Aa< <Ae integument becomes stripped offfrom the

kernel] : (EL :) or wheat (_^) </ia< u rubbed, See.,

and picked, or cleared. (O.) See also 4. _ And

Wheat rubbed, &c, anef moistened with clarified

butter fyc. ; (EL, TA ;) also termed * 3l£*jjJlS>.

(TA.) = The {JSLtji, or, as in some copies of

the EL, * Cfi&iJ*) (TA,) Two bones [app. the two

greater oornua of the os hyoides] in, or at, (^j»,)

the root of the tongue. (EL, TA.)

^j\Lkjji : see what next precedes.

iljli A woman hating, or who hates, her hus

band; [app. accord, to the EL, vehemently ;] as

a/so * i'jji [but app. in an intensive sense] : (S,

O, K :) pi. of the former ty'j. (0,* TA.) Dhu-

r-Rummeh says, (O, TA,) describing camels,

(TA,)

Jjtllll slll)l ,ujl Jti^W

[ H7/te» <A« n?^A< cfear* away /row a» elevated

piece of ground, they cast at it the like of the eyes

of the women that hate their husbands] : (O, TA :)

he likens them to the women that hate their hus

bands because these raise their eyes towards men,

not confining the look to the husbands : he says,

these camels enter upon the time of dawn, having

journeyed all their night ; and whenever an ele

vated piece of ground becomes within their view,

they cast their eyes at it by reason of sprightliness

and strength for the journeying. (TA.)

JJti-3 [Caused to be hated, or to be much hated:

see its verb. And] A man hated by women : (S,

O, K :) such was Imra-el-ELeys : (S, O :) [and

accord, to Freytag, " i>jy*« occurs in this sense

in the Deewan of Jereer.] And i£sjL* A woman

hated by men. (IAar, EL.) — Also Left, for

saken, or abandoned, and hated. (Fr, TA.)

• jo- * * . •' •>•» •'•;

£>2jiut> : see -iXjjs. One says also dSs^^u> <u-»a

[A louse rubbed, or rubbed and pressed, between

the finger and thumb, or otherwise, to be killed].

(S, O.)— Applied to a camel, (En-Nadr, O, K,)

it means Such as is termed ,iWI [q. v.] ; (En-

Nadr, O ;) whose shoulder is slit [so I render

j»fimi\, but I incline to think that it here means

is splayed, or dislocated, as though rent without

being separated (see j>j -i. ■"»)], and the H . «-i c.

[which I suppose to signify in this case either

tendon or ligament] that is in the interior of the

j>j±\ [q. v., app. here meaning the glenoid cavity

of the scapula] detached. (En-Nadr, O, ISl. [See

also aX1» j)jii\.]) — And A garment, or piece

of cloth, (TA,) strongly dyed (K, TA) with saf

fron &c. (TA.) :s See also i>>U.

• -jo- •, *

'&=>$]&*, as a subst. : see •ii-ijS.

2. ^jiZ [as an inf. n. of which the verb is

wJoJi] signifies A woman's contracting her j^jn

(or J-f3, TA) [i. e. vulva or vagina] with the stones

of raisins [which were supposed to have an astrin

gent property, or with some other medicament :

see j>j-» : and see also 10] : and so s^j^JLJ.

(IAar,T.)

3. j)\j» [app. as an inf. n. of which the verb is

0%«jU] signifies A woman's menstruating, and

stuffing her vulva with a piece of rag : and one

says of her who has done this, *c«<j«SI [and app.

also c^jli]. (T, g.) [See also Loljj.] — It

occurs in a trad, [as an inf. n.] used in the sense

of <£*.*\Lm [meaning % The act of compressing].

(IAth, TA.)

4. j>ji\ He filled (T, S, K) a watering-trough

(T, K) or a vessel : (S :)'of the dial, of Hudheyl.

(T,S.)

8. Owo^st, said of a woman : see 3.

10. C~e/*Uwt She. (a woman) applied a medica

ment to her vulva, or vagina, to contract it : (S,

]£ :*) or she stuffed Iter vulva, or vagina, (T,TA,)

with the stones of raisins, and the like : (TA :) the

women of [the tribe of] Thakeef, having a wide-

ness in that part, made this use of the stones of

raisins, desiring thereby to contract it : (M, TA :*)

[see also 2 : and see j>j> :] the epithet * il»j» is

applied to her who does thus ; as also * <Uj«.:„„<.

(M, El.) _ And [hence] one says of a mare,

^..n a. ,ILj >Z~»j. i ;...il, meaning t She caused the

pebbles to enter her vulva by her vehement running.

(TA. [And the same is implied in the S by an

ex. and explanation of the part, n.])

Jji, (T, S, M, K,) and * L>, (S, K,) and

*j*)j}, (M, K,) A medicament, or remedial appli

cation, (T, S, M, J§L,) suck as the stones of raisins,

(T, M,) used by a woman for the purpose of con

tracting her vulva, or vagina. (T, S, M, EI.)

# —

j>ji The rag that is used on the occasion of

menstruation : (IAth, TA :) and V>»jULo signifies

the rags used on tlte occasion thereof; and [may

be an irreg. pi. of j>ji, like as <auLU is held to be

of a*w, but it is said that it] is a pi. having no

sing. : (M, TA :) [in the K, in art. yt*., the

♦^jlJLo (there in the CEL erroneously written

vojlio) are said to be used by the <Ld>U. X.,.c : see

8 in that art.]

(«•• ••>

i«ji : see j>ji.

ilejs : see 10.

j>\yi : see >»ji : =s and see also the next fol

lowing paragraph.

Suo\js The piece of rag which a woman bears

[stuffed] in her vulva, or vagina : (AZ, T, K :)

or her menstruating, and stuffing her vulva with

a piece of rag ; like t^eljj [as expl. above :

see 3]. (K.)

J-oE

j>j»\ A man (TA) whose teeth become much

broken. ($, TA.)

*JjiL Filled with water (T, M) &c. : (M :)

mentioned by A'Obeyd, as applied to a watering-

trough : (T :) and applied also to a w-oti [or road

in a mountain, &c.,] as meaning filled with men,

or people : (M :) of the dial, of Hudheyl. (T, M.)

» ,- *"■ .

j>j\JLtj : see j*ji, in two places.

{\~p I flt^-hll-fl see 10.

o>

QjJ [app. from, or cognate with, the Latin
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"furnus"] An oven, (IDrd,* S,* M, EL,) syn.

j-sk-«, (M, EL,) [or one] in which one bakes bread

such as is termed ^jji ; (S, EL ;) differing from

the jjb [q. v.] : (S :) a word of the dial, of Syria :

(M:) thought by IDrd to be not Arabic [in

origin]: (TA:) pi. ,j#l. (M.)

3 ' '

\jjj-* Thick, (S, EL,) round, or circular, (EL,)

bread; (S, EL;) bo called in relation to its place

[in which it is baked, i. e. the Qfi] : (S :) or (EL)

a sort of bread having a railed and pointed, or

hollowed, head, the lateral portions thereof being

drawn together to, or towards, the middle, (M,

EL,) and being intermingled, one part thereof in

another, (M,) roasted, or fried, (EL,) then well

moistened with milk and clarified butter and sugar:

. *Sl *J

(M, K :) n. un. f i*jji : which signifies also a

round, or circular, great cake of bread : (M :)

[whence, app.,] 6lJ*»J. <&>A)I Jto JjA l}li [And

lo, she, or it, was like the red <L3ji ; but to what

this refers I know not] : a saying of some of

the Arabs. (S, TA.) _ And (as being likened

thereto, TA) J A thick, bulky, man : (M, EL, TA :)

and (EL) a bulky dog. (IB, E, TA.) Also A

baker; as a rel. n. of ^jyi : (Msb :) and so * \j)ji,

in the dial, of the vulgar. (TA.)

2LJj& : see the next preceding paragraph.

O A* Z 01

yj\ji : see J^, last sentence. [It is applied in

the present day to A baker of bread and of meat

•- *

Ajjli Afemale baker (T, K) of the bread termed

& (T0

^Jj9

,J*

w~3/i A rat, or mouse; syn. »j\i : (IAar, O,

K :) or the young one generated between it and a

jerboa : (K :) or [as a coll. gen. n.] the rat, or

mouse; syn.jli. (T.) [See also ^j^i.]

i ' *" •
properly {..„e*j)ii\,] which is likewise an arabi-

cized word. (Suh, as cited by MF.) [The n. un.,

or appellation given to a single person of this

people, is u^Jjil and ^a-^.]

•«

jjji A sort of cloth, or garment, (Lth, T, 0,

EL,) well known: (EL :) an adventitious word,

(Lth, T, O,) [from the Pers. JuJ^,] arabicized.

(O, EI.) _ And [hence, app.,] Uulil jjji, (T,

S, M, O, K,) and t »££, (S, 0, '$,) The diver

sified wavy marks, streaks, grain, or water, of

the sword; syn. LjJ-j, (T, S, M, O, £,) and

'*£»*> (T> o, e,) and ;^j [q. vjt (g) 0j) and

ti ^r^- *£& >&>, (T, 0,») and &#,, (T, 0,)

i.e. <uLUL>. (T.) — And jJ^AJI signifies The

sword itself. (M, L, EL.) And The ^^jr ;

(EI, TA ;) i. e. (TA) fAe red rose. (M, TA.)

And The grains of the pomegranate. (AA,

O.K..)

jjji i. q. jjjjl [Seeds that are used in cooking,

for seasoning food ; &c] : pi. JljiJJ. (IAar,

o, e.)

Sljjji A SUaS [or sand-grouse]. (Ibn-Abbad,

O, K.)'

#* fi > 0 t> go

*-«<;»»■> I <*j>»l : see jJji, second sentence.

called. (S, TA.) __ And, (0, K.,) accord, to

some, (O,) it signifies The lion [himself]. (O, EL.)

*..***» jj»j

i^j/»i» : see ,>SjJ.

1. »jJ, aor. i, (S, EL,) inf. n. ik\J> and Ls>\j±

(EL) [and app. also 2J*$ji , expl. below as a simple

subst.], 2Ze was, or became, skilled, or sAtgfaZ. (S,

E.) — And »ji and «ji, aor. of each - , [inf. n.

app. A*jj* and aaI/ and <Ubl^, expl. below as

simple substs.,] said of a horse or similar beast,

&c, He was, or became, brisk, lively, sprightly,

active, agile, or light. (Msb.) [And iji, inf. n.

iAlji, (of which see an explanation below,) pro

bably signifies He was, or became, beautiful,

comely, pretty, or elegant ; like *LLe, inf. n.

ii-Ci.] — And If, (S, Ei,) aor. : , (El,) inf. n.

tji, (TE,) He exulted, or rejoiced above measure ;

or he exulted greatly, and behaved insolently and

unthankfully, or ungratefully : (S, E :) the a in

this verb, accord, to Fr, is substituted for the ~.

in ~.j», which has this meaning. (TA.)

2 : see what next follows.

un,

3 o.

see what follows.

^4>*^l (O, ?1) [and *4>*NI, which is the

more common,] and ♦ t~jjitti (MF, TA, [but in

the Commentary of MF written without any of

the syll. signs,]) in which last manner it is cor

rectly written accord, to the sheykhs of El-Anda-

lus, who are the nearest to, and the best acquainted

with, the country of the people thus called, and

so written by Suh, (MF,) A certain people ; [tlie

Franks; an appellation given originally, by the

Arabs, to the French ; and afterwards to all

Europeans except those of the Turkish Empire :]

an arabicized word from <£lvji\, (EI,) or &}ji\,

(0,) or from duji [or aCyi] : (Suh, MF :) accord,

to general analogy, it should be 3»»JjiS!, with

kesr to the j : (O, ]£ :) so called because the seat

of their dominion is [named] *»*JjS or i-JI^» [i. e.

France] ; and their king is called y.^-JjAJI, [more

Bk. I

For words mentioned in some of the lexicons

under this head, see art. ^ji.

*****

Q. 2. JjjAj He was, or became, bad; (E, TA ;)

said of a camel : (TA :) and so oi5ji5 said of a

sheep or goat (Sli). (Ibn-Abbad, O, TA.) =

JJil o *****

And AJil c*£jjij His ear became raised. (Ibn-

Abbad, O, EI.)

JJjJ Bad; (Ibn-Abbad, O, Ei ;) applied to

the tj-j>fc [or chief, superintendent, or manager

of the affairs,] of a people or partv : and so

▼ ifijiu* applied to a camel. (Ibn-Abbad, O.)

• ** *

Jj\ji The ±tji, i. e., (IDrd, S, O,) the warner

before the lion ; (S, O, E ;) a certain beast of

prey, [sometimes called by us the lion's provider,]

that cries out before the lion, as though warning

men of his presence ; said to resemble the jackal

(ei? Ch\) > (IDrd, TA ;) and said to be the

jackal [itself] ; but some say otherwise : (TA

voce jl>>* :) a Pers. word, (IDrd, S, O,) arabi

cized, (IDrd, S, O, E,) originally <tilj>i [or

^3ti*i (IDrd, TA,) or originally .iLSljjj : (S,

O, EL :) said by AHat to be [also] called the

£^cj. (TA.) — And (hence, TA) The guide of

the messenger on a beast of the post. (O, K, TA.)

And sometimes The guide of an army was thus

4. C-»^il She (a camel) brought forth [young

ones such as are termed] tji (S) or tji (E) [i. e.

such as were brisk, lively, sprightly, active, agile,

or light] ; as also t £~*%ji, inf. n. tUjiJ. (E.) _

And She (a woman) brought forth beautiful

children. (TA.) — And t>ji\ He (a man) took

for himself a >0U [i. e. youth, young man, or

male slave,] such as is termed «,U (IAar, 1[)

meaning beautiful, or comely, of countenance.

(IAar, TA.)

J 0*6*

10. y-jy^l ojiui^i jA means \*»j{;~„i [i. e. He

seeks tfie horses, or mares, that are of generous

race] : (EI, TA :) and the like is said in the A,

but with .liljjjl in the place of ^l^j^l. (TA.)

• * * *

o^i [part n. of »ji, meaning Exulting, or re

joicing above measure ; &c.]. In the Elur xxvi.

149, some read ,j_*_ei^_s, from tji, signifying as

expl. above : others reading Jj-j-Ajli, which is

n ***** f ,

from »ji : (S, TA :) __ but tji is also syn. with

t£i, as an epithet applied to a youth, or young

man, or male slave; and thus the reading of

CytAji in the Elur has been expl. as meaning

Possessing skill. (TA.)

• ** * **■

»\ji i. q. ilji, as an epithet applied to water,

signifying Sweet, &c. : both are chaste forms,

and well known, like «jjU and 0*^0 : so in the

Towsheeh. (MF and TA in art. £>ji.)

9* * *

3j*\j» [mentioned in the first paragraph as an

inf. n. is also expl. as a simple subst.] : see 4*jji.

__ Also Beauty, or comeliness. (Msb, TA.)

l* jj .

i*5ji [app. an inf. n., but mentioned as a

simple subst., meaning] Skilfulness. (EL.) __

And <L»j>-» and f <u>1j_4 and " it^ji denote a

301
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quality of a hackney and of a mule and of an

ass, (S,) or of a horse, or similar beast, &c,

(Msb,) all signifying Briskness, liveliness, spright-

liness, activity, agility, or lightness. (Msb, TA*)

0' **

i-Al/9 [mentioned in the first paragraph as an

inf. n.] : see what next precedes.

• ..

ojli Skilful, or possessing skill; (S, Msb, EL;)

part. n. of »ji, irregularly formed, for by rule it

should be ajj3 : (S :) accord, to Z, it is applied

to a man ; and also, without a, to a tLLl.i [i. e.

female slave, or slave-songstress]. (Msb.) __

And it is applied as an epithet to a hackney,

(Az, S, Msb,) and a mule, (S,) and an ass, (Az,

S, Msb,) or to a horse, or similar beast, (Az,)

meaning Brisk, lively, sprightly, active, agile, or

light ; (Az,* Msb ;) sharp ; strong ; that goes, or

journeys, much ; a great goer : (Az, TA :) it is

not applied to a u*ji, (Az, S,) i. e. to an Arabian

horse ; (Az, Msb ;) such being termed }\'y?., (Az,

S, Msb,) and £jtj : (S :) Adee Ibn-Zeyd has

applied it to the latter ; but As has charged him

with error in so doing ; saying that he possessed

not knowledge of horses : (S :) the pi. is tji, (S,

Msb,) like jj»> and Jj*. pis. of JjlJ and J5U.,

(S,) or tji, like <^L&>, (EL,) and ii^i, with two

fet-hahs, (Msb,) or !•£!, (S, EL,) but this is held

by Sb to be a quasi-pl. n., (ISd, TA,) and »JJ,

like *&;, and 3j£s, like ijL,, (EL,) as in the A,

but MF says that no pi. of this measure is known.

(TA.) — Also, applied to a j?& [i. e. youth,

young man, or male slave], Beautiful, or comely,

of countenance. (IAar, TA.) And [the fern.]

iukjLi signifies A beautiful, or comely, girl, or

young woman : (EL :) [and] so ♦ i\&ji, [of which

the masc. is tji\, and] of which the pi. is tji ;

but Az says, I do not think that they use this

word in relation to girls, or young women, though

they may apply it peculiarly to female slaves like

as they apply tj\i and eUkjli peculiarly to hackneys

and mules and jades, exclusively of Arabian

horses. (Msb.) __ And iijli is also syn. with

<L3 [i. e. A youthful female, or one in tlie prime

of life] : (thus accord, to several copies of the EL

and accord, to the TA :) or <Lu» [i. e. a female

slave, or a slave-songstress : see the first sentence

of this paragraph]. (Thus in the CEL.) __ And

it signifies also [A woman] who eats vehemently :

(EL :) and «jli applied to man, A vehement eater.

(IAar, TA.)

tji\ : see its fem., l\*ji, in the next preceding

paragraph. _ tfjj ^» tji\ ^ys means Such a

one is more beautiful, or comely, than such a one.

(Msb.)

tji* and iAjk* (S, EL) and 3j9jiu» (S) are epithets

applied to a she-camel, meaning Bringing forth

[young ones such as are termed] tji (S) or tU.

(EL.) [See 4.]

JMji

Q. 2. jJ*ji3, said of a boy, or youth, not of a

man, He became fat. (TA. [See also j-hji, and

jipu.])

jJkji : see the next paragraph, in three places.

Jiji (S, M, O, L, El) and * \£ji (M, L, EL)

A boy, or youth, (L,) fat, or compact in make,

(pLo.,) and thick; (S, M, O, L, El;) as also

* jjbji : (0 :) and soft, thin-skinned, and plump :

9 3 9*

(M, O,* EL:) some assign this meaning to JJbji,

but others say that this is a corruption, and it is

correctly with u» : and one says also j^Xi >OU,

meaning a plump boy or youth : (L :) also, (EL,)

or jiji [only], (TA,) or *>«>>, (IDrd, O,) a

boy, or youth, (IDrd, O, EL, TA,) not a man,

(IDrd, 6,) plump (IDrd, O, EL, TA) in body,

(TA,) and beautiful (IDrd, O, EL, TA) in face;

(TA ;) as also ♦ jj*Js : (EL :) and jj>jA and ▼ jj*J>

signify a boy, or youth, that has nearly attained

to puberty. (0. [See also j^Xi and jjkji.]) —

Also, i. e. the first and second, (L, EL,) or ? i^ji,

which is of the dial, of Azd, (O,) The whelp of a

lion ; (O, L, EL ;) of the dial, of 'Oman : the pi.

. 0 3 at IJU a **

[of " iy*j*, or] of J>*>jj, accord, to Kr, is jukl^s ;

but ISd distrusts his authority on a matter of this

kind. (L.)

9 J 9t

i^Joji : see the next preceding paragraph, in

four places. —— Also A young mountain-kid. (L,

EL.)— And [the pi.] J**\ji signifies Young lambs

or kids. (O, EL.)

jAjiut Afat boy or youth. (TA.)

[2. &««>>JI \Jj&, inf. n. <bji3, Hefurred, or lined

with fur, the garment called i-»- : see the pass.

part, n., below.]

4. i<jJI He was, or became, abundant in cattle,

or other property : like ^£j2\. (M in art. jjj.

[See Sjji, last sentence.])

tf w* 6 *

8. tjji i^j^-»l J2"e wore^jJ [i. e.fur] : (S, M,

EL:) [and so, app., ^ai alone : see fius, below.]

}ji signifies A certain thing that is worn ; (S,

Msb ;) as also ♦ ejji : (Msb :) each of these is a

word of well-known meaning : (M :) [but the

former is properly a coll. gen. n., and " ojj-s is

its n. un. ; agreeably with what here follows :]

yjii\ is well known [as being fur] ; and * Sjji is

the appellation applied when it is [a furred gar-

ment] like the <u». : (Lth, T :) and signifies also

a skin, but not unless having upon itjjj [i. e.fur,

or soft Jiair,] or wool: (T:) [in general,] this

latter word signifies, (EL, TA,) and some say the

former also, (TA,) a kind ofgarment, well known,

(K, TA,) lined with tlie skins of various species of

animals, the most highly esteemed whereof is the

j»re-> [or sable], tanned, and sewed together; this

garment being worn for preservation from the

cold: (TA:) <%> is the pi. (S, M, Msb, TA) of

mult., and the pi. of pauc. is ji\ : so says Aboo-

Alee El-Eilee. (TA.)

ijji : see the next preceding paragraph, in

three places. _ Also The scalp, or skin of the

head: (S, Msb, EL:) or ,^-tpl •i>* signifies tlie

scalp, or skin of the liead, with tlie hair thereof,

(Lth, T, M, Mgh,) of a man, and of other than

man : (M :) or tlie upper part of the head : (M,

TA :) and one says, a3jJ* j>\ ^i duj^, meaning

[He struck him upon] his <U(Jk [crown, &c].

(TA.) [Hence,] it is metaphorically applied, in

a trad., to J The skin of the face. (TA.) __ And

t A woman's [head-covering such as is called]

jU», (Mgh, EL, TA,) or [such as is called] eU5 ;

occurring in a trad. ; (Mgh, TA ;) metaphorically

applied thereto. (Mgh.) __ And \A crown, such

as is worn by a king : (Z, EL,* TA :) [said to be]

so called because made of skins. (TA.) _ And

A [garment of tlie kind called] <u». of which the

two sleeves liave been tucked up. (EL.) — And

The half of a [garment such as is called] »l~£>

made of the soft hair of camels; (EL, TA ;) now

known by the appellation ofi**. [evidently a mis

transcription, app. for 2f«w, q. v.]. (TA.) __ And

A [bag such as is termed] <uoJ) [q. v.], (EL, TA,)

[i. e.] like the &1*jjL, made of skin, (TA,) in

which the beggar puts his alms. (EL, TA.) And

hence, (TA,) »jjii\ ^3 means The beggar. (EL,

TA.) __ And A portion of herbage collected to-

getlier and dry. (S, K.) And Waste, or uncul

tivated, land, having in it no herbage (T, EL) and

no ,^iji [or macula, or spots differing in colour

from the rest]. (T.) _ Sjji yt\ signifies The

i, *

)e*X> [here meaning chestnut, which is called in

Egypt ijji y{\ in the present day] ; of the dial,

of Egypt : it is thus called because within its

husk is what resembles the soft hair of camels.

(TA.) = Also i. q. I'sjl, (Fr, As, ISk, T, S, M,

Msb, EL,) and l>Jii ; (S, EL;) [i. e. Abundance,

and richness &c. ;] accord, to Yaakoob [i. e. ISk],

(M,) formed from S^ji by substitution (S, M) of

i»j for <£j : (M :) one says, JU" O-* *>P 3^ **\

and Sjji, both meaning the same [i. e. Verily he

is a possessor of abundance of property] ; (T, S ;

[in some copies of the latter, JloJI .-» ;]) so says

ISk,(T,) or Fr; (S;) and Assays the like: (S:)

the latter says, tjji $'} ^Ji^i and Sj>», meaning
* *

Such a one is a possessor of abundant pro

perty. (T.)

l\ji A manufacturer of t\ji [i. e.furs, orfurred

garments] : — and A seller thereof. (TA.)

0 0* J »3.» *

SljiU i>o. [A furred <ub> ;] a [garment of the

kind called] &«» upon which is a Sjji [or fur,

i. e., that is lined thereivith].

jLLo [act. part. n. of 8]. j^Jt jksw "j) ^Cj^i\

[The wearer offur will notfeel the cold] is a say

ing of the Arabs. (TA.)

Quasi jjji

Q. Q. 1. jjjji see in art. jji.
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<Sji

1. »l>, (M, EL,) aor. ^JS, (EL,) inf. n. {£,

(EI,) He slit it, or cut it lengthwise, ill, or im

properly ; or well, or properly ; as also t «l^» and

t«lj_il [both relating to both of the foregoing

explanations] : (EL :) or he slit it, or cut it length

wise, and made it bad, or improper; as also t «uj ;

or, accord, to the sound lexicologists, the former

has this meaning : but * ,jj»\ signifies he slit, or

cut lengthwise, and made good, or proper : (M :)

or t»|ji| (M, EL) signifies, (M,) or signifies also,

(]£,) he made it good, or proper: or he ordered

[another] to make it so : (M, EL :) as though he

removed from it unsoundness, or imperfection :

but some say that this signifies he slit it, or cut it

lengthwise, and made it bad, or improper: and

when you mean he measured it, and cut it, to

make it good, or proper, you say t\ji, inf. n. iCji :

(M :) [thus, accord, to J,] ^ji, aor. and inf. n.

as above, signifies lie cut a thing in order to make

it good, or proper : (S :) or he cut a skin, or hide,

in a good, or proper, manner : (Ks, S, Msb :)

and * ^5jil he cut it in a bad, or an improper,

manner : (Ks, S :) or this signifies he slit much,

in a bad, or an improper, manner: and tCji\

jJLaJI, accord, to As, he rent, tore, or slit, the

skin, and made holes in it, and spoiled it: and

^ji\ signifies also he slit a thing (S, M, Msb) of

any kind ; (M ; [as also * t\ji :]) thus you say,

^'^"5" Lfi^' ne *8* Me g-ljjl [or externaljugular

veins], (T, M, Mgh, Msb,) and made what was

in them, of the blood, to come forth; (T, Mgh,

Msb ;) and in like manner one says of a garment,

or piece of cloth, and of a slL [or receptacle for

dates, made of palm-leaves woven together] ; (T ;)

or he cut the p-ljijl : (S :) IAar alone mentions

<*»-by tjj» and ▼ Utyit : (M :) [but it is also said

that {£}» signifies he cut a «JaJ [or the like] : (EL

in art. JLi. : [see an ex. in a verse cited in the

first paragraph of that art. ; also cited in the T

after the first of the explanations here following,

and in the M after the second thereof:]) or ijjji,

aor. and inf. n. as above, signifies he measured,

and worked, or manufactured, and made good, or

proper, a thing, such as a sandal, or a »JaJ [q. v.],

or a water-skin, and the like : (T :) or he

measured it, and cut it, to make it good, or

proper: (M:) and he measured and manufac

tured a »}\j* [or leathern water-bag] : (S, EL :)

or he sewed, and made well, or properly, a 5jtj^> :

(T:) [it is said that] the difference between Tij^iNI

and i£j-i-)l is this, that the former signifies the

cutting so as to render bad, or improper, and the

slitting like as the slaughterer and the wild beast

slit [tlieir victims] ; and the latter, tke cutting so

as to make good, or proper, like the act of cutting

of the sewer of the hide, or of leather : but tc^i

sometimes occurs in the sense of ^Jji\ : (Mgh :)

one says, a-Ij " Oojil, meaning I split, or clave,

his Itead with a sword ; like ajjj»\ : (Yz,-T &c.

in art. ji :) and »->»JI (J>») he slit the wound :

(T:) and SliJI ^jLf ^JJOI (jj>l [the wolf slit, or

rent, the belly of the sheep, or goat] : (S :) and

one says, Ooji Uj >Z-/ji\ jS i. e. thou hast done

ill, or improperly, and hast not done well, or pro

perly. (A, TA.) _ elji, aor. as above, [and so

the inf. n.,] is sometimes metonymically used [as

meaning J He slaughtered him, or butchered him;

i. e.] as denoting vehemence, or excess, in slaying.

(TA.) — And it means also t He cut him with

censure, or satire: (TA:) and *tj>»1 means he

blamed, or censured, a man. (M, EL.) _ And

you say, ubf)\ sioji X I traversed, or crossed,

(lit. travelled and cut,) the land, or country; (T,

S, EL, TA ;) inf. n. as above. (TA.) _ tjjjju yt,

▼ (J!>JI means f He effects what is wonderful in

his deed. (S, EL.) jl.1 t i^i ^ji U, thus, with

teshdeed [to the j_$ in ajj*] as related by A'Obeyd,

is said of a courageous man [as meaning No one

does his deed, or the like] : but it is said fby Khl

to be correctly «ty, [as an inf. n.,] without tesh

deed. (M. [See, however, what follows.]) They

say> 'lS^' l£>*J *:^»P> meaning [7 left him]

doing well, or excellently, in a deed, or in watering :

[an explanation relating to what here follows :]

the Prophet said, respecting 'Omar, whom he saw

in a dream drawing water at a well with a great

bucket, t «Jji i^jAj l^JLc Jt ^ [And I have

not seen a chief of a people do his deed, &c] :

(T :) or, as some relate it, he said a^S : (TA :)

[but] A'Obeyd says, this is like thy saying X£>

aJ-o-c and aJ$_» J$-i-> ; and Fr cited to us [as

an ex.]

• * ia fn ' *; *i 'c

▼ bUM aj i>j>u c■>■*-> ji *

meaning [Verily] thou didst multiply and magnify,

thy words respecting it: (T : and in like manner

this hemistich [which shows, by the measure, that

bjill cannot be here a mistake for Cjii\,] is expl.

in the S :) it is said that * jjji thus used is of the

measure J»*i in the sense of the measure Jy& \,

from ,j£ signifying " he cut" [or "cut length

wise " or " slit "] a hide, or leather ; (Har p. 257;

[where see more;]) [and this assertion is cor

roborated by the fact that] one says of a man

strenuous, or vigorous, in an affair, and strong,

•^k? * LS^ KS&. *^>J3 [lit. I left him slitting,

or cutting, the slit, or cut, thing, and shaping].

(T.) — ^£ji is also synonymous with j_£/i»l :

see the latter, in two places j£l)| ^J^, a0r.

and inf. n. as above, signifies The lightning shone,

or glistened, or shone withflickering light, and con

tinued, in the sky. (T, TA.) = ^, (T, S, M,

EL,) aor. j^L, (T, S,) inf. n. J^i, (T, S, EL, but

omitted in the CK,) He was, or became, con

founded, or perplexed, and unable to see kis right

course; syn. C^', (T,) and Jjt>, (T, S, M, EL,)

and xoJ, (S, EL,) and 'jly : (Skr, on the verse

here following :) El-Aalam El-Hudhalee says,

2391

fright, so that I did not shoot an arrow, nor

bade Ifarewell to afriend] : (T, M :) or, accord.

10 As, j_£>j, aor. {Jj»j, signifies he looked, and

knew not what he should do : (T :) and C-i^ sig-

nifies also I wondered; from * ^ji}\ meaning

" that which is wonderful." (Skr,'on the verse

above-cited.)

2 : see 1, first quarter, in three places.

4 : see 1, former half, in seven places : _ and

also in the latter half, near the middle of the

paragraph.

0. \jjU It became slit, or cut lengthwise; (S,

M, Msb, EL;) as also t^^jLil ; (S, M, Msbj)

both said of a skin, (M,) or of a thing : (S : j or

it became much slit, or rent; said of the sewing

of a leathern water-skin. (T.) And <Uc >j^i3

<Vy His garment became much slit, or rent,from

him. (T.) And ^^ladl £>jiu J The spring ofwater

burst forth : (EL, TA :) or 0>*«JW »>J^I oJLiJ

I The earth, or ground, burst with the springs.

(S, M, A, TA.) — [Hence,] the saying of ELa-

beesah Ibn-Jabir,

i. e. ^Its eggs (the pronoun in l^o-j denoting the

earth) burstfrom us [so as to disclose us], so that

we were the sons of the hard tracts tliereofand of

the soft tracts, or plains, [or of the sands,] means

only their numerousness, and the wide extent of

their districts. (Ham p. 341.) __ And JJUI ifjpo

**~f° tl>* t [The night became distinct, as though

cleft,from its dawn], (TA.)

7 : see the next preceding paragraph.

* %> *)-> O-f <*-i>*3 *

[And I became confounded, &c, by reason of

8 : W^£» ,jjS\ Heforged, orfabricated, a lie,

or falsehood; (T, S, M, Mgh, Msb, K ;) you

say, l^J£» aJ* \JjZ**\ [lie forged against him a

lie] ; (Mgh, Msb ;) and (ti£a t^y signifies the

same, (T, S, M, Msb, EL,) aor. ^jJJj, (Msb,)

inf. n. (J>»; (M;) and this verb likewise is

followed by aSs. -. (Msb :) * yj£ in this sense is

mentioned as said by Lth ; others saying \Cfi\.

(T.) \£j£\ is used in the ELur in relation also to

the attributing a copartner to God : thus in the

saying [in iv. 51], Lojl ^gpi jJw aDI^ i)^ ^^

Uaw* [And whoso attributeth a copartner to God,

hath devised an enormous sin], (Er-Raghib,TA.)

&jji Clamour ; or a confusion, or mixture, of

cries or shouts or noises. (M, EL, TA. [AjUjI in

the CEL is a mistake for 1\ " ])

Ajjj A lie, orfalsehood; (S,* M, Mgh,* Msb,*

EL, TA ;) a subst. from ^j-iil : (S, Mgh, Msb,

TA :) and meaning [also] a defamation : (Mgh :)

pi. fjji. (TA.) _ And An affair, or a case,

of great magnitude or moment or gravity. (M,

TA.)

3 ,

\Jji Slit, or cut lengthwise; applied to a skin

(«»"l»0 : and so Zjji [app. as applied to a. ajjS or

80l»*
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3 -
the like, as being fem. of^ji]. (M, TA.)— And

A wide jh [or leathern bucket] ; (M, K ;) as

though it were slit ; (M ;) as also ijji. (K.) —

And A thing forged, orfabricated ; (S, K, TA ;)

thus [or rather as hence meaning unknown, or

unheard of,] in the saying, Uji l^i 0«V ji), in

the Blur [xix. 28], (S, TA,) i.e. [Thou hast done]

a thing hitlierlo unknown ; a thing deemed strange :

(Bd :) or a thing of great magnitude or moment

or gravity ; (S, EI, TA ;) and thus it is said to

mean in the phrase above cited : (S, TA :) or

wonderful; (T, TA;) thus as expl. by Er-

Rdghib ; (TA ;) and thus it is also said to mean

in that phrase. (T, TA.) — See also 1, latter

half, in eight places. ■■ Also, applied to a man,

A forger, or fabricator, of lies ; and so * \Jj**-

(Lh, M, TA.) ss And Milk of the time when it

is milked. (EI.) = And they say, (_£>*)l l£H^'>

meaning aJuLxII <LU>jOI [i. e. Haste : haste : used

in an imperative sense ; as inf. ns. are often thus

used ; but they are] both like ^^ie [in measure] :

mentioned by Sgh. (TA.)

- *tt

(jj>AM (jjjit occurs in a trad, as meaning The

most lying of lies : (.^jill is the pi. of &£ji. (TA.)

<» t ,

^jJU : see ^jji.

Aijjui A »}\j* [or leathern water-bag] made in

a good, or proper, manner ; well made. (T, TA.)

1. % (A, O, £,) aor. ; , inf. n. ji, (TA,) He

(a gazelle) was, or became,frightened, or afraid.

lit* w-

(A, O, K.) A-Jli ji His heart heaved by reason

of fear. (O.) — <iuc ji He (a man, O) turned

awayfrom him. (A, O, EL) And He separated

himselffrom him, and became alone. (A, O, K.)

=ji, aor. - , inf. n. Sj\ji and »jjji, He (a man,

O) became excited with ardour, or eagerness. (O,

K.) = **£* 'oi U# >, (A, O,* EI,) inf. n. ji,

(O,) He disturbed, removed, or unsettled, such a

onefrom his place ; (A, O,* EI :) or hefrightened,

and disturbed, or removed, or unsettled, such a one

from his place, and made his courage (lit. his

lieart) to fly away : (IDrd, TA :) and [in like

manner] ♦ tji\ he frightened him ; (EI ;) or, as in

some copies of the EI, he disturbed or disquieted

him ; (TA ;) or lie frightened him, and disturbed

or disquieted or unsettled him, and made his

courage (lit. his heart) to fly away. (S, O.*)

s* • *

[See also 10.] :=>», aor. -, inf. n.j>ji (S, O, K,

TA) and jJ, (TA,) said of a wound, It became

moist, and flowed, (S, O, EI, TA,) discharging its

contents ; and so ^ai : and in like manner it is

said of water [app. as meaning it oozed forth] :

(TA :) and of sweat, meaning It exuded; and so

tjoi. (TA in art. ^oi.)

2. cjji He (a man) rendered him powerful, or

strong, and made him to overcome. (Ibn-'Abbad,

O.)

4 : see 1, latter half.

8. j-ZJt He (a man, O) overcame; (EI;) or

was, or became, powerful, or strong, and over-

came : (O :) and jl>\ and Ju^t signify the same :

so in the Nawddir. (O, TA.)

10. «jJULwt It (fear, S, A, O) excited him to

lightness and unsteadiness ; unsettled him. (S, A,

r » ' tit , 0 ' * tua * ft »,a&*

O, K.) Miyajj^iA C-ouiuwl O-4 JJ^~'b) m l'ie

Blur [xvii. 66], is expl. by Fr as meaning And

excite thou to lightness and unsteadiness, or unsettle

thou, when thou canst, with thy voice. (O, TA.)

And in like manner, v>-» JujJ « >-«) tjjl£» ,jl5

(jij^l, in the same [xvii. 78], is expl. by him (0,

TA) as meaning, And verily they were near to

unsettling tliee from the land : (TA :) but some

say the meaning is, they were near to frightening

thee so as to excite thee to promptness offlight

%* O * HI

from the land. (O, TA.) And <ulj l>c »jJlLj\

He incited him, or excited him, to ignorance,

foolishness, or wrong conduct, and levity, or un

steadiness, so as to make him swervefrom his right

sentiment, opinion, or judgment ; like ^>t rtaa.;..J

ajIj. (Az and TA in art. ut»..) —— He incited

him, or excited him, to be promptly obedient and

submissive to him and to that which he desired of

him ; like >i i -i. :....l. (Ksli in xliii. 54.) _ He

expelled him (Jel in xvii. 105, and K) from the

land, (Jel,) or from his abode, and disturbed, or

disquieted, or unsettled, him, (K,) so as to excite

him to lightness and unsteadiness. (TA.) [See

also 1, latter half.] — He, or it, deceived him, or

beguiled him, so as to cast him into destruction.

(TA.) — He slew him : so the verb is expl. by

some in the Kur xvii. 78, quoted above. (TA.)

j_i A light, or an active, man. (S, A, O, K.)

__ And The offspring of the cow ; (S ;) [mean

ing,] of the wild cow : (O, EI :) because of its

restlessness : (TA :) pi. j\ji\. (S, O, EI.)

iji A leap with disquietude [orfright]. (TA.)

jjJT - Jk*3 [so in a copy of the S, but without

the vowel-signs : in two other copies of the same,

[j'y*, which belongs to art. jjj :] He sat in an

uneasy posture. (S.) —jjjiJIj <_^>>U jm7,»» ^tji

[so in two copies of the S, in art.^*J» ; in the O,

in that art., jJjOIj -r*>^ • >»-i~* ; probably a

mistake for jii~o ; app. meaning, A horse in a

state of excitement to leap and run.]

1. jjj, (S, O, Msb, K, &c.,) aor.i, (M, O,

TA,) or : , (M?b,) inf. n. Jji, (S,» O,* Msb,) He

rent, or slit, a garment, or piece of cloth : (EI :)

he dissundered (S* O* Msb) the same. (S, O.)

_ He split, slit, or cracked, a thing. (S, O, TA.)

__ He struck a man's nose with a thing so as to

split it. (O,* TA.) — He struck one with a

stick, or staff: (TA:) or he struck him with a

stick, or staff, on his back, (K, TA,) so as to

break it. (TA.)—..He separated, disunited, sun

dered, or dispersed, a thing. (TA.) __ He sepa

rated, or divided, a thing from another thing.

(TA.) He broke [a thing]. (Sh, O, Msb.)

Sh says, I was in the desert, and, seeing some

small round tents («->W») pitched, I said to an

Arab of the desert, " To whom belong these

oL3 ? " and he answered, aDI jj-i «jl>3 LJiJ
» »* » j ' -•

jr*)) yJi : whereupon I said to him, " What

meanest thou by it ? " and he answered, " [To

Benoo-Fezdrah :] may God break [their backs]."

(TA.) __ He crumbled, or broke into small pieces,

a aXa. [or round piece of camel's or similar dung] ;

as also * jji, (TA,) and tjjil. (O, EI, TA. [In

the CK, aJUJI is put for &Li\.]) = See also 5.

= Also, as implied in the K, but correctly j>-»,

*"

aor. ; , inf. n. jji [q. v.], He was, or became, such

*tt

as is termed jji\ [expl. below]. (TA.)

2 and 4 : see 1, last signification but one.

5. jjiii It (a garment, or piece of cloth,) became

rent, or slit ; (K ;) as also *jj*5l ; (O,* EI ;) and

tjj*, inf. n. jjji ; (Msb; [but see jji, below;])

and so the like thereof; (Msb ;) and the same is

said of a wall : (TA :) and it (a garment, or piece

of cloth,) became dissundered, ragged, tattered, or

shabby, and old and morn out; (S, TA ;) as also

tjjAJI. (TA.)

7 : see 5, in two places.

jji inf. n. of the trans, v. jji. (Msb.) _ [And

app. used as a simple subst., having for its pi.

• J J 0 -

j^ji : see jji.] = [Also] A man possessing little,

or no, good, or goodness ; or little, or no, wealth ;

like jji. (AZ, TA in art. jjj.)

jji Aflock of sheep, or herd ofgoats: (S, O :)

or a flock of sheep from ten to forty : (AZ,

A'Obeyd, S, O, EI :) or from three to ten; thus

in the copies of the K ; but in the L, to twenty :

(TA:) and (wo, and more: (S, O, EI:) and hence,

(S, 0,) jjii\ was a surname of Saad Ibn-Zeyd-

Meniili : he came to the yr>y> [or fair, and place

of meeting, app. of the pilgrims,] with some goats,

and allowed them to be taken as spoil, saying,

" Whoso takes of them one, it shall be his, but a

jji [i. e. a pair or more] of them shall not be
" 0 0

taken ;" jji here meaning two and more : whence

the prov., jj-*-M \Jj*-o »2A-jI ^, meaning [I will

not come to thee] until the goats of EUFizr shall

become gathered together ; and [that means never,

for] those goats will never become gathered to

gether: (S,0, K:) or, accord, to ISd, this sur

name was given to him because he said to his

sons, one after another, " Pasture ye these goats,"

and they were incompliant to him ; so he called

to the people, " Collect yourselves together;" and

they did so; and he said, " Take ye them as spoil ;

but I do not allow to any one more than one ;"

therefore they separated them at once, and they

became scattered in the country : this was the

origin of the prov. : and one of their provs. re

lating to leaving a thing undone is the saying, ^)

jJAJI \Jj** «iJ-)J Jjel [I will not do that until

the goats of El-Fizr shall become gathered to

gether. (TA.) Accord, to AO, (S, O, TA,) Jj*

means The kid (8, O, EI, TA) itself: (S,0, TA:)
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.' Jj/»£ -

and one says, jji \ji U aJLxsI "^ [7 wi'W no< <fo ft

as fo«</ as a kid leaps]. (TA.) _ And The male

young one of the v»j [or leopard] : (TA :) or the

- ' ' o-

male young one of the [beast of -prey called] j*t

[q- v-]> (O, K, TA, [in the CK, erroneously,

jtt,]) !ls ig s;li(l m ^e T, and likewise in the

Tekmileh: (TA:) and 5>ji signifies the female

young one thereof; (O, K, TA ;) or, as some say,

the sister thereof: (TA :) and " Sj\ji signifies the

ft ..

female of the jw_/ ; (O, Msb, TA ;) thus says

IAar, (O,) [and] thus is said in the T : (TA :)

or the mother of the ^ is called ij\ji ; and also

the^mafe of the j^ ; (K, TA ;) thus says IAar.

(TA.) = Also The jOo* [or origin, &c.,] (O, K)

of a thing. (O.) = And A small thing, (O, K,)

like a *a. .;■"» [or blister], in the root of the thigh,

((X|) below the extremity of the pubes, resembling

a 5o* [or ganglion], from an ulcer that comes

forth in a man, (O, K,) orfrom a wound. (O.)

jji an inf. n. [of which the verb, accord, to a

general rule, is jji], A garment s being old and

worn out; and rent, or slit. (KL. [See also 5,

with which the verb jji, inf. n. jjji, is mentioned

in a similar sense.]) —— And [app. The being open,

or wide, or broad,] meaning in Pers. ijjw *-\ji.

(KL.) = Also The 6ei'»^ skcA a* is termed jjJ\

[expl. below]. (S. [See 1, last sentence.])

jji Slits, rents, or fissures: (K :) but this word

perhaps occurred to the author of the K mistran-

* ii

scribed ; for it is said in the L that jjji [a pi. of

which the sing, is app. jji, originally an inf. n.,]

signifies slits, rents, or fissures, and clefts, or

cracks. (TA.)

ijji : see jjli. = Also A great protuberance

upon the back, or upon the chest. (K.)

Sj\ji : see jji, last quarter of the paragraph.

jjli A wide road; (S, O, K;) as also ♦ 5>ji :

(O, K :) or a wide and conspicuous road : or,

accord, to ISh, a road that passes over the [emi

nences termed] JLi [pi. of «JU-i] and the [hills,

or small mountains termed] jy [pi. of Sjls], and

cleaves them as though it madefurrows upon their

heads : you say, jjUJI \ij*.\ and jjUM JJjjJ* OJttWl,

meaning [We took] the road that made a track

upon the heads and the base of the mountains.

(TA.) And t (JjU [or ijjli Jj>1»] signifies A

road taking its course in a tract of sand amid

sands that are compact and cleaving to the ground,

(K, TA,) and soft ; appearing like an extended,

long, natural cleft in the ground: (TA:) the

same meaning is also assigned to Sjjli. (K* and

TA in art. jji.) =s Also A species of ants, (O,)

black ants, (K,) in which is a redness: (0, K:)

mentioned also among words of which the final

radical is j [as being called jjli]. (TA.) — And

The round black thing [app. a species of animal

cule] found in [dried] dates. (O.)

SjjU : see the next preceding paragraph.

jji I and 'jjji-o A man humpbacked; (S, 0 ;)

having a great protuberance upon his back ; (S,

O, K :) or having such a protuberance upon his

chest : (K :) or, accord, to Ibn-Abbad, the former

signifies the same as ^^jtil [having a protuberant

breast, or c/iest, and a hollow, or receding, back].

(0. [See also jji\.]) — And [the fem. of the

former] iljji A female, (K,) or girl, or young

woman, (HA.,) full offat and flesh : or tliat has

nearly attained to puberty. (K, TA.)

Of * 10'

AJ^t jiji* A man having his nose struck with

a thing so as to be split. (TA.) = See also jjil.

I*

1. '^, (S, O, Msb, K,) and £ji, (K,) aor. : ,

of the former verb, (Msb, K,) and of the latter

also, (K,) inf. n. cji, (S, O, Msb, K,) which is

of the former verb, (S,* O, Msb, TA,) and [of

00- *--

the latter verb] cji [\sji in the CK being a mis-

take for Icji] and eji, (K, TA,) He feared ; or

was, or became, infear, afraid, frightened, or ter

rified; (S, O, Msb, K, TA ;) and so tejtf : (TA

in art. cjj :) you say, <Ue cji he feared him, or

it; or was, or became, in fear, &c, of him, or it :

(MA, Msb, TA :) accord, to Er-Raghib, cji sig

nifies a shrinking, and an aversion, that comes

upon a man, from a thing causingfear orfright ;

and is a kind of cja. [q. v.] ; and one should not

Irf^ 1 0 ' 19 10

say <uil i>o c-scji like as one says eUo C-jU. : or,

as Mbr says, in the " Kamil," its primary signi

fication is the fearing, or being in fear or afraid

orfrightened or terrified : then, by a metonymical

application, it signifies a people's going forth

quickly to repel an enemy, or the like, that has

come upon them suddenly ; and this meaning has

become [conventionally regarded as] proper.

(TA.) _ «jj signifies also The seeking, or de

manding, aid, or succour : (Az, K, TA :) and the

aiding, or succouring ; (Az, S, O, K, TA ;) this

latter being likewise a signification of t c.\ji\ : (S,

O :) an ex. of the former word (S, O, TA) in the

latter sense (O, TA) occurs in the saying of the

''<■»* 11 »** • li

Prophet to the Ansar, cj-«JI Jkic ^jlxJ >0Jul

**Ja)l ju£ ^XaJj [Verily ye are many on the

occasion of aiding, or succouring, and ye are few

on tlie occasion ofcoveting, or greed] ; (S, O, TA;)

or in this saying the implied meaning may be, on

the occasion of men's betaking t/temselves to you in

0 lo- Si ** * o

fear (^oCJI vj-ul cji juc) in order tliat ye may

aid or succour them [which is virtually the same

as their seeking your aid or succour] : (TA :) thus

[it is said] cji has two contr. significations : (K :)

and both of these significations are expressed by

the verb cjj : (O :) you say <Ut cjj and cji

<Uo; (K in continuation of what has been last

cited therefrom above, and TA ; [app. meant to

indicate that both of these phrases signify he

sought, or demanded, aid, or succour, of him;

and he aided, or succoured, him; or that the

former phrase has the former signification ; and

the latter phrase, the latter signification ; though

accord, to the TK, both phrases have the former

signification, and the former phrase has also the

latter signification ;]) but you should not say asji,

(K, TA,) i. e. like «£u : (TA:) [or] from cjjUl

as signifying " fear," or " fright," you say cJj*

«iUI and «iU* £*sji ; [app. meant to indicate that

the former phrase signifies I betook myself to thee

in fear, which is a meaning thereof well known,

and nearly agreeing with an explanation of the

verb followed by aJI which will be found below

in this paragraph ; and that the latter phrase sig

nifies Ifeared thee, or I was, or became, in fear,

&c, of thee, the only meaning, of this phrase, for

which I find any explicit authority, and one for

which I have given three authorities in the first

sentence of this art. ;] but you should not say

•iXJj-ja : (S : [thus in my copies, JLicjJ, not

•iXJLe-jj :]) or yrird\ fj* signifies lie sought, or

demanded, of them, aid, or succour ; and ^cji

and jn*ji signify he aided, or succoured, them,

syn.^UI [in the CK^ilcf] and ^ijJJ, like

~j*<z£\ • (K, TA :) accord, to IB, aZsji meaning

JJ % ** • 10-

eu-Lcl is originally <0 C^e-ji [primarily signifying

I feared, or became in fear kc.,for him] ; then

l . . ., JJ* * 10-

the J was dropped ; for one says dueji and c~cji

a) : (TA :) or cji, like ~.y, signifies j^£il : (K :

[thus in the copies of the K, and hence in the TA,

app. a mistranscription for ja.JLA, he sought, or

demanded, aid, or aid against an enemy :]) and

o- - -

aJI cji he betook himself, or had recourse, to him,

or it, for refuge, protection, or preservation, (S, O,

Msb, K, TA,) by reason offear, or fright, (S,)

and sought, or demanded, aid, or succour, by him,

or it; whence, in a trad, respecting the eclipse of

-Si - 1 - Oio-

the sun, S^-aJI ^t tyjili i. e. Then betake your

selves, &c, to prayer, and seek, or demand, aid,

O ^ ft - -

or succour, by it. (TA.) — <uy £y* cji means

He became roused from his sleep; (O, K;) be

cause he who is roused is not free from some fear,

or fright : occurring in a trad, in this sense. (O.)

-10 -10-

And one says, ^fj-i «-, a. p.; C-c^_J, meaning /

prepared [or roused] myself by reason of the

coming of such a one, by a change of state, or

condition, like as the sleeper passes from the state

ofsleeping to that of waking. (TA.)=s <uj-i in

i ---- . i - - - .^

the phrase &sjii * acjli means He exceeded him

0 1 1 O - - 1

in fear, orfright. (TA.) =^^^3 ^j» ?j*'- see

■ i " ^-'
the next paragraph.

2. Atji : see 4 [It also app. signifies He

made a fearful event, or fearful events, to befall

him : see its pass. part. n. below.] __ <Uc cj-i

He removedfrom himfear, orfright : (O, in two

places :) it is implied by the context in the K that

<uc t cjJI has this meaning ; but in the O and

other lexicons it is cji. (TA.) And aic cji,

0 0-

(S, K,) inf. n. *-ij*3, (K,) Fear, or fright, was

removed from him. (S, K.) It is said in the
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meaner [xxxiv. 22], ^pX3 &» g t>l fc

ing Until, when fear, or fright, shall be removed

from, their hearts : (S, O :) this is the common

. *3 * *\*> *Sl *

reading : another reading is eji, i. e. aDI cj-i :

and El-Hasan reads t eji : and he says that in

this reading and the first, the prep, with its noun

are [regarded as supplying the place of the agent

and therefore virtually] in the nom. case, as in
*+ * * **j

the phrase jJUM ^ v*-» : (TA :) some read Iji

[q. v.] : (O and TA in art. 4i :) and 'Eesa Ibn-

* 0 *O*0** *

'Omar is related to have read MJjil !>'• (TA in

art. gji.)

3. Acjjj acjli [iZe vieo" n»<A Aim in fear, or

fright,] and he exceeded him therein. (TA. See

1, last sentence but one.)

4. JejJI, (Msb, ?,) inf. n. £ipt, (S, 0,) He

made him to fear, or to be afraid ; frightened

him; or terrified him; (S,* O,* Msb, K. ;) as

also * Lji, (S, O, Msb, £,) inf. n. L>3. (S, O.)

And you say, <Uo cjij [Owe is made to fear, or

be afraid of, or is frightened, or terrified, at, it,

of 0

or Aim], (S, O, K,) and <JU»-I ,j«« [on account of

him, or yjw <Ae sake of him], (O, K,) and <v [oy

Aim, or 6y means of him], (O.) __ [Hence,] ZiTe

housed him from his sleep. (K, TA. [See 1, last

quarter.]) __ Also He aided, or succoured, him.

(S, K.) See 1, former half; and again, in the

latter half. _ See also 2.

5 : see 1, first sentence.

cji Fear, orfight : (S, O, EL :) originally (S)

an inf. n. ; but notwithstanding this, (S,* O, EL,)

sometimes, (S, O,) having a pi., which is c. lj-sl.

(S, O, E>.) — [And, as seems to be indicated by

0 Si* j

an explanation of fj-i* (q. v.), A fearful event :

pi. as above.]

ej_» Fearing ; being afraid or frightened or

terrified; (Er-Raghib, MA, Msb, TA ;) thus in

• JO I

a verse cited voce *->y~)e ; (Er-Raghib, TA ;) and

▼ cjUU is syn. therewith : (O, £:) and one says

also " ejU J^) pi. i*^* ; and " ejj** ; meaning

a maw put in fear ; made afraid ; frightened, or

terrified. (TA.) And In a state of disquiet, dis

turbance, or agitation : whence an extraordinary

reading, of four readers, in the Euir xxviii. 9, [i. e.

'- t *

Uji] for lifcjli, relating to the heart of the mother

of Moses, meaning in a state of disquiet, Sec,

almost quitting its pericardium. (TA.) It has no
*■ t *

broken pi. ; its only pi. being Ojtjb. (TA.) _

Also Seeking, or demanding, aid, or succour; and

Sgh thus explains it [in the O] as used in the verse

above mentioned ; but Er-Raghib says that this

is an explanation of the intended meaning, not of

the literal signification : (TA :) and it has also the

contr. meaning, aiding, or succouring ; thus being

trans., though of the measure J*j ; but it may be

altered from ♦ ejli, like as jjktv is [said to be]

altered from JiU.. (IB, TA,)

9*0* •—

ifijs : see ieji.

isji A man whom one is made tofear, of whom

one is made afraid, or at whom one isfrightened :

(O, K :) [like Zzjiun as expl. by Lth and others :]

and by whom, or by means of whom, one is made

afraid, or frightened. (O.)

%*** ***■ t a J * **

Ssji sing, of oUjj in the phrase cjjJt OUji

[app. meaning Thefears, orfrights, of the heart],

(TA. [The sing., as well as the pi., is there said

to be thus, jXjj ».:JIj ; but if the former be, as

I think it is, an inf. n. un., it should by rule be

♦ 9 ' * .-

icj_j One who fears men, or is frightened at

them: (£:) or one who fears, or is frightened,

much, or often ; (O ;) [and] so t eLcljJ. (TA.

[But see what next follows.])

5*lji One who makes men to fear, or frightens

them, much, or often. (O, K.) See also ieji.

• . * *

ejli : see eji, in two places.

ejjj-o i. a. UJle [as meaning A refuge, i. e. a

place to which, or a person to whom, one betakes

himself, or has recourse, for refuge, protection, or

preservation,] (S, O, Msb, K, TA,) on the occa

sion of the befalling ofan affliction or a calamity;

(TA;) applied to a sing, and a pi. (S, O, B[) and

a dual (S, O) and a masc. and a fem. ; (S, O, EL ;)

one says, ,^-UU cjj-o (J^L* Such a one is a refuge

to men when an event comes upon them suddenly,

Si 9*0* -J 9 ' 0 * * J

and ihLU ajim L»a, and c}a-o ^Jb, &c. ; (S, O ;)

and t ic^io is the same in signification and in its

applications ; (Kl ;) expl. by IF as signifying a

place to which one who is in fear, or frightened,

betakes himself, or has recourse, for refuge, pro-
'i * i *

tection, or preservation : (TA :) or cjio signifies

one of whom aid, or succour, is sought, or de

manded : (K :) and * icj-i-a, [a cause offear or

9 * * 0 *

fright ; being a word of the class of «U»Lyo and

«Uj%«*. ; i. e.] a thing that one is made to fear, or

at which one isfrightened ; (S ;) or a person whom

one is made tofear, or at whom one isfrightened;
9*6J

[like ieji ;] or on account of whom, orfor the sake

of whom, one is made to fear, or is frightened :

(Lth, O, £ :) you say, lijJLo LJ tffc [Such a

one is to us a person whom we are made to fear,

&c], and in like manner you say of a female, and

of a pi. number. (O.)

iejiuo : see the next preceding paragraph, in

two places.

• i* J

cjj-o Cowardly; (Fr, O, ]£;) as being made

to fear, or to be frightened at, everything: (Fr,

O :) and courageous ; (Fr, O, BL;) as being one

the like of whom fearful events are made to befall

( cljJ^JI J>li dJll^). (Fr, O. [But what here

follows suggests another reason, and I think a

better, for the latter meaning.]) ieji* applied by

Amr Ibn-Maadee-Kerib as an epithet to his Cm),

in replying to a threat of El-Ash-'ath, who had

said to- him, dLi-b^o'j Oyj >>, means Secure

from being overcome by fear, or fright, and

[therefore] not lax so as to break wind [in con

sequence offear] ; being from <uc oji meaning

" he removed fear, or fright, from him ;" or it

may be for the same reason as that for which

cjJLo is applied to a courageous man. (O.)

9 * O *

fT[8ee&̂ji} first sentence.

rt>"i...i t. </. tfLAi-oi, i. e. <ubj : (K :) the second

of these is more known than the first ; both of

which are arabicized, from the Persian C»-JUl

[orcJ^I]. (TA.)

Li

1. alii : see 2 Also, (M, ]£,) or UmJIj illi,

(AZ, O,) aor.r, inf. n. i^J, (M,) He struck, or

6ea«, (AZ, M, O, $,) Aim, (O,) or Ai» back, (AZ,

M, £,) 7i-i<A <A« *<aj7", or stick ; (AZ, M, O, KI ;)

as also t B\li3, (K,) or Ua*)b iHtf. (0.) __ And

«Uc UVJ L_s JTe restrained, withheld, or debarred,

such a one from him. (0,* K.) = tv-i, aor- - >

[inf. n., app., LJ, q. v. infra,] He was, or became,

l* »t

such as is termed Lit [q. v.]. (]£.)

a--

2. «Li, namely, a garment, or piece ofcloth, (S,

M, O, $,) inf. n. CiJ (S, 0) and l^Jj, (S,)

He stretched it so that it rent, or became ragged,

or dissundered : (S, 0 :) or he rent it ; as also

t Jtli, aor. ;, (M, K,) inf. n. C-*- (M.)

5. Lju, said of a garment, or piece of cloth,

(S, M, O, K,) It became ragged, or dissundered,

(S, O,) and worn out : (S :) like UJU, or tLiJ :

(accord, to different copies of the S : the latter in

the L :) or it became rent. (M, O.) ^^^S L*J,

(K,) or jni, (O,) said of a disease, It spread

among them, (O, K,) and became common among

them : (TA :) like Mi3. (O, K.) = Tuw : see 1.

6. LU3, and ^W, (M, O, TA,) He (a man)

protruded (M, O, TA) Ais posteriors, (M,) or Ais

back, (O,) or both. (TA.)

Li a subst. signifying The *<ote of such as is

termed Lit [q. v.] : (M, TA :) or a hoUowness, or

incurvity, of ttie spine. (TA in art. Mi.) [See also

1, last sentence.]

I * Of J * ot

Lot i. q. «tj_j| [i. e. Having a protuberant

breast, or chest, and hollow bach ; &c] : or having

a protuberant breast, or chest, and the lower part

of the belly prominent : (M, ]£ :) fem. iLi : (M :)

and (M, in the KL " or ") he who, when he walks,

is as though hit posteriors were in pain (in the M

j * 0* j £ ,,

»».^3 ; in some copies of the K £•*>> [as though

for ^»>yi], and in some m.^) ; as also t £LiLo :

(M, K :) or he who, when he sits, cannot rise but

with an effort : (O, K :) or whose spine enters

into [or turns inwards between] his haunches. (K..)

0 10*

*y-k* : see the next preceding paragraph.
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OUJ, also written Ou : see h\h-».

JaU-i, also written l»Li-i : see i»Lk_i, in art.

», to which it belongs ; for the O is a substi

tute for the [former] i» in i»Ua—J, or for the

[latter] u- in iCi. (M and TA in art. lx~i.)

^mmm

jL-i and Jil», (0, Msb, 50 the latter the

more agreeable with the original, (O,) which is

4JL~>, (O, 50 a Pers. word, (0,) for from this

each is arabicized ; (O, Msb,* 5 ;) [The pis

tachio-nut, pistacia vera of Linn.;] a certain

fruit ; (0 ;) [in the Msb Jif ; perhaps a mis-

* *'

transcription for i)ii, i. e. ^)ii, a certain fruit

that is eaten with wine ;] well known : (K :) said

in a verse of Aboo-Nukheyleh to be J^lJI i>* :

thus, and thus only, with ._>, the phrase is re-

lated : if it were J^iJt v>*> tbe mistake would

be removed : (O :) Az says that the iii-i [which

is the n. un.] is a fruit of a well-known tree: and

AHn says, " It has not come to my knowledge

that it grows in the land of the Arabs :" (TA :)

it is good for the liver, and the mouth of the

stomach, and the colic, and the odour of the

mouth. (K. [In the CJ5.,3s£\ is put for £&!.]')

The vulgar pronounce the word with fet-h [to the

0, saying ^Ji-i : and many of them say J£-i].

(Msb.)

S jii fi; .

■ Ju~» ^jj [meaning A garment of the colour

of the jU~i] is [thus] with damm [to the «-* and

01. (Msb.)

1. l-!i, (MA, Msb, 5, [in the CK Lli, a

misprint,]) with damm, (Msb,) like J>j-2*y (50

[aor. i ,] inf. n. i>.L_j, (L,) or «U-U» [for which

the former is app. a mistranscription] and 3m mi,

(MA,) It (a place) was, or became, spacious,

roomy, wide, or ample ; (MA, Msb, 5 ;) as also

*-—it, (Msb, K,) and **Ii3, and *-.—iJI. (K.)

= i 1JJ, (S, MA, Msb, 5,) aor. r , (Msb, £,)

inf. n. lli (MA, Msb, TA) and L£i; (TA;)

as also ▼ f~Ju, (A, 5>) and ▼ «.—»l ; (A ;) i/e

made room, or ample room, for him, (S, MA,

Msb, K,) yrxLS¥i\ ^i (S, MA, Msb) in the

sitting-place, or in the assembly. (MA.) You

say, irXl-oJI ^J tl^l'iJ, (S, Msb,») and

" ljt> ,.tUu, (S, 5>) Make ye room, or ample space,

[in the sitting-place, or «'n </tc assembly,] syn.

tjK_/y : (S, K :) both of these verbs have nearly

the same signification : [each may be rendered,

but the latter more properly, make ye room, or

ample space, one for another :] the latter occurs,

accord, to the reading of El-Hasan, and the former

accord, to that of others, in the 5ur Iviii. 12. (Fr,

TA.) _And i-ic -—si Remove thou, withdraw,

or retire to a distance,from me. (Ksh and Bd in

lviii. 12.) __ ~»_j [as inf. n. of •—i] also sig

nifies The making wide steps; and so - _»

(50 [Hence,] ^htiJt *^-»\, said by an Arab

of the Desert, of the Benoo-'Okeyl, to one who

was sewing for him a water-skin, and mentioned

in the T, as heard by its author, meaning \Make

wide the sjmces between each two punctures of the

needle, lest the punctures should rend. (L.) _

And ji~JI ^yj j~o")M <*J •>—» means 2Vte cow-

mander, or governor, wrote for him a ■■ ... *

[q.v.]. (K.)

2. -.—» .He tM(& a place spacious, roomy, wide,

or ample. (Msb.)

4 : see 1, first and second sentences.

5 : see 1, in three places. —— [-... i" also sig

nifies i/<? expatiated, or ranged at large : and //c

ka ample room or *cope : see •»■ JLU.J

6 : see 1, third sentence.

7 : see 1, first sentence. _ [Hence,] -Juil

• j * * j

ja^.\j^ [lit. The nightly resting-place of their

camels was, or became, spacious,'] means \ their

camels became numerous. (TA.) —— And m. .Jul

»jjuo t -#« bosom became dilated [with joy]. (S,

A.) __ And iifh -»—AJl f 7/w eye Aarf an ?<«-

obstructed view, nothing hindering its seeing far.

(L.)

Q. Q. 2. ~—i*j : see t^.»»t.*.'i, in art

<«J A writing like a j\y*. [or traveller's pass].

(K.) [See 1, last sentence.]

m^Jt : see **&-*, in three places.

Spaciousness, roominess, width, or ample-

ness ; (S, A, L, K ;) [particularly, or generally,]

with respect to the ground. (L.) [In the MA it

* j *

is mentioned as an inf. n. of «.,....*.] _ And

[Ample scope for action &c] in an affair. (Msb

in art j-£>j.) [And A state in which is ample

scopefor acting &c. : see u~*j-] — oV"»» ■■«JI sig

nifies TVie <wo spaces without hair on the two sides

of the hair that grows immediately beneath the

middle of the lower lip. (L.)

J 0* t - J

see «yJ, in two places. __ ^1 y^^L»

is a phrase mentioned by Lh, thought by

him to be from fa.... Alt and -.U-AjNJI, but the

meaning is unknown. (L.) := Also The <7&»s

o/" (/ie />enw. (K in art. ^x «i ; where the word

is mentioned again in the S likewise.)

• * j

«-L-s : see the paragraph here following.

l*-i (S, A, Msb, 5) and 1 1Ci, (15.,) like

Jj^b and Jl>t>, (TA,) Spacious, roomy, wide, or

ample; applied to a place ; (S, A, Msb, K ;) as

also " «—i and '^a—j : (Jv :) or " *>J signifies

thus applied to a sitting-place : (S :) and T^,.,,*,

(S, K,) in which the >» is augmentative, (S,) sig-

nifies (S, K) also (K) jjueJI ««»lj '[meaning /ree

/row distress of mind or jf/wn narrowness of

mind], (S, K,) as does also ♦ -»—s [in the CK in

this sense written ■»—»] ; both being applied in

this sense to a man. (K.) __ mJ ^w [means

A pace in which the steps are wide : see 1, latter

half].

pjJ-oJI 9-yi* J-»»- ?. </• yj*—* [i. e. A eawcZ

n)«fe *n <A« rtJ*]. (TA.)

< 3"J » •

.....«:« IJuk ^ iU U [There is not for thee

ample scope (lit. a ^>iace in which one has ample

scope) in this]. (A.)

i^j »,«jk;,< [7%e |)Zacc ofexpanding ofa valley].

(JK and K in art. Jj*-, &c.)

mmmkjA p-1j-o | A nightly resting-place ofcamels,

or <»/" camels and other cattle, in which they are

numerous. (As, K..)

1. II*, (S, A, L, K,) aor. : , (S, L, K,) inf. n.

v~i ; (S, L ;) and * ~~s ; (L ; [but this has an

intensive signification ;]) He dislocated, luxated,

or disjointed, (A, L, K,) one's arm, or hand, (S,

A, L, 50 or a hmb* without breaking : (L 0

[and] ajuZ>+* CiS- J^AJI C>a.,...i I removed the

joint from its place. (Msb.) _ And the former

v., aor. and inf. n. as above, lie removed a stick,

or twig, or branch, from its place with his hand.

(Msb.) ___ And the same v., (S, Msb,) aor. as

above, (A,) and so the inf. n., (K,) He cast, or

cast off, (S, Msb, K,) a garment, (S, Msb,) or

his garments. (A.) You say, tr>y> !<-*£ C^» mi

I cast, or cast off, from me my garment. (S.)—

And the same v., (L, Msb,) [aor. and] inf. n. as

above, (K,) He separated, disunited, sundered,

dissundered, or dispersed, (L, Msb, K,) a thing.

(L, Msb.) _ Also, the same verb, (S, A, L,

Msb,) aor. as above, (L,) and so the inf. n., (L,

Msb, K,) I He undid, dissolved, or annulled, (S,

A, L, Msb, 50 a sa^et (?» -A-> -k* Msb,) and a

determination, resolution, or decision, (S,) and a

marriage, (S, A, L,) and a contract, compact, or

covenant, and an affair. (Msb.)— And the same

v., (L, Msb,) [aor. and] inf. n. as above, (L, 50

t He (a man, Msb) corrupted, or disordered, the

judgment, or opinion. (L, Msb, 50 = /f~~'»

aor. - , (L, 50 ' "'• n- ?—-' > ( '' 0 or j>—-*> tn's v-

being intrans. as well as trans. ; (Msb ;) \ It (the

judgment, or opinion,) was, or became, corrupt, or

disordered. (L, Msb, 50— [And, accord, to the

TK, j—b, (but this I think to be a mistake for

•i.—s,) inf. n. p—j, signifies uuuj (f J2c n;a5, or

became, weak, app. m intellect and in body; see

jm~i below) ; said of a man : and Jv» (al '1»- in

trans., meaning t He was, or became, ignorant ;

but accord, to the T5 trans., meaning he knew not

a thing).] —— In the conventional language of the

philosophers, ~.,,.,«.ll [as an inf. n.] signifies t The

transmigration of the rational soul of a human

beingfrom his body to [some one of] the inanimate,
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not increasing, bodies, such as the minerals, or

metals, and the simple elements : (Diet, of Tech

nical Terms used in the Sciences of the Musal-

mans :) or, to a plant : the former meaning being

that of *—»>■) I. (So in a marginal note in a copy

oftheTK.)

2 : see the preceding paragraph, first sentence.

3. %fJ\ <ij»..<lj I [He agreed with him in un

doing, dissolving, or annulling, the sale]. (A.

[See 6.])

4. q\jJU\ ■£...■>» f Jffe forgot the Kur-dn.

(Fr,S.)

5 : see 7, in two places. _ ^js- ^.n-.tJI j.„.iJLi

31 2Vte hairfell offand became scatteredfrom

the skin, peculiarly of a dead body : (L, KL :) and

o ' - J 0 S

in like manner, ^pfexH ^j* j»**^H the flesh from

the bone. (A, L.) And sl»)t ^J SjUJI C«a» «JU

J%e ra<, or mouse, became dmundered, [or ./eff in

pieces, through putrefaction,] in the water. (S.) _

J->iill J>«a-)l C<o»j «.,...«.", said of a [young camel

such as is termed] *jj, (S, El,*) He roos, or be

came, weak beneath the heavy load, (KL,) and*

unable to bear it : (S, K :) and [in like manner]

one says of a man, t>T-_aJt C » ? «•. ,„ i 3

^J-iljI. (A.)

6. jJuOt l^i^wLiJ \They agreed together in

undoing, dissolving, or annulling, the contract,

compact, or covenant. (Msb.) And s~JI l»wUu

I [They two agreed in dissolving, or annulling, the

sale], (A.) And Jy15^1 OcwU3 t The say

ings annulled, or contradicted, one another. (TA.)

7. 4. »-'! // (a limb, L, such as an arm, or a

hand, A, L) became dislocated, luxated, or dis-

jointed; (A, L;)as also*-—&>. (L.) Onesays,

it * * 0 - --.-.- « - . V-

<SUj3 s^si. -AJLI j^sW *5j Such a one fell, and

his foot became dislocated. (L. [And the like is

said in the A.]) _ It (a stick, or twig, or

branch,) became removed from its place by the

hand. (Msb.) _ It (flesh) became dissundered

by putrefaction; as also * ~...Ju. (L.) __ And,

said of a sale, (S, A, K,) and a determination,

resolution, or decision, (S, K,) and a marriage,

(S, A, K,) [and a contract, compact, or covenant,

(see 1,)] and an affair, (L,) I It became undone,

dissolved, or annulled. (S, A, L, K.) __ Also said

of a weak man, [app. as meaning f He became

unnened,] on an occasion of difficulty. (L : see

* In

£*-».)

<h«» [mentioned above as the inf. n. of 1 in

most of its senses] ^Weakness (L, K) in intellect

ana in body ; as also " 3 A „, 4. (L.) _ And

t Ignorance ; (K :) which is ref'errible to weakness

of intellect. (TA.) = And f Weak in intellect

and in body; as also " 2m* .. j. (K..) _ See also

«_~i t A corrupt, or disordered, judgment, or

opinion. (L.)

»» •» » »..

fU...i : see -»~~i, in two places.

• *

■».,m.j [applied to flesh-meat, Parting in pieces,

and easily resolvable, by reason of much cooking.

(Golius, from Meyd.) _ And] fA weak man,

who becomes unnerved (*~ ...A.Li) on an occasion of

difficulty : (L :) a man n>Ao does not attain that

which he wants, (S, L, EL,) and is not fit for his

affair, or business; as also * ->—i [q. v.]. (KL.)

«_il» w>y [t -A faded garment : so in the lan

guage of the present day: perhaps post-classical].

(A in art. JUj.) = N-wU)l is a name given by

the Jews to their festival of The Passover : see

De Sacy's Chrest. Ar., sec. ed., i. 291, and p. 97

1 0

of the Ar. text : and see also ~aill.]

jui

1. JlU, aor. - , (S, M, A, O, L, Msb, KL, &c.,)

which is the aor. commonly known, (TA,) and-,

(IDrd, M, O, L, KL>) which is of weak authority;

(IDrd, O, TA ;) and ju!i, aor. '. ; (S, M, O, L,

Kl ;) inf. n. jlli (S. M, A, O, L, K.) and lyLi,

(M, O, L, K,) the former being inf. n. of jui,

aor. ' , (S, A, O,) and so the latter, and the former

being also inf. n. of ju-», (O,) or the former is of

juli and the latter is of ju-», (TA,) or the former

is a simple subst., and the latter is the inf. n. ;

(Msb ;) It (a thing, S, A, O) [and he (a man)]

was, or became, bad, evil, corrupt, unsound, wrong,

wrongful, improper, unrighteous, wicked, vitious,

depraved, or dishonest ; devoid of virtue, or effi

cacy ; in a corrupted, vitiated, perverted, marred,

spoiled, injured, impaired, deteriorated, tainted,

or infected, state ; in a state of disorder or dis

turbance, destruction, annihilation, consumption,

waste, or ruin ; (MA, KL, PS, &c. ;) and so

* juJLU : (KL :) contr. of iXo : (M,* L, K :)

it became altered in its state [for the worse] : and

it became null,void, of noforce, or of no account;

or it came to nought, or perished ; accord, to the

explanation by most of the expositors of the ex.

in the Kur xxi. 22. (MF.)

2 : see 4, first sentence.

3. ejLwU He became at variance with him ; lie

cut, severed, or broke, the tie of friendship [or

kindred] with him. (L in art. *.,.*&>.) And ^J^S

•via*) ju/Uu [Such a one cuts tlie ties offriendship,

or kindred, with his people, tribe, or near kins

folk]. (A.)

4. j II, (S, M, O, L, Msb, K, &c.,) inf. n.

illsl and [quasi-inf. n.] ill* ; (L ;) and Tju-»,

(O, L, Msb, K,) inf. n. j»JC ; (O, K ;) He, or

it, made, or rendered, bad, evil, corrupt, unsound,

wrong, wrongful, improper, unrighteous, wicked,

vitious, depraved, or dishonest ; deprived of virtue,

or efficacy; corrupted, vitiated, perverted, marred,

spoiled, injured, impaired, deteriorated, tainted, or

infected; [constituted, disposed, arranged, or quali

fied, ill, wrongly, or improperly;] disordered, or

disturbed, [disorganized,] destroyed, annihilated,

consumed, wasted, or ruined; (MA, KL, &c. ;)

contr. ofLLoS. (M, L, KL.) One says, Jyi ju-il

[He rendered the property in a bad state ; marred,

impaired, consumed, or wasted, it]. (L.) [And

^^J* J—i\ He corrupted, perverted, or marred,

their state, case, affair, scheme, plot, or the like ;

O J ' 0 C -*

js*>j*\, or the like, being understood. And «ju-il

_JLc J5T« corrupted him and rendered him dis-

affected towards me.] ,««-o al~>»', occurring in a

trad., means 7%e injuring a child by rendering its

mother pregnant while she is suckling it and so

vitiating Iter milk : which act is also termed rt-LiJt.

' ' • i

(L.) [And ju-il as contr. of .jLol signifies also

He acted in a bad, an evil, or a corrupt, manner ;

acted ill, corruptly, wrongly, wrongfully, impro

perly, unrighteously, wickedly, vitiously, or dis-

honestly ; or did evil, or mischief; cult to him :

and he created, or excited, disorder, disturbance,

disagreement, discord, dissension, strife, or quarrel

er r 0) *

ling ; or made, or did, mischief; _^yUI j>-j be

tween, or among, the people, or party. (See also

10.)]

6. IjjuiUS They became at variance, one with

another; (M, L ;) they cut, severed, or broke, the

tie of kindred, (M, L, K,) and" offriendship, (L,)

one nniA another. (M, L, K-)

> , . el

7. JuJul [as quasi-pass, of eju-il] is not allow

able, (S, L,) or has not been heard. (KL.)

10. ju-iiwl contr. of ■'. ,Ur,.*t. (S, O, L, KL.)

[Hence, He regarded, or esteemed, a thing, or

man, as 6ad", evil, corrupt, unsound, wrong, wrong

ful, improper, unrighteous, wicked, vitious, de

praved, or dishonest ; &c. : see 1. __ And] He

wished, or desired, [a thing, or man,] to be bad,

evil, corrupt, fcc. (KL.) _ [And He sought to

render bad, evil, corrupt, &c. — And hence, He

treated in such a manner as to render disaffected,

or rebellious.] One says, <wc, q...tU„,_ij^o'jl [77k'

prince, or governor, treats his subjects in such a

manner as to render them disaffected, or rebel

lious]. (A.) And «jl515 ^lULjI JuJL^I The

Sultdn provoked the leader of his forces to rebel

lion by his evil conduct to him-. (L.) __ [And

He sought to act in a bad, an evil, or a corrupt,

manner; to act ill, corruptly, wrongly, wrong

fully, improperly, unrighteously, or dishonestly.]

One says, ^jlls ,,11 ^J^i juJLLJ [Suck a one

sought to act in a bad, an evil, or a corrupt,

manner, or to act ill, &c, to such a one], (M.)

__ [And He sought discord, or dissension._ And

It (an event) fiappened in a bad, or an evil,

manner.] —. See also 1.

• " "

aL^s an inf. n. of 1 : (S, M, A, &c. :) or a

simple subst. : (Msb :) [as a subst. signifying]

Sadness, evilness, corruptness, unsoundness, wrong-

ness, wrongfulness, impropriety, unrighteousness,

wickedness, vitiousness, depravity, or dishonesty;

the state of being devoid of virtue or efficacy ; a

corrupted, vitiated, perverted, marred, spoiled,

deteriorated, or tainted, state ; a state of disorder

or disturbance, or of destruction, annihilation, con

sumption, waste, or ruin : (MA, KL, PS, &c. :)

contr. of 7-'%0' (Lth, M, Msb.) And it is also

[frequently used as a quasi-inf. n.] syn. with aL-il
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[signifying The making, or rendering, bad, evil,

corrupt, &c. : (see 4 :) and, oftener, the acting ill,

corruptly, wrong, wrongfully, improperly, unrigh

teously, wickedly, vitiously, or dishonestly; doing

evil, or mischief; and creating, or exciting, dis

order, disturbance, disagreement, discord, dissen

sion, strife, or quarrelling] : (L :) and [particu

larly] the taking property wrongfully. (O, EL.)

[Hence,] iLJUt ^j-o. [The mar of evikloing] :

thus was termed a war that happened between

[the two sub-tribes] JH, y^ [in which the latter

word is app. a mistranscription for «illi] and

w(>6, of the tribe of e^jJ* : it was so termed be

cause one party patched their sandals with the

ears of the other, and one party drank wine

out of the skulls of the other. (MF.) __ Also

Drought, barrenness, dearth, or scarcity ofgood :

(M, L, K :) so in the Kur [xxx. 40], all2T 'CSi

^-Jlj ^*" ^ i. e. Drought, &c, hath appeared

in the land, and in the cities that are upon the

rivers ; (M, L, TA ;) accord, to Zj ; (M ;) or

accord, to Ez-Zejjajee. (L, TA.)

J : see the next paragraph.

o-U, (S, M, A, O, L, Msb, K, &c.,) part. n.

of JuJ; (S, M, A, &c.;) and * JUi, (8, M, O,

L, El,) part. n. of Jui ; (S, O ;) Bad, evil, cor

rupt, unsound, wrong, wrongful, improper, un

righteous, wicked, vitious, depraved, or dishonest ;

devoid of virtue, or efficacy; in a corrupted,

vitiated, perverted, marred, spoiled, injured, im

paired, deteriorated, tainted, or infected, state;

in a state of disorder or disturbance, destruction,

anniliilation, consumption, waste, or ruin : (MA,

KL, PS, &c. : [contr. of -LlLo and mmjSo, as is

indicated in the S and M &c. :]) pi. (of the former,

S, 0, Msb, [dev. from general analogy, and of the

latter agreeably therewith,]) sj^Li, (S, M, O,

Msb, El,) applied to a people, (S, M, O,) like as

they said LiC and {JLXJ ; (S, O ;) the pi. being

made of the same form as ^JjJt> because these two

words are nearly the same in meaning. (Sb, M.)

jt-it is [a noun denoting the comparative and

superlative degrees] from jLJbl; as in the prov.,

jJJI rt.jw.-i ^yo jl_9| i. e. [More corrupt, or un

sound, &c.,] than the egg that the ostrich leaves in

the desert, not returning to it, in consequence of

whjch it becomes corrupt, or unsound, &c. : and,

anomalously, from ^UiNI ; as in the prov., jl1»I

il/aJt (>* [i. e. More corrupting, or marring,

&c., than the locust], because it strips tbe trees

and the herbage ; and as in other provs. (Meyd.)

ijuJLo A cause, or means, or an occasion, of

i\Li [i. e. badness, evilness, corruptness, unsound

ness, &c. ; or making, or rendering, bad, evil, cor

rupt, &c] ; (M, A ;) contr. of AaJLeu : (S, O,

Msb, K :) pi. JU.U*. (A, Msb.) One says, 1jJk

!Jh£) »ju-i< y?§\ [This affair, or event, is cause of

' 0 • J

evil, &c, to such a thing]. (M.) And v>« ^

' ' ' ' ' at '

-JUo«JI *) ju>U«Jt Jjbl [They are of the people

who do actions that are causes of evil, not actions

that are causes ofgood]. (A.)

Bk. I.

1. 'jlj, aor. ; (S, M, O, Msb, $) and I, (M,

EL,) inf. n.jli; (S, M, O, Msb, K;) and Ijli,

(S, M, If,) inf. n. je-ij; (S, Ijf ;) which latter is

the more common ; (IKtt ;) or the latter has an

intensive signification ; (Msb ;) He discovered,

detected, revealed, developed, or disclosed, a thing

that was concealed or obscured ; (IAar, O, If ;)

or a meaning perceived by the intellect: (B:)

he rendered a thing apparent, plain, or char;

explained, expounded, or interpreted, it : (S, M, 0,

Msb, £:) accord, to Th (O, EI, TA) and IAar,

(TA,) ▼je~A3 and JyU signify the same ; (O,

If, TA ;) and so these and ^yjuo : (0,TA :) or

*jt~& signifies the discovering, detecting, reveal

ing, developing, or disclosing, what is meant by a

dubious expression ; and JjjU signifies the " re

ducing one of two senses, or interpretations, which

an expression bears, or admits, to that which suits

the apparent meaning :" (O, L, El, TA :) or the

latter, the " turning a verse of the l«fur-an from

its apparent meaning to a meaning which it bears,

or admits, when the latter is agreeable with the

ELur-dn and the Sunneh:" for instance, in the

phrase in the Ifur [vi. 95, &c], ±y> JUJT LjLj

C-e»JI, if the meaning be [thus explained], " He

produceth the bird from the egg," this is *jm v :

and if the meaning be [thus explained], " He

produceth the believer from the unbeliever," or

" the knowing from the ignorant," this is JjjO :

(KT :) or tjt...ij signifies the expounding, ex

plaining, or interpreting, the narratives that occur

collected without discrimination in the Kur-dn, and

making known the significations of the strange

words or expressions, and explaining the occasions

on which the verses were revealed ; and Jy^O, the

" explaining the meaning of that which is <uliii,

[or what is equivocal, or ambiguous,] i. e., what

is not understood without repeated consideration."

(TA.) _ Also jli, inf. n. jU ; and *jl&, inf. n.

SjJtf, (S, O, K,) like 5>JJ; (TA;) or Ij-l5

has the last of the significations assigned to it

below as a subst. ; (O, K, TA ;) or it is post-

classical ; (S, O, EL ;) He (a physician) examined,

or inspected, urine, (S, O, K, [but the inf. ns. only

are mentioned,]) that he mightjudge, by its colour,

of the disease of the person from whom it came.

(TA.)

2 : see the preceding paragraph, in six places.

5 : see the next following paragraph.

10. 1j& t,j,..'C-i\ He asked him to explain, ex

pound, or interpret, such a thing to him : (S, Msb,

TA :) and ♦J-A5 is like ]\'JklL\. (TA.)

j—ic^sfi <t*^3 >j^t : see ,ja16.

Anything by which is known the explana

tion and meaning of a thing : (O, TA :) or any

thing which interprets, or explains, the state, or

condition, of a thing. (B, TA.) _ Urine by

means of which, (M, O, £,) or by means of the

colour of which, (TA,) one seeks to obtain an

indication of the disease (M, 0, K, TA) of a

patient : (O, TA :) or it is an inf. n., as men

tioned above. (O, g.) [See 1, last sentence.]

ilitli and ilkls (S, M, Msb, K) and iCl

and ItCs and Lulj and £l£l», (S, M, K.,) the

O in the last two, as it is not found in the pi.,

being a substitute for the [former] J» in JaUa j,

or rather for the [latter] ^ in kCj, because it

is more regular to change the latter of two iden

tical letters than to change the former, and be

cause the two identical letters in i»C» are together,

whereas the two identical letters in J»Lk-i are

separated, (M,) and olJLi and oLil», (K,)

altogether eight different forms, but MF observes

that Esh-8hihab El-Kastalanee gives twelve,

[which, however, he does not transcribe, the

remaining four being probably with fet-h to the

o,] (TA,) A tent of hair[-cloth] : (S, Msb:) or

a great tent : (Mgh :) or a kind of structure (M,

Z) used in travelling, less than the JjljI. : (Z :)

or the kind of structure called Jjlj-; : (K:) pi.

L^LJ ; (M, Msb, TA ;) for which they did not

say J»-3Li. (M, TA.) __ Hence Mk.li is applied

to A city : (Z, TA :) any city : and particularly

a city in which is tlte general place of assemblage

of people : (TA :) a populous, or comprehensive,

city; accord, to some : (Msb :) the place of assem

blage of the people ofa Sj^fe [which means a city,

and a district, or region], (Lth, Az, K,) around

their general mosque : (Az, TA :) or you say,

j-aoJI Jslia—*, meaning the place of assemblage of

the people of the ja* [or city], around their con

gregational mosque. (M.) J»lk~i [so in two copies

of the S] is [a name of] The city of j,** [the

metropolis of Egypt] : (S :) or £lkuJUI is also the

proper name of *Lii)I^Lo, (£, TA,) the city so

called, (TA,) which was built by Amr Ibn-El-

'As ; (If, TA ;) the city of _^«t« in old times ; as

also i>Ukli)l : (Msb :) and ij-kjl. (TA.)

1. JU-s is said to signify primarily It (a thing)

went forth, from another thing, in a bad, or cor

rupt, manner. (Msb.) One says, ijajJI CJLJ,

(S, O, Msb,) or Uji» 'Jz XJ»)\ eJuZ, (K,) The

fresh ripe date came forth from its skin ; (S, O,

Msb, K ;) as also * cJUUI : (IDrd, O, El :) and

in like manner Jt~£ is said of anything as mean

ing it cameforthfrom its integument : so says Es-

Sarakustee. (Msb.) [Hence] Jui, aor. i and -,

(S, O, Msb, K) the latter aor. mentioned by Akh,

(S, O, Msb,) inf. n. j^JLi (S, Mgh, O, Msb, K)

and J~i, (S, O, KL,) or this latter is a simple

subst.; (Msb;) and likewise ^!i, likej,j£>, (KI,

TA,) mentioned by Lh, but not known by Ks ;

(TA ;) He went forth from, departed from, or

quitted, (Mgh, Msb, ]£,) therightway, (Mgh, K>,)

or the way of truth, (K^,) and the limits of the law,

(Mgh,) [or the bounds of] obedience ; (Msbj) he

forsook, relinquislied, or neglected, the command of

Ood; he disobeyed; (]£;) or Lq. jJfJi [meaning
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as above; or he transgressed ; or acted unright

eously, sinfully, wickedly, vitiously, or immorally].

4 0 M^Of*.*.*."

(S, O, I£. [See also JU* below.]) ^y>\^ J~J

(in the KLur [xviii. 48], O, TA) means He de

parted (trj*») from the command of his Lord :

(Th, S, O, K :) or from the obeying [of the com

mand] of his Lord: (Fr, O, TA :) and Akh says

that this phrase is like>A*£jl ^jetLJl, (S, O,)

meaning <jJL£»U ^a, (S,) or>»UJaJt <sd£sl ^>* ; but

Th says that there is no need of this [explanation]:

or, accord, to AO, it means he declined, or de

viated, from obeying the command of his Lord:

(0 :) for Ji-j signifies also he declined, or deviated:

(K :) and hence the saying, juo3 ^>c %^\£s\i I C-5...J

J-j--Jt i. e. [7%e ridden camels] declined [from

the right direction of the way]. (TA.) Sometimes

* * * mi

Jjj—s may mean The believing in a plurality of

gods: and it may mean the committing sin. (A

Heyth, O.) And it is said to mean The calling

one another by names of reproach : (Zj,* Mgh,

TA :) or the- saying " O Jew" and " 0 Chris

tian," after one has become a believer : thus in

the Blur slit. 11. (TA.)_ One says also, .«» JU~»

Ui jJI, inf. n. JUi, meaning 2Ze had a wide, or an

ample, range in respect of worldly things, and

made them light and easy to himself, being with

out restraint in his management of them, not

making them strait to him. (Ktr, Sh, TA.) _

And aIU ^J-i He made away with his property ;

and disposed of it, or spent it. (TA.)

2. J--J5 is the contr. of JiJjJ : (0, £, TA :)

one says *£—», (O, TA,) inf. n. J!-«Aj, (TA,) He

(the judge) pronounced him to be characterized by

l£«J [q. v.] : (O, TA :) he attributed to him JUi.

(TA.)

7: see 1, second sentence. _ [Hence,] J ■■■ n '•!

^**aJI fc^>-», said of the Jmu, 2fe divested himself,

or became divested, of good. IDrd, O.)

Ji-j is an inf. n., (S, O, K,) or a simple subst.,

(MsbO from Jli [q. v] : (S, O, Msb, £ :) unless

as signifying [simply] A goingforth, or a depar

ture, it is said to be a word unknown before El-

Islam, and to have become so much used in its

legal acceptation as to be, when so used, conven

tionally regarded as proper (MF, TA:) [thus

used,] it signifies a goingforth, or departure,from

the right way, (K, TA,) which is said to be the

primary meaning, (TA,) orfrom the way of truth;

(K, TA;) or from the truth, or that which is

right, as in the phrase J~a) *il^, (O, K, [in the

CK (>«-iJ, a strange mistake,]) in the Kur [vi.

121] ; (O ;) or a relinquishment, or neglect, of the

command of God; (Lth, O, K ;) and an inclining

to disobedience; (Lth, O;) or also disobedience

[itself] ; (K ;) or i. q. j^J [meaning as above ;

or transgression ; or unrighteous, sinful, wicked,

vitious, or immoral, conduct] : (O, K. :) it is said

by El-Isbahanee to be a more general term than

jiSs; applying to few sins, misdeeds, transgres

sions, or acts of disobedience, or to little thereof;

and also, to many', or much thereof; but is com

monly known as applying to the latter : and it is

related on the authority of Malik that in the Kur

vi. 146 it means such as is slaughtered: (TA:)

[being used as a subst.,] it sometimes has a pi.,

which is J>1*. (TA.)

£i (Lth, O, K) and t j^, (Lth, S, O, K,)

applied to a man, Always characterized by £~J.

(Lth, S, O, K.) _ Jll £ means J-UJI \J\ L*

[0 thou JUi] ; (S, O, K;) like iX If* mean-

ing w«q*»JI lyjl U ; JU* being determinate, as is

shown by their saying w^Jt ^li Q, thus pre

fixing Jl to s*^*.: (S, O :) and to a woman they

say t jLU C, like _*Lki, (S, 0, K,) meaning

•U-6 C (K) [or rather aL,U!t Qt C].

3-i-J, with fet-h, [often pronounced «Cili,] a

post-classical word, [arabicized, from the Lat.

• I f " 0 ' J

"piscina, ] t. q. UejJL* [properly A place, here

meaning a tank, or basin, in which the ablution

termed fyb} is performed : now commonly applied

to a basin, or shallow pool, of water, in the court

of a house, or in a room, generally having in the

centre a fountain that throws up water :] pi.

jCi. (TA.)

', „ [ see ^

&J& Going forth, or departing, or one who

goesforth, or departs, [from the right way, or the

way of truth, and the limits of the law, or] from

[the bounds of] obedience; (Msb;) disobedient [to

God] ; (Mgh, TA ;) [transgressing, or a trans

gressor; unrighteous, sinful, wicked, vitious, or

immoral;] mostly applied to one who has taken

upon himself to observe what the law ordains, and

has acknowledged its authority, and then fallen

short of observance in respect of all, or of some, of

its ordinances : and when the person fundamen

tally, or utterly, an unbeliever is thus termed, it

is because he falls short of observing the ordinance

that the intellect renders obligatory on him and

that the natural constitution with which he was

created in his mother's womb requires to be con

ceded ; hence the believer is contrasted with him

in the Kur xxxii. 18 ; so JUl» is a more general

term than ji\£s ; and^U* is a more general term

than JmI»: (El-Isbahdnee, TA:) accord, to IDrd,

(O,) the Jm^ is thus called because of his divest

ing himself, or becoming divested, of good : (0,

K :) the word has not been heard in the speech

of the people of the Time of Ignorance, (IAar,

S, O, Msb, K,) nor in their poetry, (IAar, S, O,

K,) though it is an Arabic word, (IAar, S, O,

Msb, K.,) and a chaste one, and the Kur-an has

used it : (IAar, Msb :) the pi. is ii—s and JlLi :

(Msb:) Jhtty, [pi. of ii-ili,] applied to women,

signifies j*.I^i [generally meaning adulteresses, or

fornicatresses], (TA.) __ The five animals, or

living things, (^-^aJI oUl^o»JI, [specified Voce
• **■* j * *

Q^-t^,]) are metaphorically termed Jm»I>3 [as

though meaning t Transgressors] (Mgh, Msb) be

cause of their noxiousness, (Mgh,) or because of

their much, or frequent, noxiousness and harmful-

ness, so that they may be killed in the case of

freedom from>l»»».| and in the state of>l»*.t, and

in prayer,which is not rendered ineffectual thereby :

(Msb :) or because of their being out of the pale

of inviolability : or, as some [unreasonably] say,

because the eating of them is forbidden. (Mgh.)

4e*wl» A certain mode of attiring oneself with

the turban. (Z, O, B[.) One says, Ji'^J 1 , k3

i-iwUl I [Such a one attired himself with the turban

in the mode termed <£i«iUll]. (TA.)

<U..>iyUl The rat, or mouse ; syn. SjUJI: (S, O,

K :) so called because it comes forth from its hole

upon people: (O, K:) or, accord, to Z, because

it does mischief in houses : and it is said in a trad,

that it is to be killed : the word is the dim. of ii-b.

(TA.)

j£«j| [More, or most, characterized by Jn-»].

The Arabs say, iulil^ ^jilil *IjT j>«J, meaning,

Uo (^-i^t [i. e. May God curse the more charac-

terized by J~i, ofus,or ofme and thee]. (Fr, O.)

Q. 1. AiSL~± He postponed him; i. e., made him,

or asserted him, to be behind, or posterior, or last,

(Sh, O, K,) in rank, or estimation. (O.) __ And

JX—s He was, or became, behind, &c. : the verb

being intrans. as well as trans, [unless JjLi be a

mistake for J£~», the pass, form, of which an ex.

occurs in the O and TA]. (K..) ^ Accord, to

IAar, a foreign word (al^aS), arabicized. (O.)

# JO J

Jx~i : see the next paragraph, in two places.

Jx-i The last, in coming in, of the horses in a

race; (S, O, ]£ ;) as also t J$tU and ♦ jJiJ and

♦ j£~i : (K :) also called the C^li [q. v.] and

the J9L\3. (§, O. [In a copy of the S, in art.

<z£~>, JC-*)I is put for J£liJI.]) And hence,

(S, O,) applied to a man, f Low, base, ignoble,

vile, or mean : (S, O, JS. :) the vulgar say t j£li.

(S, O.)

• ' • ' .*.*&• • *

J^S—» and J«-C—» : see JX-s Both also

signify f Occupying the hinder, or latter, or last,

place [in rank, or estimation : see Q. 1, above] ;

(g, TA;) as epithets applied to a man. (TA.)

1. jli, (S, M, O, £,) with damm, (S, O,) like

*£} (K;) and jJ, (M, K,) like^; (B[;)

and J--J, (M, K,) of the form of that whereof

the agent is not named, (M,) like ,^6 ; (K ;) inf.

n. lilLi and %yli (S, M, O, K) and JyLi ; (M,

TA ;) He (a man, S, O) was, or became, low,

base, ignoble, vile, or mean ; (S, M, O, EL ;) such

as fiad no manliness, or manly virtue, (M, ]£,) and

no hardiness. (TA.) = And , ; n || '\ ' f He

weaned the boy; (AA, O, K;) as though a dial,

var. of J^J. (TA.)

2 : see the paragraph here following.

4. Aclio euXe J-it He pronounced against him

(i. e, against another man, Lth, 0) that his goods
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rvere bad; syn. aJJjI: (Lth, O, K:) and J->-*l

AoAtj> aaJLc lie pronounced against him that his dir-

hems, or pieces of money, were bad, or mere such

as are termed «J^Jj ; (Ltb, 0, K ;*) syn. L*jj,

(Lth, O, K, TA,) and C^Jijt : (TA :) and [in like

manner] " dJLi, inf. n. J-—Aj, signifies a! jjl and

cujj. (TA.) = See also what next follows.

8. iJLJui J-J3I, (M,) inf. n. JL3J; (O, TA;)

or * 1 t > ... il ; (EL ; [app. a mistranscription for

lyJL-St, as it is outweighed by the latter in autho

rity ;]) .He plucked the young palm-tree from its

mother, and planted it (M, O, EL) in another

place. (O.)

J«J and *Jy**, (S, M,0, Msb, EL,) as epithets

applied to a man, (S, O, Msb,) Lorn, base, ignoble,

vile, or mean; (S, M, O, Msb, EL ;) swcA as has no

manliness, or manly virtue, (M, EL,) anrf no hardi

ness: (TA:) pi. [of pauc] JL-Lil, (S, O,) or

J-Jf, (M, K,) or both, (TA,) and [of mult.]

JLi and jjli (S, M, O, K) and l5>li (Kr, M,

K) and jls (M, K) and i%J, (S, M, O, K,)

which last is anomalous, as though they imagined

9 f

it to have as its sing. J«~». (M.) — Also, the

former, Anything bad, corrupt, vile, base, abomin

able, or disapproved. (TA.) [The pi.] Jy»,

applied to dirhems, or pieces of money, means

Bad; or such as are termed Oj—jj. (TA.) ss

And J—» signifies also Cuttingsfrom grape-vmes,

for planting. (AHn, M, K.*)

J«i Foolish, stupid, or unsoud in intellect or

understanding. (AA, 0, K.)

J*~9 The young on««, or small ones, of palm-

frees, like Jjjj ; (S, O, Msb ;) as also t aJL-J :

(S, O :) [or] the former signifies such as are cut

from the mother-tree, or plucked from the ground,

(Mgh,* Msb,) of the young ones, or small ones, of

palm-trees, (Mgh,) and then planted; (Mgh,

Msb ;) and * SJL-i signifies one thereof: (Msb :)

[i. e.] t ;tL...s signifies [o sucker, or aw offset, of

a palm-tree : or] a swa// palm-tree : and J-~i is

its pi., as also J5Li, (M, EL,) and o'iLi* (?, O,

K,) or this last is a pi. pi., (M,) or [rather] it is

pi. of Jw—» [which is properly speaking a coll.

gen. n.], like as u^j >s I''- °f ««J»-£j. (Msb.)

Siui The flings (3JUJ) of iron : (S, O :) or

the portions that become scattered about, on the

occasion of beating [or hammering'], in the manu

facturing, of iron and the like thereof. (M, EL.)

tUL-i : see J-~», in three places.

A woman who, when her husband is

desirous of compressing her, (S, M, O, EL,) urges

an excuse to him, (S, O,) or says to him ,>»jU. lit,

(M, EL,*) and the like thereof, (M,) in order to

repel him (M, EL) thereby: (M:) such, and the

iJ5-~<> [which belongs to the same category] the

Prophet cursed. (O.)

Jy.io : see J—>.

1. Li, (aor. >~*j, Msb,) inf. n. ^«i (S, M,

Msb, K) and 'lis, (M, EL,) or this latter is a

simple subst., (S, Msb,) He emitted a noiseless

wind [or a puff of wind] (Msb, EL, TA)from his

anus. (EL,* TA.) [Hence the saying, LL Ci

oOjJtJI, or jer*, expl. in art. vv^-1

6. i«wU3, said of a man, He protruded his

posteriors: (M, TA:) and CmU3, said of the

[beetle called] AJu*., J< protruded its podex for

the purpose of emitting a noiseless wind : (S, TA :)

but As says that it is with hemz. (TA. See 6 in

art. Li.)

LJJI is a dial. var. of LJUI [i. e. Li is a dial,

var. of Li, expl. in art. Li]. (EL.)

3 *J

SL_a)I : see the paragraph here following.

lymi [is the inf. n. of unity of Li, as such sig

nifying A single noiseless emission of wind from-
• * * *

the anus: and] has for its pl.[Ol^-i, agreeablywith

rule, and also] .«~i, which is [anomalous,] like

(.yA pi. of S^ii, which see. (TA.) __<^t <J J^

A<*a)l 03—s [the lit. signification of which is suffi

ciently plain] occurs in a trad, as meaning f There

is not any benefit, or profit, or utility, attributable

to it; [or rather, it is worse than useless ;] the

«-«£ [or hyena] being particularized because of its

stupidity and its evil nature : or, some say, it [i. e.

*--aJI *y~», and app. * el—ill also (mentioned

among the addenda to this art. in the TA),] is a

plant (Sjai^ii) like the uiU.,.t£, [or poppy], from

the fruit of which no great utility is derived: so

says IAth. (TA.) [See also b^A., in two places.]

__ cU-aJt Ot^-i is an appellation of Certain

truffles («L^) ; (EL ;) a species of 5\+£s ; (M ;)

said byAHn tohe the species thereof called J-niJI;

(M, TA;) and the like is said in the Minhaj;

and further, that it is a plant of disagreeable

odour, having a head which is cooked, and eaten

with milk ; and when it dries, there comes forth

from it what resembles ^j»^ [q. v.]. (TA.)

*Li an inf. n. of 1 ; (M, EL ;) or a subst. there

from [signifying A noiseless wind from the anus].

(S, Msb.)

I,.

y~i A man who often emits a noiseless windfrom

the anus; (S, M, EL ;) as also ? SLi. (M, EL.)

Ae-i [originally 5>s~i] dim. of 05—». (TA.)

•Li : see 5—i. __ And ScLaJI : see what here

follows.

a^,UJI (S, M, EL) and tTC-UJI (M, EL) and

t SfUill (TA) The [beetle called] .Lili; (S, M,

K ;) which emits a noiseless wind, and makes the

party to stink by its foul odour : (M :) the pi. of

the first is ^JyUI. (TA.) Hence the prov.,

<LwU O-* cA«^t i- 6. [More foul than] a »tJU^ .

(S,'M.)'

iUwUJI : see the next preceding paragraph. _

[tL-rUJI ^1 is an appellation of 2%e insect called

ij*jj3, resembling the beetle called A-jua., or some-

wAat Zar^er <Aan the latter, with long hind legs,

and with a speckled back: for ,-JjjUI, as the ex

planation of fL-iL)l ^1, the TA, in art ^Jj, has

^ijii\; and the TT, in that art., as from the T,

ljjH\ : what I have here substituted for these is

evidently, in my opinion, right.]

ijljpaJI v>« l>_5—il [More wont to emit noiseless

windfrom the anus than the \^ijie, a small stink

ing beast, described in art. *->jie,] is a saying of

the Arabs. (TA.)

»• 0 *

^j—i*JI 7%e onus [as being the place of emission

of the »Li], (TA.) ollLe £►<> «LaL« o^> L«

[How near is his mouth to his anus!] is a prov.

[expressive of wonder at a man's shortness : see

lT""-*' in art- *"■»]• (?0

1. ^L'jH J±, (S, A, EL,) aor. i , inf. n. Ji, (S,

TA,) 2Te >naae the wind, (S, A, K,) and the butter,

(TA,) <o comeforthfrom the milk-skin, or butter-

skin, (S, A, K, TA,) by loosing tlie tie round its

mouth. (TA.) And tULJ) ,JJ He loosed the tie

of the skin, and opened its mouth, after blowing

into it, so that the wind came forth from it.

(Mgh.) [Hence the prov.,] <^J>'}3\ JLi JUJi'j

t / will assuredly make thine anger to comeforth

from thy head, as one makes the wind to come

forth from the milk-skin, or butter-skin : said to

a man who is angry : (T, S :) or J will assuredly

remove thy boastfulness, &c: (TA:) or I will as

suredly take away thy pride, and thy vanity, or

vainglory, or conceit, &c: (Th:) or the meaning

is JUfJU.^ [I will assuredly mulct thee, &c; lit.,

milk thee]. (Kr.) See also ySlii [Hence,]

asUII j^i, (S, EL,) aor. as above, (TA,) and so

the inf. n., (S, TA,) He milked the she-camel

quickly. (S, EL.) And tj-aJt Jii He exhausted

all the milk qftlie udder. (TA.)^ [Hence also,

j>i£\ uAi It (a medicament) caused the swelling,

or tumour, to subside.] (See also 7.) — And

jiilt JU, (IKtt, L,) or vOl, (Mgh, Msb.)

[aor.i,] inf. n. ^S, (IKtt, L,) He opened the lock,

(IKtt, L,) or the lock of the door, by artifice,

(Mgh, Msb,) without a key, (IKtf, L,) or without

*7s hey: (Msb:) from eU-J I Jii. (Mgh.) — And

1 " * . *

accord to Lth, (O,) jUJt signifies <L»-»JI *~3

i . ' ' .

QjjJI [app. meaning The seeking repeatedly, or in

a leisurely manner, after pilfering, or petty theft] :

(O, Msb, K :) it is the inf. n. of i2i, aor. '- : (O,

Msb :) and Lth, (0,) or Az, (Msb,) cites as an

ex.,

3 Zj' ** 3 + * 3 0 -

* aJJu *S)i oUJjj ^>a~i

[which seems to mean We Aa«e Aarf charge of it,

and we will not seek repeatedly, or in a leisurely

manner, bit by bit, after pilfering from it]. (O,

Msb.) —_ And J^i, aor. - , inf. n. ,JJ, He com

pressed a woman. (IKtt, TA.) — And He ate;

as a trans, verb. (TA.) — And ^yJI Jj, (S,

O, K>) aor- - > (0>) tm^ n> lt"*}] 2%e man eructed,

or belched. (S, O, K. [A meaning assigned by

Freytag to 4 abjo, as on the authority of the S,

302 *
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in which I find it assigned to JLi only.]) — And

JiJi\ also signifies The blowing gently, or softly.

(TA.) _ And The breaking wind gently, or softly.

(IAar, TA.) _ And The uttering calumny; (O,

EL;) thus accord, to IAar, witho, (O,) ujiUI &&

[among the people], (TEL.) —.Andjty3\ J£, inf.

n. iJ*yZ£, The people, or party, became in good

condition, orfat, after leanness: mentioned here,

and also in art. ^JS, in the L. (TA.) — And

y£b is syn. with yiti as meaning He gloried, or

boasted, and magnified himself, imagining [in him

self] what he did not possess. (TA in art. J^-)

4.>DyUI Jlil The people, or party, went away,

andfled quickly: and so with J. (TA.)

7. »bjjt C*£mI The blasts of wind cameforth

from the skin, (S, Mgh,») on its being felt, (Mgh,)

J "St a*

and from the like thereof. (S.) — ,>«AJI t^Uil

The milk flowed forth by reason of the wideness

of the orifice of the teat. (TA.) _ Xj-Jt J^'

[and >«j>}l, and likewise ♦ JL» accord, to modern

usage,] The wound [and the swelling or tumour]

ceased to swell, or be inflated. (1 9k, S) — LfiJJ\

>*^' tj* -He (a man) became remiss and indolent

in the affair : (S :) he turned backfrom it through

weakness and impotence ; like ^aj. (TA in art.

,_£*».) __ And JiAJt He was, or became, cowardly;

weak-hearted. (TA.)

R. Q. 1. JJ&, (EL,) inf. n. UjJS, (Fr, O,)

He was, or became, weak in judgment. (Fr, O,

EL.) _ AndHe was, or became, extravagant, im

moderate, or excessive, in lying: (IDrd, O, K :) or

so a)1I .J yUi». (TA.) —And ai'^i JJlX He

sprinkled his urine; (IDrd, O, EL;) as also

(IDrd, O.)

2 - 3 » -

^^Li The fruit of the Oj-j.».j [q. v., a AiW o/

trees, of which one species is said to be also called

i -

w>3j_».; but see the next sentence]; (S, O, EL;)

not mentioned by AHn in the Book of Plants :

(O, TA :) n. un. Hi : and pi. JiUi. (TA.)

And The [species of trees called] >r>}j»- [which

name is now commonly applied to the carob, or

locust-tree ; ceratonia siliqua] ; as also " u*j * i,

(O, K,) and t aiiii, (TA as from the K, but not

in the CEL nor in my MS. copy of the EL,) or this

' A - » i '

last signifies a 5jj>±. [n. un. of ^i^jA.], accord.

to AA. (0.) = Also Foolish, or stupid. (IAar,

O, EL.) = And Places in which water collects and

remains: and a depressed piece of ground into

which water pours and wliere it remains: (0, EL:)

so says Ibn-'Abbad: [but] ISh says that yii jJLfc

means [a wide, depressed, piece of ground,] such

as is not very deep. (O.) s= Also, and t yiyii,

and ♦ (jiliii, [this last said in the TA to be

written by Sgh with kesr, but it is not so in the

O,] A [garment of the kind called] jLSo such as

is thick (IAar, O, K, TA) in texture, (TA,) fine

in tfie yarn ; (IAar, O, K, TA ;) called by the

vulgar tjsiii; (O; in the TA^Ui;) or, as

some say, » J*\2£ signifies a thick (U& ; and

' J*yiJ, a thin, orflimsy, ,U^, such as is scanty

in the yarn. (TA.)

Ji,\£&, like^tlXi, [indecl.,] means tiiUJI [i.e.

She who makes the wind to come forth from a

skin, by loosing the tie round its mouth : in the

TA expl. only as signifying cC&JI jac JjjjJaJI,

which may be a secondary meaning, but is not

the meaning in what here follows]. (O, EL.) yftlii

<U9 . J I Awl j>o " <u-t» [lit. 0 woman discharging

the confined wind of the skin, discharge thou its

confined wind, from its anus to its mouth, i. e.,

from end to end], (Meyd, O, EL,) which is a prov.,

(Meyd, O,) means t [O woman] do thou with it,

or him, what thou wilt, for it, or he, has no means

of self-defence (Meyd, 0, L, EL) nor of becoming

altered; and it is said in relation to an angry

man who is not able to become altered : (L :)

i,

Jlill is the making the wind to come forth from

a w^lsj. (Meyd.)

ytlii : see the next paragraph.

JZijZi A female slave who emits noiseless wind

from the anus; as also ,[£i\i [an evident mistran

scription for t <Uili] : (IAar, in TA :) [or] a

woman from whom wind issues on the occasion of

cU-gJI : (IDrd, O, EL, TA :) or, accord, to the

EL, applied to a woman, sonum submissum genita-

libus edens in congvessu : and also, applied to a

man, who glories, or boasts, vainly : but these two

explanations are there wrongly assigned : (TA :)

the former of them applies to <U.UJ ; and the

latter, to ^>^? ; two epithets occurring, with

yiyii, in a verse of Ru-beh. (O, TA.) — And,

applied to a woman, i. q. £/}ki. [i. e. Very deceit

ful] : (O, CK, TA :) thus correctly, with ~- : in

some copies of the EL with ~. ; and in others, with

*.. (TA.) _. And A woman wfio sits upon the

^lSj4- (TA.) ss Also, (O, EL,) applied to a

she-camel, (S, O, TA,) and to a ewe, or she-goat,

(O, TA,) it signifies ^Jiii\ fcj£>, (S, 0, EL,

TA,) meaning Whose milkflowsforth without its

being drawn, by reason of the wideness of t/te ori

fice of the teat : or whose milk flows forth in

separate jets, like the rays of the rising sun, into

the vessel, so as not to malte froth : and ♦ i£lii

signifies the quality, or state, that is denoted by

this epithet thus applied. (TA.) __ And A skin,

such as is used for water or milk, that sweats, or

exudes moisture. (0, EL.) = See also

three places.

a .

in

*,<

The sound of a gentle emission of wind

from the anus. (TA.) _ And The sound of the

skin of a viper when it moves along upon a dry,

or rigid, 'Substance. (TA.)

t^Ui One who opens locks by artifice, (Mgh,

Msb,) without their keys. (Msb.) ss See also

8'

^J, last sentence, in two places.

iils : see i^iUi and J^^i.

see i£j, second sentence.

ylUii A man who inflates himself with lying,

and arrogates to himself that which belongs to

Z,

another. (TA.) ss See also JU, last sentence.

tyija,J^0i\ (^tiis A man inflated in the nostrils,

with shortness and expansion of the cartilaginous

portion of tlie nose, which are characteristics of

the noses of the Zenj. (TA.)

a

Hi

1. U*, (O, EL,) aor. .', (EL,) [inf. n. tjj ;] as

also TL13I; He magnified himself; or behaved

proudly, or haughtily : (O, EL :) [or he gloried,

or boasted: for] lJLii\ is from^aJui, (Ibn-Buzurj,

0>) [or] syn. mthjiM\. (EL.)

4 : see what here precedes.

5. liAj It (a thing) spread. (S, O.) One says

of a disease,^ l£i3, (AZ, S, O,) or J^j, (EL,)

[and f^jiJH, and LJU,] It spread among them :

(AZ, S, O, EL :) and ^hLJu it became common,

or general, or universal, among them. (O.) =

4-j 1 i i 3 He mocked at him, or derided him.

(0, EL.)

1. Lli, aor. r , (S,0, K,) inf. n. IM, (A'Obeyd,

TA,) He parted his legs, or made an opening be

tween them, (A'Obeyd, S, O, EL,) but less than is

denoted by --U3, (A'Obeyd, TA,) previously to

making water ; as also t .jJU, (S, O, EL,) inf. n.

pi*i3 ; (S, O ;) or the latter signifies he did so

[much, i. e.,] in a greater degree than is denoted

by the former verb : (TA :) [and LJLi and -» it

signify the same :] and * mJJQ [likewise] is syn.

with «.,«. hi [signifying the same as »-ii] ; (Lth,

S, EL ;) or he did so at the fire. (Lth, L.) And

C^ii (T,TA) and *c-»Ii3 and tc.> ,iA\\, (T,

0, TA,) as also £*mJUi\, with •-, (IAar,0,) are

said of a she-camel, (T, 0, TA,) meaning She

parted her [hind] legs widely, to be milked or to

stale. (T, TA.) _ And ilc <Lii, and t _^i

He declined, deviated, or turned aside or away,

from him, or it ; like LjJ and -_ii. (TA in

art. £ii.) ^ C

2 : see the foregoing paragraph, in two places.

5 : see the same paragraph, in two places.

7 : see the same paragraph.

1. £±i, aor. - , (EL,) inf. n. lii, (TEL,) He (a

man, TEL) parted his legs, or made an opening

between them ; (EL ; ) like L£h ; both mentioned

by Th, on the authority of IAar ; (TA ;) as also

t -JLi, (EL,) inf. n. ■■e.*i3 ; and likewise with <--,

as mentioned by Th. (TA.) _ And <Uc t-^>,

and t ~ii, He declined, deviated, or turned aside .

or away, from him, or it ; (EL ;) and so ~ii and

£**. (TA.)

2 : see above, in two places : _ and see also

what here follows.
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5. C^fcJLtf She (a camel) -parted her [hind] legs

widely ; syn. cJj-Ui ; (EL, TA;) [to be milked,

or] to stale ; as also t c.» li ; (TA ;) and so

* C^AUt. (EL.) s And 4^jUL ^Itf ZTe coro-

pressed his young woman. (BL.)

7 : see the next preceding paragraph.

£.l£», [indecl.,] like >»lki, Tlie %^> [or %<?na,

orfemale hyena]. (BL.)

1. iiii, (S, O, £,) aor.r , (EL,) inf. n. £JLi,

(TA,) It overspread it and covered it ; (S, O, K ;)

as also t iiii, (K,) inf. n. Lilj. (TA.) And

Ca.'.< said of the <UclJ [or forelock (of a horse)],

and of the ILcS [which has the same, or a similar,

meaning], It covered the eye. (TA.) And *i»

It (a thing) was, or became, wide and spreading;

as also * iiiit : and V c«*'*«3 said of the Sji [or

blaze on a horse's forehead] is like C■,■»....* [signify

ing ft was wide and spreading]. (TA.) [See also

5.] _ if^liif Aiii, (S, O, TA,) inf. n. as above,

(S,) He set upon him, or assailed him, or struck

him, with the whip, syn. aj i^, (S, O, TA,) and

a^dj^o; (TA;) and Ij^LjL. ***£»! signifies in

like manner he struck him with the whip ; (S ;)

or so {£jl * Aiiil. (O, EL.)

2 : see 1, first sentence. _ [Hence,] j>yi\ axis,

inf. n. *iXM, Sleep came upon him and overpowered

him; (As, 0, EL,* TA ;) and rendered him Iieavy,

lazy, or torpid. (O, TA.)

4 : see 1, last sentence.

5. lyi-iij, said of the he-camel, He overcame her,

and mounted upon her; namely, the she-camel.

(O.) — And in like manner, *b£J3, said of debt,

(O,) It overcame him, and lay as a burden upon

him. (O, EL.) __ And, said of hoariness, t. q.

**e-3 and xtii,j and <w:.,J [i. e. It became abun

dant upon him, and spread] : (IAar, TA :) or

«u» iJJu said of hoariness, or of the blood, it

spread in him, and became abundant : (EL :) or

this, said of hoariness, it became abundant in

him, and spread : and, said of the blood, it over

came him, and pervaded his body. (8, O.) See

also 1. jJ^Jt ».«j>J, occurring in a trad., means

Children were, or became, numerous. (O.) And

in another trad, occur the words, .-31 tiill ojjk U

CAJO ,*3, meaning [What is this judicial deci

sion] that has spread abroad ? (O : [and the like

is said in the Mgh, in which the verb thus used

is said to be from Ilii signifying a certain plant :])

but this is differently related ; some saying thus ;

and some, C.AA.t.3 [q. v.] ; and some -,"-i-*" [app.

a mistranscription, perhaps for C- « ■».**, q. v.],

(TA.) One says also, ^'p ^ ^ ^IriJI ila

i. e. [Good, or prosperity,] became abundant, and

arose, or betided, among the sons of such a one.

(TA.) — And £>£j\ £L& He (a man, S, 0)

entered among the houses, or tents; (S, O, EL;)

and disappeared among them. (EL,* TA.) And

Sj^oJI *~Ju He devirginated the woman. (S, O, EL :

more fully expl. in all of these by the words jij

7. ££Ju\ It (a thing, TA) appeared, and be-

came abundant. (O, EL, TA.) See also 1.

Aiii A [substance like] cotton (&LUs [in the L

A-a5]) in the interior of the reed, or cane: and

also a substance that flies about from the interior

of the »y~oyo [in the O ?§Jo°y*>, and in the EL

without the teshdeed], i. e. the plant, or herb, thus

called, (Lth, O, EL,) which is the ^jJuiUo ; (O ;)

and this is that whereof the children ofEl-'Irdk

eat the interior. (TA.) _ And The [species of

convolvulus called] ^>%i [q. v.], (EL, TA,) which

mounts upon trees, and twines upon tliem. (TA.)

cLSi, (S, [thus written in my copies and others

also,] and so in the Mgh,) or ♦ cl£j and * ctii,

(O, EL, said in the former to be like f-^j-o and

*\SU, and in the EL to be like w>t>e and also with

teshdeed,) thus accord, to IB on the authority of

Az, and thus also accord, to Hr, but mentioned

by Z as with the unpointed p, (TA,) A certain

plant, (S, Mgh, O, EL,) [said by Golius to be the

rough smilax,] that spreads, (S, EL,) or mounts,

(Mgh, O,) and twines, upon trees, (S, Mgh, O,

EL,) and mars them, (O, EL, [in some copies of

the latter of which it is mentioned in two places,])

and has no leaves [?]. (Mgh.)

* " *

itei : see the next preceding paragraph. =

Also A piece of hide, or leather, with which a

skin for water or milk is patched. (O, EL.)

• ij *.**

cUi : see iUJ.

iiiili cUoU : see the following paragraph.

ii»l A ram (EL) whose horns go this way and

that [app. meaning widely, or dissimilarly]. (O,

EL.) — And iliij <uoU A spreadingforelock [of

ahorse]; (S,0, EL;) as also* iiiU. (0,EL.)

And 5-UJI iijl J».j A man having tfiefore tooth

projecting. (Lth, O, EL.) And ,jLi-^l £~-s\

Having the teeth disparted; (Lth, O, EL ;) having

wide interstices between the teeth. (Lth, 0.)

1. Jli, (S, O, Msb, EL,) aor. :, (O, M?b, EL,)

inf. n. jii ; (S, O, Mjb;) a verb of which exs.

occur in the ELur iii. 118 and viii. 48; and jli,

aor. '-; and jJLi, aor. -; two dial, vars., the

former of these agreeable with a reading of the

latter verse of the Kur-an, and the latter asrree-

able with a reading of the same verse by El-

Hasan El-Basree ; (O ;) He was, or became,

cowardly, (S, O, Msb, EL,) and weak, (0,EL,) or

weak-hearted, (Msb,) and flagging, remiss, or

languid, (EL,) and timorous. (TA.)= c~Ui,and

<£LL cJii, (O,) or Viii cJLii, (EL,* TA, [in

2401

the CEL t <UU4, the pronoun relating to jJuit,])

inf. n. JUi ; (TA ;) and t J^aLiai, (0, EL,* TA,)

thus accord, to the M as well as the O, (TA,)

i. e. LjJ-iJ_*, (O,) or £tb ; (TA;) [in the EL

CU*JL4I alone, i. e. without any complement, as

though it were intrans. ; or toJULil, which is

said in the TA to be the reading in the copies of

the EL, but which I have not found in any ;] and

t cA,t,«:i [mentioned without any complement, as

though intrans.]; (EL, TA;) said of a woman,

(O, EL, TA,) in relation to the jla, (EL,) which

is also called jJLJu, (IAar, O,) 'meaning She

hung a ,_»y [or piece of cloth] (thus in the O,

in the TAk ._>>-$,) upon the [camel-vehicle

called] »>>*, then put it [or drew it, or the main

part thereof,] within it, and bound its extremities

to the j*ly [or four pieces of wood that form a

square frame upon which it is fixed (see its sing.

»^fil>)] ; this being [beneath her (see jli) so as

to be to her] a preservative from the heads of the

[curved pieces of wood called] *uLl [pi. of ^I».

cf.v.] and the [apparatus called] ^ISI [pi. of 4-3

q.v.] and the knots of the cord called ^i [pi. of

»U* q. v.] : (O, TA :) so says ISh. (TA.)

2 and 4 : see the preceding paragraph.

5. jlij, said of water, It flowed. (S, O, EL.)

= And He took a wife (ISh, O, EL) J^I* [from

among them, probably meaning persons not of his

own kindred : see jiL]. (ISh,0.) = See also 1.

8 : see 1, latter sentence.

J-ii Weak; (S, O, EL;) or weak-hearted;

(Msb ;) cowardly ; (S, Msb, EL ;) flagging, remiss,

or languid; (EL ;) and accord, to the EL, * J-ii sig

nifies the same, and one says, J-ii J Za, J^,'

and * J~i Ji*. ; but [SM says that] this is a

mistake, and [incorrectly] taken from a passage

of the M, in which it is stated that one says aL]

J£i J£*. and J—* J—a. ; i. e., with yi in both

and with ^ in both ; not that it is with fet-h in

both and like u>J-rS : (TA:) [I find, however,

t Jij J^». mentioned in art. JJi*. in the EL,

and also, as from Ibn-Abbad, in the same art. in

the O ; and as * J-i» is agreeable with a general

rule as part. n. of JJti, I think it probably cor

rect:] the pi. is Jlill, (S,) or jll, (KL,) or both.

(TA.) In the following verse, occurring in a

trad, respecting the prayer for rain, (O, TA,)

uttered to the Prophet by an Arab of the

desert, (O,)

* Uj^e y-LJI J-£»b U-, tjz ^ »

by jlii\ >ji*JI is meant LlJol J^Iij) j^JbOJ

»j^J>*»j, i.e. wte«uail ; (O, TA;*) the phrase

being like ii^iijl S^JL)t in the ELur [xvii. 62],

i. e., UyX»l : [so that the verse means, And there
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is nothing, of what men eat, in our possession, save

the colocynth that is a year old, and therefore dry,

or that has been laid up for the year of drought

or barrenness, and thefood made of blood and the

fur of camels, the eater, and the storer, wfiereof

is weak] : (O, TA :) but it is also related with v*,

[i. e. J—ill,] and thus does not need any para

phrastic interpretation. (TA.) = See also what

next follows.

jli, (O, EL,) or fjH, (S,) [but said to be]

with kesr, (O, K,) A certain thing (S, K) of the

apparatus of the [women's camel-vehicle called]

*oyh, (S,) which the woman puts beneath her in

the *■>}* : (EL :) or the curtain (jZ*) of the »oy» ;

as also * jiJu. (IAar, O, EL.) [See a descrip

tion thereof in the latter sentence of the first para

graph.]

^^ii : see J-ii, in four places.

J^Lji : see the paragraph here following.

_ Jl The 2JlU.; (EL;) [i.e.] the head [or

glans] of the penis : (S, O :) and the head of any

J^a-o [or penis having a large glans] : (CEL : in

a, j

the text of the K as given in the TA, Jjm :

[and thus in my MS. copy of the EL; but it has

been there altered, app. to agree with the TA, as

have many other words in that copy ; and the

former reading is evidently, I think, the right :]

some say that its J is augmentative, like the J

in J«fc«c and in [the proper name] Jjuj : but it

may be from some other word than 2-iji, though

this has nearly the same meaning, [or, as is said

in the TA in art. t£*», both have the same mean

ing,] and, if so, the ^£ may be augmentative,

which is more agreeable with analogy: (TA:)

the pi. is JJiCi, (EL,) and t J^i is another pi.

[or rather a coll. gen. n.] thereof, used as such in

a verse of Jereer. (T A.) — [The pi.] JZQ sig

nifies also a name of Certain trees, (EL.) —

[Freytag adds as other meanings what belong to

a description of the proper name of a certain

water and of hills surrounding it, called J^CiJI.]

Je'.iL? Milk remaining in the udder : (Fr, O,

EL :) a'nd so J~yH- (Fr, O.)

JJU* : see J^i. = Also One who takes a wife

from among persons not of his own kindred, lest

the offspring should come forth spare in body, or

weak. (IAar, O, EL, TA.)

aiiL The a*.jte*> [i. e. Wj£>], (ISh, TA,)

which is an arabicized word from the Pers. <t».L£3,

in Turkish t£«yy> [also written J-ej**, i. e. the

9** 0

gizzard, or the crop, ofa bird]. (TEL voce iULo

[which is said in the EL to signify thus, and also

the stomach of a ruminant animal : one of the

two words thus expl. may be a mistranscription

for the other].)

1. Ui, (aor. £k>, S,) inf. n.jii (S, MA, Msb,

K) and ^Jti (EL) and '^, (Msb, E.,) It (a thing,

Msb, or a secret, MA, or information, news, or

tidings, S, E, and a man's beneficence, or bounty,

EL) became revealed, disclosed, or divulged, (S,

MA, Msb, EL,*) and spread. (S,* Msb, EL.) _L

[It (a saying or the like) became common; or

obtained extensively.] __ i-iljl *Z«Z<i The cattle

pastured [at large], where they pleased. (Msb.)

J J * 6 * 0 **•* 6* * • * *

__ fu»,.^> c~is, (TA in art. %?*>,) or aJ* £*£J

6, (TA in the present art.,) or rt_gJL& c- & i

I, (Ham p. 33,) said to mean Sis property

was, or became, large, or abundant, [or wide

spread,] so that he was unable to collect it together:

and [hence] his means of attaining his object, or

his affairs, became disordered so that he knew not

with which of them to begin : (TA in art. iu~a and

in the present art. :) or he took to doing an affair

that did not concern him. (TA in art. x~b, and

Ham p. 33.) And y-UI j^\ cii The affairs

of the people became discomposed, or disordered;

syn. o3>3l. (Msb.)

4. »l£il lie revealed, disclosed, or divulged, it,

(S, MA, Msb, EL,) and spread it ; (S,* Msb, $ ;)

namely, a thing, (Msb,) or a secret, (MA,) or

information, news, or tidings, (S, K,) and a man's

beneficence, or bounty. (EL.) <ujl:.o aOI .-iit,

occurring in a trad., means God made, or may

God make, his means ofsubsistence to be abundant.

(TA in art. %~£.) ess And ^i-i\, said of a man,

He had numerous cattle, (T, EL, TA,) such as

sheep or goats, and camels, $c, pasturing at large,

(E,TA.)

5. i»£A3 It (a thing) became wide. (S.) And

Ao-yUI OJU3 The ulcer, or sore, became wide, (K,

TA,) and blistered, and corrupt, by reason of

thick purulent matter. (TA.) -—^fcUJU, and

jeyl .«££>, said of a disease, It became much

among them, (EL, TA,) and spread : or, as in the

T, became common, or general, or universal, among

them : AZ mentions the verb as with hemz. (TA.

[See 5 in art. Ui.])— And jilfll J} _^JI ^jLiJ

The ink infiltrated into the paper upon which one

had written, it (the paper) being thin. (TA.)

• * 6 '

i;Lij, accord, to the EL, but in the book of Az

[i. e. the T] J&, (TA,) A swoon (L&) that

betides a man ; termed in Pers. CU : (EL, TA :)

mentioned by Lth. (TA.)

2 lis The multiplication by propagation, and

the numerousness, of cattle. (EL.)

i-ili sing, of yily, (TA,) which signifies Such

as spread themselves, of cattle pasturing at large,

of sheep or goats, and of camels, fyc. (S, EL, TA.)

Hence, (TA,) it is said in a trad., ^jLi,\yi \y^o

EU~*JI <U—i yijj ^a. [Draw ye together your

cattle pasturing at large, until the darkness, or

intense blackness, of, or after, nightfall pass away].

(S, TA.) sis Also A sleep which a person takes

during a portion of the night, after which he vises.

(TA.)

1. 4-as, [aor., accord, to rule, '- , and inf. n.,

accord, to Golius, yjai,] \ Me separated it from

(Cy") another thing ; (S, A, EL ;) as also t d^usl :

(S, EL :) and he pulled it out, or up, or off; or

removed it ; or displaced it ; from another thing ;

(S, K ;) as also ♦ the latter. (S.) = Joi, inf. n.

• ^^ jo* St* # *

sjataa : see 7. ass vyaJI ^jai, aor.- , inf. n. %jOfai,

(S, M, O, EL,) like> ; (S, O ;) The wound became

moist, andflowed: (S, O, EL :) orflowed: orflowed

with somewhat, not much. (M.) And (jJJdl iJoi

The sweat exuded; (M, TA ;) and soj!». (TA.)

__ SJei said of the [locust, or cricket, called]

VJ^-, (Sh, O, EL,) inf. n. Jc^xi (M, 0) and

i/ai, (M,) It uttered a sound. (Sh, M, O, EL.)

And, said of a child, (AA, O, EL,) inf. n. u~.r',

(AA, O,) He uttered a weak weeping, (AA, O,

EL, TA,) like whistling. (TA.) __ And Ja^ci

signifies also The being in a state of commotion;

and twisting, or winding. (M.) sa And one says,

£* KSM J>, J* ^> (IAar, M, O, EL,) aor. :,

inf. n. JLi, (M,) Nothing remained, or became

permanent, (IAar, O, EL,) or accrued, (M,) [in

my hand,] A^e, [thereof, or therefrom], (M.)

2. ^5UL)I sja*oi [He set a Je& (q. v.) tit the

ring, or signet], (A.) = aCJu ^aJai, (A,) inf. n.

ua..,*\iu, (O, K,) I He looked intently, or hardly :

(A :) or he opened his eyes and looked intently, or

hardly. (Ibn-Abbad, O, EL.)

4. LUi a*». Syb aJJ ^ojt f Se produced, or

gave forth, (Fr, S, \%,) or gave, (M,) to him

somewhat of his right, or due. (Fr, S, M, EL.)

7. i^ro ».">! J/tf became separated from (k>-»)

another thing : (S, M, EL, TA :) it became parted

asunder, severed, disjoined, or disunited: (TA:)

and i. q. ~-jti\ [app. as meaning it opened, so as

toform an interval, an interstice, or a gap] ; (L;)

[and so, app., t Jai, aor. - , inf. n. Jatci ; for]

Ja*ai is syn. with 9-lyut. (TA.) And [hence,]

f He got out of or from (i>o) a thing, and severed

himself therefrom. (Mtr, in De Sacy's Chrest.

Arabe, 2nd ed., tome iii., p. 232.) And c~cuaijt

>^wl ^>* means <z*ejii\ [i. e., app., I broke off

from, or intermitted, speaking], (L.)

8 : see 1, in two places.

10. ILj-i aU ^ntTuil U f jffe did not extract, get

out, or elicit, from him, or it, anything. (S, EL.)

R. Q. 1. sjoJuai He told a narrative, or story,

truly ; (IAar, EL, TA ;) as though from its JcS,

[q. v.,] and *JL=>. (TA.) — And [the inf. n.]

signifies The being hasty in speech, (Ibn-'Abbad,

O, E.,) and quick therein. (Ibn-Abbdd, O.) =

Also He fed a beast, or horse or the like, with

sJciuoi [q. v.]. (M.)

R. Q. 2. *Ic \y^i3, (EL, TA,) £)\jL [y,,

(O, TA,) They dispersed themselves, and took

themselves away, from him, (EL, TA,) from

around him ; and took fright, and ran away at

random. (0,TA.)
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uoi, of a ring, or signet, (S, M, A, Msb, EL,)

signifies [The stone, or gem, or] what is set therein,

(Lth, M, L, Msb,) of a different substance there-

from ; (Msb ;) and is also written * ^joi, (M, A,

KL,) thus pronounced by the vulgar, (Lth, S,) but

J's saying this does not necessarily mean that it

is incorrect, which, as in opposition to what is

said by J, it is asserted not to be in the K [and

A], (TA,) or the latter form is bad, accord, to

ISk and El-Farabee; (Msb;) and ▼,>»*; (A,

K ;) all of which three forms are mentioned by

Ibn-Malik and others ; but they assert that the

first is the most correct and the most commonly

known : (TA :) pi. [of pauc] ,^1 (Lth, M) and

[of mult.] u^yoi (S, M, A, Msb, KL) and ^o^ai.

(Lth, M.) _ [Also, Any gem, or similar stone,

rare or common, and natural or factitious : and

any hard stone cut for inlaying or for construc

tion. — A die, such as is used in the game of

tables, or backgammon : and an ossicle that is

used in like manner : see *^*£».] __ X A clove

3 ij,

(O-i) of garlic ; (Lth, A, O, K ;) [and] so * i-ai.

(S and L in art. i>w) — 1 1" I > « yolk of an egg.

(M, voce »-•.) — t The bubbles of water. (M.)

__ f What leaps, or leap, up, [i. e., the particles

that leap up, in effervescence,] of wine. (M.)_

I The black (*3j*.) of the eye : (M, K :) [or the

pupil: for] you say, aUju*. uei ^y fUuUI c-ij*

J [I knew vehement hatred in the pupil of the black

of his eye] : and ^ey-UcI ^oyoxt oycj X [they cast

piercing glances at him with their eyeballs]. (A,

TA.) — X Ajoint, or place ofseparation between

two parts of an animal : (M, A :) or any joint,

(AZ, M,) or any place of meeting of two bones,

(ISk, S, Msb, KL,) except [of] the fingers, (AZ,

M,) for the joints thereof are not so called: (M:)

pi., in this and all the other senses which we have

i it

mentioned, [of pauc] ^ail (M) and [of mult.]

i^pj-os : (S, M, A, Msb :) or, as some say, con

tradicting AZ, the i^oyai are the j&Ajj and the

^jLu%» : [see these two words :] (Sh, TA :) and

ISh says, in the "Book of Horses," that the

^je^oi of the horse are the joints of the knee and

pasterns, in which latter are the oUVt these

being the bones of the pasterns. (TA.) One says

of a horse, !l»JaJ *~eyab ^1 I Verily his joints

are hard ; not flabby nor fleshy. (S, A.) [And

hence, app., from the place in which it is men-

troned by Z in this art., the saying,] j\j*. ^J^i

ueydi\ [in a copy of the A, jlj*. ; and in the

TA, j[po; but I have no doubt that the right

reading is that which I have given ; lit., Such a

one is the great cutter ofjoints ;] meaning, \Such

a one is often right in his judgment, or opinion,

and in his answer. (A, TA.) — Hence, [imme

diately,] accord, to Abu-1-Abbas ; or [originally]

from ^jai in the first of the senses expl. above,

accord, to IDrd ; (Mtr, cited in De Sacy's Chrest.

Arabe, sec. ed. iii. 232 ;) ja\ ^as \ The point upon

which a thing, or an affair, turns, or hinges ; or

the point in which it is distinguished, or discrimi

nated, from other things; syn. aX-aic ; (Abu-1- set in it]. (A.)

Abbas ubi supra, S, Msb, K ;) or IjLU : (Mtr

ubi supra,:) [or its utmost point, or particular;

syn. »lflu : (Msb in art. J-ai, in explanation of

j*\ J-euw :)] or Us origin, or source ; syn. aJUjI ;

(M ; and Mtr ubi supra, and L ;) and A»Jk ,«

<Uo ~-jA. ji ^JJI : (L, TA :) and its essence, or

very essence ; its substance ; its most essential, or

elementary, part ; its pith ; the ultimate element

to which it can be reduced or resolved; syn.

<Ci-i»., (M, L, TA,) and x^Ss, i. e. sjA^*., and

»»* *

<su;V: (^jTA:) or its real, as opposed to its

apparent, state ; syn. <s^»~o. (A, TA.) Hence

the saying, (S, Msb, TA,) of a poet, (S, TA,) or

of Ez-Zubeyr Ibn-El-'Owwam, (TA,)or of Abd-

Allah Ibn-Jaafar Ibn-Abee-Talib, (Mtr ubi supra,

and TA,)

•i -■ 0 0 t %* +

X [And he will tell thee the thing, or affair, tracing

itfrom the point on which it turns, or hinges; &c. :

but it appears to be originally without 3 ; form

ing an incomplete hemistich : see Freytag's Arab.

Prov. ii. 918] : (S, M,* A,* Mtr, TA :) or he wiU

tell thee the thing, or affair, distinctly. (Msb,TA.*)

You say also, \jJs wjUCI Jai ^ £>\£ J [J read,

in the most essential part of the book or writing,

such a thing], (A, TA.) And hence, ^oycj

jljA.'iJI X [The most essential parts or particulars

of narrations]. (A.)

I.

8

r*

i
see ,jas, first signification.

duai : see ^ai, former half.

uo~ob [as an inf. n. : see 1. = Also] Date-

stones ((J!y) clean, as tliough oiled. (Ibn-'Abbad,

O, K.)

* •"

^jo\-ai [A cutter, or an engraver, or a seller, of

uoyai, or stones, or gems, for rings or signets],

(TA.)

^aiuei : see what next follows.

Lk«-ki (S, M, Msb, K) and t JaiJa (M) A

certain plant; (K ;) i.q. a*bj [a species of trefoil,

or clover], (S, M, Msb,) a ^od ,/br beasts, or

Worses a?«rf i/t« like, (TA,) before it dries up ; after

which it is called ci: (Msb:) or £ q. cJ: or

Ci in itsfresh state : (M :) also written with ,^» '■

(TA :) originally, (S, M,) in Pers., (S, M, ^,)

0 A A AAA

C >ft.'j , (so in copies of the S,) or c ...^ , (so in

A 0 ' 0

a copy of the S and one of the M) or C~-~>l, (K,

and so, accord, to the TA, in the handwriting of

Az,) or £JL*L\ : (CIS.:) pi. Jtiltti. (S, M, Msb.)

* >i

uoiLas Hardy ; strong ; (O, K, TA ;) applied

to a man. (TA.)

iliUuUI 7%e /ion. (0, El.)

> ^o5l"»" [A ring, or signet, having a ^ai

1. ^-a», (S, A, Mz in the 9th cy, and so in

some copies of the K as stated in the TA,) [aor. i ,]

m£ n. 4»-UaJ, (KL,) or ~ai ; (Mz ubi supra,

on the authority of Er-Raghib ;) or t -Jj& . (80

in other copies of the BI ;) or the latter also ; (A ;)

and t ^oJI ; (A, K, Mz ;) said of milk, It be

came divested of the froth, (S, A, K, Mz,) which

is the primary signification accord, to Er-Raghib ;

(Mz ;) and clear ofits biestings : (A :) or ♦ -,, n«l

has this latter signification. (S, L, 5.) And

»-aJ, accord, to Er-Rdghib, signifies [also] A

thing's becoming clear of what was mixed with it.

(Mz ubi supra.) — And [hence] L^i, (S, Msb,

K, and Mz ubi supra,) [aor.i,] inf. n. iL-Ui (S,

K) and £**»> (K,) I He (a man) was, or became,

good in his language, or dialect ; a metaphorical

signification from the same verb as said of milk ;

so accord, to Er-Raghib : (Mz : see also 4 : [and

see 4».Uaj below :]) or he (a foreigner) was, or

became, good and correct in his language, or dia

lect : (S, Msb :) or he [a man] was, or became,

clear, perspicuous, or distinct, in speech, or lan

guage: and he (a foreigner) spoke Arabic in

telligibly : but this signification seems to belong

more properly to --ail, q. v. :] or he [a man] was

an Arab [by birth, and therefore in speech], and

he increased in *».Lai [q. v.] ; like *-,. rv : (K :)

and he was, or became, eloquent ; (L ;) thus used

as syn. with ii; [from which it is properly dis

tinct]. (MF.) ss -LIIm &mm*b jJ [is said to

mean] f Daybreak has become apparent to thee,

and its light lias overcome thee : (KL,* TA :) and

some say, .tin. £\i : [or,] accord, to Lh, <uLai

J 6 i

-«-~aJI means daybreak came upon him suddenly.

(TA.)

2. »*a» : see 1, first sentence. _ Also, J He

(a foreigner) made his tongue to speak Arabic. (A.)

4. m..«S\ : see 1, first sentence, in two places.

__ It is also said of urine, (K, TA,) as men

tioned by IAar, but not expl. by him, (TA,)

meaning It became clear, orfreefrom turbidness.

(EL.) — And C-»».*iil is said of a ewe, or she-

goat, (S, A, EL,) and of a she-camel, (TA,)

meaning Her milk became free from admixture ;

(EL ;) orfreefromfroth, and clear of its biestings:

(A :) or her biestings ceased, and the milk came

after : (Lh, TA :) or her biestings ceased, and her

milk became free from admixture. (S.) _ And

[hence] ~~aj\ signifies also \H« spoke with

imXei ; (EL, TA ;) [i. e. clearness, perspicuous-

ness, or distinctness; accord, to the explanation

of <U.Ua» in the KL, and the usage of this verb in

numerous exs. ; or with chasteness, or correctness;]

* * +

as aIso^L£Jt -. «-i il and aj ■» o il, and « -r i\

JyUl ; but when the verb became in frequent use,

and commonly known, the objective complement

became dropped, as in the case of £yLm*\, &c. :

(TA :) f he spoke clearly, or plainly, (A,* KL,*
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TA,) to another; (A, TA;) rvithout indistinct

ness, or without concealment : (TA :) [and] \ he

(a foreigner) spoke Arabic : (S, A, Msb :) or

f spoke Arabic correctly: (ISk, Msb:) [and] t^e

(a man ofbarbarous or vitious or indistinct speech)

spoke intelligibly. (L.) And one says, ^j ~as\

* « >« ■■*■ I He (a child) began to speak intelligibly.

(A, L.) And t LJ£% J& ~c&\ \ [He spoke

Arabic, and then became good in his language, or

dialect: so accord, to Er-Raghib, as cited in the

Mz, 9th ey ; in which it is said that some, but

not so correctly, use these two verbs in the con

verse manner : or he spoke clearly, or intelligibly,

and then became chaste, or good and correct, or

eloquent, in his speech, or language], (A.) And

-,_ r'\ is also used in poetry as signifying f He

(an animal not endowed with speech) uttered a

sound, or cry, clearly. (L.) And one says, «-cjI

5 _i i>*> '"'• "■ ^-l«a»l [m this and the preceding

senses], meaning t He explained a thing. (A,*

TA.) And »}\j* j>c ~as\ f He showed or re

vealed [his desire or At* meaning]. (Msb.) _

Also f It (a thing) became clearly apparent,

1 9 i

manifest, or evident. (K.) One says, *_~o)l ~ail

X The daybreak became clearly apparent ; (A,*

K ;) the light of daybreak appeared. (S.) __

And tJ£» ,>» J*->" 9~a>\ t The man got clear

out of such a thing; or escapedfrom it. (S, TA.)

You say, L5UA ,>• ~o«» J IFe *Aa# get clear out

o/owr wiKter. (A.) — And t^a-asl J TAey (the

Christians, S, A, K) entered upon, (S, K,) or cele-

brated, (A,) thefestival called ~*mJI [or Easier],

(S, A, K,) and broke theirfast, eatingflesh-meat.

(TA.) [And said also of Jews, meaning They

3 0

celebrated the Passover : see y—oMl.j

5. <MaiJ J 2fe affected (UUP) the faculty, or

quality, of imXai [q. v.] (S, A, TA) A^jjkia ^

[in his speech] ; as also ♦^-oUj : (S :) or he made

use of thefaculty of ZaXes : or, as some say, [but

accord, to general analogy, this signification seems

to belong more properly to t ■»_ol&i,] he affected

a resemblance to those endowed with that faculty ;

[or made a show ofS^las ;] like^IaJ as mean-

0

ing " he made a show of^oJUJI " [i. e. "forbear

ance," &c. ; in which sense Jo)laM» is more com

monly used]. (TA.) See also 1, latter part.

6 : see the next preceding paragraph, in two

places.

10. [<Ufc rfiio.il t He deemed it 4-~oi as mean

ing chaste, or free from barbarousness, &c. ;

namely, a word, or phrase : and probably used

in a similar sense in relation to a man : but per

haps post-classical : its pass. part. n. occurs in

the Mgh, in art. {^>-] — 'J^=> qs- dJit* ,o « 7 „<1

f [/ asked him, or desired him, to explain such a

thing: see 4, latter half]. (O and K in art.

-—oj : see *>***&.

mJci : see mt*i, first sentence. — Also X A

day cloudless by reason of cold; (ISh, T, TA ;) or

a day without clouds and without cold; as also

* JL«UU. (K.) — And LJoii\ [or ?~^' J*f]

(vulgarly pronounced »,«■>« II, ISk, Msb) X 2%e

festival of the Christians, (S, A, Msb, K,) [namely,

Easter,] when they break theirfast, and eatflesh-

meat, (S, Msb,) after having fasted eight and

forty days, the Sunday after these days being

their festival : (TA :) [and the Passover of the

Jems; also called ~-*U)l ; thus with <>» and «.:

more properly called jJ&JLH •***:] pi. f-ya*-

(Msb,TA.)

mmffci Milk divested of the froth, (S, A,) and

cfear of its biestings: (A:) or milk that has come

q/i!er the ceasing of the biestings ; as also " «—a».

(Lh, TA.) — [And hence, J Chaste, as meaning

freefrom barbarousness : applied in this sense to

a word, or an expression, and to language in

general, and to a speaker, or writer : i. e.,] as

applied to a word, or an expression, it means

[free from an incongruous combination of letters

and from strangeness and from contrariety to

analogy not sanctioned by frequency of usage

among the Arabs of pure speech: (see 2»-La»,

below :) or] of which the beauty is perceived by

hearing : (K :) and as applied to language in

general, [free from weakness of construction and

from incongruity of words, with i^Xca (which

see again) in the words themselves :] as used by

the vulgar, it means in which the rules of desinen-

tlal syntax are observed; syn. w^*-° • (^0 [and

• *

sometimes it means] eloquent ; syn. «JL> [from

which it is properly distinct] : (S :) and as ap

plied to a man, [possessing a faculty whereby he

is enabled to express what he desires, with S».Uas

(which see again) in language: or] clear, per

spicuous, or distinct, in speech, or language; as

also * mJoi ; (K ;) but this latter is an intensive

epithet, [being originally an inf. n.,] like Jj* :

(TA :) [and sometimes it signifies] eloquent ; syn.

iJU [respecting which see what precedes] : (S, A :)

or jjUJJI J VW.« [i. e. free from impediment of

tlie tongue, or eloquent, or chaste,] in speech, who

knows how to distinguish what is good in language

from what is bad : (TA :) the pi. as applied to

men is sU~ai and ~-Uai and •?—as, (K, TA,) the

last formed in the manner of the broken pi. of a

subst., like 4^ pi. of 4-*f5 * (sb> TA 0 the

fern, is £a»~a» ; of which the pi. is ~.\JcA and

•JUai. (K, TA.) And you say wm^ai J-»-j

jjtJlJI t -A. man whose tongue speaks Arabic cor

rectly. (Msb.) And •—~°* ,jLJ i. q. Jxie t [A

tonguefreefrom impediment, or eloquent, or chaste

in speech]: (S:) or Xan eloquent tongue. (A.)

And jfmffd signifies also f Any one having t/ie

faculty of speech ; (S;) [i.e.] a human being:

(TA:) yot"*' meaning that which is "destitute

of the faculty of speech ;" (S ;) [i. e.] " a beast;"

as also o-oLo : whence the saying, m^-ai JU <J

C~ol^3 X [as though meaning He has property

consisting of human beings and of beasts : but see

C~ot0]. (TA.) And it also occurs in poetry

as meaning f Clear, applied to the cry of an

ass. (L.)

Aa.las, [an inf. n. of -^as, q. v. : as denoting

a quality of a word, and of language in general,

and of a speaker or writer, from the same word

as relating to milk, it signifies X Chasteness, as

meaning freedomfrom barbarousness : i. e.,] in a

word, freedom from an incongruous combination

of letters and from strangeness and from con

trariety to analogy [not sanctioned by frequency

of usage among the Arabs ofpure speech] ; (KT,

and Mz in the 9th cy ;) [for] the point upon

which it turns is the frequency of the use of a

word by the Arabs [of pure speech] ; (Mz ibid. ;)

a word being known to have this quality by its

being frequently used by the Arabs in whose

Arabic confidence is placed, or by its being used

by them more frequently than one synonymous

therewith : (El-Kazweenee in the " Eedah," cited

in the same cy of the Mz :) and in language [in

general], freedom from weakness of construction

*a j » .

(»Ju)UJI uLhe q. v.) and from incongruity of

words, combined with A»-La» in the words them

selves : (KT :) and in a speaker [or writer] a

faculty whereby one is enabled to express what he

desires, with iaXai in language : (KT :) or good

ness and correctness in language, or dialect : (S :)

or clearness, perspicuousness, or distinctness, in

speech, or language : (K :) and [agreeably with

an explanation of pmyci in the S and A &c] it is

sometimes used as meaning eloquence ; syn. ic^o

[from which it is properly distinct]. (MF.)

j # et

p—oil [More, and most, chaste, as meaningyree

from barbarousness; &c] : in the Kur xxviii.34,

it means mor6 clear or perspicuous or distinct [in

tongue]. (Jel.)

[<Uiw.«aM The quality of being more, and -most,

chaste, as meaning freefrom barbarousness; &c.]

fn*.o [or as a n. of place from t^a—ail (see 4,

last two sentences)] A place where the Christians

J 0

celebrate the festival called j.,^all [or Easter],

(A.) [And app. also A place where the Jews cele

brate the festival so called by them, i. e. the Pass

over.]

■ 0 3 % 9

m*cX* : see ~as. ___ Also Anything clearly

apparent, manifest, or evident. (S.)

juoi

1. jJxl, (S, O, K,) aor. : , (K,) inf. n. Juli

(S, O, K) and jLoi, (O, K,) [or the latter is a

simple subst.,] He cut, (S, O,) or slit, (K,) [or

opened,] a vein ; (S, O, K ;) as also t jKilil. (S,*

K.) And ajuai, aor.-, inf. n. j*as (Mj L,

Msb) and itoi, (M, L,) or the latter is a simple

subst., (Msb,) He cut, or slit, [or opened,] it,

namely, a vein. (M, L.) [And app., accord, to
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the Msb, He bled him by opening a vein ; agree

ably with what here follows.] And one says also,

i5UI juo» He slit [or opened] a vein of the she-

camel to dram forth the blood therefrom and to

drink it [or to put it in a gut and broil it : see

aMtii]. (M, L.) _ a) jmi ^y>j>ja^> y) He has

not been denied the entertainment of a guest for

whom a camel has been bled by the slitting [or

opening] of a vein and who has had the blood so

obtained, (M, A,* EL,) is a prov. ; (S, M, A, O ;)

juai being for juai, (S, M, O, EL,) like >_>•» for

^>yb, and JJJ for ^JJJ ; (M ;) and some, also,

eay aj_» ; (S, M, O, K ;) for every quiescent ^o

before } may be changed into j ; and every

movent ^jo before i may have somewhat of the

sound ofj given to it, (S, M, O,) but may not in

this case be altogether changed into j ; so that for

jjuo and oJ^> you may not say jjj and ojj :

(M:) some, also, say <0 jua» ,j^, with J, mean-

ing Ijk-a5 ^^Jaet ^ i. e. [who has been given] a

little : (S, O, K :) the origin of the saying was

this : two men passed the night at the abode of

an Arab of the desert, and, meeting in the morn

ing, one of them asked his companion respecting

the entertainment given by the host, and the

latter answered, " I was not entertained as a

guest, but only a vein [of a camel] was slit [or

opened] to draw blood for me ;" whereupon the

other replied in the words above : (O, EL :) or a

man used to entertain another as his guest in a

time of scarcity, and, having no food to offer him,

and being unwilling to slaughter his camel, bled

it by slitting [or opening] a vein, and heated the

blood that came forth, for his guest, until it

became thick, and gave it to him to eat ; and

hence this prov. : (M, L :) it is applied to him

■who has obtained a part of that which he wanted.

(Yaakoob, M, O, L, EL.) [See Jl~«3.] One

says also, cliae oJ juai, (O, L, EL,) aor. :, inf. n.

juas, (L,) meaning He apjjortioned to him a gift,

or stipend, and caused it to be transmitted to him.

(O, L, K.)

2. ils-JI (j-° l«*f^*3 u^j^t i«* <^b means I

saw, in the ground, a cleft, or furrowed, state,

resultingfrom the torrent. (ISh, O, L, EL.* [Here

is a pass. inf. n., used as a subst.]) And

J, also, signifies The macerating [a thing]

with a little water. (ADk, O, EL.)

JLll juas), and ▼ juaAJl, The trees opened

their gems, (M, EL,) and disclosed the extremities

of their leaves. (M.)

5 : see 7. [Hence,] lijc «••■:■:«!• Jueuu His

[i. e. forehead, or side of the forehead,] flowed

with sweat : (M, O :) the last word is here put in

the accus. case as a specificative ; and has the

force of an agent ; the meaning being, the sweat

of his Q~*f flowed. (M.)

7 : see 4. _ Also, and t juLtf, Itflowed: (S,

O :) or both signify it flowed in small quantity ;

said of blood. (A.) _ See also what next

follows.

8. He (a man) had his vein cut [or opened ;

Bk. I.

i. e. he had blood taken from him by the opening

of a vein ; and so * JuaA.ll as used in the present

day]. (Lth, L, Msb.*) __ See also 1, first sen

tence.

Sjuoi : see ij^oi.

jLai an inf. n. of 1 [q. v.] : (M, O, L, EL :) or

a simple subst. [signifying The act of bleeding by

opening a vein]. (Msb.)

jw-rai and Vj^euLo A vein slit [or opened]. (M,

K.) —— And both signify also A man bled by the

opening of a vein. (TK.) _ Also, the former,

Blood (S, M, O, L, K) obtained by the cutting

[or opening] of a vein (S, O, L)ofa camel, (L,)

and put into a gut, (S, M, O, EL,) in t/ie Time of

Ignorance, (M,) and broiled : (S, M, K :) the

Arabs in the Time of Ignorance used to eat it,

(M, A,* L,) and to give it to the guest to eat, in

a season of dearth. (S, O,* L.)

Dates kneaded and mixed with blood;

(Ibn-Kuthweh, O, L, K;) as also T»jL«oi; (O,

K ;) thus termed by Ibn-Abbdd : (O :) a medi

cine given to children. (Ibn-Kuthweh, O, L.)

• 3'

iLai A phlebotomist, or bleeder. (MA. [See

also what next follows.])

• * * St*

juoli [Bleeding, or (like jLaJ) one who bleeds,

by opening a vein], (Msb.) — And ^tjuoLAJI

signifies The place [or the two places] of the run

ning of tlie tears upon the cheek. (0.)

sr~a&\ [Bind thou his place of blood

letting]. (A.)

[A lancet;] the instrument with which a

vein is slit [or opened]. (0, Msb, EL.)

iyOAA : see

see what follows.

. f id **J

and " jw^uwo Flowing; (M, K;) run

ning : (K. :) [orflowing in small quantity : see 7.]

£-*

1. *-oi, aor.;, (Lth, 0, K,) inf. n. %^as,

(Lth, S, O,) He squeezed, or pressed, a fresh ripe

date, (Lth, S, O, K,) with his two fingers [or his

thumb and a finger], (Lth, O,) so that it should

become divested of its skin; (Lth, S, O ;) and in

like manner, a fig : (Lth, O :) or he made it (i. e.

a fresh ripe date) to come forth from its skin,

(A'Obeyd, O,) [to which SM adds, as from

A'Obeyd,] in order that it might ripen quickly.

(TA.) The act thus explained is forbidden in a

trad. ; [but I have not found for what reason.]

(S, O.) — And He rubbed a thing with his two

fingers, (in the K, erroneously, with his finger,

TA,) in order that it might become soft, and open

so as to disclose what was in it. (IDrd, O, K, TA.)

_ And He pulled or stripped, or put off, [a

garment or the like]. (O, TA.) You say, %Joi

i * ' " %* a * **

<C«U« (O, K) *wtj ^j* (El) He removed, or took

off, his turbanfrom his head. (O, EL.) — Said of

a boy [not yet circumcised], He withdrew his

! prepuce from his glans; and so ♦ jusust. (S, O,

.£.) _ Ca<fl> said of a mare; S/ie disclosed and

concealed alternately Iter vulva on tlie occasion of

staling. (Ibn-'Abbad, O, EL.) lj£. ^J %^>i,

(EL,) inf. n. %-oi, (TA,) He gave to me such a

thing: (EL:) [or] (jiew ^ * f«a»i inf. n. x~aa3,

he gave to me my right, or due : (Ibn-'Abbad, 0 :)

and JWW *1 ?*ai lie gave to him the property ;

as also » >t«ai. (EL.)

2. Ij3 ^>6 «£*uoi, inf. n. **ejii, I made it

to go, or come, forth from such a thing. (IAar,

S, L, TA.) _ See also 1, last sentence, in two

places. _ Accord, to Lth, %*a», inf. n. as above,

is also used in relation to a stink, and the ordure

of a child, and a noiseless emission of wind from

the anus : (O :) [or] it means He emitted windfrom

the anus with a sound: or without a sound. (EL.)

7. «-a«j I It went, or came,forth from a thing ; or

was made to do so ; quasi-pass, of \j£» ^j-o -v--^*

(?.)

8. ^y^ 4-U C-otcuit I tookfrom him my right,

or due, (O, EL>) all ofit, (EL,) by force, (O, KL,)

not leaving of it anything : (O :) or / took from

him my right, or due, all of it, on tlie spot. (S,

O.) _ See also 1, latter half.

ijJoi The prepuce of a boy, (IDrd, T, O, EL,

TA,) wlien it is wide, so that the glans protrudes

from it, (IDrd, O, EL, TA,) or wlien he with

draws it from over tlie glans, before he is circum

cised. (T, TA.)

ijbuai Having the head always uncovered, by

reason of heat and inflammation. (IAar, O, EL.)

«-aJt A boy having the prepuce appearing (S,

O, EL) withdrawnfrom the glans. (S, O.) sss And

jbuaAJI [fern, of jL^s^t] signifies ij\ii\ [app. as

»X*

n. un., or fem., of jUJI q. v. ; but it may here

have some other of the meanings expl. in art. j\i],

(IAar, EL.)

L J»*tf, (S, M, O, Msb, EL,) aor. -, inf. n. J**6,

(M, Msb, EL,) He separated, or divided, (S, O,

Msb, EL,) and put apart, (Msb,) a thing, (S, O,

Msb,*) »jgc ^ [from another thing], (Msb,)

and ^jajtJ .>o a^xzj [or ^ta*i O* i- e.part thereof

from part]. (M and TA in art. J-yc.) And (K,)

He made a separation, or partition, (M, EL, TA,)

l»rti (M, TA*) i. e. between t/iem two, meaning,

two things, making it known that tlieformer laid

come to an end: so says Er-Raghib: (TA:) and

k>**j'i" Otf J>»>J' J-»», [aor. and] inf. n. as

above, The limit, or boundary, made, or formed,

a separation between the two lands : (Msb :) and

vojill j_>~> £*Xei I made a division, or separation,

between, or among, the people, or party. (O.) __

[Hence,] a*I sj» £s*>jH J-o», (S, Mgh, O,) or

ijJ^JI (M, EL) ^tijjl o*, (M,) aor. as above,

303
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(M, K,) inf. n. JUi, (S, O,) or j-oi, and the

former is a simple subst., (M, K,) or both, (Mgh,)

He weaned [the suckling from his mother, or tlie

young infant from sucking the breast] ; (S, M,

Mgh, O, K;) as also ♦ ^JL^»t : (S, M, 0 :) or

\*trfj el^oJI oXoi, inf. n. J-a», and JUai is

the subst., the woman weaned her suckling. (Msb.)

— Hence also, i. e. from J«a» as first expL above,

OUj^oaJt ^j^gj j>ne deciding of litigations, alter

cations, or disputes : like w>lk»Jt J-ai : (Msb :)

or this latter means distinct, orplain speech ; which

he to whom it is addressed distinctly, or plainly, un

derstands; which is notconfused, or dubious, to him:

(Ksh in explanation of it in the Kur xxxviii. 19,

and Mgh :) or such as decides, or distinguishes,

between what is true and what isfalse, (Ksh ibid.,

Mgh, O, K,) and what is sound and what is cor

rupt, (Ksh, Mgh,) and what is correct and what

is erroneous: (Ksh :) or such as decides the judg

ment, orjudicial sentence : (Er-Raghib, TA:) or

the evidence, or proof, that is obligatory [as a con

dition of his justification] upon the claimant, or

plaintiff, and the oath that is obligatory [in like

manner] upon him against whom the claim, or

plaint, is urged; (Ksh, O, K; [an explanation

of which a part is dropped in the CK ;]) thus

accord, to 'Alee: (Ksh:) or the [using of the]

phrase jJu Ul. (Ksh, 0, K. [Respecting this

phrase, and for other explanations, see 3 in art.

v^la*..]) J-^A" **^» in the Kur xlii. 20 means

The sentence of God's deciding between mankind

on the day of resurrection, (O,) which is called

J-aAJI^jj. (TA.) And J-ai)l [alone] means The

decidingjudicially between what is true and what

is false; (M, O, K;) and, (O, K,) sometimes,

(O,) so t JL^iJt ; (S, O, K ;) or this latter is [a

simple subst., i. e.,] a name for such decision ;

(TA;) and is also an epithet [expl. below]. (M,

(J, K.) J-aiJIvojj tjjk qjjl\j>y> IJlA, in the Kur

xxxvii. 20 and 21, means [This is the day of re

quital:] this is the day wherein a decision, or a

distinction, shall be made (aj4 J niv) between the

doer ofgood and the doer of evil, and every one

shall be requitedfor his work and with that where

with Qod willfavour his servant the Muslim. (M.)

And \y\£» U*» iotaJIj>yt^-j J*cJu yt, ^ ^1

^^a-Lo..! aJ, in the Kur xxxii. 25, means [Verily

thy Lord] He shall decide [between them], and

distinguish what is truefrom what isfalse, [on the

day of resurrection,] by distinguishing the speaker

ofwhat is true from the speaker of what is false,

in respect of that wherein they used to disagree,

of what concerned religion. (Bel.) And one says

also^e^JI J-a» [He decided the judgment, or

judicial sentence]. (N.)Ja£li\ Juki, in the K, is a

mistake: see 2. (TA.) = i^.Ut O* J-ai, (S,0,)

or oJJI {y, (K,) or \j£» j&> ^, aor. I , (M,) inf.

n. Jyoi, (M, K,) He wentforth [from the part of

the country, orfrom the town or country, orfrom

such a town or country]. (S, O, K.) And JJii

oJJI ^j*jLLs&\ [The army went forth from the

town or country] : whence the saying of the Pro

phet respecting Ibn-Rawahah, y^ai IJ$1 ,jli»

"$2*3 U/A.1^ i.e. He was the first of us in going

away (* ^liijl) from his house and his family

and the last ofus in returning to [it and] them.

(Mgh.) And \JJ~* o* O^* J-a*» m*- n- Jy^>

Such a one went forth [from my presence or

vicinage, or from me]. (TA.) And {Jj> J^ai

*JI «_jU£> [A letter] passed from me to him.

(TA.) Thus the verb is intrans. as well as trans. ;

its inf. n. when it is trans, being JLaJ ; when

intrans., Jj-ai. (TA.) And jLJfll J^i The

vine putforth small grapes, resembling lentils or a

grain similar thereto. (M, K.)

2. ^kjl jj»», (M, TA,) thus correctly, with

teshdeed, but in the K J-ai, like ^««J, (TA,)

[inf. n. J.jrfuu,] He put between every two of the

strung beads [or pearls] a bead such as is termed

• -- - • i ,i

iX^i [q. v., or what is described voce J-aio as

an epithet applied to a necklace]. (M, K, TA.)

__ And e^Jt cXai inf. n. J~a«t j, I made the

thing to consist of distinct portions or sections.

(Msb.) _ And Slill J-ai, (inf. n. as above,

TA,) He (a butcher) divided the sheep, or goat,

into limbs, or members. (S, O, TA.) — [Hence

J-os means also He cut a piece of cloth for a

garment : and he cut out a garment : —— whence

Je«i* J means The cut of a garment. (See also

De Sacy's Chrest. Ar., sec. ed., i. 86-7.)] — And

[hence, likewise,] J**uLJ also signifies [The dis

secting, or analyzing, of speech, or language : the

explaining distinctly, or in detail : and] the making

distinct, clear, plain, manifest, or perspicuous;

i. q. t>8-.-.3. (S, O, K.) aLJLai in the Kur vii.

50 [referring to the book of the Kur-an] means

*Lj [Which we have made dutinct, &c] : or, as

some say, whereof we have divided the verses by

means oftlie J«oty [pi. of 4JLs1i, q. v.], (TA.)

5 - " ' i

3. o&fZ J-ols, (S, K, TA,) inf. n. iloUu>,

(TA,) He separated himself from his partner,

with the latter's concurrence ; syn. «U>lJ, (K, TA,)

and «jjl». (S and O and K in art. Jyi.)

7. jJ-aiJl It became separated, or divided, (S,

M, O, Msb, K,) and put apart. (Msb.) __ [And

He wentforth,or away ; like the intrans. J«<»i.]

See 1, near the end.

8: see 1, former half. _ {j^ <UaLj| J^n" i\

* 0 *

\jt~eyo He transplanted the palm-tree. (AHn,

M, K.) A man of Hejer [which is famous for

its dates] said that the best of palm-trees is that

of which the young one has been removed from

its place of growth, which young one is called

* iJLai. (TA.)

• •* * *«■

J-oi inf. n. of the trans, v. J*ai [q. v. passim].

(M, Msb, K, TA.) [As a simple subst., it has

various significations here following: and is] sing.

o('Ja>«&3. (S, O.) — A separation, division, or

partition, between two things. (M, K.) _ The

place of the J-oLo [i. e. joint, or articulation, and

therefore of the division, of two bones] of the body :

between every one such and another [that is the

next to it] is a J**, [or limb, in the CK, erro

neously, J-oj]. (Lth, O, K.) See also JbJu.

_ As used by the Basrees, [in grammar,] it is

[A disconnective] like jCc as used by the Koo-

fees: (O, K:) thus in the saying in the Kur

[Tin. 32], Jjuc ^ J^JI y, IJjb J&> oj [lit.

If this, it, be the truth from Thee], yt is termed

^J-ai and ilo*, [more commonly the former,] and

(J^JI is in the accus. case as being the predicate

of O^9- (O.) — Also sing, of Jyas in the

phrase ii-JI J^-ai [The four divisions ofiheyear;

namely autumn, winter, spring, and summer],

expl. in art. &*j. (Msb : see »>•>) — -A-1"1 -^

division, or section, ofa ,_jl/ [or chapter] ; as being

divided from others, or as forming a division

between itself and others, so that it has the mean

ing of the measure JjjU* or that of the measure

J*U. (MF, TA.)_And The contr. ofj^l

[as denoting relationship] : there are J>il of

relationship and Jyca thereof; [the former mean

ing the stocks and] the latter meaning the branches.

(Msb. [See also other explanations of J-oi as

• if

opposed to J«ol under the latter of these words.])

s= [It is also used as an epithet.] One says J»J

J-a» A true say or saying; (M, K ;) not false:

thus in the Kur [lxxxvi. 13] : (M :) or J-oi

there means distinguishing between what is true

and what is false; and relates to the Kur-an

[itself]. (Ksh, Bd, Jel.) And it is said of the

speech of the Prophet that it was *$£ j>J "^ J-a*

jStt, (O, TA, but in the latter jjjk [to assimilate

it in form to jj-i],) meaning Distinct, (O, TA,)

clear, or plain, distinguishing between what is

true and what is false ; (TA ;) not little nor

much. (O.) = And A general 0>*U" [i.e. plague

or pestilence]. (TA.)

iLai A transplanted palm-tree; (AHn, M,

K;) a young palm-tree removed from its place

of growth [meaning from its mother-tree] : pi.

O^. (TA.) See 8.

JUai an inf. n., (S, Mgh, O,) or a simple

subst., (M, Msb, K,) The meaning of a sucking

infant. (S, M, Mgh, O, Msb, K.) It is said in

the Kur [xlvi. 14], l^i Oy^ %U*'S aIU-S, (O,

TA,) meaning And the period of the bearing of

him in the womb and thenceforward to the end of

the time of the weaning of him is thirty months.

(TA.) And one says, <0tai ,j,«j tjjk This is the

time of the weaning of him. (Msb.)

J~a3 A young camel when weaned from his

mother : (S, M, Mgh,* O, K, TA :) and some

times such a young one of the bovine kind : (TA :)

[and by a proleptic application,] a young camel [in

a general sense], because he is, or will be, weaned

from his mother: (Msb :) [in the T, voce jlj*-,
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and in other lexicons &c, it is applied to a young,

newly-born, camel : and in the L, voce Ja.~>, to

a fcetus in a she-camel's belly : see an ex. of its

meaning a young sucking camel (one of many

such exs.) in the first paragraph of art. Jj*-j;

and a strange similar usage of the first of the fol

lowing pis. in a verse cited voce >_»..,*■ :] the pi.

is 0*&x>, (Sb, S, M, Mgh, O, Msb, EL,) agree-

9 «• •

ably with rule, (Sb, M,) and ^j%e&, (Sb, Fr,

M, Msb, EL,) formed by likening the sing, to

*_>!>*> ofwhich oWj* is a pi., (Sb, M,) and Jt-a»,

(Sb, S, M, Msb, EL,) as though it were an epithet,

(Sb, M, Msb,) like J^>£>, of which Jlljfe, is a

pi. : (Msb :) and the female is termed iL^as.

(M, EL.) _ Also A JaJU. [or wall of enclosure],

(M, O, EL,) having little height, (O, EL,) before,

or infront of, afortress; (M, EL;) or (EL) before,

or th ^/rowi q/", </«e [main] nail of a city or town.

(O, K.) One says, i£l& <LoJl«JI jj-/ t^i-Jj

J~-»J3 [7%ey strengthened the wall of the city by

means of buttresses and a low wall infront of it].

(TA.) _ And A piece of stone ; of the measure

J«*» in the sense of the measure J>wU. (TA.)

3X#ai A piece of the flesh of the jci-i [or

thigh] : (Hr, IAth, O, EL, TA :) or, accord, to

Th, (O, in the K " and ") a piece of the limbs,

or members, of tlie body. (O, EL, TA.) _ And

A man's nearer, or nearest, JaA, (S, M, 0, EL)

and Sj-Jt* (M, EL) [i. e. kinsfolk, or sub-tribe,

&c] : or [some] of the nearest of the Sj t *.c of a

man : from 'the first of the significations men

tioned in this paragraph : (IAth, TA :) it sig

nifies less than the S±J : (Mgh, Msb :) or less

than the <Ue-»: (TA:) [see y«i in two places:]

or the nearest to him of the pLjI [meaning male

ancestors and including paternal uncles] ofa man :

(Th, M, EL, TA :) [or any one of such persons ;

for] El-Abbas [one of Mohammad's paternal

uncles] was called ,«-^Jt iU-as : the term is like

the J~cJu> in relation to the human foot. (TA.)

jerXtfokj J$5W- means They came, all of them, or

all together. (S, O.)

JUai an epithet applied to a man, (O,) Who

praises men much in order that they may bestow

upon him : an adventitious, not indigenous, word :

(O, EL :) [and] loquacious in everyplace. (MA.)

^o\i [as an act. part, n.] Separating ; divid

ing ; or making a separation, or partition. (Msb.)

_■_ It is said in a trad., 4JL0U <uuaJ ,jJL>\ sj^»

meaning [Whoso expends expense] such as dis-

tinguislies between his belief and his unbelief [i. e.

such as distinguishes him as a believer, it shall be

rewarded with seven hundred fold] : (S, O, EL,

TA :) or, as some say, such as lie cuts offfrom

his property. (TA.) And one says J«ol» >^£»

(EL and TA in art. jji) and t jj^ (A ibid.)

t. q. jj\i (O and EL, and TA ibid.) i. e. Dkcrimi-

nating language. (TA ibid.) And J-oli jgZ*-

and " J-«u» [A judgment, or judicial sentence,

that is decisive, and therefore meaning,] that has

effect ; and in like manner, ▼ A*e<& i«i£». : and

" J^«» i^atb [^1» ac< o/" piercing or thrusting

with a spear or the like] <Aa< decides between the

two antagonists. (M, EL, TA.) As an epithet

applied to God, J-oliUI means Tlie Decider

between the JUL». [i. e. the human race, or these

and other created beings,] on the day of resur

rection. (Zj, TA.)

• # •>

J-tfLJ : see 1, near the middle. It also signifies

A cut, or severance, (O, TA,) such as is complete,

(TA,) between two persons. (O, TA.) _ And

it is also an epithet : see J-»l», in four places. —

And [hence] it signifies f Ajudge, one who decides

judicially, an arbiter, or arbitrator; (S, O, EL;)

and so * ^-L^r* : (Ibn-Abbad, O, EL :) in the

Expos, of the " Miftih" [of Es-Sekkakee] by the

seyyid [El-Jurjanee] it is implied that it is in this

sense a tropical intensive appellation. (TA.)

2Xe\i A bead [or a bead ofgold or a gem] that

forms a separation, or division, between the pair

of [other] beads [i. e. between every two other beads]

in a string thereof. (M, EL. [See also Jw^Ju.])

___ And [hence] J-oj>i, of which it is the sing.,

t The final words of the verses of the Kur-dn, (O,

K,) and of the clauses of rhyming prose [in gene

ral], (Msb and K and TA in art. f*»»,) that are

like the rhymes of verses; (O and EL in the present

art., and Msb and TA in art. «w;) and [the

final words] of verses. (TA in art. **..«.)

2 - o* 9*0*

LyLai9 : see J-a«4.

J*oi« Any place of meeting [or juncture, as

being a place of separation,] of two bones of t/ie

body and limbs or members; as also t^J-oi : (M,

EL :) a single one of the J»oUU of the limbs or

members : (S, O, Msb, ]£. :) [a joint such as the

elbow and knee and knuckle : and sometimes a

joint as meaning a bone having an articulation

at each end, or at one end, together with the flesh

that is upon it :] in a trad, in which it is said that

the mulct for any J-oio of a human being is the

third of the mulct for the [whole] finger, it means

the J-oiu of any of the fingers or toes ; i. e. the

portion between any ^UIUjI [here meaning two

knuckles; but this is a loose and an imperfect

explanation ; for to it should be added, and also

the ungual portion, or portion in which is the nail;

for the word is here applied to denote any of t/ie

phalanges with theflesh that is upon it : in the T

&c, in art. J^j, one of the explanations of SJ^j^l

is " the J-eui in which is the nail "]. (TA.)

And [hence] one says, aJLoJU ry» vo^l; <JU>1>

t [He will tell thee the thing, or affair, tracing it

from the point on which it turns, or hinges ; (like

as one says, <uoi ^y>, q. v. ;) or], from its utmost

point or particular, i. e., t\ZJU. (Msb.) [This

saying may be originally a hemistich, thus :

• »■■ • n * %,,

like the similar saying ending with «wi.] — In

the following saying of Aboo-Dhu-eyb, [the

former half of which I give from art. J*U> in the

S, the latter half only being cited in the present

art. in the S and M and 0,]

[And verily discourse from thee, if thou wouldst

bestow it, would be (like) gathered honey of bees

in the milk (lit. mil/ts) of camels such as have

recently brought forth, having young ones with

them, such as have young ones with them [and]

that have brought forth but once, whose bringing

forth has been recent, such milk being mixed with

water like the water of the J -r1 i .«], J--r' I 'a )l

(which is pi. of J-a*U, S, O) signifies (accord, to

As, S, O) the place of separation (t J^oiio) of

the mountain from, the tract of sand, these two

having between them crushed and small pebbles, so

that the water thereof is clear, (S, M, O,) and

glistens, (jij-Jj, S, 0,) or and is shallow; {Sji3 0

the poet meaning to describe the clearness of the

water because of its descending from the moun

tain and not passing by dust nor earth : .(M :) or

it signifies hard stones (M, EL) compactly disposed,

or heaped up : (M, EL : in the former, iLo(£» :

in the latter, <U£j>£L« :) and (M, EL) it is said to

signify (M) what is between two mountains, (M,

K,) consisting of sand and cruslied pebbles, the

water whereof is clear: (EL:) or, accord, to AO,

the water-courses of a valley: (O:) accord, to

Abu-l-'Omeythil, the clefts in mountains, from

which water flows; and only said of what are

between two mountains : in the T, the J««uU is

said to be any place, in a mountain, upon which

the sun does not rise : (TA :) and it is said that

J«eUill lit means what flows from between the

two joints {^yXcJL^\ ij*f i^*) when one of them

is cut from the other ; like clear water ; and the

sing, is J-ai« : (M :) AA says that the JwjUU in

the verse are the J-eULo of the bones ; and that it

likens that water to the *U of the flesh : (O, TA :)

and IAar says the like thereof. (TA.)

JJJLlI t The tongue ; (S, M, O, Msb, EL ;) as

being likened to an instrument. (Msb.)

J«£uU jiic A necklace between every two pearls

[or other beads] of which is put a bead [ofanother

hind], (S, 0,TA,) or a Sjj£> [or bead ofgold, &c],

or a gem, to form a division between every two of

the same colour, or sort. (TA.) O^lLcuU Obi,

in the Kur [vii. 130] means [Signs, or miracles,]

between every two whereof was made a separation

by a period of delay: or which were made distinct,

plain, or manifest. (TA.) —_ And jJai«ll is an

appellation of The portion of the Kur-dn from

[the chapter entitled] cIjmJI [i. e. ch. xlix.] to

the end; accord, to the most correct opinion : or

from ioUJI [ch. xlv.] : orfrom JliiJI [ch. xlvii.]:

303 »
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or from. ol5 [ch. L] : or from OLiUoJI [ch.

xxxvii.] : orfrom JLeJI [ch. lxi.] : orfrom i)jU

[ch. lxvii.] : or from \lLLs Ul [ch. xlviii.] : or

from J\j) J-1T -—J— [ch. lxxxvii.] : or from

^i-sdl [ch. xciii.]: (KL :) this portion is thus

called because of its many divisions between its

chapters : (Msb, KL :) or because of the few

abrogations therein : (KL :) accord, to the A, it

is the portion next after that called ^J\ ? « II.

(TA.)

J.oft^ : see J-oi-«, latter half.

1. i^ii, (S, M, Msb, K,) aor. ; , (M, Msb.KL,)

inf. n. ^Jai, (S, M, Msb,) He broke it (S, M,

Msb, KL) without separating : (S, M, Msb :) [i. e.

he cracked it :] and » 4—qi [Ae cracked it much,

9 o j-

or t» several places], (M, TA,) inf. n. j^aLH.

(TA.) And »j>Jl ^o-a* [iZis cracked, or fore

without separating, the seam, or suture, of a skin].

(KL and TA in art. >»>». : in the CK ^oi and

SjJdJI.) ^»«ai)l, with J, signifies "the breaking

so as to separate. (TA.) — See also 4. —^^ai,

said of a house, or tent, (K,) or of the side

thereof, (M,) It became thrown down, or demo

lished. (M, KL.) __ And jpe^ signifies A thing's

being cracked. (A'Obeyd, TA.)

2 : see the preceding paragraph.

J ' '

4. j^p't^T'l The rain passed away, or ceased.

(S, M, KL.) And ^^Jl ^Ic. £~**J\ The fever

quitted him : (S, KL,* TA :) in the KL, erroneously,

^j^aJI jg^»\. (TA.) And one says, "y^aiu 2b

^.fiftj ^ .4 disease that breaks and does not pass

away. (TA.) _ Andrei I is said of a stallion

[camel], meaning He ceased, or abstained, from

covering. (TA.)

5 : see the next paragraph.

7. ^o-aAJI It broke (S, M, Msb, KL) roflAoirf

becoming separated : (S, M, Msb :) [i. e. it be

came cracked :] and >'j&aia has a similar mean

ing [i. e. it became cracked much, or in several

places]. (S, M, EL.) You say, tj^ ^o-oAJI His

back cracked. (TA.) And ijjdl >r-0^a,'l T/te

pearZ cracked in one part thereof. (TA.) __ And

It broke; or became severed, or cut off. fEL.) It

is said in the Kur [ii. 257], £i JsUuiT^ (S, M,

Msb, TA) meaning There shall be no breaking

incident to it. (M, TA.) _-. And 2/ opened so

as to form an interstice, or a gap. (TA in art.

^Jl^-J! jyoh [app. jroiy originally an inf. n.,

but probably, I think, a mistranscription for

^o-o*,] A fragment [of the stick with which the

teeth are cleaned]. (TA.)

S^at A crack in a wall. (TA.)

\i ^li A large [hoe, or adz, or the like].

(Fr, i)

* * tt

j*ai\ An anklet much cracked. (El-Hejeree,

M, KL.*)

4 i o * 9 j 0 -»

jiyoiLa -»Jlo [A cracked armlet of silver : to

this, thrown down and neglected, Dhu-r-Rummeh

likens a sleeping gazelle], (S, TA.)

1. £ii\ O* *^» Ji*, (M, KL,) or ,^Sj| ^,

(Mfb, and so in the TA,) improperly written in

the copies of the KL Lo», (TA,) aor. o^cJu, (Msb,

EL,) inf. n. ^-ei, (M, Msb,) JZe separated the

thing from the thing ; (M, KL ;) or removed it

therefrom : (Msb :) whencejji*)\ <jx^p3.JJI (-os

[evidently meaning ^okxJt ^ .^aJut (^5-** >• e.

.His separated, or removed, the flesh from the

bone] : (TA :) [but in both of my copies of the

S, I find ^efexH o* ^oaJUl (^y-oi, as though l_J«a»

were used as syn. with l>5«o«3 and .j-aiSI, mean

ing ?%« flesh became freed, or cleared, from the

bone : perhaps a mistake of copyists ; though it

is immediately added,] and <U« ♦ <6t**, inf. n.

<Uai3, i. e. I freed it, or cleared it, from it ; (S,

K ;) or, accord, to Fr, this signifies i" separated

it from it, i. e., anything from another thing.

(Har p. 640.)

2 : see the preceding paragraph.

3. oUjIs, inf. n. »LoU«, as is related on the

authority of Er-Razee, but accord, to analogy,

not on the ground of received usage, means He

separated himself from him ; left, forsook, or

abandoned, him ; or forsook, or abandoned, him,

beingforsaken, or abandoned, by him; syn. dijti.

(Har p. 640.)

i.

4: see 5. __^aJI «»JUc Kyai\ means The heat

departed, or has departed, from thee: but you

do not say j^JI Jilt ^j^i\ ■. (ISk, S, M : but in

the M, dUe is omitted in both phrases :) or you

say, iU^Jt Ue v«<ail, and^aJI, //«,< winter, and </«,•

Aea<, departed from us; or fe/l!, or quitted, us;

(K., TA ;) so says Az, on the authority of IAar :

(TA :) or, accord, to IAar, iUljl ilift ^5-0*! [the

winter departed, or has departed, from thee] ;

andj!^JI illc JkLl (M, TA.) Andjk^l ^yoil

Z%e rain cleared away. (S, M, BL.) _— rn«l

said of a sportsman, He had no game caught in

his snare. (K.)

5. ij-flAj, said of flesh, or flesh-meat, It became

separated, or detached,j/tjaai\ sja [from the bone];

as also t ^j-aiJl ; (M ;) which is said of anything

that was sticking. (Lth, TA.) He becamefreed,

free, or released, [and in like manner said of a

thing of any kind,] <u< [from him, or i<] ; (S,

M, Msb, K ;) i. e., from another man, (S,) from

his adversary, or antagonist; (Msb;) from a

thing; (M;) from debts; (S, Msb;*) from strait-

ness, or difficulty, (S, Msb, TA,) or from trial, or

affliction ; (S, TA ;) or from good, or evil ; as

also 1lj&i\. (K.) And He, or it, wentforth, or

departed, 8cJ£JI ,>« [from the thing]; as also

^l(>yflAJl, and ^oi^l. (Msb.) Uoii jkil means

-.*.- i,t

UU5 jiil : (Msb, TA :) thus in the trad, respect-

mg the Kur-an, JU.^)I ^^S £y» UaAi jlAI ^yj

^o«JI (>« [Verily it is more apt to escape from

the breasts of men than are pasturing camels, or

cattle, from their pastor]. (TA. [In my original,

the last word in this saying is without any vowel-

sign ; but it is not doubtful, as the trad, is well

known.])

7: see the next preceding paragraph, in two

places.

10 : see 5, last sentence but one.

LJ-a», (M, K* TA,) incorrectly written in the

copies of the KL with I, (TA,) The stones (4-^0 of

raisins: (M, KL:) also mentioned in the KL [and

M] as with u± : (TA :) n. un. ?Ui : (M, KL :)

of the dial, of El-Hijaz : and they also call the

stones of dates &~oi [app. i~os, pi. of (-<J, like

as Ilia is pi. of^]. (TA.)

» the subst. from ,««euu as syn. with ^aXkj ;

(S, M, Msb, KL;) [thus signifying Freedom, or

release, from a thing or state ;] primarily denoting

one's being in a thing and then coming, or going,

forth, or departing, from it; (S ;) as also Ta-«ai.

(KL.) Hence the saying, ^>o i-«aAJL> ^J <o>l i\*

el ,\

j-o^JI IJuk [God decreed for me, or may God

decree for me, freedom, or release, from this

affair, or case]. (A, TA.) — jLi\ jj-J U 3^d

»" ' 9,»*

jjJIj means An intermission (<USC-r, lit. a quies

cence,) between heat and cold : and one says iLJ

i~e» and a~os j>$i [A night that is, or that was,

one of intermission, and a day &c], and \-A llj

and t^oijtyi [meaning the same]. (M, KL.)

as ^

<L-a» : see the next preceding paragraph.

1. Hi, (S, Mgh, O, Msb,) aor. J&>, (S, O,

Msb,) inf. n. >jai, (S, A, Mgh, O, Msb, KL,) He

broke it ; namely, the seal (A, Mgh, Msb, KL) of

a letter; (A, KL;) and any other thing : (TA :)

he broke it asunder, or into several pieces; he

dissundered it ; (S, Mgh, O, KL ;) for instance, the

seal from a letter. (8, O.J^UJI Jci is also a

metonymical phrase, meaning J Inivit : (TA :)

[or rather, i. q.] SjUlI) I Jki \ he destroyed the

virginity : the virginity being likened to a seal :

or this phrase is from e£J$_UI c^Aia I bored, or

perforated, the pearl. (Msb.) [See also 8.] You

say also, aU olll ^ai, (Msb, TA,) and, accord.

to IKtt, t iiii, which J disallows, (TA,) God

broke, or may God break, his teeth : (TA :) or

God scattered, or may God scatter, his teeth.

(Msb.) The phrase illi '&\ vaJaL <), (S, A,)

meaning May God not break thy teeth, (TA,)

occurs in a trad. : (S, A :) and J says, (TA,)

you should not say t ^jZljJu ; (S, TA ; [but in
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one copy of the S, I find ^ex^X) ;]) though some

allow it : and some say that Xai\ [evidently a

mistake for uo\*ai\ ] means the falling out of the

teeth from above and below ; but the former ex

planation is the more common. (TA.) _ He

separated it ; dispersed it ; scattered it ; broke it

up; (S, A, Msb, TA ;) namely, a thing ; (Mfb;)

or a party of men ; (S, 0 ;) or a ring of men,

(A, TA,) after they had collected together. (TA.)

You say also,>£iJt ^e. JOl Jki (Mgh,* TA)

He distributed the property among the people, or

party of men. (Mgh, TA.*) — U^Lj U Caii

I cut [the tie, or bond, that was between them].

(TA.) _ sUJI u°->, [for. and] inf. n. as above,

He poured out, or forth, the water ; (TA ;) and

so cj-ojJI the tears. (Har p. 57.) [See also 8.]

7' a- A ,

= IW\ ^jai, [aor., accord, to rule, >>»*i>] The

tvater flowed: (TA :) and cyojjl *c~aijt The

tears pouredforth. (Har p. 57.)

2. [»>ua» He silvered a thing : he ornamented

9 5

a bit or bridle with silver : from SLai : see the

pass. part, n., below.]

4: see 1, in two places. _- ilLuOl ^ai] He

made the gift large. (TA.)

5 j • S * * j a * » a* ,

: see 7. = OyaU from d*euUt, for ■-- -v~»^

has been mentioned by Sb ; but ISd says, I know

not what he meant thereby ; whether I took for

myself, or acquired, ils, [i. e. silver], or I made

use of it. (TA.)

7. uaii\ It broke; or became broken; (S,

Mgh;) said of a seal, (Mgh,) or thing. (S.)

O1** O^V £-*° U-« c>**' l> occurring in a trad.,

means 2Zw connections became cut, or sundered,

[so that he became clear] from what was done to

['Othman] Ibn-Affdn, through grief and regret :

(O, TA :) but accord, to one relation, the verb is

[yAXit,] with J. (TA.) — JLljI also signifies

It became separated, dispersed, scattered, or

broken up ; or it separated, diipersed, or scattered,

itself, or it broke up ; (S, Mgh, O, Msb ;) said

of a thing, (Msb,) and of a party of men ; (S,

Mgh, O, Msb;) as also * ^iwU, said of a

thing, (S,) and of a party of men. (TA.) One

says, ^..ltfcmJI (jiAJI [The assembly of persons

sitting together broke up]. (Msb in art. »^Jl«w.)

_ See also 1 last sentence.

such as paring the nail, or plucking out the hair

from the face : (TA :) or she rubbed her body

with [or against] a beast, (K., TA,) i. e. an ass,

or a sheep or goat, (O in art. JU*.,) thereby to

quit the state of the ijs. : or it was customary

with them for her to wipe her JJ with a bird,

and to throw it away ; in consequence of which

it hardly ever, or never, lived : (K, TA :) she

used to enter a Jii*. [or small tent], and wear

the worst of her clothing until a year passed,

when a beast or bird was brought to her, and by

means thereof she broke her Sjs. ; then she went

forth, and a Sjttf [or piece of camel's or similar

dung] was given to her, and she threw it: (TA :

[see 1 in art.^ju :]) she used not to wash herself,

nor to touch water, nor to pare a nail, nor to

pluck out hair from her face ; then she would go

forth, after the year, with the foulest aspect, and

break her Sjs. by means of a bird, wiping her ji'

with it, and throwing it away. (O, TA.) The

verb, thus used, occurs in a trad., but, as some

relate it, with J and w» [i. e. saying ,>uii in-

stead of t^iuXJ] ; and Az mentions that Esh-

Shafi'ee related this trad, [in like manner] pro

nouncing the word with A and ^e, from ^aJUI.

(TA.)

R- Q- 1. uoi*ca He made a garment, and a

coat of mail, wide, or ample. (TA.) = [Also,

probably, It (a garment, and a ejj and t the

means of subsistence,) was, or became, wide, or

ample : see iLoi-oJ, below.]
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ui^ai What is separated, dispersed, or scat

tered; (S, O, K;) as also* J***; (O, K,

TA ;) of rain-water, and of hail, and of sweat:

(TA:) and sprinkled: (£:) and particularly

what is sprinkled, of water, when one performs

ablution with it, (A, O, £,) and whatflows upon

the limbs on that occasion ; (A;) as also * Jh^-n*.

(£.) The saying of 'Awheh to Marwan, cJS

<U)T <p ty, JL&, (A, O, £,) or ♦ J^,

(A,) or * JL±i, or * Jblai, accord, to different

relations, (K,) means So thou art a part [of the

object] of the curse of God: (Sh, A, O, It :) for

the Apostle of God had cursed the father of

Marwan, the latter being at the time [essentially]

in his father's loins : (A :) or it means that he

came forth in sprinkled seed from his father's

loins: (Th, S,* TA :) or, accord, to another re

lation, she said £^lk» [see ieJUS]. (TA.) [See

also yjoi and ^Lai.]

8. ly.cu->) He devirginated lier : (O, K :) and

so Vyiuil, with J. (O, TA.) [See also 1, second

sentence.] _ tl»JI ^ali\ Hepoured out, orforth,

the water by little and little, successively : (O, K:)

or he obtained the water at the time of its coming

forth (Sf O, K,) from the spring or from the

clouds. (TA.) [See also 1, near the end.] _

C-cuil said of a woman, She broke [i. e. ended]

her ijkc, (O, K, TA,) meaning a widow's ajx.

[during which she may not marry again, nor use

perfumes &c, and] which is a period of four

months and ten nights, but was before the

Prophet's time a year : (TA :) this she did by

touching perfume, or by some other act, (K, TA,)

R. Q. 2. S5UJI Jjj (jidLiUJ The urine of the

she-camel became sprinkled upon her thighs. (TA.)

Jxi, (K,) or ^dll ^ yii, (O, TA,) A

small number of men (jii) in a state ofdispersion.

(O, K, TA.) And Jki j*J Dates in a separate

state, not sticking together. (IAar. [See also

C-».]) And (joi jjj*. Silk scattered, strewn, or

thrown diipersedly. (A, TA.) [See also ljL*?.

and ^jalai.]

*
?'

i-o» : see the next paragraph, in two places.

• s

2Jai [Silver;] a certain thing well known : (S,

O, £ :) or wrought silver : (IAar, T and K voce

S?, q. v. :) pi. ,JLii. (TA.) The phrase ^,1^1

<U» j>«! in the Kur [lxxvi. 16], means Such

[flasks] as, notwithstanding t/ieir clearness, or

transparency, will be secure from being broken,

and capable of being restored to a sound state if

broken, (Az, O, I£,) like silver: (Az, O,) being,

as Zj says, originally of silver, yet transparent, so

that what will be within them will be seen from

without ; whereas the ^>jly of this world are

originally from sand. (Az, O.) [See also art. ^5.]

=s Also An elevated [stony tract such as is termed]

is— ; and so * ili : pi. JLi*i and ^Lis. (Ibn-

Abbad, O, £.) _ And JU^JI ^iUw signifies

Bocks scattered (jjLu, in the CI£ jy£»), one

upon another: (Ibn-'Abbad, O, K :) sin". tl^J,

(TA.)

*j*<a3 : see uZuai [and ^aj-oi],

^oUas What is separated, dispersed, or scat

tered, of a thing, when it is broken ; (S, O, K ;)

as also t ^Ui . (O, B[ ;) and t Ikdi. (TA.)

You say, UU>> Xclkt Ojl/i, His bones became

scattered in fragments on the occasion of the

blow. (TA.) See also ^aii.

tjsUai : see the next preceding paragraph.

• •'• • J. '.' , • - -

tfOj-A* : see uoycju : — and see ua^i, in

three places Also What is cast forth from

the mouth, of date-stones. (TA.) And Sweet

water: (8, O, £:) orflowing water: (A'Obeyd,

?> O, K :) orfresh water when it comesforthfrom

the spring or from tlie clouds : (O :) or water

such as is termed Juji ■. pi. JLH. (TA in art.

iai.) And a place abounding with water. (TA.)

— Of^' <•?*?' »>**-£» 4*t> A she-camel having

much milk : and j$S)\ ^^oi^jZs ji.j a man

ofmuch speech or talk. (TA.) = And accord, to

El-Khattabee and others, [and among them the

author of the £,] A *}S> [or spadix of a palm-

tree] when it first comes forth : but this is a

mistranscription ; correctly ^Oyft*, with c (O,

TA.) ' C

iotaj : see i/ota*.

• a *

i«sL» A calamity; a misfortune: (Fr, S, O,

K:) as though breaking and demolishing that

which it befalls : (O, TA :) pi. ^e\^. (O, £.)

•> - . 0 -

ijajuoi Wideness, or ampleness, of a garment,

and of a ojj [see ^IXas], and f of the means

of subsistence. (S, O, K.) [See R. Q. 1.]

voUuei Wide, or ample : (S, O, ¥L :) in this

sense applied to a garment ; (S, O ;) and to a cjj ;

(O, K ;) the cji [or shift] of a woman, and the

fijj [i. e. coat of mail] used in war ; (O ;) as

also iilLii, (S, A, O, If,) and t lisUU ; (TA ;)

I and f to the means of subsistence : (S :) also
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much, or abundant, and ample : (TA :) and [in

this sense] applied to water. (TA.) uo\JJai

£ju)l£ »tajjt, in a trad, of Sateeh, means

I Liberal, or generous, in disposition : or a large

giver: (TA:) and ^Uii J»j means J a man

who gives much; likened to water to which the

same epithet is applied. (TA.) You say also,

^<-( Vn* ajjU- Afleshy, corpulent, tall, girl. (O,

K.) And 3 j.1 ^» l^Ukw A cloud abounding with

fl s 0 * fl0C

rain. (TA.) And ^liii ^cyl iana overspread

with waterfrom abundance of rain. (O, TA.)

4-_>1 jJj tUoUtfJ 0*^> accord, to Lth, means

Such a one is the last of the children of his father ;

but Az says that the word known in this sense is

' - 9 '

JLikJai, with £. (TA.)

Ay * j • .. 0 *

<U»alu»J : see ^U-ai.

A ^Ain^ nn'<A n-AicA cfoas q/" ear<A are

broken '; (S, 0, El ;) as also t ^liuL. (O, K.)

A thing silvered: (TA:) a bridle (j»^tJ)

ornamented with silver. (S, TA.)

^Uafto : see HbJu.

uLe Broken ; as also ' gn^i. (TA.)

j .. * * • o *

1. «>.ni, (S, A, &c.,) aor. -, inf. n. -_«_»,

(Msb,) He exposed his vices, faults, or evil quali

ties or actions; disgraced him; or put him to

shame. (S,A,L,Mfb,*K.) jUlti. && dmLjM •j,

occurring in a prayer, means Expose not Thou

our vices, or faults, among thy creatures: or the

meaning may be, protect Thou us, that we may

not be disobedient, and so deserve to have our

vices, or faults, exposed among thy creatures.

(Msb.) [Hence,] ^.Lh\ J^i-M 1-ki t [The

moon put to shame the stars; i.e.] the light of

the moon predominated over that of the stars, (A,

TA,) so that they were not apparent, or distinct :

(TA:) and in like manner, «_~a)l tlie dawn. (A,

TA.) __ And mm jrf» II ■'> i> <n i, said to a person

sleeping at daybreak, (TA,) J Daybreak has

shoneforth, so as to discover thee to him who may

see thee, and to expose thee to shame : (L, TA :)

or t. q. jX*~ei [i. e. daybreak has become appa

rent to thee, and its light has overcome thee : or

daybreak has come upon thee suddenly], (KL.) _

j 9 i * * *

And mmfoi1 9mMBJ, (so in the S, and in some

copies of the KL,) or ♦ *—&*, (so in other copies of

the KL,) and * *~i*1, (S, K,) iT/ie daybreak ap

peared, (S, KL, TA,) ana* shone forth. (TA.) =

?~f», aor. :, (KL,) inf. n. -*,as, (TK,) 7* was, or

became, of the colour termed rtiwai [q. v.]. (KL.)

2 : see the last sentence but one above.

j 1 2%« full-grown unripe dates showed in them a

redness. (S.) And ^Jti-JI -.-ail i The palm-trees

became red and yellow [in theirfruit]. (KL.)

6. ^jjjjkJ^gJI ~-iUj [7'Ae two composers, or

reciters, of verses of the metre termed J*.j exposed

each other's vices, faults, or evil qualities or

j * *** 0 .. *,* 0 g j .1

art inn a}. (A.) And ljfc..f>Uri l^-», .oUZ> ^jl l^jljl

[STAey desired, or meant, to give sincere, orfaith

ful, advice or counsel, one to another, and they

exposed one anotlier's vices,faults, or evil qualities

or actions]. (A.)

8. #i laiil -fits vices, faults, or e»# qualities or

actions, became exposed ; he became disgraced, or

put to shame : (S, L, KL :) Ae rftc? wi/, and became

disgraced thereby. (L.) _ And [hence] l;«.,A;M

iLs We Aaee oeen negligent, or havefailed of our

duty, in respect of visiting thee, and seeking for

thee. (A, TA.)

j .- .- j 0 £ ^^

«. <iill «. .oil 2 Ae dawn <Aat is overspread

with redness: (KL, TA:) because of its shining

forth. (TA.) = See also what next follows.

rta.«aj, a subst. from ?>—a9, (!■■, K, TA,) and

♦ Lii, (S, L, TA,) the inf. n. of l-oi, (TBI,)

Whiteness, but not in an intense degree: (El, TA :

[and the same is implied in the S :]) or, as some

say, dust-colour inclining to «UUJ> [which is a hue

between that of dust and whiteness, with a little

blackness, or between that of dust and blackness,

with a little whiteness], (S, L, TA,) intermixed

with an ugly hue; one of the colours of camels

and of pigeons: the epithet is T-i AJI; fem.

2la~a» : said by an Arab of the desert, in answer

to a question of AA respecting it, to be the colour

of cooked flesh-meat. (L, TA.) -r " —» 1 - ■'- «

means 7%« whiteness of the dawn. (TA.)

3. <va~<sli [Se exposed his vices, faults, or ewt7

qualities or actions, the other doing the like to him:

6ee also 6], (A.)

j 0 j

4: see 1, last sentence but one. —>—Jt ~oi

£ui: see

p-><a9 One who exposes [much, or habitually,

or o/ierc,] <Ae »tce«, faults, or m7 qualities or

actions, of others; who [so] disgraces them, or

puts them to shame; as also t».Lai. (TA.) One

says, ly^jUJ --^-«» j^aJI [Wine is a thing that

exposes much the vices, faults, or evil qualities or

actions, of the drinker thereof]. (A.) —r)^* ^i

means 0 thou who art rendered notorious by thy

evil character or conduct. (K,* TA.)

• J J 9 ' '

9-yei : see Imm^mi, in two places.

.• « * .» j

JWI ^jj «. ; «S< >J» 2fe is a 6aa" manager of

property, or cattle; (K, TA;) no< taking good

care thereof. (TA.)

• ^ * *w ' r " ..

4_o-U»i : )

<U0>ya9:)

see the paragraph here following.

a subst. from as also 1 m-yai,

(S, A, L, K,) and * Ae-^^i, and * a»-U», (L, El,)

and t ^-Uii; (K ;) Disgrace, shame, or ignominy;

(PS, TA ;) a state of exposure of the vices, faults,

or eivV qualities or actions, of a man : (Har p. 3:)

any mZ <Ain^ <Aa< exposes its author to disgrace

or shame; any disgraceful, or shameful, thing:
• • 0*

(L :) a vice, or /««/(, or the like; syn. %,-eC : pL

«-5Uii: (Msb:) [and] a disgracing; putting to

shame; or rendering ignominious. (MA and KL;

in both of which it is mentioned as an inf. n.) It

is said in a trad., 9-ycA ^_yo ^ykl Lj jJI ▼ *-ya*

5j».y\ [The disgrace of the present world is easier

to bear than the disgrace of the world to come],

(A,TA.)

-tai: see £**>■

~~bti [act. part. n. of 1]. It is said in a prov.,

^"/ a. , 1 * 9t> ' I, ,3

^-oU)l jj^JI ^>* o*-*' fO^-*-" UJaJI [Oppressing

thirst is easier to bear than the state of satisfaction

with drinking that disgraces, or puts to shame] :

and you say, ,_>LijJI ^\£o l-a. ,^U jJuOl O^^ 'i'

U~oli [When the excuse is manifest, reproof is

disgracing]. (A, TA.) —_ And ~6UUI signifies

\The daybreak, or dawn: because it exposes and

manifests everything. (Har. p. 556.)

J * 0S

-_-aa! White, but not intensely so: (S, L, K:)

see also explanations of <U»a9, indicating other
« f * 9 *

meanings : fem. tUn .a.v (L, TA.) _ Hence,

because of their colours, (S,) -» «h.>'jl signifies

rAc /ion : and The camel. (S, K.)

1. i—a*, aor. i, (Msb, K,) inf. n. jl—ai, (Mgh,

Msb,) He brolie a hollow thing [or the like],

(Mgh, Msb, K, TA,) such as a head, and a

melon ; (A, TA ;) syn. 'jL±> ; (Msb, K, TA ;)

as also ♦ lj. ATM : (K, TA :) he broke, or crus/ied,

syn. »-jki, (S, K, TA,) a person's head, (S, TA,)

and a fresh ripe date, and the like ; (TA ;) as also

* 0j»»»alil : ( K, TA :) or lie struck a person's head

[and wounded it] so that the brains came forth :

(Msb :) and [particularly] he crushed (»-j£) full-

grown unripe dates [to make the beverage called

fs*f] i and so * ~—wl : (S :) or j—JI * i. Jn~S\

lie made, or made for himself, the beverage called

SyJ [or f-t-oi] of the full-grown unripe dates.

(A.) __ And He ruptured, or broke, or rent open,

an eye, (AZ, K, TA,) and a belly, and any recep

tacle containing oil or beverage. (AZ, TA.) _

— J 9 *

And iUJI <M0tJ signifies The pouring forth of

water, (K, TA,) and of the seminalfluid ; occur

ring in the latter sense in a trad. (TA.) —— And
0* ^ j * 0'

cUjUt i—okj, said of a beverage, (K, TA,) such as

' * ' ir\
is termed f----^, (TA,) means \It subdues (j~£>)

and intoxicates its drinker. (K, TA.)

000

4. j-*oh\, said ofa raceme,or bunch, (jyLs,) [of

dates or the like,] It attained to the time, (L, EL,)

and became in a Jit state, for the crushing of die

fruit and (L) for the expressing of the juice.

(L,K.)

7. i-oiil [/< (a hollow thing or the like, such

as a head, and a melon,) became broken, or
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crushed: (see 1:) or] it (a person's head) was

struck [and mounded] so that the brains came

forth : (Msb :) and it (a camel's hump) became

broken, or crushed. (S, EL.) — C~a~a*jl It (an

eye) became ruptured, broken, or rent open. (L.)

And j~oii\ It (a full skin) slit, or burst, and let

flow its contents. (L.) And the former, It (a

o^jjli [i.e. flask, or bottle,]) broke, and became

empty. (L.) And It (a y* [or leathern bucket])

poured forth the water that was in it: (L, K :)

' ■ .» 0*

and so j.> <itil. (L.) And Jt (a i»-y [i. e.

purulent pustule, or the like,]) opened, (A, L, EL,)

and discharged itsfluid, (L,) or and became wide.

(K.) __ And «. rfiiil said of a man, lie wept

much, (EL, TA,) and shed copious tears. (TA.)

_ And It (anything) became wide. (L.)

8 : see 1, in four places.

«s-y*»i Beverage //mf subdues (j-~&) and intoxi

cates its drinker. (L, EL.) Seethe next paragraph.

• *

fmfiA A beverage (S, A, Mgh, EL) of the kind

called S~* (A) prepared from full-grown unripe

dates, (S, A, Mgh, EL,) crushed, (EL,) without its

being touched [i. e. boiled or heated in any degree]

byfire: (S :) or prepared by putting dried dates

into a vessel, and tlien pouring upon them hot

water, which extracts their sweetness, after which

the preparation is boiled, and becomes strong : it

is like JjC in respect of the legal predicament to

which it belongs : but if cooked in the least

degree, it is like «£J&». (KT.) A rdjiz says,

expl. in art. J^. (L.) Ibn-'Omar, being asked

respecting p-~ai, said, " It is not «.cJi.4, but

f f-yab ;" meaning that it subdues and intoxi

cates its drinker. (Mgh,* L.) __ Also Expressed

juice of grapes. (L, EL.) — And Milk mixed

with a greater quantity of water, (EL, TA,) so

that it has become thin, and is white, Ulte m^i

and]\H.kc. (TA.)

A stone with which full-grown unripe

* * *

dates are crushed. (K.)_ And -^-oU-» [of which

it is app. the sing.] signifies Vessels for the

beverage called j-~*>&, (L, EL,) in which it is left

to become [fermented and] strong. (L.) —— And

the former signifies also A wide ^j [or leatliern

bucket], (EL.)

1. J-as, aor.-; and J-o», aor. '-; and J-o»,

aor. i ; three syn. dial. vars. ; (S, O, Msb, EL;) the

second mentioned by ISk; and the third [said to

be] anomalous and unparalleled ; (S, O ;) [but]

it is a compound of two thereof, (S, O, Msb, ]£,)

accord, to the companions of Sb, (S, O,) i. e. a

compound of the second and the third, (K,) like

jf»j having for its aor. ^t*iJ, (Sb, S, O, Msb,)

and J&, aor. J&j, [but this I do not find in its

" ' ' * * * "

proper art.,] and y**-, aor. j<e\**\, [but this is

" * * j *$ *

disallowed by some,] and iji, aor. tjiu, among

perfect verbs, (Msb,) and C~e, aor. «1^«3, and

C«*j, aor. JtjjJ, (Sb, S, 0, Msb,) and oja,

aor. Jyfi; (Sb, S;) inf. n. jiJ: (S,* O,* Msb,

£ :*) all signify It exceeded ; or was, or became,

redundant, or superfluous; [syn. >1j ;] being used

JO*

in relation to J. o i II (EL, MF, TA) meaning

libjJt, as Ibn-Es-Seed says, (MF, TA,) [i. e.] as

meaning the contr. of ,,/aidl : (EL, TA :) or the

* * * * 0 -

first of the three, i. e. J-oi, aor. '- , inf. n. J^J,

signifies thus, i. q. alj, (Msb,) and J-oi and J«ai

** ■.

are also inf. ns. [of the same, i.e.] signifying »>Uj,

as in the saying, in a trad., accord, to different

relators, i^WI . _U "jU^ 3,C ££•£• <& O'

JS^UJI *U Ottfjjl and *&iJ [i. e. Fm/y <o Gorf

belong angels who occupy themselves in ranging

about, in addition to the angels who are stationed

among the created, or human and other, beings] :

(TA :) and all the three dial. vars. mentioned

above signify it remained [ofa greater quantity or

number] ; syn. JjiJ ; (S,* O,* Msb ;) you say,

l^jit <Uo J-i», aor. i ; and J*a», aor. C ; and J«o»,

aor. '. ; somewhat remained thereof: (S, O :) or

from J-aAJI as meaning ie*JI, you say J«a9 like

j-aj, [i. e. aor. - ,] and J-oi like «T—»■, [imply

ing that the aor. is - and- ,] (K,) [accord, to the

TK meaning it had somewhat remaining, but

accord, to SM,] using these verbs [which are said

by him to be like ^-aJ and «*_> and >_.■ a-, the

last as mentioned by Lh,] in the phrase aJ^> J-ai

e^ji [expl. above]. (TA.) _ [J«i» is trans, as

j* * * ******

well as intrans.] One says, aJUa-i and aJU J»ai,

[aor. i ,] inf. ns. Juai and Jyoi, [but see a dis-

* » *

tinction made between these two words voce J-a»,

below,] meaning He, or it, exceeded, or excelled,

him, or it. (MA.) See also 4. [And see J-oi

below, last signification.] J-iiJI as meaning The

overcoming, or surpassing, in highness, elevation,

or eminence, of rank, condition, or estimation, has

but one form of verb, ,J«ii, aor. 1 , like jjiS, aor.

j : he who relates the saying of the poet,

[TFie found, or Aace found, that Nahshal (the

tribe so called) overcame &c, or Aace overcome

&c, Fukeym (another tribe)], pronouncing the

^ [in cJUJ] with kesr, errs ; not distinguishing

between the two meanings : so says Ibn-Es-Seed,

in the book entitled " Kit4b el-Fark :" and Es-

Seymuree says, in his book entitled " Kitab et-

* * * * * * j j t*

Tebsireh," J-o», aor. '- , like j-aj, aor. j-aJ, is

» • *

from JoHl meaning <Ae ruling [others] as a

chief, lord, or master. (TA.) And aJUo* signifies

also [simply] He overcame him ; surpassed him ;

or gained ascendency, or the mastery, over him.

(TA.) See also 3.

2. <JL*J (K, TA) o^i. ,-U, (TA,) inf. n.

J»fl*3, ». o. »!>«, (K, TA,) i. e. ifc attributed to

him an excellence distinguishing him from [or

a6o»e] another, or others : (TA :) or ^ji* <CjL^>i

aj-c, inf. n. as above, I judged him (S, O, Msb,*

TA) to be more excellent than another, or others :

(S,* O,* Msb, TA :•) or Imade him (S,0, Msb,*

TA)<o6ew. (S,*0,*Msb,TA.) Ju^bUliij

UUi. ,>U i-i^, in the £ur [xvii. 72, i. e. And
* * *

we have made them to excel many of those that we

have created], has been expl. as meaning that the

excellence of the son of Adam consists in his

walking erect, whereas the beasts, the camels

and the asses and the like, walk pronely ; and

the son of Adam takes food with his hands,

whereas the other animals take it with the mouth.

(TA.) And ^euv ^jic jfJxtn jJL» olMj, in the

Kur [xvi. 73, i. e. And Ood hath made some of

you to excel some others], means, in ability, and

wealth, and rank or station, and power ; which

are excellences that may be acquired. (Er-Raghib,

TA.) And you say, &t aJLoj, meaning <*«na» [i. e.

He distinguished him particularly, peculiarly, or

specially, by it, namely, a thing]. (A and EL in

art. ^fati..) And tLk*!l ^ J^zJ He gave to

some more than to others. (S in art. j>»l.)— [An

explanation of J-oi given by Golius, as on the

authority of the EL, (" i. q. »—y, Sordibus infecit,

vel pro sordida habuit, quotidianam vestem,") is

a strange mistake ; app. caused by his finding in

a copy of the EL «-yJI Jj^«.VJI instead of

J i*S J & *St »S t i

~-i^JI J-oiiJI : see 5 J.^>:.ll^wl T/te noun

of the attribution ofexcess or excellence is a term

applied to the comparative and superlative noun

o Ct j * »s

or epithet ; also called J~iiuJI J-*il, because it

is regularly of the measure Jji»I : see exs. voce

3. JUoiJI [and aJLoU«JI inf. ns. of J-ili] and

. J J *£

" J-oUuJI [inf. n. of 6 (of which see an ex. in art.

[J*-, conj. 6,)] signify jijut ^ ^jCljl [i.e.

The contendingfor superiority in excellence] ; (EL,*

TA;) jjyUiJI being of the measure J*U5 from

-^'n /m*\ -i ^ * * o * *******

<*->)«J\- (a A.) And you say, 'AjJUaii *JUel»,

(S, O, EL,* in the last ^jJ>\S,) aor. of the latter '- ,

(TA,) inf. n. J-oi, (O, TA,) i" contended with

him for superiority, or vied with him, in excel

lence, (O, TA,) and I surpassed him, or outvied

him, therein. (S, O, EL, TA.) And ±£> J-bU

i>>V?'*l [app. He made the relation between the

two things to be unequal in respect of excellence ;

i. e. he made the two things to be unequal, or

unlike each other, in excellence ; contr. of ^jL*

U^!*: see also 6]. (TA.)

4. a3)U»j -» J-o»1 He gained ; or made gain,
,** * «*» , ,

or profit ; in his traffic ; syn. «_jj. (Az and Msb

j»* j** . * * *

in art. »^j.) — *±*- J-o»l [and <uc * J-a», aor. i ,

inf. n. J~a>, (see J-a» below, last signification,

and see also J-eli,)] 7< exceeded it. (EL, TA.

[See also 1, latter half.]) Ows says, describing

a bow,

* * *

^ail <J&)t £**>}* ^>t ly.jfcP ^)_3
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[Like a bow of which tlie part that is grasped is

sufficient in sizefor the filling of the fiand, not less

than suffices to fill it, nor does the part that is

grasped thereof extend beyond the place of the

hand : the pret being here used for the aor. to

suit the metre]. (TA. [But my original has

_-y e-^i an evident mistranscription.]) __ J-o»l

o- - a fi >o J o * ot

aJLa : see 5, in two places, s £,»~) I *~° oXtaM

and * cJlAtfxl signify the same, (S, O, K, TA,)

i. e. I left of it tlie thing remaining, or redundant.

(0, TA.)

5. *lie jJiuu [in the CK (erroneously) J-i»]

*. q. {£}+>, (K, TA,) both of which signify He

thought himself to be superior to him in excellence ;

(TA in art. _jj* ;) whence the saying in the Kur

[xxiii. 24], j&Xs- J.<*~>> O1 ^iji> meaning He

desireth that he may have superiority over you in

ranh and station : (TA in the present art. :) or

i. q. u-JLft ♦ J-a-»l, (S, O, Msb, K, TA,) inf. n.

JUjI , (Msb, TA,) i. e. he bestowed, or conferred,
s ' ' • s

a benefit, or benefits, upon him, syn. ^j—o-l, (S,

TA,) or J>1»3, (K, TA,) and gave him of his

bounty : (TA :) [and each, followed by \^-t, he

presented him, orfavoured him, with a thing :] or

jJoij signifies, (K,) or signifies also, (S,) he laid

claim to superiority of excellence over his equals,

or fellows ; (S, K ;) whence [accord, to some] the

saying in the Kur quoted above: (S :) and [you

say] v....»Lll J <uic * J-a»l, (K, TA,) meaning

he became possessed of eminence, [or superiority,

over him, in the grounds of pretension to respect

or honour,] as in averse of Dhu-1-Isba' cited voce

0 , a > a ' ,

£>*> [q- v-» P- 2164,] ending with ^jja.ZJ for

■ Jjjjii «Ji, [which latter reading I have there

given,] because the rhyme of the whole ode re-

quires the former. (TA.) ^ J-oiiJI also signi-

J i ' 3

fies mJiijZi) [generally meaning The throwing a

portion of one's garment over his left shoulder,

and drawing its extremity under his right arm,

and tying the two extremities together in a knot

upon his bosom] : and the putting, or disposing,

the extremities of his two garments, or pieces of

cloth, contrariwise, or in contrary directions, upon

his JUU [or part between the shoulder and the

neck]. (K, TA : but in the former, .juajU .JLc is

erroneously put for aJu\c .Jlc. TA.) _ And

cJL«a»3 said of a woman in her tent or chamber

or house, She was in a single garment ; (S, O,

TA;) [she wore a single garment;] such as is

termed J«iLo [q. v.] : (S, TA :) or she (a woman)

wore the garments of her service. (TA.)

* 0-* j j

6: see 3 _>»yUI o* J-s^1 means The

differing in superiority, or excellence, of some over

others, among the people, or party. (TA.) And

one says, J-oUuj &e**)\ [meaning The things are

unequal, or unlike, one to another, in respect of

excellence; contr. of (_£jU~iJ : see also 3]. (TA.)

10. Oil J^-t He took a thousand [dirhems]

in excess of his right, or due. (TA.) —_ See

also 4.

J-o» [an inf. n. : (see 1, throughout :) and also

a simple subst., signifying] An exceeding, a re

dundant, or a superfluous, quantum [of anything,

good or evil] ; an excess, a redundance, or a

superfluity; syn. SjOj ; (Mgh, Msb;) contr. of

iX» « '» : (S, O, K.:) [and often meaning super

abundance, or exuberance; and surpassingness,

, 0" *.■

superiority, or excellence, *#£■ ^jJLc over another,

or others, than him, or & : and preponderance :]

the pi. is Jyitf : (Mgh, Msb, K :) and this is

sometimes used as a sing. ; (Er-Raghib, Msb ;)

and [thus used] relates to a thing [or quality] in

which is no good ; (Er-Raghib, Mgh, Msb ;) by

a predominant application ; whence the saying

J-i» ^> Jyai [excess without excellence] : (Mgh :)

and hence the rel. n. * ^Jyoi is formed from it:

(Er-Raghib, Msb, TA :) [see this last word, one

of the explanations of which shows that a par-

* J J

ticular meaning of Jyaa is the quality of busying

oneself with that which does not concern him :]

accord, to Er-Rdghib, j-aj signifies an excess [in

respect of a property or quality, or of an acquisi

tion,] above moderateness : and this is of two

sorts ; such as is commended, as the J-os of

knowledge, or science ; and such as is dis

commended, as the J»o» of anger at that whereat

it is not necessary : but J-ai is more used in

relation to that which is commended ; and [the

pi.] ijyai, in relation to that which is discom

mended : when the former is used of an excess

[in respect of some attribute] of one of two things

above the other, it is of three sorts ; J-ixs of kind,

as of the animal kind above the vegetable kind ;

and of species, as of man above other animals ;

and of the individual, as of one man above

another ; the first and second of which three are

essential attributes, such that he who is deficient

in [either of] them cannot do away with his

deficiency and acquire ,J*ai, as, for instance, the

horse, and the ass, which cannot acquire the

excellence (iX^iai) of the human being ; but the

third may be accidental, such that the way may

be found to acquire it, and of this sort are ability,

wealth, rank or station, and power : and it signi

fies also any gift whereof the giving to the recipient

thereof is not obligatory ; [i. e. a free gift, or

gratuity; and an act of bounty or grace; a

favour ; a benefit ; and bounty as an abstract

term ;] as in the saying [in the Klur iv. 36], lyuij

jJLai ^y* <uil [And ask ye God of hisfree gift, or

of his bounty, or (as expl. in the Ksh and by Bd)

of his exhaustless treasures] ; and in the saying in

the £ur [v. 59 and lvii. 21 and lxii. 4], jJii i)L)3

2LL> ,j*» ew£j <iDI [That is the free gift of Ood ;

He giveth it to whom He wiUeth] ; which com

prises the three sorts ofexcellences (JjUii) [men

tioned above] : thus says Er-Raghib : El-Muna-

wee says, [explaining one of its meanings,] in the

" Towkeef," that it is the commencing, or origi

nating, ofan act of beneficence without an efficient

cause [i. e., app., not by reason of any obligation].

(TA.) _ Also A portion remaining, (K, TA,)

of a thing, such as food &c, and of water in the

leathern water-bag, and of wine or beverage in

the vessel ; (TA ;) and * iUos and " e\JLa> signify

the same, (EL, TA,) or a redundant portion (8

and O and Msb in explanation of these two

words) of a thing : (S, O :) whence the saying of

the vulgar, ▼ Je-oAJU ♦ aJUuUI i. e. The remaining

portion of the wine or beverage [is for the excel

lent]. (TA.) It is said in a trad., jJ&» »i«j *)

*jWI <v «.^0.J sloJI [The redundance of water shall

not be denied that the herbage be thereby denied] :

(TA, in the present art. :) meaning that when

there is a well in the desert, with herbage near

it, and a person prevents others from drawing

water, he thereby prevents the latter from avail

ing themselves of the herbage ; for when a man

comes with his camels, and pastures them upon

that herbage, and does not then water them,

thirst kills them. (TA in art. 'j^s.) And it is

said in another trad., ^Ut ^ ^IjNI J«a» [The

redundant portion of the waist-wrapper is in the

fire of Hell] ; meaning what one drags [thereof]

upon the ground, by reason of pride. (TA.) And

one says, >»UjJI jJai oJlj ^, meaning [In his

hand is] the end of the j>l»j [or nose-rein of the

camel]. (TA.) JyliUI OIJ and * J>i>iJI, with

damm and with fet-h, [The thing liaving redun

dant portions] is the name of the coat of mail of

the Prophet, which was thus called because

having redundance and ampleness. (TA.) J>-ai

^ojU*)I means The remains of the spoils when they

are divided; (TA ;) such as a single horse, or a

single camel. (KL.) And by the J>-ai of women

are meant The remains of the menstrual discharge.

(Ham p. 107 : see, there, explanations of a verse

in which this occurs.) J^oAJI uUU. [The con

federacy, or covenant, of the Jj i\ i, a word

which is here of uncertain meaning,] is thus ex

plained : Hashim and Zuhrah and Teym [accord,

to the CK Teyma] went in to Abd-Allah Ibn-

Jud'an, and united in a confederacy to repel

wrongdoing, and to exact the due from the

wrongdoer ; and it was thus called because they

bound themselves by their confederacy not to

leave in the possession of any one aught remain

ing [of property] whereof he might despoil any

one, without their taking it for him [i. e. the

latter] from him [i. e. the former] : (O, "EL, TA :

<» - i t» * *

[in the CK, jt»-l t+liij is a mistake for rt0lh»

t - 1

lj».l :]) or it was thus called as being likened to

a confederacy, or covenant, which was made of

old, at Mekkeh, in the days of Jurhum, to act

with mutual equity, and to take for the weak

from the strong, and for the stranger from the

resident, and in which three men, every one of

whom was named El-Fadl, joined: and it was also

called that of the 0>«J*«- (TA. [See art. ^-J».])

—The saying jUjj ^je 'jjai Ciji ^U*j "^, and

the like may be said of other sayings similar to

it, means He does not possess a dirhem nor a

deendr [or rather much less a deendr] : it is as

though one said, he does not possess a dirhem :

how then should he possess a deendr ? for the

negation of that which is much is a necessary

consequence of the negation of that which is

little : '^Loi is here in the accus. case as an inf. n. ;

the implied meaning being IjJU jt^ji <iiX» jJj
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jLjj «»U* juu ,j* J-iij [or rather jJUL> &c,
p * * «» *■

i. e. Ac *aefo */te possession of a dirkem with a

lacking exceeding the lacking of the possession of a

deendr] : (Msb :) Kutb-ed-Deen Esh-Sheerdzee

says, (Msb, TA,) in the Expos, of the " Miftah,"

(TA,) "iLii is used in a case in which the inferior

[of two things] is deemed a thing of which the

existence is improbable, and the impossibility of

the existence of a thing that is above it is meant

thereby ; wherefore it occurs between two phrases

differing in meaning ; and it is mostly used after

a particle of negation : (Msb, TA :) AHei says

that he had not found any authority for it in the

[classical] language of the Arabs. (Msb. [See

also <*L, which is used in a somewhat similar

manner.])

J-ai Wearing a single garment, such as is

termed J-ii* ; an epithet applied to a woman ;

(S, Mgh,* 0,K ;) and also to a man ; (S, O, K ;)

like tjJj& : (O, K :) it is of the dial, of Nejd ;

like *-ji in the dial, of El-Yemen. (L in art. p-jS-)

_ And A woman proud, or self-conceited, or so

in her gait ; who makes a portion of her skirt to

be redundant [so that it drags upon the ground

when she walks]. (TA.) __ See also Ju&U, in

three places.

&Ua» : see J-a», former half, in two places.—

[Hence, as used by grammarians,] A dispensable

member of a proposition ; such as the objective

complement of a verb, when the suppression

thereof is not detrimental [to the meaning] ;

contr. of IjLj_i. (I'Ak, p. 143) [The pi. is

O^Lii.] __ And The clothes that are used for

sleeping [therein] : (K, TA :) [so called] because

they are an addition over and above the clothes

that are used on various [other] occasions. (TA.)

_ And Wine; and so ♦ JUai [which see also in

what here follows]: (O, K:) lUiiJI is mentioned

by A'Obeyd as a name for wine: (O:) or it

signifies, accord, to AHn, the wine that alters [or

has become altered] in colour after oldness ; and

ISd says that it is so called because the choice, or

best, or most excellent, part thereof [for £)*$

lv*~o»- in my original (an obvious mistranscrip-

tion) I read L*-^o O*)] is w^at remains: (TA :)

the pi. is O^-ai and JUai [the latter word men

tioned above as a syn. of AJUai]. (K.)

iUas is a n. of the same kind as a

i^>j : (AZ, S, O, TA :) one says,

iUoAII, meaning [Verily he is comely in respect of]

the manner of wearing a single garment. (S,* O,*

S,*TA.)

JUas : see iUai : __ and see also JJeJu,

» •" » »-

Jyai : see J-oi, latter half.

J~ai ; pi. iyj*s : see J-eL» ; and see an ex.

i .-

voce J«as, former half.

ilLis : see J-a», former half.

An excellence, or excellent quality; contr.

Bk. I.

of <Lauiu; (S, 0, Msb;) and contr. of iLhy.

(M and K in art. Jjj:) or a high degree in [or

of] excellence : (K :) [differing from iLili, q. v. :]

pi. J5UJ. (MA.)

jjJLai [a pi. of which the sing, is not mentioned]

t. q. * Oi » ^ ^-», (O, K, tA,) i. e. [Men] who

bestow, or confer, benefits. (TA.)

^i <i i a rel. n. formed from J>—a-9 as pi. of

J-ii but used as a sing. : (Er-Rlghib, Msb, TA :)

see jJai, near the beginning: One who busies

himselfwith that which does not concern him. (Er-

Righib, Mgh, O, Msb, TA.) In the conventional

language of the lawyers, One who is not a com

missioned agent, (Mgh, 0, KT, TA,) nor a guar

dian (\Jp), (KT, TA,) nor a proprietor, (TA,)

nor a person offirm judgment (J*-ot), in a con

tract. (KT.) The pronunciation with fet-h to

the ij is a mistake. (Mgh, O.) _ Also A tailor.

(IAar, O, K.)

JUai : see JUaAo.

J-oli [act. part n. of J-ii : as such signifying

Exceeding; &&]. One says, J^li J& JU i. e.

[The wealth, or property, of such a one is super

fluous; or] abundant, or much in quantity, such

as has exceeded the supply of food sufficient to

sustain life (0>i)l ,>i J-ii). (TA.) And

[Excelling ; or excellent, as also t J^-ii, of which

the pi. is <> A 4, but which is probably post-

classical : or it is] applied to a man as [a posses

sive epithet] meaningpossessing J -n i [i. e. excel

lence]. (TA.) [And conventionally, Erudite; or

excellent in learning.] _ See also J^-iuLo.

iUsls is a subst. from 4JLmo» [app. as a concrete

term, signifying ^.w excellent thing, or an excet

lent action ; each as distinguished from an excel

lent quality] ; (K, TA;) pi. J-oiy: (TA:) [but

generally] it signifies a gift, or thing that is given :

(Ham p. 431, and Har p. 184 :) or a benefit, or

benefaction : or such as is continual, or uninter

rupted: (MA:) pi. as above: (Ham and Har,

ubi supra; and MA :) [or] J-oiy signifies benefits,

or benefactions, that are goodly, or pleasing,

(IDrd, O, K,) or such as are great, or large.

(K.) And jOl J_o(fJ signifies What accrues

to one of the proceeds and profits of property, (O,

K, TA,) of the increase of lands and palm-trees

and the like, and the gains of commercial trans

actions, and the milk and wool of cattle and sheep.

(TA.) The Arabs say, 4jLs>t^i cJi jOl ^jji |£|

(O, K,) meaning When the estate is distant, the

profits of its owner, accruing therefrom, are small

in quantity. (O.)

J-iJI [More, and most excellent, &c.]; fem.

j^yJ-oJ : (TA :) pi. masc. J-^L»I ; and pi. fem.

j-oj and oU-a*. (Msb in art.^A.1.)

J-ai* : see JUai*. = Also A single garment

that is worn [without any other] by a woman (S,

O, K, KL) in her tent or house or chamber, such

as is called J*-*, [a garment variously described],

or the like of this, (S,) and by a man; (KL;)

also called tlu»L, (K,) and*jii; (Fr,0,K;)

or t J*aj ^jj signifies a single garment, a A&aJU

[q.v.], or the like thereof, with which a woman

wraps herself (Af ll'^J); (Mgh;) and accord.

T V. * * ' "
to Lth, T JLij signifies a single garment that is

worn by a man in his tent or house or chamber :

(TA :) and J-iLo signifies [also] an every-day-

garment: (MA:) t jj* ^Q ^ occurring in a

trad, of 'Aisheh requires consideration [as being

questionable]. (Mgh.)

ir *•

iUuU : see the next preceding paragraph.

• 3 -J

J-ai-o : see what next follows.

*."• •**• 5 , 0 | j ^ j

JUaJ.« Jj»y and » JAJL> and * jJo_«-o and

» JUcus A man possessing much excellence, or

superiority, (EL, TA,) ana* beneficence, and good

ness, and liberality, or bounty. (TA.) And (K)

JliLo j4-j (S, 0, K) **y ^U, (K,) and Il^l

\fji* ^5** AlUaJU, A man, and a woman, posses

sing excellence, or superiority, [or tomcA thereof,

agreeably with the former explanation, over his,

and her, people,] and liberal or bountiful [or wry

liberal or bountiful]. (S, 0, K.)

*i ■*• * ' * "

J!*-0** [Pass- part. n. of J»o4 : as such signify

ing Exceeded; &c: and excelled: and overcome,

or surpassed, in highness, elevation, or eminence, of

rank, &c. : and simply] overcome, or surpassed :

whence the saying, ^ L© JU-n^a1! -» jia-o-i ji

"j^-iWI ^ >Atw*n! [Sometimes, or o/Ven, ro/m< ti

no< found in the overcomer is found in the over

come]. (TA.)

J«Ha.".« One to/jo 'ays c'atw to superiority of

excellence over his equals, or fellows. (S.) [See

also its verb : and] see ^Lai. = See also J-ii.

yai and y^ci

1- ^*>(M» M?b, ?,) aor. yi&, (M, Msb,)

inf n. yii (M, Msb, K) and JUi, (M, K,) /< (a

place) was, or became, wide, or spacious; (M,

Msb, K ;) as also * ^yiil ; (TA as from the K,

in which I do not find it;) the latter occurring in

a trad. , and expl. in the Nh as signifying it became

a 6Uai [q. v.]. (TA.) [And It was, or became,

empty, vacant, or void; (for it is said in the TA

that yaii\, by which ykii\ is evidently meant,

signifies jAjiJI ;) as also * (_5-a»l, as appears from

an explanation of the part. n. \jak*, q. v.] _

^l£o*Lg j+2j\ Uii, inf. n. yaJ [i. e. ymJ], The

trees became numerous, or abundant, [so as to

occupy much space,] in the place. (IKtt, TA.)

— And A«*1jj Las Tie did not put his dirliems,

or money, into the purse [app. meaning that he

left his money strewn], (K.)

4. (^j-ail : see the preceding paragraph, in two

places. — Also lie went forth, (S,) or came,

(TA,) to the .Up [q. v.]. (S, TA.) _ [Hence]

0*^-» ^yJl 0*i*-* l^-*u*' Such a one came to, or

reached, such a one : (M, Mgh, TA :) originally,

became in the space, or the place, or quarter, of

304
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such a one : (M :) or properly, became in the &£$

of such a one. (Mgh.) And in like manner,

» a i 9*

j*"$\ AjJI yJ>oi\ [The thing, or event, came to, or

reached, him]. (M.) And 6(^l)t ^\ JuLiM I

came to, or reached, the thing. (Msb.) Accord.

to IAar, (TA,) iLLi^l properly signifies *Vj^I

[i. e. The coming at last, or ultimately, or' the

reaching, to a person or thing]. (IAar, T, Msb,

TA.) Hence the saying [in the Kur iv. 25],

v*** ^J\J^i ^^l jij i. e. When one of you

hath come, and betaken himself, to the other;

(TA ;) in which the verb is made trans, by means

°f (jM because having the meaning [of ,-^il or]

°* Jr°3 '• (M :) or this means, when one of you

hath become alone with the other, agreeably with

the original derivation ; or, accord, to some, it is

an allusion to mutual contact, skin to skin: or to

copulation. (Mgh.) You say, 4j1^,T ^'l ^ai\

[He went in to his wife : or] he became in contact

with his wife, shin to skin : (S, Msb :) or it sig

nifies, (M, K,) or signifies also, (S, Msb,) J he

compressed his wife : (S, M, Msb, K :) or he was,

or became, with her alone in private, whether he

compressed her or not. (M, K.) J^ ,-nM He

reached with them, or brought them to, a wide, or

spacious, place. (TA.) And .il J,JaJI ^ . _is|

yf/iM i>*^»j [The road brought him to a rugged

tract of land]. (K* and TA in art. j_cj.)

tJfJ^' \J[ ?•*** LT^*' He touched the ground with

the palm of his hand (IF, S, Msb, K) in his pros

tration [in prayer]. (S, K.) And a-JI ■ - Ljjj

tjP^ je* Of iSftt I put my hand to it without

anything intervening; i.q. 4 if ,*,'„, (Msb in art.

v*'J—<Sf* O>* yj\ C-e-ail [I communicated,

or made known, to such a one my secret] : (S :) or

j-JV ^JJ C~oil Iacquainted him with the secret.

(Msb, TA.) — j^osl also signifies \ He became

poor: so says IAar: as though he came to the

ground. (TA.) cm Jij illT ^i j % occurring

in a trad., is a phrase expressive of a prayer,

meaning May God not make thy mouth wide and

empty. (TA.) — Hence the saying of IAar,

0>» t>?.3 *=•*•-» t>? W^l ■lai-J ,jt iUo^l [app.

meaning that Jukai is the inf. n. of \£\ signify

ing His central incisors, below and above, fell out;

or lie was caused to lose them] : and hence [the

epithet] eUuL»JI [and therefore hence also what

here Mows]. (TA.) — Si^JI -iil Se made

</te woman's ^UX~o (i. e. her vagina and rectum,

Msb) to become owe, (S, M, Mgh, Msb, K, TA,)

in devirginating her, (Msb,) or in compressing

her; (TA;) the intervening part becoming rent:

(Mgh, TA :) and so ^ilil : (M, in which it is

mentioned in art. (Lj«a» :) the epithet applied to

her is t SliJL,, (M, Mgh, Msb, K,) which is syn.

with^iti,. (S.)

0. w.e^u5 for c»^wuu see in art. ^oi (conj. 5).

— [^5 ■■** * ■;JI in a passage of the Fakihet el-

Khulafa accord, to several copies thereof is an

obvious mistake for ^a&\, with the unpointed

i>» : see Freytag's Critical Annotations and Cor

rections in his edition of that work, p. 6.]

Lii, (S, M, K,) also written 1>5-Li, (TA,) A

thing (S, K.) mixed. (S, M, K.) You say Jl»&

Ui Mixed food: (S:) and lli ^J dates mixed,

(AA,* S, M,) as, for instance, (S, TA,) with

raisins, (Lh, S, M, TA,) in one vessel, or bag;

thus says El-$alee ; (TA ;) or scattered, or strewn,

and mixed : (M :) and oC^ 0\t** ltwo sorts of

dates mixed]: and lukilj^J [several sorts of

dates mixed]. (AA, TA.) And .~e>i ^_cUo

Lis Their goods are mixed together : (M :) or are

shared in common. (TA.) And ^^ iXi J£y>\

[T/ieir case is mixed, or promiscuous, &c, like

0 » ft* * »+ 0 3 J O t

jn~* i^^st***! (q- v. in art. u»>*); or] tlieir

case among themselves is alike; (M, TA;) i.e.

they have no commander over them. (S,TA.) And

lai j**$\ Jjj i. e. [He left the affair] in an un

sound [or a disordered] state. (TA.) And ,Jjl

l-^-* <*-J>J [He threw down his garment in a dis-

orderly, or careless, manner;] he did not commit

his garment to any one's care. (M, TA.) «_ [Also

One; a single thing or person: and alone; by

itself or himself; not having any other with it or

him ; apart from others : thus it has two contr.

meanings.] You say LiJ ^ One, or a single,

arrow : (K :) or an arrow that is alone, by itself,

not having any other with it, in the quiver. (AA,

TA.) And Lis C~1j / remained alone, (Az, JL,

TA,) of such as were fellows : (Az, TA :) or

apart from my brethren and my family. (Akh,

TA.) ssss Also, i. e. Uai, (M, K,) or correctly

with ,j [i. e. jj^i], as written by El-BIalee, (TA,)

The stones («^»-) of raisins; (M;) i.q. U^i [or

yjei]. (%■•) = See also what next follows.

2u*ai Water collecting and stagnating: pi. 2Lij,

with medd, accord to Kr ; and also t £& and

^foi, with fet-h and with kesr, the former of

these like ji». as pi. [or rather a quasi-pl. n.] of

iiU., and the latter like jju as a pi. of SjXi ;

occurring in different relations of a verse of Adee

Ibn-Er-Rikaa. (M in art. ^iti, and TA.)

•a •

it-oi : see the next preceding paragraph.

v*\i (Msb, TA) and * ^eL (M,« TA) Wide,

or qmcious, (M,* Msb, TA,) as also t JuJ, (Az,

Er-Ragbib, Mgh, Msb, TA,) open and plain,

and vacant. (TA.)_ [The first of these words,

in the present day, pronounced 1—«iLs, is com-

monly used in the sense of cjLi as meaning Un

occupied, unemployed, or at leisure.]

U<*» *• o. «—ic [A place of width or spadou*-

ness, &c.]. (TA.)

. •J **

(^oi* : see ^li. [And see also its verb, 4.]

« - a j

SLaio : see 4, last sentence.

tui is an inf. n.: (M, K, TA:) and is expl.

by Aboo-Alee El-Kalee as signifying Width, or

spaciousness. (TA.) — [It is also used as an

epithet :] see ^jiLJ. __ And [as a subst., or an

epithet in which the quality of a subst. is pre

dominant,] it signifies A court, an open area, or

a yard, of a house ; syn. <U.G : (S, K :) and a

wide, or spacious, tract of land: (ISh, S, M, K. :)

or a plain and wide expanse of land: (Sh, TA :)

the pi. is lleJf. (ISh, TA.)

!U>s Water running upon the ground: (K.-.)

or, accord, to Aboo-Alee El-Kalee it is [in

measure, but not exactly in meaning,] like fi ' n

[a pi. of u-*-], signifying water running upon

the surface of the earth ; [or rather waters &c. ;

for he adds,] and its sing, is * llii : in the M,

[in art. ^j-iu*,] it is said to be a pi. of

[q. v.,] on the authority of Kr. (TA.)

1. aUa-j is like oUax*. in its [various] meanings.

(K.) Like the latter it signifies He struck him on

tlie back. (AZ, S, O.) — And He broke it, or

crushed it. (S, O, K.) And Ulki, (S, O,

TA,) aor. '-, inf. n. t£i, (TA,) He compressed her;

(S, O, TA ;) namely, a woman. (TA.) __ And

uoj^)\ «v U»» He threw him down, or prostrated

him, on the ground. (S, O.) __ And ■*-- [Lj Uai

He cast forth his excrement, or ordure; some

times occurring with «£> ; (S, O ;) which is a dial

var. ; or an instance of mispronunciation. (O.)

__ And 1*j"n)5L- ^iAM Oliai Tlie sheep, or goats,

brought forth their young ones. (S, O.) And

aj oUaJ Lot 4JJI ^>x) May God curse a mother

who cast himforth [from her womb] : bike OlUi

4/. (TA in art. tki.) And £. Iki ^e &ro*e

wind [app. reftA o sound; like l^ IKr*-]. (S, O.)

* a * 1 1 *

__ v»yUt Uai iTe rfid io the people, or party, what

tliey did not like. (O, K.) __ And >j*3u J^» Uoi

fle loaded his camel with a heavy burden, so that

his back became hollow, or depressed. (K.) ssa

^, aor. -, (K,) inf. n. Uai, (TA,) [app., t. q.

trJa*, i. e. He had the bone of his nose wide and

depressed; or depressed and expanded ; or he had

9

his nose spreading upon his face : see Uai below.

__ And] He had a hollow back, and a protube-

j * * *

rant breast, or chest. (K.) —— And j-c*+i\ ^t««

The camel was, by nature, low, or depressed, in his

back. (S, O.)

4. Uai I He copulated much, or often. (IAar,

O, K.) —.And He became ample in his state, or

circumstances. (IAar, 0,K.) ^ And His nature,

or disposition, became evil, after having been good.

(IAar, O, K.) = »Uail Hefed him; gave him to

eat; or gave himfood. (O, K..)

6. U»U3, (K, TA,) said of a man, (TA,) is

syn. with y-eUJ [q. v. ; app. in a sense similar to

the senses here following] : or it signifies more

than y-cL5J. (K, TA.) «u« U»UJ means He

held back, or receded,from him, or it. (K.* TA.)

And^»yift U»UJ He was defeated, and retreated

from them, (O, K>) after he had charged, or

made an assault or attack, upon them. (O.)
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Uai [mentioned above as inf. n. of {s^> an<^

in the O erroneously written »U»i,] i. q. u K* [i. e.

A depression and expansion of the bone of the

nose; or a spreading of the nose upon the face];

(S* O,* EI ;) and t sikJ is syn. with ilSai [which

is a subst. signifying as above] (S, O : but in one

of my copies of the S, the former of these words

is written SUai; and in the O, the latter is written

iliS.) And Holbwness of the back, (K, TA,)

or, as some say, of the middle of the bach, (TA,)

and protuberance of the breast, or chest ; as also

t5&. (E1,TA.)

*l o j

SUai

:)

see the next preceding paragraph.

I - oE j * at

LkJI i. g. ipJail [i. e. Having the bone of his

nose depressed and expanded; or having his nose

spreading upon his face], (S,* O,* TA.) It is

said that Museylimeh the Liar was Uail, (O,) or

UU^I Uail : so in a trad. (TA.) And Having

a hollow bach, and a protuberant breast, or chest.

(EI.) And jt-nH Uail A camel low, or depressed,

in the back, by nature. (TA.)

J, (S, EI,) aor. i , (5,) inf. n. £-Li ;

(S;) and t^JkJ, (?,•£,) inf. n. ^«; (S;)

He made it broad, or wide. (S, £.) _ And

«/e&3 3>jOI ?-^. (EI, TA,) inf. n. as above ; and

» 4»Jx», inf. n. as above ; (TA ;) He pared, or

fashioned by cutting, the stick, or piece of wood,

&c, and made it broad, or wide. (EI, TA.) And

5jujaJI ?-bJ> and ♦ lti Ui, He made the piece

of iron broad, or wide, and even, or flat, for a

;U-«, or a Jj*o, or some other thing. (L.) __

And £b Ukjy P*>, (K,* TA,) aor. and inf. n.

as above, (TA,) i/e struck his back with the staff,

or rftcA. (K,» TA.) And S)JW C-^fci, said

of a woman, i. q. a_> Owoi [$/te eas£ _/br/A <Ae

child, or thefoetus], (EI,TA.) [Compare C^aJUk]

= j"-^? aor. - , inf. n. pJ*», [app., He (a man)

Aad a broad, or wide, head: (see -Jail:) or it

signifies, or signifies likewise, and so app. * ■s-Jos,

inf. n. ythtfj (see ~J»s below, and -Jail,)] said

of the head, and of the end of the nose, It was,

j o a * *

or became, broad, or wide. (TK.) = JjwJI p *-«

The palm-trees becamefecundated. (Kr, K.)

2 : see the preceding paragraph, in four places.

mJeiS A man having a broad, or nn'de, head.

(S.) And A firoad, or wide, head ; (A, L ;) as

also * ILL, (S, A, L) and t L£u. (A.) And

iUJai <ujjl -4. broad, or wtefe, end o/ a wose; (A,

L:) and soj>'j3 [i. e.foot]. (A.) J-k&l 7%«

bull : so called because of the breadth of the end

of his nose : (L, EI :) an epithet in which the

quality of a subst. predominates. (L.) __ And

The chameleon (EI, TA) whose back and colour the

sun makes to glisten so that it becomes white by

reasonof the heat thereof. (TA.)_ And 21^JLaM

The broad, or wide, part of a bow. (L.) = Also

q. £ill[q.v.]. (K.)

see the next preceding paragraph.

~Ja» [inf. n. of 9-k*, q. v. : and, as a simple

subst.,] Breadth, or width, of the head, (S, K,

TA,) in the middle; as also ... J«A3 : (TA :) and

breadth, or width, of the end of the nose, (L, K,)

so that it sticks close to the face ; as in the bull,

which is termed «J»»I. (L.)

~ylai A she-camel bulky in tlte belly, (K, TA,)

broad, or wide, in tlm ribs. (TA.)

j • *

J^Jaill, (S, O, K,) and accord, to the exposi

tors of the Fs, jliJUl also, (TA,) [or ,>ij

jJaJsJUl,] A [or </ie] <tme i» which mankind had

no< a« ^e< been created (jjy <u» JJU-j^J) : (S, O,

Kl :) or tlie time of Noah : (K :) or a [or <Ac]

time in which the stones were moist, or soft : (S,

O, ]£ :) thus said Ru-beh, when asked respecting

it; (TA;) and thus the Arabs of the desert

accord, to AO : (S, O, TA :) a poet said,

• 4->^j>:Pl lit jJLkUl^j

[In the time of the JaJai, when the stones were

moist, or soft] : (TA :) and El-'Ajjaj is related to

have said, (S,) or, correctly, Ru-beh, as in the O,

or Ru-beh Ibn-El-Ajjaj, in replying to a woman

whom he desired to take to wife, and who had

asked him what was his age, and what was his

property, &c, (TA,)

JaJa*Jt O^j £*> »* J> *

0 ^ of

i>e*» «i>o

[jlnrf 7 «awi, // 1 mere made to live the life of

the new-born young one of the dabb (which is said

to be seven hundred years), or the life of Noah

in the time of the fttahl, when the rocks were moist

like the clay of the mire, I should become the

pledge of a grave or of slaughter] : (S,* O, TA :

but the last has j^jh in the place of «t>j^. :) and

one says, yJ^JaAJI ^»j Jiii ,jl& [That was in

tlte time of thefitaM] ; a prov., in which the last

word is said to have the first, or the third, of the

meanings expl. in this art. ; and which is said of

a thing that happened long ago : (Meyd : [see

also Freytag's Arab. Prov. ii. 340 :]) and il£jl

JoJaiJIvDlc, and aJUj^JI, expl. by AHn as mean

ing [I came to tliee] in the time [or year] of

abundance of herbage, and of food and drink.

(TA.) _ And JaJai also signifies A torrent.

(Sh, O, El.) _ And A camel large, big, or buUiy.

(Fr, 8h, £.) — And Plump and big. (Ibn-

Abbad, O, $.)

1. «>i, (S, M, BI,) aor..', (M, $, TA,) and,

accord, to the $, : also, but this latter form

requires consideration, for it is related by Sgh,

from Fr, in another sense, that of milking a

camel, and not unrestrictedly, (TA,) inf. n. jbi ;

(S, M;) and *ijli, (M, TA,) inf. n.^UJU;

(TA;) [but the latter is with teshdeed to denote

muchness, or frequency, or repetition, of the

action, or its application to many objects ;] He

clave, split, slit, rent, or cracked, it. (S, M, K.)

__ Hence, (ft) jjU, (S, Msb, K,) aor. -', (Msb,

TA,) inf. n.'jLi (Msb,Kl) and ]9L1, (K,) It (the

tooth called «_>U, of a camel,) cameforth; (S, BI;)

it clave theflesh and cameforth. (TA.) See also

7. = ;j_Li, (S, Mgh, Msb, El,) aor.i, inf. n.

"JeS, (S, Mgh, Msb,) He (God, Msb, Bl) created

it, (S, Msb, K,) namely, the creation : (Msb, K:)

he caused it to exist, produced it, or brought it into

existence, newly, for the first time, it not luiving

existed before; originated it; commenced, or began

it ; (S, M, A, Mgh, Bl ;) as also t»Jaiil, relating

to an affair. (TA.) I Ab says, I did not know

what is [the meaning of] Ot^Jt t^ty [The

Originater, or Creator, of the lieavens] until two

Arabs of the desert came to me, disputing together

respecting a well, and one of them said (JijkS \j\,

meaning, I originated, or began, it. (S.) .'ul

fc^j-J' (j**: see »J». [The explanation there

given is confirmed by explanations of SjLi.] —-

v>e^il jii, (Lth, S, £,) aor. i , inf. n. *jLi ;

(S ;) and ♦ ijai ; (Ks, TA ;) He made tlte dough

into bread, or baked it, without leavening it, or

leaving it until it should become good [or mature] ;

(Bl ;) he kneaded the dough and made it into bread,

or baked it, immediately ; (Lth;) he hurried the

dough, or prepared it hastily, so as to prevent its

becoming mature. (S.) You say SU^jt oJai

▼jJmJI Ajj o^"' vj*^ o<»>-«JI [The woman

hurried the dough, or prepared it /tastily, so that

immaturity, or want of leaven, was manifest in

it]. (S.) _ And in like manner, ^>JaJI jJai //,

prepared, or kneaded, the clay, or mud, [without

leaving it until it should become mature,] and

plastered with it immediately. (Lth, TA.) _

And ii^JI >S, (IAar, Bl,) inf. n. jii ; (TA;)

and t tJiai\ ; (K ;) He did not saturate the skin

with the tanning liquid: (IAar, Bl :) or he did not

put it therein. (A.) sss And jLi, (Fr, O, K,)

aor. i and -, (Fr, O, El,* TA^) inf. n. >i, (Fr,

S, O, Bl,) He milked a she-camel, (Fr, S, O, K,)

and a ewe or goat, (TA,) with theforefinger and

the thumb : (Fr, S, O, Bl, TA :) or with the ends

of the fingers: (El, TA :) or, as one does in indi

cating the number thirty, i. e., with the two thumbs

and the two fore fingers : [but this is app. a

mistake for what next follows ;] (L, TA :) or,

accord, to IAth, with two fingers [and] with the

end of the thumb. (TA. See also iiUt «^m6.)

304*
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_ And [hence, app.,] ah^LoI jiai He pressed, or

squeezed, his fingers. (TA.) And He struck his

(another's) fingers so that they burst forth with

blood (U'j h'jL£\). (TA.) = See also 2 : _

and 4, first sentence.

2. iJai : see 1, first sentence. = Also, (inf. n.

jtiaJJ, S,) iZe marfe Aim to break his fast ; or

to eat and drink ; (S,* Mgh,* K ;) as also tftjJsil,

and t tjLi : (K :) Ae gave him breakfast : he, or

&, (namely, the action termed iU+Itl, and a

clyster, [&c.,] Msb,) ftroAe, or vitiated, his fast.

* 0 3 s ft* ft * * *\

(Msb.) And you say also j>yel\ jkkt y)£> U»,

[and, more commonly, #^tuL»,] This is speech

which breaks, or vitiates, thefast. (TA.) ssjJa»

J^-fcjJI : see 1.

4. j±i\ He broke his fast ; (S,* Mgh ;•) he

breakfasted; he ate and drank after fasting ;

(Msb,*^;) as also tjjLi, (K,) aor.-', (TA,)

inf. n. jjiai : (Msb, TA :) hisfast became vitiated.

J jo 2 - t

(Msb.) j^i\ as quasi-pass, of ajjiai is extr., (Sb,)

like^i^t as quasi-pass, of «u^. (Sb, Mgh.) You

say j^ jJ* j**»\ [He breakfasted upon dates, or

dried dates ;] he made dates, or dried dates, his

breakfast, after sunset [in Mamaddn]. (Msb.)

In the saying tZ&jl Ij^JaJI*, 'Qi^ '>°3-° [Fast

ye after the sight of it, namely, the new moon

commencing Ramadan, and break ye your fast

after the sight of it, namely, the new moon com

mencing Showwal], the J is in the sense of jjy,

i. e., ftOj; <*Mi' (M?b.) —- It was time for him

to break his fast : (K :) he entered upon the time

, , $t

of breaking hisfast ; (Mgh, Msb, K ; ) like ~«sl

'•< .

and j^~«*l as meaning " he entered upon the time

of morning" and "upon the time of evening:"

(Mgh,* Msb :) or he became in the predicament

of those who break their fast, and so ttwugh he

neither ate nor drank : whence the trad., jia»\

-y. » "j >r»^*l The cupper and the cupped

place themselves in the predicament of those who

break theirfast : or it is time for the cupper and

the cupped to break tlieirfast : or it is used after

the manner of a harsh expression, and an impre

cation against them. (IAth.) = a^Ja-JI : see 2.

= jJLjt jloil : see 1.

5 : see the next paragraph, in six places.

7. jiaii\, and *^£j0, (S, M, K,) and tjii, (M,)

[but the second is with teshdeed as quasi-pass, of

2, to denote muchness, or frequency, or repetition,

or application to many subjects of the action, as

is indicated in the S by its being expl. by Jii£3,]

It became cleft, split, slit, rent, or cracked. (S,

M, K.) O^JkjUUijT lil [in the Blur lxxxii. 1]

means When tlie heaven shall become cleft. (Bd,

TA.) And Jl» *0>&£ CjI^JI jIC [in the Kur

xix. 92] The heavens are near to becoming re

peatedly rent in consequence thereof. (Bd.) And

oUji tOjhiJ His feet became cracked: [or

much cracked.] (TA, from a trad.) And ♦ oykii

OUJI^ t^oj^l The earth became cracked [in many

places by the plants coming forth]. (TA.) And

Jj'yi ja..h\ 1j&43 [The trees broke forth with

leaves; as also j-kJLJt, often occurring in this

sense ; see Har p. 68 ; and see^ki]. (S and K,

+ * 0 *• 1 * * * ^ 6 * J* ** ** —

voce j»-lj ; &c.) And Uj »Ujk5 " Qj In * "> [and

OpaiJl (see 1, last sentence but one,)] His feet

[burst forth or] flowed with blood. (TA.) _—

And -..!.<JljPaxJl f 2%e rfa;(,-n 6ro/<e. (TA in art.

8 : see 1. And see also 8 in art. e»£.

ji»j [as an inf. n. : see 1 : — as a subst.,] A

cleft, split, slit, rent, or crack: (K :) or, accord,

to some, a first cleft &c. : (MF :) pi. Jjiii : (K :)

occurring in the saying jyiai ^j* ^y ,Jjb [Dost

thou see any clefts?], in the Kur [lxvii. 3]. (TA.)

ssa 'Omar, being asked respecting [the discharge

termed] ^J4)l, answered, It is Jaii\ : (O, K :)

thus as related by A'Obeyd: (TA:) it is said

that he likened it, in respect of its paucity, to

what is drawn from the udder by means of the

milking termedji»ii\ : (0, 1£ :) or, as some say,

it is from Uj »Uji OpoA? [expl. above] : (TA :)

or he likened its coming forth from the orifice of

the j£»J to the coming forth of the ^U of the

camel : or, as it is related by En-Nadr, he said

*j U i It, with damm ; meaning the milk that

ajrpears upon the orifice of the teat of the udder.

(O, $.)

• a j

jJai Such as has broken forth [with buds or

leaves] (jmJJ U), of plants. (TA.) See also jJai.

_ And, (S, K,) as also tj^j, (K,) the latter

used in poetry, (TA,) [The toadstool;] a species

of SU& [orfungus], (S, K.,) white and large, (S,)

and deadly : (K :) [so called] because the ground

cleaves asunder from it : (TA :) n. un. Sjlai. (S.)

[Also applied in the present day to The common

mushroom ; agariens campestris. And Anyfun

gus.] sas [Also, the former, Immaturity, or want

of leaven, in dough :] see the explanation of ■ZjjLs

ij^ft;..*!! l\j+n.wm And jiai and 'jiai signify also

Somewhat of that which remains of milk [in the

udder], which is then milked: (L, K :) or « small

quantity of milk when it is milked: (TA:) or milk

at the time when it is milked. (AA, TA.) See

also jiai, last sentence.

jiai Grapes when the heads thereof appear ;

(K, TA ;) [so called] because the [fruit-] stalks

[then] break forth (Jjaiis); (TA ;) as also t^Li.

(£, TA.) = Also a subst. from Jiil ; (S ;) [as

such] it signifies The breaking ofafast ; contr.of

Xyo. (TA.) [Hence, >Li)l J^e T/ie festival of

the breaking of tfiefast, immediately after Rama-

clan ; sometimes called jiaii I alone.] * ij h.a.ll

means jluUI isjuo [The alms of the breaking of

tltefast], (O, K,TA,) which is a cti [q.v.] of

wheat : the prefixed noun (i»jue) is rejected,

and i is affixed to its complement (^JauUI) to

indicate that such has been done: but it is a

word used by the lawyers ; not of the classical

language. (TA.) ess See also jJaJU.

jiai : see jios, in two places.

ijLi Creation : (Msb :) the causing a thing to

exist, producing it, or bringing it into existence,

newly, for the first time ; originating it. (TA.)

_ The natural constitution with which a child is

created in his mother's womb ; (AHeyth, K ;) t. q.

•Ulftfci. (S, Mgh.) It is said to have this signifi

cation in the Kur xxx. 29. (TA.) And so in

00 t' J J» * i J

the saying of Mohammad, .-He jJ^j >jfy J^»

oJaj}\ Every infant is born in a state of confor

mity to the natural constitution with which he is

created in his mother's womb, either prosperous or

unprosperous [in relation to the soul] ; and if his

parents are Jews, they make him a Jew, with

respect to his worldly predicament ; [i. e., with

respect to inheritances &c. ;] and if Christians,

they make him a Christian, with respect to that

predicament ; and if Magians, they make him a

Magian, with respect to that predicament ; hia

predicament is the same as that of his parents

until his tongue speaks for him ; but if he die

before his attaining to the age when virility begins

to show itself, he dies in a state of conformity to

his preceding natural constitution, with which he

was created in his mother's womb. (AHeyth,

TA.) [See another explanation of the word, as

occurring in this trad., below.] __ Nature ; con

stitution ; or natural, native, innate, or originalr

disposition, or temper or other quality or property ;

idiosyncrasy. (Th, TA.) — Thefaculty of know

ing God, with which He has created mankind :

(TA :) the natural constitution with which a child

is created in his mother's womb, whereby he is

capable of accepting the religion of truth : this is

a secondary application : and this is [said to be]

the signification meant in the trad, mentioned

above. (Mgh.) ^ Hence, The religion of el-

Isldm : (Mgh :) the profession whereby a man

becomes a Muslim, which is the declaration that

there is no deity but God, and that Mohammad

is his servant and his apostle, who brought the

truth from Him, and this is (AHeyth, TA) re

ligion. (AHeyth, $, TA.) This is shown by a

trad., in which it is related that Mohammad

taught a man to repeat certain words when lying

down to sleep, and said iUU ,j* c~« ^jl <2Utt

*• »» a j - ' **

SpaiJI ^s- w—1 [And then, if thou die that same

night, thou diest in the profession of the true reli-

i,

gion]. (AHeyth, TA.) Also by the saying, ^ai

SjlaAJI ±y* jU]»*9l The paring of the nails is [a

point] of the religion ofel-Isldm. (Mgh.)— Also

i. q. iw [app. meaning The way, course, mode, or

manner, of acting, or conduct, or tlie like, pursued,

and prescribed to be followed, by Mohammad].

(TA.) __ In the Kur xxx. 29, accord, to some,

The covenant received, or accepted, from Adam

and his posterity. (Bd.) _ The pi. is ol^ki and

0 * O ft s ft ft

OljJa* and ol/iai. (TA.) = See alsojJai.

^jJaaJI (J^*^' [The faith to which one is dis

posed by the natural constitution with which he is

created]. (Msb.)
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jUai A sword having in it cracks ; (S, Z, O,

LEL;) and (EL) <Aa* will not cut: (IAar, 0, £:)

or recently made. (TA.)

j^ii (S, M?b, EL) and t i^ki, (S, EL,) as

though the latter were a rel. n. from the former,

(S,) A breakfast ; a thing [i. e. food or beverage]

upon which one breaks his fast. (S, Msb, BL.)

jeles Dough unleavened; or not left until it has

become good [or mature] ; contr. of j****. : (S,

TA :) and in like manner clay, or mud. (TA.)

[Hence,] jjkaJI j~e. [The feast of unleavened

bread; also called, of the Passover;] a festival

of the Jens, [commencing] on the fifteenth day of

tlieir month O^-e'j ana* lasting seven dags. (Msb.

[See also •—gii.lt.]) __ Anything prepared, made,

or done, liastily, or hurried, so as to prevent its

becoming mature: (Lth, S, EL:) fresh; recent;

newly made: (S, TA:) pi. ij'jLi : (Sgh, IAth,

s o * j s - a t

TA :) for (Jji*i Mil, in the EL, expl. as mean

ing [Hefed him] withjJti, is a gross mistake, a

mistranscription of (J>k» i«U)l, as the phrase

stands in the handwriting of Sgh himself, in well-

formed letters, and with the syll. signs, meaning

meats [newly prepared, &c.]. (TA.) You say

j«ki (^~>»-j jt-»±- j~*- (^J^c [I have leavened

bread, and] fresh, recent, or newly made, u-**-

[q. v.]. (S, TA.) You say also J*fci)l ^£j£ i)£l

X Beware thou of a hastily formed, immature,

opinion. (S.) And j«kUt ^IJJI jii X [The worst

opinion is the hastily formed, and immature].

(TA.) — A skin not saturated with the tanning

liquid: or not put therein: (TA:) a whip not

tanned : not softly tanned : (TA :) or not newly

tanned. (L.) = Also A calamity; syn. «Ubb.

(O, EL, TA.)

Sj^ks : see what next follows.

SjJai and " Sj^ki A sheep, or goat, that is

slaughtered on the day of [the festival of] the

jLi : (EL, TA :) mentioned by Sgh, and in the

B. ' (TA.)

l^jlk* A man possessing neither good nor evil;

(IAar, O, EL,* TA ;) such as is termed jtji [im

potent in speech or actions, heavy, or dull; &c] :

(TA :) from jlki applied to a sword, meaning

that will not cut. (IAar, O, TA.*)

KJJJ&- see^k*. >

jjeli A camel whose *-jU [or tush] is coming

forth, (S,) or cleaving theflesh and comingforth,

(TA.) = yfiW) Ol>o-JI jU* [in the ELur xlii.

9, &c.,] means The Originater [or Creator] of

the heavens and of the earth. (I Ab, S,* TA.)

See 1.

jt^ji a subst. for cl»aJI, in Syriac. (TA.)

j^Jail, and the pi. jAe\&\ : see the next para

graph.

^)o\so, a word similar to ^^wlaj and ^^ja-Ui

* "

and _j*il*3 [q. v.], none of which four words has

a sing., Pimples that come forth in the face of a

boy or young man, and ofa girl or young woman;

as also *^J»Ui : thus correctly, with O and &:

the author of the EL, following Sgh [in the O],

says that t^UI is the pi. of *J>lklt, and signifies

a cracking, or chapping, in the nose of a young

man, and in his face. (TA.) __ Also, thus cor

rectly, with O, The first of [the herbage of the

rain called] the jj^-y [q. v.] ; and in this sense

also it has no sing. : but it is said in the EL that

♦ j-Jslii is pi. of *5j>kiU, with ^; [in the O,

that it is pi. of *j>kij ;] and [in both] that it

signifies scattered herbage; (TA;) and Lh says,

as is stated by AHn, that v-,mp ^j* t tklAJ

means small quantities of herbage in land : (0,

TA :) it is also added in the EL, in explanation of

Jj^oMi, or it signifies the first herbage of [the

rain called] the J^lj : (TA :) [and it is said

that] OUi j^»\i3 signifies what break forth of,

orfrom, plants, or lierbage. (TA voce^illl)

^jkia A man breaking his fast; eating and

drinking after fasting : (S,* Msb,* EL, TA :) pi.

^J»ui, (Sb, S, Msb, EL,) like as ^& is pi. of

*?**> (?>) and Jlejli* of J«iii : (Msb :) and

*Jk» signifies the same, as sing, and pi., (S, Msb,

EI,) being originally an inf. n. (S, Msb.)

jk/Ua is used in the ELur [lxxiii. 18], in the

phrase ^ jkiu i\^i\ [The heaven shall be with

rents by reason of it], in the manner of a

possessive noun, [not as an act. part, n.,] like

J-ai* in the phrase J-a** <U.Uo. (TA.)

jjiaJJ and SjjisJu, and the pi. ^J»Uu : see

jtle\i3, in six places.

uJa

1. JJ&J, (S, M, A, Msb, K,) aor. ; (S, Msb,

El) and I, (Msb,) inf. n. J^ii, (S, M, &c.,) He

died; (S, M, &c. ;) as also JJd» : (TA :) or he

died without disease : (M :) or without any appa

rent disease. (TA.) = jujl^JI ^J»i, (A, O, El,

TA,) aor. - , (£,* TA,) inf. n. JJJ, (TA,) He

made the iron broad (A, O, K) with the great

hammer called u-*}*> : (A :) or he beat the iron.

(TA.) _ And u..,k A II signifies The treading

vehemently, or the compressing vehemently. (M,

TA : the word thus doubly rendered is ik^JI.)

__ And you say, IJc=> ,j« <U~iai meaning I

repelled him in a most evil manner from such a

thing : and likewise / beat him [app. awayfrom

such a thing]. (Ibn-Abbad, 0, K.)_ And tLStk

iJliJW, (Ibn-Abbad, 0, ?,) and ^W, (Ibn-

Abbad, O,) aor. ; , (El,) He uttered in his face

[the word, or sentence, and the tidings, or infor

mation] ; as also ♦ <uJai, (Ibn-Abbad, O, EL,)

• t* * *

inf. n. u....fcuu. (Ibn-Abbad, O.) =: trki, aor. - ,

inf. n. y-Jaj, (S, M, A, K,) He had the bone of

his nose wide and depressed ; (M ;) or depressed

and expanded: (S, A, EL :) he had his nose spread

ing upon his face. (A, EL.) [And ^ki app. sig

nifies the same.]

2. <uJai He killed him. (Msb.)= See also L

u~k» (with fet-h, 0, in a copy of the M written

(j~k»,) The berries of the myrtle : n. un. with i.

(Lth, M, O, EL.)

trJbi : see Uhl.

• - • •*

i~ki The »Ain of an animal that has not been

slaughtered in the manner prescribed by the law.

(Ibn-Abbad, O, EL.) — [See also JJJ.] Also

A certain bead usedforfascinating and restrain

ing [men] ; (Lh, S, M, EL;) one of the beads of

the Arabs of the desert, with which women are

asserted by the Arabs to fascinate and restrain

men. (O.) They (i. e. women, O, EL) say,

alkidij C$LHt-
* * * JJ6SS

[I captivated and restrained him by means of the

fatseh, by means of yawning and of sneezing] :

(S, O, EL: [in some copies ofthe S and EL el#aW :])

they shorten »^>^M on account of the metre, which

is JtMj with the third foot of each hemistich sup

pressed. (O.)

a subst. from ^Jai [as such signifying A

state ofdepression and expansion of the bone of the

nose; or a spreading of the nose upon the face] :

(S, O, EL :) or the same word, (M, L,) ort^^ki,

(TA, [but this is the inf. n. of J-Jai, and seems

to be here a mistranscription,]) the place of a

width and depression of the bone of the nose. (M,

L,TA.)

y-Jai A great hammer, (S, M, A, O, EL,) such

as is used by a blacksmith : (A, TA :) or, (EL,)

accord, to IDrd, (O,) it is either Greek or Syriac,

(O, EL,) not genuine Arabic. (O.) _ And A

t.

great ^M [i. e. hoe or adz or axe]. (M, TA.)

<L~ki The snout of the swine; as also til^tus :

(S, M,* EL :) or its nose with what is next thereto :

(IDrd, 0, EL :) and, (EL,) accord, to Th, (0,) it

[app. meaning the lip] is [called] the ali of man,

and of camels theji^*, and of beasts of prey the

j^aa. and the j>^Soj^., and of the swine the

♦ A-Jaus, (O, EL,* [in the latter of which it is

plainly stated that A....k< is used in relation to

man and to camels and to beasts of prey, whereas

Th seems evidently to mean that what is called

the iii of man, and of camels the tiLLt, &c, is

called the a...k;» of the swine,]) which word

a-JoJ» he [thus] mentions, with ^j, as of the

measure iU*i», the £ being augmentative. (O.)

6 *

yjJeM Dying, or dead. (IAar, M.)

see <u~ki, in two places : and see also

art. (^-iau>, in two places.

t/Jait A man (S) having the bone of his nose

wide and depressed ; (M ;) or depressed and ex
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paneled: (8, K :) having his nose spreading upon

his face : (K :) fern, iCLi. (M, K.) And it is

also applied as an epithet to the no9e itself [as

meaning Saving its bone wide and expanded;

&c.]. (A in art. y-AJ.) — t\liai i>»3 means A

date small in the drupe, having the base cleaving

[to it]. (TA.)

1. «U&, (8, Msb, K,) aor. -, (Msb, K,) inf. n.

jjai, (Msb,* TA,) He cut it, or severed it ; (S,

Msb, K, TA ;) namely, a rope, (S, Msb, TA,)

or a stick, or piece of wood, and the like. (TA.)

_ And <UU, (K,) or tSJjsi (S, Msb) said of a

mother (S) or of a suckling woman, (Msb,) aor.

and inf. n. as above, (Msb, TA,) He, (K.,) or

she, (S, Msb,) weaned, or ablactated, him, (8,

Msb, ]£,) namely, a child, (S, K,) or suckling.

(Msb.) And JiLLjl C^lai 2%e lamb, or /,/</,

was weaned, or ablactated. (K.) [And in like

manner one says of other animals.] _ And

[hence, or] from the first of the significations

expl. above, (Msb,) one says, «ujlc ^js- <U< lai

I J [weaned him, or] disengaged him, (TA,) or

withheld him, (Msb,) namely, a man, (S, Msb,

TA,) [^rom fiw custom, or AaW*.] And .itiph^

«uU Ool v»* t [ J roiW assuredly wean thee from

the state in which thou art, or from that which

thou art pursuing : or] / will assuredly cut slwrt

thy eager desire. (TA.)

4. _joiai\ He (a child) entered upon the timefor

his being weaned, or ablactated. (Msb, TA.) And

in like manner one says of a lamb, or kid. (IAar,

K,TA.)

0 j j 0'

6. ly»J»U3 Their lambs, or kids, Coy*^, [™ the

CK, erroneously, ^oy«v*,]) fop< <o <AetV mothers

after the weaning, or ablactation ; (£, TA ;) tf/tere-

,/bre /Ai« [person] ^a»e, or delivered, his lambs, or

kids, to this; and this [person], his lambs, or kids,

to this. (TA.)

7. [>«Jai»l -He (a child, or young one,) was, or

became, weaned, or ablactated: commonly used

in this sense in the present day. __ And] ^JUiJI

JO-

a-£ \ He desisted from, or left, or relinquished,

him, or tt. (K, TA.)

>lk» The act of weaning, or ablactation, of a

child or young one : (S, Msb,* K :) a subst. in

this sense. (K.) =: And [it is also, app., an

epithet :] you say jtUai isU [app. >»Ua» 23\i, like

as you say^^ali i»U, q. v.], meaning A she-camel

whose young one has been weaned from her : thus

in the A. (TA.) __ [And hence it seems to be

used as a proper name of a woman ; like ioJ»b ;

for it is said,] and the woman is named jMti,

like v^>, [™ form]. (TA.) .

• *

jt^ab A child weaned, or ablactated; (S, Msb,

K ;) as also *>o^JbJL« : (K :) pi. of the former^Jai,

(S, Msb, K,) which is of a rare form as pi. of an

epithet of the measure J»ou, and more particu

larly of such as is used in the sense of the measure

JjAli. (IAth, TA.) And l^ti iulw [in the

CK li-lai] and *>0Jbli and * <U^aLo A famo, or

/<«/, weaned, or ablactated, (K, TA,) which is the

case two months from its birth, and it ceases not

to be thus termed until it becomes a jit?, [q. v.].

(TA.)

<j0.lii [a subst, rendered so by the affix »,]

A steep, or goat, weaned, or ablactated. (TA.)

j&& [act. part n. of 1, q. v.] — [Hence,]

SLtigM A suckling woman weaning, or ablactating,

a suckling. (Msb.) And^pisli A she-camel w/tose

young one has become a year old and been weaned,

or ablactated. (S, TA.) And A she-camel that

weans, or is weaning, from Iter, lier young one.

(TA.) [See also Jolk.] [Hence,] in a trad.

cited voce **£>j* [q. v.], &oJ»UM signifies f Heath.

(TA in art. %-oj.) mm See also^o-Jai.

jiybi* ; and its fern., with S : see ^Jas.

, * 4*0 G* - -

1. ^ia*, [nor. - ,] inf. n. £Jai and <uUai and

iJlks [&c. as in the next sentence, He was, or

became, intelligent, understanding, knowing, saga-

cious, or skilful: see the explanations of iUai

below] ; (S ;) and ,ji» signifies [the same, i. e.]

he became such as is termed |>la». (Lth, TA.)

You say, <0 ijJa», (Msb, K,) and a^\, and */,

(K,) aor. : ; (Msb, K ;) and J>ii, aor. i ; (Msb,

K;) and J>ii, aor.i; (K;) inf. n. ,>&* (Msb,

K) and v>Jai and t>k»j and ^jJai and jjJas (K)

and ilUs and ^liii (Msb) and xi^ks and <UlLi

and aJUai; (K ;) £^e was, or became, [intelligent,

understanding, knowing, or sagacious, respecting it;

(agreeably with explanations above ;) or] skilled

of it, i. e. skilful in it ; (K ;) namely, an affair :

(Msb :) [and he understood, or knew, it ; often used

in this sense:] and sometimes they said «uk»,

making the verb trans, by itself, because it implies

the meaning of^ ; (TA ;) or s^^l C~Jxi, with

fet-h, signifies I understood, or knew, the thing :

(S :) and some say that iilLi [as inf. n., agree

ably with analogy, of i>Ja£, which see in what

follows,] signifies [the possessing] excellence in

respect of readiness of intelligence for the percep

tion of what comes to one from another. (TA.)

[<*J y^Li also signifies He took notice of, or paid

attention to, him, or it : see Har p. 626, and Ham

p. 695.] And {jJai signifies [also] He became

one of whom idai [i. e. intelligence, &c, as expl.

a *■

below,] was a Z:m. ,■< [meaningfaculty, or quality,

firmly rooted in the mind], (Msb.)

2. J& *&>, (Msb, TA,) inf. n. ^i^S, (K,

TA,) He made him to understand, or know, the

affair : (K,* TA :) or he made him knowing in

the various modes of the affair, and skilful therein.

(Msb.) Hence the prov., "N)l ijliJl t>wJi..j ^

StU^aJI i. e. [Nothing will make] the she-bear [to

understand, except stones], (TA.) And <v : h i

^^JU^JI means The teacher rendered him ^jiai [i. e.

intelligent, Sec.,] by the disciplining of his mind

and the correcting him. (TA.)

3. <UI»UU is of the measure iUU-o from ^jJai :

(S :) [as such it signifies The contending, or vying,

one with another, in intelligence, understanding,

knowledge, sagacity, or skill; whence <L.Z.ij»L» is

used in the K (in art. j»»Q as a syn. of aT.^U.,

q. v. : or] it signifies [sometimes] the showing in

telligence, understanding, knowledge, sagacity, or

skill, one with another. (PS.) [Agreeably with

the former explanation,] one says, jf$£i\ ,«» aJa\i

i. e. He held a dialogue or colloquy, or a disputa

tion or debate, with him [with the view of trying

which of tliem would prove superior in intelligence,

&c] ; syn. Axa-lj. (K) [See also 3 in art \J**J.]

5. *J t>kuL3 .ffe understood it, or Anew #,

[quickly, or] roft/t quickness ofintelligence ; namely,

what was said. (TA.)

^6

see what next follows.

O^ (S, Msb, K, KL) and f^ii (S, K, KL)

and ♦ ,jlki and ♦ y^-Jai and ♦ \Jt°^ iin^ * O^9^

(K) are epithets (S, K, TA) applied to a man,

(S, TA,) signifying Intelligent, understanding,

knowing, sagacious, or skilful; (S,* K,* KL;)

the first expl. by Lth as signifying possessing SjJai

respecting things : (TA :) and it signifies one of

whom iiiai has become a d-»~< [meaningfaculty,

or quality, firmly rooted in the mind] : (Msb :)

the pi. [of this] is ^>lai, (K,) or (ji»»> with two

dammehs, (Msb,) or both : (TA :) and the fem.

is iiiai. (K.) 4SAymdmj i>i»J means A man

knowing in the various modes of his disputation,

or litigation, and skilful therein. (Msb.)

[mentioned above as an inf. n. seems to

be regarded by some as a simple subst., and]

signifies Intelligence, understanding, knowledge,

sagacity, (S,* KL, PS,) or skill; (K, KL, PS ;)

contr. of ijUc : (TA :) or, accord, to some, smcA

[intelligence, &c.,] as is instinctive [or natural;

infused into the mind by God] ; not acquired.

(TA.) [See also ^>*J.]

iU

1. &, (Msb,) sec. pers. cJ&Hi, (S, M, Msb,)

inf. n. Jiliii (S, M, Msb, K) and i4i, (M, K,)

but the former is the more common because of the

difficulty of pronouncing the doubled letter in the

latter, (M,) and * h\&>i is syn. with these, (M, K,)

and so is * JaUii, but these two are simple substs.,

(M,) He (a man) was, or became, such as is

termed £i [i. e. rough, coarse, rude, &c, as expl.

below] ; (S, M, Msb, K >*) or rough, &c, so a*

<o be unduly feared. (Msb.) = A&, (M, K,)
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aor. - , inf. n. L ; (TEL ;) and t &i\ ■ (M, EL ;)

He let it out, namely the water termed Ski, by

cutting open the stomach [of a camel] : (M, TA :)

or he pressed it, or squeezed it, out, namely the

water so termed, (M, K,)from the stomach, (M,

TA,) and drank it : (TEL:) and^ Jij£> * &3I

he slaughtered a camel, and pressed out, or squeezed

out, the water of its stomach, and strained it :

(Esh-Shafi'ee, T :) or t JLl»I signifies he gave his

camel to drink, t/ien bound his mouth in order that

he might not ruminate, and, wlien attacked by

thirst, cut open his belly, and pressed out, or

squeezed out, the fluid of the feces of his stomach,

and drank it : (S :) and yijJOl "c-iaiajl I pressed

out, or squeezed out, the mater of the stomach.

(Z,TA.)

4 : see <&». __ <dasl, inf. n. JaUait, also signi

fies lie turned him back, or away,from the object

of his desire. (TA.) _ And <diit is also said o*

a man when he has inserted the thread into the

eye of the needle : [if the affixed pronoun refer

to the eye of the needle, the meaning is, He in

serted the thread into it: if to the thread, he

inserted it into the eye of the needle :] mentioned

by AA. (TA.)

j &*

8 : see a±x>, in three places.

hi, applied to a man, (T, S, M, &c.,) Sough;

coarse; rude; unkind; hard; churlish; uncivil;

surly; hard to deal with; incompliant ; unobse-

quious ; (S, M, O, EL, and Bd in iii. 153 ;) evil

in disposition; illnatured; (O, K, and Bd and

Jel ubi supra;) hard-hearted; hard, or severe;

rough, coarse, or the like, so as to be unduly

feared; (Msb ;) rough, or coarse, in speech ; (Lth,

T, M, EL ;) sour, or austere, therein : (Lth :) [said

in the T to be from the same word in the sense

next following ; but accord, to the M, the reverse

seems to be the case:] pi. JiUail. (M.) You say,

Jsu JaJU <ul [Verily he is rough, coarse, or the like] ;

the latter word being an imitative sequent ; (M,

K ;) as such we regard it because Th, who men

tions it, does not explan it; (M;) and * ■b.h.i

fa.h.i [app. signifies the same]. (TA in art. &j.)

b Also The water of the stomach [ofa camel],

(T, S, EL,) which is pressed, or squeezed, out, and

drunk, (T, EL,) on an occasion of want of water,

(T,) in the waterless deserts ; (T, EL ;) the water

that comes forth from the stomach [of a camel] ;

because it is a coarse, or bitter, beverage : (M :)

it may not be used for the purpose of religious

purification : (Esh-Shafi'ee, T :) also, the urine of

horses which is drunk on an occasion of thirst : pi.

iijiaj : thus used by Mutemmem Ibn-Nuweyreh.

(M, L.)

is and h\hi : see 1, first sentence.
0

IxJas The seminal fluid of a woman : or of a

stallion : (M, EL :) so they assert : but it is not

of established authority : (M :) and so say IDrd

and Fr : (TA :) accord, to ELr, the seminalfluid

of a staUion, in a she-cameVs womb : (M,* TA :)

or this is the explanation given by Fr : (T :) and

t iblki is of the measure <UU3 from this word ;

(EL ;) as signifying the seminalfluid of a stallion,

or the water of the stomach; but El-Khattabee

disallows the latter meaning; or from hi : (TA :)

and hence the saying of 'Aisheh to Marwan, sjSl}

oil [But God cursed thy father when thou wast

essentially in his loins; so thou art seed of the

object of the curse of God] ; (EL ;) i. e., tyi* iihi ;

(TA;) or tyi* ijLat [produce thereof, as though

expressed therefrom] : (Z :) or, accord, to one

relation, ^euai ; (EL ;) pi. of uiuJai, which means

water such as is termed ^jixtjt: or, accord, to

« t • * " 5 * * t *

another relation, i/uo-i, meaning \ i K > : and

accord, to another, yn--n i. (TA.) = See also

Si.

iiiUas : see the next preceding paragraph.

0^>* O-6 **' ** He ** ["W"18 rough, coarse,

rude, or <Ae Zi#e, (see J&3,) or] more difficult in

disposition, evil in disposition, illnatured, or per

verse, than such a one. (TA.)

aj : or it may be an inf. n. of %hi, like as J^£a

is of j>j£»: but I have not heard it save in the

saying of the poet,

it 6 *

3 Qi *• J

1. j^\ «J*J, (S, O, Msb, EL,) aor.i , (O,)

inf. n. aclks, (S, O, Msb,) and perhaps *k» [re

specting which see *JW]; (Mbr, TA;) as also

t *te\ ; (S, O, Msb, B: ;) 2%e o^air, or event,

was, or became, hard, difficult, or distressing;

bad, evil, abominable, foul, or unseemly; excessive,

or exorbitant : (S :) or excessively bad, evil,

abominable, foul, or unseemly. (O, Msb, K.) =

And ^*^l ilai, (5, TA,) thus in the copies of

the $, and in like manner in the O, [where I

find, AZ says,^l cJ^i, aor. iiiil,] but [SM

says] in the " Nawddir" of AZ, ^e^l^ *iai, inf. n.

itUai, (TA,) Be reckoned the affair, or e»e»<,

orjudged it to be, great, hard, difficult, or distress-

j - - o ^ a

ing, syn. it0tvgT..'t, (EI,) or was made to fear, or

be frightened, and was overcome, by it, (AZ, O,

TA,) and trusted not that he had power to accom

plish it, or to bear it : (AZ, O, EL, TA :) it is said

in a trad., %^-dki ^ O'j!*-" l5«*i L5* f*?5 **' 'i*!!j'

i^-'k" [J was made to see, meaning / imagined,

or dreamt, that two bracelets ofgold were put upon

my arms, and I regarded them with fear] ; in

which instance, as IAth says, the verb is thus

made trans, in accordance with its meaning,

* JJS , O I ' JJ»

which is l^yjft&l, and Uy^i- : but the phrase

commonly known is Af C«juU and ai* : (TA :)

you say, IJlXj c<t M J was unable to do, or

accomplish such a thing : (Ibn-Abbad, O, K :*)

si JO*

and t^>eU C-*k» occurs in a trad, as meaning [/

found that] my affair, or case, was hard, difficult,

or distressing, to me, and I regarded it withfear,

Ot * ' 9* ' * 9 * r

or dread: j-**^W ^»», inf. n. icliij and *ia9,

means He saw the affair, or event, or case, to be

»«lai [q. v.] : Mbr says, *k» is an inf. n. of »lii

[/ have lived among men during several periods,

conforming to disposition differing in kind, (LJS

^jS t>U. being like the phrase ^Jii ^Cju; ^jt,

in the Eiur xcii. 4, meaning oUi^^e^cLJi £,1,

as is said in the Ksh and by Bd,) and I have

endured therein softness and hardness]. (TA.) =

gjji, (O, El,) aor. : , inf. n. £&, (O,) said of a

vessel, (EL,) It becamefutt. (O, EL.)

* 9 9'

[2. 2^**» m^ n- y*^> accord, to Freytag, sig

nifies He described a thing as great : but for this

he names no authority : by " great " is here

meant hard, difficult, or distressing ; &c. : see 1,

first sentence.]

4. aiail as intrans. : see 1, first sentence, srs

^o"iH j_ji«ii»l 2%« affair, or e»cra<, wwae ?»e to

fear, or frightened me : made me to fall into a

hard, difficult, or distressing, case : (TA :) made

me to be without power, or strength, or ability ;

disabled, or incapacitated, me. (Ham p. 32.) __

And «Ji»l He (a man, S, O, Msb) suffered the

befalling of a hard, difficult, or disti'essing, event.

(S, O, Msb, EL.) See also 10.

5 : see what next follows.

10. LdiAU (S, O, EL) and t idiit (S, EL) and

t <U&i3 (O, EL) He found it (a thing, S) to be

*.., K.i [i.e. hard, difficult, or distressing; &c.].

(?, 6, EL.)

9 * 9 *

«Jai : see jtJai. = Also i^uU; applied to a

vessel. (0,TA.)

y^> (S, O, Msb, EL) and ♦^tli (S, Msb, TA)

and * «Jai, which last is a possessive epithet, (TA,)

applied to an affair, or event, Hard, difficult, or

distressing ; bad, evil, abominable, foul, or un

seemly ; excessive, or exorbitant : (S, TA :) or

excessively bad, evil, abominable, foul, or unseemly.

(O, Msb, EL.*) — And the first, Much, or a6««-

rfarc* .• so in the saying of 'Amr Ibn-Maadee-

Kerib,

f~ ^-fti .j^-o-J ^>»J

[Ana* Umameh wondered that she saw me such

that much, or abundant, hoariness had spread in,

or overspread, my hair descending below the ears,

or a/?o» <Ae shoulders: j*i is app. understood

before ^J]. (0, TA.) =9 «J»» applied to water

signifies Sweet : (Lth, O, EL :) or clear; limpid;

or cooZ, sweetf, and clear or limpid. (lAar, O,

K,TA.)

• u * .»

xiauU : see ah^>
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J*i

L liii, (S, O, Msb, £,*) aor. :, (S, O, K,)

inf. n. J)i5 (S, O, Msb, K) and JUi, (S, O, Msb,)

and » jJi» is the subst. therefrom, (S, O, Msb,

K,*) but, accord, to Ibn-Kemal, it has become

commonly used as the inf. n. ; MF, however,

says that its being thus used requires considera

tion ; and it is said that there is no instance like

iixi, aor. alxL], inf. n. J*i, except e^a*—, aor.

»jL~j, inf. n. jm~* ; or, to these may be added

as sometimes occurring, c.xa., aor. £•*•>>->, ml. n.

cjji. and c j**., and cj-e, aor. c^, mi. n. c^-o

and l^o ; (TA ;) [Ife did it] ; namely, a thing.

(S, O. [For further explanation see J*i below.])

[In the K.ur. xxi. 73,] some read Jjti^^yJI Ue»-jlj

, 0 + Ota * "

■C'j.^i II [And we suggested to them the doing of

good works] ; (Lth, S, O ;) others reading t JjLs

CjIj.bJI. (Lth, 0.) And one says also aj Jjii

[He did to him something]. (TA.) [<t* <U)I Jai

is a form of imprecation, meaning May God do

to him what He will do ; i. e. may God punish

J - o £ is * * * '

him: see an ex. voce^JUil. _ And Sl^ll* J-«-»

often occurs in trads. &c. as meaning He com

pressed the woman.]

2. J . * /L3 [inf. n. of J-»-»] is used by IJ as

metonymically signifying The scanning of a verse ;

because the names of the measures of its feet, all

of them, have the letters o and c and J for

constituents, as when you say ^ji^*i and ^>JLcU-o

and j>3^UU and J>ictt &c. (TA.)

3. [^J_*L», inf. n. JUui, if used, app. signifies

They two did a thing together.] See Jlii below.

7. J..,*,*, i I quasi-pass, of 1: you say, 4 iJLwJ

JjUu\» [I did it, and it was done] ; (S, Msb ;)

like your sayingj—OU ajj~£o. (S.) [JUjLj^I

signifies The suffering, or receiving, the effect of

an act, whether the effect is intended by the agent

or not : or, accord, to some, particularly when

the effect is not intended ; for it is implied in a

passage in the TA, that it is held by some to be

used particularly in cases in which the effects are

such as the blushing in consequence of confusion,

or shame, affecting one from the seeing a person,

and the emotion, or excitement, ensuing from the

hearing of singing, and the agitation of the pas

sionate lover at his seeing the object of his love :

as a term of logic, it is one of the ten predica

ments, i. e. passion, or suffering.] It is said that

• y 9

to every J*J there is an JUiil, except to the act

of creation, which proceeds from God ; for this

is the bringing into existence from a state of non

existence, not from matter [already existing to

receive the effect of the act]. (TA.)

8. WJii> 4ie J*li\ (Mgh,* O, Msb,*K) and

1j_jj (O) He forged against him a lie. (Mgh,*

O, Msb,* K.) _ Hence the phrase ^. la » )|

,_J*au i.e. [Handwritings] areforged, or falsified.

(Mgh.) __ And [hence] it used to be said, «_>Jicl

Jjt^l U ^W^l i. e. [The sweetest of songs is] such

as has been composed with originality, not in

« JO" * O - J 0 9 i

imitation of any model: and Jju»I U^atJJI w£p»l

[The most eloquent of poetry is such as has been

so composed], (TA.)

jSj an inf.n. of 1. (S, O, Msb, K.) = And

The vulva of the she-camel, and of any female.

Jju: see 1, in two places: [as a subst. from aJU*]

it signifies [.4 deed, or an action : or] a motion

9 * •* *

(Sl^sjm.) of a human being: (K:) or, as Sgh says,

the origination of anything, whether it be what is

termed J-o* [which means work or labour or ser

vice as well as a deed or an action] or other than

it ; so that it is more general -in application than

j4«: (TA :) or it is a metonymical term for any

J^o* [meaning deed or action] that is transitive

(M, g, TA) or intransitive (M, TA:) or a

mode that is accidental to the producer of an

effect upon another [person or thing] by reason

of the producing of the effect at the first ; as

the mode that ensues to the cutter by reason

of his being cutting: or, as Er-Raghib says,

the production of an effect considered with refer

ence to an agent thereof; and it is common to

that which is by his, or its, origination or other

wise, and to that which is with knowledge or other

wise, and to that which is by intention or otfierwise,

and to what proceedsfrom the human being or the

animal [of any kind] or the inanimate thing ;

and J^e and s-u? are more particular in applica

tion : El-Harallee says that the Ja& is what has

become apparent in consequence of a motive of the

efficient, whether from knowledge or otherwise, by

reason of premeditation [for v>jJuJ (an obvious

mistranscription in my original) I read ^Jk3] or

otherwise : and El-Juweynee says that it is what

is within the limits of a small space of time, with

out repetition, or reiteration ; whereas the J»o* is

what has been repeated, or reiterated, and whereof

the time has been long ; but this is repugned by

the trad, [in which occurs the saying], >JlJI ,J*i U

[expl. in art. jii] : (TA :) the pi. is Jlii (S, O,

Msb, K) and Jliil [a pi. of pauc], (O, TA,)

J '% t 0 - oi

[and J*tbl is app. a pi. pi., i. e. pi. of JUil, like

j *i f ^ at % 9 *

Jjjlil pi. of JlySt which is pi. of Jy, and many

other instances] : you say, J*cl»*j)l Jjuu UyJI ,jt

J-cC-''} ^os*V \s~£} [Verily bribes do great

deeds, and cause the receivers to forget the princi

ples of Ibrdheem and Ismd'eel, who are esteemed

models of true religion]. (TA. [This saying is

written in my original without any vowel-signs,

perhaps because well known : and it is there

added that (J-eb^JI may be pi. of Jyul (which

has been altered by the copyist and is probably a

mistranscription for i)yisl) or of JLsJI ; with

other remarks equally doubtful and unimportant.])

[Hence, JjuUI^ meaning Actually ; as opposed to

5j-jJL> i. e. potentially, or virtually.] _ As used

by the grammarians, it means [A verb; i. e.]

what denotes a meaning in itself togetlier with any

one of the three times [past and present and

future; but it should be observed that it includes

the jjucke, or infinitive noun ; and also that there

is what is termed JaJH JjLi an incomplete, i. e.

non-attributive, verb (as O^9 coordinate to j'-i,

i - .*

&c.) ; as well as what is termed jKi Jju a com

plete, i. e. attributive, verb]. (TA.)

iiii A single Jjii [i. e. deed or action], (Msb,

TA,) with fet-h. (Mgh.) Thus in the saying in

the £ur [xxvi. 18], cJU3 ^filiJUi C-Xiij [lit.

And thou hast done thy one deed that thou hast

done] ; as though the speaker said, t>JUJt oJU_>

.iAiLi : in which Esh-Shaabee read * dUbu [thy

kind of deed], with kesr, as meaning aJUaJI 0%U»

\iijb jJS j^Jl : so says Zj; but he adds that the

former reading is better. (TA.) And [hence

also] one says, 3,:,.,— aJLai <Uo c~>^» or <U» ..i

[.A good single deed proceeded from him or a bad

one], (S, O, TA.)

«'»

iU» : see the next preceding paragraph.

<ULai A custom, manner, habit, or wont. (50

i .

[it^»i Of, or relating to, a verb.]

[*A»i The quality of a verb.]

JLiui, like Jjj-», has sometimes occurred as

meaning J*»l [Do thou]. (O, ]£•*)

JU», (O, K,) accord, to Lth, (O,) is a name

for A good doing, such as liberality, or bounty,

(O,) and generosity, (O, K, [the only meaning

assigned to it in the S,]) and the like of these :

(O :) or, (O, £,) accord, to IAar, (O,) the

doing of a single person, peculiarly, [as distin

guished from Jlii, q-v.,] (0,) relating to good

and to evil; (O, ]£;) one says, JUill^^s £f$*

[Such a one is generous in respect of doing or

doings], and JUjUI ^JJ £f$* [Such a one is

mean in respect of doing or doings] ; (O ; [and

the like is said in the T and in the Msb;]) and

Az says that this is the correct explanation ; not

that of Lth ; and Mbr [likewise] says, it is used

in commendation and in discommendation ; (O ;)

and it is used only of a single agent. (O, K.)

It is also an inf. n. (S, O, Msb. [See 1, first sen

tence.])

JUi, as distinguished from Jl«9, signifies A

doing that is between two [agents] ; (IAar, O, K,

TA ;) and therefore it is an inf. n. of t J*li [a

verb of which I have not found any ex.]. (TA.)

It is also a pi. of jii. (S, O, Msb, K.) =

Also The handle, (K,) or piece of wood that is in

serted into the hole, (IAar, IB, 0,) of the axe, or

adz, or hoe: (IAar, IB, O, £:) pi. jii. (EL)

ajU» (with damm, O, TA, [in the CK, erro

neously, <UU»,]) A metonymical appellation sub

stituted for ict>A., (O, K, TA,) the well-known

tribe [thus named]. (TA.)

Jlii [Wont to do]. (Kur xi. 109 and lxxxv.

16. [Thus in the phrase ju^j UJ JUi Wont to

do what He willeth: relating to God.])

JxU [act. part. n. of 1, Doing : and, used as

a subst., a doer : and hence] a carpenter is thus
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called ; accord, to IAar : but it is now peculiarly

applied to such as works with clay, [and builds,

and plasters,] and digs foundations : (TA :) and

[the pi.] aiii, (Mgh, EL, TA,) as an epithet in

which the quality of a subst. predominates, is

applied to workers in clay and digging and the

like; (EL, TA ;) or such as work with their hands

in clay or building or digging ; like aJu* [pi. of

J*U]. (Mgh.)— Odf& &>'}, »n the ELur [xxi.

79], means And we were able to do what we

Killed. (O, TA.) And j*i»>JU Jjb o-jjjt,'

0&}*> m tne same [xxiii. 4], means And who

give the 5^=>i [or poor-rate] : (Zj, O, TA :) or,

as some say, who do that which is good, or

righteous. (0,TA.)

• "0 1

JjujU A writing forged, or falsified. (Mgh.)

_ And Poetry composed with originality, not in

imitation of any model. (TA ) ■ J'^a'V f\j ,

meaning It produced a grievous, or distressing,

effect, (EL, TA,) is a phrase mentioned by IAar,

as used by Ed-Dubeyree when asked respecting

a wound that he had received and that rendered

him sleepless, and as used by him in respect of

anything [unprecedented] : thus one says, ^jjt

J«.V fcj^ AtfJ ^rt—l *»j i. e. [A malady that

rendered me sleepless, tormented me,] and pro

duced pain that had not been known before.

(TA.)

nose with odour, (EL, TA,) i. e. with sweet odour:

(TA :) as also * <LUi and t i^ aor. of both - ,

(EL, TA,) inf. n. ^*4 ; but better known with the

pointed £. (TA.) — And <L»aJt and <U«I He

filled him with joy, or happiness. (Aboo-Turab,

TA.)

**■ >o>*>**J It became full, and overflowed.

(K.)—. And UjJa^yel It (a house, or chamber,

or tent,) becamefilled with perfume. (TA.)

jt*» Full ; applied in this sense to a JS.C [or

fore arm] ; (S, EL ;) and to a vessel ; as also

* J-***, in which the J is augmentative : (EL :)

and full of flesh; applied to the place of the

anklet. (TA.) It is said of the Prophet, in a

trad., JL-ej^t j^a ^l=» i. e. He was full in

respect of the limbs. (TA.) And one says IlLol

i»*i A woman full-formed, and thick in her

shank. (EL.) And jp> ^oU. A [great] tribe

filled with its people. (TA.) [See also ^-Y<, :

and see j**&\.] a And A species of tree : or the

rose. (EL.)

g\i Angry and foaming [with anger], (IAar,

M, EL.)— And [the fem.] I^tj A woman (TA)

wont to calumniate; syn. liC). (EL, TA: in the

CEL liljjl is put for U&\.)

a-cb [as a subst.] The flower of the .U. [i. e.

Lawsonia inermis, or Egyptian privet] :' (EL :)

[said to be] a dial. var. of I^U [q.v.]. (TA.)

1. j&b, aor. i , inf. n. <UU* and Su^sti, It was,

or became,full; said of the jtcC [or fore arm] ;

(S, EL ;) and of a vessel. (EL.) _ And c~Ui,

said of a woman, She was, or became, full-formed,

and thick in her shank. (EL.) = See also 4, in

three places.

2 : see what next follows.

4. _**»t; [hke^bl;] (S, EL;) and so jfi\;

(EL in art.^*** ;) as also t^Ji ; (thus in some of

the copies of the EL;) or |^*i, (thus accord, to

other copies of the EL and accord, to the TA.)

aor. i , inf. n. ^xi ; (TA ;) He filled a vessel ;

(S, K, TA ;) and exceeded the usual degree, or

strove, or laboured, or did not fall short of what

was requisite, infilling it. (TA.) __ And C-oJtil

>ydl 9->j4 C«**" [I filled the house, or chamber,

or tent, with the odour ofaloes-wood]. (S.) It is

said in a trad., OJ»pi ^^oOl j^aJI ,>• Sl^ol £l £

•'■ ei * ** St + o* * o - * o t *■

iU»)l ~j} ufj^i eU-JI L^ t* C*»*J^ i. e. [If

a woman (of Paradise) of those having eyes like

the eyes of gazelles rose into view,] she would fill

[the space between the heaven and the earth with

the odour of musk] : thus related : and also

C-*A»^, and £*+Mti : but Az says that the right

relation is o^ai^, with c. (TA in this art. and

in art ^o**.) And one says, C«~JI >it..a)l ^ni\

Tlte musk filled with its odour, (S,) or perfumed,

(EL,) [the house, or chamber, or tent.] _- And

* J z

iJ^pl^^wl He filled the man with anger; (S,

TA ;) mentioned by Az on the authority of Aboo-

Turab : (TA :) or he angered him : or hefilled his

Bk. I.
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j-oaj : see the next preceding paragraph.

Jt*i\ Full [like^^u] : or overflowing by reason

offulness. (TA.)

>uU Filled; applied in this sense to a skin

for water or milk ; as also>olL« : but as to ^jt^du,

IAar asserts that he had not heard it except in a

verse of ELutheiyir: Az, however, mentions it as

signifying full [like ^J, applied to a river, or

rivulet : and Aboo-Sahl cites an ex. of it from

the verses of the Fs as signifying full offlesh.

(TA.) _ The phrase >uU jJ* may be of the

same category as w~«G^ [for ^Jai £jj»], the

meaning being A torrent having the quality of

filling; though the possessive epithet in most

instances has the form of the act. part, n., such

as JjU» [for J^i» Oti] and «-o^i [for g-Zj oli] :

or it may be that j&*j» in this case is expressive

of muchness, or abundance, like the latter word

in the phraseJeUi^ai and in oJCo <Z>y». (Ham

p. 106.)

• ji,

j>$*iua : see the next preceding paragraph.

jaior^**

1. &w Ui i. q. a£5 [so in my original, app., if

not a mistranscription, Alii i. e. He crumbled a

thing much] ; said of a man. (TA.)

* . •' •'

2. ^«i, inf. n. £-*£>, 2fe branded a camel nn<A

a mark in the form of the viper ((VU^I). (TA.)

4. u**l He (a man) became possessed of [or

characterized by] evil after good or goodness.

(TA.)

5. ^a^J He (a man, S) became like the viper

((jii^l, S, EL) in evil : (S, TA :) or, as in the A,

Ae maife himselfto resemble the viper (.je*^ a; * ")

in the evilness of his disposition. (TA.)

I*S**'> (?» Msb, EL) of the fem. gender, but with

tenween, (S, Msb,) because it is a subst., not an

epithet ; (Msb ;) [said in the S and Msb to be

like (jijjl ; but this is a mistake, for ^jjl is with

out tenween ;] or it is an epithet and a subst. ;

(KL, TA;) but mostly a subst ; (TA;) [if used

as an epithet, it is without tenween, written ,J«il,

being also of the measure of a verb ;] A certain

serpent, (S, Msb, EL,) of a malignant kind; [i. e.

the viper;] also called t^iil, (EL, TA, [in the

CEL, erroneously, ^lj_*_j|, which see in what

follows,]) occurring in a trad., in which it is said

that there is no harm in the killing of the ^iil

and the^**. by the^jL^, the [final] alif being

changed into ^ in both of these words in the dial,

of El-Hijaz : (TA :) it is spotted, black and white;

slender in the neck; broad in the head; it is said

that it will not quit its place; (TA ;) always coil

ing itself round; and neither antidote nor charm

is of any avail against it : (Msb, TA :) some

times it has two Iwrns [i. e. it sometimes signifies

the cerastes, or horned viper] : (TA :) * o!>*il

signifies the male : (S, Msb, TA :) [see also

JlliL*. :] the pi. is cUI. (S, Msb, EL.* [In the

EL, the pi. is written ^jftUl, which, when indeter

minate, is wrong.]) _ [Hence,] by way of com

parison [to vipers], (TA,) j-cli^l signifies J Cer-

tain veins (Jj/fc) that branch offfrom tlie ^UU.

[q.v.]. (EL.)

■ tt

clsil [a pi, of which the sing, is not mentioned]

Sweet, or pleasant, odours. (IAar, M, EL,)

i'»l 9 J ol tot

)*i\, and o'***' : 8ee LJ*»I.

r*.

SULo u6)\ A land in which are vipers (clal) :

or, abounding therewith. (EL.)

,jmU A camel branded with a mark in the

,ot

form of the viper (j**}\) : (EL :) and [the fem.]

9 Z* J •

»Uio camels (JvO branded therewith. (TA.)

• a, j

SUuU [as a subst,] A brand in the form of the

viper (Jdh\). (S,K.)

1, 'jJJ, (S, Mgh, Msb, EL,) aor.; (Msb, EL)

and i, (AZ, EL,) inf. n.)ii (Msb, TA) and j^i*,

(TA,) He opened his mouth ; (S, Mgh, Msb, EL ;)

as also *j*»t. (Zj, Sgh, EL.) __ [Also, both verbs,

jJti and 1j*i\, He, or it, made, or caused, to open

J • A 00 0

the mouth. And hence,] ^»-JI jii, (T, TA,) or

^Jl\ t^l, (S, O,) i.e., ijipl, (T, S, 0,) Th*

305
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asterism, meaning the Pleiades, became overJiead :

[lit., made one to open his mouth :] (T :) this is in

the winter : (S, O :) for when the Pleiades are in

the midst of the sky, he who looks at them opens

his mouth : (T, S, O :) or the Pleiades began to

rise [after sunset, so as to be overhead in the middle

of the night], in the winter. (TA.) =j*i also

signifies It (the mouth) opened ; (S, Mgh, Msb,

K ;) as also *jkiu\ : (EL :) and the latter is said

of a blossom, or flower, in the same sense. (S,

Msb, TA.) And o-~-" <^-*i t The tooth

showed its point; as though it broke forth to

grow : but some say that its »_£ is substituted for

«i>, and Az inclines to think so [though jiu differs

much in meaning from j*i]. (TA.)

4 : and 7 : see 1 ; the former in three places.

' O - J * * J

Jati\ jxi f-'l.s }* Se is wide in the opening of

the mouth. (Lth, O, K.) _ And accord, to Lth,

9 0'

(O,) jits signifies also A rose when it opens: (O,

EL:) but it is thought by Az to be, in this sense,

a mistake for yti, with $. (O.)

* 0 ,3<o ' 1

SjjtAJli jJj He was born at the commencement

of the rising ofthe Pleiades [after sunset] ; (0, EL;)

which is in the winter. (TA.) See 1.

9. s I 9*1

Sjii The mouth of a valley : pi. jia. (O, EL.)

jUi i-aJa, the latter word like j>\k3, [A spear-

wound, or the like,] that passes through. (0, EL.)

^eU, an epithet in which the quality of a subst.

* SO' -»

is predominant, (TA,) A [certain] <Loj> [i. e.

small animal, or small creeping thing, or insect],

(O, EL, TA,) always opening its mouth : (O, TA :)

and another, blach and white in the out [or snout],

that stings men. (TA.)

9' '

ijcli A sort of perfume : (S, EL, TA :) or (EL,

TA) the roots of tlte [lotus called] ji$i& [q. v.]

(S, K, TA) of India : (S, TA :) or the £££> [or

cubeb] (EL, TA) of China ; because, when a man

eats it, he opens his mouth. (TA.)

9* * 9 *

ijjuU A wide tract of land. (S, EL.) — And

An opening, or a hollow, in a mountain, smaller

than a <J^=>. (EL.)

jjjyuu [China-ware, or porcelain,] the [sort

of] >-»>•»■ that is brought from China; so called

from jy-i-i i, [the title of] the king of China :

10'

vulgarly i^jjiji. (TA in art. ji.)

J J * * - 5 9s

1. w»ialt 4»is, (S, EL,) aor. - , inf. n. _^i» and

9 11'

>»yi», (K,) The perfume stopped the air-passages

of his nose. (S, EL.) — And SjuJI itwtjJI C^jj

Z7te ocfowr opened the obstruction of the nose : thus

the verb has two contr. significations. (KL.) _

See also a trad, cited in art.^xi, conj. 4. =^iti

said of a rose, or flower, (S, TA,) aor. - , inf. n.

Jjii, (TA,) It opened; as also ♦>*?. (S, TA.)

=>S, (S,EL,TA,) inf.n. JUi; (TA;) and

t>U, (S,« EL, TA,) inf. n. J.LU (S, TA) and

aiiUU ; (S ;) He kused (S, EL, TA) him, or it,

(S,) or a woman. (K, TA.) __ And J>i said of

a kid, (EL, TA,) inf. n. JJlJ, (TA,) He sucked

(EL, TA) t/ie dug of his mother. (TA.)= ou^ii,

(S, EL,) aor. - , (K,) inf. n. ^ii, (S,) He was, or

became, attached to it, fond of it, or eagerly

desirous of it. (S, EL.) And ^JlOl ^i£ signifies

Tlte dog's being attached, or accustomed, or habi

tuated, to the chase. (TA.) _ And ^l&Jl/^Ai,

(EL, TA,) inf. n. JU*, (TA,) He resided, stayed,

dwelt, or abode, in the place; and kept, or clave,

to it; (EL, TA;) not quitting it. (TA.)

3 : see the preceding paragraph.

4. jgbiS He filled a vessel : (EL :) and so .^set.

(TA.) _ And It filled its place with its odour ;

(EL;)asals0>^»l[q.v.]. (TA.)

5 : see 1.

7. ja*iM, said of a>l&>j [or defluxion from the

head], It was, or became, removed, cleared away,

or dispelled; syn. 9-j»i\ ; (EL;) as also f^iisl.

(TA.)

8 : see what next precedes.

9 0'

j^ii What one extracts from tlte interstices of

his teeth, (EL, TA,) of what has clung tliereto.

(TA.) It is said in a trad., t^Jitj^yi I^JUb

jo}>ii\ [Eat ye the^} and throw ye away tlie^iti] ;

in which, accord, to IAth, by the j^ii is meant

what is expl. above ; and by tho^cj, what falls,

portion after portion, of the food : but some, he

adds, say that the converse is the case. (TA.)

• 0 » .911

j^ii and ~js*» The mouth, altogether : or the

chin with the two lateral portions of itsjaw ; (EL,

TA ; [i. e. tCLii ; for which the CELhas <C^JL/;])

• 0 J 9 0 1

and so^ii : (TA:) or, accord, to Sh>>0A» signifies

the nose : but accord, to Kr, it is ''j&i that has

« i * * i

this meaning. (TA.) twit*/ J»>t, a phrase men

tioned by AZ, is expl. as meaning He took hold

of his chin together with the two lateral portions

of its jaw : or, accord, to Sh, it means he took

hold of his nose : (TA :) or it means t lie distressed,

afflicted, troubled, or molested, him. (K, TA.)

ytii : see the next preceding paragraph.

aj }i£ ^ (S, TA) and aj tJiL' (K, TA) He

is attach ci I to it, fond of it, or eagerly desirous of

it. (S, EL, TA.) And ^Jl ^JU* IA*=> [A

dog attached, &c, or accustomed, or habituated,

(see 1,) to the chase] : (S :) or^ii ^J£s [alone]

a dog eagerly desirous of the chase. (TA.)

9 1* 9 01

jtii: see^,**.

I

if a

» Tlte odour of perfume : (S, TA :)

o - 1 ' 0'

and so oj^xi. (TA.) And j«aJI -~j} i«ii The

fragrance of tfie odour of wine]. (Z, TA voce

0

^juu>: see^ki.

j>) i a.c A thing perfumed with aromatics.

(TA.) :=: And [A man] affected with a >lfej

[or defluxion from the head]. (TA.)

jii and ,Jt£

1. Ui, (EL, TA,) inf. n.^ii, (TA,) It (a thing)

became revealed, disclosed, or divulged ; syn. li-s.

(EL, TA.) — And Its odour became perceptible,

or perceived : occurring in a trad, in this sense,

said of saffron : or, as some relate it, the verb in

that instance is '.Jul, which means it flowered,

or blossomed. (TA.) And, said of seed-produce

(cy), It dried, became dry, or dried up. (EL.)

^ * * * 0' t * Of*

^s ^jki, aor. ,j»uL>, inf. n. IA», said of dates (>*5),

i. q. u>*», [app. a mistranscription, unless there

be such as <Jl£*>, which seems to be not impro-

bable, as one says <JlZi*j+3, and ott.t*- also ; but

it can hardly be doubted that the meaning is,

T/iey became bad, such as are termed «_££•»• or

9 * * '

U£f, or, which is nearly the same, such as are

t*

termed Ui] : so says Aboo-Alee El-EL41ee. (TA.)

4. ^ju>\ It (a plant, S, [app., accord, to the EL,

the plant »U*>»,]) put forth its ZJfe [i. e. flower,

i* » z

or blossom], (S, EL.) See also 1. _ iU-JI oJt»l

The palm-tree became in a bad, or corrupt, state

[with respect to its fruit, as is implied in the S ;

i. e. bore dates such as are termed life]. (S, EL.)

__ And [hence, app.,] i««»t (said of a man, TA)

He became poor after being rich : and He became

ugly after being handsome : and He rebelled after

being obedient : (EL, TA :) all from IAar : as

though his state became bad, or corrupt, like as

do unripe dates. (TA.) __ And, said of a man,

He kept constantly to tlte eating of-\iA, (EL, TA,)

i. e. unripe dates in an altered state. (TA.) =

9*1

And U^li ^jiil He angered such a one. (EL, TA.)

' ' o§ St *

One says, JlAit ^JJI U [What is it that angered

thee ? or, hath angered thee ?]. (TA.)

• •'

**
see ijili.

U» [or ^y**] t. q. Uc [or ^j**] in its Beveral

meanings (EL, TA) that have been mentioned [in

art. jit and ^5**] : and among these it has that

of The bad of anything. (TA.) And The [refuse

termed] tivL [q. v.] of wheat. (TA.) And A

dust that comes upon unripe dates, spoiling them,

and rendering them [in the shin] like the wings of

the [locusts, or the like, called] wJjLLk [pi. of

'01 '

^>ji*t-]. (TA.) And Unripe dates [themselves]

(S, TA) such as are bad and jjju> [i. e. of a hue

lilie dust] ; (S ;) or such as are >Juo [i. e. altered

for the worse]. (TA.) And J/SI Ui The

small, or young, ofcamels. (TA. ) = And accord .

to the EL, Uilt signifies ^ jl^ iUaJI5 iJUJI

^*I1 ; but this is a mistake; correctly it signifies

iiaaJI^ i»l«)lj ^AJI ^jj J^», meaning aJLxJI ^-i

*o * * t

rtitoiJIj [i. e. A distortion in the mouth, and in

the kinds of bowl called i-U and iiia.], as expl.
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by ISd: Kr says that it signifies a certain

malady, which ISd thinks to be a distortion in

the mouth, an explanation given by IAar. (TA.)

Jt Sjki The odour ofperfume ; like aioAi:

(TA in art. _*£» :) or the state ofspreading of the

odour ofperfume. (TA in the present art.)

alcli and *jii Theflower of the *£*. [i.e. Law-

sonia inermis, or Egyptian privet] ; (Fr, S, K ;)

as also a-cU : (K in art. yu or .yts :) or both

signify the flower, or blossom, of anything [i. e.

q/" any plant, or, app., o/" any fragrant plant :

see Ham p. 713] : or, as is said in a trad., the

S-cls is the prince, or c/ti^f, of the sweet-smelling

plants of Paradise: Sh says that "yult signifies

i~J» iskjlj^ jy [a flower, or blossom ; and a

sweet odour: but I think that we should read

i~is iaJtj jJ jy a sort of flower, or blossom,

having a sweet odour] : and IAar says that the

Afcli is the best and the most fragrant of sweet-

smelling plants : (TA :) or it is theflower produced

by a branch of the »L*. tluxt has been planted in*

verted, and which is sweeter than [that of] the

[common] >U.. (K.)

1. ,>liJI tii, (S, Mgh, O, Msb, EL,) aor.C,

(Msb, K,) inf. n. IJi, (S, Mgh, O,) He put out

the eye; or blinded it; or made it to sink in its

socket ; syn. lyia~> ; (Lh, S, O, K ;) as also " UUi,

(S, O, K,) inf. n. SJJUJ: (S, O :) or, accord, to

the Msb, lyrfi^t ; which is said by Es-Sarakustee

to mean he put his finger into the eye and pulled

it out ; and by IKtt to mean he extinguished its

light ; and by some to mean he slit it, or rent it :

(TA:) or he slit, or rent, the portion of the eye

that is surrounded by the white thereof: (Mgh :)

or i. q. lyiii ; (K, TA ;) i. e. [he pulled out the

eye; or], as some say, he pulled out the portion

of the eye which is surrounded by the white, and

with which one sees : (TA : [and the like is said

in the Mgh in explanation of aUJI, but this is

there said to differ from ljii\ :]) or, as some say,

he put his finger into ttie eye and so slit, or rent,

it: (TA:) or he broke, or ruptured, the eye; syn.

U^—Sa ; and so 5jLi\ [the pimple, or the small,

or purulent, pustule] ; and the like of these : (EL :

[and to all of these the two other explanations

mentioned above as from the EL are likewise

there, improperly, made to relate:]) this last

explanation, in the EL, is said by MF to be

unknown ; but it is mentioned in the A and L,

and by more than one of the leading lexicologists :

(TA:) [accord, to Mtr,] S^iJt Otfi means I slit

the pimple, &c, or rent it [open], (Mgh, Msb.)

Among the Arabs in the Time of Ignorance, when

a man's camels amounted to a thousand, he put

out (llj) an eye of one of them (a j^j), and set

it free to pasture where it would, and made no

use of it. (TA.) JUfll 'J& iU &1 UW is a

tropical saying [app. meaning May God prevent

from seeing thee the fatal eye : the term £xp

JU&I being applied to an eye believed to have

the power of killing by its glance]. (A, TA.)_

And <ujliU Mi, (0, EL,) likewise said to be a

tropical phrase, (TA,) means I He dispelled his

anger. (O, K.) __ And aj~c U-i also means

[sometimes] J He struck him ; or struck him

vehemently with a broad thing, or with anything ;

or slapped him with his hand: or he was rough,

rude, or ungentle, to him in speech. (TA in art.

Cm*.) — And ^^Jl OUi, inf. n. £tt, (O, K,

TA,) or, accord, to the L, !J»», (TA,) The [barley-

grass termed] ,««y/ was rendered dusty by rain,

or by a torrent, so that the cattle would not eat u

until it became clean: (O, EL, TA:) and in like

manner one says of any plant. (0, TA.) [See

also 1 in art. US.] _ And, as some say, (TA,)

ortcjU«3, (S, O, TA,) \ The envelopes [or glumes]

of the i**yj burst open so as to disclose (S, O, TA)

its fruit [or seeds], (S, O,) or its flower. (TA.)

j ** j *

2 : see 1, first sentence.— u^m" £**4 )> ( ' -h

TA,) or j£j\ t tfiS <), (A, TA,) + [He will not

break, or burst, eggs, or the eggs,] is said of a

weak and quiet man, (IJ, TA,) or of an impotent

man. (A, TA.)

4. UL»l His breast, or chest, became depressed

(ui,..ifc>l), in consequence of a malady, or an acci

dent ; (IAar, O, TA ;) said of a man. (IAar, O.)

[But see \ii and IWI.]

5 : see 7, in two places. __ It is also said of

the corpse that has lain long upon the field of

battle, meaning It rent, or burst. (Mgh.) And

fit" J £*"■

one 6ays,lo«^ii oU*u t[-^ almost burst withfat] :

(S :) [and] l*a*£ SUJ1 Oliij [the sheep, or goat,

almost burst with fat] : (O :) Ua~£> being in the

accus. case as a specificative. (S, O.) And J^al

UU^i <lJxj }\£s ^Jia. t He ate until his belly almost

burst. (A, TA.) And ♦ ^LfcJ \\Js ^JL ji»|

t [He ate until he almost burst]. (O : in the TA

with jJlV \Jw wept] m the place of J£»l, and with

xJa-i after 'JUlj.) — And ^^e- 4jU»-JI Ol.« «J

I^jU XTlie cloud burst with its water. (S,*0,*

TA.) _ See also 1, last sentence, as And see 2.

7. ih>«M OiiiJI and ' oImj, quasi-pass, vs.,

[the former] of k>««JI U» and [the latter] of ULLs

as expl. in the first sentence of this art. ; (EL, TA ;)

[thus signifying Tlie eye became put out; or

blinded ; or made to sink in iU socket : &c. : or it

broke; or became broken, or ruptured :] and so

SjJLjJt [the pimple, or the small, or purulent,

pustule] : and the like of these : (EL, TA :) the

former, (Mgh,) or each, (Msb,) said of a 3j_L>,

means it [broke, or] rent, or burst : (Mgh, Msb :)

. **<

and thus * UA3 said of [a pustule such as is termed]

a J-«i, (S, Mgh, O,) and of [such as is termed]

o -

a »-ji. (S, O.) __ See also 5.

'* ' * _. . ' '*

8. x>aJI UUil is expl. in the K as meaning jlcl

l£>£.l iJ.i=> ^^,..101 ^>-_< J*o-_s 0.--U ; [and in

like manner in the O, except that the latter has

t,>~i~l£JI and iJjza ; and so have several copies

of the KL ;] but this meaning is assigned by Lb.

ft

to UJ3I, which see for a fuller explanation. (TA.)

?Ji (S, O, K) and (O, EL) accord, to Ks and

Fr (O) t lui [in the CEL 5lii]"and tfui (O, EL)

and in some copies of the EL ♦ UULi (TA) and

♦ iLJU, (EL,) originally Tliib, (TA,) The [mem

brane called] *C_>C (S, O, K) which comes forth

jJjJI t^lj J.J* [«/wn the head of the young one,

meaning at the time of bringingforth,] (S, O,) or

which rends open from off the head of tlie young

one [at the time of bringingforth]: (EL:) pi. [of the

first] Ijii : (TA:) or a small, thin, piece ofskin,

which is upon tlie nose of tlie young one, and which,

if not removedfrom it, (O, EL,) at tlte birth, (0,)

causes its death, (O, K,) is thus termed, (KL,) or is

termed "5U», by IAar: (O :) or, accord, to As,

the water [orfluid] that is jJ^JI ^>\j ^jie [app.

meaning that is discharged at the time of the

birth (see 2 in the arts. JU/j and Jk-oj)] : and

accord, to IAar, the water [or fluid] that is in

tlie <Ua~* [°r membrane enclosing thefoetus in tlte

?i'«wi] is termed *J>_£ and j ■■ ..> and C*»~» and

L> i, > : (TA :) it is also said thatyui signifies a

certain white thing that comes forth from tlie wo

man or the she-camel in parturition, and which

is an envelope wherein is much water or fluid;

mentioned by A'Obeyd as with hemz [i.e. written

IJ-i], and said by him to be the >L>_^Lw [q. v.].

(TA in art. *-aj.) — And ?Ji-» signifies also A

small hollow, or cavity, in stone, or a rugged

place, that collects water: (EL :) or it is [a hollow,

or cavity,] like a Iji^ or SjJu*., in the midst of a

[stony place such as is termed] Sj*., (Sh, O, TA,)

or in the midst of a mountain : (TA :) and

t Ijy signifies the same : (EL :) the pi. (of the

former, O, or of the latter, TA) is ^ULi. (0,

TA.)

\ii A protuberance, or swelling out, (O, TA,)

of the back, (O,) or of the breast, or chest. (TA.)

[But see 4, and see also Ufcl.J

tuu : see !J3, in two places. —Also J A cloud

in which is neither thunder nor lightning, and the

rain of which is «_jjlJU« [app. meaning drawing

near : as though likened to the membrane thus

called]. (0,*TA. [In the former written, in

this instance, SU», which I think to be a mis

transcription by the copyist.])

»U» : see ;J».

(_£U» : see the next paragraph.

*/«ii A he-camel affected with a disease termed

Sjia. [q. v.], in consequence of which he voids not

his urine nor his dung; (O, EL ;*) and sometimes,

or often, his veins and hisflesh become choked with

blood, and swollen ; and if slaughtered and cooked,

the cooking-pot becomes full of blood; and some

times, or often, his stomach becomes so much

inflated, or swollen, that it rends, or bursts : and

it is likewise applied to a she-camel : (O :) and

▼ I^Ub signifies the same applied to a she-ca,me\.

(E..) — Also (i. e. J^yJ-i) The disease above

305 *
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mentioned, itself. (0, EL.) = See also iji, latter

sentence.

i . .t

it Saving a protuberant breast, or cAes<.

(IAar, TA in art. U».) [But see 4, and see also

an.&uU Valleys, or water-courses, or torrent-beds,

--■ *t

W>yi) tnat cleave the earth. (O, EL.)

1. -JU : see 2. _ Said of a plant, It became

tall, orfull-grown, and blossomed. (EL.) = mjti

li^M JJe, or f<, A«tf, or struck, such a one in his

isJii [q.v.]. (EL.)«Andf^Jjl^',(EL,)aor.:,

inf. n. •—»■*, (TA,) t. f/. rt a — [i. e. 7/e fooA ///«

tf/mj<7 t'wfo Aw mouth, not moistened,] like as one

does medicine : (EL, TA :) of the dial, of El-

Yemen. (TA.)

2. *JLs, (S, EL,) inf. n. £-»*&, (§,) -He (a

whelp) opened his eyesfor thefirst time; (S, EL;)

as also ♦ «JU, aor. 1 , (EL,) inf. n. -JL». (TA.) It

is said in a trad.,J£liu>j uUj (S, TA) 1 We

have opened our eyes for the first time, and ye

have kept your eyes closed; (TA;) meaning the

truth has become manifest to us, and ye have been

blind to it ; (AO, A,* TA ;) or me have seen our

right course, and ye have not seen [yours], (IB,

TA.) And jaJJI *Jii The trees burst their buds,

and made the extremities of tfieir leaves to appear.

(L.)

5. «JU3 It opened; syn. IJiu : (EL :) it is said

in this sense of a rose, (S, A, TA,) and of any

flower, or blossom : (TA :) some say that it signi-

fies »-ZJ& absolutely : others, peculiarlyjt^SLi I ,J.

(Az, as quoted in the L. [See>*jWLll ^ 1 7 O

(a well-known phrase) in art. ~Li : butv»"^£JI .J

in the present case appears, from what precedes,

to be evidently a mistranscription for >»l»£H .-£,
00 *^ .»

i. e., in relation to calyxes.])

6. t^aJSLiJ They put [or turned] their backs

one towards another; (S, EL ;) [from AaJU, q. v.;]

like as you say l^fcltJ [and 1^>/1jJ] and [in the

contr. sense] |$A*Uj. (S, TA.)

iLjb : see 111* Also The anus: (S, EL :)

because it opens in the case of need : (Ham p.

677 :) or a wide, or an ample, anus : (EL, MF :)

or a wide ji* : or a ja with what it comprises :

and afterwards, by reason of frequency of usage,

applied to signify any #) : (L :) pi. ~-lii. (S,

EL.) —And The palm of the hand; as also

tiLlii: (EL:) of the dial, of El-Yemen: so

called because of its width. (TA.) _1 And The
9 * »

napkin (Jjjl^o) ofjt\j-**ji\ [i. e., which is used by

* 0 09 9

one performing the rites of the *-*- or of the »>»*]:

(EL:) of the dial, of El-Yemen. (TA.)

<i».U> : see the next preceding paragraph.

• 39

«-U> A certain herb, (EL, TA,) resembling the

^Ijjfcil [or chamomile] in its growth and its place

of growth ; n. un. with 8 : it is one of the plants

growing in the sands; and it is said that its

flower is more contracted than that of the chamo

mile, and that the dust, or earth, sticks to it as it

does to the [herb called] un(«iti» : (TA :) or the

flower of the _^jl [or juncus odoratus]; (S, EL,

TA ;) said by Az to be a sort of perfume, some-

9 9 S 9

times put into medicine, called ji>)NI »-U» ; and

it is theflower of tkejti.\\ when its calyx opens :

(TA :) or the flower, or blossom, of any plant,

90

(EL, TA,) when it opens, whatever be its ^y [i. e.

colour, or kind]-, (TA ;) as also llLii, (EL, TA,)

thus with fet-h and sukoon. (TA. [Written by
• 0 6J

Golius 2*Jtf.]) — Also t A woman of goodly,

or beautiful, make, orform. (ELr, EL, TA.)

2U».Ui iXa- {J^3 (JU Upon such a one is a <U».

[q. v.] of the colour of the rose when it is about

to open. (S.)

jlii ■JUS* ytt f lie is in a state of prepara

tionfor evil, or mischief.

1. JjJU,(S, A, MA, Mgh, 0,L,Msb,EL,) aor.-,

(S, A, O, &c.,) inf. n. j*i and ^j\jii (S, MA,

O, L, Msb, EL) and J\'M (S, O, F) and lyS ;

(IDrd, O, L, EL;) and tijJtSI; (S, A, MA,

Mgh, O ;) Se found it not, (L, TA,) lost it,

(MA, PS, &c.,) saw it not, (JK in explanation

of the latter verb,) [missed, or failed of finding

or seeing, it,] it was, or became, absentfrom him,

(Mgh,) or he had it not, was destitute of it, was

without it, lacked it, or wanted it, syn. n^ojs.;

(Msb, L, EL;) but accord, to Er-R&ghib, jlilt

has a more special signification thanksjut) I, this

latter being the contr. of}>4>ytj (TA;) [whereas]

jJuUt [as inf. n. of jii, though often used as

meaning the being non-existent, properly] signifies

the thing's being absentfrom the range of percep

tion by sense so that its place is not known. (Bd

in xii. 71.) [jJb signifies It was not found, was

lost, was not seen, &c] It is related of Abu-d-

Darda that he said, jlaxi tjuUl; fj*! [lit. He

who seeks mill not find,] meaning he who seeks after

good in mankind will not find it; for he saw good

to be rare in mankind : or he who seeks to acquaint

himself with the circumstances of men will not

find what will please him. (L.)

9 S 9il-9 9,,9%

4. oOt <UJI »j*j| God caused htm to lose, orfail

offinding, him, or it. (L, EL.) One says, i)jJUt

^rtoj*. J£o aJJI [May God cause thee to lose every

relation, or loved and bving relation]. (A.) [Or]

jUiNt is not of established authority : as to the

* « ,,9* 9 99 9 9 9

saying cUaJt iy^> ■>» «.' Qj t-^JI [meaning J»-

sanity causes to lose, or annuls, the desire of coitus],
9 99 9 9

the correct word is^sjuu or JjJj. (Mgh.)

J 9*

5. »jJU5 He sought it, or sought for it or a/ter

it ; or e&rf *o leisurely or repeatedly ; (A,* Mgh,

L;) as also t «jJUJI : (Mgh, L :) or he sought it,

or sought for it or q/ier it, it being absent from

him ; (S, O, L, Msb, EL ;) as also ♦ »jJUit: (EL :)

or he sought, or sought leisurely or repeatedly, to

obtain knowledge of it, having lost it : so accord,

to Er-Raghib and many others ; but this expres-

sion and aj^ju are used, by some, each in the

place of the other, and the latter, accord, to Er-

Raghib and many others, [properly] signifies he

sought, or sought leisurely or repeatedly, to obtain

knowledge of it, having known it before. (MF.)

f * 9 9 * * 999 » 9 » 9 J 9 U + * ~

You say, " <wjJujI Ju« 43jJUL3 U, mcaninjr Ju*

*JJ«*i [i. e. J Aare «o< sought for, or a/"ter, Aim,

or if, «nce J lost him, or j<. (B, TA.) See also

1, last sentence. _ [Also He investigated it.]

n . *~* ' 9 9 9 0

6. Ij jkslii means Uuu » [i. e. 2%^

fo*( owe another], (S, O, EL.)

8 : see 1 : _ and see also 5, in three places.

jj&t, (0, EL,) by Az, (EL,) or in a number of

the copies of the work of Az, (O,) erroneously

written juUUI, (0, EL,) A certain plant, (EL,) re

sembling the [species of cuscuta, or dodder, called}

A>j ... *■> : (TA :) and a beverage prepared from

rautins or honey or [the plant] -**j * e-i as also

T^jkiiJI: (EL:) or, as AHn says, a certain plant

which is thrown into the beverage of honey, which

beverage consequently becomes strong, and is then

called jiii\ : he says, the jJb is what is called in
til * 9 0 . 9 ' 9 9*9*

Pers. c-.t.f;^;.*: IAar says, * ijJJ>i\ [or SjJUJt ?

the n. un.] is the •t)y„c-» : and a beverage prepared

from raisins and honey; and it is said that a

beverage (jW) is made of honey, and then the

jii is thrown into it, and causes it to become
9*

strong : so says Lth : and he says that the jJU is

a plant resembling the ■t>^ ?.,*-> : and T j jiill is

the jL„i of the &y&>. (0.)

1 * S>*

SjOAJI:

AJuUlt:

see the next preceding paragraph.

see ill, in two places.

. v J 9*

Jb and T ,}yuLo signify the same, (0, Msb,

EL,) [Notfound, lost, not seen, missed, non-existent,}

absentfrom one, (Mgh in explanation ofthe latter,)

not had, lacking or lacked, wanting or wanted.
* 00 0 09* 0 *

(Msb, EL.) One says, J**,— *$j «*«** j-* «^^>

(A, EL,) and i^ % t^ ^fc, (A,) [JTe

rfterf unmissed and unpraised; or,] without his

loss being cafed for [and without being praised}.

(A,?.)

f *

jili [as act. part. n. of 1 signifies Not finding

a thing, losing it, not seeing it, missing it, «o<

having it, iewy destitute of it, lacking it, or want

ing it ; or havingfailed to find it, having lost it,

or having failed to see it. —— And hence,] A

woman roAo is 6ere/i o/" Aer cAiW [Jw death] :

(A'Obeyd :) or roAo loses (jJuu) A«r husband or

cAi/d : (S, O :) or whose husband, or child, (L,

EL, TA,) or relation, or focerf anrf loving relation,

(TA,) Aas died : (L, EL, TA :) or who marries

ofter the death of her husband. (Lth, L, EL.) The

f 0-Z ' 3 O W r 0* s * 9* 9k 9* 6 9*9* 0 «•

Arabs say, iilk* K-ij^i t«*5l» ^>».jji; "s) [Z>o

f
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not thou marry a woman tvhose husband has died,

but [rather] marry thou a divorced woman]. (Lh,

L.) — And in like manner, (O,) it is applied

also to a she-gazelle, (S, 0, L,) and to a cow

[app. a wild cow], (O, L, K,) as also 5jJ>li, (O,)

meaning Whose young one has been devoured by a

beast, or bird, of prey; (O, L, J£ ;) and to a

pigeon (<Ul«») likewise. (L.)

• **' • ' .

iyi** : see J>~*i, in two places.

J*

1. jii, (TA,) [aor., app., - and ;,] inf. n.jZi,

(O, K, TA,) He dug the ground ; (6,* £,* TA ;)

as also Ijii, (TA,) inf. n. J*ii5. (KL, TA.) And

He dug a well to draw forth the water. (TA.)

__ And jii signifies The boring, or perforating,

of beads for the purpose of stringing ; (KL ;) [as

also jJud ; for one says] "O/ii [as well as C>jis-],

meaning 1 bored, or perforated, beads. (S.) _

And The act of cleaving, slitting, or rending.

(O.) [See also 8.] And^o^JI JlA'jH, (S, O,

K,*) [and >*x*)t jii also, as is indicated in the

TA,] aor. - and - , inf. n. jii, (K,) He made an

incision in the nose [or muzzle] of the camel, (S,

O, EI, TA,) the beast being refractory, (TA,)

with an iron instrument, (S, O, TA,) so as to

reach to the bone, (EL, TA,) or nearly so, (TA,)

then put upon the place of the incision the [cord

called] jjji*-, (S, O, TA,#) with a [string such as

is termed] y$ wound upon it, (S, O,) to render

him tractable, or to train him, thereby : (S, O,

If, TA :) sometimes the refractory camel has

three incisions made in his muzzle; and when

his owner desires to render him tractable, and to

prevent him from being brisk above measure, he

puts the jjjBf. upon the incision that is next to

his lip, and in consequence he governs him as he

will ; and if he be between the refractory and the

tractable, he puts the jijt- upon the intermediate

incision, and in consequence he exceeds in his

pace ; and if he desire that he should stretch

forth and go without inconvenience to his owner,

he puts the jij»- upon the uppermost incision.

(Aboo-Ziyad, L.) [The incision above mentioned

is termed " Sjii. — Hence, app., by a tropical

usage, jJJ signifies f He stigmatized a man :

Freytag has mentioned it as occurring in the

Deewan of the Hudhalees, and meaning " satyra

j>erstrinxit eius villa commemorans aliquem."] as

[»j*i, aor. - , inf. n. jii, He, or it, broke the yJi

(or vertebra) of his back. __ Hence the phrase,]

5>JU)I Aijii, (S, O,) or «LfcljJt, aor. - , inf. n. jii,

(Msb,) [lit.] The calamity broke the vertebra of

his back : (S, O :) [meaning] the calamity befell

him. (Msb.) =jii, with damm, [aor. i,] He

had a complaint of his vertebra : and jii, aor. t ,

inf. n. jii, He had a complaint of his vertebra

arising from fracture or disease. (Msb.) —jii

orjii in the sense ofjASI : see 8.

m

2 : see 1, first and third sentences. __ j-kJ

£i>U, (?, TA,*) or Ut„ih, (EI, TA,) inf. n.

jJJJ ; [and accord, to Golius, *jtio, but for this

I have not found any authority ; ] He dug a hollow

such as is termedj^ii [q. v.] for the shoot, or offset,

of a palm-tree. (S, K, TA.) — And jii, said

of anything, It was incised, or notched ; and im

pressed, or marked. (TA.) — Lth has erro-

neously assigned to j^Hj, a meaning belonging

toj-ilj, q.v. (TA.)

4. jii\ He (a colt) became fit for riding upon

his j\ii [or vertebra] ; like v«»ji : (O :) or he

(a colt, Msb), or it (the back of a colt, L), became

[strong in the vertebra and] fit for being ridden.

(L, Msb.) = iiili tjii\, (S, O,) or i^, (ISk,

EI,) or %??*£> (TA») or !**?» (Meh») or **'*.

(A'Obeyd, TA,) or£i\, (Msb,) He lent him t/ie

vertebra [meaning the back] of his she-camel, that

he might ride thereon : (S, O :) and he lent him

the back of his camel (ISk, EI, TA) during a

journey, (ISk, TA) for carrying a burden, and

for riding, (ISk, EL, TA,) to be returned after

wards : (ISk, TA :) and he lent him a camel, that

he might ride thereon ; from j\ii signifying the

" vertebrae " of the back : (Mgh :) and he lent

him his beast to ride as long as he pleased during

a journey and then to return it to him : (A'Obeyd,

TA:) and he lent him tfie colt to ride upon its

vertebra [or back]. (Msb.) — Hence, <l*>jI tjii\

I He lent him his land for sowing. (TA, from a

JO 3 s "Ct

trad.) — j^al\ i)jii\ means The object of the

chase has enabled thee to have its vertebra within

thy power; therefore shoot it, or shoot at it : (O,

TA :) or has enabled thee to have its side [which

is sometimes termed^**] within thy power : (EL :)

or has become near to thee. (TA.) [The Khalee-

feh] El-Weleed the son of Yezeed the son of 'Abd-

El-Melik is related to have said, ijl—» jut^ jii\

_»j (jj jJJaM i. e. Tlie object of the chase has

enabled tfie shooter at it to have its vertebra

within his power after Meslemeh ; meaning that,

since the death of his paternal uncle Meslemeh,

the territory of the Muslims had become assail

able to him who might attempt it. (TA.) =

ajii\ also signifies He (i. e. God, S, O, K, or a

man, Msb) rendered him jJii [meaning poor, or

needy, tea.]. (S, O, Msb, EL.) = »jii\ U [i.e.

How poor, or needy, Sec, is he !] and «Lct U

[which has the contr. meaning] are [said to be] ano

malous ; for their [respective primitive] verbs are

ILiit and :-ry-', from either of which the verb

of wonder is not properly [or regularly] formed.

(S,0. [But see 8.])

5. JoJlaJI &3jiiuj y-U UJLjS j^ie, occurring in a

trad., as some relate it, means [There appeared

before us men] eliciting what was recondite, or

obscure, of knowledge, and opening what was

closed thereof; from jiJI Ctjii meaning " I dug

the well to draw forth the water :" but the read

ing commonly known is [£)3j*i*i> I* v->] w'*h the

J before the >J. (IAth, TA.) _ See also 2.

6. ji\i3 He feigned the lowliness, or submissive-

ness, ofpoverty, humbling, or abasing, himself with

men. (K.* and TA in art. ^^.)

8. jilil He clave, slit, or rent; and opened:

[see also 1, fourth sentence :] hence its usage in a

trad, of 'Omar, in which, after his saying that

Imra-el-J^eys was the foremost of the poets, and

had made the source of poetry to well forth abun

dantly to them, [see s_*~».,] he is related to have

added, j-bj -»-o I <y> i^lxo &c jiZi\j : in saying

this, he attributed a sound and an opened sight to

the poetry, [which he thus personified,] and in

like manner he described obscure and occult

meanings by applying to them the epithet j^

[generally meaning " blind of one eye "] : he

meant that Imra-el-Keys had made the meanings

of poetry clear and perspicuous, and unveiled

them, and shunned substitution and obscure dic

tion: £j& with what is [to be understood as]

antecedently connected with it occupies the place

of a noun in the accus. case as a denotative of

state: it is as though he said, -_ol j*2m -. " *

$ \.ULJ* jybl ^liJb UjV-* j^t [lit. He

opened, to poetry, a most sound vision, passing

over half-blind meanings]. (O.) = Also, (0,)

He was, or became, j^ii [meaning poor, or needy,

Sec] ; (S, O, Msb, K, &c. ;) and so Ijii, aor. - ,

inf. n. jii; (Msb;) and 'jii, aor. i; (S.;) or

they said ji3\, (Sb, Msb, TA,) like as they said

j£\, (Sb, TA,) but they did not say yi, (Sb,

Msb,TA,) like as they did not say S«ii, (8b,TA,)

jiSi\ serving them instead of j*i; (Msb;) nor

did they use any unaugmented form of this verb.

(Sb, TA.) — And one says, aJI ji%) He, or it,

wanted, needed, or required, him, or it ; [a phrase

of frequent occurrence ; like <*e)l j^i;] i.q. «>-U»-l

4e». (TA in art. £>•■•)

10. \j*JL>ji»l*\ [He borrowed, or askedfor the

loan of, the back ofa camel,for carrying a burden

J sit

or for riding]. (See J-»jl.)

jti and *j*i signify the same, (S, O, Msb, K,)

but the latter is bad, (Lth, TA,) and sometimes

they said "jii, (MF, TA,) Poverty, want, or

need; contr. of ^* : (K :) or the state ofa man

when he has [only] what sufficesfor his household,

or those who dwell with him and whose mainte

nance is incumbent on him : (ISd, EL :) [other

meanings are indicated by explanations of the

epithet j*ii, q. v. :] " j»\Jlo [signifying needs, or

wants,] is said by some to be a pi. ofjii, anoma

lous, like <^LU [pi. of *3] and *->o£» [pi. of

iL^i] : or it may be a pi. of * jaslo, an inf. n. of

»jii\ ; or pi. of "jii* ; or it has no sing. : (TA :)

you say, * »jSULo <Ct)l ju> God rendered him, or

may God render him,free from want ; (S, Msb,

K ;) [lit.] God supplied, or may God supply, his

9 6*

various needs, or wants. (S, KL.) _ And jii sig

nifies also Anxiety ; or disquietude, or trouble, of

mind: pi. j^ii : (O, KL, TA :) one says, aJ\ ^sti

»jjii He complained to him of his anxieties ; &c. :
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and it means also, his circumstances, and wants :

(TA:) [for,] accord, to IAar, the phrase j^ii

ipJUl is like Uy^ii. (0.) = See also lyi.

jii : see the next preceding paragraph.= Also

The side : pi. Jii, (K, TA,) which is extr. [in

respect of analogy] : mentioned by Kr. (TA.)

[See ju-oJI Jjisl.j

jii : see Sjii.

*.' • '

jii : see jJi, former half, in two places.

see jii.

Sjii : see jUi. sa Accord, to the K, it signifies

also A certain plant ; and its pi. [or rather the

coll. gen. n.] is ♦j*i : but the sing, [or n. un.] is

correctly " Sjii, with fet-h and then damm, men

tioned by Sb as a word of a rare form, of which

the pi. [or coll. gen. n.] is * jii, as it has no

broken pi. ; and expl. by Th. (TA.)

Sjii A hollow dug in the ground: pi. jii. (0,

K, TA.) _ And The [incision termed] aJ>jJ

(IAar, O, TA) that is made in the nose [or muzzle]

(IAar, O) of the camel, (IAar, O, TA,) [in order

to render him tractable, (see 1, near the begin

ning*)] "fter which [if necessary] another is made,

[above it,] and then another, until he becomes

gentle : (IAar, O :) pi. [of pauc. jii\t occurring

in the L, evidently as a pi. of Sjii in this sense,

and, of mult, but also used as a pi. of pauc.,]

jii. (O, TA.) Hence the saying of 'Aisheh, in

relation to [the murder of] 'Othman, [app. alluding

to its involving three violations, namely, the vio

lation of the sacredness of the city in which it was

perpetrated and of the month in which it occurred

and of the person of the Khaleefeh,] aIo J^Ai,'

£>j\b\ ji») I, meaning % Ye have done to him the

lihe of your deed to the camel above mentioned

[upon which ye have inflicted the three jii] : thus

expl. by AZ. (TA.) Accord, to AHeyth, JjLi

means f Great, or grievous, orformidable, events.

(0.) And the three Ot>b of the son of Adam

are said to be t The day of birth and the day of

death and the day of resurrection. (O.) _ Also

The part, of a shirt, that is the place into which

tfte head is inserted. (K.) = Also Nearness. (K )

And one says, »ji3 yJU $a, meaning He is near

to me. (K,* TA.) = See also " * "

[pi. of «U£j]) of his speech, or language ! (A,

TA.) _ And in like manner it is applied to sig

nify f The end [or final word] of every verse of

an ode and [of every clause] of a iJaa. [which is

in rhyming prose]. (Msb.) _ And \ [A pair of

clauses of rhyming prose, both ending with the

same rhyme; i. e.] the Sjii is that which in

[rhyming] prose is lihe tlie verse in poetry. (Kull

p. 208.) ss Also A piece of land, such as is

termed -.IjS [q. v.], for sowing. (O, K.) = And

A thing that serves as a marh, or sign, (Lth, K,

TA,) to men contending, or competing, in shooting,

or casting, (Lth,) such as a mountain, (!£,) or

such as a hill, or a hollow dug in the ground,

(Lth,) or a sJjk [or butt, #c], (Lth, K, TA,)

and the lihe: (K, TA:) they say, in such con-

tending or competing, Sjii .Jjt ^y> du*\,\ [I

will contend, or compete, with thee in shooting, or

casting, from the nearest Sjii] and Sjii jo^l ryt

[from thefurthest Sjii]. (Lth, TA.)

Sjii : see jlii. _[Hence] oljiAJI is a name of

t The star [or stars] in the OtjjX [meaning^'omfo

of the tail] of Scorpio. (Kzw in his descr. of

Scorpio.) And jii signifies f Certain ornaments,

moulded, orfashioned, in theform of the vertebra

of the back : (A, KT, TA, and Har p. 34 :) one

of which is termed tjii. (Har ibid.) And

hence, (KT,) or as being likened to a vertebra

of the back, (S, O, KT,) X The best verse in an

ode is termed SjJLi. (S, O, K, KT.) And

hence, as being likened to the best verse in an

ode, Sjii means \\ Any choice phrase or sentence :

(KT:) one says, ***£^» 'jii ^jlL\ U i.e. [How

beautiful are] the points, or points of wit, (

Sjii : see Sjii.

^£jii [The lending one a camel, &c, to be ridden

or to carry a burden ;] a subst. [similar to l—5«

and (_$>»*] from <U5U njii\ (S) or tjjjy. (K.)

jUi The vertebras of the back; (S,* Msb, K;)

the bones of the spine, which are set in regular

order, one upon another, from the part where is

the J*l£> to the ^a : (K,» TA :) [it is some

times used as a sing., as in the S and O and K voce

ij\S> : but properly] the sing., (Msb, K,) or n. un.,

(S, TA,) is t ij\ii, (S, Msb, K,) for which one

should not say Sjlii, with kesr : (ISk, Msb :) and

* Sjii, of which the pi. is jii and otjii and oUii

and CAjii, signifies the same as Sj\ii ; (S, Msb,

K ;) as does also * Sjii. (K.) _ [Hence,] j\ii

slj^aJI + The three very bright stars [S and e and

f] disposed obliquely in tlie midst of the constella

tion cjj^aJI [i. e. Orion], (Har p. 456. [See art.

jj»..]) — And [hence also,] ^Uill jj f the name

ofA [celebrated] sword of the Prophet, (S, O, K,)

and afterwards, of 'Alee : it had previously be

longed to El-'As Ibn-Munebbih, who was slain

at Bedr, (O, K,) by Alee, by whom his sword

was given to the Apostle : (O :) accord, to Abu-

1-Abbas [i. e. Th], it was thus named because there

were in it small beautiful hollows [app, meaning

small scallops in the edge, such as some modern

swords have, for the more easy cleaving of ooats

of mail] : it is also, accord, to some, called «i

jliiJI ; but this is said by El-Khattabee to be

vulgar. (TA.) — It (i. e. jliUJI ji) is also used,

metaphorically, as meaning + The spear. (TA.)

• -

jtii A hollow that is dug around the shoot, or

offset, of a palm-tree, when it is planted : (S, 0 :)

or a well [or the like thereof] in which the shoot,

or offset, of a palm-tree is planted, (K, TA,) then

alluvial soil with dung of camels or the like is

pressed donm around it : (TA :) fl.jii, with two

dammehs : (K, TA :) or this [app. the plt, but

accord, to the TA the sing.,] signifies wells, (K,

TA,) three, and more, together, (TA,) or com-

municating, one with anotlier. (K, TA.) The

sing, signifies also A well : (Mgh, O :) or an old

well: (O :) or a well having little water: (TA :)

pi. as above. (Mgh.) — And A plain, or soft,

place, in which wells are dug forming a regular

series. (O, K.) And SjJa <u£>j signifies A dug

weU. (TA.) And blfejjt ^ 0j\i ^ 'jjd «

expl. by A'Obeyd as meaning The share of the

sons of such a one of the wells. (TA.) __ Also

The mouth, (K, TA,) or the place whence the

water issues, (S, 0, TA,) of a subterranean chan

nel, or conduit : (S,» O* K,* TA :) pi. as above.

(TA.) _ And it is said to signify A [hollowed]

trunk of a palm-tree, by means of which one

ascends to an upper chamber : but the word com

monly known in this sense is jJu [q. v.], with £.

(IAth, TA.) s= As an epithet applied to a camel,

it means Having an incision [or two incisions or

three] made in his nose [or muzzle] in the manner

explained in the first paragraph of this art. ; and

so VjyU*. (K, TA.) = Also, applied to a man,

(TA,) Having tlie vertebra of tlie back broken ;

(S, O, K,« TA ;) and so tjii and tJjiiU : (K :)

or having a complaint of the vertebra of his back,

arising from fracture or from disease : (Msb :)

or having his vertebra pulled out from his back,

so that his spine is interrupted: (T, L :) and *>b,

a man having a complaint ofhis vertebra : (S, 6,

TA :) and j<iJ and t j9iL», a man afflicted [lit.

having the vertebra of his bach broken] by a cala

mity. (Msb.) ssa Hence, as though having the

vertebrae of his back broken, (IDrst, TA in art.

j**,) [but said to be irregularly formed from

j*^»\j like »jii\ U, q. v.,] Poor; or needy; contr.

Qf^i (^ implied in the K;) having [only]

what suffices for his household, or those who dwell

with him and whose maintenance is incumbent on

him : (ISd, K :) or one who finds food sufficient

to sustain life : (K :) or one who possesses only what

is sufficient for life : (ISk, S, K :•) or one whose

property is, or has become, little : further expl. in

art. ,j£*, : (Msb :) or one who has what to eat;

(Aboo-Amr Ibn-El-Ala ;) differing from qS'«,

which signifies one who possesses nothing ; alto

gether destitute : (Aboo-Amr Ibn-El-Ala, ISk,

S, O, K :) or both mean destitute, i. e. possessing

nothing : (IAar, S, O :) Aboo-Haneefeh holds the

opinion of ISk, (TA,) who cites the following

verse from a poem of Er-Ra'ee in praise of

Abd-El-Melik Ibn-Marwdn ;

* ju- <U Jji ^i ^JUJI Jjj *

[As to tlie jtii whose milch camel was sufficient

for his household, and nothing (more) was left to

him :] (S, O, TA :) As says that the £*£-+ is

better in condition than the jJti : and Yoo says

that the j-_.i-> is better in condition than the

,j-C—« ; and adds, I asked an Arab of the desert,

Art thou >*i-4 ? and he answered, No, by God,

but rather ,>£«*: (S, 0,TA:) or the former

signifies needy, needing, or wanting; a needer;

and the latter, one abased by need or want or

otherwise ; (Ibn-Arafeh, O, K ;) who, if abased

by need or want, may lawfully receive of the

poor-rate; but if abased otherwise than by
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need or want, he may not receive of the poor-

rate; for be may be rich : (Ibn-'Arafeh:) [>***"

«*DI ^1 the needer of God, i. e., of God's help, &c,

and 4BI <L»».j ,JI jt*ii\ the. needer of the mercy of

■ God, are epithets which a man often writes before

his name:] it is said in the Kur [xxxv. 16], ^21

jl«««JI ^^otJI yk a&Ij aDI ^1 iljiiJI, which is

explained as meaning Ye are the needers, or they

who stand in need, of God : [and God, He it the

Self-sufficient, the Praised in every case :] (O,*

TA : [see also the Kur xxviii. 24 :]) or jJJ sig

nifies one who is crippled, or deprived of the ■power

of motion, by disease, or mho suffers from a pro

tracted disease, being weak, and who has no trade;

and one who has a mean trade that does not suffice

for his need ; and ,j«£~o, a beggar, who has a

trade that stands in some stead, (laSy* **i **j*->)

but does not cause him and his household to be

without want ; (Esh-Shafi'ee, T, O, K ;) so that

the former is in a harder condition than the latter

accord, to Esh-Shafi'ee ; (T ;) and it seems that

he is called jJA because of crippleness, or pro

tracted disease, which prevents his freely employ

ing himself in making gain : (Khalid Ibn-

Yezeed :) As also says that the latter is in a

better condition than the former ; (S, O, K ;) and

bo says Ahmad Ibn-'Obeyd : (TA :) and as to

the verse of Er-Ra'ee, cited above, it is said to

mean that the person there mentioned had a

milch camel in former times, but possessed it no

longer, and that Juw aJ 3)j-Z-i ^ means that

nothing was left to him : (Mgh :) the pi. of the

latter epithet is also applied in the Kur xviii. 78

to men possessing a ship, or boat, which is worth

a considerable sum ; (Mgh ;) whence Aboo-Bekr

holds the opinion of As to be correct : (TA :)

but it is urged in reply, that these men were

hirers, not owners, of the vessel, as appears from

one reading, [app. ^^ju for ^j^ju,] with

teshdeed : (TA :) or the former signifies one who

has neither property nor gain that suffices for his

need ; and the latter, one who has property or

gain not sufficient for him : or, as some say, the

converse is the truth : (Bd in ix. 60 :) or both

Bignify the same, (IAar, S, K,) one who possesses

nothing: (IAar, S :) or when they are used to

gether, they differ in signification ; and when used

separately, they both [sometimes] signify the

same: (El-Bedr El-Karafee:) [see more voce

,j-£-~« :] fem. with S : (Msb, K :) pi. masc. l\jii ;

(Msb, K;) pi. fem. J5lii, (K,) and i£ii (Lh,

Msb, TA) like the masc, [said to be] the only

-** j 9* *

instance of the kind except l\i-i as pi. of Ay. a... ;

(Msb;) [though ilyii, and perhaps some other

instances, should be added;] but ISd says, I

know not how this is. (TA.)

ojUi : seejUi.

ji^ : see the next paragraph.

5j» li [An act that breaks, or will break, the

vertebree of the back : and hence,] + a calamity,

or misfortune; (S, O, K ;) as also *ji+» : (S, O,

K :) or, accord, to Lth and others, such as breaks

the vertebra of ike back: (TA:) pi. Jjiy. (Har

p. 899.) SjSUUI xi J^c is a prov., meaning He

did to him an act breaking, or that would break,

his vertebra ; or a calamity, or misfortune, as in

the Kur Ixxv. 25 : (Meyd :) [or, accord, to J, it

app. means he did to him that which would render

him tractable; for he says,] it'is from the phrase

j*«Jt <Jul Cjjas. (S. [This phrase in the S has

been strangely misunderstood by Golius ; who

has consequently, after mentioning the meaning

" infortunium," added "et Habena seu capistrum,

de quo in Conj. 1."]) — And [hence] S^Sliut sig

nifies f T/ie resurrection. (TA.)

ji»\ [More, and most, poor or needy &c. : said to

* *m 9

be formed irregularly from jiisl, not from an un-

augmented form of the verb ; like tjis) U]. (See

Ham pp. 573-4.)

jisu : Bee jii.

9 6 J

jJuU, applied to a man, (0, TA,) Strong (O,

K, TA) in the vertebree of the bach ; (TA ;) and

thus "j^io, applied to a camel ; and [in like

manner] " Zjii jj, so applied, strong to be ridden :

(O, TA :) and jaslo signifies also strong in the

back ; applied to a colt : (TA :) and, thus applied,

that has attained to the time w/ien lie may be

9 6J, ji

ridden. (K.) — And [hence] one saySj^^Si^J <0I

j**$\ IJkyJ t Verily he is equal to this affair, pos

sessingfirmness of mind, or strength, or power,for

it ; (ISh, O, L, K ;) and Jpl\ IJ^J for this deter

mination, or resolution; and iir*-" \<±^ for this

adversary, or opponent. (L.) And "jii« J*»j

tA man sufficientfor everything that lie is ordered

to do ; (O, K, TA ;) as though by reason of the
•Jo-

strength of his vertebrae. (TA.) = See also^w.

9i->

jiA* A sword having notclies, or indentations,

in its ,ji© [q. v.], (S, K,) forming depressions

9 a j

therein. (K.) = See also j&Jcc, in two places.

9 > > *

IS***

9 * ,

see^^ii, in three places.

JjliU: see^ii, in two places.

atr3' ■* ' ' *
-

(^ojj Land in which are many jS-i,

meaning hollows. (O, K.)

9 ** 9

_j»Ui« A man asserting himself to be in a state

»*

ofjii [i. e. poverty, or need, &c.]. (A, TA.)

uoaJ

1. Ufl i A, Slot. - , (Lth, Lh, M, O, K,) inf. n.

JaU ; (Lth, Lh, IDrd, M, O ;) He broke ; (Lth,

Lh, M, O, K ;) or crushed ; (Lh, O, K ;) an egg,

(Lh, IDrd, M,0, K,) and the like thereof, (IDrd,

O,) and any hollow thing ; (Lth, M, O ;) as also

v\joii, inf. n. ua^'aj : (M, TA :) and he (a bird)

broke asunder an egg from over the young bird :

(A and TA in explanation of the former verb :)

and u-is, aor. - , inf. n. u-ii, signifies the same

as ^joAi. (Lh, O.) __ iiuJI uaet ^j"^j ^ai» [lit.

Such a one broke asunder tfie eggs of sedition, or

the like,] is a tropical phrase [meaning J such a

one originated sedition, &c]. (A, TA.) __ [Golius

has assigned to ^ i *, constr. with an accus.,

another signification (" assecutus fuit rem"), as

on the authority of the K ; app. from a mistran

scription in the explanation of ^olii^JI, in a copy

of that lexicon.]

2 : see the preceding paragraph.

5 : see what next follows.

mi".*' ... - w

7. d-ajJI CmomuI and *C%oii3 The egg broke

[or broke asunder] £>AJI ,j_c [from over the

young bird],

*'»* 9 * 9* i't"
i-ois iiuj : see i^yJu,

* -• • , ... • ' *•»
tjOfAi as an epithet: see its fem. voce ioyU<.

^ Also An iron thing like a ring, among the

apparatus of the tiller of land, (Lth, O, K,)

which clasps together [app. at the upper parts, so

as to form a support like a trevet, for his pro

visions $c.,] several separate sticks, or pieces of

wood, set over against one another. (Lth, 0.)

JeyXi, (Lth, O, K,) or l »j i \, (M,) [the

former a coll. gen. n., and the latter its n. un.,]

A melon (Aa^lu) before it has become ripe : (Lth,

M, O, K :) a word of the dial, of Egypt : (Lth,

O, K 0 tDut now applied in Egypt to the cucumis

satious (or common cucumber) ; (ForskSTs Flora

Aegypt. Arab., pp. lxxvi., 169;) or, particularly,

cucumis sativus fructu albo: (Delile's Floras

Aegypt. Illustr., no. 929:)] also mentioned as

with y- for the last letter. (TA.)

u«*w [A kind of mace;] a thing like a pome

granate, at the end of an iron rod, that breaks,

or crushes, everything that it reaches. (Ibn-

Abbdd, O, K.)

a^o^Lo <Lo^ and 'i-cuij (IDrd, O, K) and

" 3*aJti (CK [but not found by me elsewhere])

An egg broken, or cruslied. (IDrd, 0, K.)

1. *Jl*, aor. - and i , inf. n. c^jb (S, O, K)

• »* . **

and »ii, (K,) said of the colour of a thing, (S,

O,) It was intensely yellow : (S, O, K :) or its

yellowness was free from admixture. (K, TA.

§•- * * **

[See also *£i below.]) [And] x£i said of a skin,

or hide, or a tanned, or red, skin or hide, (jeii\,)

It was beautiful and clear [in colour]. (Ham

p. 562.) = *i» said of a boy, He became active,

and grew, grew up, or became a young man; (K,*

TA ; [in both of which it is implied that the aor.

of the verb in this and the next two senses

is - and '- , as above ;]) and so t *iiS. (TA.) b

And £& (K, TA) said of a man, (TA,) He died

from, or in consequence of, tlie lieat. (K, TA.)

*'jj" * **

z= t>"jW £$!ytH C«juU The calamities of time, or

fortune, crushed such a one. (K,* TA.) = »ii,

aor. '-, (K,) inf. n. j«, (0,) He stole. (O, K.

[Accord, to the TK, trans, in this sense.]) =

And He emitted wind from the anus, with a

sound; (K, TA;) in which sense the inf. n. is
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likewise «ii ; accord, to some, peculiarly said of

an ass : and <v * *&», and ♦ *■**<,,,», and V g^+1

inf. n. *«•&, A« did so vehemently. (TA.)= **»

i. e. like 1>, (EL, TA,) inf. n. £*, (TEL,) said of

a man, (TA,) He became red. (EL, TA.)

2. £«, (TA,) inf. n. yti, (0, EL, TA,) He

twisted the sides of his mouth, or opened his mouth

and mas diffuse, in speech, (O, EL, TA,) and uttered

speech that had no meaning. (TA.) — And *i»

ii^U>1, (S, O,* TA,) inf. n. as above, (S, O, EL,

TA,) i. q. <&, (S, O,* EL,* TA,*) [He cracked

thejoints of his fingers ;] i. e. he pressed hisfingers

so that a sound was heard to proceed from their

joints : (TA :) the action signified thereby is for

bidden to be performed in prayer : (O, TA:) [but

it is said that] this is the contracting of thefingers

to the inner side of the hand and making a sound

with the outer side [app. by pressing tlie fist upon

the ground so as to make the joints of the fingers

crack, when rising ; for I think that any action

more irregular than this would be too obviously

wrong to need prohibition], (0.) — Ami *JLs

Oj^l, inf. n. 5c.mlj, Jla made the rose into a

round form (l*;ljl), and tlien struck it so that it

rent open, or asunder, producing a sound: (O:)

or *JuuJI signifies the striking a rose with the

hand, (O, EL,) or the making a rose-leaf into a

round [and app. hollow] form, and pressing it

with thefingers, (TA,) so that it produces a sound,

(0, EL, TA,) when rending open, or asunder.

(TA.)— [And *i& signifies also It cracked with

a sound : and it crackled : said of a flint-stone in

fire : see &\yo : and said of salt thrown into a

fire : see jLi.] _ See also 1, last sentence but

one. mmjttity fii, (O, TA,) inf. n. as above,

(EL,) He made the hide red. (0, EL, TA.)

4. glUI, (TA,) inf. n. cUil, (O, EL, TA,) He

was, or became, poor, or needy ; (TA ;) or in an

evil state or condition. (0, EL, TA.)

5 : see 1. _ [Reiske, as stated by Freytag,

has explained this verb as signifying It was, or

became, contracted ; said of a hand: but pro

bably, I think, in consequence of his having

found w>jmU3 erroneously written for c-aiitf.]

6. ollle C«*3Uj His eyes became white: (O,

EL, TA :) or became cleft, or fissured : or had in

them foul, orfoul white, matter. (TA.)

7. *iiil It became cleft, or fissured, or rent

open or asunder. (0, IS..)

•ii [an inf. n., of xis, q. v. Used as a subst.,]

Intense whiteness. (TA.) [But it seems to signify

more commonly, Intense yellowness : or yellowness

free from admixture: see 1, first sentence.] =

And i. q. i>>L»». [app. as meaning An emission

of wind from the anus, with a sound], (S, O,

TA. [See 1, last sentence but one.]) ^ Also,

and ♦ *-*->, (S, O, EL,) the latter mentioned by

ISk, (S, 0,) A species of »U& [or truffles] ; (S,

O;) accord, to A'Obeyd, (S, O,) the white and

soft thereof; (S, O, EL ;) which is the worst

thereof; or, as IAth says, a species of the worst

[kind] of SU^ ; accord, to AHn, it comes forth

from the ground so as to appear, white, and is

bad ; the good being that which is extracted by

digging : Lth says, it is a .^fb [or truffle] that

ft

comesforthfrom the base of the plant called j^l

[q. v.], and is of the worst of a\+£s, and the

quickest in becoming corrupt : (TA :) the pi. is

• - *

***», (S, O, Kf) which is of both forms of the

sing. ; (S, O, TA ;) and %ii, with fet-h, has for

pis. *i»l [a pi. of pauc] and cyb [a pi. of mult.].

(AHn, TA.) A vile man is likened thereto : (S,

O, EL:*) one says, fi £& ^ jil £, (S,) or

Sjijsu *i» ^y», (O, EL,) [He is more vile than the

*ii of, or than *A» in, a low and soft tract of

ground,] because the beasts kick it along, (S,) or

because it offers not resistance to the gatherer

thereof, or because it is trodden with the feet, (O,

EL,) and the beasts kick it along. (O.) —- [From

I JJ s-

a mention of the pi. cyb in art. ^13, and in the

*- • »' .

present art in the TA, it appears that **4 is also

*• j» i

applied to The species offungus called Oy&> an<*

JO *

to the species called £>yJjia, &c] — And [hence,

perhaps,] *ii [as a coll. n.] signifies also -[Pointed

toes (>e4i>£i.) of a sort of boots. (O, TA.)

9 b

%ii ; see the next preceding paragraph.

eU» : see what next follows.

tU» ; (0, and thus in my MS. copy of the EL;

*j • *»

in other copies of the K eU» or cUU ; and in all

the copies is added s-\->^> ja^^t or s^>j£*; [but

there is no such word as pLjj, nor cLy ; whence

it seems to be meant that we should read s\ij£=> ;

i. e. eLJLi, like cC,, imperfectly decl. ; but see

what follows;]) so says Ibn-Buzurj : (0:) or,

(0, K,) accord, to AZ, (O,) *|Ui, (0, K,«) like

cWj, (O,) [i.e.] with fet-h, like oO (oCi&) :

( K :) [which suggests that gL^A may be an

early mistranscription for pC>=, and that clis is

wrong, and only cUU right, though it is said in

one place in the TA that clii is like w'^-'j '• c-

that it is oU» :] or it is * £**-*, like y**\ ; (K,

TA ;) so accord, to El-Jahidh, as mentioned by

Az : (TA :) applied to a man, as meaning Red;

(O, K, TA ;) intensely so ; by reason of *T>\f-i\

[i. e. app., goodliness of condition] : (O, TA :) and

* i^U*, as an epithet applied to a man, signifies

red." (TA.)

***j, (so in the O,) or t aJU, like 0-£«<, (K,)

but the former, like,***!, is the right, [a coll. gen.

n.,] and its n. un. is wjfh S, (TA,) The white, of

pigeons; (£, TA ;) said by El-Jahidh to be suck,

of pigeons, as are like the (_j*)Li-o [or Sclave] of

men ; (O, TA ;) a kind of white pigeon ; so called

as being likened to a [white] species of truffle

[i. e. the *£»]. (TA.) — ««iii J6&\, (so in the

O,) or t ^y ^i^l, like c^L>, (£,) White that

it intense (O, K) in .whiteness. (O.) [See also

£-»L».] _ >«*-* as an epithet applied to a man :

see cUU.

^.ftULj : see ■e'-iJ : __ and see *^*, in two

places.

• s-

cUi One who emits windfrom the anus, with a

sound, much, orfrequently. (TA.)_And Strong,

or vehement; and bad, corrupt, or wicked. (Lth,

O, K.)

* sj

clii A certain beverage, (S, O, L, J£») [a sort

of beer,] madefrom barley: (L, TA:) [but there

are several sorts thereof, perhaps peculiar to post-

classical times : (see De Sacy's Chrest. Arabe,

sec. ed., vol. i., pp. 149-154 :)] so called because

of the froth that rises upon its head. (O, K. [See

eUULi.]) _ And A certain plant, (AHn, O, £,)

. • «* ^ **

such as is termed " » i I JU, i. e., (AHn, O, EL*)

which, when it dries up, becomes hard, and as

though it were horns. (AHn, O, K.) [Now ap

plied in North-Western Africa to The toadstool,

which is called in other parts jiai.]

fL*ii : see fuii, in two places.

0 ' 3 J # <r 5 1 * **

itU-j, like iiUj, sing, of ^-iU», (TA,) which

signifies The bubbles that rise upon water, (S, O,

EL, TA,) and upon wine, (O,) [&c.,] round, [or

globular,] (TA,) like ji^yj [or oe»sc& o/" glass],

(S, O, TA.)

^ftli-j A seller of [the beverage called] cL

(TA.)

jJU (S, O, EL) and * ^ui (EL) Yellow tV

tensely yellow; (S, O, EL;) thus both signify :

(Lh, EL, TA :) or red intensely red: (EL :) or red

free from an admixture of whiteness : or purely

red : (TA :) or *sl» is applied to white and to

any other colour as signifying free from admix-

ture ; (EL ;) and * ^lii is applied in this sense

to white : (TA :) and * JuUt, of which the pi. is

jtii, signifies intensely white. (EL.)

i*3L» ^ calamity, or misfortune: (S, O, EL:)

pi. ^ly. (S,0,EL.*)

«*»); pi. »i»: see »5l».

» ••> •»' _ , . • •/

sjum ^i», accord, to the EL, signifies *5j^ [as

though meaning Poverty causing to cleave to the

dust or ('///•//(] : but the right phrase is *mUj^tt,

signifying »Jijt,< [i. e. a poor person cleaving to

the dust or earth: for s-i^l is intrans. as well as

trans.] ; which denotes the worst condition, like

i^4~«. (TA.) [See 4.]

xJitvo and " el i.io [The anus (as being the in

strument) n«<A »»Atc»l rotnd is emitted vehemently,

with a sound] : see 1, last sentence but one.
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£-LL» <j-». i. q.jtrJoj^Jc (O, K) i. e. A boot I Jii (S, K) and tjjy (K) The ^lj [meaning

having itsfore part pointed. (TA.'m&rt.Jl^ii..)\ lateral portion of the loner jaw]; (S, K>) or

e#/ter one of the jl^i, (K.) Hence the trad.,

Jl .4 certain black bird of which the base

of the tail is white, (O, K,) that pecks camels',

or similar, dung. (O.)

* '• • '*

cU&e: see uu; and 1, last sentence but one.

iuu&o : see cvsee cUi.

1. >i, (S, K,« TA,) aor. -, (TA,) inf. n. Jii,

Tif, or he, was, or became,full: (S, K, TA :) it is

said of a vessel : (TA :) and one says [also]

je*J ^y^*- sO' O-0 w>l^l [-He obtained, or iooA,

o/* <Ae wafer un<i/ Ae becamefu1I\ ; mentioned by

IDrd. (S, TA.) AndJUi J£ J£>\ He ate

until lie became affected with indigestion, or op-

pressed by much eating. (K.) —— aIU^JLj His

property, or wealth, became much, or abundant :

or it has the contr. meaning, i. e., passed away ;

came to an end ; or became spent, exhausted, or

consumed. (K, TA.) =JjJ, aor. - , (K, TA,)

inf. n. *£* (S, K, TA) and JJS, (K, TA,) He had

the lower central incisors prominent, (S, TA,) so

that they did not close against the upper, (S,) or

so that the upper did not close against them wfien

he (the man) closed his mouth : so in the L : or

he had the lower jaw long and the upper short :

but accord, to the El> he had the upper central

incisors prominent, so that they did not close

against the lower : (TA :) the epithet applied to

him is *>bi ; (S, El, TA ;) fem. ilji. (TA [in

• * J

which it is added that one says >0-*-* <JJ^j > hut

ij-o-j is app. here a mistranscription for jLwj].)

__ And [hence] CSfc^a** i.q.'jloj &nd^2,\ J [i.e.

Such a one exulted; or exulted greatly, or exces

sively ; and behaved insolently and unthankfully,

or ungratefully : &c] : (K, TA :) because >kJI

and j-i^t are departure from the limit of recti

tude. (TA.) _ And 'j$$ 'J&, (K, TA,) aor. '- ,

(TA,) inf. r\.j)S and^JU and^ii, \ The affair

did not proceed in a right course. (K, TA.) __

And^^ii and^ii are syn. with^MJ, q. v. (K.)

__ And yfJLi signifies also It (a thing) was, or

became, wide, or ample. (TA.) as SI^JI J^JLi :

see 3. =3 ^$£i\^JH He took hold of the J>± [i. e.

muzzle] of the dog ; (K ;) as also ♦ *JU3. (Z,

^ 3. sfct ^\i, (?,• K, TA,) inf. n. I^Lii and

>oLiLi, (S, TA,) He compressed the woman; (S,

K,TA;) asalsotl^ii. (K.)

-- *' 0 j

i-jJI J*0 fs-^Ji *•**"* \J*i L« laia. ^>« [He

who keeps from evil what is between his two

lateral portions of the lowerjaw (i. e. his tongue),

and what is between his two legs (i. e. his j£=>'i),

enters Paradise], (S,* TA.)_ [And] The upper

part [of the interior] of the mouth : the lower

part is the JiiL. (IAar, T in art. JS)L»..) See

also^ii.

i The mouth. (Sh, K, TA. [See alsoJii.])

jji\; fem.*C*i: see l.__ Hence, fAnything

crooked, distorted, or uneven. (TA.) And^J&\j!»\

t An affair, or a case, of a crooked kind; con

trary to what is right. (S,* K,* TA.) [And

Freytag adds, from the Deewan of the Hudhalees,

Difficult, as an epithet applied to a thing : _

and, as a signification of the fem., A calamity,

or misfortune.]

L e£i, aor. -, (S, Msb, El, &c.,) inf. n. &ii, the

verb being like ^JLc and the inf. n. like JLt, in

measure and in meaning, (TA,) or a S j ; (JK ;

5: see 1, last sentence.

6. ^U3 72 (an affair, or a case,) was, or be

came, great, or formidable ; (8, Mgh, K, TA ;)

and hard, or difficult ; (Mgh ;) said of what is

disliked, or hated; (TA ;) and t^Sj and *Oy

signify the same. (K.)

^«i9 : see what next follows.

Bk. I.

[and the same seems to be implied in the Msb and

the K;]) andaii; (Msb, EL ;) He had, or pos-

sessed, what is termed aH, meaning understanding,

(S, K,) and knowledge, and intelligence, and es

pecially knowledge of the law (^^jjJI^Ui) : (El :)

or both are syn. withJJS: (Msb, TA:) or *«i,

of which the inf. n. is 4_ilJLi, (S, TA,) or a I i,

(JK,) signifies [peculiarly] he had, or possessed,

knowledge of the law (ajy^ljt >eJlfi) : (S :) or this

latter verb signifies he had, or possessed, what is

termed <Os as afacultyfirmly rooted in his mind:

(Msb, TA :) or, accord, to IB, t. q. t aSJO [q. v.,

as intrans.] : and he was, or became, [a aJu, q. v.,

or] equal to the X$. (TA in art.^ : s'ee^.)

One says, a^j "9j aLJ ">J J,*^ [which may be

rendered <SwcA a one roi'W no< understand nor com

prehend: but the two verbs are exactly syn.].

(S.) And to the witness one says, O i&Ui wi*^>

ilU,^! [app. meaning ^Tow « <Ay understanding

of (or Aoro understandest thou) what we have

made thee to witness?]: it is not said to any

other than the witness: (K, TA:) thus in the M:

(TA:) or, accord, to Z, it is said to other than

the witness. (K* TA.) And '*^JU, (Mgh,

El,) aor. -, inf. n. AJLi, (El,) He understood it,

(Mgh, El,) namely, a meaning, (Mgh,) or a thing

that one explained to him; (TA;) as also ♦4V»A5.

(El.) See also 3.

2- iv^, (S, El,) inf. n. !*&, (SSL,) He (God)

made him to know or have knowledge [or to under

stand, or instructed him], or taught him; (S,*

K, TA ;) and (El) so *i-,JuJl, (Msb, El,) or he

made him to understand. (S, Mgh.) It is said

in a trad., Jj^UI ^j AyUj Qjji\ a^^I i. e.

O Ood, teach him ^jJI [app. here meaning the

science of the law] and [instruct him in] thejjjj

[or interpretation, &c.,] and the meaning thereof.

(TA.) And you say, tjh\ t iLyiil I made thee

to understand, (S, Msb,») or I taught thee, (Msb, )

the thing. (S, Msb.) And * a^iil 7 explained to

him the learning of aaAJI [meaning <Ae science of

the law]. (T,TA.)

3. AySU He searched with him into [matters of]

science, disputing with him, (S, El,) t a^&U, aor. - ,

[inf. n. ams,] and he overcame him therein. (El.)

4 : see 2, in three places.

5. <viaj He learned knowledge, or science : (M

voce *y* :) [and particularly] he learned aJUUI

[meaning <Ae science of the law]: (JK:) or'/te

too/i, or applied himself, to the acquisition o/<JUj|

[meaning thus]. (S, TA.) And ^JUJI ^ aS h"

is like ^)j& [meaning He became, or made him

self, learned, or thoroughly learned, in science],

(Msb.) O-iJJI ^ l>U-*y> in the Kur «. 123,

means That they may task themselves to obtain

understanding in £>j jJI [i. e. the law, or religion

in general], imposing upon themselves the difficulties

attendant on the acquisition thereof. (Ksh, Bd.)

See also 1, in two places ; in the latter of which

it is mentioned as transitive.

*ii [as a simple subst.] signifies Understanding

(S, Msb, K) of a thing; (Msb, K ;) and know

ledge thereof; (Msb, K;) and intelligence : (K:)

accord, to IF, any knowledge of a thing is thus

termed: (Msb:) [hence aitUI ais The science of

lexicology is the title of a work written by him ;

and of another work, by Eth-Tha'alibee :] and,

as used by the lawyers [and others], aaaII denotes

a particular science; (Msb;) it signifies par

ticularly, (S, TA,) or predominantly, (K, TA,)

The science of the law ; [jurisprudence;] (S, K,

TA ;) syn. *Lqli\Jf, (S, TA,) or c^jJI JL,

[which is the same as £ju^£Jt _Jti^,]' because of

its preeminence (K, TA) above the other kinds of

science: (TA:) and more particularly, the science

of the fjji [or derivative institutes] of the law.

(TA.)

aii ; and its fem., with S : see the next para

graph.

Any one possessing knowledge of a thing.

(TA.) wJ^JOl <u*» signifies The j£\e. [or man of

knowledge] of the Arabs; (TA;) and was an ap

pellation given to El-Harith Ibn-Keledeh (^»JI

SjjJs i^t), who was also called ^>j^i\ w:jt- [as

is said in the S in art. >jl], because this appella

tion is syn. with the former; but IKh and EI-

Hareeree do not mean by wi^jOI <u&» any particular

person. (Mz, close of the 39th cy.) __ [Particu-

larly and predominantly,] Ajii signifies One^o*-

sessing knowledge of the law ; [a lawyer;] (S, El;)

as also t *ii . (Msb, K ;) fem. l^ii and * Lii :

pi. [of aJu] i\is ; and [of «Cii] «SUi and TCi •,
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(K ;) the last of these pis. mentioned by Lh,

and anomalous, as applied to women: ISd says,

" in my opinion, he, of the Arabs, who says Ayii

[in speaking of women] takes no account of the

fern. S : it is like iljii applied to women." (TA.)

[In Egypt, the appellation ^ytf, a vulgar corrup

tion of *.,«.«-*, is now applied to A schoolmaster ;

and to a person tv/io recites the Kur-dn Sector

* . * » .

hire.] — aJU J-a-s means A stallion [camel] ex

pert in covering, (EL, TA,) that knows well the

she-camels that are lusting, and tlie pregnant.

(TA.)

t. o * a j

iyiuU—oJI Thefemale companion of the mailing

woman, who responds to her (EL, TA) in what she

says; because she catches and retains quickly,

and understands, what she [the former] says, and

to reply to it : [as though it signified " she who

seeks, or desires, to understand : "] it is said in a

trad, that each of these persons is cursed by God.

(TA.)

1. ojj\ Oytt or tjj\ I followed his track, or

footsteps ; i. q. *iyk3 ; (EL, TA ;) mentioned by

Yaakoob among the words formed by transposi

tion : so in the M. (TA.)

fii : see its syn. JJ3, in art. Ui.

Sytt The Jy [or notch] of the arrow ; (S, EL,

TA ;) i. e. the part which is the place of the bow

string : (TA :) [also called 33^, from which it is

app. formed by transposition, like the other words

mentioned in this art. :] pi. )>yU, (S, EL,) also

written \ii. (TA.) An ex. of the pi. occurs in

a verse cited in art. w-S/*, voce vylr6- (?)

i.

1. «iUM, accord, to Er-R&ghib, primarily sig-

.« * 6i

nines «_>j£Jt [i.e. The opening a thing; and

particularly by diduction, or so as to form an

intervening space, or a gap, or breach]. (TA.)

You say, .&, first pers. JJ&, (S, O, Mfb, K,)

aor. - , inf. n. A±, (O, Msb,) He separated (S, O,

Msb, EL) a thing (S, O, EL) from another thing ;

and any two things knit together, or intricately

intermixed: (S, O:) or tSSSJ I separated one

part of it from another part thereof: (Msb :)

and t jXf&o likewise signifies the separating two

things knit together, or intricately intermixed.

(Lth, S, TA.) And He broke [or broke open] a

seal, i. e. a sealed piece of clay or wax ; (Mgh,

Msb,* TA ;) in relation to which t dSJiiu occurs

J ij.

as meaning a£su, though we have not heard it [as

a classical expression in this sense]. (Mgh.) _

And JJxti\ Jli, (Mgh, Msb,) aor. and inf. n. as

above, (Msb,) He dislocated the bone ; put it out

of joint. (Mgh, Msb.) [This, or the like, is

what is meant by its being said that] JJUJI in the

hand, or arm, is [i.e. denotes] less than 'jlsi\.

(EL.) — And m M, (EL, TA,) aor. and inf. n.

as above, (TA,) He opened, or unclosed, his hand

from what was in it: (K,TA:) so in the M.

(TA.) _ And ^*J| &, (S, Mgh, O, Msb, KL,)

aor.i, (TA,) inf. n. AJ and b£s-, (KL;) and

* ULlJt j (S, Mgh, O, EL ;) t He redeemed the

pledge; (S, Mgh, O, Msb, EL, TA;) got it out

from the hand of him to whom it was pledged.

(Mgh.) _ And c*££» signifies also I loosed, set

loose or free, or let go, anything. (Msb.)

[Hence,] J^£| Ai, (Msb, EL,) aor.i, (TA,)

inf. n. Ob and JjtiiS and illiS, (K,) \He liberated,

or set free, the captive. (Msb, EL, TA.) And

* <">£ St 0 % *

«L3jJ1 iU, (S, O, Msb, EL,) aor.i, inf. n. iU,

(TA,) [lit. He loosed the neck,] means t he eman

cipated [the slave]. (S, O, Msb, K, TA.) dJli

A-»pl is expl. in a trad, as meaning f The assist

ing in paying the price [of the slave when one is

unable to pay the whole of the price], (O, TA.)

... i .

In the KLur [xc. 13], iJ, jXi is said by some to

mean f The emancipating of a slave : and by

some, f the man's emancipating himselffrom sub

jection to God's punishment by the confession of

the unity of God and by righteous doing and then

by teaching the same to others. (TA.) £$i JJU

means f Such a one was set free, and at rest, from

a thing. (IAar, Th, TA.) _ [Hence also,] one

. . . i i . . J

says, J^U^JI iUj y» f [He solves] the things, or

affairs, that are dubious, or confused. (TA in

art. J&>.) — *-j»2 «ili jkS is said of a very old

man, meaning *tfJ «->» [i. e. He has parted his

jaws, by hanging the lower jaw in consequence

of weakness] ; as is the case in extreme old age.

(S, O.) And [hence,] JU, (AZ, S, O, EL,) aor. i,

8 . * j>

inf. n. Jii and Jjft, (AZ, S, O,) said of a man,

means t He was, or became, extremely aged, or

old and weak. (AZ, S, O, EL.) [Or M thus used

may be from dUJI signifying " the jaw :" and so

what next follows.] _ ^jj-eJI oi&» Iput medi

cine into the mouth of t lie boy or young male child

[opening his jaws for that purpose]. (S, O.) =

&SS& jJ, [third pers. iU,] aor. <iU3, inf. n. J&,

& .t

Thou hast become such as is termed ibf i. e. one

whose yJue [here meaning shoulder-bone] has

'
...»

become unknit, or loosened, (~.jiJ\,)from itsjoint,

in consequence of weakness and fiaccidity. (S.)

[See also JiSJ below.] _ And cJL& ji, aor.

Iu5; (S, O, Kl ;) and <J&, (O, ?,) a verb of

a very rare form, [respecting which see j>'},

last sentence,] (MF,TA,) aor. iU5; (O, K;)

inf. n. Ift (S, O, Kl) and «Ui also ; (TA ;) t Thou

hast becomefoolish, or stupid, and soft, flaccid, or

languid. (S, O, K, TA.)

2 : see the preceding paragraph, second sen

tence.

4. C-Ssl She (a camel) being near to bringing

forth, her ijj^JLe [app. meaning two parts on the

right and left of the tail (see "jJe in art. >lo)]

became lax, or flaccid, and her udder became

large; ($, TA;) and so C^&t; (TA ;) so too

* c« .C y a. 3 : or this last signifies .</<« became

vehemently desirous of the stallion. (0, EL.) —.

And cULaJt ^^« JA31 He (a gazelle) ^o< too.se

from the snare into which he had fallen. (TA :

also mentioned, but not expl., in the O.)

5. t&l&u It (a thing) became much, or widely,

separated; and became unclosed. ((),TA.)__

JU.&...1I C^jCw The ship parted asunder; became

disjointed ; became separated in its places ofjoin

ing. (Mgh in art. *J*-) — See also 7. —— And

J 3... .»

see 4. __ You say also, jUjuj yk meaning t JSis

is [or ac<«] without power of self-restraint, in con

sequence of stupidity, or unsoundness of intellect,

(S, O, K, TA,) in his gait, and in his speech :

(TA :) or >iA£i3 in walking is syn. with »I^»3, (S

and K and TA in art. %Xa.,) i. e. [he was, or

became, loose in the joints; or] he shook his

shoulder-joints and his arms, and made signs with

them. (TA in that art.)

7. .*> i >l It became separated: you say, <& i ;t

e(>^iJI yj* ij^SJI 2%e thing became separatedfrom

the thing : (O, TA :) and dl» cJ&S\ [I became

separated from thee]. (TA.) _ And, said of a

bone, It became dislocated, or out ofjoint ; (MA,

Mgh,* Msb;*) it unknit, or loosened, and sepa-

rated; syn. J-aiJlj «>jAJt ; as also 'jiSJJ. (Mgh.)

[And it is also used in relation to a member of

,,, *t jj .. » &.»*. * , j , . .

the body :] one says, jl <uo.u cSii>\i ^J^a ULt

j j ' b b . .. » . ..a

<ut~ot 1. e. wJljj <^Bf.yu\ [Such a onefell, and his

foot, or his finger, became unknit, or loosened, and

dislocated] : (S, O :) [or] <ujk» cJjv\ means «iJtj

[i. e. hisfoot became dislocated] ; and -*»; rt c-iiil

means w>«.yu1 [i. e. Am finger became unknit, or

loosened in a joint]. (EL.) _ One says also,
mi . J J... *

vAP' O* **«*) CkSUI, meaning t iZe becamefreed

[lit. Aw »»ecA became loosed] from slavery. (S,* O,*

TA.) — And ijiyc ^^e jliJI t[2fe became re

leasedfrom his compact, engagement, or promise].

(TA voce JjiJI.) — And aJUs .^9 ^^* iUo ^

t [5e mS ?w< desist from his evil doing]. (O

and K in art. \Jj&.) = [It is also used in the

sense and manner of the non-attributive verb Jlj ;

respecting which see art. Jyj.] One says, iuil L«

t . * . j * * . . ,

1«j« ,j^», meaning U513 Jlj U [i. e. Such a one

ceased not to be, or continued to be, standing].

(S, O.) And i)j^>jf ci&£T U, meaning cjj U

^ > > » $ *

^i^il -t ceased not, or J continued, remembering

thee], (Ft, TA.) And it occurs in a verse of

Dhu-r-Rummeh, immediately followed by "$',

which is [said by As and IJ and others to be]

redundant. (S, O. [See that verse, and the re

marks upon it, in art. ^1, p. 78, col. i.])

8 : see 1, former half, in two places.

«iUJI The ^jtO [meaning jaw ; and also either

of tlie two lateral portions of the lower jaw], (S,

O, Msb, EL,) i. e. (Msb) each of the oW*«J i
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(Mgh, Msb;) as also ti*$| : (0, K:) or this

latter signifies the <(>» [or part in which it the

commissure] of the ^ h a. [generally meaning

rouszfe] ; (Lth, 0, 5 ;) as also iUJI ; (TA ;) that

is, (Lth, O, in the K " or" [as if to denote a dif

ferent meaning],) [the part in which is the sym

physis'] of the ^l£» [or two lateral portions of the

lower jaw] : (Lth, O, K :) [see JuiJI :] and

jjlxijl is said to mean the place [on either side

with that on the other side] where the two jaws

meet [and are articulated] next the temple, above

and below ; of a human being and of a horse or

the like : (TA :) and, in the Bari', (Msb,) or in

the T, (TA,) the place of meeting of the two sides

of the mouth d^Sjiilt ^S jJU) on both sides :

(Msb, TA :) [but this last explanation is strange,

and app. little known :]) pi. j)j£i. (Msb.) One

says, <u& ij^i J»pl J-iio [which may be best

rendered The man's slayer is between his two

jaws, or two lateral portions of his lower jaw] ;

(S, O, TA ;) meaning the man's tongue : (TA :)

a prov., in which ,JJ&» may be [properly] an

inf. n., or a noun of place, or an inf. n. used in

the place of an act. part. n. : accord, to the third

of these explanations, [which most nearly denotes

the meaning intended,] it is as though one said,

*s& Ott j4^' JJ& (Meyd. [See Freytag"8

Arab. Prov., ii. 597.]) See also h&.

&£» [an inf. n. : see 1, last sentence], s 4&JI

is the name of One of the northern constellations,

[Corona Borealh,] (Kzw,) certain stars, (S, O,

K,) eight stars, called in Pers. 0^~—i3j> A-*A-e~>,

(Kzw,) behind 9~etpl JU-JI [i. e. Arcturus], (S,

O, K,) [near] behind the staff of »\*ai\ [which

is a name of Bootes], (Kzw,) having a circling

form, (S, O, K, and Kzw,) but with a gap, or

breach, in the circling, for which reason, [agree

ably with the Pers. appellation mentioned above,]

■it is called & t *M ,., t It lit<ii [the bowl of the

paupers], (Kzw,) this being the name given to it

by the children. (As, S, O, K.)

j\Si An unknit, or a loosened, state (-.I^jUI) of

the nX< [or shoulder-joint], (K. [But see 1, last

explanation but one, where it is mentioned as an

inf. n.]) — And (K) A state of dislocation of the

foot : (S, O, BL :) hence the phrase, in a verse of

Ru-beh, JA&JI >ji><£js> : (S, O :♦) but (in this

instance, O), accord, to As, JbuUI is used by

poetic license for JliUI [meaning "the jaw," so

that the phrase signifies like him whose jaw has

become broken after its having been set], (S, 0.)

__ And A state of fracture of the jaw : (K,

TA :) or of dislocation thereof. (TA.)

JhJ\ i)l& and AfelG, (S, 0, Msb,* K,) the

latter mentioned by Ks (S, O, Msb) and ISk,

(Msb,) That wherewith the pledge is, or is to be,

redeemed : (S, O, Msb,* K:) so in a verse cited

vocejli. (S,0.)

.sJliG [One who separates, &c, much, or often].

f S * 4 Si *

__ [And hence,] JUdk JUj \ One who does not

make his words and their meanings congruous, or

consistent, by reason of hisfoolishness, or stupidity.

(Z,TA.)

3 ,

j)\i [as an act. part, n., Separating, &c. —

And] t Extremely aged, or old and weak ; applied

in this sense to a man ; (AZ, S, O, K ;) and also

to a camel : (K :) or, applied to a camel, disabled,

orfatigued, by leanness, or emaciation : fem. with

5. (En-Nadr, TA.) _— And I Foolish, or stupid :

(S, O :*) or very foolish, or stupid : (IAar, K,

TA :) and you say JO JU, (IAar, S, O, TA,)

making JJU an imitative sequent : or, accord, to

2 " 2 - 0 ft ,-

Yaakoob, you say i)Uj j)\i «-*i : thus he makes

J)D a substitute, not an imitative sequent. (TA.)

And JLikj Jjli J t —I I [A foolish, or stupid,

person,] one who talks of that which he knows

and of that which he knows not, and is more, or

oftener, incorrect than correct. (El-Hoseybee,

TA.) PL i&S and ])&. (IAar, K.)

.iUt, (S, K,) or vjdilt J&, (K,) One whose

wXu [here meaning shoulder-bone] has become

unknit, or loosened, («.jj_>l,) from its joint, in

consequence of weakness and flaccidity. (S, K.*

[See also Jjj-i-o.]) _ And iLsl J-»-j [A man

having the jaw broken], (TA. [There expl. as

m * J J o -

signifying ijJUUIjj f ,,„«; a mistranscription, for

..'1, > II »»-£>»: see JLO, last sentence.]) aa See

also 2\ii\.

2£ju», applied to a she-camel, part. n. of o£»l

[q. v.] : (O, TA :) and 4&U and a^Lc are syn.

therewith. (TA.)

{UUULU A mare desiring the stallion, (AO, O,

K,) no< offering opposition to him. (AO, O.)

* .^tj

v>-£iio in the Kur [xcviii. 1], (O, TA,) fol-

lowed by the words i^JI^^JU ^j^., (O,) means,

accord, to Mujahid (O', TA) 'and Zj, (TA,) In the

condition of'desisting (0,TA) from their infidelity;

(TA;) or, as Akh says, ceasing from their in

fidelity : (TA :) or, accord, to another, (O,)

namely, Niftaweyh, (TA,) quitting the present

state of existence, (O, TA,) i. e., sharing, one with

another, in perdition, until the evidence came to

them (O, TA) that had been affirmed to them in

the Towrah, with respect to the description of

Mohammad &c. ; ^oy-Jtf being lit. an aor., but

in its meaning a pret : (O :) Az says that it is

not from JlaJI U meaning Jlj U, but from .Jlftul

* i * * f i) * *
Jt_yiJI ^yt s^yiJI meaning " the thing s becoming

separated from the thing :" accord, to IAar, as

mentioned by Th, ^>i >il3 means " Such a one

was set free, and at rest, from a thing ;" and

hence t^...vi.;,« in the Kur means experiencing

rest : accord, to Er-Raghib, it means separated,

or separated into several parties; for all [to

whom the word, preceded by a negative, relates]

were assenting to error. (TA.)

J*

1. ^ &, (0* Msb, K,) aor.i, (0, TK,)

or ;, (Msb,) inf. n. *£i ; (S, 0, Msb, K ;•) and

l'ji?\ ; (S, O, Msb, K ;) and t^li, (S, O, K,)

[which is more common than either of the first

and second,] inf. n.^3 ; (O, TA ;) and *Jju;

(S, O, Msb, K ;) and T^fcit, (Msb, TA,) but this

last is vulgar ; (TA ;) He thought upon it, con

sidered it, or examined it [mentally] ; (Msb ;) he

considered it in order to obtain a clear knowledge

of it ; (S, O,* TA ;) he employed his mind, (M,

TA,) or At* consideration, (K, TA,) upon it.

(M, K,TA.) [See also J&.]

2, 4, 5, and 8 : see the preceding paragraph.

J$ inf. n. of 1 [q. v.]. —>o^l IJJk ^i^ ^J£

4 0'

£», (Yaakoob, S, O, K,*) which is more chaste

than *jii, [in this case,] (Yaakoob, S, O,) but

the latter is sometimes used, (K,) means I have

no want, or need, of this thing : (Yaakoob, S, O,

K :*) or, as is said in the A, tJu> ^J J ^5 ^ i. e.

I kave no want, or need, of this, nor do I carefor

it. (TA.)

)b and * ZJti (S, O, Msb, K) and * ^j6,

(Lth, O, K,) are simple substs., (S, O, Msb,*)

but the last is of rare occurrence, (Lth, 0,) sig

nifying Thought, consideration, or [mental] exami-

nation, yt\ ^y [respecting a thing] ; (Msb;) con

sideration [of a thing] in order to obtain a clear

knowledge [of it]; (S, TA;) the employment of

the mind, (M, TA,) or of the consideration, (K,

TA,) upon a thing : (M, K, TA :) or repeated

consideration for the purpose of seeking [to dis

cover] meanings : or the arranging of things in

the mind in order, by them, to arrive at some

object of which the attainment is desired, tfiough

it be but a preponderating opinion : (Msb :) or

the arranging of known things [in the mind] in

order to attain to [the knowledge of] an unknown

[thing] : (KT :) pi. of the first jli3l ; (IDrd, K ;)

but Sb says that neither j£b nor^eJL* nor jioi has

any pi. : (TA :) the pi. of t Sji3 is J&. (Msb.)

One says, JL» \^XJs Sj fj^ii [Such a one has

thoughts all of which are points ofwit]. (A,TA.)

= See also j£».

•' 4

JjXJ:
see the next preceding paragraph ; the

i r'Jij : \ former in two places.

JJ3 [Thoughtful;] having much J*; (IF, S,

O, K ;) as also ?J&. (Kr, K.)

jSLp : see what next precedes.

8. <*jJL* ^ JSJL»\ i. q. jJLli.1 [He strove,

laboured, or exerted himself, &c, in his doing] ;

(IAar, O, K;) said of a man. (IAar, O.)

J&l A tremour, (S, O, K,) from cold or from

j ' ft£ * ^ t

fear : (S :) hence, in a trad., J£i\ ^jJA-l [A

tremour seized me]: (S,*0:) and in another,

JSii\ *ij OM [And he passed the night having a

306*
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tremour, or shivering] : (0 :) thus used, as inde

terminate, it is perfectly decl. ; but if used as a

[proper] name of a man, it is imperfectly decl.

because determinate and also of the measure of a

verb : (S, O :) some say, (IF, O,) no verb is

formed from it ; (IF, S, O ;) but such is not the

case, for they said Jj£i* J»y [which shows that

it had a verb though none is known to have been

in use]. (IF, O.) [,>. $Sj\ JjJu ^ oi*-l

jtr^\ is a saying mentioned in the O and K, (in

the former as from Ibn-Abbad,) but the meaning

is not expl., nor indicated by the context, in either

of them ; and the strangeness of its phraseology

convinces me that it presents a mistranscription :

I believe that the first word is mistranscribed for

* i ' * * lit •

w-j jk».l, and, consequently, that the meaning is,

My she-camel produced in me a tremour arising

from the rate ofjourneying : some copies of the

J£, as is stated in the TA, for^--JI ,>*, have £y»

Ji«~Jt, from the outstripping.] — Also The [bird

commonly called] JjjJLw [generally meaning the

green wood-jpecker] ; (0,K ;) because they regard

it as of evil omen ; so that when it presents itself

to them, they are frightened at it, and tremble.

(O.) =: And A company, or collective body, of

men : one says, ^ISLsU tjjW- They came with

their company [i. e. all together]. (Ibn-'Abbdd,0,

K.) J*&l»l [is app. a pi. thereof, and, as such,]

9 - o£ 0 0'

signifies -.ly I [pi. of ».y, q. v.] : thus in the

' - 0 -» 'ft ,

phrase \±£a £y» J*e^^' [aPP- meaning Multi

tudes ofsuch a hind of thing] : (K :) [or] thus in

J *l I * 0

the saying, mentioned by Ibn-Abbad, A&\>\ tjJs-

jT$£s ryo [app. meaning He has multitudes of

sayings, or words; for jf$£a (q. v.) is used in a

pi. sense as well as in a sing, sense]. (O. [The

difference of these two exs. in respect of the last

word suggests that there may be in one of them

a mistranscription.])

* * ** 1*1.

JjZi* [the pass. part. n. of a verb which is not

mentioned,] Affected with a tremour. (IF, 0, K,

TA. [See Jul, first sentence.])

40

1. ki, aor. -, inf. n. ik& (S, Mgh, K) and

*£j, (K, TA,) [the latter inf. n. correctly thus,

agreeably with a general rule, in the CK with

the l) quiescent, but said in the TA to be

«ib^»JJl;,] f He was, or became, cheerful, happy,

or freefrom straitness; (S, Mgh, K;) jocose, or

given tojesting, (S, Mgh,) and to laughing: (Mgh,

K:) or one who talked to his companions and

made them to laugh. (K.) — See also 5.

2. jar£-3, inf. n. aS.jljj, He brought to them

i£><b [i. e. fruit]. (K.) And [hence] °J$>

j>*s}&\ -JU>j, inf. n. as above, t He entertained

them in a novel manner with facetious sayings or

talk. (K, TA.)

3. ly£*\i, (K,) inf. n. l^»t»U, (S,) I He jested,

or joked, with him ; (S, K, TA ;) indulged in

pleasantry with him. (TA.) It is said in a prov.,

iifet ^Jis. j£ ^3 Jul *£>U5 ^ I [Jest not tlwu

with a female slave, and make not water upon a

hillock, i. e. and publish not what is secret of thine

affair: see art. j^S»\]. (S, TA.) [See also an

ex. in a verse cited voce jop.]

6 .. *0g

4. 0>y&l She (a camel) yielded her milk plenti

fully on the occasion of eating the [herbage called]

£th, before her bringing forth : (S, TA :) or slie

being near to bringing forth, her \j\^o [app.

meaning two parts on the right and left of tlie

tail (see ^Lo in art. •A*')] became lax, orflaccid,

and her udder became large ; like c-£sl. (TA in

art. «ili. [See also the part, n., below.])

5. *hj He ate fruit (*V£»U) : (Msb, K :) and

He took fruit with his hand; [he helped himself

to it;] syn. 3^£»\ii\ J^Ui : and hence, as is said

in the A, (TA,) the saying in the Kur [lvi. 65],

U5v^" ■****>* '8 ironical, meaning [And then ye

would be in the condition of] making your fruit

r 1 * O J * w

to be your saying ^jycji^i Ul Verily we are bur

dened with debt (which words occur in the next

verse)] : or a&O here [or rather in a case of this

kind] means He threw away from himself the

fruit: thus says Ibn-Ateeyeh, (K, TA,) in his

exposition: (TA:) [but see other explanations

in what follows :] and it signifies also He

abstained from fruit : thus it bears two contr.

meanings. (K-) _ And sometimes [it means

I He amused himself with talk; like as one

amuses himself with the eating of fruit after a

meal ; l. e.] 4&JJI is metaphorically used as

- >i.s

meaning w^jl»JI> JJbJJt. (Bd in lvi. 65.) —

And \He affected jesting, or joking. (TA.) _

And 0^*V '^v&J t They spoke evil of such a one ;

or did so in his absence ; and defamed him ; and

did thus with jesting, one with another. (TA.)_

And <u tdtij f He enjoyed it : (S, Msb, K :) and

[particularly] (Msb) he enjoyed the eating of it.

(Mgh, Msb.) — And 4JU3 also signifies t He

wondered, (S, Msb, K,) <u* at it ; and so t a£i,

followed likewise by ri_;_«. (K.) And hence

[accord, to some] the saying in the Kur cited

above, Q^JJii^Mai i. e. t [And then ye would be

in the condition of] wondering at what had

befallen you in respect of your seed-produce.

(TA.) __ And He repented, grieved, lamented,

or regretted: (IAar, S, K:) and the words of

the Kur cited in the last sentence above, (S,TA,)

as expl. by some, (TA,) mean [And then ye would

be in the condition of] repenting, &c. : (S, TA :)

and so ^jy£iu, which is of the dial, of 'Okl ; or,

accord, to Lh, Temeem say QySiZJ, and Azd-

Shanoo-ah say ^j^juj. (TA.)

6. ifeUj signifies The jesting, or joking, [or

indulging in pleasantry, (see 3,) of a number of

persons,] one with another. (K..) [You say,

l_jy&U3 Theyjested, &c, one with another.]

a£> Eating, or an eater of, i*£»U [i. e. fruit] ;

(K, TA ;) a possessive epithet ; applied to a man.

(TA.) __ Also, (S, Mgh, K,) and t I^y, (K,

TA, in the CK »V=>1*,) and ^oV^ faPP- oCO

or Ql4-C4-S like ^y], (AZ, TA,) t Cheerful,

happy, orfreefrom straitness ; (AZ, S, Mgh, K ;)

jocose, or given to jesting, (AZ, S, Mgh,) and to

laughing : (Mgh, K :) or the first, (K, TA,) and

second, (K,) one who talks to his companions and

makes them to laugh : (K, TA :) and oL^JLi,

applied to women, cheerful, happy, or free from

straitness. (TA.) _ And <uO signifies also

t Exulting, or rejoicing above measure ; or exult

ing greatly, and behaving insolently and unthank-

fully, or ungratefully: (S, TA:) and thus the

pi. !>«*& signifies in the Kur (S, Mgh) xlix. 26

[as some there read] : (S :) ♦^^y&U [is the more

common reading and] means enjoying an easy and

a pleasant life ; or enjoying ease and plenty. (S,

Mgh.) __ And f Wondering : and thus some

explain the pi. q^JLs in the Kur xxxvi. 55.

3 * o t 9 " - J

(TA.) .—^Ul (^otj*^ *£» «* means t He is one

who delights in speaking evil of men, or in doing

so in their absence. (K, TA.)

[«u& is said by Golius to signify " Qui proloqui

non potest," on the authority of the KL : but in

my copy of the KL, I find that the word to

which this meaning is assigned is <Uyi.]

&0IO, a subst. [as distinguished from the inf. n.

<Ul&»], (S, K,) A jesting, or joking; (S, Mgh,

Msb, K ;) as also * I^Si. (K.)

\Si : see what next precedes.

a£o\i Possessing a^»U [i. e. fruit] ; (K, TA ;)

an epithet of the same class as j^U and ^"^ : or,

accord, to Aboo-Mo'ddh the grammarian, one

whose fruit has become abundant. (TA.) _ See

also 4&, in two places. —_ And [the fern.] ilb^i,

tA palm-tree (<LU>J) inducing wonder, or admira

tion, and pleasure, or joy ; or pleasing, or re

joicing; [app. by its having much fruit;] syn.

" (K.)

i^&U a word of well-known meaning, (S,)

Fruit, of any kind; (K;) a thing, or things, the

eating whereof is enjoyed, (Mgh, Msb,) whether

moist or dry, as figs and melons and raisins

and pomegranates : (Msb :) [the words, of the
0di'0a0"0^ ~*

Kur lv. 68, oWiS J-^j iy£s\i Lj^j have

caused it to be much and vainly disputed whether

dates and pomegranates be, or be not, included

among the things termed i^li : it seems to be

the general opinion of the lexicologists that they

are included; but the contrary opinion is held

by many of the lawyers, and by the Imam Aboo-

Haneefeh among them :] the pi. is *^»ly, mean

ing kinds thereof. (S.) —— And (by way of com

parison [thereto], TA) t Sweetmeat ; syn. X^JL ;

(K;) which is also applied by some to "fruit"

(ay£»l»), (T in art.^U.,) or to " sweet fruit." (J£L

in that art.) And »u£jl i^&>\i [lit. The fruit

of winter] is metonymically used as meaning + the

fire. (Har p. 594.)

a •» mi * *

^li:see^l^,U.
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O^Afl ■ see *£», second sentence.

^l^b A seller of 3^,6 [i.e. fruit] ; (S,E.;)

as also t J^U . (TA ;) but not l&. (Sb, TA.)

3 **t ft * *

u-UI oXi\ ,j«o ^l=» occurs in two trads. [as

meaning f He was of the most cheerful andjocose

of men], (TA [in which the meaning is indicated

by the context].)

%* Jol ** J oe

<U.A»I i. q. <u^a-cl + [A wonderful thing], (EL.)

You say, <U*£»b ^y^i cU. f [Such a one did, or

uttered, a wonderful thing], (TA.)

IflU (AZ, S, EL) and lydu (EL) A she-camel

*»Ao«e milk is thick, (EL, TA,) like biestings : (TA:)

or that yields her milk plentifully on the occasion

of eating the [herbage called] t^j, before her

bringing forth : (S :) or whose milk pours forth

on the occasion ofparturition, before her bringing

forth: or, accord, to Sh, the meaning is that

indicated by the second explanation of the verb,

4[q.v.]. (TA.)

cation and his censure. (O.) a

» j « * a*

J*,

aor.-, [in the CEL (erroneously) -,] His intellect,

or intelligence, departed from, him, and then re

turned. (M, EL.)

2 : see above, first sentence. _ J*bu [as inf. n.

of the pass. v. JXi] means The state of being

broken, or notched, [much, or in many places,] in

the edge of a knife, or in the edges of the teeth,

(T, TA,) and the like, (T,) [i. e.] and also in [the

of] a sword. (TA.)

1. ifc, (M, EL,) aor. I, inf. n. Ji, (M, TA,) He

broke it, or notched it, in its edge, (M, EL,)

namely, [a sword or the like, or] anything ; (M ;)

and so t*JUL», (K,TA,) [or this signifies he did so

• o ■>

much, or in many places,] inf. n. JJbu. (TA.)

___ And t. q. »j-~=» [app. as meaning He broke

it, in an unrestricted sense ; as well as in another

sense ; as will be shown by what follows]. (S.)

SMue a) \^ii *)j, i. e. [lit.] Nor did they break a

******
stone (!>»►»• Ijj—=») belonging to him, was said

by 'Aisheh in describing her father : she alluded

thereby to his strength in religion. (TA. [See

also <u\a*o ejS, in art. ji-o ; and see also >»*«■])

And [in like manner] one says, A/ji. t Jil*l

meaning tj~£=> [i. e. + He broke his sharpness, or

vehemence, or valour]. (TA.) And |^t% II Ji,

(S, O, Msb,) or 'J&\, (M, EL,) aor. and inf. n.

as above, (M, O, Msb,) He defeated (j>}*>, S,

M, O, EL, or j~£=>, Msb) the army, or military

force, (S, O, Msb,) or the people, or party. (M,

?.) And Ji^l ^ Ji Ji £y>, (S, Meyd, O,)

a prov., (Meyd, O,) meaning He who has few

aiders is overcome, [or becomes abased], and he

mho has many relations [or who possesses authority

to command] defeats (Ji) his enemies. (Meyd.

[In Freytag's Arab. Prov., ii. 683, a different

(and I think a wrong) reading is given, with Ji

in the place of Ji ; though the reading with Ji

is added.]) .iU *jL=> i^- jl JUi ji >'JU.i,, in the

story of Umm-Zara, is said to mean, Whether he

mound thee by smiting thy head, or break a limb

[of thee], or combine the two deeds to thee : or by

«iUi is meant altercate, or wrangle, with thee:

(TA, in two places :) or the meaning [of iU»] is
" " 0

defeat thee [so I render i[j««=»] ; or take away thy

property ; or defeat thee (4)j~Js) with his alter-

*• uorfl C*H»I T/ie land became such as is

termed Ji [q. v.]. (AHn, M.) And fjJl,

(Fr, T,) and Uiil, (S, O,) He (a man, Fr, T,)

and we, (S, O,) became in a land such as is

termed Ji, (Fr, T, S, O,) upon which rain had

not fatten : (Fr, T :) or the latter means we trod

a land (M, EL) such as is termed Ji (M) or such

as is termed Ji. (EL.)— And Jit f He (a man,

S, M, O) lost, or became deprived of, his pro-

m

perty : (S, M, 0, EL :) from Ji applied to land.

(M.)_ And in like manner, one says, jAjJI Jil

** *

AlU f [Time, orfortune, deprived him of his pro

perty]. (O.)

5 : see the next paragraph, in three places :

=s and see also R. Q. 1, in two places [in each

of which the verb is most probably, I think,

mistranscribed].

7. JAJI It became broken, or notched, in its

edge; as also * J3I, and * jltf ; (M, EL, TA ;)

said of [a sword or the like, or of] anything;

(M ;) the first quasi-pass, of <»!», as is also the

second ; but the third is quasi-pass of ails [and

implying that it was so much, or in many places,

or said of several things or of several parts of a

thing]; (TA;) [therefore] one says [of a sword],

<UjUu> t cJIaJ, meaning OjlSj [i. e. Its edges

(for the swords of the Arabs in the older times

were generally two-edged), or its partsfor strik

ing, became broken, or notched, much, or in many

places] ; (S, TA ;) and one says, «u- JAM, (T,

TA,) meaning [simply] His tooth became broken,

or notched, in its edge. (TA.) And l^liil They

became defeated; (S,* M, Msb, EL;) as also

♦ IjJUUu [but this has an intensive signification].

(M, EL.)

8 : see the next preceding paragraph.

10: seel, former half. —s^^ljl J*i,| He took

of the thing the least portion, (M, EL,) because of

its difficulty (%~*)), (M,) or such as the tenth

part thereof (»yL*£s): (EL:) or J^JLiw^l signifies

tlte obtaining a little thingfrom a difficult place ;

from a place of the seeking of a right, or due, or

of a gift ; it having no other object than a thing

of little account. (T.)

* *»*

R. Q. 1. J*Ui He walked with an elegant and

a proud and self-conceited gait, with an affected

inclining of the body from side to side; (T, O,

TA;) as also * JJdi3; (TA:) or both signify he

walked thus, with short steps: (EL:) or ♦ JaJUu

signifies [simply] he went with short steps ; (En-

Nadr, 0 ;) or so * JJU3. (T accord, to the TT.)

= And He rubbed and cleaned his teeth with the

[stick called] J)\^,; (T, O, EL;) as also t JUtf;

(IAar, O, EL ;) or so * jltf. (T accord, to the

TT.) B=>U£j| JiJi and w»jpj| He peppered

the food and the wine or beverage. (M.) ssa

* * Q

[And jxJJ\ Jili He made the hair very crisp, or

such as we term woolly, like that of the negro :

see the pass. part, n., below.]

R. Q. 2. JAJUJ: see R. Q. 1, in three places.

= Said of the hair of a negro, It became very

crisp [or such as we term woolly]. (M, TA.) _

And £j-«JI liojl» JAU3 The two anterior teats of

the udder became black. (S, O, EL.)

* * *

Ji b, (8 in this art. and in art. ^jli, and EL

and TA in the latter art.,) meaning tfjS C [O

such a one], (S &c.,) with refa and without ten-

ween, (TA,) is sometimes said to one person,

[i. e. to a man,] and ^J^i it to two persons, and

' *3 * J*, *

0>W W to a pi. number ; and «Ui U to a female,

and ^Ui» ^ to two females, and 0"&» C to a pi.

number of females, (EL, TA,) and sometimes U

S^J, (EL,» TA,) thus correctly, of the dial, of

some of the tribe of Temeem, in the copies of

the EL erroneously written O^Li b, (TA,) is said,

and some say Ji C, [in the CEL Ji l^, but cor

rectly Ji U, i. e., as is said in the TA, -,- n i j

^$JI,] meaning ili C: (EL, TA:) [J says,] L*'

* *

Ji, without teshdeed, said in calling to a person,

is apocopated from ij'j>i C ; not formed in the

way oijtfji.ji, for if it were an instance of^*Ay5

they would say yJi C : (S in this art. :) [or,]

accord, to Sb, Ji C is not held to be an instance

of a word from which is elided something that

is retained when it is not [thus] used in calling to

a person, but the noun in this case is made to be

of two letters in the manner ofj.) [which is ori-

ginally^o or ^j or ^»i], and it is thus made

to be of two letters because a word that is used

in calling to a person or thing is a subject for

elision: (M in this art.:) and sometimes Ji was

used otherwise than in calling to a person, by

poetic license, as in the saying of Abu-n-Nejm,

' » * * *> • •( a* .

Ji O* U^ILi «iU«l *«J . j •

* t «»

(S and M in this art.,) meaning £?%!i tjm* [i. e.

In, or amid, a multitude of cries, or noises :

(thus expl. in the S:) withhold thou such a one

from such a one] : (8 in art. ,jJi :) and Sb dis

allowed the saying Ji as meaning ^^Li [in the

CEL (erroneously) Ji b as meaning ^Hi b] ex

cept [in the vocative form of speech and] in

poetry : (M and EL and TA in art. &Xi :) [but]

they said [also] Ji ^ Ji, [said to be] an instance

of an elision, (T and M in art. l>li,) i. e. of the

elision of a final ^ [accord, to some, who hold

j£i to be originally Oljli]; (T;) like as they

said ^ o* Jr» : (T, M :) and Ji ^ with the

J quiescent, occurs in a trad, respecting the resur

rection; meaning ^^Li Lj: (TA:) Ibn-Buzurj
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says that some of the tribe of Ju»l [i. e. Asd or

Asad] say Ji b [app. Ji b, without any varia

tion,] in calling to a man and to two men and to

a pi. number of men and to a female : (TA in art.

^jii :) accord, to As, one says Ji b and efti b ;

he who says Ji b saying thus [when he pauses

after it and] when he goes on, making the noun

marfooa without tenween ; whereas he who says

d^i b says thus when he is silent after it, re

taining the » [which is termed the a of pausation],

but when he goes on he rejects the » and makes

* t ' J '

the noun to be mansoob, saying [for ex.] Ji *jJ b

[ 0 suck a one, say], (T and TA in art. ^}ii.)

[See also j,oo (in art. yjir-o), last sentence.]

Ji A break, or notch, in the edge, (ISk, T, S,

M, 0, Msb, K,) of a sword, (ISk, T, S, O, Msb,

5») [or the like,] or of anything; (M ;) and so

" iXi [l. e. a single break, or notch, in the edge,] of

a sword : (TA :) pi. of the former J^ii, (ISk,

T, S, M, O, Msb, ]£,) of which an ex. occurs in

**#

a verse cited voce jw : (O, TA :) it has been
i jj

said that J^Jls is an inf. n.; but it is more cor-

l.

rectly said to be pi. of Ji. (M.) And A

portion that has fallen offfrom a thing, like the

filings of gold and of silver, and the sparks of

fire: (M, K, TA:) pi. JjAi. (M, TA.) = And

A company (M, K, TA) of men ; (TA ;) as also

t j^j: (M, El, TA:) pi. of the former J^Ai.

(TA.) = And it is [an epithet] applied to a

number of men, (S, M, O, K, [in the CK in this

case, erroneously, Ji,]) and to a single man, (S,

O,) signifying Defeated; (S, M, O, K;) and

♦ ^i also signifies thus, applied to a *..«**-> [i. e.

a military force, or troop, &c] ; (AA, T, O, K;)

like (jy : (AA, T, 0 :) one says ji J_iLj and

J-i j>y», and sometimes [when speaking of a

number of men] they said J^ii and J*$S ; (S,

O ;) accord, to the copies of the K, the pi. is

* J* * -Of 9 * J

J^X» and J^lLit ; but correctly the latter is J^i,

like (J*"*J> as m ^e M ; (TA ;) [i. e.] the pi. is

jyi and Jyi : and [of Ji used in a pi. sense

it is said that] it must be either a quasi-pl. n. or

[originally] an inf. n.: if the former, the sing.

should by rule be Jli, the case being like w>jU<

and w>i, [of which the former is a sing, and the

latter is a quasi-pl. n.,] and Jli is of the measure
• * 9 3 0*

Jt\i in the sense of the measure J^juL* : and

J^Jli is not necessarily pi. of Ji, but is rather pi.

of Jli ; for the pi. of the quasi-pl. n. is extr.,

like the pi. of the pi.: (M, TA :*) and as to J$,

it is necessarily pi. of Jli, for JjH is not of the

• Aj

forms that have JUi as the measure of a pi.:

3 ,

(M, TA :) if it [i. e. Ji] be [originally] an inf. n.,

[this accounts for its being applied alike to a

number of men and to a single man, which is not

mentioned in the M, or] it is like ■»—J in the sense

of 9-y^c in the phrase ^>»JI«^«J. (M.)sss Also

Land affected with drought or barrenness; as also

3

♦ Ji : or [i. e. the former accord, to the EL, but

app. each accord, to the text of the M as given

in the TT,] such as is rained upon but does not

produce plants or herbage : (AO, M, K:) or such

as the rain has failed to fall upon during several

years : or such as is not rained upon between two

lands that have been rained upon: (M, K:) or,

accord, to AO, this is termed HU.hti, ; Ji having

the second of the meanings expl. in this sentence :

(M :) or upon which rain has not fallen : (TA:)

[in this sense, in the TT, as from the T, written

Ji [for Iji] : and so in the same, as from the T

and M, in the sense here following :] or in which

is nothing ; (T, M,* ]£;•) so says IAar ; whence,

he adds, 5*&>JI; but [Az says] I do not think

that it is taken thence : (T :) the pi. is like the

sing., [or rather the word used as a sing, is like-

wise used as a pi.,] and J^il, (M, K,) this pi.

form being sometimes used : (M :) or the pi. of

' JAM is J^kil ; and one says also J^it yAjl.

(T.) sss And A sort of cloth made of the hard

fibres offlax. (TA.)

3 » * * » .•..

Ji a term for jsSJa* O*o-*^ [Double jasmine],

»a
which is [rendered so] either w>Apli [an expres

sion meaning, as used in the present day, by

grafting], or by slitting the stem thereof and in

serting into it the [additional] jasmine [app.

meaning by budding]: it is a flower of pure

whiteness ; and the rubbing oneself with its leaves

perfumes the body : (TA :) [this name, or, more

commonly, tJi, is now applied to the Arabian

jasmine (jasminum sambac), or, as Forskal says

(Flora Aegypt. Arab. p. cii.), nyctanthes sambac,

mentioned by him among the plants cultivated in

El-Yemen.] _ [Freytag, misled by the CKI, has

assigned to this word a meaning belonging to

to

3

Ji Land in which is no herbage; (K ;) or land

not rained upon, and in which is no herbage. (8,

3 ' * 5 * *

O.) See also Ji, in three places. — ,j* ^l» Ijlc

>»UJa)l, with kesr, means [He wentforth early in

&

the morning] devoid of food. (O.) _ And Ji

jZ<iJI j>« occurs in a verse, (S, O,) in the poetry

of Abd-Allah Ibn-Rawahah and in that of

Hassan, (S, O,) meaning Devoid of good. (S,

TA.) [See Je.] = And Such as has become

S.

thin, of hair. (K.) sss See also Ji.

Sdi : see Ji, first sentence.

JXi, in a sword [or the like], The state of

having breaks, or notches, in the edge. (§, O.)

JJL» : see J-il. — Applied to the tusk, or

canine tooth, of a camel, Broken (S, M, O, ]£)

in the edge. (S, O.) = See also Ji, first quarter.

= Also, and t &XJi, a quantity of hair collected

together : (§, M, O, EL:) the two words are either

of the class of J-* and iJL-. [which are exactly

syn., each with the other,] or are an instance of

the pi. [or rather coll. gen. n.] that does not differ

from its sing, [or n. un.] except in [its not having]

the [affix] 5 : (M :) in one instance, occurring in

a trad., the latter is said to signify a <L& [or por

tion convolved, or glomerated, or formed into a

ball] of liair, or, as Z says, app. of [the silk

called] tpJLo : the pi. [of either] is Jj*£i. (TA.)

Hence, (O,) t ajyj signifies also The mane of

the lion. (O, TA.) In the saying of Sa'ideb.

Ibn-Ju-eiyeh,

t 1 ' " ,9,1 •-£ , t

[And he was left remaining, and a hyena having

stripes upon its arms, (thus ic,Juo as used in this

verse is expL in the TA in art. cjj, q. v.,) a

young mother, (^»\ being an instance ofjtt^Ji,

used by poetic license, for i^lil, a dim. ofJol,)

and therefore unusually fierce, having a mane, or

having convolved, or glomerated, hair, came to

him at night, or in the beginning of the night],

the last word is expl. by Suh, in the R, as mean-

ing the \^js [so in my original, an obvious mis-

• ■ • *
transcription for o>*, with damm] ; but by Skr

as meaning ^^SU jj&. (TA.) And J-i*

signifies also [The membranous fibres that grow

at the base of the brandies of the palm-tree, called]

uieJ: (M,K::) so in the dial, of Hudheyl: (TA:)

and " jAJi signifies the same. (B>.)

ibjli : see the next preceding paragraph, in two

places.

at i -

j^jli : see Ji, in the former half.

% (T,« K, TA,) like % (TA,) or %U,

(0,») [in the TT, as from theT, and in the O.

written without the sign of teshdeed to the J (app.

because it is sufficiently indicated by the heading

of the art. and by the pi. of this word), and in

the CE[, erroneously, <£!»,] Land upon which the

rain [that should have been that] of its year has

not fallen until thefalling of the rain of the next

year upon it: pi. JTji : (ISh, T, O, £:) [and

Az says,] I have heard them call thus (i. e. by

the sing.) land in which is nothing ; like Ji as

expl. by IAar. (T.)

• J O J

J kXJ, (S, M, O, Msb, K,) also pronounced

♦ JJdi, (5,) but the vulgar pronounce it [thus]

with kesr, (O,) and the pronouncing it with keep

is said to be not allowable, (Msb,) a word of

Pers. origin, (M,) arabicized, from J-Jb, with

kesr, (O,) [or J-AJb; i. e. Pepper;] a sort of

berry, (*,*—, S, O, K,) brought from India, (O,

!£,•) well known, (S, M, O,) not groiving in the

land of the Arabs, but often mentioned in their

language : AHn was informed by one who had

seen it that its tree is just like the pomegranate ;

(M, TA ;) but Dawood the hakeem adds that it

is taller; (TA ;) between the pair of leaves thereof

are twofruit-stalks, regularly diiposed, eachfruit-

stalk of the length of thefinger; and it is green,

and is then plucked, and spread in the shade, and

becomes black and shrivelled; and it [the tree]

has thorns, like those of the pomegranate : when

it [i. e. thefruit] isfresh and moist, it is preserved
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with water and salt until it becomes mature, wlien

it is eaten like as preserved herbs are eaten upon

the tables offood, and it is a digestive : the n. un.

is " UiXi [app. meaning a peppercorn, like !•»»■

tot tat A *

AiXi : and Jidi ^-m. means peppercorns, collec

tively] : (M, TA:) Dawood says, in the "Tedh-

kireh," that its leaves are thin, red next the tree

and green in the other direction, and its mood is

lank and soft : and it is white and black: (TA :)

the white is the better. (TA.) [A long descrip

tion of its properties, with additions in the TA,

some of them well known and others fanciful, I

tttt * # § * J ^

omit as being needless.] — J*U»jb, or " JAJijIj,

(accord, to different copies of the EL,) [app.

Jiiijla, or perhaps jAAijlS, a compound of two

words (both originally Pers.) made one, as such

written in the EL with the article (JiJijIjJI), and

perfectly declinable, because (although a com

pound of two nouns) it is not a proper name,] is

The tree of the JJUL* when it first bears fruit,

accord, to the EL; but several writers declare that

the tree of [the] J-Uijb is not the same as the

tree of the JiXi : (MF, TA :) [JjULsjI* is one of

the names now applied to long pepper, and is

• 0 0*

commonly pronounced Jiisjlj :] it is [generally]

* t a ft

known in Egypt by the name of w-fcju)l JS^-c,

[another term, now used, for long pepper,] and

is called in Pers. jlp JmJb [i. e. jlp J-**-', the

latter of which words signifies "long"]: (TA:)

it increases the venereal faculty, causes the food

to digest ; removes colic, (EL, TA,) andflatulence;

(TA ;) and is beneficial as a remedy against the

bite, or sting, of venomous reptiles, applied as a

liniment, with oil. (K, TA.) _ J t \A is also a

name sometimes applied to Thefruit of the JI«o
tot

[q. v., in art. £ji] ; likening it to the JAJU men

tioned before [i. e. to peppercorns] : he who pro

nounces it, when thus applied, t JAJLi errs ; for

this signifies thefruit of certain trees of the [kind

called] aLae ; and the people of El-Yemen call

thus [particularly] thefruit of the [species of'elite

termed] wite [q. v.]. (M.) — &JI JjLU is the

name of A certain plant growing in the neigh

bourhood of water, lank, soft, or smooth, in the

leaves, having berries (*^j»-) *» bunches. (TA.)

— SJ>«-)I J*l> is The same as^rtJi\ ^^, [but

whatthis is I do not find]. (TA.) jJLJLi

aJliaJt is What is called [in Pert ] -"-*r> ;»[i.c.

C».t.'CJL.a : see juUJI]. (TA.) _ [JS^i is pi.

of J-*U_».] And (jlj^-JI Jiy* is the name of

Certain berries (v*-.), round and smooth, in

sheaths, or cases, (\jSi,) and in receptacles (0$)

like thej^^a [or cone of the pine, app. inform],

(TA.) = See also JJL>, last sentence. = jijLi

signifies also A sharp, or clever, servant ; (T, O,

EL;) and ♦ JAW is said to signify thus likewise

by Mulla Alee, in his " Namoos," and even more

commonly: but this requires consideration. (MF,

TA.)

• c

,^»Ui : see the next preceding paragraph, first

sentence : and the same again, in three places.

• 'Jft* ttot »

cUiii a. un. of Jii» ; q. v., former half.

Jit, applied to a sword [or the like], (T, S, O,

EL,) Having breaks, or notches, in its edge; (T,

S,* O ;*) or broken, or notched, in its edge ; as

also * JyjU and t jilo". (M, EL.) ji^l was the

name of a sword ofAdee Ibn-Hatim (O, EL) Et-

Ta-ee. (0.)

JJj-o, applied to a 15-aJ [app. as meaning an

arrow-head] Broken by having hit stones. (S.)

And, applied to front teeth (yu) Serrated. (T.)

• $$* ~\

• J-Ui-*, applied to food, (TA,) and to wine, (T,
ta t

TA,) [Peppered, i. e.] having JAJL* put into it,

(T, M,*TA,) and consequently burning the tongue :

(T, TA :) or wine that burns [the tongue] like jiii.

(S, O, EL, TA.) __ And A garment, or piece of

cloth, figured with round forms resembling JiAi

[or peppercorns] in roundness and smallness ; (T,

O, TA ;) i. e. (TA) figured with the like of the

>ijUi[pl.ofS^ii]o/Jift (M,EL,TA.)_

And Very crisp hair, [such as we term woolly,]

(T, O, EL, TA,) like that of the negro. (TA.)—

And A hide worn, or eroded, by the tan, (a£*j

iljjjl, M, K, in the CK iCjJI **£,) the like of

jili [or peppercorns] appearing in it. (TA.)

- -el

1. CJL», intrans. and trans., syn. with cJbl,

q. v. (Msb.) See also 8.

3. 4i aUU, (A, TA,) inf. n. &£. (A, O, TA)

and COH», (O, EL, TA,) He came upon him sud

denly, at unawares, or unexpectedly, with it. (A,

0,» EL,* TA.)

4. cJLil, (T, S, O, Msb, TA,) inf. n. i,£il ;

(T, Msb, TA ;) and * cJLAJI ; (T, S, O, TA;)

and tcJU3 ; (S, 0, TA ;) and ♦ £&, aor. : , inf. n.

cJb ; (Msb ;) signify the same ; (T, S, O, Msb,

TA;) i.e. He, or it, (a bird, &c, Msb, or a

thing, S, O,) escaped ; got away; or became, or

got, loose, clear, quit, free, or at liberty ; (O,

Msb, TA;) [or did so] suddenly: (TA :) or

O^il and " 0"iUJt and * cJlaJ signify a thing's

goingforth suddenly : (Mgh :) ortcJUil signi

fies he, or it, went forth quickly: (Msb:) and

one says {JlsAS\, (M, EL,) for ^jJ-* C«JLil [he

escaped, Sec,from me] ; (Sgh, TA in art. sjj^f)

and ^i« t CJUu, and ♦ cJiJl ; (M, EL ;) all sig-

nifying the same. (TA.) [See exs. voce <U^*> ;

and another ex. in art. ^a*, conj. 7.] _ See

also 5. = lULil ; (T, S, M, O, Msb, E.;) and

* ''■: ' . « • f *

" <UU, aor. - , inf. n. cJLi ; both verbs being

trans, as well as intrans. ; (Msb ;) He made him,

or it, [and he suffered him, or it,] (namely, a

man, M, or a bird, &c, Msb,) to escape, or get

away, or to become, or get, loose, clear, quit, free,

or at liberty; he set him, or it, loose, free, or at

liberty; (T, M, O, Msb, TA ;) A<? awed him, or

//•eed Aim, from destruction. (T, TA.) [See,

0 *1> t

again, ie»»ta.]

5 : see 4, in three places. __ UjU C1A3, (Mgh,)

or 4U, (O, E, TA,) He seized, (Mgh, O, EL,

TA,) or came suddenly, (TA,) upon us, (Mgh,)

or upon him. (O, EL, TA.) Hence, in a trad, of

Umm-Hani, Loy^e1 Cy«JU cJUJ [.dttrf Ae aet'zerf

wpora <Aew 6o<A <o stay <Am]. (Mgh.) __ And

4JI cJju ^e roa« desirous ofit, or A« longedfor it;

(M, O, EL, TA ;) as also tcJit ; namely, a thing.

(M, TA.) Hence the saying, .it CJUL^ iljl

*'":'* -o [I see him to be desirous of thy com

panionship]. (TA.) And one says, &\ M ^jl ^

<U* CJJlJ q\ ^Jj IJjk ^1 cJUttJ [/ am no< o/"

opinion that thou shouldst be desirous of this, nor

that thou shouldst be aversefrom it]. (TA.)

7: see 4, in four places.

j

8. «UUJI He took it quickly, |or hastily ;

namely, a thing : (M, TA :) or he seized it, or

carried it off, by force ; or took it hastily and

openly ; or snatched it at unawares. (As, O.)

And it is doubly trans. : you say, ly^Jb <fl>7 l^JUst

[God took awayfrom her suddenly her soul] : and

hence, ly—ii C«&£l [lit. SAc Aaa" Aer soul taken

away from her suddenly] ; (O, TA ;) a phrase

occurring in a trad., (T, O, TA,) meaning she

died suddenly, without disease: (T,TA:) you

say, «i.JL5 oJLUt, meaning He died suddenly ;

J J t* * 303

(M,TA;) and *~ii OsLSI; (S,TA;) with the

e^Ai in the accus. case and in the nom. case ;

(TA ;) and cJCil alone ; meaning he died sud

denly. (8, 0, ]£, TA.) [See also ci£il, in art.

0 - OJ * * * ** + +•

Oli ; and C^t in the same.] And 0>*JI «UUil ;

and * A.Ui - as also 4tt ; Death took him away

suddenly. (IAar, T, TA.) And *il cJliil

IJi fe 7/<; was fa/fen suddenly by such a

thing, before his preparing for it. (0, EL, TA :

omitted in the CK.) _ And <0^ oJLiil 77/ <;

affair was decided against him exclusively of him

[i. e. without his having any part in the decision].
' 303

(TA.) [See also 8 in art. Oy.] cJU»t also

signifies It (any affair) ?ras done without pausing.

(T, TA.) And one says, j$&\ cJL3l, mean

ing He extemporized the speech ; spoke it without

consideration, or thought, or preparation, or with

out pausing, or hesitating. (S, M, 0, EL.)

ft*' OS *ld *- * .. ft*

cJi Escape : one says, >o*>)l tjjb ,j«« «iU y-J

wJL* TAerc w no escape for thee from this affair,

or event, or case. (En-Nadr, T, £,* TA.*)

• 'J 0 £ .» ft***

C-A3 and cJU : see ^UJli.

A sudden, or aw unexpected, event ; or a

<///'«// ^/ta< comes upon one suddenly, or at

unawares : and anything done without considera

tion : (I Ath, L, TA :) and an affair, or event,

that happens without its being soundly, thoroughly,

or well, performed or effected : pi. OUAi : it has

no broken pi. : (M> TA :) and C<UJL» signifies
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slips, or faults, of an assembly, or a company of

men sitting together. (T, O, K, TA.) One says,

X& OU [He died suddenly]. (M.) And ^£»

<U& JUy That (meaning an affair, or event, S, O)

reas sudden, or unexpected ; (S, M, O, Msb, K,

TA ;) without premeditation, (S, 0,Msb, K,TA,)

and without a wavering in opinion : (S, O, K,

TA :) or, as some say, it was [lihe] a thing hastily

and forcibly seized, or snatched: (L, TA:) and,

accord, to some, it is derived from <UXi in the

sense next following. (O,* TA.) __ The last

night of any of the sacred months, of which night

people differ as to whether it be lawful to war

therein or not, wherefore the avenger of blood

hastens to obtain retaliation : (O, TA :) or the

last night of the month; (S, M, O, K, TA ;) i. e.,

of any month : (S, O, K, TA :) or the last day

of a month after which is a sacred month ; (S,

M, 0, K, TA ;) as the last of Jumada-1-Akhireh ;

because a man might see therein him on whom he

would take his blood-revenge, and if he delayed

to do so, and the next day arrived, the sacred

month commenced, and the opportunity escaped

him : (M, TA :) or an hour observed by the Arabs

in the Time of Ignorance ; namely, the last hour

of the last day of Jumdda-l-Akhireh : they made

hostile attacks, or incursions, during this hour,

even when the new moon of Rejeb had risen ;

Rejeb not commencing until sunset : (AHeyth,

T,TA:) or aiii iJU (or accord, to MF L&

tJUUI, TA,) the night by [the deducting of] which

the month becomes deficient, and by [the addition

of] which it becomes complete ; for sometimes

some persons see the new moon when others do

not see it, and these latter make a hostile attack,

or incursion, upon the others ; and it is thus

called because it is like a thing that has been let

loose after having been bound. (M, TA.) ss See

also CjjXi.

see the next paragraph.

oia» =

ijUJb i. q. CJU£ : (M :) [or] it is from cLttJt,

(T,) like o^> (T> s) from O^Lo^t : (T :) an

epithet signifying Brisk, lively, or sprightly, (Lth,

T, S, O, K,) and sharp ofspirit; (Lth, T, S, O ;)

applied to a man, (Lth, T,) or to a horse, (S, O,)

as also *c«i» and *C-I» and *0^*> (0>) the last

* '"

of which is said by Kr to be pi. of ijUli signifying

swift, fleet, or quick ; (M ;) or all are applied in

this latter sense to a horse : (K :) and * rLJi-lj

&Jl£b, applied to a horse, that leaps, springs, or

bounds, with his whole body and limbs. (K. in

art. cJlfe.) Also, i.e. ^1 .» X.i, Strong, sturdy,

hard, or hardy; (T, O, K;*) applied to a man.

(T, O.) And Bold, or daring ; (T, O, K ;)

applied to a man : (T :) and so iiUii applied to

a woman. (T, 0.) And Desirous of evil, or

mischief. (M, TA.) And, some say, Fleshy ;

having muck flesh. (M.) =a Also A certain

bird, (M, K, TA,) of which they assert that it

preys upon birds, (M,) or that preys upon apes,

or monkeys, (K,TA,) said by AHat to be the

«-oj, (TA,) which, accord, to him, is the male |

eagle : (TA in art. «-«j :) it is ofa colour inclining

to yellow ; and sometimes it seizes the lamb, or kid,

and the young child: thus in the "Hayat el-

Hayawan" &c. (TA.)

• j*

CjJj A garment of which the two edges cannot

be drawn together, by reason of its smallness ;

(A'Obeyd, T, S, O, K;) of which the two edges

cannot be drawn together in the hand, (M, L,)

so that they escape from the hand of the wearer

when he wraps himself in the garment : (L :)

applied as an epithet to a Sijf ; as also * «Ui» :

((), L :) or OjJLs signifies a garment that does

not remain fixedly upon its wearer, by reason of

its roughness or coarseness, or its smoothness or

softness. (IAar, O.)

CJUUo, for which one should not say C-JU-o, as

an epithet applied to a camel, That has got hose.

(ISh,T.)

e"

1. lli, aor.-', (S, M, O, L, Msb, K,) and -,

(K,) or the latter only [when the verb is trans,

as] in Xji\ pS, (TA,) inf. n. 11*, (S, 0, K,)

or f-jJi, (Msb,) or both, and, accord, to Kr, -JLs

and mJJ, but it is said in the L that these two

are simple substs. ; (TA;) and ^ mJi\, inf. n.

-."ilLil ; (K, TA ;) the latter verb authorized by

AO and Ktr and others, but omitted by Th in

the Fs ; (TA ;) He succeeded ; succeeded in an

enterprise or a contest ; overcame, conquered, or

gained a victory : (S, O, K, &c. :) or he attained

his object ; gained what he sought. (Msb.) One

says, 9-^*i »>»-3 ^""Jl *^»W v>° \Me mn0 comes

to the judge by himself will succeed, or overcome,

or gain his cause] : a proverb. (S, O.) And lii

tjoi. J£, (S,0,) and t^JUi, (TA,) He (a

man) succeeded against, or overcame, his adver

sary ; (S, O, TA ;) and got before him, or got

precedence of him. (TA.) And <*«*.^ ^JLi,

(Msb, TA,) and dSiLL ^s, (TA,) He established,

(Msb,) or he overcame by and in, (TA,) his

argument, plea, allegation, or proof. (Msb,TA.)

And iio. »■ CttM [His argument, &c, was suc-

cessfuX]. (A.) And a*^ -Ji, and %Jit, His

arrow was successful. (0,TA.) And .jJL&j c-va-U

She (a woman) took away [or captivated] my

heart. (A, TA.) — And J»yUt Ijti, in which

case only one says »JUj and ^JUj, and >J3

ajIjL-oI, He (a man) succeeded against, or over

came, the people, or party, and his companions.

(TA.) _ £U, aor. ; , (S, M, O, L, K,) and i ,

(K,) or the former only, (MF, TA,) inf. n. ISi,

He divided a thing ; parted it ; divided it in

parts or shares ; or distributed it ; (S, O, K ;) as

also t _0», inf. n. I^iJ : (O, K :) he divided

property, (Mgh, TA,) or running water ; (TA :)

and he divided a thing in halves. (M, L, Msb,

TA.) One says, ^^j f^i\ Ca.A> J divided,

parted, or distributed, the thing between them, or

among them. (8, O.) And UylJ '^yi" »■& He

divided the thing between them two in halves. (M,

L, TA.) And lilt sZ,JL\fi, aor. ;, inf. n. -JXs and

».^JL», I divided, parted, or distributed, a thousand

[dirhems] by means of the -*li, a well-known

Jk ^" ^ * *****

measure of capacity. (Msb.) __ And -.r-ih ^*

t|^yi)l, (S, Msb, K,*) aor. in this case and in

other cases following i and -, (5>) or - only,

(TA,) [but it is implied in the S and O and Msb

that it is ; ,] inf. n. *J4, (K,) I split the thing,

clave it, or divided it lengthwise : (S, O :) or I

split the thing, Ac, into two halves : (Msb, 5 0

or Cx&mi *^j2J\ 'Z-m.X'i has this latter meaning.

(S, O.) -_ And aitjglu J>s)\ olii, (S, O, K,»)

inf. n. Zjj, (K,) [like \^LjS,] I furrowed, or

ploughed, the land for sowing. (S, O, K.) __

' 0 £ J J Sr ft

And y»*$\ **)*i >* He looks into, and divides,

or distributes, and manages, the thing, or affair.

(L, TA.) __ And -Ji, inf. n. ^Ji, He imposed

** * * r+

the [tax called] «U>*.. (K.) One says, -JL»

JjJ\ JU L>Jt, (T, S, Mgh,» O, &c,) and

^5*11 «JU, (TA,) He imposed the Zbj*. upon the

people, or party; (T, S, Mgh, O, &c. ;) he divided

the 2ujtf among the people, or party, imposing

upon each person his portion; (As, Mgh;*) and

jerst 2jj*S\ iJi: (A:) [said to be] from -Li»,

or ^Jli, (As, Mgh,) or ^JUUI j^l ; (A'Obeyd,

S, O ;) signifying a certain measure of capacity ;

because the *hjtf used to be paid in wheat, or

corn : (As, Mgh :) or the verb in this sense is an

arabicized word. (Shifa el-Ghaleel.) sas -T ' *t

aor. - , inf. n. ~Ji and rU.i>, He had what is

termed ?-te, meaning [as expl. below, i. e.] width

between the teeth, and feet [or legs, and arms], &c.

(Lh, TA.) s lli, (Th, S, O, Msb, K,) inf. n.

-Jl», one of the [few] inf. ns. of the measure

J*li ; (ISd, TA ;) and ^jLi, aor. - , mentioned

by IKtt and Es-Sarakustee and others ; (MF,

TA ;) but the former alone is mentioned by Th

in the Fs, and by other celebrated lexicologists ;

(TA ;) [and vulg. t ^JULit ;] He had the disease

termed ljUJI [expl. below]. (Th, S, O, Msb, K.)

2 : see 1, former half: __ and see also -»Ji, in

two places.

j

3. AaJls He contended with him, trying which

of them should succeed, or overcome. (TA.) Hence

one says, (TA,) JaJI &o \jyo\ ^UJUl I will

contend with thee, trying which ofus shall succeed,

to accomplish affairs of right. (A,TA.)

4. -JIM as intrans. : see 1, former half, in three

places. = <uJlc <xDI AaJjl God made him to suc

ceed against him ; to overcome him, conquer him,

or gain the victory over him : (S, 0, K :*) and

made leim to excel him. (TA.) _ And C*
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yjfal&M I contended in an altercation, disputed,

or litigated, and he decided in my favour, and

judged me to have prevailed against, or overcome,

my adversary. (TA, from a trad.) _ And -Jlil

iill M, (S, O, Msb,) or iiL*H, (EL,*) God

made his argument, plea, allegation, or proof,

right, and manifest, or clear : (S, O, EL :*) or

established it. (Msb.)

5. amjS C«qJU3 Sis foot became cracked, or

chapped. (S, O, EL.) [See also ..JUL;*, in art.

»Ji.] —— [And C«^JU3 said of a woman, She

made open spaces between herfront teeth : see the

part, n., voce »Ji>.]

7. *-~aM 9-J-aJt ». ^. gJUt [2%e daybreak

shone, or sAone brightly], (TA.) = See also 1,

last sentence.

as • -j

10. aj-oU (j'ikj •.JUlwl iSttcA a one mastered, or

became master of, his affair: and so -^U .:.,.!,

with p. (A, TA.) [See the latter verb.]

Iji an inf. n. of lii [q. v.]. (S, O, EL, &c.)

— And [probably as such] «. q. j*3 [app. as

meaning An overcoming in a game of hazard] ;

as also * ~Li. (L.) = See also »-)U, in two

places. = Also, and *^JU, (S, O, EL,) and * »Ji,

[?■ v,>] (Seer, L,) [or perhaps this is a mistran

scription for -Ji or -Si,] The lialf of a thing :

(S, O, K :) pi. of the first and second J-jii. (S,

O.) One says, ^UJJ'Ci They two are two

halves. (EL.) __ And one says, ~-Ji aJULj ^i,

[pi. of *~li,] /« his foot are fissures, or cracks;

as also -.jii. (S in art. -Ji.) _ See also Ij£.

^Ii (S, O, EL) and * lli (L) and t ILAi, (O,

K,) substs., (or, accord, to some, the first and

second are inf. ns., TA,) Success; success in an

enterprise or a contest ; conquest; or victory. (S,

O, L, EL.) One says, ^JUM ^i and * JjUUI To

■whom belongs success, or t/ie conquest, or victory?

(Lb, L.) _ See also -Ji.

£1* : see £Si. _ Also, (S, O, Msb, EL,) and

* £jli, (TA,) or £t\i jgtf, (AO, S, O,) A certam

measure of capacity, (AO, S,0, Msb, EL,) well

known, (Msb, EL,) with which things are divided,

(TA,) of large size, said to be the same as the

ie& [q. v.] ; and " -Jl» is said to be an arabi-

cized word, from the Syriac \ii\i : (L : [but see

*ji :]) it is said that the * -»JU [thus in my copy

of the Mgh, but it is there strangely added that

it is " with fet-h," as though -JU,] is two fifths

of what ts termed Jj*<i\ Jilt, [see art.^>,] and,

by Alee Ibn-'Eesa, that it is larger than the _JU :

in the T, the '•'•Jl* is said to be the half of the

great j£s ; and the -_b is the measure of capa

city that is called in Syriac UJIi. (Mgh.)

inf. n. of ^Ai [q. v.] : (Lh, TA :) and signifies ' the Pers. o^-i, and Jl£L, and also called

Distance, or width, between the teeth; (EL;) as t Uuii, vulgarly 3lS\LL> ■ and *i4j&: (see

also *-»Jj»J: (TA :) or, between t/ie medial and \\' •* \' , ' '.'. , '■» ,-; ., '' .«,
C7- v ' ' I ***>* 0 PL O**-^* and Cxrt-W and Je«>U].

Zafera/: incisors, (T, S, O,) when natural; and ' (TA.) ' '

»-*U3, distance, or width, between those teeth when

it is the effect of art. (T.) 1& in all the teeth

is disapproved, and not at all beautiful ; but it is

esteemed goodly when only between the two

middle teeth. (TA.) _ Also Distance, or width,

between thefeet, (Lth, O, EI, TA,) in the posterior

direction : (O, TA :) or, between the shanks ; like

9-tt-J: (ISd, TA:) or crookedness, or curvature,

[or a bowing outwards,] of the arms. (TA. [See

9-Jil.]) And The turning over of the foot upon

t/te outer side, and displacement of the heel; in a

neuter sense. (L.) = Also, (S, K.,) and, accord.

to the S, .yjj, but this is a mistake, (IB, £,) A

river : (A'Obeyd, TA :) or a small river : (S, O,

K :) a rivulet, or streamlet ; syn. JjlL -. (A :)

or a running spring of water : or running water :

(R, TA :) or a large well: (Ibn-Kunaseh, TA :)

pi. lyl\ (S, O) and OUJG (R, TA) [or oV&,

for] ,jU^* signifies rivulets, streamlets, or small

channels, for the irrigation ofseed-produce : and

* *jj, with two dammehs, signifies a rivulet,

streamlet, or small channel, for irrigation, run

ning to every part of a garden. (L.) L& is

also sometimes used as an epithet : one says !U

»Ji meaning Running water: and »Jb ^ti a

running spring of water. (L.) = And -JUJ I sig

nifies T/ie daybreak. (TA.) ^

LXi [part. n. of £jj] : see an ex. voce lSi\.

>Ji : see »Jl», last sentence but two. __ It is

also a pi. of -~jli [q. v. voce i»~Jb].

AaJi : see SaJLj.

4JUJi : see the next preceding paragraph.

£*!» •' see the paragraph here following.

3»>*A» One of tlie oblong pieces of cloth of a

tent : (TA :) or, of a [tent of the kind called]

*1-^: (As, S, 0, EL:) As says, I know not in

what part it is : (TA :) * l,.eJLJ appears to be

used for it by poetic license ; or the word may

be one of those pronounced with and without S ;

or without S it may be a pi. [or coll. gen. n.] of

which the sing, [or n. un.] is with S : (M, TA :)

[or] a-e** signifies a single oblong piece of a iULj

[q. v.] ; and its pi. is -Jli : (L and TA in art.

»*■> i' 0 and [in like manner] t SuLte signifies a

piece of a jltLj. (TA in the present art.) _ See

also im. *ij, with -..

• i ,

»->J-* A writer. (Ibn-Jembeh, O, K.) And

A manager and reckoner : from the phrase ^-&

y>^\ »~Uj, expl. above. (TA.)

• * *>

Sjtfj^i Land that is put into a right, or proper,

state for sowing ; (S, O, K ;) good, clear, land

prepared for sowing : (TA :) pi. a-J'&i. (S, O,

K.) And [hence, app.,] Any one town, or village,

of tlie Sawdd: (O, EL :*) pi. as above. (O.)

see

oUJi Fields, or lands, sown, or for sowing.

(TA. [See also <UJLs, in art. «~li.]) — See also

•Jj, last sentence but two.

a > >

~J3, [thus in the L,] accord, to Sb, A sort of

men : one says, olfJi ^Ci\ The people, or men,

are two sorts ; [for ex.,] consisting of entering

and going out : [but I think it most probable that

*Ji and oUJi are mistranscriptions for -Jli and

0^f> ^r] Seer says that ^Ji signifying "a

half" and "a sort" is derived from -Si syn.

with j«4S : thus he makes »Jli an Arabic word.

(L.) See also ZSi.

OV-^> [said to be] from -Ji signifying " a

certain measure of capacity," [but app. from the

Pers. ,jl«jji,] A [small porcelain or earthenware]

cup out of which coffee $c. is drunk ; commonly

-Ji : see ^Ji, in two places. = It is also an I pronounced by the vulgar o\Lls and JUJ» Tfrom

Bk. I. ' • - ^ • -L

rt?^— ijJ jJLi c)»y A man who succeeds, or

overcomes, in his argument, plea, allegation, or

the like; as also * lli. (TA.) And -JjUJI^ljt

The arrow that is successful: (S, O, EL:) the

winning arrow in the game called j~.~JI : or it

may mean the arrow that is successful in a contest

at archery. (TA.) = See also LSj, in four

places. — £j(i (S, O, L, EL) and * lli (L) also

signify A large, or bulky, camel, with two humps,

that is brought from Es-Sind for the purpose of

covering: (S, 0,*EL:) or a camel with two humps,

between the Bukhtee (^J^\) and the Arabian :

so called because his hump is divided in halves,

or because his two humps have different inclina

tions : (L :) pi. of the former Li\£. (S, M, EL ;

all in art. j-e.) _ And ^JUJI signifies [Pahy,

or paralysis, whether partial or general; hemi

plegia or paraplegia :] a disease arising from a

ftaccidity in one of tfie lateral halves of the body ;

(A ;) or a flaccidity in one of tlie lateral halves

of the body, (EL, TA,) arising suddenly, (TA,)

occasioned by an efflux of a phlegmatic humour,

and causing the passages of tlie spirit to become

obstructed; (EL, TA;) this being its first effect ;

it deprives the patient of his senses and his motion ;

and is sometimes in one member: (TA:) or a

flatus (^~ij, S, O, L, TA) which attacks a man,

and deprives him [of the use] of one lateral half

of the body ; (thus in the L, and the like is said

in the 'Eyn; TA;) whence it is thus caUed".
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(IDrd, S, O :) or a disease that arises in one of

the lateral halves of the body, occasioning the loss

of the senses and ofmotion, and sometimes in both

lateral halves, and sudden in its attack ; on the

seventh [day] it is dangerous; but when it has

passed the seventh, its acuteness ceases; and when

it has passed the fourteenth, it becomes a chronic

disease : (Msb :) it is called in a trad, of Aboo-

Hureyreh jU^I Ztj [the disease of the prophets]:

and is said by Et-Tedmuree, in the Expos, of

the Fs, to be a disease that attacks a man when

the venters (0>W) of the brain becomefilled with

certain moistures, or humours, occasioning the loss

of sensation and of the motions of the members,

and rendering the patient like a dead person, un-

derstanding nothing. (TA.) = j-»*^l t»U k>» lit

ij^i. OJ *j6, or if&L Oi £>}&>, »8 a saying

expl. in art. jX*-.

^JUJ [The cocoon of a silJi-worm ;] the thing

from whichjJ is obtained: an arabicized word;

[from the Pers. aj^j pelah; but said to be] ori

ginally JXj, and thus some pronounce it. (Msb.)

iajCs : see u^-^- [*^^ occurs in art. jJ

in the TA, as its pi. ; being there expl. as mean

ing small cups (,^».Uj) in which wine (vb"*') **

drunk : but I think that this may be taken from

a mistranscription for i»JLj.]

•USl, (TA,) or £&&A (?, Mgh, O, ?,

^ r -•« -'«- ,. ,
TA,) applied to a man, and tjU-/'^)l iUJls applied

to a woman, (S, O,) for the teeth must be men

tioned, (IDrd, S, O, K,) [but MF disputes this,]

and ^)U-»^I " *Jjm, applied to a man, accord, to

one reading of a trad., (TA,) Having the teeth

separate, one from another : (TA:) or, distant,

or wide apart, onefrom another: (Mgh,* KI:) or

having tlie medial and lateral incisors distant, one

from another, or wide apart. (S, O.) [See also

Jjjjt.] And UUJJI ▼ <>JUU A man having an in

terstice between tlte middle pair of teeth ; (S, O,

K. ;) as also L>Ui)l * ~Ji ; (A ;) contr. of uo\jZ*

CliiM. (S, O.) And ♦ L^XJLU A woman that

makes open spaces between Iter front teeth, for the

purpose of improving their appearance. (L, from

a trad., in which a curse is pronounced against

her who does this.) And *Jbl j&j Front teeth

that are separate, or distant, or wide apart, one

from another; and " «JUU signifies the same [app.

when they are rendered so artificially : see *M].

t - el C

(TA.) — And s-J-sl applied to a man, Having

a crookedness, or curvature, [or bowing outwards,]

in the arms : when it is in the legs, the person is

termed ■» ■■ n : (L :) or wide between tlie arms :

(0, KL:) or wide between the paps; (S, L ;) which

last explanation is said in the K to be erroneous ;

but lie who is wide between the paps is also wide

between the arms. (MF.) __ «Jil J>i A vulva,

of a woman, whereof the labia majora are wide

apart. (L.) _ «JLit u»j^ A horse having the

prominent parts of the haunclirbones wide apart.

(IDrd, O, L.)

3 -•«

[■y» Ul Having thefingers wide apart. (Frey-

tag, from the Deewan of the Hudhalees.)]

• '*'

9JUL0 [Mendered] successful, or victorious ; and

safe, or secure. (KL.) [See also its verb.]

•yJjto : see a-W, in three places. __ «JUL>^>1

A» affair not rightly disposed or directed. (O,

*•)

•r>i-L> Having the disease termed »JUJI. (S,

Mgh, O, Mfb, 5.)

see *J^i.

1. mji, aor. - , inf. n. -Ji, V/c c/« re, apfft, »■///,

or cracked; and he cut: (K: [compare -Jli, and

Jiij, and JJU:]) he clave, and «t<, iron. (T, Msb.)

Hence, the saying of a poet, (T, TA,)

Verily iron with iron is cloven, and ca<. (T, S,

Mgh,* 5>*) And A*tj -Jls, inf. n. as above, He

clave, split, or cracked, his head. (TA.) And

Aifti «Jb, aor. and inf. n. as above, He slit, or

cracked, his lip. (L.) And uof$\ m, X i, (S,

Msb,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (Msb,) He fur

rowed, or ploughed, the land, to cultivate it; he

tilled the ground. (S, Msb. [And lti» >i has a

similar meaning.]) ^ Also, aor. and inf. n. as

above, He acted with artifice, fraud, or guile;

(K, TA ;) and so * -Ji, inf. n. LjJJ. (K, TA.)

You say,j^i *»-I» He acted with artifice, fraud,

or guile, towards them, andsaid what was not true.

(TA.) And aj T »Ii He mocked at him, or

derided him, and acted with artifice, fraud, or

guile, towards him. (L, K.*) _ And, aor. as

above, inf. n. «Jt» and i^^i, He defrauded him

in o safe; syn. of the inf. n. «-^ ^ cr^^f : (so

in the CK.:) or he bade high for an article of

merchandise in order to inveigh another into pur

chasing it at a high price; syn. of the inf. n.

fcj jJ ,_£a»J. (So in other copies of the K., and

in the L and TA.) You say, a_> -. JU [JBTe *o

«r-/cv/ towards him in a sale] : this is when one

trusts to thee, and says to thee, " Sell to me a

slave," or " an article of merchandise," or " buy

it for me," and thou comest to the merchants,

and buyest it at a high price, and sellest by

defrauding, and obtainest something from the

merchant : or, accord, to the T, *-Xi signifies a

hirer's exceeding [in an offer] in order that another

Of*

may do so ; thus inciting him. (L.) = -r- n I *

^^JLi-Jt «uiw, [aor. 1,] inf. n. *J&, Hit under lip

was slit, or cracked. (MA.) See also -Jx» below.

2 . see 1, former half, in three places.

tained, or acquired, that which he desired or sought,

(MA, L, Msb,) or what was good, or felicity, or

that whereby he became in a happy and good

state : (L :) he was, or became, fortunate, happy,

or in a happy and good state. (MA.) It is com

monly known as an intrans. verb; but Talhah

Ibn-Musarrif and Amr Ibn-'Obeyd, read .x-5

.- j e to** , el

^jyLoj^l «JU1, [the first verse of ch. xxiii. of the

]£ur-an,] with the verb in the pass. form. (MF.)

[See also 10.] — lie was, or became, in a state

of safety. (L.) —— He continued in a good, or

prosperous, state, (MA, L,) and in the enjoy

ment of ease, comfort, or the blessings of life. (L.)

_ Siy^J^ 9~l*l He lived [or continued in life]

by means of the thing. (I£.) The saying of

Abeed,

* JL. jJLL. jii cii Uj ^i»l *

^1 ^

i 5 ^ j •

^-»^ i)j

means Live thou by what thou wilt; whether by

stupidity or by intelligence ; for [one's object is

sometimes attained by stupidity, and the intelli

gent, or sagacious, is sometimes deluded, or much

deluded; or] the stupid is sometimes supplied with

the means of subsistence, and the intelligent is

[sometimes] denied : (T, L :) or the meaning is

prosper thou, &c. (L.)

tt ♦*•

10. i)j-ob ..io Ur,<l, said by a man to his wife,

(S,) a form of words used in divorcing (L, JZ.)

in the Time of Ignorance, (L,) Prosper thou in

thy case, (AO, S, Mgh, TA,) and be independent

therein: (AO, Mgh, TA:) when a man says thus

to his wife and she consents, his saying so once

separates her from him so that he cannot take

her back : (L, from a trad. :) but as it is merely

an allusive expression, intention is necessary to

render it binding: as some relate the trad., it is

with p. [i. e. (J^i UJ ; see art. »-^»]- (MF.)

[See also 4, above.]

mmJLi A fissure, cleft, slit, or crack : pi. p-jLs.

(Msb.) One says, »-jii aXLj ^ In his (a man's,

S) foot are fissures, or cracks, (S, K, TA,) pro

duced by cold: (TA :) as also l^ii. (S, TA.)

mmli Afissure, or crack, in the under lip; (T,

$ ;) [or] * iaJj has this meaning ; (S ;) or sig

nifies the place of such a fissure or crack : (L :)

[or the former is a coll. gen. n. ; and the latter,

its n. un.:] that which is in the upper lip is termed

^^JLe : (T, TA :) or ■—JLi signifies a fissure, or

crack, in the lip : or, in the middle of the lip, less

than what is termed j^s. : or a slitting, or crack

ing, in the lip, such as happens to the lips of the

[Africans called] <Jj. (L.) [And] The

having the under lip slit, or cracked. (S. [App.

an inf. n. of which the verb is ♦ 9*JL» ; like as it

is of C«fcJl» said of the under lip as mentioned

i See also 9-^i.above.]) 1

4. m. Li I He prospered; was successful; at-

AaJj : see .JLi._ Also A [field, or land, suck

as is termed] p\ji, (AHn, L, E.,) fun-owed, or

ploughed, for cultivation : its pi., OUJi, occurs

in a verse of Hassan, as some relate it ; but
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as others relate it, it is CU*»jJ, with «...

(AHn,L.) C

£$i (S, A, Mgh, L, Msb, K, &c.) and * LjS

(S, L, K) the latter a contraction of the former,

(L,) Prosperity ; success; the attainment, or ac

quisition, of that which one desires or seeks, (S,

A, Mgh, L, Msb, EI,) or of that whereby one be

comes in a happy and good state. (L.) And

Safety, or security. (S, L, EL.) And Continu

ance, or permanence, in a good, or prosperous,

state, (A, L, EL,) and in /Ae enjoyment of ease,

comfort, or <Ae blessings of life; and the continu

ance of good: (L:) and simply continuance,

permanence, lastingness, duration, or endurance.

(ISk, S, L.) There is not in the language of the

Arabs any word more comprehensive in its sig

nifications of what is good in the present life

and in the final state than L*jSi\. (TA.) "j*.

*>OU)l ^yU, in the call to prayer, means Come

ye to the means of the attainment of Paradise,

and ofpermanence therein: (IAth, L :) or hasten

to the attainment of everlasting life: (L:) or

come to safety, or security : (S :) or come ye to

the way of safety and prosperity: (Msb:) or

come to the continuance of good. (L.) And you

say, j»>ji\ 1H iu> jiil ^ I mil not do that

while time lasts. (L.) A poet says,

j *" ft A * o* * \*

meaning [But there is not to the present state of

existence] lastingness, or endurance. (S, L.) ——

Also (both words) J The [meal, or food, called]

jji* ■■» [that is eaten a little before daybreak pre

viously to commencing a day's fast] : (S, A, L,

KL:) so called because thereby is the continuing

of the fast; (S, A;) or because of the lasting

ness of its utility. (L.)

• * **

&mS$i : see what next follows.

«W}li, (thus in my copies of the S, and in the

L and Msb,) with kesr, (Msb,) [agreeably with

general analogy,] or * zL*fc, with fet-h, (EL, [but

I think that fet-h is here a mistake for kesr,

because Ae*"^ deviates from general analogy, and

because it is a general rule of the author of the

K to omit the mention of the vowel of a word

when it is fet-h,]) Agriculture; or the art, work,

or occupation, of ploughing, tilling, or cultivating,

land. (S, L, Msb, EL.)

described in tlte explanation of the phrase xf «JL>.

(L.)

»Jil Having a fissure, or crack, in the under

lip : (S, Mgh :) or a man having what is termed

~jS in his lip : fern. fUJli. (L.) Antarah £1-

Absee was surnamed ilaJUJt because of a fissure

in his under lip ; the fern, form of the epithet

being used because ii-LlI (the lip) is fern. ; (S,

L ;) or because his name is fem. (L.) [See also

>*!•]

4 * 6£ 6 0 ~ * J 0 J

«/jH»l j>£ [i. q. ^j^eJlio] A people prospering ;

successful; attaining, or acquiring, that which

they desire or seek, or what is good, or that

whereby they become in a happy and good state :

».^il is a pi. of which ISd says, " I know not

any sing, of it." (L.)

Ji The pericarp («Ui->) of the [tree called]

f-jA, when it splits : (EL, TA :) also mentioned as

with ~ [i. e. l^-W]. (TA.)

* A*
-.yii A plougher, tiller, or cultivator, of land;

[a peasant;] (S, Msb, EL, TA;) because he cleaves

(piib i. e. Jij) the land : (TA :) [pi. Oj»OU 0

coll. gen. n. i».^». (A, TA.) __ And [hence, as

being likened to a plougher,] A seaman, or sailor;

(EL, TA;) a servant of ships or boats. (TA.)

_ And One who lets asses, or other beasts, on

hire; syn. j\L»: (T, EL, TA :) so called as being

likened to the plougher, &c, of land. (TA.) =

And One who defrauds in a sale, in the manner

A cause, or means, of prosperity or

success ; or of the attainment, or acquisition, of

that which one desires or seeks, or of what is good,

or of that whereby one becomes in a happy and

good state. (L, from a trad.)

3juJ\ mJMi» J»-j, and ,*>jju)l, and i>*ejJUI,

A man having the lip chapped, or cracked, much,

by cold, and so the hands, and thefeet. (L.) [See

also 5 in art j*-^-]

Mi

1. JJL», aor. - , inf. n. jSi, He cut, or cut off.

(Msb.) One says, JUJI O* 3jJ»i aJ JOi He cut

offfor him a portion of the property : (T :) and

^Jl» ,>• a) OjJli, (S, M, O, L,) aor. as above,

(M, L,) and so the inf. n., (M, L, EL,) I cut

offfor him [a portion] of my property : (S, O,

L :) or gave him [a portion] of it at once: or

gave him [a portion] of it without delay, and

without promising: or gave him much thereof.

(M, L, It.*) _ See also the next paragraph, in

two places.

2. jli, (T, L,) inf. n. J^M ; (T, O, L, EL;)

as also t Jj£, inf. n. JOi ; (L, TA ;) He cut in

pieces (T, O, L, K) flesh-meat. (T, L.) Hence,

in a trad., »j^ t JJL3 jUI J^ J^| £,| [Verily

thefear of the fire of Hell cut in pieces his liver ;

but perhaps JJi is here a mistranscription for

JJLs] ; said, by the Prophet, of one who had died

from fear of the fire [of Hell]. (L.)

3. *UJI jJli, inf. n. 3JJUU, Zfe bandied words,

or Ae/d colloquies, with women. (O,* K.) One

says, SJJUUj «U.jUx6 ^i ^^i <S«cA a one /ias a

AaJit of bandying words, &c, 7«i</t women. (K,*

TA.)

^ ' o J»

8. JOI i>° ***** *«* JULiiJ He cut off, or

<oo/d, for himself, from him, a part, or portion,

* ' JO J 0 i - 9

o/ *Ae property. (T.) And ,«*»*. <U« OjJliJI /

cui o^", or took, for myself, from him, my right,

or due. (A, TA.) And JOl *5JJ&I / took from

him a part, or portion, of the property. (S, O,

l,b;.)

iii The liver of a camel: (S, M, O, L, K :)

pl. i"}lil [also said to be a pi. of « SSi, q. v.]. (S,

M,0, L.)

5JUL* A /wece, or portion, of liver, (S, M, O, L,

Kt,) cut in an oblongform, (O,) and of flesh-meat,

(S, O, L, K,) and of property, (S, O, L,) and of

gold, and of silver, (M, L, K.,) &c. : (S, O, Msb :)

a piece of flesh-meat cut in an oblongform : (As,

T, M, L :) pl. [of mult.] J0» (T, S, L, EL) and

[of pauc] J^Lil, (T, M, L, K,) the latter irregular,

as though the augmentative letter [in the sing.]

were elided ; or JJj may be a dial. var. of SJJi,

and so this pl. may be regular. (M, L.) __ i^jUl

i>j*5)1, (M, L, K,) or uoj^l ju& yjil, occurring

in a trad., (As, T, A, L,) relating to the signs of

the day of resurrection, accord, to different rela

tions thereof, (L,) means \The buried treasures

of the earth, (As, T, M, L, K,) and its riches.

(L.) _ And i£o jJ=> i^il means \ The prin

cipal and choicest persons of the inhabitants of

Mekkeh ; of the tribe of Kureysh : so called

because the liver is one of the noble parts of the

body. (L.) — otJJUJI [(not to be mistaken for

J 5 j , o j * o Z-

Otpill) is a pl. of SjJUH, and] signifies j>\Lt^)\

» * a &

* » i.n.Jl [i.e. fThe seven material substances;

namely, the four elements, (fire, air, earth, and

water,) and the three products composed of tliexe

(which are minerals, vegetables, and animals)].

(MF. [But in the copy of his work which I use,

jl—•v'Njl is erroneously put for^oU*.^!.])

Jj^li (T, S, M, 0, L, K!) and * ji>JU, but,

accord, to Yaakoob, not ♦ -.J^Li, (S, 0, L,) or

this is the proper form, because the « in the

original Pers. word is regularly changed into *-,

(MF,) [the word being] arabicized, (T,S, O, L,)

from the Pers. (M, O,* L) «S>JlJ [or *i^Jli or

»>yC], (0,) A kind ofsweet food, (M, O,* L, K,)

well known, (K,) prepared of tlie purest substance

of wheat (iiJaJI 4-»), (T, L,) or of starch, (TA

in art. yZi,) [with water and honey:] pl. JLjt^a

[of which see an ex. in the next paragraph]. (A.)

— Also t. q. y)£, q. v. (M, L, EL.)

\<)>i, (T, M, O, L, Msb, K,) an arabicized

word, (T, O, Msb,) from the Pers. a^y [or j^y

or >y£], (0,) and ♦ Jjjli also, (M, L, E!,) Steel;

i. e. purified and refined iron ; or the pure part

of iron ; (T, M, O, L, Msb, EL ;) which is added

in other iron : (M, L :) pl. Julty. (A.) One

says, JJI^oJt ^i «->j-a)t ,j-o ^*i. JultyUl/ w>j-iJI

[The smiting with the weapons of steel in battle is

better than the thick white honey in the sweet

messes of the kind called S>)U]. (A.)

»o*Jl» and JjjjJls : see ^\i, above.

3j-J-A—o A sword made of y$y± [i. e. <(ee/].

(O, El.)

S 3.

jii (Lth, IDrd, S, A,0, EI, &c.) andjii and

jii, (Ibn-Abbdd, 0, ?,) the first of which is

307*
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what is commonly known, (TA,) White copper

(i^o^l ^U-i [app. a sort of bronze in which the

relative quantity of the tin is unusually large]

whereof are made cast cooking-pots (Lth, O, K,

TA) of large size, and mortars in which sub

stances are pounded : (TA:) or the metals; gold

and silver and copper and the like : (A'Obeyd, A,

O, K:*) or the substance [i. e. recrement] that is

removed [or blown away] by the blacksmith's

bellows from molten metals : (S, O, EL :) or the

dross, or recrement, of iron, (O, EL,) that is

removed [or blown away] by the blacksmith's

bellows : (O :) or stones : (O, EL :) its primary

meaning is [said to be] hardness, and ruggedness.

(IDrd, 0.) l>\jXii\ [pi. of >U)1 (not to be mis

taken for OlJJUJt)] signifies The seven metals ;

namely, gold, silver, copper, iron, lead, tin [thus

I here render ^>yj^\], and tutenag [thus I render

: ; ~jl ^ H, following De Sacy and others].

(Kzw.) _ And hence, as being likened to the

J-JL» above described, (TA,) \A strong, hard,

and thick, or coarse, man. (EL,* TA.) And J A

niggard: (Ibn-'Abb&d, O, EL, TA:) as though

he were hard iron, upon which nothing would

make any impression. (TA.) _1 And A thing

upon which swords are tested by striking it there

with. (Ibn-'Abbdd, O, EL.)

2. Lit, (S, A, O, Msb, EL,) inf. n. J^iJO, (S,

0, Msb, EL,) He (a judge) proclaimed him, (S,

A, O, Msb,) or pronounced him, (O, EL,) to be,

, 9 '

or to have become, in a state of ^-i^lsl [meaning

bankruptcy, or insolvency], (S, A, O, EL,) or to

9 1

have become ^JUU [meaning bankrupt, or insol

vent], and paraded him among the people as such.

(Msb.) _ And [hence] one says, J^ rya JJU

9,' - ' *

yA. [app. meaning He was pronounced destitute

of all good, or of all property]. (TA.) = [J«I»

It was marked with spots differing in colourfrom

the rest, resembling i^^Xi, or small copper coins.

9 i, 1 9 S l 9 ,

(See ^^Jli*.)] 0>N' y~<JJu [used as a subst. pro

perly so termed] signifies Spots in a colour, dif

fering therefrom in colour, resembling \j»^i. (M.)

• ' 9 9 1

4. i^Jil, [inf. n. u«^3l,] He became U..,U<

[which in the common legal acceptation means

bankrupt, or insolvent] : (S :) or he had no pro

perty remaining : (O, K :) as though his ^Aljj

[or pieces of silver] had become u*^S [or small

copper coins], (S, O, EL,) and base money ; like

as w~A.I signifies " his companions, or friends,

became bad, wicked, or deceitful :" (S, O :) or

he became in such a state that it was said he had

9,

not a t^JLs [or small copper coin] ; (S, 0, K ;)

,,0t

like as jyil signifies " he became in a state in

which to be overcome, or subdued :" (S, O :) or

as though he became in a state in which to be

overcome, or subdued : (Msb :) or he became a

possessor of^u^ii after he had been a possessor of

>klp : (M, Msb :) but properly, [so in the Msb,

but I would rather say secondarily, or tropically,]

he became reduced from a state of ease, or com

petence, or richness, to a state of difficulty, or

* » d

poverty. (Msb.) as J^jJI u~Xi\ He sought the

man and missed his place. (AA, O.)

* °,

j^JLi [A small copper coin;] a thing well

known, (M, A, EL,) used in buying and selling;

(Msb;) the forty-eighth part of a dirhem : [i.e.,

about half a farthing of our money:] so in

Egypt: (Ibn-Fadl-Allah, cited by Es-Suyootee

in his Husn el-MoMdarak:) pi. (of pauc, S, O)

JjW, and (of mult., S, O) J-jii. (S, M, O, Msb,

EL.) [The dim. of the former of these pis. is

" ^J-il : see an ex. below, voce ^JULo. The pi.

^•M is the common term for Money in Egypt

and some other parts in the present day.] _

[Hence, Anything resembling a small coin : as ——

A counter of metal: — and A scale of a fish : as

• - 3 ill

Sgh says,] JJl*~3\ yjajiS signifies what are on the

a

back of theftsh, resembling the [coins called] ,^jJj.

(O.) _ And The seal of the 2u}o- [or tax paid

by the free non-muslim subject of a Muslim

government], (T, S, EL,) which was hung upon

the neck, (T, S, TA,) or upon the throat. (O, EL.)

16

LrXU\ A certain idol which belonged to the tribe

of T&yi> (IDrd, M, O, EL,) in the Time of Igno

rance ; which Alee, being sent by Mohammad,

• * •

destroyed, taking away the two swords, ^.i^,<

* i * -

and wJj-yi that El-Harith Ibn-Abee-Shemir had

given to it. (O, TA.)

* " ' »•*

(jJlj, from ^Jil, [app. signifying Bankruptcy

or insolvency : or a state of indigence or destitu

tion : and] lack of obtainment : (EL, TA :) and

failure offinding him whom [or that which] one

seelis. (TA.) Tou say, jujw ^^JU ^y «!j [He

fell into a severe state of indigence or destitution].

(TA.) And one says, ^JS \v^. ^, meaning

With her love, or the love of her, is no obtainment:

9 " ,il

and the phrase ^JL* \+*>., occurring in a verse of

El-Mo'attal El-Hudhalee, or of Aboo-Elilabeh,

[in which the love thus described is afterwards

# t »i i i t ,.

termed » ^^JAo <^-»-, so that ^Ja is here used for

u-U*, or the phrase is elliptical,] Her love, or

the love of her, is such that nothing is obtained

from it. (O.)

0 - ' 11 9 9*

u-^Li A seller of y->JLJ, pi. of ,^«JL». (M,

0,K.)

■> o-l 9 9, 9 91

j_rXil : see ^~Xi and ^^Jju.

9 9 1

j^JjU act. part. n. of 4 [q. v.] : pi., (Msb,) or

' it J ' '

quasi-pl. n., (A,) '^^-JU*; (A, Msb;) like as

jJsli* is of jhJu>, [and _/-~<Uo of j~>yo ;] or pi.

of » ^h^ULo [which signifies the same as U..JU.«

but in an intensive degree]. (A, TA.) [The dim.

t • . 9' 1 S 1 * * 9 9* 1 9 * >

is ▼ v~*t**-] You say, ^ 4j U ^^JLa* rf^j

| to be in a state of^S&l. (A.) [See 2.] = Also,

(Mgh,) or o$t S&>, (O, 5,) A horse, (Mgh,)

or other thing, (O, E!,) having upon his skin spots

differing in colourfrom the rest, resembling ^^is

[or small copper coins], (Mgh, O, K.)

c ' e 9 9i

u*$jl* : see l_rJuu>.

1 9* 9* f 0 * I

y-JU*, a pi. or quasi-pl. n. : see ^AL».

i/JUlo dim. of t^.JUU, q. v.

~il [Such a one is nearly a bankrupt, or

nearly destitute ; he has nothing but a few small

copper coins]. (A, TA.) __ See also Jja.

^r-U-o Proclaimed [or pronounced] by thejudge

Q. 2. o>-Jjl> He was, or became, a o^-JLi

[or philosopher]. (M.) _ He affected to be a

philosopher. (PU.)

, a foreign word, Science; (M;) [philo

sophy ; or] love of science : from the word here

following. (O and K. in art. »J>-.)

9 1,0,

sJ^-XJi A man of science; (M ;) [a philo

sopher;] a word meaning in Greek a lover of

science. (0 and El in art. o>-.)

Q. 1. m.h\i He expanded, and made broad, or

wide, a round cake of bread ; (K, TA ;) as also

Llaji ; both mentioned by Abu-1-Faraj : [see art.

~±>ji : both are app. correct ; but the former

seems to be the more approved :] and lie made

broad, or wide, anything. (TA.)

• , 9 _

p-UaJj : see the following paragraph.

9 , 9, J

»-ixU* A cake of bread [expanded, and made

broad, or] wide : (IAar, TA:) and a thing [of

any kind (see the verb)] having breadth and

width. (TA.) iaJjJU iSlL occurs in a trad,

[meaning A broad, or wide, head of a thistle or

tti£ like]. (TA.) And -LiJuu J*|J means A

broad, or wide, head; as also t L\Hi. (g.) ^

-"ft".. °" & , . ^ '
AaJxUoJv f<M ly-6 lit, occurring in a trad., is

expl. by El-Khattabee as meaning [If they be

niggardly, to him, of] the expanded cake of

bread: and it is also expl. as meaning the dir/ienu

[or money] : (TA :) or the phrase [accord, to one

relation] is alilkjy Kie. \^J, t£t, in which

both ofthe meanings above mentioned are assigned

to the last word. (L and TA in art. mMh.)

1. iil>, (S, K,) aor. :, (K,) inf. n. £ii, (S,)

He clave, split, or rent, it, (S, K.,) i. e., a thing ;

(S ;) or it signifies, or signifies also, (accord, to

different copies of the K,) he cut it, (K,) with a

sword, &c. ; and he broke, or cruslied, it ; like as

one does the hump of a camel, with a knife :

(TA:) and one says also t <tJdi) (S, JO inf. n.

£*L«J; (S;) meaning the same; (K;) or this

has an intensive signification. (O, TA.) __ And

119,,

<*■-"-»■ y & [also] signifies / made it apparent, or

manifest ; or exposed it to view. (Sh, TA.)
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2 : see the preceding paragraph.

6 : see the paragraph next following, in three

places.

7. %Uu\ (S, K) and [in an intensive sense]

▼ «I*u (K) It became cleft, split, or rent ; &c.

(S, K.) One says, <LeuJt c«»JUJl, and [in an

intensive sense] t c-aI*J, 7%« e</^ became cleft,

split, or cracked asunder. (IF, O.) And ▼ C*xJU3

<ujj ./ft* ybof became cleft in several, or many,

0*00

places; or cracked, or chapped; syn. C-.ii.t3. (S.)

ii* and ♦ »I» J. fissure, or crack, in the foot,

(S, O, K,) &c. :' (K :) pi. Li* ; (S, O, K ;) like

gjtf and gjU. (O.)

• »

*Ji : see what next precedes.

isSi A piece of the hump of a camel : (O, K,

TA :)' pi. £U. (TA.) _ l^iii it)T ^ij (S, O,

KJ is a foul phrase, (S,) a phrase used in reviling ;

(O, K ;) or, as in the T, one says in reviling a

female slave, \Mi M -_J, meaning {May God

removefarfrom all that is good] herrima vulva;

or what is cleft, or cracked, or chapped, of her
. 00 0 00 0 0 90

heel : or, as Kr says, * lyitW, app. meaning \^ji

[her vulva] ; for itdi, [thus] «U&>ja~o, means the

£>• (TA.)

iaJi : see what next precedes.

ejlj A very sharp sword ; one that cuts much :

pi. iii. (K. [See also £iio.])

% 0 0 j 0 0

<L*Jli A calamity, or misfortune: pi. jJ'j-*.

(o, i)

«iiu A sAarp, or cutting, sword. (TA. [See

also £jji.])

9 0 £ * J 90 0 *

<UJULa »}\j* [A leathern mater-bag composed]

of several pieces of shim served together. (O, K..)

1. illi, aor. : , (S, Mgh, O, Msb, K,) inf. n.

^JLs, (S, Mgh, O, Msb,) He split it, clave it, or

divided it lengthwise; (S, Mgh, O, Msb, K. ;) as

also t isli, (S,* K,) inf. n. JJJJ ; (S ;) or the

latter has an intensive signification [or relates to

a number of objects]. (O,* Msb.) Alee used often

0 0 0 S %0 00 0*t 0 000 &0»0

to swear by saying, io-Jl Ijjj ijx«JI JiA» t_£jJjj

[ify ZTrm. who clave the grain, making it to ger

minate, and created, or produced, man, or the

soul]. (TA.) [Hence,] jj~ei\ &±, (?,) or

j^JM, (TA,) said of God, (S,* TA,) He made

the dawn [to break, or] to appear. (TA.)

J* 0 5 **.- 0 *

JUU..J1 cJUi [&PP- c-iJi, the part. n. being JJli,

q. v.,] means J%e palm-tree split, or e/aue, //-ow

[arovnd, i. e. w a* to disclose,] the spathe. (TA.)

— And \jof$\ ^ JiJLi, aor. - , inf. n. JUJ, He

went far into the land; like i>Jl£. (Ibn-Abbad,

O and TA in art. JJLc.) =aa And Jii, (K,) as

0 0 0' 0 0 J 00 0

inf. n. of tjiJ-J in the phrase jJUJI w»yo ip-*i

(TK,) signifies The plucking of the wool of the

hide when it has become stinking ; like Jj^o. (K,

TA. [jj o H *S in the CK, is a mistake, for

2 : see above, first sentence.

4. Jklit JTa did, or performed, or Ae uttered,

what was admirable, or wonderful; (S, O, Msb,

K, TA ;) said of a man, (S, O, TA,) and (TA)

of a poet, (S,* O,* Msb, K, TA,) in his poetry;

(TA;) as also* JJJUal. (S,K.) [From JIi,q.v.]

_ And He brought to pass tltat which was a

calamity; (t§L ;) as also ▼ JJU3I. (Lh, TA.) One

says to a man, cJUilj C«*JUI i. c. JJi JUju c-i*-,

meaning [7%ok Aas< brought to pass] that which

m a calamity. (S, O, K.*) _ And j^^JI ^j JJL»t

i/e wa«, or became, skilled in the affair. (TA.)

5 : see 7, first sentence. [Hence] one says,

JJUUJ J^j 4-i-JI w«cjua3 [The egg craclted, or

rather cracked in several places, but did not split

apart, or did not split much]. (Az, S in art. ui-5.)

And of milk such as is termed v^l) [q. v.] one

6ays J A U meaning 7< became dissundered, or

curdled, by reason of intense sourness : or, as

heard by Az from some of the Arabs, it, being

collected in a skin, and smitten by the heat of the

sun, became dissundered, or curdled, so that the

milk [or curds] became separate [from the whey] :

and of such milk they loathe the drinking. (TA.)

__ And 9_~oH (>U3: see 7. —_ JWJ said of a

boy : see Q. Q. 2. —— See also 8, in two places.

7. JULiJI i< became split, cleft, or cloven, or

divided lengthwise ; it split, clave, or cfo«e asunder;

(S, Mgh, O, Msb, El ;) as also t JXij . (S, Mgh,»

KL ;) [or] the latter signifies J£i3 [i. e. it became

split, &c, much, or in pieces, or ire several or

many places]. (O, Msb.) The former occurs in

the Kur xxvi. 63, said of the sea [as meaning It

clave asunder], (O.) __ [Hence,] -~-aJI JJUJI

(S and ]£ in art ^Jae) and * JJU3 (TA in the

present art.) The dawn broke. (TA in explanation

of the latter.)

8. JUai He (a man, TA) strove, or exerted

himself, so that fie excited wonder by reason of

his vehemence in running ; as also ▼ JJJu and

* J&5- (?) One says, ajoe ^ JAiL ^i, (S,

O,) and Aji *jiui!, and • jiliS, (O,) He passed

along doing what was wonderful by reason of his

veliemence in his running. (S, 0.) See also 4,

in two places.

Q. Q. 2. (JbX^Aj, said of a boy, He became big,

or bulky, and fat, or plump; (O, K, TA ;) as

also " ^JJLij ; both mentioned in the " Nawddir."

(TA.) _ See also 8, in two places.

Jli, (AHeyth, TA,) or t Jii, (S, O, TA,)

the former said by AHeyth to be the more cor

rect, (TA,) A split, fissure, cleft, or longitudinal

division ; syn. JUi : pi. Jjii : (S, O, TA :) and

t Jii (Lh, K, TA) [or J«?] signifies also [par

ticularly] a fissure, or cfe/i, («>£>) in a mountain ;

(Lh,Kl,TA;) and so *J)li: (?, TA:) and a

v*i [app. meaning //n/*, or ravine, or /'"■«].

(TA.) One says, J^Xi \J S^»~> Ojj^, meaning

Jyiii [i. e. / passed by a stony tract such as is

termed Zj*. in which were fissures, or clefts], (S,

O.) And JjJU <Ua-j ^4 i. e. JyUi [7n Am /oof,

or leg, are fissures or cfe/fe]. (As, S, O,* K.)

And d*» jJJ^ijJa (Lh, S, 0, £) and *jii

a-», (Lh, S, K,) the former of which is the more

known, (TA,) meaning <ULw ^ [He spoke to me

from out the fissure of his mouth, i. e., with his

lips, not by means of a spokesman]. (K.) And

t0 00 0 0 J 00 0

***!> J^* i^* *^-o He struck him on t/ie place

where his hair was separated, the middle of his

head. (TA.) _ See also Jii. = And see the

paragraph here following, last quarter.

JJXi : see the next preceding paragraph. =

See also aJUi, in two places. __ Also A rod, or

branch, that is split in two, (S, O, BL>) [i. e., in

halves,] and of which are then made two bows,

each whereof is termed JUL*, (S, O,) [or] each half

<•* i J *t 0

(Jki A£o [in the CK. (>i]) of what is thus split

is termed ^i : (K, TA :) and thus is termed a

bow that is made of the half of a branch, (K.,

TA,) the branch being split in two ; and it is also

40 0 0..

termed JUL* ^yi , the latter word being thus used

as an epithet, on the authority of Lh: or, as

AHn says, the bow termed JUi is one of which

the wood whereof it lias been made has been pre

viously split in two, or three, pieces : and he also

says that " ,jA» [app. for £J6 ^y] signifies a

bmv of which tlie piece of wood has been split in

two pieces. (TA.) [See also *->j2i, in two places:

• 0- C- *

and see cji.] = Also A wonderful thing or affair

or case; (S, O, Msb, K;) as also *JjlJ, (K,)

and * JO, (TA,) and ♦iLXi, (O,* TA,) of which

last an ex. occurs in the prov.,

dJLfJUJI ftjlyj

• <uuji\ t^yLi\ o&> J* •

[O my wonder at this wonderful thing! Does the

ringworm indeed overcome the spittle ?] : AA says,

the meaning is, that he was in wonder at the

alteration of usual occurrences ; for the spittle

usually dispels the ringworm, so he spat upon his

ringworm, but it did not become healed : tb^iM

is made an agent ; and Ujji\, an objective com

plement. (O, TA.) And A calamity, or «»?*■

fortune; (S, O, K;) as also t alii, (K, TA,

accord, to the CK. * Jii,) and * JJLi, (O, K,)

and t IL6, (8, O, K,) and * ^Jti (K, TA) or

* ]JSi, (TA,) and ♦ JJUi, (O and CK,) and

tliJiL.. (IDrd,0,K.) The Arabs say, taiUiljC

0 [come with succour] to the calamity. (S, O.)

And ♦ Jii i$X*i tU., (S, O, K,) imperfectly decl.,

(S, 0,) i. e. [He brought to pass] that which was
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a calamity: (S, O, K :) and * jii jii,t : (O,

^ :) or this means a very wonderful thing. (TA.)

Jili : see (pi, first sentence, in two places. _—

Also The daybreak, or damn ; (S, O, EL ;) as also

♦ JI», mentioned by Z and others ; (TA ;) and

thus the former has been expl. as signifying in the

ELur cxiii. 1 : (S, O, TA :) or what has broken

(JJUul) of the i^e. of the dawn ; (Fr.'BL, TA ;)

i. e. [of the bright gleam of dawn; of the dawn

that rises and spreads, filling the horizon with its

whiteness ; or] the extending light that is like tlie

[long tent called] }$**: (TA:) or [simply] the

light of daybreak or dawn : (Msb, EL :*) or the

appearing of the daybreak or dawn : (Zj, TA :)

and *.»«nll jyi signifies the light, and shining, or

bright shining, of the daybreak or dawn : (TA :)

one says, *_~oJI JUi ^ ,j^lyb and 9-~oJt Jji

[Jtii more distinct than what has broken of the

bright gleam of damn]. (O, TA.) _ And

[hence,] The plain appearing of the truth after

its having been dubious. (TA.) = Also A low,

or depressed, place of the earth, between tmo hills,

or elevated grounds; (As, S, 0, EL ;) as also *Jilli,

(S, O, EL,) and * HillS, (EL,) which last is said by

Aboo-Kheyreh, or some other, of the Arabs of

the desert, to be in the midst of mountains, giving

growth to trees, a place where people alight and

where camels, or other cattle, remain during the

cold night, saying that the t JiH is of hard, or

hard and level, ground; (TA ;) and the pi. of

Jii is o&* (S, EL, TA) and j-^il also: (TA :)

or Jji, (EL,) or "Ji\i, (TA,) signifies a wide tract

of land or ground, between two extended tracts of

sand; (EL, TA;) and the pi. of the latter word

is i;l*-U> li*e as O!/»-»• 1S 1»- of j»-U.. (TA.)

= And JJlill signifies 7Zc#; syn. jr-^: (K :)

f j

or « certain well (*,->»■) therein. (Es-Suddee, O,

K. ) =s And 77ie wAofe creation ; all the beings,

or things, that are created. (Zj, S, O, EL.) This,

accord, to some, is the meaning in the ELur cxiii.

1. (S, O.) = And TFA«< remains, of milk, in

tlie bottom of the bowl ; whence one says, (in re

viling a person, attributing to him meanness, TA,)

lJiiJI ojli i>^' ^i [0 son of the drinker of what

remains'kc.]. (EL, TA.) __ And The milk that

is in a dissundered, or curdled, state, by reason of

sourness; as also * JiUie. (K.)= And 77te SjJai*

o/ </«e keeper of a prison ; (S, 0,* EL ;) i. e. [a

kind of stocks;] a piece of mood in which are

holes of the size of the shank, wherein men are

confined, (EL, TA,) i. e. thieves and waylayers,

(TA,) in a row : (EL, TA :) whence the saying of

i. e. [Suck a one passed the night] infear and the

Sjhi>» [from the time of the redness of the region

of sunset after tke setting of tlie sun until the

dawn], (TA.) See also lib.

.- *, "»

Jjii ,£Jji> tU. : and JXi ^JXkj : see JIs, last

sentence.

iiiii\ A certain brand, beneath the ear of a

camel, (0, EL,) in theform of a ring in the middle

of which is a perpendicular line dividing it [from

top to bottom, and, in some copies of the EL, ex

tending downwards so that about half of its length

is below tlie ring], (O, EL.* [In some copies of the

latter it is figured, but somewhat differently in

different copies.]) __ See also iili.

* '*

SUdi A piece [properly that has been split off]

(Mgh, Msb, KL) of a thing; as also t JI»:

(KL :) or a fragment, or piece broken off, (S, O,

EL, TA) of bread, or of a [bowl such as is termed]

iClL, (TA,) or of this latter the half, (S, O, EI,

TA,) as in the saying <L«jL)t <UUi ,^s-\ [Give

thou to me the half of tlie bowl, perhaps meaning,

of its contents], (S, O, TA,) or, as some say, one

of the divided halves thereof: (TA:) the pi. of

aJUi is JSi : (Mgh, TA :*) and [* Jj^i is app. a

pi., like Jlyil, (and perhaps J^Xi, mentioned voce

J^,) and *J^i a quasi-pl. n., of * ji*, all

agreeably with analogy ; whence] one says, jLo

t I5^i ^J\, and 1 15$, meaning ifcjit, (S, O,

EL,) i. e. [Tke eggs becamefragments; or it means,

became cleft in pieces ; or] became much cleft, or

cleft in many places. (EL, TA. [See also £$>

0 ' 0 0

and J^ILJ below.]) = See also Jpa, last quarter.

• **,

3Jdi [signifies, in the present day, A thick staff,

to the ends of which are attached the two ends of

a rope, by means whereof a man's legs are secured,

between the rope and the staff, when he is basti-

naded; and it is also called ♦ £&: this may

perhaps be meant by its being said in the TA,

on the authority of Lh, that <ttJUUI signifies

t ; as also " <UdA)\].

ijidi, or j^jiLb : see Jii, last quarter.

»j-oJI ilili A ewe, or she-goat, (ili,) wide, or

ample, in the udder. (Ibn-'Abbad, O, EL.)

q\AX» A sheer, or an unmixed, lie. (IAar, O,

EL.) [It is also a pi. : see Jii, in two places.]

JftS : see UXi, in two places. __ Also, (O,

EL,) and J^ii, (thus in the 0,) or t J^ii, like

j^t-o, (thus in the EL, [but this I think question

able,]) Milk becoming, or become, like cheese: (O,

EL:) [or J$J may be here a quasi-pl. n. of J&

(q. v. voce iils), so that the meaning may be,

that has become cleft portions of curd; and ,J^Jb

may also mean thus as a pi. of JUi. See also the

next paragraph.]

* - t -»

J^ : see AJUi, in two places. _ Also The

state of milk's becoming thick and sour, so that it

curdles, or becomes dissundered : (IAar, EL, TA:)

[or it may be here a pi. of Jii (q. v. voce «UA»),

for in a verse cited by IAar the milk in this case

is termed J'jli jj, so that it may mean the sepa

rate portions of curd of milk that has become

thick and sour ; though it is said in the TA that

its pi. is J^b, for this I think very questionable.

See also the next preceding paragraph.]

f ** % **

Jj^Ji : see J^Ls.

• * ••

JJLJ : see JJL*, former half. — Also The de

pressed place in the Olr^ [°r under part of the

neck] of the camel, where is the passage of the

windpipe: (S, O, EL:) or, accord, to Lth, the part

that is [as though it were] cleft, of the interior of

tlie neck of the camel : (O, TA :) or, as some

say, the part between tke [two sinews called the]

^I^UU, when tke fur between these is [as though

it were] cleft : and it is not said in relation to a

human being. (TA.) — And J*JUJt also signifies

[The cephalic vein ;] a certain vein in the upper

arm, (0, EL,) that runs to the [cartilage called]

^aiu of the shoulder-blade : it is the vein of tke

<L*tj ; and is [also] called «_ajUJt [q. v., and see

also «*^JI]. (0.) And A certain vein that smells

up in the neck. (EL.) = See, again, jii, in two

places.

jaf.\ ii^-4 A piece of baked brick : (Lh, EL :)

pi. &}&. (So in copies of the EL. [Probably a

mistranscription for " J^ui, which, if correct, is

properly a coll. gen. n.])

• * «. « »

4-a-i-lJ : see S-Li, in three places. = Also A

quantity collected togetlier, (iLlb, EL, TA, in the

O without any point to the first letter,) or a small

quantity, (iJULS, thus in some copies of the EL,)

of hair: (O, EL, TA:) mentioned by Ibn-Abbdd.

(0,.TA.) ss And A sort of broth ; thus termed

by the people of El-Medeeneh ; occurring in a

trad, as related by Ibraheem El-IJarbee ; (O ;) or

a pottage (j«k») that is cooked, and into which

fragments (J-1J, i. e. j-Lfe,) of bread are

crumbled: (TA:) but accord, to AA, it is called

iLji only. (0, TA.)

• if -

see JJULc.

^pU Splitting, cleaving, or dividing lengthwise.

(TA.) ^<i 41JT JJU, (O, EL,") in the ELur

[vi. 95], (O,) means The Cleaver of the dry grain

so as to produce therefrom green leaves [and of

the date-stone] : or, as some say, the Creator

t/iereof. (O, EL.*) And hence the saying of

'Aisheh, ^Jj^s JjU *l£l)| ^,1 [Verily weeping is

cleaving my liver]. (TA.) _ Hence, also, in the

ELur [vi. 96], rC^' J^** He roAo causeth the

dawn to break : in which instance, also, JUl» has

reference to the meaning of Creator: (O, TA:)

so says Zj. (TA.)— JUli «U»»-i means A palm-

tree splitting, or cleaving from [around, i. e. so as

to disclose,] the spatke : (O, EL,* TA :) pi. JjLi.

(TA.) _ Jjt^UI as pi. of JjUJI signifies The

veins that divide [so as to form ramifying veins

(thus I render t lili^Jl Jjjil)] in the human

being. (Ibn-'Abbad, O, TA.) See also JJU,

first sentence. _ And see JkJLi, former half, in

three places. __ iib^JI t aili/ «u£Ii., or, as in

the T, .T%yi JUW, [thus in the TA, but I think

that a£>j^JI and »\£sj^\ are evidently mistran
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scriptions, and that the right reading is sli»>^J1,

•with Jb,] meaning [J left him in the low, or

depressed, tract in the midst of] the sand [called

ELWedka]. (TA.)

j^JLj An army ; a military force : (S, 0, K :)

or a great [military force such as is termed]

alalia : (Kt, Msb, TA :) this is the primary

signification, and the only one known to Kt :

(TA:)pl.jj&. (S,K.) One says, J&^UuJ

*Uy£, meaning [He assailed them] with a formid

able [great] 3L^£». (TA.) — And A great, big,

or large, man : (O, K :) occurring in this sense

in a trad., as an epithet applied to Ed-Dejj&l : Kt

doubted whether it were thus or j^ ; but Az

affirms that both have this meaning. (O.) And

one says, J^JLi Sl^ol^ ,^^U .J^, meaning [Such a

* * *

one was tried, or afflicted, with a woman, or wife,]

cunning, evil, and clamourous. (TA.) — See also

fjXi, in two places. = Also [The cocoon of a

silk-worm ;] the thing from which j3 is obtained;

an arabicized word. (Msb voce «JLi, q.v. : men

tioned also in the Mgh, in art. u^ji-)

iiUli, as a subst. : see JJU, former half: and

see also <>)t», last sentence.

SdXi J^lit ijyj J^» means Such a one was slain

with the hardest, or most violent, sort of slaughter.

(Lh, TA.) And Iji &•» Jiil \^> ^j £ I

have not seen ajourneyfurther in extent than this.

(Lh, TA.)

£ ° J

(JJJUU A poet who poetizes admirably or wonder-

fully. (S.O.)

see Jii, last quarter.

•s^ *

(>U-o, applied to a peach, and an apricot, and

the like, that splits, or cleaves, from [around, i. e.

*o as to disclose,] its stone, and becomes dry : and

▼jj^i», with damm to the o, and also to the J,

with teshdeed, signifies such as does not become

dry : (Msb :) or ♦ J^li, (S, O, K,) with damm

and [then] teshdeed, (S,) like Ja~j, (0, K,) sig

nifies, applied to a. peach, that splits, or cleaves,

9 3* J

from [around] its stone: and Ji-U-o, such as

becomes dry. (S, K.)

• * •

Jj"}IUt« A man Zoro, ignoble, or mean, and poor,

or destitute : (Lth, O, K :) or one to/io possesses

no property : pi. J>JUU : and to such is likened

such as possesses no knowledge nor understand

ing of a juridical decision. (O.) And A man

wfio does, or utters, evil, or disliked, or hateful,

things. (TA.)

jyLL« A camel marked with the brand tanned

""[q.T.]. (0,K.)

J.U..0 : see ^JJj, last quarter : _ and see Ji\i.

i : see the following paragraph, latter sen

tence.

u-iili One 7i)Ao.se mother is Arab, but not his

father : (Lth, O, K :) or one whosefather is such

as is termed iJy» [i. e. a freedman under the

patronage of his emancipator], and whose mother

is Arab ; (S, O, K ;) thus says A'Obeyd, (S,0,)

and thus Sh: (TA :) or one whose father and

mother are Arabs, and whose two grandmothers

are slaves ; (O, K ;) thus accord, to Az and

AHeyth (O) and ISk, and this is [said to be]

the right explanation : (TA :) or one whose father

is a .J** [expl. above], and his mother the like,

i. e. a »*})$-• ; (S, O, K ;) thus accord, to Abu-1-

Ghowth. (8, 0.) Also, (O, K,) and t Jj&,

(K,) Niggardly, or a niggard; and vile, or

ignoble. (O, K.*)

Mi

1 : see the next paragraph, in two places.

2. AXi, (S, O, K,) inf. n. £*&, (S,) said of a

girl's breast, It became round, (S, O, K, TA,) like

the SSli [or whirl (of a spindle)], but less than is

denoted by t^i [inf. n. of j^i, q. v.] ; (TA ;) as

also t,iUA3, (8, O, K,) and t JUW, (Th, O, K,)

and t iUi. (Ibn-Abbad, O, K.) And CJ&,

(K,) inf. n. as above, (TA,) She became round

in the breast ; as also * cXli. (K, TA. [For the

latter verb, the CK has C-XJli.]) = See also &U,

j c s

second sentence. — >jLJLaJJ1 also signifies The

pastor's making, of course hair (wJijk), a thing

like the aiX4 (AA, T, S, O, TA) of the spindle,

(AA, T, TA,) and inserting it into the tongue of

the young unwearied camel, (AA, T, S, O, TA,)

having perforated the tongue [for that purpose],

(AA, T, TA,) in order that lie may not such :

(AA, T, S, O, TA:) accord. to Lth, {jlLi\ JJii

signifies I put a twig around the tongue of the

hid in order that it might not such : but Az says

that the right explanation of jUilJI is that of

AA [given above]. (TA.) [See also 4 in art.^».,

and 4 in art. ^y).] = And JXXi, inf. n. as above,

He (a man) persisted, or persevered, (■«-),) in an

affair ; (K, TA ;) and so tjJUil. (TA.) a And

•zSXi She (a bitch) desired copulation, and dis

charged blood from the womb ; syn. C A .*,,=> I

C-iUj. (O, K.)

• *•*

4: see 2, first sentence: — and 4&J, second

sentence : = and see also 2, last sentence but

one.

5 : see 2, first sentence.

iUi A ship : (S, O, Msb, K, &c. :) [also par

ticularly applied to the ark of Noah ; as in the

Kur-an vii. 62, &c. :] the word is generally thus

only ; but some say ♦dUi also,with two dammehs;

and it is held that this may be the original form ;

and that Jxii may be a contraction, like as ^e. is

[of JU« accord, to Sb] : (MF, TA :) it is masc.

and fern., (S, O, K,*) and sing, and pi., (S,0, K,)

and Ibn-Abbad says that it has J^JLs also for a

pi. : (O :) [it is said that] it may be sing., and in

this case masc. ; and pi., and in this case fern. :

(IB, Msb :) [but see what here follows :] it occurs

in the Kur-an in the following (and other) places:

in xxvi. 119, &c. ; where it is sing, and masc. :

(S, O, TA :) and in [xvi. 14 and] xxxv. 13 ;

where it is pi. [and fem.] : (TA:) and in ii. 159;

where it is fem., and may be either pi. or sing.:

it seems that, when it is sing., it is regarded as

meaning the ^=>y>, and is therefore made masc. ;

or the 3jt»", and is therefore made fem. : (S, O,

TA :) or, (K,) as Sb used to say, (S, O, TA,) the

iUi that is a pi. [in meaning] is a broken pi. of

that, (S, O, K, TA,) i. e. of the J&, (IB, O, K,

TA,) that is a sing, [in meaning] : and it is not

like «_JiaJI, which is sing, and pi. [in meaning],

and the like thereof (S, O, K, TA) among substs.,

such as JitJt &c. ; (S, O, TA ;) for ^l&i has

been heard from the Arabs as dual of iUi, but

not oW^»- [°r tDe hke] as dual of <^**e [or the

like] ; and they say that what has not been

dualized is not a pi. [form], but [is, or may be,]

a homonym, and what has been dualized [is, or

may be,] a pi. [form] : (MF, TA :) Sb then says

in continuation, (TA,) for jii and jii share in

application to one thing [or meaning], as wy^l

and vjil, (S, O, K, TA,) &c. ; (S, O, TA ;) and
• -'* O 0 J

as it is allowable for J*» to have for its pi. Jij,

as in the instance of JlwI and jwl, so too Jjtj

may have for its pi. Jii. (S, O, K, TA.) * ^di

is a dial. var. of J\)a ; and Abu-d-Darda read,

[in the Kur x. 23,] ^M J> JJ^> lit [When

ye are in the ships ; where others read JiXU\ J ;

and where the context shows that the pi. meaning

is intended]. (IJ, TA.) = [It may also be a pi.

of the word next following].

JUM\ Hie place of the revolving of the stars ;

(O, K, TA ;) [the celestial sphere: but generally

imagined by the Arabs to be a material concave

hemisphere ; so that it may be termed the vault

of heaven ; or tlie firmament :] the astronomers

say that it is [a term applied to every one, by

itself, of] seven Jl^Jal [by which they mean sur

rounding spheres], exclusive of tfie tl»w [or shy, as

meaning the region of the clouds] ; wherein have

been set the seven stars [i. e. the Moon, Mercury,

Venus, the Sun, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn], in

every ^^b [or surrounding sphere] a star, some

being higher than others; revolving therein: (TA:)

[it is also commonly imagined that above these is

an eighth sphere, called by the astronomers AXi

Ool^lll (t/ie sphere of the fixed stars), and by

others ,_j~y£)l <£U* ; and above this, a ninth,

called isJj^l AlS and J^sii\ AJJ, and also

called jeJ^I (q. v.) :] the pi. is I)^Ul [a pi. of

pauc] (S, O, Msb, K, TA) and ddi (K, TA)

and >iU» may be another pi., like as jwl and

^1L are pis. of j^l and Z~U. (S, O, TA.

[Thus accord, to both of my copies of the S, as well

• •I

as the O and TA : but it may be that ju>l and

• •J 9 jl • J J

>^ ..:,». are mistranscriptions for juit and ..,■.?,■. ;

9 91

and therefore that for JXii (which is not men

tioned as a pi. of iUi in the K) we should read

«i&.]) And ,1^1)1 iUli signifies Tlie pole of
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heaven ; [generally the north celestial pole ;]

likened to the pivot, or axis, of the mill-stone.

(TA.) _ Also (i. e. Jk\U\) The revolving of the

heaven [or celestial sphere']. (TA.) _ And «iU»

signifies also The circuit, and main part, of any

thing. (K.) __ And Waves of the sea in a state

of commotion, (O, K, TA,) circling, (TA,) and

going to and fro. (O, TA.) This, (O, TA,) or

what is next mentioned, (TA,) or the place of

revolving of the stars, (O,) or the pole of heaven,

(TA,) is meant in a trad, where it is said of a

horse smitten by the [evil] eye, that he was as

though he were turning in a .Alii. (O, TA.) And

Water put in motion by the wind, (O, K, TA,)

going to and fro, in a state of commotion : (O,

TA:) mentioned by Z. (TA.) Also A hill,

or mound, of sand, having around it a wide

expanse of land : (IAar, 0, Kl, TA :) or,>« iU»

JojJI signifies rugged, round ii^a-l [app. a pi. of

Zjy*. (though I do not find it mentioned as such),

and meaning depressed and clear places], of the

sands, like [tracts of] what are termed £)\j£a [or

soft stones resembling dry pieces of clay], hollowed

out by the gazelles. (TA.) And Pieces of land,

(S, O, K, TA,) or of sand, (S,) having a circular

form, and elevated above what is around them,

(S, O, K, TA,) with ruggedness and evenness ;

(TA;) one whereof is termed 1 2&U, (S, O, K,

TA,) with the J quiescent ; pi. Jj'jli ; (Kl, TA ;)

i. e. [this is pi. of ££&,] like ZjucS and ctoS :

(TA:) in [the book entitled] El-Ghareeb EI-

Musannaf, [by Aboo-Amr Esh-Sheybanee, we

find] t a&i and JUi, [each] JujLlj^ ; [accord.

to which, SSXi is a n. un., and ilJLi is a coll.

gen. n. ;] but in " the Book " of Sb, [agreeably

with the K, we find] ♦ i£Ls [as a sing.] and Jdi

[as a quasi-pl. n.], like aixL and JXL. (IB,TA.)

_ See also *&i, in two places.

A slave (AA, O) having a buttock like

* * *

the <L£JU [or whirl] of a spindle (AA, O, Kl) in

shape; (AA, O ;) resembling the Zenj; (K ;) [for]

the buttocks of the Zenj are round : (AA, O :) or

large in the buttoclts. (TA.) And (O, Kl) it is

said to signify (O) Thick, or coarse of make, in

thejoints: (O, K:) and loose in the bones ; (EL;)

or weak, loose in the bones, andflaccid; thus expl.

by Ibn-Abbad: (O :) and having a pain in his

patella (*£>j &S ^). (O, El.)

• * » 6 0* g ,,

«iLL» : i. q. JUL», q.v.«a And a pi. of JUL*.

(K,TA.)

• *•*

Z&i The whirl of a spindle : (MA :) [this is

what is meant by the saying that] the 2&i of the

Jjx* is well known ; (K;) [and] is thus called

because of its roundness : (S, O :) [it is a piece of

wood, generally of a /hemispherical form, or

nearly so, through the middle of which the upper

part of the spindle-pin is inserted:] also pro

nounced * <U& : (O, K :) the pi. [of the former]

is » JU» [or rather this is a quasi-pl. n.] and [that

of the latter sing, is] Juti. (TA.) And A

thing that is made round, or hemispherical,

(" oAJUu, or "<iUJu, accord, to different copies of

the K,) like the SSXi of the spindle, of coarse hair

(wJU), then the tongue of the young unweaned

camel is perforated, [and this thing is inserted

into it, (see 2, and see also 4 in art. *-yJ,)] in

order that he may be preventedfrom sucking. (EL

[For Js-a^t jjLJ jjjtiJii in the CE1, I read

J--eAJI ^UJ Jjj»-e», as in other copies of the El

and in the TA : after these words, the copies of

the K. have <*j j^asui, app. a mistranscription for

some phrase meaning &J Jj^^i, which is neces

sary to complete the explanation.]) _ And An

[eminence such as is termed] i»£»1 [formed] of

one mass ofstone ; (El, TA ;) accord, to ISh, [of]

the smaller of tlie [eminences termed] .>»l=»t, com

pact in its head, as though this were the 2&XJ of a

spindle, not giving growth to anything, in height

of the measure of two spears or a spear and a

half. (TA.) — See also iUi, near the end, in

two places. _ Also Anything circular. (K.) __

And [particularly] The joint [or cartilaginous

disk] between the two vertebree [i. e. between any

one of the vertebra and that next to it] of the

camel : (K, TA :) and the pi. [or rather quasi-pl.

n.] thereof, in this sense and in the last two of

the senses following, is t JJj. (TA.) _ [And

The cap of the knee ; (see jXXi ;) l£&j)\ i£Ai sig

nifying the patella : so in the present day.] _

And The small thing («U^Jt [app. the foramen

cascum, from its round form, for, though the TA

adds the epithet <&AUI, which means " rising," I

think that this addition may be conjectural,])

upon the head of the root of the tongue. (El.) _

And The side of the [portion of the breast called

the] jtj [q.v.], and the part thereof that is round,

or circular. (K. [But see SjJlJ; where it is said

that " the «iUi of the jjjj of a ftorse are six in

number :" what they are I have been unable to

determine : I incline to think that they may be

spiral curls, such as are termed j-5|jj, pi. of

O^M The (£>>£> [or baker's rolling-pin: 6ee

the latter word] : (O, El, TA : [in the CK1, Jjyfjt

is erroneously put for «>>>i!l :]) Az holds both of

these words to be arabicized. (O.) And (TA)

The fj^yi [or papyrus]. (S ; and K in art. 0&*')

ass And Tar, or pitch; syn. j\&, or oJj. (KL in

art. y>£l9.) ass And tjjxl u»£ A great bow.

(TA in art. i>SI»0

«iU»l One who goes round about the iUi, (IAar,

0, EL,) i.e. the hill, or mound, of sand that has

around it a wide expanse of land. (IAar, O.)

OlSeii^t Two portions offlesh which border,

on each side, the eQ ; (IDrd, O, Kl ;) i. e. they

are the Q&jlL [q. v.]. (IDrd, O.)

•zXlJu, -. see dJ[».

« - • • » a »

ixiS : see i£li, first sentence.

2£li : see ■Ms, near the end.

i^jfti : see JUL», last sentence but one.

3 .,

(>JOi [Of, or relating to, the J)ii as meaning

the celestial sphere. — And] One who occupies

himself [as an astronomer, or astrologer] with tlte

science of tfte stars. (TA.)

*£Ji [dim. of «iU», which is sometimes fem.

when used as a sing, as well as when used as a

pi.,] A small ship : the vulgar say a.'SjJL* [i. e.

A=^W; whence the Italian "feluca"]. (TA.)

«i«U and ™ »iLU-o A girl whose breast is becoming

round, (K, TA,') like the iXli [or whirl (of a

spindle)]. (TA.) [And the former is also applied

as an epithet to the breast : for] AA says that

[the pi.] .iUly is applied to breasts (\JJ$) that

are less than such as are termed .x&iy. (TA.)

on

iS$& is a substitute for the proper name of a

human being, (S, Msb,» El, TA,) i. e. of a male ;

(8» TA- ;) and in like manner t 3jyj\ (Msb, BI,

TA,) for that of a female ; (TA ;) each without

Jl : (Msb :) [the former may be rendered Such

a one, or Such a man; and the latter, Such a

woman :] and ^li\ and * iU^jUJI for other than

a human being, (S, £, TA,) i. e. for a [particu

lar] camel, (Lth, TA,) or for a [particular] beast,

as in the saying, q"^U\ c«1=9j [I rode such a

beast, i. e. such a male beast], and ♦ iS^UUI cJjU

[I milked such a beast] : (Msb, TA :) J,^ has

no dual nor pi. : (IB, TA :) [but] sometimes one

says to a single person, masc, ji C ; and to two,

O^* W > and to a pi. number, j^ii C : and in

the fem., Hi C ; &c. : (Kl : [see more in art.

Ji :]) accord, to Kb, {j'jj is of the measure

JU» ; and its dim. is * ^lii : (TA :) or, as some

say, it is of the measure O*^, [originally o!^,]

with j rejected, therefore its dim. is * £,Qi [ori

ginally ol^Xi] ; (T, L, TA ;) like as J,UJt ia

[said by some to be] oWl, of which the ^ is

rejected, and therefore its dim. is J,i ' '.;.'[

(T,L.)

to**

O^tM '• Bee the preceding paragraph.

*y$i, and ii$U1 : see &yS, in three places.

yj^s the rel. n. of &yj ; it is rendered in

determinate by the affix ic; and by means of

the article J I, it becomes determinate ; therefore

i - i * ' I

you say ^t/uuM ^^L» [meaning Such a one, the

person named in relation to such a one]. (TA.)

• i' > * **

(jUli : see ^/}W, near the end.

j^i and j^Xi A boy, or youth, compact in

make (jjl»0, fat, that has nearly attained to

puberty ; as also t it£» and t j^iii : (El :) or

•'•' 9'tl

^yXs [l. e. j^Jj or j^Xi] signifies a fat boy or
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^outh, that has nearly attained to puberty ; thus

4 - 9 -

expl. by AA : [and so jjky is expl. by him : and

t,t* titj .... ,

jjbji and jJkji are similarly expl. :] or, as some

say, a plump boy or youth : and accord, to Kr, a

boy tftat fills the cradle. (TA.)

*,»'j f see the preceding paragraph.

1. Hi, (M, EL,) first pers. 4#l5, (S, M, Msb,)

aor. i , (TA,) inf. n. jii, (M, K, TA,) with fet-h,

and tyj accord, to the M, or !^ti accord, to the

K, (TA,) He withdrew him from sucking;

namely, a colt, (M, EL,) and a young ass, (M,)

and a child ; (M, K ;) as also * J'jWt, and * OLil :

(M, EL :*) or he weaned, or ablactated, him, as

also * Wit, and* V)U-»t: (EL:) or dll &* i^i

and * »^|L3I signify thus ; relating to a colt and a

young ass : (S : [and in a similar manner both

are expl. in the T, on the authority of ISk:]) or

o*)J, (M,) or <ul ijjc t^i, relating to a colt and

a young ass, (T,) signifies thus ; (T, M ;) but

ti^LSI, (M,) or aJu »^»l, (T,) signifies he took

him for himself [app. from his mother] : (T,

M :) or aJjXs and " euJIil signify I separated him

from his mother ; namely, a colt : and 0>Ji is

said of a filly [meaning she was separated &c.].

(Msb.) [Hence,] the t h"$S [q. v.] is [said to be]

thus called j-A. A£s ^j* «i«Ji \j*$, [Because it

is as though it were weaned, and removed, from

everything good], (M.) __ And eUjJli I reared

him, or brought him up; [namely, a youth, or

boy ;] as also * «uJUL»l : a poet says,

f 'i • - * a j 0" *- A"

* tjul J~u LU JULj ^rJ* *
+ * +

* U» Iju- U-iU t UJU-il -5)1 •

* + s

[And a cntef of us does not ever perish but we

rear a youth to be a chief among us]. (S.) =

wiQ-iW o^, (M, EL,) first pers. <ojJli and *iJL»,

(T, S,) inf. n. ^Xi and ^^is, (M in this art. and

in art. ^jli,) He struck (S, M, EL) Ai'to, (EL,) or

Am head, (S, M,) with the sword: (8, M, EL:) or

he struck, or cut, it, i. e. one's head, with the

sword. (T* and M in art. ,jJi.) — And O^ii

veyUI i" entered amid the breaks, or interspaces, of

the people ; like ^ t 7 j 1 3. (T, TA.) = *$i as

intrans., said of a man, .He journeyed, or wewtf

forth to journey. (IAar, T, EL.) _ And 2Te

became intelligent after being ignorant. (IAar,

T,EL.)

4: see 1, first sentence, in three places. __

cJil said of a mare, (M, EL,) and of a she-ass,

(M,) means She was one whose colt /tad attained

to the age for his being weaned. (M, EL.) And

the phrase \j\*\ o*^*' «*3, ending a verse of Adee

Ibn-Zeyd, and referring to wild animals, means,

as expl. by AHn, that had become in the state in

which their young ones were full-grown and in no

need of their mothers. (M.) ss And >»yUt .Jit

Bk. I.

The people, or party, came to the S^i [or desert,

&c.]: (S, EL:*) or, as Z says, entered it; which

is nearly the same as the former explanation.

(TA.)

8 : see 1, in six places : ss and see also art.

*$& [a coll. gen. n.] : see i*$±.

*^i L> and S*5)L» L> : see Ji b, in art. ^)i.

jXi : see yki.

V$i A [desert such as is termed] jii ; (M, K;)

so called for a reason mentioned above, in the first

paragraph, q. v.; (M;) or [such as is called]

SjliU; (T, S, K;) in which is no water; or, in

thefewer cases, in which there is an interval of two

days with a portion of tlie day preceding them and

of the dayfollowing them between the waterings of

camels and of one day between the waterings of

* 0 , 0 C 0

asses and of sheep or goats (^-*»JDj tjj J>0*J

^A ^t^illj) : (M, K :) or a land in which is no

water : (Msb :) or a wide [desert such as is termed

:<jLU: (M, 5:) pi. i#i, (T, 8, M,$,) a pi.

of pauc, (TA,) and t ^i, (T, S, M, Msb, K,) [or

rather this is a coll. gen. n. of which »^» is the

n. un.,] and .Jli, (M, K,) or this is pi. of ^Li,

' 2 &»

(S,) and [so are] ^Ai (M, EL) and fia [which is

the original of ^ and ^Jj], (CK1,) Sil is

[likewise] pi. of #. (S, M, Msb, K •) _ [jit

S^UJI A man of the desert : or one who travels in

the desert or deserts.] __ And S^UJt />jl The *b>».
*• ^ *

[or male chameleon]. (T in art. ,-«^.)

fjj, mentioned in the paragraph here following

as a pi. of ^JLJ, signifies also Bones. (TA.)

Jb (S, M, Mgh, Msb, K) and jii (M, El) and

t^Ii (S, M, Msb, Kl) A colt, (S, Mgh,) because

he is weaned ; (S ;) or a colt, and a young ass,

(M, Msb, K,) when weaned, (M, K,) or separated

from his mother: (Msb:) or when a year old;

(K ;) or jXi signifies also a colt that is a year

old : (M : [see a-gll :]) and a light, or an active,

ass: (IAar, TA voce jyuu :) and sometimes (S)

the female is called 5^Xi: (S, Msb:) the pi. is

f0, (S, M, Mgh, Msb, Kl,) like ftj^l as pi. of

jJl*, (S, Mgh, Msb,) and like jU».l as pi., ofj*o*.,

(TA,) and also l£J$4, (S, K,) and^JLJ, mentioned

by Fr, (M, TA,) and f^i is mentioned as a pi.

of yH signifying a colt by Aboo-Alee El-Kalee.

(TA.)

*fi ** 9A **

Ojjte aj^ju are epithets applied to a woman

[each signifying Of, or belonging to, the e^ti, or

desert]. (TA.)

JjU and a«JUU A mare having a yi. (S, TA.)

1. ^ ^W, (M, Mgh, ?,) and *Q, (Mgh,)

[aor. r,] inf. n. ^Xi ; (M, Mgh ;) and iwlj t^jli

also ; (K ; [but not in my copy of the TA ;])

He searched his liead, (M, Mgh, EL,) and his

clothes, (Mgh,)/or lice : (M, Mgh, El :) [and it

appears from an explanation below (see 8) that

'A,

a-iIj (_yte»l perhaps signifies the same :] or one

says, J^iJI ^>« Awlj £~1s [I searched his head
" "

$

for lice] : (S :) or ^jwlj w*JL», aor- as ahove, and

so the inf. n., signifies / cleared my head of lice.

(Msb.) [See also i'&UI, below.] In the saying

of Amr Ibn-Maadee-kerib,

* L54xJ 131 oyiii i^j *

[Thouseest it (meaning the white hair intermixing

with black) like the thagham (the plant so called)

inserted in musk, grieving the lousing women when

they louse me], ^^i is for ^y^ii, (T, S,) the two

,js being deemed difficult of utterance; (T;) as

Akh says, he has rejected the latter & because it

is merely a preservative to the verb [lest its affix

should be supposed to form an essential part of

it], whereas the former ^ may not be rejected,

because it is the pronoun of the verb. (S.) _

[Hence,] jilll ^Ji, (ISk, T, S, K,) aor. and inf.

n. as above, (TA,) tHe considered, and en

deavoured to understand, the poetry, and elicited

its meanings, (ISk, T, S, EL, TA,) and what was

strange of it : (ISk, S, TA :) or, accord, to the

A, he investigated the meanings of the poetry :

one says, wm aJls C~JI tJA Jit \[Investigate

thou the meaning of this verse, for it is difficult],

(TA.) [Freytag has mentioned ^U, in art. ^Jli,

as signifying " Disquisivit," and as followed by

^>c; from the Deewdn of the Hudhalees.] And

>*^" i*l* fHe considered, or examined, the various

modes of the affair, or case, endeavouring to obtain

a clear knowledge of them, and looked to its re

sult. (T, TA.) And ^^ j£l)| 3^4 f[I ex-

amined the people, or party, with my eye, in order

to know them] : and >>i- C«JS f [I examined

their state, or case, in order to know it], (TA.)

And *&■ ^ '*$*, (T, M, K, TA,) aor. as above,

(T, TA,) and so the inf. n., (M, TA,) \He looked,

or examined, to see what was his intelligence : (T,

TA :) or fie tried, or tested, him, in respect of his

intelligence. (M, EL, TA.) JiyUt i4ii I en

tered amid the breaks, or interspaces, of the people;

(T,TA;«) asalso^ii; (T,) and so *j^iil.

(TA.) And SjUJt ^i He passed through the

ijMut [i. e. desert, or waterless desert]. (TA.) _

O&JW &*, aor. AjiL, (EL, TA,) inf. n. ^, (TA,)

signifies the same as c$S, aor. q*Mj, (EL, TA,)

inf. n. ^Ii. (TA.) See the latter verb in art. ^i.

= ^jAi i. q. %j*ii\ [It, or he, was cut, or cut off,

&c,]- (IAar, T, EL.)

2 : see the first sentence above.

4 : see 1, near the end of the paragraph.

5. ^JJ He ajrplied himself, as to a task, to

the act of searching his head for lice. (T,* M,

TA.)

308
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6. jo^JI wJUu The asses scratched, scraped,

or rubbed, one another; as though they were

lousing one another. (M, TA.) _ See also 10.

8. S:M ogL, (T,) or ol&1, (K,*) I They

depasture the herbage (T, KL*) of <Ae 5^» [or

desert, or waterless desert, &c.], (T,) or of the place,

(]£,) anrf seekfor the portions of herbage that are

beginning to dry up therein; like as [is done when]

the head is searched for lice (u"!jJ' . J£L U£» or

i^lpl (,5^! W& accord, to two transcripts from

the T). (T in arts. ,JL» and ^ of the TT.)

[This meaning of the verb is expl. (imperfectly)

in art. ^JL», to which it does not belong.]

10. *llj ,JJ£*\, and t ^03, (S, £,) i. e. ^lUJ

yb [not Awlj ,JULi], (S,) 2Te desired that his head

might be searchedfor Ike. (S, IL ) =And OUlwl

He exposed himself to have his head struck and

cut with the sword: (M, TA:) a poet says,

* {J>y^->\ lit <J»*-JW *ei»» *

[Dost thou not see me to be strong of heart ? I

will strike and cut his head with the sword wlien

he eposes himself to be so struck &c]

[SjJIj, mentioned in this art. by Freytag, with

Jj*^i as its pi., is taken by him from a mistran

scription in the CK1 in art. Ji : see ilxi in that

art.]

2"}U)1, like (L-£> [in measure], means jx±S\ >^i,

[evidently, I think, j*JJ\ i"^», or the first word

may be a mistranscription for ,Ji,] i. e. U j)jA.\

<ui [lit. 2%y taking what is in it, in which "it"

refers to tlie j*i : app. a euphemism for <A« taking

of lice from the hair : if so, it may be an inf. n.,

like ^yi ; (see 1, first sentence ;) or it may be a

simple subst., like what here follows]: mentioned

by I Amb, from his companions. (TA.)

<u^i [The act of searching the head for lice ;]

the subst. from <uitj lAi signifying " he searched

his head for lice." (Lth,» T,* El.) [See also the

next preceding paragraph.]

[Jli act. part. n. of 1 : fern. <LJli.] oUli and

Jly [are pis. of <UU and] signify Women who

search the head for lice. (T, TA.) See an ex. of

the former pi. in the verse cited in the first para

ge j, ,

graph. __ ^jcli^l iJls (in which the former word

is a pi. [in meaning], M, TA) signifies [lit. The

lousers of tlie vipers ; meaning,] accord, to the A,

certain species of the kind [of beetles] called i^-iUL

[pi. of «l..>:*], speckled,found at the holes of the

serpents, which they louse : (TA :) or a certain

., speckled (M, K) with [t/ie colour termed]

j, which isfound at the holes [of serpents fyc],

and is the mistress of y-iUfc. ; (M ;) which is

familiar with scorpions and serpents; so that

when it comesforthfrom a hole [thereof], it makes

known their existence [therein] : (K :) or certain

small things like ^U*., speckled; which are

familiar with scorpions and serpents; so that wlien

they are seen in the hole [thereof] it is known that

behind them are scorpions and serpents : (T :) or

certain insects (<!l>l}j) that are found at the holes

3 »

of the [lizards called] w>W-o [pL ofw«o] ; so that

when they comeforth, it is known that the yr~b is

coming forth inevitably. (M.) Hence one says,

ufl&l iJU^jfcjl, (IAar, T, M, EI,») meaning

t The beginning of evil to be looked for [has come

to you], (IAar, T,) or the beginnings of evil [have

come to you] ; (KL;) which is a prov. (IAar, T.)

_ And [hence] JtyUI &jl means The ij^ i. e.

the serpent [so called], (T in art ,Vf.)

*ti\i [fem. of JU, q. v. ... And also] A knife.

(T.)'

Jo* The mouth: (MA,KL, &c.:) it is originally

oy , (S, K, and Msb in art. «y>,) with two fet-hahs,

(Msb in that art.,) or t^i ; (so in some copies of

the S ;) the » being cut off from it, the _j is not

susceptible of declension, because it is quiescent,

therefore j> is substituted for it ; but when you

form the dim. or the pi., you restore it to its ori-

ginal state, saying [in the former case] 4jy and

[in the latter case] »lyl, and not JU»I [in some of

* * bt

the copies of the S not >»Uil] : but when you form

3 »

the rel. n., you say t .-»»; and, if you will,

T i^yti, combining the substitute and the letter

for which it is substituted, like as they say in the

dual 019-&*; this being held to be allowable

because of there being therein another letter re

jected, i. e. the », as though they made the j, in

this case to be a substitute for the o, not for the

_j ; (S, TA ;) and one says also oW^> which,

like ol*»*> 1S anomalous; (IAar, K in art. «ji;)

but one says ^Ui also, as well as o!*** : (Msb

in art. t^i:) it has three forms,^» and^,* and ^4:

(S, K, TA :) and some decline it doubly; saying

in the nom. case JJi, accus. Ci, and gen.^ ; (S,

TA;) likej^ol and ^1, which have been said to

be the only other instances of the kind : (TA :)

when it is prefixed to the [pronominal] ^, one

says j_j» and ^^i ; but when to [a pronoun] other

than the ^£, it is declined with tlie letters ^ and I

and if, so that one says «y and »\i and a*» ; but

one also says a*i : (Msb. in art. »ji :) and some

times the j> is musheddedeh, (S, K,) in poetry,

as in the saying, (S, TA,) of Mohammad Ibn-

Dhu-eyb El-'Omanee El-Fukeymee, the rajiz,

(TA in this art. and in art. ^e—J?,) addressing

Er-Rasheed, or, accord, to 1Kb, said in relation

to Suleyman Ibn-Abd-El-Melik and Abd-El-

Azeez, (TA in art. ^»-J»,)

b * , * a .

(S, TA) or no..hl i. e. [0, would that it had gone

forthfrom his mouth, so that the dominion might

return] to its rightful owner; (S in art>>0Ja-/, and

TA in art-^^J* ;) and it would have been allow

able, (S, TA,) accord, to ISk, (S,) or accord, to

Fr, (TA,) if he had said 1 4^4 ,j»«, with fet-h to

the ,_» : (S, TA :) the pi. of^, with teshdeed, is

>U»I ; and its dim. is T^oi, mentioned by Lh.

(TA.) MF says that many of the expositors of

the Tes-heel have collected the dial. vars. of this

word, compounded and uncompounded, and they

have exceeded twenty ; that with fet-h, they say,

being the most common and the most chaste.

(TA.) [See more in art. »y.] _ [Hence,] Jjdl

is metonymically applied to J The teeth. (Ham

p. 242.) — [Hence also,] Oj^JI£ f The star

[a] in the mouth of Piscis Australis. (K[zw &c. :

see art. Oj»..) And vjii\J£ f Tlie star [e] upon

the lip of Pegasus. (Kzw.) _ [And ^Jjl ^

\The mouth of the womb.] __ And^l^i +The

mouth of the river. (MA.) And [hence like

wise,] j£ is also used as meaning + Branch ;

opposed to viwl meaning "root." (TA in art.

a«~i ; in which see Owl, last quarter.) as (>•>•*

pQJJI means The quantity that is used at one

time, of tan; (Fr,£,*TA;) like *!• JJH. (Fr,

TA.) ,

i , i ,,

U*i and ^£yt» : see the preceding paragraph,

near the beginning.

Zj St

j£ a dial. var. of the conjunction^ [q. v.]:

(K :) or tlie >-i in the former is a substitute for

the <L> in the latter: one says, ljuj j^» \^t c^lj

and Ijyj^, both meaning the same [i. e. I saw

'Amr: tlien Zeyd]: (TA :) and in like manner

* Aj • tt * A j

one says c-s»i and C-^i, meaning c-«j and

(MandTA vocejii.)

xr»and^i:

• * » j

^see the first paragraph, latter half.

L <£, (M,) or J^NI oj, (T, S,) aor. I, (T,

M,) inf. n. J>i, (T, S, M, £,) He drove away (T,

S, M, K*) him, (M,) or the camels. (T, S.) _

And [<u» also signifies He delayed, or deferred,

with him, or put him off, in the matter of his

debt, by promising time after time to pay him ;

for] one of the significations of ,jsl\ is JJ»«JI. (T,

EI.) And i3, aor. i , (M,) inf. n. Jk, (M, K.,)

He cheated, deceived, overreached, or defrauded,

him; or made him to suffer loss or damage or

detriment; syn. of the inf. n. i>««. (M, K.) __

And He caused him to suffer difficulty, distress,

or trouble ; or fatigue, or weariness ; syn. oUt ;

(M;) or the syn. of ,jjUI is 2UxJI [which is the

subst. from »Uc ; and signifies difficulty, distress,

or trouble]. (T, K.) — [And He, or it, adorned,

or decorated, him, or i<; for] ,^*JI signifies o*i}3\.

2. ir>UI ^^>» 2fe wia(ie </te men, or people, to

consist of different sorts, or of a medley, not of
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one tribe. (M, EL, TA.) i^jlIji ,jli He

diversified the narrative, or discourse. (MA.)

AndvOJiJI ,jl» [He diversified the speech, or

language: or] A« branched off into one mode after

another [in speech] : and so t ^JjJS [alone, this

verb being intrans.]. (T, TA.) And Z\'j Jli

He varied his opinion, not keeping steadily to

one opinion. (T, TA.) And [the inf. n.] ^JJ

signifies The mixing or confusing [a thing or

things]; or a state of confusion or disorder ; syn.

&<Al3. (?, EL.) [Hence, as inf. n. of J>3,] in a

garment, or piece of cloth, [the having] strealts

differing from the rest : (S, EL :) or the state of

becoming dissundered, (T, M,) one part from an

other, (T,) when old and worn out, without be

coming much rent : (T, M :) or difference (M,

K) in its make (M) or in its texture, (EL,) by thin

ness in one place and thickness in another : (M,

EL :) or |>««i31 signifies [there being] what is a

thin, or flimsy, unseemly place in the garment, or

piece of cloth, that is [in other parts] thick, or

compact. (T.) — And Jii signifies also He

sought many [or various] things. (Har p. 612.)

5- &X3 It was, or became, of various sorts, or

modes, or manners. (KL.) __ See also 2. You

say likewise j^Si\ ^J> <jl*3 [He practised, or

took to, various modes, or manners, in speech ; he

diversified therein]. (TA in art. Jj±>, conj. 3.

[Thus used, it is like J>3I, q. v.]) _ And ,>&;

jyi*}\ ^ He was, or became, possessed of various

acquirements in the sciences. (MA.) = Also It

was, or became, in a state of commotion : thus

expl. by some; others add, like the ijj^ [or

branch]. (M.)

(MA:) pi. [of mult] q£ (T, S, M, M?b,K)

and [of pauc] ^Uil. (T, M, EL.) One says,

locks of the hair of his head when he had become

hoary. (T. [Seejlij.])

CjUJI {jyi Luc, [We pastured our cattle upon the

+ j* *• * t

various sorts of herbage] : and J\y*"$\ ^J^ii

[We obtained the various sorts ofpossessions]: and

a poet says,

. ,»•< * »• a j » » »,

8. ,>3I He began, commenced, or entered upon,

various sorts of speech. (M, EL.) And .J J>3I

«m«*» and d^JaA. ^ He produced, or #a«e utter

ance to, various sorts and ways of speech, [i. e. he

diversified,] in his narration, or discourse, and in

his oration, or harangue: (S, TA:) it is like

J££l [meaning /te branched off in it]. (S. [See

also 5.]) And 4Uye*. ^ ^3\ He expatiated,

and practised versatility, in his altercation, or dis

putation, or litigation. (TA.) __ AndjU»-JI ij&\

aJjU The he-ass betook himself to driving away his

she-asses to the right and to tlie left and in a direct

and an indirect course. (TA.)

. » «• •» • » - - s i

[Z Aaoe enjoyed of the various sorts offortune,

every pleasant, soft, sort thereof]. (T.) [* &yi\

has for its pi. ^>Jl$l, which may also be regarded

as pi. of £&l pi. of J>i like as it is said to be

a pi. pi. of >jis : and] (j^UI [alone], (S,) or

vO*^* Cwj1*'} (T-A-O signifies kinds [or sorfe], and

ways, or modes, or manners, [i. e. diversities, or

varieties,] of speech; (S, TA,* PS;) like 4-JL-l

[pi. of vjJU]- (S, TA.) And Jyii signifies

Different sorts of men, or a medley thereof, not

of one tribe. (M.) _ Also A wonderful thing or

a/fajV or case. (S, TA.)

v»l* k>* >* -S* ** [a good student ofscience, i. e.]

one ro/to occupies himself well with science. (EL.)

^*.wl ,>* <U» J. particular period of time ; [or

a particular time;] as also &£*. (T, EL.*) The

Arabs say, >kjj| ^ 3jS ijiaj Ijis JU^ c-I4

and ^fcoJI O*0 **e* [-^ roa* «'» such and such a state,

or condition, at, or during, a particular time].

(T.)

&* JfwcA, or abundance, ofherbage. (IAar, $.)

10. <ualwt Zfe incited, urged, or made, him to

practise various sorts, or modes, or manners, of

pacing. (El.)

R. Q. 1. ^>ii» J5T« (a man, IAar, T) caused his

camels to become dispersed, by reason of indolence

and remissness. (IAar, T, 5.)

i ■> * » *

,>» A sort, or species, syn. vj-*? (™, M, K,) or

cy, (S, Msb,) of a thing; (Msb;) as also * \JyJ\

[in this sense and in the senses here following ;

in the CK, erroneously, Oj*^*1] : (M, T£ :) and a

state, or condition; syn. Jt*.: (M, ]£:) [and a

»yay; (see what follows:)] and a mode, or manner:

^ii A branch of a tree: (S, M, Msb, El:) or

such as is ofjustproportion in length or in breadth:

(T :) said to be syn. with (J-**; but this latter

signifies "such as has been cut off" i. q. ^yiZ

meaning vyiU: (M:) pl.^Uil; (T,S,M,M?'b,

K ;) said by Sb to be its only pi. ; (M;) occurring

in the Kur lv. 48 ; where some explain it as pi.

of Ji, and meaning "sorts," or "species"; others,

as pi. of ,>^ : (T, Bd :) and ^iUl is a pi. pi.,

(T, S, K,) i. e. pi. of oUll. (T, S.) _ And as a

branch shelters like as does darkness, a poet uses

it metaphorically, saying,

I [The shelter of the darkness aided him, or them,

who fled]. (M.) __ And [in like manner also]

the pi. pi. is used in a trad, describing the

inmates of Paradise, as meaning \ Locks of hair;

these being likened to branches : and EI-Marrar

says,

t [Dost thou feel attachment of love to Vmm-Elr

Weleed after that the locks of thy head have

become like the hoary thaghdm ?] ; meaning the

v>^9 A humour in the armpit [of a camel],

with pain. (M, $.) _ And A camel having the

tumour thus called; as also t J,^ju. (M, K.)

IU4 «ja~» and l\yi, which latter is anomalous,

A tree having brandies; (S ;) the latter thus expl.

by AA; but by rule it should be iU : (A'Obeyd,

T :) or the latter, which is anomalous, signifies

having long branches: (M:) or both signify having

many brandies. (EI.) _ And [hence] iTyi hy>\

t A woman having much hair : but in this case,

as in the former, the epithet, by rule, should be

iU. (M.) [See also oO]

* is'

(jui A wild ass that has various sorts, or

modes, of running: (S, EL :) used in this sense in

the poetry of El-Aasha. (S.) [See also ijL>.]

O^ j** t Hair having locks [lit. branches

(0&*)] (M,« EI) like the o&l of trees; [the

latter word properly signifying having many

branches, (see Ham p. 622,) of the measure Jlili,

not £^U* ;] therefore it is perfectly decl. : so says

Sb : (M :) or it signifies long and beautiful hair ;

the latter word being of the measure Jliui from

v>UUI, and the ,j augmentative. (T.) And

one says also, agreeably with analogy, ^L^i J*.j,

(M,) and iiUgi l\j+\, (M, K,) meaning [A man,

and a woman,] having much hair; (!£;) for

£)Lt& is perfectly decl., derived fromj*_£JI jjUil :

IAar has mentioned ,. : e.< Slj_«l meaning [a

woman] having much hair; and if the phrase be

thus, ^Ui must be imperfectly decl. ; but [ISd

says] I regard this as a mistake of IAar. (M.)

[See also art. &£.]

• J el 2 ,

O*-*-*' : Bee c>-*> in two places. = Also A

tangled, or luxuriant, or dense, branch. (T, K.)

_ And Obscure, indistinct, or confused, speech,

(T, K,) of afoolish, stupid, or dull, person. (T.)

— And A mixed, or confused, run, of a horse

and of a she-camel. (T, EL.) =a Also A serpent.

(T, M, EL.) —— And An old woman : so some

say : (M :) or an old woman advanced in age :

(T, EL:) or one who is flaccid, or flabby : (EL:)

Yaakoub has explained it as having the first of

these three meanings ; but IB regards this as

improbable, because a verse of Ibn-Ahmar which

is cited as an ex. thereof is preceded by what

shows that it is applied to his beloved. (TA.)

[It is said in the M to be also the proper name

of a certain woman ; and as such it may be used

by Ibn-Ahmar.] — And i. q. d-Alj [A calamity,

or misfortune, &c] : (M, EL :) so some say. (M.)

= And The first part of youth, or youthfulness ;

and of clouds. (M, EL.)

I,

kjAo A man who has various sorts, or modes,

[i. e. diversities, or varieties,] ofspeech ; (T, TA;)

and so " ^yju* : (S :) or a man who utters, or

performs, wonderful things : (S, EL, TA :) fem.

with t. (T, S, EL.) — And A horse that per

forms various sorts, or modes, of running. (TA.)

308 •
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tjuirf A garment, or piece of cloth, diversified;

not uniform. (M, TA.) __ And Old, and evil in

disposition, as an epithet applied to a man : (M:)

and so with 3 applied to a woman. (M, EL.) _—

Also, with 5, A she-camel that seems to one to

have been ten months pregnant, (j* \JJiSJj jr>

i_»li£)t [app. meaning then suffers, or exposes,

herself to be compressed; from oli£)t as inf. n.

of ji.t,^ said of a she-camel : compare UUfcJ

as here used with o>.t.;.0 said of a woman], (K.)

4 JO ^ 0 ,.

\Jy&* : see ^^U*.

• »"> 2 t

^iiiA : see ^iua.

JmUS

J^i A (Ja. of the may or road ; (Ibn-Abbad,

O, EL ;) a dial. var. of Jjus [q. v.] ; disapproved

by El-ELhafajee ; but heard by Fr from a desert-

Arab of Kuda'ah, as meaning a Jjjus, i. e. jjli..

(TA.)

OW^ an(* aiU-i* : see ^jUJLs, in art. *Ji.

e
1. £Ui, aor. -', (L.) inf. n. £li, (L, El,) J5fe

bruised a bone without splitting, or cleaving, it,

«/«/ without causing to bleed: (K :) or cUilj .^us

j^-ij Ae bruised the bone of his head with a thing

without making an apparent cleft or causing blood

to flow : or . he struck his head with a thing,

meaning a staff, or stick, cleaving it or not

cleaving it. (L.) And <su.lj ±j&, and *4i-j,

ZTe 6roA« his head, and rendered him submissive,

or abased him. (L.) And ti, «j, aor. -, inf. n.

~-j and p-yUJ, 2Ze weakened him, rendered him

languid, or enervated him. (L.) And <va...% (8,

* o* . j m

L,) aor. - , (L,) inf. n. ±J& ; (L, K ;) and * 4dJi,

inf. n. ~t.JL) ; (S, L, K ;) and * <u* i ij ; (L ;)

He, or it, (an affair, or event, S,) overcame him,

overpowered him, subdued him, and rendered him

submissive, or abased him : (S, L, EL :) or did so

in the worst, or most abominable, manner. (L.)

2 : see the preceding paragraph, in two places.

5 : see 1, last sentence.

~>^A man overcome, overpowered, subdued, and

rendered submissive, or abased : or overcome, &c,

in the worst, or most abominable, manner. (L.)

And An old man : (L :) [a man] flaccid, or

flabby, and weak. (L, EL.)

j. jUU A man n.'Ao abases his enemies, and breaks

tlieir heads, much, or o/ien. (S, EL.) In explain-

(j/t ij, ji

ing this word, J uses ^o^lj for jvr'&j ; and the

author of the EL does the same, though in art. «JL>

he charges J with error for using a similar

expression. (MF.) [Or, perhaps, the meaning

here intended may be, and defeats their head, or

ckief]

■"' **' • i i- i

f-y** j*£, occurring in a trad., applied to a

[garment of the kind called] >jtt means Not old

and worn out, nor weak. (TA.)

Ju»

1. jui, aor. '-, (TEL,) inf. n. Jus" ; (S, M, A, O,

L, EL, TA ;) or ju», [perhaps jui, not jus,] inf. n.

\£ ; (IKtt, TA ;) and tj&\, (8, IELtt, L,) inf. n.

iUil ; (S, L, EL ;) He lied; uttered a falsehood;

said what was untrue : (S, M, IELtt, A, O, L, EL:)

this is [said to be] the primary signification. (L.)

*lUI J«5 is used by a poet for jUst i<J Jy [A

saying having, or characterized by, lying, orfalse

hood]. (M, L.) And Jui, aor. : , (TEL,) inf. n.

ju», (M, O, EL,) He erred, or committed a mistake

or mistakes, (M, 0, EL, TEL,) in extreme old age,

(O,) in speech, or in judgment, or opinion : (M,

EL, TEL :) and * jus I he made many mistakes in

his speech. (As, TA in art. w-y'-) —. And ju»,

aor. i , (IELtt, TA, TEL,) inf. n. jiii ; (T, S, M,

IELtt, A, O, L, EL ;) and * j-il ; (S, M, IECtt, L ;)

He became weak injudgment by reason ofextreme

old age : (S, IELtt, A, O, L :) or he became un

sound in mind, (M, L, K,) [in such a state that]

his intellect, or intelligence, was denied, or dis

approved, (T, M, EL, TEL, j*.:Jui being expl. in

the T and M and EL by jiil jtfjl, and JJi in

the TEL by dJUt? j£t [meaning dJuU^Jul], and in

like manner jus! [of which see the part, n., jutie,

below, as expl. in the A],) by reason of extreme

old age, (T, M, EL, TEL,) or disease ; (M, KL, TKL ;)

primarily thus restricted to the case of old age,

but sometimes used without the being so re

stricted : (M :) and * juil is also expl. as sig

nifying he became weak in intellect, or doted :

(IKtt, TA :) and as signifying he became ex

tremely aged, because he who has become so

speaks perverted language ; from the same verb

as signifying he lied. (L.) _ [And jui, inf. n.

jJi, app. signifies also He was, or became, impo

tent : and unthankful for tlie favour of God :

see j—*.]

2. oj-s, inf. n. ju,U3, He pronounced him to be

a liar, an utterer offalsehood, or a sayer of what

was untrue. (Fr, M, EL.) —— See also 4. —_ He

blamed him, (S, O, L,) and pronounced his judg

ment to be weak : (S, A, O, L :) or lie pro

nounced him, (Fr, T,) or it, i.e. his judgment,

(IAar, T,) to be weak. (Fr, IAar, T.) And He

pronounced him to be impotent, or lacking in

t * * m

ability. (Fr, M, L, K.) = U*i ju» He acquired,

or got for himself, a horse : (T, O, TA :) so says

Haroon Ibn-Abd-Allah, as mentioned by Sh : but

(Az says) I know it not in this sense : thus in

the T : (TA :) or [rather] he took him for the

purpose of tying him, or keeping post, on the

enemy's frontier, (T, TA,) and as a refuge to

which to have recourse (T, 0, TA) w/ien suddenly

attacked by the enemy; (T, TA;) from jus, (T,

O, TA,) signifying " a f-\t+?" (°») or " a S"*1

£tj*i," (T, TA,) "of a mountain," (T, O, TA,)

or as signifying " a great mountain :" (O:) or i. q.

ej-o-o [as meaning lie made him light offlesh for

military service], (O, K, TA,) so as to be like the

o —

branch of a tree, termed jui. (O, TA.) ess jjS

j-o^l ^jJle \j!"^i He desired, of such a one, [the

performance of] the affair; (K, TA;) as also

t »jJU, (O, K, TA, in the O ^\ J>,) inf. n.

JjJUo ; (TA ;) and * tjlij. (O, K, TA.) = jlS

*• St

wjlj^Jl L5$ Be kept constantly, or perseveringil/,

to the beverage, or wine. (AHn, M, ]£, TA.) as

And jus (inf. n. j*&, TA) He sat upon a ju»,

(T, L,) i. e. a f-\j+Z> of a mountain. (T, O, K.)

3 : see 2, near the end of the paragraph.

4. just, inf. n. iUst, as intrans. : see 1, in five

places, ssa ojuJLit (inf. n. as above, TA) He

charged him with error in judgment, or opinion ;

as also * »jui. (M, K.) _ And It (old age)

rendered him weak in judgment, or unsound in

mind : (L :) or it (extreme old age) caused him

to have little understanding; [or to be] like a

stone. (A.)

5. jJJu He repented, (K, B, TA,) aL [of it],

(T, EL.) = ojjJu : see 2, near the end.

8. juisl He was caused to perish by reason of

extreme old age. (O.)

jus : see the next paragraph, first sentence.

Jli (T, S, M, A, O, L, EL) and * Jui (Ibn-

Abbad, O, EL) A great mountain : (IF, O, EL:)

or a mountain apart from others: (Ibn-Abi-1-

Hadeed, TA :) or a portion of a mountain, (Ibn-

Abbad, S, O, EL,) or a great portion thereof, (M,

TA,) having tallness, or length, [app. the former,]

(Ibn-Abbad, S, O, K, TA,) and some add, with

slenderness: (TA :) or a head, or round and tall

and slender head, or peak, (m.\j+i>,) of a moun

tain : (T, A :) or a great peak or head («.|^ow,

T, L, or ^Ij, M, L,) of a mountain : (T, M, L :)

or a v>£s>j [i. e. a side, or an outward part, or

the strongest side or outward part,] of a moun

tain : (L :) pi. >Liil. (M, L.) One says of a

« • Jit -

bulky and heavy man, juJ «ul=>, meaning As

though he were a head, or peak, («.t^»£r,) of a

mountain. (A.) __ And the former (jui) is the

'Of- OS J *6t

sing, of iUil in the phrase JJUI jL»l, (T,) which

means The component parts, or portions, of the

night. (T, O, K., TA.) _ And A congregated

party (T, O, K, TA) of men. (T,0.) One says,

Sju*. jJLft jus^k They are a party by itself. (T,

TA.) And it is said in a trad., (T,) respecting the

Prophet, (T, 0, K,) that, when he died, (O,)

* *ot i " ot 0" t s* a <•

tjUsI IjUil «vU ^Ul ^yU* i. e. [The people

prayed for him, or invoked blessing upon him,]

one by one, without an Imam ; (Th, T, O, K ;)

or companies after companies : (O, K :) and they

were computed to be thirty thousand, with sixty

thousand angels ; two angels to every one (T, O,

K) of the believers. (T, O.) And the Prophet
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said, (T, 0, K,) after announcing that he would

be among the first that should die, (T, O,)

Laxj jjLcjLf uJLXyj IjUil IjUjI J?«..U, meaning

[Je will follow me] in scattered companies, com-

pany after company; [killing one another;'] IjLil

being pi. of ju» ; (Nh, TA ;) and in like manner

is expl. a similar phrase in a trad, of 'Aisheh : (T,

TA:) or the former means "jus ^jj i. e. [impo

tent; and unthankful; lit] having impotence;

and unthankfulness for [God's] favour. (O, K,

TA.) __ And -A sort, or species: (K, TA:) pi.

iUil : one says, bLual Ij3^- 27"-y c<me "ern#

diverse sorts. (TA.)_ And A branch of a tree.

(T, O, K.*) — And Land upon which rain has

not fallen; (T, O, ]£;) also termed ♦ «ujU» [app.

l^jui]. (T.)
* *

jus [inf. n. of ju», q.v. : as a subst,] ». q. ±£*J

[app. as meaning Exorbitance in speech] ; and

error injudgment : pi. jLil. (Ham p. 112.) _

See also jui, near the end.

• * •

ajus A complete branch from which a bow is

made. (O.)

•a • «•

dujjJ [app. ajJus] : see jui, last sentence.

Sjljui (in the O and CK without hemz) A

sharpjt^ji [or adz]. (S, O, K.)— And A bold,

or fearless, she-camel. (IAar and Sh, TA in art.

9.1* t *%'

«uljui An ru/z, or an axe, or a Aoe; syn. ^U :

(IAar, T, L :) or a broad-lieaded ^U : (M, L :)

pi. jJiUs, which is anomalous. (IAar, T, L.)

jujli A *or< o/" sweetmeat, made of concrete

juice of the sugar-cane (ju5, q. v.,) and starch

t * 9 *

(Uj) : a foreign word ; for the measure J-el» is

not found in Arabic; and therefore the lexico

graphers hare not mentioned it : (Msb :) it is

also written with J ; (MF ;) and is an arabicized

• * 0

word, from [the Pers.] j-JU [or Jujb] : (K. voce

Jk-Jb :) but is more properly with y (MF.)

jj.iLc, (T, S, L, K,) or ♦ jui<, [meaning Weak

in judgment, or unsound in mind, &c, (see 1,) by

reason of extreme old age, or disease,] an epithet

applied to a man only : you do not use the fem.

form, with 5, applying it to an old woman, be

cause [it is held that] she has not possessed

judgment (T, S, M, L, £) in her youth (T, S,

• ■ *

M, L) or at any time : (1£ :) or both juie and

signify [as above : or] one whose intellect,

* $i

or intelligence, is denied, or disapproved, (j-£JI

<Uic,) by reason of extreme old age : or who con

founds [things] in his speech : (A :) or the former,

or * the latter, signifies loquacious by reason of

unsoundness of mind : (As, T :) and the former

signifies weak in intellect : (L :) [and extremely

aged: (see 1 :)] and the same, (T,) or ♦ the latter,

(L,) weak in judgment ; notwithstanding he may

be strong in body : and weak in body ; notwith

standing he may be right in judgment : and weak

in judgment and in body. (Fr, T, L.)

places.

see the next preceding paragraph, in four

jjuJ and jjui, applied to a boy or jouth}Plump:

and wanting in courage and generosity; stupid

and heavy. (Ibn-Abbad, O.)

y>jji and t ejjjus (K. in this art., and S in art.

jjj,) A great mass of rock that becomes detached

(S, ~K.)from tlie head (S) or from the side (K) of

a mountain: (S, ]£:) pl.^ijUi. (TA.)— And,

both words, A large lump of dates (K, TA) com-

C/l

pacted together; as also 5jji. (TA.)

jjjju&l The anus. (IAar, T, O, TA.)

Swjyi: Bee wJUl.
* * * *

Accord, to some, the & in the words mentioned

in this art. is augmentative. (O.)

Jjus

Jjjus Thefruit of a certain tree, (Lth, O, K,)

the same as the Jjuj, which has been mentioned

before, [i. e. hazel-nut, or AazeJ-nufe,] (K,) or

round, like the JjjUj, having a covering which,

feeing removed, discloses a kernel (»T«*.), ZiAe <Ae

juli. (Lth, O.) = And, (Lth, O, 5,) in the

dial, of the people of Syria, A [building of the

kind called] ^l*. [q. v.], wAere men alight and

lodge, [and in which they deposit their goods,] of

tlie oUU. that are in the roads, (Lth, O, K,*) and

in the cities: (Lth, O:) [said to be] a Pers. word,

[app. from the Greek iravloxelov, occurring in Luke

x. 34," as remarked by Golius,] mentioned by Sb:

pi. jiU. (TA.)

(JtjOi A register of accounts: (0,K:) thought

by As to be an arabicized word : but the word

commonly known [in this sense] is with J [i. e.

JUS]. (TA.)

•.jji A leaping, jumping, springing, or bound

ing; and so * io-jus: (L :) or the game, or sport,

called jk...Z-o. [or jL^L>>,a Pers. word,] meaning

the a*ance o/ *Ae Magians, (Lth, O, L,) or a

a"ance o/ tAe Persians (^LtiS), (S, K,) ?» which

tlie performers hold one another by the hand;

(Lth, S, O, K ;) arabicized from [the Pers.] ■xa.-C

[app. as meaning " a gripe with the hand "] : (S,

K:) or a game, or sport, of tlie Nabathteans,

called in Pers. ^Ix^Uj [app. from A^Jg and q\S,

from the joining of hands] ; (ISk, O ;) a game,

or sport, played by the Nabathaans in joyous

exultation : (IAar, O :) occurring in a saying of

El-Ajjaj cited in art. oUCc. (TA. See 1 in that

art.) — And, as some say, The five embolismal,

or supplementary days, which are added at the

end of the twelfth month of the Persians [and

called by tkem »j^ij> |4»_o]. (IDrd, O, L.)

cr-tui

itfjii : see the preceding paragraph.

^-lUali [The bottom of the hold of a ship or

boat; i. e.] the part of a ship or boat where the

water that is drawn out therefrom collects: (AA,

O, ^, TA:) this is the primary signification: (O,

TA :) pi. J^1»U4. (TA.) __ Hence, (O,) A tank

made of boards, (O, K.,) and tarred, (O,) borne

in sea-going vessels, (O, K,*) and containing sweet

water for drinking. (O,* $.) _ And, (O, ?,)

accord, to IAar, (O,) A bowl (O, JS.) of wood,

the exterior of which is coloured with yellow and

red and green, (O,) with which the sweet water is

distributed (O, K) among the ship's crew. (O.)

3= It is also applied to a nose, as signifying

Broad. (IDrd, M, TA. [See also what next

follows.])

• »

t^-Jai* A nose wide in the nostril, and expanded

in the end: (Ibn-Abbad, O, £ :) pi. J^fcUi. (K..

[See also what next precedes.]) _ And, (O, K,)

accord, to IDrd, (O,) A man broad in the nose.

(0, 50 — And Low, ignoble, or ungenerous, (O,

K, TA,) accord, to some, in an absolute sense,

(TA,) or in resect of birth; (O, £, TA ;) thus

accord, to Ibn-Abbad : pi. as above. (O.) =

9 0

Also The penis ; (O, K;) and so cr^fc>ji : accord,

to some, peculiarly of the swine. (TA.)

'& The snout of the swine : (O, K : [men

tioned also in art. ^-Li ; the £ being held by

some to be augmentative :]) and so \..KUji. (TA.)

And The nose of the wolf. (O.) And one says,

JU+kltil ^43 ijt (O, EL») and ai*l»Jill, (O,)

meaning f [ Verily he is] one wko defends, or guards,

from encroachment, or invasion, or attach, what

is in his possession, or occupation ; who refuses to

submit to wrongful treatment : (O, K:) thus men

tioned on the authority of As ; and Aboo-Sa'eed

[meaning As] says that his <U^iaU< and 3 ,l-i«

[properly] signify his nose, (TA.)

£*

L £i, aor. :, (S, 0,«£,) inf. n. £*, (S, O,)

He abounded, and increased, in wealth. (S, O,

K.) *i» »«5 ^>o is a prov., (O, TA,) meaning

[He who is contented] is free from want, or is

rich. (TA.)

%ii [as a simple subst.] Increase, and abun

dance, of wealth : (S :) increase (O, K., TA) in

wealth and in what is little in quantity : (TA :)

and t. q. j^. [good, moral or physical; wealth, or

much wealth ; prosperity, welfare, or wellbeing ;

&c.]: and generosity: (O, K, TA:) and large,

or ample, liberality or bounty or munificence :

(TA:) and excellence; (0, 50 or much, or abun-

** 9 9*

dant, excellence. (TA.) One says »ii ji JU and

U», but the former is more common and more

* 9 ,*

known, i. e. Abundant wealth. (TA.) And v*ji
0 ■ *< J

♦jw .j» %i> ji A horse having increase [in his

rate of going], or having excess [tfierein]. (TA.)

_ And Strength of odour of musk. (K.) aill*

%ii ji means Musk of which the odour is strong.
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(S, O.) And Good report. (IDrd, O, K.)

And The spreading, or diffusion, of eulogy. (TA.)

sa Also Much of anything ; and so » %^i, and

*£i. (IAar, TA.)

>U» Abounding, and increasing, in wealth; as

also t **jj. (O, K.) __ See also *ii, last sen

tence.

• ' t ' • MP

Xjj.i : see *is : _ and see also «-is, last sentence.

>.U.« A man (A'Obeyd, 0) having a good

report. (A'Obeyd, O, K.)

J*

2. iuLi, (S,) inf. n. j^AJ; (0, K;) and * *ii\i,

(S, O,) inf. n. JLi; (TA;) ife roa<fe Aim to

enjoy, or fead, a plentiful, and a pleasant or an

easy, and a soft or delicate, life; or a life of ease

and plenty. (S, O, K.)

3 : see the preceding paragraph.

4. JU»t He (a man, O) enjoyed, or fed, a

plentiful, and a pleasant or a« easy, and a soft or

delicate, life; or a /j/e q/" ease and plenty; after

straitness of the means of subsistence. (O, ]£.)

[See also what next follows.]

5. j£i3 He (a man, S) enjoyed, or led, a

plentiful, and a pleasant or an easy, and a soft

or delicate, life; or a life of ease and plenty. (S,

O, K.) —— And tjh£> j-°l ,«» cJUAJ I affected

daintiness, nicety, or refinement, and cleanliness,

in such an affair. (TA.)

ijii JPlentifulness, and pleasantness or easiness,

and softness or delicacy, in living; as also * JjLa.

(TA.)

J3 (S, O, K, TA) and * Juto (O, K, TA) A

woman, (S,) or young woman, (O, K, TA,) that

has been made to enjoy, or lead, a plentiful, and a

pleasant or an easy, and a soft or delicate, life ;

(S, O, K, TA ;) large in body, beautiful, and

youthful : As says that the former, applied to a

woman, signifies having littleflesh; but Sh knew

not this, and he cites El-Aash a as applying this

epithet to a woman whom he describes as one

whose elbows are unapparent, and such, he says,

is not one having little flesh : IAar says that it

is applied to one who is as though she wfre a

stallion-camel such as is termed J-~£. (TA.) ——

And the former, applied to a she-camel, signifies

Youthful, fat or plump, (S, O, K, TA,) fleshy,

and bulky. (TA.) — See also &*>. — It is also

pi. of J^. (S,o,k.)

• «j «~

JU» : see Ji».

(J,^* A stallion, (S, O, K,) [i. e.] a stallion-

camel, (IAar, TA,) that is highly regarded, (S,

O, K,) and is not molested, because of the high

estimation in ivhich he is held by his owner, or

owners, nor is ridden : (O, K :) it is said by AZ

to be one of the names for such a stallion : (S,

TA :) or it is an epithet applied to a camel, mean

ing xucA as is acquired for covering: (TA:) the

pi. is JU» (S, O, K) accord, to AZ, and JLil

accord, to IDrd, (S,) or the latter is pi. of the

former pi.: (0,K:) and » JU» is applied as an

epithet to a [single] camel, like >J~9. (TA.)

iLsi A [sack such as is called] ij\ji [q. v.] :

(AA, O, K :) or a small ij\ji : or a receptacle

smaller than the Sjtj* : (TA :) [said by Meyd to

be a sack in which clay, or mud, is carried away:

(Golius:)] pi. J5U*. (0,$.)

JJlL. J~z, (S, O, K,) and some say JtiU*,

(TA,) A life that is plentiful, and pleasant or easy,

and soft or delicate; or a life of ease and plenty.

(S,»0,»K,TA.)

• -» <ij

(JLiLo : see JU».

1. ol^JW &, [aor. >-, (TK,)] inf. n. i)^i, He

remained, stayed, dwelt, or abode, in the place.

(El-Umawee, S, O, K.) J&\ ^ iLi, (S, O,

K,*) aor. as above, (S,) and so the inf. n., (S, O,)

He persisted, or persevered, in the affair; (S,

O, K;*) as also IjU). (K.) [See also i£;

and see other explanations below.] And ^ «i»U»

*r)j£l\ He persisted, or persevered, in lying: as

serted by Yaakoob to be formed by transposition

from .j£3 : and Aboo-Talib says that t ■iiu\i and

" Jiii, of which latter the inf. n. is <lX+Ju, signify

he persisted, or persevered, in lying, and in evil ;

not in good ; and denote the like of consecutive-
m o*

ness. (TA.) [See also «iu», which may be an

inf. n. of iU» in this sense, and in others.] And

auJU iUi, (K, TA,) inf. n. as above, (TA,) sig

nifies [in like manner] He kept, or applied him

self, constantly, perseveringly, or assiduously, to it;

as also * 441. (K, TA.) And^lilJt J> J&,

(Ibn-'Abbad,S, O, K,) aor. as above, (S,) and so

the inf. n., (S, O,) He continued constantly,

uniformly, or regularly, in the eating of thefood,

not loathing aught thereof; (Ibn-Abbad, S, O,

K;) as also iti, (S, O, K,) with kesr, (S, O,)

like^, (K,) inf. n. b£; (S, O, $;) and so

* iUli : (Ibn- Abbdd, O, K. :) and^U&JI t^U

*T>]j!i}\} signifies [simply] / kept continually, or

constantly, to thefood and the beverage : and also

/ loathed them, or turned away from them with

disgust. (Ibn-Abbad, O.) And J&\ J>^ iUi

[not jJUli as in the lexicons of Golius and Freytag,

the latter of whom gives both forms of the v. in

the sense here following, as does also the TK,]

signifies also He entered into the affair. (1£.)

_ And He mastered the affair, and overcame it.

(O.) ^^ ^ <zSjJ, and aJ *C-JCi»l, (both

in the TA, but the latter only in the O,) Thou

wast, or hast become, skilled in the blaming, or

censuring, of me, and profuse, or immoderate,

therein: so says Fr. (O, TA.) _— And cXi

and V cXil She (a woman) blamed, or censured,

and kept continually, or constantly, to blaming, or

censuring, or to some other thing [or act]. (Lth,

O, TA.*) _ And the former, said of a girl, or

young woman, She cared not for what she did

nor for what was said to her. (Ibn-Abbad, O,

K.) This meaning has also been assigned to

C«£3. (TA.) And J&, (£,) inf. n. as above,

(TA,) He lied, or said what was untrue; as also

t^Uil. ($.)

2 : see above, near the beginning.

3 : see 1, first quarter : and near the middle,

in two places.

4 : see 1, in five places.

• 0*

x.q.^1^: (IAar, O, K, TA:) [it app.

meansA wonderful thing: for] IAar cites as an ex.,

Alwbtf Sft. ^U, -Nil 0L» % *

[And there is not anything wonderful except the

conduct of 'Amr and his near kinsfolk in their

having taken without selection a sword commonly

used for lopping trees, and one that was blunt]:

(TA:) and *iU4 signifies the same. (£, TA.)

= Also Persistence, or perseverence ; or the act

of persisting, or persevering. (TA.) [In this and

the following senses, it seems to be an inf. n., of

which the verb is JJJJ; as is indicated in the TA.]

_ And The act of overcoming. (O, K, TA.

[Accord, to the TA, from IAar; but said in the

O to be from another, not there named.]) __ And

The acting wrongfully, unjustly, injuriously, or

tyrannically. (IAar, O, £, TA.) And The

lying, or saying what is untrue. (IAar, O, K,

TA.)

Jxii A certain beast, (Kr, O, K,) of the skin of

which the furred garment is made; (Kr, S, O;)

[the marten ;] the furred garment whereof is the

best sort of such garments, and tlw highest in esti

mation, and the most equable, and is suitable to

all temperate constitutions : (K.:) it is said to be

a species of the Turkishfox's cubs; and therefore

Az and others say that the word is arabicized :

some of the travellers relate that it is applied to

the young-one of the jackal (i^jl ^1) in the

country of the Turks : (Msb :) it is also said to

mean a certain skin that is worn ; and to be an

arabicized word : [in Pers. a furred garment is

called «sJU» :] IDrd says, " I do not think it to be

Arabic :" and MF mentions t ji^i as signifying

an animal like thefox ; an arabicized word; from

[a work entitled] ^W' &i& ; and he says that it

appears to be the .fJUi that is mentioned in the K.

(TA.) See also lu.

J * ^ 0 *

■ilfrUll The »afc,« [or part in which is the sym-

physis] of the oW*-) [or two lateral portions of

the lowerjaw], (Lth, O, K, TA,) in tfte middle of

the chin, (Lth, O, TA,) of a man; (Lth, O, K,

TA ;) this is when the word is used in the sing,

form; (Lth, O; [see also iUII ;]) and it is also

called t^JleiiNI; (Lth, O;) [and in like manner

Aboo-Amr Esh-Sheybanee explained what is

meant by the upper A^ii as is stated by IF and

in the O:] or the extremity [of each] of the

,jUoJ, at the place of the <UuUc [or tuft of hair
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^

that is between the loner lip and the chin ;] (S, K ;)

also called ♦ il^NI ; but Ks knew not this : (S :)

or the i/£»** &re the two extremities of the <LUle :

(O:) or (K., TA, in the CK "and") the sing.

signifies a bone [beneath the temple,] to which the

shaving of the liead reaches (JJL»- aJI ..yi^ .**»*

Is *

cr»!>H): (K, TA:) and accord, to Lth, the dual

signifies the two extremities of the [lower] jaw, of

whatever has a jaw, that move in the act of chew

ing, below the temples : (O :) or, accord, to Sh,

the two thin, rising bones, [app. the two coronoid

processes of thejam,] lower than the ears, between

the temple and the ball of the cheek. (TA.) The

lower JLii is [app. The symphysis of tlie pubes ;

being] said by Aboo-Amr Esh-Sheybanee to be

the part where tlte two hip-bones meet together :

(IF, 0:) [hence, perhaps, and therefore it may

be erroneously,] the JL^i is said by AA to be the

root, or base, of the tail : (TA :) and it signifies,

as also t il^l, (IDrd, O, K,) the Jioj, (K,)

s

or .ja-oj, [i. e. the place of growth, or the root,

or the whole, of the tail, of a bird, or] of a young

bird; as they assert; (IDrd, O;) but IDrd says,

"I will not pronounce it to be correct:" (O :)

and the dual signifies two bones cleaving together:

when, in the female pigeon, they are broken, she

does not retain her eggs [sufficiently], but excludes

tliem prematurely. (Lth, O.) = See also «iLJ.

jAeiiy : see the next preceding paragraph, in

three places.

A foolish, or stupid, woman. (Ibn-

'Abbad, O, K.)

>*

yj>, said to be sing, of tUil : see the latter,

below.

U» : see the next paragraph : sa and see also

Jp, in art. ^ji.

S\j& A bull or cow ; syn. Sjit ; (AA, T, S, M,

K ;) [i. e.] a >»t—j iji-i [or wild bull or cow ; an

antelope of the bovine kind] : so says Aboo-Alee

El-Kalee : (TA :) it occurs in a verse of Lebeed ;

and is said, as on the authority of IAar, to be

SUS, with J : (TA in art. yS :) pi. Olyi (AA,

T, S, M, K) and [coll. gen. n.] t ui. (Aboo-

'Alee El-Kalee, TA.)

,*iJI j*i i. q. O^e* ['• e- Hair having locks

like the branches of trees; or long and beautiful

hair] ; (M, K, TA ;) [or] meaning long hair.

(TA.) [The fem. of ,^1 is ilyi. Hence,] l£o\

l\yi A woman having much hair : (IAar, M, K:)

and ityi »^s«-i A tree having ^U»l [or branches] ;

(AA, T, S, M ;) or a tree having wide shade:

(K :) by rule it should be iti [q. v. in art. &i].

(S, M, K.)

y-Ul yj* !U»I means Mixed sorts of men or

people; like JUcI : and the sings, are [said to be]

yi and y& : (IAar, T :) one says, *Uil y>« y>

trfUl when it is not known of whom he is : (§ :)

or JjUUI (Wl ^yt J*»j, meaning a man such that

one knows not of what tribe he is : but some hold

that one says only, J5L£)I »UM 0*j>£ ; not J*J;

and that there is no sing, of »U*I : (M in art. ^i :)

accord, to AHeyth, one says, ^Ul fUil ^ &$*,

meaning these are of the strangers from this and

that place : but one does not say, speaking of one

person, yjUJI »Uil ,jj, J^-j : and Umm El-Hey-

them knew not a sing, of .Li I. (T in art. ^jii.)

1. ^Ai, (T, S, M, Msb, K, &c.,) aor. Jl> ;

(T, M, Msb, 5j) and Ji, aor. j£, (M, K,)

which is extr., mentioned by Kr, and said by

him to be of the dial, of Belharith Ibn-Kaab ;

(M ;) the former of the two verbs being that

which is commonly known ; (TA ;) inf. n. JLi,

(T, S, M, Msb, K, &c.,) which is of both of the

verbs ; (TA ;) It (i. e. a thing, S, Msb, TA)

passed away and came to an end; vanished away;

became spent, or exhausted; failed entirely;

ceased, perislied, or came to nought ; or was, or

became, transitory, evanescent, or non-existent;

the inf. n. being syn. with jU5 ; (Aboo-Alee El-

Kalee, TA;) contr. ofl%; (M, TA ;) and the

pret. being syn. with j>j*: (K, TA:) it is said

of every created thing that it is subject to «Ui)l.

(Msb.) [Hence] SUUI Jb [The abode of transi-

toriness, evanescence, or perishableness,] means the

present world. (T in art. jji.) —_ And, said of

a man, (T, M, K,) i. e. ^, aor. and inf. n. as

above, (M,) + He was, or became, extremely

aged; or old and infirm ; syn. j>jk : (M, K :) or

he became on the verge of death by reason of

extreme age or of age and infirmity. (T.)

Lebeed says,

[app. a mistranscription for »U.lj, originally »U.I,

Hefraternized with him ; or acted with him in a

brotherly manner], (TA.) [Hence the phrase]

-*W LS?^' *■ e* O^1 L5*"j' [meaning I make

the time to pass away easily; as though beguiling

it]. (Har p. 607.) __ And one says, U jyl £

1' !■■>.* til, ,,,, , *

Ai^iUj "i^^yJU Oyhu i. e. The sons of such a one

do not tend, or take care of, tlieir cattle, or camels,

or [other] property, and do not manage the same

well. (T.)

4. «Lil He, or it, caused it, or him, to pass

away and come to an end; to vanish away ; to

become spent, or exhausted ; to fail entirely ; to

cease, perish, or come to nought ; he, or it, did

away with, destroyed, or annihilated, it, or him ;

(T, S,* M, Msb,» K, TA ;) trans, of 'Ji. (T, S,

Msb, K.) The saying of a rajiz, (T, TA,) namely,

Abu-n-Nejm, (TA,) describing a pastor of sheep

or goats,

^ I >e *** J J «

J5UJI <uUa*.l U lit {jAi3

(T, MO meaning [His snares are spread in his

way, and when the snares fail to catch him] he

becomes old and infirm and so dies: (T:) or it

means, when death misses him he "becomes old and

infirm. (M.)

3. J»UU, (T, S, M, K,) inf. n. SUlii, (T, TA,)

He (a man, S, M) soothed, or coaxed, him : (AA,

T, S, M, K:) and, (M,) accord, to El-Umawee,'

(T, S,) he stilled, or quieted, him. (T, S, M.)

El-Kumeyt says, (S, M,) mentioning anxieties,

(MO

o J* f*

<» *

[They rouse him at one time, and at another time

they render him sedate like as her leader soothes,

or coaxes, or like as he stills, or quiets, the refrac

tory mare]. (S, M : in the T, accord, to the TT,

the verse ends with Ujulj [her pastor], instead of

Ujuli.) Accord, to IAar, eUli signifies »U-I_j

* UUil ji M c-J Jyu •

(T, TA,) may mean an imprecation against them,

i. e. He says, would that God had destroyed tliem :

(T :) _ or it means, would that God had made

to grow for them [the plant called] ,Jii\, i. e.

w~UUI sr-ic ; so that they might have abundance

of milk, and become fat. (T, TA.)

6. £itii, (S, KO or -&L5 l>JUJ, (M,) They

destroyed one another, (S, M, K,) [or they shared,

one with another, in destruction, (see an ex. in a

verse cited voce J^,) by slaughter,] in war, or

battle. (S.)

(jliJI, thus, with ^j, in the M, and thus it

should be written accord, to Aboo-'Alee El-Kalee,

in the T and S with I, and in like manner in the

K , in which it is [mentioned in art. yi, and]

written without the article JI (Ui), and said to

be a pi., of which the sing, is t »UiJI, (TA,) [The

plant called] «,JxJI ^^c ; [see art. w-JW ; and

see also ^U^l, in this art. ;] (T, S, M, K;)

whereof one is called ♦ «U» : (S:) or, as some say,

another plant ; (T;) [i.e.,] as some say, a s]>ecies

of trees, or plants, (j. a. .&,) having red berries,

(^«fc), (S,) of which necklaces are made, (S,) or

the unbroken of which are made use of as Jajjlji

[meaning carat-weights] with which to neigh,

every berry (io») being a J»l^*» : and some say

that it is a Iierb that grows in rugged places,

rising from the ground to the height of the

measure of a finger, and less, and depastured by

tfte cattle. (M.)

SUs : see the next preceding paragraph, in two

places : = and see also art. yii.

JU> A yard, or an exterior court, i. e. a wide

space, (T, S, M, Mgh, Msb, K,) in front, (T, M,

Mgh, Msb, K,) or extending from the sides, (S,

Msb,) of a house: (T, S, M, Mgh, Msb, K :) pi.

I^Jl (T, S, M, Msb, K) and ^ : (K :) and 111

[q. v.] signifies the same. (T, M.)
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yj\i part. n. of vyi [i. e. signifying Passing

away and coming to an end; &c.]. (T.) —_ And

X An old man extremely aged, or old and infirm ;

(M,* Msb, K,* TA ;) bo called because of bis

nearness to passing away, or perishing : (Msb :)

or an old man whosefaculties have entirelyfailed.

(Mgh.) And iJls occurs in a trad., applied to a

she-camel, or to camels, as meaning -{Advanced in

age. (TA.) _ [aDI J ^, in the language of

the mystics, means f Lost in contemplation of

God, and insensible to all else.]

ihUI ^>o JUil is expl. in art. yis.

,$ ,t

^U^l [without the article O^'] '8 tne name of

A species of plant, (T, S, K,) yellow, and red;

(T;) [said to be so called] while fresh and succu

lent ; (S ;) accord, to AA, (T,) when it has dried

up, it is called JbL»aJI ; (S, T ;) but this is a

mistake; for .^li^l signifies a particular species

of plant by itself, of the herbs, or leguminous

plants, termed j^>j, which dries up, and becomes

scattered ; whereas the lei**- is the 5JL*. [a mis

transcription for ioJU.], and this does not dry up,

because it is of the [kind called] i~^. and Sj^c :

(T:) the n. un. is i&uf, (T, S,) like 1&C5 [in

measure]. (S.) And it is said to signify also

[The plant called] ^JUSt i^e.. (S. [See also

^jiiJt, above.])

• .-•' ««<

SULo A land (u«jl) suitable to those who alight

and abide therein : (K, TA :) it occurs, in a verse

of Keys Ibn-EI-'Eyzar El-Hudhalee, with J, [as

some relate that verse,] but As says that in the

dial, of Hudheyl it is with O. (TA in art. ^yi.)

AS

1. Ayi, (K,) [or perhaps Ai, but originally Ayi],

like ~.ji, (K,) sec. pers. C*yyi, [aor. -,] inf. n. <XyS

(S, TA) [and app. Ayi and iilyi], He (a man, S)

ZacAea* power or ability. (S, K.) And Ai, inf n.

iftlyi and Ayi, //« warfe a </ip, or committed a

fault, from lack of power or ability, fyc. (TA.)

And AlJa*. ^ Ai, and <&»*■, .ffe (a man)failed

of being thoroughly effective [in his discourse, or

oration, or harangue, and Aw argument, or pfea,

or evidence]. (TA.)_ And «,j£J1 C-vv> Lforgot

the thing. . (ISh, K,* TA. [In the K the third

pers. is mentioned, as being Ayi ; but I think it

should be contracted (agreeably with a general

rule), as in what here follows.]) And ^ <ti

»L5iJI, inf. n. as [probably, I think, a mistake for

Ayi], He forgot the thing. (TA.) See also 4.

2 : see what next follows.

4. <tyil .He (i. e. God) made him to lack power

or ability ; as also ♦ Ayyi. (S, K. [The former is

omitted in one of my copies of the S.]) __ And

He (another person) made him toforget. (TA.)

One says, lJ^. \y* o>» lsV1* *-»>>UJ O^jo.

* c-yyi i. e. [I went forth for a needful affair,

and such a one] made me to forget it [so that I

did forget it]. (S, TA. [Or {J$i\ may be here

better rendered agreeably with the explanation

next following.]) Accord, to IDrd, ^>* i^V

(Jj».U. signifies He busied me so as to divert me

[from my needful affair, or the object of my

want]. (TA.)

R. Q. 1. Aiyi He fell from a high station to

a lower one. (IA^r, TA.)

Ai, (S, K,) applied to a man, (S,) Lacking

power or ability; (S, K;) as also » Ayi, (CK,

but omitted in other copies of the K,) and * A«yi,

(S,* K,) and ▼ Aiyi, (K,) which last is mentioned

by IDrd as signifying dull of tongue, lacking

power, or ability, to accomplish the object of his

want: (TA:) and Ayi is applied, in the sense

first mentioned, to a woman ; (S ;) or as mean

ing lacking power, or ability, to accomplish the

object of her want. (TA.) And Ayi aJI=» means

[A word, or a sentence, &c.,] having ifclyi [i. e. a

lack ofpower, &c.]. (TA.)

Ayi and * <Ublyi [each of which has been men

tioned above as an inf. n.] Lack of ■power or

ability; (S, K;) as also ▼lyjC*. (K.) — The

first signifies also A case, or an instance, ofdj,\i :

and [a case, or a» instance, of] unmindfulness or

forgetfulness : (TA:) and a slip, or fault : and

a case, or an instance, of ignorance : and the like

thereof. (A'Obeyd, S, TA.*)

• .< 2'

Ayi : see as.

t . 3,

A^yi i. q. Ai, q, v. : (S,* K :) or unable to speak.

t * • * § *

(KL. [See *£i.]) One says A*yi aJui [Ligkt-

witted, lacking power or ability], (S, TA.)

A/klyi : see Ayi.

• «•« S'

Aiyi : see as.

4 ^^ 0<* 4 2^

Ayiyi : see Ayi.

* * ,* • ..ft* ^ j

JUJI 15-^ sLiyj ^j> means //« m a ^rooa

manager or tender or superintendent [of the camels

or cattle kc.]. (K.)

1. J^yi, (S, A, O, L, K,) aor. i , (A, K,) inf. n.

jkyi, (L,) He (a man, S, A, O) resembled the j^i

[or lynx] (S, A, O, L, K) in his stretching himself

and his sleeping, (L, K,) or in his much sleeping,

and stretching himself (S, A, O.) And He slept,

and was, orfeigned himself, heedless of what was

requisite, or necessary to be done. (L, K.) Hence

the saying, (S, L,) of a woman describing her

husband, as related in the story of Umm-Zara,

(L,) iyi C* JlIj % J-l £>• o£ -V J**i o'»

(S,* L,) i. e. If lie come in and be with me in the

tent, or house, he is gentle and quiet like the jkyi,

which is described as sleeping much ; and is, or

feigns himself, heedless of the things that are

amiss therein, and that I ought to put into a

right, or proper, state ; such is his generosity,

and goodness of disposition ; and if he go out,

and see his enemy, he is like the lion [in boldness ;

and he will not ask respecting what he has ordered].

(L.) And one says, ^* <^><J**, inf. n. jui, Thou

wast, or hast been, heedless, or negligent, of me.

(A.) B a) jLyi, (O, L, K,) aor. ;, (K,) He did

well, or kindly, in his affair in his absence : (O,

L, K:) like >U, and J^. (0, L.)

jtyi [The lynx ; lupus cervarius ;] a well-known

beast of prey ; (L, Msb, K ;) with which one

hunts; and which sleeps much; (L;) called in

Pers.jji : (Mgh:) fern, ejkyi : (L, Msb:) pi. of

the masc. j^yi (S, Mgh, O, L, Msb, K) and j>yit

(O, L, K) which is a pi. of pauc. ; (O ;) and the

pi. of the fem., accord, to analogy, is otjcy-i.

(Msb.) jtyJUl ,j-6 jtytS [More sleepful than tfie

lynx] is a proverb. (A.) _ And A nail in the

ia— 13 [or fore part] oftlte [camels saddle called]

ji.j ; (O, L, K ;) also termed ^J^» [q. v.]. (L.)

To the creaking sound of this nail the similar

sound of a stallion-camel's tushes is likened.

jkyi and jLyi [A man] resembling the «*yi [or

Zyna;] tn /tit stretching himself and his sleeping [or

in Aw do£n<7 £Am* much, or often] : and [a man]

Jet'n^, or feigning himself, heedless of w/iat is

requisite, or necessary to be done. (K.)

K$ fem. of .*£ [q. v.]. (Msb.) = The cJ*l

[i. e. podex, or anw*]. (L, K.) = A small piece

of butter. (L in art. J^yj.) = ^jOj^ill, (S, A, O,)

or ^'fii\ I3iyi, (L, K,) or^-jiJI ^o Ojiyi, (AO,

TA,) Two prominent portions offlesh in the [part

of the breast called] jjjj [q. v.] of the horse, (S, A,

O, K,) like two stones of the kind termedj^i : (S,

O :) or tlie prominent flesh in the breast of the

horse, on its right and left: (L :) or two portions

offlesh on the right and left of the breast of the

horse. (AO,TA.) And j-«JI I5.iyi Two pro

tuberant bones behind tlie ears of the camel; (O,

L, K;) the same that are termed ^l^ULljtJL

(0,L.)

jlyi The owner, or master, of a j^i [or fynx] :

(L :) or one who trains the j^i for hunting. (T,

0, L, K.)

jjk^i Afat boy or youth, (AA, S, O, L,) that

has nearly attained to puberty ; (AA, S, L ;) i. q.

jjby ; (0, K ;) [and jJ.ji and jJ,ji ;] and j£i ;

(AA, L;) as also *i>-^il: (O, K :) Yaakoob

asserts that the «_i in jJbji is a substitute for the

£> in JU*>3, or that the converse is the case ;

and both signify a boy perfect in make: or,

accord, to AA, soft and plump : or both signify

perfect, and soft, thin-skinned, and plump: (L:)

fem. Ijiy. (S,0, L, K).

^yit : see the next preceding paragraph.

1. )yi, aor.;, (Msb,K,) inf. n.^yi (S, O, Msb,
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?) and ^ it (S, 0, EL ;) and t^||, (IAar, 0,*

K,) inf. n. jlyJI ; (TA ;) He compressed a woman,

(IAar, S, O, Msb, EL,) one of his young women,

(IAar,) without consummating the act, i. e. with

out Jlpl, (IAar, S, O, Msb,) and then removed

to another and consummated tlie act (IAar, S, O,

Msb, g) with the latter, (IAar, O, Msb,) mho

was with him in the house, or chamber ; (IAar ;)

the doing of which is forbidden (S, O, Msb) by

the Prophet : (O :) and ♦ the latter verb signifies

also He was alone with one of his young women,

(K, TA,) tsL\L ,U«J, (TA,) when another of

them heard the sound proceeding from him,

which [sound] is termed w»-^ I, (EL, TA,) and

>J>pi, and k *UuJI ; (TA ;) which [also] is

forbidden. (KL, TA.)

2. j-yi, inf. n. j t ti 1, He compressed without

consummating the act, i. e. without JlpJ, by reason

of weariness and languor. (Msb in art. Jje. [See

also 1.]) _ Also, inf. n. as above, He (a man)

was, or became, weary, or fatigued. (S, TA.)

Said of a horse, as also ^jys» and *jn*J, He was,

or became, out of breath by reason of fatigue or

running ; (EL, TA ;) and interrupted, or stopped

short, in running ; and jaded : (TA :) or he fell

back by degrees from running, by reason of weak

ness, and being interrupted, or stopped short, in

running : (K, TA:) or the first deficiency of the

rate of running of the horse is termed jl>JI [the

falling back by degrees] ; the next, jy-*)\ [the

becoming languid] ; and the next, j»y£JI. (S,

TA.)

33 *

4 : see 1, in two places, as a^jju^il His camel

became jaded, and broke down with him, or

perislied, so that he was unable to prosecute his

journey. (IDrd, O, I£L.) = And^yil (said of a

man, TA) Hisflesh became compacted and lumpy

(O, EL*) and wrinkled by reason offatness : (O :)

when such is the case, it is the ugliest sort of

fatness. (O, EL.) = Also He mas present at the

festival of the Jews, (IDrd, O, EL, TA,) called

jy*}\ : (TA :) or he came to their synagogue: (EL,

TA :) or it signifies also he was present in their

synagdgue. (IDrd, O.) =s And £>jfi\, said of a

girl, She was circumcised. (Ibn-Abbad, O, BI.)

5. JUM ^5* tv«3 He became, or made himself,

ample, or abundant, in wealth, or in camels, or the

like; (S, O, EL;) as also "fft&; (EL;) as though

the former verb were formed by substitution from

ja.,.5 : or it may mean he was, or became, weary,

fatigued, or jaded, and languid, or remiss. (S,

O;) And.>0)£)l ^^yw -"e t0°h « wide, or an

ample, range in speech. (TA.)

Q. Q. 1. ^i : see 2.

Q. Q. 2. jyJu : see 2 : — and see also 5.

j>, (Msb, EL,) or j^JI '£, (S, Mgh, O,)

The synagogue of the Jews, (S, Mgh, O, Msb, EL,)

in which they assemble (O, Msb, K) for prayer

(Msb) on the occasion of theirfestival : (K:) or

a certain day on which they eat and drink : (EI :)

Bk. I.

or it signifies also a certain festival of the Jews:

(0 :) [app. tlie feast of Purim (written in the

Book of Esther DniS pi. of IIS)] : accord, to

A'Obeyd, (O, Msb,) a Hebrew word, (S, O,

Msb,) or Nabathsean; (Msb;) arabicized; (S,

Msb;) originally^; (S, O, Msb;) and the

Christians say^iLi. (TA.)

«•

jyi, (S, O, EL,) masc. and fem. ; (Fr, S, O,

EI;) or, accord, to Lth, the Arabs in general made

it fem.; but it occurs in the K as masc. ; (TA ;)

A stone such as Jills the hand: (S, O, EL:) or a

stone of the size of that with which.one crushes

walnuts (K., TA) and the like : (TA :) or a round

stone with which one bruises, or brays, perfume :

(Ham p. 643 :) or a stone, absolutely : (TA:) pi.

[of pauc.]j$l (S, 0, K)and [of mult.] )£ : (O,

EL:) As used to say^yi and * i^i, (S, O,) [indi

cating the former to be a coll. gen. n. and the

latter to be the n. un.,] like <ju> and Sijw: (O :)

the dim. is " S^. (S, O.)

•'*

Sfti : see the next preceding paragraph.

Sjt*i Pure, unmixed, milk, into which heated

stones are put ; and when it boils, flour is sprinkled

upon it, and it is mixed, and stirred about, and

beaten, therewith ; and is tften eaten: (ISk, S,

O, E> :) it has also been mentioned as with J.

(TA.)

•jev* [dim. of ^i and of 5^i] : see j^i.

**.»* i- ,

S>y«i iSU andj^, (0, EL,) the former mentioned

by IDrd, and the latter by Ibn-Abbad, A she-

camel that is hard and strong, (0,) or hard and

large. (K.)

Sj^jlc j^jjt Land having in it [stones such as are

termed] j\i\ [pi. of_£]. (O, TA.)

Si'jJb^U, (K, TA,) thus we find it, with fet-h,

but in some copies of the EL with damm, (TA,)

Theflesh of thy breast. (K, TA.)

I F says that there is not in the original language

[of the Arabs] more than one word having in it

the letters o and » and j, and that is jytiV (O.)

3 > *■ * 0'

Q. 1. ^«Sfl1 ^->j^i [He made, or wrote, a cata-

3y * * *» *

logueof the books or writings], (O,) or <uL£» cr'^v»

[lie made an index, or a table of contents, to his

*****

book or writing], (EI,) inf. n, <u^yi. (TA.) See

what follows.

^jv* -^ book, or writing, in which [the names

or titles or descriptions] of [other] books, or

writings, are collected; [i. e. a catalogue of boolis

or writings ; but more commonly, accord, to

modern usage, the index, or table of contents, of

a book or writing; in an Arabic book, generally

placed at the beginning:] an arabicized word ;

(Lth, O, EI;) from [the Pers.] c-ljyj: (O, K:)

pl.J-jly*. (TA.)

1. A*y», aor. -, inf. n.^ (S, Msb,K,&c.) and

jt^, (Msb, K,) which is the more chaste, (K,)

but the former is a dial. var. [more] extensively

obtaining, or, as some say, it is a subst. used as

an inf. n., (Msb,) and <£olyi (S, K) and iclyi and

i*lyi, (K,) He understood it, or knew it with the

mind; he apprehended its meaning; syn. dlic,

(JK,) and iji (S, Msb, K) and wiiJW iij^.

(K.) And ajs. jpj [He understood what he

(another) said]. (A in art ^ji-; &c.) [See also

j<rfS below.] __^,i, meaning He was, or became,

such as is termed j^ [i. e. one having much

understanding], is like^lyXc, meaning " he was, or

became, such as is termed >»Jlc." (TA.)

2 : see what next follows.

4. 'J±iri\ and * ii^i, (S, Msb, K, TA,) inf. n.

of the latter >«yA3, (S, TA,) I made him to

understand, or know, a thing ; (S,* Msb,* K,*

TA;) syn. i^L' i&i.. (TA.)

tt ~rr *

0. d^y/u He understood it, or knew it, (4*yi,)

one thing [or one particular thereof] after another;

(S, EL;) namely, speech, or language. (S.) _

[And He endeavoured to understand it. (See its

inf. n. as used in the former half of the second

paragraph of art. jj^.)] And ♦>C*UJI signifies the

same as ^^yiUJI [app. as meaning T/ie endeavouring

to understand; or the affecting, or pretending, to

understand], (TA.)

6 : see what next precedes.

7. jBf*i\, (BL, TA,) as quasi-pass, of *^i, inf.n.

SXV&, [or of d-oyil, i. e. as meaning He was made

to understand, or know,] (TA,) is an incorrect

word. (EL,TA.)

10. «,J")1 ^.o^j-wl He sought, or desired, of

me, the understanding of the thing [i. e., that he

might be made to understand it] ; (S,* EL,* TA ;)

syn. d^i j^i* Cr*i±>. (TA.)

Jtyi is an inf. n. of 1, (S, Msb, EL, &c.,) or a

subst. used as an inf. n.: (Msb:) [see 1, first

sentence :] it is expl. as signifying The conception

of the meaning from the word, or expression : or

the quickness of the transition of the mind from

extrinsic to other [i. e. intrinsic] things: or a con

dition of the mind whereby it ascertains what is

approvable: or, as in the "Ahkam" of El-

Amidee, excellence of intelligence in respect of its

readiness to apprehend quickly subjects of inquiry

that present themselves to it. (TA.)

jr£, an epithet applied to a man, (S,) Quick

*" 0*3*

of understanding ; syn.^oyiJI *tj-i. (EL.)

jt^ Having much understanding ; syn. jt'A*

j£ii\ ; an intensive epithet ; like ♦ i«lyS [except

that the latter is doubly intensive]. (TA.)

<Ulyi : see what next precedes.

309
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^»*U [act. part. n. of ^^3 ; Understanding, or

knowing, a thing].

j>y<** [pass. part. n. of ^^i; Understood, or

known. __ And hence, JaiJ^^yi* 2V'« acceptation

of a word or an expression ; i. e. <Ae meaning, or

sense, in refo'eA if is understood: see also ,yo«-o,

in art. • «<£].

j», j • - .. ■ j.j

1. <U6 OyyJ, (JK, K,) aor. ^yl, inf. n. ^3,

(JK,) J was unmindful, forgetful, or neglectful,

of it. (JK, K.) ISd says, ofyi L^i is like

U*, [which, said of the heart, accord, to explana

tions in the TA in art. yj», means It fluttered,

or palpitated : and if was flurried by reason of

grief or of beating :] and no inf. n. of it has been

heard, therefore I think it to be formed by trans

position. (TA.) — And lyJ signifies also He

spoke clearly, or distinctly, after doing the con

trary tliereof. (TA.)

3. »Ubl», inf. n. SUU*; t. 9. Aftjli, inf. n. AAjUo;

i. e. 2Zis talked, or discoursed, with him : and Ae

contended with him for superiority in glory, or

excellence. (TA in art. »y\)

4. .jyil iZe was weak, or erroneous, in his judg

ment, or opinion. (IAar, K, TA.)

• -

»li, formed by transposition from <uls, A man

* *

who reveals, or discloses, everything that is in hie

mind; like a*j.jl»; (Fr, in S and TA, art. »y ;)

and so »U : (Fr, in TA ibid. :) and Afi*a»4 »l» one

who reveals his hunger. (TA ibid.)

[OWt**^'> 8a'^ by Freytag to signify The elephant

and the buffalo, is a mistranscription for oWv*"^'-]

'lyit [a pi. of which the sing, is not mentioned]

O.J >' cfc

i. a. aJL> [pi. of 4JUI ^ signifying Heedless ; or

heedless of evil by reason of their goodness; &c.].

(IAar, TA.)

y, with the j quiescent, [Valerian ;] a certain

medicine, (K> TA,) a diuretic, (CK,) beneficial

as a remedyfor pain of the side andfor alopecia.

(K, TA.) =ss As a prefixed noun, signifying The

y * J

moutK, see voce ey, in art. »y .

Sy, (T, S, M, K,) like iy [in form], (S, K,)

[Madder; the species thereof used by dyers; rubia

tinctorum ;] certain roots (Lth, T, S, M, K) ofa

plant (M) which are extracted from tlie earth,

(Lth, T, M,) with which tfiey dye (Lth, T, S, M,

K) clothes, or garments : (Lth, T :) AHn says,

red roots of a plant which rises slender, having

upon its head berries intensely red, and having

much juice used for writing tlieremith and varie-

gating : (M :)- called in Pers. ^jj : (PS : [in a

copy of the T ^jj or &}} : and in my copies

of the S Aij^j and <Ujj; :]) if is [///so used as] a

medicine, having the property of causing abortion,

(K,) producing aflow of the urine and of the men-

strual discharge, (K>* TA,) aperient, clearing the

complexion or skin, clearing the shin from every

mark of tlie ringworm and of the white [species of

leprosy termed] J^j : (K :) it has been mentioned

also in the K as ending with [a radical] » [i. e.

written «y, in art. ey ] ; but, as is said by Lth,

[and in the T,] the final letter is that which

denotes the fem. gender. (TA.)

Slyuo ; pi. jliLo : see the following paragraph.

^yU Dyed with Sy ; applied to a garment ;

(T, S, M, K;) and to a hide. (M.) And

SlyU A land (lj«jO abounding with iy : (AHn,

M, K :) or having in it «y : (M :) and 3lJL> sig

nifies the same : (TA in art. .«»& :) or you say

l£jU«JI {y« Styuo ijejt [i. e. * Sty-* ; of which

the pi., without the article, is jU«] ; (T ;) ^U«JI

signifying the lands (Oy°f$W ^at 9*** growth

tol£. (TA.)

oy

1. yc-ty OU, aor. Oyb, inf. n. Oy and Oly,

originally signifies *JLai d^ ^^ [i. e. The time,

or opportunity, of the doing, or performing, of the

affair passed, passed away, elapsed, or escaped,

neglected by him, without his doing it or perform

ing it] ; and hence the phrase »*jJoi\ oJb, mean

ing The time of prayer passed, passed away,

elapsed, or escaped, without his performing it

therein : (Msb :) and t oUil is syn. with C*li.

(M, O.) [And both of these verbs are trans. :]

one says i^jiJI <uU, (S, O, Msb,) or j**)\, (M,

K,) aor. as above, (O,) and so the inf. ns. ; (S,*

M, 0* Msb, K;) and tilSI ; (K;) 27ie thing,

or affair, passed, or passed away, from him

[neglected by him] ; (M, K.;) [or tlie time, or

opportunity, of the doing, or performing, thereof

passed, or passed away, from him neglected by

him ;] or the thing escaped him, [or became

beyond his reach,] so that he was unable to attain

it, or to do it, or to accomplish it. (Msb.) But

this explanation is not applicable except in the

case of prayer, and the like : in other cases, 4JI9

signifies He, or it, preceded him ; was, or became,

or got, before him ; outwent him ; passed beyond

him ; or had, got, or took, precedence of him :

and went, or passed, away from him : and tlie

like. (MF, TA.) One says, \J£» ,<-3W, mean-

ing {jiif» [i. e. Such a thing preceded me, &c,

app. so as to become beyond my reach] : and aX>

Ul [I preceded it, &c] : (T :) and ^^. <£>jU>

ous / ran with him until I passed beyond him, or

outwent him: (A, TA:) and *!;»V O^* *J^»

Such a one preceded him, or outwent him, by a

cubit. (Msb.) C>y tii, in the Kur xxxiv. 50,

means U« ^ ^y 5* [Ana /Acre shall be for

them no escaping from us], i. e. liiyyj *) [they

shall not escape us]. (Jel. [And Bd says the like ;

adding, " by flight, or fortifying themselves."])

An Arab of the desert is related to have said,

O'JU % oUb y i£jJt <& j^aJt [expl. in art.

o~J]. (T.) And they assert that a man went

forth from his family, and when he returned, his

wife said to him, "If thou hadst been present

with us, we would have related to thee what hath

happened ;" whereupon he said to her, ^Uu ^

^y\» (M, Meyd) i. e. It has not escaped thee [lit.

thou hast not been escaped], so adduce what thou

hast [to tell] : the saying is a proverb. (Meyd.)

_ See also 5 : and see 8, in three places. — Ob

is also syn. with }\s [as signifying He died; in

which sense the aor. is Oyu, and the inf. n.Oy].

(A in art. J^i.) And * w»,~»l signifies He died

*

suddenly. (TA in art. Ol», q. v.)

4. t^Li\ ilil, (S, MA,) or JJ.% (K,) He

made the thing, or affair, to pass, or pass away,

from him [neglected by him; or lie made the

time, or opportunity, of the doing, or performing,

thereof to pass, or pass away, from him neglected

by him ; or he made the thing to escape him, pr

become beyond his reach, so that he was unable to

attain it, or to do it, or to accomplish it : see 1,

second sentence]. (M, A, K.)

5. *JU ^jj aJLc Oyi means aj *<xj\», (A'Obeyd,

T, S, M, O, K,) i. e. He acted exclusively of him,

(M,) [or passed him over], namely, his father,

(A'Obeyd, T, M, O,*) in respect of his property,

(A'Obeyd, T, &c.,) i. e. his own property,

(A'Obeyd, T,) by giving it away, (A'Obeyd,

T, M, O,) and squandering it, (A'Obeyd, T, M,)

without consulting him, or asking hi* permission :

(O, TA :) occurring in a trad., relating to a case

in which the Prophet ordered the father to cause

the property to be restored to his son ; and in

formed him that the son had no right to act thus

to his fether. (A'Obeyd, T, O.*) See also 8,

latter half, in two places : __ and see the para

graph here following, in two places.

6. OjUj has for its inf. n. OjUu and OjU3

and OjUj, (S, M, O, K,) the second and third

of which are mentioned by AZ ; the second is

said by ISk (who mentions this and the third, M)

to be of the dial, of the Kilabees, and the third is

mentioned by El-'Ambaree ; both anomalous, for

the inf. n. of a verb of the measure J^UJ is ^UJ,

[in the copies of the S J«U^, and said to, be so

in J's handwriting,] with damm to the e, except

in this instance : (S, O :) but Sb said that there

is not among inf. ns. an instance of J«U3 nor of

JcU3. (M.) OjU3^ £>++.ji\ jyU. Ji ^$j3 U,

(T, M, O, K,) or t oyj, (T, O, K,) [the former

in the CK and the latter in other copies of the Kj]

the latter being the reading of Hamzeh and Ks,

in the Kur [lxvii. 8], (O,) means Thou seest not

in the creation of the Compassionate, (M, O,) i. e.

in his creation of the heaven, (M,) any incon

gruity, or discordance; (T, M, O ;) or anyfault,

defect, or imperfection, so that the beholder might

say, " If it were thus, it were better ;" (T, O, K ;)

thus the latter reading is expl. by Es-Suddee ; (T,

0, TA;) and Fr says that both readings have

one meaning: (T, TA:) you say of a thing t^yu

and OjU3. (M.) _ And one says, (jL^JI OjUu

The two things werefar apart, onefrom the other ;

or widely distinct or separated : (S, O, K :) or
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differed, or were different. (Msb.) And 13jU3

■ l^jjjl J They two were distinct, or dissimilar,

in respect of excellence, (Msb,) or i_»j£Jl ^ [in

eminence, or nobility]. (A.)

8 : see 1, first and second sentences. — As,

relating the verse of Ibn-Mukbil,

[which may be rendered 0 ingenuous woman, (_>».

being an abbreviation of £>»■,) I have become an

old man, my sight has become weak, and what is

anterior to the day of resurrection, ofmy life, has

been passed, or has run out like water poured

00 . I *0 nJ'*i

forth (£>»)]> says, it is from OyJt, and OUS'iJI

[app. as the inf. n. of the pass. v. 0*31 used in

this verse] signifies i\jii\. (T.) — See also 1,

last sentence. _ ol4jLJ^I signifies also The

betaking oneself, or applying oneself, before another

or others, or hastily, (S, 0, Msb,) to a thing, (S,

O,) or to the doing of a thing, (Msb,) without

obeying him who should be obeyed, (S, O,) or fol

lowing his own opinion only, without consulting

him who had the best right to order in the case :

(Mgh,* Msb :) you say, IJ3 y\> <uie Ouil i. e.

Af * ajU [app. meaning He so betook himself, &c,

in opposition to him : or x> 4jli may be here used

in the sense in which it is expl. above voce Oyu].

(S, O.) And you say, A^ic oUtv "^ .j'iii ^wh a

one, twilling is to be done without his order; (S,0,

K ;*) and so &*)* t 0& ^ ; (Har p. 63 ;) or ^

e^«) ,j_ji ! _i <*JLc oUu [which means the samej.

(Msb.) a3UJ ^ *£* *tj£ yXiot, (T, M, O,)

or ajUj j^.1 ^ji, (S, TA,) occurs in a trad., (S, M,

Mgh, O, TA,) meaning Shall such a one as I

[am] have anything done in respect of his

daughters without his order? (Mgh,* TA ;) and

was said by Abd-Er-Rahman the son of Aboo-

Bekr to his sister 'Aisheh, on the occasion of her

having given in marriage his daughter, the elder

Hafsah, during his absence, to EUMundhir the

s'onofEz-Zubeyr. (T,* O, TA.») And you say,

9 0 900 9 0 . J 0 0 t

»-£ ij» AJlft OUsI, and %,J*i " ojU, meaning He

brought to pass a thing exclusively of him [i. e., of

another person, without the latter's having any

part therein]. (TA.) And IJ£> ^ <uic OUM,

and Afi <uJlc *Oyu, He followed his own opinion

only, exclusively of him [i. e., of another], in the

disposal, or management, of such a thing : the

verbs being trans, by means of ,JLe because

implying the meaning of ^.JJuJI. (TA.) And

j£)\ ^ aJ* Ol3l, (M, K,* TA,) and » Oyj

<us <«JLc, (MA,) He decided against him in the

affair. (M, MA, K,» TA.) And *JX oU»l

He effected, or executed, his affair without con

sulting any one : thus accord, to As, without

hetnz : (T, TA :) and, as is related on the autho-

rity of ISh and ISk, one says, «j<b OU»l, with

hemz, meaning he was alone in his affair ; and

in like manner one says, ajI^j in his opinion. (TA.

[See also art. OU.]) Aml^^UjI Otlit He

originated, or excogitated, the speech : (O, K, TA :)

and he extemporised the speech ; spoke it without

consideration, or thought, or preparation, or with-

out pausing, or hesitating; as also <«JJUJI. (TA.)

Oy an inf. n.ofl. (S,* M, &c. )_ *,* Oy and

ej - 4/ 0090 ' '

*fc «j Oy and »jl> Oy [lit. Beyond the reach of

his mouth and o/" Ais spear and o/ Aw hand, or

arm (in several copies of the Kl erroneously

written Oy)] mean where he sees it but will not

[be able to] reach it, or attain it. (K., TA.) A

man said to another, reviling him, [or rather said

of him,] d-oi oy aSjj <slit J**>» i. e. [May God

make his sustenance to be beyond the reach of his

mouth,] where he shall see it and shall not attain

it. (S, O. [And the like is said in the M and

Oi ' »0 «t 0i

A.]) And one says, »~«y> Oy ,jU yk [He, or

it, is] where my spear will not reach him, or it.

(S, A, O.) And ,>JI C»y' ,-io 1* [He, or &, is]

beyond tlie reach of my hand, or arm : mentioned

by Sb among what are peculiarly adverbial

0 0 *0 • -J *~»£

expressions. (M.) And j^l Oy ■j'iW Uilil and

yUsJt Oy [(SmcA a one escaped from us beyond

the reach ofa hand, or an arm, and beyond the

reach of a finger-nail]. (A. [Golius, as on the

authority of the A, has jiH t O^y, which he

0 0 90 -~

explains as syn. with ju Oy ; but it signifies A

J , Q *

little beyond the reach of a finger-nail.]) __ &*wt

*• 0 0t0 W 6 0 *•

Oy ^5jI3 Uyns means J /tear a sound, or »otce,

6«t / see wo« a efeerf, or «o rfeca7. (TA in art.

05*9.) —_ Oy signifies also The space between

two fingers [when they are extended apart (see

JiJ)] : (S, M, O, K :) pi. otyi. (S, M, O.)—

. _ * * n" • •' 0 * "*0

And you say, » CjU Oy Uy^rf like as you say

v>»W Oy [*• e> Between them two (meaning two

men) is a wide distance ; app. in respect of rank

or estimation : the last word being in this case a

corroborative, like the latter word in c«3U O)*

andJ5^j5]. (M.)

Oiy an inf. n. of 1. (S,» M, &c.) [Hence,]

OlyJI Oy Sudden death : (S, M, A, O, £:) like-

wise termed Ot^JUl 0>«Jt and Ol^JUf Q« 0 II.

(I Aar, TA.) You say, OlyUI iiy oli .ETe dtea"

a SMrfrfew dea;!A. (S, O.) The Prophet, passing

by a leaning wall, quickened his pace ; and. being

asked wherefore he did so, answered, Oye sJU.1

OtyJI [I fear sudden death]. (O.)

C-jy One JrAo follows his, or Aer, own opinion

only, (M, O, EL,) «ot consulting any one : (O :)

applied alike to a man and to a woman : (M, O,

K:) on the authority ofEr-Riyashee: pronounced

by AZ with hemz. (O.)_ See also O^i [of

which it is the dim,]

• 0

«iol» act. part. n. of 1 [q. v.]. (T.)_ See^also

Oy, last sentence.

&

1. »-U, [aor. »-yj,] said of musk, i. q. >.U [i. e.

It diffused, or exhaled, its odour], (O, Kl.) —

And, said of the day, t It became cooL (O, K,

TA.) And one says, j\j\ jjj juc iJJ^J\ c«j^U

+ [T%e sun became moderated at the cool time of

the day]. (O.)

2. p-y t L5^- 9~il>> c~~l means [/ am not going

in the evening] until I refresh myself by the cool

ness of the air. (KL : there expl. by the words ^1

C5-*1 O* 4»t?' tm wl»ch, for )jj\, I read Wt] :

in some copies [erroneously] |«~Ju ,Jie.)

4. -.lit, (K,) inf. n. iLlit, (S,) Be hastened,

or we«i! quickly ; (S, K, and O and Msb in art.

»-» :) and he ran. (S, El.) __ And j>£l\ -.Ut

(^cy^l jji 2V«e people, or party, went away, and

spread, or dispersed themselves, in the land. (L

in art. «-*».) —- And ajjL* ^y ~l»l iBTe wa* «?ow

in his running. (L in art. sj^s».) [Thus »-UI has

two contr. significations.] = Also He sent the

camels to the watering-trough, or tank, drove by

drove. (O,* Kl.)

* ,1 0 an

10. O^* a-***-' £wcA a one was desired, or

incited, to be [quick, or] ftrtsA, or prompt ; syn.

JUI<I. (K, and 0 in art. m».)

• 10

~.y JL company, congregated body, party, or

group, of men ; (S, A, O, L, Msb, K ;*) as also

t ^J-i, (L,) and t .Ujy, (El,) and t p, (O, ?,

and Msb in art. ~j, q. v.,) which last is said by

Az to be originally —-i, from ».l», aor. »yv, like

• «.^ ^ 0 j 00

£>cM from (^U, aor. (J^j, for which they say also

(j^b : (0, and Msb*'in art. -^i :) or a crowd,

or rfen.se company &c. : (so accord, to an expla

nation of the first of the following pis. by Z in

the Ksh and by Bd, both in Elur ex. 2 :) or a

company, &c, of the followers, or dependants, of

chiefs : or a great crowd of men : (L :) [and

app. t a multitude of things : (see an ex. voce

J&\, in art. J£» :)] pi. [of pauc] j-lyt [also

used as a pi. of mult.] (S, O, Msb, K) and [of

mult.] L& and pi. pi. ^\J\ (S, O, Msb, K)

and k-jUI (S, O, K) and »jI»I, as though pi. of

W. (0.)

m» : see the next preceding paragraph : ss

and see also art. •>_«£.

• 0 - • 90 0 0 1 0 0 i0

«Jli : see *.y . One says, i»J_j «_>U U> ^

^"^i, meaning 7%e company (»-y) 0/ <Ao«e </ja<

7i'ere ai </ie repast of such a one [pa-wea" 6y «*].

(TA.) ^ It is said that «Jl», applied to a she-

camel, signifies Fat : o{ such as is termed J3U«,

and fat :• but the word commonly known [thus

used]isljli [q.v.]. (TA.)

% 0 0 % 90 I *

<t*jb : see »-y : = and see also art. «i.

\
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1. JlLo)\ Itt, (Msb, KL,) aor. L^t and ^i ;

(Msb ;) or Jli«JI ^m C-*-li, aor. -.yu and ~~ju ;

(S ;) inf. n. L'£ (S, Msb, KL) and lj|i and ^U-ji»

(8, K,) and 1£ (?, Msb, K) and oW 5 (§, K ;)

TAe musA diffused [or exhaled] its odour ; (Msb,

K ; ) or </te orfowr of the musk diffused itself [or

became exhaled]; and y^hJl »-U Me perfume

diffused [or exhaled] its odour; (S;) or this last

signifies </te perfume became perceptible; or i<

<•/*/»// and remained; [in a garment or person ;]

syn. Jtjc : (Msb in art ~i :) the verb is not

used in relation to a foul, or disagreeable odour

or thing : (S, A, Msb, K :) of such an odour one

says w~& : (Msb :) or the former verb is common

to both : (K :) but this assertion is outweighed

[by the other] : (TA:) «-y signifies the giving

forth, and exhaling, a sweet, or pleasant, odour :

(KL :) and the perceiving such an odour: Fr

says that <wjj CaU and c».b are syn. ; but

AZ says the f-£ is attended by sound. (TA.)

__ For other significations of this verb, see art.

4. *-b1 : for this verb, see art. •»*».

6. ojljil C-^U^ ojlelal m»jU» O^W^ w>>

[TPe alighted in a garden the birds of which

warbled plaintively, one to another, and the

flowers of which exhaled sweet odours, one with

another]. (A.)

^/h'm II »-y The chief and first portion of the

menstrual discharge. (L.)

io-y [A spreading, or an exhalation], of per

fume. (TA in art^ac.)

■»"• **' jj^ * * **

1. «-i^JI C«*.b, aor. *.yj, inf. n. 0*->* 5 C£ >)

as also Ox»-li, aor. ^-*j, (K in art. ?-*»>) inf. n-

~J and O^-e* 5 (TA. m art> ;*-** 0 ^e wt'na*, or

odour, rose, or diffused itself: (KL:) you say,

<Ufi» -_jj <u« w-»-vi, aor. *-y-> and m<u, a sweet1

oaowr diffused itselffrom him, or ft ; like C*l£ :

(AO, As, S :) or L>J\ C-*.U, aor. iy5, (AZ,

S, KL,) inf. n. l^i (AZ, TA in art. ~y,) or o^,

(AZ, TA in the present art.,) signifies the wind

made a sound, or noise, (AZ, S, KL, TA,) tn its

blowing. (AZ, TA.) — And "jLi\ £U The heat

became allayed, or assuaged. (L.) = See also

the next paragraph, in two places.

4. a\s\, (AZ, S, KL,) inf. n. &l*t, (Lth, AZ,

S, IAth,) ^e (a man) emitted wind, (Lth, AZ,

S, KL,) with a sound, (AZ, S,) from the anus;

(Lth ;) and " ~l», aor. *-yi, inf. n. £)\t».)i (K,

TA) and 1£, (TA,) signifies the same: (K,TA:)

or the former, he voided excrement with an emis-

sion of wind: (IAth, TA:) [mentioned also in

art. ~~i :] and he (a man, or a beast,) emitted

wind in voiding urine : (ISh, S :) and ^f-^t aor.

~-^JLj, it (the emission of excrement) made a

sound. (L.) _ aJw «-lil //« emitted his urine

/cow a dilated aperture. (L.) And JmfcUl

S/te (a camel) M(2e o sprinkling with her urine.

(L.) _ JjjJI p-l»'> inf» n- a8 above, He opened

<Ae mouth of the Jj [or afon for wine Sfci] to give

vent to the air within it : thus accord, to Fr ; who

says that he heard a sheykh, of those having

knowledge in the Arabic language, explain this

m

phrase as meaning he smeared the inside of the Jj

with w>j [or rob], (L.) — Sm-laJI O* •^^ 7~*'>

(L, TA,) in the KL Uc, but correctly ^JLc, as in

< * • OS

other lexicons, (TA,) [as also *-»',] means <^l,

(L, KL,) i. e. Stay thou until the mid-day heat

shall have become assuaged, and the air be cool.

(L, TA.)

1. *\J, aor. >^i, (S, Mgh, 0, K, and T in

art. j^,) inf. n. »fi ; (AA, K, and T in art. j^S ;)

as also >\i, aor. jui>, (S, O, K, and T &c. in art

j^i,) inf. n. jui ; (IAar, K, and T in art j^J ;)

He died. (T, S, Mgh, O, K.) = And >\i, aor.

>^*J, (M,) inf. n. >y, (KL,) It (property) con

tinued, or belonged, or appertained, syn. C**3,

(M, K,) itjifcArfiJ to its owner; (M ;) as also jU,

J * 9 0"

aor. j^, (S, L, K, in art. Oe*,) inf. n. J^i : (KL :)

or (so in the KL) it went away, passed away, or

departed; (KL ;) as also jl», aor. j^iu, (KL in art.

jlj,) inf. n. ju*. (KL. [See also art. Ju».]) =s

«,>b, (Af, Yaakoob, T, M, L,) aor. »iyb, (Yaa-

koob, M,* L,) inf. n. >j*, (KL,) fi^e mixed it, (M,

L, KL,) namely, saffron [&c], (M, L,) or perfume

&c, (As, T,) or moistened it with water fyc; (L ;)

syn. dj\i ; (As, Yaakoob, T, M, L ;) from which

it is formed by transposition [accord, to the lexi

cologists ; but not accord, to the grammarians,

because it has an inf. n.] : (M, L :) and so »j\i,

aor. »J*>£, (S, L, KL, in art. jui,) inf. n. j£. (L.

[See also art. J*i.])

4. <C*il / killed him ; destroyed him. (0, KL.

[See also art. J^«».]) = And Igave him property.

(M, L, KL.) It belongs to this art. and to art.

jui [q. v.]. (L.) See also 10.

5. J-»JI i3$-» ^>*^ He (a mountain-goat)

ascended («J»»£I) upon the mountain. (O,* L, K.)

6. ^eJjdt O'ii1^ ^i* (ISh, KL) is a phrase used

by the vulgar, (ISh,) but the correct expression

is ^IjuUb, meaning They two impart knowledge,

' ***** . 0

each to the other: (KL :) or Uyw JWW O'^^i

J%ey two give, of the property, each to the other;

or profit, or benefit, each otlier therewith : (ISh :)

or, in the opinion of MF, each is allowable. (TA.

[See also art «><».])

10. iiUJL-l, (M, L, KL,) and t 't>\J\, (M, K.)

[respecting which latter see 10 in art. «**»,] as

also juAj, (K, [but this belongs to art. j^i only,])

JTis gained it, acquired it, or ^o< ft, for himself,

namely, property [&c.]. (M, L, KL.) [See more

in art. jui.]

***

i£ Each of the two sides of the head : (As, 3,

M, A, O, L, Msb, KL :) pi. ily'l : (M, L, Msb:) one

says, aj^Ju ^.*<JJ\ tjty [Jfoariness appeared tn

the two sides of his head], (S, O, L.) And The

main, or chief, portion of the hair of the head,

next tlie ear; (M, L, KL ;) or of the hair that

descends below the lobe of the ear, next the ear :

* »*

(IF, L, Msb:) or o'*>* signifies [two lochs, or

plaited locks, of hair, suck as are termed]

J&H*± (ISk, S, O, L, Msb) of a man (ISk,

S, O, L) and of a woman. (O.) — f The side

(KL, TA) of anything ; (TA ;) each of the two

sides (M, L) of a thing. (L.) You say, jy* »»jl

(LaJI X Raise thou the side of the tent. (A.) And

1^5 ty* I \J>£ Oti lyjj I [They alighted, or abode,

between the two sides of the valley]. (A.) __

X Each of the two equiponderant halves of the

load of a beast : (S, M, O, L, KL, TA :) one says,

#* »* * t* * * *

CHJyJI t>srf •*** J [■**• *a' l>ei'veen the two equi

ponderant halves of the bad of the beast]. (S, O,

L, TA.) And [hence, app.,] \A [sack such as is

termed] JJ)lyc. (K.) __ + The part that is abun

dant in plumage of each of the wings of the eagle :

**t

(M :) [or each of the wings; for] one says, cJUl

^^Jl ^Jjs. Q}£ v^l J [The eagle cast] its

wings [upon, or over, the eaglet], (A.) __ One

says also, O^jy «->U£)l C>U»>, meaning 1 1

doubled the upper part of the letter, or writing,

over the lower part, so that it became two halves.

(A, O.) And c4^l }£ c-jull : [I touched,

by kissing, or with the hand,] the corner of the

House [of God; i. e., of the Kaabeh]. (A.) =

Also A company, congregated body, party, or

group, of men; or a crowd, or dense company

&c. ; or a great crowd of men ; syn. ^y : (Ibn-

Abbad, O, KL :) pi. l\'fi. (Ibn-Abbdd, O.)

Jly\ (O, KL,) with fet-h to the o, (O,) like

^U^-i [in form], (KL,) t. q. ^1^4 [generally mean

ing The heart (see other explanations in art jU)] ;

(O, KL ;) a dial. var. of the latter word. (O.)

ejuli a subst. from JUM ili, (M, KL, and L in

art. jui,) in the sense ofcJ: (M, and L in art.

j^ :) it belongs to this art. and to art. j^. (TA.

[See the latter art.])

iyi. <i, applied to perfume &c, t. q. ojjue

[Mixed, or moistened with water fyc] ; (As, T ;)

as also j~Ju>. (S and 0 and L in art. ju».)

jlyU o"iUo Ja.j ^1 destructive man; as also

iLL. (Ibn-Abbad, O, KL.)

L jU, (M, Msb, !£,) aor. jyu, said of water;

(Msb;) and Ojl>, aor. jyu, said of a jji [or
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cooking-pot] ; (T, S ;) inf. n. _,y and ob>» (T,

S, M, Msb, K) [the latter of which is the more

common] and }j£ (M, K) and jly ; (M, TA ;)

It boiled, or estuated. (T, S, M, Mfb, K.)— [jl»

said ofa liquor, Itfermented. (See Ju*i.) — Said

of blood, and of wine, It flushed, or mantled, in

the cheeks or head.] _ *-JU Ojti His soul [or

stomach] heaved; or became agitated by a ten

dency to vomit ; i. q. Ojtf [q. v.]. (T in art. jyi.)

ti^U jU t. q. iJ5tf jU (T, 8, K) His anger

boiled [or became roused or excited] ; (S ;) or lie

was, or became, angry. (TA.) — [And * the

same phrase is ex pi. in the M, accord, to the

transcript in the TT, as signifying a*£* jUJ\ ;

but I think that the right reading is evidently

j;yi'; and the meaning, His sinews became

swollen; said of a horse or the like: see art.^ii;

and see also j5\J, below.] _ \jj-*M jw, inf. n.

£)\)yi, The vein became excited, or in a state of

commotion, and flowed forth [with blood] : (M,

K, TA :) to which is added in the K, V>^ >

but this is a mistake, occasioned bv a false read-

ing of the next words in the M, which are w>«i)

£»£«U*JJ#- (TA- [See J»i*-]) — J^»JI»*.

in a horse means The vein's having inflations, or

knots, [or a varicose condition,] apparent in it ;

which is disapproved. (ISk, TA.) — ;l» said

of water signifies also It welled, and came forth,

from the earth, or ground : (Mgh :) it appeared,

pouringforth, from the spring, or source. (TA.)

_ tj.U is said of men assembled in market-places

[app. as meaning They bustled, or were in a state

of commotion]. (TA.) — -ill»)t jli, inf. n. jty"

and oGS*' [Th* °d°ur °f\ tfie mu*h spread. (M,

K.) =s ajy : see 4. = Also (£>y) I made for

it, i. e. the balance, what are termed £j\j\+i [dual

ofj&q.v.]. (Th,M,K.)

2. J » L»U jy JETe ma<fe wAat « termed Sj*S

[q. v.] /or </<e woman in the state following child

birth. (M, K.)

4. Ajjjl ami T«uy 7 -wac/e /V to &«//, or estuate.

(IAar, M, K.)

jUJI 27ie muscles of a man : (M, ?! :) also men-

tioned in art. jli, as written with ». (TA.) }f>\

i)ji* cJ>* ojS 3$ t-P** forth thy fire> that

passengers may see it and be attracted by it,

though thou make lean thy muscles,] is a saying

meaning \ give food though thou injure thy body

•t-

[by doing so]. (M, L.) ■■ See also jL» (with

which it is syn. in other senses), in art. jli.

jP [originally an inf. n. : see 1.] The burning,

or heat, and boiling, of Hell. (TA.) And In-

tenseness, or veltemence, of heat ; (TA ;) as also

▼ !jy. (S.) __ J? ■■>' jj* Tlie remains of the red

ness in the western horizon after sunset : as also

J'p. (TA.) [See also »jy.] =s And A time :

(TA :) [or rather] the present time in which is

no delaying. (Msb.) Thus in the saying, iaiiJI

.y)| J* [The right of pre-emption is to be had]

in tlie present time in which is no delaying. (Msb.)

_ And hence, A state in which is no delay.

(Msb.) You say, %».; J^5 .C^-U. ^ O^* *»■

*jy «>* [Such a one came for the object of his

want,] then returned immediately, or at once : or,

as some say, Kith the same motion with which he

came, not ceasingfrom motion after it ; properly,

conjoining what was before the coming with what

was after it, without tarrying. (Msb.) And

Jjkjji »>? |y'i meaning >m»j <J* [>• e., app.,

They came in a headbng manner ; like the phrase

%** J* i5*«] ; (M» K»TA; but the M has

IjjU. instead of fyi ;) and this is said by Zj to

be the meaning of^y Of in the Kur iii. 121 :

(M, TA :) or ly£li &\ Jli [before tlieir resting,

or ceasingfrom motion] : (K, TA :) or^A^y Of

in the Kur ubi supra means in the commencement

of their procedure : (O :) or »n, or at, their instant

of time; (Ksh, Bd;) i.e. [in, or at, the same

instant, or] immediately : (Bd :) and U^M 0*31

L£jy 0-*> meaning 0*-*' O' J**5 LK e- * came to

such a one before my resting, or ceasing from

motion]. (S, O.) And you say, ^y o-f a^^***

meaning / did it at once, or instantly. (T, TA.)

jy Gazelles: (T, S, M, g :) a word having no

sing. ; (T, S, M, TA ;) accord, to IAar and

Yaakoob : (TA :) or its sing, is t^5U ; (M, K,

TA ;) accord, to Kr. (TA.) One says, jilt ^

.yl) 0^^ U IJ£o I will not do such a thing while

the gazelles wag tlieir tails. (IAar, T, S.)

«i*a» Jjli The odour of musk : or the bag, or

receptacle, [i.e. the follicle, or vesicle,] thereof:

(M,L :) [Sgh says that] this and what next follows

have been mentioned in art. jU, [q. v.,] but should

more properly be mentioned in the present art.,

both being from jU, aor. jyo. (O.) — J^^l Sj»

means Tlie sweet exhalation from the skins of the

camels when they are moist after returning from

the water. (M, K.)

»jy : see jy : — and Sjty. — Also An ebul

lition of anger, rage, or passion ; syn. -JU. (S

and ]£ in art. «**.) — And Freshness, or new-

ness : so in the saying <«j,yv t^ZJ\ OjA.1 [I took

the thing in its fresh, or new, state]. (TA.) —

[And hence,] fjiX ejji Tlie first part, or begin

ning, of the day. (T,TA.) And sli«JI £y TAe

<t'me [neast] a/«er «Ae .tie [or nightfall]. (S, TA.)

_ (jrfUl S>y' 2%e place where people congregate,

and where they bustle, or are in a state of commo

tion, (OA»*i>) *n ''te,r market-places. (TA.) __

J^aJI »jy r/*e higher, or highest, part; and f/te

elevated and liard, or elevated and plain or /eueZ,

part; of the mountain. (K.)

«jy i. r/. ojy [expl. in art. jU] meaning JL

certain flatus in the pastern of a horse [fyc.].

(O, K.) — And t. q. <wy» [A round piece, or

collection, of red sand; or a piece, or collection,

of sand mixed with pebbles ; &c.]. (Kr, M, ]£.)

ijt* Fenugreek (SJU-) mixed [in the manner

described voce Ij-fSi (q. v.) in art. jU] jfer <A«

woman in the statefollowing childbirth. (M, K.)

jUi sing, of O'j^j (T,) which signifies The

two t/jj^* (T, S, M, O, K) of iron (M, K) between

which is the tongue of the balance : (T, S, M, O,

K :) originally with j in the place of the ^j, (M,

O,) changed into ^ because of the kesreh before

it. (O.)

»jly Thefroth, orfoam, that boils, or boils over,

of a cooking-pot: (S and K in this art. "and

voce 4A.L;Jg :) and "j^UL* signifies the same,

mentioned by Ibn-Abbad. (O.) And [in like

manner] * »jy signifies The mantling foam upon

the surface of wine. (TA.)

• a' . . "

jiy [an intensive epithet from jU ; signifying

Boiling much; &c. : _ and Water, &c, welling

forth abundantly; gushing], _ [Hence,] ^>j^6

jiy A smiting [that inflicts a wound] such as is

wide, (IAar, M, TA,) so that tlie blood flows

[abundantly]: (M:) a poet says,

ULwj <U« j>ji\ i_£P 0*^>3

9 ' * *

L-,LJ ^.JL^-o tyuii lit

(IAar, M, TA. [The text of the M as given in

the TT, for^jJI fjjj, has j»ji\ ^jj; and for

U-*j O'i 'l nas l~**i 5I : a"d the right reading of

the first hemistich seems to be, Sjly c**a»J ,_jj-=u;

for an inf. n. is sometimes made fern. : see an in-

stance of w»^-o as fem. in the EM p. 157 : the

poet means, With a smiting that silences, or kills,

inflicting a wide and gushing wound; and a pierc

ing with the spear in consequence of which thou

seest the blood sprinkled : when they slay a horse

man of you, we are responsible for him after it

that he shall live: i. e., as is said in the M, his

blood shall be revenged, so that he will be as

though he had not been slain : and it is also there

said that by «,ly C«L»«j is meant iytjj 4jlwIj lyJ

a) Cjyo "^j Jmj ; in which the two fem. pro

nouns and the fem. epithet all relate to the word

y^iyb, agreeably with what I have stated to be

in my opinion the right reading of the first hemis

tich.])

f i-

.♦ji Sharp, as an epithet applied to a man :

• * i,

syn. jujtfc. (O, K.) See also jy^.

ijiy, (accord, to the K,) or ♦ «,iy, (accord, to

a copy of the M,) A source, or spring, of water :

(M, K :) [the latter word is app. the right in this

case; for] IAar says that'ijly is applied to a

wave: and to a 3£sjj [i.e. watering-trough, or

the like; or basin, pool, pond; &c] : and «jly,

to anything that is not water : and in one place

he says that Sjljj and ijly are applied to anything

that does not move nor turn round; and Sjtji and

»»jiy to such as moves and turns round. (T,
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TA.) — Jj^JI sjtji, with fet-h and teshdeed,

signifies The hole, or perforating aperture, of the

j)jj [or haunch] : (S, O :) or the Sjly, (EL,) or

t Sjly , (so in a copy of the M,) is an aperture in

the i)jj [or haunch], to the belly, or interior of

the body, not obstructed by bone : (M, EL :) [these

two explanations plainly apply to the sacro-

ischiatic foramen : but what here follows is con

sistent with what precedes, though somewhat less

clear:] or the 0&j\ji, (EL,) or ♦ O^j'y* (accord.

to a copy of the M,) are [two parts, in the region

of the pelvis, described as being] (jUiw [a word

which I do not find to have any proper meaning

that would be here apposite, but which seems to be

applied in this case, by a kind of catachresis, to two

parts through which a weapon or the lihe maypass,]

between [each of] tlie haunch-bones or hip-bones {&&

(j-s&jyi) and the «..«■. 3 [or ischium], towards

the side of the i)j» [or hip-bone], (M, EL,) not

intervening as obstacles in the way to the belly, or

interior of the body ; and they are what become

in a state of commotion in tlie act of walking, or

going along. (M.) [See also JjUJI, in art. J*».]

And accord, to Lth, the term O^j'j^j (0> and so

in a copy of the T,) or *o6,!>s, (so in another

copy of the T,) is applied to Two appertenances

of the <Ji»j£s [or stomach, properly of a ruminant

animal], having within them two small nodous

lumps (o^J^)> which latter are not eaten, and

each of which is a piece offlesh in the midst of

red flesh. (T, 0.)

*' *'

♦jiy : see the next preceding paragraph, in six

places.

jfo [part. n. of 1 : — hence, »yl* jU] : see 1,

in two places. _ Applied to a beast, of the equine

and other kinds, Swollen in the sinews; Bjn.jZZi*

*f~a*}\. (EL. [In the TA, this is said to be a

mistake for w~ki)t j£Zu, and thus I find it to be

written in the L, and in a copy of the M accord,

to the TT : but see what I have said, in the first

paragraph of this art., respecting the phrase above

mentioned.]) = See also jy .

jtjUU : see »j'y\

1. jb, aor. jyU, inf. n. jy (S, A, O, Msb, EL)

and jU* and SjUU, (TA,) He attained, acquired,

gained, or won, good, or good fortune, (S, A, O,

Msb,* EL,) or his wish or desire, or what he desired

or sought; (Bd in iii. 182, and TA;) he met

with, or experienced, that for which one would be

regarded with a wish to be in the like condition,

without its being desired that it should pass away

from him; he becamefarfrom what was disliked,

or hated, or evil : (TA:) he succeeded, or was suc

cessful: he won, or gained the victory: (Msb:)

[he had his arrow drawn, or] his arrow came

forth [from the 3*Vj]> *» the game calledj.~t<J\ :

and t it (an arrow) won ; or came forth before its

fellow [orfellows in that game]. (O,* TA.) You

say, 4/ jli He attained it, acquired it, gained it,

or won it; (Kh, A, O, Msb, K ;) namely, good,

or good fortune; (Kh, O ;) or reward: (A:)

and he took it away; went away with it. (S, EL.)

—— He became safe, or secure; he escaped. (S,

A, O, Msb, EL.) You say, <u-« j\J He became

safe, or secure, from it ; lis escaped it ; (A, O,

EL;) namely, evil; (TA;) or punishment. (A, O,

TA.) And vtf*>l O-'&VWjW O^ Ji£>

A happy end is his who gains reward and escapes

punishment. (A.) = And jli, (S, O, EL,) aor.

jyi>(TA,) inf. n. jy, (S, A, EL,) I He perished :

(S,A,EL:) he died; andsotjy: (S,A,0,Msb,

K:) thus the former bears two contr. significa-

tions : (A, EL:) but IB says that, accord, to some,

the latter is not used in this sense unless preceded

by another phrase such as in the following ex. :

».«4 O*^* Ji*S O^* «-J'- [Such a one died and

such a one died after him] : and accord, to others,

*jy" signifies f he became in the SjliLo [or state of

temporary safety] which is between the present life

and that which is to come. (TA.) [This last sig

nification is given in the A.] —_ See also 2.

2. jy \He went, or his course brought him, to

the SjliLo : (IAar, TA :) or I he went upon the

Sjlfco: (A, TA:) or -fhe went away: (IAar, O,

EL:) or I he went away into the Sjlia : (A:) and

jli signifies fhe traversed the SjLuo. (Msb.)

You say, *I^jy" (S, A, O, EL) t He entered upon

the Sj\i* with his camels. (S, O, EL.) — Also

t He went forth from one land or country to

- ft y|

another : and "jj-A-3 signifies the same as jjj.

(TA.) _ See also 1, latter part, in three places.

= And, said of a road, It was, or became, ap

parent : (O, K :) and Sgh adds, [but not in the

O,] and it stopped, or came to an end. (TA.)

4. IJJLi ojlil He (God, S, O, EL, or a man,

Msb) caused him to attain, acquire, gain, or win,

such a thing. (S, O, Msb, EL.)

5 : see 2.

jli : see what next follows.

ijli A [tent such as is called] <UJau>, (S, K,)

with two poles, (K,) or that is extended with a

pole : (S ; in which is added, " it is in my opinion

an Arabic word : ") pi. [or rather coll. gen. n.]

tjy. (ISd,TA.)

•«• *

5j5\i \A thing that rejoices one, and by which

one attains good or the object of his desire : you

say, jpU^jU t He attained, acquired, gained, or

won, a thing that rejoiced him, Sec. (A, O,* TA.)

J

end

see the following paragraph, near the

9* **

Sjlio A place of safety, security, or escape. (S,

A, O, K.) So in the Kur [iii. 185],J^..,cL3 ^i

w>ljudl (>* »jl-«-oV [Ho thou by no means reckon

them to be in a place of security from punish

ment]: (S, A,* O:) or, accord, to Fr, the meaning

here is, farfrom punishment. (TA.) _A cause,

or means, of prosperity, or success, or of the at

tainment or acquisition of tliat which one desires

or seeks, or of what is good, or of that whereby

one becomes in a happy or good state ; syn. iaJUta.

(A.) __ J [The state of temporary safety which

is between the present life and that which is to

come. See 1, last signification.] c= I A place of

perdition, or destruction : (Msb, EL:*) or i. q. V$i :

(A :) [i. e.] a desert ; syn. aJJ ; any [desert such

as is called] jiS : (TA :) or a desert in which is

not water : (ISh, O, K :) and a desert in which is

no waterfor tlie space of a journey of two nights

or more : when there is none for the space of a

journey of anight and a day, it is not thus called :

(ISh, O, TA :) or a tract in which two watering-

places are sofar apart that camels are keptfrom

drinking two days, with a portion of tlie day pre

ceding them and of the dayfollowing them, [accord,

to that which is generally preferred of the expla

nations of the term £/j which is here employed,]

and other animals [that journey quicker] drink on

alternate days ; as also i^ : or such as is between

that in which camels are kept from drinking two

days S?c. as above, and that in which other animals

drink on alternate days ; as also JUL* : (TA:) 6o

called to prognosticate good fortune, and safety,

(As, IF, S, A, O, Msb,) as meaning a place of

safety, (A,) from jli signifying "he became safe:"

(Msb :) or from jy", (IAar, S, 0,* Msb,) or jb,

(AHei, TA,) signifying " he perished," (IAar,

S, O,* AHei,) or " he died :" (Msb, TA :) AHei

condemns the former of these assertions ; but Az

and ISd say that it is the more commonly ap

proved, though the latter is the more agreeable

with analogy : (TA :) or it is so called because

he who comes forth from it, having traversed it,

is safe : (IAar, TA :) the pi. is jjUi : (S :) and

jUU signifies the same as Sjlio : so in a trad, of

Kaab Ibn-Malik; IjUUj Ij^ £il J^ulli [And

he saw before him, or looked forward to, a far

journey and a desert, or a waterless desert, &c.].

(TA.)

t>»y"

j * * * j

3. <U0jUL»H signifies The being clear, or per

spicuous, syn. 0(-e-*-"> (S, O, K,) in talk or dis

course (>j. > > 1.11 (^i). (S. [In the O, and K,

£+j jtaJI (>• ; and hence it is said in the TK that
* ■* * *

w~jjka.ll uejii signifies &i*> He made the talk, or

discourse, clear, or perspicuous : but for this I do

not find any authority.]) Some say a.^ijULpJI.

(IB, TA in art. yfle».) [See also 4 in art. ,j«u».]

- , . ,t .

4. i+iSJ voW U: see art. ^a-i. [It seems to

be indicated in the S that this is from <Ls)UL«)l,

expl. above : and the like of this is app. said by

IB.]

6. uoi\£i\ signifies ^jjUIm [The being, or be-

coming, separated, onefrom another] ; from ^>~JI,

not from ^jLwJt : (O, EL:) originally ^jajUuJI;

mentioned also [in a different sense] in art. ±joJ>-

(TA.) See the latter art.
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2. jl^l 4it u^i, (S, M, A, 0, Msb, K,) inf. n.

^jo.i) i 3, (Mgh, O, Msb,) Z*Te committed to him

the thing, affair, or case; syn. jy, (S, A, O, K,)

or^, (M,) or Jj** ; (Mgh, Msb ;) abstaining

Jrom contention, or litigation ; (Mgh;) andmade

him arbiter thereof. (TA.) It is said in the Kur

[xL 47], (TA,) MJl j£\ J$\) (A, TA) And

J commit my case unto God, making Sim arbiter

thereof. (TA.) _ -lilJI ^ Juyljl, (S, O,)

•a j - \' ' '

or ^iuyull v-\SJ, (TA,) is The giving [a woman]

in marriage without [requiring] a dowry. (S, O,

TA.) You say, S1/«JI c^y He gave the woman

in marriage without [requiring'] a dowry, (K.)

And Lv-^3J i^-" V^ <^~^V> (Mgh,) or c~i>y

p-^Jt ^)l ly^lAJ, (Msb,) 5Ae married herself to

her husband without a dowry : (Mgh, Msb :) or

w-ey signifies »S7(c ^at>e up, or renounced, the

ordinance of the dowry. (Msb.)

3. «suojl<io signifies The being copartner, or co-

partners, in everything; (O, K;) [as though each

of two persons, or every one of more than two,

committed all that he had to the other, or others;]

as also t Jb'jte. (K.) [See 6.] Hence, (TA,)

■LafeU«JI &&•£> Copartnership in everything; (Lth,

M, S, A,* Mgh,* TA ;) in which everything is

common property ; (Lth, M, TA ;) opposed to

^)UjOI i£=>i, which is copartnership in one thing:

(Lth:) or copartnership of two persons in all that

they possess: (Msb:) or copartnership of two

persons in all that is in their hands, or that they

may afterwards acquire ; which is null and void

accord, to Esh-Shafi'ee, but allowable accord, to

Aboo-Haneefeh and his two companions [Aboo-

Yoosuf and Mohammad]. (TA.) You say,

<LojU* <L£bp a7 SajUi 7 was copartner with htm

in all the property that we both together possessed.

(Az,TA.) Hence also, (TA,) eTjWt aijUU The

conversing and conferring of the learnedon matters

of science; each of two persons receiving what the

other had [to communicate], and giving what he

himself had to the other; as though each com

mitted what he had to his companion. (O,* TA.)

_ The commixing [in social intercourse]. (A.)

__ The being coequal. (A, O, K.) — The com

peting («ljL^-») in an affair. (K.) You say,

^1 J, iijU, (S, O, TA,) or life J>, (Mgh,)

He competed with him, (»ljV, S, Mgh, O, TA,

[for which Golius has read »tjW, whence he has

been led to assign to i^o^ti a wrong meaning,

which Freytag has inadvertently copied,]) and

did like as he did, (Mgh,) in his affair, (S, TA,)

or in such an affair. (Mgh.) And <U«^L» /

competed with him ; syn. *wjl». : and Uv»~> O^

«L£)UU [There was, between tliem two, competing],

(A.)

6 : see 3. You say, JUJ1 ^ oliy/iJI Jo'sfc

The two partners were sharers in the property al

together: (S, O, TA :) or ^UOj-IUI ^^Uw signi

fies the two partners were coequal. (A, Mgh.) _

[Hence, ly^ijUJ They conversed and conferred

together ; every one receiving what the others liad

to communicate, and giving what he himself had

to the others : see 3. _ And They mixed together

in social intercourse : see, again, 3.] _ 1^-ijUJ

w« „>■> i-- II They [discoursed together; or] began,

or commenced, or entered upon, discourse. (M,

Msb.) [See an ex. in a verse cited in the first

n

paragraph of art. yy.] — Also, ^"^1 ^ l^-o^Uw

They competed (Uo*_> ^^oju i/ojli, [every one

doing like as tfie otliers did,]) in the affair. (S,

O.K.)

<Uey a subst. from «UojU« (O, TA) [signifying,

app., Copartnership: &c.].

ly-ey" >y .A party, or company, of men who

are equals, having no chief: (S, O, Msb, K :) or

separated, or t» a state of dispersion; (Lth, O,

K ;) jt-o^i being pi. of i^ojU, which is not in use :

(Lth, O :) or mixed, (S, O, M, K,) one with

another; (S, O, K;) in which sense, also, .yiy

is applied to a number of ostriches : (S, O :) or

having no commander, nor any to collect them

together: (M:) or mixed, and having no com-

mander over them. (A.) You say, ^-oy u-UI

IJjk ,-» The people are equals in this; there is no

distinction to be made between them. (Mgh.) And

^bji Jr,^ti\ tlt>- The party, or company, of men

came mixed together. (S.) And (^j-oy ,J^.^i\

The wild animals are in a state of separation, or

dispersion, (0, TA,) going to and fro. (TA.)

^^i*/ -iy^eyJIycl 77tejr possessions are property

which they share among themselves; as also zUs^a-s

and if&yinfi. (S.) And^y^p j^cy^yfiUe, and

I i» * «r-j-*; 7%«tr ^rooiils are common property

among them. (M.) And^yio (j-'V JWI 2«<

property is promiscuous among them : whosoever

desireth of them a thing taheth it. (Msb.) And

ifoyi j. ; »- C^ilib Kheyber was promiscuous

(Mgh) common property (Mgh, Msb) among the

Companions; nof divided. (Msb.)__L5^yw9*^cl,

and "jLoj-i, (M,) or^^J-j i^oy? and i^ya-g-S

(TA,) 2%eir case is mixed, or promiscuous: or is

ef^Ma/ among them : (Lh, M, TA :) or ^o^jt^y^

^Li, (AZ, O, K,) orj^ tiUy^y, (TA,) or

both, (O, TA,) Their case is mixed, or promis

cuous, (AZ, O, K,) every one of them makingfree

use of that which belongs to another, (K,) one

wearing the garment of another, and one eating

the food of another, none of them consulting his

companion respecting that which he does without

hi* order. (AZ, O.) [See a similar phrase voce

s.ji.0.]

2liy: ami)

V see (^j-oy, last sentence.

I LAj ofri : )

A-*jly_3 Remains of life : (O, TA :) so in the

saying, o^ --i£*Sj1 c4'tj (O) or o*^ (TA)

[Z saw </te remains of life pertaining to, or in, smcA

a one].

A woman k>Ao marries herself to her

husband without a dowry : (Mgh, Msb :) or who

gives up, or renounces, the ordinance of the dowry:

(Msb :) or, accord, to some, the word is <L6yL«,

(Mgh, Msb,) meaning married by her guardian

without the naming of the dowry: (Mgh:) or

meaning having the affair of the dowry committed

to her by the law, so that she may make it obliga

tory or annul it: (Msb:) or meaning married

without the mention of a dowry, or on the condi

tion of her having no dowry. (KT.)

i,y

2. <U»y, inf. n. Jajyu, He clad him, or attired

him, with a a£y\ (TA.)

iby sing, of Jay, which signifies Cloths that

are brought from Es-Sind, (Lth, O, K, TA,)

thick, or coarse, and short, used as waist-

wrappers : (Lth, O, TA :) or striped waist-

wrappers : (K :) Az says, I have not heard this

word in aught of the language of the Arabs, and

I know not whether it be an Arabic word or of

the language of the foreigners, but I have seen in

El-Koofeh striped waist-wrappers, which are sold,

and are bought by the camel-drivers and the Arabs

of tlie desert and the servants and the people of the

lowest sort, who use them as waist-wrappers, and

call them, thus ; sing, iky : I Did says that it is

not an Arabic word: (0,TA:) it is added in

the K, or it is a word of the language of Es-Sind :

Sgh says, (TA,) «U»y is a word of the language

of Es-Sind, arabicized, from <tfy, with a dammeh

not fully sounded : (O, TA :) [and SM adds,] it

is called with us in El-Yemen, <u>*jt : and by

reason of frequency of usage, they have derived

from it the verb above-mentioned. (TA.) The

dim. of iJ»y is " ilajy. (Har p. 294.) [See also

De Sacy's Chrest. Arabe, sec. ed., i. 195.] — It

(the pi.) is also applied to Short napkins, with

striped extremities, woven at El-Mahalleh El-

Kubra, in Egypt, which a man puts upon his

knees to preserve himself therewith [from being

soiled] at meals [and with which the hands are

wiped after washing]. (TA.)

S j

/«J«y Blue, but not of a clear blueness. (TA.)

It*"* m. !•*! '

•Usuy dim. of itey, q. v.

Jbiy A weaver, or seller, of -by, pi. of 5Jby.

(TA.)

b~Liu> A man clad, or attired, with a iby.

(TA.)

ftji

1. 1>1», aor. bjJLJ, inf. n. J»y and Jsly : see

i»li in art. £u».

oy

1. fa Jd U, (T, M, O,) or^ J* J\i U,

(K,) 'j^Jj ■£, (T, O, K,) aor. Jy^, (K,) inf. n.

vjy, (T, M, O, K,) [may be rendered He did
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not benefit, or he did not benefit me, with what

might be taken between the nail of his thumb and

that of hisforefinger, nor did he with what might

be taken by the inside of the nail of the thumbfrom

the extremity of thefore tooth ; i. e., with a thing

inconceivably small ; or with anything ; being] a

phrase meaning one's answering (T, M, O, EL)

a person who has asked for a thing (T, O, EL) by

putting his thumb-nail upon the nail of his fore

finger, (T, M, O, EL,) and by taking away the

inner side of the nail [of the thumb] from the

extremity of the fore tooth, (T, O,) and saying

" Not [even] this [will I give thee]," (T, O, EL,)

or " Not [even] the like of this." (M.)

wiy : see the next paragraph, in two places.

«Jys The whiteness that is upon the nails of

young persons; (S, M, O, EL ;) as also *wiy ; (T,

M, K ;) the latter mentioned by Fr, but not

known by IAar ; (T ;) or the former is the more

common : (EL :) n. un. with * 5 ; (M, EL ;) mean

ing a portion thereof. (M.) — And The integu

ment [or pellicle] that is upon [what is termed]

the core of the heart, and the stone of the date,

(»ty% w-JUUI <£«•» ^5!*,) beneath the flesh [or

pulpy substance] of the date : (M, K :) or the

white grain [i. e. the embryo, which resembles a

white grain,] in the interior of the date-stone,

from which the palm-tree grows forth [or germi

nates] : and it is said that ♦ iiy signifies the

integument [or pellicle] that is upon the date-stone:

(S, O :) [i. e.] the thin integument that is upon the

date-stone; also called thej^iai. (T.)^ [Hence,

or from one ofthe significations mentioned above,]

one says, liy ^Ji* ^yel U i. e. [He (a man, S,

O) did not avail me] aught. (S, O, EL.) And

liy J'i U [He tasted not] aught. (T, EL.) __

And wiy signifies also Any integument ; (M, EL;)

and so * isy. (EL.) — And The bladder of an

animal of the bovine kind; as also ♦ wiy : (K :)

mentioned by Sgh in the TS. (TA.) Also A

sort of the [garments called] }jjt of El-Yemen :

(M, K :) thin, variegated, or figured, garments

*61

of El-Yemen: (IAar, T :) and one says also j^

♦ ic*y, and jJjJ, which is formed by substitu-

* at j 0j

tion, and mentioned by Yaak,oob, and wily I jjf,

01 *

meaning a j^ having white stripes, (M,) and so

* >Jy«o ij-i; (S, M, EL;) or this lait and j^j
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oly I signify a thin ^ ; (S, 0, EL, TA ;) and in

* *0l iS 1 9 '01

like manner one says wily I iX*. : (TA:) wilyl

is pi. of wiy : (S, O :) and accord, to Lth, the

, cl 11 6 *

wilyl are of the [i^ji called] w~ac [q. v.] of El-

Yemen. (0.)__ Also Flowers, or blossoms; syn.

y*j ; [in the CEL j*\j ;] used in this sense by Ibn-

Ahmar ; being likened by him to the garments

called wiy. (T, EL, TA.) — And Portions of

cotton : (O, EL, and so in some copies of the

S :) [perhaps meaning] a white thing [resembling

cotton] which is in tlie ji^ [q. v.]. (Ham p. 784.)

__ [And Freytag mentions its signifying The

extreme portion of the penis ; as on the authority

• J

of the K : but he seems to have confounded wiy
• 'i ■*

with Jy.]

*' 3 * * /tut

<Uy the subst. denoted by the verb wili: (M,

TA :) [as such,] it is coupled by a poet with^js»wj

[which is similar to it in meaning : see this last

word]. (S,0,TA.) Also n. un. of Jy. (S,

M, O, EL.) See this latter word, in three places.

^yy ijj : see *Jy, latter half.

wiy* iji : see wiy, latter half. —_ Aiy-s &»£,

the mention of which occurs in a trad, of Kaab,

means [An upper chamber] whereof one brick is

of gold and another of silver [i. e. constructed of

gold and silver bricks alternately], (TA.)

JiyJI, (EL, [there said to be sJuUlj J^aJW,

app. indicating that it is JiyJI and JiyJI, but

accord, to the CEL and TEL JiyJI, and thus only,

as though it were said to be ~*Jli ^o-aJb,]) or

jiyJI SjLl, (thus written in the O, [in the TT,

as from the M, JiyJI ja»£>, thus, without the

affix S to the former word, and without any vowel-

sign,]) accord, to AHn, (M,) or Aboo-Ziydd,

(O,) A palm-tree, [the areca catechu, or betel-nut

palm,] like the cocoa-nut palm, that bears racemes

upon which are the ^)i$>, resembling dates, (M, O,

K,) of which some are black and some are red, not

of the growth of the land of the Arabs : (O :) [in

one of my copies of the S, the ^i^i (thus the word

is there written) is said to be a tree like the cocoa-

nut : in the other copy it is not mentioned :] the

Ji^i is said by AHn to be the fruit of a certain

palm-tree, hard as though it were wood: (M :)

in the Tedhkireh of Dawood it is said to be a

fruit like the Syrian jyj* [or walnut], of an

astringent quality, found upon trees resembling

the cocoa-nut : (TA :) it is good for hot and

gross humours, (K, TA,) prepared as a liniment ;

(TA ;) andfor inflammation oftlie eye, (IS., TA,)

as a dressing and coUyrium ; and lias great efficacy

for drying up the seminal fluid, and as a

digestive. (TA.)

1. J^li, (S, Mgh, O, Msb, K,) derived from

Jy as signifying the contr. of c«a»3, (Mgh,) aor.

JyJyj, (S, O,) inf. n. jy (O, K) and jiy (K)

and Oby, (CK,) He (a man, S, O, Msb) was, or

became, above tliem, or superior to them, or he

excelled tliem, or surpassed them, (S, Mgh, O,

Msb, K,) namely, his companions, (S, O, Msb,

K,) or others, (Mgh,) in eminence, or dignity, or

nobility ; (S, O, JS. ;) and he overcame them ;

(Msb, TA;) and did so in, or by, an argument

or the like, (Msb.) And \i%» wvii J became

better than such a one, and higher, and more emi

nent or noble; as though above him in station.

(TA.) And JU^JW ^la-Jt dli [The young

woman excelled in beauty, or comeliness], (Msb.)

It is said in a trad., U ^^a

jxi s\ji-i j*-i ^yd o1 v-

been made lovely to me so that I love not that any

one should excel me in t/te thong of a sandal].

JU*JI ^1 w^

-I [Comeliness lias

(TA.) = JW, (S, O, £,) aor. jy£, (O,) inf. n.

Jiy, (S, O, K,) said of a man, (S,) means that

The wind rose from his chest ; (S, O, KL ;) [i. e.

he hiccoughed, or hickuped ; a signification indi-

cated by its being said that] Jiy means the

reiterating of an overpowering [or involuntary]

sobbing sound : (Msb,TA:) and*Jiy [as a subst.]

signifies also the wind [itself] that rises from

the chest (S, 0, £) of a man. (S, 0.) And,

accord, to Az, (Msb,) Jli, (Msb, TA,) aor. JyJ,

(Msb,) inf. n. jiy (Msb, TA) and jjji , (TA,)

He was affected, or taken, with a panting, or

breathing [shortly, or] uninterruptedly. (Msb,

TA.) _ And *J£ Jli, (S,» O, K,) aor. jyS,

(S, 0,) inf. n. jjy [or j^|i] (S, O, K) and jiy,

(K-,) said of a man, (S,) His spirit was about to

pass forth : (S, O, EL :) or he gave up his spirit ;

(S,*0,*KL;) as also Jli [alone] aor. J~Ju> :

(IAar, O and KL in art. jy :) or he died: (K :)

or * Jiy [is app. held by some to be a simple

subst., and] accord, to IAar signifies death itself:

(TA :) or it signifies, (S, O, Msb,) or signifies

also, (K,) an affection [i. e. a gasping, or short

catching of t/ie breath,] incident to a man at the

point of death : (S, O, Msb, EL :) and one says

[of the man], Jli, aor. JyL», inf. n. J^i [app.

Jy] ; the verb being of the class of ^JLb [of

which the inf. n. most commonly used is JULb ;

or, if the saying that the verb is of the class of

y^Xio be not meant to indicate the form of its

inf. n. as well as that of its aor., Jy may be a

mistranscription for J^y or Jjy]. (Msb.) =

w-Sli, (O, El,) aor. Jy5, inf. n. jiy, (TA,) She

(a camel) had in her udder the iij, or milk that

had collected between two milkings; (O, EL, TA ;)

and (EL) so * cJlil : (S, O, EL :) or the latter verb

signifies she (a camel) attained to the timefor her

being milked ; and the inf. n. is illit and [qiiasi-

inf. n.] ♦ Jty : (IAar, TA:) or iilil in relation

to the she-camel means her being driven, or led,

back from the pasturing, and left until she rests,

and recovers [Iter milk] : (ISh, TA :) and iilil

SjjJI signifies the returning of the milk. (Zeyd

Ibn-Kethweh, TA.) [See also jiy, below.] =

Jy signifies A bending, or [thus in the TA as

from the EL, but in copies of the EL " and,"] a

breaking, (BL, TA,) in the notch (JyJI ,-i), (EL,)

or in one of the two cusps of the notch, (TA,) of

an arrow : (EL, TA :) or its verb, said of an

arrow, is Jli, aor. JUL>, inf. n. Jli and Jy, in

which the 3 is then made movent with fet-h, [so

that the word becomes Jy,] because this verb is

of the class of J«i, aor. Jjuy : (EL, TA :) or one

says of an arrow jy, [aor. Jyj,] inf. n. jy,

meaning its notch broke; (Msb;) and *JUjl said

of an arrow signifies thus; (S, Msb;) or its

notch became much broken; (O, EL, TA;) or be

came split, or cracked. (TA.) __ And^»-Jl wVJii,

(S, O, Msb, EL,) inf. n. jy, (Msb,) I broke the

notch of the arrow. (S, O, Msb, EL.) And Jli

{^^Ejl, aor. Jyi, He broke t/te thing. (TA.) =
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Jli in the sense of JUil [from iili] is not allow

able. (S, O.)

2. <uy, inf. n. J>jyu, 2Ze ?/<fufc Aim, orjudged

him, to excel, or to Aave excelled. (TA.) s Jy"

^J-aiM, (S, O, K,) inf. n. as above, said of the

pastor, (TA,) He gave to the young unwearied

camel to drink the quantities of milk that had

collected in the udder between two milkings time

after time. (S, O, KI, TA. [See Jly\]) And

[hence] one says, * JyUI ^*^>j^ ^Vsl' ^5**-**

»>j t [He made me to obtain on repeated occasions

the things wished for, and nourished me with the

recurrent supplies of his bounty]. (TA.) And it

said in a trad, of Alee, .-Jyyl) <u*l -^ O'

-■ - j

J ofc « «£-'lj-3, meaning f [Verily tlie sons of

Umeiyeh] give to me by little and little of the pro

perty [constituting the heritage of Mohammad].

(TA.) __ See also 10. ^>^-JI J>y, (inf. n. as

above, Msb,) He made to the arrow a J>y [i. e.

notch for the bow-string]. (S, O, Msb, KI.) _

And [hence,] Jlj^JI JSy + He slit the vulva of the

woman. (TA in art. ^y.) — See also the next

paragraph, last sentence.

4. aSlit, (O, KI, TA,) some say, (O, TA,) sig

nifies A resting ; (O, K, TA ;) from t Jly sig

nifying a resting between two milkings ; (O, TA ;)

which latter meaning, as well as the former, the

K erroneously assigns to the former word. (TA.)

— And c-slil said of a she-camel, signifies the

* - ..

same as oil* expl. above: see 1, latter half. (O,

K, TA.) __ And [hence, perhaps,] ^j-« JLsl

a^,, (S, O, KI, TA,) and »JC &*, (S, O,) and

*z2± o*, (O, TA,) inf. n. LiUI ; (TA ;) and

♦tJUijI ; both signify the same ; (S, O, K ;) i. e.

He returned to a healthy, or sound, state [of body

and of mind, from his disease, and from his in

toxication, and from his swoon, or fit of insen

sibility] : (O, K, TA :) or one says of the diseased,

Jjlsl and * JjU^wl meaning he became convalescent;

or recovered, but not completely, his health and

strength : and the subst. [or quasi-inf. n.] is ♦Jty :

(TA :) and one says of the insane, or possessed,

Jlil, inf. n. i5l»l, meaning he recovered his intel

ligence; and of the intoxicated, likewise, JUI,

originally tjfL* ^ JjUt, like as one says faal,„,t

**y> O* : (Msb :) [and it is said that] * 2S\JCL,*$]

as syn. with i»UN)l is derived from jy meaning

the contr. of C-a.5, like as a^-o ^ i<^»5 and

JjU5 are from ^JbOt and J^ljl : (Har p. 132 :)

but accord, to Alee Ibn-'Eesa, * JUUwl signifies

he. sought, or desired, isliSI. (Ham p. 541.) __

And [hence,] £l*pl J!l»l 1 77je ta'we became abun

dant in herbage after barrenness or drought. (O,

K, TA.) =^1 cJil, (inf. n. Si I* I, Msb,) i"

jp«rt fAe Jy [or notch] of the arrow upon the bow

string, (S, O, Msb,* K,) to sfwot with it ; (S, 0,

Msb ;) as also diiijl : but <Ujy I is extr., (S, O,

K,) and should not be said, (S, 0,) or, accord, to

Bk. I.

Yoo, one says <Ciyl also: (O:) and, accord, to

the A, ^oy-JI 'Jy signifies [in like manner] he

put the bow-string into the notch of the arrow on

the occasion of shooting. (TA.)

6. <t*y )(^U Jyu jffe exalted himself above his

people, or party. (0,» EI,* TA.) = Jyj said

of a young unweaned camel, He drank [or

sucked] the quantities of milk that had collected

in the udder between two milkings time after time.

(S, O, KI.)— And ly»yj He milked her, namely,

a camel, drawing from Iter the quantities of milk

that had collected in her udder time after time ;

(O, K.;) as also ♦ lySli^l. (EI. [But see this

latter below.]) __ Hence the trad, respecting

Aboo-Moosa, that he was discoursing with

Ma'adh, of reciting the Kur-an, and said, Ul Ul

».yUJt J^iu ai^iUM [As for me, I draw it forth

in the manner of the drawing forth of the milk of

the milch camel at tlie times when it has collected

in her udder], meaning X I do not recite my set

portion at once, but piecemeal, in my night and

my day. (S, O, TA.) — One says also J^kJ

Alfj^i i. e. J He drank his wine, or beverage, part

after part. (TA.) Sb has mentioned that iftUfcli

and dSjiuj are said of that which is not a labour

ing to do a thing at once, but is an act after an

act, performed in a leisurely manner. (O, TA.)

7. JUjI It (a thing) broke, or became broken;

quasi-pass, of *(L$£j| Jb meaning »j^i». (TA.)

— See also 1, near the end. _ Said of a camel,

He became lean, or emaciated : _ and He

perished, or died. (O, K.)

8. JUSI He was, or became, poor, or in want,

or need : (S, O, Msb, K :) Ju in this sense is

not allowable. (S, O.) = And He died with

much Jly [which may here mean either hic

coughing (which often occurs at the close of a

fatal fever &c), or gasping, or short catching of

the breath], (O, £.)

10 : see 4, in four places. = lyJU^I : see 5.

[It signifies as there explained : or it signifies, or

signifies also,] He delayed the milking her, namely,

a camel, until her milk collected in her udder, or

in order that it might collect ; and so * lySy, inf. n.

Jjy5. (TA.) One says, *5UI Ji£l Milk not

thou the she-camel before the time. ' (6,* K! )

— And «_>UiJt ^y> Jk-a^~j U He does not abstain

[from drinking wine] : (O, K, TA :) or he does

not drink it in the set time : or he does not appoint

a time for drinking it, but drinks it always.

(TA.)

growth, let down, like the black serpents that have

been anointed with cooked olive-oil] : or, as some

say, meaning ^jUj'jJI, meaning/mA olive-oil [from

JUil, a Pers. word signifying "olive-oil "] : or,

as AA relates it, the poet said, JUJIj j>».jki jS

[that have been crushed in the JU] ; and accord,

to him the last word has the meaning here next

following. (0,TA.) = And The desert; syn.

l\j»~o. (O, K!, TA:) so says AA : and on one

occasion he says that JUJI means a certain land:

(O : a meaning also mentioned in the K : ) or a

certain wide land. (TA.) = It is also expl. as

signifying ^W ['• e. Oil of ben] : and also A

comb : on the authority of Th : and it may have

either of these meanings in the verse cited above.

(TA.) =s And accord, to the K, it signifies Tall,

and incongruous in make ; and so ♦ j»i and 1 33*i

and » ^> and TJ>ly and *jy : but these words

are all correctly, in this [or a similar] sense with

two kafs. (TA.) = Also, accord, to the K, A

certain aquatic bird, long in the neck : but this,

likewise, is correctly with two kafs. (TA.)

Jli A [large bowl such as is termed]

filed withfood. (Lth, T, O, KI.)= And Cooked

olive-oil. (O, K, TA.) So in the saying of Shem-

makh, (0, TA,») describing the hair of a woman,

(TA,)

* * • J #fi *t* j a * *

[She stood showing to thee hair abundant and

luxuriant, or abundant and long, in respect of

Jy is the contr. of C-jwJ ; (S, Mgh, 0, Msb,

K;) [primarily signifying The location that is

above, or over;] and is an adv. n. (Mgh, Msb,

K.) of place; (Mgh, Msb;) and a simple noun,

indecl., [with dammeh for its termination, when

the noun to which it should be prefixed is sup

pressed, and the meaning of this is intended to

be understood, but not the word itself;] but when

it is prefixed to another noun [which is either

expressed or itself (and not merely its meaning)

meant to be understood, and when the noun to

which it should be prefixed is suppressed and

neither this nor its meaning is meant to be under

stood,] it is declinable. (K. [For the words

^y« Ishbj U— I \j£it tne reading of the K in

the TA and CK, my MS. copy of the K (which

I follow in this case) has Q~o U«ttj l»jj» £)&■])

One says, «. lauJI Jy juj [Zeyd is above, or rather

upon, tlie house-top]. (Mgh, Msb.) And i«C*M

%& - s *

wlr" Jy [The turban is above, or upon, the

head], (Mgh.) And stoJ1 Jy Ui> Itfooted upon

the water. (S &c. in art.yJt.) Ks has mentioned

the saying, JAwl^el^Ui Jyt [Dost thou, or wilt

thou, sleep in the part that is above of the house

&c, or in tlie part that is below ? i. c, in the

upper part, or in the lower part ?] with fet-h, as

suppressing the noun to which Jy is [meant to

be understood as] prefixed. (TA.) Lth says that

he who uses it as a <Uue [by which (like other old

writers) he means an adv. n. of place] should use

the accus. case, as when one says, Jjy aS)\ j^z

juj [Abd-Allah is above Zeyd] : but if you make

it simply a noun, you use the nom. case, and say,

j it. jj» *

Awlj A»y [His superior (meaning upper) part is

his head] ; for in this instance it is the head itself,

and you make each to be governed in the nom.

case by the other. (TA.) In the saying in the

Kur [xvi. 28], »v5y 0-» «J»«-Jl^wie^«-» [And

the roof fell on them from above them], the

utility of the phrase^y ^ is hardly apparent,

310
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because j*f~>& sometimes serves in its stead : but

IJ says that ^y t>* may here have a useful

office ; for .J* is sometimes used in relation to

deeds [or events] that are difficult, and deemed

* f * *0 t f

onerous; [for instance,] you say, j^t* \ij*i ji

jjUJLJ uli* c~*jj5 [We have journeyed ten nights

and the journeys two nights have remained as

though incumbent on us] ; &c. ; so that if it

were said <Jki,.M j^la ji-i without the adding

>»v3js o-*> it might be supposed to be like the

saying ^jlj ^s^e C-^^ •*» [2%«r abode had

become in a state of ruin as a punishment upon

them] ; but when He [referring to God] says ^>c

j*fi£, that meaning which was supposable ceases

to be so ; and the meaning becomes this, that it

[the roof] fell when they were beneath it. (TA.)

>io ji-l ^>,J Jo-^V 0-?>^J31^ ij t^^1

tffey came to youfrom above you and from below

you], in the Kur [xxxiii. 10], relates to Benoo-

Kureydhah, who came to them from above them ;

and to Kureysh and Ghatafan, who came from

the district of Mekkeh, from below them. (TA.)

iiyut^i^ji lySI OjJJIj, in the Kur [ii. 208],

means t [But those who have been careful of their

religious duties] shall be above them in station [on

the day of resun-ection], (O.) And one says,

[agreeably with what has been stated in the first

j*- 0 * * * t

sentence of this paragraph, Jy o-* »J^>I, and]

a - > J ' - i , '

jy Q* oJu».i, [meaning f He overcame htm, or

• . * is

overpowered him, and in like manner O"0 »UI

Jy, as expl. in the Ham p. 128, i. e. *>»,]

namely, his adversary ; and so a hawk, his prey,

*" s'i

or quarry. (M and K in an expl. of a~U JjI, in

»*

art. Jj.) And [in a similar manner] jy is meta

phorically used as denoting excess, (Mgh, Msb,)

and excellence : (Msb :) thus one says, Jy Sjlxi\

aji " )l (Mgh, Msb) i. e. t Ten is a6<we wine ;

meaning <en exceeds nine : (Msb:) and Jy tjdk

iJli (Mgh, Msb) i. e. t [This is above, or superior

to, that;] meaning this is more excellent than that ;

(Msb:) and hence, (Mgh, Msb,) in the Kur [ii.

24], (S, O,) l^P O 4-ij»v i- e. t [A gnat and]

what exceeds it (Mgh, Msb) in stnallness, or in

largeness ; (Mgh, Msb, K ;) what is smaller than

it, (AO, S, O,) or what is large)- than it, by the

latter being meant the fly [mentioned in the Kur

xxii. 72] and the spider [mentioned in xxix. 40],

(Fr, S, O,) and the phrase as expl. in the former

sense being like the reply to him who says "Such

a one is small " il)j Jy) i. e. t And smaller than

that : (AO, O :) hence also, in the Kur [iv. 12],

^J3? jy &J ±>£o J& (Mgh, Msb) i. e. \ [And

if they are women,] exceeding two. (Msb.)

Jy The part, of the arrow, which is the place

of the bow-string; [i.e. the notch thereof;] (S,

O, Msb, K;) as also * UyJ : (Msb, K :) the

former is masc, and also, like the latter, fem. :

(IAmb, Msb :) and O^y-" signifies the oQi

[or two cusps of the Jy", between which is put the

bow-string] ; (O, K ;) thus these are termed by

the tribe of Hudheyl ; but a poet who has used

the dual form is said by AO to have meant

thereby a single jy : (O :) the pi. [of mult.] is

Jy and [of pauc] Jtyi; (S, O, Msb, K;) or,

accord, to ISk, these are pis. of A»y ; (TA ;)

and Us also is a pi., formed by transposition ;

[see an ex. in a verse cited voce «,jyy>;] (K,

TA;) one says SyU and \ii [for iiy and Jy].

(TA.) jy ji^ means An arrow rendered

complete by its having a Jy : _ and hence Ii

jy occurring in a trad, [as meaning t A com-

plete share; for ^^ signifies " a share" as well

as " an arrow "]. (A'Obeyd, O.) And J£&!

Uy , meaning J He, or they, of them, having the

largest share of religion, is a metaphorical phrase,

from the Jy of the arrow. (TA.) _ And they

say, iUJ jy J£. j-51, [or, app., iUJ Jy, for

J*i is a coll. n., meaning " arrows," or " Ara

bian arrows,"] meaning f Betake thyself to thy

affair, and that which concerns thee. (TA.) —

And llJ U l.»j, (O, K,) or IjL-lj li^i, (TA,)

#0 *

meaning UU*j [i. e. \ We shot in one direction ; or

we shot one bout, in one direction]. (O, K> TA.)_

[Hence, app.,] one says, Jy Jj^) (j"5li ^l£», mean

ing J Such a one was [for the first discharge from

the bow, i. e.,] the first shot and dying. (A, TA.)

_ And [hence, perhaps,] Jy signifies also I A

mode, or manner, of speech : (A, O, K :) pi. Jy.

(TA.) One says to a man when he enters upon

a mode, or manner, of speech, t>~».l Jy ,j So.

*Uo J [Enter upon a mode, or manner, of speech

better than it]. (A, TA.) — And t The first

way. (AA, O, K, TA.) — [Hence, app.,] they

say, Jy ,-i «£«J£ O' ?*•$ t Return thou, if thou

wilt, to the state of close, or loving, communion in

which we were. (Ibn-Abbad, Z, O, TA.) ___ And

the Arabs say, in imprecating, ^t ,jfti te.j *n)

<t»y i. e. + Jfay such a one die : so says AA ;

and he cites the following verse of El-'Uleykim

El-Kindee,

* \*ij~! w~»>^ ,_s»'J* JV ^0 *

l^y Of V 2T>! ^ ^

meaning t [TFAo< m the case of my wife that she

is choked by her spittle? Then, or afterward,]

may it (her spittle) not return to its channel [i. e.

her throat, the way whence it came ; so that she

may be suffocated]. (O.) _ And one says (O,

K) of a man when he has gone away, (O,) L»

«Jy Jlc jjjl, meaning f He went away and he

did not return [to the place whence he departed].

(O, K.) — Jy also signifies, (O, K,) accord, to

Ibn-Abbad, (O, TA,) t The vulva of a woman :

(0, K> TA :) but As says that this is with J [in

the place of the w»] : (TA:) [it is, however, also

said that] ^o^jJI Jy" signifies I the rima of the

vulva, by way of comparison [to the notch of the

arrow]. (TA, in the supplement to this art.) —

[And app. t The^-ont edge of the lobe of the ear :

see 1 in art. j>j±-, where it is mentioned in such

a manner as seems to preclude the supposition of

its being a mistranscription for Jy.] —— And

(as Ibn-Abbad says, O) t The place of opening

(~yu, O, TA, in the K, erroneously, -»-jj>--o, TA,

and <uy»», O, K, TA) of the mouth : or (as some

say, 0) the extremity of the tongue. (O, K, TA.)

And fThe uppermost part of the penis, (En-

Nadr, O, K, TA,) or of the glans thereof. (TA.)

a: And, accord, to the K» A certain bird; mean

ing a certain aquatic bird : but this is correctly

[Jy5,] with two kafe. (TA.) __ See also J\i,

last sentence but one.

J^i [originally Jy] : see <UL~i. = Also, as

mentioned in this art. and in art. J-i, in the K :

see Jli, last sentence but one.

*" *' 1 '
J-j and J-i : see J-i-o.

*»U Poverty, (S, 0, K,) want, or need. (S,

0, Msb, K.) One says, 2S\i ^ y He is one

who is in [poverty or] want or need. (Msb.) [See

8.] It has no [unaugmented] verb. (TA.)

diy : see Jy, first sentence, i

Jli, last sentence but one.

And see also

ii^j : see J-5U [of which, as a part, n., it is

a pi.].

see what next follows.

ikji, (S, 0, &c.,) originally aSy\ (TA,) the ^

having become ^ because of the kesreh before it,

(S, O, TA,) The milk that collects (S, O, K) in

the udder (K) between two milkings : (S, O, K. :)

and ^j~i [or this is a mistake for *-lj-Jt ^\] has

mentioned S5UI " <uL», with fet-h ; but ISd says,

" I know not how that is :" (TA :) pi. t JJ) (S,

O, K,) [or rather this is a coll. gen. n. and isli

is its n. un.,] and J-» (IB, K) and CjU^s (K)

9 * 0| ' * '

and Jty I, [a pi. of pauc.,] (S, O, K,) or this may

be pi. of the pi. J*I», (IB, TA,) and Jylif, (S,

O, K,) which is a pi. pi. (O, K) [or pi. of Jtyf],

[See also iSsSje..] _ See also above, conj. 2, an

ex. of i^jjlit in a tropical sense. _ JjjUI also

signifies +The water that has collected in the

clouds and then falls in rain, (S, O, K, TA,)

time after time. (S, K, TA.)_ Also, i. e. Jjjlil,

I The greater part o{ the night: (Lh, O, K.TA:)

so in the saying, JJJI o-° iSifo >*** ^->i» [Wa

wentforth] after the greater part of the night had

passed : (Lh, O :) or, accord, to Th, after por-

ttOTis ( cUaSI) o/<Ae «////(<. (TA.) —— i. -n'l iiui

means I The period of the [early portion of the

forenoon called the] ^j**-* when the sun has be

come high : (Ibn-Abbad, O, K, TA :) or, accord,

to Z, thefirst part of the |jM9, (TA.)

S ,•'

^jilSy [Of, or relating to, the location that is

above, or over; superior; upper;] rel. n. of Jy,

like as J>\ ».t*~> is of C—^3 : I and ,j being very

oflen added in the rel. n. (TA in art. c»J.) __

And [hence, but more commonly ijiliy,] A gar

ment worn by a man over that which is next the

body ; [an upper-coat ; generally long, reaching

to the keels, ample in width, and with long sleeves :

it seems to have been formerly peculiar to men of

the learned professions:] of the dial, of Mekkeh :

post-classical. (TA. [See Dozy's Diet, des Noma

des Vetements chez les Arabes, p. 343.])
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Jy —>y

Jjiy The returning supply of milk after mching

or milking. (TA.) _ See also the next para

graph, in three places.

,Jiy : see 1, former half, in two places : =

and see 1 again, latter half: —_ and 4, in two

places. — Also J The time between two milkings ;

(S, O, Msb, K;) for the she-camel was milked,

and then left a little while for her young one to

suck her in order that she might yield her milk

copiously, after which she was milked again ;

(S. O ;) and likewise the time between two suck-

ings ; (Ksh in xxxviii. 14 ;) and ' Jiy signifies

the same : (S, O, Msb, K :) or, (Msb, TA,) ac

cord, to IF, (Msb,) the Jly of the she-camel is

the returning of the milk into the udder after the

milking : (Msb, TA :) or Jjiy signifies the time

between the opening of one's hand and the grasp

ing with it the udder (K, TA) of the camel : or

when the milker grasps the udder and then lets it

go, in milking: (TA:) the pi. is iSyl and Afcl;

(O, K ;) and Fr says that Jly has for its pi.

dJLsl, originally aSyl, the kesreh of the ^ being

transferred to the wi, and the % being then changed

into j_£ because of the kesreh before it ; and isy I

has for its pi. Otfyi. (TA.) One says, >15I U

V3tl» *^l »Jki* X [He did not remain at his abode

save as hnq as the time between two milkings].

(S, O, TA.) And it is said in a trad., jjj SjLsJI

33U1 Jlj* t [The period of the visiting of a sick

person is the space of time between tlte two milk-

inas of the she-camel]. (S.) And in a trad, of

'Alee occurs the saying, Jty Ljjlxi\ j^y *J Jl»

aJU i. e. t V^he captive said to him,] Grant thou

me a delay, or respite, as long as the time between

two milkings [of a she-camel]. (TA.) ,>» V U

tjty and Jiy in the Kur [xxxviii. 14], accord, to

different readings, (S,) the latter the reading of

the Koofees except 'Asim, and the former that of

the rest, (O,) means t [There shall not appertain

to it] any postponement, or delay, and resting:

(S :) or, accord, to AO, the latter is the meaning

of the former reading; and the latter reading

means, any waiting, or expecting : (TA :) or

[both mean] any pausing as much as the time

between two milkings, (Ksh, Bd,) or two suckings :

(Ksh :) or any returning, and repeating ; (I'Ab,

Ksh, Bd ;) from Jlil " he (a sick man) returned

to a healthy, or sound, state"; and the Jly of

the she-camel, when the supply of milk returns to

her udder; (Ksh;) or because in it [i.e. the Jty]

the milk returns to the udder ; (Bd ;) i. e. the blast

[to which the words refer] shall be one only ; it

shall not be repeated. (Ksh.) The saying (Mgh,

O, TA) of the Prophet, (O,) related in a trad.,

(O, TA,) Jly o*^e*-vo5l^>»-J, (Mgh,) or>r-»

tjiy &$*%l'j®* (0,TA) and j£i,

(TA.,) means t He divided the spoils [ofKheyber,

or on the day of Bedr,] in the space of the rest

between two milkings of a she-camel : (TA:) or

quickly ; (Mgh, O ;) Jty O* meaning 'Js. IjjU

iA°fli [i. e. 4*J-< O* h>^° **"Ji with a *"**nSf

proceeding from quickness] : (Mgh, O :*) or, as

some say, the meaning is, making some of them

[i. e. of those who composed his army] to be more

highly distinguished (+JyI) than others (O, TA*)

in the proportion of their spoils and of the trial

undergone by them. (TA.) as See also Jt», last

sentence but one.

J$, mentioned in this art. in the K : see J14,

last sentence but one.

J^SU Superior, excellent, or surpassing : (Mgh,

Msb :*) anything excellent, or choice, (O, K, TA,)

and pure, in its kind. (TA.) You say, J5li y

^Jjdl (J [He is superior, excellent, or surjtassing,

in knowledge], and ^-U\ ^J [in wealth, &c.].

(Mgh.) And iibli l^Uj- [A young woman ex

celling in beauty, or comeliness]. (Msb.) And

iSy [an irreg. pi. of JJli, like as iiy- is of ,j5U-,

for by rule these pis. should be *5U and SJU.,]

signifies Elegant scholars, and orators. (IAar,

O^ K.) = Also The place ofjunction of the neck

with the head: (S, O, K:) therefore when this is

high, the neck is long. (S, O.)

jyt : see Jty, last sentence but one. = Also

An arrow of which the jy [or notch] is broken :

(S, O, Msb, K, TA :) [and] an arrow having no

jy : (L voce ji\ :) pi. J«> [perhaps a mistran

scription for the regular form of pi., i. e. Jy ; or

it may be that the 3 is with fet-h to distinguish it

from Jy signifying "a notch" of an arrow]:

but IAar explains this as signifying arrows of

which the heads have fallen. (TA.) One says,

AmsC (3yW 0*^* T^J t Such a one returned with

an arrow having a broken notch and without a

head upon it; meaning, with an incomplete share

of good fortune : (S, O :) or, disappointed of at

taining what lie desired, or sought: a proverb.

(TA.) And J-eU Jylv ajjjj f[I turned him

back, or away, with a paltry benefit ; or] / made

his share of goodfortune to be little, or incomplete.

(TA.) And J-sU JyW O"^* i>« <^i ^> exPL

in the first paragraph of art. J^. — Jl»y iJU~e

[A large sheave of a pulley] of which every y>-»

[or tooth, perhaps meaning cog, though I do not

remember to have met with any description of a

cogged aJVsk-o,] has two cusps (gay)» (0> ?,)

like the O^y [°f **• notch] of the arrow. (O.)

[The strangeness of this explanation induces me

to think that *\5y is here a mistranscription for

iuy, (see iUy dJU^o, in art. »y,) and that the

explanation is partly conjectural.] —_ And S^i=

iliy A glans of a penis whereof the extremity is

tapering inform, (O, K,) like that which is termed

i%L. (O.)

i£JLo and <uLXo A she-camel having in her udder

the milk that had collected between two milkings :

(AA, S, O, K :) pi. JijUi (S, 0, K) and jjjtiu,

(Akh, TA,) and ▼ J^i also is pi. of Jji* signify

ing as expl. above, mentioned by AA in the third

vol. of his " Nawadir," and said by IB to be,

accord, to analogy, pi. of i£jy, and to be origi

nally Jy ; but accord, to one relation of a verse

in which it occurs, it is * Jjji, which is more

agreeable with analogy. (TA.) =And the former,

applied to a poet, is syn. with JUUU [i. e. One

who poetizes admirably, or wonderfully.]. (Aboo-

Turab, K. [But its verb is mentioned in the O

and K in art. JU».])

iJyU JFood, and beverage, that is taken by little

and little. (IAar, O, K, TA. [See its verb.])

as Applied to an arrow, [Having a notch made

for tlve bow-string. (See 2.) — And] Having

the bow-string put into its notch on tfie occasion of

shooting : [see 4, last sentence :] _ whence the

saying, «y-o^Jl ^ ^Uy-j \iiy»jt±M ^ C-Jj *9

f[Mayest thou not cease to be rightly disposed in

beneficence, and thine arrow made ready with the

bow-string put into its notch in generosity], (A,

TA.)

• -■• j

J^«T,„4 A man who sleeps much : (0, K, TA:)

mentioned by IAar ; but this is strange.

Jy [Beans; or the bean; faba sativa of Jus-

sieu ; vicia faba of Linnaeus ; i. e.] t. q. iJ^W

[q. v.] : (T, IF, S, Msb :) or i. q. ^ [i. e.

chick-peas; or the chick-pea]: (so in one of my

copies of the S : [in most of the copies of the S,

this word is mentioned at the end of art. J^» ;

but in the older of my copies, before that art :])

or a certain grain, or seed, (v**^) like the ^o*^:

but with the people of Syria [and of Egypt], t. q.

U&\-( '• or (as some say, M) specially the dry

[thereof] : n. un. with •: (M, K:) mentioned by

Sb. (M.)

Jiy A seller of Jy. (TA.)

y&

i"^y : see art. JJLs.

»y

*t j J *5"

2. J^iJ\ C~oy I made bread, or the bread.

(IJ, M.) [And] U \y>)» Make ye bread for us:

(T, S :) a phrase said by Fr to have been heard

from the Arabs as meaning thus. (T.)

>oy, a word occurring in the Kur ii. 58, (T,

S, M, &c.,) is expl. as signifying the same as^»y

[which generally means Garlic; but is said to

have also the meaning here next following] ; (T,

S, M, Msb, K ;) said to be a dial. var. of the

latter word, but app. [if meaning " garlic "]

formed, as IJ says, by the substitution of *J for

,i»; (M;) and Abd-Allah [Ibn-Mes'ood] read

[in the Kur ubi supra] \»^ [instead of V*yj] :

(Fr, T, S :) it is also expl. as signifying wheat ;

(T, S, M, Msb, K;) which is said by Lh to be a

meaning o{j>y and >y ; and if Ibn-Mes'ood

read the word as>y, the meaning is>oy, i.e.

"wheat;" (T;) accord, to Fr, it is an old word,

signifying thus, (T, S,*) and also bread; (T, S,

K ;) Zj says that there is no difference of state-

310*
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ment among the lexicologists as to its having the

former of these two meanings, that it is said to

have the latter also, and that it also signifies the

other grains, beside wheat, whereof bread is made

[which last meaning is also mentioned in the K] ;

(T;) and IJ holds that it is rightly expl. as

having the first of these three meanings (i. e.

" wheat ") and the last of them : (M :) another

• a

meaning assigned to it is u^o"* [i- e- deer arie-

tinum; or diich-peas] ; (S, EL;) which is of the

dial, of Syria : (S :) and it signifies also any »«xic

[app. meaning head of a plant, such as that] ofan

onion, or of a garlic : or a great gobbet offood :

(EL : [for <U-ia* iJiJ il in the CK, I read l+U «t

•- - * ' *

A<L.Ja,f. as in other copies of the EL :]) in the dial.

of Azd-es-Sarah, it is applied to ears of corn ;

and ♦ i*y is its n. un. ; (M;) this latter signify

ing an ear of corn, (S, EL, TA,) as expl. by IDrd :

(TA :) yoy has (JW* [°f the measure O"^**] f°r

a pi., this being [virtually] a pi. pi. ; mentioned

by IJ, who says that the dammeh in >»y is dif

ferent from the dammeh in O^y* (M, TA.)

«- i

l«y : see the next preceding paragraph, near

the end. __ Also A thing that one carries between

his two fingers. (EL.)

Uy Uy i\li\ lykS (M, EL,*) means [They cut

the sheep, or goat,] into a number ofpieces; (M ;)

likeUy\ (EL.)

3 . I , ,

^»\i, altered from ,-*y, A seller of j>$i [app.

in any of its senses, but accord, to the TA as

meaning wheat, or chick-peas] : (S, K :) [or] a

seller of fruit : (MA :) accord, to Az, (TA,)

i , i si

^UJt means (J>£-JI, (Mgh, TA,) who is called

■i *.-

by the vulgar cLJl [generally signifying the

seller, or vender ; perhaps here meaning the seller

i »i

of sugar, though I do not anywhere find ^jy-JI

thus explained]; (Mgh;) but he says, "I do

not think it genuine Arabic." (TA.)

♦y

1. v iU, (S, Msb, EL,) aor. Jyb (S, Msb) and

LjtS also, (ISd, TA,) inf. n. Jji, (MA,) [and

inf. n. of unity 4Jk$-J, (see Har p. 434,)] He ut

tered it, or pronounced it, (S, Msb, EL,) namely,

a saying; (S;) asalso*«yj- (S, EL.) One says,

A«Jij *Z~yi U, and " £**}& to, i. e. I opened not

my mouth with a word, or sentence. (S.) ^jllj »U,

a phrase used by El-Hareeree, the Arabs did not

say : they only said, \j£-i J^yJI »U [The man

opened his mouth with such a thing, i. e., with such

a saying, &c.]. (Har p. 191.) And Ujll ljuL

J 0* J 6j f ■ JJ f Jj

*ic C^i, mf. n. o^y [or c^y" ?], is a saying men

tioned by Fr, as meaning This is a thing, or an

affair, which I mentioned not, or have not men

tioned. (TA.) —_ See also 2. = »y, aor. »yj,

[inf. n. ey,] He (a man) had what is termed

♦ »y, (S, TA,) which means width of the mouth,

(S, EL, TA,) and largeness thereof: (TA :) or

protrusion and length of the upper central incisors:

(S, TA :) or length of all the teeth; length of the

upper central incisors being termed Jjj : (IB,

TA :) or protrusion of the teeth from the lips,

with length thereof (EI, TA.)

2. a*y He (i. e. God) made him to be ay t [or

wide in the mouth, &<:.]. (S, EL.) — C~*y U jw

volikll IjJk ^ji, [thus accord, to the TA, but an

explanation of *yU seems to show that the right

reading is C-fcy , in the pass, form,] and * OJtyJ,

and *C~y-», means oJLfel Le jLi [app. JfwcA

indeed, or greatly indeed, didst thou eat, or Aast

<Aom eaten, of this food : see jw : and see also

10]. (TA.)

3. iA5U, (EL, TA,) inf. n. £ii& ; (TA ;) and

J * *

«Ul», [formed from the former by transposition,]

(EL, TA,) inf. n. JbkLLi ; (TA ;) He talked, or

discoursed, with him: [see also 6:] and he con

tended with him for superiority in glory, or ex

cellence. (EL, TA.)

5. 03AJ He spoke. (KL.) See also 1, first and

second sentences. —— And see 2. = ^jlCJI ayj

fHe entered the ia>y o/" <Ae place; (EL, TA;)

i. e., <Ae mouth thereof; likened to the jj> [pro

perly thus called] as being thefirst place of ingress

to tlte interior tliereof (TA.)

6. ly^UJ Tliey talked [app. one to another: see

»]. (5.)

10. »Uu£*t, (S, K,) inf. n. iAUiwI and oUJL^I,

(EL,) the latter mentioned by Lh, (TA,) He (a

man, S) ate, (S, EL,) or drank, (K,) vehemently,

after scantiness, (S, K,) or after weakness; (so in

a copy of the S ;) but seldom used in relation to

drinking: or you say,>»UJsJI ^ »Ui«il, meaning

he ate much of thefood : so says IAar, not par

ticularizing the act as being after scarcity or not.

(TA.) [See also 2.] — And He quenched his

thirst by drinking. (EL.)

sGi : see what next follows : and see the next

paragraph again, in the latter half: = and the

same word, and oU, (the latter in two places,) see

voce AAjjli.

«y and ♦ e\i and t «u» (EL, TA) and, accord, to

the copies of the EL, i*y, [or, as in the CEL, iiy,]

but correctly " &*y, (TA,) and^s, all signify the

same [i. e. The mouth] : (EL, TA :) the pi. is •Ml,

(S, EL, TA,) pi. of «y, (S, TA,) and as such its

case is plain ; as pi. 01 a*s, it is like -.Uyl as pi.

of Wj ; as pi. of »\i, it is allowable as having ^

for its original medial radical ; but as pi. of 4Ay,

it is anomalous : (TA :) and another pi. is j»\*>\,

(EL, TA,) said by some to be pi. of^i or ^i, with

teshdeed, of which an ex. occurs in a verse cited

in the first paragraph of art. ^ ; but some dis

allow this pi. ; and accord, to some, (TA,) it has

no sing. (K, TA) agreeable with rule, (TA,) for

j? is originally «y, (EL, TAO with the^ movent

by fet-h, or [oy, as in some copies of the S,] with

the j quiescent, on the authority of IJ; (TA;)

the e is elided, and the ^ becomes a movent final,

therefore it must be changed into I, because of

the fet-hah preceding it, so the word becomes l»;

but a noun may not be of two letters whereof one

is [the ^ of] the ten ween, (EL, TA,)thus the pas

sage is expressed in the M, but MF remarks that

correctly we should say whereof one is the l,(TA,)

and therefore a hard letter is substituted for it,

one similar to it in kind, which is j>, for they are

both labials, and in the j> is a sort of humming

3 . 3 ,

sound ((^y, in the CEL ^y,) in the mouth, [or

rather in the nose,] resembling [the sound of] the

prolongation of the 3 : (EL, TA:) [several similar

disquisitions, added in the TA, respecting the

change from #y to^, I omit, regarding them as

needless : what is said on this subject in the S,

in art.^, I have mentioned in that art. :] in the

present art., J says that the j> of^ is a substi

tute for the », not for the j, of »y ; but. this is a

mistake: (IB, TA :) the dual ofJi is ^Ci and

0'>»i (IAar, S, Msb, EL) and o1***, the second

and third of which are anomalous : (IAar, EL :)

of the second, which occurs in a verse of Et-

Farezdak, [and respecting which see the first

paragraph of art. _^i,] Sb says that it is used by

poetic license. (TA.) In using it as a prefixed

noun, in the phrase diy IJdb, they deemed the

combination of the two «s difficult in respect of

utterance ; therefore they suppressed the [radical]

» thereof [in this case, and then in other, similar,

cases], and said, »y IJjk, and jyj y, and U Oolj

«*ij. and j>jj ^ Oy-o : and when prefixing it

to [the pronoun denoting] thyself, thou sayest,

,ji I ja. ; and this thou dost alike in using it in

the nom. case and in the accus. and in the gen.

because the ^ [of y] is changed into ^ and is

then incorporated [into the pronominal <j] : (S,

and the like is said in the Msb:) and sometimes,

though rarely, they did the like in other cases,

when not prefixing it; for instance, li occurs at

the end of a verse of El-Ajjaj, without an affix,

in this case for lili. (S.) In the saying <UJl£>

»jsf ^1 o^> meaning I spoke to him, his mouth

bdng near to my mouth, »\i is in the accus. case

as a denotative of state : (S, TA :*) or by reason

of the derivative [WC«] meant to be understood :

or, as Sb says, it is an instance of one of the

nouns that are put in the place of inf. ns., and it

is not to be separated from what should follow it

so that you may not say »U *!£& [alone], for

you tell of your nearness to the person, and that

there is not any one between you and him : and

if you will, you may use the nom. case, meaning

*JU- oj*3 [this being his state], (Sb, TA,) i. e.

3 * j j

lj: LS*6 *•** t mouth was near to my mouth],

the clause [following <cji~,] occupying the place

of a denotative of state. (TA.) — The saying

iL-i| Lili, (Meyd, EL, TA,) which is a prov.,

(Meyd, TA,) means May God make the mouth of

misfortune to cleave to thy mouth; (Meyd, EL,*

TA ;) [but lit. signifies, only, her, or its, mouth
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to thy mouth ; and is [likewise] an instance of

one of the nouns that are used in the manner of

inf. ns. expressive of imprecation, by reason of a

verb not mentioned : Sb says, Uli is without ten-

<r St +

ween, meaning <UfctjJI li, as is shown by the

saying,

* V^ J.UJI <^£i O •

[Many a misfortune is there, of the misfortunes of

time, which men fear, that has no mouth, where

with to bite] : (Sb, TA :) A'Obeyd says that its

primary meaning is, may God make the ground

to be in thy mouth; that it is like the sayings

^LLi\ JLkj and 4-^' &c*ii (?, Meyd;) and

[hence] it means disappointment [cleave] to thee:

(S,* Meyd :) a man of Belhujeym, (S, Meyd,)

cited by A'Obeyd, (S,) addressing a wolf that

sought to get his she-camel, (Meyd,) says,

* L^Jti JLgJU UU U oJLii *

* »jjU. wJl U ^ljjl» {£y>\ u0}& *

[And I said to him, «iL>-aJ bbli, for slie is the

youthful she-camel of a man mho will give thee as

a guest's entertainment that which thou fearest] ;

(S, Meyd ; but in the S, as IB has observed,

Aili is erroneously put for \j\i;) i.e. [who will

entertain thee with] the shooting of arrows ;

(Meyd ;) [by ibjli] he means <iXij»J, from ^Jji

i.«,..«11 : (S :) it is also said that Uli is metony-

mically used as meaning the dust of the earth,

which is termed the mouth of the earth because

it drinks the water ; and it is as though the saying

meant the dust be in thy mouth : (Meyd :) Sh is

related to have said, I heard IAar say iJLiJ t lib,

with tenween, meaning may God make thy mouth

to cleave to the ground; [or rather, ground to thy

mouth; lit., simply, a mouth to thy mouth;] and

some say «JJLA) Uli, without tenween, as an im

precation meaning -fmay God break thy^ [i. e.

thy teeth, to which ^ is often metonymically ap

plied, as is also »y]. (TA.) __ One says also,

lyAlyl ^jic dJbl (j'ilj (_$*-<» meaning tSuch a one

drew for his camels tlie water when they came to

it, while they were drinking ; not having stored it

for them in the drinking-trough : and <j*%i ja

lyfclyl .yl* .Jul tSuch a one suffered his camels

to pasture while going along [by his driving them

gently : see art. j**] : so says As : and so accord,

to the A and other lexicons ; but the author of the

K, by an omission, has assigned the latter ex-

planation to the former phrase. (T A.) o«x»-j jJ

Ji>j£s li aJI, meaning Jj^1» ^jl, (]£, TA,) has

[with other, similar, phrases] been explained in

art. ^>j£s [q. v.]. (TA.) —j*L ^jiy [Mouth

of a horse that is suffering indigestion in conse

quence of his having eaten barley and so made it

to stink] is an appellation applied to him who has

stinking breath. (TA. [An ex. of it occurs in a

verse of Imra-el-keys cited in the TA in art.^»».

as in Ahlwardt's "Divans of the Six Ancient

Arabic Poets," p. 125; and differently in De

Slane's " Diwan dAmro-'kai's," p. 36 of the Arabic

text.]) __ And ij*. y [Mouth of a large field-

rat] and V* £ [Mouth of a sort of small wingless

locust, or perhaps correctly Sl^j y mouth of a

small wingless locust,] are nicknames applied to a

little man. (TA.) __ One says also, «y ijai *^,

meaning \May his teeth, or front teeth, not be

brofien. (K,* TA.) And «y JmL, \His teeth fell

out. (TA in art. ^ai [q. v.]) _ And <tJU oU

i.e. <v=~^ [meaning Ule died upon his face;

prone : like 4**.y luu* fHe fell upon his face :

the J in both being used in the sense of j^ic; as

a - o I i-

it is in the phrase ^^15^ l^£. (expl. in art.^A.),

fee.]. (A, K, TA. "[The' explanation in the TK,

being somewhat ambiguous (though correct), has

misled Freytag in this case.]) And [in like

manner, using J in the sense of V<A*,] *&' <**£»

A-al, one of their forms of imprecation, meaning

\May God cause him to die : or prostrate him

[upon his face; as also V5^ *s^]« (™-A..) —

[See also i*y as syn. with »y ; like which it has

»ty I for a pi.] = »y also, having for its pi. oly l,

and pi. pi. «ujlil, (S, Mgh, Msb, K,) [which last

is of very frequent occurrence,] signifies Perfume,

or an odoriferous substance: (Mgh, Msb:) or a

thing, or substance, with which a perfume, or an

odoriferous substance, is compounded or prepared

(^iliu) ; like as JvjjJ signifies things, or sub

stances, with which sorts of food are compounded

or prepared : (S, Mgh :) or the Jvty [or seeds

used in cooking] with which food is compounded

or prepared (»-)1*j) are also called v.tkll »lyl :

(Msb :) [the pi. and pi. pi. are now generally ap-

plied to spices, or aromatics:] or *ly"'>l, the pi.

mentioned above, signifies [the seeds called] JjlyJt:

» **

and also what diffuse fragrance [I read w-»ly, as

in my MS. copy of the I£, pi. of »-»'j, q- v.,

instead of 9>Jly (with ^^^of.), the only reading

that I find in other copies of the K, regarding

the latter as indubitably a mistranscription,] of

perfumes, or odoriferous substances: (BL;) and

the sorts, or species, of flowers ; (]£, TA ;) thus

says AHn ; and in one place he says that 9>ty^)t

signifies what are prepared for perfume, of sweet-

smellingflowers; and sometimes they are of herbs,

or leguminous plants : (TA :) and also sorts, or

species, of a thing [app. of any kind] : (K :) and

one says, v.gkH ol^-il k>o y, and JyJt «|y*t>

meaning It is of the sorts, or species, and of the

mixtures, or compounds, of perfume, and o/" herbs,

or leguminous plants : (Mgh :) but »y is not ap

plied to anything that is termed jUt. (AHeyth,

TA in art.y*.)

•**

ay : see 1, last sentence. _ Also The quality

of a <Ula~« [or large sheave of a pulley] such as is

termed .Uy, fem. of «yl, q. v. (TA.)

• . • >

4,>» : see its syn. »y.

<uky : see i&y , in five places.

♦y Certain slender, long, red roots, with which

one dyes ; beneficial for the liver and tlie spleen

and the l~i [app. as meaning sciatica or the

sciatic nerve] and pain of the hip and of theflank,

powerfully diuretic, and kneaded with vinegar and

applied as a liniment it cures the [leprosy termed]

u°j4 '■ (?> TA :) but the word was not known

to Az in this Rense, [which is the only meaning,

except one which I think doubtful, that I find

assigned to it ;] and it is said to be the »y [which

see in art. y, i. e. madder], (TA.) = See also

<u>y.

<V, originally »^4 : see »yu.

**y : see its syn. »y. _ [Hence] it signifies

also \ The ^» [i. e. mouth] of a place ; likened to

the^i [properly so called] as being the^rtf place

of ingress, or entrance, to the interior: (TA:)

[and so too as being the place of egress, or exit,

from the interior :] it is of a river, or rivulet,

(Lth, S, Msb, TA,) and of a valley, or water

course, or torrent-bed, (K, TA,) and of a street,

and of a road; (S, Msb, K, TA;) signifying the

^ [or mouth] ; as also * iiy , (K, TA,) without

teshdeed ; mentioned by IAar : (TA :) or it sig

nifies thus in relation to a river, or rivulet; (Lth,

Msb, TA ;) the foremost part thereof: or, as

some say, the place o/its pouring into the i«UL=>

[q. v.] : and accord, to Lth, in relation to a

valley, or water-course, or torrent-bed, its y-lj

[or head, as though in this case having one, or

each, of two contr. meanings, unless, as I believe

it to be, the mouth, or outlet, of a valley or water

course or torrent-bed be sometimes called its ^Ij

as being its foremost part] : (TA :) and of a

street, it is the place of egress, or exit; (Msb;)

the foremost part thereof: (TA :) and of a road,

it is the yfi [or mouth], which is the upper part

thereof (»"}ll6l) : (Msb : [thus in my copy ; but I

think that #")UI is a mistranscription, in my copy,

for aJ^I, and that the correct meaning is therefore

the foremost part thereof, agreeably with what is

said above in relation to a road and to a river or

rivulet :]) but accord, to some, t JjkyJ, without

teshdeed, is not allowable ; and one should say,

JijLi\ 4*y iju jja, and t^y [probably, I

think, a mistranscription for 4_*^j, with the _j

quiescent, both meaning He sat at the mouth of

the road] ; not ♦ *i*y, without teshdeed : (TA :)

and «*y signifies also f the first, or foremost,

part, of a thing ; (K, TA ;) like that of the

street and that of the river or rivulet : [whence]

one says, iJJUl <Uy Uic iib i. e. 1 The first, or

foremost, portion of thy camels [came to us, or

cameforth upon us] ; like the phrase (JijJ^I **y :

(TA :) the pi. of liy is «tyi, (Ks, S, Msb, TA,)

which is anomalous, (S, Msb, TA,) and (TA)

Oliy [in the CK OUy] and 45ty. (K, TA.)

[Hence] one says, |^»^»j jJJJI «lyl .J l>Uo

, n » '

*Vjl £y>, (A, ]£,* TA,) in the copies of the K.

V ' »j

lyVjl, which is wrong, (TA,) i. e. I They entered

into the foremost parts of the country, or toicn,
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and wentforthfrom the hindermost parts thereof:

(A, K, TA :) the sing, of oyl as here used is

ifcy. (TA.) s= It signifies also A say, or say

ing, or speech ; (S, K, TA ;) from 1 in the first

of the senses assigned to it above : hence one says,

jujJij iAyJI ">} O' (?> TA) Verily the retracting

of that which has been said is difficult: (Har

0 .• . . 0

p. 434 :) and [hence] one says also, oU-j y»

^-iUI iky [He fears the say, or speech, of men],

(TA.)_ And The Muslims' rending one another's

reputation by evil speech, or by backbiting ; (K,

TA ;) as also ♦ liy\ (TA.) — 4j£i jjj £il

means Verily he is strong in speech, and free, or

unconstrained, in tongue. (TA.)_ And one says,

y£}\ ijjk ^j £)j**i i*p J^il I*, meaning [.Efon;

vehement is] thy camels eating [of this herbage] !

and in like manner, iLy i*y [<Ae vehement

,, .it

eating of thy horse] : whence their saying lyly>l

\ ■'> ^ [which may be well rendered as it has

been in art. ^j-**-, q. v.], meaning 7%ei> good eat

ing shows thee their fatness, causing thee to be in

no need of feeling them to test their condition.

(TA.) = And Milk, as long as there remains in

it the taste of sweetness ; (K,* TA ;) as also * i*y ;

and sometimes correctly said with Jj, i. e. [A*y,]

without teshdeed. (TA.)

ifcjjli A man who reveals, or discloses, every

thing that is in his mind ; as also * «li, (Fr, S,

TA, [but omitted in one of my copies of the S,])

and t «li : (Fr, TA :) and <Uja»j * »l» one who

reveals his hunger ; originally <t5U, like as they

said .Ok and *y<h. (TA.)

«yl Saving what ts termed ay, meaning as

expl. in the last sentence of the first paragraph

[i. e. width of the mouth, &c] ; fem. iUy ; (S,

K, TA ;) the former applied to a man, and the

latter to a woman ; (S, TA ;) and in like manner

to horses. (TA.) 2l*y- iU»y , applied to a woman,

means Wide-mouthed, ugly: and, applied to a

mare, wide-mouthed, long-headed: or sharp in

spirit. (TA.) _ [Hence,] iLfc^j jJLj A wide-

~. t> > 0 * 0 *

mouthed well. (K.) —— And iUy «UaJ» A wide

wound made by piercing. ( K.) __ And aJU»~o

iUy [^4 Za/v/e sheave of a pulley] (S, K, TA) <Aat

?*.< wide (K, TA) and (TA) whereof tlie teeth be

tween which runs the well-rope are long. (S, TA.)

[See also zl»y a)U_o, in art. Jjy.]

ayo and * A-i, (S, K,) the latter originally

• 0^ 0 •» W *

»^*», (S,) Eloquent; (S, K, TA;) and so S-v-e-i

applied to a woman; (S, TA;) able in speech;

an ai/e speaker : or <»y signifies ^ood in speech;

a good speaker: (TA :) or both signify good and

eloquent in speech ; as though taken from oyJI

meaning "width of the mouth:" (IAar, TA :)

or having an inordinate desire, or appetite, for

food; a vehement eater; (K, TA;) applied to a

man and to other than man : (TA :) and the

latter (ay), having an inordinate and insatiable

desire, or appetite,forfood: (TA:) and this also

signifies a man who eats much; syn. Jy=l ; (S,

K ;) and so does * itfju,.,* : (K [in some copies

of which, i^iy^ is strangely put in the place of

Jy=l in the explanation here given]:) or^rt:«T,,,o

signifies a man eating vehemently after scantiness,

(S,) or after weakness: (thus in a copy of the

S :) and ay* is also expl. as meaning a man who

eats vehemently. (TA.) And one says oyu> J.;k;,«

(K, TA) meaning [Very] eloquent in speech:

(TA :) and JyU Jjal. (K, TA) Good, or excel

lent, speech, or diction. (TA.) = a^jut ^[fZ

means [Beverage, or wine,] perfumed (K, TA)

with [the odoriferous substances called] *i)\i\ [pi.

pi. of ay, q. v.]. (TA.) = And ay_« w>y (Lth,

Si" J

K) and ^$a* (K) A garment, or piece of cloth,

dyed with »y [or Sy, i. e. madder], (Lth, K.)

i^~e : see the next preceding paragraph, in

two places.

j_j» is a particle governing the gen. case [and

used in the manners and senses expl. in what here

follows]. (T, S, M, Mughnee, K.) It relates

to a receptacle ; (Sb, S, M ;) and, when used in

a wider sense, to that which has some near re

semblance thereto ; (Sb, M ;) [i. e.,] and also to

what is considered as a receptacle : (S :) [in other

words,] it denotes inclusion, or inbeing, (Msb,

Mughnee, K, TA,) either in relation to place or

in relation to time ; (Mughnee, K., TA;) properly

and tropically. (Msb, Mughnee, TA.) Cw.Lf.

' 1 0 , - 0 * * 0*0 IJ. 6 to** ^ 0 t J iiO

* 0

,j-i«< «-oj ^J [The Greeks have been overcome in

the nearer, or nearest, part of the land, and they,

after the overcoming of them, shall overcome in

some fen years], in the Kur [xxx. 1—3], is an

ex. of its relation to place and to time. (Mugh-

nee.) And 5»e». t>>Lai)l ^J J2* t [And there

is, to you, in retaliation, life, or an advantage,

(respecting the meaning of which see art. ^^-,)

in the Kur ii. 175,] is an ex. of its being used

tropically. (Mughnee.) ^jJt-el ^jJ^evUJI c~Uol

is an ex. of its relation to place, but the proposi

tion is inverted [i. e. the meaning is / inserted

my finger into the signet-ring], (Mughnee.)

[Using it properly,] you say, (U^l ^ iUJ\ [The

water is in the vessel] : (S :) and wiljaJI ^j» y

[It is in the wallet,] and u~«£" i«* Un ^ie purse] :

i ' ' '

and <col 1jJ=u J y [He is in the belly of his

m J ' J

mother] : and JAJI [>y [He is in the shackle

for the neck] : (M :) and jljJI ^ juj [Zeyd is

in the house], (S, M,* Msb.) or within the house,

and in the midst of it, for jtjJI .J, means lyJj»-b,

and lyiaLwj : (T :) and [using it tropically, you

say,] »l»iJI .y JJUJI t [Doubt, or uncertainty, is

in the information]. (S.) The saying w~fi <u»

[In him is a fault, or blemish], if relating to a

real w-»c, is proper ;,an<l if relating to an ideal

w-t*, tropical : the former is such as the ampu-

tation of the hand of the thief, and the redundance

of a hand ; and the latter, such as the running-

away of a slave. (Msb.) [When relating to

time, it may in some cases be rendered In, or

* 9 0 *■ ss

during; as in the phrase Objjjw >bl ,J, in

0 0 *^'

the ^lur ii. 139, i. e. In, or during, certain num-

bered days. JJui ^ >>-JI i^J\ wJl»>~ot ^1

^jy/SsM, in the Kur xxxvi. 55, may be rendered

t Verily the inmates of Paradise this day shall be

in the midst of diverting occupation, cheerful, or

* * 000 * 21

happy. The phrase a-i U <aui IJl=> »Jy lot, lit.

\ As to his saying thus, in it is what is in it, is

used as a polite expression of objection, or con-

■ it.

tradiction ; like J-oU *--», q. v. In many in-
*^ 0* #

stances, ^jJ may be rendered 0/", or concerning,

or £n respect of; as in Ijib *«» J15 t -He »atd o/,

or concerning, him, or »<, <A«m ; for »j=>i ^ Jli

I Jl£> f 77e .<«W in mentioning him, or tl, //»«.< ;

* **

or Ai«aj ^y in describing him, or t< ; or the like :

,i » * , . ..

hence, for ex., one says UJJI^Ac J bU=» w~i=

t Tie wrote a book of, or concerning, the science of

,- j , it

lexicology: and hence, in the Kur ii. 133, Lijog.U.JI

4I1I jj f Do ye argue with us concerning, or in

respect of, God?] __ It also denotes concomi

tance, (Mughnee, K,) and (K) in this case

(Mughnee) it is syn. with iu». (Msb, Mughnee,

Si 0 j .- , -

K.) Thus in the phrase, >0-ol ,y I^Uol Jls [He

shall say, Enter ye with peoples], (Msb, Mughnee,

TA,) in the Kur [vii. 36] : (Msb, TA :) or, as

some say, the meaning is, jg»\ <Ulo*>- ,y [in the

company ofpeoples]. (Mughnee.) Thus, too, in

- 0*

the phrase, in the Kur [xlvi. 15], wjVa^el ^J

ilaJI [PFi7A <Ae inmates of Paradise], (Msb,

TA.) [Or in these and similar instances, J

may be rendered, more agreeably with the primary

signification, as meaning Among.] In the K> the

meaning as denoting concomitance and that which

is identical with »-» are made distinct : and it has

been said that wj denotes the continuance of con

comitance and s_« denotes its commencement ;

though this is not invariably the case. (MF,

TA.) [Hence it is used to denote a combination

*' 0 0>* * j

of two qualities : as in the phrase jUylwl ^J Jy>

t Length together with laxness : (occurring in the

6 * * .00 •«•..

K voce w~U» :) and »>»*. ^J jl^-~> t Blackness

blending with redness : and the like. And in like

manner it is used to denote the combination of

the length and breadth of a thing: as in the phrase

*0. >6i .£ * ' . 00 JJ I

\*bjs- cjil i>^)L» ^ji Ulji sjjjis- oi^o Its length is

twenty cubits with (or as we say by) three cubits

in breadth : in which case the number of square

cubits is expressed by the phrase «£/JLj .J (j^j—'

as though meaning Twenty as a multiplicand with

three as its multiplier ; i. e. twenty multiplied by

three: see v^-* M signifying " he multiplied."],

__ It also denotes the assigning ofa cause. (Msb,

0 * » ,mt

Mughnee, K.) Thus in the phrase Sli^^**^! ^y

i.e. On account, or because, of completing [the

possession of] forty sheep or goats, [the giving of]
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a sheep or goat [for the poor-rate] is incumbent

[on the possessor: or this may be rendered, in

the case of the possession of forty, a sheep or

goat is to be given]. (Msb.) And thus in the

saying, [in the Kur xii. 32,] ^ji^i ^JJI ^jLijS

*-i [And that is he because of whom ye blamed

me]. (Mughnee.) Thus also in the saying, in a

trad., L:L.a. Ijh J jUI cJU.,> SL*I ,jt [Verily

a woman entered the fire of Hell because of a she-

cat which site confined without food]. (Mughnee.)

[And thus in the phrase \j£a ^y uULit He paid

in advance, or beforehand, for, or on account of,

such a thing.'] —_ It also denotes superiority ;

(Mughnee, K, TA ;) i.e. (TA) it is used in the

sense of ^J*. (T, S, M, Msb, TA.) Thus in

the saying, in the Kur [xx. 74], ^ >0SUJuo'i)j

Jji~JI £}***• [-l«rf -T wi# assuredly crucify you

upon the ti-unks of palm-trees], (T, S, Msb,

Mughnee, TA.) And so in the verse of Antarah

cited voce £>-• (T, M, Mughnee, TA.) And

Yoo asserts that the Arabs say, <ll^/\ ^J O-Jj—',

meaning <cJU [i. e. / alighted, or descended and

stopped, &c, at the abode of thy father]. (S.)

__ It is also syn. with ^>, (T, S, M, Mughnee,

K,) sometimes. (S.) Thus in the saying of

Zeyd-el-Kheyl,

J * * * 62 ********

cr-j'j-9 W glr»L»W v-^jJj

(S, Mughnee, TA,) meaning, JUOI^ >kb*^l v>«Ja#

[i. e. .iina' horsemen skilful in piercing the aortas

and the kidneys ride in the day offear therein].

(S, TA.) And thus in a verse cited by Fr, ^»tj\

is made trans, by ..i and ,j* instead of ._> and

i*\. (T, TA.) [Thus, also, j^A ^i J^J is

sometimes used for %^~> w^, meaning It is

nought ; or not of any account or weight ; &c. :

» ..

see more in art. Li.] __ It is also syn. with .Jt.
i-S-

(Mughnee, K.) Thus in the Kur [xiv. 10], tjjji

^eyAlyl ^y^cvJ^I [4nd they put their hands to

their moutlis]. (Mughnee, TA.) _ It is also syn.

with ij*>. (M, Mughnee, K, TA.) Thus in the

Kur [xxvii. 12], «2>bl *—j ^» [0/) or among,

nine «^/m]. (M, TA.) And in the saying, ^J S*.

0*&*i W J/^1 O? £** [yaAe thou for me ten

of the camels; of, or among, them let there be

two stallions. (M, TA.) [Thus too in the say-

ing 4uy J^>l ^j* ^* He is of, or among, the

purest in race, &c, of Am people : and the like

thereof.] — It also denotes comparison ; and this

is when it occurs between a preceding [mention of

a] thing excelled and a following [mention of a]

thing excelling : as in the saying, [in the Kur ix.

38,] j-Ai *|l l^tS^^J tfjjT l£*J\ eU O [But

the enjoyment of the present life, in comparison

with that which is to come, is no other than little],

(Mughnee, K.) — It is also used for compen

sation ; and this is when it is redundant as a

compensation for another [^*-i] which is sup-

j . . »•»•»»»»»

pressed : as in the saying, C~£j ,>«*» Oy/*0 for

*e» C~cj s^a <Z*tj~b [I beat, or struck, him whom

thou desiredst] : (Mughnee, K :) but this is

allowed by Ibn-Malik alone. (Mughnee.) —

And it is used for corroboration : (Mughnee, EL:)

this is when it is redundant without its being for

compensation: and this El-Farisee allows in a

case of necessity in verse ; citing as an ex.,

Uo J-JJ1 lit J*- yi

• *■ H *t
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U.JJ*j »i\y* ^jS JUJ *

[I am Aboo-Saqd; when the night becomes dark,

thou imagining its blackness to be black leather].

(Mughnee.) And it is thus used in the saying,

in the Kur [xi. 43], 1^4 \y2»'j\ Jllj [for U^£>jT»

i. e. And he said, Embark ye therein, the like

of which occurs also in xviii. 70 and xxix. 65],

(Mughnee, K,) accord, to some. (Mughnee.) =

^ as a prefixed noun in the gen. case, syn. with

» a - • j

jj, and ^j as syn. with i«*», see voce «y, in

art. »j».

(j is a word expressive of wonder : they say,

IJk^ Jj>i\ jJ U J b [0 my wonder! What has

happened to me that / do thus ?] : or it is expres

sive of regret on account of a thing that is passing

away [so that this exclamation may be rendered

Oh! What has happened to me &c] : Ks says

that it is not to be written with » [though it is so

written in several of the lexicons in art. Li, i. e.

(jjij ; and that it means ^.at L [as first expl.

above] : and in like manner one says, U .-» L

iLU^ol [0 my wonder! What are thy com

panions? i. e. what manner of men are thy com

panions ? L> here denoting interrogation respect

ing qualities, or attributes ; as in the Kur xxvi.

22] : and he says that U in this case occupies the

place of a noun in the nom. case. (M, TA.) Ks

is also related to have said that some of the Arabs

express wonder by ^ and ^ and t^J* ; and

some add U, saying L>I» b and U-a b and b

L>-.;i, meaning How good, or beautiful, is this !

the K is faulty here ; mentioning only Cli b, and

explaining it as denoting wonder. (TA.)

2e*3 : see *L*j, in art. Li.

** • * * *

1. (\39 aor. ij-AJ, inf. n. !.-$ (?, O, Msb) and

lyi, (O,) He (a man, Msb) returned ; (S, O,

Msb;) andso*.'lil,and*AAi-l: (M,TA:)!*J,

as also " iLi and " iLi, [or the former of these,

accord, to analogy, is an inf. n. of unity, and the

latter an inf. n. of modality,] and 2«lit and mUuLiI

all signify tyej ■ (K :) or, accord, to some, t\i

signifies particularly he returned to a good state

or condition. (MF, TA.) One says, ,j-e sLi

*~afc 2fe returned [to a good state, or recovered,

from his anger] : (M, TA :) and tkJ^\ fO-' OV>*

iuoc ^« [Such a one is quick in respect of the

returning &c. from his anger] : (S, M,* O :) and

♦ £jdt Ljii i!t, (M,) or t aJjJI ^.IL"), (S, O,)

i.e. [Verily he is quick, or j/oor/, in respect of]

the returning [to a good state, or from his anger,

or in respect of the manner of returning &c] : (S,

M, O :) and ♦ «ul«)l L>jL ^JaiiS Lj^. yb [He

is quick in respect of anger, quick in respect of

returning, or recovering, therefrom]. (A, TA.)

And j-o^l jjJI tli, and ««li [i. e. j-o^l Si], inf. n.

! J and tj-i, JEfe returned [to the affair, or to

the command, i. e. to tAat which was commanded].

(M, TA.) ill jil ,Jl »J,i3 JLi., in the Kur

xlix. 9, means Until it [referring to a party («U5lb)

before mentioned] return to the ordinance of God,

or to that which God has commanded : (Bd :) or

until it return (T, Msb) to obedience, (T,) or to

that which is right. (Msb.) And j**$\ ^Jl *li,

inf. n. *i«J, signifies also He reconsidered the

affair, or case. (TA.) ^^Jl & (M, Msb,

K) 431^1 ^, (M, K,) inf. n. t^l, (TA,) or

" iLi, (Msb,) means 37»e man who had sworn to

abstain from conjugal intercourse with his wife

expiated his oath and returned to her. (M, Msb,*

K. [See Kur ii. 226.]) But MF observes that

this usage of tli to signify He expiated an oath

belongs to the conventional language of the law.

(TA.) In the case of a man who has sworn that

he will abstain from conjugal intercourse with his

wife, a period of four months is appointed to bim

in the Kur-an ; and if he have such intercourse

with her in the four months, it is said of him,

eli jlS, meaning He has returned [or reverted]

from his oath, to the doing that which he swore

that he would not do, and is bound to expiate

his oath : if he have not had such intercourse

with her until the end of the four months from

the day of his swearing, then, Ibn-Abbas and a

number of the Companions pass upon her a single

sentence of divorce, making the [said sentence of]

divorce to have effect at the end of the months ;

but many of ihe Companions and others say that

in this case he must return, and expiate his oath,

or he must divorce. (T, TA.) And [hence] one

says 'JUgi aiL-ol (_Jic <J He has the right of

returning to his wife: (Msb, TA :) and «iU«j yk

* \"%* He possesses the right of returning to her ;

namely, a wife whom he has divorced. (A, TA.)

_ ^e^JI |^S (Jb; i^AJI occurs in a trad, as

meaning The being favourably inclined, or affec

tionate, to the relation; and returning to kind

treatment of him. (TA.)— tli said of the shade,

(M, Msb,) aor. ljt>_, (Msb,) inf. n. \[j, (M, Msb,

K,*) It shifted, or removed; (M, K ;*) or [rather]

it returned from the side of the west to the side of

the east ; (Msb :) and J"^J1)I * C>Li5 The shades

became changed in their manner of being ; (S,0 ;)

or [rather] they returned [towards the east] after

midday. (T, TA. [See the Kur-an xvi. 60.])

And ijsf^J\ OfU ; and ▼ OLU ; (M ;) and "oLi,

inf. n. 1^43; (S, O, TA ;) The tree had much

shade. (M, TA.) SjujtaJI £jt\s The iron imple

ment became blunt after its being sharp. (T, TA.)
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s=r <Lj~&)1 c«£», (mentioned, but not expl., in the

K,) inf. n. l^, (TA,) means I took the spoil.

(TBI.) [See also 10.]

2. Jijt L», and ti.UI Jfe (God) made the

shade to return [in tlie afternoon]. (El-Khafajee,

a*

MF, TA.) = OljS said of a tree : see 1, near the

end. __ Said of the wind, It put in motion the

seed-produce, or standing corn, and the trees.

(M, TA.) And, said of a woman, She put in

motion her hair, from self-conceit, or vanity. (M,

TA.)

4. «ulil I made it to return. (O.) See also 2.

__ [Hence,] one says, (j»tJL»tJI ^s. <&\ t\i\

jUxll JU [God restored to the Muslims, as though

it were theirs by right, or gave to them as spoil,

the property, or wealth, of the unbelievers'] ; (S,

O ;) inf. n. It'lil. (S.) And ^eM M Aj!)

^jiUaJI [God restored, or gave, to them the spoils].

And Uji j>£ (>y* Ai\ He took for a party the

spoil of another party and brought it to them :

and he took for a party spoil that had been taken

from them. (T, TA.) And \JJs> Olil I made

9 *

such a thing to be a »J [or spoil]. (TA.)— And

yt*$\ Jlc U*}lj OUI I turned him to the thing, or

affair, when he had desired another thing, or

affair. (AZ, T.) = See also 1, first sentence.

5. J'iUsJIOLiJ:—andS/aJL)lcAs*3: seel,near

the end. __ *u» Uu means ZTc shaded himself in

it ; i. e., in the shade termed ».«». (M.) One

- - a • - .» £a~

says, gyj» «.1l f^ji ^y OUJ [/ shaded myself in

the afternoon-shade of the tree], (S, O.) And Liu

Zjtf .t.iy [TZe shaded himself by means of the tree ;

or] he entered into the tlgil [or afternoon-shades]

of the tree : (MA :) and [it is said that] OUi5

Sja. -J I signifies J entered into the eLit q/"<Ae <ree,

a?j«J shaded myself thereby: (Har p. 500:) and

Aboo-Temmam has made it trans, by itself [i. e.

without a prep.] in his saying,

[as though meaning And I protected myselffrom

the sun by its shade, when it was extended] : but

[perhaps he has thus used the verb in the last of

the senses here following, for] it is said that this

is irregular. (TA.) _ [Hence] one says, oUi5

■iXlJu meaning J 1 have had recourse to thee for

- ' 9*

protection. (A, TA.) — Li3 is said of a branch

or twig [as meaning It bent, in a languid

o

manner], (T, M, L, K, voce }\j3 ; &c.) And

o ' fr

om' says, ly»-«>! w>W*->> meaning She bent herself

over her husband, and affected languor, or lan-

guidness, to him, feigning coyness, or opposition,

and threw herself upon him : (T,* TA :) from

l^jJLJI signifying "the act of returning:" and

some say oUu, with Jf ; but Az says that this

is a mistake, and that it is correctly with o,

(TA.) = U£i signifies also «-U [He sought a

thing time after time, or repeatedly, ice.]. (Har

p. 600.) And one says, JCa.^1 lJ[£> ,j/&3 and

V Uj;«7„.j [app. meaning Such a one seeks after

news, or tidings, time after time, or repeatedly,

&c.]. (A,TA.)

10. .lUwt JETe fooA as spoil. (S, M," O, K.)

One says, JLJt IJiA «l>Ui*l Z fooft this property

as spoil. (S, O.) — See also 5. ^= As intrans.,

see 1, first sentence.

• -

l^J Afternoon-shade ; shade after the declining

of the sun from the meridian ; (T,* S, O ;) [i. e.]

the »..» is what was sun, and has been annulled,

or superseded, by shade ; (M, K ;) or that from

which the sun has departed : so called because of

its " returning " from side to side : (S, O : [see 1,

Ml

first sentence :]) ISk says, (S, O,) the JJ» is

what sun has annulled, or superseded ; [correctly,

2

what sun annuls, or supersedes; (see JJ» ;)] and

the e^ji is what has annulled, or superseded, sun :

(S, Mgh, O :) but AO says, on the authority of

Ru-beh, that on which the sun has been and from

which it has departed is e^j* and JJ» ; and that

on which the sun has not been is JJ» : (S, O :)

[see more under this latter word :] pi. [of pauc]

fCil and [of mult.] i'^i. (S, M, Mgh, O, Msb,

]£.) _ And Spoil, booty, or plunder; syn. <L»^c

[q. v.] ; (S, M, Mgh, O, Msb, K ;) thus called,

by the inf. n., because it returns from one party

2 ,

to another; (Msb;) and .J in this sense is not

allowable; (Mgh, Msb;) nor is it in the pre

ceding sense: (Mgh:) or such as is obtained

without difficulty; and therefore likened to shade.

(MF.) And The [tax, or tribute, termed] ^jo.

[q. v.] : (S, O, K :) frequently occurring in trads.

as meaning such, ofthe possessions ofthe unbelievers,

as accrues to the Muslims without war: (TA :) or

such as is obtainedfrom the believers in a plurality

ofgods after the laying-down ofarms : (A'Obeyd,

Mgh and Msb voce i»-Aft :) or such as God has

restored [as though it were theirs of right] to the

people of his religion, of tlie possessions of those

who have opposed them, without fighting, either

by the latter's quitting their homes and leaving

them vacant to the Muslims, or by their making

peace on the condition of paying a poll-tax or

other money or property to save themselves from

slaughter : such is termed »■.» in the Kur-an.

(T. [See more under i»*ic.]) = Also Aflock of

a company of men who [in war] have recourse,

for aid, one to another: (Er-Raghib, TA:) a

word having no proper sing. : (Msb, TA :) ori

ginally J^s ; (S, O, EL ;) the 3 being substituted

for the medial ^j, which is dropped : (S, O :) or

its original form is yi [or ^Ji or SyS or <LJ» (see

art. jU and i^l»)] ; the final [radical] letter being

that which is elided ; for it is from C»^li [or C-jI*]

" I divided ;" and Si» is syn. with Siji : (IB, L,

TA :) pi. oU» and o^», (?, O, Msb, K,) in

which latter the j and <j are for the making

good what is deficient [in the sing.]. (Msb.)

iLi : see 1, in four places. __ [Hence] 3^j ^

a term applied to Date-stones (>o-iL)t ^y) when

they are hard: [because,] being given as fodder

to cattle, and eaten by them, they pass forth as

they were at first. (T, TA.) = Also A time;

syn. ih>>*. (K.) One says, iLi jjy sell. He

came to him after a time. (TA.)_ And The

i)jA. [or kite], that seizes as its prey tlie chickens

from the dwellings : (O :) or a certain bird re

sembling the eagle, (L, K,) which, when it fears

the cold, migrates to El-Yemen. (L.)

!' *

ii-s : see 1, first quarter, in four places.

birds: (O, If:) [or a number of birds disposed in

a row :] also termed 23j£ and uUs. (O, TA.)

= i J b, (M, O, K, in the CK [erroneously]

l^» b,) or, accord, to Ks, correctly ^-i \j [q. v.],

(M,) [ Oh ! or O my wonder .'] an expression of

regret, (M, O, K,) accord, to most, (TA,) or of

wonder, (Ks, M, K, TA,) meaning _«j»*e Lj.

(Ks, M.) [See *^g*y last three sentences.]

aii A [party, portion, division, or distinct body,

of men, suck as is termed] <U3U» : (S, O, K, TA :)

or a company (Msb, TA) of soldiers who fight in

the rear ofan army, and to whom the latter has

recourse in the case offear or defeat : (TA :) or

!-Ju, (M and K in art. MS,) as also <Uu, both

mentioned by Lh, and the latter reckoned as a

dial. var. of the former, (M in that art.,) [and

iio and wit and iil and iit and r\\i\ and rJ&L

(see art. «-J1,)] The time of a thing: (M and K.

in art. U3 :) one says, *£U3 <LLA3 ^yU aiJI I came

to him at tlie time of that : (M in that art.:) and

[by extension of the signification] one says, J^o

t^f$i 4JUAJ ^J* meaning ty\ [i. e. He entered

near after such a one ; as though treading in his

footsteps] : (KL in the present art. :) the O in

a, \Xi is an augmentative letter ; the word being

[originally] of the measure aLuu, but formed by

transposition : Z says that the O would not be

augmentative if the composition of the word were

as it is here, without transposition : that it is not

of the measure aJisaj from liJi\ ; for, if it were,

it would be of the same measure as iLJi [i. e. it

would be «U»iu] ; therefore, if not formed bv trans-

position, it would be of the measure aU-ow [i. e. it

would be from U3, as some hold it to be], because

of the J*>c1 [or alteration for the sake of allevia-

ting the sound, such as takes place in j~~t for

3 9^ "

j-—j, which cannot be in a noun of the measure

<Ua£i from a triliteral root like Li, whose medial

radical is infirm], the last radical being herazeh :

but its formation by transposition from 1 iJi3

[originally ii»\j] to «UAj, which is then changed

to 4-Lij, as Z says in the " Faik," is what deter

mines the O to be augmentative, and the [origi

nal] measure to be iU*u. (L and TA* in arts.

Uj and Us.)

i\sua A thing that has been made a t^Jt [or

spoil, &c.]. (TA.) And A person whose country,
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or province, or town, has been conquered, and

become a .^ to the Muslims. (IElt, O, TA.)

It is in a trad, of some of those who have gone

before, " ;V_J*< ^^1* Ilio ^>j *}), meaning An

emancipated slave shall not be made governor over

an Arabian ; (K., TA ;) or, as in the Nh [and O]

and L, ,^>JL! ^ [s/ta# 6y no means rule] ; (TA ;)

as though it were said, none of the people of the

Sawad (which was conquered by force and became

a .^ to the Muslims) shall rule over the Com

panions (O, TA) and their next successors.

(TA.)

*{Jlo A person who makes a thing [or a country

or tlie like] to be a *^y. (TA.) See also !UU.

see the paragraph here following.

»£JLo -4 place of »/«i, i. e. of the sltade thus

termed; [a place of afternoon-shade ;] (M, ]£;)

as also * JUL* ; (K ;) and, as AAF says, on the

authority of Th, ♦ ll^U ; (M, L, TA ;) and so

▼ li^Juo, like <Lf!j-e.,..« [in measure] : (L, TA :)

accord, to Lth, (TA,) «£JU is syn. with »£ii»,

(S, TA,) which signifies a place on which the sun

does not come : so says Az ; and he adds that it

is probably correct, but that he had not heard it

on any other authority than of Lth. (TA.)

».#•* * j**

iyt*A i. q. tyJL» [Idiotic, or an idiot, i. e. de

ficient, or wanting, in intellect ; &c] : so called

from his keeping long [or much] in the shade.

(M,TA.)

• 0 JO ' ft* JO *

Se^JLo : see S^i-o.

* 0 O * s J '

1. LyJuoj-j-y c*-4>U, aor. m-^S, Site (a camel)

hiched with her hind legs, backwards. (TA.)

4. »-tit, mentioned in the O and L and Msb

in this art. : see art. «»-ji .

■>»£» Afoot-messenger ; a courier who journeys

on foot : (S :) or a Sultdn's foot-messenger : (L,

Msb :) or owe whojourneys with letters : (L :) or

a quick courier who carries tidings, or communi

cations, from one town, or country, to another :

(Nh, TA :) originally Pers., (S, O,) arabicized,

(S, O, £,) from £, : (O, £ :) pi. ^». (8, TA,)

It is also expl. as meaning One going, orjourney-

it ig, alone: thus in a verse of Adee Ibn-Zeyd, in

which it is opposed to <tiljjj meaning " a company

[of men]." (TA.) And (the pi] £j3, (O, $,)

as used in a verse of Adee Ibn-Zeyd, (O,) means

Men who enter the prison and go forth from it,

keeping guard. (O, L, ]£ : in some oopies of

the K, and keep guard.) __ And A company [of

to*

mere} ; (Msb ;) syn. with «-y : (O and K in art.

_.^» :) and sometimes applied to a single person :

pL [of pauc] »-L»l and [of mult.] a-***- (Msb.)

sss AJso .A fow, or depressed, place, such as is

termed jjkj, of the earth, or ground. (AA, O,

Bk. I.

K.) ass And ^1 state of dispersion ; as also **-s*-

(TA. [See 4 in art. «.«>.])

f

•^3 : see what next precedes.

<UkU» A she-camel <Aa< AicA»- rottA Aw Atnd fe<7«

[mwcA or often], backwards. (TA. [See 1.])

»Jti xl wide [expanded and even tract such as

is termed] i»L->, of land. (AA, O in art. ,.•>.)

i»wli A wide <rac< between two elevated por

tions, (S,0, 5, all in art. p-$>,) of rugged ground,

or of sand: (S, O :) or what has the form of a

valley between two mountains, or between two

rugged tracts containing stones and sand and

earth, like a o>JU» [q. v.], but wider : thus expl.

by ISh : pi. -Jiy. (TA in art. ».y.)

e
1. p-U, aor. ~Aj, inf. n. -^ and ^Wc* : 8ee

art. »-y. —-vojJI ».U, inf. n. --J (L, Msb) and

^U-ls, (L,) It poured out, or _/brtA : (L :) or it

flowed ; as also * -.Ut, inf. n. la.\i\ : or, accord,

to AZ, the latter is trans., and signifies as expl.

below in relation to blood. (Msb.)_ And C-».U

a£l)l, (S, A, Msb, K,) aor. L,Jl3, inf. n. Ili,

(TA,) t The wound upon tlie head spirted forth

blood; (S, Msb, K ;) or poured forth much blood.

&* j ' * * 0*

(A.) _ And jmJ\ 9-\i, aor. j»-*«d, mf. n. «^s ;

and aor. 9-yL>, inf. n. r-V> t27'« «««< *"o*e> or

diffused itself, and raged veltemently. (L.) It is

said in a trad., 'j^^L. »4» s>? ^M" *«*^ I [^^

intense/was of the heat of summer is from the

veliement raging of the heat of Hell]. (TA.)

And one says, J^»- ~i ^y» ^j***-" X The fever

is from the vehemence of the heat of Hell. (A.)And jj*)l C-i-li, (S, K,) aor. 1-43 (S, TA)

and *->*£, (TA,) f^e cooking-pot boiled; (S,

]£, TA ; ) as though it were the fire of Hell, in

its heat. (TA.) And jUI C-i-li f The fire

»* * * *

spread. (Msb.) And [hence, app.,] SjUUI c-».l»,

aor. »yO, i. e. + [7%« iroop of horsemen making an

attack, or incursion, upon a people] spread them

selves, (S,TA.) Seer£ And rU, (L, Msb,

TA,) aor. -.ULj, (L, TA,) [inf. n., app. »-4, which

signifies " width" accord, to the S and K, and is

agreeable with general analogy in this case, as

the aor. of the verb is originally *-&, though it

seems to be implied in the Msb that the aor. is

not ~ULJ, but ^i,] It (a sea, S,» L, £,* TA,

and a place, L, or a valley, Msb) was, or became,

wide. (S,» L, Msb, $,* TA.)

* o ' "0 !*" '* £ ^ . ' * .'

2. Oa-U >*> ,v La> «*) UijJI wXJL* J means

t[J/" <Aom possessedst all that the world contains,]

thou wouldst dissipate it, or squander it away, in

one day. (A, TA.*)

4. «.l£l He pouredforth, spilled, or s/*erf, blood.

(S, Msb, K.) See also 1, first sentence. __ -.til

jjkSJI +l/e made </te cooking-pot to boil. (S, K.)

— ^syiJI o* && *J\ i. q. ty\, (?:,) i. e. fStay

thou until tlie mid-day heat shall have become as

suaged, and the air be cool: (M, L, TA:) [as

also mJ\ :] the medial radical letter is both j and

C* (M.)

-»-3 and " ..^J Abundance of herbage of the

[rain, or season, called] t^fj, with ample extent

of land: (£:) [accord, to the T£, both are inf.

ns., of which the verb is mJ&, and the agent is

^})l : but this, I think, is rendered doubtful by

what here follows :] v-yt? occurs in a verse [as

some relate it] ; but accord, to the relation of

IAar, it is *-y>, with O, [and with fet-h to the

«-»,] and this, which signifies " rain," is said by

Az to be the right reading : the pi. [of « **] is

ys. (ta.) "-

~-U» : see -^-jt.

^Q, like^Ui, [indecl.,] (T, S, L, K,) of the

fem. gender, (L,) a name for The SjU, (T, S, L,

K,) meaning troop of horsemen making a hostile at

tach, or incursion, upon a people. (T, L.) t -. J

-.U^i, (S, A, K, &c, [in the CK, erroneously,

jy-j,]) said by the people of the Time of Igno

rance, (S,) when they impelled horses making a

hostile attack, or incursion, and they spread out,

(L,) means Spread out, O attacking troop of

horsemen : (S, A, K :) or spread out upon them,

or against them, and disperse yourselves, &c. (Sh,

L.)

• 11 .0'

£>s* : see ^i.

• AV i ,cl w

™-Ui : see wr-il, in two places. __ Also t Pro

fuse in bounty : (S, A :) so in the saying, aJI

# a» • * *» " '

Cl^j it^swJ t [Verily he is liberal, munificent, or

• » »

generous ; profuse in bounty], (S.) _ And iiU

# * A.

i»-U» tA she-camel that yields much miUt, (A,

K,) antJ Aa* a iar</e udder. (K.)

~-jt A sea, (S, L, ^,) and a valley, (Msb,)

and any place, (L,) wide, or extensive; (S, L,

Msb, £;) as also t —CJi: (S,L, 50 T p-Q occure

in the story of Umm-Zara, accord, to A'Obeyd,

applied to a <Z~j [i. e. house, or ten<] ; but accord,

to others, it is *»-U», without teshdeed: (L:)

J '0 £ ft ^-0^9^

[the fem. of «*«il: and pi. j>--»:] one says .U-sAjti

^1 »wde, or an ample, house or abode: (S, K:)

and in like manner a-o^j [a meadow, &c.J. (L,

Msb.) —— And iU^-j signifies also A .so/-< o/ l/tm

cooked food, such as is supped, or sipped, (ill**,)

seasoned with seeds such as are used in cookery.

J* # # 1 * 4 0'

1. 9HjJI C^»>ti, aor. A^fcJ, inf. n. i-i and

*" ' 311
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# ' " IT

O1"-^ ■ 8ee 1 '" art. ~-y . Accord, to Kr and

the K, ~» signifies .4 spreading, or becoming dif-

/twed; like -^li: (TA:) but ISd expresses doubt

of the correctness of this: (L, TA:) it is [said

to be] an inf. n. in thi9 sense. (TK.) — See

also 4.

2. in»J>H p--> i/e made the dough like the

2*rjfLi [or <U~* (q. v.) in form]. (TA.)

4. £.U1, (L,) inf. n. S*.UI, (L, K,) 2fe (a man,

L) emitted mind from the anus, with a sound;

(L, K ;) as also * rf-U : (L :) or he voided excre

ment with an emission of wind. (L, ]£.) [See

also art. «.y. ] __ ~-bl, said of a man, signifies

also «ju .J kiw [i. e. Me repented of what he

had done; &c.]. (K.) — And ^*&i &* fti\ He

(a man, TA) turned awayfrom, avoided, shunned,

and left, such a one; syn. «Uc jua. (K.)

^. *fate o/ dilatation of the place of exit

of the urine. (IAar, K.) And A tangled,

luxuriant, or dense, and abundant, state ofherbage.

(K.) _ And Vehemence, or intenseness, of heat.

(K, TA.) sa And A [kind of small saucer, or

cup, such as is called] l*+jZ-> [q.v.]: (50 p'-

CjU~». (O and K voce ~.jlii.)

1. iji\i a) OiU, (T, S, A, O, L, Msb, K,) aor.

JuAJ, (S, A, O, Ac.,) inf. n. *£*, (Msb,) [Profit,

or advantage, or tAe ZiAe, (see 5«>jU,)] accrued to

him; (T,# S,* A, O,* L,» Msb, K ;) or came to

him. (IKtt, TA.) And jl», aor. ju^, (T, S,

M, O, L, EL,) inf. n. j^i, (M, O, L,) said of pro

perty, It continued, or belonged or appertained,

syn. c-& (T, S, M, 0, L, K,) 3 to ftiw; (T, S,

M, O, L ;) as also >tt, aor. jy_>, (M in art. i^»,)

inf. n. i^ : (5 in that art. :) or went away, passed

away, or departed. (K. [But this last meaning,

which I find only in the K, in relation to ab, in

this art. and in art. a>*, may be taken from what

next follows, and relate to property as applied to

cattle.]) — And jl», aor. as above, (T, M, L, K,

and S &c. in art. ay,) and so the inf. n., (IAar,

T, L, and K in art. ay,) He (a man, M, TA)

died; (T, M, L, 5, and S &c. in art. ay" ;) as

also }\i, aor. i^i, (S and K &c. in art. ay*,) inf. n.

i^i; (K &c. in that art.;) and so jli and Jili ;

(TA ;) i. //. Ob. (A.) One says, ij£ Ji£ aU U

' - w » JO 000

aUJI d-ijj, meaning OU U [i. e. //i; am not die

7<»ti7 his means of subsistence became exhausted].

(A.) —— And y\i, aor. as above, (S, M, O, L, 50

and so the inf. n., (S, O, L,) He walked with an

elegant and a proud and self-conceited gait, with

an affected inclining of his bodyfrom side to side;

(S, M, O, L, K;) as also t jlJu. (T, S, M, L,

K.) — And, (M, L, K,) accord, to some, (M, L,)

He was cautious of a thing, and turned aside

from it. (M, L, K.) [See also 2.] = j>U said

of saffron, and of the plant called u*jj, It became

pulverized, or reduced topowder by its being bruised

3 J i 0 I

or brayed. (IKtt, TA.) ess »*\s, aor. »J~*j, (S,

L, K,) inf. n. ju», (L,) He mixed it, (namely,

saffron, K,) or moistened it with water Sfc. ; syn.

Asia ; (S, L, 50 from which it is formed by trans

position [accord, to the lexicologists; but not j

accord, to the grammarians, because it has an

inf. n.] ; (TA ;) as also »}\i, aor. »>&, (T, M,

L, &v., in art. }ji,) inf. n. ^ : (5 '» that art. :)

and he bruised, or brayed, it, (namely, saffron,

and the plant called lhj^O a'"' ""■'" »'('tti;'l '* "''^'

water: (L in art. ay :) and aja^ •</«-' (a woman)

rubbed it (namely perfume) in water, in order

that it might dissolve. (M, L.) =s j>6 aI^JI al*

aj-aJI, inf. n. ju» ; and * Ualil ; 7/e removed the

hot ashesfrom the cake of bread; syn. lylljt. (TKL.

[In the O and I£> this meaning of these two verbs

is vaguely intimated, only by the words, ,jl juaII

2. ajJ i>4 ju9 (Th, M, L) He turned away

from, or avoided, his adversary: (Th, L:) or he

fledfrom him. (M.) [See a similar meaning of

aU, above.] sa And j£, (T, O, £,) inf. n. XJ3,

(L, K,) ^Te augured evilfrom the cry of the [bird

called] & (T, 0,L,K1.)

4. »>\i\ He gave it, namely, property, (AZ, Kb,

T, S, M, O, L, K,) to another : (AZ, Ks, T, S, M,

L :) and *J)U »aUI, inf. n. Sal»l, fi^e <^a»e Aim pro

perty. (Mgh, Msb.) It belongs to this art. and

to art. a>*. (L in art. i^i.) _ [And Ife, or it,

profited, advantaged, or benefited, him; 5jj\i being

understood. Hence,] one says, Lij*. ^jUji, ^j\

U)l kJL>jjLet jJU [7/' <//o« tear/t we a word, thou

givest me what is worth a thousand dirhems],

(A in art. jJua.) _ [Hence, also, )\i\ said of

a word, and a phrase, It had, or performed, a

useful office, as expressive of a meaning, or as con

tributing to the expression thereof, or as adding

to a meaning previously expressed. And hence,

It imported, or conveyed, a meaning ; and par

ticularly, when said of a phrase, a complete mean

ing, so that a pause might be well made after

uttering it; Sjj\s being understood.] as See also

10. — And see 1, last signification. __ Also,

»al*l, inf. n. as above, He killed him ; destroyed

him; slaughtered him; namely, a man, and a

beast. (T,» L, and K* in art. i^i.)

5. j-jo, as intrans. : see 1, latter half. =s »j>Ju :

see 10.

6. lt£ti JUW D'<^^! U* They two give, of

the property, each to the other; or profit, or benefit,

each other therewith : (ISh, T, O, K :) you should

not say c/>S^ '• (? 0 and >^*,t O'^1*^ U*

TVie^ <n?o impart knowledge, each to the other:

(K in art. a>* [q. v.] :) or, in the opinion of MF,

both of these verbs are allowable. (TA.)

10. »aU£->l (T, S, M, &c.) Hegained it, acquired

it, or got it, for himself, namely, property [&c] ;

(T,» M,* Mgh, Msb, and L and K in art. »^i ;)

and ▼ »aUI is syn. therewith, (S, M, A, Mgh, O,

L, Msb, K,) as used by some, (Msb,) having two

contr. significations, (K,) though disallowed by

others, (Msb,) or it is more chaste than the

former ; (Mgh ;) and ▼ oju*3 signifies the same.

(M, and K in art. iyi.) __ [And He derived it,

learned it, or inferred it. — And Aio aU^I He

gained, or derived, profit, advantage, or benefit,

from him, or it ; tj5\i being understood.]

jwJ Saffron : (IAar, TA voce ^^u :) or the

leaves of saffron : (L :) or saffron mixed, or

moistened with water fyc. (S, O, L, K.) _ And

The hair upon a horse's lip. (T, S, O, K.)

• *

[ju*i expL by Golius as signifying (on the

authority of Meyd) Vir pusillanimus pavidusque,

is app. a mistake for jui».]

13 (T, S, M, A, O, L, K) and ♦ l&, (T, S,

O, L, K,) in which latter the 5 is added to render

the epithet intensive, (T, L,) A man who walks

with an elegant and a proud and self-conceited

gait, with an affected inclining of his body from

side to side. (T, S, M, A, O, L, K.) One says,

* S" 0 a* o& +* e- « -j

lal~» laW* *_^j*^t [jl*\j-+i Of* [Such a one

walks upon the ground] with an elegant and a

proud and self-conceited gait, &c. (A.) —— Hence,

aUUI is said to signify The lion. (O.) — And

The male of the j.^ [or owl] : (T, S, M, O, K :)

or /. q. j^jJoJI [which is also said to signify the

male of tlie^e^ : for other explanations see ^jus].

(S, O.) And t l^y, (M,) or this and 1$, (T,

S, O, K,) One who collects together what he can,

and eats it. (Lth, T, S, M, O, K.)

f0 8*

5aW* : Bee the next preceding paragraph, in

two places.

3j>3ti a subst from JUM a^, (M, L, and K in

art. >*»,) in the sense of C~3; (M, L;) or an

« - 0*0 • 0 0

act. part. n. from 5juls al OaU ; (Msb ;) Profit,

advantage, benefit, or good, which God bestows

upon a man, and which he [the latter, con

sequently] gains, or acquires, and which he pro

duces: (T, L :) an accession which accrues to a

man : (Msb :) what one gains, or acquires, of

knowledge, (S, A, O, L, Msb, K,) and polite ac

complishments, (Msb,) and property : (S, A, O,

L, K :) what one has recently acquired, of pro

perty, of gold or silver, or a slave, or the like :

(AZ, Msb :) and [simply] profit, advantage, bene

fit, or utility : and good : and knowledge : and

wealth, or property : (KL :) pi. j>5ly : (T, O, L,

Msb, K :) it belongs to this art. and to art. ay* :

J 0 J

(TA:) some improperly derive it from a|>*"-

(MF.) _ [Hence, Utility as expressive of a

meaning, or as contributing to the expression

tliereof, or as adding to a meaning previously

expressed, of a word or phrase. And hence, A

meaning, or an import, of a word or phrase ; and

particularly a complete meaning of a phrase, such

that a pause may be well made after the uttering

thereof.]

jL.i.o [Perfume, &c] mixed, or moistened with
0 * * 0

water fyc. ; (S, O, L ;) as also i^i*. (As, T in

art. a^O
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that which is not in him : (AHeyth, in L, art

<b*jl* :) and t the latter is said to signify a

cowardly and weah man. (TA.) Also, A

chief, or lord, abounding in excellence, or gene

rosity, or bounty, (Ibn-'Abbad, O, EL,) who vies

with others in glory, (TA.)

2 '*" l ' " (TA.)

• » Jo,

ili A weak and lax man.

jLa* sjyju Ji^y A destructive man; as also

j|>i*. (Ibn-'Abbad and O and EI in art. jy.)

• » j

FJ3j-tr? [an arabicized word from the Pers.

•' ' •- .»

°J3J-** or *JSj-tr> The turquoise;] a well-known

hind of stone. (TA.) — And A certain sort of

dye [probably oft/ie colour oft/ie stone so called],

(TA.)

1. J.\S, (O, EL,) aor. J^, inf. n. JL£, (O,

TA,) He gloried, or boasted, (O, EL,) a«</ wtai/.

nified himself, imagining [in himself] what he did

not possess; (EL;) as also JJ; like as you sav in tfie land- (S, O, K.) In the following verse

2471

iiyLj TTeafej«M a»rf laxness; (O, EL ;) and so

*uiC*. (TA.)

*^Ajs: see Ji**.

was*

1- ufj"5» ^j J»br, aor. J^, (S, O, EL,) inf n.

<->***> (TA,) 2T« went away into the country, or

-*'i» aor. ^^j; and^i, aor. »jj; (TA;) he

was boastful, or proud, pretending to possess a

thing and not being as he pretended; (TA ;) and

♦ ,j1jU [signifies the same ; or] he gloried, or

boasted, vainly, and praised himself for that

which was not in him. (AHeyth, in L, art.

•»<•>•) [See also 5.] =a J,U^I ^SU, aor. as

above, (IDrd, O, EL,) and so the inf. n., (IDrd,

O,) He (the ass) mounted the she-ass : (IDrd :)

said by Yoo to be from ll^UI. (O, EL.*)

.Af^U' ^TA') inf- n- ^t (9. O, El) and

iS-jUrf, (O, EL,) 5e vied, or contended, with him

in glorying, or boasting, or m ^rfory, or excellence.

(S,« O,* K,» TA.)_ Also, (TEL,) inf. n. liJUU,

(Ibn-'Abbad, O, EL,) He threatened him much in

flglU, and tften was pronounced a liar. (Ibn-

'Abbad, O, EL, TEL.) _ See also 1.

• 3 -

5. f^l yt-43 ITe arrogated the thingfalsely ;

(Ibn-Abbad,* O* EL,» TA ;) without merit. (Ibn-

meaning] his Jingers became unclosed (c4->&)

from [the grasp of] the ^, so that it escaped

from him. (M, TA.) And one says, cJLj

yjakl ^i *& I grasped him and he did not

escape, or get hose. (AHeyth, TA.) And oJlJ

[Igrasped the tail of the^ and ft slippedfrom

my hand so that itfreed its tail] : (Lth, S, O, TA:

[but in the O, fj* is omitted before ^j^ ; not

intentionally, for 'the verb before ^ is there

masc, as above:]) this is when thy fingers

become unclosed (£&) from the g^ of it8

tail : (Lth, O :) and this [state of the fingers] is

termed t^uij,. (TA.) [It is also said that]

«*e)l C**bt signifies The fingers of the hand

became unclosed (o^->3) from the grasp of tlie

thing. (EL, TA. [But I doubt the correctness of

this.]) __ And lili^l signifies The being clear,

or perspicuous; syn. oL^JI ; (O, El ;) like

iojL**", expl. in art. ^y ;] and the being

flwnt. (0.) [And also The making speech

clear, or perspicuous.] One says, JUL*] £ tfjj

>o-G lit Such a one is a person endowed with

clearness, or perspicuity, and fluency, when lie

speaks. (O.) And jf*±H< i'u ^U1 His

tongue made speech, or the speech, 'clear, or per

spicuous; and so t ^u, aor. J^ ; (M ;) and

^4 * ^ ^> (?, TA,) inf. n. J£ (TA,)

hit tongue does not make it clear, or perspicuous

meant the lustre (.U) thereof: (O :') [accordingly, I (f' TA'\. A"d^^ ** ^* no< wa/'e

the verse may be rendered, The places of growth \ ' °r duhnct' or Perspicuous, a word, or a sen-

thereof, i. e.^ their gums, were ZtAe the (garment I <e71Ce' (Y8^00^, ?, O, TA.) See also 4 in art

of Imra-el-Eleys,

respecting which As said, I know not what is

[the meaning of] Jeuj^,, this word is said to be

from vote signifying as expl. above : (S, O :)

[but I do not see what meaning that would be

apposite in this case could be thence derived

without straining:] but ^e\i signifies also it

shone, or glistened; syn. j£; (TA ;) and some

say that ^^Aj in this verse means Jjlj; (O,

TA;) and the pronoun in 4^& relates to the

front teeth; (0,»TA;) by J*^ ^j* being

called) bHjju*, and their colour was like the

thorns of the J& (q. v.), so t/tat they were sweet

'Abbad, O, TA.) — »^£j| ^ j£j He turned and glistening : (see the context in " the Divans

back from tfie thing (Ibn-'Abbad, O, El) through

weakness and impotence; (TA;) like JLaJI.

uiji ancnd t ii^ The head [or glans] of the

penis: (S, O, El:) or a swollen penis : (TA :) or

t^tlie latter word has the former meaning ; and

c£e* Mjta pi., [or rather coll. gen. n.,] like as ^3

'/ °f 'J-*5 : (O :) and * i\LS signifies the same as

ite» ; and some say that its J is augmentative :

(TA:) or ^1^ signifies a weak llilS. (Lth,
TA.) V '

of the six ancient Arabic poets," edited by Prof.

Ahlwardt :) or, as some relate the verse, the last

word is tjx^, (IB, O, TA,) from Ja\i\ U

jU^V [q. v.], (O,) so that it is a denotative of

state, the meaning being t^Ss JU. J \j^

[i. e. sweet when [displayed in] speaking ; or

rather, clearly uttering ; but it will be seen below

that uatki, as well as ^o-ij, may, accord, to the

M and K, be used in this sense :] (IB, TA :) see

*• — **^ w8^' O' w-»ln.;^l U, meaning / was

not able to turn aside, or away,from, or to avoid,

u°s} : and see 1 in the present art [And it is

said that a^ J,\i\ u signifies the same. Or,

accord, to Mtr, if he be correctly cited in Har

p. 447, the verb in this sense, and app. as thus

used in all the phrases mentioned above, is cor

rectly with u., and not so with ^ : but this I

greatly doubt.] — One says also, *£, ^Ui He

ejected his urine : (O, EI :) or ^ JzW. (El-

Ghooree, in Har ubi supra.)

o. ^^.Uai is said to be the original and regu

lar form of yijUai, which signifies The speaking,

talking, or discoursing, each to anotlier, or each

with another : the ^ being changed into s be

cause of the dammeh. (M in this art. and in art.

yoji, and TA.) — See also another explanationSS»J •" him or it /-<? n\ r«!oo„i^ " «' i ., L^y* XA'> — see also another expl
-u^: see ^, in two places. __ Also The /'m'or^j (9,0.) ^ [See also^ • and see 4.] i„ art. ^y s and see 4 in the present art.

>mrmost vart of the head. (T A ^ .— And <Z~ai U dill*, like as on* ran I, vfn.uppermost part of the head. (TA.)

w-y : see ii^ili. = [See also 3.]

w-^e* : see the next paragraph, in two places.

* ■*'

(^-Ui A man who glories, or 6oa*fa, and mag

nifies himself, imagining [in himself] what he does

not possess; (El ;) vainly boastful, without merit ;

(TA ;) who contendsfor superiority in that which

he does not possess; (El;) and [in like manner]

w^^e* one who pretends to possess a thing, not

being as he pretends; (TA ;) both signify one who

glories, or boasts, vainly, and praises himselffor

<i U aOIj, like as one says U aDIj

C-»^ [perhaps meaning By God I did not

quit my place; as well as I did not cease:]

(?, O, EL :•) mentioned on the authority of

AHeyth : (TA :) [that it has the latter meaning

is clearj for] one says, JjJl »£Jrf U / did not

cease (dftgtf U) doing [such a thing] : (M :) and

* u»UmI, likewise, signifies LL. (IB, TA.)

3 : see 3 in art. uo£.

4. t±i Ji ^Jjl ^oUt [The lizard called 4~&

escaped, or slipped, from his hand, is expl. as

10 : see 1, last sentence,

i > ji. . '

u<sei- Ai« U There is not any place to which

to turn aside, or away, from it : or t/tere is not

any turning aside, or away, from it : syn. _• - >

[which may be meant either as a n. of place

or as an inf. n.] : (As, S, O, EL:) or JjJL.

(IAar, M.)

1. J,t, (S, M, Mgh, &c.,) aor. J^b, inf n.

»>»e» (§, M, O, Msb, EL) and ii^ (S, O, EL)

311 •
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and ^joyfi (M, O, K) and ^o^i and S^o^i (M,

K) and 0^t*> (M, O, K,) /< (water) overflowed;

poured out, or forth, from fulness : (Mgh :) it

(water, S, O, K, or a torrent, Msb) became abun

dant, (S, O, Mfb, K) andflowed from [over] the

brink of the valley, (Msb,) or so as to fiow over

the side of the valley, (S, O,) or so as to flow like

a valley; (K;) andT^lil signifies the same:

(Msb, TA :) it (water) became abundant : (TA :)

[contr. of u»U, aor. ,/^u :] it (water, and that

of the eyes, and the like, M, or anything fluid,

Msb) ran, or flowed : (M, Msb :) or it poured

out, orforth ; or poured out, orforth, vehemently ;

gus/ied out, or forth: (M:) and it (water, and

blood,) fell in drops. (Msb.) _ It (a vessel)

became full: (Msb:) [or it overflowed: for you

say,] ojI^j j^i\ ,jili The river overflowed with

its water : and «us Cj iU^I Joti The vessel over

flowed with what was in it : (Msb :) and a poet

says,

V*^«l juc t^UOl ^0^3 JjjOj *

[/ complained; and complaint is not a custom of

the like of me ; but the cup overflows on the occa

sion of its beingfull]. (A.) You sav also, c~ili

tUtfi, aor. as above, inf. n. ,>u», Tlie eye flowed

[with tears]. (TA.) And lljc ^oti, said of a man,

[He sweated;] stveat appeared upon his body, on

an occasion of grief. (IKtt.) \ It (a thing)

was, or became, much, abundant, many, or nu

merous. (O, K.) You say, ^UJUI Jb\i \Tke

mean became many : (S, O :) opposed to Jots.,

q. v. (S and A in art ^eU..) And jlriJI ,>U

+ Good, or wealth, &c, became abundant, (A,

M?b») >»v^ awtow^ *Aem. (A.) Aor. as above,

(S,) inf. n. ,>u», (TA,) X It (a piece of news, or

a story,) spread abroad; (S, M, K ;) as also

*^Ui-l; (S, M, A, Msb, K, TA;) it spread

abroad among t/ie people, (Msb and TA in expla

nation of the latter verb,) like water. (TA.)

* The latter is also said of a place, meaning X It

became wide, or ample. (A.) And you say, Jo\i

cjoJI <v~U X [The coat of mail spread over him ;

or covered him]. (A.) _ Aor. as above, inf. n.

tAi and u^i, X He (a man, S,0, K) died: (S,

M, O, K :) and, (S, M, O, K,) in like manner,

(S, O,) HH s£J>U, (S, M, A^ Mgh, O, Msb, K,)

aor. as above, (M,) inf. n. ^ogi, (M, Msb,) J Am

soul departed, or went forth ; (S, M, A,* Mgh,*

O, Msb, K ;) of the dial, of Temeem ; (S, M, O ;)

on the authority ofAO and Fr ; and AZ says the

like ; but As says that one should not say, ^ob

man died :" and Abu-1-Hasan says, <w*j cJili,

the verb relating to the ^Ju ; and J»pl u«l»

and l»\i : but As says, I heard AA say that one

should not say, a-jU c~t>U, but ii\i, meaning

"he died;" and not ^jo\s, with yi, decidedly:

IB, however, says that what IDrd has cited

from As is different from that which J has

ascribed to him ; for IDrd cites the words of As

thus : the Arabs say, J*pl J»l», meaning " the

man died;" but when they speak of the ^j-iJ,

they say a-Ju c~ol», with ^o ; and he quotes

the ex.

J 0* 0 « 00 « 00

J*->)t, nor el», for ^ols is only said of

tears and of water : (S, O :) to which is added

in the O, but one says, jjli, with ii, [as is also

said in the Mgh,] as meaning " he died," and

not u«li, with ^6, decidedly : (TA :) [see, how

ever, the remarks of IB below:] or the more

chaste expression is i»l», with \b, without the

mention of the ^Jkj ; and some do not allow any

other: (Msb :) but in the L we find as follows :

IAar says. Juj-jJI uo\i and J»U, meaning " the

[And an eye was put out, and a soul departed] :

and he [IB] adds that this is what is commonly

known to be the opinion of As : but J has com

mitted an error ; for As quotes from AA that one

should not say, a—sj C-l»l», but Jili, meaning "he

died ;" not o»U, decidedly : and he also says,

nor does it necessarily follow from what he re

lates that he firmly believed it : AO says that

<uJu £*J*\J> is of the dial, of Keys ; and C~cU,

of the dial, of Temeem : and AHat says, I heard

AZ say that Benoo-Dabbeh alone say, <t~ii C~£ti:

in like manner also El-Mazinee says, on the

authority of AZ, that all the Arabs say, c~l=li

<uJu, except Benoo-Dabbeh, who say, x-£J C~oli

with v6. (TA.) [See also art. ii^i. It is fur-

J 0 0

ther said, that] ^jcu£}\ signifies Death ; (A, K ;)

as occurring in a trad, respecting Ed-Dejjal,

where it is said, i^ui" ^i j-^l ^J* 0& jr>

[T/ien shall be, after that, death] : (A, TA :) Sh

says, I asked El-Bekrawee respecting this, and

he asserted ±ja aJtJI, in this case, to signify

" death ;" but I have not heard it from any

other; unless it be from <uJu c—o\i signifying

HU slaver collecting upon his lips at the departure

of his soul [flowed]. (TA.) You say also ^ib

I * * at * Ji * *

*»■<JJI (J-* »;>*-«» X [His bosom overflowed with

wrath, or rage]. (A, TA.) And »jjui Jo\i

j~}\i \His bosom disclosed, or revealed, the secret;

(S, O, K ;) his bosom could not conceal the secret ;

(M ;) his bosom was full with the secret, and dis

closed it, not being able to conceal it. (TA.) —

9 0*

And ^^9 is used as meaning t God's suggesting

(»L*JI) [of a thing] : what the Devil suggests

(*-*L') is termed il*£^l\. (Kull p. 277.)

Aj/a^^utJI yjite : see 4, latter half.

4. j^olil : see 1, first sentence. = He filled a

vessel so t/tat it overflowed : (S, M, O, SI :) or

[simply] he filled a vessel, (M, Msb,) accord, to

Lh ; but the former, [says ISd,] in my opinion,

is the correct signification. (M.) _ He made

water, and tears, and the like, to run, or flow ;

or to pour out, orforth ; or to pour out, orforth,

vehemently; to gush out, orforth : (M:) lie poured

[water &c] out, orforth : (A, TA :) or hepoured

water out, orforth, copiously. (Mgh.) You say,

*J3 JU *U)t w*t»l> (S, O, K,) or ojl,L ^,

(Msb,) Hepoured the water (S, 0, Msb, K) upon

himself, (S, O, K,) or upon his body. (Msb.)

And *ey>} v°W, (s,) or a***, (Msb,) Hepoured

forth his tears. (Msb.) And **jJl J^o)\ C—ol»l

[Theeye pouredforth tears]. (TA.) itM ^lil

>s»JI X God made good, or wealth, &c, to abound.

(Msb.) — ejjJI «4ii ^Alil XHeput on him the

coat of mail: like as you say l^Io [lit. he poured

it]. (A, TA.) — Oli^ ,>. I^ilil X They pushed

on, pressed on, or went quickly, syn. Iytf>, (S,

Mgh, O, Msb, K,) or IjaijJI, (M, A,) with multi

tude, (M, Mgh, 0,)from'A?'afdt, (S, M, A, Mgh,

0,Msb,K,) toMine,(S,M,0,) exclaiming iLJ:

(M :) or they returned, and dispersed themselves,

from 'Arafat: (O, K:) or t/iey hastened from

'Arafdt to another place: (K :) the last rendering

is taken from Ibn-Arafeh ; and agreeably with all

of these renderings, the phrase in the Kur [ii. 1941

,„ * 01 0*0 , 0

OU^ft k>«v0ia»| liU. has been explained: (TA:)

and [in like manner,] you say, ^1 Ju^ l^lil

aSL* XThey returned from Mine to Mekkeh; on

the day of the sacrifice: (Msb:) .Lilit signifies

X the advancing, and pushing on, or pressing on,

in journeying, or pace, (A,* TA,) and the like]

(A,) with multitude, and is only after a state of

separation and congregation: (TA:) it is from

the same word as signifying the " pouring out, or

forth;" (A, O, TA;) or from &\ ^,M\ signifying

"he poured the water out, or forth, copiously:"

(Mgh:) and the original expression is <uJU ^lil,

or .UU.tj ; but they omit the objective comple

ment, and hence the verb resembles one that is

intrans.: (O, TA:) or iilst signifies the quickly

impelling or urging [a beast] to run, with one'sfoot

or Ug, orfeet or legs : and yilil, he (a rider) made

his camel to exert himself beyond measure, to go a

quick run, between the utmost rate and what is less

than that ; iilil denoting the half [ofthefull rate]

of the run of camels having riders upon them;

and being only applied when they have riders

upon them: (Khalid Ibn-Jembeh:) and every

i*i* [or act of pushing on, or pressing on,] is

termed <UU'j. (S, Msb,K.) Hence, <UUN|| j£±,,

signifying The circuiting [around the Kaabeh] on

the return from Mine to Mekkeh; (Msb, TA;)

on the day of the sacrifice : (TA :) or the circuit

ing of visitation. (Mgh.) .iojuLjl ^ \^\i\

X They pushed on, or pressed on, in discourse ; syn.

jjiijjl: (Lh, S, M, A, O:) they entered there

into; launched forth, or out, thereinto; (Lh, M,

O ;) they were large, or copious, or profuse, therein:

(0,TA:) or they dilated therein : (M:) or t/iey

began, commenced, or entered upon, discourse;

(Msb ;) as also t Jy^US-l, (M, Msb,) accord, to

some; (Msb;) but this latter is disallowed by

most; (Mj) or by the skilful. (Msb.) You say

also, J^c ^jj (joljl t He entered into an action,

or employment; and pushed on, or pressed on,

tlierein: (Bd in x. 62 :) or lie began it, commenced

it, or entered upon it. (Jel, ibid.) _ t^J-ik u°^» I

He impelled, or thrust} with the thing : (M :) he

cast, or threw, the thing. (M, TA.) J;WrM ^Ul

fihi' (Lk ?> M» A> °») and (?» °) uel»l alone,

(S, O, K,) and J^f * J,\4, (TA,) J Tlie camel

propelled his cud (Lh, S, M, A, K)from his inside,
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(Lh, M, A,) or from his stomach, (S, K,) and

expelled it, or ejected it : (S :) or cast it forth in

a scattered and copious state: or it means [he

made to be heard] tJie sound of his cud, and of

his chewing. (M.) _- £&*■ ^o\i\ U tHe did not

make clear, or distinct, or perspicuous, a word, or

sentence. (Msb, TA.) [And L^iSLi uo\i\ U sig

nifies the same.] _ •-.JJUW (>>l-il, (S, M, A, O,

K,) and •.IjJUl ^J*, meaning pljJpW, for pre

positions stand in the places of other prepositions,

(S, O,) and lUUI uilil, (O, K,) \ i. q. ^i

j»-ljJUb [which has two significations : He turned

about, or shuffled, the gaming-arrows : and Ae

played with the gaming-arrows] : (S, M, A, O,

K :) and l^l#*.l [which has the former of the above

significations] : or lie dealt them forth, (TA.)

Aboo-Dhu-eyb says, describing a [wild] he-ass

and his she-asses,

) * 0 - r «• * s J i 4 * *

(S, TA) I [And it was as though they were a

bundle of gaming-arrows, and as though lie were

a shuffler thereof, shuffling or] dealing out the ar

rows, and deciding, and making known what he

produced: (TA:) or, accord, to Kh, and speak

ing with his loudest voice, saying " The arrow of

such a one has won," or " This is the arrow of

such a one :" or, accord, to some, distributing, or

dispensing, by means of the arrows : (TA in art.

cjua :) by p»tjJUt ^Jlc is meant pJjJUU (S voce

i-Jle.) One relation of this verse substitutes

tjoj^i for u^s*2* (TA.) Az says that ^oM) [a

5 ' ■*

mistranscription for «Uol»l] is always a consequence

of a state of separation, or dispersion, and abun

dance, or copiousness. (TA.)_ Hence the saying

in a trad, respecting a thing picked up from the

ground, JXilo ^>o \irai\>tr>, [app. a mistake for

iUU (J,] i.e. + Then put thou, or throw thou, it,

' i

and mix it, among thy property. (TA.) __ -ir-rv4!

JaJ A river, (M, TA,) in general : (TA:) pi.

[of pauc] uoLsj\ and [of mult.] \jby** : the

pluralization thereof shows that it is not an inf. n.

used as a subst. : (M, TA:) [and a river, or

water, that overflows.] Je£i\ is [hence] applied

to The Nile of Egypt: (S, O, K:) or, accord, to

the Tekmileh, to a place in the Nile of Egypt:

(TA :) and to the river of El-Basrah : (As, S,

K :) or this last is called ej*suJ\ Jix£, because of

, jj j * •«&

its greatness. (M.) You say also ^jo^ Ol3 u*jl

Land in which is water: (Lh, M :) or in which

are waters that overflow. (S, K, TA.) _ A horse

t that runs muck ; (S, M, O, K ;) tltat isfleet, or

swift; (M ;) that runs vehemently; likened to

water pouring forth ; as also v^w. (Eth-Thaale-

bee, in TA, art. w«Jw.) _ A man I bountiful, or

munificent ; as also *u^^> (A,) and t uoCi : (S,

O:) or, as also '''the last, a man abounding [or

profuse] in beneficence or bounty. (M.) — Much,

or abundant, water. (M.) __ J Much, or abun-

dance : as in the saying, ^jixJ ^>< Leu£ eU%cl J He

^are Aim littlefrom much. (S, M, O.) Anything

much in quantity. (KL.) — fA large gift: [and

simply a gift,favour, or ^race:] pi. i^oy?. (KL.)

__ [See also 1, last sentence but one. Hence

(^LgJUl JLjjJaj meaning t-By roay> or means, of

instinct; instinctively.] _ J Death : [as being the

outpouring of the soul :] see 1. (Sh, on the autho-

rity of El-Bekrdwee ; and K.) _ ^^ui J Ldki

&%> f TFe n-ewf »»*7A the corpse and bier of such

a one. (M.)

• * * * - j

4_ib : see ^U-o.

ej'O/ , a, cjjcl * 9 *

jrrti yj^jn***1* ■ *■ ?• es-y» q- v- (TA in art-

^cv-^» ^^i^b^l^nJ j-ti^fl^, and tUaytft^J,

and 2Ueu^u», and * \*6y£, i. q. ir-e^i, q. v. in

art. ^y.' (AZ, K.)

She (a woman) became wide in the belly: [as

though spread out:] or she became large in

the belly, and flabby in flesh. (M.) = ^Lsl

SI^«Jt £e waae <Ae pi ,C-L.,.« [i. e. vagina and

rectum] of the woman to become one, on the oc-

• ' * at

casion of devirgination ; (M ;) i. q. ULait [from

which it is app. formed by transposition, as is

indicated in the M.]. (O, TA.)

5. yjaliu It fowed. (Har p. 610. [But this

I do not find elsewhere.])

10. j^olilwl He askedfor tlie pouring out (lilit)

of water, (K, TA,) $c. (TA.) s Said of *a

piece of news : and of a place : see 1, in the first

half of the paragraph. You say also, ^lil—il

jj.3. .:, j_jil^JI I The valley became wide, and abun

dant in' trees. (S, O, K, TA.) = IjuiLL^I

£~jj,L.}\ : see w-jj>d>II ^ \yo\i\. [It seems to be

indicated in the S and O that it signifies They

spread abroad the story among the people; as

used by some : see |>;iu~<,]

\jo%*& : see i/eli*.

see
\jr°*<*&-

t^jUi A river containing much water: (S :) or

that flows much. (Ham p. 375.) _ Applied to

a man : see (>»*», in two places.

f ~

jja5V» A watering-trough full : a sea, or great

river, [overflowing : see 1 : or] pouring, or pouring

vehemently. (TA.) _ Applied to a man : see

• a*

^sULt pass. part. n. of 4 [q. v.]. _ <£»■■;.»■»»■

As* yjlio \ Discourse in which people have pushed

on, or pressed on : (K :) [or into which they have

entered : or in which they have been large, or

copious: or in which they have dilated: or begun:

see 4 ; and see also ufl.i;..^.] _ i^>lio cp ', . 1

roicfe, or an ample, coat of mail ; (S, M, A, O,

K;) as also * iU.13 (IJ, M) and Jby^i. (M.)

[In the CK, this word is erroneously written

<LejU«, as applied to a coat of mail and to a

woman.] ^oU* applied to a man, \ Wide in tlie

belly : fem. with S : (M :) or the latter, a woman

large in tlie belly, (S, M, A, O, K,) and flabby in

flesh, (M, A,) and, as some add, inordinately tall:

(TA :) : or, as some say, the latter signifies a

woman having her ^jlfiLLo [i. e. vagina and rec

tum] united; as though formed by transposition

from »UoJU : (M :) and, accord, to some, ^olJue

signifies having a fulness. (TA.) It is said of

the Prophet, ^ua-JI ^olv* 0^> meaning J He

had the belly even with the breast: (O, K:) or

lie had a fulness in tlie lower part of the belly.

(TA.)

fjiMSmA : see the next paragraph.

^ja-jC- * One who asksfor the pouring out (a«o lit )

of water fyc. (S, O.) sas A story, or a piece of

news, \ spread abroad (S, M, A,* O, Msb, K)

among the people, (S, O, Msb,) like water; (TA;)

as also Aji ^oUi~o ; (S, O, K ;) but you should

not say ^UZ...« [alone], (As, Fr, ISk, and the

lexicologists in general, and Az, S, O, Msb, and

K,) for this is a mistake of the inhabitants of the

towns and villages: (As, Fr, ISk, &c, and Msb:)

or this last is a word of weak authority: (K:)

it is, however, used by some; (S, O ;) for instance,

byAboo-Temmam; (TA;) as meaning begun, com

menced, or entered upon; but most disallow it

unless followed by «u». (M.)

1. ib, aor. 4^, inf. n. jj£ (ISk, T, S, M, K)

and £•*£ and O^M (?, M, K) and ^Jo^? (Lh,

TA) and Ibjtv* S (Lth, M,K,) He (a man, S)

died; (ISk, T, S, M, K ;) as also, (sometimes, S)

* £l3, aor. &&, inf. n. £y (ISk, T, S, M, K) and

i»\'yJ ; (S, K, TA ; but in the CK, JiljJ, and

there said to be with damm;) or, accord, to IJ,

only the inf. n., ibyb, of the latter verb is used,

though the verb itself is allowable on the ground

j j 0- * *

of analogy. (M.) You say also, <Ui-» ,jU. and

.ill/ J J» J

» Al»y, [in the CK **>*>] ^'te '*"»« camefor his

dying. (M, K.) In like manner, (S,) you say

j j 0' 0 ^ *

also, a—ii cJoli 2fw «om/ departed, or wentforth;

Lth, T, S, M ;) on the authority of AO and Ks ;

and the like is related on the authority of AZ ;

(S ;) aor. 4A (M,) inf. n. Kj> (Lth, T, M) and

ib^jLi; (Lth, T;) and [accord, to some,] cJ^U

* ... >i, inf. n. Jty : (M :) or, when the i_r~a~> is

* *■ "

mentioned, you say, C~eL», with ^i : (EL :) As

says, I heard Aboo-Amr Ibn-El-AIasay that one

should not say HJj C-kii, (T,» S, M,») but J»W,

(S, M,) meaning " he died ;" and not (j«U, with

ub, decidedly ; (S ;) or not c—iLi : (T :) [but

what was said by As respecting these two verbs

has been stated more fully, and variously, in art.

i>us, q. v. :] AO says that <u_£J cJiU is of the

dial, of Keys ; and C~ol», of the dial, of Temeem :

Fr says that the people of El-Hijaz and Teiyi say

the former ; and Kuda'ah and Temeem and Key8

say the latter : AHAt says, I heard AZ say that

Benoo-Dabbeh alone say the latter; and El-

Mazinee relates the like on the authority of AZ.
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(TA.) — You say also, US J.U, (Ks, S, M, K,)

aor. k-i.1, (Ks, T,) He vomited forth his soul:

(Ks, S, M, K :) the verb being trans, as well as

intrans. (Ks, S.)

4. ikttl He (God) caused him to die. (K,TA.)

J ,0' 3 O'Z S§* 3)0,.

And you say also, a—«j cJisI ^». aJJj^o [I beat

him, or smote him, until I made his soul to depart,

*• * •* A t I*

or goforth]. (S.) And JLJu O^M'i) [-^ >w'S as

suredly cause thy soul to depart, or go forth].

(M.) And a—AJ <u)l A-liLsl [GW caused hint to

vomit forth his soul]. (Ks, T, S, M.)

jUi:.SL.'i\ Ij h . i 5 They constrained themselves to

vomit forth their souls. (S, TA.) [But in one

copy of the S, I find^^y—AJI \ycuJui, expl. as

meaning 7%ey cause to vomit forth tlieir souls ;

which suggests that the right reading may perhaps

* * . f * r ******

be Ijh.aj : or it may be Ijh.g.i, from <u-ii J»U.]

o»e» -d />tace *Aa< m even, level, orfiat : (S, O,

K:) or, (K,) accord, to Lth, (T, O,) a waterless

desert, (T, M, O, K,) such as is even, level, orfiat,

.9*0*

and wide, or spacious; (T, O ;) and " eti-o and

▼ ilLs (M, K) and * ^J^ (K) also signify [thus,

or] a waterless desert : (M, K :) and, (K,) accord,

to El-Mu-arrij, (T, O,) ou» signifies a portion of

the earth that is a place whereof the: winds are

variable; (T, O, K;) and this is the explanation

that is preferred by Sh: (T:) and accord, to

AA, it signifies [also] any road between two moun-

* .at

tains: (T, TA:) its pi. is oL»l [a pi. of pauc]

and J^i [a pi. of mult.]. (T, S, M, O, K.)

*t*

jJui : see the preceding paragraph.

• *9* *»* 9* **

aUus : see Uui : and see also ejU*, in art. jy.

*•* 9 * , 96*

i\i-*J is syn. with u^s, q. v. : therefore its I is

augmentative, (S, M,) accord, to Sb (M) and

Mbr: (S:) and it signifies (S, M, O,) also (M)

a smooth [desert such as is termed] Aja~o : (S, M,

O :) its pi. is .JU. (S, M, O, K. [In the CK,

* f

this pi. is written JU, as though it were a pi. of

^.])

A*

* * i * o*

1. Jl», aor. J^Aj : see a...j.> Jl», in art. Jj^i.

**tt ** mt

4. jyi, said of a poet, t. q. JXi\ : (K :) or an

imitative sequent thereto. (Aboo-Turab, O.)

Ji-j and J>->» :

<uu» and <uuj : ! see art. j^»

y

J**

1. iJlJ Jli, aor. Jeii, (S, M, O, K,) inf. n.

i})$, (S,) thus in some copies of the K and in

the A, (TA,) or a>V, (M, O,) thus in other

copies of the K, (TA,) and «Ule», thus in the O,

*e*

but in the copies of the K. iLs, (TA,) Sis judg

ment, or opinion, was weak, (S, M, O, K,) and

erroneous; (M, K ;) as also ▼ J*A3 ; (M, Z, K,

TA;) and [in like manner] <ulj ^ t JJi [not ^«»]

Ac wa« incorrect in hisjudgment, or opinion ; and

^ iA' • jit*

» l^i occurs in a trad, as meaning ^♦yi'j J" :

(TA :) [and JU alone, said of a man, signifies

j.t*

the same as dylj Jl», as is shown by a verse of

El-Kumeyt cited in the T and M and O and TA:

but it seems from what here follows (taken from

a passage unconnected with the foregoing) that

the first and third of what are mentioned above

as inf. ns. are regarded by some as simple substs. :]

^ ** ** I*

and one says, * 3JU ajI, J, (T, M, K, TA,)
* * * *^*

%* * *

the last word like <bla»~i, (TA, [in the CK, erro

neously, aj'M £Ug u*,]) and tSj^i. (M» S> TA»)

meaning [In hisjudgment, or opinion, is] a weak

ness. (TA.) ss And JL» signifies also He (a

man) magnified himself, and became like the ele

phant (J*ftll) : or he slwwed a morose aspect :

(TA :) [or it may so signify : IAar cites the

following verse :

which may mean [ Of mankind are folks who,

when theyfind riches, turn the back, and] magnify

tliemselves and become like the elephant [to the

friend, and aggrandize themselves] : or show a

morose aspect to the friend [&c] ; for the ele

phant is morose in aspect. (M.)

2. L'f,' j4*, (?, M, K,) inf. n. J-Ju, He

declared [or esteemed] his judgment, or opinion,

to be weak, (S,) or bad, and erroneous. (M, K.)

Umeiyeh Ibn-Abee-'Aidh says,

*• o 6*- c t & ' * a , o *• *•

t * * * * *

& * 3 O * * 0 * * 0 * *

* t * * *

* *%* »A* J 9*

meaning jJUtj JJu ^ (Skr, M) i.e. [But hadst

thou praised other than Iter, of the children of

Kaab Ibn-Kdhil, with a true saying,] thy judg

ment, or opinion, would not have been declared

weak. (Skr.) — See also 1, in two places.

3. Jili, [inf. n. iuui and JLi, (see JUJI

below,)] He played [at the game called JI«iM :

see its part. n. below]. (0.)

5. j!a3 : see 1. bs Also He (a man, K, [or a

camel, as is indicated in the O,]) becamefat, (O,

K,) as t/wugh he were a J*» [or an elephant],

(O.) [See also 10.] _ And, said of youth, or

young manhood, (^l^iJI,) /( increased, (Lth, T,

M, O, K,) and became in its prime and fulness.

(Lth, T, O.) — And, said of herbage, It became

tall, andfull-grown ; or became of its full height,

and blossomed. (Th, M, K.)

* ** '*

10. JuiUwl He (a camel) became like the J*i

[or elephant] (M, K, TA) in bigness : (TA :)

** • #«
mentioned by IJ among the class of 3j— ---■< and

the like : part. n. J>.;„,«. (M.) [See also 5.]

s -. a

Jl» : see J*», latter half: = and the paragraph

commencing with i£lpt Jjli, near its end : =

%t* ' »'

and see also Jl», in art. Jli.

**'

(^ : see the paragraph here following.

j

JuJ [The elephant ; Pers. J^j ;] a certain

animal, (TA,) well known : pi. [of pauc] JL»l

and [of mult.] J},? and ii^i ; (S, M, O, Msb,

K ;) not «UJf : (ISk, S, O, Msb :) accord, to Sb,

a # • #

J«i may be originally of the measure s)*i, (S,

M, O,) pronounced with kesr because of the ^g,

J *9w •

like as they said ^^ujI and ±>£uf ; but Akh says,

this is not the case in the sing., but only in the

pi.: (S, O :) fem. with 5. (M, K.) Hence,

9* * 9 0-0.

JJUI ^y JSJ> i)U [lit. A night like the colour of

the elephant;] meaning a night that is black, (M,

TA,) and dust-coloured; (M ;) in which one

knows not the right course to pursue : the colours

of the J«j being of this kind. (M, TA.)

[Hence, also, J-iM lb The disease called by us

the tumid Barbadoes leg ; because the leg of the

patient resembles that of the elephant by reason

of its enormously-swollen state : not (as some

have supposed it to be) elephantiasis ; this latter

being termed j>\Ju»- (q. v.)]. — And [hence, like

wise, used as an epithet,] lJ-!rs signifies also

t Heavy [or dull] ; and low, ignoble, or mean.

(K, TA.) — And one says ^IJJI J^i J-^],

meaning A man weak in respect of judgment, or

opinion; (T, S, M, O, K ;) and so * *& ; (M,

K ;) and t Lh\J ; (T, M, O, K ;) and * il^S,

(ISk, T, S, M, O, K,) of the measure J*!i ; (O;)

and tilli, (T, M, O, K,) and Jli alone, (S, K,)

meaning weak in respect ofjudgment, or ojnnion;

(T, S, M, O, K ;) erring in insight : (S :) pi. [of

the first] j£l : (S, M, O, K :) but AO says, the

♦Jjli is one who, inspecting, forms an apinion and

errs ; if he err after examining a horse in all its

states or conditions and forming an opinion re

specting it from his inspection, [not while doing

so,] he is not reckoned to be JjI». (TA.)

JLlijl and jC*-», (Lth, T, M, O, K,) the

former a subst. and the latter an inf. n. [of 3],

^ j** * j

(Lth, T, 0,) and "SJbliLoJI [which is likewise an

inf. n. of 3], (M, K,) A certain game, (Lth, T,

M, O, K,) well known, (O,) of the children, (T,)

or of the youths, or young men, of the Arabs (M,

K) of the desert, (M,) with earth, or dust: (Lth,

T, M, O :) a thing is hidden in earth, or dust,

which is then divided (T, M) into two portions ;

then the hider says to his companion, In which of

them twain is it? (T ;) and if he [who is thtis

questioned] mistake, the hider says to him Jli

i&J: (T, M,*£:*) ISk termed it JUAJt, with.;

(O ;) and it has been mentioned before in art.
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JL» : (T, 0, K :) accord, to some, (TA,) this

game is called ,j&\ and JjL)t. (T, TA. [But

see the former of these two words.])

see the first paragraph.

j^k Ul J*» A man having much flesh : (T, 0,*

K:) some pronounce it with », (T, O,) saying

JL>, (T,) or J£i ; (O ;) both mentioned before

[in art. JL4]. (TA.) — ^IJJI J^i: see JJ>,

latter half.

« a*

JLji The attendant, or master, (S, M, O, Mgb,

^,) or the keeper, or driver, (MA, KL,) o/ fAe

Je* [or elephant], (S, MA, O, Msb, KL,) or of

the sLi. (So in the M and K.)

C5lr" wP1* : see J**> hitter half, in two places.

c= J5UJ1 [as a subst.] signifies The flesh that is

vpon the ijjt*-, (S, (),) or ^>yk-, (K, [in the M,

accord, to the TT, ^ijf, app. a mistranscription,])

of the 3)p ; (S, M, O, K ;) [which, I think, will

be plainly seen from what follows to mean the

flesh that is upon the sacro-ischiatic foramen ;

though ■i'jjJI ^ijt*. and iljJI -r>j»- are said in the

TA, in art. *->j»-, to mean " the hole where the

head of the thigh-bone is inserted;"] so says

A'Obeyd: (S,0:) or, (S, M, O, $,) as some

say, so adds A'Obeyd, (S,0,) a certain vein (T,

S, M, O, K) in the Suj*. of the .jJy, descending

into the leg, (T,) or in t/ie thigh : (S, O :) As

says, in " the Book of the Horse," in the Jit* is

the aj/*-, which is a Sjiu wherein is flesh, no

bone being in it ; and in that ijii is the J3li,

and there is no bone between the said ijiu and

the belly, but only skin and flesh ; (T,* S, O ;)

and he cites the saying of El-Aasha,

epithet 0>-*-* would not have been used if the

J5U were not a vein ; but others say that [the

poet meant that] he made the spear-head to

become concealed in the furthest part of the flesh ;

and if the JjIs were a vein, it would not have

been mentioned as it has been in a phrase of

Imra-el-Keys which will be cited in what follows :

(M :) [hence it is said,] or they are two portions

offlesh [between which is the lower part of the os

sacrum, i. e.] the lower parts of which are upon tlte

OV-0 [dual of *$~o~\,from the region oftlie lower

portions of the pi■;■.»■ to the », -■> rr bordering

' ' '

upon the ^c*u*» on either side, descending in the

two sides of the two thighs; [so in a human being,]

and thus in the horse : (M, K : [for the meanings

of the words that I have here left untranslated, I

must refer to their several proper arts. ; as they

are variously explained :]) t JUJI is a dial. var. of

J5UJI ; (M, K, TA;) which is expl. by Sgh [in

the O] as meaning a certain vein issuingfrom the

* & * *

«jl>-i of the i)j3 [i. e. from tlte sacro-ischiatic

foramen]: (TA:) [but the assertion that JUJI

is a dial. var. of JjUJI seems to be founded only

upon what here follows :] Imra-el-Keys says,

[describing a horse,]

4 ' o j « "

JJaJI U-Ujl L5i*

[ Oft we stain the ridge of the spear-head in what

is concealed in the interior of his J5U, and oft the

man of valour dies by means ofour spears] ; £•/&•>

J5UU1 means his blood : he says [by implication],

we are skilful in respect of the place of piercing :

(S, O :) but As said s^» in the place of .-» ; and

AA, t>*JaJ Jii ; which has been pronounced to

be wrong : (O :) or the O^J^» (T, M,) or the

* ^>Ui5li, (so in the K, [app. a mistranscription,])

are two veins entering into the interior parts of

the thighs, (T, M, K,) in the hinder parts thereof;

(M, K ;) and they adduce as an evidence thereof

the verse of El-Aasha cited above, saying that the

• JUUI ^JLe oli^U Ol^

(S, M ; or JUJI ^, as in the O and TA ;) [i.e.

He has edges of the haunch-bones projecting above,

or beyond, the J3U ; for] he means J5U ,«X*,

having altered the latter word by transposition.

(T,S,0,TA.)

aJuU : see its dual in the next preceding para

graph, near the middle.

J-e-sl [More, and most, weak, or erroneous;

relating to a judgment, or an opinion]. ^y» JJI

l_£tfjJt t^!>" IS a prov., meaning [More weak]

than an opinion that is given after the affair [to

which it relates] has passed. (Meyd.)

JjUU [in the S and O in art. JU, with », i.e.

J-5UL*,] Playing at the game called JU L)l.

(M, 0.)

ibULoJI expl. as a subst. : see JUUI.

«*» » •* ~* j m #

.^^jU [a quasi-pl. n. (like jU.^-i-« &c), but

one of which the sing, (if it have one) is not men

tioned,] The young ones of the Je* [or elephant]

(O.K.)

J*«i~» part. n. of 10, q. v. (M.)

1. oli, aor. ^, (K,) inf. n. J^i, (TA,) He,

or it, came. (K.)

•Uji A time; syn. cJ> or ol*jl\ »>• C-»j ;

(T;) or ^.; (T, S, M, K;) and SiC (S,

K.) You say, ailiui j^ 3^Ji\ ^ [J met him

time after time] : (AZ, S, M, K ; but some copies

of the K omit the words iuAJI jut/ :) and tiJ> ^SJ

[J met him at a certain time] : (AZ, S, M, K ;

but in some copies of the S and K, sZs :) thus

•Ugi is made determinate in two different ways ;

by its having the article Jl prefixed to it [in the

former case], and as a proper name [in the latter

case ; with which compare what is said of i^SJ

&c.] : (AZ, M :) and you say, U^L* . «3*3 . J|

AijiJI jj^ iuiJI i.e. [Verily I come to such a one]

time after time; not continually repairing to him:

(AZ, T :) and, accord, to ISk, <t£ui •# iujf U

i. e. [/ do not meet him save occasionally, or] time

after time. (TA.) [See also <&.]

(J^e* Having beautiful and long hair: (K :)

or so jm£}\ ^l£ ; applied to a man : (S :) ^l^i

[is also applied as an epithet to hair ; and] has

been mentioned in art. ^ji q. v. : (K :) if it be

from j>L», meaning " a branch," it is [of the

measure ju£, and therefore] perfectly decl. when

indeterminate, and likewise when determinate [as

a proper name] ; but if from «U,i, meaning " a

time," [which seems to be hardly reasonable,] it

is [of the measure O^M, and therefore] perfectly

decl. in the former case and imperfectly decl. in

the latter case. (Lh, T.) One says also JJ»

• »•» '

tjUg*, meaning Wide, extensive, shade. (TA.)

0*e»'> also written (^it and Oje»'. held by

some to belong to this art. and by others to

belong to art. ^j—il, has been mentioned in

page 70.

1. »\i, aor. tuiu : see »\i, aor. «y^, in art. ♦•>.

£*t* A wine-measure : (S, O, K :) a Pers. word

arabicized [and therefore all its letters are regarded

as radical]. (S.) __ And A strainer (O, K, TA)

for wine. (TA.) — And (sometimes, S, O) a

name for Wine : (S, K :) or clear wine : (O, TA :)

or an epithet applied to wine [app. signifying

clear] : (TA :) or wine such as is J'y, t [app. a

mistranscription for ^W-o, a word now used as

signifying aromatized] ; like jyju* [q. v.] and Jl

j£j. (IAmb, TA.)

END OF THE SIXTH PART OF BOOK I.
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